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Acids, action of, in soils 222
Agricultural legislation 419
Agricultural disputed questions 477, 539

Agricultural periodicals, their usefulness not confined
j

to their particular region 38
Agricultural Society oi Cumberland, addresses to 65

639
Agricultural Societ}', National, proposed 477
Agricultural Society of Pee Dee, premiums offered

by 144
Agricultural Society of Henrico, premiums, and pro-

posed exhibition of 240 ; show, premiums and fuir of

360 ; address to 430 ; explanation in regard to 442
;

premiums offered by 493
Agricultural Society of Maryland, extracts from Gen.
Emory's Address to 634

Agricultural Sociel}'^of South Carolina, address to 91

of Queen Ann's, Md., address to 99
Agricultural Societies, benefits of and objections to

57; suggestion for 493 ; of South Carolina, list of

559; extracts from proceedings of—of Pee Dee
185 ; ol Massachusetts, reports to on premium farms

592, 594; of Fredericksburg, addresses to 29, 678
Agricultural Society, National, the establist;ment ad-

vocated 249
Agricultural sfatistics accompanying the reports of

the census, their great want oi' truth 437; defend

ed 490 ; rejoinder 492
Agricultural conversation meetings 68, 69, 140, 146, 224
Agricultural exhibitions, proper subjects for 653
Agriculture, Board of, the inefficacy of the law to es-

tablish 239, 323; appointment of members to 377;
proposed meeting 565 ; organization aid proceedings

of 688, 720; first report of, to the legislature 68S
;

plan of operations 689
;
queries by 690

Agriculture, law of New York to i)roinote 296, 386
Agriculture of lower South Carolina, great defects

of 287
Agriculture, southern, northern opinions on 168

Agriculture, propriety of its receiving aid (rom go-

vernment 336
Agriculture of the Netherlands 402
Alpaca 501
Animals, domestic, their diseases and food 49
Anti-friclion 269
Apple gathering and keeping 603
Apple jam 604
Apple trees, soil most suitable for 173
^lisiida gracilu. A. dicholoma, and A. oligantha,

poverty grass ()I3

Artesian well at Paris 458
Asparagus 102; on gathering 306
Association for Bank Reform, establishment of 505

;

earliest effects of 530
Atmospherical moisture and temperature, its effects

on vegetation 522

B

Bacon, preserving 290
Baldwin's patent corn and cob crusher 457

Bank and bankrupt items of news 186
Bank usury 533
Banking, the Farmers' Register course in regard to,

attacked and defended 372, 617
Banking, condition of, in New York 242; dividing

capital in Pennsylvania 242
Banking reform, movement of the people for promot-

ing 505; association tor promoting currency and
banking reform 505; constitution 506 ;

petition to

the legislature for resumption of specie payments
506

Banking system of this country, essay on the abu.^es of

244; the several kinds of banks, of deposite 246;
of discount 246 ; of circulation 277 ; mixed opera-
tion 278; safest course of illustrated 278; the par-
ties who gain, and those who lose 279 ; the most
prosperous condition of 281; exceptions to general
positions 281 ; beginning of depreciation, and de-
cline and prostration of credit 282; proper course
for suspended banks 283; mode and rate of "cur-
tailing" 284 ; effects of irredeemable paper curren-
cy 285 ; loss and gain from, to the community and to

the banking interest 324; depreciation of notes of
solvent banks 324 ; and of insolvent 326 ; abuses
in selection of bank directors, and by their proce-
dure 327 ; banks dealing in exchange 329 ; reme-
dies for abuses 330 ; measures for thorough reform
332; paper money not necessary for remittances
332 ; savings banks (of deposite and discount
only) 333

Bank notes, depreciated, affecting the profits of the

Farmers' Register 362
Bank suspension, Gallatin's views of, 704
Banks, non-specie paying, remedy against 664 ; bor-

rowing from, by the state, operation and effects of

684 ; the proper substitute for 685 ; suspension of
payment by 684, 685; of Virginia not preparing to

pay specie 531; proved not to be "specie-paying"
as they pretend to be 163

Baths for factories 163
Bee-moth 490 ; hiving 443, 656
Bees, management of 207; (Affleck's pamphlet) 425
Beet-culture, a first experiment of 47
Beet, sugar 175
Beets for cattle 44
Bermuda grass 606
Birds, preservation of, by law, in Pennsylvania 604

;

prognostications of weather by 9
Blackberry jam 602
Blister flies 527, 528,502
Blue-grass of Kentucky 58

;
(green-sward) minute

descrijition of 365
Blue wash for walls 553
Bone manure, experiments with 1, 475 ; on grass

lands 400
Bones, decomposition of 229
Bones as manure 250, 714
Bottom heat 393
Bramble, to eradicate 315
Bran as manure 560
Breeding of stock 547 ; in-and-in 544
Butter, preservation of 585
Buzzards, protection of 310
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Cabbage, as food tor hogs 44
Cabbage woniis 80
Calcareous earth discovered in a new locality (in

South Carolina) 217 ; essa}- on 202
Calcareous deposites in Carolina 177
Calcareous manures, long continued action of, and

especially in preventing rust in wheat 173
Calcareous lock and soils of South Alabama 59
Calcareous soil important to grape vines 307
Calves should not run with their dams 49
Candles, saving in 145
Canker-worms 218, 358, 478 ; locality of 436
Carbon in plants, source of 503
Carolina Planter, union of Farmers' Register with 1

Carrier pigeons 456
Carrot, white 175, 208, 209
Cassia aspera, sandy beach bean 612
Cassia chamacrista, Eastern Shore bean, described 611
Caterpillars, destruction of 363
Cats and animals of the cat kind in North America 693
Cattle pens, temporary 299
Cattle 90 ; principles of breeding 543 ; recipe for dis-

eases of 272; short-horn or Durham, as milkers 307;
portraits and puffs of 228

Cave, Mammoth, of Kentucky, account of 14

Cement, hydraulic, and common lime from the rock
marl of Virginia 270

Charcoal, action of, on vegetation 488 ; for diseased

lungs of hogs 554
Cheat, modes of producing, from wheat 482 ; the

transmutatioii from wheat, affirmed and denied 11
;

reward offered for the proof 12 ; experiment in con-

tradiction 12

Chickens 218
'Chrysanthemums 8
£!ider making 661
Climate of America 308
•Clover and other grasses, in France 476
Coal ashes, analysis of, 707
Coal dust, a substitute for soil 567
Colts, on castrating 443
Commercial reports, 63, 127, 184, 251, 314, 378

Commercial system of the Dutch 567
Compost dressing for mowing grounds 390
Corn, essay on cultivation of 193
Corn crushed for stock 36, 290
Corn culture in South Carolina 539
Corn from seed 2000 years old 677
Corn, experiment in planting, as to distances, and

number of stalks at a place 551
Corn, Indian, culture of 116, 193 ; in France 583
Corn sheller 128
Corn, new utensil for cutting down 605; stocking 70S

Cotton and corn, a dialogue 454
Cotton culture in India 274
Cotton, experiment of different distances of 296
Cotton planters, convention of 37 ; American, in In-

dia 536
•Cotton, Egyptian, cultivated in Mississippi 312

(Cotton raanul'acturing. America ahead of England in 17

Cotton, picking out 144

Cotton, report on culture of, to Barnwell Agricultural

Society 593
Cotton gin 347
Cotton trade 269
Cotton worms 603
Cotton stalks, on burning 143, 294
Cows, treatment of, before and after calving 455; used

for ploughing 401
Crab apple jam 606
Credit, the honest and beneficial system compared

with the predatory and injurious 367

Curculio 4, 45, 582 ; and fruit worms 4

Currency,'bad, cause of 77; as affecting the interests

of agriculture 156, 157

Cijnodon dactyhn, wire-grass, de?cribed, 568

D
Dahlia 603
Dairy management 321
Dog, natural history of the 230
Draining 154; thorough 158; of the swamp lands in

North Carolina 5
Driving nails in hard wood 577
Duck, Eider, in Iceland 555

E

Editorial articles and remarks—denying the transmu-
tation of wheat to cheat, and offering a reward lor

the proof 11; on the soils and marling of King Wil-
liam county 21; reaping and thrashing machines 33;
on objections to agricultural periodicals, and espe-
cially to the Farmers' Register 38; on salt as manure
for cotton 55, 56; on the farms and farming of the

rich Lexington district, Ky. 56; on the general inef-

ficiency of agricultural societies, and the causes 57;

on the calcareous soils and rock of South Alabama
59; on the fallacy of a new supposed discovery as to

Hessian fly 62; on agricultural conversation meetings

68; green-sand in Georgia 87; on measuring corn in

the ear 99; on the confusion in the vulgar names of
grasses 113, 115; account ofwire-grass 115; on green-
sand experiments, &c. at Coggin's Point farm 118;

on poudrette 130, 131: on the injurious effects of

the existing banking system and depreciated cur-

rency on agricultural interests 157; on Dr. Horton's

*' Prize Essay" 159; on the false pretences of the

banks of Virginia to pay specie 163; on Mr. Ronald-
son's importation of seeds and implements 176; on
melilot, and the controversy thereon 211; Essay on
the abuses of the banking system, commenced 244;
on the marl of South Carolina 217; on previous ar-

ticles OR green-sand 233, 4, 5, 6; on the plan of fur-

nishing a nomenclature of the grasses 238; on the

defects of the law establishing the Board of Agri-
culture 239; on the proposal of a National Agricul-
tural Society 249; on the reports of marling in James
City and Surry counties 264 ; the defects of the

agriculture of lower South Carolina 287; on proposal

to try Hussey's reaping machine 303; transmutation

of plants 306; season and crops 314, on patent family

freezer 345; on show, &c., of the Henrico Agricul-

tural Society 360, 442; on the depreciated paper
currency, and its injurious effect on the receipts of

the Farmers' Register 362; the treatment of banks
and banking in the Farmers' Register defended 372,

617; on the water-borne marl and limestone of Jamee
river 3S8, 9; on the marl of South Carolina 415; on
Judge Beatty's opinions on soils 429; on error in re-

gard to paper money and exchange in J. H. Turner's
Address 433; on failunes to give credits for selected

articles 438; on the proper time to reap wheat 470;
on the alleged modes of producing cheat from wheat
482; on specimens of greensward and blue grass, &c.
518; Irish potatoes raised under straw and leaves 520;
the necessary consequences of admitting the plea

for continued suspension of specie payments 547;
soils of Surry county 563; on collecting specimens
of fossil shells 565; on the plan of describing grasses

568; on wire grass (cynodon dactyloH) 569; spelt

(lolium temulentum) 569; rye-grass (lolium peren-
ne) 571; the Westover Manuscripts 577; on no-
tices of grasses 611; on grounds of preference ol

different kinds of wheat 644; surface manuring
645 ; correction of misstatement in regard to the
Missourium 654; to subscribers 663; on the pro-

ceedings of the Board of Agriculture 688; on the

degenerating of wheat 706; on "the stone house,"
710; abandonment of the Southern Magazine,' 720

Everglades of Florida 241

Farm in Kentucky, profits of 83
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Farming, European 652
Farmers, two good 45
Farmers' Club of Halesvvorth (Eng.) report of 340
Farmei-s' Register, to subscribers to CC3
Farmers' wealth 51
Fencing by inarching 232
Filbert, cultivation of 423
Fishing laws of Pennsylvania, and their effects 322
Florida, productions of 295
Flower beds, arrangement in regard to colors 602
Fossil siiells, specimens 565; ot the secondary and ter-

tiary formations of the southern Atlantic states, ac-

count of 607
Four field rotation, admissions in favor of 299
Freezer, patent family 345
Fruit, to mark names upon 322
Fruit trees 143, G53, advantage of planting on declivi-

ties 230

G

Gapes in chickens 363
Garlic, wild 436, 438
Geological report of the Eastern Shore of Md. re-

marks on 347
Glanders and farcy communicated from hoises to

men 131

Gralting, curious experiment in 591

Grafted fruit, elfects of the stock on 81

Glass, Bermuda, its great value 395; discovered to

f be the same with wire-grass 606

Grasses 54, 125 ; different kinds compared, for hay or

pasture 316 ; essay towards the elucidation of the

popular synonymy of 691; names and descriptions of

various kinds 114; on mistakes of the names of

453 ; on indicating and describing 289, 437 ; reme-

dy for the confused and contradictory names of

237 ; mode of preserving specimens 237

Grasses, true, {Graminece,) a discourse on the cha-

racters, properties, and importance of, &c. 495, 513

Grass lands, laying down 10

Grass seed sown among corn 43 ; on inverted sod 577;

should be sown thick and even 52 ; the saving

of 482
Grass, sweet-scented vernai, on poor land 310.

Grasses and weeds, notices of, 567, 611 ; descriptions

and vulgar and scientific names of, 567, 611

Green sand, comments on foregoing cirticles upon,

233 ; of James river, remarkable effect of 645; ex-

periments with on Coggins Point farm, and remarks

on 118; discovered in Georgia 86

Green-sward and -blue grass of Virginia 518 ; or Ken-
tucky blue-grass 113

Green crops 401

Gieen fodder, seven tons from an acre 540
Greensward, remarks on 54

Giovee, ornamental 397
Guano dung as manure 400, 556, 717

Gunny bags for packing cotton 600

H

Handsaws, renewing 559

Hay, making 252 ; curing clover 10

Hemp, cultivation of, in Kentucky 135 ; vats for water

rotting 521 ; importance of the culture 521 ; direc-

tions for water rotting 522 ; water rotting 72

Hessian fly, supposed discovery of its babits 60 ; the

views opposed 62 ; and other wheat insects 801

Hogs 97 ! on raising 72, 552 ; exercise beneficial 552

large 16, 113; medium sized versus large 657; Berk
shire 70; more disputes among the sellers of 4S4
heavy weights of 174; white and black Berkshire
exneriment of fattening 392; Woh\irns and Berk
shires, trial of fattening qualities of 590; sale of 372

report on, to the Newberry Aijricultural Society 541,

fattening 571; improvement in fattening 7; dise.ises

of 201, 561; management of 561; wintering of 36 ;

mode of feeding 46; improved breed of 137
Hoof-ail 133
Hop plant, to protect from insects 567
Horn-ail 658
Horses, feeding 290; founder of 377; cruelty to 212;

cutting for the haws, and burning for the lampas 212;

receipts for some diseases of 273; distemper 273;

Georgia fever among 90
Horton's " Prize Essay" on manures, &c., strictures

on 159
Hussey's reaping machine, tria] of, at Brandon 434;

and at Sandy Point 436

Ice-houses, construction of, 518
Ice-mountain in Hampshire, Va., account of, 151

Importation of live stock proposed 79
Irrigation 409; of rice lands by pumps 219

Inoculating 58
Insects prevented from climbing fruit trees 185

Insects that infest turnips, 420, 695
Iron, us€8 of, 424

K

Kidney-worm, garlic a remedy for, 536

Law, Mr. George, his live stock, 601
Leather, dissolved, 15'*

Leaves of plants, functions of, 353
Legacy for young farmers 272
Liebig's Organic Chemistry, review of, 459; a new

edition designed 554
Lexington district, Ky., the rich farms and the farm-

ing of, 56
Lichens, operation of, 566
Lie, salt or spent, 530
Lime, importance of, in soils, 637; on the use of as

manure, 412; quick, as an indirect manure, 202
Lime and marl on Eastern Shore of Maryland 528
Liming on the Pennsylvania " barrens," 28; in Fair-

fax 124; in Nottoway, without benefit, 385
Limestone, and cement from it, of James River, 389
Live-stock, discussions on-, at agricultural meetings,

140, 146, 149
Locust tree, cultivation of, 95
Lolium perenne, rye grass, d escribed 570
Loiium temulentuni, darnel or spelt, described 568

Lucerne 615

M

Machine, thrashing and reaping, inquiry respecting,

33; for making drain tiles 160
Magnesia, native, influence on vegetation, 158
Malaria 633
Manure, applied to the surface 628,677; liquid, on

turnips, 346 ; liquid, saving of, 83 ; for cotton 63;
fermented 308; bone dust and crushed bones, 714;
guano dung, 400, 556, 717

Manures, 224; the saving of, 83; manner and effect of,

396; operation of, 502; bone, experiments with, 1;

artificial, 43; application, 48; comparison of value
of, 709

Manuring at Westover 35; on the surface 677
Mares casting foal 708
Marl, found in Soineisot, Md., 127: of Alabama 423;

j
water-borne, of James River, use and expense 388;

i

in the Pee-Dee country 469; in Vermont 453; que-
'. ries on, and an-wers to, in regard to lands on the

I

Pamunky 20, in King William 24, in James City
! county 264, and in Surry 265, 6, 7

j

Marling in E^sex 80
' Marsh weeds a? a substitute for green crops 454
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Measuring corn in bulk 98, 153
Melilot recommended 58, 629; objections to 210
Milk, quality of, 269
Milk-sicknes3 306
Mines and mining of England 45
Missourium, or leviathan skeleton, account of, 654
Moisture of the soil and watering 479
Money of the government, on the manner and cost of

transferring, and the small need of a national bank
for that purpose, 439

Mud as manure 615
Muscardine 367, 448

N

Naras, an African fruit, 311
JVew Jersey, the barren sands of, 297
New York, western, sketches of, 40
Nitrate of soda as manure 218, 220, 224, 261, 262,

348; experiments with 483
Nitric acid, natural formation of, and supply to plants,

712
Normandy, agricultural sketches of, 411
Nut grass, to extirpate, 534 -

Nutrition, vegetable and animal, 348

O

Oats transformed into rye 806
Oil dregs as manure 248
Oil-soap, and syringe for, 566
Olive, value of, 28
' Organic Clieraistry,' by Liebig, reviewed, 459
Owl, used to decoy crows, 305
Oxen, fitness of Durham cattle for, 377
Oyster trade 596

Pea, Indian 539
Peach trees, affected by the yellows 357
Pear trees 390, 528; cultivation of 83 ; mode of guard-

ing from the worm 153 , experiment upon 500 ; me-
thod of planting and managing 174; preserved from
blister flies and grubs by lime. 523

Peas, field, as a crop 251 ; to prevent injury to stock
feeding on them. 231 ; among corn, profit of 4

Peat 560 ; conpressed for fuel 211
Peat compost ^23'

Peat meadows $;2

Piggery, Wm. ^lien's 161
Pine, cultivatlbn of on the shores of Gascony 591
Plants, growth of without mould 487
Plum and peach trees, fish oil used upon 528
Poll-evil, cure for 443
Pools for water 72, 133
Pork business of Cincinnati 416
Potato, African, description of 2

Population statistics 75
Post-oflice regulations in England 105
Potato, sweet, culture of 610 ; and keeping 629
Potato CKip, (Irish) means of preventing the failure

of 566
Potatoes grown under straw or leaves 520, 644
Potatoes, Rohan 71, 169; value of 252; compared

with other kinds 2!)7

Poudrette, or night soil, the preparing of 207, 226; as
manure 129, 130, 156 ,

Praii-ies of Arkansas' 6S2
Prairie soils from Alabam:i, analyses of 220
P.ickly comfry 248
Profits of publication, a sample of 507
Public works of Pennsylvania 31 ; and profit of 311
Pruning 619
Pumpkins, productiveness of 161

I Reaping machine 129 •, Hussey's, proposal to try 302
;

reports of performance 434, 436
Rhubarb plant 13 ; for tarts 364
Rice, synopsis of the culture of, on Black river 170

Rice grass {leersia orizoides)

Ridgmont, a day at 658
Roots 90
Root culture in France 665
Root feeding 58
Rose, propagation of 33
Rose bug 424
Rotation of crops of Kentucky 10 ; change on West-

over farm 35 ; necessity of a proper one 614; query
on, 707

Rotation of oats and tobacco, profitable and meliorat-

ing 308 ; objections to 557

Rural comforts, French and American compared 385
Ruta-baga 74
Kye, a substitute for clover 299

R

Rats, fecundity of 561 ; means of destroying 3c

prevent tLeir cutting through partitions 144
to

Salt, for stock 443 ; and as a preventive of disease 274

as manure 105, 243 ; for cotton 55

Salt formation discovered in Virginia 458
Saltpetre, experiments with as manure 483
Sand drift, to restiain 229

Sandy Point estate, account of, and management
213, 343, 485, 586

Sassafras sprouts, extirpation of 386
Sauer kraut, mode of preparing 105
Sausage making 83
Sawdust, as material for manure 241, 536, 711
Scour in calves 401

~

Scrofula, remedy for, 706
Season and crops 314, 442, 506
Seed sowing and saving 578

Seeds and implements imported by Jamas Ronaldson
. 176
Sheep, comparison of different breeds of 49; salving

of, for the benefit of the fleece 417 ;
poisoned by

the common red cherry 453
Shoes, water proof, varnish for 29

Shrubbery and flowers 553

Silk, bounty for in New York 209
; product of, to the

acre 171

Silk culture, on the prospects of 216; first fruits ot

the sedson 376 ; in Arkansas 307
Silk-cultutists, caution to 303
Silk reeling in Tennessee 298
Silk-worms, successful experiment in rearing in Ma-
thews 8; sprinkled with quick lime, to prevent dis-

ease 73 ; direction for killing the chrysalides of

125; paper nets for cleaning and ventilating 583;
the "two-crop" kind, compared with others 68;
disease of "muscardine," liow treated 227

Silk-worms' eggs—Dr. Smith's new theory concern-
ing 375

Slugs, (or naked snails) destroyed by lime 216
Snails in flower gardens, to destroy 228
Snake, cure for bite of 424
Snow storms in mountain districts 537
Soil, means of enriching 82
Soils, 224; relation of their constitution to their fertility

and improvement 428
Soils, and marling improvements of King William
county 21

Soot as manure 230
Specie, its scarcity not the cause of the suspension

of bank payments, but the suspension the cause
of continued decrease of specie 632 ; sold by the
banks of Virginia 533

Specie payments, resumption of by the banks, peti-

tion for 506; the necessary consequences of admit-
ting the plea for suspension 547

Spider, red, to destroy 242
Springs, Shocco mineral, of North Carolina chemical
and geological account of 145

Stabes, damp 53, 117
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Statistics, agricultural, of the census, remarks on
437, 490, 492

Stone House, and ancient ruin, description of 710
Strawberry jam 606
Stucco wtute wash 554
Stumps, to remove 534
Subsoil plough 652
Subsoil ploughing S7, 390
Suckers of corn, curious fact concerning 3

Sugar, from Indian corn stalks 55S ; on the extraction

of 70S ; from pumpkins 28

Summaries of news, for March 189 ; for April 252

;

May 315 ; June 378 ; July 444 ; August 507
Surry county, on the soils of 563

Swamp lands of North Carolina, report of, drainage

of 5

Table mountain, S. C, 667
Tallow, vegetable, 167

Tare culture 493
Tea, cultivated in Europe, 312
Timber, best time for cutting, 261, 408; preservation

of, 546; Boucherie's process for preserving 661

Tobacco, essay on cultivation and management of, in

Maryland, 177; and in Virginia, 198; prize essay on
cultivation of, in Kentucky, 257; European duties

upon, remarks on, 35; statistics of, 687
Tobacco planters, convention of, 33

Tockaw haughe, (or Tuckahoe,) natural history of, 3

Tomato, culture of, 589

Tomato tart 590
Tomato figs 502
Top-dressing, 455, 528

Transplanting 667, 673
Trees, age of, 62
Tuccoa fall, Ga., 667
Turnips 516; storing, 616; mode of transplanting, 899,

raised by liquid manure, 346 '

Vegetation without soil, and tillage substituted by co-
vering matter, 643

Vine, cultivation of in the west, 3; soil proper for,

551; the growth of in England, 555
Vines, to defend from bugs, 620

W
Wash, incombustible 585
Wax procured from sugar canes 458
Weather, progrosticated by birds 9 ; weather and

temperature, remarkable states of 662 ; diary of, at

Old Point Comfort 304 ; at Washington, Ark. 807
Weeds of agriculture 290
Weights of cattle &c., mode of ascertaining 86
Well, frozen, in New York 173
Westover (or Byrd) Manucripts, remarks on the
commencement of the publicatian 577; (This por-
tion of the year's publication paged for binding se-

parately.)

Wheat, late sown 566
;
prices of 443 ; in France 583

;

experiments to show the proper time for reaping
470 ; benefit by trampling 401 ; degenerating, and
necessary changes of seed 705 ; selecting seed 706

Wheat and peas alternately 555
Wind, as a moving or working power 131
Wire-grass, account of 115 ; destroyed by hogs 295
Wire-worm 401
Wolves, poisoning of 597
Wood-land, preservation of 95
WooU how affected in staple by climaite 452
Woollen rags as manure 677
Wrens, their usefulness 606

Yak, Thibetan 559
Yellows, a disease of peach trees, remarks on 857
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Measuring corn in bulk 98, 153
Melilot recommended 58, 629; objections to 210
Milk, quality of, 269
Milk-sickness 306
Mines and mining of England 45
Missourium, or leviathan skeleton, account of, 654
Moisture of the soil and watering 479
Money of the government, on the manner and cost of

transferring, and the small need of a national bank
for that purpose, 439

Mud as manure 615
Muscardine 36V, 448

N

Naras, an African fruit, 311
JVew jersey, the barren sands of, 297
Nevp York, western, sketches of, 40
Nitrate of soda as manure 218, 220, 224, 261, 262,

348; experiments with 483
Nitric acid, natural formation of, and supply to plants,

712
Normandy, agricultural sketches of, 411
Nut grass, to extirpate, 534 -

Nutrition, vegetable and animal, 348

O

Oats transformed into rye S06
Oil dregs as manure 248
Oil-soap, and syringe for, 566
Olive, value of, 28
• Organic Ghemistry,' by Liebig, reviewed, 459
Owl, used to decoy crows, 305
Oxen, fi(ness of Durham cattle for, 377
Oyster trade 536

Pea, Indian 589
Peach trees, affected by the yellows 357
Pear trees 390, 528; cultivation of 83 ; mode of guard

ing from the worm 153 , experiment upon 500; me-
thod of planting and managing 174; preserved from
blister flies and grubs by lime. 528

Peas, field, as a crop 251 ; to prevent injury to stock
feeding on theui, 251 ; among corn, profit of 4

Peat 560 ; conpressed for fuel 211
Peat compost ^23'

Peat meadows ^2
Piggery, Wm^jAllen's 161
Pine, cultivation of on the shores of Gascony 591
Plants, growth of without mould 487
Plum and peach trees, fish oil used upon 528
Poll-evil, cure for 443
Pools for water 72, 133
Pork business of Cincinnati 416
Potato, African, description of 2

Population statistics 75
Post-office regulations in England 105
Potato, sweet, culture of 610 ; and keeping 629
Potato ciop, (Irish) means of preventing the failure

of 566
Potatoes grown under straw or leaves 520, 644
Potatoes, Rohan 71, 169; value of 252; compared

with other kinds 297

Poudrette, or night soil, the preparing of 207, 226; as
manure 129,130, 156,

Praii-ies of Arkansas' 632
Prairie soils from Alabami, analyses of 220
P.ickly comfry 248

Profits of publication, a sample of 507
Public works of Pennsylvania 31 ; and profit of 311
Pruning 619
Pumpkins, productiveness of 161

R

Rats, fecundity of 561 ; means of destroying 353
; to

prevent tLelr cutting through partitions 144

I Reaping machine 129 ; Hussey's, proposal to try 302
;

reports of performance 434, 436
Rhubarb plant 13 ; for tarts 364
Rice, synopsis of the culture of, on Black river 170

Rice grass {leersia orizoides)

Ridgmotit, a day at 658
Roots 90
Root culture in France 665
Root feeding 58
Rose, propagation of 33
Rose bug 424
Rotation of crops of Kentucky 10 ; change on West-

over farm 35 ; necessity of a proper one 614; query

on, 707
Rotation of oats and tobacco, profitable and meliorat-

ing 308 ; objections to 557

Rural comforts, French and American compared 385
Ruta-baga 74
Kye, a substitute for clover 299

Salt, for stock 443 ; and as a preventive of disease 274

as manure 105, 243 ; for cotton 55

Salt formation discovered in Virginia 458
Saltpetre, experiments with as manure 483
Sand drift, to restiain 229

Sandy Point estate, account of, and management
213, 343, 485, 586

Sassafras sprouts, extirpation of 386
Sauer kraut, mode of preparing 105

Sausage making 83
Sawdust, as material for manure 241, 536, 711
Scour in calves 401

~

Scrofula, remedy for, 706
Season and crop's 314, 442, 506
Seed sowing and saving 578

Seeds and implements imported by Jamas Ronaldson
. 176
Sheep, comparison of different breeds of 49; salving

of, for the benefit of the fleece 417 ;
poisoned by

the common red cherry 453
Shoes, water proof, varnish for 29
Shrubbery and flowers 553

Silk, bounty for in New York 209
;
product of, to the

acre 171

Silk culture, on the prospects of 216; first fruits ot

the season 376 ; in Arkansas, 307
Silk-culturists, caution to 303
Silk reeling in Tennessee 298
Silk-worms, successful experiment in rearing in Ma-
thews 8; sprinkled with quick lime, to prevent dis-

ease 73 ; direction for killing the chrysalides of

125; paper nets for cleaning and ventilating 583;
the "two-crop" kind, compared with others 58;
disease of "muscardine," how treated 227

Silk-worms' eggs—Dr. Smith's new theory concern-
ing 375

Slugs, (or naked snails) destroyed by lime 216
Snails in flower gaidens, to destroy 228
Snake, cure for bite of 424
Snow storms in mountain district? 537
Soil, means of enriching 82
Soils, 224; relation of their constitution to their fertility

and improvement 428.

Soils, and marling improvements of King William
county 21

Soot as manure 230
Specie, its scarcity not the cause of the suspension

of bank payments, but the suspension the cause
of continued decrease of specie 532 ; sold by the
banks of Virginia 533

Specie payments, resumption of by the banks, peti-
tion for 506; the necessary consequences of admit-
ting the plea for suspension 547

Spider, red, to destroy 242
Springs, Shocco mineral, of North Carolina chemical
and geological account of 145

,

Sfabes, damp 63, 117
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Statistics, agricultural, of the census, remarks on
437, 490, 492

Stone House, and ancient ruin, description of 710
Strawberry jam 606
Stucco wlute wash 554
Stumps, to remove 534
Subsoil plough 652
Subsoil ploughing 87, 390
Suckers of corn, curious fact concerning 3

Sugar, from Indian corn stalks 55S ; on the extraction

of 70S ; from pumpkins 28

Summaries of news, for March 189; for April 252;
May 315 ; June 378 ; July 444 ; August 507

Surry county, on the soils of 563

Swamp lands of North Carolina, report of, drainage

of 5

Table mountain, S. C, 667
Tallow, vegetable, 167

Tare culture 493 •

Tea, cultivated in Europe, 312
Timber, best time for cutting, 261, 408; preservation

of, 546; Boucherie's process for preserving 661

Tobacco, essay on cultivation and management of, in

Marylanci, 177; and in Virginia, 198; prize essay on
cultivation of, in Kentucky, 257; European duties

upon, remarks on, 35; statistics of, 687
Tobacco planters, convention of, 33

Tockaw haughe, (or Tuckahoe,) natural history of, 3

Tomato, culture of, 589

Tomato tart 590
Tomato figs 502
Top-dressing, 455, 528
Transplanting 667, 673
Trees, age of, 62
Tuccoa fall, Ga., 667
Turnips 516; storing, 616; mode of transplanting, 899.

raised by liquid manure, 346 '

Vegetation without soil, and tillage substituted by co-

vering matter, 643
Vine, cultivation of in the west, 3; soil proper for,

551; the growth of in England, 555
Vines, to defend from bugs, 620

W
Wash, incombustible 585
Wax procured from sugar canes 458
Weather, progrosticated by birds 9 ; weather and

temperature, remarkable states of 662 ; diary of, at

Old Point Comfort 304 ; at Washington, Ark. 307
Weeds of agriculture 290
Weights of cattle &c., mode of ascertaining 86
Well, frozen, in New York 173
Westover (or Byrd) Manucripts, remarks on the
commencement of the publicatian 577; (This por-

tion of the year's publication paged for binding se-

parately.)

Wheat, late sown 566
;
prices of 443 ; in France 583

;

experiments to show the proper time for reaping

470; benefit by trampling 401; degenerating, and
necessary changes of seed 705 ; selecting seed 706

Wheat and peas alternately 555
Wind, as a moving or working power 131
Wire-grass, account of 115 ; destroyed by hogs 295
Wire-worm 401
Wolves, poisoning of 597
Wood-land, preservation of 95
Wool, how affected in staple by climate 462
Woollen rags as manure 677
Wrens, their usefulness 606

Yak, Thibetan 559 • " -.

Yellows, a disease of peach trees, remarks on 857
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The bone manure anil compost were harrowed
in with a heavy iwo-horse harrow, ami the ground
80 rested until ilie appearance of rain, tlie 8ih of

August, when, immediarely preceding a shower,
the seed were sown and ivell harrowed in. The rain

which (ell was not a soaking one, hut a transient

summer shower, much of which ran off, especial-

ly Irom that portion ol' the ground to which the

bone manure had been applied ; the part manured
from the (arm-yard, presented a rather more un-
even surlace, one consequently more favorable for

the reception and reten'ion of rain, which fact was
well eslatilished by an examination of the ground
the next morning, when 1 foimd thai the moisture
had penei rated at least two inches deeper in the

one rase than in the other, and which circumstance
gave to thut portion of the trround manured li-om

the farm-yard a very decided advantage over the

bone manure for the first two weeks, or until am-
ple rain supplied sufficient moisture. The ground
upon which this experiment was made is high
and dry, and was, at the time, exceedingly poor
Btiff clay land, upon which I had in vain, two
years in succession, tried to produce black-eyed
peas.

The growth of turnips on such parts of the

ground as had received not less than sixty bush-
els of crushed bone, was quite equal in liie end to

the best growih when the farm manure was used
ni the rate of 81 carl loads to the acre ; whilst the

growih on all smaller allowances of bone, was
interior, and most so where the least quantity

was used. But on that portion of the ground
which was dressed with the bone compost, as

above slated, the growth throughout was decidedly

euperior to any other part, and the product, at ma-
turity, was at least one third triore than was produ-

ced on an equal quantity of the jrround manured
from the stables. The succeeding yei.r, 1S39, the

entire acre was planted with sugar beets, and eve-

ry part treated precisely alike, viz. : the seed drill-

ed and covered by hand witli a light compost Irom
baskets ; the crop, owinij to an unfavorable sea-

Bon and neglect oi early weeding, was nothing ex-

traordinary, though decidedly best where the hone
manure had been applied. The heel crop was
Ibl lowed, this year, (1840, ) by Italian spring wheat.
The growth of straw was most splendid, but hke
our Winter sown wheat and rye, this season, was
almost ruined by the rust; but in this, the third

crop in two years from one manuring, the supe-

riority of the bone manure was more apparent

than ever, and as helore, on that portion of the

ground to which the compost was applied was
greatly euperior to everj' other part, aiul even on
ihose |ians of the ground where the smaller por-

lions of bone had been applied, the straw was as

heavy as it was on the ground which had received

manure from the farm at the rate of 81 loads per

Here. The wheal siubhle was not grazed aller

harvest, and although the season was very dry,

the volunteer red-clover and crab grass, yb/Zowmg
a spring crop, was so rank as to make it exceeU-

ingly difficult lo turn it under, wiih a first-rnte

two-horse plough, witli the usual appendage of a

heavy chain ! Thus aflordiiig inconiesiable proof

of ihe, as yet, undiminished effect of the bone ma-
nure under most severe croppinL".

Of the "-ompost above describe!, I applied, at

the rale of 100 bushels per acre, to a poor piece of

newiy mowed meadow, (in 1838;) the eucreeding

crop was more than doubled by the application;

the crop of the present year (1840) was still better

than ihe last, and Irora the af er-growih this year,

I have little doubt of further and progressive im-
provement for several years lo come; as the coarser

particles of the bone are not yet entirely decom-
posed. A r>iei!e of wheat on which a like propor-

tion of the bone compost was applied, and harrow-
ed in with the seed, wat^ greatiy benefited by ihs

applicaiion; and the clover which followed the

wheat was 100 per cent, better than that on either

side of the bone compost belt, which ran through
the fie'd, although the other pans of the field were
similarly treated, exceptintr only the addition, of
not more than at the rate of 24 hus-hels of bone
manure to the acre. The conclusions, then, to

which my mind is brought by the foregoing ex-
periments are,

First, That when applied at the rale of from 50
to 80 bushels per acre, on the exhausted lands of
Virginia, one bushel of criishcd bone, is more than
equal to one ciirt-load of 25 bushels ol" jjood farm-
yard manure, in its eflii^ct upon the first crop. Se-
condly, That the eifect of bone manure is more du-
rable than that of any putrescent manure usually

[)roduced on a faim. Third, That when applied to

land wliich is in goodheart, Ihe eflectis much more
powerful than it is on ren/ poor land. Fourth, 'I'hat

when combined wiih mnnure and applied in the

form of compost, the efl^ct, both instant and re-

mote, far exceeds any other applicaiion of the

components when spparated with which I am ac-

quainted or ever witnessed. And lastly, if stable

manure has to be purchased or even hauled more
than halfa milefrom yovr oivn stables, bone ma-
nure at fifty cents per bushel, the price it cost me
delivered on the farm, is the cheappsi manure of
the two. Yours, Thobias Ap C. Jonks.

DESCRIPTION OF THE AFRICAN POTATO;
READ BEFORE THE BAUNV/ELL AGRICUL-
TURAL SOCIRTY.

From the Carolina Planter.

The yam viassicot, or potato of St. Domingo,
and siipfiosed to be a na'ive of Africa, is raised in

the garden of Mr. John Michel, of Charleston,

from cutiirigs of Ihe Iruit. It does not produce in

the earih. but grows upon a vine which runs upon
trees to llie height of twenty or thirty feet. Jilach

vine bears, more or le.^s numerously, from twenty
lo lliiriy potatoes of the kind here shown. Many
of tfiem are twice or thrice the size of these,

while others are smaller. The vine is rich and
luxuriant ; the fruit issues from the several joints,

probably, for 10 inches apart. The leaf, which
seems to grow also at the joints, is large and
beautifully shaped like a heart. The plant readily

grows in the open air, and, it is thought, would be

£articu!a''Iy fruitful in a warm, sandy region, like

larnwell, if planted with a southern open expo-
sure, against woods upon ihe north. The woods
would serve for the vine to run upon, whicj^ in the

garden of Mr. Michel, is planted within a foot of
the tree which supports iis fruit. This potato is

described as being superior in flavor lo the Irish

potato. It is not sweet. It is cooked in the same
way with all other potatoes—may be boiled, baked

or roasted, and when cooked is said to be of a

bright gamboge color. S.
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CULTIVATION OF THE VINE IN THE WEST.

From the Western Farmer.

I res.)]ve(J to be present at tlie vintage this

fall, at pome ot' the many vineyards in our vici-

nity, and accordinaly on Wednesday the 16th ulf.

rode wiih a smiiii party to one oanetl liy JMr.

Lonuworlh, but leaced to Mr. Morlimer, wlio is

liis own vigneron. It is kept in fine ordtr, every

tliinir neat and business-like. Tliere are about

seven acres planted, only about two-thirds ol

wliich, however, is yet in l)earin<x. The varie-

ties (blind !o suit best are the Catawba, Isabella,

and blai-k cape. The two fiisl Mr. M. finds to

be not such regular bearers as the la^t, but always

a part crop, and about every third year a very (uil

one. The cape rarely misses a fair crop, but the

wine requires ajre, and wlien kept seven or eisxhi

years almost equals Catawba. The Isabella

makes a good wine, and is best used the second

year, when it is somewhat ol a stoeet wive. 'I'lie

^CriiawbH is decidedly the best grape we have for

winemakinix, being on an average, very produc-

tive, the yield of juice unusually great, and the

wine at three years old superior to any old Ma-
deira I ever drank—wanting its fiery taste, and
surpassing it in richness of flavor, Itebody is such

that I feel confident it could be transported to any
distance without any necfssity for \be reinfurce-

vient which foreign wines receive previous to their

leiiig shipped.

This year the crop is scarce an average one.

Previous to the late cold rains in June it pro-

nii^pd well; but afer that, many of the berries,

lo the pxtent I should thitd<, of one half, dropped
off. The younir wood has ripened well, so that

next spring's cuttings will be good. This is a

matter of much importance—cuttings carlessly

male, out of indillerently ripened wood, and lelt

exposed to dry lor any length of time after ihey

flre cut, as is two frequently the case with those

who prepare them for sale, never can do well, nor

nnakc healthy, thrilty vines, even if tlicydo grow.

T. A.

A CURIOUS FACT.

From tlie Southern Cultivator.

A fact w^s mentioned to us, which was certain-

ly unknown, not only to ourselves, but lo all the

planters of this section of the state, with whom
we have conversed on the subject. It is, that tlie

first suckers from corn, if left undisturbed, will al-

ways produce ears on the slalks, similar to the

parent stalk, and not an abortion on the ends, as

we so often see in our fields ; and in confirmation

of this, we were shown four dried stalks, which

had grown in such close proximity, as to have all

the appearance of being the parent stalk and

suckers. It was out of the ground, and divested

of soil, but the mass of roots was so thick tliat

we could not ascertain positively, without separat-

ing and thus destroying the specimen, (which we
were not willing to do,) whether they proceeded

from one or more roots—the appearance decidedly

was, ihat the whole sprang (i-om one. Wc count-

ed on each of these stalks two large ears, with no

greater , difference between them than might be

Ibund bsiween adjoining stalks. Col. Williams

first mentioned the fact (o us, and in conversing
on the sul)ject before one of iiis overseers, (w-ho
had, by-the-liy, been with him a number of
years,) the latter observed thai he thought every
person knew it. 'i'he abortions we have on our
stickers are attributed to their not being ti.e origi-

nal or first, but such as had been thrown up a se-

cond time by the plant, which is said not to pro-

duce ears at the sides, but merely a few Bcattering

(Trains on the tops of the stalks. We have men-
tioned these facts lo many of our planters in this

section of country. None have made observa-

tions sufFiciemly accurate, to speak positively on
the subject, though the general ofiinion is, that

such is not the casein the lower country. Is it

not one of ike pecularities of the ci-rn cultivated

by Col. IViUiams ?

NATURAL. HISTORY OF THK TOCKAW-
HOUGHE.*

To the Editor of the Farmers' Register.

Smiihjield, Nov. 24th, 1840.

The tockawhoiighe is mentioned by Capf.
Smith, in his History of Virginia, as one of the in-

digenous productions, fornnng an important arti-

cle of diet among the aborigines. This plant is

still Ibund throughout eastern Virginia, but fi'ora

its comparatively rare occurrence, lis singular ha-
bi!ude, and from its belonging to a class ol plants

rarely studied except by ihe professed botanist, it

is generally a lusus natarce to those wiio acci-

dentally disinter it. A lew remarks upon its na-

tural history may Iherelbre not be unacceptable to

the readers of the Register.

The tockawhoughe is one of the fungi, or

mushroom family, belonging to the genusj tu-

ber. I'wo species of this genus, the 7'. cibarium

and T. albidum are well known in Europe, aa

the black and white truflle, and are highly

prized as rare delicacies by gourmands. In this

country and in England, they are email, but in

Italy they attain a diameter ol several inches, and
weigh Irom 8 to 14 pounds, [ounces?] The
tockawhoughe like all the other species of thia

genus, is entirely subterranean, and totally desti-

tute of roots, stem, leaves, or other appendage to

connect it with, or to absorb nourishment from the

atmosphere, or earth, and is apparently ss isolat-

ed in, and unconnected with its mother soil, as a
rock or pebble. From the absence of all surface

indications of their existence, in Italy, where one
species of this singular genus is much sought af-

ter, the diggers are accustomed to train dogs to

hunt them by their scent, and to indicate their

presence by scratching the ground immediately
over them. The tockawhoughe is generally of

an ellipiical form, varying in diameter from one
to four inches. t Like all of the (ungiferous plant?,

* Usually, but r rroneously called Tuckahoe. Tuck-
ahoe, is a corruption of the Indian word, 'Tucahovve,*

which literally means, "the place where deer are shy,"

and was originally used to desig;nate a locality.

t Owing to the difliculfy of obtaining specimens

fresh, I have not been able to determine the species

satisfactorily, but think it will prove to be the albidum.

t V/s have frequently seen larger specimens, and, if

remembering correctly, in some cases as large aa a

man's head.

—

Ed, F. R.
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it prefers a moist, shady, situation.* It consists

almost wholly of fungin, a white substance, dis-

covered by Braconnot, and found by him to be

common to the mushroom family. Fungin in

appearance resembles the fecula of the Irish po-

taio, and in its composition is analogous to animal

matter, but in its nature combines the properties

both of animal and vegetabie substances. In its

natural condition it is indigestible, but by cooking

it is rendered quite digestible and highly nutri-

lious. C. B. Hayden.

PROFIT OF PEAS A3IONGST CORN.

From the Agricultuiist.

Col. J. W. Clay conlen.ls that his pea crop is

worth more this year, than the corn on the same
land, and he informs us that his corn crop was
heavy. From our titile experience in this matter

and what we have gleaned from others, we are

satisfied that peas can be advantageously raised

in every corn field.

THE CURCULIO AND FRUIT WORMS.

From tlie Cultivator.

Messrs. Editors—In the September number of

the 'Cultivator,' (page 136,) you say in answer
to a correspondent, that "the worm in ihe apple

as well as in the plum and cherry, is a species of

curculio.^' Also, that "the worm with the fruit,

falls upon the ground, in ivhich the ivorm takes up
its abode in the chrysalis state, xintil revivified and
changed by the spring, it issues a perfect insect?^

I am well convinced there is a mistake here, in

two particulars: 1st, as to the worm in apples be-

ing a curculio J 2d, as to the curculio continuing
in the ground till spring.

In 1831, seeing it stated in all the books that

the curculio, in its chrysalis state, remained in the

ground during winter, I undertook to verily the

fact by actual e.xperiment. The result was com-
municated to the ' New-York Farmer,' (vol. iv.

p. 178-9.) But as many of your readers have
probably not seen that book, you may do a service
by publishing an extract from it.

" I put some moist earth into a tumbler, about
the first of June, and placed about twenty small
peaches containing worms, upon the earth, and
covered the tumbler with a piece of glass. June
SOth, the worms had all left the peaches and had
all crawled into the earth below. July the 7ih,
the worms had divested themselves of their skin,

without having formed a shell or cocoon, and
were nearly changed to bugs. At this time they
were white, and showed upon the breast the soil

rudiments of the proboscis, legs, and wings.
These parts had not attained their full size, and
appeared immovable. One insect, however, had
completed his metamorphosis and was a perfect
bug, of a mahogany color. All have since left

the earth of their own accord having finished
their change, and are now [July 19ih] creeping
about the tumbler and feeding on a plum leaf

* Our word pocosin, is an alteration of the Indian,
Word, " pduckassin," the radical meaning of which is

the "place of balls." May not this word, in its original

application to low wet lands, have had reference to

them as the habiatio of the Tockawhoughe .>

On the 10; h of July I opened the ground under a
peach tree and found the insects in great numbers,
from two to lour inches beneath the surface, in all

stages cf their metamorphosis. July 19!h, I

found one in the earth under an apple tree, but
could find none under peach trees. Il appears
then that this insect retreats into the earth about
the first of June, where it divests itself of its skin,

and changes into a bug before the I9th of July, by
ivhich time it leaves the earth. What becomes of
the bug from July to May following, remains to

be discovered."
" The curculio is not the only insect that pro-

duces ftie worm in our fruits. 1 stated above that

about twenty peaches were placed in the tumbler.
In the earth under them were six small, oval
cocoons, thick, strong, and smoothly spun, which
contain worms that manifest no approach toward
a change. The same cocoons are also found un-
der peach trees; The worms in these envelopes
are difierent from those of the curculio ; they are

smaller, they are white throughout, while the
larvae of the curculio have orange colored heads.

There is reason lor the belief that the larvae of the

curculio, all or most of them, leave the various

fruits in which they are deposited as early as the
beginning of July, and that the worms found in

fruits after that time, have a diH'erent parent.

Some years ago, I preserved a worm from a
Vergalieu pear, which produced a gray miller.

Last November a worm (rom a Newiown pippin

placed itself in a cavity on a board, covered itself

with a web, and remained till April, when it pro-

duced a gray miller like that produced from the

pear."

1 continued my observations during th«\t sum-
mer, and sent another communication to the

'New- York Farmer' (vol. iv. p. 248,) fi^om

which the .following is an extract: " I have said

there is reason for the belief that the larvae of the

curculio, all or most of them, leave the various

fruits in which they are deposited as early as the

beginning of July, and that the worms found in

li-uiis after that time have a different parent. One
reason for this belief is, that after that time very

little fruit is left in which their eggs can be depo-

sited, and what little is left is, for the most part,

untouched by the curculio. Let me present a

hasty estimate of cherries, apricots, plums, and
peaches, in my orchard; on the first of JVlay

last, there were probably 200,000. On the first

of July, the number lemaining on the trees did

not, I am confident, exceed 500, perhaps 20, before

the middle of August contained a curculio ; the

rest continued fair. I think it would puzzle Dr.

Tilton to say where that vast multitude of cur-

culios that deposited 199,500 eggs before the first

of July, have deposited them since that time, if

they ' continue their ravages,' and equally puz-

zling it must be to devise a reason why any fruit

has escaped—why only 20 eggs should be de-

posited and 480 peaches left undisturbed, if this

vast swarm of insects has continued its operations

ever since the first of July. It may be said that

they resort to apples and pears. But before the

first of July the greater part of the apples had
also disappeared from the trees ; most of those

remaining have continued since untouched by the

curculio. The wormsfound in them are 7iot the

larvQi of that insect, i have not succeeded in

finding a curculio in a pear, at anytime. The
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only worms that I liave (bund in [)enr9, [and I

liave taken pains to collect a considerable nutiiber

this summer,] are llie larvic [I believe] ol'\\\e gray

miller memioned in my Ibrmer commimicaiioii.

They resemble liie larvtv ol' ilie cnrciilio in having
orange colored heads, l)u!dilier from them by be-

ing larger, and having a slight tinge ol' scarlet or

brick color upon portions ol' llie liody. Instead

of popping into the ground, they crawl under the

rough bark ol' the trees, inclose themselves in a

web, and are translbrmed into a chesrnut colored

chrysalis. Placed in a tumbler with moist earih,

they (brm a web upon the cover ol' the tumbler,

and there undergo their change. As none have
yet left the chrysalis state, [ suppose [as was the

case wiih those which I have before preserved]

that they do not complete their meuimorphosis liil

spring. All the worms Ibund by me in apples,

since the first of July, Aajjc been similar lo those

in the pear.
^^

An excellent observer, David Thomas of Ca-
yuga, maintained the prevailing opinion in regard

to the worms in our fruits, and wiih a view to

show that I was incorrect, he took " a worm with

an orange colored head, from a bell peir, and put

it in a tumbler, with moist earih," on the fifth of

August. On the eighth of August he look from
a/7/?/es " three n:ore worms vviili orange colored

heads, and which appear lo be the Itill grown
larvfe of the curculio—another similar, but only

half as long—and two others resembling the

fbrmer with brown heads, but 100 [10?] limes less

in bulk than the first kind. Viewmg these last

under the microscope, i am satisfied that they also

are larvce of the common curculio, thus (iir con-

firming Dr. Tillon's remark, that this insect ' con-

tinues its ravages from May until autumn.' "

—

New- York Farmer, vol. w. p. 205.

In a subsequent communication, in October,

wiih his accustomed candor, he says, "N. Darling
may be interesied to learn ihatihe worms which
I confined, ' wiih orange colored heads,' left the

moist earth, and encased themselves in a web un-

der ihe cover of the tumbler. S 'on after one ol

them came forth a dark gray miller ; and / con-

clude there was no curculio amongst them. We
are therefore indebted to him lor tlie interesting

discovery that the larvae of several insects lieed on
our fruits ; and it is now rendered at least probatile

that Dr. Tilton ascribed too much of this mischief

to the curculio."— A'. Y. Farmer, vol. iv. p. 281.

With these ficls before us I 'hink we may salely

conclude that the worm in apples is a larvce (if a

gray miller, and 7il>< of the cu7cnlio, rrhich is a

bug. Also that the. curculio leaves the ground in

ashort time after entering it. lis want er retreat has
not, within rny knowledge, yet been discovered.

If your correspondent will look under Ihe rouijh

bark ol' his apple trees in October, he will find a

great many ol' the worms from his fruit, which
have shut themselves in with a web. and are trans-

formed into a chestnut colored chrysalis. If he
will carefully preserve them, he will find them
comingout a gray miller. By sfiiiply scratching
off, or rather picking off Ihe rough bark [the

scales or flakes, I mean] a vast multitude of these
insects may be destroyed— not all, however, (or

they resort to other places of concealment, such as
crevices in boards, posts and rails. Yours, very
respectfully, N. Darling.

JVcw-Haven, Conn., September 19, 1840.

REPORT OF MAJOR GWYNN ON THE DRAIN-
ING OF TIIK SWAMP LANDS.

To the president and directors of the Uterary fund of
Noi til Carolina

:

(j!entlemen:—\ have the honor to report to you
the result of the operations since the drainage ol'

the swamp lands was committed to my charge.
The (easibility of the undertaking has been so

fully and clearly established, by fbrmer statements
lo the board, (particularly by the report of Mr.
Shaw,) as to render any comment from me un-
necessary on the present occasion. I shall there-
fore proceed to the subject immediately belbre me.

T'he only trad of land, owned by the slate north
c>f Pamlico Sound, sufficiently elevated to afford a
(all for ilsdrainings, is situated on the high grounds
which divide the waters thai flow into the Albe-
marle from those that run into PalmicoSound, lying
between Ihe angles (brmed by the meeting of the
boundary lines of Washington, Hyde and Tyrell
counties, near lake Pungo, which it embraces: it

extends lo Ihe west shore of Alligator lake and
five miles to the south o( lake Pungo ; on the norlli
it includes a portion of lake Phelps, and contains,
exclusive of the area of the lakes, 64,500 acres.
A reference lo the map herewith submitted will

give a more perfect idea of its location, and exhi-
bit, both in plan and profile, ihe main and lateral

canals by which it is proposed to drain it. This
tract is a portion of a swamp containing about a
hundred thousand acres, an idea of the formation
of which may be had by conceiving it to (brm,
what in reality it does, a large basin, filled with
decomposed, putrescent vegetable matter, saturat-
ed with water, confined and prevented (iom run-
ning off by an impervious subsoil and an embank-
ment, or elevated strata of clay and sand extend-
ing nearly all around it, not sulKcienlly dry (or till-

age at the extremities and higher parts at any
season of the year. When over-saturated, as ia

the case in the winter and spring and sometimes
in the summer, the surplus water flows into Alliga-
ter and Pungo Lakes, and into Lake Phelps from
the south—towards Alligator the descent of the
surface (iom the south is three feet and a half
from Ihe verge of the swamp or basin. The re-

dundant water, after filling the lakes to overflow-
ing, is discharged into Alligator, Pungo and Scup-
pernong rivers over the surli=ice and by percola-

tion. In dry weather, the loose, spongy soil of
the surrounding swamps draws ihe waters again
from the lakes ; and so j;real is this attraction up-
wards as well as horizontal, that the very surface
of the swamps is kept wet during the greatest

drought and hottest summer sun— thus throug.h

the medium of this filaceous soil, the lakes and
swamps reciprocally supply each other with water
as there may be a preponderance in either; or,

to render the description still more plain, this

swamp (and so nearly all of the swamps in the

state) may come under ihe denomination of land-

locked bogs or morasses, such as " are neither pio-

duced by water rising in themselves, nor by that

of springs in the adjoining banks, but become wet
by an accumulation of rain water stagnating on
an impervious subsoil through which it can have
no descent, and beinir surrounded by higher

ground through which there is no vent or natural

discharge (br the water."
The plan of drainage is, therefore, obvious, and
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consists in culling through (he high grounds or

elevalcd strata thai surround the swamps and pen

up the lake waters, drains, of sufficieiH capiu-i-

ly todiaw oH'the surplus rain water which in iliis

great basin, or laboratory of nature, has contri-

buted, and, indeed; IVom its agency, in a state of

efagnation. in nourishing, we may say generating,

those aqueous plants and trees from the decompo-

eilion ot which the earthy matter ol' the swamps
is entirely composed, may be said to be the cause

of their lormaiion. In accordance iherelbre with
|

this plan, two canals, denominated 7nain drains,
\

have been laid out, one leading Irom Punijo lake ,

lo Pungo river, the oiher leading liom Alligator
j

lake 10 Rutman's creek, a tributary to Pungo
j

river. Tlie former, which we will call Pungo i

canal, is six miles, seven hundred and eeveniy-
j

four yards in length, with an average width, at
|

bottom, of twenty-two leet, an average depth of
j

eix leet, and a fall in the bottom of twelve and a
|

Jburlh lt?et. Tiie latter, the Alligator canal, is I

five miles, fourieen hundred and hiiy six yards
I

Jong, an average width, at bottom, of thirty leet,

an average depth of seven leet, and ii total iall ol

ten leet. These canals will leduc*^ the wafers of

each lake four leet, and are of sulTirient capacity

and fall to draw ofi' all the waier that may be

llirown into them by the lateral canals traced on

the map as necessary lor the fan her facility of

draining; llie immediate effects of these canals

will be to render a belt of land adjacent to iliom

as well as the land aroun I the lakes, susceptible

of tliKiough drainage and cu'livaiion.

A I the time I took charge of the woik, in April,

1839, the se&son lor hiring hands by the year had
passed, and the competition (i::r laborers, by the

mon h, from the VViiniinLrton and Raleigh and
the Gaston and Raleigh Rail Roads then in rapid

progress, rendered it impossible to procure a suffi-

cient force to prosecute the work with the energy

that was desired. The two main canals were,

nevertheless, put under contract and commenced
;

but owing to these causes, not much progress was
made during the past year. At Chrisimas, the

season for procuring laborers, the contractors were
enabled to obtain a large force, and the work has

since progressed steadily and rapidly, uninterrupt-

ed even by sickness of any kind. Nearly one
hall of the Alligator canal has been comiiletpd.

The tributaries have been commenced, and on the

20th of October the water of Pungo lake was let

into Pungo canal. All the eflecte which were
anticipated of drainage on its borders and reduc-

tion ol the lake water, have been realised ; enough
has already been accomplished lo inspire confi-

dence and to remove all doubts and appreliensions

(if any exist) as to the success of the work.
There are now ready for sale 8000 acres of land

bordering on Pungo lake, on the west and north

west. This tract is covered with a heavy growth
of cypress and maple, and has been pronounced,
by competent judges, unequalled by any lands in

the state ; and such also is my opinion, after hav-
ing contrasted it with the rich lands of Pasquotank
and Perquimons, and with those of lake Phelps
and Maltamuskeet. In addition to this, ihere are
7000 acres of prairie land (the growth formerly

cypress, now cane and bamboos, bordering on the

canal, and on tlie northeast side of the lake, that

may also be oflered for sale. In confirmation of
the producliveneM of these land?, of which no one

acquainted with them entertains a doubt, 1 would
observe that similar lands in the neigbboriiood,

but of inlerior quality, euljiH'ted to the n'ost ruin-

ous system of cultivation lor more thansi.xty y»\3
in succession, are still productive, yielding when
the seasons are favorab e to the imperl'ect plan of

drainage, (which with but few exceptions prevails

every where) from six to eight barrels of corn per

acre.

1 would respectfully recommend some imme-
diate aciion towards bringing these lands iiito

market; the first step, that of laying them oil

into sections, is one of muidi labor, and can be

most easily perlbrmed at this sejisou.

During the ensuing year Alligator canal will

be completed, and also some of the tributary

canals, and before the expiration ol' two years, we
expect to complete the eniire system of drainaiie

in reli^rence to this extensive tract of land. My
estimate for the accomplishment of this object

will consume the whole amount (.9200,000,) aji-

propiiatcd for this purpose, and unless some
I'uriher appropriation is made, the only fund appli-

cable to an extended system of drainage will be

the proceeds of the sales of the lands— which, if

for cash, would be ample (together with the

amount of sales accruing I'rorn time to time on
account of 0' her lands prepared for market) to

drain all the swamp lands which the state owns.
This will more readily appear from the following

estimate, based u| on [uices considerably lower
than those alTixed to the lands by some ol the

most competent and experienced judges who liave

examined ihem. Under this view, prelerable to

exciting expectations that would not be fully

realized. I will assume ihe low price of §6 per

acre, and the nnmtier of acres which the present

appropriation of §200,000 will drain to be 60,000
and even at this low estimate, we have a sum ex-

ceeding the cost of drainage by ^160,000. Ap-
plying this ratio between the cost of draining and
the income arising therefroin to the million of
acres owned by the state, the sum although enor-

mous would Iall short of the realization.

This result, so beneficial and cheering, in itself

calculated to inspire confidence and recommend a
steady and vigorous prosecution of the work to

the end, is only one among the many beneficial

efllscts which will grow out of its completion.

Some of the ettects to which I allude, and confi-

dently calculate upon, have been caused by pre-

cisely similar operations in Great Britain, and are

so a[iplicable, although referring to land in a par-

tial slate of tillage, that 1 beg, in lieu of my own
words, to substitute those ol the engineer ap-
pointed by the British parliament to report upon
the mosses and marshes of that country. He
says the climate is rendered more healthy and
genial to both animal and vegetable lile, by the

removal of stagnant water, and ihe prevention of

those noxious exhalations arising from large tracts

of moss and marshy ground, wliere the herbage
gives but little nourishment and only promotea
disease. Since the introduction of drainage into

this country, the health of the inhabitants lias

been greatly improved; agues and other distem-

pers being now comparatively unknown that were
formerly so frequent, occasioned by the humidity
of the soil, and consequent impurity of the atmo-
sphere, producing that miasma which so often

proves fatal. The produce of the harvest, lor-
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nierly precariou? on such land, booomos, by drain-

ai|e, ample and pio.iuciive in qiianiiiy, and t!ie

quality ol' ilic iii'nin is improved al^o. Ifiand that

is in lillaire remains wet, every manure thai is ap-

plied to it loses its cHect to a certain extoni, and
iails to produce that abundant crop which a loss

quantity would yield, i( such land were laid dry.

In wet land, seasons of tillage are lost, the labor

is greater and the return les-p. The produce is

always scanty and inferior in quality; but when
land is properly drained, every exertion of good
husbamiry IS attended with success, and the far-

mer thrives where his predecessor was ruined.

By drainage alone, it is wonderful to see the

verdure that soon takes place ; a bog of ilie worst

kind after being thorouirhiy laid dry (without any
other melioration whaiever) will spontaneously

produce so many new and fine grasse?, the seeds

and roots of wliich hitherto laid dormant, owing
to tlie superfluous moisture, but now spring forth

and afterwards continue to flourish and increase.

The rushes that formerly occupied tfie whole sur-

face, soon decline, and better grasses rise in abun-
dance.

In addiiion to these many beneficial ed'ecfs, the

advantage of draining the swamp lands that lay

scattered over liie whole of the eastern portion of

the state, from the RoanoUe river to the Wack-
amavv, and from the liills of the rivers to the

seaboard, are of great importance in other re-

spects.

No scheme has been or can be devised, tliat

will so effectually slay the tide of emigration
which flows hke a miizhty torrent from this portion

of the state. The poor man who gains a scanty

Bubsisience by the " roundshave and broadaxe,"
who hovers around the home of his nativity, until

he exhausts the last pine tree, and is finally driven

off penniless to the tar west to seek a home
among strangers, will liere find an asylum ; all

his dreams otvvealih and plenty can be realized

in his own beloved state. A lijw acres of the

land which from his childhood he has looked upon
as a wilderness, a fit abode only lor fijrocious wild

beasts and disgusting reptiles, now invite his labor

and will reward his industry.

The health and the morals of the people will

be improved, the coflers of the stale filled, the

community will be benefited by a greater supply
of useful comn)od;ties— in short, the benefits that

will result Irotn a general and complete system of

drainage, 10 the agricultural and general improve-
ment ol" the stale, are so many that the lew in-

stances (if any there be) in which they are neither

Been nor acknowledged, can only proceed from
prejudice.

I herewith present a map of the state lands in

Carteret county, which exceed in quantity and
are equal in quality to the tract we are operating
upon, and can be drained at a less price than per-

haps any other lands of the same extent in the

slate.

The tract lying between Core Sound and Neuse
River at their junction contains 65,000 acres ; its

elevation is 12 leet above Long and Nelson IJays,

and other small streams, into which it can be
readily drained. This tract is mostly an open
prairie ; the soil a deep vegetable mould. There
are two other tracts which were surveyed ; one
containing 12,000 acres, situated in the Newport
Pocoson, between Newport River and the Clubfoot

and Harlow Canal. The other 16,000 acres in

extent, lays north of Lake Ellis, ai the head wa-

ters of Hunter's Creek and Newport iviver. Both
of these tracts are also of superior quality, and are

susceptible ol' being drained at an expense that

would am[jly repay the state.

But the improvement that offers more imme-
diate lienefits and direct returns than any other

is the drainage of Lake Mailamuskeel ; and if

the stale's title to the flats can be established, it

should, in my opinion, afier the completion of the

work in which we are engaged, be the first to

command the attention of the Board.

I am gentlemen, very respectfully, your obedi-

ent servant.

Walter Gwynn, Civil Engineer.

Raleigh, IGth Nov. 1840.

AN IMPROVEIMKNT l.\ FATXEKISG H008.

Fxom tlie Soutliern Cabinet.

Maury County, (Tenn.,) lMarch23.

3Ir. Clayton:— It is maniliest to every person

that there is a great lack of economy in the waste-

ful manner weconunordy leed our stock in Ten-
nessee, i am satisfied that no one is more guilty

in this respect than I am myself. I believe, wiih

a little trouttle and trifling expense, we might save

full one half the provisions we feed to our stock

every winter. In these hard times that would

help very much to get us out of our embarrass-

ments.
So fully was I convinced of this that I deter-

mined the past winter to try to make an improve-

ment in feeding tny fattening hogs, JMy praclic«

heretofore was Hke my neighbois' generally, and I

believe almost every person in Tennessee iattena

his hogs in the same way. I usually put my
hogs up in a small lot with water in it, and throw

them as much raw corn in the ear as they will eat.

This with a little salt now and then, is all they

get, and in the course of six weeks or two months
ihey are regarded as in good pork order, and ready

for the kniie. The last fiill my hogs were put

up in the usual way in September. The number
I do not now recollect. Bui I observed particu-

larly the amount of corn they consurned each day.

They were led by throwing the corn to them raw-

in the ear. The corn was carried in a large cot-

ton basket, which 1 suppo-ed would hold about

two bushels. This nine times full was given them
every day. It was about as much as they would
eat. I had previously engaged Col. D. Looney
to have some large kettles cast at his furnace in

Wayne, of the size and dimensions that would
accomplish the objects I had in view. My design

was to boil all the corn I gave my hogs, and by
having the kettle of suitable dimensions, to use it

to scald them in when killed instead of a trough
or hogshead. The kellles were not ready until I

had fed my hogs some time. I at length got one,

set it in a very simple furnace, which did not take

thirty minutes to construe; and from that time until

my hogs were killed they were led ihree times a
day on corn well boiled. The corn was taken to the

kettle in the same basket and put in it uniil it was
full, the kettle then filled with water and a fire

kindled under it. This was sufficient. If at nighl,

it would be well cooked by morning ; and if in the

morning, it would be ready by the middle of tha
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day. One not accustomed to it would be eurpi is-

ed to see how little luel was necessary. A biilei

not larger than a common fence rail was en:ire!y

Bufficient 10 cook one mess. When ihe keitle was
emptied it was immedialeiy filled as before, ami a

small armful of any wood was suffii i»'ni to couk

it suiiably by ihe nexi leeding time. In this way
it required but six baskets full in the day. Belbre

I got the keiile it required nine. Here was a

clear saving of thirty-ihree and a third per cent.

If one should have a lot of hogs that would ordi-

narily consume in luttening one hundred and filiy

barrels when led raw, he would save by the pro-

cess of boiling, fifty barrels, which wou'd twice

over pay ihe price of the kt^itle. Mine, 1 believe,

cost tweniy-tive dollars. Had 1 got it when i

first put up my hogs, I am certain I would liave

saved filiy barrels ol' corn.

At killing lime the kettle was of great conve-

nience. Its oblong form makes it very suitable

to scald in. Formerly the preparation lor killing

was a great lrout)le. We would make a large

heap and put on it many rocks, and alter it had

burnt so as to heat them they were put in a hogs-

head of water to heat it—and after they were
removed the water was ready for scalding. All

this took much time, and was a great trouble.

Now with the kettle quiie a small fire is sufficient,

and when once healed it can be kept in a good
scalding condition throughout the whole day; you
have nothing to do but make the water boil, and

then put in the iiog, and in a lew minutes it can

be taken out, and you may put in another, and so

on until you are done. There is no necessity lor

delay. Keep the fire constantly burning, and as

fast as you can kill you can scald. This I Ibund

to be a great saving of time and trouble, and a

Bufficient reason of itself to juslily the purchase ol

a kettle.

After my hogs were slaughtered (he kettle still

continued to be of great use. It is excellent to

prepare food in lor milk cows and any other stock

that are led on corn.

I have often heard it said that one fp.c.i is better

than many theories. Here then is a fact. I have
tried it, and saved precisely one-third of corn

—

more than enough tiie first winter to pay the cost.

If any one should doubt it, I would advise him
first to try it, and I am sure, he will then believe.

Will. E. Kennedy.

CHBYSANTHEMUBIS.

From tlie Western Fanner and Gardener.

Messrs Editor :—Through the medium of your
paper, 1 would propose to address the votaries ol

Flora on behail of a much neglected, though
beautiful flower, the chrysanthemum. It may be
disputed, and with propriety, that any plant more
amply repays the care of its cultivator, even sup-

posing that it possessed no other qualification*

ihan the splendor, variety of cclorand duration ol

its flowers ;— but when we reflect that the Chrv-
santhemum delights to reveal its gorgeous beau-
lies, when all else of ornament to a garden is

gone, its value is incalculatily enhanced. The
idea has often suggested itself to me, that Flora,

not wishing lo produce satiety, allows her lamily

to rest during the latter months of the year ; but

not being able to dispense with all, she has [)rodu-

ced a plant, to tiloom at that dreary lime, possess-

ing all her most beauiiful and biilliani colors of the
empire

; anil tbrming it so hardy that there is no
difficulty in kee|)iiig it, and at ihe same time of

easy p opagalion. Yet this l>eautiful gilt of the

soddess, is almost universally neijlpcied. One
honorable exception I would make— Chandler of
London. The intrinsic merit ol' the flower, has

led him to become its most enthusiastic admirer,

and at the same time, its most succcsslul culiiva-

tor. To his exertions we are indebted lor a 1 the

finest varieties in cultivation. His rhr^santhe-

miim house presents a niore magnificent appear-

ance during November and December, than it is

possible to conceive—stand rising above stand,

covered wiih thousands of blossoms o'' everj'

shade and hue. Let me, then, claim lor this

lovely flower, that share of attention which its

merits entitle it to, and assure your readers, that in

its perfection, its place cannot I'e sup|)lied by any
other. A word as to its propagation— this may
be done by dividing the roots, by cuttings in the

spring or by layers in July. They may be grown
in large pots, filled with rich earih, adding a por-

tion of rotten dung to each—or the plants may
be grown in beds until fall, when they should be

taken up, with balls of earth, entire, and potted,

watered and staked, when they may be placed in

a warm room, pit, frame or green-house, until

I hey have done flowering, when they may be

again turned out.

Let me hope that these faw remarks, may call

attention to this splendid flower—those who give

it that share it deserves, will be well repaid.

Jas. Kennedy.

A SUCCESSFUL, EXPERIMENT IN REARING
SILK-WORMS.

To tlie Editor of llie Farmers' Register.

Byco, Matthews, Dec. 9th, 1840.

Although personally unknown to you, and not

in the habit of writing for the public eye, I deem
it the duty of every individual, however humble
iheir efl'orts may be, to withhold nothing that can
in the least benefit the community, or in ilie small-

est degree add to its welfare and prosperity. You
have repeated'y requested, in jour valuable pa-
per, all who had made any experiments in ihe

silk culture, to make known the result ihroiigh the

pages of your journal. I have made a small ex-
per inenl ihis year in raising worms, and having
succeeded in |)roducing very fine cocoons under
every disadvantage. I wish to lay before you
the result, to publish or not as you think proper;

and I would likewise wish to make a few inquiries

of you lor my own benefit and the instruction of
all others who have been similarly situated. My
husband, like many others, raised a great many
muliicaulis trees, which he found unsaleable. Ra-
ther than grub them up, I requested that he would
permit me to make a trial of raising silk, promis-
ing to lake the trouble of the superintendence my-
sell! My worms (the two-crop white) commenced
hatching the 22d of April, about which time we
had a lew days of warm weather. The largest

multicaulis leaves at that time were not larger

Ihan a fourpence. The worms of course hatch-
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ed Ion soon, but it was too late when I pot ilienn

to retard that process. For the (irsi lew dajs, or

duriMir the firsi a^'e, I Ibund Ibod enough (or my
worms, by tratlierinii every leal' almosi as eoon as

it expuiuied. This however left iliem a'nintft des-

lilute as they grew larger, so thai 1 was lorced to

resort to our native trees, which are more lorward

in iheir Ibiiage. I have no means ol ascenaining

iiow many worms I had. The eugf! were not

weighed, but. bougiil l:)y the lump. I have a large

garret room, in which I made my ex|)enment, I

su['pose some 30 feet square. It had no fiieplace

in II, and a part of ii is unplaslered. I had no

means of warmini^ it. In the very cool season,

wluth occurred the first oT May, the dampness
peneiiated every part of the room, in that long

wei s'>ason. and Irequendy the rain would drive

in. The thermometer sometimes was as low as

50°, and on orieoi i wo occasions the worms seem-
ed to be almost benumbed. In addition to this,

their Ibod became very scarce, every leaf was
stripped so soon as it appeared on the multicaulis

and all the wdd mulberry trees in the neighbor-

liood were reduced to the same condition. Alier

my worms reached the third age, I divided them
and put a part in a spare bed-room, which I had
leil exclusively on the multicaidis, JVly object was
to ascertain if there would be any difference in the

silk. Tliose that I led on the native tree were
colored, with very liew exceptions, (I mean the

cocoons,) three shades of yellow, some straw
color, some bright, some almost nankin color.

They were fed on the white Italian, the red, and
the common black mulberry, all of whicfi we
have in our woods; the latter they would never
eat if they could help it. I have seen them devour
the stems of the white mulberry in preference to

a fresli leaf of black.* In the room where I fed

exclusively on multicaulis there were only three

yellovv cocoons out of 6 bushels. In the garret

room, I think there was one peck of white cocoons
ou' oi"seven bushels ; 13 bushels was the first crop

1 made. Those who saw them and were judges,

said they were beautiful cocoons, a great many
ol" them were as large as some of the mammoth
white, which I saw afterwards in Mr. C. Carter's

cocoonery near Richmond. I was comjjelled to

feed on wet leaves, fiom the scarcity of Ibod, and
sometimes my worms actually suflered for want ol

them. None of my worms were diseased; and I

do not believe, I had a dead worm among them,
I was carefid in keeping them clean, and had
plenty of room and liesh air.

I raised a second crop of six bushels ; out of all

tliese 19 bushels I saved but one barrel of co-
coons, owing to the moth cutiing out in spite of
all I could do. I followed the directions of Clarke,
end the ' American Silk-Grower' in endeavoring
to cure my cocoons in the sun. The weather
proved rainy ; and after the moths commenced
coming out, nothing would slop them. Tfiey
would come out while in the oven, and bake to

* The tree here (as usually) called the "black
mulberry," is properly the red [morus rubra) of bo-
tanists. That which our coiresi)on(lent speaks of as
the " red," is probably a variety of the white mulber-
ry {morus alba) which, though originally introduced
from Italy, has become perfectly naturalized in Vir-
ginia, and exhibits numerous varieties of leaf and of
fruit in the seedling progeny,

—

Ed.

.death. I wish tn know which is the most ap-

proved mode of killing the mollis; for I find tl'e

sun entirely loo uncertain, and alier ihey reach a

certain degree of maturity, nothing will have much
effect, for I tried both baking j\nd steaming. I

intend, the next year, to repeat my experiments,

and am convinced ilie business may be made pro-

fitable. I think it is an enqilojment that suits

our sex, and should my leeble end.iavors be

crowned wiih succe^•s, a silk fJictory or cocoonery

lor poor widows nml children, established in my
own county, where they are so numerous, would
he an object of my highest aiybiiion. These
remarks are penned in trreat linste, if they can in

any way be made useliil, you can use your own
pleasure as to their fiublicaiion.

I think there is great injusiice done the kind

of worm called two-crop white. They are a very

hardy, healthy worm, as I think my experiment
will show. We can get two crops Irom them wiih-

oul the risk of retarding, and they piodvice beauii-

(ul silk. Please stale in your paper the price of

the eggs, and where the pea-nut variety can be

procured. If yon publish this, let ihe signature !e

E. A. T.*

PROGNOSTICATIONS OF COLD WEATHER
FROM BIRDS.

From tlie Western I'anncr and Gardener.

We think a linv remarks, under this heading, in

each number of the " Farmer," will not be unin-

teresting. It is a favorite study uiili us, and one
on which we might be apt lo dwell at too great

length, did we not bear in nund the intention of
our work. We shall try to Ibllow up these inten-

tions by only speaking of birds, as friends or

enemies of the fiirmer and gardener— of their

migrations, as a lest of the climate of different

sections of country— and of such insects and
plants as are (amiliar to all. Our object is to

induce a habit of observation in our renders, each
of whom may be the means of recording matters
that may be of importance. Even those confined

by their occupations lo large cities, have opportu-
nities for studying the great book of nature, which
ought not to be neglected.

An old farmer, remarked to me, some weeks
ago, that the approaching winter would be a very
severe one. lie said that, for fifty years, he had
observed that whenever the chaff of wheat and
other small grain iind the corn shucks were un-
commonly abundant, thick and heavy, the fullovv-

* We are much pleased to be enabled to present
fo the public this interesting experiment ; but would
have been better pleased if the lady who wrote the
communication had not withdrawn the permission to

give her proper signature in full.

We have found the heat of tha sun sufficient to kill

the chrysalis in the cocoon ; and as a single day of
full exposure to hot sunshine is sufficient, it rarely

happens that one such day does not offer, before it is

time for the moths to come out. Whatever may be
the mode used for killing the worm, it should be tried

sufficiently early, or it will be but partially effectual.

For the prices of pea-nut, and other eggs, we refer

our correspondent to the advertisement of T. S. Plea-
sants on several of the covers of late numbers of the

Farmers' Register, and of G. B. Smith on the Journal
of the Silk Society.—Ed.
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ing winter was invariably a severe one. I thought

;

ihat (hough a cause lor inis iiiighi be iound m liie
\

luxuriam vegetation oi' last summer, there might i

yet be some truth in it

—

that nature, aware of ihe
|

coming severity of the w inter, might tlius lurni^^h
j

the grain with an extra covering. At all events, \

the old gentleman's remarks set me to making
additional oLservations. In confirmation ol his

opinion, I Iound that the snovv-Lird, (Iririgilla

Hudsonia, of Wilson,) arrived uncotnnioniy early

this fall, and in great numbers, 'i'he redheaded
woodpecker, winch rarely leaves ue altogether,

except in the very depth of winter, has entirely

disappeared. The bine bird is only to be seen in

flocks, as if preparing to go farther south, while
their sweet warble, in an ordinary winter may be
lieard every fine day. The gold-finch or thistie-

bird, generally so abundant with us at all seasons,

is only to be seen in small tiocke, in and about the

city. I have observed the nut hatch, sitta caro-

binensis, (this liule insect-hunter and the downy
woodpecker, are commonly, but most absurdly,

called sapsuckers.) busily engaged hammering
pieces o/ acorns, and beechnuts into crevices in

the bark ol' trees, and alter making tliem last,

carefully covering them o^'er with moss, as if to

secure a supply of [irovisions during the severity

of the coming season. Even the crows, whicii

generally Vvinier with us in great numbers, seem,
with an occasional exception, to have lorsaken us.

1 am told that numerous flocks of quails have
alighted in the city and still continue to do so

—

this has always been marked as a sign of the np-

jjroach of severe weaiher. The mocking or Ca-
rolina wren, (certhia Caroliniana of Wil.) is al-

ways abundant with us. His lively, quaint and
varied notes are to be iieard, ringing ihrough the
woods, both summer and v^inter. 1 observed a

large flock of small birds, finches, rise out of a

garden yesterday, which were strangers to me.
They sal so close and silent, until they at once
rose and flew ofl, with a clear note like that of the

gold-finch, that 1 conid not determine what ihty

were, and [ am averse to killing the little beauties,

unless when reallv needed. T. A.

LAYING DOWN OPEN LANDS IN GRASS—KEN-
TUCKY ROTATION—STOCK FODDER, MA-
NURING AND GRAZING—CURING CLOVER
HAY.

From tlie Soutliern Cultivator.

{Near) Colbyville. Ky., Nov. 5th, 1840-

I eiiall now proceed to the laying down open
lands in grass, and the length of lime the grass

is intended to occupy the ground will determine

the kind of eeed to be used. If it is intended for

permanent pasture, blue grass should perdomi-

naie. There should also be a considerable portion

of timothy and clover seed. As soon as it is de-

termined to put a field in grass, if in the fall the

field should be sowed in wheat or rye, which
should be ploughed in and afterwards harrowed,
and, though not essential, it will be of service to

have the land rolled. The next spring one bushel

of clean timothy seed should be sowed upon every
ten acres, one bushel of clover seed upon the same
()uantity of land, and half a bushel of blue grass

seed upon each acre. This should be sowed in

March or early in April and I have put calves

and sheej) upon the rye or wheat and kept them
upon it until the grass began to sprout, when every
thing was taken ofll and no stock allowed to go on
it again until after liarvest. By the time the clo-

ver is going out the blue grass will be ready to

take its place. I found considerable advantage
from harrowing and rolling in the spring— the

harrowing belijte sowing the grass seeils and ihe

rolling immediatidy after. The harrowing would
appear as if it would injure the rye or wheat, but

such has not been the result. If the ground is

put into grass with the expectation of breaking
It up in two or three years, then the blue grasa

should be omitted, as it would not get sutRcienlly

strong before breaking up to be of much service.

As an auxiliary in setting fields in grass, it is of

great service to pasture small stock, calves or cnlis,

upon the rye or wheat fields during the winter,

and feed them with hay that has been permitted

to ripen its seed. Some of the best seeded fields

I have ever seen has been ellected by leeding

stock upon them without adding any other seed

than those contained in the hay. In those cases

care was taken to distribute the feeding over the

field. And the hay used had a mixture of seed

in it.

The usual rotation in out crops is two years in

grass, two in corn, and one in wheat, rye or oats.

Under this kind of treatment our lands are increas-

ing in lertiliiy ; especially where the small orrain

has been fed down by hogs. I have one field

that has been alternately in small grain, (led ofi'

by hogs,) and corn ; this field has also increased

in ferlilil}'.

Whilst the fields are in grass, all the slock

Ibdder (a name wiih us of the corn-stalks after the

corn has been husked out of the shock,) is led to

stock uj)on the grass fields ; this with the dropping

of the cattle serves to enrich the field. As a
general rule the stock should be fed upon grass

lands that will some day l)e ploughed. In this way
the manure in made and dropped where it will

be wanted to nourish the succeeding crops.

About the first of March, (two weeks earlier

with you,) the slock is taken oH' the grass fields,

and put into pens of three or four acres for each

kind of stock, and are led in those pens until the

grass gets a good start in the spring. The secret

of having good grass consists in giving it a good
start in the spring.

Sometimes there are points of srround where
the soil has been worn off or washed away. In

such cases it is best to haul out a \'ew loads of

manure and spread on those barren places, which
will make it pro.iuce grass readily.

Where the points are stony they should be

broken up small with a sledge hammer, and if loo

abundant, a pari of them removed. Grass will

grow well where the surface is covered with lime-

stone provided the stone be sufficiently small.

I preli^r putting gross upon wheat or rye but it

will do very well put in with oats. When put in

with oats, the smaller kind of oats should be used,

or less seed than usual of the larger kinds. When
the larger kinds of oats are sowed thick, they

entirely emother the grass.

When the grass is intended to be cut for hay,

timothy should be sowed either alone or with the

eapling clover. They botii ripen together, while

the common red clover is ready to cut two weeks
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sooner than timothy, and on that account not

Buitable lo be mixed vvilii it iur huy.

Clover alone malies excellent hay, and is easily

cured. Alier it lias been cut a half day, ii' ihc

weather is good, it should be turned over, and in

two or three hours it will be reaily to put up in

shocl<s. The ylioiUs are made live or six leei in

diameter and six or seven led high. Tlie lay
i

should slay in the shocks tvvenly-lour or Ibrty-
|

eight hours; alter whicii it a-hould be exposed to

the sun two or three hours, and it is then ready

lo be put into the barn or in stacks. In each

stack ol' iwotons there should be put a bushel ol

salt, scattered in whilst stacking. IT clover is

stacked out exposed to the weather the slacks

should be covered with straw or timothy hay.

Tlie principal objection to clover hay is, the time

of cutting iiiterlering with the corn crop, ll

should be cut when about hall the bloom has turn-

ed brown. In curing clover it should be turned

gently, and should, throughout, be treated with

tenderness, as rough treatment wdl make it pan
with many ol its leaves and blossoms.

SAJlCIiL D. MaUTJ.V.

THE SUPPOSED TRANSMUTATION OF WHEAT
TO CHEAT.

" Agricnla in the Alexandria Gazette, ridi-

cules the position taken by 13enj. Hallowell, a dis-

tinguished savant of Alexandria in a recent ad-

dress belbre the Alexandria Lyceum, that "wheat
will degenerate into cheat." He pronounces the

idea an absurdity, unsupported by prootj an

exploded doctrine, unphilosophical and unscien-

tific ; and among other authorities in support ol

his opinion, quotes the opinion of the late cele-

brated Mr. Wickham of ihiscity, who with more
wit than seiiousness, said he " would not believe

it il he was to see it."

" A little experience is worth all the speculative

theories in the world. There is not a practical

farmer in Virginia, being at the same lime an
observing one, who does not know beyond all

possibility of being mistaken, that " wheat does

degenerate into cheat." Let the shattered wheat
around your stacks in the field come up volunta-

rily, and mature, and many times, particularly in

bad wheat years, the heads will be cheat not

wheat. Il is not alwa}-s the case, depending
apparently upon the character of the seasons.

So ol' the volunteer wheat permitted to spring up
in stubble fields— if ungrazed and sufiered lo

come to maturity, it will be cheat as often as

wheat. We suspect that this fact is true chiefly

or only of bad wheat climates, like ours of middle
Virginia ; here it is true beyond all question, not-

withstanding the writers on botany may have as-

signed wheat to one genus (^triticum hyberniLni)

and cheat to another (bromus secalinus.) It

may he presumptuous, but we are rather disposed
to believe those writers in error, than lo distrust
the evidence of ihe senses of all practical ob-
servers,

"Agricola admits that all our thousand varie-
ties of apples, from the gloria mundi or the Hes-
perian fruit, to the lowest crab, have come from the
uneatable wild crab. Is there not as good ground
to assume that the wheat and cheat are varieties

of the same genus? In other words, may not

the botanists erroneously have classed them ns

distinct genera, or species of distinct genera T'

—

Rickinond fVitig.

The above article is the first reiiorted ex-

cursion of the able editors of the Richmond
Whig in the field of agricultural investigation

and discussion; and we cannot congratulate

them on the value of the honor and success

acquired in the adventure. We should have

passed by this article, and without comment, as

we have done with almost every thing else

on this subject for the last six years, (upon the

ground that the subject had been sufficiently

discussed before,) but for the broad assertion

made by our brother editors above, that " there

is not a practical farmer in Virginia, being at

the same time an observant one, who does

not Imou', beyond all possibility of being mis-

taken, that wheat does degenerate into cheat."

Now, though declining again to argue here the

question of transmutation, yet on this incidental

issue, made upon knowledga and belief, we can
assert, and prove also if necessary, that there

are very i:nany practical and observant farmers

in Virginia, who not only do not " hnoiv that

wheat does degenerate into cheat," but who
fully believe the reverse ; and who agree with
the article in the Alexandria Gazette, that the

idea is an absurdity, unsupported by proof,

" and an unphilosophical and unscientific"

though certainly not an " exploded doctrine."

Though not deserving the I'eputation of being

a good or judicious farmer, we may venture

to claim the merit of having been a practical

one, literally, and an observant one, for the

more than twenty years of our practical agri-

cultural labors ; and that we iiot only still

stand as an exception to the sweeping classifi-

cation above of believers in transmutation,

but have steadfastly maintained the contrary,

and have proved it, as we conceive, so far as a
negative proposition, where mistake is possible,

is susceptible of proof Long ago we (in con-
junction with other farmers) subjected this

question, in the most rigid manner that could
be devised, to the test of actual and accurate
experiment; the results of which were pub-
lished in the first volume of this work, and
which will be republished below. No excep-
tion has ever beeii taken by any person to the

plan or the mode of conducting this experi-

ment ; nor do we conceive that it can be
shown to be deceptions in any point, unless

indeed by denial of the credibility of all the

parties concerned, who signed the statement
of facts and results.

In addition to the testimony afforded by this

experiment, and all other facts and arguments
which were formerly adduced in this journal,

we offered (in this work) a reward of a full

set of the Farmers' Register, to any person
who woixld produce, and fuily prove the pro-
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duction of even so much as a single head of

cheat from a grain of wheat. In the five or

six years since this reward was offered, there

has been no claim for it presented, (possibly

because of the small value of the reward, or

its want of notoriety,) and, moreover, though
assertions of belief have been plenty, not one
atom of evidence of transmutation has been
brought forward, which ought to satisfy a sci-

entific or legal tribunal. And we here repeat

the offer of a reward, and increase it to the

amount of $100, which we offer for the first

clearly and positively pi'oved fact of the pro-

duction of cheat from seed of wheat sown for

that pui-pose, and of which the progress from !

the seed to the product shall be indisputably

traced, and proved to the satisfaction of an intel-

,

ligent scientific umpire. This offer we re- ',

quest the editors of the Whig to make known i

through their widely circulating journal ; and
!

if a claim for the reward should be made, we
will leave the decision to judges, to whom
there can be no proper ground of objection.

If it is so very easy to cause the transmuta-

tion of wheat to cheat, as is averred and be-

lieved by most persons, and by so many
modes and agents that it can scarcely be

avoided altogether in the common practice of

every seed time, then, surely an experimenter,

aiming to produce that common result, by
using any and all the agents deemed as effi-

cient causes, might certainly and easily pro-

duce the now disputed result, and so clearly as

to place the question beyond all future dispute.

Until this is done, we shall remain unbelievers

in the doctrine of transmutation of wheat to

cheat, as well as (what is as firmly believed by
some other persons) of wheat to spelt, (or dar-

nel,) or to cockle, or of oats and flax to cheat.

What would be thought of any doctrine of

physical science affirming that a certain pro-

duct would follow the use of certain easily

available means, and yet, by no possible de-

signed direction of the means, could the pro-

duct be obtained ! Therefore, to those persons
who know of so many facts of foregone trans-

mutations of wheat to cheat—who know of
so many causes and agents which will certain-

ly produce such effects, we say—" Let us pass
by all remote and former operations and
grounds for either asserting or denying the
doctrine. Go to work now, and exhibit new
facts and new proofs—or even but a single

fact amounting to proof, and the question will

be settled as you claim." If it were a matter
to be settled by the respectability and credi-

bility of believers, there would be no question
better settled already. But that is not the
ground to decide questions of science upon.
We want facts, and not reference to authority,
no matter how respectable. There has been
no formerly prevailing absurdity of opinion

! which the world has since shaken off, which
in its day did not have the balance of authori-

ty of the most numerous and respectable be-

lievers in its favor. We do not question the

sincerity of belief, the good faith, or the vera-

city of any one who asserts the doctrine of

transmutation ; but we distrust the strict ac-

curacy of his reasoning, and the continuity of

his chain of facts, from the first cause to the

last effect. Therefore, without meaning the

slightest disrespect to our brother editors of

the Whig, or any other transmutationists, we
must beg leave to sa)'', in the words of Esop,

"Do not tell us how far you jumped at Rhodes,

but jump here, and let us see it."

To avoid frivolous as well as fraudulent

claims for our offered reward, it is proper to

impose some restrictions, and to establish

some rule, by which an accurate mode of ex-

perimenting and truly reported results shall be

secured. Therefore we require of any one
who may design to claim the reward, and the

honor of settling this long disputed question,

that he shall give previous notice of his intend-

ed experiments, through the Farmers' Regis-

ter, and that the plan of experiment, designed to

be pursued, shall be also fully and particularly

there and then set forth. The person shall, at

the same time, name some one respectable, in-

telligent and distinguished farmer, and we will

name another— and the two shall appoint a

third person of competent ability to conduct the

like experiment, and who shall endeavor to ob-

serve every condition and care required by
the claimant, and which person shall decide

upon the results without appeal. If, however,

the conditions proposed for the experiment are

manifestly insufficient, and such as could lead

to no certain result, the chosen arbiter may ob-

ject to them at first, and refuse to try, or decide

by, an experiment so faulty as to lead to nothing

but useless trouble. But by giving early no-

tice, every proper and necessary condition can

be adjusted, every objection removed, and the

results made as certain as any can be in regard

to vegetable reproduction. We invite the

writer of the foregoing extract, (who is a farm-

er,) to achieve the labor he deems so light

—

and earn the reward and the honor of proving

what he pronounces not only certain, but un-

disputed. In the mean time, we submit to his

consideration the only experiment which we
have yet known to be carried through for

this object, and than which we cannot imagine

one more flivorable to the transmutation side,

or a more strict test of the opposite opinion.

f' Experiment to test the possibility of wheat dege-

nerating into cheat. {From vol. i., Farmer's

Register, p. S3.]

" October 20lh 1832. A spot about twenty feet

square on one side of a field of corn, was left out

when all the adjacent ground was ploughed and
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Fown in wheat three clays befcre. Soil, a s'licious
|

" y/prillSlh, 1533. The growili ofphinteon ihe
loam, (which hail been marleJ in 1S20,) on a re-

j

sriuare i:3 \ery mean, (fxeiierally six or seven inches
lenlive subsoil, which by preventing itie sinking

! in hei</Iil,) and hut lew are livinjr compared to the
of the water Iroin rains, keeps the surliice verv

|

number of rrrains sown. Every row however lias

wet throuorli winter and spr ng. The eurlace ofj some plants hving. llalC the marked row where
this pan of the field is o very jrenile slope, declin- : the worst seed was nsed, and as much of the one
in<f towards ihe north, and ihe lowest spot of the

\

adjoining was cut down this day within an indi of
whole (and therelore the most exposed lo water) i the ground, and the parts so treated were also
ie wiiere the space was marked (or this experi- | marked.
ment. There the surface becomes level. Tiie " y«/ie 3(/. We again carefully exanuned the ex-
whole field, including this spot, had been ploughed periment together, 10 know and report the final

five or six inches deep last winter, (or corn, and
j

re-ult. Not a single head of cheat or speli is in

well cultivated, but not later than tlie beginning the whole space. The cut plan's have grown as
of July. All remained very clear of weeds.

j

tall, and are not perceptibly worse than^ the ba-
"The space was slightly smoothed by the broad lance in the pame rows, 'i'he row sown with the

hoe, merely lo level the clods, but not broken any
j

very im[ier(e( I grains, has a still more scanty
where an inch deep, and generally not cut at all.

|

growth than ilie others, but had twenty-four heads
As the corn had been tilled level, and not hilled, of wheat iiiiis whole lergih ; a few of these heads
the surliice required but little smootiiing. Wheat had not come out of the boot and perhaps will not
was selected lor the trial which had passed throuirh produce grain— but iliey were opened and found lo

a cockle sieve, and of course was all either shrivel-

led, or very small grains if plump. Lines were
slightly traced along the edge of a straight rod,

(not more than half an inch deep,) and a few
seeds, varying from three to seven, were placed

accurately at every six inches of the line, by
notches on the rod made at those distances. The
seed was carefully cleaned of every grain of cheat,
spelt, and cockle. Half the square was thus plant-

ed in such rows six inches apart, and the remain-
der in similar rows twelve inches apart. For fear

that even this very defective seed might not be
bad enough to insure the change !o cheat, one ol

the subscribers picked out a number of the most
shrivelled and imperlect grains, all of which he is

confident will bring cheat, if tiiey are capable of

be wheal, like all the rest which were out.

"The adjacert parts of the field of wheat contain
a few scattering stalks of cheat, and still fewer of
spelt. The seed had been well cleaned, (though
probably not perlectly,) bv the hand-sieve.

Thomas Cockk.
EdMTND RUFFIN.*

'^Prince George Co., June 4, 1833."'

RHUBARB PLANT.

From the Ciiltivntor.

This excellent perennial, (called, in New Ens-
land, the "Apple-pie Plant," from the fact that
pies made of^il,so miich resemble those made

producing any thing, which is very doubtful from
!
from (he Apple.) not only makes a very superior

their appearance. One of the rows was planted and grateful pie, but is said by medical men lo
with these grains, four being carefully deposited

:
make'a very healthful one. A plan (Ijr its culture

at each distance ol^ six inches. All the seeds were i which we have seen adopled wiih very good suc-
covered with about half an inch of mould taken

!
cess, is this:— In the spring, before the leaves put

by the hand from the intervals between the lines ;
' out, place your roots in a lii.'ht soil, well manured,

and the whole space was then slightly beaten When the leaves are well grown, take common
over with the flat of the broad hoe.

|

barrels, and after removing ihe heads, place them
" About four feet widih adjoining the square, and

j

over the plants. As the leaves spread, the sides
of similar unbroken corn land, was strewed broad-

]

of the barrel will support them, and you will soon
cast with similar defective seed, covered as shal- see them risintr above the top. By adopting this

low as possible.
j

plan, leaves will grow much fisier, and are "more
"The earth dry at this time, and in fine order for delicate, making better pies and more of ihem.

ploughing. The weather uncommonly warm lor

the last three days.

"Present and assisting at the making of this ex-
periment, and undersigned, Thomas Cocke and Ed-
mund RufHn of Prince George county, and Wil-
liam J. Cocke of Sussex— the first a believer and
the second an unbeliever in the change of wheat
to cheat, and the third undecided. It was our de-

sign in this experiment to bring into operation eve-
ry cause to which this change is usually ascribed
by different persons, namely, 1. imperfect seed

This plant may be forced in the winter season
with but little trouble, and thus made to supply a
family with excellent pies, not inferior to those
made of the apple, all the year. In order to eflect
this, the roots should be taken from the garden
in autumn, and placed in water-light kegs, or
large pots ; some fine garden loam should then
be put in, and water poured upon it, that it may
settle well among and around the roots, wiiich
should be placed level with each other, a li;tle be-
ow the surface of the earth. The whole sheuld

2. thick sowing— 3. a wet soil— 4. hard or unbro-
j
then be covered with other pots of the same size,

ken soil— 5. grazing or mowing, which is to he
done next spring.

" If any cheat or spelt, should grow in this square
from any other seed, it cannot be mistaken for the
product of the wheat we have planted, unless the
plants should stand in one or more of the positions

BO accurately fixed by measured distances.

Thomas Cocke.
Edmukd Ruffin.
William I. Cocke.

" October 20 th, 1832.

to exclude the light, and well supplied with water.
The heat of the kitchen, or, towards spring, of a
tight warm cellar, will afford asufliciently high tem-
perature. Plants of one year old will answer to

(orcein this manner. The stock of the leaf must
be peeled, cut into small pieces, and prepared for

pies in the same manner as apples.

* Dr. William I. Cocke was absent, and therefore
did not sign,

—

Ed.
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THE MAMMOTH CAVE.

From the Journal of Commerce.

This vast subterrarifan lerriiory is piiiinied in

Eiinioripon count}', Kentucky, m 37 decrees
north l.ilitude. The cave extends under the

great range of knoha whicli border wliat have
usuall}' been called the Green River Barrens, and
is near to Green river, and on its southerly side.

The Barrens were Ibrmerly destitute of timber,

but covered wiih high grass, wiiich was every
year destroyed by fire. Since this section of
Kentucky has become thickly settled, the fires

have been prevented, and now the land is be-

coming thickly covered with a growth of hickory,

oak, and chestnut timber. The knobs are a ran^e
ol hills which extend a great distance on the

southerly side ol Green river, and bound its wa-
ters on the south. Tiiis region of country is a

hmestone Ibrmation. Many of the streams of
water run under ground lor great distance s.

The Mammoth Cave is of vast extent, and
equal in size (reckoning all its branches and
apartments) to the whole Island of New York.
The main cave is, as far as explored, thirteen

miles in length, wiih numerous branches making
oti' in every direction. 'J'he entrance to the cave
is through a passage in the rock at the boliom of

a hill and at the loot of a knob ; and is about six

leet in width and ten leet in height (or about
thirty yards ; afier this it increases in height and
widih. During winter a strong current of air

^

rushes into the cave— in summer the current

changes, and blows equally strong out of the cave.

The rool' and sides are of solid limesione; the
boitora is covered with earth to the depth of seve-
ral leet, and beneath this earih is solid rock. The
eai th on the bottom of the cave is strongly im-
pregnated with the niirate of lime ; and during
the last war, and lor sever il years previous, large

quantuies of saltpetre were manulactured at this

cave. A large portion of carbonated alkali was
required to be used in crystallizing the nitre,

which increased the expense ol" the process to

such an extent that it cannot now be made to

comi)ete with the saltpetre imported from the

East Indies, which is now sold in our markets at

a very low price. The supply of nitrate ol' lime
m iiie Mammoth Cave is inexhaustible. The
earth in the cave, after having been lixiviated, he-

comes re-impregnated wiih the nitrate again,
equally strong as at first, in about three years,

'i'he process of making sal'petre was by leeching
or lixiviating the earth in lioppers, in the same
manner as ashes are keched to make eoap or

potash ; then evaporating the liquid to a certain

consistency, an.) mixing it with carbonated alkali

and allowing it to crystallize. Hoppers were
constructed in the cave aboui one mile from its

mouth, to which water was conveyed in wooden
pipes irom the outside, and the liquor obtained
from the hoppers was conveyed to the mouth of

the cave by the same means, where it was raised

by pumps into the evatioraiing pans. About fifty

men were employed diirinir the war, in the Mam-
moth Cave, in collecting and lixiviating the earth,

together with oxen to draw the earth to the hop-
pers. During the who!e time these men were
employed in the cave, there was not a case ol

sickness among them. The atmosphere of the
Cave is dry, and of uni brm temperature through-

out (he year, viz. 60 degrees of Fahrenheit. Ani-
mal and vegeiable substances placed in the cave
would become dry, but never putrel}', or decom-
pose. It is considered one of the most healthy
places known ; and the valeiudinarian could resort

to this cave for the recovery of health, with greater
prospect of relielj than !o any other climate what-
ever. On this point there can be no doubt ; and
medical or scientific men can philosophically ac-

count Ibr this, fiom this fact, that the atmosphere
is dry, and of uniform temperature throughout the

year. The air of the cave is pure, respiration ia

easy, couibusiion goes on well, lights burn bright

and clear. Animal and vegetable substances de-

compose and pmrely from the elfecis of heat and
moisture combined. In the cave these are both
absent. Besides this, the climate of this section

of Kentucky is delightful ; and immediately
around the cave, the country is picturesque and
beauiiliil. and a re.-^idence there for a valetudinarian

would afibrd medicine to the mind as well as the

bod3^ The road in the cave for the first mile is

as good as any of our country roads. Many per-

sons may suppose this great subterranean apart-

ment is gloomy— not so. It is of too vast extent.

Its mighty walls an i vast apartments afford a
sublime spectacle, and intpress the mind with

wonder and admiration. This is the work of the

great Architect of nature, and no person can
tiaverse this vast subterranean territory, without
leelings of veneration and awe. Here the sound
of the mighty peals of the rolling thunder never
reach. All is .=iil!— quiet and peaceful. Mr. Gorin,

of Glasgow, Ky., wrote me in 1H39 that he had
erected a hotel at the mouth of the cave lor the

accommodation of visiiers. He was at that time
proprietor of the Mammoth Cave tract, consisting

of about 1600 acres, which he improved as a
grazing farm. Since then, I have been informed

that the cave has been purchased by Dr. Croghan,
of Louisville, and that he intends constructing a
hotel m the cave. I presume that the spot he
will select (or building is the foot of the mountain,
as it is called, about a mile from the mouth. Here
the roof and walls are of great height, and the

cave of orreat breadth. This cave is visited by
vast numbers of persons— it is about eight milea

distant from the great road leading from Lexing-
ton to Nashville, and is about an equal distance

from Lexington, Louisville and Nashville, viz.

about 100 miles. To persons entering the cave
at the time it was worked for saltpetre, the first

glimpse which the visiters caught of the group of
blacks working by torch-light, at a distance a-

head, and ol their white shining teeth, was very
importing, and can be better imagined than de-

scrilicd. Mr Mil'er, who resided at the cave a
number of years and had charge of the saltpetre

work.^. assured me that he had never seen any
animal or reptile in the cave. I have been much
at the cave, having resided there lor weeks toge-

ther, and my knowledue of it is derived Irom per-

sonal observation. Mr. Gorin, in his letter to me
of last year, states that a large apartment had
been recently discovered in a distant part of the

cave, in the Ibrm of a semi-circle, about five hun-
dred feet in height and the same in vi'idth, and
that in another apartment they had discovered a
stream of water of considerable extent ; and
added, that the whole extent of the cave, so far

explored, was from 50 to 100 miles. The reader
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may wonder why such a eubterranean territory
|

has not lon<:^ ago been completely explored. Tl\e

reason is. tliat visiters have their curiosity satisfied
j

without accomplishirij» so great a latsor. It would

require a great length of time to examine or travel
i

its w hole extent. The cave has been once inlia-

biled. The workmen, in dJL^ging up the earth for

Ralipetre, Ibund the remams of cane torches in

great aboniiance, nnd Ir.quently old moccasins.

In a room called the deserted chamber, which is

an apartment elevated some feet above the main
cave, are the imprints ol' liuman footsteps in the

eand, not more than (uur inches in length. And
near seven miles in the main cave from its mouth
p.re the evidences of that part of the cave having

been inhabited by great numbers of persons.

About a mile and a iialf from the mouth of the

cave a branch makes off to the right from the

main cave ;— this is what is called the haunted

room, named li-om the echo which answers sound
made in liiat apartment. In this room are a great

abundance of stalactites, iianging from the roof

like icicles from the eaves ol a house. They are

of every variety of shape whirh the imagination

ran picture. One of these stalactites is of very

h^rge size, and hollow ; and when struck, sounds
so loud that it can be heard a considerable dis-

tance. This is called the Bell. Another is in the

sltape of an armed chair.

This chair was called "Wilkins's Chair,"

named after the worthy Chas. VVdkins, of Lex-
ington, brother of our Ibrmer minister to Russia,

who was at that time one of the proprietors of the

cave. This arm chair i-: nearly as large as one of

the columns of the Exchange, and about ten

feet in height. It is solid and ponderous, and of

that species of rock called fluor spar. It has been
formed by the action of water from above the sur-

face, penetrating the rock and carrying with it its

minute particles, which, as the water separated,

left the particles to adhere together, an(l by the

action ol" the air to harden and become solid rock.

Thus it is that many of the strata of our earth
are formed. The decomposing of one body affords

materials lor the composing of another. Had this

water, holding this mineral or earthy matter in

solution, penetrated wood, it would have filled its

pores, and changed it into stone, retaining its ori-

ginal form, and becoming what is usually called a

petrifaction. This room, containing such abun-
dance of stalactites, is about a half of a mile in

length and about twenty rods in width ;—and my
opinion is that the land on the earth's surface

above this apartment is level, which allows the
surface water to settle down through the rock.

Where the land above is rolling, the rain water
runs immediately off; hence the dryness of the
rooms underneath the sideling knobs. The walls
of this room, which are of solid limestone, are

covered with a white incrustation, similar in ap-

pearance to the coating of the inside of a tea-

kettle in which hard water has been boiled (or a
length of lime ;—and on some places the incrusta-
tion is chequered with black lines, adding to its

beauty and appearance. At the side of this room
the traveller descends a sand hill about sixty-feet,

at the bottom of which is a passage on the lelt

(about four leet in width, fifteen in height, and
about fifty in length,) to another room or apart-
ment running parallel with the last. This pass-

age is a great curiosity— exhibiting columns of

beautiful shape, on one side, and caves or inden-

tations on the opposite side, of a corresponding

shape and size. To the first view ilie rock ap-

pears to have been septirated by some convulsion

of nature. Bui such was not the ca>e : the top

of the passage is arched with the same solid rock,

which would render it im|)ossible that such a
cause should have produced this effect. It is na-

ture that has arranged these correspondinij co-

lumns and curves according to the laws of afhtniy,

attraction, crystallization, &c. &c. The rooai

we are now in is called the " pond room," from

the circumstance of there being oi\ is surface a
small pond or basin of water, of a few feet in

circumlerence, and about three feet in depth. Th's
water is of crystal clearness, the smallest object

thrown into it may be distinctly seen on its bottom.

Although this basin ts three leet deep, it has the

appearance of being not more than two inches in

depth, and a gentleman who had the curiosity to

attempt to )ump across it, did not quite reach the

opposite side, and found himself half his depth in

water. Thus it seems that a man cannot always
trust his own eyes, and although persons may
sometimes be very positive in regard to matters

and things, still, like this gentleman, who under-
took to Jump across the pond, may unfortunately

find themselves positively mistaken. The water
in this pond was what I term pure xoaier—holding
nothing at all in solution. Ev^ery earthy particle

had been f)reci|)itated by time and temperature,
and the stillness of the atmosphere favors such an
operation. What may be the properties of the
surface which surround this body of water to^

refract the rays of light from our lamps, so as to

make the water appear of less depth than its true

depth, I cannot determine.
Near to the b^isin of water in the pond room,

is a pile of round stone, about the size of paving
stone, quite black, and covered with an incrusta-

tion of a semi-vitrified substance, which renders
the appearance nnich like a pile of cinders.

V'isiters have named this place " Vulcan's work-
s'lop." In one part of this room, a body of water
lails in a solid column, from a circular liole in the
roof, about the size of the head of a barrel, and
peilectly round, into a well in the bottom of the
cave of about the same shape, but of larger size

and of great depth.

The main cave, in those places where it is inter-

cepted by other rooms or branches, is (renerally of
•rreat height and tncreased width. The traveller,

in passing up the main cave, frequently meets
with rooms and branches which are inaccessible,

Irom the fact that entrance to them is several feet

above his head, and can only be reached by means
of a ladder. There are also va?t numbers of
apartments running in various directions under-
neath, and the sound of the footsteps denote where
these apartments are. Great numbers of these

branches and apartments have never been visited.

The cave may truly be said to be a perfect wilder-

ness to explore. About 1 1 miles from the mouth,
the walls and roof of the main cave are very
hiizh, and covered with incrustations o( the purest

white and deepest black, checkered in every variety

and interspersed with beautiful crystallizations of
every size. Some of the incrustations have a
shining frosted appearance, while others are with-

out any such ornament, presenting a pleasing,

beautiful, and harmonious contrast. When the
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rays of liaht from the lamps strike these surfaces I

Ihe walls and roof present the most hrilliani, hean-

tiful, fxrand and suhlime appearance imauinable. ;

The shininor sides of milhons of the beautil'ul

crystals, reflecii.ifj, and re-rL'fieciinj]^ the liifhl,

and their little puinis litce distant stars in lite fir-

mament, twinkling and shininir as if trying to
i

outdo each oilier, present to the view of ihe as-

tonit^hed and enrai)iured beholder the rich beauties
j

of the harmonies of nature in all their firandeur
|

and maffiiificencc. Here, in a vast hall, in one of
|

nature's migliiy subterranean mansion?!, eleven

miles from ihe li^lit oi' day, in soft and solemn

silence, stands the astonished beholder wrapt in

admiraiion,— in wonder, in asioniehment. On
every side, he beholds naiure in ali her maornifi-

cence, bi-auiy, harmony and order; every move-

ment of the lamp^ preseiUs to his view new
teflectinif surlacfs, ihat seem as if alive, vvelcom-

iii<' and enjoying as with enra[)iured ecstacies ihe

rare visit of the rays of terrestrial light. Wliere is

the human beiniz who could stand unmoved in

such a place? Impossible! Admiration, con-

templation, medilaiion, and adoration will fill his

soul, and he will, as it were, involuntarily and

spontaneously otter up to the adorable and al-

mighty Crea'or of the heavens, the homage of

adoration and the tribute of praise.

Here, every crystal has its own peculiar shape
;

nature knows no variation in Ihe laws of cry-

etall'zation ; every variety preserves its own pecu-

liar order and (orm. To the learned geologist, my
description will not be deetned lanciful ; he can

easily picture to himself the effect of the rays of

terrestrial, moving light, thrown upon the surface

of crystallized walls, in a dark apartment of great

height and extent. AVhat a place ihis for coniem-

planon and meditation ;—iheslillness, the silence o(_

midnight, yes, and ten times more— the stillness of

silence—yet surrounded by ten thousand times ten

thousand living lights, changing with every breath

thai moves the hand which holds the lamp, the

rays of the light of which are thus newly reflecied.

Here respiration is easy—the lamps burn bright

—

here man may enjoy life, even in a subterranean

dwelling. Doct. Smith, of New Jersey, who
visited this portion of the cave in 1811, thus

speaks of its appearance. "Imagine to yourself

a superb hall brilliantly illuminated with ten thous-

and times ten thousand lamps, with its superb

walls irradiated with millions of the richest dia-

monds, and you will have but a faint idea ol' its

lustre."

The walls of the cave are generally of an even

eurliice. A description of the numerous rooms.

apartments, and branches, would swell this article

to a great length. I have traversed various por-

tions of the cave a great number of times, and at

every time found something new and interesting.

Some apartments of the cave contain Glauber and

Epsom salts in great abundance. These salts are

in a crude state, and have been collected and used

in lhat section of the country.

The examination of the cave has developed

this fact, viz. : that the temperature is the same at

five hundred (eet, as it is at two thousand feet be-

low the surface. The members of the Royal

Academy of Sciences at Paris have been some
years experimenting upon the heat of the interior

of the earth, by boring into it to a great distance

below its surface, and have expressed the opinion

that the heat increases as they progress down-
wards. In this cave such is not the case, but on
the contrary, the temperature is equal and unilorm*
With respect to water, although the cave is m

many places deep, still it is in nearly all its apart-
ments perl(3cily dry, that is, in all apartments
whicii are protected from surface water produced
by rain. The temperature of the cave is so low
that no moisture is produced by evaporation. Aa
there are numerous apartments beneath the main
cave, these ol' course would preserve the upper
apaitments dry, unless the heat of the earth in-

creased in fliriher progressing downwards, in

which case eva[)oration would produce dampness
in the upper apartments, as a necessary conse-
quence. The quantity ol water whicli fiills upon
the surface of the earth in that latitude averages
about Ibrly inches per annum.
The atmosphere of the cave is another subject

of great importance, being uniform throughout
the year, and perfectly dry, or rather comparative-
ly so,—and whatever moi-ture there may be, is

attracted by the dry earth which covers its floor,

by which ii is absorbed and crystallized. Many
of the readers of this article may not be aware
that where two crops of sand are placed side and
sitle, the one wet, and the other perfectly dry, the

dry sand will attract moisture from the wet, until

both become equal.

Meat lelt in the cave twelve hours will become
so completely impregnated with nitre that it can-
not be eaten—and meat that is slightly tainted, if

pl.iced in the cave will be divested of its putrefying

properties, and gradually dry and become hard.

I have no doubt that in process of time, this cave
will be resorted to for the restoration of healtii.

A person coul'l, without any inconvenience, travel

in the cave five or six hours every day for a suffici-

ent length of time to allow the atmosphere to have
a powerful eflect upon the animal frame.

The circumstance that there has never at any
time been a single case of sickness among the

great number of persons who, lor several years,

wrought at this cave, is most conclusive on this

point.

The Mammoth Cave has been, at some very

remote period, inhabited. Mr. Miller, the former

superintendent of the workmen at the cave, found,

in the excavated earth in the cave, a human jaw
bone of very large size, which would go eniirely

outside of the jaw bone of niost living persons.

This jaw bone was kept at the cave several years

to show visiters, and is still, probably, somewhere in

exis'.ence, as it was in a good state of preservation.

The cave is visited by several hundred persons

annually and the showing of its rooms has now
become a source of revenue, the superintendent

requiring i^l from each visiter as compensation lor

furnishing a guide to show the cave. Formerly,

in traversing the cave a great distance, it was
requisite for the traveller to mark each corner

which he passed, with the figure of an arrow,

pointing outward. A full account of this cave

would fill a volume. M.

LARGK HOGS.

From tlie Kentucl<5' Farmer.

November 26, 1840.

Sold by Dr. S. D. Martin to H. Savary, mer-

chant, at Colbyville, Clarke county, Ky., five hogs
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of the Woburn breed, of (he Ibllowing weights.

Seven and a lialf pounds deducted liom each

one lor weiiilu of the breeching.

No. 1 weighed 640 lbs.

No 2 " 630 "

No. 3 " GGO "

No. 4 " 748 "

No. 5 " S2i "

The foliowini; jienllemen were present when
the hogp were weighed.

liev. Wm. (runn, Edmund Taylor, and Henry
Savary.
Two of the above hogs had been u.-?ed as boarp,

and were three ye:irs old in JNlarcli laa.. Tiie

01 her two were two years ohi in February and

April last. Sam'l,. D. Martin.

ed by an advantage over Englishmen of 33 per

cent. In other words, the goods which cost the

American manufacturer ten cents a yard, the

American coni^unier must pay him 13 cents (or,

belbre the ascending scale of profits will bccliecUed

by (breign coinpetilioii. In our judgment, the

agricultural interests of the country would show
little of the sagacity lor which the Yankees are

liimed, if they sliould be led to make farther sacri-

fices in (ijvor of manufiicturers. The spinning of

cotton is a business as firmly established in our

country as the grinding of wheat, and no more
needs protection. In truth it has a much broader

field of enterprise, and is less encumbered by
competition. The manufiicturing interest of our

country in all its branches has great reason to be

satisfied with its present position. Manufacturing
was never so healthy under the American system

as it has been since that system was overthrown.

At no period in our history have the prospects of

our manufacturers been so good as they are at

this moment. The mushroom growth of esta-

blishments has in a great measure ceased. Men
who know nothing of manufiicturing have learned

to abstain from it. The same prudential princi-

ples have been found applicable to this as to all

other branches of business. It has been learned

that, as in other avocations, so in nianufacturing,

a man must understand his business and manage
it himself. There is nothing which our manu-
facturers have to fear so much, as an abandon-
ment of these sound maxims, and a return to poli-

tical gambling fbr manufacturing prosperity. We
are glad to know that in all this we speak the

sentiments of the more intelligent portion ol' our

manuliicturers. There is no danger that those

who are now engaged in manul'acturing, will not

find domestic competition springing up li:ist enough
around them, without the stinmlants of a high
tariff. Nor is there any danger that the home
market fbr the products of agriculture, will not be

enlarged as last as the best interests of the

country require. The business of spinning cotton,

though recently depressed, has not at any moment
vvithm the last three years been carried on in well

regulated establishments at a very great loss.

And now such establishments are making good

AMERICA AGAINST ENGLAND IN COTTON
MANUFACTURING.

From tlie Journal of Commerce.

The Monthly Chronicle, published at Boston,

contains an article prepared by Mr. Montgomery,
an Englishman practically acquainted with the

cotton manuliictures of England and the United

States. In connexion with the remarks of the

editor of the Chronicle, who also is learned in such

matters, the article presents a minute statement of

the comparative expense of manufacturing in both

countries, and proves that we have the advantage
and can make cotton goods 4 per cent, cheaper
than they can be made in England. These
statistics are of great value ; fbr they dissipate the

false opinion which has been inculcated so indus-

triously, that labor is vastly cheaper in England
than here, and that she, by means of the abject

poverty of her operatives, has the ability to over-

whelm and destroy our manufiicturers, unless they

are saved by high duties. There has been a great

deal written, and liicis have been abundantly
stated, proving the truth; yet some men high in

honor have not yet left ofi' talking about the

degradation which Americans must suffer if left

to contend unprotected against (he " pauper la-

bor" of Europe. The fact is, that American ma-

,

nufacturers are able to pay the wao-es which have '• I"'ofi>s on all the goods they can turn out, and are

been so much complained of, and so enable our
|

"nable to keep pace with the demand. In the

laborers to maintain their own respectability and coming five years there will be a great increase of

thatof their families, and yet sell their fabrics all cotton factories in this country. This business

over the world cheaper than the English. In the will enlarge itself more, in all probability, thaa

supply of our own market with plain cotton (roods
I
"''Y «'l»er ; and the enlargement will be created

the advantage in favor of the American nTanu- i

by the stimulant oi high profits. Since, then,

the manufacturers have been placed in the very
best possible position, we trust they will be too

sagacious (o abandon it.

We annex same extracts from the Chronicle

I

article, taken from the Boston Daily Advertiser.

I

TTie Cotton Manufacture of the United States

I

compared with that of Great Britain.

lacturer stands about thus :

—

Greater cheapness in prime cost of the goods,

4 per cent.

Difference of interest, freight and
other charges of importation,

Duty according to compromise,

9

13
20

The last number of the Monthly Chronicle con-

33 tains an analysis of an important work lately pub-

It is proved by these facts, that neither thejlished at Glasgow; by "James Montgomery,
success of our manuliicturers, nor the honor of I

superintendent of the York Factory, at Saco,

our laboring population, nor the furtherance of a
^

Maine." The author is an Englishman, and is

home market for the products of agriculture,
|

well acquainted witli^ the state of the cotton ma-
require an increase of duty (or the purposes ol

protection. The American manuliicturer, as (he
matter will stand two years hence, will be protect-

Vol.. IX.-2

nufacture in Great Britain, by many years' prac-

tical acquaintance with the business, and he has

also become ac()uainted with the state of the
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manufacture in ihis country by four years' expe-

rience and observation, under the most favorable

circumstances. His work is, iherefore, full of facts

of great interest, and whicli it is important for ilie

manufacturers of tills country to know. The
article in the Monthly Chronicle, to which we
refer, gives an analysis of the more imi)ortant

facts, with tables abridged from the work, giving

the comparative prices ol'each description of ma-
chinery, and each branch of labor. It is too long

for publication in a newspaper, but we here give

the general recapitulation of the estimates there

presented, showing the cost and produce of an

American and an English cotton mill of the de-

ecription there given, with the general remarks ol'

the Chronicle, which we recommend to the atten-

tion of those who are interested in this subject.

Recapiiulalion.

EXPENSES OF OUTFIT.

In America. Gr. Brit.

Cost of buddings, &c. - - $44,000 $11,904 00

Machinery in preparation de-

14,401 60
8,920 32
8,227 20

partment, -

Do in spinning

Do in weaving
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vary /rom lis. to 12s. 6d. per week. Men's
wages miiy vary from 13s. lo 18s. per week.
Thus in every department, the rate o( wa<^es is

generally liigher in the United States than in

Britian : nor do I think that they will, at least

for many years, be so low in this country as in

Great Britain.
" The price of living here is higher, and the

hours of labor longer, besides the greater part of
the factory workers being connected with liirniing,

whenever wages become reduced so low, as to

cease lo operate as an inducement to prelcr factory

labor above any other lo which they can turn

their atleniion, then a great many factories will

have to shut up. During a stagnation of trade,

it is common for the manufacturers here to stop a

part, or the whole of their factories, and then the

workers retire to their larms ; such was the case

in 1837, when a vast number of factories were
entirely shut up. Yet it seemed not to aifect ihe

workers very materially ; indeed, many of the

girls who had been some time in a factory, seemed
to rejoice and regard it as a time of recreation

;

eo that the manufacturing population of America
are an entirely diti'erent class, and placed m very

different circumstances li-om those of Great Bri-

tain, and very great changes must lake place be-

fore the wages in the former can be so low as in

the latter country ; and, indeed, the manufacturers
here can afford to pay higher wages than the

British, because they run Iheir factories longer
hours, and drive their machinery, at a higher
speed, from which they produce a much greater

quar-tily of work, at the same time they can pur-

chase their cotton at least one penny a pound
cheaper, and their water power does not cost

above one-fourth of the same in Great Britain.

But though wages cannot be reduced much lower
than they are at present, there are other means
by which manulacturers might abridge iheir ex-

penditure. Their establishments might be erected
at much less expense—a more improved arrange-
ment might be adopted—and the work conducfed
with much more economy. All these, however,
are matters which the Americans will very
speedily learn ; every successive depression of
trade will lead tfiem more and more to see the

necessity of managing every department of the

business with the least possible expense ; and as

soon as they can equal the British in this, they
will be able to compete wiili them, and that suc-
cessfully too, in any market whatever.

*• The British have, no doubt, attained lo great
perfection in the art of manufiicturing cotton

goods ; but whether they will be able lo maintain
that high pre-eminence to which they have arrived,
or have to yield to the increasing improvements
of foreign nations, are questions difficult of solu-

tion. Their most powerful rivals are, doubtless,
the Americans. The manufacturers of no other
country can purchase their cotton so cheap, and
it is presumed no country possesses so extensive
water privileges; only a small portion of which
have as yet been occupied. If we add to these the
intelligence and enterprising spirit of the people,
it will at once be obvious to every unprejudiced
mind, that the American manufacturers are the
most formidable competitors with which the Bri-
tish have to contend in foreign neutral markets."

It will be observed that the foregoing estimate
embraces no compulation of the cost of working

power or of the comparative expense of steam
and water power. 'I'he estimate of 7 1-2 per
cent, for the wear and tear of machinery and
buildings also, if intended to embrace, besides
wear, the interest on capital, seems to be inade-
quate, and perhaps hardly more than sullicient to
cover the charge of wear and repairs, in which
case a further allowance of 6 per cent, in this

country, and 5 in England, should be made for

interest.

We can hardly imagine, however, that there is

not some error in the estimate of the comparative
cost of buildings in the two countries. The sum
of $4,608, appears to be a very small sum for the
cost of a building of the dimensions described, and
we can hardly suppose it to be adequate to the
erection of such a building in a style of strength
and durability, bearing any comparison with
buildings used for the same purpose in this coun-
try; since the difference of cost slated is evidently
much greater than can be accounted for from the
greater cheapness of labor and machinery in
Great Britain.

The cost of water wheels and geering, and also
of a sleam engine, is given in the estimate above
quoted, but no estimate is made of the cost of
water power, or of coals for producing steam.
These are important items, and the question
of their comparative cost is one of considerable
interest. We regret that it is overlooked in this

work.

Among Ihe miscellaneous articles at Ihe close

of the book, are calculations of the cost of water
power as it is sold by the proprietors of' the locks
and canals at Ijowell, Massachusetts, and also at

Manayunk, Philadelphia. At Lowell, a mill

power sufficient to carry 3,584 throstle spindles,

witli the accompanying machinery, computed
to be equal to 54 l-'2 horse powers, together with
lour acres of land, is sold at the rate of $4 a
spindle, amounting 10^14,336. Deducting !ii8,436

lor the value of the land, it leaves $! 10,900 for

the cost of the water power, or $200 per horse
power, the interest of which at 6 per cent, is .$12

per annum. At Manayunk, water power has
been sold at a much higher rate, viz. at a rate

computed to be equal to $1,016 per horse power
or a rent of $60 96 per annum. The first of these
statements may be considered as affording a just

criterion of the cost of water power in this country
in an eligible position lor extensive manufacturing
operations.

Among the same miscellanies we find an esti-

mate of the costs of steam power in a mill in

Massachusetts, where an engine of 40 horse
power carries 3,700 mule and throstle spindles

with the accompanying machinery. This esti-

mate is for cost lor coal and attendance, $12 20 a
day; which is equal lo $3,782 per annum, and to

$94 55 per horse power. This is exclusive of
oil, packing, &c., which would swell the estimate
to $100 per annum for each horse power. The
only information given in the book relative to Ihe

cost of steam power in Great Britain, is the

remark appended to the above statement, that the

estimate there given is about double the cost of
the same power in Glasgow. At this rate the

cost of the steam in Glasgow is equal to four times

the cost of that in Lowell.
In the testimony of Mr. Kemplon, given on an

examination by a committee of the house of com-
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mons, as quoted in a pamphlet on the factory

question, by Rev. R. H. Gregg, published in

JLondon, in 1837, (he cost ol' steam power in Eng-
land is stated to be £ 12 10s., (or t$60) per horse
power. If this be a correct statement, and iC we
offset the cost and repairs of the engine against

the cost and maintenance ol' the water wheel, we
have the cost of steam power in England, equal

to five times that of water power, at one of the

principal manufacturing towns in this country.

This diffierence however in the cost of power is

reduced to the proportion of about two to one, if

the author's estimate be correct, of the greater

amount of power required in the American mills

in consequence of the exclusive use of the throstle

spindle. The cost of power thus estimated, which
should be added to the author's computation ol

the cost of manufacture ol a yard of cloth, is

equal to 1-14 of a cent in the American mil! and
1-6 in the British mill ; the difference of power
being about 1-11 of a cent in the cost of each
yard of cloth, if the machinery in the American
mill were of the same kind as that in the English
mill, the difference in the cost of power would be
about 1-8 of a cent. This difference, although it

Beems insignificant in the cost of a single yard of

cloth, is an item of some importance in the expenses
of a year, and amounts to about 1 per cent, on

the whole cost ol" manufacture, including that of

the raw material. If the author's estimate of the

ditTerence in the cost of manufacture be correct,

the addition of this advantage swells that differ-

ence to 4 per cent.

It will be observed that these computations
apply only to those branches of the cotton manu-
facture, to which the advantages of mechanical
power can be applied with the greatest effect, and
which the experience of our countrymen has
enabled them to prosecute most successfully, and
not at all to the finer and more complicated manu-
factures, which require the application of a greater

amount of manual labor, and of skill which is the

result of continued experience. Yet this result

presents a most encouraging view of the prospects

of this important manuliicture in this country. It

shows that in the manufacture of those descrip-

tions of cloth for which there is much the greatest

demand, (he mills of this country are at this

moment able to sustain a competition with the

most favorably situated establishments of Great
Britain, and to supply the articles produced at

equal prices in markets foreign to both countries.

But this is not all. The whole comparison shows
that those items in the computation which pro-

duce a result in our favor, are of a permanent
character, secured to us by our national position,

and of which we cannot be deprived; while a

portion of those, in which we labor under a disad-

vantage, will change in process of time, and ren-

der the general result of the comparison still more
favorable to us. This remark will apply particu-

larly to deficiencies in economical management,
deficiencies in certain portions of the machinery
and the want of equal experience and skill in a
portion of the hands employed.
These considerations must relieve those who

are interested in the American cotton manufac-
ture, from any serious apprehensions of perma-
nent decline of this branch of industry in this coun-
try. An ample pledge (or the continuance of a

demand for the products of this manufacture, is

to be found in the universal want of the civilized

world, of a material which can be in no other way
so cheaply supplied. If this material could be
furnished by foreign laborers on better terms than
by our own, the American manulticturer might
well feel, that he held his command over the mar-
ket, even of his own country, by an uncertain te-

nure. But if it be proved that the advantages of

his position are such, that notwithstanding the
materially higher cost of labor in this country than
in Europe, he can still furnish his products at a
price at which he cannot be underbid, even in a
ibreign market, by the manufacturers of any other

country, his position is as safe and independent, as
in the nature of things the emoluments of any
occupation can be.

ANSWERS TO GENERAL QUERIES** ON MARL-
ING, IN REGARD TO GREEN-SAND MARL,
USED ON THE PAMUNKEV RIVER LANDS.

(Continued from p. 639, vol. 8.)

V. Answers of Edmund F. fVickham in regard to

the use of marl, on his South fFales farm, Ha-
nover county.

Answers to Isf. Query.— \ commenced the use
of marl in 1824.

Id.— It was my property, and in a general way
under the management of an overseer then
and now. He ibilows my directions with suf-

ficient exactness.

3(/.— In 1824 there were about 545 acres of clear-

ed land, exclusive of some open land in the

forest.

Ath.— I have cleared about 40 acres since, of land

somewhat similar, but inferior to the rest of the

farm, making in all 585 acres, between the pub-
lic road and the river. To this part of the iarm

my marl and manure have been exclusively

applied. I do not include a clearing of about
225 acres of forest land, which is used for a
standing pasture, &c., and which will not be
embraced in my answers.

5lh.— In the early part of my operations my pro-

gress in marling was slow. For the last ten

years I have been thoroughly satisfied of the

great importance of this work, and my overseer

knows that I am well pleased to hear he is ac-

tively engaged with all the force he can spare

in hauling marl. I have marled to this time

not less than 425 acres. This winter I am en-

gaged in marling a second time the land which
1 first marled in 1824.

Qlh.—The marl I use is taken from the pits of my
brother William F, Wickham. He estimates

the quantity of carbonate of lime at 45 per cen-

tum. My South Wales farm is situated on the

South Anna river just at the junction of the

North and South Anna rivers, [which form the

Pamunkey.] 1 have repeatedly dug and bored

for marl on my land, without finding it. At
several points on the river side where the plant

you term the "marl indicator" is found grow-
ing with great luxuriance in the water, which
oozes out of the bank, I have sunk deep pits,

and made diligent search, hoping to discover

* The queries are repeated on page 24 of this No.
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marl, but without findino; it. From my want of
success, I am led to believe the marl indicator

does not alwajs point out with absolute certain-

ty the presence of marl, as one would infer from

a communicaiion in your Farmers' Ivcgisier

vol. 6, page 454. As lar as I am inlbrmed,

marl has not been found in a single instance on
the South Anna river, above its junction with
the North Anna.

Ith. and Sth.—There is some green-sand in the

marl I use, but what proportion I cannot say.

There are no hard masses of marl to diminish
its value.*

9//t.—JMy constant aim is to apply about GOO
bushels of marl to the acre.

\Qth.— 1 have never knowingly used less than 500
bushels.

Wth.— I liave made no trial of any much hea-
vier dressings. I believe the carbonate of lime

is the chief lerlilizing principle contained in the

marl, and I endeavor to apply to each acre, as

near as I can, 300 bushels o( lime. Had I not so

great a distance to haul the marl, 1 would ap-
ply more than 600 bushels of marl to the acre.

\2th.—Previous to my use of marl, the farm was
cultivated on the three-field system, corn, wheat
and pasture.

13/A.—The same system was pursued until 1826,

when I commenced with the four-field rotation,

wheat, corn, wheat, and one year in clover,

which I still continue, and am very partial to it.

My firm has improved rapidly under this

course. I believe it yields greater fertility to the

land, and more profit to the owner, than any
other system. If your clover is not grazed, but

turned under for the wheat, all the materials

afforded by the crops converted into manure,
and due diligence used to get out marl, which
is one of the main, if not the chief pillar in the

system, I feel confident the land will improve
rapidly, and your fields be kept clear ol' blue

grass, which is often so prejudicial to wheat, af-

ter a clover lay of two years' standing. At pre-

sent this rotation appears to have lost some fa-

vor with Mr. Selden of Weslover, and Mr.
Carter of Shirley ; but 1 anticipate their return

to it, with additional encomiums, before many
years elapse.

\Ath.—On the crops next following, when no ma-
nure was mixed with the marl, which was some-
times the case, when I first commenced the use

of it, the benefit was not so great. Its eflfect on
the clover which succeeded was very apparent.

It acts more immediately on stiff than on light

land.

\5ih.—The earliest effects of the marl have in-

creased and continue to increase.

\Qth.— 1 do not apprehend any diminution from
the increased product of my marled land. I es-

teem it a most valuable and lasting manure.

* From three principal diggings of Mr. W. F.
Wickham, which are those also used by Mr. Edmund
F. Wickham, specimens deemed of average strength
were carefully selected, and reported at p. 684 of vol. 8.

The proportion of carbonate of lime ascertained accu-
rately, and also the green-sand as merely fixed by the

eye, were as follows:

No. 1 No. 2 No. .3

Carbonateof lime in 100 grains .32.50 44 ?.(i

Green-sand 22 8 5

Vlth.—My land has euKlained no damage by ap-
plying marl too heavily.

18/A.— i find the manure from my farm- pen and
stable yard, when mixed with marl, (lecidedly

more efficacious on the first crop, and frel confi-

dent it is rendered more permanent. Wherever
manure is put out, marl should be spn^ad with
it, and both ploughed in together. Gypsum
acts well on clover.

19iA.-^l should suppose the average productive

power of my land in corn before marling was
from three to three and a half barrels per acre.

20th.—The present average is from six to seven
barrels per acre.

21s^.—My crops of wheat have varied with the

season. They have increased at least in the

same proportion with the corn crop.

22d.— I estimate the increased product of my
land, from the use of marl and other manures,
at an average of near 100 per centum. The
chief advantage has resulted fi-om the marl, as

it enabled me to extend my improvement the

more rapidly, and by the increase of my crops

has furnished more materials to enlarge the.

amount of putrescent manures.
23c?.—My observation does not contradict any of

the important theoretical opinions advanced in

your 'Essay on Calcareous Manures;' but, on
the contrary, my experience every year con-

vinces me more and more of the great import-

ance of the views brouffht forward in that va-

luable work. The benefits already derived from
it have been great, and as yet they are but in

their infancy. I am firmly convinced your Es-
say is destined to work a vast improvement
throughout the whole marl region of the United
States, and, if the farmers will zealously work
on the principles there laid down, it will be the
means of converting an arid and sterile country
into one abounding in ever}^ thing that can de-
light, and reward the toils of the husbandman.
You have cause to congratulate yourself on the

great aid you have rendered to the agricultural

community.
December 15th, 1840.

ON THE SOILS, AND BIARLING IMPROVEMENTS
OF KING WILLIAM COUNTY. INTRODUCTO-
RY TO ANSWERS TO THE GENERAL QUERIES
ON MARLING.

By the Editor.

The county of King William is the lower part

of the peninsula formed by the Pamunkey and
Mattapony rivers. The soils of the county may
be classed in four general divisions, viz.: 1. the

Pamunkey low lands (described at piige 679 of
vol. viii.); 2. the Mattapony low lands, which are

still more sandy than the former, and of inferior

quality; 3, the level high land draining towards
the Pamunkey, which is most generally very
stiff, and 4. those draining into the Mattapony,
which are as remarkable fbr extreme sandiness.

The line of separation between these two last di-

visions is not precisely the ridge, or summit level,

which separates the water flowing in opposite di-

rections to the two rivers, but is nearly so. In my
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recent has'y visit to the county, my personal ob-

eervations were almost confined to the first and
third of the above divisions, not having seen any
of the Maltapony low-grounds, and very lilile of

the sandy high or "forest land," that being the

common designation in this and the neighboring

counties for the high and naturally poor lands

back from the rivers, and which name has no

relation to the existence of trees on the land.

Hence the term "forest land" before used in the

Iburlh ofthe queries on marling, would here be mis-

construed, unless explained to mean wood-land, as

it was designed, and as it will now be changed lor.

The high or "forest" land, or "ridge" land, as

I have elsewhere termed such, whether of the

s;ifJ' or light class, was originally poor, as euch

soils are every where else in the tide- water region

of Virginia. Before I had seen any of this stiff

kind, it was so described to me by Mr. Fontaine,

(in reference to his own farm,) that 1 recognized

it at once as the same kind which forms a small

part of the Coggins' liirm, which I formerly occu-

pied, and nearly the whole of the Maycox farm

adjoinin<r. and much other land in that neighbor-

hood. The peculiar marks of this very base soil

were described at page 40 of ihe ' Essay on Cal-

careous Manures,' as the subject of several marl-

ing experiments ; and on referring to the descrip-

tion copied below, Mr. Fontaine declared the per-

fect resemblance, and adopted the description for

his own general soil, with the slight exceptions

which he slates in his answer.

The description given of that portion of my
own land was as (bllows; and so lar as I saw o!

the high level stiff land of King WilliaiT), my
own observation, as well as the better authority

and testimony of a resident cultivator, declared

the resemblance to be very close :

" The soil is very stiff, close, and intractable un-
der cultivation—seems to contain scarcely any
sand—but in fact, about one-half of it is composed
of silicious sand, which is so fine, when separated,
as to leel like flour. Only a small proportion of
the sand is coarser than this state of impalpable
powder. Aluminous earth of a dirty fawn color

forms nearly all of its remaining ingredients.

Before being cleared, the soil is not an inch deep,
and all below for some leet is apparently composed
of the like parts of clay and fine sand. This is

decidedly the most worthless kind of soil, in its

natural state, that our district furnishes. It is

better (or wheat than for corn, though its product
is contemptible in every thing. It is difficult to be
made wet, or dry—and therefore suffers more than
other soils from both dry and wet seasons, but
especially from the (iirmer. It is almost always
either too wet or too dry for ploughing—and some-
times it will pass through both states, in two or
three clear and warm days. If broken up early
in wiriter, the soil, instead of being pulverized by
frost, like most clay lands, runs together asain by
freezing and thrawing—and by March, will have
a eleek (though not a very even) crust upon the
surface, quite too hard to plant on before a second
ploughing. The natural growth is principally
white and red oaks, a smaller proportion of pine,
and whortleberry bushes throughout."

In addition to the ordinary acid character which
I have elsewhere attributed to this kind of land, in
common with all other of our naturally poor soils,

and which acid is of vegetable formation, T have
long believed this very peculiar kind of soil (as

known under my own cultivation) to contain also

a portion of sulphuric acid, either free, or in com-
bination with iron or alumine. The reasons are

stated at pages 50, 51, of the work above quoted
from. If this supposition is correct, it serves to

explain several strange and otherwise inexplica-

ble circumstances, viz.: the remarkable sterility

before marling— the non-effect of gypsum not on-
ly before marling, (as on all other acid soils,) but

also after marling, contrary to the result on most
other soils—and the remarkable and great growth
of the first clover after marlinir, as if receiving

the greatest possible benefits of gypsum. And
in fact so it is, if my supposition ol' the previous

presence of sulphuric acid is correct ; for, by union
with the lime of the marl, that acid, or its com-
pounds, would be necessarilj' converted to iryp-

sum, and in such quantity that any additional

dressing of gypsum given at the same or an ear-

ly time, being superfluous, could have no addi-

tional effect. Mr. Fontaine has 200 acres of

wood-land of this kind marled before clearing.

The soil seemed already deepened and improved
(rom almost nothing) by this mere top-dressing

of two years old; and if permitted so to remain
for 10 years before killing the trees for cultivation,

I have no doubt that the delay, as well as the

marling, will be well paid for in the greater than

ordinary improvement from sui'h an application.

The earlier and particular effects of marl on this

soil may be seen in the answers to the general

queries which will follow.*

One of the earliest successful and noted expe-

riments with marl was made in King William,

by Mr. Richard Hill. Whether his trial was
earlier or later than my first, (in 1818,) I could not

learn positively ; but it was somewhere about the

same time.f I heard the first intimation of it some
time after my own practice was in successful pro-

gress, and since, from time to time, by loose and

uncertain rumor. The first account heard was of

remarkable improvement from the marling ; next,

after some years, that the land was " ruined" by

the marl, and was good for nothing. It seems that

the first benefits had not induced a regwlar conti-

nuation in the practice, either by Mr. Hill or any

of his countymen ; and this disastrous result dis-

couraged further efforts, until after the lapse of

some 10 or more years, and the eslabfishment of

a better understanding of the cause of injury. Dr.

William Westmore began and made great and
profitable improvements by marling on the adja-

cent field of similar very sandy soil. The effects

of this part of the operations of this now deceased

successful marler and estimable man, I visited, aa

well as the subject of Mr. Hill's earlier experiment,

adjoining. The latter is on the Kumfbrd Academy
tract, and adjoining the public road. The present

occupant, Mr. Christian, was from home, and I

could get no particular information of the treat-

ment of the land after it had been "ruined by

• The Pampatike land, the subject of Mr. Garter's

answers which will follow, was generally of this stiff

and otherwise bad character. The crop of corn on it

seemed to my eye as much as seven barrels to the acre.

t Mr. Fontaine, on further inquiry, heard, and in-

formed me by letter, that it was in 1816.
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marl," until oC late year?. But whether it was
otherwise manured (of vvliicli, liovvever, I coulil

not hear any ihinr^ from neighboring gentlemen)

or not, it is certain that the whole piece (10 or

more acres) is now in a very productive state,

though said to have heen, lor the last 7 or 8 years,

under a perpetual succession ol'corn and oais, and

without manure at least during that time. It had

heen in corn this year; but as the whole crop,

Btalks included, had beer, removed, I could not

jud<:e as to the product. JMr. Fontaine had heard

that an acre wliich had been marked olF, and the

product measured at the time of" gathering, made
rather more than nine barrels (45 bushels) ofcorn.

These accounts are, however, all very uncertain

—

and I would not record ihem, hut lor the (ear that

the Tacis may become still more uncertain by lap=e

ol" time. If this loose, and doubtless incorrect

statement, should meet the eye of any one better

inlbrmed, I hope he will furnish any necessary cor-

rections, so as to preserve the interesting facts of

this one of the largest and earliest experiments of

marling in Virginia. JMr. Richard Hill has long

removed from his former residence, and I know
not his present home, but care shall be used to

place this article in his hands, after its publication.*

Marl is supplied most bountifully to this county,

so that numerous landholders own beds, and none
are lar removed I'rom some of good quality. It

was stated in the report of Pamunkey marl (page
679, vol. 8.) that all of that locality was green-

sand marl—and of the eocene kind, or more ancient

deposite. On the contrary, all of the high-lands

(or"lbrest'' as here distinguished) is simply cal-

careous marl, and such as I have been most con-

versant with in Prince George. That is, if it

contains any green-sand, or other fertilizing ingre-

dient other than the shelly matter, it is in too

small proportion (or its separate or additional effect

to be appreciated—and more than I even sus-

pected to exist, until very recently.

Most of these marls are of the dingy light co-

lor which I have elsewhere called yellow, and
which I find that some call red. There is also

blue marl, of good quality, but which some per-

sons are afraid to use, because supposing it may
be injurious. This erroneous opinion is (bunded
on the i'aci that some spots of land have been
nianileslly and greatly injured in product by a

bluish clay, or '' blue fuller" as here called, and
which, from the slight examination which I gave
to two kinds only, and the report of effects found
elsewhere, I doubt not is entirely destitute of cal-

careous matter, and is also impregnated with sul-

phates, or alum, both of which are poisonous to

soil and plants ; and sometimes the presence of

tmcombined sulphur is manliest to the sense of

smelling. But as calcareous matter decomposes
both these sulphates, and with the acid element
forms a new manure, gypsum, (plaster of Paris,)

their continued existence is impossible in contact

with shelly matter. Therefore, if shelly or calca-

reous matter is present, the existence of any inju-

rious ingredient need not be feared ; and even the
acid and poisonous principles of the " blue fuller,"

will be converted to a manure, if applied with
or after marl; though the cost would probably

* The information desired from Mr. Hill was obtain-

ed sooner than was expected, and will here follow this

introductory article.

exceed the benefit thus to be derived from the

clay.

As in most other places, the people of this

county have been slow in availing ihemselvea

of the great advantages offered by their marl beds.

Still, every body who possesses marl has used it to

some extent, and some to great extent. The
trreat error, as usual elsewhere, with all but a (ew,

is that they do not employ a regular (brce at marl-

ing, throughout the year, but only work at it

when the teams and hands can be spared from

the regular (arming operations. Such transient

and irregular labors are always perlbrmed at

great disadvantage, even if the (armer's overseer

will permit any "leisure time" to be (bund for the

purpose. K, on the contrary, but one horse were
kept regularly hauling marl (rom the pit to the

field, where marl is as convenient as in many
parts of King William county, the first year's ma-
nuring with that small force alone would amount
to more than all that is done by a large farm force

in the usual irregular manner, and at uncertain

limes. And neither would the regular employment
of the small force preclude the using the irregu-

lar and large—but would make it twice as useful,

by making every thing ready for the employment
whenever a leisure lime occurred. Capt. Drury,

an energetic and good farmer, had but recently

discovered mail on his land ; and at the short lei-

sure lime of the remainder of the same season,

he marled as much as 70 acres for his next year's

cultivation. This was a great and praise-worthy

eff"orl, and he has been well rewarded (or it, in the

evident increased product and (ertility of the land.

But still, as he admitted to me, the injury to his

teams by this effort, and the mode of the unusual

employment, was greater than would have paid

(or the performance of the same amount of haul-

ing, by regular and steady work continued

throughout the year.

Nov. 10th, 1840.

Postscript.

The long delay of publication of the above remarks
(which were written early in November,) has ena-
bled me to accompany them by an answer from

Mr. Richard Hill, whose present residence I was
afterwards enabled to learn, and therefore to ad-

dress to him a letter of inquiry concerning his very

interesting, because very early, experiment of marl-

ing, in the case referred to above. It will be seen,

according to his statement, that my information,

gathered lately on the place, and in the neighbor-

hood, was, as supposed, far from being accurate.

Nevertheless, I leave my foregoing remarks pre-

cisely as at first written, subject to this later, as

well as to any other future correction. It should

be observed that Mr. Hill sold his land in 1822,

since when he knows nothing of it except from
loose report. But however great may be the un-
certainty in regard to various minor points of Mr.
Hill's marling, there is none as to the one main
point, that is to say, the continued and increased

beneficial effects o(" an application made as far

back as 25 years ago. Though his letter was not

written in reference to the general queries, and in-

deed does not bear on but a part of them, yet, be-

ing upon the oldest practice, it will be placed here

as first in order of the few reports of answers ob-

tained in regard to the marling of King William

county.
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QUERIES (repeated FROBI PAGE 489) TO ASCERTAIIV THE ACTION AND EFFECTS OF SHELL,
MARL AS MANURE, IN GENERAL, AND ANSWERS AS TO THE (ORIGINALLY POOR) HIGH-
LANDS OF KING WILLIAM COUNTY.

1. When vvas the use of marl as manure commenced on your farm?
2. Whose property was the farm, and under whose direction was its general management, (it" not

j'our own,") then, and since'?

3. What vvas the quantity of cleared land on the farm then ready for and subjected in its turn to

cuhivation of any iiind, ejxiusive of all waste ground?
4. What is the quantity since added, by new clearings of wood-land, or other waste spots brought

into tillage"? And, generally, was the land thus added richer or poorer than ihe present average qua-
lity of Ihe farm?

5. What was the rate of progress in extending the marling—and, altogether, how many acres have
been now marled 1

6. What vvas the usual strength of the mar! used, or its proportion per cent, of carbonate of lime,

or pure shelly matter?
7. Was there any peculiar quality or ingredient, besides the carbonate of lime, that served to give

addilional value to the manure—as "green sand," or gypsum, or a large proportion of fine clay, &c.?
8. Or was there any thing that served more than usually to lessen the value, as stony hardness of

many shells, or of masses of marl, &c. ?

9. What have been the usual quantities of marl applied to the acre?
10. Have there been made trials of any much lighter dressings of marl than the usual quantities

—

and if so, what were the results, compared to the usual quantities?

11. Have there been made trials of any much heavier dressings than the usual quantities—and
with what comparative results?

12. Was the cropping and general management of the land,ybr afew years immediately previous

to its being marled, such as might be considered meliorating or improving, (or at least as preserving
its degree of fertility,) or was it impoverishing, and wasting of fijrtility in general? State the rota-

tion of crops, if known.
13. The same question as to the few years immediately after marling, and since.

14. What have been the usual and general results of the applications of marl, on the increase of the

crop next following, on land in different conditions—and afterwards to the present time?
15. Have the earliest fertilizing effects of marl (or the increased product of the first crop, or first

course of crops in the rotation,) been subsequently increased or diminished by lapse of time—and in

either case, under, and in proportion to, what circumstances?
16. Is it your opinion, whether founded on experience or observation, that the early increased pro-

duct of your marled land (say for the first three or four crops, or of any number you have yet made
thereon,) will be subsequently diminished, under any rotation of crops, or course of cultivation, that

would not have been decidedly exhausting and injurious to the land, if marl had not been applied ?

17. Has sterility, or other damage, been caused on any part of the land, by applying marl too

heavily, or in any other manner—and under what circumstances of soil, tillage, &c. ?

18. Has it been found that any other manures, either vegetable and putrescent, or mineral, are

more efiicacious, or durable, on poor natural soils after marling them ?

19. What do you suppose was the average productive power, in corn, per acre, of all your now
arable and cultivated land, before marling?

20. What do you suppose is the present average productive power of the same in corn?
21. What was the usual or average quantity of the crops of wheat made annually on the farm be-

fore marling, and recently?

22. Taking such general grounds for the estimate as may be satisfactory to your own judgment,
etate what you suppose to be the annual value o\' {he present general or average gross product oi' grain,

or other marketable products of the fields in cultivation, of the land marled, caused by, and owing to

marling— per acre, and also in tola! amount annually from the whole farm?
23. Does your experience or observation serve to contradict any of the important theoretical opi-

nions in regard to the action of marl, or statements of actual results in practice, as presented in the
" recapitulation" embraced in pages 53 to 56 of 'Essay on Calcareous Manures'—and if so contra-

dicting, in what particulars ?

I. Answers of Richard Hill, in regard to the

Rumford Academy farm.

Ashfield, near Richmond, )

JVov. 27, 1840. \
I received a few days past your letter of the

17th instant, and take the earliest moment to an-
swer it. I fear that I shall not be able to give you
the satisfaction you expect, on account of the great
length of time that has elapsed since I left Rum-
ford Academy, (18 years,) and not having com-
mitted to paper any thing relating to the experi-
ments made by me in marling, besides beino- en-

tirelyout of the habit of writing, except on matters

of business. In the year 1811 I purchased of Mr.
J no. Koane, sen., Rumford Academy, vviih about
300 acres of land attached thereto ; all of which,
except about 20 acres just around the buildings,

lay on the west side of the main road as you go
up the country, known for a great number of years

back as the Burnt Ordinary field, and proverbial in

all that time for its extreme poverty. In 1814, I

commenced building a mill, and, in digging out the

foundation, in a few feet of the surface struck upon
a bed of marl, of which I thought but little, being
more intent on the mill at that time than the im-
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provemcnt of land so very poor ae to be beyond all

hope of recovery. Neverlheless, having some
corn throwing not far from the mill, I carried a

wheelbarrow full of marl, li-esh from the pit, to be

strewed between two corii-rovvs^about the space of

25 yards, and the same quantity of marl between

Two more rows, and across the first, the same dis-

tance. This was done about the last of May or

first of June, and the corn cultivated just as all the

rest in the field. The marl produced not the least

effect, tor good or lor evil. In the spring of 1815 I

sowed the field in oats, and when the oats in the

field generally were ancle high, the cross mark
where the marl was put vvas knee high—the

former being of a pale sickly color, the latter deep

geeenj and might be seen at the distance of 300

yerds. With this trifling experiment 1 was roused

at once. There was no room for doubt, two facts

were immediately established, viz., the great va-

lue of marl as a manure, &c., the certainty that it

would not act on poor naked land until it was acted

on by a winter^s frost.* The land that this expe-

riment was made on was very poor, light and
eandy, but had not been grazed for several years.

In the autumn of 1815 I commenced carrying out

marl on the field for the next year's crop of corn,

and in the beginning made a series of experiments.

It was strewed on six rows about 400 yards long,

5^ feet apart, at the rate of 250 bushels to the

acre. On six more adjoining at the rate of 300
bushels to the acre—on six at 400— six at 500, and
so on up to 1000 bushels to the acre. The land

very poor, acid, and much stiffer than that on
which the first experiment was made. The rows
on which the 250 and 300 bushels were put, pro-

duced the best corn, and all as high as 600 yielded

double the quantity that it would have done with-

out the marl; Irom 600 and upwards, the crop was
Jess and less, and the 1000 bushels' rows brought

none. The rest of the field was finished out at

the rate of about 300 and 350 bushels to the acre.

The whole field was put in wheat the succeeding
autumn, and produced four times as much as it did

in 1812—no disaster of any kind happening to

either crop. The rows that received most benefit

in the corn crop had the same effect on the wheat.

The 1000 bushels rows had no wheat, and the

year following had no grass, bijt was as naked as

a wheat-treading yard. 1 continued to carry out

the marl from year to year until the arable land

was all dressed with it at the rate of about 250 to

350 bushels to the acre with the same beneficial

etfects as above described—no grazing allowed,

and not a particle of manure of any kind except

the marl on the land on the west side of the main
road. On a piece of land that vvas the last of my
experiments, after the marl, a crop of corn was ta-

ken off" and the land seeded in wheat at the usual

time, at the rate of three gallons to the acre, and
rolled after seeding, and again rolled in March fol-

• The latter inference was altogether mistaken. It

was not the action of frost, but proper mixture of the

marl with the soil which was wanting. If marl is first

applied to land but the hour before planting corn

thereon, and well mixed with all the ploughed depth,

very great and most manifest effect will be seen by the

the time the plants are four inches high—perhaps as

early and as great effect as even a very rich putrescent

manuring could produce in so short a time.—Ed.
Vol. IX.-2t

lowing. On thia land I say I gathered 22 bushels

olwheat Ibronesownjbut I attribute the great yield

as much to the roller as to the marl. The land was
very poor, light and sandy, and during the growth

of the wheat crop scarcely a spire ofgrass was to be

seen in it. The year that this last mentioned crop

of corn was made was remarkable lor the great

destruction by the cut-worm amongst the young

corn. Mr. Jno. Roane cultivated a field in corn

the same year, separated from mine only by the

main road. His crop vvas so annoyed by the cut-

worm that he told me he replanted it five times.

In mine there was not one cut-worm to be seen.

The spot you make inquiry about, on the right

side of the road as you approach the house, I

think was marled in 1815 or 181G with about 400

bushels to the acre, but had been lightly manured
previously and heavily cropped with corn, wheat

or oats, and sometimes in Irish potatoes. That
spot was much the sliflTest land on the whole tract.

There were two kinds of marl, each a mixture of

a large portion of shells of every kind I ever saw,

with brown earth of a chocolate color. The earth

in one was stiff' and adhesive, the other light and

sandy. The light and sandy I used but little, and

and that on stiff land ; the other kind was used on

all the light and sandy land, and on the greater

part of the stiff. 1 (bund them equally efficacious,

though I did not remain at the Academy long

enough to determine whether or not the sandy

marl would be as lasting in its efTects as the clayey,

of which I had my doubts. The land on which

1 applied the marl had, as I suppose, been cleared

some 80 or 100 years, and abused as all the Virgi-

nia lands had been in the olden time. Judging

from the growth on the uncleared land adjacent to

the cleared, the stiffer parts I should think were

very poor, cold, acid land, that would not produce

more than 10 or 12 bushels of corn when first

cleared. The lighter parte of the farm would

have produced I imagine double that quantity, the

land being much more lively. At the time I took

possession at Rumlbrd Academy, that part of the

land on the west side of the public road, which

constituted the whole of the arable land except, as

I said above, about 20 acres round about the

houses, would have yielded not more than five or

six bushels of corn to the acre, and less wheat.

At the time I sold the place (1822) the same land

would have yielded fifteen bushels of corn, and as

many bushels of wheal*—no other manure except

the marl having been applied to it during my resi-

dence, and that only once, and at the rate per

acre as abovementioned. In the year 1822 I sold

the place to Mr. William Rufiin. What he did

in the way of marling I know not. He afterwards

sold it to Doctor Witi. B. Weslmore, who suc-

ceeded astonishingly, as I have been told, in the

improvement of the land by a second application

of marl, and clover. Whether or not he used other

manure with the marl i know not, but it is cer-

tain, from what I have been told by others, that

the plantation was more improved when he left it,

* From a previous estimate made by Mr. Hill of

product of wheat, it may be inferred that he here

means fifteen bushels for one of seed, and not to the

acre. As the usual mode of sowing seems to have

been remarkably thin, fifteen for one might have been

not more than 7 or 8 to the acre.—Ed.
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[compared to its original stale,] than any one in

the county of" King William. I should have
mentioned that the spot on which I put 1000
bushels to the acre, by proper treatment now
yields as well as any pfift of the farm. 1 have
been told by farmers of the strictest veracity tliat at

the time Dr. Westmore sold the place, it yielded

double the quantity of corn and small grain thai

it did when I lelt it. He had followed up the

improvement by sowing clover and by the use o(

leaves taken from the woods &c. &c.
I omitted to mention that the quantity of shell

or lime in the marl was not ascertained during my
experiments by analyzing it. According to my ob-

servation there were only two ingredients—earth

and shell ; no creen-sand, no gypsum, no stony

hardness of shell. Kichard Hii-l.

IF. jinswers by JVilliam S. Fontaine, in regard

to FontainbUaufarm, in King William county.

\st.—In 1820, about ten acres were marled by a

former proprietor ; began myself in 1835.

2d.— I purchased of different individuals, two of

whom previously had bought many small lots,

most of ihem from William and Mary College,

varying in quantity from 20 to 300 acres—the

whole tract making at present 1300 acres. Under
my personal direction since 1835.

3d.—About 400 acres had been cleared in many
small detached pieces surrounded by pines.

4</t.—200 acres since added by clearing—poorer
than the previous average quality.

6lh.—About 150 acres a year have been marled,
some years a great deal more, and some less

;

750 acres in all marled, including 200 acres still

in woods,
6/ft.—The strength of the marl supposed to be

about 60 per cent of calcareous matter. I have
marled 4 acres with a blue marl, about 30 per
cent,*

lih. and Sth.—No other ingredient (or any kind)
unless " of fine clay" in the marl, which how-
ever has been but little used, and seems to be
more suited to the light sandy land, than the
yellow marl, which was the kind generally
used.

9<ft.—The quantity applied the first year, 350
busheis per acre ; since, 450 bushels on the
clay, and 200 on the sandy land.

\Oth.—OnsomeZig/jf and very sa?ic/?/ slopes, as little

as 120 bushels have been Used,with greater bene-
fit than when much larger quantities were ap-
plied, the latter burning up the corn after the
first rotation. Latterly, on such places 1 have
hauled out the clay from he top of tlie banks,
after mixing it with the marl ; the improve-
ment is more visible than when the marl and
clay are used on different lands. As little as 200
bushels of marl have been applied on the clay

* Specimens of these, which were carefully select-

ed by the reporter, aided by the direction of Mr. Fon
taine, and afterwards analyzed, showed the yellowish

marl, which is like the great body, to contain 57 per

cent, of carbonate of lime, and the blue (which lies

under the other) to ctintain 63 per cent.; so that the

tivo may be considered ai nearly equal as possible.—

E. R.

lands. I do not know that any difference, be-
tween the effects of that and the heavier dress-
ings of 450 bushels was observable, except that

clover did not take so well on the former, and
it is more difficult to scatter equally over the
land the lighter, than the heavier dressing. Hpi

llfA.— In 1835 I hauled out 2500 heaped bush-
els marl on 2 acres of ra'her sandy land, then in

young pines; in 1836 planted in corn ; estimat-

ed product 12 bushels to ihe acre. 1837 in

vv'heat ; very indifferent crop. 1838 in corn

—

mar!-burnt— did not gather an ear. In the hill

turned it under with a Ibur-horse-plough, top
dressed with manure, sowed in lucerne, 6 lbs.

to acre, choked with weeds, particularly mul-
lein, which was pulled up by hand ; the ^vw
springs of lucerne left, very luxuriant. In 1841
will be in corn, when its recovery will be test-

ed. To the eye this land is greatly improved.
12/7*.—The former cultivation was impoverishing,

the two-shift rotation— Ist, corn, 2d, ivheat or

oats, and grazed. No manure had been hauled
out, except on a portion ol' that bought of Mr.

. Y. J. Clements.
\Zth.—The cultivation, since marling, meliorating
i—three-shift, corn, wheat, clover not grazed,
wiih litter from the woodS; and all the manure
applied that could be raised.

-

\ith.—On the poor level clay land, which formed
the great body of the farm, and which is pre-

cisely similar to that described m page 40 of
' Essay on Calcareous Manures,' (except that

the subsoil at the depth of six ijiches is a reddish

yellow, and more clayey, besides standing wet
weather better,) the improvement on the corn
crop is slight indeed, scarcely perceptible the

first year, unless where manure is used, then
the increase is great, upwards of 50 per cent.

Without the marl, the manure does but little

good, and soon disappears. Clover will not

-

grow at all on any of my land before marling—
afterwards the crop is truly surprising on the clay

lands. On the lighter lands 1 find the increase

in the crop the first year, from marl alone, much
greater than on the clay, lijily 40 per cent,

greater, or 50 to 60 in all, supposing the first

benefit to the stiffest land to be only 10 to 20
per cent. There is a gradual and constant in-

crease every year if the rotation is at ail ameli-
orating, whilst the uiimarled land, under the

same treatment, continues at a stand. Clover
does not grow on the sandy land well, unless

plastered— it is otherwise on the clay.

\5th.—The early efii^cts ol the marhngs always
increased subsequently.

\Q)th.—My experience thus far is, that the early

increased product of marled land is not subse-

quently diminished, but the contrary— the land

marled by Wesley in 1820 will now produce 40
bushels per acre. This has had the benefit also

of having been manured once, and of clover.

Similar and adjoining land before marling did

not produce more than six bushels.

Ytth.—On several sandy knolls injury has resulted

from too much marl being applied, but easily

recovered by manure or pine leaves.

18f/i.—Manure is much more efficacious after marl-

ing the land. Gypsum does not act at all before

marling. It does afterwards on (he sandy land.

I am not certain as to the clay.

19^'^.—The average product in corn, before mari-
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ing, was about S bushels per acre.

20</t.—Now it is 20 bushels to the acre.

21.s<.—The Cornier average crop of wheat was
300 bushels— It'om 700 to SUO since marling.

22(1.—Tlio average value ol" annual increa?eti pro-

duct in grain, I think equal to i^7 per acre—and
81700 fiom corn and wheat, not estimating ha}',

clover, cattle, &c.
23d.— [t does not serve to contradict, but, on the

other hand, to confirnri the slatemenis ol' the

"recapitulation'' in the ' Essay on Calcareous

Manures.'

III. JJnswcrs by Thomas Robinson in regard to

Mount Pisgah farm, on Mattapony river.

jlnsioer to \st query.—The use of marl was com-
menced by myself, in 1834.

2d.—The property was niy own, and under my
personal direction ever since.

3d.—Quantity of cleared land then 200 acres.

Aih.—Added since 20 acres, poorer by one-half

than the general average of the whole farm.

5ih.—The rate of marling from 20 to 50 acres per

annum. 210 acres are now marled.
' Qth.—The marl supposed to be [from its similari-

ty] about the sirength of Capt. Fontaine's.*

1th and 8th.—No other ingredient known, as be-

neficial or otherwise, eJiccpt a large proportion

of fine light yellow clay.

9th.—About 200 bushels put to the acre.

10th.—I have marled as light as 150 bushels per

acre, and found it more improving, after the first

crop, than heavier marling. Heavy marling an-

sv^ers well I he first crop, but is sure to fire, more
and more every succeeding crop.

llih.— In 1817, on a very poor and sandy knoll,

my father, Col. Beverley Robinson, hauled out

from 1500 to 2000 bushels of marl to the acre.

Fifteen acres were marled at this or probably a

heavier rate. No manure has been applied to this

land since. Nor has it made a crop of corn
within my recollection—the crops being burnt up
every time when in cultivation. The present

year probably a barrel [5 bushels] to the acre

has been gathered. Yet, to the eye, this land
seems to be greatly improved, being darker and
stiff'er than the adjoininjj land more recently and
lightly marled by myself, though before marling,

from many indications, the first marled piece
appears to have been more sandy than the ad-
joining land. The product of this piece of land
in small grain is unknown to me, not having
sown any on it since in my possession till this

fall.

I2th.—The previous cultivation was the three-

shift rotation with close grazing. Impoverish-
ing, of course.

13/.'i.—The cultivation since has been on the ihree-

shit't rotation, but no grazing permitted.
I4.th.—The increase v/as supposed to be 25 per

cent, the first year, and as much more annually
to the present time.

15th.—The early effects have been increased.
16th.— I consider improvement made by marl per-

manent, and not to be diminished under any ro-

tation of crops or course of cultivation.

I7th.—On very light eandy soil, a reduction of pro-

duct equal to one half has resulted from very

heavy applications of marl.

ISlh.— 1 believe vegetable manures more durable

after marling ; but whether more efficacious at

first I am unable to say.

I9th.—The average product before marling was
about five bushels of corn to the acre.

2Qih—The present productive power equal to 20
bushels of corn.

21si.—About 100 bushels of wheat v/as the year-

ly crop previously. Now 50 bushels of wheat,
and an increase bf 100 per cent, upon the pro-

duct of rye and oats, they being my principal

small grain crops.

22d.—The increased value is about ^8.50 per acre,

in the increase from marling; and $700 in the

annual value ot the gross product caused by
marling.

* "Which was found by analysis to contain 57 per

cent, of carbonate of lime. E. R.

IV. j^nswers of Thomas Carter, in regard to

Pampatike farm. King William county.

Answer to 1st query.— I commenced the use of
marl in 1827.

2d.—Pampatike has always been my property,

and was under my immediate management till

1836; since then 1 have continued to direct

what crops should be put in, what land ma-
nured, &c., though i do not now reside there.

3d.—When I began to marl there Vi-ere about 800
acres cleared.

Ath.—I have since added nearly 400 acres, by pur-

chase and clearing—independent ol'lSO acres of
swamp land, which ! reclaimed and cultivated

two or three years, but have since been obliged

to abandon. The land I have added was poorer

than the average.

5lh.—The number of acres marled per annum has
been irregular. 1 have now marled upwards of
800 acres.

Qth.—I have never analyzed the marl, and cannot
tell its proportions. It is considered very rich.

1th.— I do not thitik there is any green-sand in my
marl ; nor do I believe it contains any gypsum.
I have not used the green-sand vviih the marl

;

but I find it very advantageous mixed with other

manure. There is no green-sand at Pampatike,
and I procure what I. use from Mr. Bassetl's

plantation. I decidedly prefer the marl.*

Sth.
—"We sometimes find large masses of shells

;

but this is not very often. I do not think it

makes much diiTerence when put on the land

with fine marl.

9</i.—On all the land marled previous to 1839,

1

put from 500 to 600 bushels ; since then about
300 bushels have been used per acre.

lOi^.-r-We h^ve never put less than 300 bushels

per acre. My overseer thinks it answers quite

as well as 600 bushels..

11th.— I have never made trials of heavier dress-

ings than above stated.

* The marl spoken of by Mr. Carter is merely cal-

careous. That which he calls " green-sand," obtained

from Mr. Bassett's land, M'e infer is the green-sand marl

used from the same place by Dr. Corbin Braxton and

described at page 687, of vol. 8. Mr. Carter's prefer-

ence (after trial and comparison) of the merely calca-

reous marl is a fact well worthy of note.

—

Ed.
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I2th.—The three-field system was used before I

commenced marling, corn, wheat, pasture. Some
few lots I manured very highly ; they produced

fine clover with the aid ot" plaster, but except

these lots, the land was very thin.

I3th and I4tli,—The very first crop showed the

great improvement made by the use of marl,

but its eHects are best seen by the crop of corn

at present on the farm. It is the largest I have
ever made per acre, on the marled land.

Idthand I6th.—From my own experience I should

say, the effects of marl are decidedly perma-
nent. My land has been subject for the last

few years to the severest cultivation. One half

in corn, the other in wheat annually. By ma-
nuring heavily with vegetable matter and not

allowing stock to graze on the land, I have been

enabled, even with this rigid course, to prevent

its deteriorating.

17th.— 1 do not think any injury has been done,

except on the poorest land, by the too free use

of marl ; and, even there, by carting straw on

the land, it has recovered from the effects of

the marl.

18th.—All these manures are certainly more effi-

cacious with marl than without.

19th and 20/A.—Before using marl the average

corn crop was (rom three to three and a half

barrels. The marl has increased the product of

the corn nearly 100 per cent.

Hist.—The wheat has been so much injured by
the fly, variable seasons, &c., I can hardly say

in what ratio it has increased; but the crops are

certainly much heavier than before I used marl.

22d.—From the use of marl, and other manures,

I estimate the value of my crops as being nearly

as much again as they were formerly.

23d.—As far as my experience goes, I know no-

thing to contradict the views advanced in the
" Essay on Calcareous Manures."

its growth. Wherever the orange grows, the
olive will flourish—being a hardier tree—and it

will live for ages, and bear abundantly. May we
not hope that the enterprise of Louisiana will soon
enrich the agricultural products of the state, by
planting extensive orchards of the olive.

VALUE OF THE OLIVE.

_ From the New Orleans Dulletin.

Whenever the value of the olive is fully under-

stood in the southern section of the union, we may
expect to see great attention paid to its culture.

The importance of the product may be estimated

from the various uses to which it is put. fn Spain,

Portugal, the south of France, and many pro-

vinces bordering on the Mediterranean, the olive

oil is used in immense quantities, forming an ex-

cellent substitute for butter, hogs' lard, or any
other kind of grease which is used in such quanti-

ties in more northern European climes, or in this

country, for preparing food. Thomas Jefferson

said that of all the gifts of Heaven to man, the

olive tree was next to the most precious, if not the

roost precious. He thought it might claim a pre-

ference to bread, because there is such an infini-

tude of vegetables which it renders a profitable

and comfortable nourishment. A single pound of

olive oil, that can be bought for six or seven cents,

is equivalent to many pounds of flesh, by the num-
ber of vegetables which it will prepare and render

fit lor food. This oil is palatable, wholesome and
easily obtained. It is singular that the tree has
never been introduced here in the south, where
the soil and climate must doubtless be congenial to

PUMPKIN SUGAR.

From tlie Magazine of Horticniture.

We find a notice in the Gardener''s Magazine,
of a method ol manufacmring sugar from pump-
kins, for which a patent has been procured by M.
L. Hoffman of Hungary. M. Hoffman, together
with M. Devay, has established a small manu-
factory of the article in Zan;dor, in which they
have already obtained forty hundred ofsugar from
pumpkins, a small part of which they have also

refined. One hundred weight of pumpkins yields

as much sugar as one hundred weight of beet
roots, but the space of a hectare, viz.: two acres,

one rood, and thirty-five perches, yields three or

four limes as large a quantity of pumpkins, (ac-

cording to their weight,) as the beet root : the

space occupied by Indian corn growing between
the rows not being included, eight hundred weight
ofsugar could be raised on sixteen hundred square
loises, from which two hundred hundred weight
of pumpkins is obtained, and sometimes over two
hundred and sixty hundred of pumpkins. M.
Hoffman has obtained from between twenty-six

and twenty-seven hundred weight of pumpkins,
one hundred weight of sugar, and as much syrup.

In making the sugar, the pumpkins are cut in

pieces, and then, with the rind, are rubbed on a
grating, the same as is used for beet root, and the

seeds, which produce an excellent oil, are ke|)t

separate. One pound of oil is obtained from five

pounds of seed. The juice is obtained from the

grated pumpkins in the same manner as from beet

root. M. Hoffman obtained, Irom an indifferent

press, eighty-two jiounds of juice, containing a
proportion of sugar of from 3° to 10*^ according to

Baunce. The juice is far prelierable to that of
beet root, because it does not so soon lose its virtue,

but remains good twenty-four hours. It is purified

and cleaned by the same process as beet .«ugar.

The pum[)kins should be cut up in pieces before

they are yrated.

This discovery may be of some importance to

the agriculture of this country. In the west,

where such immense crops of pumpkins may be

produced, it will prove more profitable lor cultiva-

tion than the su<far beet.

LIMING ON THE PENNSYLVANIA "BARRENS.

To tlie Editor of tlie Farmers' Register.

U. S. Ship Levant, Jan. 9, 1841.

1 have been ordered to sea, and have broken up
my farming establishment, and my object in writ-

injT this is to discontinue my subscription for the
' Farmers' Register.'

1 wish you full success in your public-spirited

publication, and consider it honorable to Virginia

that an agricultural paper, of so high a scientific

cast, is supported as well as yours is. Your efforts
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to extend the use of marl and lime are beginning

to be appreciated, and are operating upon the

community to an extent of which you probably

have no conception.

While on this subject, I will mention a circum-

stance in another state, which, has recently come
to my knowledge. I am a native of York, in

Pennsylvania, and recollect, in my boyhood, hear-

ing " the barrens" frequently spoken of. This was

a large extent of sandy countrj^, commencing
about five miles from York, and proverbial (or po-

verty. The land was considered scarcely worth

accepting as a gift. A townsman, whom I met a

few days ago, tells me that they have lately taken

to liming this section, and that the value of it has

in consequence suddenly started up to $50 per acre.

Many of the farmers now preler it to the rich but

heavy soils by which it is surrounded, as they con-

sider it less liable to suffer from the summer
droughts. York and Lancaster counties, you

know, are considered the garden of Pennsylvania:

and it is a circumstance worthy of note, that a

sandy region in their midst is beginnin'g to have

such a value merely from the use of lime. In my
last visit to York, I was surprised to find how
much the limestone quarries in that neighborhood

had increased in value, and how rapidly the lime-

kilns in the neighborhood of the town have multi-

plied, in consequence of the demand of this article

for agricultural use. And this, it must be remem-
bered, is in a region where farmers are proverbially

skilful, and where they never throw away a cent

on wild or useless schemes.
If you think think the above useful you are at

liberty to publish it. Gko. Jonks.
P. S. If any of your subscribers take pleasure

in a fine-looking poultry yard, allow me to recom-
mend the Bucks county (Pa.) fowls. They can
be purchased in Philadelphia—cost high ; but are

of extraordinary size.

seasonable: hikts.

The following extract from Col. Macerone's
' Seasonable Hints,' appeared in the Mechanics''

Magazine, dated February 3, 1838. After stat-

ing the utility of sheep-skin clothing, for persons

whose employment renders it necessary that they

should be much out of doors, &c., he says—" I

will not conclude without inviting the attention of

your readers to a cheap and easy method of pre-

serving their feet from wet and their boots from
wear. I have only had three pair of boots (or the

last six years, (no shoes,) and I think that I shall

not require any others for the next six years to

come! The reason is, that I treat them in the

following manner : I put a pound of tallow and
half a pound of rosin into a pot on the fire;

when melted and mixed, I warm the boots, and
apply the hot stuff with a painter's brush, uniil

neither the sole nor upper leathers will suck in

any more. If it is desired that the boots should
immediately take a polish, dissolve an ounce of
bee's wax in an ounce of spirits of turpentine, to

which add a tea-spoonful of lampblack. A day
or two after the boots have been treated with the
tallow and rosin, rub over them the wax in tur-

pentine, but not before the fire. Thus the exte-
rior will have a coat of wax alone, and shine like

a mirror. Tallow, or any other grease, becomes
rancid, and rots the stitching as well as the leather

;

but the rosin gives it an atilise[)tic quality which
preserves the whole. Boots or shoes should be so

large as to admit of wearing them with cork soles.

Cork is so bad a conductor of heal, that, with it

in the boot, the feet are always warm on the
coldest stone floor.

EXTRACTS FROM THE ADDRESS OF JAMES M.
GARNETT, TO THE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY
OF FREDERICKSBURG, VA,, NOVEMBER 13tH
1840.

On this occasion, my friends, as on several other

of our anniversary meetings, I shall commence
what I have to say to you, with a detail of such
experiments as I have made since we last assem-
bled together. Although few in number, 1 hope
they will be deemed, at least, equally interesting

with any which I have heretofore communicated.
And first, I will speak of Indian corn—that king
of all grains ; since it is not only our chief staple

throughout all the tide-water portion of Virginia,

but really has higher claims to our attention than
all other grains, on account of the far greater va-
riety of uses to which it can be applied. This
should lead all corn-growers to continual experi-

ments, with a view to ascertain which, among all

the varieties now cultivated, is best (or every pur-

pose. And true it is, that many trials—called

experiments—are frequently made, but most of
them in a way so loose and inaccurate, as to leave
the matter quite as much in doubt as before the

trial. Thus each man is apt to have a pet corn
of his own, which he fondly conceits is the best

in the world, and consequently is almost sure to

give it some advantage over all with which he
compares it— if indeed, he ever prevails on him-
self to bring any others into competition with his

favorite. Again, the few, comparatively speaking,
who experiment at all, instead of making their

trials as accurate as possible, by choosing similar

j

ground of precisely the same dimensions and
fertility, giving it similar culture, and then ac-

curately measuring the quantities produced by
each piece—generally content themselves with
merely judging by sight. In all such cases, if

the experimenters happen to be popular agricultu-

r sts, it is taken for granted by their admirers, that

their opinions must be correct ; and thus the varie-

ties of corn which they recommend, frequently get
into very extensive use, without having any just

claims to preference. This we might all easily

avoid, simply by making experiments tor our-

selves, with the necessary degree of care and
nicety, instead of trusting implicitly to olheis,

when under no necessity whatever to do so. But
it is idle, perhaps, in me, or any other person, to

preach against the most pernicious practice of
unnecessarily taking things for granted, since

thousands upon thousands of our race have been
following it from the earliest records of time to

the present day. It is the prolific, the inexhausti-
ble source of all the fooleries, frauds, and humbugs
that have ever prevailed throughout the woild

—

none of which could ever have injured mankind
to any great extent, but fijr their own highly cul-

pable credulity. Let this suffice by way of pre-
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face to my experiments, which I now proceed to

give you.
The fir!=t nnade this year was—a second trial

with the Chinese tree-corn, which I should prefer

callinjf Tiiorburn's corn, as he introduced it, and
very lew plants that I have ever seen, are less

like a tree. The result of this experiment was so

similar to the one made in 1839, that I think my-
self warranted in forming the following conclu-

sions in regard to it : First, it ripens sooner in our

climate, than any of (3 or 8 early varieties that I

have ever tried, excerit the golden Sioux, which is

very unproductive. Secondly, it is fit to grind by
the last of August, if planted by the first of April;

and it will produce roasiing ears in 90 da3s. In

the next place, it is much more productive than

any other dwarf corn. And lasily, 1 inter from

the two trials already made, that in all land of

medium fertility, it will probably yif^Id more per

acre, allhougli not more by the hill, than any of

our common large varieties, since you may plant

it so close as to have raiher more than double the

number of stalk?. For instance, in land wherein

the usual disiance siven to our common kinds of

<^orn is five leet each way, wiih two stalks in a

hill, the Chinese corn may be planted four feet by
three, with the same number of stalks, which is

as 12 to 25. This distance 1 nave it in both trials,

and the produce last year was at the rate of six

barrels and two bushels—this year, on similar

land and with similar culture, it was at the rate of
eix barrels and one bushel. The ears, when per-

fect, will average about eieht inches in Ipnerth,

sometimes as nmch as ten, hrivirifj from eisht to

sixteen rows upon a cob, of middle sized whitish

errain, very flinty and weighs within a fraction of

64 lbs. per bushel. Last year I stated the weight
to be 58 lbs., but the corn was then weighed im-
mediately after gathering, bel(:)re it was thorough-

ly dry, which accounts for the difference here
slated.

In the culture of this variety of corn, I have
noticed more particularly than heretofore a cir-

cumstance which has often excited my attention,

and for which I can in no way account, hut on

the supposition that the pollen or farina of the tas-

sel, which impregnates the grain, often changes
the constitution thereof, when diflerent varieties

are planted near each other, before the chanrres

become visible; although it generally shows itself

the first year. Thus the ear of corn, which
I bought of Mr. Thorburn last spring twelve
months, v/as covered with crain exactly alike in

color, size, shape and texture
;
yet the produce of

that ear consisted of at least six dissimilar varie-

ties— if, indeed, what we call a variety is consti-

tuted (as we jrenerally believed by a difference in

all the foregoing particulars. No other corn prew
any where near this ('hinese corn, and conse-

quently each ear must have« been impregnated
from the tassels of some of the contiguous stalks.

Another sliil more remarkable circumstance hai3

occurred in gathering my twin corn, which consii-

lutes nearly my whole crop. For fnm' or five

years I have been selpcting the seed with the

greatest care, and I believed tliat it was nearly

pure. Yet a single and perfect ear has been

i'nund, in the midst of it, having 18 rows of small

grfiin upon the cob, every one of which is of a

rieep reddish purplf color, the like of which I have
very rarely ever seen in any part of our country,

and certainly never planted. Whence then came
the pollen to impregnate this earl Is it conceiva-
ble, can we believe it possible, that it was walled
for many, many miles in a mass sufficient to satu-
rate each grain of this one ear, and that not a
particle should have fallen on the silks of any
other ear in the field? This seems past credibili-

ty, and must drive us to the conclusion that the
color, at least, of corn, if not all its other charac-
teristics, 7nay possibly be changed by something
else besides the pollen of the tassel.

I will here mention another circumstance rela-

tive to the physiology of the corn plant. In my
last address, I slated as a fi^ct which I supposed
was known to every body, who had ever minute-
ly examined a ear of corn, that the silk of the

ear communicated immediately with the small

end of the grain by which it was attached to the
cob. This was represented by some writer in the

Albany Cultivator, as an error ; and he asserted,

as a matter not to be doubled, that the silk wa.g

attached to the outer end of the grain. Unwilling
to be positive, even when most confident that I

am right, I determined to ascertain thoroughly,

as soon as the season permitted, which was mis-

taken—my commentator or myself. For this

purpose I examined, as accurately as possible,

many ears of corn, and procured the aid of others,

in searchiniT most carefully, for silks connected
with the Older end of the grain. Not one could

we find ; but we traced thousands to those points

of the cob to which the small ends of the grain

were attached. Here the ends of the silks ad-

hered so firmly, as to require some little effort to

pull them o!}, after the grain had been separated.

I know not that the Itict is of much consequence

to corn growers in general. But it is of^ some
importance to myselfj as I deem it necessary to

convince you, that on such occasions as the pre-

sent, I never advance any opinion, or state any
thing as a fact, which I have not maturely consi-

dered.

I attempted two otherexperimpnts with varieties

of corn, which ! had not tried before. One was a

yellow kind from Lancaster county, there intro-

duced from our Eastern Shore, under the name
of Russel-corn, where it bears a high character.

The other also was yellow, and from the great

Valley of the Wabash in Indiana. The grain of

the latter was very large, and more flinty than ita

produce, which somewhat resembles our yellow

gourd-seed corn. The cobs have 16 rows of

grain ; but the stalks had only single ears, al-

though in strong land, from which it is probable

that in our climate this variety would not be more
productive than some of our own yellow kinds.

The former varipty produced a better looking and

heavier grain, to judije merply by the appearance;

but it was not planted in a situation to enable me
to form any correct opinion as to its relative pro-

ductiveness. So far as this one trial will justify

an opinion, 1 think that the ilussel corn v.'ill pro-

bably prove prelerable to the yellow kinds hereto-

fbre trieii ih this part of the country; alhouch I

have never yet met with any of that color, which

would produce, (unless I greatly err,) within ten

or fifteen per cent, as much aslhp most productive

of our white kinds. This is a differfnce in quan-

tify (or which the higher price of the yellow,' in

our northern markets, will not compensate; to

say nothing of the fact, that not one southern
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man in a hundred, will ever eat yellow corn-bread. I high. The prround wns fresh, nnd of good qiialiiy,

when he can get white. To 'our tasie, there is but not such as could be cnlled rich : yet the pro-

nearly or quilc'^as mucii dili'erence between the! dure was at tlie rate of 302 bu-slicls per acre, of

two, as there is betweeu a choUe pear and a fine I tubers more uniform l)ofh in f?ize nnd shape, than

Sec!<el or bcrgamot. any which I ever raised, either from whole or cut

Permit me here to call your attention to ano-
1

potatoes, in the common way, and there were

ther circumstance relative to thiff invaluable grain fewer small ones among them—the general size

—Indian corn—as it serves to confirm certain

opinions which I have heretofore expressed in re-

gard to its culture, that many have deemed very

heterodox. In the Farmers' Register for last

month, there is a letter from Mr. W. \V. Steven-

son, dated Little Rock, Arkansas, wherein he

states, that in IS34 he planted a small lot of corn,

in a liijht, silioious soil, with a red clay subsoil,

the hills 4 feet apart. This he cultivated solely

with the single coulter, running it both ways,

seven or eight inches deep, the strokes 8 inches

apart, and wMlhin 4 inches of the plants. The
summer, he says, was very dry and warm, bu

being quite as large as usual. Indeed. I thought

it larger, if there was any diderence. The around

was v/orked twice with the hand-hoe. In this

method tlierc is a manifest and considerable saving

of seed, whilst the labor is not greater than that

of the common modes, nor indeed quite po great,

while the produce is fully equal to any but that of

my second experiment, whieh I now proceed to

slate. This was made wiih the common, round,

yellow potato, some of whirh had skins of a red-

dish purple color. I planted them whole on a level

surface, about 3 inches deep, 15 inches apart each

way. and then covered them with dead vines of

his corn '' never twisted at any iime,''^ although I the Lima beans, garden-flags cut green for the

the coulter was used 4 times. In September he
j

purpose, and lastly, dead grass scraped from the

cut off' some of the corn to make room lor a build- I irarden walks—the whole forming a cover about 5

ing, and Ibund roots more than 20 inches below, or 6 inches thick. This remained undi?turbed,

the surface. 'until the potatoes were taken up. The spot of

Now supposing this statem.ent to be true, and
j

land measured only 24 square yards, and produced

we have reason to presume that it is so as the ,2| bushels of very fine roots, which is at the rate

writer has given his name, it affords a strong con- of .504^ bushels per acre. It was an old straw-

firmation of what I have often asserted, that the i berry-bed, so thiokly matted with green-sward

cutting of corn roots to a considerable degree, du- i that I had it spaded up last fall ; and this spring,

ring its growth, does not injure the crop (if at all) just before plamincr, I scattered over it about a
to any thing like the extent to which the advo-

! bushel and a half of the scrapings from a lime-

cates of mere surface cuUure contend that it does. ! kiln of shells burnt on the ground, which scrapings

I certainly would neither adopt nor fully recom-
} were chopped in previous to planting the potatoes

mend JMr. Stevenson's practice. But I have often

seen the most conclusive proofs that the free use

of the coulter, particularly in all stiff land, u'as

highly beneficial to corn in the early stages of its

growth, and that no other implement could so vvcl'

1 think I may safely affirm (hat the produce would
have been greater, but for five garden trees. One
of these grew at each end of the bed, and the

other three lo the west, distant from it only the

breadth of a garden-walk about five feet wide.

secure it against the effects of severe drought. It
i
This is the third trial I have made of raising Irish

is equally advantageous to various other plants— ! potatoes in this way, and it has convinced me
for instance, a friend of mine tells n)e, that during

I
that it is by fiir the best method, both for saving

the late very dry weather he coultered his turnips,,
j

land and labor, at the same time that the potatoes

and they remained perfectly green, when every
( are certainly of equal, if not superior qualit}?^, and

other patch that he saw v/as much fired. Against ! exceeding, in quantitjr any other mode yet tried

these facts we have noihing but the theoreti- 1 among us. To these advanta.ges we must add,

cal reasoning on the subject of cutting the roots [that it greatly improves the soil, and prepares it

of growing plants. But plausible as it may seem finely for any other crop.

to many, 1 must think that we should always be I have again tried the sugar-beet, but shall not

guided and governed by the former, when we find ! make much more than half a crop. This failure

any difficulty in reconciling them with each other

That there should still be controversies in regard

to almost every particular connected with the In-

dian corn crop, so that the best methods of man-
aging it are matters yet undetermincii among us,

is much to be regretted. Nor is it le>s surprising

when we consider that, at least in Virginia, corn
has been our chief staple ever since i he country
was settled. But ignorance of the best methods
must still be our portion, unless each corn-grower
of our country, instead of conceiting his own ways
to be best, (as too many of us constantly do,)
would impartially and diligently pursue a course
of comparative experiments between the modes
most generally recommended, solely v/ith a view
to ascertain which was preferable. * * * *

I have repeated two experiments with Irish po-
tatoes, both oj' which contribute to confirm opi-

nions deduced fi-ora my previous trials. The first

was by planting in hills, the shoots from growing
roots, after these shoots were six or seven inches

has proceeded from two causes. A severe drought
in September and October was one cause ; and
the almost entire destruction of the leaves in Sep-
tember, by some insect which I could not discover,

was the other. They took, however, a seconcl

growth, which saved the roots from destruction.

But if a late writer in the Albany Cultivator may
be credited, this crop is worth little or nothing ; for

he asserts that he fed away last winter and spring,

some fifty-odd ton to hogs and cattle, without per-

ceiving any benefit, except some increase of milk
in his cows. It is true, that there are, I believe,

some hundreds of well authenticated experiments,
accompanied by results very minutely detailed, of
most manifest benefila from the use of the sugar-
beet, in feeding both cows and hogs ; so that we
may venture, u'ithout at all impugning this gen-
ileman's veracity, at least to pay very little regard

to his solitary authority, until more gainsayers

may join him. We may, I think, go a liitie ffir-

ther, and suspect him of belonging to that class of
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farmers whose eyes can rarely see any thing which
operates against their preconceived opinions.

With respect, however, to root crops in general,

it is evident that none of us, especially in Virginia,

have yet bestowed on them that attention which
they well deserve. Still less have we ever made
any such trials between the different kinds, as

would enable us to determine certainly which
should be pre/erred. Hence, opinions vary almost
beyond computation, and, what is very remarka-
ble, the two roots which most (arming books pro-

nounce to be the best, I mean carrots and parsnips,

we very seldom cultivate at all, except lor table use.

Nothing but a long course oi' trials, often repeated,
and accurately made, can ever settle this much
mooted question ; and such a course, I fear that

very few of us will ever take the trouble to pursue,

however desirable it may be. But until we do, we
surely ought to abstain, most carefully, from dog-
matizing on the subject—not only because it will

be discreditable to ourselves, but injurious to our
cause.

Another of my experiments which 1 deem
worth slating, was with a mixture of clover,

orchard grass, and timothy seed, sown and rolled

immediately after wheat, which was put in about
the middle of October, 1839, with the large 2
horse-harrow. The ground was an old clover-lot

that had been well ploughed about a month be-
fore. But a small portion of the clover-seed was
clean, the rest having been cut when ripe, was
thrown into small cocks, and suffered to remain on
the ground, until just before it was sown. It was
then trodden out, and alier the stems were taken
out, was immediately committed to the earih.
The unclean seed came up much better than the
clean, but did not show vvell, until the eprin"',

when it soon appeared to have taken perfectly.
After the wheat was taken off, it attained by mid-
summer, an average height of nearly 3 feet,

The timothy and orchard grass seed both failed,

probably from being defective. This experiment,
which 1 have known to be successfully tried on
several other farms in the middle states, justifies

the conclusion, that to clean clover seed is a need-
less trouble and expense, and that in our climate,
unclean seed sown upon wheat in October, will

very rarely, if ever fail to come up well, whereas,
clean seed, sown as usual, on wheat in the spring,
without harrowing, will almost certainly perish.
With me, it has done so, I think at least 5 times
out of 6. Another great advantage in fiill sowing
is, that you may cut your clover, at least 7 or 8
months sooner, than if you sow in the spring.
My experiment with ruta baga was made by

sowing tlie seed on the same ground which pro-
duced iheiTi last year. It was first well manured
from the horse stables and cow yard. I was
induced to make this trial by having heard from
several persons of unquestionable veracity, that
they had known many old planters successfully
to pursue this practice with the common varieties
of turnip, for a number of years in succession.
The reason they assigned was, that this method
always secured the turnips from the fiy, and with-
out any diminution of the crop, if the ground was
manured each time of sowing. Whether this be
true or not, certain it is, that no f]y has molested
my present crop of ruta baga, and that it promises
to be quite as good as that of the last year, mak-
ing due allowance for the excessive drought, du-

ring a part of the two last months. If the old
planters referred to, were right in their opinions,
as to the effects of their practice, it forms another
striking exception to the alleged necessity of the
constant rotation of crops, (beneficial as I admit
it to be generally,) in preserving the productive-
ness of our lands, whilst this practice goes far

towards disproving the correctness of the opinion
maintained by the celebrated botanist, M. Can-
dolle, and a few others, that every plant when
ripe, deposites in the e^rth, some substance whicli
is poisonous to plants of tiie same kind. True it

is, that lands are said to "get sicA;" of the same
crop, (clover, for instance,) often repeated, al-

though 1 have known this repetition to be made
of several different crops, for many, many years
together, without any apparent injury whatever.
But surely, even if we admit the sickness to the
fullest extent, we may easily account for it, without
the agency of poison—simply by supposing that

the diminution of the crop arise? solely from the
lessening of its appropriate food, and must neces-
sarily continue until ihat food is restored in proper
quantities, by the application of some of those
fertilizing substances which contain it. To look

fanher than this for an explanation of so common
an occurrence as the impoverishment of our lands,

seems to me to be taking a very needless flight

into the boundless regions of fanciful theory and
visionary speculation—a practice, by the way,
which has excited stronger prejudices among the

illiterate, against agricultural works in general,

than all other things put together.

Before I conclude.the subject of experiments, I

will here call your attention to one wfiich 1 stated

two or three years ago. It was made with Guinea
grass which I neglected afier two trials, from a
belief that it could not be here acclimated. In this

I find myself mistaken; for a small spot which
was not destroyed, has increased so much as to

become a thick mat of grass that reached this

year a height of at least five feet, in land by no
means rich, and ripened its seed. 1 can now cer-

tainly say of it, that you may cut it four, and in

good seasons five times, that in good land each
cutting will be about three feet high, and that it

stands drought better than any other grass I have
ever tried. It is best propagated by the roots,

which should be cut into pieces two or three inches

long, and planted about three inches deep, in rows
15 inches by eight or nine apart. The ground
requires cultivation the first year. I cannot say to

what kind of soil it is best adapted, having tried

it only in high land, the soil of which is rather

liffht.
#*##*#*

THRASHING MACHINES.

To tlie Editor of the Farmers' Register.

Halifax, N. C. Jan. 8th, 1841.

Having sown a large crop of wheat, and in-

lending to put a full crop of cotton and corn in the

ground this spring, it is of course a great object

with me to save all the manual labor possible. I

should be glad, therefore, if you will give your

readers, through the medium of your valuable

journal, all the information you can as to the ad-

visability of purchasing any of the newly invent-

ed reaping and thrashing machines ; and would be

glad also, if convenient, that you would mention

their cost, and where they can be best procured.
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I have just received one ol' Barmuii's mndiinea
lor liealiiiji waier, .mil, 6o (iir ;ss I hsive tried it,

think il hcder suited to the laundress '.han the

liirmcr.

[We cannot jet recommend tiie new reaping

machine, (IJutisey's ;) because we have not jet

eeen a trial ofii ; and those who have tried it difl'er

as to its merit and economj'. As to thrashing ma-

chines, our correspondent, and every man who
Diakes even as much as 500 husheis of small

grain, ought to Iiave one. \Ve cannot pronounce

as to the best ; but we latelj' chose and bought one

ofJabez Parker, ilichmond, with his horse power

annexed, lor four horses, lor our own use, which

was put up complete lor ^236. V\'e are well

satisfied with it.

—

Ed. F. R.]

PROPAGATION oy THK HOSE.

Eioiii tlie Soutlicrri Cultivator.

There are reckoned by botanis's about fifty spe-

cies of the rose, and from tweive to fiTteen hun-
dred varieties. Many of the most choice kinds

that I have seen are hardj' shrubs, capable of
withstanding our winier weather in the open gar-

den, and, as bel()ie observed, bearing buds and
flowers from A()ril to November. Any oC ihe.s'e

n)ay be propagated either by layers or cul'ings, or

by budding, and may be re-produced Iroiu the

seed, ll'vou desire to propagate by layers, (which
i.s one of the surest methods,) in the month ol'

April or May, or even later, bend to the earth a

small branch or shoot of last year's growth, and
bury it three or four inches beneath the surlacc,

leaving its extreme end out of the ground, and
the other end in connection vviih the bush ; it is

also nacssary to place a flat rock, or other weight,
over the part which is under the ground, to pre-

vent it from rising up, and also to retain the mois-

ture about it. If the weather is dry, it may be

watered with advantage. The layer will take

root in a few weeks, when it maj' be separated

from the parent stem. In the month of October
or in the early part of November, it may be trans-

planted into any rich soil where it will maintain
an independent existence. Sometimes it is very

difficult to get a layer to take root ; when this is

the case you will be very apt to succeed by cutting

the layer half in two and splitting it up about an
inch and introducing a small wedge, and then
proceeding as above directed.

To [tropagaie by cuttings, choose a slip of re-

cent growth, liom live to eight inches in length.

If the buds at the base of \Ue petiole or common
stalk of ihe leaflets is well developed, the slip is

sufficiently old ; otherwise, it is too young. The
ends of this cutting may be either transverse or

oblique, and may be planted in any month of the
year while the sap is up, or in the month of No-
vember. I usually preler the month of Apiil, Au-
gust or September, and place two-thirds of the
cutting in an oblique direction beneath the surface,

leaving above only one or two inciies, or one or

two buds ; if the cutting is planted early in the
spring it will take root and blossom the following
eummer. Damp, cloudy weather is most favora-

VoL. IX.-3

ble for plantiiiir, and the cuttings should be shaded
until they lake root. The smallest cuttings are
sometimes the best, especially in the months of
June, July, and Augnst. Those at the extremity
of which the rose has lirst dropped its petals ar«
generally to be |)relerred, and when the buda
above alluded to are lidl and well-lbrmed, will ge-
nerally succeed with more certainty than those of
a larger size. These cuttings need not exceed
more than lour incites in length, or contain more
than three buds. In planting it i^ sufficient to

leave only one bud above ground. They should
be well watered, and in very hot or dry weather
the moisture may be retained about them by in-

verting a glass over them during the day.
The process of budding is also a favorite and

speedy mode of propagating the rose, but may be
readily seen by consulting any of tlie works on
gardening, as also the manner of sowing seed, to

which source I nmst reler the reader.

CONVENTION OF TOBACCO PLANTERS.

Hon. Daniel Jenifer, from the committee of
thirteen members appointed yesterday to consider
and recommend as may be deemed most expedi-
ent to be adopted by this convention, made the
followinir report.

Mr. Jenifer, from the committee appointed by
the President to consider and recommend sucifi

measures as may be most expedient to be adopted
to accomplish the objects ol' this convention, re-

ported that the limited time allowed them has
compelled the committee to confine their report to

a genpral review of the subject.

That since the adjournment of the tobacco con-
vention which met m this city on the 1st, of May
last, there has been no change in the bunlens and
restrictions imposed upon the tobacco trade of the
United States by the nations of Europe, except in

some unimportant matters by one or two king-
doms; and the facts stated by the committee in
their report, to that convention are now referred
to, and by us reasserted, and their arguments and
suggestions adopted. Since the publication of the
documents by Congress at their last session, no
correspondence has been received at th.e depart-
ment of state on this subject, except a few unim-
portant communications from Sardinia and Bel-
gium. No change has taken place with foreign
governments in regard to this staple, and from
what has already transpired, we have no hopes
of a favorable action on their part until the Con-
gress of the United Stales shall adopt measures
commensiirat<! with the object.

Great Britain still continues her excessive duty
of seventy-two dollars and seventy-five cents per
hundred pounds, or eight hundied per cent, on
the prime cost of this article of our produce, wliile

we continue to receive the product of the labor
of her citizens at an average duty of twelve and
a half per cent.

France yet continues her still more odious
monopoly or regit', retaining in the hands of her
king, or those to whom he sells the privilege, the
sole right to import, manufacture, and sell Ameri-
can tobacco in that kingdom, by which the quan-
tity of American tobacco consumed in France
has been reduced to six or seven thousand hogs-
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heads per annum, from which she derives a

revenue of ten millions of dollars.

Kuti^ia, Spain, Portugal, and some ot" the minor

powers of Europe adhere to their various mono-
|)oliee under diHerent names, but all lending to the

manilest oppression of this our staple. And the

Germanic powers inciiided in the zoll varien or

commercial union of Germany, have not reduced

any portion of their transit duties or abated in the

slightest degree their commercial system in which

lol)acco is the article most heavily taxed, as it is

indeed in every nation in Europe, except Holland

and Belgium. They have met us in that spirit

of e(|ualiiy and justice which should ever exist

between nations having friendly commercial rela-

tions ; who have a right to insist upon and never

ehould be satisfied wiihout a Irce exchange of

conimerce on equal and reciprocal fooling.

Treaties with several of the European govern-

ments expire in a few years, and a just regard to

the planting interest requires that ihey should not

be renewed unless the odious burdens and restric-

tions imposed upon the staple of tobacco be mo-
dififd.

The treaty with iheHanseatic Towns ofLubec,
Bremen and Hamburg, expired by limitation in

December, 1839, but conMnuee in force until

twelve months' notice shall liave been given of

the intention to terminate it, and a fair opportunity

now presents itself to our government to do us

justice with these powers.

The American Ministers at the Court of Great
Britain have for many years urged, with great

ability, on that government, the propriety ol'dimi-

nishing the duty on tobacco, as a matter of justice

to the United Slates on genera! principles of policy

and (ree trade between two friendly nations
; and

we have shown by arguments which we think it

would be difficult to answer, that, even as a mea-
sure of revenue, these excessive duties on this

article, to a great exient, defeat their own object.

But arguments have proved unavailing, and Great

Britain continues her duty of 72| cents per pound
on this product of our labor.

With equal ability our Ministers to France,
commencing with Mr. JetJerson, in 1783, and
continued down to the present time by Gen Cass,

have remonstrated against the French system of

monopoly as injurious to the American tobacco

growing interest, and unjust by its departure from

that reciprocity and equality which the French
nation had insisted upon with some siernnes>;. in

iheir communications with our Minister in J785.

in all their comniercial intercou:se with the Uni
Jed Slates. Their remonstrances have met no

other response than an act of the French cham-
bers extending the law creating the monopoly of

American tobacco to the year 1852.

By negotiation, therefore, nothing can be ex-

pected from her. The last ray of hope from that

source has expired, and the American Tobacco
planters must look to that tribunal which can
alone afford them relief for the evils they endure
— ID the Senate and House of Representatives of

the United States in congress assembled, we their

conetituents must appeal lor a redress of the

grievances herein set forth. And we rejoice that

this appeal has been most ably seconded from

other sources in vurione states in the union.

Amongst our agents abroad communications

tVoiu Mr. Dodge and Mr. Miles have been repeat-

edly received by our government, which evince

great zeal and labor in the ditl'erent spheres in

which liiey have acted.

We have seen with pleasure a resolution intro-

duced into the Senate of Georgia to instruct their

senators, and request their re|)resentatives to use

their besi effort- to have a law passed by conjjresa

to tax all French wines, silks and brandies, in

projjortion to the duty which they lay upon our

tobacco in their ports. 'J"he governor of Virginia

has called the attention of the legislature of that

siaie to the subject in his message to them at their

present session, and submitted whether it is not

expedient, through their representation in con-

gress, to enforce the just claims of their tobacco

planters to a reduction of the enormous duties

imposed on tobacco by most European govern-
ments.

And as early as January, 1837, the legislature

of Maryland unanimously passed the following

resolution :

Resolved, That the senators and representa-

tives of this Slate in the conizress of the United

States be recinesied to lake under their especial

care this highly important and much neglected

interest, and that they be particularly requested to

oppose all and every adjustment of the present

fariti', without obiainiiig lor the tobacco interest a
fair and equal participation in the benefiis to be

derived from such adjustment."

In conclusion, your committee recommend to

the convention the adoption of the following resc-

lutions :

1st, Resolved, That the only effieclual remedy
for the evils the tobacco interest labors under from

the hiffh duties imposed by Great Britain, and the

monopolies of France and other nations of Europe,

is to be Ibund in the action of congress, by coun-

tervailing duties: and that the convention relies

on the wisdom of congress in discriminating be-

tween those governments which have and those

which have not manilesled a disposition to abandon

or modify their present oppressive duties and
restrictions imposed on tobacco from the United

States.

2d. Resolved, That it be recommended to the

crovernment of the United Slates that the treaties

now in existence with foreign countries which

contain no stipulations for reciprocity in duties on
their res^pective products be not renewed.

3d, Resolved That the governors of the several

sta'es ol' the union engaged in the cultivation of

tobacco, be earnesily rcquesied to call the atten-

tion of iheseveial lfgisl;ttures of their respective

states to this subject of the American tobacco

trade with foreign nations.

4\b. Resolved, That a copy of the proceedings

of this convention be laid before the Senate and

House of Representatives of the United Stales,

and that the senators and representatives from

tobacco-growing states be earnestly requested to

take such speedy and efficient means as in their

judgment may be best calculated to accomplish

the^object contemplated by this convention.

The report and accompanying resolutions hav-

ing been read

—

The convention was addressed at great length

by Hon. Philip Triplett and Hon. Jos. R. Under-_

wood, of Kentucky ; Geo. H. Sieuart, Esq. of

Baliimore; Hon. Jas. Garland, of Virginia
;_

Walter Bowie, Esq. and Hon. Daniel Jeniler, of
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Maryland ; Hon. Walter Coles of Viriri n ia

Hon. Wni. I). ]Merricl<, ol' JVIary'and ; lion.

John .laniopnn, oC Missouri; and Tliomae F.

Uowie, E-^q. of JMaryliind.

Alier which, ilie report and resolutions were

adopted.

From the Richmond Whig.

THE EUROPEAN DrXIES ON TOBACCO. OPI-

NIONS ON THE OTHER SIDE OF TH E QUES-
TION.

[We have at several different limes piihlished

onicles in opnosiiion to the European pys'em of

hiiih duties on this important produet of Virginia.

We shall now present a piece taking opposite

views of the question.— En. F. K.]

I see from the papers, that much interest seems
to be lei' by ihe tobacco growers in Virginia (I

shall confine my remarks to the interest of the

Virjjinia planters) on the subject of high duties

r barged on the article of tobacco, by some of the

European governments, and particularly by Great
Britain where our finest and highest priced tobac-

roes are used ; and France and Italy, where it is

a government monopoly, and where our next best

and highest priced iobaccoee are used. The im-
pression seems to prevail with the planters, and,

probably, the politicians of our stale, that if tiie

duty on tobacco was reduced, or done away en-

tirely in those countries, that the demand fi)r the

article grown in Virginia would be greatly in-

creased, and that prices would thereby be hiaher,

thereby greatly benpfiting the planter and increas-

ing the wealth of Virginia. Now, I believe this

opinion to be erroneous, and that some liew (acts

are wonh a thousand theories, and may satisfy

many that, in some things, free trade is not always
the best for every body. In the first place, Vir-

ginia only raises about one-third of the tobacco
made in the United States, and nearly one-half ol

it is manufactured at home, and the labor put

upon It doubles the value—a good deal of which
is exported in the manufactured state with the

increased value, and is of a quality to command
a preference, and in consequence of the high
duties paid in the European markets named, par-

ticularly England, completely excludes them from
compeiini; with us in all the lesser markets in the

world where the articles used are admitted at

moderate duties or free. Again—tobacco is raised

in Hungary and France and many other places

in Europe and South America and the VV.

Indies, and very near, if not quite as much tobac-

co is raised in Europe and European possessions,

as there is in the United States. Do our planters

know this fact ? 'J'obacco can be raised in Ire-

land to a great extent, and even in par's of Russia.
Why has not more been raised in Europe, espe-
cially in Ireland, France and Holland? Simply
because theirs is an inferior article to ours, and as

such, could not pay the high duty that ours can
bear. But look at Holland and Germany, where
the duty is very inconsiderable, almost no'hinir,

and you find tobacco so low in price, that these
markets are worth nothing to the Virginia planter,

except merely to take off some 5 000 or 10,000
hocrsheads of Iu2s and inferior leaf, annually, at

$31 to $41 and 0.5. And why is this ? Because

they use tobacco principally Hjr smoking, and an
inlL'rior, cheap article will do ; and, as there \a

little or no duly, the moment prices get above $3^
10 $5, they resort to the use of their own irrowili

—but at $3^ to ^4 to $5, they give the preli'rence

to American tobacco- Suppose the trade in Great
Britain, France and Italy, placed upon the same
looting of Holland and Germany, is it not reason-

able to believe that all Europe, where tobacco can
be raised, will raise it?— lor labor is cheaper
there than here. 'I'he conspfpi.^nce wouM be,

more tobacco would be raised and more would be
consumed; but thegruwers in Virginia would have
to take what they could raise it lor in Europe; (or

we must bear this (act in mind, that in Europe,
(except in great Biiiain) tliey do not chew to-

t»acco—they smoke and snuff. The Virginia to-

bacco is used principally (or chewing and mixing
with other tobaccoes to make enuff; very little

of it is used in smoking, and yet much the larger

portion of tobacco used in the world, I presume,
IS consumed by smoking. There is now, and has
been for years past, a demand (br Virginia tobacco
beyond her ability to raise it, and at pricts paying
the cultivator of the soil better than anything
else. Let the planters, then, raise more if they
can, and when the product becomes so great that
they find it necessary to increase the consumption,
and they are willing to compete with the European
growers, by selling their crops at ^3 to ^4, and
S'5 to ^6 per 100 lbs,—then, indeed, it may be
well to seek to have the duly taken ofl\ But it

does seem to me, that unless we can gel foreign
governments to take the duty ofl^" of a!l American
tobacco, and to prohibit the cultivation of it by
their own subjects, and to keep the duty on all

tobacco raised in Europe, we have no right to

complain, but should be well satisfied to find our
better article protected by a duty so high as al-

most to exclude their inferior article, raised at
home, and which, if used to any ffreat extent,
must reduce the value of ours. It is not the
interest of our planters to cultivate double the
quantity of ground, and exhaust their lands to

make a large quantity of inlerior tobacco, to sell

at ^3 to S5 ; they had much better cultivate half
the quantity of land, make good tobacco, and get
for it $4 to SIO, as they now do. Those, gentle-
men, are my views on this subject, hastily sketched
no doubt erroneous some particulars— but in the
general, I believe to be correct. JMy only object

in presen'ing them is to benefit the tobacco grow-
ing interest and the trade of Virjiinia.

ANSWERS TO INQUIRIES RESPECTING THE
MANURING AND ROTATION OF CROPS OF
WORCESTER.

To the Editor of the Farmers' Register.

JVestnver, January \3lh, 1S41.
As I am now housed ti-om incessant rains,

enough almost to produce a flood, I have been
looking back over the numbprs of the ' Register'
lor the last year; and find in the August number
a communication with the signature ' R.,' asking
of me information wiih regard to the application of
iny manure, under the change of system (r-om the
mur to the five-field. I owe the author of the
[)iece an apology (or my remissness in not paying
iliat attention to his wishes that he po much de-
served at my hands ; and now thank him (or the
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flattering manner in vvliich he there epeaks of my
adopted live fw'ld rotation.

In the communication I wrote, as^i-jning my
reasons for a contcmi.lated change ofsyeiem, from

the four lo the five, and published in your January

number, (1840,) (and which by the way you did

me (,'reat injustice, in ihe many lypograpiiical er-

rors therein committed, enough to discourage ano-

ther attempt almost in your columns,) I uf^ed the

the (bliowing very imperfect manner of expressing
j

myself with repaid to the mode of preparing the]

Foil by manurinir, lor receiving tlie oat crop, &c.;

although I ihinU it might be inli^rred oiiierwise.

The passage 1 used was iliis :
" As the oat crop is

so valuable a one with me lor feedinij my teams,

I propose seeding one tliird of Ihe field mtended

i'oT peas in that crop, and on which I propose to

put my manure. Should tlie manuring extend far-

ther than ttie third for oa's, I propose putting

the remainder of the marmred laud in pumikins,

and the balance of the field of course in peas, Sec."

In the paragraph here re(i?rred to, and al)0ut

which Ihe author of ' K.' asks information, ! did

not probably express myself as understandinijly as

I should have done ; I will therefore give the mode
1 contemplate improving the field intended (i^n- the

oat crop. My habii and prelerence have been to

manure as much land as I could for corn. The
portion of the field to be manured for corn i.^ allot-

ted off", and not manured until after I have planted

the rest of my corn crop, allowing the manure to

remain in its compact state in the pens, to tie tram-

pled and dunged by the stock, as lonix as possible

in ihe sprimr before it is broken, that it may be-

come the better lermen'ei'. So scon as we have

planted all of the field not intended to be manured
lor corn, which is not done before the lOih or 1.5ih

of April, and sometimes later, we turn in every

thing to getting out ad the manure we cnn in the por-

tion of the field allotted lo be manured, and for corn

also ; which is usually about one third of the field.

It is this portion of tlie fit Id manured lor corn that

I propose seeding in oats the fbllowinjj spring

—

and not manured thi3 same sprimr for ihe oat crop,

as was inffirred by ' K.' The nianure made dur-

ing the summer, lull, and winter, from the s'ahles,

hog-pens, &c., can be used lor the oat crop alone,

if preferred ; as those manures might be in a slate

to be used. But the idea of using coaise, unfer-

mented farm-pen manure, as early as would be re-

quired for ihe oat crop, never entered my head.

And ' K.' is riglit enough in the opinion, that ihe

manure of this winter would be in too crude and
unltrmented a state to be used for ihe oat crop olihis

epring; lor my impres&ion is that oats should be

sown as early as the last of February wilfi us;
which would of course be loo early to break the
winter-larm pen? of manure.

I prefer using the coarse mnnure in the forego-

ing manner l(.)r corn, to any other use to which we
can apply il ; because Ihe corn crop is more bene-
fited by il in its coarse state, probably, than any
oiher crop. The succeeding spring il will cor.s'i-

tiite a fine pabulum li^r the oat crop to feed Irom.

Benefiting ifie succeeding wheat crop essentiolly,

and, I think, ensuiing a clover crop, to resuscitate

the land. By s'lrh a process we derive all the be-

ncfi s that could possibly be expected from it, viz.:

ihree grain crops and a stand of clover.

My mode of manuring, however, has been very
various of late, and probably not used as judicious-

ly as it might, have been. I have been governed
by circumstances. Portions of my estate I lound
in good condi'inn, wliile other porti'ons were very
much exhausted. JMyoliject has been to equal-

ize its fertility as much as possible. To accom-
plish ihis otiject. I have been obliged lo use my
mnnure irregularly, and at times not the most de-

sirable, or possibly wiiJi considerable los;^. Aa
soon as I can equalise the fertility of my fields,

(which I hope soon lo do,) I shall fully carry out

the mode of manuring lor the corn crop above re-

commendcii as the most judicious and preferable.

I do not consider it so important as some do that

the manure should be handled and prepared into a
compost, with so much expense and trouble before

its application. 1 think the great object should be
lo make as much as possif)le, and to give it lo the

earth, almost in any state, whenever you can.

You will be sure to derive its benefits sooner or later.

All the manure i make iscertainly carried out ivvice

a year, spring and fall, and sometimes oliener.

I have practised, I think, to great advantage,
top-dressing my clover, early in llie spring, with
vviieat straw. Ail ihe straw that cannot be car-

ried through ihe pens in time to be sufficiently fer-

mented is us<'d in ihis way. And if a dry season,

the benefit lo the clover is very sreat. I have ma-
nured, by top-dressing wheat, but never to any
advantage lo the wheal crop. I have almost in-

variably lost it by the Hessian fly or huir.

Hoping that what I have written may prove
satisfactory to my kind friend ' R.,' I remain, your
friend and obedient servant,

John A. Selden.

CRtSFJED COUN MEAL—WINTERING HOGS, &C.

For tlie Farmers' Register,

Indebted to the Farmers' Register for many va-

luable fact- and suggestions, in relation to agri-

cultural operations, I feel myself bound to endeavor

to discharcre the obligation I have ihus incurred,

bv commiinicaiin!!, from tjmo to time, for the be-

nefit of yonr correspondents and readers, brief

notes of such improvements in the prevailing

modes of management in rural economy, as I can

recommend to ihe adoption of my brother farm-

ers, upon the auliioriiy of my personal experience

and observation. A few words at present as to

the bpst mode of wintering hotrs.

Mv slock consists of two la'-rre breedinrr sows,

far advanced in prcgnancv. I desiirn their pi^s

for perk next winter, and eleven slioa's, ei^ht

about five and ihree about seven months old
;

all pronounced by my neighbors very fine animals.

The piirs are confined in a pen of good size, bo

situated that ihey can bask at pleasure in the sun-

shine, and provided with a warm and dry sleeping

apartment, separat.'^d from the body of the pen by

a close wail of rails, about two and a half feet

high, with a hole at one end for ingress and egress,

an^l covered wiih a sloping roof of plank over-

lapping each other. The pen is not floored, but is

kept sTifliciently dry by an abundant supply of

shucks, corn stalks, and refuse s'raw, out of which

my piiTs are industriously maiuifacturincf several

loads of excellent mnnure. JMy breeding sows

run at lartre, because I have not lound if conve-

nient as yet lo build a pen for them ; but they find

a warm bed in my elable, and rarely wander far
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from my prcmipes. I feed my liogs rojrulnrly twice

a (i:iy, morning ami evpiiiiiir. I would irreaily

prefer feedine: younii hogs three times a daj-, iC I

roiil.l do it with any sort of ronvenience, with

plop mpde hy hoiliriiT meal made of corn crushed

in the ear, and rrround corn and cob together. I

find, by repeated experiments, that one gallon of

crushed corn- meal, w'c/Z io(7c(/, will, when cooled,

mal<e about live gallons ol' thick mush. This mush
i mi.K, in (eeding, with about an equal quantity of

hot water, frequently throwing into the pail a dnu-

tile handfull of bran, siirring it well, and give it to

n)y P'igs warm. F put a hnndfull of salt into the

pot about three limes a weeU, and occasionally a

shovel llill of ashes. With this allowance, my
hogs arc in fine order, in much better condiuon

than any of my neighbors', and some of them
are fat enough for the knife. I boil my meal at

convenient tunes in a pot holding about five gal-

lons. I prefer leilinir the water boil before the

meal is stirred in. The meal is thoroughly mixed
with the water by means of a flat paddle, and is

Biifi'ered to boil violently for half an hour or more.

I would prefer a cheap boiling apparatus, but

having just commenced farming I have not yet

found time to Imild a furnace. I shall be prepared,

however, by next winter, to fatten my hogs on
boiled roots and cruslied corn meal.

With a larse kettle, and a barrel to hold the

mush, many gallons might be prepared daily in

every kitchen, by the servants, after the meals
are cooked, and especially at niixht by the large

roaring fires which the negroes will keep to warm
themselves by. 1 know no way, except, perhaps,

by feeding on roots, in which hogs can tie so well

kept through the winter at so little expense. JNJy

stock of thirteen, for instance, consume only a

peck of crushed corn meal, equal to a single gal-

lon of corn, a day. Tliis, at the rate at which
corn is selling in my neighborhood, 37^ cents a

bushel, is only one-third of a cent a day for each
hog. The manure will more than pay for the ex-

tra trouble and expense of preparing the food.

This sirikes me, on reflection, as even a cheaper
mode of sustaining hogs through the winter than
by feeding them with potatoes or sugar beet or

man<fe! wurisel. A peck of potatoes, the usual
daily allowance to each hog, would be 6^ cents a

day, at the price at which potatoes are selling in

my neighborhood; and, supposii^g that 500 liu>liels

of sugar beet are equal in product to 40 bushels of

corn to the acre, then, if each hog lie allowed a

peck of sugar beet daily, the 40 bushels of corn

ground up, cob and corn together, and boiled into

good slop, will, upon the principles of calculation

furnished by my experiment, go more than twice

as far as the 500 bushels of sue- r beet. As to

whole corn, it is evident that four times the quan-
tity I consumed in slop, that is, a peck daily, would
hardly keep thirteen hogs in living order. My
corn is crushed at a neifrhhoring mill, where I

haul it by the wagon load, and take away the
meal when I want it. For crushing and grinding
I pay a toll of one-tenth.

A neighbor of mine, a large iron manufiicturer,

feeds his nmles on crushed corn-mea! mixed with
cut straw, and though they work hard every day
they are as fat as it is desirable to have them.
Crushed corn-meal, at from 15 to 25 cents a bu-hel,

according to tlie price of eorn, is, if seems to me,
the cheapest horse-feed that can be used. Ii is

certainly cheaper than oats, or rye, or whole corn.

The larmers in this neighborhood are beginning to

use it quite extensively. It is much healthier than
whole corn, as well as cheaper.

A neighbor informs me that he fattened an old

cow last fall on crushed corn- meal, tliat she fat-

tened remarkably fast, made first-rate beef' and
yielded an enormous quantity of tallow for a cow
of her size.

I feed my milch cow twice a day with half a

trallon of cruslied corn-nteal boiled in about four

gallons of water ; and I would not want better

i-^lop lor a milch cow.
Crushed corn-meal being so valuable for feeding

all kinds of stock, every mill, and every |)lantcr

and fiirmer having a horse-power, eiilier for a cot-

ton gin or a thrashing machine, ought to be pro-

vided with a corn crusher. While he wotild thus

promote his individual interest, the country would
save millions of dollars annually. I observed, in

a late Cultivator, a notice of a machine called "<Ae

Virginia corn crusher,''' winch, after five years'

trial, is represented by the manufacturer, Robert
Sinclair, Jan., of Baltimore, as an efficient and du-

rable machine, not liable to get out of order, and
crushing twenty bushels of corn per hour with one
horse, fine enough for feeding any kind of stock.

Mr. S. says he has sold a number of them, and
that they have given universal satisfaction, ll"

the machine is as valuable as it is represented ta

l)p, a tolerablv large liumer would save the price

of cne (865) in a single year. Two or mor&
neighbors might club together and purchase one^

or several liirmers might esiablish a machine at

some mill in their neighborhood. The toll would
soon pay for the machine.

While I am writing I would just caution your
readers against throwing hog or becf7?g/t/s to hogs-

one of my neighbors having just lost two valua-

ble sows by the carelessness of his negroes in this

particular. The lights choke the hogs.

Ploughboy.
Rockbridge, Va., Dec. 28, 1840.

COXVENTION OF COTTON PLAATERS IN ALA-
( EAUIA.

{

For tlie Farmers' Registrr.

On Monday, the 7ih instant, agreeably to pub-
lic notice, a meeting was held at Greensboro', by
a number of the planters of Greene, Marengo and
Pirry counties, for the purpose of ascertaining the

extent of the present cotton crop in Greene and
the adjoining counties.

The meeting was organized by ca'ling Col.

William Armstead to the chair, and appointing
Isaac Croom, esq., serretarv.

On motion of Dr. R. C. Randolph,
Resolved, That the chairman appoint a com-

mittee of twenty-four, to report to an adjoijrned

meeiing, to he held at Greensboro', on Monday
the 14!h in«t.

Pursuant to the fjregoing resolution, the chair-

inan appointed the following gentlemen to com-
pose said coinmitiee, viz.: Dr. R. C. Randolph,
Rev. Wm- W. Hill, Tlomag M. Scott, esq.,

Wm. F. Bentley, esq.. Dr. Jno. K. Witherspoon,
Thomas H. Ilerndon, esq., Rev. .J. E. Sawyer,
Wi'ey J. Croom. es«].. Col. John Nelson, James
McDonald, esq.. Col. Harris Tinker, Col. Robert

C. Macon, Dr. Wm. T. Ilerndon, Rev. Lemuel
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B. Hatrh, Wm. W. Brilton. esq., and Theo. B.

Kandolph, epq., ofGreene—Jumps H. Riiffin, epq.

Siinmel S. StniHwirk, esq., Col. Bvrd M. Pparpon,
Andrew P. Calhniin, esq., and Col. Jamps Pickens,

ofMarenffo—and Col. Kiehard B. Wallhiill, Ja-
bez Curry, esq., and Q. T. C. De Yampert, esq.,

of Perry.

The convenfion then adjourned unfil Monday,
the 14ih instant, at 12 o'clock.

Greensburo\ December 14, 1840.

The convenfion met arcording to adjournment.

The commjitee of tweniy-ronr appointed at the

previous meetinj;, I'^rough their chairman, Dr. R.
C, Randolph, presented the fbllowinfj report and
resolution, which were unanimously adopted.

The committee appointed by a former meetini;

to inquire into the reported deficiency of the

present cotton crop, as contrasted with that oC

1839, would state to the present mpetinor, that ihev

have fTJven the subject due consideration, and that

they have visited nelcrhborhnnds and made in-

quiries of planters in Perry, Marengo and Greene
counties, and submit the following facts and re-

flections.

The summer and autumn of 1839 were hiffhiy

favorable for harvestini? ; nolwithsianding which,

the cotton crop in the three counties above men-
tioned was not generally ffaihered until the month
of IMarch, 1840. The summer and autumn of

1840 have not been so favorable. There has been
more sickness, tlie cotton which suffered by the in-

vasion of insects did not mnnire as early as in the

previous year, rains have been much more fre-

quent ; and yet the crop is now nearly all jralher-

ed, and will, it is believed, be entirely so by the

first of January. The affgregate production in

1839, of seventy-six plantations, was 17,008 bales;

while the yield from the same plantations, in the

present year, has not, and cannot exceed 8.261

bales.

The plantations from which these facts have
been derived include every variety of soil found in

these counties, from the rich lime lands to the

poor sand hills. The liillintr off in the produc-

tion is greater upon the lime land than the sandy
ridjje. Upon tlie former it is believed to be gene-
rally more than half, and upon the latter one-third.

The large bulk of cotton produced in these coun-
ties is usually derived from the lime lands.

From these considerations, the committee are of

the opinion that the atrgreirate production of the

present year, in the counties of Perr3', Marengo
and Greene, has not amounted to more than half

of the yield of the previous year. In conclusion,

they ask leave to submit tlie accompanying reso-

lution.

Resolved, That entertaining the belief from 'he

best information we have been ab'e to collect, that

the relative deficiency o\' the present cotton crop,

throughout the whole cotton growing region, is

fully equal to that in the section represented by
the meeting, we earnestly invite the whole body
of southern planters to hold similar meetings, that

an early opinion, approximating very nearly to

accuracy, may be found as to the entire crop of

1840, and fortified in such manner as to leave the

niatter beyond doubt or cavil.

On motion of Thomas M. Johnson, esq..

Resolved, That the proceedings of this conven-
tion be published in the papers of the cities of

Charleston and Mobile, and in those of the coun-
ties of Greene, Marengo and Perry.

The convention fh,»n adjourned sine die.

Wm. a rmstead, Chairman.
Isaac Croom, Sec'y.

A COMMON OBJECTION TO AGRICULTURAL
PERIODICALS, AND ESPECIALLY CONSIDER-
ED IN REGARD TO THE FARMERS' REGIS-
TER.

The Farmers' Register, throughout its whole

course, however scantily supported by subscrip-

tions and by written contributions, has been at

least most bountifully fed with compliments and

praises ; and if such pleasant, but unsubstan-

tial food, were sufRcicnt for its sustenance, growth,

and utility, there would certainly be no ground to

complain of neglect. We readily admit that

the complimentary expressions which have in

many cases been uttered to us, and of our work,

have been more kind and more favorable than

the actual state of things deserved ; though cer-

tainly not more so than would have been deserv-

ed, if some solid aid, and especially that of written

communications, had been bestowed, instead of

praises given by those who gave nothing else.

But the highest commendations have frequently

been accompanied a species of censure of the

work which was at least as mnch undeserved
;

and which was founded on mistake in part—and

which so far as deserved at all, the censors them-

selves should be held responsible for, and not the

editor, or his publication. The objection referred

to has been often, to our knowledge, stated, and

therefore we infer is generally understood to exist,

by our brother farmers in agricultural regions re-

mote, or under different circumstances, from low-

er Virginia, where the work has been published

—

and who also have not been its constant or fre-

quent readers. Whilst (in most cases) allowing

to it high, or even an undue degree of merit and

usefulness for the circumstances of lower Virginia,

it seems to be taken for granted that the subject

matter exclusively relates to the peculiar culture

and means for improvement of that region. The

farmers of the west, and even of the mountains of

our own stale, say, " Of what use can the Farm-

ers' Register be to usl We want to know about

grass, and meadows and cattle." Many of the

tobacco planters of the middle country say, "What
use can we make of the Farmers' Register? We
have no marl." Most of the planters of the great

cotton region think that they have still better

ground to object to the difference of the agricultu-

ral conditions of our respective regions. We speak

not ofany farmers north of "Mason's and Dixon'a

line;" for they nearly all hold every thing in and
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about southern agriculture and agricultural opi-

nions, in supreme contempt.

The same objections may be and probably are

alleged against all other well known agricultural

publications ia our country ; but it is enough for

us to speak in regard to our own.

In the first place, then, the charges are not cor-

rectly Ibunded in point of fact. We admit, gene-

rally, and regret that it should be so, existing defi-

ciencies of practical information on every branch of

agriculture—deficiencies too which could be well

and easily supplied by hundreds of different indi-

viduals among our subscribers and readers. And
truth requires that this admission should extend to

the culture and the improvements of our near

neighbors, as well as to remote regions and other

modes of culture. But we deny, and refer to the

past publication for the proof, that the contents

have been at all exclusive in regard to subjects, or

that any one interest has been neglected, or kind

of culture overlooked, if it was possible to obtain

articles thereon to publish. The farmers of the

Valley, and graziers of the more western moun-

tains of Virginia, if they had examined, before

charging a deficiency by guess, would have seen

that marked attention has been given in this work

to all their peculiar agricultural interests. Besides

hundreds of minor articles, embracing every thing

original that has been communicated, and all that

is worthy of republication from other journals,

there are the long articles, with numerous and

beautiful and costly engravings, on the various

breeds of cattle, and the entire works of Stephens

and Johnstone on draining and irrigation. Both

the latter new and expensive works we specially

imported for the purpose of republication, when
not a copy had before reached this country; and

of these works alone, we would say that if a drain-

ing or grass and cattle farmer received no other

benefit from our eight volumes, he would not be a

loser on his out-lay.

In like manner, tobacco culture, andolherbranch-

es of agriculture of the middle country, have been

treated of by some of our correspondents in many
extended and able articles in our early volumes.

One alone of these pieces was said by one of our

wealthy subscribers, would pay him lor his cost of

subscription for his life. But, nevertheless, (per-

haps because he had got value enough) he dis-

continued his subscription at the end of that year.

Articles on tobacco-culture have indeed been en-

tirely wanting of late—because no more have

been written for this work, and no other publica-

tion furnishes any on this subject. But, as this

work has elicited and published every good origi-

nal article on the subject of tobacco culture, that

has appeared in the Uaited States (so far as we

know of) within the last eight years, it surely

cannot be condemned, vviih any justice, because of

their small number, compared to other more popu-

lar or inviting subjects.

In like manner, especial attention has been paid

to the great subjecis of cotton culture and cotton

interests, in all their branches ; and if the articles

Irom, or peculiarly suited to, the cotton planting re-

gion, were put together, it would be found that

they alone would constitute a considerable portion

of our whole work.

So much for denial or apology. But there is

another and more important aspect in which this

subject should be viewed. Suppose that any of

these charges of particular deficiencies were true

to the fullest extent, while on other grounds the

Farmers' Register had the general good reputa-

tion and extensive circulation which it has always

enjoyed—we ask whose would be the fault, and

and who else could easily furnish the remedy, but

the very class who suffered by and would com-

plain of that deficiency? Suppose, for example,

that the subjecis of grass, and grazing, and cattle,

had in truth been as much neglected in this work

as some persons have erroneously inferred—the

only possible cause of the omission would be that

the farmers engaged in and best informed on

those departments had altogether (ailed to commu-

nicate any thing thereon Inr publication. No con-

ductor of an agricultural journal can furnish much

practical instruction from his own store of expe-

rience ; no such promise was ever held out by us,

and to have held it out would have been both pre-

sumptuous and manifestly deceptions. The great

and all-important purpose of an agricultural jour-

nal is to serve as a common channel of inter-com-

munication among all its readers—a receptacle

and place of deposite of the views, information

and experimental knowledge of all—and a source

of difl'using, to all, the thus collected knowledge of

every individual among thousands thus combined

fur the benefit of all. Considered merely in this

humble and simple mode of working, and how

great, how incalculably beneficial would be the

improving and profitable results of an agricultural

journal so conducted ! Such was the main object

lor which ours was commenced, and, so far as de-

pended on us, that object has always been most

especially sought. Always desiring and inviting

written communications, and especially of practi-

cal operations and results, we have never refused

a place to so much as a single article of that cha-

racter, presenting facts derived from practice and

experience. If then, any particular branch of hus-

bandry is not sufficiently treated of, it is entirely

owing to the failure of those who possess some

information thereon and desire to obtain more, to
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present iheir separale conlribuiions— the accumu-

lation of all which would st once furnish a rich

Cund, and which, by inducing (brthfT experiments

and continued conimunicalion, would i^row more

fruitful and profiiahle wiih the progress of the

work. Thus if the members of any one interest

only were so to avail themselves of ihe facilities

offered to all by the Farmers' Register, it would,

thereby be made more peculiuriy ihsir otcn publi-

cation; and, by embracing other subjef is, would

be even more valuable for that i)articular interest,

than if all other agricultural subjects were jealous-

ly excluded. Thus it depends entirely on the

members of any particular branch of agricultural

pursuits, whether the Farmers' Register shall be-

come, in effect, their own peculiar organ, and a

perfect and rich source of information in regard to

all that they most need to be instructed upon.

And if the members of not only one, but of all the

diH'erenl branches of agricultural practice, were to

do the same, there would be room for all in our

broad pages, and each would be amply served and

provided for, without lessening the fullest needed

supply to all others. The corn, wheat and oat

culture—tobacco culture— the new marling and

clover husbandry— cattle, meadows and grazing

—

the great cotton culture of the south— rice culture

—sugar culture—and each of all other departments

would have ample scope, and receive as much at-

tention, as if each one were the sole subject of con-

sideration.

But if our view in this respect be deemed wrong,

and the opposite, against which we have been

contending, altogether correct, let us see to what

result the latter will necessarily lead. If, as con-

veyed by the objections above stated, a particular

agricultural region cannot be properly served by

any journal unless it be published in, and exclu-

sively belong to that region—then every such se-

parate region or agricultural interest, should have

its own separate and exclusive publication ; or

otherwise, that any other publication will much
less ably and efficiently serve as an organ of com-

munication and instruction. Upon this ground,

there would be at least four ee[)arate agricultural

publications (perhaps five or six) required for

Virginia alone, which has not yet given support

to one—and ten or twelve would be needed for

the states between the Potomac and the southern

limits of Georgia and Alabama. -Now if so many
papers were but to divide amongst them the present

support, pecuniary and literary, given to the pre-

viously existing publications, all of them would

soon starve, and die, for want of sufficient aliment

of both kinds. And even if continuing to live,

and operate, each one, if aided only by its own
region, would be so meager and uninteresting,

that its lingering existence would be of little bene-

fit to the public, or profit to its conductor.

Should so desirable and valuable a result ever

be produced in the southern states as that the

subscribers, readers, and writers for agricultural

journals should be increased ten or twenty Ibid,

then there will be advantage in increasing greatly

the number of such publications. But until that

most beneficial state of things be somewhat ap-

pioached, or appear in distant prospect, it will be

liir better from the interest of all parties concern-

ed, the payers for and readers, as well as the pub-

lishers and sellers of publications, and certainly

better for the great object of collecting and diffus-

ing agricultural knowledge, that two or three

journals shall be supported well, and supplied

abundantly with matter, than that a dozen should

linger on upon barely enough sustenance to save

them from extinction.

SKETCHES OF WESTERN NEW YORK.

To llie Editor of tlie Fanners' Register.

Greatfield, Cayuga Co., 10 mo. 12, 1840.
We have had no frost here yet, thouizh there

has been a little at Rochester; and. I understand
a severe one further west of ihe Genesee river.

This result, however, is to be considered merely
incidental, lor I am not aware that the western
part of the. state is more subject to early autum-
nal frosts than lands near the Cayuga lake. A
cold column of the atmosphere, perhaps, fell on
that part, imbibing the warmth of the earth, and
reducing the temperature ; or they may have had
a clear sky with great radiation, while we were
curtained in with clonds ; or a breeze may have
prevailed here, rolling down on the surface the

warmer air li-om above, and counteracting by such
mixture the effects of radiation.

The heath clingstone is now ripeninor; and aa

the evening is cool, and some danger from frost,

we have been takinsr in a part by way of precau-
tion. The southern* character of the peach is in-

dicated bv irs extreme sen?'hility to frost ; and also

by its deficiency of flavor when it ripens in a cool

atmosphere.

1 mo. 2, 1841.
The preceding paragraphs were written some

months ago ; but a series of unexpected events
rendered it inconvenient to pursue the chain of
thought that presented at that time ; and F now
resume it in the hope that some account of our
district will not be unacceptable to the readers of
ihp ' Farmers' Register.'

The principal defect of our climate is excessive

* It appears from Boyle's Illustrations that " the
peach throws wild in different parts of the Himalayas,"
and that even ono/Afr sjofa'esof itis found in thatree;ion;

but I have seen no evidence whatever to show that it is

a native of Persia, as its specific name (Jl. persica)

would imply. This may serve to explain the remark-
able circumstance that the peach is not mentioned in

the Bible.
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moisture, with that depression of temperature that

60 ol'ten accompanies showery weather. Drouglue,
indeed, sometimes occur ; but jjenerally our driest

summers are the most productive. This result in

great pari, however, lias been ascribed to the libe-

ral supply of lime in our soil—not the carbonate,

as we miirht have called it, if the ' Essay on Cal-
careous Manures' had not taught us better.

But an extract from 'Davy's Agricultural

Chemistry' may render my meaning plainer

:

" The sandstone and limestone hills in Derby-
shire and North Wales may be easily distinguished

at a distance in summer by the diHerent tints of

vegetation. The grass on the sandstone hills

usually appears brown and burnt vp ; that on the
limestone hills, flourishing and green.^^

Our state geologists have considered this dis-

trict as belonging to the transition class ; and the

rock ihat occurs in place in this vicinity is Profes-

BorH. D. Rogers' Formation VIH., which extends
eo widely over the United States. It is in this

rock that all our parallel lakes, Irom the Otisco to

Jake Erie, are situated.

When disintegrated it forms rather an inferior

soil ; but the soil and subsoil of this neighborhood
have been swept from the limestone Ibrmation
that crops out to the north of us ; and thus the

land has been ready limed to our hands by a con-
vulsion of nature. In many places, however, ad-

dition would be found useful and profitable for the

farmer.

This soft and crumbling slate appears to have
been deeply and irregularly channeled previous to

the deposition of the diluvial formation. This is

evident from the wells which are dug. The slate

itself, so far as I have been able to observe, yields

no water; and all that the wells receive, is collected

above the solid rock. In some places, the rock is

near to the surface ; and the only advantage of

cutting into it is to make a reservoir. In other

places it is at unknown depths, covered up by di-

luvium ; and then a permanent supply of water
may be obtained. Two wells within half a mile

of this spot, are nearly filty leet deep, without
touching the rock, and the water is abundant.
On account of the smoothness of the surface,

as well as the impenetrable nature of this rock to

water, very few springs break forth in this neigh-
borhood ; and the prospect of forming Artesian
wells is decidedly unfavorable.

The surface of the country in general is so

smooth that travellers in passing from the village

of Aurora, eastward four miles, to Poplar ridge,

are seldom aware of the height they have gained.

One gentleman thought the land was too level to

be salubrious, and estimated the elevation of that

ridge above the lake at one hundred and twenty
feet

;
yet it is known to be six hundred and

seventy by an actual admeasurement made at my
request.

The general dip of the rocky strata is to the

south. In the disturbances which happened when
the basins of our lakes were cleared out, the slate,

from its softness, suffered much more than the
hmestone, so that the latter rock appears to have
regulated the depth of those basins, and now un-
derlays them. The lower end of the Cayuga
lake extends about six miles through a limestone
district, in which the water is probably not more
than thirty feet deep. The comparative shallow-
ness of Lake Erie is also ascribed to the same

Vol. IX.-3 1

limestone formation, but Lake Ontario was form-
ed in the red shale that underlays liie limestone.

In sailing up the Cayuga lake, however, as
soon as we pass the limestone, and the elate ap-
pears on the shore, it deepens rapidly, su that the
eye in cal.Ti sunshine is no lunger able to difcern
the bottom. Opposite to Aurora, the greatest
depth was (bund to be two hundred and eighty,
two feet ; but I have no doubt of its being much
deeper further up the lake. At Aurora the vvidlli

is more than three miles.

It is rather rarely that the lake freezes over at
this place, although we have known several in-

stances of the kind—only once, however, when iho
ice was strong enough lor persons to pass over to

the opposite shore. It is well known Ihat shallow
water freezes over much sooner than deep water

;

and this remark applies lo all our lakes. The
shallow part of the Cayuga lake is frozen over
every winter.

This lake appears to have once extended (en
miles further to the north, of variable width, en-
croached on by islands, and averaging perhapa
nearly two miles. This tract is now one vast
bed of marl of unknown depth. A kind of fresh
water snail, (perhaps a Lymnea,) which may now
inhabit the lake, as its shells are found on tho
shore, continued to increase till the exuviae ap-
proached the surface of the water, and marsh
plants began to grow. Other shells, however,
probably form a part of this immense mas?, which
might supply a large portion of the district with
marl forages to come. The posts which support
the Cayuga bridge—one mile up (he lake and cne
mile in length across it,—were driven into (his

deposite, which is so pure that our first selllera

used it for white washing.
I have mentioned that we are not indebted to

the rock that underlays us lor our soil?, but to the
country north. The flood that once swept over
this land, came from that direction, and brought
in its train, not only portions of all the rocky strata

that crop out on this side of Lake Ontario, but

many primitive rocks from the elevated lands be-

yond its northern shore in Upper Canada. Whe-
ther Xhcyforded or navigated that water, may be
a question for the curious ; but no doubt can exist

of their arrival from that quarter. All the whole
diluvial formation was southward in its course.

Most of these stones or rocks, which are scat-

tered over all our fields, are rounded, though thia

is in some measure proportional to the distances

they have travelled,—those of this district not

more than a furlong or so, south of their old beds,

retaining their angles.

The difi'erence in the size of these fragments,

is sometimes very great. I estimated one piece

of granite near Montezuma at 3000 cubic feet,

and it appeared to rest on a bed of sand.

The course of this deluae was up an inclined plane,

rising over the highest hills, and passing into the

valley of the Susquehanna. That river at Owe-
go is 410 feet higher than the Cayuga lake ; and
^he lowest opening in the hills between them is

594 leet
;
yet fragments of our rocks have passed

into Pennsylvania, though much worn and re-

duced in size. In early limes, the gravel along the

shores of that river was picked over, and lime-

stone pebbles collected in sufficient quantities to

burn into lime for domestic purposes. These were

not found, however, more than twenty miles down
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the river, as if they had become worn out by con-

trition on so long a journey.

Some parts of this district appear to have suf-

fered a more violent diluvial action than other

parts, though it is possible the evidences may be

more owing to a greater quantity of loose mate-

rials in some places ; which would be more obe-

dient to its power. This latter suggestion finds

Eome countenance in the circumstance that gra-

vel hills occur in greater abundance south oI'Lake

Ontario, than in any other pari of western New
York ; and this tract extends to the distance of

more than twenty miles from the shore. Such a

lake is the place where we should expeet loose

materials to collect.

The arrangement of these gravel hills presents

the most curious phenomena. Their direction

varies from the true meridian in some cases more
thaji twenty degrees (o the west of north ; but

those which 1 have examined in the neighbor-

hood of Montezuma, diverge much less, and vary

but little from the present magnetic meridian ; of

course they are nearly parallel ; and I have not

found any two adjoining ridges to difler more than

two degrees. They point to a common centre at

the north.

Perhaps I may be better understood if I briefly

describe them. Some are more than half a mile

long, almost as regular as an artificial embank-
ment, and broad enough for public roads, which
in some instances have been laid out along them

;

while others, indicating a more violent action, are

ehorter, composed in part of coarser materials, in-

cluding rocks, and so narrow on the top as barely

to admit of a foot-path. It seems evident that,

when they were first Ibrmed, the edge must have
been as sharp as- the ridge of a rooi—as sharp as

loose materials could be made to stand.

Some of these ridges may be 100 feet high

;

an altitude from 40 to 70 feet however would in-

clude a great number. They add much to the

picturesque beauty of the country ; but little to

the comfort of the farmer, as they divide his land

in some places most inconveniently.

In three or four wells within half a mile of this

place, branches of trees have been found at

depths of more than thirty feet. The wood is

eound, resembling red cedar, and I have pre-

Berved some of those specimens in my cabinet.

In the waters of the Cayuga, eels are nume-
rous ; and in autumn great quantities have been
taken in baskets when descending the Seneca ri-

ver. Only a part however migrate at that sea-

son. In winter, holes are cut in the ice which
covers the lower part of the lake, and barrels of
them have been annually caught with spears.

Ice is more rapidly formed on the lake when
the water has been chilled by deep snows, or a
long continuance of cold weather. Thus a se-

vere night towards the close of winter, produces
a much greater quantity of ice than a night of
equal severity in the earlier part of the season.

When the thermometer is below zero, the lake

smokes like a great caldron ; and much latent

heat is given off" with these exhalations, softening

the air to a considerable distance. In this way the

climate of the lake country is milder than that

of any other inland district within the same pa-

rallels of latitude east of the Rocky JMountains.
The mercury at this place, so far as I have beei^

abla to team, haa never been eo low as it has

been sometimes at Philadelphia, Cincinnati, and
Vincennes.

North-easters, always so uncomfortable and of-

ten BO destructive in the maritime parts of the

United States, arc not felt in this district ; and no
wind seta in regularly from that quarter at any
time. I remember, indeed, a brisk wind with
snow for half an hour or so, but this was in un-
settled weather, when light breezes were veering

round from the north towards the east or south-
east ; and I have no recollection of any similar

instance.

I have ascertained that at times when north-

easters rage on the coast, we have at this place a
light steady breeze, varying from N. N. W. to

N. by E.—more frequently with rain or snow,
though sometimes with a clear sky. It seems as

if a portion of that great under-current came up
the St. Lawrence, and then was deflected over
this favored land,— (or the breeze is so gentle

that probably no person in health would think of
postponing on its account a visit for either busi-

ness or pleasure.

Northerly winds, as I have already mentioned,
are not aenerully fair weather winds ; and several

of our deepest snows have come from that quar-

ter. I have seen showers from that direction for

two days in succession, which it appeared were
exhausted, soon after passing into Pennsylvania,

as a newspaper printed at Williamsport, on the

west branch of the Susquehanna, a day or two
after, noticed a continuance of the drought while

we were saturated.

When the S. S. E. wind sets in, taking the di-

rection of the upper part of the lake, notunfrequent-

ly a hazy cloud, the thin edge of the coming tem-
pest, is seen at the same time in the S. W. just

rising above the horizon ; and from this it is evi-

dent that our south-south-easter is really a S.

W. wind deflected from its course. In winter it

is the most chilling wind that blows, flowing

down from ihe mountains in the south ; and
sometimes it is 8 or 10 hours before it becomes
sensibly warmer. If the storm approaches while
the air is cold, we have snow ; but if the wind
has time to soften, we have rain, or snow melting

as it falls. It is not uncommon for snow to fall

from that quarter three or four inches deep, follow-

ed by a thawj and succeeded by snow squalls

from the west.

Sometimes the S. S. E. wind blows moderately

for several days, especially in summer or the ear-

ly part of autumn, without rain ; but though often

warm and pleasant, it is considered the precursor

of a storm ; and no settled weather is expected.

In drought, however, whether of long or short du-
ration, the wind generally comes down the lake in

the morning, but up in the afternoon. It is a re-

volution without a cloud—an unsuccessful move-
ment in the air to raise a siorm.

Thunder clouds commonly approach from the

S. W. but appear over the highlands south of the

lake more frequently than in any other quarter;

and often wh^n we have a clear sky. Such at-

traction is well known to meteorologists. Showers,
however, very seldom approach from the north-

west ; and so extremely rare is a thunder-storm
from the east, that a farmer considered one of last

season as " backing up."
I have spoken of the influence of our lakes on

the temperature, but they have other eflects. In
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cool weather, the almost phere is often loaded

with clouds for many days in succession, evidently

the condensed vapor froni tiiose wide spreading
waters; and so much of such weather have we
in winter, that icicles from our roofs are very rare

objects. I doubt, however, if those canopies ex-
tend much more than a hundred miles into the

country. They are olien dense enough to "spit

snow ;" but rarely, though sometimeB, sprinkle in

summer.
Clouds prevent the radiation of heat into the

open sky, and tend to equalize the temperature
between night and day. Indeed, under such a

covering, the night in winter is often as pleasant

as the day. By excluding sunshine, clouds also

preserve the snow for sleighing, and (or the pro-

tection of grass and winter grain, as no heat ra-

diates through water in any of its forms. For-
merly there were instances of young horses sub-

sisting well through the winter on the grass they
found under the snow.

In sleighing lime and cloudy weather, the Ca-
yuga lake where unfrozen is pictured on the clouds,

dark, and resembling an approaching shower

;

yet there it remains through the day. A lurid

streak at a lower angle represents the Seneca
lake. These appearances are occasioned by the

dark waters ruffled by the wind, reflecting less

light than the snow.
Fogs arc extremely rare in this neighborhood.

During a residence of more than thirty years, I

have never seen that vapor rise I'rom the ground
but once. .Sometimes, however, it is driven by
the wind from the lake; and sometimes, after a

long rain or a thaw, when the air is surcharged
with moisture, it is condensed by (he wind fresh-

ening up from the westward. But I have alrea-

dy extended these sketches beyond my original

design. D. T.

REPORTING EXPERIMENTS WITH ARTIFICIAL
MANURES.

From the British Farmers' Magazine.

In all our agricultural publications now issuing
from the press wesee many accounts ofexperimenis
made for ascertaining the value of certain sub-
stances recomn>ended as manures either for top-
dressing or ploughing in. Some of these accounts
are elaborately and no doubt faithfully written

;

and sometimes favorable, or, as it may happen,
unfavorable. Sometimes, too, we are told of the
same material having a contrary effect on land
of precisely the same character, especially if situ-

ated in distant parts of the kingdom. Now the
discrepancies may often arise from ignorance,
want of consideration of the peculiar effect or
action of the material employed.

Besides the various substances which have
been used for manures from time immemorial,
there are others chiefly minerals which are brought
into use with various success. The reports of
such trials are not always uniform, and defective
in so far as the character of the weather or season
following the application is omitted to be elated.
In my own practices 1 have used soot extensively
for top-dressing wheat, and have harrowed and
rolled it in ; but if a dry spring and summer fol-

lowed the soot was of no service. I have used

chalk and lime as dressing for light gravelly land
;

but ifa wet season succeeded little or no immediate
eH'ect was observable. The same result followed
the application of salt, on the same description of
land under the like circumstances of season. The
reason for the non-efficiency of these three last

named substances was perfi-cily obvious: all three
are ready absorbents of water from the air, and in

a dry season are eminently useful to growing
crops ; whereas, in a showery time, the crops
need no such assistance.

Saltpetre and nitrate of soda are at present
fashionable top-dressing ; and those best acquaint-
ed with those substances affirm that they are
often injudiciotisly used. On wet tenacious land
they never can be so efficacious as on dry sandy
or gravelly soils ; nor in wet seasons so much as
they certainly must be in dry. If I be not mista-
ken in attributing to them such eflects they will

always be considered as doubtful fertilizers; be-
cause they must be used before it can be ascer-
tained, except by conjecture, what sort of season ia

to follow.

Mr. Cuthbert Johnson observes that " the agri-

cultural uses of saltpetre have not been examined
so carefully or generally as they ought to have
been ;" and G. Kimberly, Esq. o( Trotsworth,
"regrets that it has been hastily adopted without
references in many cases to season, soil, or quan-
tity, and as a few fortunate experiments have
started into a fashion the use of tl\ose articles, so
one or two unseasonable or improper applications
have at once condemned them to neglect and
oblivion."

Such reports show decidedly how necessary
it ie to know correctly the eflects of those artificial

manures
; whether as the food of plants or improv-

ers of the staple ; whether as exciters of vegetation
or solvents of nutritive matters already in the soil

;

and also under what circumstances of weather
or season they are most active or altogether
neutral. These are questions for the agricultural
chemist to prosecute; so that no fijrmer need
work on this twilight or be in doubt concerning the
direct eflTecls of any manure which comes recom-
mended from competent authorities.

And in all future reports of experiments made
with any of those uncommon articles of manure,
the reporter should not omit to stale what kind of
vyeather has prevailed during the experiments

;

for the effects, especially of saline substances, are
very much determined by the state of the weather.

J. Main.
[Our respected correspondent is right. Much

of the success or otherwise of these and many
other manures we could name must depend on
peculiar circumstances of soil and season. We
have heard saltpetre abused one year and highly
extolled in the other ; although tried on the same
soil, the same description of crop, and by the sarao
person.—Ed.]

HAY SEED AMONG CORN.

From the New England Farmer.

We saw an article in one of the southern paper*
a few weeks since, mentionins that some one, we
think in the middle states, had sown clover seed
among his corn ; and the inquiry waf added,
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•' whether 'any one at the north or east had tried

it^" In reply, we would inlorm the inquirer that

Hon. VVm. (Diark, ol JSorthamplon, Mass., has
ior many years been accustomed to lay down his

light lands to grass in this way. His communica-
tions upon the subject led to the trial ol' this pro-

cess upon the Carui where we have earned our
bread. And we are disposed to recommend a
trial of this method. Our belief, Ibunded upon
the observation ol' results in four different fceasons,

is that the seed will be less likely to tail in this

way than when sowed am.ong grain; that the
first crop is much more free from weeds ; is en-
tirely Iree from dead grain stalks ; is easier to
mow

; is equally abundant ; and better in quality.
We tiiink also that grass lay thus made holds
out better than oihers. By tiiis process the young
grasses are exempied Irom the baneful influences
ol the overshadowing grains, and from the wither-
ing heat to which ttiey are exposed when the
grains are removed. They are saved from the
Btmting to which they are usually subjected.

The process.—Spread all the manure; make
no hill; and at the last time of hoeing, say the
middle of July, sow the grass seed among the
corn; pass through with the horse-harrow or cul-
tivator, (simple harrow teeih are best,) then hoe,
making all smooth, and the work is done. At
the proper lime cut the corn as near the ground as
can conveniently be done. Should the grass do
well, the stubs would probably sofien so much
Hs to oHer very little obstruction to the scythe.
But if one be/earllil that it might be otherwise,
he may take, as is our custom, an old adze or a
strong and heavy hoe, and go over the field while
the ground is liozen and by a single blow at each
hill pare all smooth. An acre may be gone over
by an active boy in three or lour hours. Alter
llie li-ost is out, let the ground be rolled. In the
early part of the season, appearances will be un-
promising for a crop ; but about the middle of
June it will come forward rapidly, and about the
lOlh or 15ih of July will be fit to cut. Land, we
suppose, can be laid down as smooth in this way
as any other; though we have not heretolbre
been very particular in this respect, and our
grounds, though even enough to work upon with-
out inconvenience, are not made quite as level
G8 when a grain crop is put on.

The last season we took up graes land in the
spring; planted to corn, and in July seeded down
to grass.

We do not advise any beginners to make ex-
tensive experiments, but we do think it will be
found good husbandry to adopt this process to a
considerable extent on many Jarms.

SECTS FOR CATTLE.

From a Weitem Paper.

As cxperienre, and not speculation, is what far-

mers need, I will give my observations in feeding
beets to my cows during the two past winters!
In 1838, I put up about 300 bushels of mangel
wurlzel beets, 100 bushels of turnips, and some
potatoes, (or the purpose of experimenting in feed-
ing my cattle through the winter. I knew nothing
but what 1 learned from books, as I was acquaint"
ed with no farmers, (nor am I yet) who fed with

roofs. At first I was at a loss to know how to

feed them, whether in a raw state or cooked, but
having determined to try both plans I commenced
the work, and each did well, "ifoung animals are
peculiarly fond of the raw beets, and thrive asio-

ii'shingly on them ; but for cows that give milk,

they are better boiled, particularly il' a steamer
can be used in the process. Though milk cows
should have raw beets once in every two or three
days if grass cannot be had.
The turnips and potatoes were given precisely

as the beets ; but I could not determine that either

had the preference over the other, as the cowa
gave about the same quantity of milk, and their

condition did not seem changed by either. In
feeding the same animal with beets, it was easily

told that one-third less than of the turnips or po-
tatoes would make them give the same quantity
of milk, of better quality, and they showed better

keep.—The beets made the milk better, the butter
better, and the cows look much belter. On one
half bushel of beets per day to each cow, without
straw, and a little meal or bran mixed in, they
continued in good condition through the winter,

gave as much milk as in the summer, and the
butter was liill as good as in May. My expe-
rience during the pact winter (1839—40) while 1

fled on roots, only confirmed my former conclu-

sions.

CABBAGE AS FOOD FOR HOGS.

From the Farmers' Cabinet.

A gentleman remarked, in our hearing, a few
days since, that cabbage was a valuable food for

hogs. The idea was new to us, and we inquired

the manner of feeding. In reply, he gave the

following as the result of his experience, the last

summer. Having a fine patch of plants, and
observing the bottom leaves beginning to decay,

he directed hia farmer to procure a water-tight

cask, and gather a bushel of the lower leaves

from the cabbage plants and deposite them in the

barrel, with a handful of salt, and one quart of
corn meal. On this was poured the contents of
the kitchen swill pail, and the whole was sufl'ered

to stand undisturbed for twenty-four hours, when
the process was repeated, with the exception of

the salt—and so every day until the cask waa
filled with a mass of wilted leaves, about six

quarts of meal, potato pealings, crumbs of bread,

&c., from the kitchen ; all in a state of partial fer-

mentation. He now commenced feeding it to the

hogs, and they eat with greediness, leaving other

food for this. They were evidently ae fond of this

kind of mush, as ever " Mynheer" was ol sour-

krout.

While the hogs were eonsuming the confenia

of the first barrel, a second vvas in course of being
filled, and so alternately, till the stock of leaves

was exhausted.
This gentleman gave his opinion, that he could

not have prepared any other kind of food for his

hogs, at double the expense, that would have
produced results so decidedly beneficial. An in-

crease of appetite, improvement in their general
appearance, and better heart, was the result of
tills method. The cabbage, he thinks, were
greatly improved by plucking the redundant fo-
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liajre; and he intends lo plant a large patch of

cabbnups, the cominn; season, more lully to lest

the advantages ol'ihis kind ol Teed (or liogs. We
invite him, and oilicrs who may "experiment" in

the business, to give us the result for publication.

EKGLISH MINES AND MINING.

From tlio English correspondent of the N. Y. American.

Newcastle-upon-Tyne, jlugust, 1840.

That man must be insane who should write a

letter at Newcasile-upon-Tyne, about any ihing

hut coal. He has but one idea— coal ! One Ihini?

fills his vision— coal ! Coal is the standard of va-

lue, and coal dust the circuhuinff medium. The
houses are built of coal. The streets are paved
with coal. The inhabitants live on coal. The
children look as if they were made ol' coal, and
even tlie white clouds are black I

What a wonderful reijion is Durham and Nor-
thumberland shires ? The whole country is un-
dermined. Buildiiirrs are erected 700 and 800 leet

below the surlace of the earth, and streets and
railways running (or miles in all directions, are

daily traversed by thousands of human beings.

Newcastle, with its population of 60,000, stands
on the crust of a subterranean city. Some ol

its houses have sunken their foundations in con-
sequence of the yielding of the ground beneath.
The River Tyne, as large as the Thames at

London, floats its commerce over these vast ca-
verns ; while at Sunderland and other places on
the coast, the ocean rolls its waves over the heads
of the miners. The chief wealth of Durham
and Northumberland lies hid in the bowels of the
earth where a very considerable portion of the in-

habitants pass half their time. The coal-pits
open their black mouths on every hill and in every
valley. They may be distinguished far off by
the towering enginery erected over them employ-
ed in raising the coal and water from the depths
below, and the piles of the former which lie

around in hillocks waiting to be transported to

market. The country is lined with railways

—

more abundant than hedgerows—used in "car-
rying coals to Newcastle." At every half mile,
you meet with the little villages of the pitmen
(as the laborers are called.) The snug brick cot-
tages are arranged with regularity and taste-
each having its petit grass plat in front, usually
decked with flowers, and its vegetable garden and
fruit trees in the rear. What a contrast between
these smiling though humble abodes, and the dis-

mal caverns where the villagers spend nearly their
whole conscious existence !

Great labor and expense attends the sinking of
the shaft of a coal mine. The exact location of
the strata must be ascertained by boring before the
excavation commences. This determined, you
know not what obstacles you may encounter from
veins of rocks or streams of water in your descent.
And, then, the destruction of human life almost
invariably in these perilous enterprises ! the gigan-
tic nature of which may be inferred from thelact
that the shafts are generallv sunk to the depth of
600 or 700 feet, and sometimes to 1200 !

TWO GOOD FABMERS.

From the New Genesee Farmer.

Not too good farmers— lor those that are merely
good, are almost as rare as white blackbirds.

When we say ^^ good,^^ we do not mean what is

commonly understood,—industrious, money-ma-
kiiiii men,— but who perhaps apply a large poriion

of their labor to very bad advantage ; but those

whose whole course, in all its departtnents, id

such as accurate and repeated experiments have
proved best adapted to the soil and climate ; which
not oidy affords ihe greatest prt)fit each year, but

is constantly improving instead of exhausting the

land.

These two specimens are given in the late,

report of the Farm committee of the Hartford

County Agricultural Society, published in the

New England Farmer. The first is that of John
B. Davis, of Derby, whose farm consists of

seventy-five acres, and from which the Ibllowing

very respectable average annual receipts are

derived.

Apples and Cider, - . - $500
Hay, 2f)0

Potatoes, 100
Pork, 80
Sheep, . - - . - 75
Grain, 75
Wool, - . - . . 25

Two men labor on the farm the year through,
with occasional additional help, but no precise

account of the amount expended was rendered.
It will he seen that the orchard is the most pro-

fitable, the trees being kept in the finest condition,

to which frequent tillage doubtless contributes.

F'ive hundred dollars were received last year
(1839) lor winter apples of \he choicest varieties,

and forty dollars lor cider sold, besides thirty bar-

rels kept [for what purpose ?] and apples fed to

hogs, cattle, and horse. All the farm, except
the woodland, has been subjected to the plough,
although hay is the chief ol)ject aimed at in cul-

tivation. Only small portions of the land are
tilled, on which the cultivated grasses have be-

come less luxuriant. The routine of crops adopt-
ed is, Isi, corn on sward with manure ; 2d, pota-

toes with manure (sometimes Ibllowed by tur-

nips ;) 3d, rye or oats or grass seed. For the
corn, (which is Dutton and wliite flint,) twenty
double loads of manure are spread on the grass
before ploughing, and afterwards holes dug at

each hill in which a small handful of plaster and
ashes is dropped and mixed with the soil at plant-
ing. The average crop is seventy bushels an
acre. The potatoes are planted with equal ma-
nuring, and yield two hundreil bushels. The rye
yields twenty-five, and the oals seventy bushels,

two and a half bushels of the latter being sown lo

the acre, which is ploughed in, harrowed, and the
grass seed covered with a bush.

About twenty acres are kept in meadow, which
continue in grass from six to eight years, and the

average crop is estimated at two and a half tons

to the acre.

Of manure, seventy-five loads are made yearly,

and fifty purchased ; one ton of plaster, half a ton

of shell lime, (which is added, as indispensable,

to the compost,) and fifty bushels of ashes are

also used.
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The stock consists of two yoke of oxen, two
milch cowa, seven liogs, thirty-five Bakewell
sheep, and one horse.

The other farm is that of VVm. K. TownsencI,

of East Haven, on New Haven harhor, arid con-

sists of 43 acres of salt grass, and 118 acres o(

upland. The report of this larm, by tlie commit-
tee, we have read with sreat satisfiction, and,

did our limits admit, we should i)e glad to give it

eniire. Such a report, mere matters of lad
statement as it is, is more calculated to inspire a

tasle (or firming, than ail the fine declamation

and eloquent reasoning we ever heard or read.

As it is, we must content ourselves with a state-

ment of some of the most interesting facts.

The buildings are arranged with a strict regard

to convenience, being erected "after approved

models, and they show conclusively that much
labor may be saved by judicious arrancements,

with but trifling additional expense. For each

implement of husbandry, a special and convenient

place of deposite is also provided." The fences

throughout are good. The soil is sandy and

gravelly loam, naturally light and thin, and left in

wretched condition by its former occupant. Suc-

cessive portions have been reclaimed from this

condition, by carelui and thorough tillage, collect-

ing the stones into strong and durable lences, and

applying a heavy coating of manure. With the

exception of two fiiHds, which have not thus been

reached in the regular order, the farm has been

greatly improved. "After such improvement,

however," say the committee, " these lands are

not, as is too often the case, again reduced to their

former condition, or rendered still less productive,

by injudicious and excessive croppings, without

any return to the soil ; but by such subsequent

careful treatment, as every good farmer ought

to give his land, they are kept constantly im-

proving."

The corn crop, by measurement, has averaged

seventy bushels the acre
;
potatoes, two hundred

and fifty bushels ; rye, twenty-five bushels ; oate

(rarely raised,) forty-five bushels ; and barley,

thirty-two bushels. Great crops of pumpkins are

also obtained, by planting in large manured hills

ten leet apart each way, six or eight seeds, the

two most vigorous shoots being allowed to remain.

Three hundred double loads of manure are

annually made on the farm, of which more than

fifty are from the hog-pen. It is always applied

unfermented, except to meadows and root crops,

where compost is used. Three-fourths of a ton

of plaster are yearly spread upon the meadows
and pastures, and fifty bushels of shell lime ap-

plied to the compost heap.

Great profit has been derived from the breeding

of improved stock, consistinor of Durham cattle,

"Thin Rind" hogs, and Bakewell sheep. The
use of the revolving horse-rake in securing hay,

of the cutting box for feeding stock, and of stables

for cattle in winter, has effected a great saving.

Accurate and regular accounts of all operations

are constantly kepi, from which the following

statement is taken of cash received the past year,

over and above the consumption of a large famiVj :

Fruit, ^200
Vegetables, . . - - 60

Neat stock, ... - 1,310

Hogs and pigs, - - - - 585

Wool, 50

Milk, butter, and calves,

Rent of stock, - - - .

Gross income in 1839,
Deduct cash paid for labor and feed

of CO ws, _ _ - -

Net income in 1839, - - - ^2,936
The great profit thus secured, appears to have

resulted Irom the establishment of a well digested

system of (arminir, liiithfullv and energetically

carried out, and from the guiding of all the opera-
tions by constant and accurate accounts.

HOGS—MODE OF FEKDING.

From tlie Boston Cultivator.

Wm. Buckminsler, esq,—Sir : I send you an
account of some hogs I killed this fall, and the
manner of keeping, which you can publish if you
think deserving a place in your valuable paper.

I killed two hoL's, one sow, and six pigs, which
the sow raised ; their weights were :

One Hog, 631 lbs.

" " 566
" Sow, 509

Six pias, 1200
making 2909 lbs.

They have eat 250 bushels corn, at 60c—^150.
" " 200 " vegetables, 30c—210.

My manner of feedinor them was as follows :

From the 1st day of September to the 1st day
of March, their breakfast was raw potatoes, their

dinner raw turnips, beets or carrots ; their supper

one quart of corn each. The Isl day of March
1 filled their trough with corn and water, and
kept it so until the day I killed them. I have
a warm place for them to sleep in, and a yard
where I make my manure, 36 by 20 ft. with a
stone bottom, and have now in it, which I have
made this summer, 125 horse loads ; 1 care not

what the breed of a hog is if they will eat well,

and we do our part, and give them plenty of corn.

Six years ago I bought 20 pigs, and sold to my
neighbors all that were saleable, and they told me
I had belter knock the brains out of the rest of

them and save their keeping, but I raised as large

hogs as any of them ; I kept the breed during the

time, only shiftinir the sows twice in six years.

Last year I killed 3 hogs weighing 1500 lbs.

BENjAftiiJv Smith.
Duxbury, Ms. Dec. 13, 1840.

Our friend of Duxbury does not seem to think

highly of cooking food for hogs ; but many accu-

rate experiments have been made which show
the advantage of cooking it. No doubt many of

these are exaggerated. Horses will work quite

well on corn, provided always they have time

enough to chew and digestif. It should always

be given them in the evening when they have

time for both.

Hogs need a change of food, and whole corn

may take its turn in the change—but we must

think that well cooked food is in general far supe-

rior to that which is half cooked. To prove this

we have need only to compare heavy bread to

that which is made in the best manner.

I
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There is a difference also in breeds of animalp,

in regiirti to tiie quantity ol" food necessary lo

fatten them. We want small bones, small headc;,

and break backs, for e wine. Do we not see that

some men eat more than twice as much as others.

and yet are more lean than they I

In improving the breeds ol" animals we are

liable to one general error,—we make pets of the

selected slock and the animals are soon overgrown.
We gain nothing by rearing very large horses,

oxen, cows, or hogs. Our main object should be

lo improve their proportions. Ed. B. C.

FIRST EXPERIMENT IN BEET CULTURE—MA-
NAGEMENT OF HOGS.

For tlie Farmers' Register.

About the middle oCApril last, I was presented,

by the editor ofthe Farmers' Register, with about
two pounds of sugar beet seed, which had been
sent him with a number of other seed, for gratui-

tous distribution, by that public-spirited and enter-

prising individual, Mr. James Konaldson, of Phi-
ladelphia. Being anxious, though unprepared, to

make a small experiment in root culture, I accept-
ed the seed, and bought at the same time two
pounds of mangel wurtzel seed, which I determin-
ed also lo plant. The season being well advanced,
and all the land which had been prepared during
the winter having been either planted in corn or

sown in oats, 1 deemed it entirely too late to

plough any grass or sward land for roots, and was
at some loss to know what to do with the seed.

I at last determined to take a piece of ground
which was planted in multicaulis the preceding
year, and which was left in a very clean state.

Previously to the multicaulis crop, this land, a light

sandy loam, would have produced not more than
25 bushels of corn to the acre, and after that crop
1 think nmch less, as I conceive the multicaulis to

be a great exhauster. Under these circuaistances,
some of my friends prophesied that my land was
entirely too thin lor roots, and that planted in beets
it would bring nothing. I was, however, not deter-
red from the trial, as I conceived it the best 1

could do.

I first ploughed the land seven or eight inches
deep. Spread over it a heavy dressing of unfer-
mented farm pen manure, mixed with some stable
and also some hog pen manure. The manure,
though 1 picked for the finest the pen would yield,
was still very coarse ; and would have been pro-
nounced entirely too much so lor root culture. I

again ploughed to cover the manure and laid off
my rows with a marker three leel apart. The
land was well pulverized by the second plough-
ing, and the manure well incorporated with the
soil. Some of the rows were ridged before mark-
ing off; but in the result [ cannot perceive that the
ridging was at all beneficial. On the 14th of April
I planted the seed, after soaking them (i-om twelve
to Ibriy-eight hours. Those soaked longest came
up quickest and best. I am inclined to think they
would not be injured by soaking seventy-two
hours, and would prefer that time to any less than
forty-eight. The seeds after soaking were rolled
in a little dry slaked lime, merely to enable the
planters to handle them more readily. They were
then dropped by hand, for I had ao drilling ma-

chine, two to four eeedri in the row, at intervals

from six lo eight inches.

On the lOih of May the beeis began to show
very prettily throughout ihe whole row. On the
21st of same month thinned to six or eight inches
apart, and set out in missing [)laccp, the day being
rainy. A lew days afierwurds the fiisl hoe weed-
ing given. First day of June the first ploughing
was given, and I thought the beets promised
badly. A second weeding was given on the 23d
June, and by the middle of July they looked very
promising. This was all the work given them,
viz., one ploughing with the common trowel hoe
plough, and two hoe weedings. 1 did intend
giving another ploughing, and the land was foul

enough to demand it, but on attempting it the
tops of the b'^ets were so flourishing, and at the
same time so brittle, that the horse did more da-
mage by breaking them off than I conceived he
did good. On ihe lOih of August the beets seem-
ed to mc to have reached their prime, and I com-
menced boiling them lor my hogs. On the above
land, and with the above labor, (land and labor
both insufficient for a first rate crop of corn) I have
made a very pretty crop of beets, the stand being
pretty good, and many of the roots weighing
twelve pounds, 1 do not wish, in giving the de-
tails of my own trial, to be understood as advo-
cating poor land and little work lor beet culture

j

but only to show how easy and sure the culture isj

and how very successful it would be in good land
and with good culture. On no account would f

hereafter be without my patch of beets.

I also sowed a pound or two of carrot seed, un-
der exactly the same circumstances, and in the
same land, but the return was very far inferior lo
the beets. I have no hesitation in saying that the
beets yielded more food lor my hogs llian any
thing else I could have put on the same land.

I also for the first lime tried the ruia haga. One
patch, sowed July 10, previously cow-penned,
deeply ploughed and heavily dressed with ashes
and scrapings from the negro quarters, did well.
The stand was good and roots large. I am satis-
fied they would have done belter had I sown ear-
lier, say June 28th. Another patch sown a very few
days alter the first produced nothing. A dry" spell
happened to come on and Ihe seed were a long
time vegetating , and, when they did come up^
the young plants were all destroyed by the fly.

In common with many of my neighbors 1 am
trying to throw off the heavy burthen of annual
tax which we have been so long paying lo our
western farmers for pork and beefj and am now
attempting to raise my hogs by grazing and sty-
Iceding. I have an undoubted grazingl)reed, and
the only difficulty I have had is the frequent inju-
ries done to the hogs by the little negroes attend-
ing them. My plan, or rather the plan 1 aim at,
is to have my pigs born twice a year, viz., ihe
first litter about the first of March, and the second
about the first of September. In the latter case my
object is for such growth to be attained by the pigs
before winter as will enable them to stand the cold.
Pigs of both litters are killed the following De-
cember 12 months, being respectively 15 and 20
months old. The pigs of ihe fall litters I find do
not stand being kept in sties during the following
winter. I have constructed a email wood range
for them, inclosing a running stream of water.
In Ihia lot they pass the winter, being confined
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every night in warm and comfortable pens at the

house ol my hog-minder. All my other hogs,

viz. : sows and store pigs of the springs h'.ters are

kept in sties at ihe larm-yard. Tiieir pens are

regularly hitered and cleaned out once a week.

1 litter with leaves from the woods when I can

get them dry, and with straw, wlien I cannot.

As to food, I aim at the (bilovving plan. As
soon as the clover is sufficiently started 1 turn all

my hogs in it. They remain on the clover till

wheat is cut. They then glean the wheat and

oat fields until all tlie grain is well picked up. My
hogs never fail to improve very last on the clo-

ver and wheal fields. By the time the wheat
and oat fields are well gleaned, cimblins will be

ready lor them. Cimblins will last till pumpkins
come to hand. At the same time that pumpkins
are ready, beets may also be boiled and will make
a most excellent wash mixed with a little bran or

hominy. Wash made of beets, carrots, parsnip

and ruta-baga, together with a little grain, euch

as tail-ends li-om wheat and short (or " refuse")

corn, I look to (or carrying them up to clover time

again. iMy fattening hoirs I teed liberally with

short corn for 4 weeks before killing, if I have it,

and if not, with good corn. This year I liave fat-

tened GOUO wt. of pork without resorting to good
corn.

If Ihe above crude remarks induce a single farm-

er to make a crop of roots, I shall be more than

compensated lor the short lime they occupied.

A LOWLAKDER.

MANURES AND THEIR APPLICATION.

From tlic Boston Cultivator.

Flesh of all kinds is strong and valuable ma-
nure— il operates rapidly when buried in the field,

and in the compost heap it contributes more rich-

ness than almost any substance which wc are in

the habit of using. All kinds of oil, fat. blood

and offal of animals are exceedingly powerful,

and none of these should be lost. At this season

of the year, when farmers kill their hogs and

cattle, this offal, &c. should all be covered in ihe

compost heap. Hogs' bristles, hair, tanners'

waste, and shavings may often be collected in

great quantities.

Fish were formerly used in many places near

the seacoast lor manure, but the practice is now
discontinued—twoalewives were placed in acorn
or a potato hill, and nothing else was applied. In

a course of years it was discovered that this ma-
nuring impoverished the soil, and some thought it

broueht a curse upon it on account of the misap-

plication of what was providentially intended for

food.

The truth is, a small mess of manure of any
kind put in the hill only, for the raising of exhaust-

ing crops, will impoverish all kinds of soil, for it

creates a greater draft in the roots where it is ap-

plied, and shoots them out in search of food in

places not artificially supplied with enriching

matter—a rank growth of stalks in the hill requir-

ing more to nourisli them than a small growth.

Had these fish been put in the compost heap and
then spread over the ground and covered, the

effect would have been different.

We see the powerful eflfect of matters of an

oily nature when we witness the operation of
wool waste on grass lands. No animal manure,
or excrement of animals, is known to be half equal
toil. It is true some animal manure is usually

found in wool waste, but the exiraordinary effects

of this manure must be principally owing to Ihe

animal oil in the wool. Large quantities of this

matter may be found at woollen and carpet facto-

ries, and farmers who can will do well to procure

it at considerable cost. It should always be put

into the compost heap and mixed with sand or

loam before it is carted on to the mowing land.

Horse stable manure.—We rank this next to

oil, fat flesh of different kinds, and offal. No
manure will hold on longer than tliis, and when
il is properly managed there is no difficulty in

bringing it to operate early. Yet in many places

horse manure is not highly valued. The reason

of this is it is either suffered to lie in a heap and
to heat too much, turning white like the ashea
of walnut wood after all ihe substance is con-

sumed—or it is suffered to lie scattered abroad
until its goodness has nearly all evaporated.

We have known many farmers who were very

careful to make the most of their hog manure,
yet I hey would have less than two cart loads an-

nually from the horse stable. When this manure
is thrown out of ihe stable it should be imme-
diately mixed with something that requires to be

heated. Peat much, soil of almost any kind may
be used ; ihese will keep the horse manure from

heating too much and washing away. But a still

better mode is to keep the horse standing on his

manure. This cannot be practised in large tavern

stables, but in most private establishments there is

no diflir.uliy in it ; and both in winter and summer
a horse may be kept much more comfortable than

in any other manner.
The horse stable should have no floor—and

where the ground will admit of it the horse should

be kept in the barn cellar, or where he may be

partially under ground. Here he is warmer in

winter and cooler in summer than when he is

whol^ above ground ; ihe flies pester him less

—

they will not trouble him in the least if the stable

is darkened, as it may be—without a floor, he

stands on his manure, well covered daily with

litter—and here his hoofs are never known to

crack, and the horse never becomes lame on ac-

count of fever in his feet, arising from the dryness

of a floor. Here also the horse lies at his ease

and rests his bones.

But this is not all—his manure is more than six

times as valuable as when he is kept in the com-
mon way, for fifteen loads of the best kind may be

made each year from a single horse. Il is very

fashionable to speak of the quantity that may be

made from hogs, but many seem not lo consider

how much may be made from other animals. In

this mode only do we save all the urine of the

horse ; and this contributes to keep the whole from

burning; and while the horse stands on it there

is no danger of losing its virtues—we can keep it

till we want to use it. As soon as we overhaul

this heap or throw it out, we must watch it, and

not let it heat too much.
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CALVES RUNNING WITH COWS.

A wriler in the Farmers' Cabinet saj's—" My
experience extends to many hundred cases, lor

upon the hills ol' JSootlaml it is the universal prac-
tice to permit the calves to remain with their dams
durin<r the summer, hut such are never known or

expected to make superior cows Ibr tlic dairy, and
lijr this reason.
" J)epend upon it, to make a deep milker, the

bag must be periodically distended, antl those wlio

suppose that to allow ilie calves to remain v/ith

their dams through the summer would be to the

injury of" the cows, liave not come to that conclu-

sion without ' reason or evidence.' Besides, does
not the writer in a measure admit the possibility

of the case, when he thinks it possible that the

cows, under such treatment, might grow fat ?— as

they assuredly will— it is not often that cows,
when kept to the pail, are troubled with this incon-

venience." Lothian.

A COmPARISON OF THE DIFFERENT BREEDS
OF SHEEP.

From tlie Western Fanner and Gardener.

In the western states, where land is, of course,

not so valuable as in the east, the Bakewell breed
of sheep, although of a more tender constitution

than the Southdown and Cotsvvold, and of coarser

and smaller fleece, may be advantageously kept

ibr their wool, notwithstanding its quality is rather

coarse ; it appears, however, Irom all the informa-
tion on this subject, (the comparative value of the
breeds ol' sheep,) that the Southdown and Cots-
wold, are much hardier, better nurses of their

lambs, and require less attention through our
winter, and will live on shorter pasture in summer.
The Merino and Saxon sheep have often too much
the same objection as the Bakewell ; they are of
rather weakly constitutions, and not very good \n,

rearing their lambs. Some of the Southdown
wool is pretty fine and makes good cloth ; the
mutton is, perhaps, superior to all other kinds,

(excepting some ol" the small Welsh breeds,)

their constitutions are very vigorous and etrooij,

and they will make a living in any situation. The
Cotswold are equally hardy, but want richer keep
than the Southdown, their fleeces weigh heavy,
and their quarters have been known to reach SO
pounds in England. Some of the Southdown
and Cotsvvold lambs have weighed, at six months
old, 60 pounds, and when full grown 240 pounds.
It seems, amongst many other "hard cases" in

agricultural efforts (Ijr improvement among farm-
ers, very difficult to convince people of the be-

nefit they derive from having good slock. They
complain too much of the first cost, without con-
sidering that in two or three years there is a fair

prospect of not only seeing their money back
aeain, but probably ten times as much more.
We do not wish to advise farmers to go beyond
their means on much uncertainty, but we do say,
that twenty dollars laid out for the best breed of
pigs, and fifty to one hundred dollars (or sheep,
or one hundred to two hundred dollars towards
improving their cattle, will, with proper manage-
ment and attention to the sale of their produce,
pay a handsome profit at the end of a tew year?,

Vol. IX.-4

besides supplying superior articles at cheaper
keep (on account of the fattening properties of the
best breeds) (or domestic use, and enjoyment of
both sight and taste. We subjoin, in the first

place, a comparative statement of the value of
the difl'erunt breeds of sheep.

Saxon iamb 6 months old, weighing 18 pounds
at 6 cents, gl 08

JNIerino lamb do .do 20 1 20
Bakewell do do 30 1 80
Cotswold do do 60 3 60
Southdown do do 50 3 00

In the second place, their wool

Saxon fleece weighing 3 lbs. at 40 cents $1 20
Merino do 3 31 93
Bakewell do 5 20 1 00
Cotswold do 10 25 2 50
Southdown do 5 31 1 65

Of course this is rating the best breed of sheep
at the price of the common kind, which cannot be
for a long time to come. These animals are now
worth about twenty dollars each at least.

In the third place we give a comparative state-

ment of the value of sheep when full grown ;

—

Saxon sheep weighing 50 lbs. at 4 cents §2 00
Merino do GO 4 2 40
Bakewell do 110 4 4 40
Southdown do 240 4 9 60

DOMESTIC ANIMALS—THEIR DISEASES AND
FOOD,

For tlie Farmers' Register.

Reason would say to us that no iarmer should

be without horses, cows, hogs, and sheep. If the

question be asked, which of those animals could,

with most propriety, be dispensed with, perhaps it

would be ditlerenlly answered by difi'erent persons.

Althougla the horse is very valuable, yet we could

use oxen, and dispense with him. Although the

hog yields the greater portion of our meat, yet we
could dispense with him. Although the cow
yields us meat, milk, butter, and leather, yet we
could (though illy) dispense with her. Although
the ox yields us labor, meat, and leather, yet we
could dig with the hoe and spade, and (though
illy) dispense with him. But tlie sheeji yields us
meat for sustenance, and wool and leather for

comfort, and how can we dispense with liim 1

After an understanding that each (ijrmer is to

depend on his own resources, (and this is the true

principle,) if the question be asked me, which of
those animals 1 would first relinquish? I would
answer the hoiz;—second the horse

—

third the cow
—and lastly, the sheep. I can make bread with-
out the horse or ox ; lean subsist witliout bacon
or beef, but the sheep affords me both meat and
clothing ; therefore, with a single choice, give ma
the sheep; but, as above remarked, I think that no
liirmer should be satisfied with less than all. But
as there are exceptions to many general rules, so
with this; for markets afl'ect localities, and locali-

ties affect health—consequently, the circumspect
farmer will adapt his business to his situation, and
depend on barter to supply his wants, always re-

membering that this bartering is a consumption of

time, consequently costly.
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Ae to the breedinnr of horses, I profess to know
very little about it ; therefore, will dismiss the sub-

ject with a single remark, that a small horse is

very nearly worthless on a larm. Tlie only dreaded

maladies amongst our horses arc grubs and cholio
;

both of which, I have never failed to cure, by

drenching with a decoction of white walnut bark.

As to the proper food lor a horse, 1 believe there

is noiliing equal to the old Virginia plan of corn

and fodder.

Although I am a breeder of cattle on a small

scale, and have some blooded animals, yet I shall

hazard no remarks on the subject; only this I say,

a small cow is almost as worthless as a small

horse. I dread no disease of my cattle but hol-

low-belly and hollow-horn ; the first of which I

cure by feeding, and the second, by simply boring

into the horn, underneath. So soon as a cow's

eyes begin to appear dr}' and sunken, he or she

should be caught, and the horn bored— if pure

blood appear, stop boring that horn, for no disease

is there—next bore the other horn. But one who
is experienced can judge of the hollow-horn, either

by striking or feeling. It may be well, in this dis-

ease, to apply a very small portion of spirits of

turpentine, or a larger portion of any kind of oil

to the exterior; but nothing should be applied to

the interior of the horn. To rid cattle of lice, I

cast salt profusely on their bodies during the whole

time of their yarding, remembering to avoid the

practice on a cold day. The salt not only destroys

the vermin, but causes the cattle to be kindly

affected. As to the food of cattle, I know from

experience that the old Virginia fashion is mur-

derous. Straw cannot be depended on; corn

shucks (husks) are very good, but they are not in

sufficient abundance ; hay is badly wanting, and

cabbage and roots would be extra.

Hogs are next in order, and I profess to know
Bomething about them. The first hogs I ever

owned were the old English, and as they cost

more than they came to, I got rid of them. I next

Bought after, and obtained the most chumpy wood
hog to be had ; for in those days there were no

blooded hogs amongst us, except the China, and

they were considered too email. 'I'hese I conti-

nued, with some improvement, to propagate for

more than twenty years, and finding that th.ey, as

well as they old English, cost more than they were
worth, [ should long since have abandoned breed-

ing the hoa, had not native pride forbade it. I next

crossed these from a Barniiz boar, by which im-

provement! was enabled to balance thehog account

at the end of the year, I next obtained a Mackey
BOW, the progeny of which was no improvement.

I finally tried a cross of Berkshire and Bedford,

Berkshire and Barnitz, and Berkshire and Mackey,
all of which are good; but the stride in improve-

ment is in the order in which their names stand.

Being satisfied that there is no profit in breeding

the best woods' hog in our country, I have killed

and sold all such, nor could 1 be induced to accept

of one as a present. When our country was full

of weeds and wild roots, the woods' hog answered
our purpose ; but now, when our reliance is wholly

on our fields, away with the long leg, long nose,

equealing woods' hog, and give me the short leg,

chort nose, lazy, grunting hog ; then I have no
creeping through llences, no running away, no lice,

no measles, no worms.
jV!y hoga are good, not fine ; but in one more

year I hope to compete with any honest Yankee.
I have a lot of pigs, now six and a half months old,

which would weigh on an average, about 90
pounds net, which are intended for poikers about
the first day of next March, when ihev will be
nine months old, and will weigh about 140 pounds.
They were injured by weaning when very young,
for the purpose of bringing my sows to breeding
at a specified lime, otherwise they would be
larcer. My sows have |)i^s now about three

weeks old, which are intended (or pork when about
twelve months old, and are then expected to weigh
about 250 pounds.
The first pigs ai)ove mentioned, were fed from

the 20[h day of May fill November, on cabbage,
and a small portion of inferior rye meal, and could
not have been called [I'at] till lately, nor would a
judce now call them so.

The young pigs, with their mothers, are fed

with rye meal, with a email portion of corn occa-
sionally. My fattening hoiis, to be killed in the
winter, are led first with corn, cut up at the roots,

so soon as the hog may be enabled from the ma-
turity of the grain to gather it. The vvhole plant

is cast into the pen, and after (he grain, nearly all

the plant is eaten. In addition to this, they have
a daily, though moderate allowance, of either cim-
blins, pum[)kins, cabbages or beets, and a goodly
supply of weeds and grass. The lousy and
wormy cabbage and beets are first, and, perhaps,
only used in this way, and the weeds and grass

are both food and manure. When I begin to cut

up my corn, for the purpose of sowing small grain,

my rule is to first pick, and stack only such ae
have ears; after which, the barren stalks are
gathered for the hogs and horses. From this pe-

riod I discominue casting the whole plant to the

hog. When the barren stalks are examined, they
will be found to contain a much greater portion of
saccharine matter than those which have yielded

grain— hence, my preference in their use. As to

the relative value of the secondary vegetables for

feeding of hogs, with my present experience, I

would prefiir the cabbage ; though it may be pro-

per for me to remark, that my feeding with car-

rots and parsnips are very limited, and that per-

haps I should have excepted the artichoke. But
in some localities the cabbage cannot be raised to

advantage ; whereas, the beet and artichoke seem
to be adapted to every climate, and nearly every

soil. Cimblins and pumpkins are a general failure

with me. This year I raised a small lot of Jeru-
salem artichokes, which my pigs are fond of root-

ing after ; but as to their value I cannot speak,

though not doubting it, I have secured a sufficiency

to plant an acre next spring.

To rid my hogs of lice, I cast ashes on them
when they (the hogs) are wet. For manse, I

use oil, or any kind of grease. For worms, I give
ashes and charcoal; without which precaution,

my hogs of the old stock have sometimes been
disgustingly wormy, but with their use not a worm
is to be seen. Of late years I have no measles
on my hogs, and I attribute its disappearance also

to the use of ashes, of which the hog at intervals

will freely eat, without compulsion. It is but very
seldom that we have any malady amongst the

hogs of this region, except those above mentioned.
In concluding this subject, I would remark that

there are a good many blooded hogs in this sec-

tion of country, but as they have been run down
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by breeding in and in, the people have been dis-

couraged, and 1 (ear it will take years to regain

confidence.

Lastly, I speak of sheep. I Iiave been ac-

quainted with sheep all my lile, and have, except

one or two years, owned and raised them since I

was twenty two years old, (say 28 years.) The
start of my flock wiis the common lon^ legged,

jumping, bleating, hairy sheep. These cost me
but little money, to be sure, but they cost me much
trouble and vexation ; consequently, truly can I

say, " it was great cry and little wool," ay, and
meat too. I next got a cross with Merino, which
was some improvement. I next purchased a

Bakewell buck, wiih which cross I have a good
Rock. I finally have the Lincoln?, with which I

am highly pleased ; and now away with the

scrubs for me. I keep a flock of 200 to 400, and

as my experience and provender may increase, I

propose an increase of numbers. I am much
laughed at by the majority of my neighbors lor

purchasing sheep at $30 to 60, but my pride is

gratified when I notice those very scofTers stop-

ping anon, and gazing with admiration at my
flock. Those blooded animals are short legged,

quiet, greas}^, woolly sheep—no jumping over

fences, no running away, no fuss. JVIy flock is

grazed on fields amongst the mountains, thrnufjh

the grazintj season, and brought home for winter-

ing. When at home, they go at large in all open
weather through the winter, but are confined when
the weather is disaixreeable, with the exception of

ewes with young lambs, and about to yean. I

have lately completed a close plank enclosure of
about half an acre, with good and sufficien' shelt-

ers fcr my flock. My fattening wethers are now
in this enclosure, but will shortly be removed to 1

anoiher, and my ewes and last spring's lambs
placed therein. There will be small apartments
within this enclosure for the accommodation of!

ewes with youns lambs, and about to yean.
The flock will be fed wiih hay and sheaf oats,

and the ewes with young lambs will have the ad-
dition of beets, cabbages, and turnips.

It is complete folly for any one to attempt the

raising of stock without attending to them, and
particularly so as regards sheep. Clear them ofticks,

lice, and worms, and no stock can equal them in

profit. It is all-important that the flock should be
attended daily through the summer season, par-

ticularly th-rough the heat of day, /or the purpose
of keeping them in a clean shade, otherwise they
will lie amonfjst their own filth, crea'ly to their

detriment, in damp warm weather the sheep
need salt ; at other times I would not say they

require it. Weeds are not proper food for sheep,

for they scour ; but the finer grasses and brouse

are their natural food, consequently, mostsraleful
and fattening. When confined, my flock have
pine at will, 1 dock the tails of my sheep, and
mark the ewes and wethers differently, so that at

any time I can lay my hand on the wanted ani-

mal. Ewes that are well fed, will rarely disown
their lambs, unless they have twins; neverthe-
less, as a precaution, as they are about to yean,
each, or two or three together, should be put into a

cot until their lambs are a few days old, when they
can tramp about and distinguish their mothers.
There are only two diseases common to sheep

in this region, to wit: rot and worms. For the

rot I know of no cure, and have to rely on books

for preventives; nor do I believe that the rot ia

so common amongst us as imagined, for (he worm
in the head creates a distemper, the .external ap-
pearance of which is very similar to the rot.

For the worm in the head I give tobacco snuff.

By casting the snuff into a trough, and sprinkling

salt thereon, the sheep in a scuffle, each for hia

share, inhale a portion into the nostrils and swallow
the balance, which I am persuaded not only ex-
pels the worms in the head, but has a goodly effect

on the bowels. The grower of tobacco should

never fail to put his sheep on his sucker field ; for

the experience of my lili?, and that of others, proves

the practice to be highly beneficial.

I have, during my lile, seen only two cases of
reeling sickness, and never a case of eiiher foot

rot or pox, or any other disease to do a serious

damage, besides those above specified.

Perhaps the greatest evil attending our sheep,
is the tick, (or large louse,) besides which, they
are sometimes troubled with the louse proper,

which is very small. For the destruction of those

vermin, I have used a compound of train oil and
tar; but this, although effectual, is filthy to both
man and beast. I have tried the Yankee plan, of
plunging the sheep into a vat, or trough of soap
suds, and find its use cheaper, more expeditious,

and more effectual than the oil and tar. The pro-

per time for this operation at shearing. The
lambs are then hardy, and before the clipped sheep
is untied, immerse his whole body back-lbremost

in the suds. Economy will suggest the propriety

of placing a large piece of bark (lor vvhich purpose

poplar is best,) on the end of the trough or vat, for

the purpose of casting back the drainage for further

use.

When once a flock is clearly rid of those ver-

min, I suppose if impossible that they can regain

them, except suffered to mingle with a lousy race
;

consequently, economy would further suggest the

propriety of destroying them in toto as soon as

practicable. And furthermore, it would be proper

to remember, when a sheej) may be brought in

from anoiher flock, to have him thoroughly purged
before his introduction. Finally, if an estray scrub

should get into your flock, and you cannot quickly

or conveniently get him out, shoot, and pay for

him. Z. Dbummond.
j/mlierst, Dec. I5ih, 1840.

THE farmer's wealth.

l-'or tlie Farmers' Register.

Being diseased aud confined to my room, and
having read till satiated, I propose writins for your

agricultural paper. I know not altogether what
my subject may be, but this I know, that al-

! hough confined in my hive, I am not content, like

the drone, to eat idle bread. And allhougli I may
not be able to reach (ar enouiih to gather genuine

honey, yet, fir, 1 have lived long enough to know,

that the ingenious bee can extract some honey out

of the coarsest material, and that coarse material,

my fellows are welcome to. Indeed, sir, do I not

write many scraps lor you, when not confined, and

are you not kind enough to insert them 1 What,
sir ! does the farmer only live to dig, and eat, and

sleep, and die, and be remembered no more 1 II aa

he no eelf-pride, no national pride, no charity 7 Has
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he learned nothing by observation, and profiled

nothing Crom the experience of others ; and shall

he die without attenipiins; remuneration? JMany
farmers consider themselves independent of their

fellows; " The3Muiovv enough about iheir busi-

ness, and ask no favors." They pratile as Ioud!y

as pet geese, and I wish I had the means of let-

ting them linow that they have no more brains.

The most enlightened liirmer is yet comparatively

ignorant of his business as a science ; and untiJ

scientifically prosecuted there can be no comfort-

able profit. It is true, that many farmers do, by
dint of hard licks, ij^ather up a fortune; "but
when they die, they know not whether ihey leave

it (o a wise man, or a fool." When the farmers

as a body shall become convinced that they are

not mere drudges, and their olBcial duties more
than simple clod-knocking ; and that /or the sake

of health and weath, every art and science can,

and should be brought to their aid—then, and then

only, shall they and the nation prosper. I con-
tinually remember your motto, JVlr. Editor:
" that whosoever could make two ears of corn
to grow where only one grew belbre," &o., but,

sir, the process by which the double crop is pro-

duced must be promulgated, and then truly the

author "deserves better ol his country than all

the race of politicians put together."

But whither am I wandering? When I took
my pen, it was with the intention of writing on
the subject of domestic animals ; but now I doubt
whether I shall at all touch the subject, yet, I be-

Beech you bear wiih me, and I know you v^ill,

v.rhcn I solemnly declare that my intentions are
honest and charitable.

I spoke a short space back, of wealih, and now
let us inquire what consiitutes the farmer's

wealth? 1 wish I had the power of indelibly

imprinting in the farmer's mind, the (^uery.

What constitutes the farmer's wealth? Reflect
farmer; investigate the subject, lor investigation
leads to understanding; and when this matter is

understood, all will be plain sailing. Yes, although
the winds may blow anon, and the waves toss us
from the direct course, yet knowing the situation

of the breakers, we shall finally arrive sufi-ly in

port.

What constitutes the farmer's weath? My
dear sir, this subject is too deep for me, but let me
try it.

Does money constitute the farmer's wealth ?
Oh no; money is only the representative of pro-
perty ; I can neither eat, drink, nor wear it. It

will not manure my grounds, neither is it medicine.
Is it waste or poor lands, which constiiule the

farmer's wealth? Oh no; these like the money
are unprofitable in any hands. It is true that the
stock of money may be improved by lendin.? it to

others on usury ; so likewise can the wasle and
poor lands be improved by a loan. If I lend to

my neighbor, I may lose, although I take security
;

but if I tend to my laud, I am certain, with pro-
fier demeanor on my part, to get back in due time
both principal and interest.

Is it slavey which constitute the farmer's
wealth? Oh no ; tor although these constitute
a portion of the bone and sinew of the coimtry,
yet there is no dependence in them ; they must be
ordered, lullowed, and with few exceptions driven,
and sometimes whipped. In early days, when
the forests were to be felled, and the ground tilled

with the coulter and hand hoe, slaves were valu-

able ; but now the scene is chanared ; the lands

are fenced, the s;ump3 gone, the grounds become
compact by the combined operations of sun, wind,

and ihe tramping of animals ; and consequently

a neat and scientific culture must be adopted, or

there is no profit. Our slaves are ignorant, which
is one great barrier to improvement ; but the

Erreatest is their lack of interest in their labors.

Where there is no interest, there is neither indus-

try, nor economy : and where these are wanting
all is misery. Be not uneasy, reader, 1 am a slave-

holder, and intend to hold on to them ; (or I am
persuaded that until a general emancipation I

can do no better.

Is it race horses or whisky? Oh no; these

are always a curse in the hands of the farmer.

Is it trading? Oh no ; remember the old adage
of too many irons in the fire ; a speculator cannot
be a farmer, nor vice versa.

Is it a number of bony horses, cows, and pigs?
Oh no ; misery on the animals, and misery on
their owner.

In what does the farmers' wealth consist? f

presume that it consists of strength of mind,

strensth of body, education, industry, economy,
rich lands, high fences, .stout horses, fat cows,
hogs, and sheep, a snug house, and a tidy wife.

Just as I expected, my paper is out, and I have
not touched the intended subject, but I trust that

this is not my last.

MoUJVTAINKEn.
Amherst, Dec. 1840.

SOWING GRASS SEKD THICK AND EVEIV, NOT
THIN Ar»:D IKREGULAR, I.S THK TRUE IN-
TEREST.

From tlic Farmers' Cabinet.

One of the most frequent errors in agricultural

operations, is sowing grass seeds too thin and un-
evenly

;
great is the loss in either case, while

nothing is easier than to remedy both. In the

spring of 1838, clover-seed was very scarce and
dear ; some sowed none, and others scattered it

as thin as possible over the ground, and the effects

of this proceeding have been visited with great

severity on the delinquents. There has been a
deficiency of hay and pasture, a thin, bare sod

to plouah down ; the n)anure heap has shrunk in

its dimensions for want of provender, and the sub-

sequent crops have been proportionably starved

and diminished. This season clover seed is very
abundant, cheap and of good quality, and it might
be well for the provident to lay in a store against

a season of scarcity and high prices, and this may
readily be accomplished by putting it in a tight,

dry cask, through the bung-hole, and bunging it

up and keeping it in a dry place where it is be-

lieved it wiii remain sood for several years to

come. Clover should be one of the grasses sown,
but other seeds should always accompany it, as

there is a larger crop where several kinds of
ijrasses are grown together, sometimes the sea-

son being favorable to one and not to another.

Many farmers begin to think it more profitable

to raise orchard grass than timothy, where selling

of hay is not intended, as it furnishes more pas-

ture, both early, and late, end is equally good, if
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not better, for home use as hay. Timothy hears

a lii<i:her price in ihe marker than other kinds oC

hay, anil ihe reason probably i«^, that lioi'ses eat

le.t^s ol it in a given space ol' time, as it is a good
deal of work lo chew it; hence, tavern-keeper:?

uniformly preleritj being for them more eeononii-

cul. P. i).

DABIP STABLES.

From the Fainicis' Cabinet.

vicliona, I should be glad of the opportunity fo

present yonr readers wiih what he advances on
the subject, if it meets vviih your approbaiion

;

and am your constant reader, JM.

"A damp stable produces more evil than a
damp house : it is there we expect to fuid liorses

with bad eyes, couglis, greasy heels, swelled legp,

mange, and a long, rough, dry, siaring coat,

which no grooming can cure. The French attri-

bute glanders and the faicy to a hun)id atmo-
sphere, and it is a fact that in a damp siluaiinn we
find these diseases most prevalent: when horses

Sir .-—When [ came to the farm which I now i are first lodged in a damp stable, they soon show
hold by purchase, I (bond the stables built under how much they ft el the change; they become
large trees and near a spring of water, with a LlnH, languid and feeble, the coat stares, they
northern aspect; my horses were soon in poor

[ refuse to Teed, and at last work they cut their legs
condition, with long and rough coats, and almost

always lax in the bowels, nor could I get them

up by extra food or lighter work; but my cows
suffered most, for they were always sick ; their

milk fell off, and their butter was poor and of a

bad color and taste, and four of them slipped their

calves before their time : when the spring came,
they left their winter quarters in a worse state

than I had ever seen them, and two of tiiem died

from the scours on going to pasture. On inquir}',

I Ibund that the tenant who had left, had always
been, what the neighbors termed, unfortunate in

his horses and cattle, and from that cause, more
than any other, he had not been able to make
both ends meet. The truth flashed upon me in

an instant, and in a very little time longer than it

has taken mo to tell you my story, 1 had com

m spite of all care to prevent them: tins arises

from weakness ; and while some of the horses

catch cold, others are attacked by inflammation of
the throat, the lungs or the eyes; most of them
lose flesh rapidly, and the chantre produces m.ost

mischief when it is made in the winter season.

Horses in constant and laborious employment
must have good lodgings and kind treatment ; but
where the stables are bad, the management is

seldom good, and it is no exaggeration to say, that
hundreds ol' valuable horses are destroyed every
year by the coiubined influence of bad stables and
bad manacrement. And althouffh excessive toil

and bad food have much to do in the work of
destruction, every hostile agent operates with most
Ibrce where Ihe stables are of the worst kind.

Stables should always be erected on dry ground
menced pulling down the stable, the unhealthi-

}

or that which will admit of perfect draining, with
ness of which had been, I was convinced, the. the surface a little sloping. Stables built in a
cause of all the evil and all the loss, and it was hollow or on marshy land are always damp, and
not more than two days before there was not left when the (bundaiions are sunk in clay, no drain
one stone upon another of the whole fabric. I

now set to work and erected another on higher

ground, removed from water and clear from the

shade of trees, with a south-east aspect and dry

capacious yard ; and from that day I have had
neither sickness nor sorrow in my out door house

ing can keep the walls dry; the dampness will

follow up the walls from the deepest foimda'ion.
!t is true that damp stables may be rendered less

uncomfortable by strewing the f]oor with sand or

sawdust, and, in some cases, a stove-pipe miorht
he made to pass through the stable near the floor,

hold; my horses live on less food, are always hut such stables are liable to frequent and crreai
sleek and in good working condition, and my cows alternations of temperature at every chantre^of the
are a credit to their keep; our butter brines two

j
si^te of the atmosphere. Some of the means

cents a pound more in the market, and for the last
! usually employed against dampness in dwellin?

year our sales are more than doubled from the i houses mi^ht " be adopted in the construction of
same number af cows, and the same pasturage ;

' stables, so as fo prevent the walls from absorbing
and no more premature calves. Instead of water
ing my cattle, as heretofore, at the spring under
the trees—the water cold, with a deadly taste and
bad color— I sunk a well and put in a pump, and
at a long trough in the yard for the summer, and
another under shelter lor the win'pr, my cattle

slake their thirst, without setting vp their coats as
they always used to do after drinking at the hole
under the trees; even when the weather was
warm, they were accustomed lo shake all over as
though they were in a fil of the ague, after drink

the moisture of the soil, such as a foundation of
whiristone to the surface of tlie ground, covered
with a coat of Roman cement or a sheet of lead

;

or the fiiundation may be sunk so low as to admit
of its being laid in coal dust or other substance
which does not absiirb water; and, although pre-
cautions of ihis kind may sometimes prove saluta-
rv, they ought not to be trtisted to where a dry,
aiiy, healthy situation can be obtained ; frequently
whitewashing the walls with lime seems to have
an influence in removing moisture and keeping

mg their fill of this water ; and to this, with the
j

them drv. The owner of a damp and uncom'forl-
bad aspect of the stables, I attribute all the sick-

j

able stable often wonders why so many of his
'lorses catch coll; "there are always some ofness and misery which I have- experienced

amongst my cattle and horses.
I have been induced to tell you the above, by

reading in a valuable English work, called "Sta-
ble Economy," some observalions which would
go to show that the writer, like myself, had enjoyed
the experience of the trutli of what he so well "de-

scribes
; and as they fully corroborate all n)y con-

them coughintT." Now, if he were to make that
stable his abode for four-and-tweniy hours, he
would have but little to wonder at. Large stables
are objectionable, and have nothing lo recommend
them but cheapness in the erection, so that when
it is more important to have a cheap than a
healthy stable, a large one may be indulged in

;
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the saving in the end, however, may eventually
prove a loss, if the builder of (he stable be the
owner of the horses. A very larcre stable cannot
easily be ventilated ; it rerjuiree a lofty roof to give
any degree of purity, and contagious diseases
once introduced into such, spread rapidly and do
extensive mischief before they can be checked."

REMARKS ON GREENSWARD, ORCHARD GRASS,
AND OTHER GRASSES.

For tlie Farmers' Register.

Since I became a farmer, my observation has
brought me to llie conclusion, that many lands on
the Eastern Shore were well adapted to grazing.
The diminution of our black population, by the
purchases of the south-western speculators, and
the fear of being sold, which has occasioned many
a poor fellow to fly to the free states, has produced
with us a serious want of labor, which, as (ar as
it has been tried, has not been well supplied by the
Germans who have come into this part of the
country. Before they suit us, and we suit them,
we must come down a little more to the practical

habits of liberty and equality. IMy views have
led me to inquire into the different species of
grass which grow in the different regions of our
extensive country; and I was much pleased with
the paper of Mr. Stevenson on the blue grass of
Kentucky, of which I had heard, but of which I

had very imperfect information. Mr. Stevenson
sugiiests that the greensward grass, or yard grass
of Virginia, is the blue grass of Kentucky. In
the same siiuaiinns, we have the same grass. By
referring to the 7lh volume of the Farmers' Re-
gister, page 20, some account will be found of the
Pennsylvania green grass, which I have no doubt
is the blue grass of Kentucky, and the greensward
of Virginia and Maryland. As some ofyour read-
ers may not find it convenient to turn to the vo-
lume, which is now before me, I will srive consisely
ihe statement, premising that General Evans, from
whom I obtained the information, is an old ftirmer,

and very intelligent and observant. He stated
that he well remembered when what we call blue
grass in Maryland, rooted out their red clover, which
is now succeeded by green grass. They esteem
it their best grazing, and cut it for hay, though it

does not afford so abundant a crop as orchard
grass or timothy. It is a hardy plant, and I saw
it in luxuriant growth in the month of November,
after the heavy drought of 1838, and I am inclined
to think it will resist the frost as well as orchard
grass. I entertain no doubt, but the green grass,
on General Evans' farm, was the result of lime
and putrescent manure. Certain sections of Ches-
ter county abound in lime-stone, but on his farm
there was none, and there was much sand in the
soil, mixed wiih slate. I had a lot which I im-
proved well seven years ago with marl and putres-
cent manures, which 1 have once since dressed with
some manure from my stables and cow yard. If

was sown in orchard grass. 1 have taken a crop
of hay from it every year, and sometimes two.
The orchard grass is running out in part of it, and
it is succeeded by green grass.

_
I concur with Mr. Stevenson, if the lands of Vir-

ginia be well improved by marl and putrescent
manure, and I add those of Maryland, they will

produce what is called green grass in Pennsylva-
nia, and blue grass in Kentucky, I believe they
will require neither sowing or setting. I rely upon
fact, and leave the causes to philosophers and
geologists. " Felix qui rerum potuit cognoscere
causas.''' General Evans saw the appearance of
grfeen grass in his fields, which drove out the fi-

brous blue grass, and no seed were sown. None
was sown in my lot, and, I infer, none on Mr. Ruf-
fin's fields * My speculation is, that where a great
alteration occurs in the soil, whether li-om natural
or artificial causes, a modification takes place in
some productions of the earih. In support of this,

I will state another fact. When my father built

his house, where I now reside, more than sixty
years ago, his good taste, contrary to the usages
of the times, induced him to spare a contiguous
wood. To improve the vegetation, ( have carried
some marl on it, and wherever it has been spread,
white clover has sprung up so thick as to expel
the sour grasses of the forest. I cannot believe
that the seed was carried there by the birds of the
air or the winds of heaven, and exposed to heat,

cold, and moisture, retained their vegetative pow-
er til! called into action by the marl.

Mr. Stevenson supposes, that the Kenluckians
would be willing to swap their " devil's bit" for

Virginia blue grass. I do not know how the pro-

posal will be accepted in Virginia, but I would not

agree to it on the part of Maryland. Our blue
grass, though a sore pest in our wheat and corn
fields, affords gooil grazing in lack of better.

Though the devil's hit is a hard name, I will

agree on the part of Maryland to take it in full ex-
change of St. John's wort, Richardson pink, spear
plantain, and a few Canada thistles.

I apprehend the great fertility of Kenkucky is

founded in its calcareoussoil. Lime corrects acidity,

and, according to Mr. Rufh'ii's theory, gives per-

manency to putrescent manures. The falling of

the leaves, and the decaying vegetables in combi-
nation with the lime, make rich beds of the ma-
nure for ages, whilst undisturbed by the axe or

mattock, and when cleared of the underwood, the

beautiful blue grass sprang up. Nature has done
for Kentucky, what industry lias done for Penn-
sylvania

; and which it can do for Virginia and
Maryland : and perhaps, in time to come, some er-

ratic Kentuckian may find in Maryland, fields of

grass that will remind him of "the glorious pas-

tures" of the Elkhorn Paradise.

Since I wrote the above, I have received the

American Farmer of the 80: h ultimo, which con-

tains an inquiry from the Kentucky Farmer, in re-

lation to orchard grass, and an answer from the

Cincinnati Republican ; some parts of which, do
not concur with my experience and observation.

Orchard srass to me is an important crop ; I gather
neither blades or tops, and cut no other hay— it

constitutes the rack food for my carriage and saddle

horses, for my farm horses when they are at work.

I feed my calves on it in the winter, and my oxea
when I can afford it.

I esteem a strong clay the best soil for orchard

grass, so level as to retain the rain which falls,

without receiving it from the adjacent lands. The
drought of 1838 was abiding and severe, and the

part of the lot which I have mentioned, where the

orchard grass has been succeeded by green grass,

* This inference is correct.

—

Ed. F. R.
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was of lighter tex'ure ihan the rest. The crop on

tlie whole lot was diminished in 1839, but on the

strong clay it recovered last year, and 1 cut a p^ood

crop. I sow in March or September, as suits con-

venience, and have never Tailed since I sowed
seed. None can be depended upon, except the

plant be perfectly ripe, and I apprehend the fail-

ure of vegetation and the tufting of the plants, are

mainly owing to iniperlect seed, or sparse sowing.

Two and a iialf bushels to the acre is not too

much ; I preler three. Those who sell have strong

lemptaiion to gather immature seed; when the

jilant is ripe, the hay is of no value, and the after-

math much impaired. Orchard grass lor hay,

ought to be cut and secured when it gels into full

bloom. !f the weather be fine, it may be cut in

the morning, and by the method directed in the

1st volume of the Farmers' Register, page 162,

(which I pursue,) put into cocks in the evening,

when it will be safe, and may be drawn in at

pleasure. The only loss it will sustain, is by ab-

eorpiion at the bottom, if the cock is suffered lo

remain out a long tinie. I have never grazed my
orchard grass in the spring, but freely after my
hay is drawn in till hard frost, removing the hoofs

when the ground is saturated by rain ; and I have
fiill evidence then of its great value, in rich milk

and fine yellow sweet butler. I heard a gentle-

man say, in whom I have full reliance, that from

the first and second crop weiiihed in the field, after

it was cured, he got six tons to the acre. I esteem
two tons and a half a good first crop, and do not

cut a second if my first be sufficient lor my con-
Buinption.

The inquiry about orchard grass having come
from Kentucky, I have made this addition to my
communication, as a small return for Mr. Steven-
son's valuable and instructive paper, on the blue
grass of Kentucky. Wm. Carmichael.

fVye, Queen jlnii's county, E. S.

Md., Jan. 6th, 1S41.

INQUIRIES AND REMARKS ON SALT, AS A MA-
NURE, AND ESPECIALLY FOR COTTON.

" Have you seen a late English work, ' John-
son on Fertilizers,' in which he discusses some
recent experiments in that country on salt as a
manure? particularly in combination with com-
post, farm-yard manure or lime. They are so
important that 1 am anxious to see them transcrib-
ed into your useful periodical. He is spoken of
in the ' Library of Useful Knowledge,' as high au-
thority, and if he is to be credited^ salt would be
a cheap manure at two dollars a bushel. Besides,
he recommends it so highly for destroying weeds,
if put on a season in advance of the crop, and for

destroying worms and other insects infesting a
crop, tliat I am desirous to see it in print, that"ex-
periraents may begin extensively through this
country. I should not be surprised, from Jiis trials,

that a top-dressing of a bushel an acre, sown over
cotton in June, should destroy the worm which
has so dreadfully consumed our crops in the south.
At that season of the crop, the worm is burrowed
about six or seven inches deep in holes made in
the ground

; and he informs us that worms in that
situation are certainly destroyed by sa-lt in small
quantities thrown over the earth."

The foregoing extract is from the letter of a dis-

tinguished southern |)lanter, whose name we are

always pleased lo present with his communica-

tions, whenever not forbidden by his order, as in

the present case.

The essay of Johnson on salt as a manure

would have been published long ago, but for our

want of confidence in his opinions. Upon the de-

sire expressed above, we shall take an early op-

portunity to publish either Johnson's own article,

or his and other opinions on that subject, as given

in the ' Farmers' Series' of the ' Library of Use-

ful Knowledge.' The use of salt as manure has

been frequently urged, upon the ground of great

benefits produced by it in particular cases. It has as

often excited the hopes and enlisted the active

zeal of some theoretical writers, and again iiillen

into neglect, because of failures in practice. As
a general prrctice, salting land for its fertilization,

at any rate of quantity, has not been found advan-

tageous or profitable. But, even if not a general

feriilizer, or a fertilizer of soil al all, still it may be

highly beneficial as a destroyer of predatory in-

sects, (if taking care not to give so strong a dose

as to injure the crop on the land— ) and still more
probably as a spccijic manure, or food essential

for certain crops. This last opinion we have long

entertained, and have before expressed it in this

journal, as well as have published every known
lact on this very important point. JVlany plants

cannot grow except on a salt soil. There is no
doubt that salt is a specific manure for asparagus,

and there is a good reason to believe that it is also

a specific manure for the very important crop,

cotton. On the latter head, see articles at page

677, vol. iv, and pages A5 and 46, vol. v. The
two first we copied from the ' Southern Agri-

culturist.' The last, our own (editorial remarks)

being short, will here be copied :

" It seems lo us that salt must act as a specific
manure for cotton, and is essential lo produce the
fineness of fibre that constitutes the value ofthe sea-
island cotton. As different as are the quality and
appearance of this cotton from the green-seed, or
short-staple upland cotton, they are but varieties
of the same kind, the most valued of which,
rapidly runs into the other, by mere change of
soil. The one kind is raised, in perfectionTonly
on the low sandy islands on the sea coast of (Geor-
gia and South Carolina, and the adjacent shores
of the main land. U the seeds (which are naked
and black,) are planted in the interior, though but
little remote from the sea, the product is what is

called the «' long-staple Santee," a green-seed
cotton, but of longer fibre than the ordinary upland
cotton, into which, however, continued planting
from the same, finally brings the crop.

It has been supposed that the very sandy nature
of the soil of the sea-islands was <he cause of the
peculiar value of the cotton they bear. But if so,
some spots, at least, might be found equally sandy,
in the interior of the country, and the same kind
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of cotton be there produced successfiilly. But the

accounts we have in tlie fbreiToin<f and other arti-

cles of the peculiar value of salt raud and salt

grass, as manure lor cotton, indicate plainly that

6alt itself is necessary lor ilic perfection of cotton,

and that it is owing to the salt already in the soil

of the sea-islands, and the adjacent low coast,

that to such narrow limits the production of that

valuable variety of cotton has hereloloie been

confined."

In what manner spec//ic majiMres act upon the

plants for which they are either very important or

essential, has not been satisfactorily explained in

any case. The facts, however, are not the less

certain, in the assertained cases ; and there may
be many other as important cases, which have

not yet been observed. Thus carbanate of lime,

or some equally serviceable form of combination ol

lime, and in considerable quantity in the soil, .is

essential to the growth of clover. Gypsum (suL

phate oflime) is another m/7or<a?i< specific manure

(or clover, but not as indispensable to its existence

as other forms of lime. T!ie acid of earth, which

is a poison to valuable crops, is indispensable food,

or a specific manure, for sorrel, poverty grass, and

some kinds of pine trees—none of which can live

after this acid has been effectually neutralized by

manuring with lime. If then, though in a less

essential degree, salt is a specific manure for cot-

Ion, it may well be that a very small quantity may
produce important improvements to that growth,

though no other cultivated crop might receive any

perceptible benefit from a like application.

Ed. F. H.

THE FARMS AND FARMING OF THE RICH
LEXINGTON DISTRICT IN KENTUCKY.

The following sketch, by a New Englander,

hasty and imperfect as it must necessarily be,

presents a picture of this celebrated body of land,

more interesting, and perhaps more truly reporting

the general appearance, than we have seen be-

fore. The cause is, simply, that it was drawn
by a stranger to the region, and who of course de-

scribed what was to a stranger most striking and

novel. An old resident of this same district, per-

fectly well informed in regard to it, and withal a

very capable reporter, would probably have made
a less interesting and vivid description, because

he would have passed over very slightly, and per-

haps without proper description, if not without

notice, matters which he would suppose too well

known to need mentioning, simply because they

were BO well known to the reporter, and, as he

v.'ould infer, to every body else. 'J'hus it is, that

if the tendency to this laull is not kept continually

in view by an agricultural reporter, and carefully

guarded against, the very circumstance of inti-

mate knowledge of the subject will cause his des-

cription to be meager, uninteresting, and therefore

of liitle worth. On the other hand, a stranger

would be liable to the more serious errors growing

out of ignorance and misinformation.

We have never seen this highly favored re-

gion, but know that none belter deserves a full

descriptive and agricultural report. If our valued

correspondent, Th. B. Stevenson esq. of Frank-

fort, would undertake to furnish such a report for

publication in the Farmers' Register, he would

add much to the obligations which this work and

its readers alread3^ are under to his pen. And
whether he might make the report as full as de-

sirable, or merely a general and superficial sketch,

still, if he will write it as to readers totally unin-

formed on the subject, he will be sure to make an

excellent and valuable article. No agricultural

reading is more generally interesting or improv-

ing, than reports of particular liirms, or farming

districts. Very many of our readers, by their ac-

quaintance with some such subjects, could easily

prepare such reports, and thereby render most

acceptable service to the Farmers' Register, and

through it, to the agricultural public. Have we not

some readers, and friends and supporters of our

work, who will render this desirable and important

service?

—

Ed. F. R.

From the Boston Cultivator.

If geography and history had not placed the

Eden of the primitive world in eastern climes,

you would have sworn this must have been its

site. Nature has been lavish here of her bounties

in soil, vegetation and climate. For 50 miles

around, the land is of the richest alluvial earth,

from 5 to 10 feet in depth, resting upon a stratum

of limestone. Its surface, at a distance, appears

like a vast plain; but entering it, the ground is

found rolling like the long swelling undulations of

the ocean. The country, every acre of which ia

as rich as your garden epot,— is divided into ex-

tensive plantations of 500 to 2000 acres, each

with its larm-house, and its negro cabins cluster-

ing around it, placed in the centre, remote from

the highway, surrounded by a grove, broad ave-

nues lined with trees leading to it.

Col. Clay, of Fayette county, has an estate

containing upwards of 6000 acres, most of which
is devoted to pasturage, and he sold in 1S39, 1 was
informed, upwards of ^30,000 worth of cattle

upon the hoof, a part of which were driven to the

New York and Brighton markets.

Many districts in this rich grazing country pre-

sent the anomalous condition of a country increas-

ing rapidly in wealth, and advancing in improve-
ments, while decreasing in population. The rea-

son of this singular state of affairs is, that the

small farmers are selling their circumscribed farms

to the wealthy graziers, who are monopolizing

the. lands in theif vicinity. This was peculiarly

the course of events in 1836 to 1838, while beef
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and stock commanded exorbitant prices ; the low
prices oC beef /or a year or two past, have, how-
ever, arrested the tendency to accumulate the

lands of a few large proprietors.

Corn and rye fields are planted and sown here
for the purpose of feeding cattle upon them, stand-

ing in (he field. Rye is ne\^er gathered lor

domestic use, and it strikes an eastern man as a
most wasteful and improvident mode ol liirming,

to turn a herd of cattle into a rich and ripened

field of grain to feed upon and trample it under
their feet, and when they have feasted and gorged
themselves upon it for a few days, the swine are

let in to gather up the scattered and mutilated

remains of the harvest.

The farmers in the vicinity of Lexington possess

now the finest breed of cattle in the world. For
many years large sums have been paid, and much
care and labor incurred by them, to procure the

best specimens of English stock. Agents have
annually been sent to England to purchase, with-

out regard to cost, the choicest bulls and cows of

the most famous breeds. These being transler-

red to the luxuriant pastures and genial clime of

Kentucky, their offspring improve in all their

characteristic points of excellence and surpass

their progenitors in size and beauty. I saw yes-

terday, heifers three years old, that would weigh
fifteen hundred pounds, and which were the most
perfect models of beauty ; and their calves of this

season, now four or five months old, would weigh
down an ordinary cow of full growth, and these

lusty fellows were bleating after their dams and
tugging away at the teat like young sucklings; for

here cows are not kept for milk, but to raise calves;

and no butter and cheese are made upon these

large stock larms for the market.
The rearing of horses and mules is also a

source of great profit, and the echo is awakened
through the sylvan pastures by the perpetual bray

of the stultified ass, and the neighing of the pran-

cing blood horse, which, like the beeves, being
kept principally for breedinjr, are seldom subjected

to the bit and harness, and in their wild freedom
they start at the sound of strange footsteps, snufi

the air, and bound off in the unrestrained liberty

of the untamed prairie horse. From twenty to

fifty horses are kept upon the large estates, and
usually as many mules. A few days since, upon
the rich bottoms of the Scioto, near Columbus, I

saw upwards of 300 mules grazing in one pasture.

In a country where pork is so important a sta-

ple of production, it would be supposed that great

care would be given to procure the best breed of

swine ; but the long-snouted, lank and slab-sided

race, seen running wild in large herds through the

woods, exhibit an astonishing indifference in their

owners to the improvement of this description of

stock.
# # « * * * *

There is no class of men who enjoy a greater

freedom from the cares, anxieties and labors of

life than the planters of this fertile region. They
are the princes of the land— free from debt, liv-

ing in the enjoyment of princely incomes, and
upon estates, some of which almost equal a small

German principality in territory.

Vol. IX.—4 t

AGRICULTURAL SOCIETIES.

A friend, for whose opinion we entertain great

respect, writes as follows '.

December 3rd, 1840.
" I do not exactly agree with you, in your dis-

like to agricultural societies and all their works.
I think there are many persons, who, like myselfj

need such an institution, to make them write. You
may, perhaps, have observed many who never
displayed any energy, unless when placed some-
what under the control of others. They make
good public officers, that is, attentive ones, while
I hey are certain to neglect their own business.

Such persons will write " by order of the society,"

when they never could be induced to do it, on
their own responsibility. If there were many so-
cieties formed, lor the purpose of collecting and
diffusing information, and suitable committees of
revision and publication appointed, so as to throw
the odium of rejection from you, the Register
might soon be deluged with matter."

As it is our misfortune, or the effect of our fault,

to be frequently misunderstood, we should not

have been much surprised at the above construc-

tion, by a more slight and careless remarker. But
we are greatly surprised that an inference so differ-

ent from our intention, should be drawn by one

who we know attentively reads and highly values

our publication. We are very far from entertain-

ing "dislike to agricultural societies and all their

imrks.^'' It is not for their works, but their no-

ivprks, that we value many of them at a low rate.

Really working agricultural sucieties would be of

incalculable value to agricultural improvement

—

and, directly or indirectly, we have expressed that

opinion again and again in the Farmers' Register,

and urged the establishment ofsuch societies with

all our power. And every work performed by
one, every experiment made, every communica-
tion of practical instruction sent forth by any of

our agricultural societies, we always heartily wel-

come, and are sure to publish. But our friend

must know that such works are among the small-

est and rarest operations of agricultural societies in

general. All that ihey do, in any of the various

modes of ascertaining and establishing truths,

making experiments, collecting facts, and diffusing

information on agriculture, is excellent—and if our

friend will use his zeal and influence to increase

such good fruits, he will find us equally zealous to

extend their circulation through the Farmers' Re-
gister, and thereby multiply the good effects. In

all such things, the existing agricultural societies,

and all that may be established, will find no more
hearty approver of, and zealous and efficient aid to

their labors, than the Farmer's Register.

INOCULATING.

To Uic Editor of tlia Farmers' Register.

Being somewhat dextrous in inoculating trees,

and wishing to ascertain whether the process of
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gratUnj; or budding would (as is commonly sup-

posed) prevent the growth of thorns on trees dis-

posed to bear them, I inoculated a young honey-

locust tree with two buds, one lirom tlie extreme

end of a limb of an old iree, the other h'om a

thorny little limb otits own, near the ground. The
first of these had no spines, the other was very

Tuil of them. From this experiment, I infer, 1st,

that grafting and budding have no influence on the

propensity of trees to bear thorns ; secondly, that

certain trees seem, by nature, to be provided with

spines about the body and lower limbs, to protect

them from being barked or otherwise injured, and

possibly, to protect their fruit from vermin. Among
the fruit-bearing limlis, however, there is no need

of ihoin?, and if buds or twigs are procured from

these, lor ingrafting on seedlings, the trees thus

produced are liee of thorns.

ROOT FEEDIXG.

To Ihe Editor of llic Farmers' Register.

Kins William, Jan. 20th, 1841.

Do urge on your readers the importance to

them of going more largely into the root crop this

year. I, together with several of my neighbors,

cultivated last year several acres of them, eugar

beet, mangel wurtzei, and rufa baga, and succeed-

ed" well. We all give the decided preference to

the sugar beet as food for milch cows. The butter

and milk are rich and fine, but we have not as yet

made any accurate experiments in feeding them.

My overseer brought a cow with him to my
house about Christmas, v/hich he informs me
was fed plentifully upon short corn and fodder all

last fall and winter up to the time she came here,

and since his removal, she has eaten nothing but

about three pecks of sugar beet per day, and Ihe

usual long food ; and upon this feed has doubled,

and more, the quantity of milk, beeides a consider-

able improvement in quality. I feed once a day
on Pteamed roots, and once on raw, and am
not prepared to say which is best, as they are

greedily eaten whether cooked or raw.

We arc gettinir in a stock of the far Himed
Berkshire hogs hereabout, and are well satisfied

with them as fir as our acquaintance extends;

I have owned a pair about eighteen months, and
have readily sold all the pigs I could spare at good
prices.

COMPARATIVE VALUE OF THE COCOOKS OF
THE "two crop white"' SILK-WORMS,
AND OTHER VARIETIES.

For the Farmers' Register.

Stafford Co. Va., Jan. 25th, 1841.

1 have recently made numerous experiments

in reeling cocoons produced by the " two-crop
white," and '• mammoth sul[)hur" silk-worms,

from which I have ascertained that the former
yielded on an average, from cocoons of fair quality,

8 ounces of reeled silk to the bushel, and the

latter 14 ounces. These facts lead me tochanse
the favorable opinion hitherto entertained of the

"two-crop white." I am now convinced that

they will bring the culturist in debt who operates

with hired labor, while the sul|)hur and other good
varieties will show a handsome profit.

The comparative value of the varieties above
named may te slated thus :

Cost of producing one bushel " two-crop"
cocoons, S2 00

Reeling the same, 1 50

Deduct eight ounces raw silk,

$3 50
2 67

Loss, 83

Cost of producing one bushel sulphur co-

coons, §2 00

Cost of reeling, 75

Fourteen ounces raw silk,

Profit,

^2 75
4 67

$1 92

The pea-nut silk-worm is said to yield on an
average sixteen ounces of silk to the bushel, but,

as yet, my experunents with this kind, have not

been made on a scale large enough to form accu-

rate conclusions.

The above named facts, however, show that

the success ofsilk-culture in Virginia, and through-

out the union, may depend on the varieties oJ'silk-

worms selected.

Respectfully your's,

Laytopj Y. Atkins.

KENTUCKY BLUE GRASS SUPPOSED NOT TO BE
THE SAME WITH GREEN SWARD. GrASSES
FAVORED BY CALCAREOUS SOIL. JVIeLILOT.

December 5th, 1840.

I have just received the November number of
the Register, and find it asserted, that Kentucky
blue grass is identical with jooa viridis, or our com-
mon greensward. Now. personally, i pretend to

know notliirig about this matter ; but a gentleman
in this viciidiy, well qualified to judge in the case,

declared to me some lime ago, that he knew they
were not the same. He said, at the same time,

something about the fluwer-stem of the Kentucky
blue grass being joimed, and that there were, oc-

casionally, some bunches of it to be lound on tho

banks of the Appomattox. He was speaking of
ihe blue grass of our lime-stone valley, where he
has resided much, and. doubtless, ihis is the same
blue grass with that of Kentucky. I mention this

not for publication, but to prevent your hastily

settling the question, as I find in a note to S. D.
Martin's communication to the Southern Cultiva-
tor, you set down Kentucky blue grass as " irreen

sward." The poa viridis [or poa prateneis] is cer-

tainly an American grass, and so much resembling
that called " blue grass" beyond the Blue Ridge,
that it must take a botanist to say, whether they
be not the same. Our "blue grass," poa com-
pressa, has a flattened flower stem, and is really

blue. I think the subject important, and that pos-
sibly, on particular investigation, you will find the
western blue grass another indigenous American
grass, closely allied to the greensward.
Among the many benefits to your tide-water

region, in the commencing agricultural era, from
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(he use of marl, tiiose from the culiivaiion of

grasses promise mucli. I am convinced, lliat

without calcureous manures, ^rass cannot, on a

hirge scale, l)e ciihivaled profitably, except on
strong neutral soils. There are fine <frasjes al-

ready known and cultivated in various parts ol the

world. It is probable, however, that many more
are still to be discovered

;
particidarly, such as are

adapted to the f)eculiar climate and soils olthc Uni-
led States. In this neiirhborhood, about the sites

of old settlements, which Jiave been rendered cal-

careous by ashes, the comir.on meiijot, a large

species of trefoil, grows wiih amazing luxuriance.

It has been con^^idered a nuisance, and unavailing

attempts have been made to exterminate it. i

Jbund some of it on this farm when I took posses-

sion ; and observing tiiat the crops, of wheat and
tobacco, following it, were asionishmgly produc-

tive, and, moreover, that I could easil}', when
necessary, turn it under my large Clule and Rea-
gie's ploughs, I have carefully cherished it, and
have sown some six or eight bushels of seed.

But, to my mortification, 1 find that it will not

prow on other than calcareous lands. JMay I

recommend a small trial of it to you on marled
land I I can assure you, that the crops of wheal
and tobacco, on the site of its growth, wiihout any
additional manure, surpass those on surrounding
Jands which are heavily manured. It affords

fine grazinir for cows and sheep in winter. I have
some exhausted second low-ground-^, in which
may occasionally be seen some small calcareous

nodules, and about eighteen inches beneath the

surface, is a stratum of clay marl, an inch or two
in thickness, lying on, what appears to be, moul-
dered horneblende rock. I sowed some melilol

seed on this ground last winter; and though the

land is so poor, that before, it would not produce
even poverty grass, and nothing else but a very

diminutive white clover, I (bund that the meliloi

eeed vecetaied, and grew quite well all the sum-
mer, i hope you will hear froiTj it again.

INQUIRIES AND REMARKS UPON THE CAL-
CAREOUS ROCK AND SOILS OF SOUTH ALA-
BAMA.

For the t-'armcrs' Register.

Claiborne, Monroe Co., Ocl. Jan. 1th, 1841.

I will now add a few lines on a subject o(

deep interest, and one likely to engage attention in

this region of countrj'^, at no very distant period,

the subject of marl or calcareous manures. Not
many years since, a Mr. McGuire wrote a trea-

tise on the geological formation of South Alaba-
ma, which appeared in Professor Silliman's
' Journal of Science.' He describes a rock of lime-

etcne formation, abounding in the counties of

Monroe, Clark, Washington, and Marengo, which
he had seen quarried, and when dried, was exten-

sively used in building chimneys. This rock lines

the sides of the creeks and branches in my neigh-

borhood, and is composed, (apparently,) of innu-

merable email shells and sand, united into a ce-

ment. Masons, in building chimneys, use the

scrapings or shavings in mortar, and it seems to

answer almost as well as lime. In fact, but lor

the action of fire, which gradually decomposes
the back ol' the fire-place, the chimneys last re-

markably well. There are some of twenty )'ear8'

standing, and they look neat, and when merely
white-washed, resemble marble. Some of n)y
neighbors have used the shavings as manure, and
describe its action as resemtilmtr marl. Fur in-

stance, there is little or no benefit perceptible the
first year; but the next, and succeeding, the soil

deepens, becomes dark, and loose, or etilf, (aa
clay or sand prevails,) resists drought, or the in-

tense heat of our summers ; and these qualities

are the more conspicious by the deep rich green
of the vegetables growing m such soil. I am no
chemist, and have not the means of fBcerlaining

the component parts of this rock ; but what pro-
portion or per cent, of lime is necessary to firm
cc?;ie;ii resembling rock"? A rapid and powerful
eiiervescence takes place when vinegar is added
!0 it: and would not this be the case with the car-

bonate ofmagnesia ai3 well as ol lime ? In ihe vici-

nity of creeks or branches, whose sides are walled
with this rock, mounds of lime-stone rock of every
imaginable shape or size, are to be seen, which,
when broken into fiagnients and burnt, makes ex-
cellent lime for mortar or coarse plastering ; and
would not this tfiake manure? Manuring has
been eniirely neglected in South Alabama for the
obvious reason that lands have been abundant
and cheap ; and for the same reason, the most
exhausting and careless cultivation have greatly

impaired the fertiliiy and productiveness of our
richest soils. Kmigration, that once threataned

to depopulate the old states, h'-ie already com-
menced here; and Texas, already the receptacle of
some of our best citizens, is often spoken of, as the

£'7i???ia TViuZe of wealth, ease, and luxuriant indul-

gea'e. Lorenzo James.

The .oreging letter, proceeding as it evidently

does from an observing and inquiring mind, is a

striking illuetration of the great existing difRcullies

of dili'using agricultural facts and knowledge, even

after they have been laboriously gathered, and

published ; and of the immense loss of value suf-

fered by a vaet region of our country, in conse-

quence of ignorance of t-uch facts and instruction.

Our correspondent is but a recent eubscriber to

the Farmers' Register, or he would have known

that, throughout the work, and especiallyin tlio

earlier volumes, much attention was paid to the

investigation of the remarkable calcareous eoils of

an extensive region of Alabama and other south-

western stales. The article to which he refers, by

Mr. McGuire, was there re-published, and many
more from correspondents, aa well as our own
elaborate essay 'On the formation of Prairies,'

in vol 3. The latter, as well as several copies of Ihe

' Essay on Calcareous Manures,' for gratuitous

distribution, where they may render service, we
have sent to our correspondent. He will there

see that all his supposi'ions expressed above, as to

the action and va!ue of the rich marl, or " rol'cn

lime-eione,'' of South Aauama, are correct, and

he will correctly infer, from all the liicts, and Ihe

general reasoning, that by a proper practical ap-

plication of the theory of the action of calcareous
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manures to his singular region, that many of his

countrymen might make more profit at home, by

retaining, or even increasing, the early fertility ol

their lands, then by destroying their productive-

ness, and then seeking new lands in Texas.

All of the soft calcareous rock, to which our

corresi)ondent re/ers, and which forms the subsoil,

and sometimes the upper soil, of the greater part

of the lands of several counties in Alabam.a, is

very rich, judging from the specimens which we

have analyzed— probably, seldom less than 70

parts in 100 of pure carbanate of lime. That de-

gree would be enough to make good lime (by

burning) for cement, or for manure—and better

for both, of course, if richer, as doubtless it is of-

ten. But, if it crumbles by exposure, or can be

coarsely pounded, more cheaply than to calcine it,

no burning is needed to prepare it for manure.

The practical use of calcareous earth, as ma-

nure, would, of course, be very difl'erent, in gene-

ral, in Alabama, when it is so often in excess, from

lower Virginia, where it is almost universally de-

ficient. But the knowledge of the theory of its

action is not, therefore, the less important to be

known, and kept constantly in view by the cultiva-

tor. It will teach how to guard against the evils of

an exclusively calcareous soil, as well as those

of acid soils ; and to the cultivators of rich virgin

and excefisivcly calcareous soils, in South Alabama,

Arkansas, and even in Texas, the Paradise of

land-ihieves and land-killers, it offers the choice

ol' retaining, or even increasing the virgin fertility,

or of finally reducing the lands to the present

sterile condition of Judea, or of the high lands of

•Egypi, both of which are highly calcareous, and

formerly also highly fertile.

Our correspondent is right in supposing that llie

carbonate of magnesia, if present in the soft rock,

would show similar efferversence. But a prac-

tised eye would detect a difference, (if there was
much magnesia, compared to the lime,) by the
slower effervescence of magnesia. But there is

little ground to fear the hurtful presence of magne-
sia. We have never known of its presence, (in

any quantity worth notice, if at all,) in any marl,

or rock, of shelly origin. The marls of South
Carolina, which Dr. Joseph Johnson analyzed,
and reported as containing a large proportion of

magnesia, seemed a remarkable contradiction of
this our long entertained opinion, as well as a
very interesting fact in itself. But, we learned

from that gentleman, in a recent personal inter-

view, that he had been mistaken in his supposi-

tion of the presence of magnesia in those marls,

as he had subsequently ascertained by subjecting

his process to a more rigorous test.

Though calcareous matter may be generally

excessive on the " bald prairies" or " rotten lime-

stone" lands of Alabama, still many localities of

"sandy-lands," are interlocked with the calca-

reous, need much to be marled, and could be very

cheaply covered. Indeed, as we have heard the

relative positions and qualities of these different

kinds of land described, (for we have never seen

them, except in specimens for analyzing,) each

of these soils would be the best manure for the

other; and a cart in making trips of (sometimes)

not 100 yards in length, could take loads both

ways
;
putting calcareous earth on the sandy and

acid soil, and sandy soil to lesson the excess of

calcareous matter in the other.

—

Ed. F. R.

REMARKS ON THE SUPPOSED DISCOVERY OF
THE HESSIAN FLY.

From the Farmers' Cabinet.

Discovery believed to have been made in relation to

the Hessian fly. Complied for the Farmers' Cabi-
net, by Benjamin H. Coates, M. D.

A paper presented to the American Philo-
sophical Society by Miss Margaretta H. Morris,
of G^mantown, and relating to the above-men-
tioned subject, was subsequently ordered by that

body to be published in their Transactions. As,
however, some time will elapse before the appear-
ance of the number of the Transactions which
will contain her paper, we have thought that we
could better serve the agricultural readers of the
Cabinet by extracting the information given in a
journal recently authorized by the Society to be
published by its Secretaries, in an abridged form
and of earlier appearance. In the " Proceedings"
just printed lisr November and December, 1840,
we find the subject mentioned, in some paragraphs
of which we here subjoin a copy.
"The committee, consisting of Mr. Nutlall,

Mr. Lea, and Dr, Coates, to whom was referred

a communication by Miss Margaretta H. Morris,
on the cecidomyia destructor or Hessian ffy, report-

ed in favor of publication, which was ordered ac-
cordingly.

"The committee express the opinion, that
should the observations of Miss Morris be ulti-

mately proved correct, they will eventuate in con-
siderable benefit to the agricultural community,
and, through it, to the public. Miss Morris be-
lieves she has established, that the ovum of this

destructive insect is deposited by the parent in the
seed of the wheat, and not, as previously suppos-
ed, in the stalk or culm. She has watched the
progress of the animal since June, 1836, and has
satisfied herself that she has frequently seen the
larva within the seed. She has also detected the
larva, at various stages of its progress, from the
seed to between the body of the stalk and the
sheath of the leaves. In the latter situation it

passes into the pupa or ' flax-seed state.' Accord-
ing to the observations of Miss Morris, the
recently hatched larva penetrates to the centre
of the straw, where it may be found of a pale
greenish-white semi-transparent appearance, in

I
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Torm pomewhfit reeomblinor a silk-worm. From
one 10 six of lliese Imve been l()iin(l at vniious

heii;;lits, li-oin the seed lo tiie liiird joint. They
would seem lo enter the pupa state about the

beginning of June.
"Tiiis fly was not observed by JNliss Alorris to

inhabit any other plant than wlieat.

"To prevent the ravages o)' this destroyer of

the grain, it will be proper lo obtain fresh si'ed

from localities in which the fly has not niaih; its

appearance'. By this means the cro[) of the fol-

lowing year will be uninjured ; but in order to

avoid the introduction o( straggling insects of the

kind li^om adjacent fields, it is requisiie that a

whole neighborhood should persevere in this pre-

caution for two or more years in succession. This
result was obtained, in part, in the course of trials

made by Mr. KirU, of Bucks County, Pa, with

some seed-wheat from the JNlediteirani'an, in and

since the year 1837. His first crop was free from

tlie fly, but it was gradually introduced from adja-

cent fields ; and in the present year the mischief

has been considerable. As Miss Morris states

ihat the fly has never mode its appearance in

Susquehanna and Bradford counties, seed-wheat
free from the fly, might be obtained li-om these

and probably from other localities.

"The committee recommend that the conclu-

sions of Miss JNlorris 'maybe subjected to the

only eflicient lest—repeated observations and
eHeclive trials of the precaution she advises.'

"

Believing the above to be an observation of

very considerable importance, and sincerely hoping
that repeated trials and examinations may confirm

its correctness, we have prepared the present

notice (or the Cabinet, in order to bring it before

the agricultural community.
Miss Morris's observations and inferences agree

very well with what we know of the habits of

many insects. Thus they are. as a genera! rule,

not produced till their Ibod is ready for them
;

while their eggs appear to approach the seeds of

plants in the power of enduring long delay and
Bome violence, before they lose their vitality and
faculty of developement. The eggs of silk-worms
are kept for various periods, and still retain the

Busceptibility of being hatched. How long this

power, in some insects, may be capable of endur-
ing, has not been ascertained ; but the presump-
tion arising from their analogy to seeds leaves it

by no means certain, (until observations are
made,) that the period may not be one of magni-
tude. 'J'he lower animals are said by naturalists

to approach, in constitution, much more nearly to

vegetables than to the more complex beings of
their own class ; and this is acknowledged to be
strikingly exemplified in the instance we have
been reciting. Something analogous may be per-
ceived in the instance of the common fowl; in

which species, the eggs first laid are allowed to

remain till enough are accumulated for the parent
to commence setting, and without, in any way in-

juring the product.
That highly and justly distinguished American

naturalist, the late Thomas Say, has left us an
entomological description of the Hessian fly, in

the first volume of the Journal of the Philadelphia
Academy of Natural Sciences. He appears never
to have identified the insect in an earlier portion

of its life than the flax-seed state. Thus, he de-

scribes the larva, first state or " maggot" of the

animal, as resembling the ;)wpn or second state,

except in the dark, reddish-brown color of the

latter ; and alleges that, " when taken from the

culm, it is almost inert, exhibitinijr very little

motion to the eye." The was in 1817; and as

that eminent writer was principally occupied in

the task, then new, of describing and classilying

American insects in their perlect Ibrnis, it is

entirely credible that ho nunhi have erred in rela-

tion to their earlier stages; nor is it wonderful

that, in 23 years, further discoveries should be

made, and his account corrected. What Mr. Say

calls the larva, will, if Miss Morris be correct, be

considered the early period of the pupa.

The discovery of Miss Morris, then, appears

principally to resolve itself into the fiict of the egg
being deposited in the seed ; and into the history

of the pale green worm or larva, as the primary

stage of the animal's existence. The account of

its periodical change g ven by Mr. Say is con-

fessedly conjectural ; and insufficiently explains

the preservation of"ihe species through the winter.

His words are, "The history of the changes of

ihis insect is probably briefly this." He then

proceeds lo describe the parent insect in deposit-

ing its eggs within the sheath of the leaves, near

the root of the plant, the fixed mode of life of the

flax-seed substance, together with the indentations

produced in the straw, the distortion of the flax-

seed worm when crowded, and the death of the

plant. He then adds the l(:)llowing notice, which
ends the recital. "The perlect fly appears early

in June, lives but a short time, deposits its eggs,

and dies— the insects from these etjcs complete
the history by preparing lor the winter brood."

The words would seem to imply that there are

tico broods of these flies; one for summer and
one for winter. If "preparing for the winter
brood," means laying the eggs which are lo pro-

duce them, why are not the flies seen in the end
of October ; before which time the shealhs of the
leaves and the straw itself of the winter wheat do
not exist, and at which period no fly of any de-

scription is lobe met with in the fields'? Ff, on
the other hand, " the insects from the eggs laid in

June," are themselves " the winter brood," they
are to be found in the stubble after harvest ; and
cannot possibly be the same individuals that are

found next spring in the damaged stalks of the

new crop.

According to the facts believed to be ascertain-

ed by Miss Morris, the difliculty at once disap-

pears. The fly lives only ten days ; during which
'ime it depositee its eggs. The eggs remain un-
altered till ihe wheat sprculs; and the young
worm is then below the surffice of the earth, in a
substance which is not frozen, and which sup-
plies him with food.

The residence of the worm, as described by
Miss Morris, within the hollow of the straw, is

precisely like that of certain other insects. The
animal that destroys the more luxuriant shoots of
the parsley-leaved elder, and which, in its perfect

state, becomes, as we are informed, a beetle of
splendid coloring, passes its larva-existence within

the pith of the plant. Additional examples, we
believe, are not difficult to be obtained.

To the directions given in the " proceedings"

for avoiding the production of this pernicious

insect, little seems necessary to be added. We
are inclined, however, earnestly lo repeat the
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recomnienclaiions oC further trial and observation. I that the esrgs were laid on the grain, and who
It would seem that the farmer who uses seed-

wheat I'rom a district ravaged by ihis animal,
actually commits the ahsnrdiiy, ol planting Hes-
sian flics lor tlie benefit of this next year's crop!

The precise fieiiod at which the minute green
Avorm escafies from the hollow of the straw, to

repose and nnder<xo its subsequent chansze's be-

neath the sheath of the leal^ is not asceriained

wiih accuracy; and may furnish a question for

in\esligation. We are informed that Miss Morris
J8 continuing iier observations on urowing wheat

;

in which she will probably ascertain tiie fact. It

is in the power of our readers to coiillrm or reject

her conclusions, t'oth in this and in wluit she re-

gards as already eslablished.

The observations above stated may perhaps

amount to stronger confirmation of the position

assumed than had belore appeared ; but cenainly

ihey do not cons'itute a " new discovery," or pre-

eent the opinion advocated lor the fiist time. Be-

sides other less fiuMiQ supporters (within our

•knowledge) of the opinion that the eggs of the

Hessian fly are deposited on, and sown within

the grains of vvlieai, there were three several ar-

ticles maintaining the doctrine, in the first volume

of the Farmers' Register, (See pages 851, 723

and 724.) But tliough the views of Miss Morris

have not the merit claimed for them, of origi-

nalit}', they will be suflicientlj' valuable to the

public, and honorable to her, if affording confir-

supposed that Ihey had proved by fiill experiment

the certain means of destroying the eggs on

the grain, and thus avoiding all damage from the

fly. One of these gentlemen relied on steeping

the seed in salt water, and drying in ijuick-iime,

(as for smut,) and the other poureil boiling water

over his seed wheat. Each of i hem hilly confided

in his means of prevention, from a time; but after

a few yeais, both were satisfied of their mis-

lake, by their own later experience.

But, still, we repeat, let experiments be again

and fairly tried. There are few subjects, in which
both animal find vegetable reproduction are con-

cerned, which are more capable than this of being

subjected to strict and accurate experiment. One
obvious mode of experiment, would be to sprout

grains of wheat on soil in a glass vessel, covered

with gauze too close to admit the Hessian fly, or

a small gnat. If the maggofs (or larvae) should

be nevertheless found on the spires of wheal,

(and we have heard such a fact asserted,) it

would b,e at least one strong proof in support

of the new doctrine. And if no maggots were

produced, under circumstances otherwise entirely

favorable to their production, it would be at least

strong confirmation of the opposite opinion. In

addition, other parcels of seed might be subjected

to various steeps, or kinds of exposure, and then

mation of an old opinion, heretofore deemed by sown, both in open air, and in places from which

us, and most other reflecting or observing persons,

as entirely erroneous.

But incredulity on this head does not forbid

an earnest desire to be ci nvinced that the opinion

of Miss Morris is right, and that ours, (that the egg

the fly shall be excluded by coverings of gauze.

It would not cost as much labor as has already

been used in writing in support of this new doc-

trine, to prove its truth or its falsehood, beyond

all dispute. Perhaps a greater amount of expe-

is deposited on the blade, after the coming up o( rimental labor, scientifically and carefully directed,

the wheat,) is wrong. Therefore we present

this new reiteration of an old and before discredit-

ed opinion—and recommend to all wheat-growers

to Iry experiments in various ways to test the truth

of the opinion. This may be easily done ; and a

few careful and accurate experiments, in one sea-

son, may either overihroiv or establish this opin-

ion, which, if indeed true, would furnish the rea-

dily available means of saving millions of dollars

every year to the wheat-growing region of this

country. Besides the remedy named above, of ob-

taining seed from uninlected districts, there might

certainly be found some easy means to disinltcl

our own seed— that is, lo kill the egcs of the fly,

by some exposure that would not affect the vitality

of the grain. That would be all that would be

requisite to remove totally all future evil from this

heretofore destructive source. Either the keeping

seed wheat for a year or more before sowing—or

exposing it lo unusual degrees of heat, or cold

—

or to certain acrid steeps—might serve the pur-

pose desired. We know of two farmers in our

own former neighborhood who held the opinion

might ascertain the true source of the evil, and

hs certain remedy, it would be well (if disclos-

ed to do any thing for the benefit or relief of ag-

riculture) for each wheat-growing state to offer a

large and permanent premium for this discovery.

If Virginia had offered and reserved for this va-

luable object, the eight or ten thousand dollars

annually thrown away on the geological survey

of the state, we would have at least saved all that

has been given to support that jo6; and if the

premiums had been earned by the discovery

sought, the gain to the agriculture of our country

would have been incalculably greater than the

reward paid for it, enormous as the sum would

be deemed if it had been directed to that truly

valuable object, instead of lo its actual and com-

paratively worthless direction.

—

Ed. F. R.

AGE OF TREES.

Some of ihe cedars of Mount Lebanon, meas-
ured in 1660, by Maundrell and Pocock, were
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(bund lo have been nettrly 800 years old— the

Eiitjlish yew trees of Fontaine Ahbey, in the

county ol York, had siirvivetl 12 ceniurit-s, those

in the churcliyard oC Crowhurst, in Surrey, 1400
years— (hat ol' Futherii)<j;ill, in Scotland, (roni 2500
to 2600— that of Brahnrn, in Kent, 3000. Tliese

travellers describe two other trees ol a most re-

marUable ciiaracter, the JJaobab, estimated to be

5150 years old, and the cypress of Taxodium, in

Mexico, 117 leet 10 inches circumlerence, still

more a<fed. A sycamore near ihe ruins ol' lleli-

opolis, according to the tradition in Egypt, existed

belbre the visit ol' Joseph and Alary, and ihey sat

under its shadow and drank water Irom a neigh-

bormg well. Another of the same species, termed

the sycamore of the Bosphorus, antl computed to

have been 4020 years old, has disappeared, leav-

ing ten sprouts which sprang from the stump;
one of which being measured, was found to be

1050 years of age ; and it is possible others equally

old have been destroyed, and that the present

trees are the second remove from the parent stock.

The celebrated chestnut of Mount Etna, 2660
years old, grew fron\ the stump of a felled tree.

In America, more than a hundred and forty dif-

ferent species of trees attain an elevation of thirty

feet and upwards ; while in Europe only thirty-

seven grow to that height, but eiehteen of which
enter into the composition of Ibresis, and only

seven are employed Ibr domestic or maritime pur-

poses. There are stated to be 53 species of the

oak, in North America. 17 of the pine, and 8 of

the maple. We have 11 species of tlie walnut,
while not one is indigenous to Europe, the variety

commonly cultivated (here being a native of

Persia.

cotton. On the thirty-three acres manured, he
made twenty-n'ne tjiousand six hundred and
eighty pounds. FindinL' his niaiiurf'd land [)laniP(l

in cotton do so well in 1837, he determined in 1838
to plant no more than he could manure. He that

year manured and planted 125 acres, from which
he gathered rne hundred and six thousand, lour

hundred and fifty-two pounds of seed cotton. In

1839 he planted one hundred and twenty-five

acres, manured nearly all, and made one hundred
and six thousand, five hundred and eighty- seven
pounds of seed cotton. The present year 1840)
he planted one hundred and twenty-three acres

;

manured the whole. Product ninety one thousand
(bur hundred and ninety one pounds seed cotton.

Notwithstanding that the past has been a very
unfavorat)le season Ibr cotton, part of a field whi(h
l)een planted in cotton three years in succession,
produced one thousand pounds to the acre.

December 26, \840. An Eyk Witness.

MANURE FOR COTTON.

From the (Clieraw) Farmers' Gazette.

Having read a piece in the Gazette headed
" Profit of Manure," three or (bur weeks ago,
showing Ihe value of manure lor making cottoi', I

have concluded logive you another instance. The
instance to which I reler, is that of a planter in the
Pee Dee country, with whose niannerof planting I

first became acquainted in 1834. He planted that
year one hundred and fifty-five acres, and manured
twenty-five or thirty. He gathered eighty thou-
sand pounds of seed cotton. At the close ol that
year, he determined to make more manure than
he had hitherto done, and (or that purpose took
three old negroes of little value Ibr any tiling e'se.*
But his manure being all put on his corn land, he
made in 1835, only sixiy-five thousand pounds of
seed cotton. The number of acres planted was
one hundred and Ibriy-seven. In 1836 he planted
one hundred and thirty-five acres in cotton, (twen-
ty less than in 1834) manured eighty acres, and
made eighty-two thousand pounds of seed cotton,
(two thousand more than in 1831.) The same
yf^ar he manured twenty-five acres of corn land.
In 1837 he planted in cotton one hundred and
seventy acres, of which he manured only thirty-
three acres, putting his manure on the corn land.
He made ninety-three thousand pounds of seed

Lest this sentence should mislead some northern
philanthropist, we state for explanation that the three
old negroes were not used for manure, but as laborers
to collect manure.

—

Ed. F. K.

MONTHLY COMMERCIAL REPORT.

For llie Farmers' Register.

The most pron)inent change in commercial
affairs since the commencement of the year, is the
resumption of specie payments by ihe banks of
Pennsylvania and Delaware. It was expected-
that those of Maryland would have made a simul-
laneous movement. They, however, threw the
onus of protracted suspension on ihe banks ofVir--
!?inia, which was promptly repelled by ihe latter^

who declared their readiness to waive the privi-
lege given by law, and to resume at the earliest
day the Baltimore banks would name. The re-
sult is, resumption in both states on the Isi of
February. North Carolina declares (inofficially)
Iter readiness to do ihe same, and no doubt will.

South Carolina resumed some time since, and the
law of Georgia is imperative in her banks, so that
in all Ihe Atlantic states, specie will very soon be
current.

_
What course will be adopted by the

banks of the western stales, remains to be seen,
but apprehensions are entertained, that they will
not (bilow the example.
Tobacco commands better prices in our mar-

kets than it did a few weeks ago ; the demand is

chiefly for home use, which is increased by the
extension of our factories, while the supply has
been moderate, owing to the prevalence of wet
weather during the greater part of this month.
Sales ranye (rom ,^4 to 8^^. There has been no
inriprovement in European" markets. France ob-
tained so large a supply last year, in anticipation
of a war, that she will require none during the
present

; consequently, a greater proportion of the
crop will be shipped to British and other markets.
Kenlucky and Missouri tobacco, particularly stem-
med, is annually superceding that of Virginia; but:
the increased operations of our manufacturers may.
counterbalance this.

Cotton has gradually advanced in prices, under
th.e impression that the crop of the past ve'ar will
be small, compared with the preceding one ; but
as very large stocks, both of the raw nfaterial and
of the manufactured article are held in all Euro-
pean markets, and as any considerable advance
in price would diminish the consumption, it is net
probable that present rates will be much exceeded.
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Our market ranges from 9 to lOJ cenla ; New-
Orleans, 8 to 12. The total receipts up to this

time, are not much short of last year's ; nor is the

export to England materially diminished ; to

France, however, it has fallen oH" considerably.

The war between Great Britain and China may
cause a large importaiion oC East India cotton into

British ports, which formerly found a market in

China.
Supplies of wheat in Vir>rinia have nearly

ceased. In our northern ports the prices range

li-om 80 to 100 cents. Flour, $4^ to 5. The
quantity received from the north-western slates is

immense. For example—there passed the Erie

Canal at Buffalo,

In 1839, 288,165 bbls. flour, and 965,000 bus wheat

Inl840, 639,633 " do. 883,000 » do.

291,000 bbls. flour,

416,000
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Delivered ISlli Is'ov. 1340—Published by order of (he

society.

Gentlemen.—The iinu&ual preerure of profes-

sioiial engagements lias, ol iaie, ielt me hui little

time to prepare t<jr an address, and led nie lo (ear

that the day ol' meeting might find me totally

unprepared. Uut this (ear, though unpleasant,

has not caused hall such anxiety, as the appre-

hension that, from apaihy in the cause, eo lew
members might attend, as to render preparation

unnecessary. What siiould be the grounds ol

euch apprehension is not difficult to divine. Un-
bounded poliiical exciiemeni appears to have ab-

eorbed the leeliiigs ol' all ranks, ages and sexea of

society. But I'evv seem willing, even ii)r a short

lime, lo confine their aitenlion lo any oilier sub-

ject. VViih ijeneral poliiics, as a sutiject, this so-

ciety has nothing to do ; and were f, or any other

member to iniruduce it, vvi;h parly leelings, or a

design to produce party efiect, I trust iliai it would
be promptly and decisively rebuked by a vole ol'

censure. But remarks, honestly and impartially

made, in relation to the awful bearings ol' political

strile, on the highest enjoympnts and richest bless-

ings of lili^, unconnected with parly feeling, arid

undefiled by a cunning design ol indicating any
party or any individual, surely cannot be improper.

There is no greater obstacle to our prosperiiy and
happiness, as men, as citizens, and as agnculiu-
risls, than party spirit. Freedom of opminn,
I'rcedom of speeth and of the press, have justly

been considered among our greatest blessings.

Their abuse is, of course, the heaviest curse. The
purer and more valuable a coin, ihe baser is iis

counterfeit. The most enlightened slalesman, or

the humblest ciiizen in the lanil, has a right to

speak his opinions freely, if iliey are honestly
formed. And even zeal in their |)iopagalion may
/airly be ascribeil to pairioiism. Bui he knows
not the meaning of ihat word, who, forgetlul of
the cause ol truth and of his counrry, and mind-
ful alone of his own selfish and petty inleresis, and
his allegiance to parly, abandons the field of liiir

arguuient, and resorts lo private abuse and per-

sonal detraction, to the propagation of calumny,
to every art calculated lo mislead and deceive, to

excite ihe worst passions, and destroy the peace
and happiness ol the community. Such a man
cannot be a patriot. No—he has a fitir claim to

the title of a selfish denlagogue—a reckless and
miscliievoua agiiator. The pure cause of repub-
licanism needs no such conibaiants and no such
weapons, but is in conlinual danger from them.
In lunes of political lerment, the tendencies to such
evils are insidious, and they are strong. Even
good men are liable to be misled— else, why is it,

lhat all complain of them and dread their conse-
quences, while none are willing to bear the blame ?

Why is it, that fo many of our best and ablest

men avoid the political arena, as thev wou'd pol-

VoL. IX.-5

lution? Why is it, that while we all profess (o be
republicans— to hold nearly the same doctrines,
we so often feel ihe earilupjake agitations in the
very Ibunda'ions of society, and dread some awful
and ruinous explosion ? Ii is because parly spirit,

like some horrid demon, is stalking abroad in the,

land, devouring and poisoning all lhat is good.
Where is the remedy lor such evils to be found"?
Not on earth— it is a pure spirit and dwelleih on
high. The spirit of love alone can vanquish the
viiespirit of party. It is tliat spirit, without which,
though a man "speak with the tongues of men
and of angels," he is " become as sounding brasa
or a tinkling cymbal." The great fiibric ol.'ocietjr

is built up of many menibers, and the individuality
of each must be lost, by being cemented together
by the pure spirit of love, in order to render the
whole sound. This is the true theory of society,

for it is deiived from holy writ. While ''^ E Plu-
ribus Ummi''' waves gloriously on our banners, its

meaning, lo the fullest extent, should be engraved
on our hearts. A propitious time, it is hoped, ia

approaching 10 lay the li'll spirit of parly. The
wild tornado of excitement which has recently
swept over the land, must surely be followed by a
calm, during which. Ihe wise and good may have
lime to reflect on the difi'erence between parly and
country—men and principles. Should they re-

fuse to allord themselves as mere fuel to excite-
ment, there might be some hope lhat the salaman-
drine agitators would be starved out. from itie de-
privation of their natural element. The return of
peace, after such a civil war in disguise—as disas-

trous, perha[)s, in its influences on the moral con-
dition of society, as actual warfare—would be
cheering to every true patriot. Should the stale
of hostility continue, gloomy indeed must be our
forebodings.

But we will lurn from this fearful subject, to

some more directly within the province of our dis-

cussions. In doing this, gentlemen, permit me lo

hope that we will renew our devoiion to the ob-
jects of our society. They are worthy ; arid the
more industriously they are pursued, the more
peace and happiness will they afi'ord.

Laying no claim to the characier of an efficient

and practical agriculturist, I find myselll on such
subjects, much in the condition of a certain preach-
er, of very exceptionable character, who was in the
habit of closing his discourses, by charging hia

auditors, by no means to do as he did, out of the
pulpit, but to do what fie told iliem, when in it. I

could do but little good, l)y telling you all or any
thing 1 have done. I might, liowever, afford con-
siderable amusement, couid I bring myself to con-
fess what [ sometimes schemingly hope to do. 1

hold, that it is not the praciical man alone that
can render service to a society like this, or to the
community at large. Even the visionary schemer,
into whose class by the way, I am not willing fully

to enrol myself, may ofien do much good lo the

shrewd and practical, if they will cull from hia

hints or experiments, what seems to be supported
by reason. Like ihe darin^ pioneer in a wilder-

ness, he sometime! unfolds valuable discoveries to
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the more nautious who n)l!ow him. I believe ih^t,

on invesligation, it would be Ibund that but lew ol

the mosl^vaiuable discoveries in the aris of lile,

have been made by prudent, calculating, praciical

men. Labor-haling propensities are admirably

calculated to set the wits to work, on the discovery

of labor-savintf expedienls. It ought, however,

to be acknowledged, that the class ol" men, usually

stigmatized wiih the name oC st/ie??iers, are not,

generally, much influenced liy the desire of gain.

Some of them, indeed, are actuated by the higliesl ;

motives. Ii is no matter ofsurprise that such are !

not, what are usually termed, thriving men. Those '

who expect nothing are rarely disappointed.

In previous addresses, I have dwelt at some

length on the ordinary operations ol' farming in

thie"^ region. F will now make a few remarks on

the various kind ofsiock and their management.

In Virginia, so mucli attention has been paid to

the horse, the noblest of our animals, and books

on farriery are so common, tliat all who desire in-

Ibrmation on this matter, may easily obtain it. I

would only observe, that many of our teams are

(lestroy8d,"and most of them much injured, by over-

pressure of service in very busy seasons, particu-

larly in the spring of the year, and while fallowing

lor, and seeding wheat in the fall. No animal

can long sustain labor, without serious injury,

which is'^so brisk as materially to hurry his respir-

ation. He who pushes his horse onward, while

panting with fatigue, subjects himself to the re-

proach'of iuhtimanity, and very probably, to what

such a one will leel more acutely, the loss of the

animal. The error of most proprietors consists in

confiding horses, without the necessary supervi-

sion, toThe tender mercies of those, wlio neither

know nor care how much these animals can, with

safety, bear.

In the management of cattle, in miildle Virginia,

inattention, on the part of the master, to their com-

fort is as manifest, as it is in regard to that of

horses. Indeed, I believe, it is much more com-

mon. Until a very ftivv years past, scarcely any

one thought of feeding cows upon any other, than

what one of our worthy members called "the

bran and shuck system." Indeed, there were not

many who cared to provide bran ; but it was ge-

nerally thought, that the ofl'al of the small grain

crops was all-sufficient for cattle. It is pleasing to

observe some improvement in this matter ; and as

the returns, both in profit and comlbrt are so great,

it is hoped that this subject will soon attract the

attention it deserve?.

On the subject of cattle raising, a question has

been started, and, to judge from the practice, set-

tled in this region, on which the propriety of keep-

ing much stock of this kind depends. It is,

whether the ferdlity of land can be better preserved

and increased, by the aid of cattle, in converting

speedily into manure, the ofl'al of crops, grass,

&c. ; or, cattle beinc dispensed with, and the land

being relieved from the injuries of tooth and hoof,

it might not more rapidly improve from the natu-

ral decay of such of its productions, as, in the

other case, would he appropriated to the suste-

nance of cattle? With the attention usually paid

to cattle in this region, I would readily admit the

truth of the latter branch of the question. I con-

eider that th^re is almost no attention paid to these

animals. Their summer pasturage is not always
good. Indeed, the attention paid them during

seven or eight months of the year, is only to keep
them out of mischief! Except this, and they are

left pretty much lo sciifHe for themselves. Their
winter keep consists of corn-tops, shucks and
wheat-straw, and these, if the weather be bad
during I heir preparation, make miserable food

;

and even when in the best state of preservation,

are onl}' calculated lo carry the m^ijotity of iheir

consumers thmuirh the winter. In addition to

this, some provide for i heir mtlch cows, very closely

bolted bran, which, with a lew cabf)age leaves and
lurrups, if they happen to be on hand, will furnish

a quantum sufficient ol blue milk to gel along with
during winter.

The manafjement of manure is about as care-

less as that of its producers. In sunimer, most
people move their cow- pens often enough to make
a turnip patch of tolerat)le size. To do more than
this, would interlere loo nsuch wiih the tobacco

crop. In winter, since ihe publication of ' Arator,'

I believe a majority of farmers construct what is

called a fiirm-pen, and some of them haul into

these some corn stalks ami some leaves. But
many permit tiieir caiile lo roam through their

farms, poaching the land, and trampling the

wheat in wet weather, and seeking a cheerless

shelter amons the young pines; or, if these be
wantittg, lowing, by the leeward of a worm-fence,
in tones that should make their master's heart

ache. Under such management, it would be un-
reasonable to expect the manure made to be an
equivalent lor the expense and damage incurred

fi-om the stock. Ii should be remarked here, that

there are very numerous and laudable exceptions

to the foregoing modes of management.
In attempting to draw the other side of the pic-

ture, we will be compelled lo go a little inio the re-

gions of fancy. Having never seen caltle man-
aged as ihey ought lo be, it is difficult, either to

point out the means, or to conceive the fijll amount
of benefit from the increase of'manure and of milk,

butter, meat and leather. Manure has been pro-

nounced the farmer's sheet-anchor. It is lo liitvi,

as capital is to the money-lender. It may be

suffered lo lie idle and waste, or it may be so man-
aged, as to bring compound interest. And there

is here no law limiting the rate. The man who
enriched five acres more than his neighbor this

year, receives in Ihe crop more profit, and has so

much added to his capital, which, for years to

come, under proper management, may be increas-

ing his means of enricliing more land, while it is

constantly adding to his profits. The oftener this

sort of capital is turned over, the better. And
herein consists one of the benefits ofcatlle. They
enable us more speedily, to convert into manure,
the offal of the crops, the artificial grasses, or the
spontaneous productions of the earth; and thus,

generally, these yield inierest one year sooner,

than if left to the slower process of natural decay.
It has been said, that as much is abstracted from
the value of the manure-making material, for fer-

tilizing purposes, as coiylributes to the sustenance
of the animal. This is doubted. But admitting
it to be true, the residuum, alter nourishing the

animal, is in so much better condition for imme-
diate use than the raw material, as more than to

remunerate the loss. If all the manure from one
cow lor a whole year could be properly applied to

a given portion of the land, it is believed that the

eucceedlng crop would be much greater, than
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from any application of ilie fboJ consumed by the
cow, for ihe sume leiii^tli of lime ; and mortiover,

thm liie iiicreiise of crop, beyond what i!ie liind

niighl have produced, vviilioiit the ni mure, if ofa
suiiable i<iud, wou'd be more liiau sullirieut, to sus-

tain llie coiv ano'iier year. Il is adfniiied by all,

tital any ordinary land may be improved by re-

turninij to il, as m mure, the whole ol iis crop.

Here the land receives more than it has given oil,

doubtless from the aslmosphere, the veiretation

havinii diawn thence part ol it.<! sustenance. Is it

not e(|ually probable, that in the economy of na-

ture, animals beinir in a liigher irrade of creation,

may also be permiited to return to mother-earth
more than they draw I'rom her ? Tiiey certainly,

very materially modify the raw material, by ani-

ni ilizing it, to use a modern term.* Tlie liict, I

bfiieve, does i^ot bear contradiction, that lor suc-

cess in the production of certain crops, wlieat lor

instance, animal manure is absolutely necessary.

May not the scarcity of this, be one reason lor the

general failure of our wheat crops of late years'?

1 have known a very industrious and successful

planter, recently dead, who, preferring to give
back to his land its product, duriiiij ns year of rest,

determined to keep no catde, except a milch cow
and a yoke of oxen. lid had a!so to determine,
in a very lew years, to aim at making no wheat,
except lor family use, in a lot or two near his sta-

ble. He has repeatedly told me, that his land,

though very good, would not yield wheat. I

judge it was from the want of animal manure.
Our limits would be transcended, were we to go
into an investigation of the best modes of makmg,
preserving, and using manure. The object at this

time is, to urge the n<»cessity of keeping on every
farm, a sufficient stock ol cattle lor its production.

This cannot be done to advan'age, without making
very great chaiiires in the arrangements and man-
agement of our farms, as regards their comfort
and support. These changes cannot, with [iro-

priety, be made very suddenly. All general
chani/es, to be safe, must be gradual. Very few
of the experimenters have, as yet, learned to

make good wine in this country. When, if ever,

we shall generally cultivate silk successfully, is

j'et to be learned. But the necessity for caution

in any enterprise, is no argument against its prac-

ticability, 'j'he question which constantly meets
us must be answered— is there necessity fijr a

change? Is the old way good enough? Let our

empoverished fields, our lean kine, our shabby
eheep and hungry hogs ansvver. An increase of

manure would remedy many evils. Of this, I

have said enough. As to other inducements, con-
sisting in a plenty of milk, butter, meat and leather,

I am sure I need say nothing, if I can only tell

how they can be obtained.

* This question merits full and mature investigation.

It is not doubted, that vegetables return more than they
take from the earth. Could it be demonstrated that

animals do the same, what a display of the wisdom,
power and goodness of the Creator would be afforded ?

The atmosphere would then appear as the grand la-

baratory, in which is prepared the food of all living

things ; and he, who has made the world out of nothing,
is here seen, by a mysterious perpetuity of changes,
affording to all tlfings sustenance, in a supply limited

only by the skill and assiduity of man, in adapting the

means to the end. The votary of asrriculture, while
drawing his support from the earth, has presented to

him innumerable lessons of the soundest theology, and
incentives to the purest piety.

In the first place, we must have more meadows,
and we must consume their products on our farma.
If we have no meadow lands, we must cultivalO
on iiigh land some kind of crop, wiih a view to

the belter sustenance of our slock. IJesides tlio

artificial grasses, the root crops and pumpkins and
other vines [)romipe to aid us much m this matter.
'I*lie turnip, whi('h in the moist climate of Great
Britain, has dune so much for agricultin-e, will

rarely succeed here. Our climate is too liable to

drought in the fall season for this root ; but I can
most confidently recommend the beef. I have been
cultivating this crop lor slock, on a small scale, lor

some seven or eight years, and have never expe-
rienced a lailure. My best crops have, however,
been invariably produced in the driest years. I

believe that six or eight times as much food for

cows, sheep, or hogs, may be produced from the
same quantity of land in this crop, as in any other
that I have ever tried. Tlie kind which 1 greatly
prefer, is the white Silesian sugar beet ; it witii-

stands cold much better than the mangel wurtz'^l,

and, 1 believe, is more nutritious. ! received a
few seed in thelall of 1836, Irom my friend Mr. Ruf-
fin, of Petersburg, and have scattered them largely
since; vviih what benefit to my friends I cannot
tell, but to myself, I consider them almost indis-

pensable. I believe that no man, who would pro-
vide a plenty of beets or pumpkins to feed his milch
cows lor one winter, could be satisfied without
them afterwards. The recommendations of the
beet as f )od lor stock, in our agricultural journal.?,

are so strong and so res[)ectab!e, as to render a
refusal to try them, by those who love economy
and comfort, quite inexcusable. Tlieir product is

prodigious on the richest land, and they are well
worth cultivating on that of medium quality. If

the introduction of turnip husbandry into Eng-
land, is considered there the greatest era in their

agricultural history, we may well be thankfiil, that
a root, much richer and more productive, is found
so well adapted to our arid country. There are
two things specially to be attended to in its cul-

ture. The soil should have a clay substratum,
and the land should receive a thorough winter or
fall plougliing, to destroy insects. I lost every
young beet on three-fourths of ihe land planted
last spring, from neglecting to plough in the fall.

1 made out a fine crop, however, from transplant-

ing.

It can hardly be necessary, in this pociefy, (o

make any remarks on the importance of attending
to the breed of cattle. I know it is very common
for people to ridicule the idea of its importance,
and to indulge in the idle slang, "that the feed
makes the breed." But these very people will

sometimes send twenty miles for a pupity of a
good breed when they want a good dog. With-
out ihe feed, I know that no breed can be good

;

but some breeds will be a great deal better on the
same feed than others.

Cattle should not only be well fed, but well
sheltered, to promote their own thrift and comfort,
and their master's profit.

On the subject of sheep, I have but little to say.
They pay well for a little attention. They should
be penned every night, for the Bake of their ma-
nure, and to protect them from dogs and other ma-
rauders. The number kept on a farm, should
about equal that of the persons in tiie family. On
an average of children and adulte, one sheep will
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sbout furnisli wool for one person. Ai nboui

five yeara old, a fracture occurs in ihe two middie

lower i'rorit teeth, forming a notch between them.

Alter this they should be marked for mutton, as it

i.s very unptofitatile to keep a flocU of old sheep.

One Iamb should ho "turned out" in the place of

every mutton killed. Any extra lambs maybe
killed. The ram siiouid be changed annually,

viz. : if one can find aniona his frieiuls and neiiih-

bors any sheep north breeding Irom. In wuver

they siiouid be sheltered from the inclemencies ol

weather ; and the ewes, especially, should be well

provided with succulent Ibod—such as beets, tur-

nips, carrots, or cabbages, particularly if the

o-round be covered with snow. Lambs can bear

cold as well as any animal whatever, after once

standing on tlieir leet. Their great mortality in

winter generally arises from want of milk, which

the kind of (bod recommended for their mothers

will ensure to them.
As to hogs, gentlernen, after what parsed at our

sprintj meelinii,* it might little be expected, that

*At the meetiiicf in tlie spring, the author of the

address having complained that lie was nearly foiled

in his attempt to raise hogs, by the propensity in his

sows to eat their own pigs, became the suhject of

much pleasant raillery from a very particular friend, who
urged as the only proper course, that such unnatural

mothers should be killed, and their places supplied by

a better breed. This was, however, not adopted, as,

excepting the great fault complained of, the breed

was particularly a favorite one ; it is a cross of the

Bedford and Chester. The few hogs raised, were un-

commonly fine ones. By noticing the time when the

sows might be expected to farrow, and giving them for

two or three weeks beforehand a plentiful supply and
variety of succulent vegetables, and occasionally some
of the condiments recommended above, I have been
able to save, since last tpring, about forty beautiful

shoats, without having one devoured by its mother.
The food early in the spring, besiues a little corn,

and but a little, may be beet and turnip, and other

roots which may have been kept tlu-ough the winter.

A little later, it may be clover and other grasses, and
almost all kinds of weeds. Through the summer and
fall it may be cimblins and other refuse from the gar-

den and kitchen, and in their season, pumpkins consti-

tute a superior kind of food for hogs. The sows should
be permitted to have pigs, in this climate, only be-

tween the first of March and first of October. Winter
pigs are not worth raising in the richest part of Ken-
tucky.
He who has enjoyed an opportunity of observing the

snug arrangements made by more ijorthcrn farmers,
for comfort to the stock and jirofit in the raising, will

be at rio loss in accountmg for our great failures in

this matter. In stock-raising, as in every other hu-
man concern, success is the reward only of diligent
and zealous effort. Who gets rich, besides those whose
hearts are much devoted to the object ? In middle and
lower Virginia there is much laudable industry and
enterprise manifested in the mere production of crops.
This is followed by success, but generally, at a vast
expense in the impoverishment of land, the destruction
of teams, and total negligence of stock. Providence
has placed under our management a wonderfully com-
plicated system, which, for completely beneficial re-
sults r,s a whole, depends upon rigid attention to all its

parts. Few proprietors study and practise this system
as they should, and much fewer overseers. Fortunate
is he, who can obtain and keep one who will faithfully
do this. Both modest and heioic was the reply of the
gallant Gen. Miller, when asked if he could achieve a
certain military exploit, " I will try, sir." In these mo^
to-loving days, this should be the motto of every farmer

i should undertake to say much about them. It

is, perhaps, my duty, however, to say that I have
found a remedy lor the evil, then complained of,

which is simply to provide the sows with the great-

est possible variety of food ; and also, lo lurnish

ihem, by way of condiment, occasionally, a little

salt, sulphur, rotten wood, charcoal, shop-cinders,

&c. I now believe, if you will permit me to boast

a little on this subject, that I liave as fine a paicel

of young hogs, the oHspring of the sell-same

sows, so much ahuj-ed in the spring, as can ba
(bund in the country.

If we ever sui'ceed in raising hogs profitably, it

must be on other kinds of Ibod than dry corn, f

do not believe it could be done on the o d V^uginia

plan, in the richest regions of the west.

Permit me, sxenilemen, in conclusion, to tender

you my best wi.-hes, and once more to urge, that

we earnestly endeavor lo make the society as use-

ful as possible, and especially to make it a bond
of union among ourselves, which the corrosive

feelings of discord shall never be able to dissolve;

and among those around us, a nucleus of love,,

which, like a " little leaven," may exert its sofi-

ening inHuences far beyond the place of its origin.

AGRICULURAL MEETINGS AND DISCISSIONS.

An excellent practice, for Ihe auvancrment of

agricultural information, has been introduced in

Massachusetts, and which we should rejoice to

have copied and properly carried through, in Vir-

ginia and othersouthern states. We allude toihe

meetings of agriculturists which are held weekly

during (he win'er in Boston, brought together

merely upon the request and general invitation of

the State Agricultural Commissioner, and by the

voluntary action of the farmers who choose lo at-

tend, whether as auditors only, or to participate in

the discussion, and to furnish their share, as well

as to receive benefit from the information elicited

from others. The agricultural c.ommissioner (the

Rev. Henry Colman,) desiirnaies and gives pre-

vious notice of the subject for discussion, and on

which verbal information is desired at the next ap-

proaching meeting ; and he presides at the meet-

ing, or at least, so far leads in the proceedings, aa

to put the body to work. There seems to be no-

thing more of (brm, and no constraint, except, of

course, such aa ia necessary to preserve order in

debate. There are neither essays nor addresses,

nor fotmal speeches delivered. Each member, aa

in common and unreserved conversation, and at

such loniith as is requisite, and in plain language,

slates his opinions or his practice, and answers

any questions or objections that may be put ; and,

in this manner, it may be presumed that all the

and overseer in the land. We could then do much
more good to our country, than by being all rabid parti-

zans in politics, which might safely be trusted to our
blessed representative tystem.
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light id drawn fnrth that the individuals present

can furDisii. An osspniiai member is a reporter

to note the material facts and opinions staled hy

each individual, for pulisetpicut publication. For

this, there is no dillic.uliy in Boston, us there are

there, bfesides the commissioner, no less than

three editors of agricultural papers, who partici-

pate in the discussions, and all of whom report the

proceedings.

We have frequently, heretofore, republished

extracts from the proceedings of these meeiings,

and shall present the report of the last, to follow

these remarks, as a sample of the usual proce-

durt^.

It would be a capital addition to all that is now
done by our existing agricultural societies, to hold,

and report for publication, discussions of this de-

scription. There is not one society, (even though

tiie most silent and therefore the niost inefficient

heretofore,) of which there are not sundry mem-
bers, whose opinions and facts, thus expressed,

would be highly interesting and useful to their

brother agriculturists in general. We earnestly

urge upon each and all these societies to ado|)t this

course, for at least one meeting in each'year, and

in addition to, (and by no means in subsiiiution

of,) any useful labors heretolbre performed by

them.

But such meetings are peculiarly appropriate,

and likely to be most beneficial, at the seat of go-

vernment, and during the session of the legislature.

Tlie number of agriculturists there present, both

members of the legislative body and others,

though residing and farming in remote districts,

would add much to the variety and value of the

subjects treated, and to the inleresl of the proceed-

ings.

An agricultural and horticultural society for

Henrico, has been just [ijrmed, of agriculturists

principally laboring in the vicinity of Richmond
;

and under auspices and direction from which we
hope for much better results than the ordinary

course of agricultural societies in Virginia. The
formation of this society offers excellent nteans to

introduce easily such agricultural meetings and

discussions as are above recommended ; and the

society, acting in concert with any number of vo-

luntary and temporary assistants and auditors,

might hold meetings in Richmond, frequently du-

ring the winter, to very great advantage. We
shall place this article in the hands of the officers

of that society, as early as possible. If they should

think it advisable to act upon the suggestion, we
will be glad to take part in their free and intbrmal

discussions, and to report i\\\ useful doings of such
meetings through the Farmers' Register. We
know that there are members of that recentlv

formed society, who, though Ihey liave never writ-

ten any thing for our pages (and perhaps naver
will for any publicati jn.) as practiced and success-

ful cultivators, possess knowledge, which well de-

serves being made known to the agricultural pub-
lic. If these persons (as is the case with the far

greater number of the good farmers of the whole
country,) cannot be induced to write their fiicts

and opinions for publication, lei us endeavor to

draw them forth in liee conversation. And if

there is any attempt for this purpose, we farther

take the liberty of urging the society (on these

occasions, a! least,) to avoid all regularly prepared

addretses, which are, in most case.^, merely es-

says on agricultural things in general, and on
nothing particular, and ofno use and no effect, ex-

cept as substitutes for, and dampers to repress and
extinguish, all other and more useful efijrls.

—

Ed.
F. R.

Second ^Agricultural Meeting at the State House.

On Thursday evening last, the organization of
the meeting was completed by the clioice of
Hon. Daniel P. Kinir, of Danvers, President.
Allen Putnam, of Danvers, Secretary.

Committee of^Arrangements.— William Lincoln,
Worcester ; Horace Collamore, Pembroke ; Cor-
nelius Delano, Northampton ; Calvin Cnoley,
Haivley; John Prince, Roxbury; Andrevy Dodcre,
Wenharn ; Asa G. Sheldon, Wilmington; Hon.
l^aac Hill, Kd. Monthly Visitor ; Mr.' Buckmin-
ster, Ed. Boston Cultivator; Mr. Cole, Ed.
Yankee Farmer j and the president and secretary,

ex officio.

Subject for discussion, as previously announced
was the Cultivated Grasses.
Mr. Colman, Agricultural Comtnissionpr, staled

that there are more than COO such grasses, but
that he should confine his remarks to a few of the
more common. H^rds grass or timothy yields
well ; two lens to the acre is a good crop, though
four tons have been obtained ; it is an enduritig
grass, lasting 6 or 7 years, after wliich period it is

best to turn the sod ; cattle are fond of it. Would
sow 12 bushel seed to the acre ; no harm in sow-
ing more ; when thick the hay is finer ; moist but
not wet soil best suited to it. According to

chemical analysis it is most nutritious if suffered

to ripen before it is cut, though our animals like

it better when cut young.
There are two kinds of' Dutch clover, northern

and southern, difl'ering in the time of their ripen-
ing." The broad leaves take much nourishment
from the atmosphere, and the tap root when it

decays furnishes nutriment to tiie other grasses.
It ameliorates the soil. As food for stock it is in-

ferior when cured in the common method, i. e.

when allowed to become nearly ripe before cutting
and then dried thoroniihly in the sun. Some
practical men maintain that if cut younirer and
made in cock, its (luality as food is as frond as the
other grasses. The southem, tlioiigh less pro-
ductive than the northern, is to be preferred;

makes better hay ; should be powed in winterer
spring and not in autumn. It is va'uab'e as a
green crop to turn in ; if it be rank, roll and
harrow befjre ploughing, and then it can be easily
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turned under. Should it be green or dry when
turned in 7 The field of one man who tried it in

both Btateg, indicates that the dry is best : 4 to 6

lbs. of seed to the acre. There is one objection

to it as pasturage ; horses are salivated or made
to plaver by its use.

Red-top is as frood as any grass; ^ood for

milch cows and horses; requires ii soil that is

not wet ; 3 to 4 pecks of seed to the acre.

Orchard grass grows quick ; can le cut frequent-

Jy ; is sweet ; the cattle relish it. Lucerne is good
tor soiling; may be cut 4, 5 or 6 limes a year.

Must be tilled the first year or the weeds will kill

it ; lasts 8 or 10 years. A small plot may be cul-

tivated to advantage; will not do on wet soil;

from 16 to 18 lbs. of seed to the acre.

Gypsum, as a top-dre?sing, 1 bushel or 1-2

busiiel to the acre, once in two or three years, is

in many places very serviceable. Is not fully

satisfied as to the utility of lime. Saltpeire has

been used to great advantage. Wood ashes are

good, but in great quantities will cause moss to

grow, particularly in moist or wet lands
;
peat

ashes will do the same. Eel grass, kelp, rock-

weed and salt hay are good top-dressings.

Mr. Buckminster, Editor of the Cultivator,

agreed with Mr. C. in most respects, yet diii'ered

/roni him in a few points. Thought clover, pound
for pound, as good as herds grass ; recommended
eowiniT them together ; and cutting so early that

the clover stalks (the principal part) should be

good (odder. Clover, no doubt, is a good crop to

plough in, but the difficulty is to oei crop enough
to be worth ploughing in. Buckwheat will

answer better for this purpose on poor lands; he

doubted whether it is well lo let the crop dry be-

fore it is turned under. Was in lavor of cutting

English grasses young, but thought that our wet

meadow grasses wpre worth niore if not cut until

they were ripe. Had sometimes sown hey seed

among corn at hUUngtime (no hill made) and

Ibund it to do well.

The Editor of this paper hnd never heard be-

fore that clover would salivate the horse. On one

pide of his lather's liirm the hordes lound nothing

that [iroduced this effect, though clover was often

eaten by them there: on the other side lobelia

grows, and there the slobbers or slavers are pro-

duced. He stated one or two facts ,'rnm which

he was inclined to infir that clover hay was bet-

ter than red-top for producing milk. Also, he

gave an account of the sowing of hay seed

among com ; the substance of which may be

found in No. xxviii. of the present volume of the

N. E. Farmer.
Mr. Collainore, of Pcnihroke, stated that by

the application of compost lop-dressiiiirs in the

spring, he had sometimes (in dry spasons) done

more harm than good ; has Ibund it best to apply

them in the autumn. Sea weed he thinks not

valuable; but kelp and rock weed are. Ashes
should be spread on sandy loam. Lime is some-
times serviceable ; if should bp used in compost.

Mr. Cole, of the Yankee Farmer, expressed

the opinion that the salivation of the Imrse miiihi

be produced liy soniethmir else than eiiher clover

or lobelia. The remainder of his remarks we do

not retain ; but as the meeting adjourned while he

had the floor and as the same sutject will come
lip at the next irieeting, we hope then to preserve

what he may ofler.

BERKSHIRGS KO LOPTGER BERKSHIRES,

From the Farmri's Cabinet.

3Ir. Editor— 1 am an old hog- breeder, and
have, alvvajs supposed that I knew a thing or two,
but 1 conless that I am now all at sea on that
subjpct. The time was vvhen a good hog was
not measured by the number of white leet which
he possessed, or the quan'ity of white hair that
he spotted in his tail, but by something of much
more importance: I find, however, we were all

wrong—no Berkshire can be a Berkshire vviih less

than three white lljet and a white top to his tail

—

" so says the book, and therefore it is true."

Now. I have observed, through a long life, the
truth of an old a|ihorism, which I used to write,

as a copy, when a boy at school— " what is

violent is seldom permanent"—and the Merino,
the morus, and now the Berkshire mania, all are
proofs of the truth of the old adage ; thpy have
all been loo violent to be permanent, and shoulij

be held in remembrance, as a warning against
future speculations.

Well, then, Bt-rkshire? are no longer BeiU-
shires, but improved Beikshires! So they can
now be black, red, tawny, white, spotted mu\
speckled, and yet be quiie pure and perfect blood

—in short, improved Berkshires—leaving the olt5

breed quiie out of the question—then I would say
that Benjamin Cooper, of Camden, N. J., baa
about the best hogs in this country, and they
tieserve the character which J. G. has given them
in paue 382, vol. 4, o!' tlie Cabinet, the persual of
which account induced me to go and view them
for myself.

[l is a pity the gime is likely so soon to be
brouglit to a close, lor 1 have iialf-a-dozen young
friends, who were just ready lo dash into the spe-

culation, each pre|)ared with his Hcmeni or Los-
sing, and a pedigree as lonir as my arm, and all

of the right color too, to a hair; but Mr. Samuel
D. Martin's letter, in the Franklin Farmer, has,

or I am much mistaken, blown up the Berko-
mania, ami will quite spoil the trade. He admits

that theirenuiue Berkj^hires were red, vviili black

spots— indeed, that is undeniable— but he con-

tends— which is as deniable— that they were a
coarse hog, with large ears and curly hair, a great

consumer, but that would attain a larce size, (now
what on earth was there in such a bos desirable

to breed from 7) and, therel(:ire, he would make it

appear, that every good quality of the present

improved breed was obtained from the Eastern
or Chinese Uon, of which there were two varieties

of colors, the while and the black. Professor

Low, however, contends that the color of the

modern Berkshire is still a reddish brown, with

dark spots; many of them, he says, are nearly

black, mariilesting their near approach to the

Siamese character, and sometimes they are black,

broken with white, but not a word does he say
of their being quite white ; although he admits
that from this intermixture it becomes, in many
cases, difficult to recognise, in the present race,

the characters of the true Berkshire—and yet Mr.
Martin has a white imported boar, of the improv-

ed Berkshire breed, although he does not claim (or

him that he is an oriirinal Berkshire, but that he
is an improvement upon that breed, by the eastern

crosses. But all this while INlessrs. Los^ing and
Wail attach great importance lo their piga' coming
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direct from Berkshire, and of being the only pure

blood, ahhou<rh Ihey have never imported, by

any chance, any ol" the (iriijinal red and black

color; and they brand all iliose with conicnipl

that are not blacK and while, with the given

number of white It-et and while hairs in the tail.

Uut JMr. Marlin says, aiiiiougli red and black

Tvas the oiiirinal, and lias always been the pre-

vailing color, of I he real iJerkshire hog, yet,

thirty years ago, there were while and black ones
amongst thetn, (he must then mean, I presume,
among.-^t the ori!.'iual breed,) and that lie considers

it, iherelbre. peitccily idle to saj', that in an ani-

mal that is while and black, a lew hairs of the

one or the other color, in this or that place, con-
etitule a genuine or a counterfeit—and so say I—
but ihis is robbing ilie mi k of all the cream, (or,

38 I have ofien seen, much more importance has
been attached to their coljr, than to any other

qualificaiion.

So ih(^n, it appears that ovpry one has been
breeding his own improved Berkshires ! And
that, in short, Berkshires are no longer Berk-
shires ! I sha'l, therefore, iw longer expect to

Fee people shellmii out iheir dollars lor very infe-

rior pigs, merely because they have been bred by
puch and such <zenilemen, wiihout regard tomucli
besides the color of ihe leet and tail! And it

comes at last to this—a good hog, any more than

a good cow, cannot be of a bad color.

Let it not, however, lor a moment be supposed
that I wish to detract an iota from the value of
the Berkshires—they are most excellent as a

cross wiih our own swine-eiock, and have clone,

and will do, infiniie ijood ; but, really, the non-
sense which is bandied aboul in all sons of ways
and all about thinirsof ihe most triHinrr import-
ance, is perfectly suiieiting, and reminds one of
the old couplet,

" Strange, that such difTeretire there should be
'Twixt tvveedlc-aum and tvveedie-dee !"'

JoHX Dillon.

ROHAN POTATOES.

Fromtlio Boston Cultivator.

Dracut, Nov. 18, 1840.
RTr. Editor—Havin<; heard much said respect-

ing the Rohan pitatoes, their extraordinary pro-

ducing, &c., I will endeavor to stale some facts,

from vvhat experience I have had the past season.
And should you deem them worthy of notice,

have no objection to their beinff published in ihe
Cultivator. And i should like to hear from others
who have fairly tried the experiment. The
Rohan potatoes unquestionably excel all others in

size, as it is not uncommon forthem to weigh two
and a half, and even ihree pounds each. But
this is no very great encouragement to raise them
if they will not produce any more in weight or
measure from a given quanniy of land. I have
tried the experiment fairly, without prejudice, and
am well satisfied that ihey will not produce so
much from the same ground, as the long reds.
And no one, I think, will deny that thev are
sufficiently large for convenience; and I think
their quality much belter.

In the first place, I prepared the ground in the

best possible manner, for a large crop, manuring
it very higlily. The potatoes were planted in

drills, at a distance of aboul three and a half leet

apart. The piece of ground measured something
more than one (burih of an acre, and was plant-

ed with Rohans, with the exception of ten rows,

lor the experiment. 'I'hese rows were short, only

a little over five rods in length. 'I'he two first

rows next the Rohans were planted wilh long
reds, precisely the same as the Rohans; that is,

the potatoes cut into as many pieces as there were
eyes in them, Ihe pieces being planted at a dis-

tance ol about one loot from each oiher.

When they were dug, I found the Rohana
produced three and one (ourth bushels to a row,

and the long reds three and one hallj as near as

ihey could be measured. The next two rows
were long reds, planted as we usually plant them,
that is, a common sized potato cut into lour pieces,

but planted ihc same distance apart as the Rohans.
These, when dug, produced a little over lour

bushels to a row. The nex', two rows wero
planted with the common blues, as the Rohans.
These produced aboul two and one half bushels

to a row. The rest of the rovvs were planted

wilh blues, as we usually plant them; they pro-

duced a liitlc over two and three fburih bushels to

a row ; not so much as the reds or Rohans. Last
year many tried ihe experiment, to see how many
they could raise from a email quantity, and were
surprised at ihe enormous quantity thus obtained

;

but when we take into consideration the attention

we generally pay to any new tiling that we get

it is not very wonderful. When we get any thing

r.ew, we are very sure to plant it on ihe very best

land, and lake the best care of it. Last year I

planted one pound of Rohans, and raised from
that pound two and one fourth bushels. To be
sure it took but a very small piece of ground to

plant ihern, but ihey actually occupied a much
larger piece ol ground ; the stalks growing from
six to seven feet in length. Thus we see the cx-
[jerimeiit cannot fairly be tried in this way.
What is your ot^inion. Mr. Editor?

Yours, &c., J. B. Y. C.

We have long entertained doubts about the

great stories which have been told of ihe Rohan
potato, and we have Ireely published ihe opinions

of other farmers, since they have given it a trial.

Some soils may suit the Rohan belter than the

long red, and we may well suppose that in these

soils the Rohan will produce most ; but we seldom
see a fair trial of a new vegetable.

In regard to potatoes, the question is, not how
many pounds may be raised (i-om one, but how
many pounds or bushels vve can raise on the acre.

One kernel of corn will often produce several

hundreds—but vve choose to inquire how much
can he produced on a certain quantity of ground.
There are many good kinds of potato in the

country, bul !br ourselves we prefer the long reds,

sometimes called long Johns. When these are

planted in good season, and allowed to remain in

the ground till they are ripe, they are excellent

even in the fall; and in the spring they retain iheir

goodness longer than any we have tried.

—

E>D.

Boston Cultivator.
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RAISING PORK.

From the Southern Cultivntor.

The raisins and fatiening of hogs, v\hen prooi)

breeds are employed, is considered a very profita-

ble business in the state of Kentucky. Two
methods are practised in raising the pige wiih ij.-,

both ot which are thought best by iho^e who
follow then).

I will detail both methods. One plan is, never

to suffer the sows to breed but once ; lor this pur-

pose, a pariii-ular number (say filiy) of sow pitrs,

pissed in JNlarch or April, are selected, and one

boar pig of the same ase (or every eigiit sows.

These are separated when twoortliree montli.^

old, ond the boars kept by themselves. The
boars and sows .«honld not lie related, on which

account it is best to buy the boars or exchange

with a neighbor. The pig.s are all to be kept well,

but the sows are not to l)e made loo fat. About

the 10th of December, the boars and sows are put

together, and after all the hows are served the

boars are castrated. The pigs will come in April.

The sows, a short lime before pigging, are sepa-

rated, so as to have but finv togeiher, and sheliers

tire provided sufficient for half the number of

pows. Some iiave as many shelters as sows.

These shelters are frequently made by laying a

rail in a (i^nce corner, and covering it vvnh boinls.

etraw or corn-stalk lodder. During the time ol

having pigs, the sows should have !ree access to

pleniy of water, and a careful person provided lo

attend to ihem ; five or six pigs are allowed to

each sow, and two sows to suiy together until ihe

pigs learn to distinguish their mothers. Some
keep each sow by herself After ten days or two
weeks, each niir will have learned to ktiow its

mother, and the sows are ihfMi lamed into a larse

lot, and ((2d Ireely whilst suckling their jjigs ; when
they are six or eight weeks old, the old sows are

spayed, and another selection made of the best

sow pigs for breeders. The boar pigs not inten-

ded lor use should be altered, and the sow shoals

spayed, when eiyht or ten weeks old. They
should be well (iid until old enouirh to turn on

clover; and a/ler they are turned on clover, a

little corn every day is very advantageous. About
the Isl of July they are turned into the rye-field

and have also the gleaning of the wheat and oat

fields.

The other plan, vvht^'h is most practised where
I live, (Clark county, Kentucky.) is to select Ihc

best sows and keep ihem as breeders as Ions as

we find them profitable ; and when they become
unprofitable, kill them lor pork or spay ihem and
fatten them for sale, and supply iheir places with

young ones. These are tired twice a year, in

December and June. Some preler breeding in

October or November, for though fioin cool wea-
ther tficy may not save as many pigs, they will

make tlieir meat of those pisged in February and
March that fall, and so save the wintering.

The advantage ol the first plan is, that the

hogs sold are nearer of an age and size ; and hav-
ing all the piss at once, they will be of sufficient

age to go through the U'xt winter belter, and are

not as liable to be overlaid by larger ones. It is

also much less trouble lo attend to sows all bavins
their pigs at once than at ddl'erent times. The
disadvantages are. killing those sows that are

good breeders, and having a new set of sows

every spring, Kvery person who hag attended

10 the subject, knows that some sows are much
belter breeders than others, and that some are

also better nurses.

In either case, it is important, where many
sows are kept, lo keep the sows from colleciins in

cold weather in large companies, as they are very

a[)tlomish each other so as to make them mis-
carry.

Piss that come in Fibrunrv or March, may he
made to weish from 200 lo 250 pounds net meat,

in the November following, if the boar be of the

beet improved breeds.

Whtre many sows run logeiher, when they
have pigs, some of the stronger ones frequently

take the teat of the weaker ones, and starve them.
This can be prevented by separating ihem.
Very few of our farmers either srind or cook the

corn lied lo their sows or pigs. From an experi-

ment I maile last sprins, I am cnnvinred Ihat ihe

piss would be gieatly benefited by having iheir

feed made imo mush.
Saiw'i,. D. Martik.

Colby vi'tle, ICy., Dec. 8, 1840.

POOI?5 FOR WATER—ROTTING HEMP.

From the Kciiluct<y Fanner.

Damnlh, Ky. I^lh Dec, 1840.

Mr. Drown.—The encouragement siven in

your paper to the hemp growers of Kentucky,
has determined me lo !ry the esperimeni o( water
rotting my next cioi> of hemp. JMr. Myerle's ac-
count of i!ie process is complete, except telling

how the pools are cnnstrucied, he gives the di-

mensions without felling ihe material with which
the pools are encased.

Will you please tell throush your paper thn

best manner of constructing the pools, or the plan

that Tvlyerle has adnjiK^d.

Yours, most respect fnllv.

W. W. McDowell.

In answer to the inquiries of the above letter,

it is only necessarv to say that in all Ihe pools

which have been constructed this season, no
casins has been used. The ground being found

siifRciditly impervious to retain the amount of

water necessary lo the process. The most ordi-

nar}' invention can suggest the siz^', number, ar-

rangement and locality of p: ols best suited to each
cultivator's peculiar circunnsiancea. Considering

alone tlie convenience of filling and employing
the pools, the best locality would be near a spring

or bninch ; if a spring be chosen, they should be

placed at such a distance as will prevent the back-

insof the water into the spring Irom the poo'8

when full. If a branch be chosen the same result

m,ay be cflected by raising a slisht head in the

stream by a lemporary dam, A very slisht (all

should be siven lo the bottom o( the roof, thai if

possible it may be suffiiiently above the water of

the branch or outlet of the spring to insure a per-

fect drainage when the [jools are desired to be

empty. A gentle current of water is decidedly

advantageous. Mr. Mverle advises that the size

of the pools be made 20 li»et by 40— but if neces-

sary to give a sufficient fall to drain ihem they

may be longer and narrower. If more than one
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is needed they may be constructed so that one
may rei^cive the surpliis water of the oilier. To
prevent ciiving c'wc the siilcs a slope at 45°.

Ecich pool should have a gale at each end lo con-
trol the entrance and etjcape of the water, and
(•lo?in(r ilie npper should tu)n the water from the

pools into lis natural channel, and opening the

low one?, drain the pools. It is useless to add
more as we have said the construction necessary

is- so simple any man may plan them to suit his

peculiar tiiuation. See J\Ir. INIyerle's publication.

ON THE USE OF QUICK-LIME ON SILK-WORMS,
TO PUEVEAT DISEASE.

Translated from the ' Propagateur,' for the Silk

Journal.

" Crest, (Drome,) Jan. 1840.''

" To the Director

:

—" I had promised you some
observations, made durinfj many consecutive

years, upon the contagion ol" the muscardine ; hut

these observations would be supeifiuous alter the,

excellent article on this subject lurnished by M.
Bezard. The rontacion is a fact too positive to

be doubted, and iC some persons still contest the

point, it is because they have not taken ihe pains

to assure themselves of the truth. I will under-

take to communicate the contagion to any worms
that may be presented to me, even though they

may be upon the point of forming their cocoons.

The principle of contagion being established, it

remains lor us to <)iscover the means of prevent-

ing it, and if possible of curing tlie disease afier

it has appeared ; and 1 do not hesitate to say that

such a discovery would be the most valuable pre-

sent that could be made to those engaged in the.

silk culture. Preventive means are in fact insuf-

ficient in many instances, as I have been taught

by sad experience duriiifr the past season. I was
perfectly successful in 1837. There were no miis-

cardines, or almost none ;—about twenty in the

whole course of the rearing. Not wiihstandinir
that, as I had Buffered considerably the year
before. I caused the walls, the ceilinnr, and the

floor of my laboratory lo be while-waslied anew.
The shelves, the ladders and all the utensils were
washed in caustic lie, and the eggs were disin-

fected. I commenced my rearing of 1838, under
the most favorable auspices ; my worms were su-

perb, and every thins led me to hope for the most
complete success. When, in &e Iburth age, the

disease manifested itself. Its progress, although
elow up to the time of mounting, soon induced
me to predict what happened : i had no harvest.

1 must conless that I did but little in the way of

combatting the disease. I had tried in vain the

Vi^ashing of the leaves in a solution of potash,
as recommended byJVl.Bassi; and Ihe immer-
sion of the worms in this solution was aitended
with no better success. I contented myself wiih
hastening ihe maturity of the worms, and keep-
ing the air constantly renewed. The two last

ages were spent almosi in the open air, the ther-

mometer standing at IT'"*,* and the hygrometer at

68°. I should not omit in this place the mention-
ing of a curious fact, viz. : that the mortality was
always greater during the prevalence of northerly

* Reaumur.

winds, than when the wind blew from the fouth.

"From what has just been siale<l, it will be
seen that it is by no means sulTicient to take a iew
precautions such as I have mentioned, since all

the preventives imaginable cmdd not secure me
from becominir the victim of this terrible scourge

of our laboratories in 1838. How precious then

would be the specific which would not only pre-

sent an ellectual barrier to the irruption of the

diseases, but would also be sufilcientiv powerful

lo arrest it alter its introduction I The success

with which the S7nitt in wheat has been attacked

by the su!l)haie of copper, (blue vitriol,) has sug-
gested to M. Bezard, the happy thought of com-

i

batting the muscardine by the same means. M.
;
Gaudiberl-Barret, of Carpeniras, has suggested

I

the use of lime, and his testimony is of great im-
portance, since he has not Ibund a single vinscir-

dine in his laboratory during the ten years that

he has been in the habit of applying it, though
his neishbors have been often attacked. I adopt-

ed his practice last summer, and the result has
surpassed my most sanguine expectations. I will

give you a brief account of my experiment.
"Notwithstanding the precautions which I

had taken, I was observing the course of my rear-

ing with some anxiety, when, alier the second
moulting, the muscardine broke out with great
violence. T thought at once of the lime, and
wrote to M. Gaudibert-Barrei, who had the kind-

ness to furnish me with all the informa:ion t

wanted. He told me that the quantity of lime
used would render the litter unfit to be fed to cat-,

tie.* This caused me to hesitate somewhat, as

I did not feel willing lo spoil the litter. The nior-

talily continuing, however, I at last sent for the

lime and proceeded to apply it. My worms had
finished their third moulting, and were entering

upon their fourth age. I had no expectalion that,

the disease would cease instantaneously, and, in

fact during the fourth age I discovered nearly the

same number of muscardines each day ; only Ihe

disease did not increase, and on this account I kept

up my spirits and went on to api)ly the lime twice

a day. The fourth moulting took place. I limed
the worms before and after their sleep, and on
clearing away the liiler, I liad the satisliiciion to

perceive that the disease had almost entirely dis-

appeared, since I did not find more than two dead
worms, at most, to each table of thirty-six square
feet of surface, I continued the liming, at least

twice a day, up to the time of mounting, and the

consequence was that my cocoons were superior

both in quantity and quality to any that I have
ever produced. The report spread abroad that 1

was covering my worms with lime, and I had nu-
merous visiters. One of my neighbors, among
others, came to see the experiment. His worms
were hatched the same day that mine were, and
were attacked with the muscardine about the
same lime. I pressed him to use Ihe lime, as-

suring him, and indeed demonstrating the fact,

that the process could not in any case injure the

worms. He appeared to be convinced, promised
that he would attend to it, went away—and
•did nothing. Well, what happened? His fail-

ure has been as signal as my success. This, my
dear sir, has appeared to me lo be a very sirong

* There are several allusions made in the 'Propa-
gator' to feeding hogs, &.C., with the litter from the

hurdles.
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proof, and I shall wait with a good deal of im-

patience for the opportunity of making another

experiment. Of what tmmense importance would
be such a discovery wiiieh would assure us the

whole of a crop of which we cannot now calcu-

late upon receiving more than one-half, unless we
have more than an average share of good luck.*

" In addition to what has been staied above,

I must not lorget to mention that the litier upon
which the lime had been thrown was led away
to hogs as heretofore, and that they were not at

all incommoded by it. I used as much as three

quintals of lime to seven ounces and a half of

eeed, [eggs,] and I must confess that after hav-

ing been so liberal with it I had given up all

thoughts ol' deriving any advantage from the litter,

an advantage which is by no means unimportant

in our southern establishment, i soon perceived,

however, that the greater portion ol' the powder-
ed lime disappeared while the litier was drying,

and provided it was well shaken before it was
given to the hogs, it became nearly clean. As to

the excrementiiious matter, it remains white, but

the experience of five months has convinced me
that it may be eaten without the least danger to

the animals. There is then every thing to hope
and nothing to fear. Fawre-Ciguet."
M. Jlinans Carrier.

RUTA BAGA.

From the New England Fanner.

Mr. Editor— In the summer of 1839, I sowed
3-4 of an acre of i:round with ruta ba^as and 14
of an acre adjoining with Dale's hybrid. The
ground was all prepared alike and the seed sOwn
on the same day. They all came np well, and in

the early part of the season Dale's turnip grew
more rapidly than the ruta bagas, and promised
an abundant crop. But when the roots had at-

tained the size of my finger, they began to rot

;

and I believe I had not a turnip on the piece
worth pullmg. None of the ruta bagas died. I

concluded that Dale's turnip was a less certain

crop than the others, and that I would try no more
of them.
About the 25ih of June last, I sowed half an

acre with ruta bagas. They came up well ; but

by the time the roots were 1-4 of an inch in

diameter, I found ihey were dying. I did not
examine them particularly for some days ; or,

perhaps, weeks, after I made the d scovery.
When I did examine them, however, I found they
were rotting in the middle, and when the rot had
reached the outside of the root, the top died. On
many which were not dead, I found a small punc-
ture on the side, and on cutting the root open, I

found it had been eaten hollow near the top. On
pulling up and closely inspecting a large number
of them, I found in two or three a small white
maggot, about the size of the largest we see in

cheese.

In pulling my crop, which though a light one

* This is an important consideration to the Ameri-
can silk-ciilturist, since the loss which Europeans sus-
tain from the muscardine alone, is here seen to be
more than sufficient to counterbalance the disadvantage
of our high-priced labor.

was not an entire failure, 1 found many ct" the

turnips, which had grown to a good size, were
hollow ; and many of them were quite delective.

All the crops of ruia bagas which I have noticed

in this quarter this season were rather light.

Now, Mr. Ediior, I wish to know wlielher it is

common lor ruta bagas to sutler from this kind of

worm ; and if so, whether there be any remedy 1

Or is my disappointment owing to some mistake
of mine ? Tliat this question may be answered
I will state my management and the manner the

ground had been previously treated. The soil is

a sandy loam. In the spring of 1838 it was
covered with a strong sward, which was ploughed
in for corn, alter being well manured !i-om the

barn. In the fall, lime was applied at the rate

of eight casks to the acre. In the spring of 1839
it was again manured from the barn and ploughed
for mulberry trees. Twenty-five or thirty loads

of compost, made of stable manure, loam and
lime, to the acre were covered in the furrow with

the trees. Bt^fore hoeing, a top-dressing of 25
bushels of crushed bone and 25 bushels ol leached
ashes was applied to the acre. And as I was
desirous of gelling a large growth, alier hoeing 1

added 25 bushels of poudretie to the acre. In the

summer, I sowed common turnips, between the

rows. The crop this year showed thai the land

was in good condition.

In the spring of 1840, the land was ploughed
and lay in the furrow till the time of sowing ruta

bagas, when it was harrowed, plouijhed a second
lime and then harrowed well. Liyht furrows
were then opened with a horse plough, a dressing

of bone manure was put in the furrows and
slighily covered wiih dust, when the seed was
sown in the furrows, by means of a drill harrow.

If you, Mr. Editor, or any of your correspon-

dents, can tell me the cause ol' my (allure, and
the remedy, (if any,) 1 shall be highly gratified.

I think more light may be elicited by larmers

publishing their lailures, than by their publishing

their success. K. 11. P.
Manchester, Ct-, Jan. 7, 1841.

[We have seen crops of ruta baga similarly af-

fected. Have conjectured causes. Sometimes
the question with us has been, whether the evil

were not caused by the use of unlermented ma-
nure in the drills ; and at other limes we have
asked whether it were not early sowing, R. R.
P. has here shown that the cause must be diffe-

rent from eiiher of these. He is entitled to thanks

for " publishing his failures," and we would aid

him to a solution of his difficulties were it in our

power; but we can only join him in a request

that some one will give the needed information.

We will simply ask whether he or anyone else

has ever seen a cro[i euHer in ihis way, excepting

upon free or light soils and those highly manured.
On tenacious and moist lands, and upon sward
land we do not recollect ever witnessing such

failures.

The inquiry relative to Mr. Ingersoll's piggery

accompanying the above communication we have
not published, because we are led to believe that

the communication reli^rred to, once made in

these columns, was never worthy of credit (we
know not from whom it came,) and because the

orentlemen is not now in this vicinity.— En. N. E.
FaH3TER.
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POPULATION STATISTICS.

From the Jouimil of Coniniprcc.

We annex a comparative view of the Cenpus of the United States at the Fever.il enumerations
tiii<eri by order of the yeneral ijovernment Irom 1790 to 1840. 'I"he increase o( population since

1830, is at least four millions. 'J'he present population of tlie United States is very liule eliorl ol"

SKVKNTEKN JVIILLIOKS.

States.
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Stales.

Georgia,
Alabama,
Mipsissip[ii,

Louisiana,

Tennessee,
Kentucky,
Ohio,
Indiana,

Jllinoi?.

Missouri,

JVlichiCTan,

Arkansas,
Dist. Columbia,
F\. Territory,

Wisconsin Ter
Iowa Ter.

1840.

2,353
1,838

1,367

22 197

5,407

17,102

7,018
420

1,433

703
1 431
8,3G1

178
153

1830. Inc.

2,486

1,572 266
519 848

16.710 5,487
4 555 852

Dee.
133

9.567
3 629
1,637
569
261
141

6,152

371.767
313,815

313,815

Increase ofj

Ireecurj. <
57,752

7.5:^5

3,389

864
442
290

2,209

178
153

59 663
1,911

57.752

1217

Recapitulation.

1840. 1830. Increase.

While population,13 256 429 9,994.396 3,262,033
Free colored, ::i7I 567 313,815 57.752

Slaves, 2,127,&47 1,827,654 300,193

Total, 15,755,843 12,135,865 3,619,978
12,135,865

1911

In 1840.

Maine,
N. Hampshire, 1

Vermont,
Mat^sachusetts,

Rhode Island. 5
C!i)nneriicut, (b") 54
New York, 3
New Jersey, 653
Pennsylvania, 31
J)elaware, 2 613
Maryland, 89,719
Virginia, 447,207
N.Carolina,246,186
S.Carolina,327,1.58

Georgia, 253,508
Alabama, 188,664
Mississippi, 196, 765
Louisiana, 115,292

'i'ennessee, 188,168

Kentucky,
Ohio,
Indiana,

Illinois, 184
Missouri, 48,941
Michigan, 1

Arkansas, 18,969
Dis. Calumbia,4^694
Fl. Territory,

Wis. Terriiory, 8
Iowa Territory, 18

29

Slaves.

In 1830. Increase.

1

17
25
75

2,254
403

3,292
102294
469,757

245,601
315,401 11,757
217,581 35,927
117,549 71.115
65.659 130,106
109.588 5.704

141,603 46,565

D.

Gain thus far, 3,629,988

Estimate of population not included in the cbove
tables.

Kentucky, 825,000
Florida. 50.000
Deficient counties in Louisinna, 85 000

Do. in Missouri, 50 COO
Do. in Georgia, 50.000
Do. in Tennessee, 5.00U
Do. in Alabama, 50,000
Do. in Pennsylvania, 30,000

Add as above,
1,145,000

15,755,843

12

72
.596

372
079
575
550

585

Total population of U. Slates, (about) 16,900,843
Of whom about 2. .350,000 are slaves, and about

385,000 Tree persons of color.

Progress of the white population.

Year. Number. Increase.

1790. 3,172 619
1800. 4.307,196

1810. 5.862,004

1820. 7,866695
1830. 10,541.291

1840. 14,165,843

1.134.577or 35.8 per cent.

1.554.808 " 36.1 "

2.004.691 " 34 2 "

2,674,599 " 34.0 "

3,624,549 " 34.2 "

747
25,0yl 23,860

32
4.576 14,393
6 119

18

2,127,847 1,827,654 340 068
1,827,654 39,875

563

31

1,425

39,875

Increase

of slaves
? 300,193

300,193

(6) This apparent increase results fi-om count-
ing as slaves the 43 A'ricans oflhe Amisiad. De-
duciing these, the present number of slaves in

Connecticut is eleven ; being a decrease of 14
since 1830.

Year.

1790.

1800.

1810.

1820.

1830.

Progress offree colored population.

Increase.Number.

59,512
104,880
186,446
233.400
319,576

1840. about 385,000

45,368 or 76.2 per cent.

81.566 " 76.8 "
37,064 " 19.8 "
96,066 " 41.2 "
65,424 " 20.4 "

Year.

1790.

1800.

1810.

1820.

1830.

Progress of the slave population.

Number. Increase.

697,696
896.849

1 191.364

1 538 036
2.009,050

1840. abt. 2 350,000

199.153 or 28.7 per cent.

294.515 " 32.1 "
346.672 " 29.1 "
471,014 " SOG "

340,950 " 16.7 "

Progress of the whole colored population.

Year.
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Progress of the whole population.

Year.

1790.

ISOO.

ISIO.

1S20.

1830.

Number.

3,929.827
5.30.5,925

7.239.814

9,038.131
12,n06.920

Increase.

1.376,098or 35.1 percent.

1,933.889 " 36.3 "

2.398.317 " 33.1 "

3,228,789 " 33.5 "

lS40.abt. 10,900,843 4,033,923 " 31.4 "

By nn examination of these tables it will be
seen that ilie while population has increased in a

very unilbrm ratio (rom 1790 to I lie present time ;

the increase in no decade being less than 34 per

cent, nor more than 36.1 per cent. The ra-

tio of increa.--e among tiie free colored people has
been very fluctuaiing; but taking the colored

population en masse, slaves and Iree, the fluc-

tuation has been moderate down to 1830, and the

average ratio of increase nearly as great as

onions ihe whites. But lor som.e reason or other,

(P'Thaps the abolitionisis can explain it,) the ratio

ol' increase lor the last ten years, has been great-

ly reduced, among both free ncL'roes and slaves.

A few have gone to Texas and Canada, perhaps
30.000 in all, but this affords a very imperfect ex-
filanaiion of the phenomencn.

CAUSES OF BAD CfRRENCY.

From tlie Journal of Commerce.

It will turn out when ll)e truili is known, that

more money has been lost by banks within the

last ten years,_than the whole country would have
sold for when our fathers fought the battles of in-

dependence
;

3'et the fault is not in the banks, nor

their directors. The wide spread ruin shows that

the evil is not local nor particular, but universal.

It is in the system. We have waged a Great bat-

tle wiih the laws of trade, and we have been severe-

ly flogeed lor our folly.

All that is necessary is, that we should be con-
vinced of our folly and leave currency to itsell^

It is the easiest thing to manage in all the deparl-
mentsof business. Ilcongress will but make a bank-:

rupt law, which shall compel all banks and all

men to pay their debts or divide their effects, and
then if congress and the stale legislatures will

just let the whole matter alone, there will grow
up of itself the bet currency in the world. What
we want is, to get rid of a sijsiem and of regula-
tion, so that every man shall act for himself and
act i'reely. Then, whatever is wanted will be pro-

vided. If we want paper money accredited in all

parts of the country, we shall liave it. Tiien, if

a banker fails, he will fall out of the ranks. Our
euspeneions grow out of the fact that our currency
is managed by a great system. If one important
wheel breaks, the whole system stops. Let cur-
rency become an individual matter, like other
branches of business, and suspensions loould be

impossible. When we become wise enough to

leave currency to take care of itselt; after congress
has discharged its constitutional (lu'y of coining
money and fixing t[ie value thereof, then we
eball have the safest and steadiest and every way
the best currency, which the imperfect state of

this world will admit.

From the Journiil of the English Agricultural Society.

AN ESSAY

On making compost heaps from liquids and other sub-
stances ; written on tfie evidence of many years'

experience. To which the prize of ten soverei<^iis

was awarded. By James Dixon, Es(j , Secretary to

the Mancliester Agricultural Society.

The force and power of an agricijlturist to pro-

duce good crops mainly depend on the manures
he can command ; and how to derive the greatest

possible benefits from liis immediate resource.?

is oneo! the most usel'ul subjects that can engage
his atteniion. The English Agricultural Society
having offered a premium for the best mode of
making compost lieaps, 1 venture to forward the

committee my ideas on this most important branch
ol' rural management ; and in doing this I shall

state the course I have pursued in this particular

for many years, and in wliieh every adilitional

experience inclines me not to make any systematic
alteration.

My firm is a strong, retentive soil, on a substra-

tum of ferruginous clay; and being many times
disappointed in what 1 considered reasonable anti-

cipations of good crops, I determined on a new
system of manuring. Though quite satisfied of
the expense which would necessarily be incurred

by my plan, I s'ill deiermiiied on its adopiion.

At ihe onset I effectually drained a considerable

part of my farm. JMy next object was how to

improve its texture at the least cost—(perhaps I

may be allowed to slate that my holding has al-

ways been at rack-rent) ; for this purpose we
carted great quaniiiies of fine sawdust and peat

earth or bog; we had solar to go /or the latter

that two horses would letch little more than three

tons in one day—one horse would fetch three cart-

loads of sawdust in the same time. Having
brought great quantities of both peat and saw-
dust into my firm yard, I laid out lor the bottom
of a compost heap a space of considerable dimen-
sions, and about three feetindepih: three fourths

of this bottom was peat, the rest sawdust; on
this we conveyed daily the dung from the cattle^

sheds, the urine also is conducted through chan-
nels to wells lor its reception,—one on each side of
the compost heap ;—common water is entirely

prevented from mixing with it. Every second
day the urine so collected is thrown over the

whole mass with a scoop, and at the same time
we regulate the accumulated dung. This being
continued for a week, another layer, nine inches
or a foot thick, of peat and sawdust (and frequent-

ly peat without sawdust) is wheeled on tlie accu-
mulated heap. These matters are continuously
added to each other during winter, and in addition

once in every week never less than 25 cwt., more
frequently 50 cwt., of night-soil and urine ; the

latter are aUvays laid next above the peat or bog
earth, as we think it accelerates their decomposi-
tion. It is perhaps proper here to state that the

peat is dug and exposed to the alternations of the

weather for several months before it is brought to

the heap for admixture; by ihis it loses mucti of

iis moisture. In some cases, peat conta'ns acid or

astringent matters, which are injurious to useful

vegetation. On this I have not tried any decided

experiment, but am led to tlie supposition by fre-
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quenily seeing stones some in a partial state, of

decoiuposiiion, others wholly decomposed in t)ogs,

and at the depth of several leet Iroiii the surface.

Some years' e.xperience has convinced me of the

im[)ropriety of using recently dug peat
;
proceed-

ing in the manner I recommend, it is superior

aiid more convenient on every account—very

much lighter to cart to the farm-yard or any other

eiiuatiori where it is wanted ; and so convinced

am I of its utility in composts lor every descrip-

tion o( soil, except that of its own character, that

wherever it can be laid down on a farm at less

than 4s. per ton, I should recommend every agri-

culturist and horiicuhurist that can command it,

even at the cost here stated, to give it a fair trial.

So retentive and attractive of moisture is peat,

that if liberally applied to any arid, sandy soil,

that soil does not burn in a dry season ;
and it so

much improves the texture and increases the pro-

duce of an obdurate clay soil, if in oiher respects

rightly cultivated, that actual experience alone

can fairly determine its value.

For the conveyance of niijiit-soi! and urine, we
have the largest and strongest casks, such as oils

are impoited in; the top of which is provided

with a funnel to put the matters through, and the

casks are fixed on wheels like those ot a common
(iungcart. For the convenience of emptying this

carrTago, the compost heaps are always lower at

one end ; the highest is where we discharge the

contents, in order that they may in some degree

spread themselves over the whole accumulation ^

t!ie situation on which the wheels of these car-

riages stand while being discharged is raised con-

siderably ; this we find convenient, as the com-

post heap may be sloped six or seven feet high :

low compost heaps, in my opinion, should be

avoided. The plan here recommended I have

carried on lor some time. I fiud no ditficuUy in

manuring my liirm over once in two years ; by

this repetition I keep up the lijriilily of my land,

and It never requires more than a moderate appli-

cation of manure.
1 am fully aware that there are many localities

where neither peat nor night-soil can be readily

obtained ; but it is worth a farmer's while to go

even more than twenty n)iles for the latter sub-

stance, provided he can have it without deteriora-

tion : the original cost is otien trifling. On a fnrra

where turnips or mangold are culiivaled to some
extent, the sysiem here recommended will be al-

most incalculably advantageous; a single horse is

sufficient for one carriage— mine hold upwards of

a ton each; six tons ol' this manure in compost

with peat, or, if that is not convenient, any other

matters, such as ditch scourings, or high head-

lands which have been properly prepared and

laid dry in a heap for some lime, would be amply
sufficient for an acre of turnips or mangold. This

manure is by far the most invigorating of any I

have ever yet tried ; bones in any slate will bear

no comparison with it fur any crop ; but it must

be remembered that i went on the supposition

thai it has not been reduced in strength before it

is fetched.

Convenience frequeniiy suggests that compost

heaps should be raised on ditlierent parts of a

farm ; but, unless in particular instances, it is well

to have them in the yard : in the farm-yard, all

the urine from the cattle stalls may be employed

with the greatest economy ; and be it remarked

that the urine from animala, in given weights, is

more povverful than their solid excrements.*
How imporiant then must it be to the farmer to

make the most extensive and the most careful use
of this liquiil. It is sometimes carted on the
land, but that practice will not bear a comparison
with making it into composts in the manner
here recommended. Great waste is ofen made
in putrescent manures after they are carted on the

land ; instead of being immediately covered of

incorporated with the soil, we not unlrcquently see
them exposed for days together in the hot rays
of a scorching sun, or to the injurious influences

of a dry wind. 1 have before stated that compost
heaps should on many considerations be raised ia

the farm-yard ; still circumstances are frequently
such that it is more proper to make them at some
distance in the field. If a headland becomes too
high by frequent ploughingsor workings of tha
land, in that case it should be ploughed at the time
when clo\er or mixed grass seeds are sown with
a white crop, for instance, barley or oats, and clo-

ver for the year following : a headland might
then be ploughed, and a number of cart-loads of
some manuie heaped from one end to the other.

Immediately after this it should be trenched with
the spade (or what is sometimes called digging,)

and ridged high, in order that an action should
take place between the soil and manure; by this

means the mass would soon be in a condition for

turning over, and any ditch scourings, or other
matters which had not in the first instance been
used, miglit now be added to the mixture. The
heap should then be allowed to remain closed for

a few weeks, then turned over again; at this

turning, in all probability, the mass would be
much reduced; if sufficiently reduced, raise the

ridge of compost well on both sides, but, instead

of its top being pointed, make a trench or cavity
on the top from one end of the heap to the other.

This cavity should be made tolerably retentive of
moisture, which may be efTected by treading with
the feet ; carriages of night soil, or urine from the
cattle stalls, may then be emptied into the trench,

and the bulk of the heap would determine how
many were required ; this being done, a little

earth should be thrown into the trench, and the
heap allowed to remain in that state until the mid-
dle or latter end of autumn ; it will then be ready
for anoiher turning; but at this time care must ba
taken to have the heap well made up at the sides

and pointed at the top ; in this situation rain will

be thrown oflj and the compost preserved dry until

winter presents some favorable opportunity for

laying it on the young clover, wheat, or for mak-
ing any other use of it which may be required.

The beneficial efl'ec's of top-dressing young clo-

vers or mixed grass seeds is scarcely ever regard-

ed with due attention. By this help crops are not

only much increased, even 30 or 50 percent., but

Ihey are also ready fbrcutiing much sooner, which
in a backward spring gives the slock farmer ines-

timable advantages for sorting his cattle, and
thereby raising manure at his pleasure. The full

eflects of this practice I first experienced in the

dry season of 1826 : I had some clovers which
had been manured the previous winter; my land

* This must be taken with some limitations, for

urine contains 90 to 95 per cent, of water; and un-

mixed dung contains all the salts of urine, besides

much mucus and other substances.—W. L. Rham.
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was soon covered wilh crop, and ihat so viirorons

a one, that the hot weather did not overpower it.

JNly cows thill fumiuer were lied up duiit'jf tlie

day- time, and in the niifht they were turned out

into the pastures ; most of the stock in my dis

tricl were much distressed from over-heat as well

as i'roni bein^ sliort of Ibod lor some weeks; milk
yielded little butter, scarcely any lor a time was
oHcred in our large market town :— no doubt thai

year will be remembered by many gentlemen on
the Agricultural Society's committee. I, however,
was under no dilRcullies on account of the season:

my clovers produced plenty of Ibod l()r my cattle,

and in return tiiey yielded as much milk and but-

ter as I ever recollect from the same number. I

am persuaded that the same satisfaciory results

woukl have followed if the same sy'stem had been
adopted for leeding stock; it was that year my
attention was first directed to raising compost
heaps from urine. This I now do frequently

without the help of any dung from the caitle-

etalls ; the same occasion called my mind to an-

other matter well worthy every farnjer's attention
•— I allude to tlie great superiority of the manure
raised in summer soiling to that produced in the

stalls during winter. I verily believe t lie difference

is fifiy per cent., unless slock are fed in a great

measure during winter wilh arlificiai Ibod. In an
arrangement tor making compost heaps from

urine, I would recommend a receptacle to be made
at the back of the catlle stalls just outside the

building; this should hold about 20 CArt-ioads of

mould, or any other matters to be employed ; if

its situation were a little lower than the callle-

ehcds all the urine would pass into it, and remain
there until the mass is completely saturated, which
will be sufficient ; when the eanhy matters are

covered over with it, the compost may then be

thrown out and the proceeding again renewed.
In order to show part of the benefits of this prac-

tice, I beg here to observe that the most foul or

weedy mould may be used ; the action of the

urine, if not reduced by water is so powerful,

thai wire-worms, the black slug, niany olher de-

stroying insects, and all vegetables, weeds, &c.,

when in contact with the urine for a time are de-

prived of tlieir living functions. The situation lor

raising this compost should be protected from the

weaiher by a covering similar to a cart-shed , in-

deed, the deteriorating influences of rain, sun, and
arid winds, on all putrescent matters or compost
are so serious, that in my humble judgment it

would be worth while to have places under cover
where these are usually laid down.

I beg to conclude this essay wilh some observa-

tions made on a former occasion. No amelioration

connected with the rural art is of more lasting im-

portance than correcting the constitutional defects

of a soil. The best horticulturists and market-
gardeners are many of them perhaps, unacquaint-
ed with the iheorj', yet perlectly understand the
great results fom that practice ; and in this par-
ticular information they are all of them superior to

many practical farmers. How ofien do we see a
siiff soil sterile in a great degree from that cause
only

; yet, in the vicinity of a sandpit and adjoin-
ing most bogs there is a considerable breadth ol

cofierent land, which might be made double its

present value by judicious and liberal top-dress-
ings of peat, which is also unproductive from
causes of a contrary nature. The present poverty

of many extensive tracts of land is a manifest
exhibition ol" the want of skill or enterprise of
their owners and cultivators.

PROPOSED IMPORTATION OF SHCEP AND
HOGS, AND REMARKS.

For the Farmers' Reaister.

To Jlrginin Parmerfi.— Whereas, I desire to

obtain a lew more blood sheep and hogs, and
being satisfied that they can be obtained in Eng-
land at t)elter rates, and of better quality than at
the north, I propose Ibr this purpose, going to

Enirland in August next
;
provided other farmers

will conirihute so as to jusiily the expedition.
Three or four thousand dollars would be sufficient,

and perhaps a lew spirited men would make up
the sum. I am not pariicularly desirous of goino-
myself; consequently if a better judge of stocl?,

who may be inierested in the adventure, and can
give satisfactory references, will offer his service,

then I thank ully wiihdrav/ my name as ajrenf.

Let the compensation be fixed at ,950 the
month and expenses paid, and let the bills of sale
be the price at which each shall receive his por-
tion ; no one to choose for himself, hut all by lot.

And let it be understood that only Colswold and
Lincolshire sheep, and Berkshire hogs, are to be
imported.

One cannot afford to go for a couple of sheep
or a pair of pigs; consequently he sends, and gen-
erally gets what olhers refuse, and sometimes
what nobody should have. Again—when we
take pigs from the north at a few weeks old, they
are put on food which perhaps they never before
tasted, and consequently, the loss of milk, the new
food, and transportation, make them runts ; or if
we buy thence grown stock, we always pay hicrh

grade prices, and generally get low grade animals.
A sheep fhculd noi be moved a distance unless more
t'lan one year old ; and Ibr the sake of economy,
perhaps imported hogs should be sows youriu'
with pig, and young boars.

°

In the November Culiivator we have a f rofile

of a Co'swold buck, lately imported, which at
eighteen months old, measured five leet two inches
in length, and computed to weigh in net meat 180
pounds. In a previous Cultivator, we also see
the profile of Mr. Clift's Lincolnshire buck. None-
such, measuring four feet seven and a half inches
in length, but computed weight not given ; we
may know, however, that the Lincolnshires are
very valuable, as Mr. Clifi sells his bucks at S'50
to ^100, his ewes at about one-third less, and his
wethers from ^20 to ,^30. I have one of the eons
of Nonesuch, now rising two years old, which
bids firiir to make a match for his sire, also many
other fine sheep, yet am not satisfied, nor shall I

be, until my flock may reach a weight of 100 to
ISO pounds, and 6 to 12 pounds of wool.

In the December Cultivator, we read that Wm.
P. Curd, Esq., of Kentucky, purchased 17 sows
and 6 boars of the Berkshire and Irish grazier
breeds ; that in two years he had from them sold
110 pair of pigs at $40 the pair, .S4,400 ; that
2.54 sows had been to his boars, (some fmm the
distance of 200 miles,) at S'lO each, -92,540 ; that
he had taken in premiums 31 silvercups, making a
total of $7,000. But this is not all— Ibr we also
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read that lie sold pork, (o what amount ia not
staled; bullet us suppose llmi ihe 17 !?o\vs in the
two years produced 510 pigs, from which take
220 pigs sold, and we have 290 rentaiuing lor

porkers; which, if weighing only 250 pounds
each, gives 72,500 pounds oC pork, which to a

Virginian, would be worth ^4,350, and whicli add-
ed to S7,000, gives a grand total oC

,S' 11,350.
But let us suppose that none of the proguiy were
snid as pigs, but all made into pork, ihf-n we have
127,500 pounds, worth .$^7,G50, or 83,825 the year,
from 17 sows and say one boar.

Again, in the Comjilete Farmer, we read, that a
pig at eighi nionths old was driven to Danesburg
and slaughtered, and weighed 311 pounds, and
that many ol' the same age were nearly ol' the
same weight. Now, whereas my hogs at eight
months old, at best, would not weigh more than
150 pounds net, aiid although this weight would
justily my slaughtering both lall and spring, yet I

cannot, should not be satisfied. Are not the above
exhibits enough to open the eyes and purses ol' the
Virginia larn)er'? Are they not enough to con-
vince him that it requires spiiited men lo do busi-

ness I

As to the old breed of hogs, the case is nearly
over with them; lor although some are yet cry-

ing out, " I want the woods' hog,'" yet no one in

Ins proper senses will much longer hold on to

them. If is true, that some persons who have
purchased, or thought ihey had purchased blooded
iiogs, have been disappoiiued by other means
than those above enumerated ; fur they had been
in the custom of giving their hogs daily atiout

three grains of corn each, and supposed (hat by
obtaining blood, they could get rid of a portion of
this burthen ; but as the scrub at a year old

weighed as much as 60 pounds, and the blooded
hog at the sauie age only 80 or 90 pounds, they
considered themselves terribly humbugged.
As I do not proless to be a judge ol' horse or

cow, 1 propose to impoit neither, nor do I care lor

them.
Persons desirous of contributing lo the above

purpose, are requestt^d to give their names and
amount either in the Farmers' Register, the Rich-
mond Whig, ihe Lynchburg Republican, or the

Lynchburg Virginian. And any person pro-

posing to go to England, will give name and re-

ferences through one of the same mediums.
The money will be wanting the last of July,

and can be deposited either in Richmond, Peters-

burg, or Lynchburg, and the delivery olstock can
be at Noriblk, Petersburg, Richmond, Columbia,
Scottsvilie, New Maiket,and Lynchburg— but of
this, more in time.

Relereiices.— INIessrs. Cocke, Brown, Cabell,
Dorm an. Toler, and Kyle of the Virginia legisla-

ture; S. S. Baxter, (Attorney General,) Joseph
Allen, (C. C. Appeals,) and'Capt. John Goddin,
city o( Richmond ; John Ganh and James
Fariss, Esqrs., and Rev. John N. Johnston, of
Buchanan

; Sundry persons of Lexinffton, Lynch-
burg, New Glasgow, Duiguidsville, New Market,
Lovingston, Charlottesville and Scottsvilie.

Editors of newspapers are requested to insert

the above at least once, and charge to chariiv.

Za. Drummond.
Amherst, Jan. 20th, 1841.

Tliere is anoth.er good reason for carrying into

effect such a scheme as is proposed by Mr. Drum,
mond, besides all that he has urged. Each of the

best known breeders and salesmen of Berkshire

pigs and other highly prized live-stock, has pro-

bably produced his sale animals from a single

pair, or at any rate, from too small an original num-
ber, and by continuing to breed in-and-in, for succes-

sive generations. This course will certainly and

greatly deteriorate any family of animals; in what-

ever cases it has been pursued, the original purity

of blood (supposing it to have been the best at

first,) is no guaranty against the purchaser being

supplied froin a feeble and worthless progeny.

Against this very common and general source of

bad stock, at the highest prices, the distant pur-

chaser has no safeguard, but in the moderation

and integrity of the stock-breeder and salesman.

We ought to obtain new breeders, and enough in

number to avoid breeding in-and-in ; and this may
be done by enough individuals, either separately

or in partnership, uniting in the impoitaiion.

—

Ed.

F. R.

MANURIAG WITH PURCHASED MARL AND
LIME.

For ihe Farmers' Register.

Essex, Va., Jan. 26th, 1841.

I have received all the bat:k volumes of the

Farmer's Uetjister and had them bound, and look

to them as a never-failing source of interest and
improvement. 1 have been for the last two years

using marl and shell and stone-hme to a very con-

siderable extent lor my means, and am pleased lo

say, that thus liir, my expectations have been fully

realized. The marl, of very superior quality, is

brought from Urbanna, in Middlesex, and pur-

chased by me at my landintj lor from 4 to 6 cents

per bushel. Shells can sometimes be bought at

liom 90 to 100 cents per hogshead; and I buy all I

can gel at that rate; and by burning them with
pocoson wood, cut by my hands in the winter

season, when they would otherwise have nothing
to do, I do not esiima'e the actual cost of the

shell-lime to exceed 7 cents per bushel. The stone-

lime I buy either in tierces or loose in the hold of

the vessel ; lor the former (Thomaslon,) I have
paid ^1,25 a tierce, and lor ihe latter, purchased

at the kiln ol' E. J. Cooper, near Baltimore, I pay
12.\ cents per bushel. It is a very expensive

method of improvement, but I still hope the ia-

vestment will prove profitable.

Yours, very respectfully,

Richard Baylor.

CABBAGES WORMS.

From the Albany Cultivator.

A writer in the Southern Cultivator, says he
" had a square of very fine cabbages in his garden

upon which the worms had commenced making
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groat rax ages. Pennyroyal whs ftathrrrd anrl

sf'attereil omt the caljh.iiff-liPiKls plenlil'ully, iind

the work of cUvlriuMioii clmsciI." The wiiier did

noi kiioiv iviii'.ilii'r the. discovery was a new une,

but i( tieenis lo have been a very easy and ellec-

tual one, and well worth a trial.

EFFECTS OF THE STOCK ON GRAFTED FRUIT.

From tlie New Genesee Farmer.

A late number ofihe Yankee Farnner, coniains

some remarks of the edi;or, relative lo ihe influ-

ence of ihe slock on frral'led fi'uit, copied from a

(brmer volume, in which he lays down the (ollovy--

iiii^ propositions :

1. "Stocks have an eflect as to hearintr years.

"2. Stocks aHect the scion in hastening or retard-

ins 'he ripening ol" Ihiii.

3. S'ocks produce defects on grafied fruit.

4. Slocks affect the color of fruit.

6. Stocks atiect the quality of fruit.

6. Stocks have an influence in increasing or de-

creasing the size of fruit."

This subject is not new to horticulturists. An
elaborate article by Dr. Mease of Philadelphia,

nfBrming such influence was reviewed by us se-

veral years airo, in the 3rd volume of the Genesee
Farmer; but we did not think at the time that

the evidence was conclusive : and we have seen
nothing since to induce us to chatiire that opinion.

Siill, we are willing to examine the subject anew
with fairness atid candor.

We should have been gratified if the editor h;ul

given in detail, the liicts on which he Ibunds those

opinions; but as he has only done so in |)art, we
would respectfully suggest ih^t if these proposi-

tions are true, it would not be ditRcull to prove

them by experunents laithfully recorded, from the

commencement to ilie termination, and belbre wit-

nesses of unexceptional)le character. Statements
of this kind vvoidd have a weight that solitary or

imperfect recollections can never produce; and
more especially where the observations are has'ily

taken, without a thorough examination of all the

circunrsiances connected with the subject.

But we cannot properly omit on this occasion

the statement made by Professor Lindley, that
" no such influence can be exercised." He adds:
" Those who fancy that the quince, for instance,

communicates some of its austerity to the pear,

can scarcely have considered the question physi-

ologically, or they would have seen that the whole
of the food communicated from the alburnum of

the quince to that of the pear is in nearly the same
ptale as wh.en it entered the roots of the former.

Whatever elaboration it undergoes, rhust necessa-
rily take place in the Ibilaire of ifie pear ; where,
far from the influence of the quince, secretions na-
tural lo the vaiiety goon with no more interrup-

tion than if the quince (brmed no part of the sys-

tem of the individual."

This decision is emphatic ; and so far as we can
perceive, the reasoning is as clear and conclusive
as can be expected frotn theoretical considerations
alone. If there are fiicts, however, that come in

conflict, their weight must fie allowed, and the

theory should then be revised and amended.
Bearing in alternate years is a habit chiefly ob-

Voi.. IX.-6

servable among apple trees; for when the pear,

the peach, Ihe plum, and the quince fail lo be re-

gular bearers in this quarter, the deficiency is to

he ascril>ed lo unfavorable seasons, or the depre-
dations of insects. The case is otiierwise, how-
ever, with some vaiieties of the apple ; and we
have supposed the habit was owing to the trees

becoming, through exhaustion, unable to produce
blossom buds for tlie next season. In this, indeed,

we may be mistaken ; but oi ivvo Ihinga we arc

confident ; moderate bearers are commonly annual
bearers; and tho3'3 thai we find unproduclive,
have generally borne profusely in the preceding
season. As examples, we would name Veduer'e
pi|)pin3, and the sweet bough, or htirvesl apple.

The former is an alternate bearer, but the latter

bears every year ; and as we have half a dozen
trees set on as many different seedlings, among
which we have observed no variation in point of
regularity, earliness or productiveness—we feel at

liberty to infer that these slocks have had no influ-

ence on the graft.s.

But alternate bearers conform to circumstances
in commencing their biennial course. We had
six trees of a ruseet apple, all of thesame variety,

half of which bore abundantly at one time, and
ihe other half in the following year. Now if

aliernale bearing is caused l)y excess in one sea-
son, and we prevent that excess by destroying a
portion of the blossoms, we shall certainly prevent
rdiernnte bearing. How then can a siock piib-

Ject to such conli)rmtiy induce a graft to alter ^\a

lime of bearing 7 It appears lo us it cunnot l>e.

There are some things in regard to the ripening
of the same variety on different stocks, however,
thai we are not prepared to explain. For instance,

we have three trees of ihe transparent guigne
cherr)?-, one of which ripens a week or ten dny3
before the others. The lale trees stand near to-

gether— the other at the distance of six'y leer.

The subsoil in that part of the fruit garden
is very variable—small beds of sand in sopjb
places, and clay and stones in others; but we
know not whatlhe subsoil is under those trees. Nei-
ther,do we know whether the stocks are all suckers
ofthemorello*ora part ofthe Kentish* cherry. We
may ascertain this nextseason. In the meantime,
we are quite as much disposed to ascribe the difl'er-

ence ir* the time of ripening, to the subsoil, as we
are to the stocks.

It is well known, however, that stocks have an
influence on the riitening of wood, and tender s.irts

become hardier when grafted on hardy storks— not
because the latter exerts any specific influence on
the former, but because the usual supplies of sap
are withheld earlier iti the season, and ihe wood
has more time to mature. Tlie same efText i9

produced when tender shrubs are planted m dry,

sterile, rocky situations.

In examining appearances out of the usual order
of things, great care is necessary to prevent us
from drawing wrotig infi^rences. When diflerent

trees derived from ihf same parent variety. <l'ffer

in their fruit, perhaps the first idea ifiat occurs is a
difference between the stocks, and the tna'ter is

settled too often, we apprehend, without fiirthcr

examination. But let us not deceive ourselves.

• These two sorts as stocks, are well adapted to test

this question.
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If the stock affects yra^ted frui', ils action musl be
regular every year alike; for havii)fr neither leaves

or branches, it is less subject to vicissitude tlian

any otjjer pari of the tree ; and therelbre no va-
riation in the flavor, shape, or color of the fruit,

can be justly ascribed to the stock, except it be
regular and every year alike. If il is not so, we
must search lor some other cause ; and even it it

is so, there nifiy be another cause. Several years
ago, vvp. had the Washington plum, of a light but

splendid red. The tree, however, never produced
Iruit of that color, eillier before or since. The
cause, therefore, could not be in the slocks.

Again—we have three trees of the September
pear (summer bon cretien?) growing on pear
stocks; and several branches of this fine variety

on a Spitzenburgh apple tree. About nine years
ago, the latter bore pears that were redder, and
sourer, and more astringent, th.in the fruit from
the other trees; and we fancied that the Spitzen-
burgh had imparted some of its qualities. The
cause appeared very plain. Could it be in any
thing but the stock 1 Yes—they never bore such
fruit before or since ; and the pears are as yelloio,

and as sweet, and as pleasant, as any that are pro-

duced by the other trees. The stock, therefore,

could have had no agency in this mailer.
We have two trees of the summer bell pear.

For several years past, one has borne large fair

fruit, changing from green to yellow as it ripens,

while the other tree has produced reddish pears,
but so knotty, astringent, and unpalatable, that
we have consigned them to the hogs ; and year
after year there was no improvement. Well,
what stronger proof can be wanted that the stock
affected ihe graft?—Not too fast. That tree has
begun to bear better fruit ; and we have no doubt
of its final recovery, though the disease we can
neither name or describe.
The large white currant is a delicious fruit ; and

we have had some dozen or fifteen bushes planted
in a row, all from the same parent- variety, but
about one half of them bear fruit very superior to
the others—much sweeter and more juicy or melt-
ing ; and every visiter who has tasted tliem con-
curs in this opinion. And they are regularly so,
every year like. Well, is not this a clear proof of
the effects of the stock on the grafi ?—No—they
have no stocks—they stand on their own roots.

PEAT MEADOWS.

From the Rev. H. Colman's Address at Norwich.

There are large tracts of a peculiar soil emi-
nently adapted to improvement in itself^ and to the
enriching and improvement of oliier soils, the
value of which has scarcely begun to be appre-
ciated. I refer especially to our peat swamps.
These are deep deposites of vegetable matter, the
accumulation of ages, which, in many cases at
an expense which one year's cropping will com-
pensate, may be made in the highest degree pro-
ductive in grass, potatoes, carrots, and ^Swedish
turnips, and in some cases, as experiment has
proved, in corn, rye and wheat. Three tons of
English hay per acre are not an unusual crop to
be obtained from these lands, and by proper man-
agement their productiveness seems almost inex-

haustible. I will set aside altogether their value
as fuel, though in this respect, within twenty-
five miles of a large city, they must be considered

at current prices of liiel, as of very great worth
per acre. Alter two spits of luel have been taken
the land is still of considerable value to the

owner; and if (he top-paring, which is unsuita-

ble lor luel, be thrown back, it will in two years
afford him a liberal cuititig of good fodder lor his

stock.* But besides all this, the importance of
these grounds, as furnishing abundant resources

for his compost heap, and enabling him to enrich

his higher and perhaps exhausted grounds, is

incalculable. Now the amount of this soil in

New England is probably much beyond what
most persons would suppose. The island of
Nantucket, for example, is calculated to contain

985 acres of peat swamp, from one to fourteen

feet in depth, which is almost a tenth of its whole
territory ; and excluding the lour western coun-
ties of Massachusetts, which abound less in this

kind of soil than its eastern portion, it is calcula-

ted that there are at least 80,000 acres or 125
s(]uare miles of an average depth of six feet four

inches, within this single state. Whether, then,

we consider the value of this soil in itself for culti-

vation, or as furnishing the ready means of restor-

ing that which has been exhausted, we cannot
but acknowledge the advantages which it pro-

mises to our agriculture.

MEAKS OF ENRICHING SOIL.

The next inquiry which suggests itself is,

whether we have the means of enriching oursoils
and of rendering them as productive as they may
be made. We have first, then, the usual supply
of animal manure ; and as we are not exporters
but are importers of agricultural produce loa con-
siderable extent, this being consumed among us,

performs its part in restoring what has been taken
from the soil, and in further increasing ils produc-
tiveness.

Further, in extraneous manures we are by no
means deficient. I have already spoken of our
peat swamps, and of the vast deposites of this

vegetable matter, which are scattered over our
territory. Several parts of our territory abound in

limestone and in calcareous marls, which it is

hoped will prove ultimately of great value. Our
sea coasts present an inexhaustible supply of sea-
weeds and fish, ami of marsh and dock mud and
muscle bed. Of ashes in various forms vve have
the usual supplies. Many of our various manu-
factories Jijrnish directly valuable manures or
materials for manure. This may be said, in par-

ticular, of our woollen manufactories; comb and
brush manufactories ; sugar refineries ; extensive
tanneries; soap factories; oil and candle esta-

blishments
;
glue factories ; and slaughter houses.

Our large cities and villages furnish the usual
resources for manures to ihe neighboring towns.
Many of our lands, likewise, are sensitive to the

* The editor questions whetlier tliis be true as a
general remark. The meadow must be remarkably
dry in which tfie land will be worth much for many
years after taking out peat two spittings deep.

—

Ed.
N. £. Farmer.
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nimosi miraculous pju-crs orpypBurn ; ami thouL'h
New Eiiiflaiui lias vviihin iteell' no consiilerulilc

(Ippo.-siie ol iliis valuable mineral, yc( it is easily

procureti, and may be ruriiished to every part ol

the coinmnmvealili al a reasonable expense—an
expense in no case, where iis efficacy is ascerlain-
edjSuch as to discourajje iis use.

—

Ibid,

SAVI>G MANUREa.

We have made as yet, sm;dl advances in tlie

art oC savinjj and compounding manures. There
is liiile doubl that as much valuable manure is

now lost or ihrown away, through ignorance or

negltct, as is used. Tlie practice ol renovating

and enriching land by plouifhing in green crops,

or by invertiuir the old yward, is seldom practised

among us, alihougli where this has been done,

the eliects have surpassed the niosi sanguine
anticipations. The introduction ol' bone manure
and poudreite, is likewise recent; but from their

proved elficacy and the facility ol' their Iraiir^jwr-

tation, they are likely to prove extraordinarily be-

neficial, in New Jersey, I have witnessed the

must remarkable effects of a newly discovered

marl, of an alkaline character, and of great

efficacy. It has more than doubled the value ol

lands in the neighborhood of the [)its where it is

Jbund. The application ol' one hundred bushels

oT this marl to land which under common cultiva-

tion would pro{luce not more than 20 bushels ol

corn to the acre, causes it to yield 60 bushels, and
wheat and clover in [)roporlional abundance. Nor
are its etiects transient, but it produces a perma-
nent improvement of the soil, the duration ol

which is not yet ascertained. In this respect

it differs most favorably Ironi ashes and many
other manures, whose efficacy is continued seldom
more than one or two years. At [ircsent this

marl is delivered al the pits at seven cents per

bushel, and might be delivered at many of ihe

ports of New Jersey at a small advance upon
thai price. The farmers of Long Island have lor

years tieen in the habit of purchasing lor ilieir

wheat fields our leeclied aslies at a cost of ten and
tvselve cents per bushel. If these shrewd farmers

have then found an advantage in coming to our

ports alter our drawn ashes, why may not we
import marl from New Jersey—a substance lar

more efficacious and more enduring in its effects

than asties, at even a less price than is paid for

our ashes ?

In regard then to manures and the means of
enriching our lands in New Knglnnd, there is no
deficiency ; but we are greatly wantinir through-
out ihe state, in frugality to save tlie vast amounts
which are now wasted ; in industry to collect the

means around us ; and in skill and labor in pre-

pariuirthem lor use. In soil, climate, and n\anu-
factu res there is no impediment in New England
to a successlul agriculture.

—

Ibid.

We prepare our sausage meat in the usual way
Then, instead of putting the meat in skins, pre-

pared Irom the hogs' entrails, we make l)ags of
white clean cotton or linen cloth, as large, say,
as a man's arm, larger or smaller as may suit, and
of convenient length, say about a loot long, and
put the sausage meat in these bags, and hang
them up to (iry. In this, we ."save much lahoi*

in preparing the skins, and considerable in cook-
ing ; we slip off ilie bag from so much as is

needed, and cut the sausage into slices of sufficient

thickness for cooking. I mucHi prefer sausngea
put in bags to those put in skins, as they keep
more moist. Oibers, (or the same reason dislike

them. Respectfully yours,

Calvin Butler.
p. S. Ripe elder berries make good pies. Try

them, ladies. C. B.
Plymouth, (^Conn.) Sept. 17, 1840.

CULTURE OF THE PEACH TREE.

From the New Genesee Farmer.

It has been mentioned by writers on the culture

of the peach tree, that hot water poured around
the trunk at ihe surface of the ground, will destroy

the worm. We have not yet tried it, but we intend

to do so ; and in the meantime we would suggest
to our readers, that it may be done at any time
durinir the winter or spring when there is no snow
and the soil is unfrozen. We think the work
would be more thoroughly done, iiuwever, if the

gum be first removed, so that the hot water may
enter the habitation of this insect.

Soot has been Ibund excellent for this free. In
one CBS8 that has come to our knowledge, its pale

leaves were changed into a dark green by thia

application round its rools ; and though Ihe effect

may in part have been caused by the destruction

of the worm, it has doubiless acted also as a ma-
nure. Those who have stove pipes to clean and
peach trees to cultivate, should save the soot for

this purpose.

One of the most deplorable conditions that a
peach tree can be placed in, is to stand in a meadow
or grass ground which is annually mowed. Some-
times we see them in door-yards where the grass

grows stiong, but where neither pigs, nor sheep
nor cattle, are allowed to enter. A half starved

tree however, is no ornament in front of a house
;

but we will not find fault without proposing a
remedy. Cultivate a circle round each tree, ol two
or three feet in diameter ; and hoe in manure from
the stable, the hog pen, the hen roost, the leach

rub, or the wood pile, not forgetting the stove pipe,

and the tree will soon compensate lor the labor by
its beauty and pioductiveness.

SAUSAGE MAKIXG.

From ttie Albany Ciilli%'ator.

Should you think our mode of making sausages
worth a place in your chapter on domestic econo-

my you can place it there.

PROFITS OF A KENTUCKY FARM.

Frankfort, January, 1841.
To the Editor of the Farmers' Register.

The invpsimenf ot capital in any branch of pro-

ductive industry should be guided by authentic,

practical facts. Political economists, private capi-

talists, and, indeed, all orders of men, but especi-

ally those belonging to the productive classes, ar«
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interested in those facts which relate to the cost of

productions and the exchangeable value of con-

sumptions. Producers and consumers are more
immediately concerned in ihem, as atl'ordins use

lul guides leadmg to a knowledge of ihe amount
of productions necessary tom^et the wants o! con-

Bumplion, and to the establishment ol' equitable

and remunerating rates of valuation. JStatisiic

facts, accurately ascertained, and periodically au-

thenticated and published, serve also to render the

interests of both producers and consumers more
permanent, and consequently, in the long run,

more productive. They indicate the mutual rela-

tion and dependence of each upon the others
;

and thus contribute to remove ihose causes ol fluc-

tuation which influence so unfavorably all branches

of industry.

The industrial forces erpployed in agriculture,

and the value of its productions, are less perfectly

known than those ol any other important producing

interest. We have occasional reports of the

amount of our exports, embracing agricultural

productions to some extent, and these are certainly

interesting and uselul documents ; but we know
little of the extent of our entire pj'oJtidions. Our
Etalisiics of agriculture, therclore, furnish only a

knowledge of our surplus productions. But what
ratio do they bear to the whole amount of produc-

tion 1 We can only form conjectural estimates;

but certainly the surplus consists of but a small

proportion of the entire production. Looking at

this fact, and seeing that the action of the federal

and state governments has been conducted by the

light of statistics relating merely to our exports, I

have been often tempted to accuse our legislators

with criminal ignorance o/, and ingratitude to-

wards the greatest interest of the country. Legis-

lation has begun and operated upon the wrong
end of affairs. Il com\nences at the end instead of

the beginning; and the position is the most un-

fljrtunaie, because it cannot look back, for the be-

ginning has been leaped over ; nor forward, for

the end has been assumed as the starting point of

legislative action. It should be directed primarily

lo the increase (if production ; and this, of course,

would increase the amount of surplus lor export.

If", therelbre, our governments, while furnishing

the facilities fcjr the transporiaiinn and export ol

our surplus prod'iciions, would direct their labors

towards the increase of the whole productions, we
ehould have more surplus to export, and the works
intended for the convenience of commerce, and
acting indirectly in favor of production, would
prove lar more profitable, and more direct benefits

would result to all interests. My notion of the

duly of government, then, is, that it ehould fur-

nish to the producing classes, those means of in-

struction, fitiing them for the more intelligent and
enccessl'ul prosecution of their various pursuits,

and the expense and labor of cnnduciiiig which
are too onerous to be borne by individuals or asso-

ciations of individuals. Th's scheme would, o(

course, embrace agricultural schools; for in the

present elate of our country, we can hardly hope
to organize them efficiently witliout the aid of go-
vernment. These opinions, 1 am aware, are not

generally isubscribed to by our politicians; and what
is worse, the farmers thems^elves do not appear to

have generally adopted them ; or if they have,
they have not acted upon them. Under tiie pe-

culiar forms of our political infstitutione, we can

scarce expect the action of government to antici-

pate public sentiment, let it be never so saluta-

r}'. The goveriunent, so lar from leadinir or

giving direction to popular setiiiment, is driven

(ofi' and on) by it, h is the duly of (he press,

therefore, more particularly the agricullurtd press,

to a'^aken public seniiment on this subjt'ci,

and conduct it to riszlu conclusions and effective

aciion. I think, perhaps, the first necessary step

in this matter is to lake measures to ascertain ac-

curately the entire productions and consumptions
of ihe country, which would necessarily also em-
brace the exports and imports. I can hardly be-

lieve the reiurns of the United Stales census, re-

cently taken, will be full and satisfactory ; and I

have strong reasons lor doubting the accuracy of

even the partial information ilicy will afford. Ful-
ness and accuracy are essential to the utility of
statistics.

We have had frequent disputes here as to the

produciiveness of agricultural capital. We hear
it frequently asserted, that in general less than
five per cent, is realized ; and I presume this opi-

nion is a near indication of Ihe iruih. It is certam
that he, who in addition to supporiing his family

from his farm, realizes six per cent., is deemed a
thrifty husbandman. But there are many who
double, and more than double, this rale of profit.

They are, of course, farmers of more ihan ordinary

intelliifence and practical abiliiy ; and 1 think the

publication of facts, derived liom such sources,

will serve a useful purpose by stimulating others

to improvement.
I have before me a letter from a friend, distin-

guished alike in ihe walks of agricultural and po-

litical life, detailing some lacis which, under the

belief they will prove interesting lo your readers, i

am induced to transcribe. As ilie writer fears hia

neighbors may deem him a boasier, I am not au-

thorized to give his name to the public, though [

do to you, individually ; but I will say upon the

responsibility of my own, that no man in the na-

tion bears or deserves a more exalted reputation

lor integrity. And I will add thai, under his

course of husbandry, simple as it is, his soil, so far

from depreciatinir, has inqjroved and is improving
in fenility ; and an acre of his corn-field will mea-
sure out as much grain as two acres olhis neighbor's

field, originally as good >-oil, but cultivated vvilh less

skill and judgment. My correspondent's farm is

in a section where land is neiiher deemed so pro-

ductive nor valued so highly as in oilier sections.

It is, however, a fine calcareous soil, ihesubsiratum

of fine clay ; ihe natural timber, oak, sugar tree,

walnut, locust, &c. The price at which he values

it, too, is high for land in his county, sixty miles

from Lexington ; and is rarely obtained, unless

exiraordinary improvements tempt the purchaser.

He has offered his firm at the price estimated, hut

has not met a purchaser. It has not what, in ihe

more higbl}' ap[)rcciaied seciions, would lie deemed
a due prn[)ortion of level arable land, being cut by
a meandering creek, giving the hill-sides running
down to iis margin, lo perpeiual pasturage instead

of ihe advanta^^^e of alternating with tillage.

The profits made on this farm, though highly

satisfactory and far belter than the general ave-

rage, are nevertheless exceeded by others in Ken-
tucky. With these observations 1 subjoin the let-

ter, tid Ibilows: Yours, truly,

Tho. B. Stevenson.
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, December 7lh, 1840.

Dear Sir—S'mcc the couversalioii we haii in

relation lo liie profits upon capital invested in

Jarminji, I have reflected upon the suhjecl, and

now present you a more accurate estiniaie of my
experience on that subject.

I have, in my larm,'450 acres, oC whicli about

300 are cleared. I estimate the land lo be worth,

m crtsA, filty dollars per acre, - - §22.500

5 nei^'ro men at §800, - - - 4,000

3 negio women, (one old,) - - - 1500
3 boys Irom two lo six years old, - - 1,01)0

8 work horses and mules, at §70, - - 500

3 carriage and ridini; horses, at §S0, - 210

30 c^itiie of all a^es,"ai §15, - - - 450

350 Merino sheep, at 83, - - - 1,050

65 younjif sows, shoais and |
igs, at §2, - 130

(A part ol my Uiiling hogs lijr next year,

will be (Vom pigs yet to come.)
Farming implements—2 wagons and

light carl, 250

Ploughs, harrows, &c., including gear

l()r hwrses, 150

Poultry, Sic, (including omissions,) say - 170

Total amount ofcapital, - - -

Legal interest on capital, (.^.32,000,)

ai 6 per cent. - - - -

§32,000

- 81,920

price by holding on to my crop a year or two,

when it gets below that price.

60 acres of hemp, averaging one year

with another 20 tons, at §120, ^2,400
CO acres o( corn, intended Ibr liieding

stock and lor bread, . . - QOO

350 sheep, average at the present low
price oC wool, §1 per not fleece, - 350

Value of coarse parts of wool and in-

crease of flock, - - - - 50
Sale of hogs, bacon and lard, average - 400

Sale of milch cows and beef cattle, say - 100

Of the cleared land I cultivate, say 60 acres in

hemp ; 60 in corn ; 3 in seed hemp ; and 7 in

pumpkins, beets, potatoes, &c., includins garden,

total of piough-lund in cultivation, 130 acres.

After planting corn two years on the same grounil,

I have been in the practice of sowing it down
in rye Ibr leeding ott'to stock, and permitting it to

remain in r^e two years ; consequently^, f have in

crop, in addition lo the 130 acres, say 60 acres in

rye, 25 in meadow and orchard, and every other

j'ear about 10 acres of rye Ibr seed, makinir an
average ol about 220 acres in crop. The residue

of the cleared land, about 80 acres, is in pasture
;

and all my wood-land is enclosed, and about three-

fourths of it well cleaned up and set in blue grass,

and I am annually progressing in cleaning up and
setting the reniainder in grass, so that I have
plenty of permanent pasture, including my rye.

My rotation of corn and rye was adopted when
I was engaged in raising mules; but having quitted

that business, 1 intend to make the rotation in fu-

ture, corn and clover, two years earh ; and as a

preparation lor clover, to sow down my ground
[in wheat] every second year, and sow clover on
the wheat in February Ibllowing.

I have, as yet, practised no rotation in relation

to my hemp ground, but this may be conveniently
done, by sowing hemp in a field on which two
crops of clover have grown, and converting an
equal quantity of hemp land into corn ground

;

and after two years, sowing it in wheat in the fall,

and clover in February, and after two years return
again to the hemp crop.*

Havingr iluis given you a general outline of iny
mode of farming, I will now state the value oi'my
average products, premising that I have estimated
hemp at §120 per ton, because it will average that

' Hemp, if an exhauster o ' soil, is a very slow one.
Deterioration can scarce be perceived in the last of ten
successive crops on the same field.—T. B. S.

Total, §3,300

My cattle are of the old fashioned Teeswater
and Patton stock. Though excellent for the rich-

ness and abundance of their milk, they will sell

ordinarily for only §25 or §30 per head, grass-fed.

After reserving what is necessary Ibr our own use

and consumption, my sales will not average more
than the above sum.
To the above, the following additions should be

made ;

Within the three last years I have .=o!d

55 mules, and have added those to

my working stock, which have fully

kept up their value. The increased

value of these mules, (2 and 3 years

years old when sold,) 1 estimate at

§35 each, making a total of §1,925,
and a profit for each of those years, of - 622

the followinfjFrom the above, _
should be made :

Wages of a young man to work
and superintend the negro la-

borers, . - . - §200
Cash lor culling and breaking hemp, 200
Clothing and lax for 5 men and 3
women, .. . . -

Tax en land and other properly,

Blacksmith's and wagon-ma-
ker's account, average

§3,922
dexluctiona

160
- 30

- 60

§650

But from this amount, should be deducted what
is saved in family expenses by living on a farm

;

such as house-rent, fuel, bread, bacon, vegetables,

poultry, fresh meal, butter, milk, &c.. which may
be estimated at §500, leaving §150 to be deducted
from the above sum of §3,922, and making the

profit on the whole sum invested, §3,722.
1 may have omitted some small items of ex-

pense which have not occurred to ine, but these

will be more than covered by several small items
of profit ; such as hay, cord-wood, hides of cattle

and sheep, potatoes, apples, and other vegetables,

butter, &c. I throw them in to balance any pos-

sible omissions 1 may have made on the other

side.

1 have allowed nothing for expense and fax on
young negroes, because their increased annual
value will fully pay for such expense, and also

keep up the number of hands by supplying losses

by death. Nor have I made any allowance for

ihe annual increase in value of 1,500 or 2,000
young locust trees, an item of no little importance

io my judgment, and which might lairly be esti-

mated as a part of the annual profits of my farm
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The profits upon mule stock, (as I have quitted

that business,) will cease alter the present year;
but they will be fully supplied by llie increased

nunnberof hojrs and sheep which 1 shall be able

to keep, and by the crop of wheat which I shall

raise every second year. Sixty acres of clover

will liiriiish ffreat facilities for increasing the num-
ber of my hogs, and besides the corn consumed by
my mule slock, will now go to my hugs; and a

furiher improvement of my land will result from

adopting ifie clover in my rotation.

Inteiest on the capital invested at the

rate of 12 per cent, per annum, - 93840
Net profit as above, - - - - 3.720

Profit 12 per cent. less, - - - §120
Do not the facts herein detailed, show that es-

timating land at $5 ) per acre, farming is a most
profitable business'? And do they not show the

additional fact, that the raising of hemp is more
profitable than the culture of cotton or grazing of

cattle. Yours, truly and sincerelj',

Thos. B. Stevenson, esq., Frankfort, Ky.

HULE FOR ASCERTAINING THE WEIGHT OF
CATTLE, SHEEP AND HOGS.

In the " Cattle Keeper's Guide" there is a short

and easy method given to find the weight of live

stock, which will be of considerable utility to

breeders. Let the animal stand square, put a
string just behind the shoulder blade ; then put

the string on the tail so as to form a plumb line

with the hinder part of the shoulder blade ; take
the dimensions on the rule as before, which is the
length, and work the figures in thefblloiving man-
ner: girth 6 It. 4 inches, length 5 ft. 3 inches,
wfiich muhiplied together make 33^ square su-
perficial feet, that again multiplied by 23 (the
number of pounds allowed to each superficial loot,

for an animal measuring not less than five nor
over eight feet in girth,) makes 766 lbs. Where
the animal measures less than 6 and over 8 feet

in girth, 31 is the number of pounds to each
superficial toot. Again, suppose a pig or any
small beast should measure 2 feet in girth, and
two feet along the back, which multiplied to-

gether make 4 square feet ; that muhiplied by 11,
the number or pounds allowed lor each square
foot, when measurement is less than three liset in
girth, makes 44 lbs. Suppose again a calf; sheep
or hog should measure 4 ft. 6 inches in girth, and
3 ft. 9 inches in length, whicli multiplied together
make 16| feet, that multiplied by 16, the number
of pounds allowed to animals measuring less
than five feet and more than three in girth, makes
268 lbs. The weight of cattle, sheep and hogs
may be as exactly taken this way, as is at all ne-
cessary lor any computation of valuation of stock,
and will answer exactly to the (bur quarters sink-
ing the offal ; which every man if he knows a
few of the first rules of arithmetic and can get a
bit of chalk and a string can readily perform. A
reduction must be made for a half fatted beast, of
one pound in twenty, more than from a fat one

;

and from a cow that has had calves and is only
half lat, two pounds in twenty must be deducted.

For ttie Farmers' Register.

GREEN-S.^ND IN GEORGIA.

Mount Zion, Hancock Co., Georgia,

January 23rd, 1841.

Dear Sir.—Nothing but a wish to improve our

practices in agriculiure, and to develope the natu-

ral resources already provided liar us, has caused

me, a siriinuer, to intrutle this communication on
j'our attention, and I beg of" you to dispose of it as

the above reasons may direct your betier judg-

ment. It is on the subject of what you call green-

sand or gypseous earth. During last year J. R.

Colling, our slate geologist, made an examination

of this section, and found immense beds of what
he pronounces to be this earth, commencing at

what he considers the wesiern limit of" the oceanic

region, and exiending through a parallel region of

some 30 or 40 miles. It appears to be by no
means continuous or of uniform qualify; and we
are anxious to make a proper use of it, though
not to be duped by quackery or an inordinate zeal;

and I know of no oiher means of diffusing useful

information on that subject than through the

Farmers' Register.

I have had a specimen from my /arm analyzed
by Mr. Colling, and he says he has done it with
all possible care and accuracy, and reports 100
grains dried to contain

Water of absorption, - - - 6 grs.

Fine silicious sand, - - 9 "

Sulphate ol'iime, _ _ _ 9.75 »

Carbonate of lime, - - - 5.46"
Protoxide of iron, - - - 4 <«

Carbonate of magnesia, - - - 3 "
Potassa, 12.37"
Silicia, - - . . 36 "
Alomiue, - - - - - 6 "

Loss, - . - . 8.42"

100

JMy residence is about 10 miles above the oce-

anic region, in latitude 33.26, longitude 83.2, and
about 700 feet elevation above the ocean, on a
small water course making into the ocean. The
virgin soil was remarkably fertile, particularly

lor tobacco and grain; and isso now wJien the forest

is taken ofl', though by neglect it is easily gullied

and galled Irom the soil being soft.

We generally find the green-sand in the gullied

bluHs near the creek bottoms— I believe in every
case under what is called aferro-argitlaceous sub-

edil of a deep red color, though the strata of rocks

beneaih this subsoil, and in the neighborhood of
the green-sand, varies exceedingly. I believe

what is called feldspatic gneiss is most common,
but you will frequently find in the same gully horn-

blende, hornblende slate, pyrites or sulphuret of

iron, mica slate, and some blocks of-granile. JVlr.

Colling found in different places what he con-
ceived a full gold formation, quartz, &c. In an-
alyzing [the green-sand] from the neighborhood
from the ridires, he found from 4 to 5 per cent, of
carbonate of lime, though no sulphate of lime;
from the creek deposites he found less carbonate of
lime, but about 3 percent, of sulphate of lime.

How deep the deposites of green-sand are we can-
not tell ; we penetrated one bed about 10 feet, and
it appeared to get better. It is generally of a blu-

ish-green wiih white streaks, and cfianging from

that to a yellow and chocolate color, alternating
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from one to the other in veins, is always soft, more
(iisposeii to at^sorb water than common earth; ami,

as it dries, (i\lls into an ash-coloreJ powder, and 1

should suppose its average depth below the origi-

nal soil would be from 6 to S Itjet. In some speci-

mens there is a good deal of fine mica and sul-

phuret of iron. I have been thus particular in

describing boih the substance and the location,

thinking it miirht aid you in your speculations

on its natural history, and probably its apphcalion

as a fertiliser.

There appears in this section some disposition to

change the old ruinous system of agriculture, and

lo adopt in its stead an improving one; and
though I am but little used to v;riiing, i( I can lur-

nish you vviih any facts that would enable you to

eti'ect the revolution, I shall be amply compensat-

ed for my time and labor,

1 am but illy prepared for geological discussion
;

but this green-sand earth does not look to me,
when in place, to be a deposile. It has more the

appearance of" rock or some solid substance de-

composed ; and as it shows very {'ew or no animal

remains, I am very much inclined to think it an
older substance than marl or the carbornate of

lime and shell formation of the oceanic region,

(tliough this opinion is merely lor what it is worth.)

What we now desire ot you is, through the Farm-
ers' Register, to teli us how to use it.

Very respectfully,

J. S. Whitten,

As little as we know about green-sand, (and

we have as often admitted our ignorance on this

mysterious subject, as we have charged it on

others who pretend to abundant and all-sufficient

knowledge,) there is no difficulty in pronouncing

that the earth in question is certainly what geolo-

gists call "green-sand;" and according lo the

analysis, it is uncommonly rich. Besides a larger

proportion of potash than usual, (to which some
geologists ascribe the effect as manure,) there is a

valuable amount of carbonate of lime, and per-

haps of carbonate of magnesia, and a very large

proportion of the unusual ingredient, sulphate of

lime, or plaster of Paris. Now with all our disbe-

lief of what geological surveys state, or indicate,

on the effects of green-sand as manure—and with

our distrust of its genera! and profitable effects as

promised by geological "quackery," we should,

if inourcorrespondent's place, expect much benefit

from the use of this earth. If put on calcareous

Goil, and on suitable plants, (clover especially,) the

green-sand of itself will be beneficial; though to

what extent, and for what length of 'ime, is the

question yet to be settled. If put on acid soil,

where the green-sand of itself would be utterly

useless, as we think, the calcareous ingredients

(carbonate of lime and magnesia) of the manure
would neutralize the acid of the soil, and then

permit the green-sand and the gypsum to act be-

neficially.

For our opinions, expressed at length on this

subject, we can here but refer our correspondent to

the whole report on the use of green-sand and

green-sand marl on the Pamunkey lands, contain-

ed from page 679 to 691 of volume 8, Farmers'

Register.—En. F. R.

ON SUBSOIL PLOUGHING.

From the New England Farmer.

The English agricultural journals for the last

few years, have contained many articles upon the
practice of subsoil ploughing. Our readers, we
suppose, understand this to be the use of a plough
having a narrow double share, or a small share on
each side of" the coulter and no mould-board. It

is used in eai h furrow after the common plough,
and breaks up and stirs the subsoil to the depth of
several inches, without bringing it up and incorpo-
rating it with the soil. Many liirmers in England
have derived great advantages from this process,

in connexion with under-draining. Others have
found it waste labor. Tlie January No, of the
Journal of the Royal Agricultural Society of Eng-
land contains a communication upon this subject
by H. S. Thompson, Esq., pans of which we ex-
tract below.

Heretofore we have received the impression
that our Transatlantic co-workers deemed this pro-
cess peculiarly suited to stiff and heavy soils, con-
sisting mostly of compact, adhesive clays. They
now begin to intimate that shallow soils of the
lighter kinds may be quite as susceptible of im-
provement under this process as any other. We
have often conjectured that it must be thus ; and
have supposed that many of" our shallow, gravelly
and sandy soils in New England would be ren-
dered more retentive of moisture and more fertile

by simply subsoiling without under-draining.
Some of the observed facts, leading lo the suppo-
sition are, that we have seen apple trees growing
better in gravel that had been moved, than in the
deepest and richest mould ; that grass, on a nar-
row strip where the subsoil had been thrown but
and replaced when putting down the logs of an
aqueduct, was much more abundant than on the
adjoining portions of the field; that an immense—

a

mammoth squash had grown upon an unmanured
gravel heap that had been formed when digging
a well. The loosening of the subsoil, making it

more pervious to air and water—bringing many
particles into cohtact with panicles that have not
touched them before, and thus, perhaps, promot-
itig slight fermentations and new chemical com-
binations, may fit the subsoil to attract, receive and
nourish the roots of plants. Can our practical men
give us anv usefiji f"acis or observations upon this

subject? The matteris worthy of attention.—Ed.
N. E. F.

BY H. S. TH03IPSON, ESQ,
"Public opinion is still much divided on the sub-

ject of subsoil ploughing. Some very eminent
farmers maintain that it is lost labor ; while others,
equally eminent, ihink no system of" husbandry
complete without it. When men of sense and
experience differ respecting matters of fact which
have come under their own observation, it will

generally be found that, like the travellers disputing
about the color of a chameleon, neither would be
wrong if he would only allow his opponent to be
right. To take a case in point— one farmer of
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my acqiifiintance, drained deep and used the eub-

poil plough with every precaution and care, yet

/'ound it liiil ; another, ibilovving precisely the same
plan, permanenily improved il)e texiure oi' the

soil: both were anxious iliat their (riends sliould

profit by eiiher the ixample or the warning, and
Josi no opporiuniiy of making ihe result public.

For want o("a better term, both experiments were
eaiil to liave been niaile on stiff soWs: both are

credible men ; and ihe natural result ol' such con-

flicting testimonies is, that tlie question remains

undecided. Here we (eel the want of soiiie ac-

knowiedijed classification of soils, (bunded on che-

mical an-ilysie. No two witnesses could be more
directly at issue than those alluded to above : and
very possibly, both one and the other may have
been quoted by the supporters or opposers of the

subsoil plough as triumphantly establishing their

position. The moment, however, that the two
experiments are referred to their place in the se-

ological map, the »vhole uifHculiy vanishes. One
was made in a slilf, marly clay, on the new red

sand-stone formation ; the other on that most te-

nacious of all soils, the liaa clay : the one was
permanently improved; llie other ran together

again almost as soon as done.

it wouia be but waste of lime to give any addi-

tional proof of what has already been fully estab-

lisiied, viz : thai on some soils the subsoil plouiih

has been eminenily useful ; that on otliers it has
signally failed. 'I'lie grand desideratum, at pre-

sent, is the discovery of some test which shall ena-
ble U-, on the examinaiion of any given soil, to

P'O ounce tolerably coiiHiiently that it would be
ailvis^iible or useless to subsoil it. I leel lully per-

suaded that the per centage of alumina, or pure
clay, in any soil, iurnishes the required criierion.

In the two instances quoted above, i [irocured an
analysis of the soils, and found that, in the one on
which subsoiling was of no use, the proportion of
alumina was twice as great as in the other : this

most unexpected result first suggested the rule

above stated; and in all the ca.-es which I have
since had an opportunity of examinmg, it has
been fully confirmed. A rule of this kind can only
be established by numerous experiments on vari-

ous soils ; but if those gentlemen who are so anx-
ious to promote agricultural improvement, would
liindly Ibrward to the secretary of the Yorkshire
Agricultural Society the result of their own expe-
riments with the subsoil plouiih, accompanied by
either an analysis of the subsoil on which it was
tried, or even a specimen of the subsoil for analy-
sis, the quesiion of subsoil ploughing would very
soon be set at res! ; and tt would be as easy to

point out the soils which would be benefited by
1', as ii is now to distinguish turnip and barley
eoiis (rom tliose adopted tor wheat ami beans.

I will now etate ttie steps taken to test the truth

of the rule above mentioned, viz: that the per

centage of alumina ought to guide us in the selec-

tion of soils lor subsoiling. I wrote to several

gentlemen whom 1 knew to have used the subsoil

[)lough, and on whose accuracy 1 could rely, and
begged that they would furnish me with some ac-

count of their experiments, and send me a speci-

n>en of the tubfoil lor analysis. I have, wherever
practicable, given the account in the words of the

writer ; and can onlj' regret that the shortness of

time has prevented my collecting more evidence
on the subject. The following essay was sent

me by that very intelligent farmer, Mr. Black,

land-agent to the Earl ot' Zetland, at MarsUe, in

Cleveland :

" There is probably no agricu'tural operation

that has f)een so strongly recommendeil by some,
and so much censured by others, as subsoil plough-
ing. Its advocates have represented it as the

great panacea lor all soils and situations; and its

introduction, they say, will fijrm a new epoch in

agriculture. Iselieving that neither party have
viewed the suliject [iroperly in all its bennngs, 1

beg leave humbly to offer a few remarks, first, on
Ihe soil that will receive the most permanent im-
provement (i-om subsoil ploughina; and, second,

where it can be of no utility. The soil that I be-

lieve w;ll receive the most permanent improve-
ment from subsoil plougliingis one in which silica

predominates; indeed all shallow soils, of the

liirhier kind>, will be improved by it ; and particu-

larly so il there is any moorland pan, or indurated

incrustations, formed by the weight ol the plough
going for a number of" j-enrs ai itie same dt-pth, or

from other causes. If tlie subsoil is of good qua-
lity, and a greater depth of furrow is wished lor,

the subsoil plough may be used with advantage
;

the percolation of water prepares the subsoil for

amalgamation with the surlace. Stong clayey

land cannot be permanently im[)roved by subsoil

ploughing. Alutnina is a tenacious, compact, ad-

hesive substance, iis parts are in minute divisions,

and have irrent afRiiity (or each other. In Septem-
ber, 1838, I subsuiled two fields of 10 acres each,

which hnd been previously drained, and as th^i

nomencldlure of soils is not at all inieliigible, and
has led to much mischietin detailiuiJ- experiments,

I send you the analysis of 300 grains ot" the field

since ploughed.

300 grains consisted of

—

Grains.
Moisture, 61
Soluble matter, principally vegetable, 3
Lime, in ihe state of carbonate, 2
Peroxide of iron, 50
Alumina, 130
Silica, or fine land, 20
Vegetable matter, 33

Los3, 1

300

"One ofihese subsoiled fields produced 35, and
the other 27^ bushels of wheat per acre ; the field

that produced the greatest number of quarters per
acre was subsoiled across the drains; the other
parallel with them. I do not attribute this great
(ailing off per acre altogether to the parallel sub-
soiling, although I think the other is decidedly the
tteet method. In December, 1839, one of the

fields was ploughed, but no traces remained of tha

subsoil plough having been used. I expected,

from the complete breaking up of the subsoil, that

the parts would have remained distinct (or years
;

but such was not the case: they had run tosjeiher,

and were as compact as when first moved by the

plough, without even the appearance of water-
shake or fissure. This I was not prepared to ex-
pect. Separated hy a fence only is another field

of a similar descrii)tion, which was (iillovv at the

^ame time, but not subsoiled ; the crop on this

field was quite equal to the other. A neighbor
subsoiled one acre of a field which was sown with
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beans ; lliis field I frequently eaw fhroupli the

euniriitT, anil durinjj iliai peiiud the pnil fiubsoil-

ed vvas by no means superior lo the oilu'r."'

On reading tills accouni my atieniion was na-

turally arri'Sied by llie great dlH'eronee between

the produce ol" the two fields subsoiled l)y Mr.
Black ; and as it was in poriant to at-cerlain

WiU'tlier any siilRcient ;;aui=e could be a>si;riied iu-

ilependt ni ol the different nielhiuts adi'pted in

Bubsial ploughing them, ! addressed him ihe Ib'-

lowing questions :— 1.-= the field which produced

35 bucihels per acre ol' belter quality than the one
which produced 27| ; or vvas it betier nianured,

or the seed time nuire favorable? His answer
was as follows ;— "The land, (viz., that which

produced 35 bushels) is much inlerior. I ascribe

ihe superior crop lo the field having been more
recently drained than the other. 1 have always
found the first crop alier draining above an aver-

age. Lime, too, was applied to this field two
year* belLre, winch did not appear to have acuni

until the water was taken oH': and last, althouiih

not least, it was subsoiied across the drains. As
regards manure, I consider the fields alike in ih n

respect. Both fields were sown under lavoralile

circumstances." Draininir after lime appears
quite adequate to account for this increased pro-

duce; but even should we aitribute a poriion of it

lo subsoiling across instead of parallel to the

drains, the whole effect seems to have vanished
before the next ploughiiig, as we read in JMr.

Black's account. In confirmation of Mr. Black's
views, I will quote the opinion of Mr. Vansi;tari,

of Kirkleatham, wfiose e.x|)erimeiiis I had an op-

portunity of observing whilst in progress. I need
hardly add that they were made in the mosi judi-

cious and effectual manner. ' Upon subsoihng I

have nearly made up my mind, and am satisfied

that it is not of permanent use on this soil." We
have here the experience of Mr. Vansittart, Mr.
Black, and a neighboring Ifirmer, all of whom
agree in thinking that subsoiling is of no use on
their land. 'Ihe quality of land is the same in all :

consisting of a level and uniform tract of that pe-

culiarly tenacious soil, the lias clay, containing, as

we see by the analysis furnished by Mr. Black,
(made at Edinburg,) no less than 4.3 per cent, of
alumina or pure clay. The next evidence I shall

ndduce is that of Mr. Stevenson, of Rainion, near
Boroughbridge, a very enterprisino: and judicious
tenant-farmer; whose farm chiefly consists of a
etiff red clay, on the red sand-stone formation. He
began by subsoiling 17 acres in the win'er of 1835-
'6: the summer lollowing, these 17 acres grew a
remarkable crop of turnips, though the year vvas
in general a failing one for that croM. The turnips
were Ibllowed by barley, seeds, wheat— all good
crops. When ploughed deep again lor turnips, at

the end of the course, it was fimnd to work much
fighter than the land m.t subsoiled. The man
who held the piouirh in botii instances Ibund a
great difiierence in the mellowness of the soil

turned up, and consequently iri the labor of the
horses. The subsoil, on analysis, showed 24 pr-r

cent, of alumina. The exact analysis is as loi-

iows :

Specific gravity, 2,070.
100 parts contain—
Of water of absorption, 7
Silica, 6.5

Alumina, 24

Oxide of iron.

Soluble mutter,

Loss,
2̂

100

JMr. Stevenson found so much benefit from the

operation, that lie has since subsoiled 27 acres,

and means to continue it on a large scale. A
irlance at the experiments above described ena-
tiles us to make a first approximation to the solu-

tion of this much debated question. It appears
probable that a soil containing not more lirin 24
per cent, ol alumina may be subsoiled with advan-
tage, bui that when it ex ecds 40jpcr cent, no per-

manent improvement is derived Irom the oj)era-

lion. Many more experiments must be made
helbre this approximation can be so modified aa

to make it of general application : and I would
beg to suffgesl to those gentlemen who may
liiel disposed to assist in the inquiry, that any
account of the use of the subsoil plough on land
containing more than 24 and less than 40 per
cent of alumina would be particularly valuable,

as the first point to ascertain is, the maximum
quantity of alumina which may exi-t in Innd
wiihuui making it unfit Ibr subsoiling. From what
has been stated above, there is reason lo suppose
that this maximum point lies between 24 and 43
per cent.; every experiment, therelbre, made on
soil containing more than the one and less than
the other, reduces the doubtful soils within nar-
rower limits. It would also be advis.ible to try

ihe effect of subsoiling on two soils containing-

equal quanliiies ol alumina, but otherwise difler-

ingin tile composition, as it is possible that other
substances, in combination with alumina, may in

some degree a Heel the result.

I have, thus liir, confined myself to stiff soils;

but as the subsoil plough has been liule used on
light land, and ils effect therefore is little known,
the Ibllowing paper Irom Mr. Denison, of Kiln-
wick, Percy, will be read with great interest:

[Mr. Denison's operations were made on a field

consisting of sandy hills, light, blow away soil,

j

and marshy hollows—peaty soils. After having

j

described the drainage and ils expense, he says:]

I

"The first process after the driiins were com-
plete was in the months of March and April to

pare and burn ; and lo sow rape and turnips,

drilled with half-inch bones and soot in the lollow-

ing month. The crop was not at all regular ; being
good where the soil vvas deep and black, but very
bad where it vvas sandy : the sole being hard and
the action of the sun having great power lo the
very roots of the plants.

" In the winter of the same year, after the tur-

nips and rape were consumed, I plouizhed land in

the direclion of the old furrows, and the subsoil

plough fbllowed, vvoiked fiy two oxen and four-

horses; loosening the" hard sandy sole on the

hiizher ground, and tearing up Ihe roots of the
rushes, &c., on the low. In this stale the land lay

till the month of April Ibllowing, when Finlay-
son's drag-harrow was applied across the plouirh-

ings, which brought up all the roots and rutibish

to the surface; these were then raked off and
burnt. Ithensovved the black Tartarian oats, and
ploughed them in ; the ground was tlien harrowed
and pressed down widi a clod-crushing roller,,

made by Mr. Crofckill, of Beverley, which imple-
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mcnt has been of the greatest service lo me in al-

most every stage and crop. Ii has been ihe means
orconsolidaiinif the earth, which would otherwise
have been loo light, and it lias kept the moisture

in also. It has a decided advantage over every

other kind ofroller in this respect, because it leaves

an uneven surface instead oT a flat one, Iroin

which the rain, in sandy land especially, is apt to

run of} without nournishing or relreshiiig ihe

crop.

"The oats came out very healthy and had no

check : in sixteen weeks (roin the limeol sowing
they were reaped, and \vhen thrashed yielded lOj

quarters |)er acre, which were sold at 26s. per

quarter, and iliis (i-om land that was let two years

before at 2s. 6d. per acre.

" I calculate the e.xpense of subsoil ploughing,

according to my mode ofusing it, at 26s. per acre,

thus :

Four horses and two men, per day, 14s.

Two beasts and one man, 5s.

19s.
*' These will do 3 rods per day. The oxen are

yoked to the plough, and the four horses precede.

I sowed 40 acres with oats, of the same flat of

land that had been pared and burnt, but not sub-

soiled, from want of time. The produce of this

was not more than 3 quarters per acre, and straw

small and short ; a very fair proof of liie advantage
of subsoiling.

" I have now 100 acres of wheat and oats grow-
ing on what was the very worst part of the whole
property, and considered perfectly useless. It has

been drained, pared and burnt, and suhsoiled ex-

actly after the mode detailed ; and it looks as

promising as what was so good last year. Tiie

land upon which I had potatoes exhibits as de-

cided a superiority ; and I shall in another year

he able to state what efliect subsoilin<r has upon

the turnip crop as upon the produce of the wheat.

R. Denison."

OBSERVATIONS ON CATTLE AND ROOTS.

From tlie Southern Agriculturist.

Palmetto Hall, Dec. I9th, 1840.

^fr. Editor:— I am sorry to see that the de-

sire lo cultivate root crops and the grasses, is no<

keeping pace wiili the mania for improved breeds

of cattle, hogs, &c., fir the fact is, that the breed

of animals decidedly the best adapted to our pre-

sent cruel course of treatment is our pres*»nf, as

the valuable t)ropertv of beinir able to endure rain,

cold, and hunger, has been carefully cultivated

and kept in practice for many generations past,

and the experience with one hall-Durham heifer,

one three-quarter Durham bull and one De-
von cow, fully satisfies me tliat [he part Durhams
and I think the whole Durhams too, will not crow
as large nor keep as fat as our native cattle, if

they can ever be called fat, and the Devon will

orow no larijer, and even with much better fare,

will not more than equal 'he natives, which you

see is in strong contrast with Mr. Carrol's expe-

rience ; and as regards breeding, his principles

are certainly a smashing innovation upon the

hitherto received theories and practices on the

eubject. All this is merely an introduction to my
experience and theory of the cultivation ol roots.

Among the beeta I give the decided preference

to (he mangel wurtzel over the sugar beet, be-

cause it suits our shaTow soils better, as it grows
more above than below ground, and consequently
is more easily cultivated, and contends better with
grass and weeds, stands our climate and insects,

and the predatory habits of our negroes better,

and is longer fit for use, and, 1 believe, more pro-

ductive. 1 planted flush in one of the poorest

beds in my garden, which is a salt homock, in

February, 1838, one ounce of mangel wurtzel,

ihev bore seed the summer of 1839, and in July
of 1840 I pulled three roots that were about two
and a half feet long, and five or six inches through
in the largest diameter, and I believe that cattle

would then have eaten them. I cannot say what
proportion withstood the first summer as I made
no observation on the subject, being ignorant of
the gener.d belief, that they could not endure the

summer's sun. In February, 1840, I planted one
pound of the sugar beet seed in the same garden,

and similar (but not the same,) soil, and I have
now about one third remaining, and they are so

hard that cattle refuse to eat them. Both parcels

were neglected during the summer, and therefore

did not serve to form any fair idea of what they

might do under proper management. 1 have
sown some of the Aitingham carrot, and the

mangel wurtzel in exactly the same spot, in order

to give them a fair and comparative trial, and I

will try to let you know the result in due time.

I have adopted the Ibllowing system of cultiva-

tion as the only one suitable to our circumstances.

The land being level, (if it is not it must be made
so,) 1 track it every ijiree feet with the bull

tongue plough, and if the soil requires manure,

which almost all our lands do, I run the barshare

or shovel plough in the track as deep as possible,

and scatter the manure at the bottom of this

trench. I then turn back and bed up as well as

I can with the plough, and finish of]' with the hoe,

or bed entirely with the hoe if more convenient.

With a small and very simple dibble, I dibble

holes lor the seeds at every six inches, and put

only two or three seeds in each hole, and cover

it with the hand or heel, so as to press the earth

close to the seed. When the plants acquire a

sufficient size, I thin the beets to one plant in

every other hole, the intervening ones being suf-

ficiently large to feed the cows or pigs, but the

carrots I leave one plant in each hole, as they

require less room. As we do not require these

roofs until sweet pottitoes are done, I think that

the best time to sow them would be in the fall,

say about one mon'h later than the ruta baga, as

they would then be fit to (eed upon by April, if

not earlier, which is the time we stand most in

need of food for our cattle, for after June, or even

May, we have grass enough in our corn fields.

ON THE GEORGIA FEVER AMONG HORSES.

From tlie Southern Agriculturist.

January \9th, 1841.

Mr. Editor .-—There is now prevailing in the

lower part of our stale, and perhaps elsewhere, a

disease known as the Georgia fever, which attacks

horses, and has proved liital to a large number of

them. I am not aware of its having ever been

here before the last season, when a number of

horses in the livery stables in Charleston were
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aitacked, and a larore, poriion of th.ise !^o attacked

died, as I have been inlbrmcii. Ii was foiuul to

be liijxiily conla<!;ious. With ilu; suiinncr, I be-

lieve It ccast'd, at leaut I heard nuiliinijcul it. But
it a>raiii n)ado iis apjiearaiice ihi.< winter, in the

city, and in the hvery siabies. Some of n)y friends

wlio unlbriunateiy carried their horsea there, ^oi

them inlecied, and liave lost several. The dis-

ease has spread into the conniry, producing much
uneasiness, and loss, in the services of the anitnals,

and in many cases tlie loss of tiie animals them-
eelves. My ol^ject \n addressinir this note to you
is, to request inlbrmation as to t!ie ori<fiii, nature,

and cure of the disease. Will either you or some
oC your correspondents (urnish the inlbrmation re-

quested above '^ Yours, truly, G. A.

Remarks of the Editor.— We can furnish our
correspondent with but, little information on the

subject, but hope that some of our readers will do
60. The name of the (ieorgia fever, we under-

stand, was given to this disease here, because it

was first observed among some horses brought

from that state. The disease appears to be highly

inflammatory. The first symptoms are a droop-

ing of the head, a loss of appetite, and of course of

spirit, a running of the eyes and nose. As the

disease progresses the leet and limb^ become
swollen. The remedy, which, as we have been
inlbrmed, has been found most efficacious, has
been to bleed copiously as soon as the symptoms
are noticed. This is said to be almost a certain

cure. We have had two horses laboring under
this disease, both were bled copiously, (from 4 to

6 quarts,) and fed lightly on bran and oats. They
are now both well, and were sick very little more
than a week. No medicine was given. In fact,

we are informed by one who has had considerable

experience, that all medicine proves decidedly in-

jurious, and that he iiad not seen a single instance

in which it was administered, that the horse did

not die. If the first bleeding should not prove
sufficient, a second is resorted to, but this is rarely

necessary. When the legs begin to swell, the
disease is said to be on the decline. We have
given these imperfect answers to the queries
of our correspondent, with the hope that the re-

medy which has been so efficacious in our hands,
may be /bund equally so in that of our friends,

should they be so unlbrtunate as to have occasion
for it. We request, however, that some of our
readers will reply to them more liilly than we have
been able to do.—Ed. So. Agr.

EXTRACTS FROM THE ANNIVERSARY ORA-
TION OF THE STATE AGRICULTURAL SOCI-
ETY OF SOUTH CAROLINA.

By Gen. George McDuffie ; read before the society on
the 26th of November, 1840, at their annual meet-
ing in the Hall of the House of Representatives.

The greatest, most prevailing, and most perni-
cious of all the practices which distinguish and
deform the agriculture of this and the other cotton
planting states, is the almost exclusive direction of
the whole available labor of the plantation, to the
production of our greatest market staple, and the

consequent neglect of all the other commodities
which ihe soil is capable of producing or sustain-

ing, anil which are essential to supply the wants
of the establishment. No scheine of relbrm or
improvetnrnt can f)roduce any iricat and salutary
results, which dues not lay the axe to the root of
this radical vice in our husbandry.

It should be, therefore, an inviolable rule in Ihe
economy of every plantation, to produce an abun-
dant supply of every species ol'grain, and of every
s|)ecies of live stock, recjiiired Ibr its own con-
sumption. 1 am aware, that in peculiar localiiies,

when the;price of cotton has been hiyh, examples
inay be Ibund of successful planting wiiere this

rule has been disregarded.

But this serves only to prove, that even a bad
system prosecuted with great energy and under
favorable circumstances, may be crowned with a
considerable share of the success which would
more certainly have rewarded a good one. Such
examples, if they con^tiiule.jan exception to the

rule I have laid down, by no means impair its

Ibrce or disprove its general expediency. The
economy ol a plantation should be founded, not

upon temporary and mutable expedients, but

upon general and permanent rules, adapted to all

the probable vicissitudes of trade and of the sea-

sons, and all the probable fluctuations of prices

and of the currency. We have surely seen
enough of these fluctuations, and sufficiently wit-

nessed, if not experieficed, their disastrous influ-

ence, to warn us against the liital policy of yield-

ing up the lessons of experience to the tem[)tations

of high prices and prosperous seasons, li is, in-

deed, one of the greatest which these fluctuations

habitually produce among us, that we are but too

successfully tempted, by the temporary allure-

ment of high prices, to abandon all the maxims of

wisdom and all the rules of sound econoujy, which
have been imposed upon us by painful experience,

in periods ol depression and adversity. Let us,

then, each one for the sake of his own interest,

and all for the common welfare of South Carolina,

solemnly and deliberately resolve, that we will

never again, under any temptation, inciv the just

reproach which must attach to our character aa

planters, if we should be induced to rely upon dis-

tant communities for those essential supplies,

which our own plantations are so capable of pro-

ducing. And to the end that this high resolve

may be more firmly adopted and perseveringly

maintained, I shall endeavor to show, that it is

the dictate, not less of an enlightened self-interest,

than of an enlarged public spirit.

We are, then, to consider and decide upon the

comparative cheapness and economy of producing
ourselves on the one hand, and of purchasing from
abroad on the other, the hogs, horses, mules, and
other live stock, required for the use and consump-
tion of our plantations, during an average series of

years. A stranger to our wretched habits of eco-

nomy would be startled at the mere propounding
of such an inquiry. He could not comprehend
the economy of importing fi-om Kentucky, what
our own soil and climate are so eminently adapted
to produce. However plausible, it is most assur-

edly by a false eccnomy, fbunded upon false rea-

soning. A man who will assume that our hogs
and horses mu&t be raised exclusively upon corn,

and gravely sit down to calculate the cost of so
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many bushels at seventy-five or even fifty cenis a
bushel, will certainly come to an errnrieout! conclu-
sion. But those ol" us who sysiernatically pur-
sue the business of raising live stocU, can testily

that the quantity of corn necessary to raise hn<:s,

horses or mules, is extremely inconsiderable. Oats,
whether harvested lor tlie work horses and mules,
or used as pasturaue lor stock hogs and stock
horses and mules, is an invaluable crop lor a cot-

ton |)lanier. 'J'liat which is used as pasturacre,

while it wii! cost only the labor of prepariu":
the jiround and seeding it, will keep all the slock

in fine order, from the middle of summer iiniil the
opening of the pea fields, and these, vvtiich cost

scarcely anv labor, will keep iheni in like order,

with very little aid Irom the corn crib, until De-
cember. Fro(u this time regular feeding Vi^ill be
required for about liiur muni lis, and a|"ier that, very
little will sutHce liil the oat pastures are again
ready. In this view of the sultjecl, I have omit-
ted many usel'ul auxiliaries, such as p'ltaloes,

pindars, peaches and afiples, the two latter ol'

which are ofien permitted to rot on the ground,
though excellent lood for hoijtj, and peihaps the
least ex[)ensive of all. Nor have I embraced in

it the artificial grasses, though I am quite san-
guine from the experiment 1 now have in pro-
gress, that it) most of the slrona soils of ihe coun-
try, blue grass and herds grass will succeed very
nearly as well as they do in Iventucky. Upon the
whole, then, it is my deliberate opmion, lounded
t:pon my own exp^rieiu-e and observation as a
•p'auter, that in S lu h Carolina, and particularly

the upp:M- couniry districts, it would be true econo-
my lor the planters to raise their own siock, even
if th^y could always buy Kentucky pnrk at three
dollars a head. But let it be remembered that to

accomplish this, they must devote themselves to

it as an essential branch of iheir business. A
regular system must be adopted and a compe-
tenl person be charged with its execution ; and
overseers must be made to know, that it is as
much their duty to superintend it, as the culliva-

lion of the coiton crop ; for hogs and horses can
no more thrive wiihout proper attention, than corn
and cotion can svow without attention. And it is

worihy of remark, that when hoas are fat or in a
growing order, it requires not half so much to keep
tliem ill that condition, as it would require to sus-
tain poor ho^rs and prevent them from growing
poorer. It is, therefore, a most obvious rule of
econo-tiy, never to permit slock hogs to sink be-
low what we denominate a growing condition.
The corn that will be required (o keep them in

that condition during four or five months in Ihe
year, will be less than that which would be re-

quired in extra feeding to prepare poor hogs for

the pjauirhter pen ; and at the same age, their

weiiiht will be fifty per cent, greater, and their flesh

wdl be much more firm, than that of hogs brought
up in poverty and suddenly fatlened. I am now
.speaking the actual result of my own experience,
and I have been astonished to perceive how litile

corn is required to prevent fat hogs from getting
,poor.

As an important part of the branch of economy
•we are now considering, every planter should keep
as large a stock of neat cattle, and of sheep, as his

pasturage and the ofial of the plantation will sup-
:porf. To. this extent, there is no description of
i«tock 60 valuable in proportion to the exfienso of

mainiainini? them. Their flesh is much cheaper
than that of hogs, and besides supplying the table

of the planter wi'h an abundance of good beef,

butler and mutton, the former will advantageously
supply one lialfof the plantation rations of meat
duriuir the autumnal mouths; and the latter, all

the woo! re(|uired lor clothing the negroes in win-
ter. In addition to all this, it is the opinion of the
most experienced planters, in which I fully concur,
that where cattle are penned every night on
irroiinds properly covered with litter, the manure
ihey will make in ihe course of the year, will very
nearly defray the expense of maintniuiug ihem.

I have thus ai:empied to show that it is the true

interest of every [ilanier to raise all the live stock
required for his own use and for the use and con-
sumption of his own plantation, though no one
else should pursue the same policy.

I now propose to consider the subject in a still

more interesting point of view. I propose to

inquire what would be the effect ol' this system
upon the general prosperity of the cotton planting
states, assuming that it should be universally

adopted. It is not extravagant to estimate the

annual ex[)ense which a planter would incur in

purchasing his supplies of stock, at one tenth of

the net proceeds of his coiton crop, as exhibited

on the books of his factor. Assumini;, then, that

the labor divertr-d from the production of' cotton,

in order to raise thes'^ sup[)lies, would diminish the

c^lloa crop in the same proportion, it would fol-

low that each individual planter would derive as

large a net income from his diminished cotton

crop, as he would have derived from one tenth

larger, if he purchased his stock, even supposing

that the diminished coiton crop, brought no hiaher

price than could have been obtained lor the larger

one. But here we realize the grand result of the

proposed relbrin in ouragricultural economy.
It is a well established principle of political

economy, confirmed by the uniform ex|ierieuce of

the cotton planting states, that when the supply

of a commodity exceeds the eti'ective demand, the

price is diminished, not in proportion to the ex-

cess, but in a still greater proportion. If, then,

we assume that the proposed relbrm would reduce

the annual cotton crop from two millions of bales,

to one million eight hundred thousand, and that

the efT'eclive demand of the world would not ex-

ceed the latter number, it would clearly follow

from Ihe above stated principle that the smaller

crop of one million eight hundred thousand bales,

would yield a greater aggregate income than the

larger crop of two millions of bales. In the ha-

bitual state of our cotton trade, with a constant

tendency in the production to exceed the demand,
such vv'ould always be the result of diminished

produciion where no extraordinary causes existed

to check consumption. It results from this rea-

soning that the planting states would realize from

the universal adoption of the proposed reform, a
clear aggregate saving of the sum annually ex-

pended in purchasing live stock ; and that each
individual p'anter, besides greatly increasing the

comlbrts of his establishment, would add ten per

cent, to his annual income. Entirely satisfied, as

I am, of the soundness of this reasoning, and the

justness of the conclusion to which it leads, I am
aware that it is exposed to an apparent objection.

It may be naturally asked, how it happens that

the planters, a class of men sufficiently intelligent
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to undcrBtand iheir own inierest, should generally

pursue a course so liiile culculated to promote

It '? A suliicieiil answer will be found to this

queslion, in ili'*. Ibrce of psuiblit^hed hahit.-:, ihe

niisiaUen an)hiiion wiiich makes the |ioinl of

honorable iii3iiiiciiun consist in llie number oC cot-

ton bales, and above all, ilie unfortunate habil po

generally |)reva!ent among planter?, oi' neglecting

their own business!, an I contidmg it to the exclu-

eive management ol" overseers. It is a duty which

every planter owe^^, not only to himself, but to his

country, as a matter of example, to give his per-

sonal superintendence to his business, and nuike

himsellmaster ol' all its details. Ue can scarcely

deserve to own an estate, who from false pride or

indolent self-indulgence, remains in voluntary

ignorance of the various operations upon which

its productiveness depends, and relies exclusively

upon agents who are practically ii responsible, and

in general grossly incompetent. Certain it is,

that no general relorm or improvement in our ag-

ricultural economy, will ever be made by over-

seers. AgcMUs who are employed Irom year to

year, who have no interest, in any permanent
improvement, and who are generally actuated by

the motives of a tenant at will, which prompt
them to aim at a large cotton crop the present

year, without any regard to the future, or to the

subsidiary branches of 3 sound system of econo-

my. Every planter who has attempted such
reibrms or improvements as I have suggested,

can testify how utterly impossible it is to make
overseers, generally, realize their importance, or

bestow upTu thein sufficient attention to insure

their successful execution. Let it, then, be re-

garded as the point of honor with every planter

to attend personally to his plantation, and make
himself master of every branch of its operations

and economy. This is an indispensable [)relimi-

nary step 10 all nselul improvements in our agricul-

ture, and is equally demanded by every considera-
tion of private interest and public duty.

Another nuschievous error in our [)laniing eco-

nomy, proceedinir partly from the mistaken ambi-
tion ol making a large count of cotton bales, and
partly from the uncalculanng habits acquired
during high prices, is exhibited in the general
Ciirclessness wiiii which cotton is picked out of

the field and prepared (or marker. It has been
fully demonstrated by experience that those plant-

ers who have their cotion properly handled, and
sent to maiket free from the contamination of
trash and stain, can iiabiiuallj' obtain in our own
markets, one cent a pound more thrm can be ob-

tained Ibr cotton prepared in the usual way ; and
I can personally testily, as the result of my own
experience, that the difference made in loreign

markets is much greater. Now, i invite vuur
serious attention to a l\iw plain and obvious reflec-

tions on this subject. A diminution in price of

one cent, a pound at the present market rates of
cotton, is equal to ten per cent, discount upon the
gross amount of the annual income of the planter,

and a still larger per centage upon the amount of
his net income. It follows, that by the careless
operations of lour months in gathering the crop,
one tenth of its value is destroyed, and one tenth
part of the labor of the whole year is absolutely
nullified. The labor of one hundred hands is

reduced in value to that of ninety, and five hun-
dred bales of cotton arc reduced to four hundred

and fifty. Now I confidently put it to every prac-

tical planter, as a plain question of economy,

what possible advantaije tfiere can be in carel< ssly

picking out a cotton crop, that will compi'iisate

the planter fov this sacrifice of fifty bales of cot-

ton, the proihict of the whole annual labor of ten

hands.' Let it he admitted, and it is an extreme

supposition, that hands will pick out one teiuli

more in (he one mode tfian tiiey will do in the

other. Even on this hypothesis, one tenth of tliR

labor of the whole year would he sncrificed P)r

the sake of one tenth of tiie labor for four months,

and to tills sacrifice we must add that of the

additional cxp"nses of the horse power required

to make the additional fifiy bales of couon. Does
not the conclusion, then, irresistibly follow from

these premises, that every planter shou'd lay it

down as a cardinal rule, in pitching his crop, to

plant no more than lie can pick out with proper

care, civinff due attention to the other interests of

his plantation. This rule, like that relatintr to

live slock, comes recommended by the twofold

consideration, that it not only promotes the indi-

vidual interest of each planter, but still mere ex-

tensivelv, the general interest of tlie entire class.

If it will cause a diminished quantity of cotton

to be produced, it will cause the price of that

diminished quantity to be proportionately increas-

ed, by its superior quality, and still further, the

very circumstance of its diminished quantity.

It is not to be doubted, therefore, that the

(reneral adoption of the (wo plain and practical

rules, so perfectly in the power of every planter,

of raisiniT his own supplies instead of buying
them, and picking out and preparing Iiis cotton

with pro[iercare and aitcminn, would do more to

promote the prospei'ity of the cotton planting

stales, than all the mnrvs muIticnuHs speculations

and political paper nostrums tliat ever deluded a
people with visionary hopes, while they afHicted

them with real disasters.
# # # * *

There is another reform in our ntrriru'tnral

economy, to which every planter in South Caro-
lina is invited by the most persuasive considera-

tions, public and private. It is to adopt and

j

steadily pursue a pvstem of permanent improve-

!
ment, not only in the soil, but in the bnildiri'j's and
fixtures of his p!antn(ion, and (o abandon the im-

provident policy hitherto oenera'ly pursued, of

exhanstins the sni' in the (00 eager desire to

realize a large present income, without any
regard to the future. If is absolutely distress'ncr

to contemplate the memoria's of this wretched
policy exhibited in every part of (he state—

a

policy which, while it denies to (he present ijene-

raiion aln)os( all the rational comfi)rf3 wliich alone

make wealth desirable, leaves to posterity an
exhausted soil, ruinous mansions, and a barren

inheritance.

Now, it would not be (00 strong an expression

to say (hat every do'lar judicially invested in tlie

permanent improvement of his estate by a planter,

would be worth more to his children than two
dollars invested, as is usual, in the purchase of

more negrops to cut down the forest and destroy

the soil. We have reacf^ed a point in our agri-

culture, which imperiously demands a fuildamental

change in this respect. IJowevcr the virgin soiU

of the south-west may palliate (he folly of such

a course, the alternative is distinctly presented to
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us, or permanenlly improving our estates, or of
dt'sertiiiif ih«>m. We cannot contend with the
planlersof Alabama and Mississippi, in a wild
and desiructive system, by which even they have
sunk under embarrassment and ruin, with all

tiieir advantages of soil and climate. We can
make up Ibr our infrrior soil and climate only by
a superior sysiem oC husbandry. While they are
exiiauslinif ilieirsoil and preveming the natural
increase of their slaves by a reckless system of
pushing and driving, let us improve (he fertility of
the one, by resting and manuring it, and increase
the number oC the other, by moderate working,
and by providing every thing necessary for their

health and comlbrt. And I have no doubt that a
South Carolina planter who shall limit his cotton
crop to five bales to the hand, and rely mainly
upon the natural increase oC his negroes, will

leave a larger estate to his children, at the end
of ten or twenty years, than a south-western
planter who follows the system generally pursued
in that quarter, though he should make eight
bales to the hand, and annually apply his surplus
income (o the purchase of land and negroes.
Though they are really struggling for the benefit

of" their children, there is no class of men who do
so little for posterity, and will leave so (ew monu-
ments behind them, as the cotton planters of the
south. What sort of an estimate must be placed
upon wealth, and to what rational end can he
desire it, who, with an income of ten or twenty
thousand dollars a year, brings up a family ol

children imperfectly educated, in a log cabin, with
scarcely the romlbrts of such a dwelling? A
stranger travelling through our country could not

be persuaded tliat it was inhabited by a race ol

wealthy, hospitable and enlightened planters, so

few of the monuments and improvements that

indicate a wealthy and prosperous community
would meet his eye. And if, by one of those

great political revolutions which overvvhelmed 'he

ancient Greeks and Romans, our race of con-
querors, and our name only descended to posterity,

what classic memorial, what substantial monu-
ment, would bear testimony that this '"delightful

region of the sun" had been once inhabited by a

civilized and enlighlened people, eminently dis-

tinguished Ibr their industry, their wealth, and
the freedom of their institutions'?

In thus urging a more provident regard to the

future in our general economy, it will be perceived

that 1 have still kept in view the important object

ol' diminishing the aggregate cotton crop of the

country, by giving a more useful direction to a

portion of the capital and labor devoted too ex-

clusively to its production. It will be also per-

ceived that I have made no disclosure or recom-
mendation of any improvement by which large

cotton crops may be made. I have intentionally

abstained from any suggestion of this kind believ-

ing that every one may be safely left to his own
impulses and his own resources on this point, and
regarding over production as one of the greatest

evils to which the cotion planting interest is ex-

posed. Indeed, if I could now reveal a process

by which our common soils could be made to

produce two bales of cotton to the acre, I should

have great doubt whether the revolution would
be a blessing or a curse to that great interest. I

that I preach one doctrine and practice another.
But such a supposition would do me injustice.
With the largest cotion crop I ever made— that of
1S39— I combined all the other branches of eco-
nomy I have here recommended. I have now a
surplus of 1500 bushels of corn made that year,
hogs sufiicieni to supply my wants, that have been
fat enough to slaughter since July, and very large
slocks of cattle and of sheep, the latter of which
supply all the wool required for the winter cloth-
ing of my negroes ; and a stock ol' young horses
and colts fully adequate to meet the exigencies of
my plantation. Alter making due provision (or

all these objects, it is of couise the true interest of
every planter to make as large a cotton crop as he
can without over-working his operatives. In

doing this, however, he should never lose sight of
the great object of improving the productive
power of his estate, instead of exhausting it.

To this end, it should be his constant ef-

fort,, b}'^ manuring and resting the soil and by
superior cultivation, to produce a given result

fi-om the smallest possible number of acres. It

is scarcely possible to overestimate the value of
this rule in the actual condition of the old plant-

ing stales. Every resource Ibr making manure
should, therefore, be improved to the uttermost,

without begrudging the necessary labor and at-

tention. No labor exerted on the plantation is

half so well rewarded. Every description of stock

should be regularly penned every night in yards
constantly coveted with straw, leaves or other lit-

ter. Thequaniiiy of manure that can be thus made
in a year is quite inconceivable to those who have
not made the experiment. Cornsliouid be habitual-

ly planted in old land, of a quality least adapted
to cotion, and every hill should be thoroughly
manured, scrupulously avoiding the miserable

economy too often witnessed, of losing one half

its,utility, lo save the inconsiderable labor required

to apply it properly. I can bear personal tes-

timony that by these means the crop per acre can
be invariably doubled on soils originally strong.

My corn is principally produced on level lands

that were considered lo be exhausted when they

came into my possession, and yet by thorough

and careful manuring, I have reduced the num-
ber of acres cultivated in corn fully one half, ma-
king n)ore certain and abundant crops than I did

before with double the number ol' acres and more
than double ihe labor of cultivation. All the

manure not required /or the corn crop, should be

applied to the most exhausted of the cotton lands,

and it should be made an invariable rule, both in

regard to corn and cotion, to list in and bury all

the stalks and vegetable matter found upon the

soil. My experience justifies the belief that this

process aione, if comiTienced before the soil is loo

fijr exhausted, will perpetuate if not improve the

lerlility of originally strong and level lands,

though constantly cultivated in cotton. In fact

vegetable matter, as it was the principal element

in the original formation of soils, so it must be in

their restoration and preservation. Nature be-

neficently provides it to our hands, but we too of-

ten destroy it as if it were a nuisance, while we
vainly employ our speculations and direct our re-

searches to find out some mure scientific means
of improvement. In proportion as the quantity

am aware that as I have obtained some reputation
|

of land required for cotton and corn is diminished

for making large cotton crops, it may be supposed I
by the means proposed, will that be mcreased
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which is left Hillow, and for small grain. These, I

after one year's rest in good soils, and always be-

fore they become coviired wiili broom scd^re,

ehouhi be ralK)\vod m liie autumn, carciiiliy lurn-

inir ill all tile stubble ami weeds, with two lioiric

plouijlis adapted to (he purpose.

On the process ol' cultivation, one or two re-

marl<s may not be unappropriately made in this

connexion. One of the most prominent obstacles,

both 10 a system of good culiivation and to a sys-

tem of permanent improvements, is the common
practice oloverpianiiniX. Il maybe not unaptly de-

nominated a system oi' wear and tear, in rcixard to

land, negroes, horses and mules. As one ol'its in-

evitable consequences, a planter almost certainly

finds himself, when the seasons are in any degree

uniiivorable, in that uncomliDriable condition usu-

ally expressed by saying " he is desperately in

the grass." No man deserves Uie name of plant-

er vvlio gets into this predicament, except in very

extraordinary seasons, any more than he deserves

the name of" general who carelessly permits him-
self to be surprized and surrounded by an enemy.
For though the one may work his way out of the

grass, as the other may cut his way out of the

toils of his adversary, yet it is the hard knocks
and sweat of the laborers in the one case, and
the valor and blood of the soldiers in the other,

that imperfecti}' atone for the incompetency of the

manager and of the commander. It is my con-

fident belief that when even one half the crop is

permitted to become grassy, the future cultivation

of the whole will require double the labor that

would have been otherwise necessary, and with
all that, it will be impossible to make a full crop,

especially of cotton. In our climate and soil in

the upper country, the only means of avoiding an
immense destruction of immature balls by the

autumnal frosts, is to push the growth of the cot-

ton from the beginning, by thinning and preparinsf

it to mature as early as it can be safely done, and
never permittinsj its trrowth to be delayed for a

einsrle day by want of working. For what is lost

in this way can never be recovered ; and I have
no hesitation in saying that six acres of cotton to

the hand, properly cultivated, will produce a

greater result with one half the labor than ten

acres to the hand, cultivated in the rouirh and
imperfect manner hut too common even in this

state, and generally prevalent in some others.

In adopting it as a rule, therefore, fo plant no
larger crop than can be cultivated in the most per-

fect manner, a planter will best consult every
view of sound economy and even the predominant
desire to make a large cotton crop.

In the culiivation of a crop I know no rule

more important, and which is more generally

violated, than tliat of doing your work thorough-
ly well, cost ivhat labor it may. More labor is im-
profitably wasted and more crops injured by bad
cultivation from neglecting this rule, than from
any other cause. The last strokes of labor re-

quired to complete any operation are doubly, often

ten times as valuable as those used in ihe previous
stages of it ; and yet these are the very stocks

usually omitted ; in an improvident haste to 'get

over ihe crop,' as it is expressed. The very
causes which generally tempt managers to slight

the work—wet weather and grass, for example

—

are those which most imperiously demand the

strict observance of the rule I have laid down.

One of the consequences of over-cropping and

bad working which is most to be deprecated is the

necessity they create, and apology they ofli-r, (ijr

permanently injuring the soil l)y t.xce^.-:iv(' plougii-

ing, anil what is still worse, ploughing in improper

seasons. I believe that il may be iruly said that

in the upper country at least, double the quantiiy

of ploughing is done in culiivating cotton, tlian

can be justified by any sound theory. Every
ploughing which turns up fresh soil to the burn-

ing rays of a Slimmer sun must tend to exhaust

its' fertility. But ii is more imporiaiu to reiiiiuk,

that nothing which lolly can iiillict on the soil,

will so ceriainly reduce it to a mere caput

mortuum, as the murderous practice of ploughing

it in wet weather. There is but one way for a

planter to avoid these evils, and that is by so plant-

ing and so conducting his operations as to be

habitually ahead with his work.

ON THE PRESERVATION OF WOOD LAND—
THE CULTIVATION OF THE LUCUST TREE, &C.

For llie Fanners' Register.

Mr. Editor.—The value of many farms, in va-

rious parts of our country, has already been greatly

impaired by the improvident destruction of nearly

all the timber upon them. I can designate a num-
ber of farms in my own neighborhood, the value

ofwhich would be enhanced from one to three thou-

sand dollars, by an abundant and convenit nt supply

of timber ibr ordinary liirm purposes. Upon some
of them, otherwise extremely valuable, there is

not sufficient timber to renew the decaying fences,

much less to supply the ceaseless demands of the

voracious fire places. Our ancestors, in gratifying

iheir immediate wants, seem to have acted upon
the considerate principle of the enlightened Bri-

tish statesman in the House of Commons, who, in

reply to the arguments of a brother member
drawn from considerations of duty to posterity,

indignantly exclaimed, "D— n posterity—what
has posterity ever done /or us 7" I do not know,
however, that we arc more considerate than our
fathers. To sacrifice the future for the present

is the great infirmity of poor, frail, short-sighted

man. Instead of improving our old fields, we
still continue almost wantonly to destroy large

bodies of valuable limber, regardless of posterity,

and forgetting that while destruction is the work
of a day, reparation may require the lapse of an
age. The permanent value of our farms, in many
cases, would unquestionably be enhanced by the

preservation of our forests. Our wood-lands in

old settled neighborhoods, and particularly in ihe

vicinity of towns and villages, are becoming every
year more and more valuable, and will soon be
the most valuable portions of our estates. I have
known the wood upon land in the vicinity of a
town in the Valley of Virginia sold at %A0 an acre,

double the price the cleared land would itself ha\e
commanded. Under these circumstances, a ^^\v

plain remarks with regard to the preservation of
limber where it exists, and the re-production of it

where it has been destroyed, m.ay not be without
utility to some of your readers.

In the first place, a sufficient body of timber to

supply the wants of every fiirm should be appro-

priated exclusively to that purpose. This land
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sliou'd, if poi=sibIe, be finced in, to prevent cattle

Jrom browtiinij U()on and desiroyin<x the younijand
growing liaiber. It miijh:, however, be l<ept as

a hog range, and would be valuable lor this pur-

pose.

In cutting timber for fuel, grown and dead trees,

not valuable lor other purposes, ought invariably

io be selecied. Young timber should be sacred

from the woodman's axe. He ought never to be

perniitied, as is too frequently the case, ;o range

the woods at pleasure, and desiroy the most valu-

able timber
;
young hickories iitr instance, because

they make the best fuel. The choppers ought to

be instructed to trim up iheir tree tops closely, by

neirlecting which, an immense quaniiiy of wood
je lost on almost every farm— lo cut their slumps
low— iQ spare the young limber as much as possi-

ble, not destroying a single tree unnecessarily.

If some of the improved stoves or air furnaces

were used instead of fire-places, our houses would

be infiiiiiely more comfortable, while an immense
expense would be saved in the destruction of tim-

ber, and in cutting and hauling wood. On many
of our farms a team and two or three hands are

employed almost constantly during the winter in

procuring and cuMiuij wood.

A creat deal of timber and hard work might be

saved by a more judicious system of enclosure, by

abolishing all unnecessary cross fences, and laying

oti' our farms as compactly as possible. Wor-m
fences, those pests and aliominalions, ought to be

universally proscribed, and straight post and rail

fisnces ofdurable materials, or stone fences, cubsii-

tuted in their places. In cutiing tinrber for rails,

buildiriiTs, firmins utensils, &.C., it will be recol-

lected tlial experience and science have both de-

monstrated, that timber cut in the summer will

Jar o'lilast thii cut, according in the common prac-

tice, in the winter. The lops of rail timber ought

to be carefully inmmed up lor fuel, and your cook

will thank you for a lew wairon loads of chips.

" Gather up the frafrments that nothing be lost,"

is a divine maxim, no where more applicable than

to ibe diversified operations of the farmer.

Upon farms defii-ient in timber, and indeed upon
all farms where it will flourisli, I would most ear-

nestly recommend the culiivaiion of the locust

tree. I do not know how a it^w acres can be more
profitably employed on most fums, liian in grow-

ing this invaluable limber. In addition to your

regular plantation, a great many trees can be

grown along permanent fences, public roads, on

rocky spots incapable of cultiv,iiion, and scattered

about through your woods, where the timber has

been cut down, or stands too ihin. In this man-
ner, and by the judicious ami tasteful disposition of

clumps of trees in particular situations, oiir fiirms

would be vastly improved in beauty as well as in-

creased in value. Exhausted fields may be re-

deemed Irom sterility and converted into valuable

pastures by planting them thickly with locust

trees. In our forest fields Vv-e generally find a

patch of sweet green-sward about the locust trees.

To cover your fields with the locust, you can set

out the trees at such regular distances as you wish

tliem to grow; if pretty thick, the timber will be

taller and better; or you can plant, say 30 or 40

trees to the acre, and by cutting off their roots with

a sharp coulter plough after they have grown a

few years, your ground will soon be covered with

a locust thicket. When your plantation is once

establisiied, you are sure of an endless succession

of"locust trees ; lor every tree you cut down will pro-

duce sufficient shoots lor a dozen successors. By
pursuing this plan, you can enclose your farm in a
low years with a post and rail fence of locust,

which will last from seventy to one hundred years,

to say nothing ol'the large sums you might pocket
from the sales of limber. What an immense ex-

pense you would thus save to yoursellj your chil-

dren, and your children's children !

Young locust trees can be raised in abundance
from the seed, which at this season of the year,

can easily be gathered in any quantities from old

trees ; the larger and more vigorous the better.

The seed must be scalded in hot water to soften its

hard envelope, or it will not vegelafe for years.

Plant at any time in the spring thickly in drills,

say two feet apart; keep the weeds down the first

year with the hoe or plough, and your labor ia

finished. You can transplant the second, third,

fourth, or fifth year, or later at pleasure. The roots

left in the ground in digging up the trees will se-

cure you a permanent locust nursery. In planting

out your trees leave the roots pretty long; trim the

tops off, unless the tree is very small ; set the trees

firmly in the ground, as deep as they grew natu-

rally, and no deeper, and leave them to themselves.

You may set I hem out at any time from the fall

of the leaf in autumn, to the bursting of ihe bud
in spring. Trim your trees up if not planted

closely, and they will have taller and better stems.

Keep cattle out of your orchard until your trees

are oul of their reach. Follow these plain direc-

tions, which I have tried with great success upon
a small scale, and in a few years you will have an
abundant supply of tlie most vainat^'le timber,

which will add vasliy to the value of your farm.

I wish I could persua(ie all your readers to pro-

mote the comfort and beauty of their homes by
embellishing their farm-houses wiih ornamental

trees and shrubbery. Plant locust trees, if nothing

else. I intend, however, (o ornament my yard, as

lijr as may be practicable, with specimens of every

tree to be found in our forests, lo be procured from

lime to lime as my convenience will permit. The
example of Ihe la:e Judge Buel in this, as in other

respecis, deserves the imiiation of us ail, and is

lull of encouragement. " Twenty years ago,"

says he, " at lorly years of age, we conmienced
the ciiltivation of what was termed a barren, un-

tamealtle common, not an acre of which had been

cultivated, and on which a tree or shrub had never

been planted by the hand of man. We have now
growing in our court-yard, comprising about half

an acre, and in the highway in front of it, fifty

species of forest and ornametital frees, many of

them fi)r:y and filly feel high; more than fifty

species of ornamental shrubs, not including the

rose, besides a vast number of herbaceous, orna-

menlal, and bulbous and flowering perennial

plan's—the greaier number of which, in all their

variety and hue of foliage, flowers and fruit, may
be emhraced in a single view f>om the piazza.

Most of our fruits have been raised by us from the

seed, or propagated by grafting
;
yet we can now

enumerate more than two hundred kinds, includ-

ing varieties, which we are in the habit of ga-

thering annually from the trees, vines, &c., of our

own planling."

With this instructive example before theireye*,

if any of your readers fail this spring to plant out
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orchards of apple?, peach, pear, plum, cherry,

damson, quince irecp, &c., tliey deserve to be de-
prived ol Iruil (or the rennainder of (heir lives.

From about a dozen trees ol' well-selccied Iruit, i

had la^t year the (rreaiest abundance of delicious

apples liom the Isi oC June until the 1st ol" .Jaiiu-

arv. But my sheet is lull. Plough-boy.
'Rockbridge, Va., Feb. \st, 1S41.

From the Kentucky Farmer.

ir Kentucky may be said to be Ihc " breeding
state," in reference to horses, mules and cattle,

the distinction may perhaps t)e no les«: justl}^ claim-

ed in reterence to swine. Andiftlie number ol

varieties Irom which selections may be made, in

view of making new crosses, and promoting and
perpetuating increased improvements, be deemed
a lorttinate facility for ati'ecting the object, it

would >eem that we are peculiarly favored. Of
the names of different varieties, all claimed to be

ol " improved breeJ" and po5se?sing peculiar ex-

cellencies, we remember, just now, the followins:

Berkshire, (black with a little vvhite ;) white Berk-
shires; Woburn, (sometimes called Bedlord :)

Bedford, (distinct from the Woburn;) Chinese;
Neapolitan; Leicester, Lancashire; Irish gra-

zier; Kussian ; Bjfield : Thin-rind; and there

may be others. And each variety has its sturdy

advocates ; and no doubt each has its peculiar

excellence. But out on such a wide ranye, how
is an inexperienced breeder to choose intelligibly ?

ft is true we have the awards rendered at the lairs

of the agricultural societies ; we have reports ol

great weights attained at an earlv age ; we have
the positive assertions of A and B that this and
that breed are ike verj' best, without the least

doubt; and we have the "fashionable taste''

here in favor of certain breeds, as well as in refer-

ence to the breed and color of cattle. But after

all, we have not all the facts, which would salis-

iactorily conduct the judgment to an intelligent

decision and choice. In saying this, however,
we do not mean that facts are wanting to prove
the value of the various breeds. They do exist, but

they are not made known. Neither do we doubt
the sincerity of the advocates of the various breeds.

Nor, for ourselves, can we permit the inference

that, on this important subject, we have no
"opinion of our own." We have an opinion,

(mind, reader, we say an opinion—) but like cer-

tain politicains, we'll keep that to ourselves till it

is wanted. It would be idle for us to state our
opinion that this or that breed is the best, when
we should instantly be met by the counter asser-

tion of the advocates of twenty other breeds
whose facts might prove to be as much in point

as our own. We have no taste for eniraging in a
controversy in which we confess ourselves defici-

ent in some of the leading facts by which its me-
rits should be decisively determined.

But we are circuitously ainfing at a point to

vvhich we meant to ir.ake a direct ap|)roach. We
say then, the facts n^uv before the public, in refer-

ence to the merits of various breeds of hogs, are

not decisively satisfactory. We iiave seen the

report of no experiment by which the matter has
been indicputably settled ; and hence the nume-

VoT>. IX.—7—

A

rous advocates of various breeds. The reports

of great weights attained at early age and of pre-

miums given to individuals of varioiis breeds, arc

not decisive of" relative superiority ; for we know
that the animals have been kept, pampered in a
manner impossible to be adopted in the general
economy of (arm management. If a pig, stuffed

daily to bloating, with every description of nutri-

tious food, shall out-weigh another at a given titne,

it does not conclusively prove, we imagine, that

the breed of which he is an individual is a better

one for farm-stock. But, at the same time, we
confess, it by no means proves it a worse. Yet
the test is not a fiiir one ; and we propose a new
mode of settling the difriculty Let some unpre-
judiced farmer who is not engaged in the "pig
business," take any adequate number, say twenty,
fifty or a hundred pigs of each of several of the

vaunted breeds, of hke age, and give them, in all

respects, precisely the treatment and keep vvhich

are commonly bestowed upon swine. It is not,

and cannot be, the custom here, to put stock

hogs in pens and gorge them. We can't adopt,

for general farm, economy, the S5'stem of manu-
facturing pigs for show. We must raise pork lor

profit; and the breed most profitably under the
system of economy which the circumstances of
the country compel farmers generally to adopt is,

unquestionably, the best breed— the assertions of
pig dealers to the contrary notwithstanding. Let
this mode of keeping be adopted, and the result

reported to the public; and then we shall know
more about the subject. It is out of the question
to talk of betting upon one or two individuals,

kept in a most extravagant manner that will cost

more than the pork is worth. But we shall be
told that no breeders can spare a sufficient number
lor such an experiment— the demand for pigs is

too great and pressing ; and besides they are too
valuable to be slaughtered—they must be kept
lor breeders. It is to be hoped the driy will yet
arrive, when, in reference to improved cattle as
well as hogs, some of the vaunted breeds will be
devoted to the legitimate objects of making beef
and pork. We shall then, at least, have some
accurate means of testing relative merits. What
we have said is not to be taken in an unfavorable
light towards any of the improved breeds. We
confess the superiority of many of them, from the
evidence we have.: but we want more conclusive
evidence. Let those, therefore, who advocate
this or that breed, join in the purposed experiment.
If they are so confident as they profess, they have
nothing to fear; and even if they should be
beaten, their own interest requires them to know
it. It may to some, be a very profitable business
to mislead (innocently) others, but it is extreme
(oily to deceive themselves. Every intelligent

fiend of genuine improvement should be willing
even to have his cwn favorite stock beaten, if

ilone fairlv ; and he ought to rejoice in the result.

The sensible breeder, finding himself beaten, will

with equal good nature and sound judgment, pro-
cure the better and put away his own. After
Eclipse beat Henry, Mr. Johnson wisely bought
the former.

We published (in vol. 3. p. 142) an experiment
of Benj. Gray, esq. of Woodford, with the half
blood Thin-rind. He treated them in all respects

as ordinary stock and reported the result to the

public. It was a Itighly satisfactory one, and
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ppoke well for this breed, po much ridiculed and

derided by the breeders of other varietie?. We
do not pretend to pay that other breeds would not

turn out as well or belter ; but the same kind ol'

proof has not been furnished.

We presunDR now, if there is no herd of tho-

rough bred swiiie to report upon, that nl least

numbers of part bloods have been .^laushfered

this fait. Let us hear from them. Come now.

ye advocates of Beikshiie? and Wobums and

"other breeds— report your ordinary keep with your

vaunted breeds, and pive us your arirumen's in

avoirdupois. Show us a lot of hall bloods that, kept

in the manner of JVlr. Gray's despised Thin-rind

—

that is, in the ordinary manner of raisin^ slock

hof^s— will make morp net pork. Now we doubt

not, pome of the '* eminent breeders" will think

wp. talk very like a fool, in asking' them to show
facts relating to iheir stock, against those re-

ferring to such an imfashionabh heed as the Thin
rind ; and some of them will even affect to he a

Llavgnlhv. Nov. U, 1840.

To T. B. Sievevsnn, esq.—Dear Sir :—\n the

"Kentucky Farmer" of Tili insi. there i,.; publish-

ed a rule flir measurmg bulks of corn by Mr,
Murray, esq. of Souih Carolina, It is very simple

and of ea*y application.

But alihoimh in Virginia and S. Carolina the

assumption that it takes two bushels of corn in

the ears to make one of shelled corn, is admiMed
and acted on in their measurement, here, in Ken-
lucky, that aasvmpiion is not ndmiifed. The
proportion ofshclleH corn is certainly greater than

one iialf of the bulk of ears. What is the pro-

portion herel I mean that (if any) which is es-

tablished l)y common consent ol the people. la

there any ? Ff there is not, there should be ; be-

cause sales of corn in the ear are very common,
and there should be an uriform mode of adjuslins"

the proportion. In different neichhorhoods I

have heard that different practices in this matter
prevail. It is however, true, that any fixed propor-

little angry with us. But we can tell them an
!

tion falihough such is necessary) can only be an

old proverb, that he who loses his temper loses

his argument. So they need not be offended with

us ; we mean no harm to any of them, but good

to all ; and if any grow ill tempered, we f-hall

only laugh at them. Undoubtedly many part

bloods have been slaughtered this fall— let's have

their keep and weights. T. B. S.

approximat on to the truth, as the different va-

rieties of corn shell out very different proportion."?

of grain. The Baden, for instance, in this country,

shells out eleven quarts to the lialf bushel of ears,

equal to eleven-sixteemhs of the bulk of corn;
while some varieties' shell out only nine-sit-

teenths of grain here in Kentucky. If in Vir-

ginia and South Carolina the same varieties

should onl}' sliell out elcrhtsixieenths or one-half
that here shell out. eleven-sixteenths what can
be the cause of the difference? Certainly not

difference in f>riiJify nfihe soil alone; for some
lands on the Drapron swamn, JMa'apony, Cliicka-

hominv, &c., in Virrrinia, are as rich as our best

lands here, and wiFI produ''e ns cjrea' a bulk of
unshellei! corn to the acre. Those rich lands in

lower Viro-inia are diffcrenily constituted from
ourp. Here, we have more alumine and lime

;

there, more sand and as much verretabfe mailer.

Is there in clay and time, a tendency to produce
greater depth ol" crrains in Indian corn, nnd in

From the Kentncky Farmer.

M EAST RING CORN IN BULK,

Uqual bulks of corn in the ear, groicn on diffe-

rent soils yield different products of shelled grain.

Ttie following communication is made public

because it presents considerations of some interest

'o the farming community. Alihoutfh it is be-

lieved by many intelligent farmers that a bulk of
rorn in the ear yields more than half lis measure i p^nd to increase' the.'roh or hu'ski'on which tlie
in shelled grain, the general practice adopts the
Ftandard used in Virginia and Sou'h Carolina;
that is, a bushel of ears shells out half a t)ushel of
grain. The idea tliat equal bulks of corn in the
ear, grown on difterent soils, yield diffierent pro-
ducts ofphetled grain, is new to us. We were i

(liici'no- the same bulk of ears?" If so.'" obviou;
aware that corn grown on uplands, is heavier

| menns of increapin-T the product ar^ in.Ticated.
than that grown in l3ottoms; and we believe that

j Yon correspond I bel'eve with Mr Ruffin
irrain grown in hieh latitudes is harder and hea-

; He, I presume, throuch his arrriculturat friends
vier than the product of warmer climes. There could obtain iuformation on these points.
18 also a riifierence of product in shelled corn from - - - - - -

(Trains grow ? Do ttie virirlcd lands of lower
Virginia produce a frreater proportion of shelled

corn than sandy lands, which, immarled, produce
an equal hulk of ears ? Do the clayey lands in

VirL'inia shell out more than tlie sandy lands pro-

equal bulks ol ears, owing to the relative size of
the ears—the emaller ear yielding more shelled
grain.

As to (he influence of various soils in deepen-
ing the grains on the cob and enlarging the di-
nmeter ol the cob, we have no Tnformaiion.
These subjects ouirhi, tiowever, to be invesrii/aled.
We are generally too deficient in accurate know!

y/ biishelmcasxire is rather too small for our
Kentucky crops of corn, especially in such years

as ttiis wlien our Baden corn is yieldinc from four-

teen to sixteen barrels to the acre. This variety,

notwilhstandinET its great yield, is impopular on
several accounts. The ears, heins not targe,

there is r)iore shucking; and this opera'ion is

harder to perform than in the ordinary varieties,

. ,. , ^ , .

, ;

as the shucks adhere with greater tenacity to the
edge o tlie facts which concern many branches

! pob ; and then it takes so many ears to make a
of; rural economics. Lxperiments should be in-

;

barrel or (o feed a horse. This'last obieciion will
Plituted and reported.

, , ^ . ,
soon be obviated by the soil and climate ol Ken-

Mr. Kutnn no cioubf could furnish interestincr
^

facts, ihrouah his invaluable Fanners' Recrjgter,
on the subject indicated, as he has already done
on so many othen? of deep importance.

T. B. S.

tucky. The ears are getting larger in every suc-

cessive crop.

If we were to asstime half the bufk of corn to be
the quantity of shelled corn, as they do in Virijinia,

the fbllowin<T rii'e for the measurement is, an ap-

proximation sufTIcienily near for practical purpoaes.
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Finil ihenibic contents of the bulk of ears in

feet. JMulliply tliem by 8 ami cut oil' liie two
ri>rlithnii(i figures and you have the barrels ol'

slielieJ roni. Thus :

12 loiiij.

11 wide.

132
(3 deep.

792 cubic feet.

8

62,36 equal 63 bushels of shelled corn.

Yours, very truly,

John Lewis.

[We regr«t that the calls so courteously made

above upon our information must be unavailino:.

"We only know from former observations and

trials, (made more by accident than design, and

not worthy to be named as experiments,) ihattlie

proportion of grain to a barrel measure of ears,

even of the same kind of corn, was variable, and

often fell below half the measure of ears. It

seems reasonable that corn produced in great per-

feciion, or on the best soils and with tlie best sea-

sons, should have more grain in proportion to the

cob, than under reverse circumsiances. We shall

be glad to obtain facts and opinions on this sub-

ject from any ofour better informed readers.

—

Ed.

Farmers' Register.

VARIETY AND EXTE.VT OF VEGETABLE MFE.

From the Dr. Rogefs Brirl^'ewater Treatise on Animal and
Vegelablu Physiology.

If we review every region of the globe, from
the scorching sands of the equator to the icy

realms of the poles, or from the lofty mountain
summits to the dark abysses of the deep ; il" we
penetrate into the shades of the forest, or into the
caverns and secret recesses of the earth ; nav, ii'

we take nn the minutest portion of stagnant wa-
ter, we still meet with lile in some new and unex-
pected form, yet ever adapted to the circumstan-
ces of its situation. The vegetable world is no
less prolific in wonders than the animal. Plere

also, we are lost in admiration at the never-ending
variety of forms successively displayed to view in

the innumerable species which compose this king-

dom of nature, and at the energy of that vegeta-
tive power which, amidst such great differences of

eitnation. sustains the modified life of each indi-

vidual plant, and which continues its species in

endless perpetuity. It is well known that, in all

places where vegetation has been established, the
germs are so intermingled with the soil, that

whenever the earth is turned up, even from consi-

derable depths, and exposed to the air, plants

are soon observed to spring, as if they had been
recently sown, in consequence of the germination
of seeds which had remained latent and inactive

during the lapse of perhaps many centuries.

Islands formed by coral reefs, which have risen

above the level of the sea, become, in a short
time, covered witli verdure. From ihe materials,

of the most sterile rock, and even (iom the yet
recent cinders and lava of the volcano, nature
[)repares the way for vegetable existence. The
slightest crevice or inequality is suffi''ient to arrest

the invisible germs that are always tioaiing in the

air, and afibrcls tiie means of sustenance to dimi-
nutive races of lichens and mosses. These soon
overspread the surface, and are lollovved, in the

course ol" a lew years, by successive tribes of
plants of gradually increasing size and sirengtli

;

till at length the island, or other favored spot, it*

converted into a natural and luxuriant garden, of
which the productions, rising Irom grasses to

shrubs and trees, present all the varieties of the

fertile meadow, the tangled thicket, and the

widely-spreading forest. Even in the desert

plains of the torrid zone, the eye of the traveller

is often relieshed by the appearance of a lew hardy
plants, which find sufficient materials for their

growth in these arid regions ; and in the realms of
perpetual enow which surround the poles, the

navigator is occasionally startled at the prospect

of fields of a scarlet hue, the result of a wide ex-

panse of microscopic vegetation.

From Uie American Farmer.

ADDRESS,
Delivered before the Queen Anne's County Agiicultu-

ral Society, at its annual meeting, in July last, by
Wm. Carmichael, Esq.

At our last meeting I was requested to deliver

an address, and I propose to submit some subjects,

which I deem worthy of your consideration.

The object of this association is to advance ag-

riculture and to improve our lands. To that end
it would be desirable to ascertain the original fer-

tility of our soil, but on this subject we have but

little information. The first settlers were too much
occupied by their immediate wants and personal

comfort to leave memorials of the quality of the

soil in its early occupation ; and tradition upon
this, as upon all other subjects, is very uncertain.

Some reasonable deductions may be made from ita

products, of which, irdbrmation may be derived

fiom the legislation of the stale, and the records

of our county police. We learn from these, that

the first crop cultivated as an object of merchan-

dise, was tobacco, (equally pernicious to the soil,

and to the human constitution,) which continued

the staple crop till the revolutionary war ; a period

of more than one hundred years. The grain

grown in our infant settlements was for d.Tmeslic

consumption. Fresh lands grow the finest tobac-

co, and they were gradually cleared with a view

to this crop, and cultivated till they were incapable

of profitable production. New clearings were then

made for this object, and there are perhaps but few

of our arable lands which have notundeigone this

scourging cultivation. When none remaineil to be

cleared. The planters, of necessity, resorted to the

lands previously exhausted, to which they applied

the manure collected on the farm. As population

increased and trade expanded, bread-stufis came
into demand, and lands which would no longer

produce tobacco, were appropriated to the growth

of grain under the three-field system; under which
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rotation of cropSj one field was in wheat, another in

Indian corn, and the third a common pasture for

horses, cattle, sheep and hogs, till ploughed for

the next crop. Some more provident farmers,

alter the wheat was gathered and secured, re-

moved their stock to the stubble field, that the

lands intended next year for corn, should have ihe

benefit of a growth o!" grass in the fall ; but ge-

nerally, when the fields had not a crop of crrain,

1 he inclosures were neglected, and the slock roamed

at large. Old habiis and tlie facility of the sys-

tem, Jiave induced many to continue this course ot

husbandry, and they are but litile incommoded by

grass in their cultivation, or burdened with gath-

ering heavy crops of grain. In eaily lil'e 1 heard

a lamier say, that n good growth of grass, on a

field anterior to cultivation, was as beneficial as a

light dressing of manure. I did not then, but now
understand the correctness of the opinion. Pu-
trescent manures impart immediate fertility, but

its durable effects, 1 apprehend, result from the

production of grass. It was formerly thought that

the greatest advantage from this manure was to

plough it down as soon as spread ; now it is be-

lieved better to keep it near the surface. If this

opinion be correct, it must result from the combi-

nation with the atmosphere. Putrescent manures
act well on a sandy soil, but are lost after two or

three grain crops. I have heard it said that they

sink. In a slifi" clay they are more lasting, but

their more permanent effect is on a friable soil,

which I liavc attributed to the superior production

of indigenous or artificial grasses. I have some
Btilf while oak land, though lor the most part the

Boil of my farm is friable, and my experience is

that putrescent manures are more lasting on the

latter. If this theory be true, that through the

agency of grasses the soil derives permanent im-

provement, it is a matter of deep interest to farm-

ers who hold stiff or sandy lands to seek the means
of their production. Experience I deem the best

instruction. Some of Mr. Hollyday's lands in

Talbot, are the stiffest clay I have ever seen.

Formerly after the wheat crop, June grass suc-

ceeded, but since his application of marl, with

which liis estate abounds, I have seen his fields

covered with white clover. Two years ago in an
excursion I made to the north, I learnt from a

source in which I had confidence, that the newly
cleared lands on the coast of Jersey, which are

sandy in the extreme, after being dressed with
marl, produce white clover. In some agricultural

paper which I have lately read, I have seen it

Btated that some of the most lertile lands in Bel-
gium were once blowing sands, which have been
reclaimed by the application of lime with other
manures. On some of my wood-lands, where the
Boil is light and poor I have strewed marl, and find

they produce white clover, and I am now clearing
a part of them of underwood lor a sheep range. I

have a general knowledge of the lands of this

county, and believe there are but few which could
not be brought to a state of fertility with profit by
our own internal resources. Marl has been dis-

covered in many districts, and 1 entertain no doubt
that a diligent search would disclose much more.
Upon our rivers and creeks marsh mud has been
uised with great effect, and I have understood from
Iresh branches, itJias been found of great utility.

Marl is generally Ibund in our low grounds; rais-

ing and carrying it out is attended with no small

expense, but its value its great. Mr. Ruffin holds

it to be indestructible, and if putrescent manures
or vegetable matter wliich is necessary to its be--.-

neficial action be exhausted by hard and continued
cultivation, that the marl cominues in the soil and
may be brought into action by application of pu-
trescent manures, or the gradual accretion of vege-
table matter. The soil of the Elk-horn Paradise
in Kpntui'kv is supposed to be inferior to none in

the United Siates. It is there the finest hemp ia

ijrown and the finest pastures abound, and where
Durham cows sell at Irom S^OO to ^1,000. The
land is highly calcareous, and 1 have lately seen it

stated that if it be exhausted by coniinued and se-

vere cultivation, and sulfered to rest, it soon recov-

ers by the accretion of vegetable matter. In proof

of the durability of marl, I will state a fact within

my own knowledge. Mr. Edward DeCourcy of
this county, late in life discovered a marl bank on
his estate, which he determined to work. He
drew out a few loads, but falling into bad health,

the scheme was abandoned. This was twenty
years ago ; Ihe spot is near the road leading to

the family mansion, and lbs effiect is unimpaired
by time, and manifests! itself on every crop. Marl
is irenernlly estimated in value by the quantity of

shell it contains. This is not invariably a true

test. When Professor Ducatel passed through
this county, on his geological survey, I had two
marl pits open, one blue and other yellow ; he pro-

nounced the yellow the best, as it contained the

largest quantity of shell ; I found upon using both,

the greatest product Ir-om Ihe blue ; this I commu-
nicated t)y a paper in the Farmers' Register, and
my opinion has been supported by the Hon. Dixon
H. Lewis, of the House of Representatives, a gen-
tleman of distinguished worth and talents. He
states that the effiect of blue marl on a cotton crop

in Alabama, was greater than stable manure.
Mr. RulTin supposes that the color arises from a
combination of vegetable matter. If he be right,

it is a Ibrlunate combinalion, as it will relieve ihe

necessity of applying putrescent manures with
marl, to a soil where there is no vegetable matter.

r cannot pass Mr. Ruffin by without a just tribuie.

If Dean Swift's apothegm be true, " that he who
causes two ears of corn, or two blades of grass, to

grow where but one grew before, would deserve
better of mankind, and do more essential service

to his country, than the whole race of politicians

taken loo-ether," then the claims of our politicians

must wither and fade. Dean Swift lived not in

the days ol our Washington, Henry, and Jay,
men illustrious lor their virtues, and distinguished

for their devotion and services to their country, at

a period when patriotism was attended with peril.

It is no uncommon error to form opinions Irom our
immediate circle of observation. Dean Swift had
been much about the British court, he had wit-

nessed the daring and reckless ambition of the
Duke of Marlborough, the heartless blandish-
ments of the wily and accomplished St. John, and
the dart< and gloomy jealousy of the Earl of Ox-
ford. The intrigues of the Dutchess of Marlbo-
rough, the more subtle artifices of Mrs. Masham,
were not calculated to inspire respect for female
politicians. Without drawing comparisons be-

tween men engaged in different pursuits, in my
opinion, in agricultural science, Mr. RufRn stands
unrivalled in our country. His ' Essay on Calcare-

0U8 Manures' will remain a standard work, and his
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writings in ihe Farmers' Rpglster, are marked
with soiuul tiense anJ jtidicioiis ohpervMtioii.

Mr. John S. Skinner has nirain hecoinc the EJi-
lor ol' ihe American Farmer. I have lukei'i ii

fur the last year, and find it lo contain many valii-

ahle papers on agricuhure, horlicuhure and stock,

atul perhaps on the prodnciion of silk, seasoned

with a h'.ile cookery. I iliink it claims the patron-

aye of larmers, |)lanters, graziers, and gentlemen
of ilie turf. The mie of specniative philosophy

has passed hy. The suhile theories of Hume and
the dark oracles of Bolingbroke and Slialisbury

are but little known to the present generalion ; the

perilous principles of V^ollaire, Helvelius and Con-
dorcet, were fully tested by Frenchmen in their ter-

rific revolution. They converted civilized men into

hordes of savages thirsting (breach other's blood.

Science has now taken a new and a better direc-

tion. Practical philosophy has become the ruling

spirit. Agriculture is novy esteemed among the

liberal arts, and men of a high order of talents

have enlisted in her service, of whom Sir Hum-
phrey Davy, Sir John Sinclair, and the Count
Chaptal are among the most distinguished. I

have sometimes thought it straniie that inlelli0ent

men, who on other subjects seek information from
books and papers, on agriculture are satisfied with
their own and their neighborhood experience.

Our country, in common with the Eastern Shore,
Jias suflered by the e.migralion of our citizens, ancl

the transportation of the black population; we
have not now suffii;ient labor for the cultivation of
our lands. Some years ago the tide of adventure
set to the south-west, and many were swept into

the vortex. But few succeeded, and some returned
with ruined fortunes and broken constitutions, and
had cause to deplore that they had abandoned the
home of their fathers in pursuit of sudden wealth.
That large fortunes have been acquired in the
new states by fortunate speculation, I readily ad-
mit ; but for the purpose of agriculture, I think an
exhausted farm might be purchased and improved
to more profit than a new settlement made in the
new states. Our domestic sources of improve-
ment are abundant, and our facilities for market
rarely surpassed. Our soil is equally adapted to

wheat and Indian corn ; all vegetables and fruits

(with the exception of those of the tropics)
which grow in all parts of the United States flour-

ish here. Apples, pears, peaches and melons at-

tain their highest perfection, and the Irish and
Bweet potato find a genial soil. Navigable rivers
and navigable creeks run into every district ; we
stand in no need of turnpikes, canals or rail-roads,
which are serious drawbacks to agriculture. That
our impoverished lands can he rapidly improved
we have abundant proof. The farm of Dr. Tur-
pin, which adjoins this town, when purchased by
the late Mr. Turpin was greatly exhausted. By
his prudence and good judsment it soon became
valuable, and I am pleased to see it continue to
improve in the hands of his son. 1 have lands
which I had ceased to cultivate, deeming t he profits

jnot equal to the expenses, which by a dressing of!
marl and a crop of clover are now in a state of

'

profitable production ; and I do not think I make
an extravagant estimate when I say that a (arm
where an accessible bank of blue marl is disco-
vered has added to its value fifty per cent.
The devastating ware prosecuted by the pow-

ers of Europe, for more than thirty years created

heavy demands (or our bread -stiifl's, and during
iluil period wheat ranged from 150 to 200 cents
per bushel. Since ihe izeneral peace there has
been a great decline in the price anil a diminution
ill the |)roducls ; (or the latter, a variety of causes
has been assigneil, some have su|iposed the cool-

ing of the fires in the centre of the earth ; others

that there is an occult native element in the soil

nece.-sary to its production which wears out by
cultivation, vvhicli no means can restore. I have
supposed the fiiilure is lo be found in more obvious
cause—the progressive impoverishment of our
soil, the inauspicious seasons, and the Hessian Hy.

This pernicious insect was unknown to our coun-
try till about forty years ago. It appeared first to

the norih,and some supposed it was brought over
by the Germans, (in their provender) who our old

enemy George the 3rd called to his aid lo enforce
his roya! authority. This seems lo be an error,

a^ there is no such insect known in Germany.
Perhaps, like many other insects, it is native lo

the country, and, like the tobacco worm and cotton
fly, multiplies as cultivation advances. It seems
to be a permanent evil fastened upon us, and we
can only hope to lessen i's mischiefs. Since I

have been absolved from the weighty matters of
the law, I have sought for inlbrmaiion upon the
habits and operations of this insect, to which I

now add my own observation and reflection. It

seems agreed that there are regular flighis of the
Hessian, fly in the fall and'sprinir, dependent, as lo

lime, upon the giaie of the weaiher. I believe
that it is ihe natural hislory of the winged insects,

that ihey lay iheir eggs upon the leaves of trees
or plants, and I have supposed that the llessinn
fly, lays upon the blade of the wheat, and alter the
egg is hatched the maggot hy i.".stincl seeks the
folds of the wheat where it is (ound. Animals
and birds seek places of salely (or their yonnor, and
the ties of nature are not dissolved till ihey can
take rare of themselves ; but it would be placing
the Hessian fly in point of sagacity before other
insects of the same class, to suppose it sought the
folds of wheal as a safe deposit (or its eggs. My
theory is, and I shall refer to some facts to support
it, that if the egg is hatched on ihe blade of the
wheat in its young and tender stale, that its soft

and smooth surface enables it lo make its way
and penetrate the folds of ihe wheat; but if the
blade has some growth if becomes comparatively
rough, and the maggot finds the ohsiruction too
great (or its strength and perishes, li rarely hap-
pens that wheat sown after ihe weather becomes
cool is injured by the (iill fly. Cool weather para-
lizes stronger insects, as house and vvood flies and
musquitoes. If wheat be sown in the fill soon
after the fly is disarmed by the weather, in well
improved lands, it will take good root by winter,
and in the spring it will get such a growth that it

will resist thefly after itis hatched, unless there be
a very early burst of warm weather. You may
esteem my views visionary, I do not advance them
with great confi(]ence, but thev are not the result
of random speculation. In 1838 I sowed two fields
in wheat adjoining each other, one in October and
the other in November; the soil (or the most part
was the same, both had been marled and otherwise
improved and neatly equal in size. The field sown
in October took good root before winter and grew
ofi well in the spring; the field sown in November
canie up well, but was checked by the early frost.
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and thouizli iis appearance in ihe spring indicated

that it had survived the winter (i-ost, it was feeble

when compared Id the other. It was taken liy the

ppring fly, and I did not get more lium imlf the

crop reaped from the other. Last year I prepared

a lot for irrass. It had been highly improved by

marl and pnlrescen; manures. 1 desired to show
the grass early, and at the same lime to obtain a

crop of wheat from it; the wheat was sown on

the 22(id ol' September, and grar^s seeded on it.

The wheat came up (]uickly and made a beauti-

lijl appearanc-e, but was attacked by the fly in its

early vegetation. This spring from its appear-

ance, [ entertained the hope that I should gel some
crop, but I did not gather the seed. I commenced
my general sowinij on tlie 7ih ol" October and fin-

ished on the 24ih. Some of the wheat last sown
was a little damaged by the fly, but not materially.

A (jentleman whose farm adjoins mine commenced
sowimx his crop the 1st of October, and I under-

stand his early sown wheal has been much injured.

From these circumstances I have come to the

conclusion that the best chance to escape injury

from the fly is to sow after the state of the vveaiher

aflbrds good reason to believe thai the fall fly has

been checked, and then to sow as quick as possi-

ble, thai the wheat may obtain such root as will

give vigorous growth in the spring belbrethe fly

comes out. I am aware that my notions may
seem in contradiction to the e.xperience of 1836

and 1S17, when the failure in the crop w^s gene-
ral ; some gentlenien now present may recoiled

the early burst of warm weather in 1S36. In

1817 we had summer days in March, which is im-

pressed on my mind fiom this circumstance : Mr.
Monroe was inaugurated president on the 4!h,and
some gentlemen at Washington were speaking of

the splendor of the scene in the presence oJ' the

Portuguese minister, when he remarked that the

brilliancy had been increased by borrowing a day
from Brazil. This remark 1 learned from report.

I did not attend the inauguration, and I lake this

method to say that I lament the increasing inclina-

tion among the American people Cor public shows
and spectacles ; they divert our citizens from the

sober and solid pursuits of business. It is there

the young and unwary are sometimes seduced into

schemes of desperate and jirofligate ambition, by
the masterspirits who circulate ihrousrh the coun-
try. History records that the declining days of

the Roman republic, upon which the throne of
the Caesars was erected, was attended by ban-
quets and revels, and iTiarked by the exhibition of

rhretoricians and gladiators.

Among the important inventions in agricultural

machinery, Mr. Hussey'e reaper.may be justly es-

teemed. His first invention has (or two years
been in successful operation on the farm of Mr.
Wm. DeCourcy, and I understand other gentle-

men of the county have used them. I purchased
one upon a new construction, which I pre/erred on
account of Ihe greater simplicity of its works. It

broke, in the second day's cutting, in an important
though not a costly part. I attempted to have it

repaired by the agency of a blacksmith, but was not

successful. Mr. Ilussey came to my house near
the close of liarvest to put it in order ; it did ex-

cellent work lor part of two days, and iiar three

days in my oat harvest. It saves wheat better

than the most expert cradlers or hooksmen, and in

heavy wheat I think it will do the work of eight

cradlers. An advantage not the least in my esti-

mation is, that it relieves men Irom heavy and ex-
hausting work, which, in very hot weather, often
produces disease and sometimes death.

Indian corn is the valuable crop of our countr}-,

not because our soil is unfavorable to the produc-
tion of wheat, as some persons who are but little

acquainted with its qualities have erroneously sup-
posed, but on account of the pro[)erties of the two
crops and circumstances connected with them.
Wheat has many enemies to contend with : Hes-
sian fly, severe frost, rust and scab, and storms in

its maturation. Indian corn is a hardy plant; it

is sometimes injured by Ihe cut worm, ihe ant and
the chinch bufr, but lands which are in a condition

10 produce 20 bushels of wheat to tiie acre in a
good season rarely fail to yield forty bushels of
corn, if judiciously cultivated. We have months
then to gather the corn crop. If wheat be not se-

cured soon after it arrives at maturity it is lost. A
large extent of country in Ihe United States pro-

duces excellent wheat, and when a full crop is

made, the price is generally depressed. Indian
corn is a precarious crop, further north than Jersey
and further soulh than North Carolina. They
do nol srow a sufficiency for home consumption

;

within these limits the eastern states get and must
continue to receive their sufiplies. I understand
under the hiirh prices of 1838 and '39, corn waa
shipped from New Orleans to New York ; but

when corn is from fifty to sixty cents per bushel, I

do not apprehend rivalry Irom that quarter. The
cost of transportation is too heavy, and corn is lia-

b'e to be injured in the hold of a vessel, particu-

larly in passing through a hot southern climate.

In the present year there has been a great fall in

the price. The full crop of last year may have
had its efl'ect, but I consider the great cause is to

be Ibund in the extravagant and pernicious spirit

of internal improvement. It has been ascertained

that a certain number of ihe stales to aid these

companies have issued bonds and certificates to

the amount of two hundred millions of dollars, and
many of the banks by purchase or pledge have
been d^-aling largely in these securities. The
money paid out tiy them to the internal improve-
ment companies has been abstracted from the or-

dinary channels of trade. This has led to embar-
rassment and derangement, and its kindred evils,

low prices and a spurious currency.

I have submitted for your consideration matters

of common interest to the cultivators of our soil
;

you may deem many of my notions visionary. If

they shall excite a spirit of inquiry I shall be con-

tent. By tracing the errors oi' others we some-
times obtain just views and arrive at true conclu-

sions. VVai. Carmichael.

ASPARAGUS.

From tlie SoiiUiern Agriculturist.

The name of this plant is of Greek origin,

sifrnifyinga young shooi before it unfolds its leaves.

It is evidently a iiative of this country, being Ibund

wild in Essex and Lincolnshire, li is also found

on the borders of the river Euphrates, in Asia,

where it grows to a very large size.

Asparagus is Bald lo promote appetite, but is

not considered to afford much nourish ment, and is
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comp,iratively a vegetable of luxury. It occupies

a iari;fe proportion ol' a genlieniairs jrarilcn, ar.d

i^ seiiium vseon in iliat of the cottnger. The
vounfT pIiooIs are l>()ile,d a lew m nutes, uniil they

become polt ; lliey are [irincipally served to table

on a toast witli nieiied biiiier; seasoned, tliey

also make an e.xcelient soii[).

This vegetable is culiivaled very exlcnsivcly

for the London niarUeis; and it must appear

almost increditile to those who have not witnessed

the loads of this article daily hea|)ed on the green

stalls of the meiropoits for the space ol" three

months, ihat Ibrty acres are under asparagus in

the neighborhood of London at one time. Wil-

mott, a great grower, at Deptlbrd, has liad eighty

acres entirely under this cro|).

Until towards the end of the seventeenth

century, a large quantity of remarUat)!y fine

asparagus was exported Irom I]olland, the deep,

rich, moist soil ol" that country being genial to its

growth.
Asparagus is propagated only by seed, which,

as well as one and two or three-year old plants,

may be purchased of the nurserymen or seeds-

men ; when a new plantation is Jcirmed, the latter

practice is generally adopted in order to save

time.

There are three varieties of the asparagus

named in the seedsmen's catalogue, but there is a

great similarity between them, and I doubt il

these supposed varieties were cultivated in the

.same soil and atmosphere, whether there would
be Ibund any dili'erence between them, except,

perhaps, in the color. The tbilowing is a descrip-

tion of them :
—

1. Battersea is famed for producing fine aspara-

gus, the heads being larire, full, and close, and
ihe tops tinted with a reddish green color; this

is the sort generally cultivated by market gar-

deners.

2. The Gravesend asparagus is more green

lopped, and not generally so plump and close, hut

is reckoned better flavored. Both varieties are

held in sreat estimation.

3. The Giant asparagus is greatly extolled by
the l^ondon seedsmen, on account of its size ; but

the author considers the secret to lie in the quality

of the soil, for occasionally buds of immense
thickness are produced in common beds ; and in

the Gardeners Magazine there is an account
of sixty buds haviui^ been cut near Leeds, in

Yorkshire, which weighed nearly seven pounds.
Caliure.—The middle ot March, {_ February,']

or thereabouts, if the weather is suiiat)le, will be

found a good tin)e to sow the seed in quantity,

according to the number of plants required Ibr a

small garden. A pound of seed will produce a

requisite number of plants.

The seeds are generally sown broadcast on a

four-foot bed, but by far the better way is to sow
it thinly in drills about two inches deep and fifteen

inches from row to row. It should be sliirhtly

trodden in, and the bed made smooth with the

rake ; the ground tTiust he kept as free of weeds
ae possible, and siirred with the hoe two or three

times during the summer. If the soil is not very
rich, some good rotten dung must be dug in belbre

sowing the seed, as strong one-3'ear's plants are

the best for transplanting. About the end of the

following October some stable litter should lie

spread over the ground to protect the young roots

from the frost.

The beet ground for asparagus is a light, rich,

saiuiy loam. The soil should not be less than two
and a half feet deep. Belbre planlinii, it should

always be trenched to the depih of twoli^et, and
plenty of dung buried at the bottom, as no more
can be applied there after the beds are planted.

The ground can be scarcely be too well manured :

Ibr, although the plants naturally grow in a poor,

sandy soil, it is lound that the sweetness and

tenderness of the shoots depend very much on

the rapidity of the growth, which can only be

promoted by the ri('hness of the soil.

The (rround being well trenched, mantircd, and

levelled, the quarter must now be divided into

beds Ibur leet wide, with two (eet alleys, as being

the most convenient for cutting the shoots and

weeding, &c. The work should all be done in

fine weather, as the ground can be more easily

worked, and the planting better performed, than

il the ground is wet anil cloggy, it is also a

good plan to prepare and trench the ground a

month or six weeks belbre hand. Afier the beds

are marked out, and before the plantins com-
mences, a layer of rotten dung should be spread

over the beds, and regularly dug in with the

spade, taking care to reject all the stones which
appear, as ihey are hurtful to the plants, and
occasion inconvenience in cutting the buds.

The beds being prepared, and a strong slake

driven in to the depth of two or three feet at each

corner, about the middle of March, [any time

during winter, hut if possible it should not be

delayed later than February, though ihey will

succeed even as late as March,] il ihe weather
is dry commence the planting. Take up the

plants carefully wi(h a fork from the seed-bed,

and expose them to Ihe air as short a lime as

possible; and, at the time of plantinix, place

them in a covered basket, with a little silted earth

mixed with them.
The distance at which they are commonly

planted is nine inches in t!ie row, and one foot

between the rows ; so that, if the piece of ground
to be planted is perfectly level, and the rows quite,

straight, every Iburth row can be left to l()rm the

alley. The crowns of the plants are generally

covered two inches with mould.
The method of planting is as fbllows :— Stretch

a line lengthwise along the bed, nine inches from
the edge, and with a spade cut out a small trench

about six inches deep, turning the displaced earth

to the other side of the trench, on the bed ; and
having the plants ready, set a row along the

trench, nine inches apart, with the crowti of the

roots two inches belo\tr the surface, drawing a

I

little earth upon them, just to fix them as placed.

Having finished planting the row, cover them
directly with the earth taken from the trench,

raking it back regularly an equal depth over the

crown of the plants. Proceeci then to open an-
other trench, a foot from the first

;
plant it as

above; and in the same manner plant three or

four rows to each bed. Tjien lightly rakins the

beds lengthwise, draw off any stones or hard
clods, and dress the surlace neatly and evetdy.

Let the edges be lin<'d out in exact order, allowing
two feet to ,each alley. If the weather at the

linte of planting is very dry, water them occasion-

ally, till the plants are er^fablished.

An asparairus quarter should not contain less

than a rod of ground, as it often requires Ihat
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quantity to furnish a sinsjle <too(] dish. For a
large /iimily, about twelve or eix een rods are

generally ke[U in a productive state.

Noihinij jLiriher will be required durinj^ the

punimer, than !o keep the beds perlecily clear Crom
the weeds ; and the Ibllowing winter to cover them
with some rotten manure, to preserve the crowns
fi'om the Irost ; if, in the spring, the earth istbund

to have setdeil in any part, which in new-made
beds is often the case, the deficiency must be

made up with moie mould.
The crop is permitted the two first years, and a

great portion of the tiiird, to run up to stalks, the

beds being kept free Irom weeds, and the surface

etirred. It is a common practice to sow onions,

lettuces, or radishes upon the beds ; but the

author considers tliis practice injurious to the

asparagus, especially alter the first three years,

Rs it must necessarily rob the ground ol' a large

portion of its nourishment.

If very large heads of asparagus are required,

(hey may be produced by plantmg them twelve

or iourteen inches apart ui the rows, and fifteen

or eiffhieen inches between the rows. The
ground must also be very rich and highly ma-
nured. The author con.-iders this to be the

meihod by which the giant asparagus is produced
;

as in the course of his practice, by pursuing the

same plan, lie has met with the same results.

After the beds are arrived at maturity, which is

generally the thir(1 year after they are planted,

they will require the Ibllowing systematic mode of

treatment :
—

From about the middle of October to the latter

end of Novenfiber, is the time to give the as-

paragus beds their winter dressing. This con-

sists in cutting down the decayed stalks of the

plants, close to, or within an inch of the ground,

and clearing the beds from weeds, drawing them
off at the same time with a rake into the alleys

to be buried, and spreading some of the earth

upon the beds, which is called landing up. Then
proceed to line out the alleys, the stakes that are

placed at the corners of the beds forming a guide :

the alleys must be duir one spade deep, and a

good portion of earth spread over each bed, two

or three inches thick, and then nicely levelled

with the rake. It may be supposed by some,

(hat in annual landing up the beds, they may in

several years be considerably raised ; but by the

eprinij forking and raking, together with the

repeated hoeings and clearing off weeds in the

summer, and at the lime of preparing for landing

up in the autumn, a considerable portion of the

earth is annually drawn off again into the alleys.

About the end of March, [January,] or to-

wards the middle of April, {February,} before the

buds begin to advance below, proceed to loosen

the surface of the beds; introducing (he fork

slanting two or three inches under the surface,

turn up the top earth near the crown of the roots,

with care not to wound them. Thpn rake the

surface of the bpds level, and draw off the roucrh

earth and hard clods into the alleys ; also trim the

edjjes of the beds, and surface of the alleys regu-

larly and even. Loosening the bod in this man-
ner enables the shoots to rise in free growth,

admits the a r, rains, and sunshine, into the

ground, and encourages the roots to produce buds
of a handsome, full size.

In general, transplanted asparagus comes up

but slender the first year ; it is larger the second
;

and the third year a lew shoots may he fit (or

gathering ; and the fourth, the crop will be in

good perleQtion.

The best method of cutting them is to scrape
away a little of the eanh from each shoot ; then
with a sharp-pnmted knife, made on purpose,
with a narrow blade, six inches long, and finely

sawed at the edge, cut of! the shoot slantingly,

about three inches below the surface, taking care
not to wound the younger buds, advancing
below in dillerent stages of growth. Asparagus
is in the best condition (or cutting when it projects

three or four inches above the ground, and while
the top bud remains close and plump.
The cutting season usually commences towards

the latter end of April, [March.] and should never
be continued beyond midsumn)er.
Asparagus beds, wiili good culture, will con-

tinue to afford plentiful crops for twelve or fourteen

years, after which the stools usually decline in

feriiliiy, and the shoots in quality ; but the author
has known instances of becis producing large and
fine asparagus lor a much longer period.

I iiave frequently observed in many gardens the

depth of the alleys, which should always be kept

filled up to within eight inches of the surface of

the bed, as the roots of the plan's extend as well

as descend ; if the alleys are left deep, by cutting

down the sides of the beds and deep digging, the
plants are ma'erially injured.

The following hints may be useful to the young
horticulturist. A bed twenty yards long, with
four rows of plants, at one foot apart each way,
will take two hundred and forty plants which at

lour years old will produce above one hundred
shoots daily throughout the season ; and the

quantity will increase every year. The author
has had more than fifty buds in the season, pro-

duced from one single roof, the bed being in a
high sla'e of cultivation, according to the method
previously advised. From the above statement,

a calculation maybe made as to the quantity of

land required to be planted to supply the wants of
the family.

Where asparagus hens run east to west, or

north to south, and the alleys are well filled up
they may be planted on the warm side, with a

row of kidney beans of an early kind, wliich will

not interfere with the cutting of the grass, and
will produce sooner by a week or ten days than if

sown in the open ground ; or, occasionally where
ground is scarce, a centra! row of early spring-

sown cauliflowers may be p'anted, at thirty inches

apart. The author has gunvn them remarkably
fine in such situations, without any detriment to

the beds.

Asparagus beds should be enriched with an
addition of good rotten dung, once every two
or three years at farthest ; the benefit of which
will be evident in the quantity, ns well as the size

and quality of the pniduce. The dung for this

purpose should be completely r iited, like that of
old cucumber or melon beds. It should be applied

alter the stalks are cleared ofi", and spread two or

three inches thick over the suiface of each bed,

and a double portion in the alleys; the beds being

then slightly (oik-digged to bury it; after this,

dig the alleys in the usual way, and spread a
portion of the earth evenly over the beds. In this,

way the enriching quality of the manure will be
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waslied to (he roots of the planis by the winter

rairip. [A more recent mode oC cuhiire, is to

plant the rods in single rows, on small ridgos,

four feel apart, ajid near the surface. The object

being the "enriching of the surface soil, and
encouragement of ihe surface-lbeding roots, in

opposiiion to the usual practice of dee|) trenching,

nnd deep manuring." Tlie plan is said to liave

answered admirably, but we doubt whetlier the

ridge system will answer as well in our climate

ns in Great IJriiain (where ii has been inirocki-

ced,) owing to llie greater sultriness and heat ol

our summers. We, however, sirongly recom-
mend Ihe surftce culture. Let trenches be pre-

pared from /bur to six feet apart, filled with ma-
nure, and the roots planted thereon, and covered

three or four inches. The excellence of the shoot

does not consi.-^t in its being blanched, but in hav-

ing a rapid growth. Those who may wish to

blanch Ihem, may earlh them up just before they

shoot, or adopt the Austrian mode, and [ilace over

each a hollow lube twelve inches long, 'i'he

large canes of our swamps would answer well lor

this purpose. The intervals between the rows

can be cropped, the working of which will be an

advantage to the asparagus. In the winter the

manure can be applied over the plants, or what
perhaps will be better, along the sides, and be-

tween ilie rows, which will also answer lor the

succeeding intermediate crop, for planis receive

nourishment only from the spongioles, or ex-

tremities of (heir roots. Saline manures, such as

sea-weeds, sedge, maish, &c., are strongly recom-
mended as manuie, as well as pickles from meais,

and even common salt. The produce from the

surliice system is said to be much greater and
finer than from the old mode.] J. D. L.

KEW POST OFFICE IlEG UT.ATIONS IN ENG-
LAND.—SEEDS SENT BY POST.

From tlio Gardeners' Magazine.

We have lately received not only seeds, cut-

tings, and scions, but even entire plants, and yes-

terday a shrub, roots and branches, (Vaccinium
liumilYisum), in a penny letter. From Messrs.

Sang, of Kirkcaldy, we received a prepaid packet

very neatly done up, containing the seeds of

twelve kinds of annuals, each with the name
printed, and the price of the whole twelve only

Is. If this does not lead to the general distribu-

tion of every useful and ornamental plant ol which
seeds are procurable, the fault will be in the

public, not in government. We only wish that

the foreign postages could be lowered a little, that

our ornamental annuals might be sent all over the

continent; for, it is a lact that will not be denied,

that annual planis, even those of warm climates,

make a far more splendid appearance in Norway,
Sweden, Russia, and the north of Germany, tiiati

they do in England, owing to the brighter sun and
longer days of these countries during the summer
season. Great part of the Californian annuals

|

might be naturalized in the woods of Norway and
|

Sweden, and many superior varieties of bread
j

corn, and of pasture grasses and herbage plants,
|

miL'ht be introduced into these countries by post,
j

if the postage abroad were oidy a liltie lower.

All inlerchange of seeds amongst all the curators
|

Vol. IX.—7-B

of botanic gardens in Europe and America is a
result to be anxiously desired, not merely by the

botanist, but by the horticuliurisis and the farmer.

I ('ambassadors were what they ought to be, mat-
ters of this kind would have been attended to

long ago.— Cond.

MODE OF PREPARING SAUER KRAUT.

From tlie Penny Magazine

The Germans consider the cabbage a more
economical plant than even the potato ; but in its

natural state it could not form, as it does in Ger-
many, a principal article of diet amongst the

healthiest and stoutest part of the population, and
it therefore undergoes a peculiar preparation, after

which it is called "sauer kraut." Cabbage thus

prepared in the German fashion has been recently

introduced in the dietary of the British navy, and
occasionally it may be seen at table in England,
in the houses of private individuals. The follow-

ing recipe for making sauer kraut is from a work
entitled 'Germany and the Germans,' written by
a gentleman long resident in that part of the con-

tinent :
—"When Ihe cabbage has arrived at

maturity, or even beyond it, that is, when white
and very hard (for the crops are left in the ground
till late in autumn), the outer leaves arc first

peeled off, the cabbage is then divided, and the

stalk entirely cut away. It is now placed in a
machine, wiiich sets in motion several sharp
blades, that cut it much in the same manner as

we do pickled cabbage, but finer. This process

being completed, the whole is closely packed in

barrels, and between each layer of cabbage is

placed a sprinkling ot' salt, carraway seeds, and
juniper berries. When the barrels are full, they

are closely covered, and pressed by heavy weights.

In three weeks or a month it is fit lor use, and
will keep good for years. Care must be taken,

when any part of it is removed, that the remainder
is lelt covered with ils own brine. During Ihe

season for preparing Ihe sauer kraut, thousands
of persons in Germany are employed in culling

the cabbage. It requires lour hours to boil, and
is usually served wiili salt meat. The Bavarian
method is, after it lias been boiled, to mix with it

butter and red wine,"

ON COMMON SALT AS A MANURE.

From the Farmers' Series of the Library of Useful Knowledge.

Silt of various fpialities is produced in several

countries, and known according lo the different

sources from which it is obtained—whether from
the waters of the sea, from salt-springs, or from
mines. It cannot, therefore, be strictly called a
mineral, unless when found in the slate of rock-

salt; yet partaking of the nature of that fossil,

and not having here lo consider its effecle in any
other light than as a manure, we deem it unne-
cessary to enter upon any discussion of its pecu-
liar properties when manulactured, and shall,

therefore, confine our observations to its effects

upon the soil.

In consctiuence of the former excise duty,

which has been only la'e'y taken ufF, tlie use
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of salt, as manure, has been upon too limited

a scale to justify any posiiive conclusion regardinor

its merits*. Indeed, like almost every question

connected with experiments on agriculture, this

has given rise to opinions so utterly discordant, as

to leave the decision of its value in much the

eame doubt as when it was first broached.

Staleraenis have been brought forward by many
eminent farmers, which, though made upon
apparently strong grounds, and without any
doubt of their candor, yet broadly contradict each
other, and the evidence produced before the

board of trade in 1817, and belbre a committee of

the house of commons, appointed, in 1818, to

consider the subject of the salt duties, although
certainly in most instances loudly commendatory
of its employment (or the general purposes of

husbandry, has left the subject of its application

to the land in nearly similar uncertainty.

It was represented as operating as a manure
upon arable land by its tendency to promote
putrefaction, as well as by stimulating the powers
of vegetation through its absorption of moisture

from the atmosphere ; as being destructive of

weeds and insects, and a preventive of rust ; as

improving the herbage of grass-land, destroying

the moss, and rendering fodder palatable which
would be otherwise refused by cattle ; and as

acting as a condiment conducive to the health of

all animals. The abandonm.ent of the duty was
therefore hailed by its advocates as a special boon
to the agricultural interest, and it has certainly

been proved in numberless instances to have been
successfully applied to some soils under peculiar

circumstances
;

yet, except in cases where its

use has been rather governed by local facilities

than by any conviction of its real value, farmers
do not appear to have generally availed them-
eelves of its advantages as a manure, (hough it is

gradually creeping into use for live stock. It is,

indeed, admitted on all hands to be noxious to

the whole tribe of slugs, and worms of that de-

scription, though we have yet no proof which
can be relied on of its preventing the ravages of

the fiy on turnips ; its efiects in correcting the

faults of sour pasturage and spoiled fodder seem
also to rest upon grounds which can hardly be
doubled j. There are also proofs of its power
in checking the rust in corn ; fur although that

• The duty amounted to about 301. per ton, the
original value being under 20s. ; and although, in the
preparation of the brine, there is a refuse part formed
by the separation of the grosser particles from the
pure salt, and which was for a long time sold to the
farmers duty free, yet this was afterwards prohibited
and the whole of the foul salt, which was produced in

one of the districts of Cheshire to the yearly amount
of near 120,000 bushels, was carefully swept away
after the process of manufacture was completed, and
then in the presence of the exciseman thrown into the
river Weever.

t Salt destroys vermin by making them void the
contents of their bodies ; such evacuations being too
powerful for them to withstand.— Lord Dundonald on
Chemical Agric, p. 138. See an experiment in proof
of this, in the Farmers' Magazine, vol. xviii, p. 440,
in which it is stated that grubs, full of food, when
placed in fresh earth in which some young roots of
grass were transplanted after being very slightly

pickled with common salt, were in 24 hours reduced
to mere skins, and two out of three dead. Also
Johnson's Observations on Salt, 8th edit., pp. 8 and 10.

disease has been generally attributed to the vary-

ing changes ot the atmosphere, yet it was stated

in the evidence of Dr. Paris belbre the salt com-
mittee, that it was the practice of many farmers

in Cornwall to spread about 30 bushels of salt,

the refuse of the pilchard fishery, weighing 56 lbs.

each, per statute acre upon their land, a fortnight

previous to the sowing of turnips ; and they all

agreed that they never had any rust on the PjU

lowing crop of wheat where this was adopted,

though before tliey were greatly afli'ected by it.

In the course of a very minute inquiry into the

causes of rust, undertaken some years ago in this

country, and afterwards continued at different

periods on the continent, it also appeared, that

it was never experienced in the immediate vici-

nity of the sea, unless when the ground was
greatly overmanured ; and that when sea-ooze
or sand was employed as manure, it was prevent-

ed*. This, however, does not apply to the prac-

tice of steeping seed-wheat, which can only have
the effect of purifying it, but cannot, it is presumed,
prevent the grain from afterwards receiving infec-

tion from the air, and which, indeed, applies

rather to smut than to rust or mildew. Its influ-

ence in forwarding the putrefaction of manure
depends upon the quantity in which it is employ-
ed f; and although its property of absorbing
moisture from the atmosphere, and retaining it

in the ground, constitutes, perhaps, its chief value

when applied to light soils and in dry summers,
yet, on heavy land and in wet seasons, its power
seems to have little effect : it has therefore fallen

into disrepute with many persons who have tried

it without due attention to these circumstances.
It is, indeed, evident, that the extravagant expec-
tations entertained of it by some, and the disap-

pointment experienced by others, have been
occasioned by the contingent nature of its cha-
racter, which, depending not alone upon the

amount in which it is used, but also on the quality

of the soil and on the stale oi" the weather, must
render it occasionally ineffectual. That it con-
tributes to the health of animals is a fact now
universally granted ; though its specific virtues

when administered in diflerent quantities to stock

of various species, age, and condition, have not

been yet sufficiently ascertained, nor have we

* See the report of the Committee, p. 30; also

Cuthbert Johnson's Essay on Salt, p. 49; Sir John
Sinclair on the Rust in Wheat, Farm. Mag., vol. xix.

;

Ibid., vol. XX. p. 435; and Sir Thomas Bernard on
Salt, p. 278. It is also stated in Dr. Thomas Thomp-
son's System of Chemistry, that " in the water given
to plants which are natives of the sea-coast, a minute
infusion of common salt would consult the natural cir-

cumstances of that description of vegetables, and that

they languish without it;" which is confirmed by
Professor Davy's experiments on the effect of different

salts conveyed in water to the roots of plants as

recorded in liis Elements of Agricultural Cnemistry,
4to , p. 296.

f If used in large quantities, it is antiseptic ; but if

moderately mixed up with composts, it has been found
to promote the putiefaction of the vegetable and ani-

mal substances which they contain. The quantity

has, indeed, been stated as high as a ton to the acre
;

but this is either foul salt, which has been used in the

fisheries, or the refuse of brine which has been manu-
factured, and which cannot be estimated at more than
one-half, or perhaps one-third, of the weight of pure
salt.—Sir H. Davy, Elem. of Agric. Chem., 4to, p.
29S ; Cheshire Report, p. 237.
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now fo consider of ils employment for that pur-

pose. We llierelbre neither accord in all liial has
been assumed in its favor, nor yet in iis disapproval

;

and limiting our examination to its operation upon
the land, we shall now state some minuies ol'ihc

experiments whicii have been tried, from vvhicii

every inieiiigent farmer may draw his own con-
clusions.

Experiments on salt.— In Holland's Survey o(

Cheshire, instances of its influence in destroying
weeds and insects are mentioned ; and ils effects

onfallows are thus detailed :

—

' To account (or the diiierence of eflect arising

from the application of salt as a manure, we may
reler principally to two causes : viz., a diderence
in the mode and degree of application, and a

difference in the nature of the soils on wliich

experiments have l>een made. The first of ihese

causes must undoubtedly have the most import-

ant influence. Regarding its action upon vege-
table matter as that of a stimulus, it is natural to

conclude that its effects must be varied very

greatly by the proporiion applied. If used in

large quantity, it has a tendency— like ever}' other

excessive slimulus— to disorganize and destroy

the vegetable substances with Vi?!iii-h it comes inio

contact : when a smaller proporiion is applied, or

when it is mixed up into a compost and employed
in this state, it may be regarded, by the moderate
stimulus it gives to the action of the vessels in the

plants, as a promoter of vegetation, and conse-
quently as a valuable manure. In this respect its

effects are analogous to those produced by a
eimilar application of lime; the influence of both
substances upon vegetation being varied greatly
by the proportions employed. In some instances,

as when tlie land is lying in fallow, it would
appear probable that the application of salt might
be productive of advantage, by effecting the de-
struction ofall useless vegetable and animal matter.
Its quantity would also be so far diminished by the
lime the seed was put into the ground, as to fit it

for affording that degree of slimulus which is most
beneficial to veseiaiion ; for, by being mixed
sufficiently with the soil before the grain is sown,
it adds a strong nutriment, and ensures the best of
crops.

To this some observations to the following
effect are added by Sir Thomas Brooks, in his

tract upon the eall-dutiee, from inlbrmation ob-
tained through Mr. Hollinshead, of Chorley, in

Lancashire, a gentleman who devoted a great
portion of his long life to a scientific and practi-

cal inquiry into the uses of salt as a manure.
With regard to the quantity to be applied*, lie

observes, that ' When a farmer intends to fallow

a piece of ground, he ought first to sow it with I

such a quantity of salt as would be sufficient fo
destroy vegetation,—namely, 40 bushels per sta-
lute acre, which, by cutting and dividing the
viscous substances in the earth, would redTice it

into a proper stale to become food for plants.
The farmer must take notice that this salt is to
be sown on the ground some time before he be-
gins to work his (allows with the plough: the
autumn will be the most proper season, in order
to give the salt sufficient time to -destroy the grass
and other roots upon it, before he begins to work
it. The salt, being thoroughly mixed and in-
corporated with the soil during the spring and
summer (bllowing, will, while the land is°under
the plough, be reduced, by the time the seed is

sown upon it, to that streni^th which is the most
proper for effectually and vigorously assisting and
supporting vegetation when the grain Is in the
ground. This method of sowing the intended
(iillows with salt will therefore serve very much
to lessen the labor of the husbandman in working
his grounds ; (or the lough and adhesive clods
and lumps, which are generally so troublesome,
especially upon clayey soils, will be so completely
broken and dissolved by the operation of the salt
as to give much less obstruction to the harrow
at the first working.' Such is the practice which
he recommends on deep loamy dry soils ; but, for
other corn lands, sown in the usual way afier
a spring ploughing, he advises the spreading of
16 bushelsof salt per acre immediately after the
grain is covered in by the harrow, and afterwards
sowing 10 bushels per acre annually, by which
means he affirms that ' these lands will be ever
after considered exceedingly productive.'

In the Report of the Committee of the House
of Commons, various experiujents, are also stated
in which salt has been applied to fallows : one,
representing the crop as nearly treble in proportion
to the rest of the same field, and both the grain
and the succeeding crop of clover, as of a supe-
rior description

; but it appears from the same
report, on the testimony of respectable indivi-
duals, that in three of liiose cases it was of no
use whatever as manure. In two of the experi-
rnents, however, the quantity has not been dis-
tinctly stated ; and in the third, which was made
wilh great accuracy, ihe utmost amount laid upon
the land did not exceed 10 bushels in one instance
and 12 in anotherf; whereas nothing less than
(rom 30 lo 40 bushels of foul salt per acre can be
employed upon fallows with any prospect of
success.

On its application to corn, the following experi-
men^s in thefield practice are taken from Mr. G.
Sinclair's Prize Essay, communicated to the
board of agriculture, in 1820|:

:

Wheat after barley.

Soil, without manure -

, dressed with 11 bush, of salt

Wheat after flax.

Soil, with 11^ tons of spit manure
Soil, with 6^ bush, of salt on the surface

produced 16^ bush, per acre.
" 22| "

produced 16^ bush, per acre.
K 22 "

» It should here be remarked that the quantity
mentioned applies to /ouZ sa/f, the strength of which
is not more than generally one-third, or at the most
one-half, of that of pure salt ; if the latter be used, it

should therefore be diminished in a similar pro-
portion, t Rep. of Salt Com. pp. 152, 162.

X This essay contains tables of the result of a great
variety of experiments upon the comparative use of
salt, lime, soot, dung, and oil-cake ; as well as trials

of the effects of salt upon wheat, when applied after

various preceding crops, and affords much curiouJ and
important information.
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Wheat after beans.

Soil, without manure -----_.
, with 6^ bush, ofealt on the surface - ^ .

Wheat after psas.

Soil, without manure - -

, with 6| bush, of salt with the sepfl ...
, with 6^ do. dufj in with the seed
, with 6Jr do. and Q\ bush, ofsoot dugin

Barley after turnips.

Soil, without manure .......
, with 5.^ bush, of sail applied before sowincr

" do. - - - -with 11 do.

produced 11 1 bush, per acre.
" 21 "

produced 16 hush, per acre.
" 175 "
" 2.3i "
" 20 "

produced 12 bush, per acre.
'• 28^

The experiments were unfavorable to the use
of salt on oats, so far as they were then carried

;

but the quaniity applied appears to have been too
laro;e to admit of a fair trial of its real merits.
Mr. Sinclair also mentions experiments on spa-

ces of 36 feet square, manured with salt at the
rate of 5^ bushels per acre, drilled with Talavera
tvheat on the 5th of November, and reaped on
the 2d of August, which respectively yielded pro-
duce at the extraordinary rate of 91, 73, and 82
bushels per acre, when mixed, in the first in-
stance, with the soil four inches deep, before sow-
ing

; sown, in the second, with the seed ; and in

the third, simply applied to the surface. On
which he observes, that the result of this extraor-
dinary produce upon these small plots of ground
must not be considered erroneous, for that he has
seen produce equal to upwards of 23 quarters an
acre, although one-eighth of the ground was
without plant. Such instances are, no doubt,
rare

; but experiments are usually conducted with
greater care on small spots of ground than in
fields of larger size ; the quantity of land is ac-
curately measured, the soil generally of superior
quality, and the product collected to the last grain

;

whereas we all know that, in the common^prac-
tice, there is much waste both in the reaping and
the carrying ol grain, as well as much ground
lost in roadways and fences. The same result
cannot be expected as in more extended opera-
tions, but such trials are valuable as affording
evidence of the comparative advantages arising
from different kinds of manure.
To this we have to add a recent communica-

tion from Mr. Sinclair, in reply to an application
to him for some further information on the subject,
in which he says, ' that the fiicts here staled may
be depended upon ; that his opinions of the utility
of the manure remain unaltered; and to these
experiments he refers, as the fullest evidence of
his convictions on the subject.' But, with that
candor which distinguishes every man whose
object is unprejudiced investigation, divested of
any bias to the promotion of a favorite object,
he adds, ' that it is not free from anomalies, which
time and further experience can alone reconcile.'
On the subject of ivheat and barley, Mr. Cuth-

bert Johnson also mentions, in his observations
on the employment of salt, that on his own farm,
at Great Toiham, in Essex, he had increased
the produce of the former, upon a light ijravelly
soil, to the extent of 5^ bushels per acro^ by the
use of 20 bushels of s^lt. On the same land, he
also states the result of the following experiments
on wheat to have been:—

Soil, wiiliouf any manure lor four years, pro-

duced 13 bushels 26 lbs. per acre. Soil, manured
with stable-dung to a previous crop of potatoes

produced 26 bushels 52 lbs. per acre. Soil, with
5 bushels of salt per acre, and no other manure
lor four years, produced 26 bushels 12 lbs. per acre.

Another Essex farmer, Mr. James Ciiallis, of
Panfield,—whose soil is described as being of" a
loose, hollow description,— had a dressing of salt

put on it in November, alter the wheat was sown,
of about 14 or 15 bushels per acre, which is also

stated lo have produced at the rate of 6 bushels

per acre more than that which was not dressed,

and was considered lo be 20s. per load better in

quality. Several experiments, indeed, have shown
the grain to be heavier, in proportion as the

quantity of salt was larger. Oiher accounts are

likewise given of the produce of wheat crops

when manured with stable- dung, in comparison
with salt, which are so largely in iavor of the lat-

ter, that we fear to repeat them, lest they should
appear lo throw a doubt over the accuracy of the

statement*.

On the subject of barley dressed with salt, Mr.
Ransom, of Sproughton, in Suflblk, says that ' it

presented no diflerence of appearance to the rest

of the field, until a fortnight before harvest ; the
sailed crop was then brighter, and about one
week forwarder than the rest of the field ; and
the following were the re.sulis when carefully cut

and measured :
—

Soil, without any manure, produced 30 bushels

per acre. Soil, dressed with 16 bushels of salt

per acre, in March, produced 51 bushels per acre.

Regarding root crops, Mr. Cuthbert Johnson
also mentions his having been informed by Sir

Thomas Aclaml, that salt has been laid upon his

farm at Killerton, in Devonshire, at the rate of 40
heaps of earth to the acre, in each of which heaps
.33 lbs. of salt were well mixed, and let to lie a
a fbrtniijht before being spread upon the land,

which was afterwards ploughed three times, and
then sown with mangcl-wurtzel, which had roots

that weighed 32 lbs. each. A field was also dress-

ed for turnips ; one-third with salt prepared in the

same manner, one-third with lime, and the re-

mainder with hearth-ashes. When the seed
came up, the turnips appeared most promising
where the hearlh-ashes were ; but, after the first

month, ihey did not grow so fast as where the

salt or lime was; after that time, the turnips

* See a publication by the Rev. B. Dacre, entitled

'Testimonies in favor of salt as a manure and a
condiment for cattle.'
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where the ground was mnnnred with ealt grow
faster, the green looked stronger, and at the end

or the season tliey produced Mie best crop.

To this he adds the testin)ony of Mr. Collyns,

of Kenion, in Devonshire, who says that ' barley

and oats which used to yield only 15 to 20 bush-

els per acre, now yield Iroui 10 to 45 ; the wheat

is also much improved in quality but not so much
as was expectetl in quauiiiy. Thirty-five bush-

els of wheat have been produced from an acre,

dressed with lU bushels o( saU ; and from the

same field last year, after the same quality of soil,

140 bags of potatoes. This year, however, it has

only produced 20 bushels, though again manured
with 10 bushels of salt ; but the quality is very

superior, and the root of clover in it is very fine

and luxuriant.

From a communication by Mr. Davies Giddy
on the culture ol turnips, it appears that on a

pari of a field which had tieen previously exhaust-

ed, half a crop was produced, but totally failed on

that part where the ordinary manure was laid

without salt. In another instance three acres ol

land, which on the preceding year had borne a

crop of wheat not exceeding 12 bushels to the

acre, were ploughed belbre Christmas, and brought

into fine tilth by the midsummer following. On
each acre were sown 20 bushels of salt, excepting

that two ridges, towards the middle of the field,

were purposely left without it ; and on these the

turnips totally failed, though the remainder of the

ground produced an abundant crop. It is further

instanced, that four acres of land, completely

worn out by successive tillage, were sown,—three

acres with salt, at the rale of 25 bushels, and the

remaining acre with 18 bushels, without any
other manure ; the crop was in general a good
one, but was visibly the best where the greatest

quantity of salt had been used*.

Mr, "Hare, of Beaconsfield, in Buckingham-
shire, has used salt at the rate of 2 cwt. per acre

on a large field of very gravelly soil, part of which
was left without any manure, and the remainder
(lunged as usual ;

yet the turnips produced on the

salted acre were just as good as those raised from

any other part of the ground. In the following

j^ear, on another field of the same quality, he
manured the whole of it with farm-yard manure,
adding to one acre of the field thus manured 2^
cwt. of powdered rock salt; and on this salted

and manured acre, he had a larger and a finer

crop of turnips than was produced upon any other

field of equal extent in the whole parish. Sir

John Sinclair has also tried it, on a small scale,

with equally good efTeclt.

Some comparative experiments have been like-

wise made with salt and soot, as well as wi;h
stable-dung when applied in diffierent proportions

to carrots and potatoes, which produced crops at

the following rates per acre. Those by Mr. G.
Sinclair, of Deptlord, were :

—

No. 1. Carrots sown without any kind of ma-
nure, produced 23 tons. 9 cvvts. 107 lbs. No. 2.

13^ bushels of salt mixed and sown with the seed,

produced 30 tons 12 cwts. 79 lbs. No. 3. G^-

bushelc of salt dug in previous to sowing, pro-

duced 44 tons 14 cwts. 17 lbs. No. 4. 13|- bushels

* Annals of Agriculture, vol. xxvii.

fSee his Code of Agriculture, 3d edit., note in the

App., p. 40.

of salt dug in previous to eowinir, produced 31

tons 13 cvvts. 40 lbs. No. 5. G^ bushels of salt and

G.^ bushels ol soot, dug in [irevious to sowing,

pioduced 40 tons 4 cwie. 97 lbs.

Tiiose of Dr. Cartwri<>ht, ol' Tunbridge, upon

a ferruginous sand, brouglit to a due texture and
consistence by a liberal -covering of pond mud,
were :

—

Potatoes, without any manure, produced 157

bushels per acre. Potatoes, with 9 butjliels of sa't

per acre, produced 19S bu.«h(!sper acre. Pota-

lops, with 8 bushels of salt per acre, and 30 bush-

els oi' soot per acre, produced 240 bushels per

acre. Poiaiops, with 30 bushels of soot per acre,

produced 182 bushels per acre.

The etl'ect of salt mixed with snot is remarka-

ble;* the roots of the carrots in No. 2 were the

smallest; in No. 4, the largest; and in No. 5,

the healthiest. The experiments made by Mr.

G. Sinclair upon potatoes, planted in a soil com-
posed of three-fourths siliceous sand,—both with-

out any kind of manure, and at the rate of 13.|

and 6^ bushels of salt with the seed, as well a.s

13^ bushels mixed with the soil—left no room lo

doubt of the advantage of 13 bushels per acre,

applied to the land previous to the planting, over

the other modes of application ; but the superi-

ority in either case was no! very great.

Those of Mr. Cuthbert Johnson, upon a light

gravelly soil, were :

—

Potatoes, without any manure, produced 120

bushels per acre. Potatoes, with 20 bushels of

salt per acre, laid on in the previous September,

produced 192 bushels per acre. Potatoes, with

stable dung at the time of planting, produced 219

bushels per acre. Potatoes, with stable dung and
20 bushels of salt produced 234 bushels per acre.

Potatoes, with 40 bushels of salt alone, 20 laid

on in September, and 20 in the spring, after the

sets were planted produced 192^ bushels per acre.

Potatoes, with 40 bushels of salt, as in the last ex-

periment, and also with stable dung, produced
244 bushels per acre.

The trials made by Mr. Forbes, of the Pine-

field Nuseries, near Elgin, upon salt, when com-
pared with farm-yard manure, as dressings for

root crops, however, tend to show the latter to be
in every instance superior; and also to prove that

when used in a large quantity it is injurious to

vegetation, as it will be seen by the annexed
table that the crops were lighter in proportion as

the amount of the salt employed was larger. It

was laid on in the proportions there stated per

Scots acre, and an equal measure of land was
moderately dunged ; but though it appears from
the produce that only a very small spot of ground
was devoted to the experiment, yet that will not

invalidate its accuracy.

* Dr. Cartwright remarks, ' that there is no reason

to suppose that the effects of salt, when combined
with soot, were produced by any known chemical

agency upon each other. Were I to guess at the pro-

ducing cause, I should conjecture it to be that proper-

ty of saline substances by which they attract moisture

from the atmosphere ; for I observed those beds on
which salt had been used were visibly and palpably

moister than the rest, even for weeks after the salt

had been applied, and this appearance continued till

rain tell, when, of course, the distinction ceased.

This property of attracting moisture had greater in-

fluence possibly on the soot than on any of the other
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others are deciJeilly unfavorable. One of these

reports, indeed, which is both minute and appa-
rently accurate, stales that it was tried upon crops

ol' potatoes, cats, barley, and turnips, as well as

upon natural and cultivated ijrass. Refuse salt

was applied, mixed wiih ashes in the proportion

of three-lburtiis ot ilie (brmer to one ol' the latter,

and laid on at various rales Iron) sixteen to thirty

bushels per acre, both drilled in, and as a surlace

dressinij upon land in some parts unmaiiured,
and in others well spread with the best larm-yard
manure. On the oats and barley, however^^ no
perceptible diHierence was occasioned by its use

;

and on all the other crops it appears to have been
injurious. 'I'he deficiency in the amount of pota-

toes produced upon that part of the ground which
was only salted was indeed comparatively enor-
mous ; for, in two instances in which it was laid

in the drills, (he crop was only one-third of that

upon which dung was used alone*.

In a paper published in the second volume
of the Communication to the Board of Agricul-
ture, the writer relates several experiments, in all

which the application of salt, in various cjuanii-

ties, bothon arable and pasture, was either com-
pletely or in a great measure unsuccessful.
Some statements to the same eflect have like-

wise been lately published in the British Farmer's
Magazine,t which show

—

1st. That 24 bushels, equal to 1 Ion of rock-
ealt, were ground into powder,f and on the
10th of April were sown on four separate roods
of meadow land, at the rate of one-lourih, one-
fifih, one-sixth, and one-seventh of a ton to the
acre : on the 21st it appeared to have destroyed
the grass on that part where the greatest quan-
tity had boen, but that was not the case even-
tually, as it afterwards recovered.

2nd. On the 14ih of April it was sown on
three equal portions of land, at the rale of one-
fourth, one-fifth, and one-sixth of a ton per
acre, on fallow, and on wheal growing, which
was afterwards sown with red clover: on the
21st the weeds appeared to be destroyed, but
at harvest time were like the rest.

3rd. At the same time it was laid at the rate
of one-sixth of a ion per acre, on some fallow,
which was afterwards sown with oats and
clover.

4th. On the 25ih of April, on the tliird

ploughing for fallow, it was spread at the rale
of one-lburth and one sixth of a ion per acre
worked and manured as the rest.

6th. At the same lime, and the same rale,
on the same ploughing, on some land that
was sown with rape.
The above experiments were tried on a strong

loamy clay, with a clay subsoil, and the result
of the whule proved that they were not attend-
ed with any advantage.

6th. On the fifth ploughing of a good loam.
It was laid at the rate of one-lburth and one-
Bixth of a ton for turnips, which had been re-
gularly dunged, some of it being placed in the
ridges be'ore, and some after the manure.

K
*
^fon^!

Pi:°'^^edings of the Society, from Novem-
ber, 1820, to December, 1823, vol. vi.

t No. ix. vol. ii. p. 427.

i When broken into small pieces, it runs through

bJ^desiJ^d
^"'^ '^^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^"^^"^ ^^ ^"*" ^^ ""^y

Some potatoes, on the same land, were also
similarly treated ; but no diU'erencii wiiatever
was api)aretit in their fiivor.

These trials ajipear to have been made under
the personal superintendence of the writer, and
the editor vouches iUr the accuracy of the state-
ment. The result is certainly in ex'raordinary
contradiction to those of other experimenis, nor
is ii possible lo account for it in any other way
than by attributing it lo the nature of the soils on
which they were made. If to be finally relied on,
if would prove ' that the use of salt, as a manure,
is of no value on strong or loamy soils ;' but we
are so liir from agreeing to that conclusion, that
we think it only atibnls additional proof of the
propriety of every farmer judging only lor himself,
throuiih his own experienre.

yipplicaiion of Salt.—From what we have thus
stated, it must be apparent that nothing decisive
has been ascertained regarding either the quantity
or the season in which salt should be laid upon
the land. It appears, however, that its efl'ecia

are most visible and satisfactory when applied
to hot, dry soils, and in very warm summers ; but
on cold, wet land, and in rainy seasons, or under
a humid climate, its powers seem to become
neutralized, and of little value. We are of opi-
nion that, on arable land, it will be Ibund more
advisable to lay it on before sowing, than eithef
with the seeds, or afterwards as a top-dressing.
If applied, lor instance, to a clover ley, either^a
lew weeks belbre seed-time, or immediately after
the first crop is o(i', it would efi'ectually banish the
slug

; and ii has been justly observed that, if all

stuhliles (not laid down vviih seeds) were to
receive a slight dressing of salt belbre winter, it

would not only tend lo keep the land free from
the slug, but probably also otherwise benefit the
soil*.

In preparing the land under the fallow-process,
il has been recotnmended lo spread from 30 lo 40
bushels per acre for the purpose of destroying the

I roots and insects in the soil, and breaking alT the
tough and adhesive clods which are lound lo be
so troublesome in working the ground. This
should be done in autumn,some time before the
first ploughing'; as the salt being thoroughly
incorporated with the soil during the spring "and
summer following, its strength will be so°mate-
rially reduced by the time when the seed is eown^
that instead of injurini?, it has been found to pro-
mote vegetaiionj. With regard to the destruction
of insects, that object can, however, be attained
vyith half the quantity ; and we must a^ain cau-
tion our readers against the indiscriminate recom-
mendation given of the use of salt, without dis-
tinguishing whether it is fml or pure : on ihe
application of 40 bushels of the latter, vegetation
ceases.

When applied in composts, it is said to have
been found more effectual than lime. It has
been tried in Cheshire on barley and seeds, and
greatly exceeded the most sanguine expectations
that had been formed of it. A quantity of refuse
salt having been also mixed up with earth, and
another portion of the same earth with lime, the
vegetation of that part of the field upon which

* British Farmers' Maf,azine, No. xiv. p. 66.
tHoIlinshead on Salt ?.s a Manure, 2nd edit., p. 17.

Sir John Sinclair's Code of Agriculture, 3rd edit.,
p. 38.

5 > .
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the salt was laid was by far the healthiest and the

most vicTorous*. In Ayrsiiire it has been mixed

with 32 bushels of lime-shells, and either spread

sinsly or made up into a compost with 40 cart-

loads of peatmoss, and has thus been found pecu-

Harly favorable to the growth of wheat and beans.

In those parts of the coast of Cornwall where the

pilchard fisheries occasion considerable quantities

of salt to be condemned, it is also much used as

a preparation (or turnips in composts mixed up

with seasand, and spoiled fi!^h, dunu, and rotten

slaty earth, in vnrious proportions, to which from

40 to 60 bushels of lime are commonly added.

The quantity of this kind of compost commonly
applied to an acre, is usually about a ton of the

fish and salt,—more or less as the fish prevails,

and in that country it has been long considered as

a most valuable and laslini; manure, though pro-

bably its effects may be at least equally due to the

oil and refuse fish, as to the salt with which it is

combined.! It may also be advantageously
mixed with stable-dung alone.

On meadow ground, Mr. Hollinshead advises

the farmer Mo sow six bushels of salt per aci'e,

immediately after the hay is got in ; which will

not only assist vegetation, and cover the face of

the ground with grass, but will induce the cattle

to eat up the eddish.' ]Pov pasture land, he how-
ever recommends the application of foul salt at

the rale of 16 bushels per acre ; or, which he
seems to prefer, to apply it in the same quantity,

mixing with every 16 bushels of the sail 20 loads

of earth, turning it two or three times to incor-

porate it, and laying it on in the auiumn.
In frosty weather, it has excited the surprise of

many persons that, when the land was quite white
through heavy hoar-frost, crround which had been
top-dressed with salt remained perfectly green,
and apparently free from its effects. It is, indeed
known to chemists to be an enemy to congela-
tion ; but we have, aa yet, no practical know-
ledge of its effects, in that view, upon vegetation,
nor are we aware that its application would tend
to preserve crops from the consequences of frost.

The quantity of pure salt recommended to be
applied to land as manure is from 4 to 16 bushels
per acre, beyond which it has been generally
found to become injurious to crops when sown
with the seed ; but, if laid in the autumn upon
land intended for a clean summer fallow, from
30 to 40 bushels may be spread, according to the
condition and nature of the soil. In the directions
for its use given in the recent treatises of Mr.
Cuthbert Johnson, from 5 to 20 bushels are
assumed as the limits of its application to different

crops ; and although we think that, in most cases,
the latter quantity would be found too large, and
that, in all, the rules for its adoption savor^some-
what too much of theory, yet as, with due discre-
tion, in many instances they may serve as guides
for its employment, we here transcribe them with
very slight alteration : with this observation,
that they only apply to the first year's manuring

;

though it has been stated by" Mr. Hollinshead
and others, that an annual application of a much
less quantity will always keep the land in a state
of the greatest fertility :

—

* Cheshire Report, p. 237.

t SirH. Davy, Elem. of Agric. Chem.,4to., p. 295.

For wheat and rye, 10 to 20 bushels per acre

put on alter tlie seed has been harrowed in ; the

earlier the belter, but may be done until March.
For barley, oais, peas, and beans, 5 to 16

bushels per acre. For these crops it has how-
ever been found beneficial, in the west of Eng-
land, to lay it on after the seed has been har-

rowed in ; but in counties less humid, it would
be more advantageous to spread U in January
or February.
For turnips, and most green crops, 5 to 15

bushels per acre, put on about a month before

eeed-time ; or in January or February, as the

salt will then meet the insects in their weakest
slate. Mr. G. Sinclair, however, says—that,

lor the destruction of slugs, salt should be used
in not less quantities than 10 or 15 bushels per
acre, applied to the surface of the land.

For potatoes, 10 to 20 bushels per acre in

January or February, if no other manure be
used ; but if a light dressing of dung be intend-

ed at the time of planting, then half the salt

to be spread after the plants have been covered
in.

For hops, 15 to 20 bushels per acre, in No-
vember or December.
For grass-land, 10 to 15 bushels per acre in

the autumn, and, if possible, not later than No-
vember ; but may be put on, without injury,

until February. If applied to the extent of 40
to 50 bushels, the old turf will be com[)!etely

destroyed, but has been generally succeeded
by a new sward of sweeter herbage.
In Dacre's ' Teslin)onies,' which contain a

voluminous mass of facts adduced in favor of the

use of salt for agricultural purposes, it is said, that

although the fertilizing qualities of salt, when
used by itself as a manure, are very great, it yet

requires discretion to guard against putting on too

much , a few bushels to an acre are sufficient, if

any large quantity be put on, it will by its pun-
gency and strength destroy vegetation for a time

;

but afterwards, when the salt has been well dis-

solved in the soil, the land becomes very rich. That
when mixed with dung and other manure, it is

highly efficacious ; but the safest way of using it

is, to sprinkle it occasionally over the dung in the

cattle-yards, that it may amalgamate with it, and
ferment.

The effects, as ascertained by the result of its

use upon the continent, are described by that emi-
nent agriculturist. Von Thaer, to be nearly similar

to those we have stated. VVIien applied in large

quantities, vegetation seems completely stopped
;

but when the salt has been washed in by the

rain, and partly decomposed by the mould, it adds
to its force during several following years. On
rich land, when spread in small quantities, it pro-

duces very sensibly favorable effects, though of

short duration ; but if laid upon a poor soil, in

an equal quantity, it has been found wholly inef-

fectual*.

* Principes Raisonnes d'AgricuIture, 2nde ed.,tome
ii. p. 432.
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LARGC HOGS.

From the Kentucky Fanner.

Mr. Silas Evans, of this couniy, sold lo Mr.
Harrison Tlionison, of Clarke, a large lot ol' 75
hogs, intended for the southern market ; tlie

average weight o(" the whole lot being 375 lbs.

the heaviest weighing 480 lbs. Taking the

number into consideration, we think this is as fine

a lot of hogs as any we remember to have heard
of. They were of the old Kentucky stock, with
a slight mixture of the improved breeds.

We have also heard of another lot of about 20
hogs, raised and fattened by Mr. James Rainey,
near Coibyville, well crossed with the Berkshire
etock, which averaged 426 lbs. They were from
13 months to 2 years old, generally about 15
months.

KENTUCKY BLUE-GRASS, OR GREKN-SWAUD.

To the Editor of tlie Farmers' Register.

Washington N. C. January 30lh, 1841.

Dear Sir

:

—A lew days since I had the plea-

sure of receiving V^ol. viii. of Farmers' Register,

from your hands, for which please to accept my
thanks. Though I am no farmer, and have not

a foot of soil to cultivate. I have ever leit a warm
interest in the progress ofanenlightened husdandry.
I shall rejoice in the success of the cause which
you advocate with so much ardor and ability, as

well in the due appreciation and reward of your
efforts. The Register does not come within my
proper line of reading, but whenever I have met
with a number, I have invariably found some
article to interest and instruct me.

It was for some time a mystery why I had
been honored with Vol. viii. I presume, however,
that the solution was at length discovered in the

words " see page 651," written on the cover of
No. 1. If 1 hare correctly taken thehint. I will

reply, that you are heartily welcome to any aid

I can give in removing the difficulty alluded to by
Mr. Stevenson. It was but a few dHys before 1

received your present, that I had the pleasure

of learning, through Mr. Stevenson's letter, what
the famous Kentucky blue-grass is ; and also of

informing some inquirers in this place that it

grows on their own lands. I liave been long

familiar with this grass, which, with its congener,

poa annua, enters largely into the composition of

the pastures of New England.
My attention has been forcibly drawn to this

grass, in the low country of this state, where lew
if any really good grasses are (bund besides this,

by its perpetual verdure. Wherever yards or

lawns are turfed with it, they are verdant through
the entire winter; thus indicating, as I supposed,
its adaptation to this climate as a wmfer (bod.

But what is more important still in this climate,

it is the only grass of any value, that I have no-

ticed, which endures the long continued heat of

our warm season. It is only a long severe

drought that parches it. So long as any moisture

remains in the soil it continues verdant. 1 should

judge, as this plant seems to aflect shade, that it

might be preserved through the severest drought

in places where there are trees enough to check
evaporation from the soil. Ite endurance, in long

continued heat, indicatCB its being more eucculent

Vol. IX.-8—a

than grass which l>urn up quicker, (and conse-
quently more nulrilive ?) Muhlenberg says of
It, "optmium p^ibulun)," but I suppose the larm-
ers know better than the botanists about that

miiiter.

The great confusion'in the vulgar synonymes of
the grasses is a serious inconvenience lo the farm-
er, and it must certainly be a great desiderntum
to have it cleared up. All plants which are ex-
tensively used are subject to the same confusion.

I have not been able, after long inquiry, lo settle

the synonymes of the oaks and pines in this slate.

Every neighborhood seems to have a peculiar no-
menclature.

( would suggest, as the most likely method of
attaining Mr. Stevenson's object, that all persons

interested in the subject should send to you two
or three specimens of each kind of grass, wiih
all the common names written upon a label attach-

ed to each kind. The labels might be numbered,
and notes be sent, relerrinff lo the numbers on the
labels, communicating any valuable information

that can be given upon ihe several species. If

you can interest your correspondents in this plan,

so as to secure their action upon it, you will in

two or three seasons have the material in hand
for the consummation so strongly urged by you,
vol. viii. p. 651.

If you have no friend more convenient, or better

qualified for completing the work, ader the ma-
terial is collected, you are at liberty to command

Your obedient friend and servant,

M. A. Curtis.

P. S. If you should approve of the plan I

have suggested, and be inclined to propose it to

your readers, will inform me thereof. I will give

you the mode of collecting, preserving, and trans-

porting the grasses. It is very simple, and will

cost no one any trouble.

We take the liberty of publishing the foregoing

private letter, with its author's signature, though

not so designed to be used, and which we would not

have done, if the writer were not already well

known to the scientific and reading public, as one

among the first of American botanists. We shall

be much gratified, and the cause of agriculture aa

much aided, by his fund of knowledge being

drawn upon, to furnish light to this obscure sub-

ject. We will gladly receive specimens of grass-

es, prepared and secured, as directed above, to

transmit to the Rev. M. A. Curtis ; but it will be

much better, if as convenient, that they shall be

sent to him directly, (at Washington N. C.) aa

our ignorance of botany would forbid our forward-

ing the object in any other way than the very

humble one of serving as the channel of convey-

ance for the specimens. But as it is desired to

have the various provinceal and incorrect names,

as well as Ihe botanical names and descriptions,

of each grass, it will require lor the formation of

i a list of synonymes, extensive enough to be very

i

useful, the labors of botanists m different and re-
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tnole re<rionp, and of sundry rollertors of speci-

men?. What earli iodividnal miglit do, would

neces-ar'dy be impeiTeci— but ihe aileniion of p6-

vera! houinists and collectors, at remote points ofob-

Eervation, niighl fiirjiisli materi-ds for one whole

and complete and higldy valuable list. This is liie

more desirable, os then the collection of speci-

mens woidd be more complete, beinjr made by, or

under the direction of the bolanisis themselves.

Pesides Mr. Curiis, there are several oilier indi-

viduals who are among the readers of this jour-

nal, and valued contritmiors to its pages, who

could cescniially aid this object, not only Ir-om their

knowledge of botany, but also because of the ve-

ry different regions in which they reside, and the

difference of the natural grasses, as well as of the

various provincial synonymes of the same kinds.

—En. F. R.

GRASSKS—BOTANICAL AND VULGAR DESIGNA-
TIONS AND SYKOKY3IES. THE WIHK GRASS
OF VIRGINIA.

Westchesfer, Pa., Feb. 8, 1S41.

J. S. Skinner, Esq —Dear S'a—\\\ ilie Ameri-

can F.irtner ul ihe 2!) h J iniiary. I observe Mri

iiiiercf^iing notice of ihe ^Kentucky blue grass."'

so called ; and amnn-r oihfr rtiii il<-', a (If8ire is

expri st:e(l, by ihe Ediiorofihe F-oincrs' Keiris-

ter, ihai a more diliniie ncmenclulure might be

furnished of the several gras.-e.-: which are brpt

known, and mos: itniioriHiii, to the airricnliurisi.

Ii is no easy matier lo colled all the local popular

iianies of planis, and ajiply ihem accnraiely to

the ?pecies intended. Notliing hui a residence

in the various <li!^lric.ts of our couniry <'ould enable

nnv one to gather ihem all, and liirnish a precise

eynonymy. Every neighborhood, almost, has

its own names, lor plame that are familiarly

known ; and unlbrlunaielv, many of tlum be-

come transposed, or mir^appliei!, so that the

objects, meant to be designated, cannot always

be aeceriair.ed without an examinaiion of speci-

nierie. As, however, it is a liu-oriie pursuit wiih

nic, I will endeavor, with yonr permission, to

give a hasty sketch ol the synomxjmy of i hose

grasses which ore mo-t iniereslin;,' lo the agii-

culiiirists of the United Siaies. A scientific de-

scription oi' \hem would be loo voluu)inous fi)r

the present occasion ; and moreover, such descrip-

tion may be (bund in any of the Floras already

pnbli.-hed. I will content niyself with giving the

botanical names, and annexing the most usual

popular names ; by which nteans ihe greater por-

tion of the grasses known to our agricuiluriels,

mav he determined with accuracy.

Botanical names.

L Poa prntensis, Z.—This is the plant erro-

neausly called "6me grass,^'' in /Kentucky. The
J2ii(Tlish call it " smooth stalked meadow grass.''''

In Pennsylvania, and mosi of ihe oiher states,

it is known by the names of "gree?! grass,^''

" spear grass," and " meadow grass."

% Poa covipressa, Z..—This is most generally

'' sailed blue gra»s" b«ii is pfi^n called " wir*

grnss.''^ and is probably the "wire grass" of
Virginia. Th° English call it '•flat -stemmed
meadow grass"

3. /'hieum pratense, L — In Pennsylvania, ami
to ihe souili and west, sliis is known by the

name of timothy'''; but in New York, and
thronnrhout New England, it is eal'ed '' ^erc/'s

grass." The Enulisli call it ''caVs tail grass."

4. Jigrostis vulgaris, L.—This is the ^'herd's

grass" of /Pennsylvania, and probably of the

southern and western siatpF, as far as it ia

known. It is also known in Pennsylvania by
the name of "rfd top." It is called ''^;ie bent

grass.,'" by ilie English ; and a coarser species

iiearlv allied lo this, is the celebrated ^'fi.orin

grass" o\' Ireland.

5. DactyJis ghnnerata, L., commonly called

'^orchard gross." in the United States. It is

the ' roi/s,'/t co<A:'s yJw/ grass" of the English.

6. Festuca prateiisis, L.— This, though a valua-

ble g.-ass, seems not to have acquiied a distinct

popular nan)e in our country. !n England it

is called " meadow fiiiscve grass."

7. Indium perenne, L., commonly called ''ray

grass" or " rye grass."

8. Jvena elatior, L.— Called " tiller oat grass"

by the EnL'lish ; it has been partially culiiviiied

in this country, under the name of " grass ()/'

the Andes."
9. jJitthxanihiim odnraium, L.— Called ''sweet-

scented vernal grass." by ihe Eni/lij-h : remaik-
able lur ns Irayran' c, when cm and panly dry.

The above-named grasses are inoie or less

known, and esteemed, in the meadows and pas-

tures of /'e7i/)S?//fa;im ; and it is remarkatde ihat

they are all lielieved to be introduced plants.

Some of them are thoroughly nalvraiizcd ; while

others re()uire to he sown, like cuhi^'aied grains,

in order to impure a lull crop. The following

irrasses, though of comparatively little value,

may be enumerated for the sake of giving their

popular names ;
—

Botanical names.

10. Tripsacum daciyloides, E.—This has been
somewliai noted, under the name of " go77!a

grass," and " sesame grass"; but it never can
compete with our tieiiei i/rasses, in good arable

or pasture lands. |i is loo coarse and hard.

11. Tritirvmrepens, /,.— Called "couch grass,"

and '• quitch grass." by the Ennlish. A perni-

cious loreiirner, which is difficult to subdue,

when once fully na'uralized.

12. Holcus lanatns, E.—CaWei "feather grass, ''^

and " white timothy," a naturalized foreigner,

of little value in our meadows.
13. Eteusine fndica. Earn.—Known by the name
of " dog's tail grass," and someiimes by those

of "wire grass," and "crab grass." It ia

common in lanes and wood-yaids ; but is seldom

seen in meadows or pastures, in Pennsylvania.

M. Digitaria sanguinaiis. Scop.—This is com-
monly called "finger grass," and •' crab grass,"

or " crop grass." \\ is rather troublesome in our

gardens and corn-fields ; and is said lo be par-

ticularly annoying lo the southern planters.

15. Setaria glauca, Beaitv.—Known by the name
ol'fox tail"—a worthless crass, generally abun-

dant in wheat stubble, after harvest.

16. Bromus secalinus, L.—Commonly called

"cheat," in Pennsylvania: and in the northern

etatesi " «A«««." A «r«II known intrud«r ia
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wlieat fields, and viilffarly pupposed lo be de-
{reiiersiip, or iranarniiied wlieat.

The lurcifomi; are lln» priiici[)al ffrns-es wliirh

orcdr lo i)i»', iis! Iteiiijr iMimiijitl)' known lo our
HjinciiiMiiis p, fjiluT oil Jiccouiii ul ilitir viilne

or IS iiinvelfotiie in'riiiler^.

Tin" reiiiaiksol' iM r. Sleoensoii, rpiipecliiiir ihc

piia pratensis, or *• KeiiUii |<y tiltit; <!riis.-,'" eiilirrly

<-miuide with my t)wri uh^ei vanuns and expe-
rience. It is dei idedly ilie most valuahle ol the

pramiiieous [iLiniS!, in our pnsiures. It delinhiis

in rich caii-areous ami arifill.ic.coiiri soils ; in wliicli

eilualions the nuMieroii^, linear, radical leaves,

Hre olien near two leei in leniiih, and of the most
Jtixuriant verdure. In poor, sandy, or slaiy soil.«.

Iiowever, it deteriorates so murh, tiint it would
scarcely he recoirnized as the same plant. I have
never known it !o be culiivated in Pennsylvania;
nor do we find.il necessary to sow I he seeil, where
the soil is lavoiahle. In snch soils, it comes in. as

>he farmers term it— ?'. e. it supersedes ihe oilier

grasses. As it is unnecessary lo sow it in a rich

fH)il, 60 would it he labor lost lo sow it in a poor
one. I'iie only way, iherelbre, to iiave the he-

nefit of this admirable <rrass, is first to prepare ihe

landfor its reception. If the soil be not naluraPy
(avorabie—ihat is, if it does not consist of an
adequa'e proportion of calcareous and aluminous
eanh, I should consider it a laborious underla-

kinsj; tn prepare it lor a Cull crop oC this wrass
;

but whenever there is a good siitf loam, I have
no doubt iliat a judicious applicaiioii ol lime and
niaiMire will lacilitafe, and speedily insure, the in-

troduction ol' ilie plant.

My remarks have been extended so unexpect-
edly, iliai I must ronclnde abnipMy— not, liow-

ever, wiihout the ex(iression ol' my admiration ol'

your eliurls in tlie glorious ciiuee ol' agiiculiure,

W. D.

The preceding article from the American Farm-
er of February 17ih, which has been received

since our last remarks on this sul>ject were placed

in the printer's hands, is li-om the pen of Dr. U'm.

Darlington, of Pennsylvania, a disiinguished bo-

.tanist, and invesiii^ator of the botany of ihe re-

ligion in which he resiiles, (of wliich he lias vvriilen

and published a ^ Flora') and some of whose

communications lo other periodicals we have

taken pleasure to copy into iliis. bo far as it

goes, the lijrm and plan of this list of grasses, and

their synonymes, are excellent ; and it only requires

to be amplified where it i< deficient, and corrected

where erroneous, as to vulgar names, ((or in this

the most learned must be sometimes misled by the

most ignorant nomenclaiors,) and to be extended

to other grasses and plaiiis, either of imporlani

utility, or whose habits it is desirable to know, as

indicating peculiar qualities or conditions of soil.

'J'he latter is a curious and interesting subject,

which botanists have almost entirely overlooked.

'J'he prevalence of certain plants in some locali-

ties, and iheir emire absence in others not far dis

tant, have been ascribed (and often most absurdly)

to supposed diflerencea of temperature, exposure^

elevation, &c., when in iruth it was the diflerence

ofthe chemical consiiiuiion of soil, ihounh not pcr-

ro[)iib!c by any other indicaiions. 'I'lius, sheep sor-

rel, and ''hen's rif-si grjss," or what we haveiHrmetl
" poverty arass," are unerring in.licaiiuiis of ex-
cess of acidiiy in soil, and d> ficiency ol ca'rareous

mailer, as the growih of saint loin (in Europe)
and-of red clover, or of our " wi(e-gr;'..-s," is of op-
posite qualiiies. 'i'hus, if ohserved and marked,
ihese and many oilier plants would offer the most
unerring indications cf the consiiiuiion and the

warns, and the means of improving Sbils,

We take Ihe liberty of suggesting to botanists,

and lo oihers who are disposed to aid this olj^ct,

which we have several limes urged, Ihat the lore-

iioing list of Dv. Darlingion, as numbered, shall

be t.iken as ihe commencement ami ground-work
of a general list of synonymes of ilie grasses and
weeds of agriculture in the United Slates; and
ihat other persons shall aild lo, or correct ihcse

and any subsequent descriptions, by reference lo

ihe botanical names and numbers here, or here-

after used—and that other grasses and weeds, as

presented, be numbered in order, as a coniinualiun

of iliis list. It will not only be botanisfs and sci-

entific men only wlio can aid this woik essentially,

but also tiiose wiihout any knowledge except such
as oniinary care ill oliservaiion would snpiily, add-

ed to ai-quaiulance wiih the pnriicular plant uiidei"

consideration. It will also add much to llie use-

lulness of such a lisi, if ihe peculiarities and cha-

racter of each plant, as alleciing agiiculiure inju-

riou-ily or otherwise, should be stated. Even if

such descri()iions are to be (bund in any exislin"

' Flora' or oiher botanical woik, ihey would not

be there sought liar by unlearned inquirers.

In furiherance of this proposal we will ofTer

here a slight correction in regard to one name in

Dr. Darlington's synonymes, the " wire-grass" of
Virginia, which he supposes lo be ihe same with

ihe "wire-grass" of Pennsylvania, or "blue
grass" of Pennsylvania and Virginia, (2. pea
compreasa,) but wliich is in fact his No. 11, triti'

cum repeiis, or couch grass of England.

This grass prefers dry and light soils, and will

-carcely grow except where there is enou"h of
li.me to consiiiute a good and (iBriile soil. Thus
it is one of the most sure indicaiions gf a well
consliiuied end improvable soil, whether made bo
by naiure or by an. On liie acid and naturally
poor soils, ^)est adapted to produce sorrel, poverty
L'rass, broom sedge, and pines, tv ire-grass will

rarely if ever be Ibund, and never can be a irou-

Mesonie weed, no matter how mtuh pulrescent
manure is applied, and temporary fcriili'y ihcreby
induced. Bui if the land be made calcareous, by
marling, or by the ashes deposited ia ilie course el"
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time around old dwellings, this grass will be sure

to appear, and lake possession of the ground, un-

less great care be used to restrain its production.

To eradicate it effectually, on its favorite soils, is

aimosl impossible. It extends its growth not only

by its seeds, like other grasses, but still more by

its long running or jointed superficial roots, which

stretch several feet from the parent stock, and

striking in new roots from every joint, commence

at each place a new growth. Every joint of these

runners, when broken or moved by the plough or

harrow, if covered by earth, becomes a growing

eel, and new source of supply. The vitality of the

roots, even after being taken out of the earth, is

remarkably enduring; and they have been known

to live and grow, after exposure to dry air, or long

immersion in water, which had been deemed cer-

tainly destructive. This grass was (and still is)

the great pest of Weyanoke, the highly improved

farm of the late Fielding Lewis, on James river.

And while that admirable farmer and improver

carefully saved every other material fur' manure

produced by his land, he removed and threw

away the enormous amount of wire-grass roots

which he had every year to get out of his ground,

lest he should increase the evil, if using them as a

material lor manure. The running roots abound in

saccharine matter, and must contain much nour-

ishing aliment for animals, as well as enriching

manure for land. The proportion of roots is enor-

mously large, (perhaps greater than all the growth

of the grass above ground,) and therefore the loss

of value as well as the amount of labor, in remov-

ing and destroying them is very great. There

would be lew discoveries more valuable to improv-

ing farmers, than to learn how to subdue this

grass, as a weed, economically, and to utilize its

undoubtedly valuable material, when necessary to

be subdued.

—

Ed. Farm. Kkg.

CULTURK OF INDIAN CORK.

To the Editor of the Farmers' Register.

Ussex, Feb. 20th, 1841.

As the time of planting corn is near at hand, 1

will veriiure again to offer you a lew more re-

marks on this most useful of all the grains at pre-

sent known to us. And this I will do, even at

the rirk of being deemed by yourself and your
readers, as quite hohbyhorsical on this subject.

All, I believe, will agree that there is nmch yet

to be learned in retrard to it ; and that corn-grow-
ers, eef)eciHlly, should ever be willing^ to encourage
every inquiry, the object of which is to ascertain,

as far as practicable, what are its distinctive quali-

ties, and what its proper culture. Ol this grain
we have already a considerable number of va-

rieties, and these are increasing every year. Ii

becomes, therefore, more and more iu)porlant to

determine which of them nil is intrinsically best,

(if any be so,) in all the three pariiculais whicli

render one kuiJ more valuable than another; to

wit: greater productiveness per acre, greater

weight per bushel, and superior nu'riiive proper-

lies per pound. None, I presume, will deny that the

variety which is found to possess most of these

three qualities, (if any does,) is justly entitled to

be prelerred to all others. So far, I believe, there

is no dillerence of opinion among corn-growers.

But when they come to decide between the vari-

ous kinds, we find almost as many opinions aa

there are disputants. Opinions, too, which, unfor-

tunately, are very olien maintained—not with
that calm, investigating temper, which is indis-

pensable in the pursuit of truth—but with a de-
gree of dogmatism, petulance, and obstinacy, that

would be (lisgracelul even among squabbling
children. Kach of these wranglers has his fa-

vorite, whose claims to superiority he often urges
with as much warmth and vehemence as he
would use in a political party controversy ; al-

though he may not be able to stale a single fair

experiment that he has ever made to support his

opinion. There is only one thing m which they
can agree, and in which I think 1 can prove that

they are perl'ecti'y right. This is, the belief that

there is a great and radical difference between the

varieties in all the qualities of productiveness,
weight, and nutrition.

There are, however, some few corn-growers, I

believe, who maintain, that there is no essential

difference in the productiveness of the different

varieties of corn : in other words, that if one kind
is ever liiund to measure more than another, the

difference is ascribable to soil and climate, rather

than to any innate qualities in the varieties

themselves. To support this opinion I have
searched, but in vain, for the citation of even a
single well conducted experiment ; and am there-

fore compelled to attribute the maintenance there-

of to that fbiulness lijr odd notions which some
men seem to take a most unaccountable and sin-

gular pleasure in avowing. To these may truly

be applied the old rhyming couplet,

" A man convinced against his will.

Is ot the same opinion still."

None, therefore, of the foUowins: remarks are de-
signed ihr them ; as it would be quite presumptuoua
in me to attempt what so many better farmera
than 1 am, have failed to achieve. But believing,

as I do, that a vast majority ol' us are boih willing

and anxious to learn from each other whatever
may increase our knowledge of the various things
connected with our profession, I will proceed, li>r

their sake, to state my experience in regard to ten

or twelve different varieties of corn, with which I

have been busily engaged, for some years past, in

making comparative experiments. All these kinds
were in hiyli repute in the parts of the country
from which they were procured; and the result

of n)y various trials warrants me, I think, in as-
serting that there is an innate difference between
the lightest, and the heaviest, a difference little

if at all affected by soil and climate, of at least,

ten pounds per bushel, making fifty pounds per
barrel 1 and an average difference in productive-
ness per acre of not less than fifteen per cent.
This is not mere matter of opinion, but proved by
actually weighing and measuring the varieties
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compared together. The lightest kind is the

pure gourd-eced ; the heavieet is the white and

yellow Hint, which is cultivated chiefly in the norih-

ern and eastern slalee, witere the iarjire south-

ern corn will not ripen belbre frost. The most
productive variety has proved to be tiie twin-corn,

alter a trial of five years, during which it was
fairly compared, each year, wiih two or three

other popular kinds, until the whole number men-
tioned above had been subjected lo comparison.

On each occasion there was no guess-work,

no striding off the yround, no conjecturing the

contents ol' cart-loads ; but the surveying tape,

and the half-bushel were used in every case, and
the number ot corn-stalks accurately counted.

I had no pet-corn among them, but was anxious

only to ascertain the best, lor profit's sake. As a

proof of this I will here state, that I am still de-

sirous to make a trial of every new variety I can
hear of, and have the promise of two or three

lor the coming spring. My own experience in

regard to the superior productiveness of the twin

corn, which weighs as much as any of our large

varieties, and is heavier than most of them, is

confirmed by several gentlemen with whom !

have corresponded on the subject, in Maryland,
and several diflierent parts of my own state.

Moreover, I have the authority of two repniable

millers for saying that it produces more meal from

an equal measure, than any kind, out of several,

wiih which they have yet compared it. The
other advantages which I myself have ascertain-

ed that it possesses, are, that it may be planted

about six inches closer each way ; that it will

ripen about ten days or a fortnight earlier than any
of the large varieties usually cultivated in the
tide-water part of Virginia ; and having a inuch

j

smaller cob in proportion to the grain, will mea-
sure more to ihe bulk. I can speak only conjec-

turaliy in regard to the respective quantities of nu-
trition contained in the different kinds of corn of
which I have made trials, having no apparatus
by which to analyze them. But if the nutritive

properties in each variety depend on its weight,
still the most productive per acre should be pre-

ferred for a crop, unless the excess of nutrition in

the heavier kinds exceeds that in the lighler, con-
siderably more than the productiveness of the
latter surpasses that of the former ; for we should
take into the account the extra quantity of food
for stock yielded by the most productive kinds.
But some still think it most profitable to culti-

vate the yellow varieties of corn, even admittinor
they produce less, because they command from 3 to

6 cents more per bushel, in the northern markets.
than the while. Now, if either of the white kinds
yields 15 per cent, more on an averaire, than the
yellow, (and I have proved by several accurate
trials, that the "twin-corn does so in our climate,
over all with which I have compared it,) then
is it perlectly easy to demonstrate, that he who
cuhivates a crop of twin-corn will sell it for more
at the usual prices of the white kinds, than he
could get for a crop of yellow, made on the same
Jand, even if sold at 6 cents a bushel more. Sup-
pose, for instance, that an acre produces 20 bush-
els of yellow corn. This, at 55 cents per bushel,
would bring SH ; at 65 cents $13; and at 85
cents §17. The same acre in twin corn would
have produced 23 bushels, which at 60 cents
would bring ^11.60 j—at 60 cents ^13.80; and

at 80 cents $18 40 cents ; Ihe superior profit, in

each case, being greater in pro[iortion as ihe

price per bushel was liighcr.

Another gieat mistake about yellow corn is

the common notion, that it is generally heavier
ihan while. The weight, however, of any kind

depends not upon its color, but its Jlintineas, of
which quality some of our white varieties have
as much as any of the yellow kinds that we cul-

tivate, and consequently are full as heavy.
Should any of your rearders suppose that I

claim (or Indian corn a higher rank among our
various grains than it is justly entitled to hold, I

will conclude this communication by referring

ihem, first, to the opinion of ihe late Professor

Cooper of South Carolina ; and next lo the recent

census of Eastern Virginia. The professor as-

serts in his 'Emporium of Arts and Sciences,"
(a very valuable work, now, I believe, out of
print,) that "it contains more nutritive matter
than any other grain." And then he proceeds to

say, that "the greatest quantity of nutritive mai-
ler, under ihe least weight, can be put up in ihe
form of bacon-fat, moiierately salted, to be eaten
with ^'Tossamanonny,^'' which is an Indian name
lor "Indian corn just ripe, parched to a light, clioco-

late or brown color, and ground lo a powder."
The whole article is highly instructive and inter-

esting, especially as regards the economy of food,

and its effects upon Ihe health of both man and
beast ; but it is too long to copy.
My reference to our late census will show a

vast difference in the quantities of the various
grains which we cultivate, and thereby affords
a still more conclusive proof of the superior value
of Indian corn, when compared with any one, or
ihe whole of them. Here is the item to which
I refer. " No. of bushels of wheat 4,825,851 ;—
of barley 5,449 ;—of oats 7649,592 ;—of rye 382,
433 ;„of buck-wheat 26,785 ;—and ol Indian corr>

21,756.87d." Even this statement, as large as it

may appear, falls short of the truth, for we are
authorized lo say, that "in several ofihe counties,
answers were altoL'eiher reliieed to the questions
relating lo products."

I remain, dear sir, yours, verv sincerely,

James M. Garnett.

N. B. From what I have said of the twin-
corn, I shall hardly escape being suspected by
those who never themselves do any ihinsf from
disinterested molivee, of seekino' to Thorbornize
ihem. But I hereby notify them that I have
none to sell at any price. If, however, the peru-
sal of this letter should excite a wish in any person
lo buy, I am almost sure they can procure what
they want at reasonable rates, from any one of
ihe following individuals,—Mr. J. Goiildin of
Caroline, Mr. J, Derieaux of Essex, Dr. Braxton
of King-William, and Mr. Lewis Berkley's agent
in the same county.

DAMP STABLES.

From the New Gonespe Farmer.

A correspondent of the Farmers' Cabinet siaifs
that on lakinff possession of a newly purchased
farm, his horsBs beca.Tie poor, diseased, and incapa-
ble of labor; hie cows became sickly, their milk di-
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minished, their buiter became bad, (bur lopt their

calves, two died ni' scours in ef)ri(iir, with oiher at-

leiutant evils, 'i'jie (iMm|)ne(-& ol'ihe Pi;iti!e which
was built under larae trees in a low siiuaiion. and
Willi a nonliern aspect, [t was ininiediatly lorn

down, and another crecli'd on a drier siMiaiion,

when, as was expected, all these evils vaiii-hed ai

once. S'ables made oi' sione, are more liable to

this difHuulty.

EXPERIMENTS WITH AND OBSERVATIONS ON
GRCKN-SAND EARTH, AS MANURE, ON COG-
GIn's POINT FARM.

By the Editor.

At varioMS times and in various parte of the

Farmers' Ri'sisler, I have oifered my uncertain

opinions on the interesiinir, and as yet obscure
piibject ol'the operation and efiects ol creen-sand as

miniire; and have expressed my dissent, (as to the

efiects already produced, or possible to be produced,

in lower Virginia,) to the received opinion thai

this manure, used alone, is either irenerally opera-

tive, desirable, or at all profilable on llie far <rreaier

number of soils in this reirion. These opinions ol

mine, (sintrular 1 believe, and certainly not at all

sustained by any concurrent views or declarations

oC geologists,) were put fiirlh more at lencrth than
belore in No. 11 ol' the last volume ; but still only

in gt^neral terms, as was proper in that case, my
remarks there beinjj but introductory to the very

ditlcrent practices ol' a particular re<jion, remote
from and very unlike to the scene ol my own ex-

[lerience. I have sous^ht fi)r years to obtain the

ikcie, and to have the experience, ol'praciical men
on this subject, so as eiilier to confirm or disprove

my own opinions. But these eHbris to induce ex-

periments, and to elicit the results of any observa-

tions already iDade, have been fruitless, except as

to the lew interesting lacls stated of the practice of

Dr. Corbin Braxton and Mr. Williams Carter, in

the number just relerred to. I am therefore in-

duced 10 present, more particularly than before, the

circumstances ol such of my own experiments as

were writien in my private auriculiural journals

and memorandum books, together with the gene-

ral ri'Pulis nl riiore extensive practice; which ge-

neral results, though not then recorded, are well

remembered, and were loo important to be either

Jorgolten or mislaiten, inasmuch as they concurred

lo disappoint the sanguine hopes belbreeniertained

of expected profit from this source.

Knowing thai general statements of resnlis are

much le.-s satisfactory than the precise facts, or the

dediK'.iions from facts, whether mistaken or not, as
written down at or near the times of occurrence, I

will copy the memoranda as entered in my farm
books, which were written merely for my own
nse, and were never expected lo be broughi belore

the public eye. These entries will probably seem
unim()oriant and tedious to the reader; tiut it is

hoped that their being presented will be excused,

as turiiishing tlie besi testimony that I can now
otter; and also the best check upon my present

conclusions, when they vary from or oppose those

.made at a much earlier date. They will he copied

without the slightest change of purport, either as

to facts or deductions, even when a change ofopin-

ion has since occurred. Immaterial passages only

•will be omitled or abridged, and the worst of ver-

bal inaccuracies be somewhat corrected in form of
expression.

But such as they are, these records of experi-
men's, and (Ifiiuciions iheieln^m. may be a'tnust

considered as test niony cominu from a (bflereut

soiiice than the present writer, inasmuch as he
formerly entertained oitinions, and saiiirijinely

hoped lorelb-<'is, difl'erent from, and a'loi/eiher snr-
[lassing, tucli as v\ould now inviie and diicci bis

practice. And iherelbre, he was lull as likely to

bedeceiverl formerly liy his hiirh hopes and loo
easy liiiih, as now in the ojiposite course, by oppo-
site opinions.

In the early part of the firsi volume of this work,
(beginning at pace 207,) wasiriven an account of
my tiavini; discovered the extensive beds of this

remarkable earth on my firm and elsewhere in

Prince GeorL'e county, as far back as 1817, with a
minute descripiion of its peculiar appearance, and
the locality along the banks of James River ; and
also the general results of my practice wiih it aa
manure. A'so, there (and afierwards in the same
volume, upon more lull inlbrmation and examina-
tion of the "Jersey marl,") I (ironounced that ijie

earth I had discovered was, as a manure, identical

with the celebrated "Jersey marl," which geolo-
gists call green-sand.*

Now, althoiiizh from the few facte then known,
( liad made this main and most important deduc-
tion correctly, (as has been since abundantly
proved by the observaiions of ijeoloijists, and iiow

universally admitted,) that this enrlhis the same
manure as that of New Jersey, siiil I was mis'ed,

by my ignorance, in odier respects. In the first

[)iace, I had then not even so mudi as ever heard
of the term "green-sand," which has laiieily be-

come, through geological repoits, as common as
"house-hold words." In the next place, know-
ing nolhinir of " green-Sfl?!(i," and having found

iiypsum diH'used in many pane of ihe bed, and
little or no carbonate of lime, (L'enerally, not even
a trace of it,) I erroneously ascribed the fertilizing

effects, when exhibited, solely to the presence of
•rypsum ;—and my practice was directed accord-

ingly, and the results were judired of upon that er-

roneous supposition. And under Ihis mistake, I

applied to the bed the term "gypseous earth," and
supposed its value, as manure, lo be in proportion

to the gypsum contained. Nevertheless, and not-

withstanding these errors of ignorance, the ap-
pearance of the bed was so defciibed that it was
impossible for any one to mistake its true charac-

ter v'ho knew any thing of the green-sand earth

in Neu} Jersey or elsewhere. For more lull ex-
planation on all these points, the reader is referred

10 mv original article on this subject, written under
these circumstances.

Eleven months after my extended pubbcation

above relerred to, and eighteen years after my
having discovered the bed. Professor William B.

Hoiiers announced through the Farmers' Reijis-

ter (pao-e 129, vol. 11,) his " Discovery of'green-

sand in tlic calcareous deposiie of eastern Vir<rinia,

* I shnll not, (unless required by any circiirastancps

which may hereafter occur,) fatigue the reader by
quotinq; the various passafjps above referred to. But
if any one be curious on the subject, he may see, in

the ions: general article referred to at page 207. and

also in others at pages 272, 2".S. 775, vol. i. and 155

vol. ii, abundant grounds on which to decide upon any
conflicting claims to the first discovery of, aud publi-

cation describing this earth, in Virginia.
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Bnil the probable existence of this sitbstai^ce in ex-

len>iive beds near the loestern limits of our ordina-

ry marl. No one, excepi the writer oflliiU coni-

niunicaiion, couiii liave ti>en more ofcaiified lo see

it, iluin i was; itnd no one iheii eniertaiiied more
respect lor I lie autliority than [njseU". I was re-

juiced 10 see scieiiiific fiit^earch ai last directed to

ihis very interesiiM<x and obscure subject, to wliicli

I, in vain, had so long aiiem[)ted lo call lite atten-

tion ol' the learned. It announced truly a " (i/s

fOfcri/"' of gieen-sand heinir Ibund intermixed in

greater or less proportion vvilh many of I lie calca-

reous n;arls ol' (he lower part ol'eastern Virsrinia
;

and besides that additional lad, I was indeliled to

that communication lor my first l<nowled<re ol

"ijreen-sand" beinijan in<rredieni, and the impor-
tant irti^redient, of the "Jersey n<arl," and conse-
quently ofihe extensive bed which I had before de-

ecribed under the name of "'jrypseous earlh."

A I the time ol mydiacovery ol'this, the extensive
body of ''gypseous earth," or "green-sand" as

it is now more properly designated, I entertained

the almost universal opinion that gypsum (plaster

ol' Paris, )*was ol' no use or profit in llie tide-water
region, 'rhai opinion was correct as lo nearly all

the soils and circumstances of'ihat region ; but, as

I alierwards asce^lained, was erroneous as lo the
few cases of clover sowii on calcareous or ventral
and naturally good and fertile soils. But this de-

IlaviniX found benefit in many experiments, from
applyinir a spoonlul or (wo ol [lure trypsum losinail

spots, and that generally on clover ami on jfoud

soils, I hastily and erroneously counieil on such ei-

lects generally, and even in advance ol my marliii"
the acid soils on which I applied (lie green sand or
ijypseous earth, 'riierelore, my lalse confidence
and sanguine disposition made me expect benefit,

and to construe all appearances in the manner
most favorable to the o|)eratioii ol'^naiiure

; and
thus, as was naiural, whenever I erred in opi-

nion as to resulis, ii was rather in (iivor olj than
against the degree ol" eHect [iroduced.

Some of ilie earlh used contained a large pro-
portion ofgypsum, (mostly finely divided,) per-
haps Irom a tenth to a sixth of liie whole mass.
But, ireneraliy, the large applications were much
poorer in gypsum— usually containing not a twen-
tieth, and sometimes, perhaps, none at all. Of
the green-sand I do not pretend lo estimate the
proportions, with any accuracy; but judging by
the eye, I sufipose iliat it must have constituted
not less than Irom 20 lo 30 per cent, of the mass.
There is a much richer stratum below, containing
(as Professor Roijei^ reported) 60 lo 70 per cent,
of green-sand, and of which i made one careliil

experiment only, and the last. But though the
parts ol ihe bed poorer than (his in trreeii-sand
were generally used, (because containing gypsum

ecripiion would not extend to one acre in one mil- i" more abundance,) still, Irom the heavy quanii
lion; and on all oihers, uypsum was either wholly
inoperative, or not enouirli ellcctive lo be prolii-

able. Not then knowing the cause of the very
few exceptions, as I afterwards learned, I deemed
the discovery of impure gypsum on my land as ol

but litile account, excepi as a matter of curiosity,

and as an imeresiinL' scientific fact. Snil, 1 made
many small experiments with some of the larger
crystals pulverized, thus forming pure gypsum,
and of course the results were in no respect afiect-

• ed by the green-sand, which Ibrmed a large pro-
portion of Ihe general mass of earth. These
email experiments, however, being made mostly
on clover, and on cood soils, showed efi'ect more
frequently ihan had been expected, and the results
stroniriy encouraL'ed me to use the earth lartrely

which contained the yypsum in small and varying
proportions, as it does the green-sand larnrely and
universally. Still, let it be observed that, lor years
after, my experiments and practice were directed
blindly, without any correct view of where gyp-
eiiin would and where it would not act ; and,
moreover, ihat my object was lo apply g-y;7sum,
an<i noi green-sand, of which I still knew nothing.
But whetrier known, or souiiht, or not, this iniire-
dient was very far more abundant in every load
of earth applied, than the cypsum ; and iherelbre
every trial of the " gypseous earth," or ofgypsum
in that earth, was also a trial of " ir.ei'n-sand."
And though, when producing good elieci, it miirhl
be considered doubtful lo which of ihese euh-
Blances to ascribe the benefit, or how to award to
each its due share of the effects, still, when there
was no effect, or when the early eHect had ceased,
it was not the lees certain that the green-sand was
then altosether inoperative. Thus, every experi-
ment which produced no benefit, or but a tran-
sient benefit, was as lull and fair a lest of the
power of green-sand, as if that substance had
been applied without any gypsum.
Another preliminary remark should be made.

lies of the earth generally apf)lied, (here must
have been usually plenty of green-sand laid on.
These remaiks the reader is requesied to bear in
mind

; and lo remember, also, through the lollovv-

ing notes, ihat when " gypseous eanh" or " gyp-
fcum" is mentioned as the manure, it is llie greei\-

sund earth winch is always reli^rred to, and con-
laining a much larger proportion of green-sand
than of gypsum.

I shall pass over all my experiments made with
pulverized crystals, as they were with gypsum
alone, and had no relation lo green-sand, ihoui>h,
at the lime, I considered the acting power to be
the same. 'J'he following extracts from my oKJ
journals and memorandum books, for the Cogi^ins'
Point farm, will present every eniry there made,
and omitting nothing that bears upon (he result,
or conclusions thence to be drawn. For (he con-
venience of alier-relerence and designation, the
experiments and observations will be here num-
bered, though not so marked before. Any vvord.3

now adiled lo the quoted extracts, for explanation,
will be enclosed [ihus] in brackets.

I. " lOih [January, 1818.] Three acres ofnew-
ground were plastered at the rate of 7 or 8 bushels
10 the acre with gypseous earlh, from the river
bank near the meadow."

Oct. 1818. " No benefit derived."
This was poor acid soil, and not then marled.

The land was part of that which was the subject
of (subsequent) marling experiments, 1, 2, 3 and
4, slated at pp. 37 to 40 of 2d edition of ' Es-
say on Calcareous Manures.' This green-sand
earlh was far from being rich in gypsum. The
crop (1818) was corn.

II. 1 remember that on another part of this
around, same year, this earth was applied, at
planting the corn, a handful to each hill. Also,
the remnant of (he car(-load was scatiered around
very thick, broadcast—some of which was cer-
tainly as thick ae 600 bushels to the acre. No el-
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feet was seen, on that crop, (corn,) or any subse-
quent crop.

III. 1818. "May 1st. Carted and sowed gyp-
seous earth in small quantities, on various parts of

my land. Most of \he places are in clover."
" June 7ih. Observed a remarkable etiiect pro-

duced by the gypsum [meaning the gypseous
earth, or green-sand,] put on clover in Finnie's

field, May 1st. Soil, alight calcareous loam, near
the river bank."
Ae this is the only case mentioned of eliecl be-

ing seen this year, it may be presumed that it was
the only case ofeffect, on the "various spots" tried.

I remember nothing more of them than what is

here stafed.

IV. " 1819. March 19th. Two acres of a point

of Finnie's field marled at from 50 to 25 loads

—

one load of gypseous earth iiad been previously

well mixed with every 30 of marl, except for the

two middle rows. Six bushels of the same [gyp-
seous earth] sowed on three-quarters ol' an acre

without marl. Land in clover, and more infested

with sorrel than any on the liirm."

"Result. May 8. Decided benefit from the

gypseous earth, the clover being 50 to 100 per

cent, belter; on that sowed by hand, [the clover]

quite regular—that applied by mere mixture with

niarl is unequally distributed. The effect here is

as striking on partridge pea as on the clover."

Y V. "May 10. Sowed gypseous earth on all

that was not before plastered." October. "No
effect."

This land, though so ilill of sorrel, was not na-
turally a very acid soil. It was light, dog-wood
and hickory land, and at first very productive.

After bringing one crop only, after being cleared,

(because then surrounded by wood, and thetelbre

the corn exposed to the ravages of vermin,) it was
left out, and covered by a very thick growth of
young pines, which were afterwards cut down,
and left to rot on the ground ; and which covering,

no doubt, produced most of the sorrel. The pro-

duct in corn was then about 20 bushels.

VI. " 1819. March 12. Ploughed two acres of
open part of the grove, (among large oaks,) and
Bowed clover seed.

" May 10. Clover came up very thick, and
stands well. Sowed on it 9 bushels of gypseous
earth. Good rain the following night."

" Afterwards [the clover] destroyed by grazing.
Some little remamed until 1828, and never showed
any effect of gypsum."

This soil was a moderately stiff clay loam, and
rather poor.

VII. " 1819. May 10. Sowed 9 bushels of gyp-
eeous earth on the clover not before plastered on
the point of Fmnie's, on which experiment
[marked here IV] was made. Two small spots

left out, A heavy rain the night after.

"Sept. 2. No effect this year." " Nor on the
corn in 1820, or the wheat in 1821."

VIII. "1825. Two rows of cotton (House
field,) had a small handlLiI of gypseous earth
thrown on each parcel of seeds, before covering.

Kows passed through rich calcareous high-land,

(site of the old negro-houses,) newly marled land,

and low-ground. No perceptible effect."

IX. " 1819. Jany. One ox-cart load of gypse-
ous earth was strewed on about half an acre of

the Point field just before ploughing : (about four

bushels of pure gypsum per acre :) soil calcareous,

dark loam, rich enough to produce four to five

barrels per acre; had been grazed, but was still

covered with a good growth of vegetable matter.
" Result. June 2d. The plastered corn is from

50 to 100 percent, better than the adjoining, and
the spot easy to distinguish at the distance of 200
yards,

" Oct. 15th. The difference gradually became
less until the corn was ripe, when there was still

an apparent difference of 25 or 30 per cent. A
square of the plastered corn, 16 by 17 corn-hills,

and the same quantity adjoining of unplastered,

were to-day gathered anil carefully measured :

the latter produced three bushels of shelled corn,

and (to my astonishment) the former only one
peck more, or about 8 per cent. The growth of
the corn was by the plaster made much more rapid,

the plants much more luxuriant, and the size of the

stalk and shuck is now evidently much increased
;

and yet there is scarcely any increase in the grain.

Seasonable weather until Aug. 1, then severe

drought, Aug. 27, heavy rain, which, of course,

was beneficial according to the backwardness of
corn."

X. " 1819. On poor, light, acid land, marled
previously at the rate of 800 bushels of poor marl

(25-100) to the acre, 4 acres were sowed with
gypseous earth at the rate of 20 bushels, and one
acre at 10 bushels. On another part of same
field, ofsomewhat belter land, and which was not

then marled, a quarter acre was covered at the

rate of 40 bushels of gypseous earth to the acre.

Planted in corn, 1820."

The marl had great effect, " The gypseous
earth had not the slightest effect, [nor was any
certain on any after crops of corn or wheat. No
clover sown. In 1824, the corn on this part of the

field was the best; but the marks had been lost,

and no outlines could be traced ; and therefore the

better growth might or might not have been
caused by the gypseous earth.] Season very favor-

able ; enough rain, and never too much."
- XI. " 1820. Feby. Eight bushels of gypseous
earth strewed on a quarter acre of very light, free

land ; had borne only two crops since being clear-

ed. In corn. No effect. Nor on the wheat, fol-

lowing—nor on the little clover that stood."

XI. " 1820. Feb. 24 bushels strewed on new-
ground [3d. Div. of South Field] soil, cold poor

whitish clay. In corn. No effect." Nor on
the wheat succeeding. No clover sown here on
the wheat.
The field in which both the last were, was well

marled in 1823, fallowed, and in wheat in 1824, In

1825, I was surprised to see a fine growth of clover,

18 inches high, from the remains of seed sown in

1818, and which produced scarcely any visible

growth before. No effect of the gypseous earth

could be seen on this fine growth of clover. But
on another part of same field of cold clay soli,

where some of the gypseous earth had been
spread two years before, a great effect was evident

on the clover. This had been marled also in 1823.

At the close of the year 1819, notwithstanding

the predominance of failures, I still had hopes of

gypsum (i. e. the gypseous or green-sand earth)

being profitable on my land. In some remarks at

page 37 of my Farm Journal for 1840, I express-

ed the intention of following wheat by clover

generally, " if I find gypsum and clover to equal

my expectations." No other gypsum had then
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been ueed by me, except in very email experi-

niiMils niado, wilh pulverized ciyslald oblained
Ifoni llie pnnie beds olearlh. I bad not then
learned, as I diil alierwardcJ, iluil ihe rases ol

successCul operation were almost entirely confined

to clover, and that on calcareous soils. I used
the gyps<n)up eariii largely lor two or three, j-eare,

in a way ihat I could not judge oCiip separate eflect,

and pince, I have been satisfied that it thus had
no efl'ecl. This was, mixed wilh the general mass
of (iirm-yard and stable manure. From no appli-

caiion ol this kind did I see aliervvards an\' eHect,

even il'oiii:h on calcareous or marled land, (as my
(arm yard manure was always then applied,)

neiiher on the corn and wheat, nor the clover,

when clover was sown alU'rwards. The use

gradually ceased, until renewed in 1827. The
recommencement ol notes thereon was in 1S28, in

my experiment book lor that year. Alter refer-

ring to the entries, quoted above, (or | revious el-

(t'cts, these introductory remarks to later experi-

ments follow thus:

"The general want of success, together wilh
the belief ol' that I have very little of this manure,
^meaning such ns contained gypsum,] made me
deier usmtj it until I had clover growing to apply
it to ; and that crop I have found it impossible to

raise (at least to any profit,) before the land is

marled. In 1825, the results of old experiments
[numbered X!I.] encouraged me again to try clo-

ver ; and finding a better supply of'gypseoiis earth

[ihat is, showing <:yps'im present] in 1827, made
me a'so proceed to its more free use. I shall be-

gin again to write down my recent experiments,
at the time, or soon after their being made. I

shall also in some cases state results of old appli-

cations, where the lads are such as it is impossi-

ble to mistake."

Next follow experiments staled minutelj', and
too much at leneih to be quoted here fully, and
therelbre extracts will be made, andthegeiieraland
important circumstances only will be mentioned.

XUI. In 1827, 195 heaped bushels of green-
sand, or gypseous earth, (of a new body, of limit-

ed extent,) supposed to consist of one-sixth of

pure gypsum, was mixed with the farm-yard ma-
nure, and with that laid over 14 acres of light

loam, marled in 1819 and 1823. No efiecl on ihe

corn, or wheat, or clover, ihat could be ascribed to

the green-sand—or other than the manure and
marl were supposed to have produced. The fad-

ure of "this and all similar api)lication3 [this hav-

ing been done largelj' for several winters] induce

the belief that there is some chemical produft of

fermenting farm-yard manure that entirely de-

stroys (or decomposes) gypsum—and which has
prevenied rny receiving any benefit from any mix-
ture of gypseous earth with manure, which is the

mode I [)ursued wilh it generally until lately. If

the process of fermentation produces oxalic acid,

such a decomposition of the gypsum would fake
place."'

XIV. 1827. February 21?t, 145 bushels of the
Bame earth strewed by jiand over 8 acres of a na-
turally rich black loam, neutral soi!, and parts

plighily calcareous. In cotton. In June a manl-
iest benefit. I was absent from July to October,
but my overseer reported that there had been con-

eiderable effect visible on the growth. When I

returnpd, not much difference could be Been, as

Vol. IX.-8—B

(he leaves had dropped, and all the open cotton

poils had just been picked over.

XV. 1827. March—-SO bushels of same earth

spread by hand on 5 acres of cotton land. No
(ifect that year, or the next, when again in cotton.

This was land not long cleared, formerly a poor
acid soil, a pine and whortleberry ridge, but well

marled. (Same soil as subject of experiment I.)

XVI. and XVII. Two other experiments, same
year, on clover on another pari of the same field,

and similar soil, but of land long cultivated—24
bushels to the acre, in diffetent spots, where yel-

low marl had been used, and 6 bushels on blue

marl, applied in 1822. "The benefit on the first

was generallj', but not throughout perceptible; on
the last it was very evident."

The next no'e records the most remarkable ef-

fect I ever saw from this (or any other) manure

—

and which experiment also furnished subsequently
the strongest proofj by the short duration, of the

fieetinff nature of the efl'iecis.

XXIII. "1827. March 22d. About 20 bushels
of gypseous earth laid on wheat and young clo-

ver. Soil, dark rich loam, part originally shelly,

and the balance lately marled from a thin muscle
shell bed, dug near the spot. This quantity was
ordered to be sown on an acre; but was, by care-

less spreading, put on much less land.
" liesult. Adjoining the loads [where the eartli

had been left thickest,] very great improvement
on the clover seen during harvest, June, 1827.

None on the wheat.
" 1828. February 28ih. Some of the same, as

well as mors of the adjoining land, (from not

knowing the position of the former sowin?,) was
sowed again at the rate of 20 bushels to the acre.

" Result. April 3d, 1828. The first application

is now evident enough, and the efi'ect greater than
any thing ever before seen. The thickest manur-
ing has done no harm.

" 1829. June, The great effect continues, and
Ihe same, in a less degree, is found on the adjoin-

ing land, marled last year— making, on a piece of

between one and two acres, the heaviest growth
\

of clover I ever saw. It was mowed last year lor

^

hay, and grazed in the fall, and has mostly been

I

mowed again last month for green feedins. The
adjoining clover not gypsed, and on like land, \a

1 so thin and low as not to be worth mowing.'"

[

In reference to liie same experiment, the follow-

i

ing remark is made in my Farm Journal (vol. 3.)

1 "The greater the quantity of the earth applied,
I here and elsewhere, on like soil, the (greater the

j

effect— and on the naturally shelly land here,

i it is better than on the artificial."

I

When mowing this clover ibr hay, JVl ay 31st,

1828, the fbl!owin!]r remark occurs in the farm
journal: " It was all lodged, and ihe mowing wa-j

I

very wasteful, as well as troublesome
;
yet i* still

!
is so succulent and tender, and seems so late,

I

compared to the oilier clover, that the appearance
I would indicate that it was mowed too early."

XIX. " 1827. Five bushels ef gypseous earth

j

put to a quarter acre of corn, in the hills at time of

I

planting. Hilly gravelly land, long cultivated and
i much reduced. Had been marled in 1823. No
I

benpfit."

! XX. 1827. In the Held for corn, and on several

I diflferent soils, not originally calcareous, but marled,

j

20 bushels of gypseous earth used in different ex-

I

periment.=?. No eflect produced.
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XXJ. "1827. Five buphels of ffypeeous parifi

povvefi broadcapt on 40 yards eqiinre of Pewter
Level nerv'-frronnfl, which i"in(i he'ore been mnried

al ilie rate, of 700 bufbels [of blue marl] lo the

ncTP. Snjl, whiiish day, very c\ci?e and intracla-

I le, and vrry pf'or. In rorn, and aaain in 182S.

and wheal in 1S29. Not ilio least rflcri of the

0}'pseoijs earlli on eitlier." Tiiis land i^ ol" the

remaikabie pnil. described in chap. x. of ' E^say
on Calcareous Maiinrep,' and which I believed to

ron'ain suiphurir. acid before lieinir marled. Of
fill ihe (rials of n-ypppous eanh made on difFerent

parts of this kind of land, whether b^fl^re ntarlinjr

or after marlinj.'', not the Rlightest effect was pro-

duced on any crop
;
yet, after marline, and with-

out gyp.«!iim or green-sand, the next eucceedincr

rrop of clover was wonderfully lu.xuriant, though
the land was still poor ; and no subsequent crop

ofclover has ever equalled ihe first (after marling,)

pven when the land had been made much richer.

I( sulphuric acid (or sulphate of iron) be pre-

sent, a? I suppose, in (his miserable natural

Foi', (hen it will account for the first state of ste-

rility, and also the great growth of clover after

marlinir, and the non-effect of gppsum then as

heff>ri>. For tije sulphuric acid is taken up by the

lime, and (he union Ibrms jrypsum, and in such
great quantity, that no additional quantity can do
any 20od. This however does not account for the

inefRcacy of the creen-sand ; unle?s in this re-

spect, as it seems to me in al! others, the acMon
end effects of the green-sand and gypsum are

precisely alike.

XXII. The Farm Journal for 1S29 refers to

the several experiments stated here as made in

operating cause, marling, has produced on my
ijrain crops [by excessively iieavy dressings.] It

opens a valuable prospect of improvement from

my plaster beds, which have only lately been
used to any extent, and which I deemed almost

useless, ('or my ?nils) for years after I liad disco-

vered the existence and value of this manure, in

this neisrliboihood. ^^^sl of my mowing was
where gypseoua marl bad been used, (i'om 4 lo 8
years airo

; and but Utile nihcr clover, nn marl
from other pits, teas worth mowivg. This sea-

son, however, has been remarkably favorable to

liie growth of clover."

This relijrence to gypseous mftrU and its pecu-

liar Vcdue to clover, refjuires an explanation which
will serve (o 'hrow additional liizht on the subject

of green-sand. What I called gypseous marl

here, and also in the ' Essay,' is the only eocene

marl on my farm, and is (he overlying stratum of
the bed of ureen-sand, and which was, undoubted-
ly, from'every appearance, originally the same cal-

careous marl. This kind of marl contains, besides

its calcareous ingredient, a small proportion of
gypsum, and also some green-sand. This is (he

bed lying undr-r the extremity of (he promontory
of Cogirins Point, and which has been used by
Collier Minir(>, fl:ll Carter, and some o(her firm-

ers across the river. The peculiar benefit produ-

ced to clover, in every case, by this kind of marl,

was to me one of (he s(rongest proofs ol the value
of gypsum, when accompanied by marl—and the

value which 1 thus ascribed (o gypsum perhapg
as n)uch belonged (o the contained green-sand, of
ihf presence of which I then knew no(hing.

XX i ! F. " Gypseous earth and clover on marl-

burnt land. 182S. Febv. 28th. about 6 or 7
1828, and adds— " ncnerally (here was not (he, r t^- , c , ^ u- , ^ r i

eliah(est benefit Ibunddurit.g last vear from anvap-j^".^t°'
btnmes field, whtch (after rest.nnr and

plication [of £rreeen.sand earth] made in ([^e
"otf.e,n0;^srazed for 2 years) had been ploughed

' "' -' - 'well m December last
spring of 1828; (housh some of (hem show mostly 7 inches deep.

rema.kabledifTerence this year." [From (he use "°^^ T'V '" "^'^',-^' '" ^.V 'wice well harrow

of (he word " some" it may be inferred that (he
'"^'-

^"^^f
'"7'- ^^ed sown,_3 quarts to the acre.

greater number of applications were altoirether

inoperative, even the second year.] "No bene-
fit has been (bund from the gppsum [trreen-sand

ear h] put on (he new land of Cour(-Housp field,

which was ridge pine and whortleberry acid land,

[the subject of first 4 experiments stated in ' FJ^-

eay on Calcareous Tvlanures" and I. and XV., here]

whether on corn, wheat, or clover, (fjir that ro-

tation,) though tried very thick as well as thin,

nnd after, as we'l as before marling. However,
there were some spo's of remarkably rank volun-
teer clover, last year, where clover had been sown
and gypsed without benefit, 4 to 6 3'ears before."

On this land, green-sand earth, containing a con-
siderable proportion of gypsum, was afterwards
put on clover, at the rate of 20 bushels to (he
acre. The efT'ecl wag very unequal ; but a part

of it made as heavy a growth of clover as I ever
eaw.

To show (he iiiyh expectations! entertaine<l of

(he improvement by means of gypseous earth, or

green-sand, induced by the remarkable effects in

eome cases on clover, I will copy an entry from my
Journal made June 12ih. 1828. After statins

that 42 acres of erood clover had been mowed,
it is added—"This crop of clover, (he like of

which has never before been made on hish-land

in the tide- water district, is highly gratifying, and
goes (ar to console me for the evils which (he

Before the harrowing, gypseous earth spread,

20 heaped bushels (o the acre ; 20 feet width of
(he whole lenc'h left without the cyp'um. This
piece of land includes part of the marling first,

cultivated on in 1820, wliich in 1824 caused great

injury to the crop by its excess. [Subiect of ex-
periment 10 in ' Fpsay on Calcareous Manures,]
but principally is of the part marled as heavily in

1824, and which therefore might be expected to

show as much injury th's year, if cul(iva(pd in

corn. "Soil sandy and part gravelly, and very
poor before bping marled, which had greatly

improved (he first crops.
" Result. The oats were bad, owing probably

to (he bad preparation. The clover was too thin

—

and not the least effect seen from the jrypsum."
" 1829. A great change by May 1st

; and by
June, the effect of (he gypsum was eviden( where-
ver applied ; and a most striking inferiority in

the strip of 20 feet width. Upon the sites of the

former heaps, where careless spreading had left

(he crypseous earMi much (bicker, the clover is

much (he best ; and in this manner the position

of most of the heaps (which werea heaped bush-

el each) may be known. The crop of clover

was too thin to be worth mnwinj? scarcely, and,

if otherwise, it would have been left to improve
the ground which so much needs it. Bu( some
of the best spots of clover, produced as I (houfflit

by the heavier dressings, were so rank as to lodge,
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nnd proveii the popsiblily olexcellent clover beinc
madrt un ilie wliule piece, unit perliaps ilie whole
[both poor nnd iiiiirl-lniriii] ficlj.

XXIV. " lS-28. Marcli. Twenty-two bushels

of <fyp.-eoiiis earth sown on a dark neiiliiil loam,
which had (oinierl)' been marled wiih uvpseons
marl. On clover, sown spring' ol" 1827. No
certain benefit."

Ai another time, on this same field, and ofsimi-

lar soil, very creat effect was produced on clover,

by an application ol" pypseons earth.

Various other applications of this jjreen-sand

earth were made, and some of lar^e e.xtent,

which were not recorded, and not accurately re-

membered, and which therelbre will not be more
particularly tjjeniioned. No journal or notes of

experiments were regularly kept later than 1828.

Uut 1 cannot (ail to remember correctly the causes
of my final loss ofconfidence in this manure. The
most remarkable clfccis stated of several of the

experiments, as well ad the slifrhler benefits else-

where obtained, (and all of which would seem,
at this time, if new, such convincinji proofs of the

great value of green-sand as manure,) all disap-

peared in a lew years, and rarely could be distin-

guished on the clover of the next succeeding rota-

lion. Considering, as F still did, that the effects

were produced by the <ry[)suiT> present, it seemed
that these transient and uncertain efiects would be

more cheaply obtained by sowinsr the gypsum of

commerce. This was then tried to the amount of
10 Ions or more. But though gypsum seemed to

act and to (ail as the green-sand earth would have
done, it is certain that the effects of the latter were
greater than gypsum sown in the usual quantity

ofa bushel to the acre, or even thrice that quantity.

But though the green-sand and gypsum com- i

bined, and in large quantities compared to the!

gypsum of commerce, produced greater effect, i

yet, in every thin<r, except the degree of effect, "the

native and the purchased manure seemed to act

precisely alike. JNIy use of purchased gypsum
alone has not been considerable, and the results

have not been very carefully noted. But so far as

may be judged from such imperfect means o( com-
i

|)arison, I in(er, (iom the foregoing experiments,
,

and all the more extensive practice of which the
j

results are not recorded, that the manner in which
,

green-sand acts, whatever may be the cause, is
j

similar to that of gypsum. And putting aside all

6uch judging by comparison with eypsum, I may i

venture to affirm positively the effects of green-
|

eand manure, on such soils as mine, or m this tide-
|

water region, to be as was stated al page 682 of
|

vol. viii. viz.:
j" That, like gypsum, if used in small or mode-
j

rate quantities, green-sand is only operative (or
I

at least profilablf) on neutral and calcareous soils;

and rarely, even on these soils, on any crop except
|

clover, and other plants of that family.
j

" That green-sand is not operative at all on acid
|

or naturally poor soils, unless in unusual and ex-

|

cessive quantities; and then, or ia any mode of[

application, that the manure is, like gypsum, but i

of" temporary effect.
j"And thai, on acid soils, where it is least

operative, alter the land being luarled (or other-

wise made calcareous) the green-sand, like gyp-
sum, generally becomes operative on clover."

And, in addition, that no matter how great the
effect produced by green-sand, it will not be per-

mar.en', like marl, but temporary; and be at an end
in the course of a ("ew years.

These are the prools I have lo offer of my po-
sitions. I admit that iliey are too (ew, and have
been limited lo too narrow a locality, to settle the
question. Let others wi o have experimented
elsewhere in Virginia, present their results ; and
the comparison ol all will serve lo ascertain and
establish the true and important (acts, and with-

draw the subject of green-BOiur from the reoion

of baseless hypothesis, and (imcilul speculation

and unsupported assertion, to that of fact and
truth, established by experiment.

It may be objected to all the foregoing experi-

ments, as well as to all my more extensive practice,

that in no known case was the green-sand used
alone, or without the accompaniment ol" gyp-
sum, the latter being the only substance then va-

lued and sought.

'I'his would be a fiital objection, if my experi-

ments were brought (itrward to prove the effects

o(" green-sand to be either general, or considerable,

or durable, to even to the very limited extent

which I admit them to be. For part or even all

the effects which are shown above, might be at-

tributed to the gypsutn present, leaving none for

the green-sand.

But it is no objection to the positions whicli I

maintain. For, however little of the eflects pro-

duced may be ascribed to the gypsum present,

the remainder, or even the whole effects, will not
show the green-sand lo be mo;e operative than
I allow. It happens however that I know of one
experiment made of green-sand without any ad-

mixture of gypsutn, and which will now be sta-

ted. It was made with great care, and with in-

formation ol" the constituent parts, and with a
view to the action of the green-sand alone ; and
several years alter! had abandoned the application

of this earth, as improfiiable.

XXV. In 1835, when Professor Rogers was
on a visit at my house, made, at my request,

to examine these beds of green-sand, in addition

to showing liim all that I had belore seen, or was
visible at the surface, I had dug, for his better

examination, a pit on the beach of Cogirins

Point, of 7 or 8 feet deep, in what he supposed to

be one of the richest parts ol n)y bed of green-sand-

A specimen of this earth contained (as he repor-

ted) Irom 60 to 70 per cent, of pure green-sand.

In all the earth dug out, there was no gypsum
perceptible, or, suspected to exist ; and there were
a lew remaining, tnd scattered shells, but not

enough to furnish any appreciable value as ma-
nure. The earih, which this pit furnished, was
carried out, and spread, at the rate of40 bushels lo

the acre, on young clover, on sandy soil (brmerly

acid and poor, but marled 8 or 10 years before, and
thereby much improved. The remainder of the

piece was sowed with purchased gypsum at the

rate of a bushel to the acre, except a broad strip

between the green-sand and the gypsum, left

without any. The gypsum produced a very de-

cided benefit, and the green-sand, at fir.-^t had still

more effect. I kept no note of this experiment,

and perhaps may not remember the degree of

eH'ect produced. I know however that it did not

at all compare with the best eflects which I had

before obtained from gypseous earth on naturally

good and calcareous soils; and further, alter one

course of crops, and the return of clover four years
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after on the same field, I couid not trace the po-

eition of either the grecii-sand or the gyi'suni,

by any perceptible superiority of product.

If other fiirniers in Virginia, besides Mr. Wil-
liam Carter and Dr. Braxion, who have slated

theirs, possess (acts in regard to the use ol' irreeii-

sand alone, I trust they will make them Iciiown.

And, what is slill mure desirable and imporiani,

for ihe elucidation of this sulijecl, (which has been
obscured rather than enlightened by ail that sciea-

tific investigators have done lor it,) it is requested

of all flirmers, who have it in their power, lo

try such accurate experiments as will fully test

the truth of the op[)opite opinions held in regard to

this manure. And if indeed I am mistaken as to

its value, and the much liiuher geological esti-

mate is more correct, I shall be rejoiced, not only

lor the general agricultural interest and tienefit,

but slill more lor my own private and individual

interest and profit, which will be greaily advan-
ced by establishing so great a value in this earth,

which Ibrms the inexhaustible substratum of

niy own, and all the npighboring lands along
James river. JMy personal interest is so deeply
concerned in the establishment of the truth of die

opinion opposed to that which I have long main-
tained, that I can scarcely be suspected of being
unwilling to be convinced of being in error.

]
remark, that I find it better to feed my land ttian

any stock, except so many as are necef^sary li^r

my comlort and that of iny servants. Lime.

LIMING IN FAIKFAX COUXTV.

To tlie Editor of tlie Farmers' Register.

I told you in my last, that I had lost my crop ol

wheat from rust; I am now convinced that the
many and heavy rains, co-operating with the
lime I had given the earth, at the time of seeding
the crop, was the cause of failure. This, how-
ever, did not deter me from moving on in the
same line, and laying down the growing crop in

perlect confidence of success, with this diHerence,
that in place of the harrow lor seeding, I used a
two-horse plough, and turned in the seed and lime
a good depth ; it now looks well.

I am thought a sort of mad fellow as regards
lime; but I am free to confess that after leaving
the mountains and its spurs, (except alluvial land,)
I would not lake as a gift, 500 acres, if it be lo-

cated where calcareous matter could not be had.
We are told that blood is the lile of animals ; so 1

believe lime is the li(e of such grain and grass as
the farmer desires. Most farmers seed less than
half the grass seed that their true interest requires.
Why is this? I am not surprised to hear that
man will cheat his (cllow man, and after it even go
to prayers ; but why should he cheat himself? I

shall seed not less than two gallons of clover seed
per acre, and pretty well of timothy besides, on
strong wet land, knowing that with grass as with
animals, the siroug will prevail over the weak,
where ihe struggle is for food. A good crop of
clover every third year turned into the earth,
wiih occasional dressings of lime and annual dress-
ings of plaster, will soon give us land as good as
any of the west, except their alluvials. 1 take it

as granted by till farmers, that wet land should
not be cultivated, and that his manure should be
applied where it will bring him the greatest re-

turn. I was going to say s»mething about catile,

ehcep and hogs, but I shall pass those, v\iih iliis

:
DIRECTIOKS FOR KILTING THE CHRYSALIDES
ANU PKKSIiUVlKG THK COCOOKS OF SILK-

I
WORMS.

I

To llie Editor of the F;ttmeri' Register.

I As ihe valuable productions of the silk -worn) may
I

be rendered nearly worthless, alier the iniienious

insect has contpleted its work, I have su{)poscd I

might be useful lo some of your readers, by
furnishing for publication, some remarks, relaiive

to the curing of cocoons, and their subsequent
protection from the depredations ol niice.

1. Of curin<^ cocoons.—This vvoik embraces,
not only killing the cliryealides, but also ilie pro-

per drying of the cccoon-^, to preserve them from
injury when stored away. Whaiever plan may
be adopted for killing the chrysalides, its applica-

tion must not be delayed too lonir. li'ihe chrysa-
lis is allowed to become a bulieiHy, (which occurs

Irom. 12 to 20 hours belbre it emerges from tho

cocoon,) it wi I be lound impracticable to kill them
with any ordinary degree of heat; and if that

should be etlected, it will avail us nothing, be-

cause the cocoon is rendered nearly worthless (or

reeling, as soon as the meiamopliosis from itie

chrysalis to ihe butterfly takes place.

"The juices ol" the silk worm seem lo assume
an acid qaaliiy, when that insect changes Irom
the larva to the chrysalis state. At the moment
of its escape Irom the latter to the butterfly form,

it emits a reddish liquor, which reddens blue pa-

per, and which was first attentively observed by
M. Chaussier, of the Dijon Academy. He ob-

tained the acid by infusing silk-worm chrysalides

in alcohol, which dissolves their acid without be-

ing chariied with any of the gummy paris of the

insect ; and, by evaporaling the alcohol, tlie acid

remains tolerably pure."

—

See Lavoisier's Ele-
ments of Chemistry, page 340.

The change, as l^elore noticed, from the chrysa-
lis to the butierfly form, occurs from 12 lo 20 hours
before the insect emerges from the cocoon ; and at

that time a poriion of this reddish or brown acid

is discharged, which penetrates the pellicle or

inner skin of the cocoon, and at different poinia

comes in contact with the external layers of silk

fibres— rols if, and renders the cocoon of little

value lor reeling. Some have deemed this liquor

to be an acid ; but that it has the effect of rotting

the fibres will not be questioned by persons hav-
ing much practical knowledge of reeling.

The lollov/ing plan for killing the chrysalides,

I have paclised successfully for four years : About
seven days after a consiiierable number of the

worms begin to spin, all the tardy worms are re-

moved, and furnished with accommodations in

another place ; and three days thereafter the co-

coons are gathered, spread in layers of a single

cocoon, on fi-ames that will be presently described,

and exposed to the rays of the sun by placing

ihem on the ground. When the ground is dry,

and the thermometer rises to SO in the shade, I

have never failed to kill them efliectually in six

hours. Ijast summer they were killed in two
hours. If the ground is damp, it will require two
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or three Jayp. Let it be remembered, that the

frames viust be placed on the ground. A sciiU'olJ

flevatcil nvo or three leet from ihc ground will

not do. The Iranie is made of routrh laths, three

leet lotig Htul two wide, and a sheet of sironj^

brown pnper in; pasted on i'. A pi'ce ol' lath is

nailed aeross lite middle of the frame lo Ueep the

paper fioin siniiin::. These frames will he lound
eonvonieiii for exposinjjf the cocoons to the rays ol

the sun and also lor pj>reading them for three suc-

cessive wecl<>'. The cocoons must not be thrown
into bulk earlier than three weeks after the chrysa-

lides have been killed.

2. Mice.—Alier the cocoons have been cured,

(by which I mean killing the chrysalides, and
airing lor three weeks,) they may be placed in bags
made of cotton cloih, lo coniain about two busliels

each, and suspended by a strong twine to nails

fastened in the joists. JMice will rarely if ever

touch lliem in this situation. Some persons, as

soon as the chrysalides are killed, pack their co-

coons in boxes and barrelrf, and put them ni the

garret ; and when tliey are subsequently examin-
ed, it is Ibund that mice have taken up their abode
among thern, and destroyed all that had not been
previously spoiled by lermenlaiion.

Layton Y. Atkins.
Stafford County, Fa., Feb., 1841.

From ihe Mass. Agiicultural Journal of 1824.

GRASSES.

Jiy Hon. John TVelles.

In the Agricultural Journal of January last, I

ofl'ered some observations on grasses, and gave

the result of an experiment showing their loss by

exsiccation or the process of drying, in the sum-
mer of 1822. This subject has been pursued

during the past season, and still farther extended.

The variation, in the comparison of the two years

IS not, it is apprehended, greater, (exce|it in one

or two instances which will be explained) than

will often occur li-om the nature of the soil, diH'er-

ence of season, closeness ol" vegetation, exposure

to the sun, &c. &c. As lar as a general principle

may be established by experiment, it will, in some
degree, go to fix the relative value of our natural

grasses, as they prevail in our pastures, or of

those artificial grasses which should be selected

as fit objects ol' cultivation. In collecting these

several s[)ecies, I have found the natural gra.?ses

which generally prevail in this neighborhood, so

few in number, that a sh>ort and yet sufficient de-

scription of them could be most properly first

given with advantage.
The earliest grass we have is the Avena spicala

(Linn.) or spiked oat crass. It is peculiarly indi-

genous to the United States, and grows, it is said,

as far south as Georgia. This grass ripens so

early that it mostly sheds its seed and thus repro-

duces itselfj and is widely progagaled. For th's

reason, as well as from its short growth, it is unde-

serving of culture, yielding little to the scythe.

But it is of great value lor early feed in our naiu-

ral pastures, in which it abounds. One hundred

pounds cut on the 15lh July last, gave lllty pounds
of hay.
The next grass which we fhall mention is the

Poa pratensis, (Linn.) with us falsely called red

lop, a color it never has. Tiiis, both in Europe
;uid America, is the common and prevailing ijrasa

of the pastures. It grows in almost every soil

and situation, and is one of those materials

which, as that excellent botanist, Mr. Nutiall, of

Cambridge, informs me, i.'^ used in Europe (or ihe

manulaclure of bonnets. The color of its top, or

lianiele, is ol' a yellowish brown. The number of
fioreis in tlie spike varies from three to five. Tlie

seed is sometimes saved and sown ; but these fine

spired grasses have so minute a seed, that, eiiher

from exposure to dampness and fermentation, or

sooie other causes, which it is difficult lo prevent

or discover, they too often fail of vegetating, by

which great injury and disappointment occurs in

the wished lor crop. Though this grass is

amongst those which lose the least in drying, yet,

as it piesents liiile to the scythe, it cannot be
recommended lor culture. It is excellent in our

pastures, and comes in nalurally as the artifii-ial

grasses go out of our mowing lots. Indeed it

has a preference with our litrmcrs generally, lor

horned caille, over every oilier grass. One hiui-

dred pounds cut July 17, gave Ibriy-six pounds.

It was p.isi flowering.

The notice of our prevailing natural grasses

might here be closed, but as the grasses which we
shall next describe appear in our pastures, as well

as cur culiivated grassland, and are men'ioneJ
by several writers in answer to the question pro-

[)osed by the society, as to " what natural grasses

prevail in ihis part uf the country," we shall give
their description here.

The grass here cidied Rhode Island, is Ihe

aijroslis alba, (Linnajus) the marsh bent grass of
England, or the agrostis stolonilt;ra, Schrader,

German. Mr. Nuliall, to whom I exhibited a

sample, pronounces it the famous fiorin grass of
Dr. Richardson and the Irish agiiciiitiirisis, on
the authority of Hooker, who describes '• the

panicle thereof as purple, and the branchlets

|)afent." The color, at firsi, of the branclilets is

of a deep red, and they adhere closely lo the

spike, but as they flower they become patent and
change to a lighter purple. This grass has six to

eight branchlets, and flowers more fully than the

Poa pratensis though often conlbunded therewith.

It is amongst those which lose least by evapora-
tion, and would be a more favorable object of
cultivation, were it not liable toilie same uncer-
tainty as lo its vegetating and producing a crop

as the preceding grass, and frotp probably a like

cause. In Ireland it is said lo suit a wet soil, and
lo produce over six tons to the acre. In thia

country it does not flo'irish in such soil, nor does
it give a great crop, especially compared wiih the

herds grass. Siill the hay is very excellent, and
perhaps not exceeded by any other for its intrinsic

value in nutriment. One hundred pounds in early

(lower, cut July 17lh, gave Ibrly pounds.
The grass, in Ihc answer given to the society

called Cambridge, dog and garden grass, is the

iriiicum repene. Dr. Elliot calls it the "hurtful
blue or Dutch grass." In England it is called

couch, knot, or dog grass. Every joint of its root

produces a new plant, and it is said to be there, as

it is found here, one of the worst weeds and most
difficult lo extirpate. It resembles wheat, of

which it ia a species. The best mode to destroy

it ia lo keep the lands longer under the plough,
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with a frequent use of the hoe, as where this ia

!iol done, two years plouiihiii^ only not merely
multiplies, but opcusions ii lo eufxross the whole
soil. It has a hard woody fihre und is disliked by
cattle. It flourishes ino?ily near cow yards, and
gardens, and is called Cambridtje, from ils

abounding on the salt banks ol' the Cliarles river.

One hundred pounds cut July 22ilj in late flower,

gave lbriy-ein;lu pounds.
The grasses above described are those which

prevail in our uplands, and are indigenous liere.

They are probably, most oi'tliem what Dr. Elliot,

in his Field Husbandry, denominates English
K[)ear grass, and speaks of as natural to the soil

and more hardy. The. term English has been
applied to our upland hay, ever since the settle-

ment of the country. These, with the red and
wiiite clover, and the varieties which nature, in a

course ofcuhure, or otherwise, produces, are what
give verdure and feriility to the face of the earth.

Of the cultivated grasses, the first in importance
is the herds or timoihy grass, phleum pratense

(Linnaeus.) Dr. Elliot eays "it is a native, and
early discovered in this country by a man of the

name of Heard, in Piscataqua." It is doubtless

admirably suited to our soil and climate, and not

only flourishes in uplands, but may be sowed to

advantage in low grounds, especially when drained
or raised with gravel or loom. It ofien attains in

height five leet, and has been known to produce
over four tons to the acre. It does not yield much
till the second and third years. For which reason
it is sown witli clover, which being biennial and
ofshorter duration, gives it space to succeed, in

this vicinity, such is the pielerence given to it,

that it sells at about one Iburtli more than any
other hay. It lasts, with one or two top-dressings,

six to seven years. The answers lo the inquiries

of the society as to the quantity of seed sown, are

two to six quarts. There should not be less seed
than half a bushel to an acre, which later experi-

ence establishes most decidedly. One hundred
pounds cut July llih, gave thirty-nine.

Red clover (trifolium pratense) is a most valua-

ble grass : when cut green, it affords an excellent

nourishment for cattle in the soiling process, as

well as lor swine. When made into hay, cattle

are exceedingly (ond of it. The flower and leaves

are apt to separate from the stem, (or which rea-

son great care should be taken that it is not made
brittle by too much exposure to ilie sun. It is best

cured, as far as may be, in cock, and should be
carted after the dew begins to fall. When pro-

perly dried, salt is used advantageously, as it may
be housed with safety, more green than any other

hay. This prevents fermentation and heating,

and it is kept in better order. Many in this vicin-

ity not only salt their clover, but all other hay.
Lord Somerville observes that he "usee half a

bushel of salt to a ton, and its benefit surpasses all

belief, producing the best possible effect in color,

flavor, and general result;" with damaged hay,
he says " it is a great restorative."

The benefit of salt in the culture of the soil be-

ing now BO generally acknowledged, and the use

of it 60 necessary lor cattle in the interior or re-

mote from the sea coast, it is difficult to assign a

reason why its use is not more prevalent. To
hind highly manured, two to four pounds of seed

in this neighborhood is used. Bt)t in the interior

eome apply eight pounds, and many more. One

hundred pounds cut July 6lh, gave twenty-five

pounds.

The white clover (trifolium repens) ia an abid-

ing grass, sendinif out roots fi-um every joint, and
forming a close mat on the ground, and is very

excellent lor pastures. But it is Ibund lo afford so

little to tlie scythe as to discourage the culture

thereof. One hundred pounds cut June 26th,

giive twenty-seven pounds.

or the grasses which grow in our meadows
two only have been tried. The fowl meadow,
which Dr. Elliot supposed to have been brought

to Dedham by birds, is said to be the Poa iiemo-

ralis, or marsh meadow grass of England.
It is an excellent grass and deserving of cul-

ture. It is believed, however, to have extended
itself more by its shedding its seed early than by
any artificial means. One hundred pounds cut

Julv 23, give fifty-three pounds.

The common grasses of our wet meadows it is

believed, are various kinds of carex. This, in all

its varieties, is a poor grass, and where the land

can be ditched and made to produce a better

growth, the means should be taken. It is a bad
economy to flood lands with mere water for a long

time, to increase a nearly worthless burthen.

The effect is to destroy all sweet nuiriiive tender

plants. One hundred pounds cut 23d July, gave
forty-four pounds.
The "marine fox-tail grass." which is the pre-

vailing grass of our salt marshes, we receive from
nature without knowing how to aid in ils increase.

One hundred pounds, cut July 18i!», gave sixty

pounds.

The black grass (juncus bulhosus) grows prin-

cipally where the water is freshened by streams
from the uplands. It is the most valuable salt

irrass we have, and but little inferior to upland
irrass, we know no means of artificial increase.

One fiundred pounds, cut July 18ih; gave thirty-

eight pounds.
We have too far trespassed on the time of the

readers to do more than allude to some of those

grasses which have been introduced and proved
uneuiiable liar our culture.

The wild oat grass (Avena elalior) with the

rye, ray or darnel grass with which it is said to

be confounded, are often seen in our pasture.^ and
meadows, but animals seldom touch them. They
have a strong woody fibre and afford little nutri-

ment, though well spoken of south of us as well

as in Europe.
The burnet scarcely shows itself for a year and

then disappears.

The succory has been praised by Mr. Arthur
Youn?, that distinguished agriculturist, who sent

it to Gen. Washington. It has been introduced

here, is disliked by cattle, and has become one of
the most troublesome intruders in our fields.

These, with the St. Foin and lucerne and many
others, have passed away and seem to have ceased
with us to excite expectation. Of the orchard
grass or cocks-foot (dactylis glomerata) the trials

I have witnessed do not enable me to speak so

decisively as one of the trustees, Mr. Prince does
who approves of it. It may be considered as in a
course of experiment.

My desire, sir, in the preceding, has been to

aid in exciting an attention to the beet means of
culture for our grass lands. The process of sow-
ing grass seeds was far from universal within the
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lecollpciion of many in \h\s country, ami is la-

mentably insnlTident now. Its neglect has been

complained oC even in Europe. It lias been
roiiietuleij ibat nature would I'urnish according to

her own capacity the power ol' increase in tlii.-^

particular. Tlius the eoil was to be llirnished

wiih the means oC promoiing vegetation by labor

mid art. J3iit here these were to slop, and the

Fiirnuiating f)rinciples were lo evaporate and be

wasted, and one or two good crops lost in waiting

for this slow process.

But the blindness of this doctrine is vanishing
belbre the litiht and improvement of the present

nge. We learn from e.xperience that the earth

presents to industry and skill her ceaseless efi'orle,

and never pauses but from our neglect.

ISubjoined is a table showing the loss of weight
in drying grasses. The white clover of 1822,

was taken in the shade. That of 1823, from a

light warm soil exposed to the sun. The red clo-

ver in 1823, was taken in the first year of its pro-

duct, in close growth, and for that reason falls

Fhort of 1822. The salt grass of 1822, was, I

have reason to suppose, a second growth, which
accounts for the difference of the two vRfirs.

1822 1823
100 lb?, of green white clover gave— 17A 27

' ' red clover 27| 25
' ' herds grass 40 39
' ' fresh meadow 30 44
' ' salt grass 39 60
• ' 2d crop or English Rowan 1S| 19
' ' corn stalks 25 25
' ' spiked oat grass gave 50
' ' red top 46
' ' Rhode Island 40
' ' couch grass 48
' ' marine black grass 38

MONTHLY COMMEHCIAL REPORT.

For the Farmers' Register.

The resumption of specie payments, as noticed
last month, was of very short duration. The runs
on the United States Bank of Pennsylvania are

stated to have reached to about six million dollars,

and on the other banks ol' Philadelphia to about
an equal sum, when they were obligrd to suc-

cumb on the 4ih inst. The banks of Delaware
and iVlaryland readily followed the example.
Those ol Kichmond declined to do so, as did

some of their branches, but in this respect there
is no unity of action. It would be impraciicable,

of course, for banks to pay specie, whenever de-
manded, lor checks based on deposiies of the notes
of other banks, or on collections made in other
places; and those banks which proless to pay
specie, confine such payments to their own issues.

They must do this, or refuse deposites of current
money, which would be a greater inconvenience
to the community than suspension is. This course
is pursued by all specie paying banks.* A diff'er-

* Being opposed generally to the opinions of our

much respected commercial correspondent in regard

to banks, it is perhaps enough for us to enter a gene-

ral disclaimer, without objecting to any particular

passage. Otherwise we should positively oppose the

above description of "specie paying banks," as in-

ent one ie impracticable, and it is unreasonable to

lequire if.

This failure of the United States Bank, (for fai-

lure it is called,) which lias caused this renewed
suspension, and the consequent derangement of
money matters, have increased the pressure which
previoiiely existed, and which now extends to

New York. The depression of some stocks is

enormous, lor example, Indiana 6 per cent., 001
Illinois 6 per cent., 54!! United Stales Bank
stocks, ^23 I ! !t Vicksburg Bank stock ^5^ ! ! ! 1

Many other stale and bank slocks are greatly

depressed, and those of rail roads, and other joint

slock companies generally are in a .-imilar condi-
tion. Thus the great mass of what were consi-

dered secure investments, is unavailable and un-
productive, and many persons are deprived of the
income on which they relied (or support.

In the prices of produce in Virginia, there has
been little change during the monih. Tobacco,
SI to $8. CoMon, 8^cts. to lO^cts. Flour, ^4^
to ,^4f. Corn, 42cts. io45cts. The recent accounts
from Europe (to 4ih inst.) are rather favorable
(or cotton and tobacco, but not for flour and grain.
The warlike aspect which Europe presented a

(<;w months ago, has become pacific, except that
the means are retained, without any threat of be-
ing used. Even the Celestial Empire is said to
have lowered its tone towards Great Britain, find-
ing herself worsted in the conflict. An effort has
been made to raise a belligerent tone here, but it

found no response. Wiihout any preparation (or

the encounter, it was worse than idle to raise the
shout, and even with preparation, it were folly

to act precipitately, belbre resorting to a pacific

course.

Exchanges m New York are thus quoted.

On Boston par.

Philadelphia, 4| dis dis.

Baltimore, 4
Virginia, 4
N. Carolina, 4-^-

Charleston, 3

Savannah, 5
Augusta, 9

London S per cent, premium
Feb. 26th.

Mobile, 9
N. Orleans, 6^ "

Missouri, 9 "

Tennessee, 14 "

Kentucky, 8.^
"

Ohio, 8| "

Mississippi, worthless.

X.

SHELL BIARL FOir&D IN A NEW REGION OF
niARYLAND,

To tlie Editor of the Fanners' Register.

Somerset, Md., Feb. 3d, 1841.

I am pleased to be able lo say, that a depoeiie

oi' Ibssil shells has been discovered, within a few
weeks, in Somerset county, Md., on the farm of
Theodore G. Dasheill, esq. 1 have seen and
examined a specimen of this shell marl, and
although I did not analyze it, from its apfiearance
it is fine marl. I have seen much of the shell marl

applicable—but which is quite applicable to all the

banks of Virginia and other states, (at least south of

New York,) which now profess to pay specie, but do-

not, and probably never will pay it again, to such
extent as to deserve the name of "specie-paying," or

their paper being called truly convertible into specie.

[En. F. R.

fSince, United States Bank stock has fallen to $18i',

[Ed. F. R,
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ofTalbot rounty, Md., Rnd recognize thai so re-

cently discovered in Somerset to be the same ma-
terial. I have been informed that, tlie bed ol marl
on Mr. Dashiell's land is about two feet below the

eiirlace, and that it is believed to be extensive.

This lact is miporlant to be made known lo tlie

public. As Proiessor Ducatel, the sta'e geoloiiist,

has intimated a belief that if ench deposiies exiet

in Dorcester, Somerset and Worcester counties,

they lie loo deep lor practical purposes. I have
no doubt there is much of the Ibesd shell deposite

within our county. I have used lime quite freely

on my land, nnd am s^uisfied with the results, and,

perhaps, some day I may yive you a lew pages
from my memorandum book.

This first discovery ofshcil marl in this locality

is, indeed, imporlanf, and v;c trust its value will

be fully availed of. The promised communica-

tions, and any others, from our correspondent, will

be very acceptable.

—

Ed.

From the Maine Fanner.

We examined a very simple machine the other

<1ay for .'^heilins corn, invemed and patented by a
Mr. Dinsmore of Vcrmon*.
A piece of p!ank, say a loot long and eight or

fen inches wide, is made a little concave on one
side. This is filled with nai's without heads pro-

jecting about a quarter of an inch : at one end a
handle projects to take hold of, and at the other
is a hole througii which a bolt coes loosely which
pins it to another plank of similar size, but made
convex, so as to fit the concavity of Ihe other,

and also filled with nails as Ihe first one; this

fastened firmly to a rude frame and the whole set

over a tub or basket.

When you wish to shell an ear, you raise the

moveable side, put it in, and then bring it (the
moveable side) down, pressing the ear gently.

One movement downward is cnougli to shell the

ear. In this way a bny-power can be much more
effectually and economically employed in shelling

corn than in an\' other way (or the same amount
of expense of apparatus. Mr. Wm. A. Herick
of Greene has the patent right for Kennebec
county. Any farmer can make one, and every
farmer should have one, provided he raises any
corn to sell.

BONK MANURK IN EKGLAND.

From ttie Farmer^' Gazelle.

In 1823, bones to the amount of £14 395 were
in)poried ; in 1837, they had increased to £254,-
60U.
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hussey's reaper.
For the Fanners' Register,

I see, by your last number, you decline recoir.-

meniling Hussey's reaper, for the good and sulli-

cient reasons, that you had not seen it work, and
those who have tried it diH'er in opinion. Letters

recommendatory in our country, hoih of men and
ihin<rs, are ol'ten too easily oUlained, and I approve
your caution.

A lew ol' Mr. Hussey's first invention have
been in use in this, and the adjoinin<x county ol

'I'albot, (or two years, and I understand those wlio

used, approve ihem. When I went into his sho[)

last year to get one, I was ofiiired his first and
second invention; I preferred the latter, on ac-

count of the machinery beini^ less complicaiftii,

and I was in some degree inHuenced by learninij

that a gentleman ofyour stale, whose intelligence

I estimated by lii; writings in the Register, had
preferred ii.

1 have not, as j'et, from my own experience,

been able to decide on the value of the reaper,

though 1 must confess my expectations are mui;h

in favor. It broke early in harvest, and t did not yet

3t well rcpaireii till towards ihe close, i then, lor

parts of two days, cut some strong wheat, alier-

vvards my oat crop, and also my clover for seed,

much to my satisfaction. Mr. Hussey's reaper

may still be considered in experiment. Anefficient
wheat cutter is a great c'isideratum in agri-

culture; and, perhaps, the best means of improve-
ment will be found in exposing its iinperfections.

The delects which I ascertained wore, the part

on which the lever plays (which I call the perch)
could not sustain the impulse of the lever, being
made of cast iron, and the knives could not be
set to cut higher than nine inches, which cut

more straw than was useful, and also grass
among the wheat; this imposed uimecessary la-

bor on the horses, and a heavy strain on the
machine. The first defect I corrected, by substi-

tuting a perch of wrought iron. Mr. Hussey was
here towards the close of harvest, and I pointed
out to him the second defect; at his request, 1

sent the reaper to Baltimore last fill ; he has re-

turned it within a few days, and it may now be
set to cut high or low.
An implement, which promises an important

improven)ent in agriculture, is a matter of as much
interest to farmers, as a measure of national policy
to politicians, and ought to be freely discussed, and
will generally be sooner decided. I observe, from
some late movements in congress, that a na-
tional bank and a protective tariff, are still consi-
dered open questions, though they have been under
discussion lor forty years. RusTicrs.

Queen jinn's Co., Md., ISih Feb., 1841.

POUnr.KTTE AS A MANURE.
From the New F.nglaiid Fanner

The following practical farmer's analysis, or
the results of experiments made with poudreite,
as compared with other manures, and by itself.

Vol. IX.-9
' ^

may be of interest to some of your readers ; and
will tend to show the high value of the article

—

and especially of that prepared by Anthony Dey,
esq., of' New York, which he has represented as
being a much belter article than that relerred to

below ; of the correctness of those representations)

however, I imagine other proof than his assertions

or ana!} sis will be required by those who know ua
both, at home. Oi their correctness or incorrect-

ness, however, 1 am willing to let those judge who
use the articles.

A gentleman in Westchester County, New York,
planted a piece of corn last season, on which he
put only half a gill to the hill ; of which he gives
me the following account. I use his own lan-

guage, which is as follows :

" For corn, I think no other mannre can come
in compeiition with it. I planted, last season, on
sward land turned over (being first manured with
common yard dung,) ilie ground rolled very flat,

and harrowed, no plough used afterwards, the
rows lieing marked by an ox chain drawn on ih-e

ground, the corn dropped, an<l half a gill of pou-
drette immediately put on the corn, and lightly
covered with the hoe. This was done from 25lh
to 28lh of May, as the weather aHowed. More,
than a fortnight afier my neighbors had planted, 1

was lold by many wlio saw ihe manner and time
of plantinif, that I sliou'd have no crop, but in
three week;;, my corn was fitriher advanced than
any near me ; and it continued of the finest color,

and was the best field of any I saw througli the
season. It was cut up and removed from the
field on the first of September, and when husked,
turned out ihe lea^t soft corn that I ever had, in

proportion to the good corn. I can attribute tills

(juick and good growth to nothing hut the pou-
dreite; as the laud was not well idled, the corn
only having had one good hoeing after it came
up; the cultivator was run through it twice."
Thus it will be seen that it may be used in very

small quantities, and yd produce very saticfaolory
results.

Another gentleman, on Long Lslnnd, says that
he used a gill to the hill of corn, r.nd he had as
20od corn from it as where he used a shovelful of
good yard manure in ihe hill; and that the worms
were much less troublesome where the former,
than where the latter was used ; and oihers have
made the same remark in relation to insects.

On wheat it has been applied experimentally in

different quantities. Twenty, thirty, Ibrly, and
even seventy bushe'e have been applied to the
acre. A frentlemau on Long island says :

" I used it also on wheat, In the rate of 40, 60,
and 70 bushels to ti^e acre, 'i'lial on which I put
lorty bushels to the acre, produced as good wheat
as where I put iorty wagon loads of stable and
barn yard manure—and equally as good as where
sixhj or seventy bushels of poudrette were used.
1 also used it on all kinds o/" garden vegetables,
and never had belter success. I congi ler it better

for corn in the hill than bone.''^

Another genileman who liasuee(J it three years,
says, under date of " Smithtown, L. I., Aug. 9th,
1840;"

;
) c J
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'* My wheal came in well where I used pou-

drelle last lall. It. stood the winter well, and the

berry is fine; but where 1 used bone, aboui the

same cost to the acre, in the same field, it ^vf1s

winter killed, very much ehrunU, and I should

judge thai there would not be over hall' the num-
ber of bushels per acre. Where I u^ed poudrette

this sprint;, the result is very lavorable. I used it

on corn by the side of the best yard manure; thus

Jar, it is decidedly the best; and i have no reason

to doubt but that it will continue so through the

eeason. i also used it in my j^arden, and it never

looked belter."

Another gentleman, also residin<? on Ijong

Island, one of the earliest experinienters with

poudrette in this country says:
" 1 have used poudrette fur three years, on

nearly all the varieties of crops usually cultivated

on flirms in this country, and am entirely satisfied

with its results. I consider its introduciion singu-

larly fortunate to the larn)ing interests in this vi-

cinity."

I will refer lo but one other ixenlleman at this

time. He is also a resident of Long Island, one

of" the earliest, now one of the largest shareholders

of the company. He received last year over filieen

liundred bushels on account of dividend. He
says

:

"Another year's experience in the use of

poudrettee, has, if possible, increased my confi-

dence in its great utility. My opinion of its high

value on most crops was expressed in a former

communication, and has been fully confirmed.

The past season, I applied it principally on oats

and wheat. It may be sufficient to say, there-

suit was entirely satisfactory. Indeed, the conve-
nience and advantages resulting from the use of

this article are so great, that one accustomed lo

possess them would liardly think himGcIl' able lo

carry on farming without it."

I could increase these stalemenis if it were ne-

cessary, but I will leave the subject with the sim-
ple remark, that the practical farmer or purchaser
will find more safety in relying upon the cliaracier

of those who prepare it, than upon an analysis got

up by one party for effect. As I have bei()re said,

I court investigation, and am willing to abide the

result of expermient.
By a referpnce to the advertisement in your pa-

per, those who desire to make an experiment will

learn how it may be obtained.

I am, sir, respectfully yours,

D. K. Minor.

We shall insert on tlie cover the auvertisemenl

referred to above ; and liiis, as well as this article,

will be published, nol for any pay or profit, direct or

indirect, to us, (however usage may have caused

such benefit to be deemed legitimate,) but for the

information and fienefitof the agricultural public.

Mr.Mirior was formerly the proprietor and publish-

er of the New York Farmer; and was the first

person in this country lo commence and carry on

ihe business of preparing poudrette; by which

excellent service will be rendered both to the im-

provement of agriculture, and lo the cleanliness

and healthiness of towns. We have long urged,

(by difTercnl means, ihe mixture with calcareous

earth,) the utilizing, in all towns, of this great

source of fl^riiiity, if used as such, or of filihinesa

and disease, if neglected, as is almost universal
;

and we consider as a public benelactor, and one of

high rank, the man who has firt^t shown the prac-

tical value of the product, and shall establish, and

cause to be extended, the business of preserving

Irom waste, and putting lo ihe best use, the male-

rials of poudrette.—En. F. R.

From the Farmers' Cabinet.

POUDRKTTE.

Sir,— I am desirous of knowing if any of your
readers, in this part of the country, have used the

manure denominated poudreile, in a way lo be

able to speak decidedly as to its relative met its,

and the best mode of application.

In an ndverli.^ement put forth by the "New
York Poudretle Company," which has ffillen into

my hands, the account is, of course, flattering;

bul it would be more satisfactory if some of our

friends on this side the ivafer could joir, their lesli-

mony, resulting from actual experience. That
the article is powerful in its efficacy, it is but rea-

sonable to conclude, bul from observations that

have fiillen from some who profess lo have used

it, one would be led to cofjecture that its efTec's

would nol be very lasting, on ihe principie, per-

haps, that what is violent is seldom permiinent
;

nor would it appear certain, that the opinion, as to

its suitableness for aulun)nal use, is as fiailering

as lor sprinir dressing : to be sure, the inlroduciion

of the article to notice, is bul of recent date, and it

mi^ht require a Inntrer time, to enable one to form

a jusl opinion of its relative value; yef, in ihe

hnnds of a disinterested praciical man, ihe mailer

might sonn be decided. I lake leave to use llie

term disinterested, seeing that the testimony in

its favor, contained in the bill of advertisement,

comes froiTi persons whose names appear on the

list of stockholders of the company. But I have
no desire whatever lo defrnct from its merits, far

otherwise, for if it can be shown that Ihe poudrette

is only equal, in value, to ihe manure usually pur-

chased, the difference in the cartage will be quite

suflii'ient, in the judgment of every practical man,

to decide all qtiesiioiis in its favor. No one but

a practical man could calculate the labor, and

particulnriy, the value of the time expended in

carrying two hundred loads of manure per annum,

a distance of three miles, lo the farm ! it is mon-
strous even lo ihink of; but he will soon calculate

ihe difl'^rcnce between carrying twenty loads of

manure, and thirty bushels of poudretle, which

are accoutiled equal in ferlilizing properties, and

this will be decisive with hirn.

The yse of this article has long been known in

England by the name of ''desiccated night soil,"

and larffe quantities have been sent lo the VVcBt

In'iies for manuring iheir cane lands, for which it

is understood to be very suitable ; while in ihe

fields around London, immense deposiles are fiiund

in preparation in all it.-j diflierent staires. I have,

however, an idea ihat its use is more approved as

a dressing for grass, or artificial green cro[)s, than

for grain^for which it is considered too strong,

being apt to engender (he rust. How far the pu-
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rifyini? process of forming: it inio poiidrette Iiiis

sweetened iis iiifluencee, ia a quesiioti which I

shoulcJ be <flad to see decided. On every part ol

tlie coniincnt of Europe, night soil is hij^hly vnlu-

ab!e for its lertilizinif powers ; but as the inhabi-

tants are not such a beef-eaiinji: coniniuniiy as \vc

are, it is of importance I hat every opportunity (or

accumulatinif manure ehould be emisraced. But
in Ciiina, we are told, it readies its intrinsic value,

being there conc^idered like '' old ijold,'' and iience,

perhaps, it is, ihat " niglil men," in England, arc

named "gold finders." I remember once work-
ing a mine, of ihio sort, which, having mixed with
ear;h and exposed abroad nnii! it was purified, 1

used as a top dressing for wheat, in tlie spring : the

effect was astonishingly great, the straw and ears

bein<x twice as large as those in any other part o:

Ihe field ; but it was completely destroyed by tlie

rust, while tiie reaiainder of t!>e crop was tree from
blight of every description, and proved a fine sam-
ple. And 1 was reminded of this experiment
when reading ihe note at page 179 of the Cabinet
for January, where it is said that mucii of the in-

jury which is placed to the account ofcanker, mil-

dew, &c., will, on investigation, prove to originate

in the unwholesome supply of i?ttpuri7(/ ol' Ibod:

and this, F have no doubt, is the liicl.

[n the hope of receiving, through the pages of

the Cabinet the inlormalion which I am seeking
on this important subject,

I am. respectfully,

Jacob Smith.
Bucks County.

We always like the appearance ol'lhe caution, and

even distrust, which are ejshibited in flie above

article, and very willingly give it a place next to

the one preceding it, conveying different views.

There is not the least ground left to doubt the

great richness and value as manure of human ex-

crements ; and if the manure prepared from it is

not as valuable, it can only be because the mode
of preparation is so defective as to cause much of

the rich principles to be wasted in the process ol'

desiccation.

—

Ed. F. R.

other time he will work furiously for a whole
night, when we would with him to sleep, fie
has so many eccentricities, that it is absolutely
necessary to employ some management, and con-
trivance, l)e!bre wc can fairly depend upon his ser-

vices. By the proper use of these restrictions, he
may become a valuable farm laborer.

1. If he will pump too much water, so as to

drain the well improperly, a ball-cock and return
pipe may be fixed, so as to return the surplus
water into the well.

2. If he will work all night, the pu.mp may be
thrown out of gear, so as to stop it.

3. irhe will sometimes run too fast, a regulator
may be so contrived as to equalize the motion.
This may be done in several ways.

a By means of friction-lock. This may be so
fixed that the fiiciion will increase with the
sirenrrih of tlie wind.

b The wings may turn on pivots, and rest on
springs, so as to yield to the increasing Ibrce of a
gale, and thus lessen the surfaces exposed to the
wind.

c The obliquity of the wings may be changed
by the centrifugal force of weights, and counteract-
ing spring. Or,

d The wings may be made to slide on the
arms. This mo}' be effected by means of weights
eliding on the backs of the arms, and connected by
cords with the opposite wings ; the weights must
be such, and so adjusted by springs, that as the
velocity increases, the centritugal Ibrce will carry
them outwards, and draw their respective wings
nearer the centre. I would be glad if some com-
pettxit person would give us a complete descrip-
tion and drawintfs of a vvind pump on Ihe best
plan, its dimensions and mode of construction, so
as to enable us to have them erected.

Aqua Fontana.
Chester County.

MAKE THE WIND WORK—HO 1

From tlie Farmers' Cabinet.

I have lately been gratified to learn that a friend

of mine has applied a windraill to his barn pump,
for the purpose of raising water lor his stock. It is

said to cost only a moderate sum, and to work
well—so well that it is likely to come speedily into
general use. The plan which he has adopted is

said to be essentially the same as was projjosed in

the Farmers' Cabinet, vol. 2, p. 162.
This means of working a pump seems particu-

larly well adapted to the purpose of vvatering stock,
and is equally applicable to the barn yard and the
pasture-field, whether the water is derived from
a well or neighboring stream. The wind, how-
ever, is objectionable as a pumper, un\ess closely
watched. Some times he wont work at ail-
sometimes he will work too fast. At one lime he
will lie still, in spite of all our promptings— at an-

GLANDERS AKD FARCY.

From tlie (London) Sporting Magazine, for January, 1841.

The liability of grooms and all persons goin;^ about
glandered horses to be infected with those diseases;
and prophylactic measures to be had recourse to
against their baneful infiuence.

The subject of glanders must always be one of
lively interest to the hunting and racing sports-
man : indeed, when we consider ihe direful con-
sequences resulting from that disease when it

once breaks out in a valuable stud, we know of
no other topic which has a stronger claim upon
our attention.

A very lew years have elapyed since the allied
diseases, glanders and farcy, were considered as
belonging exclusively to the horse, the ass, and
the mule. The results of scientific inquiry have
overthrown that opinion, and have proved that
these affections are not confined to the quadru-
mina, but that the human sti! ject is as liable to be
aflected as either of the animals above-named.
It has, moreover, been fully ascertained, that
glanders and farcy can be transmitted ff-om man
to the horse by inoculation, and vice versa. These
are practical truths of much importance to the
sportsman, truths w hich cannot be too well or too
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extensively known, as we have lately i=een amply
proved and iilusiraied at the " Ecole Veterinaire"

o( Alfbit, near Paris. Presiinning that foinc in-

formation on these suhjecis would prove iiselid as

well as interesting to ihe readers oi' " The Sport-

ing Magazine," we propose in the tbllowiug

ariicles to lay helbre ihen> a succinct view of liicis

and experitnents relating to the disease both in

man and in the horse, and, by inlerlardiiig the

subject wihsonie incidental matter, we hope lo

divest it of liie dryness of detail— in a word, to

blend together, as lar as lies in our power, the

uiile et dulce.

M. Wnldinger, veterinary surg' on at V^ienna,

was the first to direct attention to the liability ol

man to be atfi'cted with glanders. He stales

"that the greatest precauiion is necessary in

going about glandered horses, or those that died
from glanders or farcy, as the severest injury and
even death olten arise from inoculation.''

iVl. Lorin piiblishcil some observations shortly

after on the same subject, in which he men'ions
that a groom had his fingers affected with inflam-

mation in consef]uence of o[)eratinir on a farcied

horse: tumors precisely similar to those observed
in the horse were soon developed in this man's
limbs; they were cut out, anil he was ultimately
cured by filling the wounds with small pieces ol

lint or cotton steeped in turpentine.

Sidon, another veterinary surgeon, published
a paper about the same lime, in which he staled

that glanders was transmissible fiom the horse
to man, causing the worst kind of ulcers; and
mentions an instance where a horse took ilie dis-

ease from a farrier who had a glandered sore on
his hand, which came in coritaci with the animal
while he was giving it a ball—boih ilied of the
disease.

We might multiply instances of a similar bear-
ing from Ibreign sources, but these will suffice.

We shall now briefly narrate lads which came
under our own immediate observation.
A groom named Frost slept in a stable at Paris

occupied by a glandered horse. Some days after

the death of the animal, Prost was attacked wiili

the same disease, whicli was characterized by
pustular and gangrenous sores over the body, in

the nose and thioat. below the ears, on the gfans,
and on the leet. He died on the 12 h oi' lust

February. On the evening of Prost's death, a

small quantity of mailer was cofected on watch
glasses from the gangrenous eorcs beneath the
ear, on the lore-arm, and from the back and
shoulder. A li)undered mare was iinmediately
inoculated liy a veterinary surgeon with ihedifle-
rent portions of matter.

First, at ihe ri^bt ndstril he inoculated ihe mat-
ter by ihree punctures, of which two were within
the nostril and one external: the two first punc-
tures gave rise to a weeping of blood ; but the
other produced scarcely any. Second, on the
wiiile pan or conjunction of ihe riiiht eye he
applied a small ipianiiiy of ihe matter.^ Third, at

the imernal and upper part of the right buttock
he inoculated the mailer by three punctures.
Fourth, at the internal part of the right artnpit he
also inserted the matter by three punctures. The
left s'de of the animal was inoculated in a similar
manner.
MM. Leblanc, Dupuy, Vigla, and Desir, gen-

iJemen belonging to the Veterinrjry t'ollege, were

present at the inoculation of the horse. A diary

of the diHerenl resuhs was kept.

On the ISih and 14ih no appreciable change
could be observed in the state of ihe parts inocu-

lated. On ihe evening of the 15:h, at 7 o'clock,

slight circular and circumscrilied redness and
swelling were observable round the punctures on
the right buttock ; at the centre o( the swelling a
depression was seen corresponding to each punc-
ture : there was a painful swelling in the region of

;he leli buttock where the f;unctures had been
made. The circumference of the wings of the

left nostril were a little tumefied ; there ooz^d
a small quantiiy of [)ale colored fluid from the

internal wing; there was also effused a small

quantity of serum from the internal wing of the

right nostril ; but the circumference of the punc-
tures was not so swollen. The pulse was natural,

fortv-eiijht pulsations in a minute.
On the 16th, at seven in the morning, no changft

was observed. In ihe evenins the symptoms of
inoculation were beginning to be marked.

17ih.—At eight in the morning the tumefaction

of the puni'tures was increased ; the tumors are

more hot, harder, and more painful. On the side

of the upper lip, near the angle of the mouth,
two elevated hands were observed about an inch

in thickness, elongated, irregular, and slightly

painful. The left eyelids are greatly swollen, and
the conjunction red. The air expired by the ani-

mal has a disagreeable odor, and the nostrils are

snveared with fluid. The pulse still natural; the

animal eats well.

18th.— At seven in the morning: the nodulate<l

tumors of the right buttock are united by a band
of lesser ones, very b.ot and very painfiil : there

flows from the nostrils a fluid more colored and
more abundant than was yet observed. Now
mark llie ropid advance of" the difease.

19ih.—The circumference of the pimctures in

the nostrils appears niore tumefied, especially on
the leftside; the respiration is more difficult ; all

the tumefied parts are verv painful ; the animal
eats very little, iind that little vviih difiiculiy.

20lh, morning.— Exasperation of ail the symp-
toms ; ihe banil on ihe upper lip is greatly in-

creased, and very painfiil ; all ihe tumors are cir-

cumscrdu'd. and terminate abruptly, precisely like

those peculiar \o farcy ; the animal with much
difficulty is enabled to open her mouih to lake

Ibod.

21st.—The symptoms of ir'jection were still

more marked, and the local pain greatly increas-

ed. The disease still proceeded steadily in its

course for some days; and on the twenty-first

day from Ihe period of inoculation, the nnfbrfunato

animal was kilie '. after having presented all the

characieristirs of glanders and farcy. After

death ihe diseased portions of the horse were
excised, and on careful examination were fi>und

to be exacllv Ihe same as those commonly found

in glandered animals.

Several useful inlerences may be drawn from

the foregoing detail. In the first place, it proves

beyond a doubt that it was glanders the man died

of, as a horse otherwise healthy was impiegnaied

with that disease by the inoculation of matter

taken from Prost alter death. Every one knows
that the horse usually lakes ihe disease, without

being inoculated, by cnntogion, as it is called ;
but

until Ihe foregoing inquiry was instituted, it was
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believed lliat the liunnn pulject coulil not lake

Klandeis williout iiioculati"n. Tlie reader will

bear in mind iliat ilie man I'rost merely plept in a

stable where died a <rlati(lered horse, and, llirlher

than this, had no ronnexion whatever with ani-

mals so dit^eased ; hence we may reasonably con-

elude that thii unlortunate niaii took the disease

by contan;iun, and rtoi by inociilation. This eon-

elusion should serve as a warnlnj^ to ail— (o t;en-

llenien as well as i^^iooms. ostlers, farriers, cf hoc

genus omne—liow earelbl and cautious they
should be when necfssiiy oblliires tiiem to have
any connexion will) ijlandered horses.

About the same period, or shor'Iy after, M.
Leone, a veterinary surgeon to a dragoon rejri-

ment, iwenij^-nine years of age, and in perlec.i

health, had to open a farcied abscess developed
in a horse belonirir>S to his re<.'iment. After the
operation, he introduced his hand into the cavity,

which was covered with matter, in order to

explore the extent of the sore; unlornmately he
had at the lime a slic/hi scar or abrasion on the
index finger of this hand, which changed its ap-

pearance in a few days : it increased in size, be-

came very painfiil, and covered with fungus-like
growths. The wound was cauterized, but did

not heal for three months. Three days after the
operation, and a! the same time that the sore on
the finger was advanciiiii. M. L. recognized the
presence of several painful hard tumors like iho«e
of farcy developed at the inside of the left elbow ;

soon after, the joint itself became painful and
swollen ; an abscess formed, and was opened

;

others succeeded ; fistulous sores were established,

and to this day the arm is still diseased. Six

weeks alter liie operation, the right knee-joint

becamlk painful and swollen ; the tutnors here did

not break, but the disease attacked the instep and
foot, which were swollen and painful ; tumors
formed, and soon broke, anil still remain open.
M. L. had the assistance of several physicians,
but without any success. He alleges that he
knew many veterinary surgeons who were affiict-

ed with the same unlbnunate malady derived
from the same source. The foregoing is an ex-
ample of inveterate chronicyj/rcj/.

Very recently we have seen in this metropolis
two instances of men suffering from farcy and
glanders: one was a groom, the oilier a larrier.

The former was taking care of a glandered horse,
and had a small puncture on one of his fingers*

at the time, which soon began to throb, and on
examining it found a dark spot round the punc-
ture; swelling of the second joint of the same
finger soon followed, and thence passed on to his

arm : so rapid was it in its course, that he was
obliged to cut the sleeve of liis coat to enable
him to withdraw the arm at night: this broke
and ulcerated, and shortly afier the left leg began
to swell and (eel hard and knotty. Although this

man suffered from incessant pain and want of
sleep, it is worth remarking, that the only thing
which seemed to cause him any anxiety was the
fear (to use his own expression) that " he had
given the disease to a horse that ivas perfectly
sound when he v:ent to attend it, but soon became
glandered.''' His own suffering seemed to be lost

in this idea.

These are melancholy details, but is it not better
that they sliould be "known? They lead us
irresistibly to the following general conclusions—

I first, that a man is liable to the infection of glan-
ders, a disease liiiherto supposed to l)e peculiar to

the horse, the ass, and the mule;—second that
larcy, which is only a modificaiion of glanders,
miiy co-exist wiih that disease, as lias been
proved by inoculating the virus of llie two dis-

eases; as with fi^ircy you may |)roduce glanders,
and vice versa:—third, that inoculation is not
alisoluiely necessary tor the production of glan-
ders or fiircy, as sometimes the simple cohabita-
tion with glandered animals seems to produce
these diseases effectually, from which we are led

to infer that it is contagious:

—

Iburth, tliat glan-
ders, in its severe form, seems to be an incurable
malady, both in man and the horse.

Prophylactic measures, &c.—Although it is

very true that sportsmen— that gentlemen them-
selves— rarely meddle with glandered horses, it

by no means follows that they should not possess
information which might l»e nselLiI for tfiose in

I heir service who may be obliged to do so ; and
as there is no cure lor glanders, every precaution
should he taken to guard against that memento
mori disease. The following simple measures
are tho-e which we can recommend from consi-

derable experience. Whenever an animal is

suspected of being glandered, the groom or per-

son attending it should make a strong solution of
alum, and keep it by him in the stable: as often

as be lias occasion to go near the horse, to dress
his sores, open an abscess, remove the halter, or

administer medicine, lie should immerse his hands
in the alum solution, and keep them there for

some moments; if there is a cut on his hand it

should be carefully covered with adhesive plaster

previously. This is not a mere quack remedy,
and anatomists know that well ; for prior to ex-
amining a brain, the most dangerous part of the
dead human subject, they use this very remedy
in the same way. A'um is an astringent, and
by this properly it can (or a certain time stop the

pores of the skin of the hand, and consequently
prevent any a6sorjDfion of poisonous matter fi-om

taking place. Perhaps other astringents, as

sulphate of copper, would answer as well, but
alum is cheaper, easier managed, less dangerous,
and equally efficacious. JKrinexsis.

WATERING PLACES—HOOF AIL.

From the New Genesee Farmer.

Messrs. Editors— In an editorial article in the
December number ol"the " Cultivator," page 184,
are remarks on the subject of watering cattle in

winter, some of which appear to be objectionable.

The sentiment to which I refer is, ''that it is no
disadvantage to cattle to go a suitable distance to

water, but rather a benefit, as promoting circulation

in the feet, and thus preventing disease o( the ex-
tremities.'" The same idea is advanced in the
February number of the same paper, page 22.

And putting both articles together, we should con-
clude the " suitable distance" lor cattle to travel

for their water in winter was from fifty to one
hundred rods. And the advantage set forth is the

exercise which prevents what is called the hoof
ail.

" Now it strikes me very forcibly," as thejudgft

says. tbRl this course, both in theory and practice,
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is, to say ihe least, somevvliat olijeclionahle. It is I

liie opinion of many, that cattle should not be com- '

pellej to go out of their yard forwater ; and the
following among other reasons are atlduced. IT

water Ciinnot be obtained bycatiie u-iihout travel-

ling one fourth of a mile, they will many times
Buffer exceedingly lor the want ol' it, rather than go
Eo lar lor it. It good fresh watercan be had by them
without going out of the yard, they will drinU very
much oftener than in the other case, especially in

cold weal her. Again. The oldest and sionixest

cattle v/ili generally go first to water. When ihey
have drunli, they reuirn, and on their way meet
oihero in the narrow enow-path, and of course
drive them back. In which case, the youngest
and most leeble of the herd will have much trouble

and vexation in obtaining vv'alerat ail. And again.
The amount of manure which is dropped, and
for the most part lost, in such case, is very consi-

derable in the course of ihe winter, and it is by
many farmers esteemed a mailer of no small
importance that £[// the manure should be saved.
Some say, even, that they may as well vvasie the
food of cattle as the food ofplanis.

And besides, when cattle go to a spring to drinic,

especially if Ihe snow is deep, ihere will generally
be great difficulty in reaching the water on account
of the bank of snow and ice, unless they siep inio

it, which cattle are very unwilling to do. I have
seen many watering places where caitle, in order
to obtain a drop of waler, were obliged to get
down upon their l<nees, and even then obtain it

vviili the greatest dilKcuhy.

Neither do i believe the exerc/se of this travel

of cattle a considerable distance to water is ol

any advantage in preventing the hoof ail. Eut i

am very strongly inclined to t! e opinion, whicli
was advanced some time since by Gen. M. Brooks
of Mount Morris, and also by Heman Chapin,
esq., of East Bloomfield, to vv-it, that the "foot
ail," or " hoof ail," as it is called, is the result of the
freezing 0? [ho- feet. And it would seem more pro-

bable that the lijet would become frozen by being
first wet or covered with mud, tlian if they were
kept dry and clean.

i believe, therelore, most sincerely, that if cattle

are kept in a well enclosed, comlbrlahle yard, with
open sheds, or hovels even, for their proiection

from storms, where they can have fiee and unin-
terrupted access to good water, antl plenty of salt,

the yard kept constantly littered with straw, so as
10 make it always dry, and the cattle put up every
night in a stable filled to their knees with tlie seme
article, they will never have the " hoof ail."

I know that with many a very strong prejudice
exists against wells tor the supply of water (or cat-
lie. And probably a stronger prejudice prevails
against the labor and trouble of drawing it. But
the expense of thus furnishing v.-ater (or cattle in

wipter is comparatively trifling
; when, by an

under drain, or any other contrivance, running wa-
ter can be conveyed into the yard, so much the
better. And in many cases this may be done with
"very little cost. But where this is impracticable
1 would pump water for all my caille, horses and
sheep, rather than compel them lo go abroad for

it even though the distance did not exceed thirty
rods.

There are several farmers of my acquaintance,
whose cattJe, if they have any water at all during
the winier, are obliged to travel from cue fourth to

three fourths of a mile for if, and when they arrive

at the spot where waler can be lound it is only lO

to be obtained by them through a hole cut in the

ire, which may be from six to eighteen inches in

thickness.

I have a good spring of water about sixty rods

from my barn, and lor two or three winters drove
my cattle lo it, every day, especially in cold wea-
ther. But since I have duij a well contiguous to

my cattle yard, and put a pump in it, I find it much
less trouble to furnish water fcr my stock in ihe

yard than it was even to visit Ihe spring every day
to see that is was attainable there. And besides,

there is much less quarreling among the caitle,

and it is so much more comfortable for them to

driid< tlom a trough conveniently situated, that'

I

would not be wiihout this appendage to my barn
yard, even though it should cost me SIOO.
And moreover, all the manure of the whole

herd is in the yard, intermixed with the straw and
liner thereof, in good condition for spring use,

which is a matter of no small importance.

These, and such like, arc the reasons why I am
opposed lo the practice ofsending canle from fifty

lo a hundred rods lor water in winter, expressed,

however, with due deference to the opinions of

more experienced herdsmen.
Winter protection.— I am aware there are

many fijrmers who think it a matter of no con-

sequence, whether our domestic animals are

afforded any proiection from the severity of the

winter. It is probably true that most of them v/ill

live through the winter wiihout ii, if they are well

\ti\. But are we not taught a lesson on this subject

from the habits of wild animals'? Not one of them,
as far as my recollection extends, is without, or

does not provide himself with, conifbrtabl%*shelter

or home for the winter. Are we not told, also, from
authority which shou'd not be disresarded, that

the merciful man is mercifid to hie beast? And
where is the farmer, who by a profusion of the

blessings ofa merciful Providence is made comfor-
table, can he unmindful of his domestic animals,

from which he receives his l()od, and his raiment,

and afford them that proieciion from the chilling

blasts of winter, byvvhich they are rendered com-
fortable not only, but are thereby rendered m.uch
more profitable.

Another very great advantage of stabling cat-

tle is the saving of feed frou) waste. I have seen
farmers, otherwise respectable, throw their hay
upon ihe ground when covered wiih mud and
filth, for Ihe food ol cattle, horses and sheep all in

the same yard. In which case one half, at least,

of the hay, was trod into the mud and water. But
where cattle are stabled, each having his mess by
himself, and then the younger and weakeranimals
unexposed to the encroachment of the older and
stronger, consume their food with peacefulnessand

contentment, wiihout annoyance and without
waste.

Still another advantage to be derived from this

course of a plentiful use of straw every day in litter-

ing the yard and stable is, the animals are not only

kept dry and comfortable, but the straw is all turn-

ed to a good account. There are many farmers

who seem not to know what to do with ifieir

straw. Year after year it i« suffered to accumulate

in immense piles about the barn, till it becomes a
nuisance. But if it is daily scattered in the yard

for the cattle to pick upon through the day, and
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used for betliiini; ill tijesiables, it will tlids becomo
imprei^naled wiili Ihe liquids of the yard and
eiables and mixed witli ihe aniiDal niai)ure

thereof, and i hereby tl)e quantity of manure Ibi

eprinof use will be jjreallj' increased. By such a

course a small stock, say of fil'teeii head of cattle,

seventy-five sheep, and three horses, will supply
three hundred loads ol'irood manure (or the corn

and potato crop the ensuint^ season. 'I'hc straw,

thus spread rrecjuently in the yard to some extent,

Is eaten by the stock, the balance absorbs the

juices oCthe yard, becomes saturated therewith,

and its value thus rendered (bur-fold greater than il

it were applied in its dry state.

You>-s, &c. W. Parsons.
Thorn Hill, near Lockporl, Dec, 1840.

THE CULTIVATIOIS' OF HEMP IN KENTUCKY.

From the Agriculturist.

[The following; article, first published in the Com-
plete Fanner, was written by the Hon. Henry Clay.]

The preparation of the ground for sowing tiie

seed is by ihe plough and horses, until the clods

are sufficiently pulverized or dissolved, and the

surface of the field is rendered even andsmooih.
Il should be as carefully prepared as il it were lor

flax. This most important point, loo often iie-

glectedj cannot be attended to too much. Scarcely
any othercroj) better rewards diligence and careful

husbandry. Fall or winter ploughing is practised
with advantage; it is indispensable in old mea-
dows, or old pasture grounds, intended lor pro-

ducing he.mp.

Plants lor seed are ordinarily reared in a place
distinct fi-om that in which ihey are cultivated lor

the lint. In this respect, the usage is different

from that which is understood to prevail in Eu-
rope. The seeds which are intended to repro-

duce seeds Ibr the crop of the next year, are

eowed in drills about four leet apart. When tiiey

catch the seed as ihey shatter out. Afler the
seeds are separated, the stalks which bore them
beini; too larL'C, coarse, and hari«h, to produce
lint, are usually thrown away ; they may be pro-
fitably employed in making cliarcoal Ibr the use
of powder-mills. In Europe, where the male
and female plants are promiscuously grown to-

gether in the same field, both (or seeds and for

lint, the male stalks are first gathered, and tlie

lemale suflered to remain jirowing until the seeds
are ripe, whf n they are also gathered ; the seeds
secured and lint obtained, after the rotting, li-om

both descriptions.

After the seeds are thrashed out, it is advisable
to spread them on a fioor, to cure properly and
prevent their rotting, before they are finally put
away for use the next spring. Seeds are not
generally used unless they were secured the fall

previous to their beinu sown, as it is believed they
will not vegetate if older ; but it hai? been ascer-
tained that when they are properly cured and
kept dry, they will come up after the first year.
It is important to prevent them from heating,
which destroys the vegetating properly, and lor

that purpose liiey should be thinly spread on a
sheltered floor.

The seeds, whether to reproduce seeds onlv, or
ihe lint, are sowed about the same time. Opi-
nions vary as to the best period. It depends a
Uood deal upon the season. The plant is very
tender when it first shoots up, and is affected by
frost. Some have sowed as early as the 1st ol'

April ; but it is generally agreed, that all the
month of May, and about the lOih of it espe-
cially, is the most favorable time. An expe-
rienced and successful hempgrower, in the neigh-
borhood of JLexington, being asked the best tiTne

to sow hemp, answered, immediately before a
rain. And undoubtedly it is very fortunate to
have a moderate rain directly after eowino-.

When the object is to make a crop of hemp,
the seeds are sown broad-cast. The usual quan-
tity is a bushel and a half to the acre ; but here
naain the farmers difler, some usinfr two bushels

are grown siitTicienily to distinguish between the or even two and a half. Much depends on the
male and female stalks, the Ibrmer -are pulled strength and fertility of the soil, and the care
and thrown away, and the latter are thinned,

j
with which it has been prepared, as well as the

leaving the stadis separated seven or eight inches

from each other. This operation is usually per-

formed in the blooming season, when the sexual

character of the plants is easily discernible ; the

male alone blossoming, and, when agitated,

throwing ofl' larina, a yellow dust or flour, whicli

falls and co'ors the ground, or any object that

comes in contact wiih it. A few of the male
plants hnd belter be left, scattered through the
drill, until the fariim is completely discharged,
Ibr an obvious reason. Bet.veen the drills a
plough is run sufficiently often to keep the ground
li-ee from weeds and grass ; and between the
stalks in each drill the'hoe is employed Ibr the
same object. The seed plants are generally cut
after the first smart frost, between the 2.5th Sep-
tember and the middle of October, and carried
to a barn or stack-yard, where the seeds are
easily detached by the common flail. They
should be gathered after a slight, but before a
severe frost ; and, as they fall out very easily, it

ie advisable to haul the plants on a sled, and if

convenient, when they are wet. If transported

season. To these causes may be ascribed the
diversity of opinion and practice. The ground
can only sustain and nourish a certain quantify
ol plants ; and if that limit be pas?ed, the surpfw
will be smothered in the growth. When the
seeds are sown, they are ploughed or harrowed
in

;
ploughing in best in old ground, as it avoids

the injurious effect of a bealinw rain, and the con-
sequent baking of the earth. It would be also be-
neficial subsequently to roll the ground with a
heavy roller.

Af^ter the seeds are sown, the labors of the cul-
tivator are suspended, until the plants are ripe,

and in a state to be gathered ; every thinor in the
intermediate time being left to the operations of
nature. If the season be favorable until the
plants are sufficiently high to shade Ihe grounds
(winch they will do in a few weeks, at six or
eight inches' height,) there is strong probability

ol a good crop. When they attain that height,
but few articles sustain the effect of bad seasons
better than hemp.

It ie generally ripe and ready to be gfithered
on a cart or wagon, a sheet should he t=pread to I about the middle of August, varying according to
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the lime of eowing. Some sow at difFerpnt pe-

riods, in order thar llie crop may not all lipcn at

the same lime, and tliat a press o( labor in rear-

ing it may be thus avoided. The raaturiiy of

the plant is determined by the evaporaiion of the

farina, already noiicrd, and the leaves of the

plant exhibiting a yellowish hue : it is then gene-

rally supposed to be rii)e, but it is safest to wait a

li^vv days longer. Very little attentive observa-

tion will enable any one to judge when it is lully

ripe. In thai respect it is a very accommcdaling

crop, for if gathered a little too soon, the lint is

not ma-erially injured, and it will wait the leisure

ol' the larmer some ten days or a Ibrtnighl alter

it is entirely ripe.

Two modes of gathering the plants are prac-

overa whole year, before the plants are exposed"

to be rotted. By rrniaining that period in sialics,

ihp plants iro through a s\veat, or some other pro-

cess, that improves very much the appearance,

and, 1 believe, the quality of the lint, and this

improvement lully compensates the loss ol time

in bringing it to market. TI.e lint has a soft

texture and a lively hue, resembling water-rotted

hen)p ; and I once sold a box of it in the Bidii-

mcre market at the price of Russia hem)). In

every oiher respect, the plants are treated as if

they were not Kept over a year.

'i'he method ofdew-roiling is that which ia

Generally practised in Kentucky. The lint so

spread i.s not so good lor niany purposes, and

especially for rigging and ships, as when the

Used, one by pulling them up by the roots, an
{

plants have been rolted by immersion in water, or

easy operation by an able-bodied man, and the

other by cutting them about two inches (the

nearer the belter) above i he sarliace ol the trround.

From a quarter to a third of an acre is the com-

mon task of an average laborer, whether the one

or the other mode is practised. The objections to

pulling are, that the plants with their roots re-

maining connected with them, are not afterwards

so easily handled in the several operations which
they must undergo ; that all parts ol' the plant do

not rot equally and alike, when expo>ed to the

dew and rain: and, fmally, that belore you put

ihem to the brake, when the root should be sepa-

rated from the stalk, the root drags oH' with it

some of the lint. The objection to cutting is,

that you lose two or three inches of the best part

of the plant nearest the root. Pulling being the

most ancient method, is most generally practised.

] prefer, upon the whole, culling ; and 1 believe

the number who [irefer it is yearly increasing.

When pulled, il is done with the hand, which is

better for the protection of an old leather glove.

The laborer catches twenty or thirty plants toge-

ther, with both hands, and by a sudden jerk draws

them without much difficulty. The operation of

cutting is performed with a knile, ollen made out

of an old scythe, resembling a sickle, though not

so long, but broader. This knile is applied much
in the same way as the sickle, except that the

laborer stoops more.

Whether pulled or cut, (he plants are carefully

laid on the ground, the evener the better, to cure;

which they do in two or three days, in dry wea-
ther. A light rain falling on tliem whilst lying

down is thought by some to be beneficial, inas-

much as the leaves, of which they should be

deprived, maybe easier shaken off or detached.

When cured, the plants are set up in the field in

which they were produced, in shocks of conve-

nient size, the roots or lust-ends resting on the

ground, and the lops uuiied above by a band
made of the plants themselves. Previous to

putting them up in shocks, most cultivators tie the

plants in small hand bundles of such a size as

that each can be conveniently held in one hand.

Before the shocks are lormed, the leaves of the

plants should be rapidly knocked otl with a rough
paddle or hooked stick. Some sufler the plants

to remain in these shocks until the plants are

spread down to be rotteil. Others, again, collect

the shocks together as soon as they can command
leisure, (and it is clearly the best,) and form them
into stacks.

A k\v farmers permit these stacks to remain

as it is generally termed, water-rotted. The
greater value, and consequently higher price of

the article, prepared in the latter way, has

induced more and more of our firmers every year

to adopt it ; and if that prejudice were subdued,

which every American production unlbrtunately

encounters wlien it is first introduced and comes
in contact with a rival Eurofiean commodity, I

think it probable that in a few years we should

he able to dispense altogether with Ibreign hemp.
The obstacles which prevent the general practice

of water-rotting are, the want of water at the

best season for the operation, which is the month
of September; a repugnance to the change of an

old habit ; and a persuasion, which has some
Ibundation, that handling the plants after their

submersion in water during that month is injurious

to health. The first and last of these obstacles

would be removed by wafer-rotting enrly in the

winter, or in the spring. The only dilference in

the operation, performed at those seasons and in

the month of September, would be, that the

plants would have to remain longer in soak be-

fore, they were sufRcieniiy rotted.

The plants are usually spread down to be dew-
rotted from the middle of October to the middle
of December. A farmer who has a large crop
on hand puts them down at difltirent limes for his

convenience in handling and dressing them.
Autumnal rotting is more apt to ffive the lint a
dark and unsightly color than winter rolling. The
best ground to expose the plants upon is meadow
or grass land, but they are not unfrequentfy
spread over the same field on which they grow.
The length of time they ought to remain exposed
depends upon the degree of moisture and the
temperature of the weather that prevail. In a
very wet and warm spell five or six weeks may
be Ions enough. Whether they have been
sufficiently rotted or not is determined by experi-

ment. A handful is taken and broken by the

hand or applied to the brake, when it can be ea-

sily ascertained, by the facility with which the

lint can be detached from the stalk, if il be pro-,

perly rotted. If the plants remain on the ground

too long, the fibres lose some of their strength

though a few days longer than necessary, in cold

weather, will not do any injury. If they are

taken up too soon, that is, beiore the lint can he

easily separated from the woody pan of the stalk,

it is harsh, and the process of breaking is difficult

and troublesome. Snow-rolling, that is, when
the plants, being spread out, remain long enough

to rot, (which however requires a greater length
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ol time,) bleaches the lint, improves the qualiiy,

and makes il nearly as valuable as if it had been
waicr-rottod.

After the operation of rotlinfr is performed, the

plants are again collecied togeiher, jjiit in shocks
or stacks, or, which is still belter pnt under a shed

or some covering. When it is designed to break
and dress them immediately, they are freciuenily

set np against some neighboring fence. The
best period for breaking and dressmg is in the

months of February and March, and the best

sort of weather, frosty nights and clear lliawing

days. The brake cannot be used advantageously
in wet or moist weather. It is almost invariably

used in this state out of doors and without any
cover; and to assist i's operation, the laborer

often makes a large fire near it, which serves the

double purpose of dr3'inij the plants and warming
himself It could not be used in damp weather
in a house without a kiln or some other means of

drying the stalks.

Tlie brake in general use is the same liand

brake whicli was originally introduced and has
been always employed here, resembling, though
longer than the common flax brake. It is so well

known as to render a particular description of it,

perhaps, unnecessary. It is a rough contrivance,
set upon lour legs, about two and a half feet hiirh.

Tlie brake consists ol two jaws with slits on each,
the lower jaw hxed and immovable, and the
upper one movable, so that it may be lifted up
by means of a handle inserted into a head or block
at ihe front end of it. The lower jaw has three
slats or teeth, made ol' tough while oak, and the
upper two, arranged approaching to about two
inches in front, and in such manner that the slats

are about six or seven (eet in lengih, six inches
in depth, and about two inches in thickness in

their lower edges; they are placed edgewise,
rounded a little on their upper edges, which are
sharper than those below. The laborer takes
his stand by the side of the brake, and grasping
in his left hand as many of the stalks as he can
conveniently hold, with his right hand he seizes
the handle in ilie head of the upper jaw, which
he lifis, and throwing the handlLiI oi" stalks be-
tween the jaws, repeatedly sirikes them by lilting

and throwing down the upper jaw. These suc^
cessive strokes break the woody or reedy part ol

the stalks into small pieces or shoes, which (all

oft during the process. He assists their disengage-
ment by striking ihe handfiil against a stake^or
with a small wooden paddle, uniil the lint or bark
is entirely clean, and completely separated from
the Avoody particles.

After the above operation is performed, the hemp
may be scutched, to sofien il, and to strengthen the
llireads. That process however, is not thoufht
to be profitable, and is not therelbre generally j^er-

ibrmed by the grower, but is leli to the nianufaciure-r,
as well as that of beating and hackling it. Scutch-
ing is done by thelaboi'or taking in his left hand
a handful of the lint, and grasping it firmly; then
laying the middle of it upon a semi-circular notch
or a perpendicular board of the scutching-frame,
and striking with the edge of the scutch tliat part
ol the hni which hangs down on the board. After
giving It repeated strokes, he shakes the handful
of lint, replaces it on a notch, and continues to
strike and turn all parts of it, until it is sufficiently
cleansed, and the fibres appear to be even and
Btraifiht,

The usual dnily task of an able-bodied hand at

the brake is eiixhty pounds weight
; but there is a

greater diflierence not only in the state of the wea-
iher and the condition of the stalks, produced by
the greater or less degree in which they iiave

been rotted, but in the dexterity with which ihe
brake is emfiloyed. Some hands have been
known to break li'oni one hundred and filly to two
hundred pounds per day. The laborer ties up in

one common l>uiidle the v/ork cl one day, and in

ihis state it is taken to market and sold. From
what has been mentioned, it may be inferred, as the
lact is that the hemp of some growers is in a much
belter condition than that of others. When it has
been carelessly handled or not sufficiently cleansed,
a deduction is made Irom ihe price by the |)urchaser.

It is chiefly bought in our villages, and manufac-
tured into cotton bagging, bales, and other kinds
of unlarred cordage. Ttie price is not unilorm.
The extremes have been as iow as ihiee and n,s

high as eight dollars (or the long hundred, the
customary mode of selling it. The most general
price during a term of many years has' been
Irom lour to five dollars. At five dollars it com-
pensates well the labor ol' the grower, and is

considered more profitable than any thing else
the farn er has cultivated.

The quantity ol net hemp produced to the acre
is from six hundred to one thousand weight, v;iry-

ing according to the lerliiily and preparation of the
soil and the slate of the season. It is said ihal
the quantity which any field will f)roduce may be
anticipated by ihe average height of the plants
throughout Ihe field. Thus if Ihe plants will ave-
rage eight feet in height, the acre will yield eight
hundred weight of hemj); each foot in height
corresponding to a hundred weight of Ihe lint.°

Hemp exhausts the soil slowly, if at all. An old
and successful cultivator told me that he had ta-

ken thirteen or Iburteen successive crops Irem the
same field, and ihat the last was the best. That
was, however, probably owing to a concurrence
of favorable circumstances. Nothing cleanses
and prepares the earth better for other crops (es-
pecially lor small grain or grasses) than hemp.
It eradicates all weeds, and when it is taken ofl',

leaves the field not only clean, but smooth and
even."

IMPROVED BUEED OF HOGS.

From tlio Kentuclvv KarintT.

There has l)een much controversy in Kentucky
in reference to the relative merits of the various
breeds of improved hogs; and the subject has in-
deed engendered some of the spirit ofpartizan-
ship. It is not our purpose to take a side in the
controversy; being determined to deal with the
utmost impartiality towards the advocates of each
of ihe various breeds. Our object shall be, in

conducting this paper to take such a course as
will serve to bring out tUefacfs referring to the
merits of all subjects in which the farmer is inter-

ested. While we deem an honest collision of
sentiment favorable to the investigation of truth ;

we deprecate that parlizan epirit which has an
exceedingly keen vision in looking at one side of
a subject and is utterly blind in viewing the other.

Long ago, and repeatedly since, we proposed a
test f)y which the relative merits of the various
breeds of hogs could be satisfactorily ascertained

;

and that was, to rear a large number of each
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breed, under the usual mode of treatment which

the county is compelled to adopt, nolintf carclully

all the lacls involved in the ex[)erinicnt. When
this proposition was first made, it was ohjected,

that the demand for blooded pigs, for breeders, was

loo great to allow a sufficient number of them to

be devoted to the experiment. The "pitr busi-

ness" is indeed too profitable to be abandoned for

ihe sake of makintr experiments and we have

strong doubts whether any of the prominent

breeders of the various vaunted breeds can ever

be induced to go iuto such an experiment as is

proposed. But the object can be efl'ected in spite

of them and without their co-operation. JNlany

farmers have purchased blooded pigs, not (or the

purpose of going into the "pig business," but of

improving their stock; and they will rear their pro-

geny ; not under the siufilng and gorging system,

but in the usual way, and the results of such treat-

ment will indicate the best breeds. It cannot be

long till we shall have reports of practical experi-

ments, showing the entire treatment, the ages, the

amount of food consumed, the weights attained,

travelling qualities, &c. &c. This is the kind of

information we have sought to elicit, because we
believe it the only satisfactory kind.

We have some facts, relating to various breeds,

which we take the liberty of gleaning from our

private correspondence, believing that the writers

can have no objection to their publication. The
facts are interesting in themselves and may lead to

th^ develo| ement of others more explicit and satis-

factory.

We begin with the statement of an experiment

by rvir. B^ P. Gray of Woodlbrd, made in the

usual practice of rearing hogs. It will be recol-

lected that we published an experiment (Vol. 3,

p. 142,) of this gentleman upon half blond Thin
rinds, highly favorable to that breed. The pre-

sent experiment relates to some pigs by an Irish

boar out of hall blood Thin rind sows, and a com-
parison between ihem and some pigs of scrub

breed. The result will astound two classes of

men,—those who deny the great superiority of

blood and those who all'ect to ridicule the Irish

and Thin rind hogs, for neither of them are now
considered the "fashionable" breed. We have
the notes belbre us furnished by Mr. Gray and
no one who knows him will doubt the correctness

of his statements. And it is proper to say that he
is not a " pig dealer;" his hogs were reared and
killed for the use of his own family ; and no one

must regard this notice either as a "puff or an
cdv^ertisement in disguise."

He killed 46 hogs last fall. Of these, 22 were
scrubs, pigged in October, 1839; the residue were
out of hall blood Thin rind sows by an Irish boar,

22 of them pigged in January 1S40. and the other

two pigged in October 1839 about the time of the

scrubs. The scrub pigs were well wintered in

the usual way; and as soon as the blooded pigs

were weaned, the whole 46 were turned together

and well treated. The clover was good but the

rye was very indifferent [nobody grew good rye

last summer.] The whole were put up together

in a pen on the 15th Sept. 1840, to be fattened on

corn. Now mark the result.

The 22 blooded pigs, pigged in January 1840,

plaufhlered November 19, ten months old, weigh-

ed neat, 5120 pounds, being an average of 232

pounds each, neat.

The 22 scrubsj pigged in October 1839, slaugh-

tered December 17, near a month later, when four-

teen months old, weighed neat, .3930 pounds, be-
ing an average of 178 pounds each, neat.

So the scrubs, lour months older, and fed on
corn near a month longer, averaged each 54
pounds less than the average of the blooded pigs.

The two blooded pigs, pigged about the same
time of the scrubs, and killed a month sooner,
weighed respectively 306 and 298 pounds, neat.

The heaviest blooded pig weighed, neat, 296
pounds, the lightest, 193 ; t he heaviest scrub, 206,
lightest, 104.

These facts need no comment; they speak for

themselves and every farmer can make his calcu-

lations as to the relative value of blooded and
common pigs. The scrub pigs were considered
of good slock ; and we presume the weights they
attained will prove them equal to the average of
common hogs.

Mr. Joseph Reed, of Montgomery county, had
6 pigs, pigged afiout the fiist of April, by Dr.
Combs' Berkshire boar, out of a common sow,
which averaged 175 lbs. neat, killed about the

middle of November, when seven and a half

months old— ordinary treatment.

We will now quote from a letter by Dr. Martin,
dated Dec. 7, 1840. He is a distinguished breeder

of cattle and various breeds of hogs, but is un-
derstood to be an advocate of the Woburn hog;:
"Now for avoirdupois. I sold to Henry Savory,

five hogs of Woburn blood, that were two and
three years old— three year olds had been used

as boars. No. 1, weighed 640 lbs ; No. 2, 630
;

No. 3, 660 ; No. 4, 748; No. 5, 824. 7^ oflf each
for weight of breeching— I have sent this to the

Kentucky Farmer.
" I had some pigs, pigged 23d of last December

;

they were kept with their mother, after some cat-

tle, until April, when they were turned on grass,

and Ist July upon rye that was less than two
bushels to the acre, (what was cut and I cut the

best of it,) after which about a hundred were
turned upon a stubblefield and they had access to

an apple-orchard of one hundred trees, winter

fruit, very little down until a storm 3d October.

They stayed here until put up to fatten and were

killed 17tli November and weighed neat meat 261.

These were the refuse of the Woburns— I don't

know what the best would have done. I killed a

pig, a little older than Gov. Wicklifte's boar which

was pigged 14th February, with same kind of

ireatiTient as the last, that weighed 250 lbs. neat.

I killed a refuse pig, much Ihe least in the litter,

pigged 14th May, half white Berkshire and half

Woburn— killed Nov. 17, that weighed 110 neat

meat. The best of this litter, I think, (a mere ma'-

terofopiiiian,)wouldhave weighed 200 lbs. each."

The statement in reti>rence to the big hogs, so

far as relates to the expense of their keep, the

quantity of food consumed, and the length of time

they were fully fed, is about as definite and satis-

factory as the phrase— "big as a piece of chalk."

And the Doctor had been more satisfactory, in

reference to the pigs, had he stated the length of

time they were corn fed.

Our next quotation is from a letter by A. B.

Allen, Esq., of Buffalo, New York, a diaiinguish-

ed breeder and advocate of Berkshire hoffs, under

date, Columbus, Ohio, December 9, 1840 ; and

we are glad to find one so eminent, concurrmg in

our views as to the proper mode of ascertainmg

the real merits of the various breeds :
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«' But to return to Berkshires. I know tlint
j
der date December 23, but with no view of its

the VVoburiis can beat ihe present Bcrkshires* in

wei^jht at s;ime age, but that is nolhiii<if. The
only lair and proper lest would be such as you
propose, 50 or 100 head of eacii grown np and
iaHed in Ihe common (arming way of ti\e coun-
try, an accurate account kept of their (bod, and
then see which has given the most and best pork

for ii ; nothini? less ihan ihis would be eatislaciory.

But can Dr. Martin show a gain of upwards o(

ihree month?, of three pounds per day, as the

Brentnalls made a Berkshire barrow do last win-

ter ? Vide their statement in JNlareh or April

number of Cultivator. I have just made a most

superb importation from Enijland and have every

satisfactory evidence (rom the persons vvlio bred

theiri, tliat the families (rom which they are de-

rived will gain 15 to 2 lb. per day, made t:\j|rrows

and shoved in their feed, (or the first year of their

lives. A pair of pigs, sent with one of the sows,

has gained since littered in April 1^ lbs. per day
each up to the present time, and one of the boars

actually weighed on the scales, on arrival, 520 lbs.

at 18 months old, though thin in flesh. My
brother will make a statement of them either in

his own or my name, for December or January

publication. As to the conclusions of the writer
(iivorable to one breed and unfavorable to others,
they would carry more weight, had he stated Ihe
fitcis and grounds on which they are based. But
Ihe writer appears lo have exerted an active spirit

of investigation, and he, loo, coincides with us,

that the gorging system does not (iirnish Ihe Irue
test. We would thank him (or his facts.

" Mr. and myself endeavored at the Win-
chester fair to determine which, amonof the s'-
veral rival breeds of hours, is the best. We care-
fully examined the specimens of each ihat were
exhibited there, and concluded that the very best
of each, reared in the best manner, is not a fair

lest of their relative value or their merits; be-
cause we sometimes see individual animals pos-
r=essing that conlbrmation which experience has
proved constitutes them the most valuable of their
species, which has been the result of accident
aided by extraordinary care and judtjment in

rearing, and is not a characteristic of their race.
It is sometimes Ihe case too, that this form is im-
parted by a single cross and never appears in
their progeny. Ft is a fact also, that one particu-
lar breed of fine animals, crossed upon an inferior

number of the Culiivator. 'J'hey had not arrived
j

race, gives to the produce but little if any of its

when 1 left; but he says they show great vigor own merits ; whilst a different breed, crossed upon
and constitution ; and, notwithstanding their size,

are equal in fineness of point 10 my very best

shakerand other stock. The oldest boar, he adds,

is superior to any thing he ever saw, not except-

ing the last sent out by Hawes to Lossing and the

Brentnalls

—

their color and characteristics same
as Hawes' importations. The stock of my Prince

Regent, imported last fall, has proved very fine

and has taken premiums wherever exhibited, but

it is hardly large enough to suit Kentucky. In

this valley, [the Scioto] ani! in New York, 'tis

much admired. Breeders here tell me they don't

nn inferior race, will make a great improvement.
We therefore determined that the best mode of
settling this matter would be to examine those
different breeds in ge?rerfl/and not in particular in-
dividuals: loo see them under indi(Terent as well
as good treatment, and inspect the cross of each
upon our common stork kept as stock boas gene-
rally are. This course of examination we "com-
menced at your house. We have since looked at
o'her herds. We have seen the cross of Ihe Wo-
burn, the Berkshire and the Grazier, upon the
various breeds of scrub hogs, and after a tedious

want a 6/g-ger/iog ^/^a/i30Q /6s. alls months; and
j
and riisrid investitra'ion of the claims of all of

a few large Berkshires 1 brought down won't sell
j

ihem, through their crosses and in themselves, for
at all among them, while the medium size go ra

pidly. As to their driving, I know the longest

legged ones cant be beaten in mud or any where
else. I give you an extract of a letter just re-

ceived fi-om John Mahard,jr., of Cmcinnafi, one
of the largest pork packers there. He wrote me
unsolicited in the way of business.

' We have just got through culling and packing
1280 hogs, for J. B. Kenney, esq. and others,

who drove them from near Georgetown, Ky., a

distance of about 80 to 100 miles and in the drove
they had five or six li^lf blood Berkshires and
they stated Ihat they stood the journey better ihan

any other hogs in the drove; and although several

of the common hogs gave out and had lo be left

behind, every one of the half Berkshires came
safe through to market."
To be sure this is but a email and partial expe-

riment, but it goes to prove my assertions regard-
ing their driving qualities ; and as M r. Kenney is

one of your neighbors, I suggest your obtaining
the statement from him and publishing it,"

We shall conclude now, by an extract from a
letter written by a gentleman of Madison (that

great hog raising coimty) to a correspondent in

Ciarke, who transcribed it in a private letter un-

*But we shall anor\with others I am going to im-
port

all the purposes (or which they are desiiined. we
unhesitatingly pronounce the Wohurn the best
hog. We have seen them crossed in every vvay
and the result has been invariably, an obvious
and decided improvement. [ could give you some
fids in relation toother favorite breeds, crossed
upon the scrubs, of which perhaps yon are not
apprised, that detrnct much from their merit and
high standing in my esteem ; but as you are the
owner of all those dilferent breeds, I will say no-
thinor here upon that subject."
This is slronir languaffe, and we repeat that the

writer should substantiate his opinions by the
facts.

We have now had the various breeds lonff
enough lo judge of thetn by their real merits; and
\ye repeat our call for facts, ascertained in prac-
tice. We mean lo show fliir play and do full jus-
tice (0 all; and if the facts regarding the mer-
rils and relative value of each of the vaunted
breeds, be not made known, it shall be the fault of
(he breeders themselves. Give us, then, facts,
proving the superiority of your various breeds.
State your (reatment fully and fairly ami then
give US your arguments* in avoirdupois. .No
humbugging pufl^s will be admitted; we have had,
in all conscience, loo much of them already. In-
telligible, practical facts are now due; let's have
them.
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THE FOURTH AGRICULTURAL MEETING.

—

LIVE STOCK.

From the Boston Courier.

The fourlli atrriciilmral meetinir w!ir held at the

Slate House, on the evening ofthe 4th inst., Hon.
1). P. King in the chair. 'I'he subjecl of dls-

cuppion was live siocl<.

Mr. Colman inirochiceJ the suhject by a suc-

cinct account of the various breeds which liad been

and were to be found in the country; etmiDerating

find desc.-ibinrr the naiive stock, the Devon, the

Hereford, liie Yorkshire, the Holderness, tlie Al-

ilerney, the improved Durham Siiort Horn, the

Ayrsliire, and lastly a new race, which, by the

skill and perseverance of a <rentleman from whom
the meeting would hear presently, had been form-

ed in our vicinity; and in some respects was not

surpassed by any breed known amongr us, or in

the world, particularly (or the richness of their

milk and the amount of butter obtained from it.

He proceeded to speak of some remarkable

animals of our native breed which had fallen un-

der his observation. The O^kes cow, which in

one instance made 19^ lbs. butter per week ; an
averajre of more than 16 lbs. per week for three

months in succession, and 484 lbs. from 1st May
to .SOih December in one year, htsides suckling a

calff()r six5 weeks; of the Nourse cow, formerly

owned by Col. Pickerinff, from which more than

14 lbs. per week were obtained for four successive

months ; of a cow at Stockliridfre, which, in three

successive years, made 900 lbs. butter; of a cow
owned in Shelburn, which produced 33-5 lhs. but-

ler in one j'ear; and a cow in North-Adams,
which produced 425 lbs. buKer in one year.

These were extraordinary examples. Others

might be found. But they are individual instan-

ces; and among our native stock we have no es-

tablished race of animals, whose excellent quali-

ties may be pronounced fixed by always breeding

from the very best, unless it be in the case alrea-

dy relerred to.

In Kngland, great atlenlion for more than half

a century had been paid to this subject, and by the

highest skill and the most determined persever-

ance, vali-jable races had been formed. Bnkewell
may be said to liave begun these improvements.
The Messrs. Collins pursued it with distinfruished

ability and liberality. The country patronized

and encourasred such improvements by the most
liberal prices paid for the improved slock; 1000
guineas having been aiven at a public sale 'or the

Messrs. Collins's celebrated bull Comet; and 400
and GOO guineas having been sometimes jjiven

for a cow, and more than 100 izuineas (bra calf.

Mr. Colman proceeded to say that no perma-
nent improvement can be made but by inlellifjence

of observFiiion and long continued perseverance

in seleclinu the best from the best, and breeding

animals with a special reference to the most de-

sirable qualities. We have great advantatres in

this country, inasmuch as we can at once avail

ourselves of the improvements made in Great
Britain ; and if the introduction of their stock would
be an advantaore, the best animals could be ob-

tained at once.

Mr. Colman spoke of the various importations

which had been made by ditierent public-spirited

individuals, many of which he had had the plea-

sure of seeing, eef.ecially some ofthe splendid
importations made by spirited citizens from Ohio,
the beauty of which animals, their admirable
symmetry, and the perfection to which art, guided
liy the most philosophical principles, had carried

these improvements, excited the highest admira-
tion. He then proceeded to speak ofthe disiin-

iXiii-^hed liberality of a gentleman in the vicinity

of Boston, who, with a view to obtain the beet

milking siock known abroad, had imported large-

ly oljihe Ayrshire, a slock deemed abroad Ihebes't

slock known liir dairy purposes. This same gen-
tleman, with his customary public spirit, had gi-

ven away many of these animals with a view to

the improvement of the stock and had in the most
liberal manner rendered these improvements ac-

cessible lo any farmers who chose to avail them-
selveA)f them. The Massachuselts Agricultu-
ral Socieiy, with iheir usual liberality, had done
the same.

Mr. Colman having iione to some extent inio

the characteristics ol the uiHerent breeds, from
personal observation, inquiry, and experiment,

concluded by saying thai a gentleman present by
his invitation, who was well skilled in the subject

now under d'scusssion, and was himself the found-

er of the race of animals to which he had re-

ferred, would detail fully his progress and success

in Ibrming this new race of animals; and would
give them, before the meeting closed, ocular de-

monstration of the superlative quality of their

creain.

Col. Samuel Jaques of Cbarlestown, the well

known superintendent of the Stock Farm at Ten
Hills, then addressed the meeting at some length,

but with much good sense, and excellent humor.

He had long personal experience in this case.

He deemed ihe improvement ofthe livestock of

our country matter of the hishest moment to the

agricultural and the whole community. There
were several varieties of animals, as already re-

ferred to. He was particularly desirous of finding

a race exactly suited tc our soil and climate.

We may, perhaps, form a breed belter adapted

to our purposes than any foreign breed now
known. But as any great improvement could not

be carried through and established under half a

century, it would be wise to avail ourselves of

what had been done abroad, as far as it might

meet our pur|)oses.

In 1B19, he gave 8600 for a bull calf, in order

to make across with some of our best cows.

—

Mu'-.h skill is requi.-^ite in sglectins the cow, as well

as the bull: but out of a thousand brought to him,

there was not one, which he (bund suitable.

Ralph Haskins of Dorchester had obtained,

from a farmer's yard in Groton, a cow distin-

guished (or the extraordinary richness of her m.ilk.

She was of a deep red; resembling, in some re-

spects, the Devon race ; but not known to have

any (breign blood in her. She had a capacious

body, and"fine silky feel. This cow was crossed

wiih CQ?lebs, an imported bull, ofthe Durham

blood. CcElebs had produced some remarkable

milkers. It was in this way, Mr. Jaijues thought,

best to lay the foundation of an improved stock.

His object was to obtain a stock eminent for their

dairy properties.

Having succeeded, acccording lo his expeeta-
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tions, in producin^r a race distinguished (br the

richness ol' their milif, lie chose. 10 denoininale it

tlie Creanipot breed; and he had now proceeded

as far as ihe tilili generation, and iiad already six-

ty animals, more or less tiriciurcd with this hiood.

He went, as he said, lor hioud, and whatever sur-

jirise it niighi excite, lie was confident in sayinir,

that he wouKi breeii animals to order. He would
proceed upon the same principle as that on whicli

the painter applies his lamp-black to his white

lead ; and in respect to cattle, as fnmps ol' heel

sold in marUet (or a shilling per pound, and shins

tor three cents, he would seek to make the rum[)s

large, and the shins small.

Farmers admitted tliis principle of breeding, in

respect to sheep; so they would cross their iVJerino

witli tlieir naiive, until, by successive sieps, they
improved their wool from one halfto three quar-
ters and seven eighihs grade. All farmers would
agree to make wool to order, ifyou would pron)ise

them one dollar per pound. It is the same with

cattle. Stock on the Exchange may be changed
and transferred at once. Live slock is not dis-

i

posed ol'sn easily. It requires (bur years to pro-

!

duce a calf, and eight years a second, that is, be !

lore you can determine their properties.
|

The race-horse is not popular among us. We
j

want a horse that will do all kinds ol'work. This
|

was obtained by a cross of the fijll- blood race-

horse wiih the thorough-bred Noruiandy. This
coll was given, by a gentleman in Canada, to a

V^ermont jarmer by the name of Morgan. This
was the foundation of a distinguished breed. This
horse would run eighty rods in fifteen seconds.
He could pick out a Morgan hor^e, among a hun-
dred. The combination of two of the best bloods,

in this case, save a general character. This horse
is of eminent endurance, docile, obedient, rugged;
and is a full hand (or the best whip.

Coelebs had no pedigree, but there was good
reason to believe that he was a direct descendant
li'om the stock of Messrs. Collins. He was con-
fident that by a cross of Coelebs with a suitable

native cow, he should succeed in his object of ob-
taining rich milk and excellent buiier-properlies.

He had now in milk the third generaiiori, and lour

quarts of her milk had made one pound of butter.

The milk contains so little that cannot be made
into butter, that in his belief one himdred f)ounds
of her cream would produce ninety-fi^'e pounds ol

butter.

He had now twenty-eight cows and hei(ers of
this slock; and at his pleasure he could breed his
stock with orange color or yellow round the eye,

of a mahogany color, white bags and black teats,

as might be desired. This may seem incredible,

but not more incredible than the piesent raie of
travelling on railroads would have seemed to an
individual who lived a hundred years ago.
Most cows which are used by the fiirmers for

breeders, have no more claims (br that object than
a skimk would have. He prefers, in selecting a

Kuiiatile breeder, to trust his hands than h's eyes.

He wants to have a silky, efusiic !t!el. The dif-

(erence in the feel of animals, jhat is, of theirskin,

is like the difference between *a two dollar negro-
cloth and a fourteen dollar broadcloth. The'^dif-

(erence in fatting animals arises flam the thrifti-

nese of their constitutions, so that while upon half
a bushel of meal per day one ox would yield onl}'

se.vpniy five pounds of rough tallow, anniher, ufa

better kind, would produce a hundred and seven-
ty-five pounds. He <vas told by one visiter that

he had oiled iiis siock; and on a visit to Mr. Phin-
ney's farm in Ijcxington, a lurmer who had been
at his place found iiimself able, among half a
dozen calves, to select two of the Cream-poi
breed, simply by the feel.

The breeding of swine had been carried to great

perfection among u.s. Improvements in neat stock

lew would undertake. Sheep are very profitable

slock, with an amount adapted lathe size of the

farm. The Mermo and Saxony are deemed too

tender (br our climate, and produce mutton of

smidi size Ibr the market. 'I'he Saxony wool is

too fine Ibr general use. He had had the Leices-

ter, the Lincolnshire, the new Leicester, the Tu-
nisian sheep, and itie Soulh-Dovvn. For profit,

he upon the whole dectdedly preferred the South-
Down. They were quiet, broad and flat in the

back, full in the twist, round in the thigh, and pre-

senied a fine leg of mutton. The difference be-

tween a South-Down leg of mutton, and that of

a common sheep, was the difference between the
I high of a goose and thai of a dunghill fowl.

Sheep give a valuable yearly return, but much
depends on the kind.

The Berkshire and theMackay breed of swine
do not cost so much in the keeping as the common
breeds, but the return is much greater. He in-

sists much upon the breed. You cannot make a
race-horse out of a Canadian runt, if you should

have a groom at each leg; nor by any ail bring

him to run (bur miles at a heat, and repeat. You
might as well attempt to produce upon a scrub-

pear the fruit of the St. Michael's. We cannot
do as we will, in many cases, because we have
not the means. JNlost of our farmers have the

talent, but few have the capital wherewith to

make improvemenis. In Fngland, capital is ap-
plied to agiiculiural im|jroveinents with the utmost
readiness, and with a success proportionate to this

liberahty. Our own agriculture has received a

generous impulse, and every Iriend to his country
must wish it increased success.

Mr. Puinam of Danvers then stated that he
had seen a heiliu' of the Cream-pot breed, in

J^ouihboro,' which he recognized by her silky

leel, and her milking properties |jromised well.

She hail been ii.jured in two teats, tiui the milk
laken from tho^'e iwo in one week pioduced seven
and three-fburths pounds of butter. The call

took ihe two uninjured teals. 'J'liis was in Oc-
tober.

Mr. Sheldon of Wilmington was then kind
enough to favor the meeting wiih some valuable
remarks on the subject of working oxen. [The
authority of this gentleman is undoubted, from his

long experience. He, took by coiiuact the reduc-
tion of Pemberton Hill, in Bosion, and had at one
time 118 yoke of oxen at work there.]

The object of his remaiks was 10 assist the

firmer in making a suitable scleciion of oxen (or

woik. If yciu de.^ire to have those which would
he free to travel and to pull, take ihose with a long
and lean li^ce. Those with shori faces will start

quick but soon forget the whip. He chooses oxen
whose heads are long ; whose eyes are sharp, but

at the same time pleasant. He thinks that we
cannot rely upon black-eyed oxen. (Lord Byron
says you cannot rely upon gray-eyed men or wo-
n)<'n.— Hcfiorier ) 'J'hey are inH doi'ile. Hu
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would rely as much upon the eye of an ox as upon
that of a man, in making his preference?. He
prefers oxen vvilh full bosoms, as indicative ol

Btrenglh. In choosing cattle to travel well, he
would have their toes straight forward. If they

are inclined outward in travelling, ihe strain will

come upon ihe inner claw, and they will become
foot-sore. If the toe is turned out, ihe leg will be

crooked, and turned in. A crooked stick will not

bear a weight so well as a straiixht one. He
would avoid lor travellers, oxen with long, pointed

feet, and especially an ox whose ankle is larger

ihan his foot. He would have the back slraight

;

if a little concave, not objectionable, but by no
means choose an ox wiih an arched back. For
the endurance ol" hardship, he would have their

ribs rounded and projecting; and not yo set in, that

when they run among the frees they wou'd strike

their hips. He much preli^rs the early trained

cattle to those which are late trained. This train-

ing cannot be begun too suon, only proportioning

the labor put upon them to their streniJth. The
Maine oxen Ibrmerly had the preference over all

-others, because they were put to the yoke when
«a!ves. Powers of labor or endurance depend
greatly upon exercise and exposure. A tree,

standing alone in a pasture, where it is beat abo'jt

by winds and storms, will be much more firmly

rooted than one grown in a forest, where it is

sheltered and protected by others. Take twin
brothers—bring up one behind the counter of an
English goods store, and put the other into a
blacksmith's shop, and the superiority of muscular
energy will not remain doubtlul. Very much de-
pends on the manner ol" usin^ oxen. They may
suffer much (rom severe hardships, like a tree tried

by a hurricane.

He proceeded by remaikintjon llie general opi-

nion, in which he did not concur, that a high-li.'ed

horse could not be properly employed before oxen.
He would never, in breaking a horse to this labor,

tackle him in the afternoon. He would spend a
day in coaxing him, and never allow him, under
any circumstances, to be struck. When he be-

gan with tackling a colt, he would have a horse
in sight, towards whom he might be directed. He
would put him before oxen, but never with a load

that it would be difficult to draw; and in breakins
n colt, he would never try to drive him away from
home.
Mr. Sheldon has since inlormcd us, that his

oxen at work in Boston, averaged nineteen miles
travel per day; and that he wished to have added
some remaiks on the shoeing of oxen, in which
he thinks great errors are committed. For travel-

ling on the road, the shoe of an ox is almost al-

ways made loo short. It should completely co-
ver the bottom of the heel.

Mr. Jones of West-Tishiiry, being called on by
the chair, joined in the discussion.

He deemed an agricultural life as highly pleas-

ant and respectable. The raising of stock, as a

branch of husbandry, had many attractions. He
had resided in the best agricultural districts of
England three years, and was familiar with their

operations. He had attended many of their cattle

shows. Much had been done in this country, but

from any thine accomplished here, little idea could

be formed of what had been efl'ected there. Eng-
land seems to have carried the art of breedim; to

a high degree of perfection. He considered that

greater improvements had been made in sheep
than in cattle. Those of ue who have not seen
them, can form a very in)per(ect idea of the Eng-
lish flocks. He had seen large flocks of the
Leicesiers and the T'eeswaters, not one of which
would weigh less than 150 pounds. In some dis-

tricts, the long-woolled sheep are preferred. On
the Downs, the South J)ovvns, He had seen Mr.
Coke's flock, which at that time consisted of 6000.
In some districts, the sheep are all bred with yel-

low laces; in others, wiih black laces, which illus-

trates, the principles of breeding laid down by Mr.
Jaques.
On our scanty soils the South Downs would

uiidouhiedly pay the most profit. We cannot
srow the long wools to advantage. Thai had
better be left to Pennsylvania and Delaware. We
demand much mutton for market. On this ac-

count the Houth Downs are to be prelisrred lor us.

The fine wools may be advantageously cultivated

where mutton is not in so much demand.
We have now very good stocks (or animals if

we would be careful in the selection. The short

horns may answer for many districts in our coun-
try; but he believed the middling sized red cattle

were to be preferred f()r us. Our agriculture ia

not pursued upon a sufficiently liberal scale. We
do not employ sufficient capital. He expressed

his strong regret that any intention should have
been manilesied for Ihe discontinuance of the Ag-
ricultural Survey. He thought it had been emi-
nently serviceable, and great benefits were to be
expected from it. No measure could be adopted
more conducive to the improvement and welfare

of our agriculture. The agricultural Surveys in

England had been worth millions to that country;

and he thought it a niggardly policy and unwor-
thy of Massachusetts to hesitate about a few
thousands for the advancement of this great and
common interest. It was matter of great regret

to him that any thoughts should be entertained of
discontinuing the survey, which had already re-

ceived the most favorable notices abroad. The
English Agriculture was more improved than any
other, and the great impulse to improvement was
ffiven by the eminent labors of Arthur Young in

his agricultural tours. He hoped that, in addition

to the completion of the Agricultural Survey, the
Stale, in the course of five years would have es-

tablished a Board of Agriculture.

Mr. Putnam made some inquiries of Mr.
Jaques on the point whether butter is as good ob-
tained from large quantities as small quantities of
milk, as on his father's larm, in Ihe care of 2 cowp,
one giving 47 or 48 pounds milk per day, and one
35 pounds iriilk per day in Jur)e, and making each
about thirteen poundsof butter per week, the quali-

ty of the butter from the cow giving the largest

quantity was superior to that from the other.

Mr. jaques was unable to give a definite an-
ew er in this particular case, fie spoke again of
the importance of blood and preserving races pure.

Our cattle had been much corrupted by intermix-
tures. With a view to lest his principles he had
entered iarirely into the breeding of rabbits; and
it had required the ninth generation and four hun-
dred rabbiis to reach the point at which he aimed.
Excellent stock were often exhibited at Brighton,
but a valuable race could not be obtained without
much pains. It would require half a century in

some cases to transfer the vigor of conBtitulion of
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one race (o another. The milk oC dilTcrent cows
Jillert'J osseniially in iis richness. A cow ex-

hihiled al Bri':;hlon, by Hon. William Gray, some
years evince, gave lliiriy quarts ol' milk ul a niilU-

uMjr, but the milk produced no cream,

Mr. Buckminster, (always strongly inclined lo

conservatism,) deemed the subject of discufsion

highly important, and had listened with much ap-

probation to the remarks olMr.. Jaques. They
agreed with his own opinions. So long as the

imported loreisn stock produced nothing belter

than we already had, lie saw no use in intporling.

He thought we could not improve our stock with-

out slock /arms. Few persons are capable ol'

judging accurately. Any man could see the dil-

J'erence between a large and a small hog. but

otl)er points were to be determined. He approves

highly of Mr. Shelde.'i's notions of managing
slock. He would banish a whip from the liarm,

and he would have cattle and horses broken and
managed with all the gentleness possible.

The time o( adjournment having nearly arrived,

the meeting were gratified with Mr. Jaques's

exhibition of a pot of cream from his celebrated

stock. It was of most extraordinary consistency,

and was converted into butter by churning in a

bowl with a spoon, in the presence of the meeting,

in less than one minute, thus completely verifying

the declarations which he had made.
The meeting was exceedingly well attended.

The interest in these discussions increases, and
with that a general and strong conviction of their

utility. H. C.

housed in the pith of the stalk. This discovery
led tne lo an examination of at least some filty or
more stalks, when to my astonishment I IbutuI the
worm, some eight or ten in every siaik.and nearly
all alive. My plan is, to destroy these lovers of
cotton immediately, and the only cfl'eriual mode

j

that I know of, is to burn the stalks. You should
set about it immediately, say the first rain, pulling

I
up your stalks to be burnt, belbre the caterpillar

! should eat itself out, in the shape of a butterfly

j

perhaps, or some other insect, ready to deposite its

eggs as soon as your cotton should begin to form

I

squares or balls. By adopting the above plan,

i

thousands and tens of thousands may be deslroy-

I

ed, which will remove entirely, in my opinion, the

greatest difficulty in making a crop of cotton.

But, perhaps, some farmers may conclude, that as

planters generally plant corn after cotton, it will

! make no material diflerence as to burning the

I

stalks. But stop; let me ask you if you are cer-

I tain that the chinch bug is not a production of this

I

very caterpillar ; and besides thai, many farmers,

not withstanding they adopt the rotation plan of
farming, are necessarily compelled to plant some
cotton in the same field twice, and perhaps thrice in

succession? You will excuse the dress, Mr. Edi-
tor, in which this article appears, as my object is

simply to elicit a degree of attention to this matter,

and to draw forth from those more experienced

than myself, information which will elevate the

science of agriculture to a station which it de-

serves. A Young Pi^akter.

FRUIT TUEES.
BURN YOUU COTTON STALKS.

From tlie Edgelield Advertiser.

Mr. Editor— lam one of those who believe

that it is the indispensable duty of every man, es- i

pecially those who call themselves planters, lo

communicate to the public information, no matter!
how trivial, that will in ihe smallest degree pro-

1

mo'ic the interest of the farmers generally. There
is no planter in the state, I venture to saj,/, who '

has paid that attention to his farm that is obliga-
\

tory upon him, but can give valuable itiformation
|

upon almost every subject connected with the

cultivation of ihe soil. In view of the above ob-

ligation, I have concluded to call the attention of

farmers to one fact, which perhaps will be more
\

beneficial in cultivating a crop, than one would
i

anticipate, from so small a matter as burning cot I

ton stalks. The hard times, Mr. Editor, have
j

caused me to reflect very eeriousi)', upon ihe fail-

'

ure of another cotton crop. Should that be the'

case, ruin must /all upon every class of the com-
munity. Well, in order lo enable me the more

j

perfectly to succeed in a crop of cotton, I set about
to examine every old stump, tree, &c., in my cot-

ton field, to find out, if pos.'ible, what had be-

come ol" the worm or caterpillar that was so very
destructive to our cotton the last year, i proceed-
ed to examine one by one very closely, but made
no discovery, in passing through the field with my
knife in hand, (as usual with farmer.-^,) whittling

every little splinter, until I exhausted every thing

in the shape of wood. I then fell upon the cotton

stalks, where, to my surprise, the first part of a

stalk I cut up, I found six caterpillars snugly

From the Farmers' Cabinet.

The propagation and cultivation of fruit trees

is a most pleasant and agreeable occupation for

the sons and daughters of farmers ; and those who
have been educated in industrious habits, and those

into whose minds sound moral principles have
been instilled, are invariably Ibnd of it. Every
family, who occiifiya lot or a farm, should annual-
ly devote a small portion of time and aitcfition to

this interesting and profitable department of rural

occupation ; for, we are all fond of gooil apples,

pears, peaches, [ilums, quinces, and cherries, and
all should lend their aid in their production ; but

never plant inferior kinds of fruit-trees : the same
expense, lime, care, and room are required as lor

the finest varieties, which are tenfold more valuable.

The roots of trees being designed not only lo

sustain them in a proper position, but to furnish

them with nutriment, care should be taken, in

planiinor, to loosen the earih fijr a considerable dis-

tmce around tliem. Those who try how small

a hole will accommodate the roots of a tree, miss

their aim, for experiment has shown, that a free

planted in a hole three feet in diameter, will grow
as much in five years, as one planted in a small

hole will in ten ; and the reason is obvious, tor in

the one case the fibres o) the roots can extend and
collect food without obstruction, while in the other

the supply is very limited, or cut off.

Miller says, " the roots of trees are often buried

too deep in the ground, which, in a cold or moist

soil, is one of ihe greatest disadvantages that ean

allend fruit trees ; for the sap in the ftranciies,

beingby the warmth oflheairput strongly into
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motion early in the spring, is exhausted in nourish-

ing the blossoms, and a pari oC it is perspired

tlirough (he wood branches so that its strength is

lost, before the vvarinlii can reach the rods, to put
them into an equal motion in search olliesh nour-

ishment, to supply the expenses ol' tiie branches,

for want of which the blossoms fall oil' and decay."
Alter the best kinds ot trees have been procured,

and sUiH'ully and properly planted, great care

should be taUen to protect them from the depreda-
lions ol'catile, and they should be staked, to keep
them in an upright position, tor there is no way in

which the indolence and want oftasle of a (armer
is more prominently and permanently exhibited,

than in the inclined position of his fruit trees.

What think you, neighbour, ofa man who has
sufi'ered a line apple or pear tree to grow at an
angle ofibrty-five degrees, when, if'ithad claimed
attention at the proper -time, five minutes' work
would have given it perpendicularity, and pre-

served its beauty; and it would then have occupied
much less space.

On every larm, a small space should be al-

lotted for the purpose of raising stocks of the

different kinds of fruit trees, so that buds or grafts

could be inserted at the proper seasons of perform-
ing these operations, and in this way a perpetual

succession of the finest trees would be obtained.

The nursery lor this purjio^e should be kept eiifire-

iy fi'ce from weeds, otherwise all will be hojieless,

(or weeds have been provrn, by several of my
lazy acqu;iiniance, to grow much ftister than
young fruit trees raised from the seed. The
([uince is iamong the most profitable of our fruits,

always finding a ready market at a generous price,

and yet there is but little attention given to its

cultivation: it succeeds best in a moist soil, and
will grow readily from slips inserted in ihe ground,
early in (he spriiiij. 'Vheijoung trees produce the

finest, liiirest fruit ; there should, therefore, be a
succession kept up, as they do not do well at a
greater age than ten or twelve years. It is hoped
that the approaching spring will not be permitted (o

pass by without a large addition being made to

ihe nu:iiber of quince trees in our country. Those
v/lio are too remote from market to profit by the
sale ol them in a green state, will find their inter-

est promoted by drying them, when they will sell

for a higher price than the best dried peaches.
Those who plant young orchards would do well

to consider maturely what description ofcultivated

crops would be most beneficial to the trees, and
particularly to avoid such as are known to be in-

jurious. What would be the efTect of a luxuriant
crop of wheat or rye, is well known. The trees

are stunted and injured in their growth, or they
are smothered and killed outright. Will a wise
man sow a young orchard with rye? I say no,

never. Aguicola.

GOOD VVOUK.

From tlie Agiiculiurist.

From a statement left at this office by Dr.
John ^Vaiers, ol Nashville, we learn that fifty-five

ofh's hands, on his plantation in Arkansas, flicked

in the latter part of the month ofDecember 34,615
lbs. of cotton in one week. The week Ibllowinor the
success was as good, till the snow prevented tfie

progre.?s.

[This was on an average of 629 lbs. per week,

or 115 lbs. per day, lor each hand. Good winter

work !—Ed. F. R.]

TO PREVENT RATS FROM CUTTING TIOLES
THROUGH FLOORS AMD DOORS.

A correspondent in the New England Farmer
says, "hot and strong tobacco juice poured on the
places where rais are at work, will stop their de-
predations.

AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

From tlie Clieraw Gazelte.

The anniversary meeting of the Pee Dee
Agricultural Society will be held in the T'own
Hall at Clieraw, on Monday the 22nd inst. at

10 o'clock A. JM. At 12 o'clock the meeting will

adjourn to the Female Academy, where the

anniversary oration will be delivered, after which
the following premiums will be awarded.
For the greatest production of cotton,

on three acres of up-land, the product
to be not less than 12,00 lbs. a silver

cup of the value of §30,00
For the greatest production of cotton

on three acres of low grounds, the pro-

duct to be not less than 18,00 lbs. per

acre, a silver cup of the value of $30,00
For the greatest production of corn on

three acres of uplainf, the product to

be not less than 40 bushels per acre, a

silver cup of the value of $30,00
For the greatest production of corn on

three acres of low grounds the product

to be not less than sixty bushels per
acre a silver cup of the value of $30,00
For iheizreatest production olvvheaton

one acre, the product to be not less than
twent3'-five bushels, a silver cup of the

value, of $10,00
For the greatest production ot tur-

nips on half an acre the product to be
not less than 400 bushels per acre, a
silver cup of the value of $10,00

For the greatest production of sweet
potatoes, on one acre, the product to be
not less than 300 bushels per acre a
silver cup of the value of $10,00

For the experiment best calculated to

test the profits of silk culture, the pro-

duct to lie not less than 30 lbs. of reeled

silk, a si!\er cup of the value of $10,00
For the greatest production of carrots

on the Iburih of an acre, the product to

be not less than 400 bushels per acre, a
silver cup of the value of $5,00
For the greatest production of sugar

beets on the fourth of an acre, the pro-

duct to be not less than 400 bushels per

acre $5,00
J. W. Blakeney.

Secretary.
Cheraw, February 6lh, 1841.
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ECONOMY IN CANDLKS.

If you are wiihoiii a ruslilighl, niul vvoiiKl bum
a caiidic all ni>j:lit, unless you use the lulloivinir

precaution, ilis ten to one an ordinary candle will

gutter away in an hour or two, s^omeliines to l!ic

endangering the salety of the house. Tills may
be avoided by placing as much common salt,

finely powdered, as will reach from the tallow to

the bottom of the lilack part of the wick of a

partly burnt candle, wlien, if llie same be lit, it

will burn very slowly, yielding sutficient light lor a

bedchamber; the salt will gradually sink as the

taliovv Is consumed, the melted tallow being drawn
through the salt, and consumed in the wick.

—

£conomist.

A CHBMICATv AND GKOIOGICAt- ACCOUNT OF
THE SHOCCO SPRINGS.

For the Farmers' Register.

The followirig account ol'a spring, once in high

repute and still the liivorite resort of tl;e elite oC

North Carolina, will, it is presumed, [)Os>ess suffi-

cient Interest to juslily lis publication. This sprins

is situated In Warren county, North Carolina, and
is the source of one ol the rumor tributaries ol'

Tar Kiver. It rises in a talco-micaceous slate,

belonying to a class oC rocks generally considered

primary, and hence referred to an igneous origin.

Ills however contended, by a modern school of

geologists, that this class of formations was origi-

nally deposited from water, and subsequently

altered by heat, they are hence called meta/nur-

phic rocks. Of the truth of*this theory, trium|)h-

ant proof is atibrded by the band ol rock<in which
this sprmg originates, as the alteration may be

traced by slight gradations, from a condition in

which the rocks retain unequivocal prools of ihelr

aqueous origin, to one in which these characters

have been entirely ellaced and destroyed by igne-

ous action, and so much disguised by it, and made
so intimately to resemble rocks of igneous origin,

that they would be unhesitatingly relerred to this

class ol formations, were it not possible to trace

their history by the characters, above mentioned.
Additional confirmation of the oceanic origin of

these rocks is afiorded by the saline ingredients

ol' tills spring— ingredients ol' course derived from
saline impregnation in tlie rocks, which could

alone have derived them from the ocean, the

only known source of iliem. I believe this is the

fiist published account of a spring of this compo-
sition rising in rocks of this character. Similar

ingredients are common in springs rising in Ibrma-

tions known to be ol oceanic origin. The Bath
water, quoted below, contains similar Ingredients

;

but this water rises in a li)rmation abounding in

marine remains, which sufficiently attest its ma-
rine origin. The >5liocco spring, belongs to the

class ol sulphurelled waters, as, in addition to the

solid ingredients mentioned below, it contains

sulphuretted hydrogen ; which, thouoh not evolved
in sufficient quantity to be perceptible to the eye,

is evident, both tu the taste and smell, and was
proved to be present by chemical tests. From the

want of the requisite apparatus at the springs, the

amount of sulphuretted hydrogen could not be

ascertained, and owing to lis gaseous nature could
Vol. IX.— 10

0.8
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ration of the skin, and the train of diseases which

malaria rarely fails to inflict upon its victims.

Those who have retreated to Shocco i'rom the

pestilential marshes of the seaboard, hoping to

escape their old enemy, should they be still haunt-

ed by the "marsh fiend," may salely hope to ex-

orcise him by a free use of the Shocco water.

C. B. Hayden.
Smithfield, January lOih, 1S40.

LIVE STOCK.—DURHAM, AYRSHIRE AND NA-
TIVE BREEDS OF CATTLE.

Extracts from the Proceedings of tlie Fiftli Agricultural Meet-
ing iu Boston, Feb. 7, 1841.

Jteported by the Rev. Henry Colman; Agricul-

tural Commissioner of Massachusetts.

Mr. Sheldon deemed it important that oxen
should be broken when quite young ; and too

much care could not be taken in their early train-

ing. Boys may injure steers, if entrusted with the

management of them. There are p^onie boys, how-
ever, who may be confided in, and their manage-
ment then is sometimes better than that of grown
persons. That which we learn in youth is likely

to be retained. This rule applies as well to caitle

as to men. Cattle, broken when young, are like-

wise more able to endure hardships than the later

trained.

Oxen should be trained well to back. The best

way of teaching steers to back is to slap them
with the hands upon there noses. Goads should
not be used. Some persons in attempts to induce
them to back strike them with their goads upon
their forelegs, which is as likely to induce them to

jump forward as to back— they may be more
easily taught to back by touching than by beating
them.

In regard to driving, drivers are not sufficient-

ly carelul as to the language which they use.

They should not use language without meaning.
They often talk to their teams in a language
which they cannot themselves understand

; and
the oxen of course can know nothing about it.

He insists that the language adopted in such case
is of much importance. "He knew a deaf and
dumb person who could manage one yoke of oxen
well, but could not drive three yokes. If we are
careful to say only what we mean, and accustom
them to mind when they are spoken to, much
will be gained.
He saw twenty-four yokes of cattle attached to

a building, but they could not start if. There was*
a particular driver among the men, who was ac-
customed to use only one word, and that was,
" Come." If an ox did not know what it meant,
he would make him know. This man took charge
and ordered the teamsters to stand by their ovvn
cattle, and to make no movement until he frave
the order, " Come." As soon as the order'^vas
given all brought their whips down together, and
started at once. One man remarked, that when-
ever this teamster said "come," he was afraid
his oxen would split their yoke. The oxen un-
derstood perfectly, that if they did not start at this
signal, the whip would be felt. If they were
thus taught to obey, the cattle would get on much
belter. «##»»»

There is a good deal in the management of

horses, but something msiy be determined from

their looks. He thouirht there was more risk of

being deceived in horses than in men. Men are

themselves ollen deceived in regard to their own
horses and cattle, from a habit of thinking that

what belongs to themselves, and that to which

they are most accustomed, must be best ; when,

if they belonged to another person, a different

judgment would be formed.

He remarked that if a horse " hollows in" from

his nose to the top of his head, he would be found

ambitious and excitable. A fractious man would

make such a horse obstinate and ill-tempered^

Some of the best horses toe out and are apt to hit

the foot against the ancle. This indicates a quick

iraveller. The nearer the feet were together un-

der a horse, so that his weight is brought nearer

to a point, the more easily he will travel. The
best travelling horses are short from the foot lock

to the gambel, and long from the gambel to the

saddle! # * * » #

Mr. Fay of New-Braintree inquired whether,

when steers were first yoked, they should be

hitched to oxen or yoked alone 1

Mr. Sheldon thought it miaht sometimes be

well to hitch them to oxen. He knew one man
who always yoked his steers in the barn, and then

tied them up in stanchions, to accustom them to

the yoke. It was well to let them wear the yoke
in the yard. Great care must fie taken not to

frighten them ; to avoid hurting them ; and not

to use the whip.
Mr. Welles Lathrop of South-Hadley was then

kind enough to give the meeting an account of
his valuable stock.

Mr. Lathrop'would confine his remarks to the

sufiject of cattle, and to a race of animals with

which he considered himself somewhat acquaint-

ed. Of the Ayrshire stock he had owned some
animals, but none which were fijll-bred. He
thought them valuable fur New-England, lor our

light soils and short pastures. A small animal is

preferable to a large one. They may get as much
feed as a large one, but will be kept in better

condition. He had heard of a small and hardy
race of horses on the island of Nantucket, that

were left to lake care of themselves nniil four or

five years old ; a large race of horses could not

subsist there.

Mr. Lathrop proceeded to say that Mr. Jaques
had effected most valuable improvements. His
success had been great : and his stock was of a
superior character. He is of opinion, however,
that his success would have been belter if he had
taken for the ibundation of his stock, instead of a
native, an improved Durham cow.
The improved durham short horn stock, was

that which he had adopted, and he highly esti-

gnated them. Mr. Charles Collings ol' England
may be considered, in a measure, the founder of
this stock. Mr. Collings had long been in pos-

sessi9n of the Tceswater breed of cattle, and had
made great improvements in the race. From an
animal of this breed, crossed with a Galloway
cow, he produced a stock which has been unrival-

led in the public estimation. This is evident,

from the prices paid (or them at Charles Coll-

ing's sale—when forty-eight animals produced
£7115 sterling, averaging more than £l48ster-

I

ling, or $650 each. This Bale had a decisive ef-
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feet upon public opinion, as lo ihe value of lliia I had iwo cows, wliose dams were eired by Comet.
Bioik, tiiiil brou<i;lit tlieni into lii<:h repute. I Mr, Dodge of Hamilton inquired whether a

It was the aim of JMr. Collings to rcdure the
j
native cow, rrcesed by a Durham bull, would not

size of the original race of animals from which he
bred ; and to remier them more comj)act. It is

not, sale to breed from too close affinities, unless

done wiih great care. If pursued too lar, it pro-

duces a cavity and deformity between the shoul-

ders. Many breeders have aimed, not so mucii

at gooti points in the animiil, as the incrense ol

Ihe size. The best breeders seek to renderihe
animal compact and close. There is no animal
perfect; it is only an approach to [icrfeclion that

We can make. If an animal in Ibrm be too lonir

or too short, she should be crossed with one hav-
ing 0()por;ite properties.

Karl Spencer, one of the most disiinguisiied

breeders of in)proved short horns, says the male
animal should approach to i oarseness, the neck
be thick, and that he should handle well. These
facts are established respecting this race of ani-

mals,—that tliey come early to maiuriiy, and that

at two or three years old they will make greater

wei<rht than any others known.
The color of the pure race is red or white, or

red and white mixed. So lar as his experience
goes, any black or blue tints indicate an impurity
of blood. The improvement or formation of this

race of animals has been the work of half a ccn-
tur}'. The progeny will partake of the proper-

ties of the sire, or dam, or jointly of both. Some
families of the short horns are deep and rich

milkers; others have a strong tendency to thrill

and fat. The former seem better adapted to our
situation ; the latter, more suitable lor the west.

The beef is good ; and those portions vvhi(

produce a calf 90 large as to sufl'er in parturition.
He had seen this sTatement. The fact had oc-
curred on his own farm.

Mr. Lathrop answered, that the principal
breeders are of the opinion that the progeny takes
alt'T the sire, more than after the damf He had
tievereeen a thorough bred animal, williout per-
ceiving that he partook strongly of the character
of the sire. An improved Durli'am bull will mark
his stock strongly. He was not able to answer
further than this.

Mr. Dodije was anxious, farther, fo ascertain
whether the Durham cows give more milk than
others, and would yield more dairy produce 1
Mr. Buckminster remarked, that Eiigland had

been sixty years engaged in improving her stocfr,

and we had seen lo what point she had carried
these improvemen!s. They had doubled the ave-
rage weight of their cattle, which were sent to
market. The important question now is, whe-
ther our animals are superior to theirs? Are our
native stock better than any which we have im-
ported ? He would be glad to have the imported
stock, if it is better than that which we have. If
our animals are not surpassed, can we gain any
thing by importation?

He is of opinion that the English have erred
in attempting too n)uch to increase the size. It
should be our plan lo breed a small race. The
middle sized animals are the most profitable for
us. The late Gov. Gore introduced a large bull
info the coimtry. His descendants are siilT fo be
found. Some of the cows died in calvinty. If the

of little value, are of light weiiiht. For miiki' g! bull is not more than one year old, the calf is not
and dairy properties, he is of opinion that ihi,s

j

likely to be loo large. If ilie "bull should be se-
race can be relied upon. He did not come pre-

j

ven or eight years old, a small cow would suffler.

pared for detail, but he would reli^r to two or
j

Col. Jaques had chosen a native cow as the found-
three cases which had come lo his knowlediip. alion of his impiovement ; and, in his opinion,
A cow. of this breed, owned in Delaware, had

j

''ad accomplished much. He is of the opinion
given thirty-five qnaris ol milk per dav. Ano-

j

that the cows near London do not give so great a
Iher, owned in Pennsylvania, had jriven thirty- produce as the cows near Boston. (This we be-
three and a half quarts of milk per day. Thell'^ve is an error. The cows in the London
Messrs. Laihrop, themselves, own two cows, one i

dairies, while in milk, average ten quarts; with
of which gave fbrty-eiirhf pounds, Ihe other, us not six.

—

lieporter.)

forty-five pounds of milk per day, for ninety days i
Mr. Paoli Laiiirop remarked that, if the bull be

in succession. Another cow, raised by the late a coarse animal, and large when a calf^ his calves
Mr. Williams of Northhoro', and now owned by will be large and coarse. The true Durham bull
Messrs. Lathrop, upon grass only, had given i

will produce small calves, weighing from sixty
twenty-eight quarts per day. They had nine-

j

'o eighty pounds. His cows, on the same keep,
teen of these animals on their farm, at South- produced a quarter more than other cows, which
Hadley, which were Herd-book animals. They be had previously owned. A cow which he had
had ten more which were high-bred. They had
two heifers, which were two years old last spring,

and another, two years o'd last autumn—which
weighed 1200 lbs; 1175 lbs; 1065 lbs, on 7ih
October last. They were so compact and snug-
built, that good judges of cattle estimated them
at no more than three-fourths of their actual
weight. The dams were all deep milkers ; and
he had sent these three heifers to Philadelphia,
to a bull bought of Mr. Bales, a principle improv-
er of the race. This bull was imported by Mr.
JosephCope, of West-Chester, Pennsylvania, and
cost, in England, one hundred guineas, at one
year old. Mr. Bates bred wiih arreat judgment,

from John Welles, Esq., of Dorchester, filled at
a milking a twelve-quart pail. He had a calf
which, when dropped, weighed sixty-five pounds,
and on the day when it was one year old, one
thousand and twenty pounds. The calf run with
the cow through Ihe season. The cow was kept
on coarse hay. A cow kept by Gov. Lincoln re-
quired two pails lo receive all her milk at a milk-
ing. If the bull be fine, the calves will be good

;

if otherwise, coarse.

Mr. Dodge of Wen ham had his bull from
Poor's Indian-Hill Farm, at West-Newbury. Ha
was large when a call| weighing 121 pounds at
his birth. He inquired whether lar^e cows pro-

and produced animals of great weight. Two ani- duce more milk than small ones? He observed
mats, imported from his slock, by Mr. Vail of that the cows belonging fo the milkmen, who
Albany, cost $700 each. The Mesers. Lathrop I

supply the cities with milk, are in general large.
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The milkmen select those which give most milk.

Mr. Sheldon of Wilmington observed that for

years he had bred some of'ihe Durham stock. He
had crossed his stock with Ccelebi?, and had hall-

bloods. The calves were larger than Irom native

bulls. The farmers who are seeking the improve-

ment of their Block, are more carelul and liberal

in keeping them. Respecting the question ol

Mr. Dodge, he said that large cows, waen full-

fed, give more milk than small cows ; but when
the pastures become dry, they sooner fall away.
One reason why tlie cows owned by milkmen are

generally larger than oihers, is, that they are kept

better. Milkmen like to buy two-years old hei-

fers, and the liberal keeping promotes their growth.

Mr. Wild of Sturbiidge remarked that large

cows would produce more value than small ones,

if the keeping be sufficient. If you ieed liiihi, a

email breed is to be prelerred ; but you will get

more milk from large cows, because they eat

more. If not better in quality, it will be more in

quantity. In respect to training cattle, he would
by all means train them early. If taken after

more than a year old, the ditnculty of breaking

them would be increased. They must not be

whipped. If you have well-managed bojs, they

may be trusted with the breaking of steers, but

not otherwise. If steers have arrived at two or

three years old, and farmers then put a yoke up-
on them and let them run, they can never be
tamed afterwards. We must not insist upon
steers being old oxen- Cattle never get over ear-

ly mismanagement. In respect to driving cattle,

he objects to much talking.

Mr. Jaques remarked that the progeny of an
animal depends on his form or shape. Cojlebs

weighed 229U pounds. A heifer calf was brought
to this bull weighing 300 pounds ; hut she experi-

enced no difficulty in bringing forth a calf. If the

bull has finely tapered limbs, the calf will be
good ; if his limbs are large and coarse, the cha-
racter of the calf will correspond— have large

limbs, and a coarse body. We have had very
few of the genuine Durham short-horns in New
England. Many of the animals which we have
received, as specimens, are as lair samples as it

would be of our horses, to send them a five-dollar

horse. They would not deem him fit to give to

their hounds.
The true Durhams have broad bosoms, round

ribs, flat backs. Our cows appear to have lost a
rib. He likes the Durhams and the Herefbrds,
but we must have animals suited to our soil and
climate. He thinks the farmers should seek ani-

mals of a medium size. The Durham short-horns
are preferred for the London dairies. (The best
cows in the London milk-houses are a cross with
the Holderness.

—

Reporter.') The bull Bolivar
was a beautiful animal. But Mr. Jaques had pro-
duced a stock which yielded ns much cream as
anyone. On light soils, the Ayrshire stock will

do well. Mr. Cushing of Watertown is entitled

to the hiahest credit, lor his introduction of this

stock. With his customary liberality, he has
given away twenty-two of these animals. In
New England, we must have cows which will

produce the most milk, butter and cheese. Mr.
Jaques related a story, which he said rested upon
good authority, of a Durham cow, tied near Lon-
don, with a little girl by her side, to sell the milk
as it was drawn, in pints, hall-pinls, &c., and

that in one day her sales amounted to forty-two

quarts. He had seen many good native cows,

but we could never be sure of their calves. This
had been demonstrated, in respect to several very

extraorJinarv animals exhibitecPat Brighton. The
only way to secure a race is to keep the blood

pure. The Durhams strongly marked their calves

the stronger the strains ol' blood, the more certain-

ly we secure the character of ihe stock. We may,
with skill in the selection, aflect the color at our

pleasure, and by the seventh or ninth generation,

accomplish our object. We shall never see a
black hair or a black nose on a pure Durham.
(It is believed there are exceptions to this re-

mark.) A good breeder, when he gets a second
cross, goes back, in order to secure the blood.

The flesh of an animal must have an elastic touch,

hke that of a healthy man, and not like that of a
swelled limb, which, when you press it, the in-

dentation remains.
Mr. Colman had not intended to enter upon

this discussion, but he lelt it due to his official re-

lation to the farmers of Massachusetts, to say
that he had had the pleasure of seeing the im-
proved Durham stock of the Messrs. Lalhrops cf

South-Hadley, and he thought them eminently
beautiful, and evincing great skill and care in

their management, on the part of those gentle-

men. He had seen many of the imported ani-

mals throughout the country; and one of the

herds imported lor the Ohio Company, which he
saw on their way, was truly splendid, and in

beauty and perlection of form, far surpassed any
thing which he had ever witnessed.

He must, however, in justice add, that he yet

wanted the proof of the Durham short horns
being the best stock for our dairies. Seven ol the

race which he had owned, some lull and others

half-blood, liad been inferior as milkers. The
quantity of milk given by many of the animals
which he had seen was remarkable ; the quality,

in general, inferior ; though he had (bund some
exceptions to this remark; but these exceptions,

he believed, were accidental.

The Cheshire larmers, who were as distin-

guished as any in the country or in any country

lor the produce of their cheese dairies, preferred

the native stock. From a dairy of eighteen covvs,

an average of 633 pounds new milk cheese to a

cow, in a year, had been obtained. He had
challenged in writing and conversation the own-
ers of the short horns in the country to prove by
actual experiment thedairy properties ofthis slock;

and he would furnish a list of a hundred covvs

of our native stock, which had made from twelve

to fourteen pounds of butter per wee'.-, through

the season. He was far from having any preju-

dices against the improved Durhams. He was
an enthusiastic admirer of them ; but he wanted
their dairy properties tested by actual experiment.

A very distinguished English farmer, Mr. Shirrer,

who had n)ade the tour of this country, expressed

his regret at their introduction, and pronounced

them in his book the poorest dairy stock in Eng-
land. We could not be said to have formed any
distinct race among ourselves, excepting the trials

made by Mr. Jaques, and a long-continued im-

provement carried»on in reference to milch cows,

in another part of the state, upon which he had
reported. Much, undoubtedly, yet remains to be

done, but nothing in this respect can be efl'ecled
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but by skill, extreme accuracy of observation, and
Ion<T perseverance.

lie tiiought llie Durhams not well adapted to

llic scanty pastures and nej^lio^ent habits of many
of our I'arniers. All hi^h lircd animals rP(iuire

particular care and the most liberal Iced. Two
of the finest oxen ever raised in the country were
of this slock. One, it is believed, a lull blood,

Crom Greenland, N. H., weighii)<x over 3400
pounds live wei<jht ; and one a hall-blood, raised

in Claremont, N. H., and sent year belbre last to

England, lor exhibition. His live weight was
said to be 3700'pounds ; and he was pronounced
in England, by the best judges ol stock, as unri-

viilled lor weight and thrifij and etuinenily well-

Ibrmed.

The best breeds would soon run out if negli-

gently or severely treated. This race were un-
dnubtedl}'' well sailed to the rich pastures and
abundant products of the west, of Kentucky and
Ohio. There they would flourish. What might
be done lor our own slock by more liberal

keeping, was yet to be seen. He had known a

call" from a native cow, at four months old, to

weii:h nearly 400 pounds ; and another, at five

months old, to weigh 600 pounds. Iflhe improv-
ed Durham slock should prove the beet for us,

and he kepi his mind on this subject open to con-

viction, we could at once avail ourselves of the

distinguished improvements of half a century's

pkill, and toil, and expense, so liberally bestowed
in England. At any rate, the improvements
which they had accomplished in England, so

obvious and impressive to the most careless ob-

server, read a most important lesson to us, and
showed what might be done by skill and care, by

judicious selection, by steady |)erseverance in a

reixular system, and by liberal keeping ; and pre-

sented, at tJie same time, the inost powerful

mniives to exertion i^nd enterprise in a branch ol

husbandry acknowledged by all to be of the first

importance.

THE SIXTH AGRICULTURAL MEETING.—HOGS,
HORSES, SHEEP, AND CATTLE.

Februanj 18th, 1841.

Mr. Colman, [the agricultural commissioner,]
slated—Of swine, there were various breeds now
well known among us, and within (he last. Ibriy

yeais the most valuable improvpinents had been
made in this race of animals. Twenty years ago,

a distinguished packer of beef and pork, in this

vicinity, said, that the improvements which had
then taken place in this stock were wonh hun-
dreds of thousands of dollars to Massachusetle.
These improvements have consisted in introdu-

cing in the place of a long, gaunt, hungry species,

a compact, small-boned, thrifty, good humored
kind, who were kepi at a comparatively small
expense ; and made large returns for the amount
of food which they consumed.
These improvements had been effected mainly

by a cross with the Chinese breed
; but this was

not whII ascertained. The in'roduciion of ihe
Byefield breed was perfectly within his own re-

collection. He had a relative living in Byefield,

a parish of Newbury, who attended, as a butcher,

ihe Newburyport market. He found in the mar-
ket, a woman, with two remarkable pigs for sale,

which he immediately purchased and carried to

his farm. He did not know the history of these
pigs, but this laid the foundation of what is called

the Byefield breed, known iis such in this country
and in England ; and which proved a most excef-
lenl crot^s with the best of our native swine.

—

They were remarkable for their thrift, their early
maturitj', their good humor, and the cheapness
wiih which they were kept. This was the first

important step in the improvement of the breed.
This oocurred about the year 1792.

The next improved breed of swine introduced
into the country was the Bedlbrd. It is under-
stood that some oflhis breed, which had acquired
much celebrity in England, were sent a present

to General Washington ; and the person by whom
they were sent betrayed his trust, and sold thera,

or their progeny, Ibr his own benefit.

The JNlackay, another improved breed, was
introduced by Mr. Mackay, who commanded a
packet between Boston and Liverpool, or Boston
and London; and, having a taste Ibr agricultural

pursuits, he selected abroad some of the best stock

he could find, and placed them on his farm at

Wesion, from which many valuable animals have
been obtained, anil are scattered in difterent parts

of the stale. They are a breed remarkable for

their ihriliiness and plumpness, and for their great
weight.

The next valuable breed known among us is

the Mocho, a white hog, of excellent thriving
properties; but where he originated is not known.
Mr. Colman had Ibuiid this breed in the western
and south-eastern parts of ihe state, in the centre

of the state likewise, and in western New York;
but was not able to trace their genealogy. The
cross vviih this hog has produced an excellent stoclc.

The next valuable stock introduced among us
is the Berkshire. The pure Berkshire, it is be-
lieved, were first introduced into the country by
Mr. Hawkes, an English filmier, who came over
and settled near Albany. He brought many
valuable animals with him ; but Ibr some reasons,

having given up his establishment, his stock passed
into the hands of a very enterprising farmer, Mr.
Caleb N. Bement, by uhom ihey were propa-
gated, and have now been widely extended over
tlie country. ^Ir. Colman remarked that the

change which had taken place in the hogs of
Albany, which are allowed to run at large in the
streets, since the in'roduction of the Berkshire,

was most remarkable ; instead of a lean, hungry,
prowling, noisy race, objects of universal disgust

and dread, there were now every where to be
seen in the sireets and siies of that city, fine sleeic

and plump pigs, which appeared to be kept with
the greatest care and liberality.

The Berksiiire breed, however, were thought
by many persons to want size; and a cross of the
Berkshire with the Mackay has produced the
finest and most tlirifiy race cf animals that had
ever come under his (Mr. Colman's) notice. This
stock, of Ihe very finest description, misht now
be seen in perlection. at the place of Mr. Phinney,
Lexington, and of Mr. Cushing at Waterlown.
Finer animals than were here to be found, in Mr.
Colman's opinion, could not be found any where.
The Mocho breed had likewise been crossed with
the Berkshire; and intermediate crosses of the

Berkshire, with the Mocho and Mackay together

had been equally fortunate.*

*E. Phinney, Esq., of Lexington, has just graduated
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The Chinese breed had likewise been repeat-
edly introduced into the country directly irom
China. Mr. Cushing, of Wateriown, had now
Bome animals of the pure blood. The pure-blood
slock was not large enough (or our purposes ; but

the cross with this breed had always been advan-
tageous ; and Mr. Colman believed the Chinese
breed to be the foundation of the best improve-
ments in this country and in England.
Mr. Colman considered the faiting of pork of

great importance to New England. We could
not raise pigs in this vicinity to advantage; cer-

tainly not to the same advantage as where pas-
turing is cheap, and the wash of the dairy abund-
ant ; but they might be raised with much profit

in the interior, and latted here. Mr. Colman was
satisfied, from considerable experience, that when
corn is seventy cents a bushel, and pork will bring
in the market six cents a pound, or six dollars per
hundred, pork may be fatted to a profit. Hogs
are particularly valuable to the farmer, on account
of the large amount of manure which they may
be made to furnish. If well supplied with the
raw material, a hog may be expected to produce
ten loads of good compost manure per year.
Mr. Colman expressed his unvvillinffness to go

further in the discussion; his only object being to

introduce the subject to ihe meetins: and he
should therelbre cheerfully leave the field to others.

Mr. Jaques now proceeded to speak of the
points to be regarded in the selecion of a horse.
in choosing a horse for a roadster or traveller, he
wished to have a light head neatly put on ; the
neck rising promptly and strong Irom ihe shoul-
ders and withers ; the neck somewhat crownino;
or curving on the top and tapering towards the
head, with a strong crest. The shoulders should
be well laid in, spreading well back, somewhat like

a shoulder of mutton. He would have the chest
deep and slightly projecting; the withers risina
moderately high, and mciiriing well into the back.

If the withers are low and flat on the top, the
horse will be inclined to plunge to the ijround

;

and when fa'igued will stumble or fall. Ijut the
withers must not rise too hitrh, as he will then
appear as though on stilts. Either extreme is an
impediment to free and sale action. He should
have ribs rounding well out ; back short, straight
and well coupled, that is, the hips thrown forward,
forming a strong loin, and a long lever from the
point of the hip to the hock joint of the hind leg.
The horse should be of good'length fromthe point
of the shoulder to the extreme of the buttock. He
should have a strong and bushy dock, and be close
and snug under the dock ; for if he be large and
loose there, he will be apt to scour and be fit only
for a door-yard horse. He should be full in the
twist, that is, the inner part of the thighs should
be well shut together. The head, neck, and body
form a lever, resting on the fore legs as a fulcrum'-
the head being at the end of the lever. If the
neck be very long and the head heavy, or the neck
quite short and light, either extreme will impede
hie action. The whole of the machine should be
well-proportioned. Much depends on the shoul-

from his Porcellian Seminary fifteen hogs, whose ave-
rage weight was 531 lbs. One of them weighed 728
lbs. As things go, they were every one of them
entitled to a doctor's diploma.

ders being well-placed. The length and size of

the lore-arm, is a very important point. He must
have a full rnuscle on the arm, and the shank-

hone, below the knee, should be short, broad and

flat. Wiien the rider is mounted, h« should be

thrown back upon the haunches of the horse.

The legs should be clean and free from blemish
;

and when in motion move true, and tree from

cutting or " wabbling." The feet should be round

and steep ; the heels broad ; the coronet and pas-

terns of medium length. Mr. Jaques wishes ta

see distinctly the cords in the limbs. The knee

should be large and well-dropped down ; the arm
above the knee long, and the muscles large and

full. The tops of the shoulders, where matched
to the withers, should not be so heavily loaded with

muscle as to impede their action. He does not

object to have the fore-feet move closely to each
other; but not so ao" to interfere. Much depends

on the (brm of the hind leg and the power of the

lever, as regards strength and speed. The shank,

hock and thiwh should be broad and flat, resem-

bling that of an ox ; if so, when in motion they will

operate like a plank sprung edgewise and then

let fly. He has no objection when the horse is at

good speed, to have the hind legs open and spread

a little, if ther<^ is a free action in the hock-joint.

The necks of many horses appear to be wrong
side up. He would choose to have him filteen and
a half hands high, and to weiah a thousand pounds.

He went on to say that he considered nothing
more valuable than a good cov/, which would give

eighteen quarts of milk per day, and fourteen

pounds of butter per week. He thought it neces-

sary to establish a breed for New England, Be
deemed it important to import Ibreign slock, of

established blood. Fine individual cows among
us, which produce much milk and butter, ar©
often the progeny of a mean stock, and there

is therefore no certainly of perpetuating their

good qualities. Farmers pay little attention to

the character of their bulls, and are always ready
to sell their best calves to the butcher,

Mr. Jaques had not had an extensive experi^
ence with swine. He disapproved of the system
of breeding in and in ; and yet there were facte in

relation to this matter, which strongly conflicted
with the general theories.

He spoke, again, with much emphasis, of the
value of sheep; and especially of the adapled-
ness of the South Dawn to our wants. His own
flock was excellent. Their average yield of wool
was f()ur pounds to a fleece. He iiad one wether,
which standing, weighed 219 pounds, and for the
meat of which he received twenty dollars.

Mr. French of Braintree inquires of Mr. Jaques
how much tnilk his cows would averai^e per
day 1

Mr. Jaques has made no record of this. His
object has been to raise stock, and not quantity of
milk. Some of his cows now give twelve quarts
per day. The greatest quantity he has ever ob-
tained is twenty-one quarts per day. He can pro-
duce a flush of milk by corn and roots; but it

has been his object to raise his stock upon grass
and hay, so that when sold, they might thrive
upon other keeping, and not fall away. It is

often said that the keep determines the quantity of
milk. Milkmen can answer this question.
Mr. Cole remarked, that much had been said

upon breeding stock, but no great principles had
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been cslablished. Two principles have been as-

1

eumed. The fu3f, that like produces like. This
applies 10 vegetables, also. This is likely to hap- i

pen. But it requires many generations to fix this

matter, and lo render it sure that the ancestor

shall transmit Ids qualities to his oHspring.

II a larmer plants only one kind ol corn, and
studiously avoids any mixture, he may preserve

it pure , but iT did'erent kinds have been intern)ix-

ed, it will take some time to recover the original,

or to separate one kind I'roin another. He had
had a colored corn intermixed with hia crop, and
it required five years to work out the colored.

He believed that with breeding animals, the

imagination has considerable influence. For
twenty or thirty years, he had occasionally black,

sheep in his Huck. This lie believed was the

effect of imagination on the breeding animals.

There was an influence on the progeny, Irom

both male and (emale. It is said a superior male
has most influence. This was probably the case

with lull bred animals, because their prominent

properties had been fixed by a long succession.

In Arabia, the offspring, it is said, Ibllow the I'e-

male side, because there the mares are always ob-

jects ol" the most exact care and attention. As a

general thing, it could not be determined which
side would most strongly mark its progeny. It

was different with blood-slock, or highbred ani-

mals.
Another principle, having a material influence,

had not been named. Which animal would de-

termine the sex of the progeny? He believed it

would be found that the most vigorous would set-

tle this matter. In an experiment made to test

this point, an individual had been able, by using
a young and comparatively feeble ram with a

flock of vigorous ewes, to produce 172 females, to

100 males ; and this individual had said, if others

would furnish the flocks, he would produce, at

pleasure, male or female. Wiih one fluck, by

usins very young rams, he produced 76 females

(o 30 males. By using a sirong and vieorous

ram, he produced 55 males to 30 fen)alcF. He di-

vided his flock, according lo strength of females
;

they were between lour and five years old, and he

produced 25. females to 15 males. In another
case, he took ewes under (bur years old, and put

vigorous rams wiih them, and produced 26 males
to 14 females. These were well authenticated

experiments which had been made in France.
From five young mares, the same individual ob-

tained five females ; and in another case, from

15 mares iie obtained 13 females. It was to him
(Mr. Cole) therelbre evident, that the sex Ibllovv-

ed the most vigorous parent.

Another principle seemed to him well established

—that the female offspring resembled the sire,

the male offspring the mother. He had tried to

raise good cows from heifers from good cows, but

he always failed, and was at a loss (or the reason,

unless it were to be found in this principle. His
observations in respect to the human race seemed
to confirm this position. Daughters in general re-

semble their fathers ; sons resemble their mo-
thers. It was ofien said that there had been no
distinguished man in society who had not had a
distinguished mother ; and the character of the

son had been determined by her education, her

moral influence or character. He was of opinion

that this physical law, to which he had referred,

had always much lo do in the case, as he believed
facts, if carefully observed, would fully prove.

In making a cross, he thought the male should
he smaller than the female. If tiie cross is made
with large males, the offspring might suffer (or

want of sufllcient sustenance ; the animal will be
restricted in his growth. Collitigs reduced the
size of the animals, which he bred by selecting
small males to cross with large cows. In this

way, the Durham ox was produced, for which
£2,000 sterling had been refused.

Mr. Weld of Sturbridge said that a person, in

order to determine what stock he should prefer,

should look to the character of his farm. In ma-
ny cases, the pastures are poor, and we have
nothing but meadow hay (or our stock. Our
pastures and meadow hay might suffice to keep
sheep ; and he had found sheep more profitable

than other stock. The grade sheep, 3-4ths or

7-8ih8 blood, had been most profitable. He kept
50 or 60, He wintered them on lowland hay,
and he obtained three to three and a half pounds
of wool. He usually got a lamb from each ewe,
and seldom lost more than one or two in a sea-
son. His lambs came about the middle of April.
If a man keeps sheep for market, he would ad-
vise that the native sheep should be kept ; if for

the wool, he would recommend the 3-4!hs Me-
rino.

The stock already in the country was, in his
opinion, adapted to our soil. We should take
more pains in improving it. In general, farmers
raise the calves which first come ; and in this

very way, sometimes make a mistake. The best
calves will show the most activity. There is aa
much difference in animals as in men. In gene-
ral, the poorest cows will calve first. He raises
his calves on new milk. They should be well
treated the first j'ear ; the second year, they may
have poorer fodder. We may raise as good
stock here as may be found in any country.
Gen. Low took occasion to add to his former

remarks, that sheep were uselul in destroying the
white-weed in pastures ; the ox-eyed daisy. He
had known a field in which, in three or four years,
they had completely eradicated this troublesome
weed. # * # # # #

Col. Jaques remarked that he knew no way of
determining what the sex of the future progeny
should be. He himself and an able physician
had been making experiments and observationa
in this matter for thirty years, but without decid-

ing any thing. Males are likely to mark their

offsipring more strongly than females, because
they are bred with more care, and there is more
pure blood commonly in the male.

ICE MOUNTAIN OF HAMPSHIRE COUNTY,
VIRGINIA,

For the Farmers' Register.

The existence of a mountain possessed of a
temperature independent of all external causes,

and which was so unaffected by the vicissitudes

of the seasons, or the diurnal variations of tem-
perature, as in midsummer, where exposed to the

ilill glare of the noontide sun, to preserve a uniform

temperature of 32 degrees, was too singular and
striking a phenomenon not to have early attracted
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observation. The Ice Mountain has henco re-

ceived frequent notice, but of so indetiniie and fi-e-

quenily exaggerated a character, as to fail to pro-

duce a general belief in its existence, or to secure

for it that interest which this rare curiosity so rich-

ly merits. The Ice Mountain is one of ihe sub-

ordinate ridges of the Cacapon Mountains?, and is

a continuation of the North River Mountains.

This mountain chiefly consists of a sandslone

which teems with terebratulas, productas, spiri-

fcrs, and oilier marine shells, the exuvial lelics of

the inhabitants of that primeval ocean, which once

rolled over the summits of the then unborn Alle-

ghany. At the commencement of ibis moumain,

many miles south of the Ice Mountain, the rocks

are nearly horizontal ; but as the moimtain pro-

ceeds north, they rapidly increase their incfmation,

until they become perpendicular. The mountain

now rises to the height of 700 or 800 leet, forming

a mural precipice, whose cragged summils, split

and rent, shoot suddenly up into sharp lurreied

f^pircs, or jagged pinnacles, resembling the baiile-

ments of a Gothic castle or the minarets ol a

mosque. At other times, losing this wildness, it

is as remarkable for its singular symmetry, as be-

fore lor its fantastic irregularity. Still retaining

its precipitousness, it rises to the heigh! of several

hundred liiei, its uniform summit, and rude massive

symmetry, its steep rocky sides devt)id of vegeta-

tion, save where some stinted pine has " cast an-

chor in the rifted rock," all combine to give it the

character ol a huge Cyclopean wall. This sin-

gular structure has been thus minutely described,

both from the unique and singular scenery,

«' So wondrous wild, the whole might seem,

The vision of a fairy dream,"

to which it gives rise, and from the connexion ii

is conceived to have with the phenomenon ol the

Ice Mountain. At the Ice Mountain, the steep-

ness and walled structure is retained, and the

mountain forms an abutment or support to an

enormous glacis or bank of rocks, which is thrown

up against it on its western side. This natural

glacis reaches nearly from the base to the summit
ofthe mountain, and extends laterally several hun-

dred feet l.-om its base. This large accumulation

of rocks consists of fragments of sandstone, vary-

ing in size from a (ew inches to many feet in di-

ameter, loosely heaped together, and from tlu'ir

irregular angular shape, generally separated by

large interstices. This glacis forms the Ice Aloun-

tain—the ice being formed and preserved in its

interstitial cavities. The Ice Mountain was vi-

sited by the writer in the summer of 1838, a season

niemoraMe in the annals of western Virginia for

its long, distressingly hot drought, so fatally blight-

ing to the crops. The heal of this season, though
unparalleled in that region for duration and in-

tensity, but slightly affected the temperature ofthe

Ice Mountain, as ice was found in great abun-
dance by removing the rocks to the depth of a
few inche?:. A thermometer on being introduced

into one of the cavities between the rocks, so as

to be exposed to the air without being in contact

with the rock, rapidly sunk to below 40*^, and
would doubiless have been still further depressed,

had it been permitted to remain. The general

low temperature of the rocks was evinced by the

moisture which either studded their surface, or

trickled from their sides; the result of the conden-

sation ofthe aqueous vapor of the atmosphere, by
the low temperature of the rocks, although at the

time the dew point must have been extremely low.

During the previous winter the rocks had been
removed to the depth of three or lour thel, and
ihe cavity thus formed fulcd with snow, and
loosely covered with planks, but so slightly that

the snow could be seen through the crevices ofthe
covering; but though so imperfectly protected

ftom atmospheric agencies, the snow exhibited

not the slightest traces ofthe heat ofthe past

summer, and was still as dry, friable, and crystal-

line, as if newly fallen. The dairy mentioned by
Kercheval, has three of its sides surrounded by
the heap of rocks, and hence partakes of the low
tem[)erature of the mass. The .sides of the dairy

were noi however, as in ordinary seasons, encrust-

ed with ice, nor were icicles pendent from its roof,

but its temperature was still sufficiently low to sub-
serve all the purposes of a dairy and refrigerator.

The temperature of the spring which issues from
the base of the mountain, singular to say, seems
unatlected by the low temperature of the over-
lying mass, and though reputed to be nearly as

low as the i'reezing point, is in reality but one de-
gree lower than the spiings of the neighborhood,
and no lower than some others in the same coun-
ty, which vary from 51 to 52*^. The scene as
viewed Irom the base of the mountain, was as in-

teresting as paradoxical; on the one hand was
the Cacapon River converted into a stagnant pool,

its indurated bottom exposed at short intervals

—

the drooping Ibliage of the forest— the blighted

grain, tinged not with autumn's golden yellow,
but a sickly hue, denoting that it had prematurely
fallen into the sere and yellow leaf— all too plainly

indicating the long-continued action of summer's
heat. On the other hand was a m iss of rocks

below the freezing point, enclosin<r in its cavities

snow and ice, while the spectator himself enjoyed
an atmosphere whose bland, spring-like softness

fijrmed an aiireeable contrast to the distressingly

hot one* (96") for which it had a few minutes
before been' exchanged.
Having thus jjiven a detailed description of the

Ice Mountain, it may nm be uninteresting to in-

quire into itie causes which giv(> it a temperature
so singnlarly independent of all those influences

which usually determine the temperature of ter-

restrial bodies—a temperature upon which the

summer's heat, neither in ordinary nor unusually
long and intensely hot seasons, exerts the slightest

influence. The solution 1 conceive is to be found
in the large and unusual collection of rocks, which
liom their porous, homogeneous texture, are ex-
tremely poor conductors of heat. By reference to

the fbre<roing description, it will be seen that on
one side is the mountain, consisting of a massive
wall many hundred (eet in thickness, and heaped
up against this as an abutment, a pile of rocks

containing many thousand cubic tt^et. The cav-

ernous nature of this heap, would admit the free

percolation of rain, which, during the winter,

would form ice in the interior ofthe mass, and re-

duce iis temperature to the freezing point. The
ice thus situated would be entirely protected from
all external heat by the surrounding rocks, as ice

* A few moments previous to starting for the moun-
tain, at 21 P.M., the thermometer stood at 96° in the

shade.
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in a refrisxerator is isolateil and protected Crom (he

surrouiuiin^ lemperature l>v llie bad conductint^

sides oftlic relrigeralrtr. The Ice IMnuntain only

requires lor ilie ox|)ianalion of its plienomenon,

the application of the familiar principle npon
wliieii is cnnslrncted the comnion roCritrerator,

which, by the t)ad cotiductinir nature of its side*^,

temporarily ed'ects what the Ice JMounlain per-

manently does ; a (pmperature independent olall

exiernal causes. 'I'he Ice Mountain is in ("act a

hufje sandstone relriirerator, whose increased and
unusual effects beyond those of the ordinary re-

I'riiierator, arc due to the increased and unusual

collection of poor conducting materials, whicii

form its sides.

Similar, ihoujjh in'erior, accumulations to that of

the Ice Mountain, lixm geolos^ical causes un-

necessary here to explain, frequently occur in

Hampshire, and the adjoininor counties. Obser-

vation in every instance showed them to, have a

temperature (ar below that of the surrounding at-

mosphere. That this low temperature is perma-
. pent, is proved by the universal custom of persons

residing in the vicinity of these accumulations, so

constructing their dairies that three of their sides

are enclosed by th^ rocks in the same manner as

the one already mentioned at the Ice Mountain.
Even a thin layer of poor conducting materials

affords a much greater protection than would be
anticipated by those whose attention had not' been
called to the subject. The means resorted to by
the shepherds of Mount Etna, for supplying their

flocks with water, exhibits the protecting influence
of a sliglit covering of bad conducting materials.

The shepherds, during the winter, cover the enow
with a layer of volcanic sand and ashes a few
inches in thickness, which perfectly protects it from
the sun, and preserves it throughout the fummrr,
thus affording them an abundant supply of water
for their flocks where it could be obtained from no
other source.

A still more interesting and striking proof of
the perfect isolation from external causes, by a
poor conducting covering, is attested by the fact,

that a large glacier of ice and snow was over-
flowed by a stream of hot lava from Mount Etna,
without being destroyed.* The ire ihus covered
by the lava was protected by it from the sum-
mer's heat, and continues thus preserved to the
present day. This can only be explained by sup-
posing that the lower poriion of ihe lava current
immediately upon its contact with the ice, was re-

duced to liie temperature ol the glacier, and that
this reduced stratum, from its imperfect power of
conducting heat, protected the ice from the hot
lava above.! Whatever may be the explanation
of it, or however paradoxical it may appear, the
flict is attested by too high authorities to be
doubted. Public attention was first called to this
interesting fact in 1828, when the discovery was
made by Signor Gemmellaro, in searching afier
ice. It has been subsequently examined by Lyell
and other distinguished geologists, who confirm
the report of Signor Gemmellaro. Excavations
made for removing the ice, have exposed the lava
for several yards, overlying the glacier, and so su-
per-imposed, that the relative position of the lava
and glacier can only be accounted for by supposing

that the latter was overflowed by the fjrmcr, in a
molten stale. Monte Testaceo may be instanced
ac= presenting a phencmienon more strictly parallel

with that of the Ice Mountain, and as aflbrdin"'

a happy illustration of the principle so fre(jucntly

alluded to. Monte Testac(«) is situated in one of
the suburban r/(wf ofKome. It is merely a large
mound, composed of fragments of earthenware
vases and urns, and is snp|)oeed to mark Ihe site

of an extensive ancient poller}-. _ This accumu-
lation of bad conducting materials preserves a
uni'orm leniperaiure, many degrees below the
mean temperature ol the climate, and on this ac-

count artificial cavities formed by digging in the
sides of the hill are used as wine vaults.* In
July, 1773, Prof. Pic.tei Ibund by observation the
temperature of one of the caves to he 44"^, while
that of Ihe external atmosphere v/as 78°. If
this comparatively small accumulation produces
tliis effect in Kome, where the mean temperature
is 60°, it can readily be conceived that the still

greater accumulation at the Ice Mountain, would
produce a similar but increased efl"ect in a climate
wliere mean temperature is but 51 or 52°.

f

In endeavoring to elucidate the phenomenon of
the Ice Mountain, the eflect resulting from the
bad conduciins power of the rocks has alone been
considered. Their nature as absorbents of heat
should also be estimated, as from their dull white
color most of the heat would be renec:ed, leavintr

but a small portion to be absorbed by the rocks!
It should also be borne in mind, that the air, im-
mediately in contact with the ice, would be, Irom
iis low temperature, specifically heavier than Ihe
exiernal atmosphere, except in midwinter, and
could only be replaced by atmosphere heavier than
iiself, wfiich would necessarily he colder. It hence
follows that the ice could only be allected by the
hot air of summer, so far as its heat is conducted
by the surrounding rocks, which, as will appear
liom the foregoing explanations, must be very in-
considerable. These remarks and the examples
adduced, will, it is presumed, suflicienily illustrate

the proposed explanation of Ihe low temperaUire
of the Ice Mouniain. Should this rxftlanation
prove unsatisfactory, it may at least serve to in-

vile attention to ^he sul'ject, and elicit a more sa-
tisliictory solution from abler sources.

C. B. Hayden.
Smithfidd, March 1st, 1841.

*Lyell's Geology, Volume 2nd, page 124.
t Lava, from its open vesicular texture, i

tremely bad conductor of heat.

BIODES OF MEASURING GRAIN.

To tlie Editor of tlie [''arnicrs' Register.

i:disto Island, S. C, March 1st, 1841.
In the Southern Agriculturist of May, 1834, I

published a " rule for ascertaininir the quaniity of
shelled corn in a house of any given dimensions."
I perceive, in your last number, that this rule has
been referred to, by a wriicrin ihe Kentucky Farm-
er, Mr. John Lewis. He admits ihal it is simple,
and of easy application, but suggests that it can-
not be accurate in cases where a given measure
of corn in the ears, turns out, when shelled, less
or more than half of that measure. The gentle-
man is right ; the rule is derived from arithme-
tical principles, and, so far, is correct, but il ope-

* Jameson's Philosophical Journal,
t Deduced from ob.sprvations on the temperature of

thi^ .spring.s.
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rales upon the presumption, ihai a bushel of corn

in the ears, will turn out iiall' a bushel of shelled

corn. Where this is not ihe case, it can, how-
ever, be modified, and the true quantity ascer-

tained. The follovving is ihe process: Measure
off, accurately, ten or more level bushels oi' ear

corn, (the (rieater the quantity the smaller will be

the error) ; shell the same, and by correct mea-
surement, determine what proportion it bears to

the corn in the ears. Suppose, ibr instance, that

it is ascertained that the lot of corn turns out 22
quarts ol'shelled, to the bushel of ear corn.^ Fmd
the cubic contents in Ceet, by multiplying the

length, breadth and depth of the bulk to be mea-
sured, together; multiply the product by 8, and
cut oti' the right hand figure, (not the two right

hand figures, as slated by Mr. L.) At this period

of the operation, we have ascertained the num-
ber ofbushes ofear-corn, and the rule would apply

with perlect accuracy, in the measurement ol

wheal, rye, oats, or grain in bulk; the figures on

the left hand are the nuniber of bushels, that on

the right liand, the decimal of a bushel. To reduce

this quantity to shelled corn, we now make use of

the prof)orlion established above. Multiply the

figures on the lelt hand, (rejecting the decimal

as unimportant,) by 22, and divide by 32, the

xiumber or quarts in a bushel; the quoiient will

be !he number ol' bushels in the bulk. In a bulk

of ear corn which measures 12 feet in length, 11

in breadth, and 6 in depth, there will be Ibund, by

the above calculation, 633 bushels and 6 tfnths

ol'ear corn, or 435 bushels and 6 quarts ol'shelled

^orn.

JSxample.

12

11

132
6

792 cubic feet.

633.6.

22

32 1
13926

435 bushels, 6 quarts.

In this spciion of the country, the bushel of

ear corn will yield about half a bushel of shelled

corn; accordingly, adopt the rule given in Ihe

Southern Agriculturist. It is the same in princi-

ple as that given above, but is more expeditious

in practice, owing to our being able to arrive at

the result by simply mulliplying the cubic con-

tentSj when found, by the decimal 4. Thus,
792 cubic leet,

4

316.8

Three hundred and sixteen bushels and eight

tenths. VVm. M. Murray.

out of certain refuse and waste animal substances.
He has established a manufactory near Vienna :

no part of ihe process is explained ; but it is

stated that the substance is at one stage in a stale

of fluidity, and may then be cast into boots, ghoeJ,
&c.

—

Bristol Mirror.

LIQUID LEATHER.

Dr. Beruland, of Larria, in Germany, is said

to have discovered a method of making leather

A NEW AND SUCCESSFUL BIODE OF GUARDING
PEACH TREES FROM THE WOR3I.

^

To the Editor of tlic Farmers' Register.

Fincastle, Va., Feb. 27th, 1S41.

Although my name is not on the list of your
subscribers, I have had the satisliaction of reading
some of the valuable articles which appear in

your journal. Though unacquainted with 5'ou

personally, a^ I !eel some interest in your periodi-

cal, I will lake the liberty ol' introducing myself)

by giving a brief sketch of an experiment I have
made, with success, on the peach tree; and if you
deem it of any importance, or worthy the notice of
your readers, you can give publicity to it.

As I consider the peach the most delicious fruit

of our latitude, I have long since thought it a de-

sideratum that it should be made independent of

the destructive worm which* kills the tree. 1

thought it practicable; and it occurred to me that

there was in reach an antidote for the enemy to

that luxurious growth. Having observed, in the

practice of medicine, that the cedar berry was a
powerful vermifuge, I transplanted cedar scions

and peach scions together six years since, in the

following manner: I set one of each in a hole,

with the roots entangled and set close together,

believing that Ihe strong odor peculiar to the

cedar would prove offensive and sickening to the

worm, and thereby prevent its approach to the

peach tree. Every circumstance seemed to con-

spire in favor of ihe experiment ; there was no
danger of the peach tree being choked by the

cedar, because the former is a rapid, whilst the

latter is of very slow growth. The peach scions

bore ihe second year, and have put forth iheir

leaves as black as a cloud every season, and bore

most luxuriantly every season, until Ihe last, which
was the sixth year. I have set out a number since,

in the same way, which are all flourishing. I

think a soil should be selected much mixed with

sand, in order to prove successful.

VVm. N. Anderson.

DRAINING.

From tlie Farmers' Cabinet.

iSiV;—A friend has put into my hands a pam-
phlet on draining, and deep ploughing, by-

Smith, of Deanston, the inventor ol the subsoil

plough. It is an interesting work, on subjects

that have, hitherto, shared but little of our regard,

but which are of the highest importance ; Ibr, if

we wish to better our condition, we must adopt

that mode of management by which England has

been enabled to support a population the increase

of which has been in the proportion of one third,

in a very short space of time, and without which

this never could have been accomplished.

The work naturally divides itsell'inio two parts,

first, draining; second, subsoil ploughing; which,

although closely connected, in beneficial results,
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are not, ol' necessity, depentlcnt on each other, as

either the one or ilie other may be adopted sepa-

rately, with decided advaniaf^e. But it must he

conliessed, there arc, to appearance, serious dil-

ficuiiies to the introduction of either at present, to

the extent there proposed, if it be only on liie

ecore ofexpense, lor lew persons would be in-

(iuced to incur an ouilay of Ibriy-five dollars per

acre lor draining, and six dollars an acre lor one

subsoil ploughing in cotiteniplation of I'ulure re-

muneration ; such inanagenieni must, lor a sea-

son at leasi, be confined to men ofcapital and am-
ple resources.

Smith's system of draining is novel ;
and it is

introduced to no'ice by disparaging that of Klk-

ington, wliich has, lor many years past been

considered as the most perlect that could be de-

vised ; and the author ol the new system admits

that many inieliigent men still advocate and prac-

tise that mode, which is, to carry the drains

across the declivity, cutting oH Ihe s|)rings before

iJiey rise to the surface, by which, when they

are judiciously laid out, one deep cut has been

known to supersede.the necessity of dozens when
conducted according to the old mode— in lact, one
drain has been known to draw off' the water from

many acres of wet land, a mile or more distant.

But by the new mode adopted by Mr. Smith,

every field upon the larm, whether wet or dry, or

whatever be its subsoil, be it never so porous, is

drained at regular intervals, from a distance of
ten leet only between the cuts, up to Ibrty ; by
two leet and a half to three leet in depth, all car-

ried down the declivity, instead of across it ; which,
to any one accustomed to the practice of draining,

will appear novel indeed ! He says, " it has been
pretty generally believed and argued, that drains

laid off, in this manner, on a steep, will not be so

effectual in catching water ; but this notion can
be shown to be erroneous. Drains drawn across
a steep, cut the strata, or layers ofsubsoil, trans-

versely ; and as "he stratification generally lies in

sheets, at an angle to the surface, the water, pass-

jngin or between the strata, immediately below the
bottom of one drain, nearly comes to the surface

belbre reaching the next lower drain ;* but as wa-
ter seeks the lowest level, in all directions, if the

strata be cut longitudinally, by a drain directed

down the steep, the bottom of which cuts each
stratum to the same distance from the surface, the
water will flow into the drain at the intersecting

point of each sheet, or layer, on a level wiih the
bottom of the drain leaving a uniform depth of dry
soil."

Now, it is reasonable to ask what is to prevent
the water which rises to the surface by these " strata

which lie in sheets, at an angle to the eurlace," at

the top of a declivity between these drains, from
flowing down to the bottom, if there be not a cross
drain to receive and conduct it away 1 To be
sure, it might be argued, that if drains are but ten
feet apart, the distance for the water to flow to

find them will be but five feet, at any given point

;

but as water always seeks the lowest level, which
is at the bottom of the declivity, it is natural to ex-
pect that it will make its way thither directly

down the hill, without turning either to the right
or left ; and this has often been witnessed where

* But this will not happen if the drains are conduct-
ed, as he proposed, at the distance of ten feet only
apart.

drains have been injudiciously placed ; indeed, it

is novel to propose to drain a spouty hill, by carry-

ing drains (ioty/i the declivity, instead ol across

it. And as to the lear of "the water |)assing in

or between the strata, immediately below the

bottom of one drain, nearly con)ing to the surlace

belbre reaching the next lower drain," any regu-

lar drainer knows, upon inspection and examina-

tion, the |)roper disiance at which to lay olf his

drains across the hill, to prevent all that.

It is novel to find it proposed to drain every acre

of the larm, without regard to soil, situation, or

state of moisture ; and many will consider it a waste

of labor, and expense, and by no means necessa-

ry. Ii is indeed strange to find any one advocat-

ing the drainage of" beds of open sand and gra-

vel," but so says the. book. "In the natural cir-

cumsiances of the soil on the surface of the earth,

the drainage is extremely various, from that of

the light, dry loam, incumbent on deep beds of

open sand or gravel, lo that of the thin, sterile

crust ol'soil resting on massive beds of impervious
till : in the former, there is no water springing to

thai soil Ironi below, and whatever falls upon the

surface in Ihe shape of rain, is instantly absorbed,
and passes through the sand, or gravel, to some
outlet at a lower level;" (then why, in the name
of common sense, drain

j
" 'n 'he latter case,

on the contrary, water, whether springing from
below or lalling upon the surface as rain, must
either run slowly off over the surlace, however
great the distance, or in the event of a horizontal,

surliice, must remain stagnant until evaporated,
by Ihe sun, or absorded by the atmosphere^^
(then, in the name of common sense, drain) ; "on
such a subsoil, a sulHcient depth of active soil caft

never be long maintained, for gram ; if trenched and
enriched by lime and dung, it will bear but scanty
crops. Some soils, again, are incunibent on snb-
so'ils partially pervious to water—such, by judicious

management, produce sometimes good crops, in

fijvorable seasons, but when much rain prevails,

they are neither large or (>fgood quality ; these are

unfit for wheat, as the alternate frosts and ihaws

of winter, acting upon the water in the soil, are

sure to throw out the plants. But on those soils

incumbent on open rock, especially on whin, or

green stone, which is very open, from its many
fissures, the land is uniformly fertile^'' (then why
drain?) '' But," he observe?, " the drains should

be run parallel to each other, and at regular dis-

tances, and should be carried throughout the

whole field, without reference lo the wet or the ap-

pearance of portions of the field ; as uniform and
complete dryness is the object ;" directing that the

drains, in a stiff, strong till, be run within ten or

fifteen feet of each other ; if in a lighter and more
porous subsoil, from eighteen to twenty- fbur feet

will be near enough, but in very open soils, forty

feet may be sufficient. He says ;
" a very impor-

tant advantage ofhaving the drain down the steep,

is the prevention of mud or sand, the current

having force, from the declivity, to carry them
along to the main drain ;" but, he afterwards
adds ;

" indeed, the water passing into the drains

by filtration, being perlectly pure, has no sediment
to deposile, for even during the heaviest rains, the

water passing from a properly made drain, has
merely a milky tinge." Now how is this to be

understood? If the water is perlectly pure, it

will have no tinge at all, and whether at any
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time, milky or inky, must depend on ihe strata

ihrough which it has passed ; but vvhaiever the

colour, ifit has any tinge, there mus! be sedi-

ment. In forming under-drains, it has ever been

the custom to lead them by as easy a descent as

would be prudent, to prevent the possibility of

washing, lest they might thus become choked,

and blow up ; and even Mr. Smith himselfeeenis

to admit the danger of this, for he says, '" it is

quite necessary to fill the drains, which, are car-

ried down the slope, with stones of a small size, or

with danders or gravel, to prevent the current of

water from culling or running Ihe bottoms of the

drains," and by which they would, of course,

become choked, and blow up.

Any how, the subject is one of great import-

ance, and ought to be examined inio, with the

view to establish some system for adoption when-

ever necessary; for there is no improvement so

great, profitable, or lasiing, as druinioii, when
properly execuied. M. C.

JVilmington, Delaware.

Mr. Smith has, within fifieen years, formed

on his land under drains to llie extent of one hun-

dred miles in length !

PREPARED NIGHT SOIL MANUfiE.

From tlie Farmers' Magazine.

MM. Payen and Curcn, chemists, in France,

have produced a powder, ihe mixUire of which

with night soil, almost inmiedialely frees it from

clfensiJe smell. It is then prei)ared, and when

ready lor use, resembles fine black mould, so dry

and "powdery as to be passed through the drill,

and deposited wiih the seed. The efficiency pi

this manure has been mnsi saiisfactorily firoved in

France. A quamity suffinent l()r manuring two

acres can be packed in a sugar hogshead, at an

expense of from thirty shillings to twenty-six

shillings an acre.

cal, (bra given stipenJ, he is bound, ae long as so

engaged, tocnnlbim to the views of his employer;
and he, like the rest of mankind, must be expect-

ed, in the first instance, to consult his own interest.

Unlbitunately lor the independence of llie press,

and the good of society, such are the force and
prevalence of deeply rooted prejudices, and the

intolerance of party spirit, which soon spring up
and gain ascendency in all reput»lics, that he, who,
regardless of both, would boldly maintain the

cause of truth, and of the public weal, too soon
finds himself m the unenviable predicament of the

old man, his son and his ass. His journal is de-

serted by all parties, and himself left, with hia

family, to starve, unless like a bear, he can live by

sucking his paws ! That system of government
is to be esieemed the most perfect, which insures

the greatest conlbrmity of individual interests with

the interests of (he public. A system under which
he who in a fit ol' jealousy, or to avoid the tor-

meriis of love, throws himself into a gulf) shall

be considered a fool— while, for the same action,

to save his country, he would be regarded as a
hero. Alas! how many publishers of papers

miirht, in this our republic, sacrifice themselves

in the cause of patriotism, before one ol them
would gain lor himself the name of Curtius !

We have tuore than once expressed the con-

viction, that no class of American ciiizcns can be

more deeply interested than ihe farmers and plan-

ters, in understanding ihe true principles of the

cwrrenc),', and in having these principles embodied
in the legislation of the country. If there be any
one sound coi;setvative ma.xim, more than another,

that we would indelibly impress on the minds of

our countrymen, it is that ihey should look more
10 iis legislation, and less to iis executive action,

for the developements of our internal resources of

wealth and happiness ; and ihe security of private

rights and the maintenance of public hberty ; and
what 6ubJF!ct of legislation is more important than

that of the currency— the circulating medium
which shall serve as a standard or measure of

value for all the products of agriculture and all

other branches of industry 1 But, to ihe discus-

sion in this journal of a question so intiiDately

blended with the business and prosperity of every

community, there are various obstacles, and diffi-

culties. In. the first place, (let the truth he fold

them frankly, by one who has devoted his labors

1o their wellare, conamore, for more than a quarter

of a century,) liirmers are, in general, too little

addicted to thinking for themselves—too impa-

tient of the intellectual exercise necessary to an
understanding of this question— not at once see-

TJIE CURRENCY—AS CONNECTED WITH THE
INTERESTS OF AGRICULTURE.

From tlie American Farmer (Editorial).

Text.—" Does the plan and purpose of your

work, preclude essays on political economy^ (I

am fully aware that party politics are properly ex-

cluded.) If not, I would suiTsiest that some well

selected articles on currency, be inserted. At this

particular time, it is essential to ihe interests of
|

ing its palpat.le connexion with their every day
coiK-erns, ihey look on it as an abstruse problem,

10 be studied in ihe closet of the politician, and
solved only by elaboraie writers on political econo-

my and the wealih of nations—and secondly, the

question has been so mixed up with the struggles

of contending /jf/rh'es, that it is impossible to dis-

cuss it in a pa|)er which honestly aims at the pub-

lic weal, without being at once set down as the

pariizan or slave of one or another of the parties

agriculture, that the true and unchangeable prin-

ci|)les of currency, be understood by ihe (ijrmers,

so that an end may be put to that false system, by

which so many evils are engendered to afflict the

country."
Commeni.— In the above sugscsiion of a cor-

respondent, whose valued communications, like

ano-els' visits, are loo " Cev; and far between,'' we
heartily agree. "At this parti. 'iilar time, it is

e.-^sential To the interests of agriculture, that the
i

contending for supremacy in the government.

—

true and unchangeable principles of ihe cusrency
|

How, except in this way, and under this appre-

be undeislood by the farmers. But let us fiisl ' hension, can we account for the silence of all our

answer the inquiry, whether the plan of this work ;
agricultural journals on a subject which, if pro-

[trecludes essays on that subject. When an editor
,

perly touched, would reach at once, by the

IS but the " hireling" of the publisher of a periodi- 1 "pocket nerve," the sensorium ol all their read-
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ers? Who that admires, as all must do, (he i viilue in the property of the agricuHural interest,

abilities of niniiv of the condnclors ol' our Far-
i aniounted to hundreds of millions ordoliars. Truiv

mers' Kofrisiers, will ascribe their silence on this

all-absorbinc» topic of the currency, to any want

of appreciation of its importance, or of capacity

to investipate it? Those ainonn; agriculturists

who cannot be charsred with nei?lect of all intel-

lectual exercise, yet have their feelinirs ton much
entjrossed, and their reading too much confined to

parly recriminations, or to mere practicfil details

of experimental agriculture in the strictest sense

of the word.

Commerce could not flourish without agricul-

ture and manufactures, and their productions as

its basis and material ; on the other hand what
but commerce can iiive activity and value to 'he

culture and products of the soil and the loom 7

Aijain—did any nation ever exist where credit

was so necessary and important, to purchase labor,

to foster .genius, and tn developo dormant but

fruitllil resources, as in this vastly extensive and

unexplored country, whose mountain sides and
valleys need but the plough and the pick to yield

unbouded wealth and the mea'hs of sustaining a

population without limits—yet if an agricultural

paper should eulogise commerce, and invoke the

legislature to irivc it encouragement, as the hand-

maid of agriculture, and the great promoter of

civilization and the arts; if it should advocate a

system of financial legislation under which credit

shall supply to genius and industry ihe place ol

capital— straightway it shall he denounced, and
by many thrown up, as being inimical to a party,

there is no question of more vital importance to

I he agricultural interest than the proper regulation

of the currency; and we greatly desire, and will

lend our humble efloris, in this journal and else-

where, to extend information on this subject, and

to urge the agricultural class to assume their right,

and io act and to govern in this matter.

But it is very strange, that, agreeing so perfectly

in the premises, our brother editor and we should

differ so widely in our conclusions. For, from his

remariis following the above, (and which we do

not copy,) it is evident that he considers the policy

that would most restrain bank paper issues as the

most hurtful to a sound condition of the currency

;

while, on the contrary, we would advocate still

more restraint, (though not by the usual and

abjurd and ridiculous mode ot'legislalive prohibi-

tions and penalties ;) and deem irredeemable paper

money and irresponsible banking operations and

bank credit, existing and sustained merely by go-

vernment, as constituting the greatest curse of our

country. By the fraudulent and irresponsible

banking- system of this country, a state of general

bankruptcy was produced between 1S13 to 1819
;

whose views have been interpreted and condensed
|

and a like condition of things is now threatening,

in the memorable exclamation— "perish com- unless prevented by restraining or stopping the

merce, perish credit." Hence the difficulty of dis

cussing, impartially, a question which, next after

a iew cardinal principles of liberty,—such as the

freedom of speech and of suffrage, the independ-
ence of the legislature on the executive branch
of the government, and the trial by jury,— is of

the highest practical importance to every citizen

of the republic, and we repeat, to none more, if

as much, as to the farmer and planter. * * *

We entirely concur with our brotlKir agricultu-

ral editor in the general position assumed by hinn

above. The agricultural interest, more than an,v

other, is deeply concerned in securing and preserv-

ing a sou?i^cwrrenc!/; and though the direction (or

misdirection) of banking and the currency, has

been heretofore left to the management exclu-

sively of merchants, and bank debtors, and exer-

cised for their exclusive profit, 'it rightly belongs

to the agricultural class—not only because of their

legal right, as forming the great and general in-

terest of the country, but because of their much
deeper stake in the game. A change of only 5

per cent, in the value of (he currency, which is

but an ordinary and every-day degree of fluctua-

tion, is enough to alter the value of the lands and

farming stock, and other property of farmers, to

the amount of perhaps twenty millions of dollars.

And when money values are altered by the depre-

ciation of the currency to the extent that was
produced in 1815, the losses, or the destruction of

opera'ions of all really bankrupt institutions. We
are far from belonging to the " perish credit, perish

commerce"' school, stigmatized above. We
value, and desire for the country, as much as any

can do, a sou7id credit system founded on confi-

dence properly placed. And we would leave banks

as well as individuals to acquire and retain or to

lose their credit, and the confidence of the public,

by their acts, and their reputation for wealth,

honesty, and fidelity to their engagements. We
would not oppose, but would advocatey>ee trade

in banking and in money, as in every thing else
;

and would not object to any amount, of baukino-,

if done upon the proper capital and credit of the

bankers. But while being thus willing to accord

to the business every facility and degree of free-

dom that any other trade or mode of investing

capital possesses, we would not grant a tittle more
than other pursuits enjoy by law ; but would leave

banks and banking to stand or to fall, by their own
acts, and their own success and credit, or the re-

verse, and to be as strictly responsible as any in-

dividual traders; and by no means would we con-

sent to build up their credit and their profits, by giv-

ing them the Use of the mone_v, or sustaining them
by the credit, of either state or federal government,

and still less of using government interposition in

their favor whenever requisite to save them from

the proper eoneequcncce of bankruptcy.
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But, whether these or the opposite and prevail-

ing opinions are correct, we ami our fellow odilor,

though standing exactly opposed in conclusions,

agree that the subject ought to he brought belbre

our readers and the agricultural community. We
shall therefore follow hie example in 'Ins respect.

And, in the first place, as there, is a most deplora-

ble want of inlbrnmtion, and of facts, in regard to

the frauds and evils of banking—owing to the

influence and power which the banks and the

commercial class possess, and exercise to muz-

zle the newspaper press—we shall endeavor

to throw some liille light upon this deeply

darkened and disguised subject. The weekly

summaries of news, which have been presented in

our weekly issues, have been principally made up

of bank items ; not from previous intention, but be-

cause, in the two months since the publication was

commenced, there have been as many and import-

ant bank events—resumption and re-suspension of

payments, acknowledged and unacknowledged

bankruptcies, wholesale frauds of officers, &c.—as

ought to be looked for in twenty years. We shall

continue this record, and print together the weekly

Eummaries of banking news at the close of each

monthly number, and also present some more ex-

tended views and arguments, for the purpose of

giving light where it is so much wanting.-Ei). R.

means of calciferous suhsfanccPj as rubbish, chalk,
ashes, marJ, &c., provided the oiher conditions be
lulfilled.

THOROUGH DRAINING.

INFLUENCE OF NATIVE MAGNESIA ON VEGE-
TATION.

From the Jouiiirtl de Pliarmacie.

The presence of magnesia was regarded as a

cause of barrenness in lands, until the investiga-

tions of Bergman proved magnesia to Ibrm one o(

the principal constituents of fertile soils. This
inquiry has been taken up by Prof. Giobert, who
concludes from various experiments: Isf, that

native carbonated niagneeia is no! injurious lo the

various functions of vegetables ; 2nd, that on ac-

count of the solubility of magnesia in an excess

ol carbonic acid, this earth can exercise an action

analogous to that of lime; that a magnesian soil

may become (eriile when the necessary manure is

employed. From these facts naturally proceeds

the conclusion, that il' the magnesia was dissolved

in an excess of carbonic acid and water, and had
entered, like the lime, into the composition of the

eap, it ought to be found in the plants with the

potash, lime, oxide of iron, &c. M. Abbene has
ascertained this by the analysis of the ashes of
plants which had grown in magnesiferous mix-
tures. He has also confirmed the experiments
of Prof. Giobert as regards the influence of mag-
nesia on vegetation being analogous to that of

lime; and he likewise concludes that when lime

and magnesia exist in arable lands, the former is

absorbed in preference by the plants, on account

of its greater affinity lor carbonic acid. The
barrenness of magnesian lands is not referable to

magnesia, but to the cohesive state of their parts,

lo the want of manure, of clay, or of other com-
posts to the large quantity of oxide of iron, &c.
Barren magnesian soils may be fertilized by

From tlie Ayr Advertiser.

I would particularly impress upon you the im-
portance ol' furrow or thorough draining as a
means of improvement. Its wonder-working
effects have only lo be seen to be appreciated,
and not the least astounding lad connected with
its history is this, that while a difference of opi-

nion exists with respect to most other agricultural

matters, there is no instance of any person remain-
ing unconverted with respect to thorough draining,
where the practice has been at all known in hia
district. To show you the extent to which tho-

rough-draining is carried on in Scotland, I shall

mention one instance— in the county of East
Lothian, a very small county, above 3,000 miles
of tile drains were made in the year 1839, besides
stone drains. Buf nothing would surprise you so
much as to see the land which it is there consider-
ed necessary to drain, land which would here be
considered perfectly dry. I had a letter, a lew
days since li-om a friend of mine, an extensive
farmer in East Lothian, who thus writes upon
this subject :

—" Every day's additional expe-
rience convinces me more and more of the im-
mense extent of land, at present considered dry,

which actually requires lo be furrow drained, and
which would, in a very short lime indeed, amply
remunerate the occupier, were the operation care-

fully and correctly perlbrmed, notwithstanding the
heavy outlay, which makes it almost a landlord's

question. We have at present thirieen men cutting
drains in one field, and the quantity of water in

every drain is almost incredible ; and this on land
that was thought dry ground, and a part of the
small quantity of ground deemed fi/r/i//? land in

Fenton twenty years ago." I should trespass too

long on your time were! to enumerate all the
advantages of thorough draining, even supposing
I could enumerate them ; hut there are one or two
so obvious, and of so much importance that I can-
not avoid mentioning them:— 1st, You may do
away with narrow ridges on drained land, by
vvliich a great point is gained—the making what
are at present deep furrows, and producing no-
thing as productive as the rest of the field. 2d, Less
manure will suffice. Lord Gosford, from the opi-

nions I have heard him express, will tell you how
great an enemy to manure water is, which ex-
plains the reason of this effect of draining. 3d.

Less seed and labor will be required. 4th. Your
crop will ripen evenly. 5th. You may clean your
land of weeds at almost any season, and while you
have more time to remove them you are likewise

cutting off" one great cause of their growth. In

conclusion, I would particularly press upon you
this consideration, that if it is worthy a farmer's

while to pay men for making drains in a country

where daily laborers are earning 10s. per week,

how much more inexcusable in you is it, having
your own hands lo work with, and, probably,

much spare time, to allow your land to suffer from

that fatal disease which may be well compared to

dropsy in the human patient.

—

Mr. Filgate's

Speech.
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REMARKS ox SOME PORTION OF TIIK " PRIZ K

essay'' OF DR. WM. L. IIORTOiV.

An essay on manure?, and oilier means of en-

richins; lamls, by Dr. Wm. L. [lorton of Ilarlord

county, JMd., was published in a late number ol

the 'American Farmer' in the imposing attitude

of having received the prize ottered by the pro-

prietor of that paper for the best essay, to be pre-

pared and ofTercd on that subject, and wiih that

view. The high ground thus assumed for this

communication, and which will probably cause it

to be republished and praised in many other

papers, makes it proper /or us to take some

notice oC it—instead of passing it unnoticed, as

would otherwise have been done, if judging it

upon its merits, instead of its pretensions.

This essay is any thing but a practical guide to

agriculture. The opinions advanced and direc-

tions given do not appear to be the result of experi-

ence and practical knowledge. Wheiher prac-

tical or theoretical, there is but little in the es-

say that is either new or original, and that liitle

is worthless. Some of the things which we admit

to be both new and original, are the following opi-

nions on turnips and white clover:

" As lo turnips, they area very worthless vegeta-
ble, and not worth the trouble of cultivation. Six
or eight bushels are as many as any former need
care about raising."

" White clover bears the same rank, in the esti-

mation of the writer, among grasses, that the tur-

nips do among roots—" a very worthless kind of
thing"— I would never wish to see a spear of it

on a farm of mine. It is a cursed vine that runs
from Dan to Beersheba— It is a pest and intru-

der. We intend to serve it as others have served
the Canadian thistle—salt it."

We deem no particular comment necessary on

this rare and sweeping sentence of condemnation.

Of lime, as manure, the author speaks in very

high commendation, but with even less informa-

tion than on most other branches of his subject.

However, he rejects the different received opi-

nions of the mode of operation, and presents a

theory of his own, which, as we cannot pretend

to do justice to by abstract or abridgment, will be

copied at length in his own words.

" It may be expected that we should offer our
views as to the modus operandi of lime ; this part

of the subject we approach with some diffidence,

and without any pretension to freedom from error;

but as we have embarked on the troublesome
ocean of philosophical speculation, we may, as

well as our compeers, hazard a conjecture, leaving
it to our readers to judge of its accuracy.

" Lime cannot long remain in the soil as a calx,

calcium, or quick-lime
; but by its attraction of

carbonic acid from the atmosphere, it becomes a
carbonate. In this primary action of absorbirtg

carbonic acid, a portion is at the same time taken

up by the plant. But why, it maybe aske<], ia

lime so durable in its eflecis upon the; Foil ? 'I'liat

lime has the effect of loosening a iieavy, cluyey
soil, is a point conceded by all who hnvf ufivd \t

on such soils. 1 do not believe, wiili Protestor

Ducatel and some other chemists, that the oxalic,

or any other /ree acid exists to any considerable

extent in any soil ; lime then is not necessary to

neutralize an acid in the soil. Calcium, or quick
lime, is more readily di^salved than the carbonate;

and as almost all plants, and particularly wheal
and oats, contain a portion of lime, they may
receive it as a part of their necessary food in this

way. Carbonate of lime, or lime-stone, requires

a much larger quantity of water to dissolve it

;

nevertheless it is while in the soil always under-
going a slow decomposition, and is thus taken up
by the plant.

" h is admitted by all who have used lime on
such soils, that it renders clayey ones lighter, and
sandy soils more compact. The experiments of
the writer have been on a soil of ihe first descrip-
tion—argillaceous—and belbre he used lime he
had great trouble in pulverizing it. Land that
was limed five or six years ago is at this time
quite sufficiently pulverulent and friable.

"How does lime produce this effect 7 Is it

merely such a mechanical division as is effected

on clay with sand, or is it something different ?

" Certain bodies, although they may not enter

into chemical union, attract each other— repulsion

is a properly of other bodies. Let us take quick-
silver lor instance. The ultimate panicles of thia

metal have an attraction for each other, as may
be observed when violence is used lo separate
them, the)' form into innumerable sphericlcs, or
globules. With some substances it will enter
into chemical union—with others it will form no
such compound. We never see, nor hear of, a
carbonate of quicksilver. It will mix with some
metals as an amalgam. Tin, lead, silver, gold,
are of this cinss ; but it will not mix with iron.

There is such a powerful repulsion existing be-
tween turpentine and this metal, that the more
you'attempt to unite them, the more the metal ffies

into a million parts and utterly refuses an admix-
ture until it is reduced to an impalpable powder or
oxide. Honey of the same consistence will not
have any such effect.

" Lime has a metallic base—calcium—and
Orfila says that clay or argil has also—aluminum
— others deny this to clay ; but it does not destroy
our hypothesis, which is this:—that lime and
clay are two distinct heteroiren*^ous bodies; and
that so far from having a chemical affinity, or
attraction for each other, they are decidedly re-
pellent, and that in atiemptini? to mix them they
not only refuse to come in contact, but ffy asunder
like the balls of an electrometer—or the dust froa>
sealing wax excited by electricity.

"If it be said that the division is mcchanicaf,
and such as would be effected by sand, we deny
(he assertion, and can prove to the contrary in two
ways. 1st. We say that the same quantity of
sand will not have the same effect on clay. 2d.
That a solution of lime will cause clay to become
friable. Then beside the natural food which lime
affords to plants it loosens the stiff clayey soils,

and renders them permeable to their roots in
search of their necesary aliment.
"If it be true, as is asserted by many, that lime
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renders eandy soils more cohesive, it fijllows as 9

corollarj' of vvhai lias been said concerning lime

and clay, that tiie oilier two are more hoiriogeiie-

oiis in their nature; and liiat a kind of adhesive

atiraclion exists between thern, ihiis rendering

such soils more retenlive ol' moifture.
" These are merely speourative opinions of the

writer, which may not be new toothers ; they are

so however to him. II'-: attaches no great import-

ance to them
;
yet thinks them quite as reasona-

ble as some others that have been propagated on

higher authority."

It is indeed an unquestionable and a very va-

luable effect of lime, and other calcareous ma-

nures, to render stiff" soils lishter, and light soils

stiffer. But so far Trom this being the sole or

main operation of lime, or mode by which it adds

to the productive power of soils, it is surpassed

by several.others, only one of which the author re-

fers to, (the neutralizing of acid principles,) and

that but to deny it, upon his mere ipse dixit.

If lime did nothing more than to alter the texture

of soils, (however beneficial that may he in ad-

dition to other more important benefits,) we

would readily admit that it would not be worth

applying. We do not pretend to unravel the

author's explanation of the modus operandi. It

is however not a little strange, and amusing, that

one, making such pretensions to science, and using

scientific terms so freely throughout the essay,

should make so gross a blunder, as is done in the

above extract, as speaking of "calx, calcium,

or quicklime," as synonymous terms, descriptive

of the same chemical substance. Calx was for-

merly u?ed,« before the general adoption of the

modern chemical nomenclature, to express the

very opposite oC quick-lime—that is, the carbonate

of lime, or lime, mild, and not quick. Kirvvap so

uses the term "calx" thronirhout his " Essay on

Manures," a work which Dr. Horton either has

read, or ought to have read before undertaking

to enliiihten the world on this subject. " Calcium'^

which he twice uses as but another name for

quick-lime, and expressing precisely the same

sense, is neither quick-lime nor carbonate oflime—
but the metallic base which modern chemical disco-

very has shown to be one of the elements of lime.

It is no more lime than hydrogen is water, or

than soda is common salt. It is true that in a

feubsequent and totally distinct paragraph, the

author speaks of calcium in its proper sense.

That can only be accounted for by supposing

this paragraph to have been subsequently added

without noticing the contradiction to the lore-

going and more substantive part ; or that this was

put down immediately after consulting books,

and the two previous statements upon general

knowledge.

or marl, (which is treated of as being a different

manure from lime,) there is no mention in the

body of the essay ; and it is only after having

put down all the prose and also the poetry designed

for the article, that the author remembered, and in

a " postscript" .aientions this manure, which has

been so largely and beneficially applied in hia own

state, (Maryland,) to go no farther from his home.

All that he says on this branch of his general

subject is contained in the following lines:

" Marls.—We have unaccountably overlooked

these valuable materials lor manure, and think

proper to say something concerning them here.

Marls are mostly found near tide water. They
abound from the Hudson to the Gulf of Mexico,
in the alluvial formation. They are of two kinds,

argillaceous and siliceous, with carbonate of lime.

In applying marl as a manure, attention should

be paid to this circumstance, as the siliceous will

be better li^r clayey soils, and so on the other hand
the argillaceous for sandy. The lime they con-

tain is either from decayed shells, or from shells

worn down by attrition. They are durable ma-
nures, and should not be neglected when they can
be obtained at a reasonable expense."

To green-sand, the writer gives something more

of space. He has never seen the earth, but sug-

gests that its valuable constituent, for manure, is

not carbonate ofpotash, as some preceeding scien-

tific investigators have taught, but carbonate of

soda, which he supposes (for what reason he has

not stated) they mistook for the other. The new

suggestion is perhaps worth as much aa the old,

which it is opposed to ; and Dr. Ilorton's opinion

on green-sand has the additional merit of being

less likely to mislead, by the authority of his name

and scientific reputation.

THE MARqUlS OF TWEEDDALES DRAIN-
TILES MACHINE.

From tlie Farmers' Magazine.

This machine will make 10,000 drain-tiles a

day, one man and two boys to attend it, and 20,-

000 uf ffat tiles for the drain tiles to lie upon ; but

if the tiles are broad, for rooting, it will maKe
12 000 a day. These draining tiles are fifteen

inches long, so that three machines would make
in one season (of thirty weeks) as many tiles as

would lay a drain from London to York. Now, a

man and two assistants will only make 1,000

drain-tiles in a day, and these only one (bot long,

which is 1,000 leet per day ; so that if the drain

be laid at a distance of twenty-five feet, it will

make in one day sufficient titles for six acres. The
advantages are— 1st, the tile is much stronger

from being compressed, and less pervious to wa-
ter ; it is not only compressed, but it is smoothed
over, which gives it a surface as though it were
oflazed. They are capable of being made of a

much stiffer clay than usual ; and in nine cases

out of ten the flay may be used directly on being

dug, if passed through the crushers, being much
drier. Clay unfit for bricks and tiles, by the com-

mon method, is available by the machinery. The
expense of draining will be paid in three years,

but not unfrequently in one.
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PKODUCTlVliNliSS OF PUBIPKINS.

From the Western Farmer and Gardener.

Gentlemen:— In my last pnmplilet, ! ohservei]

two mainmoih pumpkins spoken oK I vvisli to

iiilorin you of someihing of ihe same kind. I

Buw 00 a piece of jjrrountl, about 75 leet scjuare,

this (all, IHO pumpkins, ami I saw one of ihem
weighed—the weight was 150 lbs., artd I am sure

that tiie whole number would have averaged

100 lbs. or upwards. They were raised by Jonas
Beeson, Esq., on the bank of the Ohio, in Wood
county, Virginia. Yours,

A Subscriber.

A VISIT TO MR. Allen's piggery.

From the Albany Cultivator.

Messrs. Editors— Be'incr at Buffalo a short

time since, and having heard much of the celebra-

ted Berkshire and China stock of swine, and be-

ing an admirer of fine domestic animals withal,

I determined to make a visit to Mr. Allen and
ascertain whether his stock realized the descrip-

tion 1 had often had of them.
The farm of Mr. A. is charmingly located on

the immediate bank of the Niagara river, two miles

below Black Kock and five from Buffalo. The
ride is a pleasant one. You are scarcely out ol

the city on a broad and noble avenue, before you
are within Black Rock, which stretches along
the river for upwards of a mile, on a broad and
level street, with several mills attached to its im-
mense water power, created by the great state

pier wiiich walls in a portion of the Niagara
river, and here forms the liead of the Erie Canal,
and supplies it with water for half iia length to-

wards Albany.
One ca'n hardly imagine a pleasanter location

in the summer season, than is presented from
the house of Mr. A., having a fine view of Lake
Erie some five miles distant ; the town of Black
Hock and the steeples of Buffalo, with the ascend-
ing highlands stretching liir away beyond them—
the broad and clear Niagara, here two miles wide,
checkered with beautiful grassy islands, and the
green cultivated shores of Canada opposite. The
canal passes immediately in front of the house
between the main road and the river, giving
every defcirahle facility of access and Transporta-
tion east or west, by canal boats every hour in

the day.
Mr. A. B. Allen was not at home, havincr

gone to Ohio to pass Ihe winter ; but I found his

brother residing there lor the present, who kindly
showed me their extensive establishment, and
gave me much valuable information regarding
their stock, and other matters appertaining to the
domestic and improved animals of our country.
The piggery, including a new erection recently
enclosed, is now 100 feet long, by about .30 wide
and two stories high. It is divided off by a
spacious alleyway in its whole length through the
centre in two long ranaes of rooms. These are
subdivided into separate pens from 8 to 12 feet

square, as circumstances require, and fitted up in

the most approved style ofconvenience. In these
were the breeding sows, some with young litters

of pigs, others two or three together, and some
Bingle, as their difierent conditions and circum-

VoL. IX.-ll-A

stances required. In one end was a steaming

apparatus, with huge tanks or vats for steaming

ihe food, supplied with water liy a large cistern

under the builditiir. Overhead were stored quanti-

lies of straw for bedding, corn, oats, Indian meal,

shorts, &c. ; in a word, all the varieties of

tbod with which the swine are li'd. Placed at

[iroper distances through the building were glasa

windows which pushed back and forward aa

voniilation was required, but always admilting an

excellent light through the day inio each apart-

ment. In the rear of each enclosure was a small

door for the passage ol' the animals out into the

open air in good weather, and lor exercise, a thing

almost daily practised. In short, every conve-

nience which thorough and approved breeding

required, was here furnished in a cheap and eco-

nomical manner. Surround ng the piggery, were

three or lour grass fields lor the summer range of

the swine, with temporary pens erected lor shelter,

and suitable feeding troughs in their proper

places.

As you. will observe that every thin^ for the

convenience and due accommodation ol Ihe ani-

mals was in apple-pie order, I shall now attempt

lo describe what I saw of animated nature vvithin.

The first object that struck my eye on entering at

my right, was an enormous, yet beautifully pro-

portioned Berkshire sow, with eleven young piga

at her side, about three months old. This mag-
nificent animal (excuse the term, for I can assure

you that although applied to a hog, it is to one so

elevated by the successful application of a noble

science in natural economy, that the coarse mate-

rial of the animal is transformed into an almost

superior nature from the common groveling brute

of the name,) I learned was imported, with three

other sows and a boar, (Sultan, the finest and

largest animal of the kind I ever saw,) last year,

from Berkshire in England, at a great expense.

They were all from separate stocks, in no way
related, and of incomparable value to Mr. A. in

enabling him to avoid [heiii-and-in breeding sys-

tem, which much of the finer stock of our country

is subjected to, for the want of proper selectiona

from foreign stock of the same blood. This in-

and-in plan of breedinir, Mr. A. has always

avoided, and has spared neither painsnor expense

in imporlations and selections fi'om the best stock

of this country, to improve and cross with his own,

and -make it what it now is beyond a question, the

most extensive and superior swine breeding estab-

lishment in America, if not in the world ;
now

consisting of between 30 and 40 of the finest

breeding sows, 2 imported boars, and pigs of every

intermediate stage and growth.

But to the detail. This fine sow would weigh

as she then stood, near 500 pounds, was in a

capital condition and of a perfect model. Fancy
could not picture a more beautiful creature of the

kind ; she was gentle too, as possible, and quiet-

as a lap-doij. These pigs, I learned, were all

engaged at ^40 to ^50 the pair in the spring. In

an adjoining pen was another fine young imported

sow with Spifjs equally good with herself; and

all perfect of their kind. Adjoining them also,

were the two remaining sows of the last import-

ation, now about fifteen months old, and promis-

ing in size and appearance, to equal at the

maximum, either of the others. Passing along

I observed the fine and stately sows purchased
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last summer of the Shaker family at Niskayuna,
'

and of Messrs. JMeifis and Middle'.on ol' Albany,
ail select animals of excellent (brm and propor-

tions. Then, again, were a fine pnir of young
sows from the stock of Mr. Koich, of. Oisego, one
of the most scientific, perlect, and fastidious of

breeders, not excelling in size, but in beauty of

proportion and fineness of limb, perhaps surpass-

ing almost any other. Here loo were Ravenhair
and Picaninny, ihe prize animals of the ilocks,

bred with all the honesty and good manai^ement
of Justice Harvvood, one of the principal mana-
gers, besides many others, the reserved stock from

time to time bred by Mr. Allen himself Many
of these noble sous would weigh lour to five

hundred pounds in good breeding condition as I

saw them. Their (bod was principally cooked
shorts obtained from the flouring mills at Black

Kock, a coarse yet substantial food, with occa-

sional changes of corn meal, potatoes, raw and

boiled, sugar beet, boiled corn and oats, as the

health or appetite of the animals required, both

of which were studiously observed, daily and

continually by a careful manager. No animal

tliat I saw was fat, yet all were in good condition,

and of course contented and ivell to do. Scattered

along throughout the pens, I observed several

pigs of various ages and sizes, which the closing

navigation had prevented shipping away, or which

had been reserved to add to the stock of grown
animals ; for 1 found that it was the policy of Mr.

A. occasionally to part with a superior, or even a

favorite from a well established breedmg sow or

boar, in extraordinary cases, when he had others

equally good at hand, or coming on ; but that he

made it an undeviating rule never to sell the very

best sows in -liis herd; and by that restriction

never suffering any one to possess abetter ani-

mal than himself. " I fancy that if all breeders

would adopt and adhere to a rule so correct as

this, the standard of perfection in domestic ani-

mals would not fall so low as is olien witnessed in

our country.

After inspecting for several hours, and with

great interest, the inmates of the piggery, I was

shown in another building, each in his own dis-

tinct apartment, the two boars Sultan and Prince

Regent. The former is of the tatesi importation,

ancfis now two years and a half old ; an enormous

animal, whose weight, if in high condition, would

be about 600 pounds. For so large an animal he

is fine in his points, being long, rangy, high

shouldered, and broad in his hams ; of great con-

stitution and vigor, in fine, a most valuable ani-

mal for the extensive pork countries of the west,

where great size and hardihood are in demand.

The other, Prince Regent, now about 18 months

old, is the most perfect male animal of the swine

family that 1 ever saw. His size is medium, now
weiofhing, 1 should judge, about 300 pounds; his

head remarkably small and pointed, his ears short

and erect ; his neck short and highly set ; his

shoulders broad and firm, body round, deep and

long ; hams large, well set, and tail properly

elevated, with a beautiful silky black hair, and

the usual white intermixture of the improved

Berkshire in the finest style and fashion. His

pigs have proved remarkably fine. Several of

them were shown me of uncommon symmetry
and excellence. The stock also of Sultan, has

proved remarkably good, and those which I saw

at this establishment can hardly be excelled. In

short, 1 know not how JMr. A. can improve his

present selection. He has been for several years
engaged in breeding and selecting his animals.
No one has taken so much pains as he has ; his

opportunities liave been good, and thoroughly
improved; his eye and judgment are correct and
discreet; and he has, as a matter of course, ex-
celled when perseverance, intelligence and a high
sense of integrity in his business have been call-

ed to the aid of a natural emhusiasm, and lauda-

ble public sjjirit. Not only personal advantage
to himself is the result of all this labor, but a vast

public good, and it is no exaggeration to assert,

that by the services of this individual, and other

spirited breeders of domestic stock in ilsis country,
our agricultural profns will in a few years be
enhanced millions in the diffusion of improved
breeds of domestic animals throughout -our se-

veral states.

I should not omit to slate that I also saw seve-
ral breeding sows of the celebrated China breed,

which is yet retained in its perfection ai his esta-

blishment. Although much less in size and
length than the Berkshires, they are still the ori-

ginal of all true excellence in the family of swine,
and by many are preferred for crossing the native

breeds of the country, to any other. They are

exceedingly scarce in the United States, and 1

know of no other piggery in the country that

possesses them. They are beautifully spotted of

about equal parts of while and black ; are quiet

feeders, easily kept and early matured. The gen-
tlemaii's hog, the world over.

Having viewed the piggery in all its parts, and
admired its order and good management, 1 ac-

companied Mr. A. into the house, where he
showed me numerous letters and correspondence,

which, to judge by their bulk, must be no trifling

affair of itself There were letters of inquiry;

others containing ordeis; some soliciting informa-
tion ; others imparting it. The writers were
statesmen, planters, farmers, large and small

—

professional men and merchants, breeders of fine

stock in distant parts—in fact, from all classes of
our citizens, the attention of each of whom has
been turned to improvement in his domestic stock,

and who intends to be on the high road to excel-

lence in all these important subjects of domestic
economy. I found that during the past year Mr.
A. had sent pigs to Maine and Georgia, and to

almost every intervening state on the sea-board,

and to Wisconsin and Missouri at the west, and
to Tennessee, Kentucky, and the intermediate

states in the Ohio Valley. I confess I saw with

honest pride that the highest talent of our coun-

try was not too exalted to overlook the substantial

improvements so rapidly making in our agricul-

tural stock ; and when we find numerous exalted

individuals of the present time, diligently devot-

ing a part of their attention to the improvement
of domestic animals as they now do, it is a gra-

tilying indication that we are in a stale of rapid

proaression. Henry Clay is said to be one of the

besfand most extensive stock breeders in Ken-
tucky. He last year ordered a pair of Berkshire

and China pigs, each from Mr. Allen, and a pair

of valuable Chinas were also ordered by one of

the wealthiest retired gentlemen in the vicinity of

Boston. I name these things as no matter of

form, but to show that gentlemen of the first
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talent, intelligence and wealih of the country are

sedulously turnin<j tlieir altenlion now, to what a

few years since was considered in America pro-

per only for the vulirar antl illiterate. And why
should they not ? The most extensive breeder ot

short horn catile m England is Earl Spencer,
recenily Lord Althorp, and so attached is he lo

remaininrj at liomc and allendiiiirto his stock,

that it is said he will only go to liondon on mat-
ters of high state alFairs, where he is ofien

officially called, when he can do eo with entire

convenience to the \vehare of his favorite herd of

short horns !

The success which has attended Mr. A. *s ex-

ertions in breeding swine, has brought extraor-

dinary demands upon his coming supply, which
cannot much exceed the orders already on
hand. Contrary to the common opinion, that

the dissemination of these fine animals over onr

widely extended country, would lessen the de-

mand, it has only tended to increase it, and from
present indications, for years to come the demand
will keep pace with, if not exceed the utmost
efforts to supply a sufKciency oi' first rate s"tock to

those who require them. It should be matter of
honest exultation and pride that our agriculturists

have so far awakened to the dignity, to the true

Jnierests of their profession, as to seek improve-
ment where it has been eo long and so heedlessly

neglected.

Aly curiosity was somewhat excited to know
by wliat means Mr. A. was enabled to supply
orders for such a distance as he did in many cases,

being more than 1,000 miles, with three or four

transhipments by water, and occasionally land

carriage lor many miles. 1 learned that in all

cases the purchasers give the directions of the

route to follow, and whien the pigs are shipped,

either at Cuflalo or Black Rock, by steamboat or

vessel, or from the farm by canal, with proper di-

rection^, they usually reach iheir place of desti-

nation with despatch. Occasional misfortunes

occur b}'' accident or bad feedn)g, want of care,

&.C., in those lo whose charge they are entrusted,

by which a temporary disappointment is some-
times suffered by the purchaser; but time and
good feeding soon restores the young emigrant to

its wonted condition. There ie, however, a dis-

advantage to the appearance of any animal, and
particularly so of swine, in transporting it to a

great distance, but it must be encountered by

those who will have valuable stock, and the risk

is abundantly made up in the possession of the

antmal itself During the last fall, upwards of

150 liead of improved JSerkshires left Mr. A.'s

piggery for Ohio alone ; and 19 went in one lot

to a plantation in the interior of South Carolina,

without serious accident. I wss told that the

boar Prince Regent, before spoken of, got so

stunted on his passage from England, for want of

proper care and feed, that it took him several

months to recover his ihiiliiness, and it may
always measurably affect his size.

I find, gentlemen, that I have told you a long

story; but as I am an enthusiast in the admira-

tion of fine animals of every description, I have

thus spun out my epistle. 1 cannot close however
without mentioning that, in addition to the herd of

swine, Mr. A. has a choice selection of valuable

short horned cattle, which he is rearing with great

care. They now consist of ten or twelve head,

all Herd Book animals. Since selling their former
admirable stock at the west, upwards of a year
since, where they have been deservedly admired,
the iVlessrs. A. have recommenced this useful
branch of stock raising. Success to their eflorts

;

none better deserve it, and few have made greater
exertions to excel in this truly noble as well as
valuable undertaking.

A Western Farmer.

WHAT CONSTITUTES A SPECIE-PAYING BANkI
AND WHEREIN DOES IT DIFFER FROM A
NON-SPECIE PAYING BANK'?

" The time has been,
That, when the brains were out, the man would die,
And there an end ; but now tliey rise again,
With twenty mortal murders, on their crowns.—"

BIacbeth.

If the questions, which are used to head this

article, had been asked a i'ew years ago, there

could have been no difference or doubt as to the

answers; and the asking would have been deem-
ed both as unnecessary and absurd, as to ask,

" What is a horse? And wherein does a living

horse differ from a dead one?" But the times

are changed—and with them, the common mode
of expression, of reasoning, and even the very

moral sense of the public, in regard to banking

operations ; and the distinctions between right

and wrong—truth and falsehood—honesty and the

most bare-faced moral frauds and violations of faith

by banks—are no longer manifest, or considered

important to be preserved. The portion of the

community who suppose that their interest is con-

cerned in continuing the abuses of banking, (and

they have been permitted heretofore to influence

and direct the course and policy of the country in

regard to banking,) have proceeded from one po-

sition to another, from one ground of justification

and of claim for the banks to still stranger ground,

and have more and more refined, and "split

hairs," in their propositions and reasoning, until,

at last, it can no longer be pronounced, without fear

of contradiction, what or where is a non-specie-pay-

ing bank, among all, the banks and branches in

Virginia.

Formerly, for a bank to deserve the character of

specie-paying, and its bills of forming truly a

convertible currency, it was absolutely requisite

that all legal demands, whether in its bills, or

checks for deposites, should be paid promptly and

Cully, and without denial or objection, or difficulty

of any kind being opposed lo the demand. Any

obstacles and delays to weaken or defeat the claim

of the creditor indirectly, would then have da-

maged the sound reputation of a solvent and re-

sponsible bank.
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Now all this is changed. All ihe banks and

branches in Virginia, exceping two in this town,

(which peculiar circumstances con)pelled to aban-

don all such pretence,) have been, eince February

Isl, and siill are, what, in the current language

of the day, are called " specie-paying 6artA's." Yet,

we have before pres-umed to pronounce, and still

pronounce, that there is not even one bank or

branch in Virginia, that deserves the character

of specie-paying.

It is highly important to the interest of the

great agricultural community to know the truth

in regard to even this question alone ; and, as it

is an isolated question, which may be discussed

separately, and without the neccessity of attack-

ing, directly, the main defences of the general

banking policy and banking ethics of this country,

it is possible that on this one separate quesiion,

at least, the truth may be reached, and made
clear to our agricultural and country readers,

whose interests, are not concerned in keeping the

truth concealed, and in sustaining every misdeed

and moral fraud perpetrated by the banks.

In the first place—p^ain as this question would

be considered under other circumstances, and

easy of satisfactory solution, there is almost an

entire want offacts in regard to the present pay-

ments of the banks in Virginia, except such as

each ir.quirer may learn liom merely verl)al and

private information in the neighborhood of each

particular bank office. The newspapers are either

silent on every point on which truth would be

of disservice to the banks, or, more generally,

utter what the bank authorities prompt, and wish

tne public to believe ; and no opposite statement is

permitted to go before the public, until conceal-

ment is either no longer possible, or no longer

profitable to the banks.

Thus, for example, the principal newspapers of

this state not only announced the commencement
of a full and bona-fida payment of specie by the

banks of Virginia, on Feb. Isi, but proclaimed
and boasted thai specie piymenls were continued

—and would be continued in 8|)ite of every thino'

—after the Philadelphia and Baltimore banks
had again suspended payments. If any contra-

diction of this boast of the banks has since ap-

|>eared in anyone of the principal newspapers of

Virginia, or of the union, it is more than we
have been able to learn. It would be as vain to

look to the commercial newspaper press, any
where south of Philadelphia, for full and correct

statements in regard to the banks, as it would
have been under the rule of the Inquisition of
Spain to have sought in that country for testimony

against the doctrines and claims of the catholic

church. We therefore readily admit that we
have no (/irecitestimony that all or any of the

various banks of Virginia, other than those of

our neighborhood, are not now in the fullest

sense *^ specie-paying banks'''—in as much as not

a word oJ' contradiction in any newspaper has

reached us, to the general declaration of general

specie-paying, which had been put out by all the

banks and newspapers on Feb. 1st. But, we may
venture to infer, (in the absence o( all more cer-

tain and trust-worthy testimony,) that the gene-

ral course of all the banks of Virginia, in this

respect, is alike—and, at any rate, that the course

of all the different branches of one bank must

(in essentials) be the same ; and, il" we shall show
that there is certainly no specie-paying bank Iq

Richmond, nor in Petersburg, it cannot but be

believed that there is no such thing in all Vir-

ginia—^il' indeed, now in any other state south of

New York.

Fur greater certainty and clearness, let us nar-

row our ground and our observations to the town

of Petersburg, in which we reside. Ot' the three

banks here, as belore stated, two slopped specie-

payments, immediately after the first news of the

last suspension in Philadelphia, and alter only six

days of (so-called) "resumption of payments ' in

Virginia. This stoppage of payment would still

have been called (in bank language) C()nti7iuing

to pay specie J but a check on one, and bills of

lh£ other bank, having been proiwplly protested,

and the demand lor specie, by check, having been

.eri/orcec/ upon the Farmers' Bank, the pretence of

paying specie, as ke|)t up by other banks, would

have been manilestly lutile and ridiculous in these

cases at home. The question then is settled as to

these two banks; and they are entitled at least to

the credit of confessing (no matter how reluctantly

It was exiracied from ihem) that they do not pay

specie ; and in this respect, at least, they deserve

more commendation than any of their "specie-

paying-' sisterhood.

The branch bank of Virginia of Petersburg,

then, is the only one of our three banks which still

professes to pay specie ; and we shall proceed to

examine the value of that profession. And here

let us remark that we take that office as a

sample, and from which to infiir the conduct of all

others, because we fully believe that noneother

in Virginia has better complied with its obliga-

tions, or better deserves the character of a "specie-

paying bank." And we are thus particular in

acquitiing this bank from charges which many
others are justly obnoxious to, because of .our

desire to subject one whose course we deem
the least objectionable, of all known, to the test

question of specie-paying or not.
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This hank pnys (since February Isl,) all its own

notes presented lor specie, and has paid .some checks,

But the circulation ol Petersburg, and of all the

surrounding country, is filled up almost entirely

with the paper money of other and remote banks

of Virginia, and of North Carolina; and scarcely

can a note o( tlie Petersburg branch bank of Vir-

ginia be found in the circulation of the town. We
liave. examined every note which has passed

through our bands. since early in January, and

can assert .that, in the two months, we have not

seen a single note of the Petersburg brancli bank

in circulation in tliis town. Of the other two

banks, very Ccw of their own notes (and which

they do not pay) have been met with in that time

in circulation here—all of which together would

not have amounted to a hundred dollars.

A person who had heard nothing conccrnintr

the tricks of the banking trade, would be at a total

loss to conceive how the circulation of any town

and its neighboring country, consisting exclusively

of paper currency, should be almost destitute of

any notes htil those of the banks of distant towns,

with which there was no trading connexion. We,
who are not in the secrets ofthe banks, can only inter

the causes and the motives, from the visible course

of procedure, and the general results. Since the

general bank suspension in 1837, (which came
unexpectedly upon the banks here, and before

they had prepared to pay specie as is now so easily

done,) it has been the policy of all of theni to send

the notes of each bank as far i'rom home as possi-

ble, and to use, in their issues, the notes of (he

most distant banks. The wide extent of Virginia,

and the lillie commercial intercourse between

several of the different sections and the existing

system of mother banks and branches, all ad-

mirably helped to aid this object. Of course we
cannot prove that the notes of the different banks

were systematically exchanged for this purpose;

but we all know these facts : that, as a general

rule, a check on the bank of Virginia, at Peters-

burg, would, (unless some peculiar circumstances

caused an exception,) be paid in notes of other

and distant branches, or, still rpore generally, in

North Carolina notes entirely. Nobody objected

to these notes of other banks, (as they had both

a legal and moral right to do,) because, all being

non-paying banks, the notes of ail were equally

good, or equally ba'd. The friends of the banks

of course wished payments to be made in this

manner, for the benefit ofthe banks ; and the (ew

enemies who ilared to avow hostility, had no

ground to object to this substituted foreign pa-

per, as it was equally current, equally responsible,

and alike inconvertible into specie. It is easy

enough, then, to understand how, by this policy

being pursued for years together, that eacli bank
should very effectually fill the circulation of its

own sphere of operations with foreign notes, for

which no demand on it for specie could be made.
And thus, every bank and branch in Virginia has

been so liir safe from any considerable demand
for specie, made by presenting its own notes. But
this exception cannot last long. There is now an
inducement, which did not before exist while no
notes were paid, to return all notes to the sources

whence they issued, and where alone they pos-

sess the value of being convertible into specie.

Already the brokers (who alone can and do, for

their own gain,'eiiher curb or punish the worst

transgressions of banks,) are working to produce

tliis end ; and their operations would soon compel
all our banks to be honestly responsible, or to stop,

if the expected legislative act of indulgence and

indemnity should be withheld.

Well ! we have satisfactorily explained how it

it is, that BO far, it has cost the "specie-paying

banks" very little specie to claim and maintain

that character, by paying their own notes. But
their heaviest responsibility was upon checks

—

and these they refuse to pay, except in "current

notes," which new (but now very current) term

nseans the worst money that the bank, for its own
purposes and gain, has chosen to receive on de-

posite—as the notes of Wheeling, and Winchester,

and Wytheville, and Kanawha, by the Richmond
banks, and the notes of North Carolina, by the

Petersburg banks. Thus this principal source

of claim for specie is efiectually cut off.

We will not undertake to affirm that this course

is indefensible at law—though we fully believe so.

But it certainly never, could have been designed

to be permitted by the charter. If the law indeed

sanctions such an evasion ofthe obligation to pay

specie, then it would be just as well to remove

every check and restraint. For when once the

people have been accustomed, by use, to this new
principle-of bankmg and of bank moraHty, it can

be extended so as to cover every desirable case.

If the most remote branches in Virginia are not

far enough apart, and enough unconnected in

trade to prevent the return of the notes, nor even

the exchange with (^or borrowingfrom') the North

Carolina banks, to effect the desired purpose, then

the notes of Virginia may be sent to Tennessee

and Michigan, and the notes of those states

brought here and made " bankable " money, and

of course " current notes;" and it would be then

next to impossible to draw enough money eveii

from a solvent bank, to compel its insolvency to be

tested. If this system makes a " specie-paying"

bank, it is very ridiculous for any contest to be

made, either by the bank men against paying
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specie, or for it, by their opponents. We wouIJ

not give a cent to choose between this kind of

"specie-paying," and the most open, bold, and

fraudulent denial to pay a single dollar, on any

ground of claim whatever.

It is one of the common arguments of the day,

which we may hear any where in the streets, and

which are as current as the banks' ^^ promise to

pay,'''' that " the bank has received on deposite all

sorts ofnotes—not only of all the branches in Vir-

ginia, but of the banks of North Carolina—and

that it would be monstrous, and most unreasona-

ble and unjust, to demand specie lor checks, drawn

for deposites so constituted." Now, in the first

place, the rule thus set up for the bunk, if good,

should work both ways. 11' North Carolina notes,

for example, are to be paid out to checks, because

euch. notes had been deposited, (Jby the hank''s

own rule, adopted for the bank's own benefit,)

either by the drawer, or by others, in ordinary

business, then it certainly would follow, that a de-

positor of specie, or of notes issued by the bank,

should rightfully draw specie, or these onl}^ specie

bringing notes, Tor his checks. Yet it is well known

that such would not be permitted, unless as a

matter of favor to the drawer, and a departure from

the rule of the bank's right. All checks, for mo-

ney previously and generally deposited, stand

(and of right ouiiht to stand) on equal footing

;

all deposites which the bank chooses to receive as

its own notes, are thereby made the same (as to

that bank) as its own notes ; and the bank is in

every sense bound to pay for them in its own legal

and proper currency. If the consequences were

likely to be inconvenient or injurious, and if the

practice had not been adopted for the special bene-

fit of the receiving bank, it would be very easy for

it to refuse to receive deposites in any notes ex-

cept such as it agreed to redeem in specie ; or, if

receiving them, to return them for payment to the

banks whence they issued. But this returning

foreign notes and receiving iheir own, is precisely

what the banks wish especially to avoid.

But, in fact, (though it is not required to sustain

our position,) it is just as convenient and easy for a

bank to pay specie for deposites made in one kind

0^paper, as another. Whether made in the notes

oftlie bank receiving the deposite,orol Noith Caro-

lina notes, it would not add a dollar to the bank's

stock of specie; nor would the payment diminish

that stock more in the one case than the oiher. If

then it be true, (as is alleged in defiance of the

banks,) that it would be " impossible for them to

pay specie fordeposites made in foreign notes," it is

equally true that it would be just as impossible

to pay them if every deposited note had been of

their own issue. We are very willing to admit the

impossibility in both the cases.

As it presents a curious incident in the history

of the progress of irresponsible banking in this

country, we will copy the notices of this bank,

(signed by the cashier,) under which it claims ex-

emption from paying checks, and seeks to avoid

all such demands. They are now stuck up at the

counter of the Branch Bank of Virginia ; and un-

der these, or some equally potent safeguards, the

like exemption from paying checks is maintained

by all other banks in Virginia.

^^ Notice.

"All deposites made in this office are to be con-
sidered as made in current bank notes."

Oct. IG, 1839.

" In addition to the above notice, depositors are

further notified, that in order to avoid any difficulty

at the counter, they are required to make their

checks payable in current BAivjf notks."
Feb. 11,. 1841.

Thus, if this be indeed a "specie- paying bank,"

(and if this is not, then there is certainly not one

in Virginia,) it is guarded at all points against

paying specie to any extent either injurious to the

bank, or beneficial to its creditors, or to the public

interest.

First, all of its own notes (by some means,

whether designed or accidental, natural or super-

natural, it is not our business to establish) have

been taken out of the home circulation, and sub-

sUtuted by others issued by remote banks ; and,

therefore, readily as its own notes may be re-

deemed by the bank, there are almost none that

can be presented for redemption.

Secondly, all deposites are rendered irredeema-

ble in specie, by virtue of the above notices; or

in any other currency than the worst paper money

which the bank may choose at any future time

to receive.

, Thirdly, even if the bank authorities opposed no

such obstacles as are above slated to the making

payments in sjiecie, the fear of their enmity, and

the tremendous influence which they wield over the

trading community, would deter nearly every in-

dividual from claiming his just rights.

And fourthly, lest all these safeguards should

prove too weak, the aid of new legislative enact-

ments will be called in, and of which the purport

and force are yet to be seen ; but which will cer-

tainly fail of their designed object, if they do not

secure the banks still more efJectually than now,

against all possible demands to pay their debts

and comply with their obligations.

The three banks in Richmond, like the one

spoken of here, pay bills of their own issue only
;

and, siill more strictly, pay no checks, and have

paid none, (as a general rule,) since their pre-

tended resumption. It is only a matter of inference

that all the other banks and branches in Virginia
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do no betler, and therefore arc not, now, nor liavc

tliej' ever been, even for a da}', truly spccie-pnying

banks. And if any doubt now e.xisis, we think

it will be speedily removed by their admission of

the lact of genera! re-suspension. Tiiai will pro-

bably be the acknowledged state ol" things before

this ariicle can be issued from the press. The
North Carolina banks, which occupied precisely

the like grounds, (of pretended resumption ofpay-

ments, and real continued suspension,) have al-

ready, since the foregoing remarks were written

thrown aside the thin disguise, and for the pur-

pose of saving the brokers the trouble of collecting

their notes to obtain specie, and themselves from

the odium of refusing to pay while professing to

be "specie-paying" banks. The Virginia banks

will all follow the same course as soon as it

shall be deemed less profitable to them to keep up

the present deception, than to publish the truth of

a general refusal to pay all demands. If the

lapse of another week does not bring them to this

result, (wo months certainly will.— Ed. F. LI.

March 12.

OIV THK CULTURE OF RICE-GRASS.—LEERSIA
ORIZOIDES.

From tlie Southern Agriculturist.

Pendleton, October 21, 1840.

Mr. Editor :— [n the hope of inducing some of

our farmers to turn their attention fiom the exclu-

sive cultivation of cotton, to the improvement of
stock, I send you the result of eight years' expe-
rience in the culture of hay, on a piece of mea-
dow land", one mile distant from the village of
PendJeton. Two branches, whose united streams
are sufficient to turn a small grist mill, are kepi: con-

tinually running over the meadow, except during
harvest. A day before cuding" we remove a

small obstruction placed in the natural channel of

the branch, when the water leaves the land suffi-

ciently dry for the mowers to work, and a narrow
wheeled two horse wagon to take off about 800
lbs. at a load. Immediately after harvest, the bar

is replaced across the channel in a few minutes, by
drawing mud against a rail laid over it, and the

land ^gain put under water. Having made abun-
dant crops of hay several years, at so little ex-
pense, I last year laid ofi' one acre, had the wa-
gon carefully loaded by a white man, directing

him to make every load as neir as possible of the
same size, and on weighing one load, found the
average product of the acre to be more than
three tons, of two thousand pounds each, at the
first cutting. The same directions were followed
this year, and the product was more than four tons

at the first cutting. This greater product may be
attributed to a late harvest, and a summer of

more rain.

The soil, on which these crops were made, is

the ordinary quality of low land, near the creeks
overflowed only by high freshets. It had been
cleared and cultivated several years, producing
good crops in dry seasons. I first saw it in 1831,

when the corn on it was nearly destroyed by a
wet season; in '32 it produced more weeds than
f;ra?s, they were all moved— in '33 I was atto-

nishcd by the product of hay, which has been
good e^er since. This hay is made from the
rice-grass, the " Leersia Orizoides''^ of the bo-
tanist, called Nimble Will, in the upper country

;

it has a fine thin stalk, covering from four to five

feet in length, but not being erect, it does not
stand more than three to lour leet on the ground

;

no part of the stalk is one-eighth of an inch in

diameter, they have been measured more than
six feet long. It grows well on the low grounds
of branches, and may be Ibund in every part of
the state: it is killed by host, and does not grow
in the interior, belbre May.

I have made various experiments with red
clover, herd's grass, orchard grass, and timothy,
the two former on wet and dry soils; alter two or

three years they have been overpowered by the
native weeds, grasses, briers and shrubs, which
spring up spontaneously when the soil is unbro-
ken. The single enemy of the rice grass is the
rush, large and small, which appears to be the
only noxious growth of land covered by running
water, and this is so entirely outgrown by the
rice-grass, that notwithstanding its formidable
appearance in the spring, I have taken no mea-
sures to eradicate it. IJylheend of June the
rush is so completely covered by the grass, that
it is scarcely thought of until the ensuing spribg.

One great advantage of this grass is, that you
can choose the lime for cutting, as it does not
blossom early. Towards the end of July it seems
lo settle or lodge in spots, but I am not aware of
any injury that results. We commence mowing
with a brier scythe, the first fair weather after

oat harvest,—the task is a quarter ol' an acre for

the mower ; one woman can toss and turn half
an acre, which should be done as soon as it is cut,

and put up into cocks by evening. When the

dew leaves them next morning they are opened
at the top, and alter an hour's sun on them, all

the hay cut belbre twelve o'clock of the pre-

ceding day, may be carted home and put away.
Eight or twelve hours' sun is sufficient to cure the

hay, il" properly tossed and turned immediately
alter culling which is easily done with a wooden
hay fork. An iron fork is used for loading and
unloading the wagon.
The bloom and seed appear late in September,

A liew days belbre we expect Irosi, a second crop
is cut and harvested. As this occurs at a busy
period in October, we have never measured or

weighed the product of an acre ; it has been
variously estimated at a third or lialf of the first

cutting.

1 have never made any comparative experi-
ments of the nutritious qualities of this hay, but

have been informed that it sells in the Columbia
market as readily as northern hay. One of our
most experienced farmers told me that he preferred

it lo corn blades when wagoning to Hamburg.
Yours, respectfully, C. C. Pinckney.

VEGETABLE TALLOW.

On the 2d of March, Dr. lloyle and Mr. E.
Solly read lo the Asiatic Society two distinct
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papers on ihe vegetable tallow tree (Valeria

Indica) of the Malabar and Canary coasts.

This tree, which has been fiirnred and described

by Rheede, is Ibund in ilio Wynaad and Bed-

nore districts, growinfi; abundanily both in the

interior and along the coasts, where it is called

the Piney, or Dammar-tree. It grows lo a great

size, and supplies excellenl wood. It also sup-

plies a varnish which is used on the coast in a

liquid stale : but, when dry, is commercially

termed cojoaZ and am'me. By boiling the seeds, a

fatty matter is obtained, which floats on the sur-

face, becomes solid, and somewhat resembles

tallow; being in its most important characters

intermediate between wax and tallow, and well

adapted in its properties, as a substitute lor com-

mon tallow, both in the manufacture of candles,

and likewise for many other purposes to which

the latter subtance is now exclusively applied.

This vegetable tallow emits no disagreeable smell

at any time ; therefore, when candles are made
of it, they have not that oft'ensive smell vvhich

attends common tallow candles. Dr. Bahington

placed a portion of this vegetable tallow in the

hands of a candle-manufacturer, who praised it

very highly ; he having succeeded in making
good candles of it, which came freely from the

mould. In 1825, it sold at Mangalore at two-

pence-halfpenny per pound. Some brought from

rndia, in January, 1838, sold (or £2. 4.s. Qd. per

hundred weight— nearly the price given for good

Russian tallow. Mr. Solly thought that if it could

be obtained at such a price as to admit of its being

imported as a substitute for common tallow, its

valuable and superior properties would soon obtain

it a market. Mr. S. Dyer, of the Madras Me-
dical Service, who had long resided at Telliclierry,

stated, that the tree will grow readily, even when
the branches are put into the ground ; and many
of the trees were planted on the roadsides in

Malabar, about twenty years since, a greater

period than is necessary to bring the tree generally

10 perfection.

NORTHERN OPINIONS OF SOUTHERN AGRI-
CULTURE AND AGRICULTURAL PUBLICA-
TIO-NS.

To the Editor of tlie Farmers' Register.

Shreivsbury, JV. J., 2 mo. 19, 1841.

Esteemed friend,—In reading the editorial

article on a common objection to agricultural peri-

odicals, as contained in the number of the Re-
gister just received, I was sorry to notice thy

opinion, (ibr such I must accept it, although stated

as a fact,) viz.: that nearly all the farmers north

of "Mason and Dixon's line" hold every thing

in and about southern agriculture, and agricultural

opinions, in supreme contempt.

This is, indeed, a grave charge, and did we not

verily believe such an opinion of us to be errone-

ous, we should be inexcusable. The privilege

that I have had of associating with some of the

distinguished agriculturists in at least four of the

stales north of said line, emboldens me to deny it.

Thou surely cannot be aware of the esteem

in which Ruffin's 'Essay on Calcareous Ma-
nures ' is held with us, to say nothing of ihe com-

pliments and praises (which thou calls 'unsub-

stantial food') offered to 'Arator' and other

southern agricultur-al writers.

I have estimated as a prominent advantage
attending farming, that of a freedom in good
measure from that petty and nairow-minded jea-

lousy of the success of others in the same line

which so commonly attaches to most other kinds

ol business.

I am proud to say, that the disposition " to do

good and communicate,''' as relates to successful

modes of improving our practice, is, and I hope
will ahvays be, a leading feature of our craft.

I pray that national, much more sectional feel-

ings, may never produce "supreme contempt"
lor the honest opinions or practice of one tiller of
Grod's earth, wherever his lot may be cast.

Commending thee to a reconsideration of thy

remarks, and. more full inquiry as lo our lack of

fraternal regards, and if we are, indeed, alienated

from our southern brother farmers, bear with us,

we entreat ii of thee, and with our folly as pa-

tiently as may be, and trust to kindness, persua-

sion and forbearance, to win us back to the bonds

of good liillowship. Robert White, Jr.

We receive the friendly and well-meant rebuke

of our correspondent, in a betlcr spirit than that

which prompted the hasty and too general ex-

pression of ours, which he censures. If the words

were to be taken literally and strictly, and without

any allowance /or the manner in which they were

brought in, we would admit, to the fullest extent,

that all the censure of our friend was deserved.

But while confessing the wrong of not having

mentioned, or referred to as existing, the excep-

tions lo the rule which we stated, we must still

maintain our opinion as generally, though certain-

ly not universally, and, without any exception,

true. We could present sundry striking proofs of

the very general disregard by northern agricultu-

rists, and agricultural journals, of southern agri-

culture, (even the most improved and admirable,)

and agricultural opinions, which would justify our

strong expression of this general opinion amount-

\n<f to evincing "supreme contempt." But the

evidences are not only uncalled lor, but would

be objectionable for very obvious reasons. But

though, in the rapidity of uttering a mere.inci-

dental and parenthetical remark, we stated the

general proposition, without referring to the ex-

ceptions, it certainly was not with any intention of

denying or concealing them, or because of under-

valuing them. On the contrary, our past volumes

have exhibited, among the most valued of their

contents, the communications of several northern

liirmers, and enlightened friends of agriculture;

and their good opinion of the work we have the

honor to conduct, (which is principally an abstract

and exposition of southern agriculture,) has been

abundantly proved in their continued support ofit,

and also in the excellent contributions of some of
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Ihem to ils contents. And the good opinion en-

tertained by even tliese (ew individuals, enligliten-

ed and judicious as they are, of our own labors,

and (heir coniinued support, are so highly valued

as to go very lar to compensate I'or the neglect, or

disregard ol" all olhers ol the great northern agri-

cultural communiiy. Besides our present corre-

spondent, with whom we have but recently been

acquainted, (and connectec^ as reader and publish-

er,) we may be permitted to mention, among the

Jew, but highly valued exceptions to the cause of

neglect or contempt of southern agriculture and

agricultural publications, loo sweepingly express-

ed, the names of Walker, Hulme, and V'anuxem,

of Pennsylvania, of Beekman and Wadsworth ol

New York, and of Colman of Massachusetts,

who have given us highly prized evidences ol

their favor ant! approbation, and by whom the

readers of the rarmers' Register, as such, have

been instructed, or otherwise greatly benefited.

But still, "the exception proves the rule."

While we value very highly the marks of appro-

bation, and the long coniinued favor of the very

few northern agriculturists or others who have

bestowed them on our labors, or on southern agri-

culture, (he existence of these (ew facts, and also of

the few northern farmers who have visited, seen

and appreciated the admirable farming, and en-

lightened views of improvement to be seen in some

parts of Virginia, serve but to make more striking

and remarkable the general opinion, (or total want

of all opinion,) entertained in the north, of southern

agricultural practices and opinions. It is very tnie

that our agricultural practices, in ninety-nine cases

in the hundred, are wretched and abominable ; but

such is also the case even in the northern states,

and still better farming countries. And we of the

south at least receive readily the instruction and

lights of the north, (for we derive F.Imost all our

reading from the north— agricultural, and on every

other subject,) while the very existence of south-

ern pubhcations is scarcely known to the great

mass of northern agricuUuriate. But enough

—

and we will say no more than to repeat to our

correspondent and friend the assurance that we
highly value the ft;\v cases of exceptions to which

he belongs, and (hat it was very far from an in-

tention to count the approbation of such persons

as "unsubstantial food." The application for

which (his expression was designed, was to high

(and sometimes greatly exaggerated) praises ol

our labors and our publication, from persons wlio

have never given any other evidence of valuing

either—and who have not in any other manner
aided our exertions, or attempted to advance their

great objects, whether as literary contributors,

as subscribers, or by using their influence to ex-

tend the knowlediie and circulation of the work.
Vol. IX.—11—B

Such praises, we cannot but rale as "unsubstan-
tial food," and count them not much more as

evidence of the interest felt by, and the sin-

cerity of the utterere, than are (he newspaper
pufls of many periodicals, which can be supplied

in any quantity, and of any degree of strength,

according to order, and either upon purchase, or ex-

change, \f not as alms to the begging publisher.

In our case, however, we have nev^er been indebt-

ed for praise to any of these means ; for, how-
ever common the practice, or made legitimate by

long usage of the trade, we never have begged,

bought, exchanged, or otherwise bargained for

any puflf or praise, Irom any quarter, and we too

heartily despise the practice, ever to resort to it.

Whenever pufling shall be essential to the sup-

port of any publication of ours, it will sink at

once.

—

Ejd. F. R.

ROHAN POTATO.

From the Western Farmer and Gardener.

All accounts, both in Europe and in (his coun-
try, agree in stating that the increase of this pota-

to is remarkably great. It has Iherelore become a
prominent article of culiivaiion amongst the tillers

yf the soil. Ii was first cultivated by the Prince
of Rohan, in the neighborhood of Geneva, and
Irom the great returns which these potatoes made
ui their products, they soon attracted the atten-

tion of (he agriculturists of Europe. In one in-

stance, in France, they produced 40 lo!d, and in

another 62 lold.

The remarks of Viscount Alorel-Vinde on the

nature, of the Rohan are valuable, showing par-

ticularly the best method ol cultivaiing ihem.
" 1. The Rohan potato." he says, "keeps to-

gether its (ubers round the loot ol iis s'em, and
this property permits its being earthed up as
much as desired.

"2. It produces its tubers so near the surlace

of the earth, that, without earthing up, many of
them would show themselves above ground, as-

sume a green color, and exhibit a great want of
maturity. This property shows the absolute ne-
cessity of a large earthing up.

"3. This potato has need of moisture being
around the foot of the stem, the elevated position

of the (ubers exposing thera the more to drouoht.
It is this property which renders it indispensable
to allow its large leaves to remain on the ground
for the sake of the shade atiordcd by ihem.

"4. It carries flowers on almost all the stems,
but it bears no apples, which may be explained
from the circumstance of the large size of the
tubers. The tendency of the sap constantly to-

wards the tubers absorbes the elements necessary
to the formation of apples, and deprives the plant

of this mode of propagation.
"5. To lorm and ripen (he large tubers, it re-

quires to be a long (line in the earth, it ought
thus to be the first planted and the last taken up.

" 6. I shall now speak of (he quality of this

potato, that varying according to (he nature of
the ground, and as often irom different (aetei;
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but at Celle Sainl-Cloud I have subjected it to I chased Kalf a barrel oi" them for see.i, and oblain-

various cooking and culinary processes. I have

had it tasted by great amateurs of the potato
;

and if its quality is not superior to severiil fine

and more succulent kinds, it is found at least to

be of a good taste, sufficiently mealy, and superi-

or to most of the kinds employed in feeding cat-

tle or making siarch.'''—Edinburgh Quarterly

Jour, of jjgricul.

In the Farmers' JMagazine, England, there is

a notice of a Mr. Kimberly, who obtained, from

GO moderately sized tubers, 24 bushels full mea-
sure—the vines growing S leet. Another year

he obtained also a most extraordinary yield (rom

Ihcm. It is said, that in Paris this potato i.? Ire-

1

quently exhibited of ten pounds weight. There
they are cut in slices of about two inches thick,

boiled well, and are pronounced very iarinaceous,

or mealy, and of fine flavor.

Mr. Geo. Hezlep writes to the Albany Culti-

vator, that from two Rohans, weighing \\\ oz.

planted in 12 hills, three leet apart each way, he
obtained in October, T75, or two bushels, heaped
measure, weiirhing 118^- lbs. And this without

any extraordinary pains—some manure only in

the hills, and two hoeings.
Mr. Henry H. Hopkins wriles from Auburn to

the same paper, that a gentleman raised three

bushels from one potato.

-

Mr. A. M. D. Robertson, from Rnrck River,
Wisconsin Territory, sta'es that 13 Rohan pota-

toes planted late, in 18 hills, after suffering much
from the cut worm, produced a barrel larger than
a flour barrel full, and 3 pecks over.

J. E. Ferre, of Agaivum, Mass., raised from
one tuber, weighing 6 oz. 34 lbs. of Rohans, be-
ing 68 fold.

It seems unnecessary to quote more examples
of this kind, particularly as the above are but

trifles in production from tiiis singular species of
the potato, compared with some others we cannot
refrain from giving, especially as we shall shortly
arrive at some well authenticated statements re-

garding it in our own immediate neighborhood.
Mr. Jas. J, Jackson, of Wellsborough, (Va.),

says, in the Albany Cultivator, that from one
potato, weighing 10 oz., with 53 eyes, he raised,

the last season, 134 lbs., measuring two bushels,
being an increase of 214 fold in weight ; two
pieces planted in a hill.

Mr. Levi Kobbins,ol' Copenhagen, N. Y. plant-
ed 6. lbs. 12 oz., somewhat injured by frost and
the grub worm, and notwithstanding these disad-
vantages, raised 70 bushels.
Eut we desire more especially to direct the at-

tention of our western farmers to facts connected
with the culture and produce of the Rohans in

our own section of the union, the experience of
every day more and more convincinir us that it

is to experiments of ail kinds in agriculture m our
own part of the country that we ought to look lor

correct inlbrmation, and not generally to what
answers in the east or in Europe.
We have then, \v'ithout referring to (he enor-

mous yields of this potato in some parts of the
west more distant from us, to go to facts within

only a few miles of Cincinnati.

Mr. T. Worthington has, with sufficient accu-

racy for our purpose, ascertained in the cultivation

of these potatoes, that their yield here is prodi-

gious in comparison with other sorts. He par-

ed from them 160 bushels. He plan'ed them
last season rather later than they should liave

been, and in ground which became soon after

strongly tiound hy hard rains; they came up for

some time wiih very slender stems, and the

ground when hoed was of course cloddyand in

an unfavorable condition lor their growth. Some,

of liis neighbors saw them, and predicted bad re-

sults, yet notwithstanding these disadvantages,

(the season however «/as :a\ arable,) tlie above

(160 bushels) was the produce from half a bar-

rel : and this was not all, their size must not be
omitted

—

iheir weight is from 1 to 4 lbs., (we
have them in our office lor inspection,) one now
before us weighs 4 lbs. 8 oz. Mr. VVorthington

feels confident that next season, with the best cul-

ture, he can raise them to six and even eight

pounds. To show that the growth of this potato

is naturally large, it has, unlike sonie other kinds

whose growth may be termed forced, no hollow

in the middle—and with respect to the quality of

the Rohan for the table, if it is not first rate, it

seems deserving of rank among the second class,

bur we are not able wiih our present knowledge
In this particular to recommend it. Fronri 2 !ba.

of the Rohan, we liave obtained 4 oz. of starch,

while from the satne quantity of the light blue

potato, 3^ oz. of farinaceous maitter was yielded.

We have to state, however, that the starch from

the Rohan was not so white as from tlie other.

Mr. Worthiiigion would recommend two eyes

being planted in a hill at three fijet apart, although

fie planted only one eye in a lull last season.

Mr. W.'s opinion as to this kiid of potato re-

quiring pretty deej) hillinff, perfectly coincides

with the advice of the Euio['ean atid eastern

cultivators. There is a great saving of labor

both in the seed, and in the crop in the harvest-

ing.

Upon the whole, we are of opinion that the in-

crease of two kinds of root crops, the sugar beet

and Rohan potato, would be a great improvement
in this part of the western country. Yve think

that here both will be liir preferable to turnips,

Swedish turnips, &c. for stock, as aflbrding the

greatest amount of nutritious food from the same
quantity of land, and at the same time the most

milk-producing vegetables for cattle in winter;

and the potaio, when distant from a profitable

market, as boiled food for hogs. E. J. H.

SYKOPSIS OF THE CULTURE OF RICE—ON
BLACK RIVER.

From the Southern Agriculturist.

On our way to Society Hill, we stopped a few
days with a friend on Black River. It was not

our iniention to investigate the culture of rice at

that lime, and although we had passed over the

Santees, the Sam-pit, and stayed a ['ev: days on

Black River, and moreover was at the very period

when this could have been best done, yet as we
had set out with a specific object in view, we were
loath to abandon it, and therefore left the culture

of rice Icr some fiiture examination, when we
propose visiting all of tfie rice districts in the same
season, investigating the several modes of culture,

and by bringing them together enable our plan-
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ters to judge of the ineriis of each, and avail

ilieniselves of euch hints or details of practices

as may be most conducive to ilieir interest.

13ut as it may be some time yet belora we can
perlbrm tiii;?, we will here give the outline of cul-

ture pursued on Jilack Kiver, a more detailed

account of which we are promised.

Open trench planting.—The ground is prepared
by fiilier ploughing, harrowing and breaking
with the iioe, or dug and made hue wiih the hoe
only. Tliid depends on the nature o( the soil, and
the time ai command. The ground is trenched
tiy trenching ploughs, which makes five lurrows

ai each time. The rice is first, " clayed," that is,

the rice intended lor seed is spread out thinly on
the thrashing lioor, and fine clay being nnxed
wiih water, to the consistency ol white wash, is

thrown over the rice, which is then siirsed, and
each grain becomes enveloped in a thin coat ol

clay. It is then fit lor use, or may be laid by lor

a lew days. This is only done when it is intend-

ed to sow iin open trenches, (or were it not done,

the rice would Hoal as soon as the water was put

on, but being coated with clay, it retains its place

in consequence of the increased weight from the

moisture imbibed by the clay. The ground be-

ing properly prepared, the rice is sown intiie open
trench alid not covered, but water is immediately
put on, and the field kept in this state lor about
twenty days, or uniil the rice " floats," that is,

the rice having grown so large that its specific

gravity and the slight hold its roois have of the

earlh, are unable to overcome its buoyancy, and
it is detached and floats on the surliice of the wa-
ter. As soon as a lew of the plants are observed

to be in this condition, the water is run ofl and the

field dried. It is then hoed once or twice. When
in the third or tburth leal, (about the Ibrty- fifth

day I'rom planting,,) the water is again put on,
' topping" [covering] the rice for three days. It

is then drawn down until the rows of rice are

apparent. In twelve days after the field is dried

and hoed twice, commencing as soon as dry
enough, ft will now be ready for the joint flow

in about thiriy days.

Some, instead of drying it at the end of twenty
days, merely " slacken" the water, so as to show
the tops of the rice, and increase the water as ii

grows, so as to keep the tops of the rice merely
visible Ibr sixty days.

Covered planting.—The following directions

are given for this : The ground being prepared as

above, sow and cover the rice, put on the water
until the rice is " piped," dry it, and keep it so

until in the needle slate, cover it with water for

ten days, draw it down until you can see the lops

of the rows. Twenty days alter dry it, and as
soon as it is enough so, hoe it as often as possible
before the joint or harvest water is put on, which
will be in about from thirty to thirty-five days.
When the joint flow is put on, the water is kept
just below a while streak which is always seen
on the stalks of rice just below the ear. When
fit for harvest, (which is determined by the se-

cond or third lower grains being so eofi as to be
mashed with the nail,) the water is let in and out

tor several tides so as to wash out the fields en-
tirely, which renders it less offensive (and of
course less unhealthy,) while harvesting is being
carried on. The task at this time is to cut a
quarter of an acre and carry out a quarter. The

quantity of seed n»ed is two and a half bushels per
acre. The usual average product is about thirty-

bushels per acre, ilie greatest average from fifty

10 sixty bushels. The largest quantity made,
eighty busliels per acre. The usual -weight of
the rice is lony-seven pounds per bushel.—Ed.
!S. Agric.

WHAT WILL AN ACRE YIELD IN SILK 1

From tlie Burlington Sillc Record.

In 1838, M. Darcet published at Paris the 3d
edition of his " Description of a healthy Co-
coonery." In that work there is a memoir on
the silk culture, written by M. Bourdon, a dis-
liiiguished modern culturist, contaming a variety
of interesting lacts and observations. In 1837,
at the instance of the French government, he
made a tour of inspeclion through the silk dis-

tricts of France, lie says, " In rearings regard-
ed as of average goodness, the product per ounce
of eggs is 25 kilogrammes of cocoons," (about
56 lbs.) He says moreover, that "in every
ounce of eggs at least 26^000 worms perish," and
that there are 40,000 in an ounce. This, it must
be remembered, is the average result throughout
France, as reported by an official agent so lately
as only four years ago. The loss of worms,
therefore, is nearly two-thirds, and yet the busi-
ness continues to be the most profitable that ex-
ists in France. iVl. Uourdon further says, that
there are cocooneries where the product of an
ounce of eggs does not exceed 18, 22, and 35 Ibe.

of cocoons.

Now to prevent this enormous loss of worms,
the most strenuous efforts of scientific culturists

in France have been made. The causes of thia
loss are stated to be " the frosts of spring nipping
the young leaves of the nnulberry tree at the time
of the hatching of the eggs, and to diseases by
which tlie worms are destroyed." The evil has
been cured, but not until " ten years of toilsome
research" had been devoted to an investigation
of its causes and its remedy—and ten years is a
lung time in these United States. The remedy
was found in a most elaborate system of ventila-
tion, watchfulness and care, of which incessant
cleaning formed a most conspicuous item. This
system was invented by Messrs. Darcet and
Beauvais. It required an increased temperature,
more frequent repasts, and constant renewal of

the air of the cocooner}', by pumping it up into
the garnet, by machinery made .^or that express*
purpose. M. Bourdon confirms the natural con-
clusion of the reader's mind, by informing us that
on this system of leeding, " ihe cares and atten-
tions are multiplied ; very frequent removals of
the litter are absolutely necessary; the least
neglect in the distribution of the repasts cannot
fail to be attended with serious consequences.-'
On the other hand, the solicitudes of the feeder
are abridged, for the worms spin in about 22 to 24
days.

The results obtained from thia elaborate system
of feeding are as follows:

M. Beauvais got from 2240 lbs. leaves 200 lbs. cocoons.
At Faventines, 2240 " 171
Marquis ofBalincourt, 2240* " 132 "

* Leaves watery and not nutritious.
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M. Thannaron. 2240 lbs. leaves 168 lbs. cocoons.

M.Robert, 2504 •' 114

M. Mazadejr. 2240 " 147

Misses Reina, Italy, 2240 « 240

The above crops were all obtained by feeding

with the' white mulberry.

Cullurists in this country, when feeding small

crops on shelving, have realized the lullowmg

results :

D. V. JVl'Lean, Freehold, N. J., in 1838, from

2240 lbs. of leaves obtained 112 lbs. cocoon.?,

and in 1839, from 2240 lbs. leaves 130 lbs,

cocoons.

E. Montague, Belchertown, Mass., in 1840, from

2240 lbs. leaves 215 lbs. cocoons.

Besides these results, we may add the follow-

ing, which are ditlerenily stated. It must be

remembered that all the crops made in this coun-

try were led upon the muliicaulis.

Aaron Clapp, Harilbrd, Ct. in 1839, raised 50

bushels oi cocoons, each producing one pound

of reeled silk: he says 80 lbs. of leaves al-

Ibrded him a pound oi reeled silk.

M. Amans Carrier, at Rodez, in France, produ-

ced 928 pounds of cocoons Irom 1:^ acres of

ground : he hatched 7| ounces of eggs.

M. Carlo Modena, at Vicenza, m Italy, in 1778,

obtained 992 lbs. of cocoons from 26,475 lbs.

. of leaves ; also 55 oz. of eggs.

The loose and slovenly manner in which most
of the rearings in this country have been con-

ducted, prevents our giving the weight oj' leaves

consumed and ot cocoons produced, except in a
very lew instances. The careful noting down
of all these things, as practised in Europe, is ne-

cessary at first, in order to reduce the silk culture

to something like Ibrm and consistency. Our
American culturisis must imitate their caretul

precision, at least for a lew years, until we can
obtain tiome ceriain data on ihe most iniporlani

points. We furnish above, the result obtained

by seven European growers, specilying how
many pounds of cocoons each one obtained from
a ton of leaves. The Misses Keina obtained
240 lbs. It is well known that a bushel of pea
nut cocoons will weigh 12 lbs. : hence these 240
lbs. are equal to 20 bushels. Now we know from
repeated trial, week alter week, that the clear

average yield of a lot of pea nut cocoons is 1^
lbs. ot silk per bushel: indeed it maybe more,
and unquestionably will be when our reelers be-
come less wasteful. Hence the 20 bushels afford

us 25 lbs. of silk.

,
Now we know moreover, because we have

tested it by actual experiment, that an acre of
multicaulis trees will produce 10 to 15,0u0 lbs.

of foliage the first season. The second season
it will very probably produce 20,000. If then,
af3 is really the case, 25 lbs. of silk have been al-

ready obtained, annually, lor years in succession,
by the Misses Keina, Irom a ton of leaves, the
fact is beyond dispute that an acre of multicaulis
trees will produce Ibliage enough to make 100
lbs. Of that part of the question there can be
no doubt: the only doubt is whether our cultur-
ists will adopt all the lights that are belbre them
as regards improved modes of leeding, and so
use this foliage as to make it prodihce all the silk

it is capable of yielding. Of their disposition to
do so we entertain no doubt, when they once be-
come satisfied that the lights held up to them to

follow are not false ones. No efl^ort of ours shall

be spared to accomplish this : but at the same
time our readers must assist us. They can be

of immense advantage to us and to the country

at large, by keeping careful accounts of how
many pounds of Ibliage they leed out, and how
many pounds of cocoons they make. We sin-

cerely hope that this will be done the present

season, and the result communicated to us lor

publication. Those who use our improved frames

will generally do so, and we shall do it ourselves.

Knowing already ihe quantities consumed and
yielded m Europe, we have a distinct mark set up
lor us to eiiual or surpass ; and U v/ill be strange

indeed if our fine climate does not enable us to

exceed the very highest European crop.

The large yield of 240 lbs. of cocoons from a
ton of -leaves is made with uniform regularity in

all of the numerous cocooneries of the Count
Reina in Italy ; and this result, though much ex-

ceeding the product of all other cullurists, has
nevertheless been regularly produced every sea-

son for a number of years. It is in fact equal to

100 lbs. of silk from an acre of ground. Four
acres of multicaulis trees in this couniry would
therelbre become an independence to the father

of a family. Nay, even one acre, producing
this result, would be a Ibrtune to tens of thou-

sands of families. Most firmly persuaded are

we that this will be Ibund to be ihe case; and
that thousands of worihy, industrious men and
women, wiih families dependent on ihem for sup-
port, who have been prostrated by ilie events of
the last two years, will find this silk culture one
ot the suresi sources of respectable support and
comlort. How firmly, then, should all who think
so, stand up in its delence, and persevere to the
utmost of their means in implanting it securely
on our soil. No matter how unnatural the oppo-
sition may be—and it is truly unnatural—yet per-
severance is the word, and ilie blessings of thou-
sands will descend with graieful accepttmce on the
heads of those who succeed in overcoming the
obstacles which surround the business, while the
additional satisfaction will be experienced of free-

ing our happy couniry from its servile dependence
upon the fields, and filatures, and looms of foreign
countries.

THK LONG CONTINUED ACTION OF CALCA-
REOUS MANURES, AND PARTICULARLY IN
PREVENTING RUST IN WHEAT.

To ttie Editor of the Farmers' Register.

The following facts, communicated to me a
short time since bj' a farmer of Augusta county,
may prove interesting to the readers of the Re-
gister, especially those of the marl and lime- stone
regions of the stale. The facts are these, that

in a field of wheat (the last harvest) which was
very much injured by the rust, two small spaces
escaped entirely, the straw being bright and clean
and the grain plump. On one of these spaces a
limekiln was burned in the year 1810; since

which lime the field had been frequently crop-
ped. On the other, the ashes from a distillery-,

had been deposited lor several years ; the distillery,

however, had not been in operation for 7 or 8
years. These spaces were, in all respects, treated
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as the other parts of llie field, and their bein^
surrounded on all^ides by wheal very badly rust-

ed shows coftclusively that the lime and ashes
were the sole causes of the difference.

1 hope the foregoing lacts will be sufficient to

induce some trials of the efficacy of" lime and ash-

es ill preventing rust, by those who have the

means of doing so ; the end in view is of suffi-

cient importance to jusiify 'he labor and expense
of many experiments. The quantity of lime and
ashes, in the example related above, is much great-

er than can, or perhaps ought to be applied in or-

dinary cases, but the lime operated effectively af-

ter 30 years, and the ashes alter 7 or 8. A much
smaller quantity applied annually might produce
the same effect.

As lime is an essential ingredient of good wheat
soils, may not the many failures of the wl eat

crop be ov/ing, in some degree, to the absence of

lime* from most of the land cultivated in that

crop 1

The efficacy of lime, on what is called lime-
elone land, is strikingly illustrated by the acciden-
<a^ experiment I have detailed above.
Lexington, Fa. Feb. 20, 1S41. War. Tate.

P. S. In one of the volumes of the Transac-
tions of the Philadelphia Agricultural Society, (I

have not the work by me, and do not recollect the
volume,) there is an interesting article on the
causes of rust, which, if it has not already been
published in the Register, I have no doubt many
of your readers would be obliged to you for pub-
lishing.

OF THE SOIL MOST SUITABLE FOR APPLE
TREES.

From the Western Farmer and Gardener.

The successful cultivation of the apple depends
very much on the suitableness ofthe ground they
are planted in. The size and flavor of the fruit,

the general health and duration of trees are most
commonly the result of good or bad soil. Cli-

mate and situation also affect both trees and fruit

;

but not in the degree in which the same are af-

fected by the qualities predominant in the land.

Of all the different descriptions of soil to be met
with, that of a soft hazel loam, containing a small
portion of sand, seems to be most congenial to

the apple generally. In such soil the tree is seen
to ffourish longest, is most productive, and re-

nnains freest from disease or attack of insects.

A great depth is not requisite ; eighteen or twen-
ty inches deep being quite enough, provided it be
on a dry subsoil of gravel or loose rock. If the
bottom be wet, the trees should be planted high,
and every means taken to drain the ground. A
wet bottom of gravelly clay should be avoided if

possible.

Deep rich soils in sheltered situations are
not the most proper for the apple, for it is often
seen that apple trees succeed vveil in any kind of
loam, though it be not more than one foot in

depth, so as the bottom is sound and dry, the
roots fake on extensive horizontal range, the
young wood is always of more moderate growth,

• Essay on Calcareous Manures. P. 61, 1st edition.

and better ripened than when roots strike deep
into the ground.

Although local circumstances often control the
works of the [ilanter, compelling hitn to fix on a
site where the soil may not be exacily what is re-

commended above ; he must, in this case, endea-
vor to make the soil by trenching, draining, and
by addition of the qualities wanting, biing it as
near to the standard as possible.

Situation and aspectfor planting apple trees.—
The situation of an orchard should neither be in

the bottom of a narrow valley, nor on the top of
a hill: in the first, the young wood is never so
well ripened, the buds are olien too early excited
in the spring, and there frosts are always more
intensely felt : in the second, Iruil-bearing trees

are always too much exposed to winds. The
most desirable site is the side of a hill which
slopes gently to the southeast, that being the
most sheltered situation in this western country.
But when the violence of a west wind is broken
by an intervening rise of ground, a south-west
aspect has been Ibund equal to any.

FROZEN WELL.

Near Owego occurs this apparent contradiction

of Nature's laws, which is thus described, by a
correspondent, in Silliman^s Journal.
The well is excavated on a table ol land, elevat-

ed about thirty feet above the bed ofthe Susquehan-
na river, and distant from it three-fourths of a mile
The depth of the well, from the surface to the bot-

tom, is said to be seventy-seven feel ; but for four
or five months in the year, the surface of the
water is frozen so solid as to be entirely useless to
the inhabitants. On the 23d of the present
month, (Feb.) in company with a friend, I mea-
sured the depth, and found it to be sixty-one feet

from the surface of the earth to the ice which
covers the water in the well, and this ice we found
it impossible to break with a heavy iron weight
attached to a rope. The sides of the well are
nearly covered with masses of ice, which, increas-

ing in the descent, leave but about afoot space
(in diameter) at the bottom. A thermometer let

down to the bottom, sunk 38® in fifteen minutes,
being 68*^ in the sun, and 30° at the bottom of
the well. The well has been dug twenty-one
years, and I am informed, by a very credible

person who assisted in the excavation, that a man
could not endure to work in it more than two
hours at a time, even with extra clothing, al-

though in the month of June, and the weather
excessively hot. The ice remains until very late

in the season, and is often drawn up in the months
of June and July. Samuel Mathews drew from
the well a large piece of ice on the 25th day of
July, 1837, and it is common to find it there on
the 4th of July.
The well is situated in the highway, about one

mile northwestof the villaoeofOivego, in the town
and country of Tioga. There is no other well on
that table of land, nor within sixty or eighty rods,

and none that presents the same phenomenon.
In the excavation, no rock or slate was thrown
up ; the water is never affected by li-eshete ; and
is what is usually denominated "hard,"' or lime-

stone water. A lighted candle being let down,
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ihe flame became agitated and thrown in one

direction at the depth ofihirty feet, but was quae

still, and soon extinguished at the boiton:i. I' ea-

iher>!, down or any'lijzhlsubtance, when thrown

in, sifili wiih a rapid and accelerated motion.

Owego, Feb. 26th, N. Lai. 42° 10".

Prof. Silliman, in atiempiing lo solve this

exiraordinarv and difficult problem, observes :

At the depth ofmore than sixty I'eet, the water

ou'Tht not to Ireeze at all, as it should have nearly

the'same temperature ol'ihat film ol the earths

crust, which is at this place aflected by atmo-

spheric variations, and solar influence, being ol

course not far from the medium temperature ol the

climate. Could we suppose that compressed

gases, or greatly compressed atmosphere were

escaping from llie water, or near it, this would

indicaie°a source of cold ; but as there is no such

indication in the water, we cannot avail our-

selves of this explanation, unless we were to

suppose that the escape of compressed gas

takes place deep in the earth, in the vicinity of

the well, and in proximity !o the water that

supplies it. Perhaps this view is countenanced

by the blowing of the candle at the depth

of thirty leet, blowing it to one side, thus indicat-

ing a jet ol gas which might rise from the water

as^low as at its source; and even if it were car-

bonic acid, it might not extinguish the candle,

while descending, as the gas would be much

diluted by common air; and still, in the progress

of time, an accumulation of carbonic acid gas

might take place at the surface of the water,

sufficient to extinguish a candle.

HEAVY BERKSHIRE HOGS.

From tlie ICentucky Farmer.

[Here are some facts th-at tell well for iliispo

pular breed of hogs. If the breeders in variou

sections of the country would report the facts—

kind of keep, age, &c. ; in reference to the vari-

ous breeds of animals, the country would soon be

able to estimate the improved breeds by an intel-

ligible standard. There has been a vast deal too

nTuch puffing and blowing about all the breeds in

certain agricultural papers. It is time these

humbun'ging appliances were laid aside for the

more honest and more useful statements of ascer-

tained truths. If ever this paper sinned in this

way hitherto, it will sin no more. We are de-

vout believers in the superiority of various breeds

of domestic animals and shall use every legitimate

means of furnishing the public those grounds of

enliuhtened opinion which will tend to their great-

er diffusion; but from this day forth, be it lairly

known to all concerned, we shall admit no article

in this paper which is a mere pufF or advertise-

ment in disguise, of this, that, or other breed.

But we shall feel at all times thankful for the

facts on which a preli^rence for any breed is based

by the writer.

—

Ed. Ken'. Far.
Mr. Editor.— If you think the following facts

in relation to some of the weights of our War-
ren county hogs are worth publisldng in your

valuable paper, you are at liberty to do so.

Mr. Geo. Deyche slaughtered a lot of 40 half

blood Berkshire hogs 18" months old, with no

orrain durin" the summer months, their aver-

a^^e weifht^net was 304 lbs. Mr. Steddom's

lot of 38 three quarters and seven eighths Berk-

shires 16 months old averaged 343 lbs. net. All

his choice pigs having been selected lor breeders,

led solely on grass during summer. Mr. Ebe-
nezer Halhaway's lot of 10, half Berkshire, at

20 months old averaged 373^ lbs. net. Mr.
Hathaway gives it as his opinion that it cost him
no more loot! and attention to bring his hogs up
to the above weight than it did his old stock to

250 lbs. at the same age. Mr. Gallagher's lot

65 hogs half Berkshire, from 14 to IS months old,

fed solely on grass during summer, averaged 309
lbs. net. Mr. Longstreet's lot of 55 head ave-

raged net 318 lbs— all the choice pigs were sold

lor breeders ; no grain until he had harvested his

oats and wheat, then run in the stubble. &c.,

were from half to three quarters bred Berkshires,

with a cross of the Irish Grazier, &c. Mr. Tache
of Springborough slaughtered a barrow 30 months
old, half Berkshire, gross weight 900 lbs. net

814 lbs. Mr. Samuel Irons wlio denied the fur-

ther improvement of his hogs, being prejudiced

against not only Berkshire hogs but Durham
cattle, &c., was induced by the persuasion of his

son to send a sow to his Berkshire boar, selecting

his poorest with design evidently to disgrace the

stock, the sow had nine pigs; Mr. Irons sold

two of the best lor breeders, the other seven

at 20 months old, averaged net 435 ; his old stock,

with precisely the same food and attention, as

they were fed together, did not average as much
by just 102 lbs., although .^ix weeks older on each
hog. This may seem to border on improbability

with som.e, it is nevertheless true, as can be made
to appear. Mr. Leievre slaughtered a lot of 5

half Berkshire pigs farrowed 17th March 1840,

average at 253 lbs. net ; one weighed 290 lbs. Dr.

Keever's lot of 6 or B'March pigs (the choice

ones sold for breeders, (averaged 260 lbs.)

The writer of this article bred a big thorough-bred

Berkshire, got by Mr Lossing's imported boar

Newbury, out of sow bred by the society of Sha-
kers near Albany, N. Y., that at 5 months and5
days old weighed 185 lbs. gross. M. B.

£,ebanon, Ohio, Jan. 16, 1841.

AN ACCOUNT OF THE METHOD OF PLANTING
AJND MANAGING PEACH ORCHARDS,

As practised in New Jersey. By T. Hancock, Nur-
seryman, Burlington, N. J.

From the Magazine of Horticulture.

The peach tree is very extensively cultivated

throughout New Jersey, and large quantities of

the fruit are annually sent to the New York and
Philadelphia markets. Since Ihe opening of the

communication by rail-road between these two
cities through the interior of the state, it has been
the means of greatly increasing the number of

peach orchards, and many large and extensive

plantations have been made. Within a few
years, from the increased facilities of rapid and
safe transportation by rail-road, between Boston,

Providence, and Stonnington, the eastern cities

have been supplied, to a very great extent, with

New Jersey peaches, and the opening of such a
market has induced cultivators to plant more
extensively, in order to supply the demand. The
crop proves a very profitable one for the light

soils of a portion of the state, as the trees flourisli
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very well where llie lanJ is not pufficiently good I

to |)rodiicc liut a very lew busliels ol' corn to the

acre.

ir the few followitij^ remarUs, in relation to our

uioile of culiiv;iiiii<r the peach, will interest your

readers, you can f^ive them a place in yonr pages.

I have an orchard of some extent, and have, in

some season.^, ijaihered a very large crop.

When it is iniended to plant onl a good orchard

of trees, we generally select an elevated position,

entirely nnprotected h)' any timber or shelter of

any kind : if a situation can he selected near the

bank of a river, the crop is more certain, as the

trees better wiihsiaml ihe Iroets, which occasion-

ally do much damage.
Plough, and put the land in good condilion for

corn or vejietables, and plant the trees twenty

feet apart etch way. Continue to till the land,

taking off' a crop of peas, beans, potatoes, or

something that does not grow too high : wheat,

rye, and oats are very injurious, and should not

be planted. Tlie land must not remain without

tillage, as the trees would soon be injured ; indeed

nothing will kill a fine peach orchard sooner than
to let it lie in sward.
The trees should be two years old on the stork,

(from seed,) and one year (rom the bud, (the

year after budding.) This is considered as the

best age lor transplanting. If the water stands
nearihe suVlace of the soil, or if the land has
p'prings near the top of the ground, I should not
deem it advisable to plant with the expectation
of very certain crops. I have lost two orchards
planted in this manner, while, in an adjoining
field, where the land, or a part of it, was high,
with a dry subsoil, the trees flourished, and pro-

duced abundant crops.

Light sandy soil, or light loatTi, we consider the
most prelerable lor planting out peach orchards,
and I should judge, that on many of the elevated
knolls, in the vicinity of Boston, the peach might
be cultivated to good .advantage, particularly the

earlier varieties. It is at least well worihy of
trial. Yours, respectfully, T, Hakcock.

Burlington, N. J., Jan. 1841.

We have already noticed Mr, Hancock's
nursery, and given some account of his peach
orchard, (Vol. V., p. 365.) In the season of
1839, when we passed through Burlinsion, the

peach trees were breaking down with the heavy
crops. Mr. Hancock's trees were literally loaded;

and so fast did they ripen, that the ground under
nearly every tree that we noticed was covered
with the fruit. The orchard contained about
seventeen acres, and was covered with healihy
trees, and the crop was estimated at two thousand
baskets (about fifteen hundred bushels,) which
commanded one dollar and upwards a basket, in

the New York market. The land was a light

sandy loam, and would not produce, as Mr. Han-
cock informed us, five bushels of corn to the acre,

unless very heavily manured. The ground was
not planted at all when we sav/ it, but it had been
tilled with the cultivator, to keep tfie surface free

ti-om the growth of weeds, &c. The trees do not

hiake a vigorous growth, and consequently do
not need but little pruning.

The great error in cultivating peach trees, in

New England, has been in planting them iti too

rich soil, and encouraging them to make a rapid

and vigorou.s growth : the trees, in consequence, 1

are overtaken by the cold weather, and the severe
frosts, of the early part of winter, before the
wood is fully ripe, destroy the young fruit buds,
oftentimes the young and tender shoots, and
occasionally the trees are killed completely down
10 the roots. The very opposite course should be
pursued : the trees should be set out on a light
soil, and not encouraged to make a vigorous
:rrowih ; the 5'oiing wood will then get fully rip?^,

and hardened before cold weather^ the frost will
have less effect upon the buds, and, unless the
situation is very unliivorable, and subject to lale

frosts in the spring, the chances are that the
trees will not be injured, and will produce good
crops.

The cultivation of the peach hasatiracted more
ait^Mnion, within a year or two, in the vicinity of
Boston, than (or some time previous : to those
who are planting trees, we would recommend a
perusal of Mr. Hancock's communication, con-
vinced, from the success which has attended his
cultivation of the trees, that the inlbrmation
which he has given will be found the result of
experience upon the subject.

—

Ed. Mag, Hort.

the sugar bket and white carrot. mr.
ronaldson's imported seeds akd im-
plements.

Philadelphia, Feb. 16, 1841.
Dear Sir.— Your Register of the 134i shows your

labors are not lost, and that of the seed you have
sown, some has fallen on good ground. The
more 'he sugar and other beets are cultivated the
better their value will be understood, especially
if they suit our warm southern districts. I asked
a lady, to whom I had given some sugar beet
seeds, and persuaded to sow a large quantity of
I hem, (the farm was on the western shore of the
Chesapeake,) if the negroes stole them. To
which she replied "Oh, no, no," and I rejoined,
" I am sorry for that, as it is a proof that though
you have quantity, they must not be of good
quality." "By no means," was the reply,

"they, (the negroes) have no occasion to steal

them ; they would do it, but we give them
beets, and some of them are fond of roasting
Ihem. We have to feed them, and beets go in

for a share in doing this. No, no,—our negroes
shall not have occasion to steal beets, that they
may eat them, they will eat, and beets are cheap,
but I do not wish them to know this."

My object in vvriiing is to inquire, (for I have
no memorandum of what I sent,) was whit6 car-

rot seed amonast what were sent to you; if so,

have you learned what was the success in your
warm climate'? They have grown to a surpris-

ing size here, are good (or the table, and carrots

have alwavs been celebrated as fine fiseding for

horses. This while carrot is to the common
carrot, what the mangel wurtzel is to the other

beets. It grows considerably out of the ground ;

and an observing friend of mine thinks, in some
circumstances, may give a heavier crop than

beets. If so, then it would be of more value from

the circumstance of the carrot being far the most

solid of the two.
I sent you a small pamphlet noticing the

things I had brought from Europe, and giving
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the reason for bringing them. Do you think

spring barley on good land would be a pay-

ing crop wiili you ^ Of it, the oaie, sugar beet,

and rye grass, 1 brought considerable quantities,

and presume all of them are to nifet a market

this spring. The red wheal, the quantities were

but small, a sack containing 4 bushels of the

" golden drop," has been lost. This, independent

of the value, 1 am sorry (or, as it is amongst the reds

1 have been lookmg lor that which is not to be so

subject to blight or mildew as some we at present

liave.

While we were speaking of beets and carrots

for the table, we might have noted that vegeta-

bles and lat meat are proper associates ; the one

is an accompaniment that the other wants, and to-

gether are healthy, nourishmg, and more fatten-

ing than poik or greasy meats by themselves.

Advise your readers to lollow the practices ol

the larmer in other countries
;
you can tell them

that it is not by accident they have fine oats,

wheat, barley, &c. it is the result of great care

and skill. If our larmers exercise the same means,

the seed of the country may be improved, and

good imported be preserved Irom degenerating.

Yours, sincerely, Jamks Ronaldson.

P. S. With respect to sales, I leave every one

to judge the propriety of buying expensive seeds.

Ol my own opinion, they have evidence in my
taking trouble to place them within reach of l"arra-

ers.

[The pamphlet referred to above was received
;

the notice at its end will be copied below. It is

scarcely necessary for us to repeat here that Mr.

Ronaldson's efforts to introduce new and choice

seeds, and agricultural implements, have been

induced solely by the desire to aid agricultural

improvement, and promote the public good. We
regret that circumstances, beyond our control,

prevented this notice appearing in the February

number.

In answer to the inquiries, we have to stale

that there were no seeds of the white carrot

among those which Mr. Ronaldson sent to us

last spring for gratuitous distribution. Barley is

sown no where in Virginia except on the celebrat-

ed Gloucester low-grounds; and even there, that

crop had been abandoned by all except John

Tabb, esq., of Whitemarsh.— Ed. F. R.]

To thefarmers of the United States.

The subscriber has imported, and for sale,

a small quantity of Oxford White Prize Seed
Wheal ; Pomeranian Red do. ; Golden Drop do;

Scotch and Chevalier (spring) Barley
; Hopeton

Oats; English Rye Grass; Don Potatoes;
Weed Hooks, (a specimen) to make by ; a Mill

for family use, for the inspection of tradesmen
and larmers; Great Northern Rye ; French Sugar
Beet. And has in the ship Levant, daily expect-

ed, ("Calico Potatoes, and Forty-lbld do. ; Scots

Rye Grass; Subsoil Plough, chain and draft bars,

i'nT inspection, &c. ; Weed Hooks, do.; Bull

Ring, do.; Salety Lamp, do.; Iron chairs, for

sale and inspection.

Neither expense nor labor has been spared to

get all these things good of llieir kind. This will

considerably enhance the price, but it is in farm-
ing as with other business, the trouble and ex-
pense has to be encountered, otherwise the expe-
riments would never be made. The Sugar Beet
is now ascertained to be a valuable acquisition,

and if any one of the other articles shall prove
equally advantageous to our agriculture, it will

an)ply repay ihe trouble and expense that lias

been bestowed on the whole.

It is proposed to accompany these seeds with
a brief notice of their respective properties, &c.
Gentlemen having occasion to write to the sub-

scriber, are respectfully requested to pay the post-

age. James Ronaldson,
No, 200, South Ninth street, Philadelphia.

From tlie Farmers' Gazette.

In the Geological Appendix to Cleaveland'a
Mineralogy, it is slated that in the alluvial region
ol North Carolina " a bed of limestone and shells

commences about 20 or 30 miles from the border of
the primitive [tbrmalion;] to which it runs parallel,

through S. Carolina, Georgia, &c." The border
of this primitive formation crosses the rivers near
the first falls; that is, not far above Fayetleville,

Cheraw, Camden, Columbia &c, and of course
the bed of shells and limestone referred to by Pro-
fessor Cleaveland runs nearly parallel with a line

drawn through these towns and about (or more
probably as we suppose somewhat more than) 30
miles below. To the great reproach of the states

through which this bed runs little has yet been
ascertained as to its purity, or its extent and depth.

A specimen li"om the neighborhood of Darlington
C. H. was analyzed by the late Dr. Cooper and
Ibund to be marl ; but the extent of the bed is not
known. About 20 miles below Darlington C. H.
near Jeff'ries' creek, where it is crossed bj' the road
leading to George Town, is a bed of limestone,
which, by burning, (ijnishes lime that answers for

mortar. In other parts of Marion district, on the
same side of the river, limestone has been found,
and the Pee Dee runs across several beds of it be-

tween the mouth of Jeffries' creek and the
mouth of Lynch's creek.

These fncis would seem to indicate that lime
may be obtained so near the Pee Dee as to

be available lor manure on lands near the river.

The reason why the beds of limestone referred

to have not hitherto attracted more attention

is that the value of lime as a manure is not
understood by our planters. We have not turn-

ed their attention to it ourselves because we were
not aware, until recently, that the beds were as
extensive as we now learn they are. We shall

henceforth, from time to time, occupy some space
in our columns with the subject. This week we
give one article of some length and two shorter

ones containing facts suited to inquirers. Read
them.
The same bed of limestone and perhaps marl,

may doubtless be found on the Santee and Cape
Feur, as well as probably on Lynch's Creek, Lit-

tle Pee Dee and Drowning creek. In most of the
intervening country it may be too far below the
surface to be dug up with profit. Marl has been
found o.T the Santee.
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KKMKDY FOR KIDNKV WORMS.

From llie Maine Farmer.

I cured swine of llie disease called " kidney

worm," by iiiakiiiijj an incision wiih a knile, on

each side of the hack bone, and aiipiyiny; epiriis

of turpentine to the wounds and alotii? the small

of the back. Ii may also be cured tty givinir red

pepper in their food ; taken in season it readily

yields to treatment.

ESSAY ON THE CULTIVATION OF TOBACCO,
AND THE MANAGEMENT OF THE PLAN-
TATION.*

By a Maryland Planter.

From the American Farmer.

The illustrious 'I'homas Jefferson, in his Notes

on Virginia, in makini? a comparison between the

culture of tobacco and wheal, has remarked, that

the culture of the former '• is productive of infinite

wretchedness. Those employed in it are in a

continual exertion beyond the power of nature

to support. Little food of any kind is raised by

them; so that the men and animals on these

(arms (tobacco plantations^ are badly led, and the

earih is rapidly impoverished."

These remarks are applicable, in many instan-

ces, to the management of tobacco plantations of

the present day. Many planters make every ex-

ertion to raise all the tobacco they can, without

paymg proper attention to any other crop. In

the management of a tobacco plantation, such a

course should be followed, as will produce the

greatest quantity of food lor animals, with the

least labor. Attention should be paid to the

growing of artificial grasses ; for they not only

furnish Ibod lor animals, but they likewise make
manure for the renovation of the land made poor

by the culture of tobacco. Therelbre, a planter

who has swamp land, ought to make every exer-

tion to reclaim it, and a more useful crop to him,

he could not put in it than a crop of timothy.

Kven if a planter has no swamp land, he ought
lo put some of his upland in timothy, or some
other of the longer grasses. It is true he should

always have all the arable part of his plantation

set in clover or some other of the grasses, except

the part cultivated in corn and tobacco. That is,

clover should be sown to improve the land, and
ought not, unless in the richest spots, to be cut

off". Besides, clover cannot always be depended
on for hay, for if the season should not exactly

suit it, it will not grow hijih enough to be cut and
saved, whereas it is not so much so with the other

grasses.

The growing of wheat, rye, and oats also, fur-

nishes food lor men as well as animals, but a crop
of small grain interferes materially with a crop of
tobacco, particularly at the time of harvesting
the former. About this time the crop of tobacco
is in most need of hoeing and ploughing

;
grass

at this season grows rapidly, and by dividing the
labor between the two crops, both sufTer, the
grain is poorly taken care of and the fields of to-

bacco frequently become set with grass like a

meadow. A crop of tobacco is never so good as

ilwould have been, if permitted to get in the

grass shortly after the plants have been trans-

* See Note A.
Vol. IX.-12-C

planted. Indeed I have seen some fields of
tobacco entirely runied by having been in the

trrass ; although hoed and ploughed, the land

had become so full ol' the litter from the grass

and its roots, that the tobacco plants never would
grow afterwards. So that in cultivating of tobac-

co the greatest care should be taken to prevent

the crop li'om getting in the grass. I have al-

ways thought, that where a planter looked to his

tobacco crop for his profits, if it was not for the

making or raising of provender for his live stock

it would be much better lor him to raise no grain

except corn. As a plantation cannot be carried

on without animals on it, it becomes necessary

that some small grain should be raised. It must
be kept in mind, that I am not writing about a
mixed crop, where tobacco and grain might be

both looked to lor the profits of the plantation,

that is, where there might be a certain quantity

of grain, as well as tobacco raised without the

one interfering with the other. 1 am writing aa
if a crop of tobacco was always the more profita-

ble crop, and recommending such management;
on a plantation as will obviate as lar as possible

the remarks of the illustrious man quoted at the

besinning of this essay.

In Prince George's county, Md., where the

cultivation ol" tobacco is brought as near perfec-

tion as in any other part of the world, a well

managed plantation is conducted in the following

manner (so as to improve the land and counteract

the tendency of the tobacco crop to impoverish
it.) The land that has been worked in corn and
tobacco during the year, is in the fall sown in

wheat or rye, or a part kept for oats ; in the

ensuing spring the whole is put in clover. The
grain and clover is plastered in April. By this

mode of management a planter has fresh fields

out of clover every year lor corn and tobacco.

The plantation of course is fenced in such a
manner as to give the requisite number of fields.

During the year there is as much manure made
as can be, without its interfering with the crop of

tobacco. The manure is used on parts of the

tobacco field that will not so readily improve by
the use of clover and plaster. By this manner
of management, lands that are adapted to clover

and plaster, are improved and kept in a stale of
great lerlility.

It is almost useless to say, that all agriculturists

should make and save all ihe manure they can.

Yet in the cultivation of tobacco there is a pecu-
liar necessity

; for tobacco grown on land that has
been cultivated the year belbre it is put in tobacco
will, if sufficiently manured, bring tobacco that

will cure finer, and consequently, be worth more
money when carried to market. Tobacco to cure
fine must grow rapidly after it is planted, which
it will not do if there is much litter in the
ground (B.) Lands taken out of clover and put in

tobacco, frequently have so much litter in'them,

that the tobacco grows very little until Septem-
ber : consequently the tobacco has not lime to

ripen, but if it should, it will have so much juice

and be so late in the fall, that it will cure a dark
color, and will be such as is not much in

demand in foreign markets (C.) Whilst I ana

writing on the advantage of saving manure on a
plantation, 1 will give the management of one
of my neighbors, as the saying is, when he com-
menced the world. His plantation contained

about fifty acres of land, about fifteen of which
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were swamp. The balance consisted of north

hill sides, and not more than two thirds of them
could be cultivated, and even that little had been

worked down so that it would grow noihiiig but

sedge. He had two slaves besides himself. He
went to work, reclaimed his swamp land with

a great deal ol' labor, and divided liis plantation

into two shift. He then commenced croppinii

by putting either shift of meadow aliernately in

corn. During the summer and lall he had all

the weeds and grass that grew about his ditches

and fences, or any other place where they could

bi. had, cut and hauled in a heap to rot for manure.

In the winter his cattle were sheltered and penned

and also during the summer they were penned

at night. In short, he saved in every way all

the manure he could. In this nnanner he made
manure enough for all the land which hecullrvat-

ed in tobacco. He did not make any kind of

grain butcor-n ; lor whilst he had one part of his

land in corn and tobacco, he had to keep the other

for a pasture for his stock. Thus he made his

swamp land grow corn for his family and proven-

der for his stock, and at the same time furnish

manure to enrich his worn-down upland. Such
parts of his swamp aa were too wet for corn he

kept to grow branch grass. These places fur-

nished him with hay. His plantation, as S have
said belbre, was too small lor him to raise small

grain, so he could sow no clover nor any other

kind of grass. If he had been so situated as to,

have grown timothy, how much better he might

have carried on his manuring system ; but even

as. it was he soon bpcame famous for his nice

crops of tobacco. So much so. that 1 have

known him frequently to sell his crop of tobacco

for two or ihree dollars per hundred weight more
than his neighbors. He has frequently sold it

before it was carried to the house. One great

cause of the fineness of his tobacco, was his

manuring the land with well rotted manure. It

is true he is a nice person in curing and packing

tobacco. But it may be set down as an incontro-

vertible fact, that unless tobacco grows on suitable

land, and is properly managed belbre it goes to

the house, it will not cure of a nice color or make
what is termed fine tobacco. Well, by the man-
agement of my neighbor, as here given, he has

maintained his white lamily, and reared a consi-

derable family of slaves, (for one of the slaves as

belbre mentioned was a female.) From fifty

acres he has enlarged his plantation to between
two and three hundred acres, on which he has
at present Ibur fine tobacco houses. When he
first commenced the world, he cured his tobacco

in a pen, rudely constructed of poles and forks,

and covered with marsh grass. I have thus

given the management of one who ranks high
as a planter, not that he would not have sown
grain and clover if he had had sufficient quantity of

land to have done so, but to show what may be

done on a plantation by manure. Any planter,

whose plantation is adapted to the growth of clo-

ver, should by all means grow it ; for it not only

improves the land, but makes such luxuriant

pasture for stock. There are lands that are too

poor to- grow clover. My neighbor's manage-
ment, especially where tobacco is depended on

for the principal crop, ought to be f()llowed closely,

for it is only by manuring that this kind of land

can be made to grow tobacco.

There are various opinions among planters
about the best time to piouirh up land that is set
in clover that is rniended lor tobacco. Some think
the fall ol the year best, others think the spring
the best, because the land being exposed during
the winter to the hard freeze?, looses some of
its fertility. My own opinion is, that land that

has been pastured closely should not t>e ploughed
up out of the clover until late in April, and the
slock should be kept off the clover from February,
so as to permit it to grow two or three inches
high. Clover', in a young and grnvvinii state,

turned in by the plough, soon r'ots and considera-
bly improves the land.

Land broken up late will require but one more
ploughing belbre it is laid off lor to make the to-

bacco hills ; whereas, if it is ploughed up early

in the spring it will be necessary to plousrh it over
twiee before the tobacco is plarrted. When land

that is intended for tobacco has a wreat deal of
litter on it, I think it' best to break it up, either

in the fall or early in the spring. I always, whea
my tobacco land is rich enough, cut the clover

for hay if 1 can do so, if not, i try to pasture it

closely; fbr, if the land should not be quite as

rich as it ought to be, the clover hay furnishes

manure which goes back to it. For, as I have
belbre r-emarked, tobacco will not srrow quickly

on land that has much litter in it. (D.)
A planier,'in laying off his tobacco lots, should

select such parts of his plantation as are adapted
to the growing of fine tobacco : all light soils

ar'e of this de.'-cription. Almost any soil may be
said to be adapted to the growth of tobacco that

will STOW it quickly. Tobacco that grows off

immediately after beirrg planted is soon r'eady fbr

the house, and the consequence is, it will with
proper attention cure good. (.E.)

I shall close my remarks on the management
of a tobacco plantation in as few words as possi-

ble. In the first place, raise such crops as re-

quire the least labor fbr the support of the men
and animals on it. In the next place, save all

the manure you can ; keep no more stock than
is necessary fbr the use of the plantation— parti-

cularly horses, for a few well fed horses are of
more use than a host of ill fed, half starved

things. Suffer no manure or tobacco stalks to lie

about your barn sills, when your land is in want
of manure. Try and make corn enough for your
own use. Keep the plantation in good fences.

Having made the foregoing remarks on the

management of a plantation where tobacco is

the only crop made fbr sale, I shall now proceed

to make such remarks on the cultivation of to-

bacco as I think are calculated, if followed, to pro-

duce a good and fine crop; and in making my
remarks, I shall treat the subject pretty much as

if writing for a person unacquainted with the

manner of growing tobacco.

I shall begin by giving directions how to choose
suitable land and places for beds. The best sitU'

ation fbr a plant bed that will grow plants early

is on a hill side, having a slope towards the south,

and if the land suit, the bottom or fbot of the hill

side is best. This situation fully exposes the bed

to the 12 o'clock sun, and keeps ofi' the north-

west winds, which are frequent and cold during

the spring months. I always select places for

beds on the margin of running streams if the

land suits. The running water keeps the tobac-
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CO flies away on that side, and furnishes water
to put on the bed in very dry vveaiher. I have
liequently watered tobarco beds 'with great ad-
vaniage. The water can be thrown over tiie

beds a consiiierable distance by means of any
thing in the shape of a coniinoii scoop with u

long handle. All the parts of a bed that can be

reached by the water thrown out of the scoop

are soon watered. The part that cannot be
reached in this manner, can, as the water is con-

venient, be soon watered by taking the water out

ol' the branch and carrying it and putting it over
the bed. Swamp beds may also be watered in

ilry weaiher, and ihc planis made to grow much
Jaster in this manntr. (F.)

In choosing land fi^r a tobacco bed, a planter

should be carelijl so as not lb take that which
is likely to sponge—that is, land that dries quick

alter a rain; lor, in Ibis kind of land the to!)acco

seed will not come up so well, as the ground very

I'requenily dries below the seed afier they have
sprouted, and consequently kills ihem. Tiie best

kind of land is that which is well covered with

vegetable mould.
Almost any land or situation would answer

very well for beds it' it was not for the tobacco

fly: hence the g'-eat iniporiance of' choosing

places for beds where the flies are not so likely

to eat. Fl:es frequently eat worse in some pJaces

than they do in others. I have found them to

eat worse in small pieces of woods where beds

had been sown in succession tor a number of

years. They aie not so apt to eat in places,

distant from other places,' where beds have been
sown or tobacco has been grown. I have always
(bund the first situation that I have mentioned
the best, on account of flies ; thaf is, a place noi

exposed to the northeast or northwest winds. It

is a fact that has been Ions known to tobacco

planters, that the flies eat worse during the pre-

valence of cold northeast winds, than at any
other time: hence they do not injure beds in

warm so much as they do in cold situations. An-
other thing is, the plants grow faster in warm
places, and are sooner out of their way. ' As yet,

I know of nothing that will prevent flies from
eating when once they have gotten in a bed, nor

ed even if found to be a preventive. In very
large pieces ol woods, the flies are not so likely

to injure plants. But at thg present day the
woods are so cut down thai many planters have
no such places. Alter all the experiments that
have been tried, with respect to flies destroying
tobacco planis, the situation of the bed has been
found to be of more consequence than any thing
else ; that is, places where the fhes are not likely

to be. I have been rather tedious on choosing
suitable places for planting beds ; for I consider,

that upon these in a great measure depends the
successful glowing of a tobacco crop. (G.)
Almost any kind of soil or situation might be

made to grow plants, were it not for the flies.

These little insects are the greatest obstacle to

the culture ol tobacco. If it was not for them,
the cultivation ol tobacco would be as successful

as any other culture.

The best and surest time to sow plant-beds
in upland, is about the middle of March. Beds
sown at this time will f)roduce more planis, and
require less picking or weeding to keep the grass
and weeds out. There are several objections to

the custom of sowing seed in the winter months.
One of them is, if there should be a warm spell

of weather shortly afier the seed are sown, they
will come up too soon and are likely to be killed

by hard freezing weather. Another objection is,

the beds, from having bef.n piopared too early,

become so liard before the warm weaiher com-
mences in earnest, that the plants will not grow
kindly. The plants also frequently come up in

a sickly state, and very often remain so. Where-
as, beds that are sown in March, from having
been lately prepared, grow the plants off quickly.

The seed comes up quickly and in a healthy
state, and the plants are not inju;-ed by drought,
as much as they would be had the "beds been
prepared in the winter. The best time to sow
lowland beds is about the first of April. (H.^

In preparing of plant- beds, ii has been the cus-
tom fi-om time immemorial to burn them over with
brush or wood. This no doubt is the best way
where it can be done. It certainly is best to burn
a place that has not been used lor a plant-bed liir

several years belbre. But a bed that has been
do I know of any thing that will kill them. Many

j

sowed the preceding year, will grow planis without
experiments have been tried, but with little or no

j

being burned again. A planter who is scarce

success. I have known persons to sow sulphur
]

of stuff to burn his beds with, many obtain a great

on their beds. Others have sprinkled over them !
deal of briers and brush by clearing up early liis

the juice of common elder leaves. Some I have
known to sow rye flour on their beds, under the

impression, that the flour, by forming an incrus-

tation on the plants, prevented the flies fiom
. eating. Some suppose that keeping the beds
covered with pine brush keeps the flies away.
If any covering is of any advantage, it is a co-
vering of well rotted stable manure put on very
carefully so as nearly to cover the plants, witliout
covering them entirely up. 1 have found some
advantage from enclosing the beds with a waiting
of pine or cedar brush. This kind of fence
around beds, whilst it fences ifiem in from the
intrusion of stock, prevents in some measure the
flies from getting in them from adjacent lands.

Some have supposed that a light plank fence
around beds would prevent flies tirom getting in

them, especially if the plank was tarred : as ihis

mode would he atienLled with considerable ex-
pense as well as labor, it is not likely to be adopt-

land intended for corn and tobacco that year. I

have fi-equently burned beds with briers and
leaves. Briars can be put in a cart with a pitch-

fork and put over the bed with the same. Beds,
before the seed are sown, should be well pul-

verized and cleared of all root or other litter.

When sowing the seed it is best to sow one half
the seed intended for the bed, and tlien rake them
in the ground. The other half of the seed should
then be sown across the way the others were
sown, and the bed then trvd or patled. By this

mode of sowing seed the bed is prepared for dry or

wet weather ; that is, should the weather be
dry the seed raked in will come up ; if the weather
is wet both sowings will come. The surest way
to have plants is to sow plenty ol seed in a bed.

It is true, beds will be belter with a certain quan-
tity of planis in them but as plants are liable to

be destroyed in so many ways, it is surest to sow
(hick. A great many planis are destroyed by
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picking the grass out of" the beds. Besides, thick

eowing is a great security against the flies. Beds

that a°e thinly set wiih plants are soon cleaned

when the flies get in them ; whereas, beds thickly

set may be considerably eaten by flies, and yet

plants enough left : hence the triie saying "sow

some for fly,°and some for I." I have known per-

sons to miss planting their crop oC tobacco by not

sowing seed enough in their beds; but 1 never

knew one to miss by sowing too many. Beds

that have too many plants in them can be raked

and the plants thinned. This has lor a long time

been customary. A rake for i he purpose is soon

made. I have made the teeth with twenty pen-

ny nails.

Plant-beds, if the land is not rich, should be

manured, this can be done before the seed are

sown or afterwards. If the land is poor it is best

to manure the bed before it is sown. Any well

rotted manure will answer, but stable manure is

best. Ashes answer very well lor light soils, and

have the advantage of having no grass seed in

them. In saving manure for plant-beds, care ought

to be taken lo prevent grass seed from getiing

with it ; so that stable manure, to be free from

wrass seed, ought to be saved when the horses are

not turned loose out of the stable, and when they

are fed on some kmd of Ibod that contains no seed.

Corn-blades are one of those kinds of Ibod. Hen-
houses and the roosts of poultry tiirnish good ma-

nure for tobacco beds. Hog-pens also furnish

very good manure for plants. When beds are

manured after the plants are up, the manureshould

be put on in a very fine state. (I.)

It 16 a custom with many planiers to cover their

beds after they are sowed with pine or cedar brush.

This is a very good way to get the plants up, as

the brush keeps the land moist. The brush should

be taken off' the plants soon after they are up, as

it makes them tender and what is termed long-

To keep up places for tobacco beds from year to

year, as soon as they are done with for that time,

they should be hoed or wed up, and then covered

with straw or tobacco stalks, three or lour inches

deep.

I now come to the transplanting of the plant.

Having kept the land in which they are to be

transplanted clear of too much grass and weeds

it is now to be got ready lor making the hills.

The ground should be ploughed over, and il it

should be soddy or lumpy, aheavytooih harrow

should be run over if. It is now ready to be laid

off, which is done by running fiirrows from two

and a half or three teet apart one way, and then

turning and running furrows the same distance

apart directly across the others, at what may be

termed right angles ; these furrows should be very

shallow. Deep furrows make the hills too high,

and when they come to be worked away the

plants are left standing as if they were in pin-

nacles. When making ihe hills, the top should

be rounded off',so that the pat of the hoe will be

no lower than any other part of the hill. This,

though seemingly of little consequence, is more so

than it appears to be at first sight. In times of

heavy rains it prevents the water and sand (rom

settling about the plant. Very often when plants

have only been planted a day or two, there are

heavy rains. If the hills are not made so that

the water can run off" immediately, the plants get

covered up by dirt washing over them.

When drawing the plants from the bed they

should be drawn with as much of their roots as

possible. A common table fork, by being run

under their roots, enables a person to draw the

plants wiih all the fine fibres to their main roof.

This mode should not be resorted to until the

beds have been drawn several times, as the fork

is apt to loosen the earth about the roots of'the

plants left in them, and consequently injures them
;

t)ut lowards the latter part of the planting time,

when they will not be much longer wanted, the

drawmg with a Ibrk will cause the late planting

to grow oflT immediately. For plants drawn in

this way, will, by leaving all their fine roots com-
mence growing much quicker after they are trans-

planted, ihan plants will which have been drawn
by hand. Plants that are used to replant with

should be drawn in this manner.
When Ihe plant-beds are within a short dis-

tance of the tobacco land, the plants should be

carried to it in baskets or tubs that will not hold

more than a bushel ; for by carrying them in large

baskets they become bruised. The m.ost con-

venient way is to haul them in a cart ; but this

way bruises them. The best way to manage
when the beds are not too far off', is to set the

most careJul hands on 'he plantation in the beds

drawing plants, while the smaller and less useful

hands should carry the plants to those who are

planting them.
When setting the plants in the hills, care should

be taken not to put more of ihe plant in the ground

than the root ; that is, the plant should be set as

near as can be as it was in the bed. By putting

the plants too deep in the hills, they frequently

stand some time and then rot off at the root ; if

they should not rot off' they will not grow lor

some time.

Afiertheplants that hnve been transplanted have
commenced growing, or in the language of plant-

ers, taken hold of the hill, weeding time com-
rnences. It is well not to weed tobacco too soon
alter it is planted ; lor if most of the grass seed do
not get up before the hill is taken away, they will

come up'after the tobacco is wed out, and it will

have to be wed again. But on the other hand too

much grass ought not to be suffered to grow about
the tobacco hills. For filih is (bought to be the

means of producing what is called the web-worm
which is sometimes very destructive to crops.

Many planters are of the opinion that weeding
away the hills in a short time alter the plants are

planted, will prevent the web worm from getting

in the crop. I have known some to have all the •

grass carried out of their tobacco ground when
their crop had become grassy) under the impres-

sion that that would prevent the web-worm.
This is a very good way ; for grass left in tobacco

lands, even if it is no cause of web-worm, prevents

the tobacco from growing kindly. When tobacco

is being wed, too much of the hill should not be

taken away, as it leaves the plant standing on a
small spire of earth, and in dry weather exposes
the root too much to the sun. Some planters al-

ways weed their tobacco plants without running
a plough or cultivator in the space between the

hills, because the plough and horse sometimes
knock out of the hills some of the plants. This
is a very laborious way, and a great deal of labor

is lost. 1 have always found the most labor

saving way to be, to weed, when the tobacco
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ground is not very f^rassy, around ilie plant only,

and afterwards plough the land by running two
furrows between the plants each way. While
the plants are youn^j, if the ground does not get

too grassv, I do not plough until the tobacco

makes some growth. If the land should become
grassy soon after the tobacco is planted, the

ground should be ploughed by running too fur-

rows in each row, and should be wed afterwards

across the way it was ploughed.

Alter tobacco has been wed out some time, it

is very often necessary to go over it again with

the hoes, and take from around the plants grass

that was left by oversight. This should be done
without taking away any earth from the plants.

Two ploughings are enough for tobacco after it

is planted. A cultivator should be used after-

wards. When tobacco begins to cover the

ground in which it is planted pretty well, it should

be laid by ; then it should be gone over again

with the hoe and a hill put to it. Hilling tobac-

co is not absolutely necessary ; for I have seen fine

crops that were not hilled. The most advantage
of hilling is, it keeps the tobacco from blowing
down in storms.

There are two kinds of worms which have not

been mentioned in this essay; either of which
are at times troublesome to tobacco growers : the

common ground-worm and the tobacco or horn-

worm. The ground-worm is troublesome to

early planted tobacco. I know of no way to get
rid of this kind of worm only the old one, and
that is to hunt around the plants and kill them.

This worm never cuts much after the 10th day
of June ; about tliis time they appear to have had
iheir day and disappear. The horn- worm is

troublesome from the tiaie of planting a crop of

tobacco until it is housed. A large gang of tur-

keys manage this worm pretty well. When the

turkeys cannot manage these worms, they must
be pulled off the tobacco and killed.

1 vvill suppose the crop laid by, and that the
next stage has arrived ; that is the tapping of it.

There are two opinions about which is the best

time to top. One opinion is, that the tobacco
will cure a better color if the plants are permitted

to get out in full blossom before they are topped.

The other opinion is, that tobacco should be topped

as soon as it shows an inclination to flower, or in

the language of planters as soon as it buttons.

I think it should be always topped as soon as it

shows a button, for the growth of the top takes

from the plant of tobacco so much that would
have gone to it had it been topped earlv. The
same remark applies to succors that grow between
the leaf and stalk. They should be taken out
early; that is, they should not be permitted to

grow large, for they take away much from the
leaf which at this tmie is making its principal
growth. (J.)

After a crop of tobacco is laid by, that is, after
it is ploughed and hoed enough, there are from
three to five weeks before it is ripe and ready to

go to the house. During this time, a planter
ehould make all the necessary preparation for

housing. If he intends to cure liis tobacco with
fire, his wood should be cut and hauled to his

barns. If he has not got tobacco sticks enough
to hang all his crop they also should be prepared.
If he intends curing without fire, his scaffolds
should be put up around his barns. Id short,

every thing that will be wanted, should be in ila

place before he commences houssing; lor alter he
gels Adiy to cutting his tobacco, he will have
enough to do without having to do what might
have been done before. (K.)

1 will in this place make some remarks on cur-

inir of tobacco. Firing—that is, making fires

in the barn, under the tobacco, alter it is hung—
is the surest way to cure fine tobacco. Tobacco
that is intended |o be^rec/ should be hung in the
house as quick as can be after it is cut. The
house should be filled in a day, if possible, and
fires put in immediately. The quantity oi' heat
from fires during the different staires of curing'a

house of tpbacco, should be regulated by the state

of the weather. When fires are first put in a
house, under tobacco just hung in, they should
not be large, especially if the weather is warm
and dry. For the first, second and third day,
the heat should be such as will yellow the tobac-

co without sweating of it. Af^ter this time, the
fires should be larger, so as to keep the tobacco
as it cures dry. In dry warm weather, very lit-

tle fire under tobacco will cure it best. In wet or

cool weather, of course, more heat from fires is

necessary. Tobacco cures of a yellow color,

when managed in this way, if the fires are kept
under it from seven to eight days. It is a very
good way, also, in firing of tobacco, to let it hang
in the house until it yellows by the air, betijre

fire is put under it : then three or four days firing

will answer. But the tobacco is not likely to

cure yellow— it will, if properly managed, cure
what is called a fine red. (L.)

After all that may be said about firing of to-

bacco, I would not recommend it only at particu-

lar times, unless barns could be fixed with (Lir-

naces so as to carry off the sparks and smoke, so
as to prevent the barn fiom taking fire. I am
apprehensive that even furnaces would not be per-
fectly safe ; for there would be some danger even
from having fire in the barn ; and the pipes that
would carry off the smoke and sparks, might, by
passing through the tobacco as well as the barn,
communicate fire to some part of it.

The loss of a barn, with its contents, is a heavy
one. It takes also a great deal of wood to fire a
barn of tobacco ; and this on plantations where
fuel is scarce, is of considerable consequence.
Even if wood is plenty, it takes some labor to cut
and haul it. I have for several years past cured
my tobacco without putting a panicle of fire near
it ; and I have found it to be nearly, if not quite
as fine, as if it had been./irefZ. Tobacco of good
color, cured without fire, is worth more money in

a foreign market, from the circumstance of it8

not being smoked by the firing process.

Tobacco that is to he cured without fire, should
never be put in the house without its being hung
out of doors, after it is cut, lor several days.
There should be erected around each barn a
scaffold—the tobacco, as it is cut and slicked,

should be hung on the scaffold, and if there
should be no appearance of rain, it may remain
there for five or six days before it is put in the
house. Tobacco, before it begins to cure on a
scaffold, is not injured by rains; and after it be-

gins to cure, a rain that lasts a short time does

not injure it. If is rain that lasts two or three

days that injures tobacco hung on a scaffold. (M.)
A scaffold is const ruc'ed by burying in the
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frround about two feet, forks set up perpendicular-

ly, about ten feet apart I'rom each other ; in which

I)oies are put nearly (he distance ol' a common
lence rail from each other. Fence rails are thus

put across from one pole to another, leaving a

space of lour feet between each rail. These are

what are called tiers. A scaffold should not be

very iiiyh, fot if it is, the lower leaves of the to-

bacco will become bruised (rom the winds. A
scafJold should be of such a height, as to leave

the ends of the tobacco leaves from one to two

Jeet from the orround. It is not so well to erect

scaffolds on the north or north-west part of a

barn. They should always be made on the

warmest sides of the barn. A planter ean always,

fret his forks lor his scaffolds in the winter season,

whilst cutting wood and rail stuff. Having said

this much about scatlolds, I now return to the

curing and housing of tobacco.

A person unacquainted with scaffolding of to-

bacco, would suppose that there could not be so

much put in a barn in this way, a^^ there could

he by firing. It would be entirely a mistake.

There can be as much tobacco cured in a barn

by scaffolding, as there can be by firing. It is

true it could not be done po quickly
;
yet in an or-

dinary housina season there is ample lime to do it.

A planter who has several barns, when f-caffold-

ing of tobacco, should manaaeso as to be able to

take into the house a part of a scafiold of tobacco

every day, except rainy ones, during the season,

When tobacco is being carried in the barn from

the scaffold, the lower part of the barn should be

huntjfull; and if that part of the barn will hold

all that is at that time to be taken from the scaffold

it should be left there uniil the space is wanted

for more tobacco from the scaffold. By this

means, the tobacco may have the advantage of

several days in the barn, before it is finally hung
away. The best time of the day to take tobacco

in the barn, li-om the. t^caffold, is late in the even-

ing. It should be handled very carelully, so as

not to crumble the cured leaves. Tobacco should

not, whenever it can be avoided, be carried in the

barn from the scaffold, while wet with dew. This

can always be avoided, except when there is an

appearance of rain.

When about to fill a barn with tobacco that has

been scaffolded, the tobacco should behungsoas!
leave ^rc holes, for if, about this time, there should

come a spell of wet weather, the tobacco can

have fires put under it, and be kept from being

injured by the weaiher. However, tobacco that

has been well killed by being scaffolded, will not

injure in wet weather as near as soon as a person

might suppose. It is only in long spells of warm
wet weaiher that firing is necessary for tobacco

that has been scaffolded. There are only two
cases in which I would recommend firing of to-

bacco—one is- in the instance just mentioned.

The other is when a crop of tobacco, from unto-

ward circumstances, ripens, or is not fit to be cut

until late in the season for housing. Fires, by
curing the tobacco quickly, prevents it from freez-

ing in the house, which the lower leaves are

apt to do, if left to cure by the air, when housed

late in the season. Sometimes i)lanters fire for

want of house-room ; that is, they cannot wait

for their tobacco to cure by the air. ( have
always thought it best to have a sufficient number
of hams. A planter had better build two barns

than to have one burnt down.

I will here make some remarks on the con-

struction ol tobacco houses. Tight houses will

not cure tobacco as well as moderately open ont^s.

P^ven when tobacco is cured by fires, a very tight

house is not the best. There is a large quantity
of moisture in a house of uncured tobacco—so

there must be some opening lor it to escape. I

have seen barns where the main building was
shedded all around with no other covering except
the roofs of the main building and sheds— that

is, no weather boarding put on any part of it,

except the rools. Barns of this construction

certainly cure tobacco best when there are no
long spells of wet weather ; for these kinds of barns

cannot be fired in. It is also liable to be injured,

if not stripped shortly after it is cureil. 1 have
also seen barns of this construction with the

sheds partially weather-boarded by setting up
narrow planks around the sheds two or three

inches apart. This is certainly some security

against wet weather; yet (he tobacco is no,i suffi-

ciently secured against it. Those who have the

limber, can build no kind of barns that will answer
better lor tobacco than the old fashjoned barns

built ol oak boards and shingles: ihey let in suffi-

cient air when it is curing, and keep out damp
air after it is cured. IBarns, when built with

plank and shingles, always cure tobacco best

when the plank is put on with one end upwards,
though the flames of barns weather-boarded in

this way, will not last as long as when the plank

is put on horizonlal.y. The best way probably

to build a barn to suit all times, and all kinds of

weather, would be to have all the plank intended

lor weather-boarding, made into large doors, and
well hung wiih good hinges, so tliat when the

tobacco wanted air, all the doors could be opened
—when damp air would injure it, the doors could

be shut. A barn constructed after this manner,

would cost a little more money lor hinges lor tb-

doois, and latches lor fastening of them. I h ve

seen one built alter this manner, which ansA'ered

very well until it was burnt down. The doora

could reach only to the eaves of the house, it' so

far ; of course the other parts of the building

must be weather boarded in the usual man-
ner. (N.)
When tobacco is ripe and fit to be cut, there

are around the roots of the plants several leaves

nearly cured. They can now be saved either

before or after it is cut. Tobacco should have no

leaves taken from its roots until it is ripe; taking

away the leaves too early stops the growth. The
tobacco saved from around the roots of the plant,

is called ground leaf. The usual way of saving

this kind of tobacco, is to pull the leaves by hand
from the roots of the plants, and tie* them up in

small bunilf's, and straddle them across a s'ick,

until they ate cured enough. When fine ground

leaf is cured, the usual ^vay is to select the

largest leaves that are about half cured, and run

a peg three or four inches long through \he

large end of the stein, filling the peg with leaves,

but leaving a space of about half an inch be-

tween them, and then hang them across tobacco

[sticks.

The best time of the day to gather ground

leaves, belbre the lobacco is cut, is Tate in the day

about an hour from sunset ; when the tobacco

* Sweet potato vines make a <];ood tie.
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irrouml ia wet, the leaves are at tliis linie. of the

day ill order to be iralliered. Leaves ixalliereil

wlien ihe dew is on them, will injure belore iliey

fj;et dry. Tobacco, wlicn beinjj cut, siiould not,

il' it can be i)revented, be sutfered lo fall too

much—tiuu is, lie on the <Tround unlil the leaves

become very limber; Ibr when they become too

nmcli so, they chim around' the stalk, and the

tobacco will not cure so ^ood by it. A crreat deal

oi' care is necessary while tobacco is bein>j: cut

and carried to the housfc; it must not be sufler-

od to lie in heaps and heat. While laying in the

field, if the sun shines hot at ihe time, it will be

burnt by the sun, if permitied tf; lay too long.

When hauling il to the house, the loads should

not be large, as it will bruise when hauled in large

loads. I have seen some persons have bushes

wiih green leaves Jaid in the bottom of their carts

belore the tobacco was put in the cart. This
was done to prevent the .tobacco Irora being
bruised. (O.)
There are three ways in use Ibr hanging of the

tobacco plants on the stick, one way is, by split-

ting the stalk before the plants are cut, another

way is lo put a peg in the big end of the stalk
;

this is a tedious way and though in old limes the

only way used, lias now nearly gone out of use.

The other way is to put a sharp pointed iron

spear, with a socket like a chisel on a tobacco

stick, and then run the plants on the stick, by
running the iron spear through the stalk of the

plants. This is the quickest way of the three,

but unless there is a considerable space left be-

tween the plants, the tobacco will injure. The
most careful hands should only be permitted to

slick tobacco in this way. Those hands who
could not be trusted to put tobacco on the sticks,

could be engaged in the tobacco field at other

work.

The splitting of the stalk and afterwards strad-

dling it across a stick, though not so quick a way
as the one just mentioned, is a belter way for

several reasons, one is, the plants can be easily

regulated when they are put in the house ; ano-
ther is, the tobacco cures quicker, and when
housed late is not so apt lo be li-ozen in the house.

It does not require so muchjudsment when put-

ting the plants on the stick. The tobacco also,

is much easier to get off the stick when it is

wanted lo strip.

We will now suppose the tobacco to be housed
and cured and ready to be stripped, that is, taking
the .leaves from the stalks ; whenever the tobacco
is moist enough, or, in planter's language, in order,

this can be done. The different kinds and
colors must be tied up in separate bundles, and
each kind put away by it,sfir. x\fter tobacco is

stripped care must be taken to prevent it Irdm
iieating in the hulks, which it quickly does in

warm weather if put away in too moist a state.

It it should begin to get warm it should be taken
out of bulk immediately and put in a situation lo

cool and dry. If bulks of tobacco should heat
in warm, wet weather, and the weather con-
tinues so, the best way then is to straddle the
bundles across sticks and hang them up in the
house. Tobacco of a fine color and good leaf

should never be suffered to heat in bulk; Ibr the
color, as well as the leaf, is considerably injured
thereby. Tobacco of a dull color and coarse leaf

is not injured so much by heating in hulk; though

heating in bulk injures any tobacco more or less ;

the old notion that tobacco was not conditioned lo

pack in hogsheads until it had heated in bulk id

entirely erroneous. 'J'obacco may be packed
without injuring in the hog.-head, if properly

dried alter being siript from the stalks; indeed

lubacco after ills siri|)t retiuiresa great deal of
atiention to manage it properly ; and if managed
properly until it is in the house and cured, may
be by improper management or neglect, made to

be worth less money, afier this lime. 1 have
seen tobacco myself put up in bulks, and sudeied
almost to rot before any thing was done to it.

It is |)rincipally the management and handling of

tobacco alter it is cured, that makes the distinction

between a nice planter and an indifferent one.

When bulking of tobacco the leaves should
be kept straight and the bundles spread open
somewhat like a fiin, which can easily be done, by
placing loo or three bundles at a lime, by the

person who is handing the tobacco to the bulker,

against his breast, and giving them a stroke down
with the other. I have (bund the best way lo

condition tobacco when stripf, lo be as follows :

Take two tobacco sticks and lay them parallel

and about one Ibot apart, then bulk on them
about one hundred pounds, by placing the bundles
across the slicks. The tobacco should be kneed
down; iwo persons can move these bulks when-
ever wanted by taking hold of the ends of ihe

slicks. Tobacco when bulked in this way, if not

very moist, will not want anything more done
lo it until wanted to pack, especiall}' if the bulks

are put up on the tiers of the barn, which can be
easily done by liftinir them up by the tobacco
slicks. After tobacco has been bulked in the way
here recommended the small bulks should be on
a drying day taken and opened, and the tobacco
laid down by hand on the large bulking places.

Bulking places should be fixed for the diflerent

qualities, and as the small bulks are pulled to

pieces the different qualities should be placed
apart frona each other. Though in bulking on
sticks as recommended, each quality as near as

can be at that time ascertained, should be bulked
to itself. In moving tobacco from the smaller to

the larger bulks, the large bulks should, if the
tobacco is very moist, have only three or four
courses of bundles of tobacco placed on them at

onetime; alter they have dried somewhat, three
or four more courses can be placed in the same
manner, and the operation repeated as long as
necessary. Thus a barn of tobacco may be con-
ditioned in this way without any of the lobacca
healing.

The best direction that can be given about
packing of tobacco in hogsheads are, that the
tobacco should only be moist enough to keep it

from crumbling, and that fine tobacco should not
• be pressed so hard as to bruise it. Tobacco,
though often packed belbre, is hardly conditioned
enough belbre the month of May.

I shall now make such remarks on the cultiva-
tion of tobacco and the management of the plan-
tation, as have been omitted in the preceding
part of this essay.

Plaster of Paris, on suitable land, acts well on
tobacco, though it will not cure so fine a color if

there is a great deal of plaster put on it while in

the field. When there is much litter in the land

a small quantity of plaster is of great service; aa
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it gives the tobacco a healthy jrrou'th which
ottierwJBe would be sickly. Some planters sow
the land with plaster belbre the tobacco is planted

and afterwards piaster the plants, alter they are

transplanted. This way makes a heavy crop,

but it will not cure so fine as it would have done
with less plaster.' I have generally found that a
large spoonlul is enough, if put in the bud of the

plant directly after being xoed-out.

When manuring tobacco land with manure
that is well rotted, or with ashes, the best time to

ptat it on is when the land is readyto be laid off

lor making the hills. The plough then throws
the manure where the hill will be when made.

I have said that plant beds should be sowed
in March ; they may, in case of accidents, be
sown much later and yet bring plants in time.

In the year 1826 I had most of my plants killed

by a spell of freezing weather, about the middle
of April. About the 18ih or 19th day of the same
month, I burnt and sowed a bed in low land. 1

selected the place along the margin of a branch
<6r the purpose of having water at hand to water
che bed if necessary ; Ibr late in the spring as it

was, 1 knew it would only be by great attention

that the plants would come in time. It so turned
out that Httle or no rain lell until near the last

ol June, and I regularly, every evening, watered
die bed : by the middle of June the plants were
large enough to plant, and if there had been a
planting season, at that time, a great many plants

could have been planted for the size of the bed,

out of it. I knew a bed that was sown in Feb.
1820; the plants came up in March ; on the 2d
<lay of April a snow storm commenced which
lasted all day, snow lell to the depth of 5 or 6
inches, which was succeeded by a cold northwest
wind. Nearly every plant in the bed was killed

;

in a few days it was dug up and sowed ; as soon
as the plants got up the bed was cleaned of them
by the flies ; about the 8th or lOlh of May the
bed was dug up and sown again ; by the middle
of June, there was a smart drawing of plants

taken from it, and by the last day ol June a crop
of fifteen or twenty hogsheads of tobacco planted
out of it. I give these two instances to show that

plants may be raised in time in case of accidents,
although sowed very late in the season.

It seems superfluous to say that a planter should
provide and keep on his plantation the best of ag-
ricultural implements ; for every mechanic, artizan
and agriculturist should provide himself with the
best of tools, lor it has been remarked that none
but a rich mnn can afford to work with an indif-

ferent tool ! Of all others a planter stands most in.

need of labor saving tools and machinery. For
tobacco requires a great deal of labor and attention
to produce it of a fine quality ; how much labor
is often lost by giving a hand an indiflierent axe
or worn out hoe, to work with, how much more
ploughing can be done, and how much better,

with a plough in good order, than with one worn
out. How much time is often lost in sendin" to a
neighbor's to borrow a spade, or to grind axes
for want of a grindstone at home. Half the time
lost in this way in the course of a year would if

employed in some useful labor more than purchase
a spade and grindstone. But it is not only to

these little matters that a planter's attention should
he called, as tobacco puts it out of his power to

devote as much time as he would wish to the

raising of food for his family, workmen, and ani-

mals. He ought to provide such machines and
utensils as will enable him to prepare his food for

his animals to the best advantage.

I must again say that it should be the greatest

object with a planter, to have his tobacco crop

grow quickly alter it is planted ; tobacco that grows
slowly is apt to become diseased (Ibr tobacco like

other vegetables is subject to disease) and will not

cure of a fine color. To make fine tobacco re-

quires great attention to what would seem to be
small things. For instance, the setting of a
tobacco plant in tiie hill may retard its growth
considerably. Put the main root in the ground
doubled like a staple, if it live at all, it will have
to grow an entire new root before the leaf grows
any. Or set a plant too deep in the ground if it

does not rot and die it will be a 'long time belbre

it goes to growing ; when a crop of tobacco is

ready (or the house early there is more time to

take care of it; there is no danger of its being
spoiled by being caught in frost.; the plants will

be entirely cured belbre very freezing weather
commences, consequently, there will be none to

freeze in the house. A Ibrward crop likewise

can be stripped early and of course the sooner got
ready Ibr market.

As 1 am about to close, I must say, there is no-
thing recommended in my essay that is far-fetcli-

ed ; to an experienced planter, the most of it will

appear co.mmon-place,ibut to young planters it

will give many a uselul hint.

Young men when commencing any business

stand in need of the experience of those who
have been engaged in the same kind of business

before ihem.

\_Note—The words in italic are technical terras

used by tobacco growers.

—

Ed. xJm. Farm.']

[Believing that it would give additional value to

the foregoing interesting essay, we requested of a

gentleman who is well qualified for the task, to fur-

nish notes and remarks on those points of practice

and opinion, which, though doubtless correct as to

Maryland, or bright tobacco, are unsuitable to the

very different product sought to be made in Vir-

ginia. The writer of the commentary furnished

upon this request, has had long experience in to-

bacco culture ; and the high prices obtained for his

crops were sufficient evidence that the after ma-

nagement was judicious. Not having space for all

the notes in this number, they will be deferred to

the next.—Ed. Far. Reg.]

MONTHLY COIMMERCIAL REPORT.

For the Fanners' Register.

The present month is not marked by any thing
of peculiar interest. Political affairs wear a pa-
cific aspect. Money matters have not improved.
Stocks of almost every description are even lower,

so great is the want of confidence and the scarcity

of money. European capitalists have ceased to

invest in American stocks, and their own govern-
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inents are now endeavorinij to obtain lartre loons

to meet the heavy exi^enses incurred by their war-

hke preparations. The treasury of our ledoral

goveiiinieiit is worse than empty ; for it cannot

meet the demands npon it. incurred some months

past. JNlanv of the stale nrovernmenis are in a

pimihir condition; and ilie hanks south of New
YotU, so I'ar as the comnmnity i:< concerned, have

suspended. Thus fiscal mailers are in a most dis-

ordered stale, without an early prospect of re-

storation.

The variations in ilie prices of proihice in Vir-

ginia, since last month, liave been slip;ht. To-
bacco has advanced a little, and may he quoted

at ^4:|: to .^9. Cotton is rather lower— price 8 to 10

cents. Canal flour iK42. Corn 42 cents. Bacon
8 to 9 cents. Shipments of flour are troinjj l(>r-

ward to England from New Orleans, New YoiU,

&c. Domestic exchanges are rather worse. Die

receipts of cotton at tlie principal markets in ih(^

United States to t[ie latest dates are 1,105,000

against 1.872,000 at the same period last year.

7>/arcA 29, 1841. X.

TO PREVENT INSECTS CLIMBING UP FRUIT-
TREES.

At a late meetintj ofthe Entomoloffica! Society,

Mr. James H. Fennell commnnicaied the follow-

ing successlid mode of preventinj; insects ascend-

iuiT the trunks of fruit-tees. Let a piece of fndian

ruhher he burnt over a jrallipnt, into which it will

iiradually drop in the condition of a thick viscid

juice, which slate it appears it will always retain ;

f()r Mr. Fennell has at the present time some
which has been melted for upwards of a vear,

and has been exposed to all weather uiihoni

undergoing the elitrhiest change. Having melted
the Indian rubber, let a piece of cord or worsted
be smeared with it. and then tied several times
round the trunk. The melted substance is so very
sticky, that the insects will be prevented, and
generally captured, in their attempts to pass over
it. About three pennyworth of Indian ruhher is

suflicient for the protection ol twenty ordinary
sized fruit-trees.

PROCEEDINGS OF THE PEl^-DEE AGHICUI.-
TURAI. SOCIETY, AT CHERAW, S. C, FEB-
RUARY 22, 1841,

Extract From the Farmers' Gazuttc.

The following premiums were awarded :

To Gen. James Gillespie, for having
produced the greatest quantity of cotton

on three acres of upland the amount be-
ing 1735 1-3 lbs. per acre of seed cotton,

aeilver cup ofthe value of ^30 00
To Samuel Keeder for the greatest

production of sweet potatoes, he having
produced on one acre three hundred and
twenty bushels, a silver cup of the va-
lue of 10 00
The following is a memorandum of the cuhure

ofthe cotton, soil &c. by Gen. Gillespie.
" Land red or mulatto, about three hundred

bushels of manure chiefly from the stable, a part
fermented and a part not, was spread broad-cast
io the acre. The ground then broken up with a

Vol. IX,-12-D

two horse turning plough ; then run off with a
10 inch shovel, into rows 3 1-2 leet apart. Scat-

tered lorty bushels of partially killed cotton seed
to the acre in these furrows, upon which a ridge
was made by runninji two furrows with a dagon
lilouuh. I'hen sowed one bushel of plaster of
Paris to the acre broad cast, and ten bushel.s of
slacked ashes per acre on the tof)« of tlie ridges.

Planted 13ih April, the seed was rubbed in

plaster of Paris.

Chopped out with 9 inch hoes .5th May.
First ploughing 6ih May run two lurrows ia

each row with a sweep.

First hooing May 19ih and thinned to one and
twostalkd in each hill ; the cotton had died consi-

derably, replanted at this hoeing Ibr the third

time.

Second ploughing, May2lst, run two furrows

with a shovel in each row near the cotton: June
1st ploushed out the middies with two sliovel fur-

rows. June 2d hoed second time and replanted

the Iburth time as the cotton was still dying ; the
previous replanting had come up but most of it

died.

June 23d plouirhed third time ; three shovel fur-

rows in a row : June 28lli hoed third, time.

July 20ih ploughed fourth time run dajron
plough (mould board to the cotton) and shovel in

the miildle :

Jidv 28ih hoed fourth lime.

Product : 5206 of seed cotton making an
averajre nf 1735 1-3 lbs to the acre.'

It will be observed that thiscotton died so much
as to make (bur replanlings necessary, and even
then a perfect stand was ribt obtained. This I

attribute to the too creat formentaiion ofthe cotton
seed placed under the ridge, combining probably
with the unrolled stable manure. It was hoped
that this rapid fermentation would be checked or
carried off by running a furrow on each side of
the ridge on the 21st of May and leaving it open
for a Cew days, but in this I was disappointed.

The object in placing the cotton seed under the
ridre, was to force the plant forward early.

The stable manure was spread broad cast,

1st. Because tliat quantity under the bed would
be likely to destroy the plant before the roots

could pass through it.

2d. If placed under the bed and a drought of

but short duration occurred in the latter part of
the season, if the offers of forms did -not drop
during the drought, a good season would cause so

sudden and rapid a growth of the plant as to

cause the forms then to drop.

3d. To feed the plant through the latteral roots

when maturing the balls. The plaster of Paris
was put on to assist the cotton in case of droaght
or ordinary season, but rainy as the year was, [

should say, judging from former experiments with
it, that the plaster did no good.
The ashes were used because I believe them Co

be a good manure in all lands well drained ; I

have never tried them on wet lands.

The above is a true account p.f the method of
working and product of 3 acres of upland cotton

to the best of my knowledge.
Jas. Gillespie.

The following is a memorandum of sweet po-
tatees raised on one acre of land by Samuel
Keeler.
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The land on which the palatoes werr planted
|

was sandy. It was broke up in April and thiny-

five two liorse loads ol' manure, the s'-rapinir ol

the yard, was applied. This manure vva?: ploughed

in and then the land was made inio hills ihree

feet by three and a half, [jlouirhed three limes and

hoed out each plouiihinif- product, three hundred

and tvvemy bushels. The poiatoes planted were

the Spanish variety. 1 certify the above, to the

best ol" my knowledge. S. Keelkr.

COOKING BEETS.

From tlie Albany Cultivaloi

.

Take beets of middle size, and after removinfr

the tops and dirt, roast them in a fire as potatoes

are roasted. When done, they are peeled and
served up in the usual manner. One who has

tried them in this vvay, says they are much
sweeter and richer than when boiled.

SUIMIBIil-IlY or ME-WS.

BANK AND BANKRUPT ITEMS.

Republished from the weekly siimma-iies of news,
attached lo the Weekly Farmers' Register.

[It is dcsjirned that the concise summaries of gene-

ral news prepared for jhe Weekly Farmers' Register,

shall also hereafter be presented together at the end of

each monthly number, as will be commenced in this.

One of the main objects of this is, (in pursuance o(

views stated at page 157 of this number,) to present

to the agricultural public facts and truths in regard to

the banks and their operations, which the publishers

of newspapers generally are unwilling to utter, and in

regard to which, therefore, there is a deplorable want of

information. To bring up the banking history of these

eventful days, from the pretended "resumption of spe-

cie payments," all items relating to the banks which
appeared in the weekly numbers of January and Fe-

bruary, will be here republished ; and the entire sum-
maries of news thereafter, commencing with the pre-

sent month.]

Extract From the Weekly Farmers' Register, Jan. 16, 1841.

The time fixed by the laws of Pennsylvania, Mary-
land and Virginia, for the banks to resume specie pay-
ments, is Jan. 15, or soon after: and some of the news-
papers are urging (and we fear successfully) that the
resumption should beposponed, on the grounds that to
meet it the banks must contract their issues. No
doubt !—but when will not the same reason exist,
and the argument be equally good? The banks
which cannot pay after a suspension since 18.37,
(acknowledged or virtual,) will never pay. It is time
for those institutions which are bankrupt, to be made
to appear so, and that the most rotten parts of a fraud-
ulent general system shall be allowed to sink, by
withdrawing from them that support of government
which alone upholds them.
On the 11th, the presidents of all the banks in Bal-

timore held a meeting and resolyed that it was irtex-

pedient to resume specie payments unless the Virgin-
ia banks did so also, simultaneously. This, we ?up-

^

pose, settles the matter that the reitin of irredeemable
paper and irresponsible banking is to continue—as the

resumption in Virginia, by law, was \.o follow that of
the more noithern banks.
New York Jan. 6.—United States Bank stock fell

7 per cent during this day, having sunk to .53. The
whole decline of price is 10 per cent since the recent

publication of the bank's own report of its own afiairs.

July 71h further decline to .50|.

The Franklin Bank of Baltimore has failed.

The Philadelphia Ledger of 14th, from which the

above is copied, expresses the opinion that the Phila-

delphia banks would resume specie payments on the

loth—and considers the declaration of the presidents

of tlie Baltimore banks (stated above) as decisive that

they will not resume at_ present.

Saturday, January 2.3, 1841.

On the 1.5th, the Philadelphia banks resumed specie

payments, and the Maryland and Virginia banks did not.

The resumption law of Maryland requires her banks
to pay specie after Virginia—and the law of Virgirda

requires her banks to resume specie pa'yments after

the banks of Maryland. The banks of each state pro-

claim their entire ability and readiness and anxiety to

resume payment— but both stand upon the point of

law, (or the point of bank honor perhaps,) and wait

for the banks of the other state to pay either first or

"simultaneously !" How long will these contradictory
" sayings and doings" continue ?

$,11(),()()0 are stated to have been drawn from

the Philadelphia banks the two first days after resump-
tion, the United States' Bank having bled for more
than halL—Whtg.

Large sales of United States bank stock at Philadel-

phia on January 20, opened at 52, and closed at 53.

A .=mall amount between the boards sold at 54. Same
day in New York, 975 shares of this stock sold at

from 51 to 51^

Satxirday, Januaty 30, 1841.

The Baltimore and Virsjinia Banks, have at last

agreed upon a " simultaneous" movement, and now
promise to resume specie payments on February 1st.

Qu. Have they gained any thing, in reputation or

otherwise, by the addition of 15 days delay to their

previous failure to pay ?

Philadelphia, January 22. The correspondent of

the Journal of Commerce writes that " business of
all descriptions is less active, and money in greater

request than for the past year. It now commands a
rate of interest running from 1^ to 2^ per cent per
month—indeed it is next to impossible, except on the

most unquestionable paper, to obtain it at anv price.

The banks are not discounting, and dare not, while
they stand coupled with the Bank of the United States.

The confidence, which it was mainly hoped would be
extended to our currency on a united resumption, is

not yet apparent, nor will it be, while institutions

notoriously insolvent contribute in any large degree

in furnishing it."

It is ascertained that the New Brunswick Bank has
stopped, and it is feared, finally, lb.

The Governor of Mississippi states, that he has issued

his proclamation declaring the charters of the follow-

ing banks forfeited

:

The Tombigbee Rail Road and Banking Company;
The Hernando Rail Road and Banking Company

;

The Mississippi Rail Road and Banking Company;
The Benton and Manchester Rail Road and Banking

Company
;

The Aberdeen and Pontotoc Rail Road and Banking
Company

;

The Bank of Vicksburg;
The Mi.ssissipi Union Bank, and
Tne Citizens Bank of Madison County

;
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Several othpr."!, he bolicves, have failed to coinpl_y

with the injiinctioiis of the IJaiik Law.
Xew Yuik.Jcin 27.—The stock market a;;ain ^ave

way to-day, and our quotations are lower, without any
exceptions. United States Bank Stock fell 1.^, Dela-

ware |, iS^orth American Trust i, Hailein i, Stoninu;-

ton
.J

; and the market closed with a tendency decided-

ly downward.

—

Ev. Post.

Saturday, February 6, 1S41.

The Farmers' and Mechanics' Bank of New Bruns-

wick, (N. J..) has broke, and the doors were closed

on the 2Sd lilt., by an injunction oi the Chancelloi^

On Feoniary 1, tlie banks of Virginia and Maryland
resumed specie payments, after a fashion. By each

bank, and each branch havirjg previously exchanged.

or otherwise sent its own notes as tlir irom home as

possible, and by issuitig no other than the notes of

other banks or branches, (vvhich they can, and of

course will, refuse to pay in specie,) and by inducintr

the merchants under their control to draw their checks

for "current notes," the banks had admirably well

"prepared lor paying specie"—that is, they had so

arranged as to pay as little of it as possible. To for-

ward this great object still more, there is now a bill

before the Virginia legislature to authorize the banks
to issue small notes, (fir sums under !^'o) ; and it is to

be feared that this additional measure to serve mere
bank interests, and to keep specie out of circulation,

will pass that body. The northern brokers, who alone

are enabled by their position to counteract these non-

paying designs of the banks, will be the only persons

who will obtain specie to much extent. And whether
drawn and carried off by loreign brokers, or otherwise

remaining in the vaults of the banks, the specie will

be of very little service in filling the circulation of

Virginia, so as to guard against the worst evils of the

next bank suspension. The proper policy, for all who
prefer the interest of the country to that of the banks,

and who dare so to act, is to refuse all checks for "cur-
rent notes,'' and to draw specie wherever it can be

carried to the country, and diffused through' the country

circulation, and to receive from no bank or branch,

any notes but its own, which it can be required to re-

deem.

Since the resumption of specie payments, Unfted
States bank stock h.is fallen from 52 to 48 and a frac-
tion.

February 13.

The advice to draw specie from the banks, and dif
fuse it through the counlr3' circulation, as offered in our
last week's summary, was too late ; and flie occurrence
of another bank su.?pension, which was fhenintimated,
had then actually begun in Philadoljihia. The Uniteii
States Bank, alter a very short resumption, again
stopped payment on the 4th. The news reached this

place on Sunday, the day after our last weekly publi-
caiion, and on Monday morning, in the first banking
half heur, the Brarich Farmers' Bank and Branch
Exchange B.ink again stopped specie payments, after

a. six days "resumption.'" The thirteen other banks
of Philadelphia also stopped a day after the United
States Bank, after having first, but the night before
their stoppage, held a joint meeting and declared and
published to the world that they would continue to
pay. The New Jersey, Delaware and Baltimore banks
have followed their example, of course, and so will all

in Virginia, and probably all south of New York that
have not already done so. The banks in Maryland
and Virginia may not have paid away mucli money in

their six days resumption; but another and so speedy
a suspension, will serve as a heavy draft upon, and pro-
digious, lessf'hing of, their remaining credit and reputa-
tion, and hold on the confidence of the country at larice

The banks throughout this country are above all law
and all restraint ; and they are made by law impregna-
ble against all assailants, except themselves. And by
their own hands, or measures, they are now reaching

I that end which is approaching, however slowly, but
' which is yet inevitable. Now will ensue another long
time of suspended payments— if indeed payment will

ever be resumed bona fide, and to full extent, by the
existing banks of this country, or any future baidcs es-

tablished upon the present system. Every body (ex-
cept the most submissive an<l subservient of bank
slaves) admit that the banking system needs reform;
yet none will attem])t to forward it. The banks are
left to reform themselves ; and, in sufficient time, they
will do it, and with a vengeance. -

In the new act vvhich the Virginia legislature will

pass this session to relieve the banks, (as such laws
now are made annually, and as regularly required as

new almanacs,) we beg to suggest the propriety of a
provision to direct a new style of bank notes, for the

relief of tender consciences of bank presidents and di-

rectors. We propose simply to insert the word "not,"
so that a bank note shall read thus :

" The President,

Directors &. Co. of the Bank of , promise not

to pay twenty dollars," Sec. Sec. This amendment,
while serving to conform much nearer (if not without
exception) to the truth, would not at all lessen the

currency of the riofes, nor impair the credit of the

banks adopting the change of obligation. It is not the

words of their promises on their notes, nor 1he creditor

solvency of the banks, that sustains their circulation

;

it is the general endorsement by the state.

United States Bank stock has sold as low as 25 since

its " suspension," or bankruptcy. Its notes are 15 per
cent, below par in Philadelphia. Notesol other banks
there 5 per cent, below specie.

The early stoppage of the Farn*ers' Branch Bank
in Petersburg, we are proud to have proved, by pre-

senting for specie a check of $400; which being re-

fused payment, (their first refusal,) we had the bank
repnlarly protested, and would have forthwith sued,

(and enforced our right by legal pi-ocess.) if the au-
thorities had not thought it best to succumb and pay
the demand in legal coin. If they had not, we would
have forced them to do so. As it is, we have shown
the way to all who choose to compel banks to pay
their debts.

What we have said, and still more what we have
done, to expose the false pretences of the banks, and
the rottenness of the system, has aroused the malice
of the satellites of the banks. This giafifies us much,
as it shows that our stuali shot have not been fired aN
together in vain. "Thp wounded pigeons are known
by their fluttering." We fear not the banks, omnipo-
tent though they be, and heartily despise the anger
and malice of their would be-bnrrnwers, and tools.

The Richmond Enquirer of Thursday, says, "A
fine spirit animates our presidents [of the banks.]
One of them told us yesterday, in a decided and buoy-
ant tone, when asked what we should say for them

;

' Say that we are paying specie, and that we mean to

do so. But don't say as you did on Tuesday

—

we will

if we can. Say unqualifiedly, we can and will go on.*

The Richmond Compiler of yesterday says, " The
banks of this city have paid all demands in specie so

far, and are determined to go on, it appears. Some of
the ofiicers tell us that there cati be ' no ifs and ands*

about their course—tliat they will pay specie at any
event." We wish that such may be the result, but have
no faith in it. We have noticed that dec'arations of

willingness to pay were often uttered, through news-
papers or otherwise, the bolder and londi-r in propor-

tion to the nearness of an approaching and certain sus-

pension. The banks of Virginia are no doubt as good
as any others ; but none are able to maintain pay-

ments, because the whole system is rotten and sinking,

and deserves to sink and perish. We Irarn from pri-

vate information in Richmond that the banks tlmre

have not paid, and do not pay specie for checks; and

as very few of their own notes are in Richmond, (by

th«ir own previous policy,) of course the demands to

pay notes have as yet been small.
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The banks of Georgia resumed specie nayments on
the 1st—^just in time to unite in the j2;eneral re-suspen-
sion—which news may be expected next.

An injunction lias been served upon the Newbury-
port bank, to stop its operation.

The act to permit the banks to emit small notes ($1
$2) passed on Tuesday. This would have been a

very bad measure, with specie payments existinj;-. But
unddr a suspension, we admit it to be proper and right.

The best and only redeeming feature of the law was
very nearly being struck out. This makes these notes

redeemable in specie at any branch bank, as well as

where issued.

Saturday, February 20.

A report from the Secretary of the Treasury was
laid belbre the senate of United States on Februar)^

12, "giving his views and calculations as to the losses

sustained by the government and people through the

Bank of the United States, and State Banks. He
estimated the fluctuations in Banlc currency, affecting

prices,- extravagance in living, sracrifices of property
&c. (not connected with his other computations) at

one hundred andfifty millions of dollars ! ! The ag-
gregate loss he computes at three hundred and sixty-

five millions, four hundred and ninety-seven dol-

lars!!!"

We see that the newspapers of North Carolina and
Georgia are reporting, and professing to believe, that
the banks of Virginia are paying specie, and are ap-
plauding them highly for it. Their editors, or those
who speak in their names, are indeed " thankful for

small favors," and are perhaps the more ready to be-
lieve, or to report that the Vuginia banks are paying
specie, because they hope that the some belief, or
good report, will be extended to their banks. Most
commercial newspapers are as much under the control
of the merchants (if not directly of the banks) as the,

merchants are under the control of the batdcs—and
therefore few of their conductors dare to oll'end the
banks by telling any unpalatable truth, until it has
become notorious, and can no longer be held back
with any benefit. Therefore it is useless to expect to
learn from the newspapers whether the banks pay
specie, in remote towns from which we have no other
raep,ns for information. But we infer that the banks
of R-ichmond and of Petersburg are as much specie-
paying banks as any others in "the state (or perhaps
in the United States,) and there is certainly no bona
fide specie paying hsink there. The Virginia bank in
Petersburg, alone, pays its own notes, and tliose only.
And as scarcely any notes are in circulation in any
town where issued, it makes very little diiierence
whether these few (when presented) are paid, as at
this bank, or refused to be paid, as elsewhere. Checks
are not paid in specie, as a general rule, at any of the
banks, and specie change is very little more abundant
in circidation than before the so-called "resumption."
If such as these are indeed specie-paying banks, there
is but little difference between the paying and not
paying specie. It is admitted by the most thorough
bank partizans that when the northern banks stop
paying, ours must follow the example; and this is
urged as their all-sufficient excuse. If so, (and we
do not mean to deny it,) we have not to look to the
legislation of Virginia for improving our currency,
but to that of the northern states. Of course, while
the present banking system lasts, there is no possible
chance for a truly convertible paper currency. The
present shallow and empty pretence of specie-pay in"
made by or for any banlts that have but lately " resum*^
ed" or pretended to resume, will not continue longer
ti.an the several legislatures shall pass the annual
ii-idemnifying law for the benefit and protection of the
banks.

The teller of a specie-paying bank in Macon, Ga.,
pays its notes in small silver, and weighs every se-
parate piece. In this manner, and by great industry.

he paid out ,f30 the first day of resumption. A hold-

er of ^400 in notes of the bank, has engaged the

services of the teller for several weeks in advance.
This operation presents the very beau ideal of a mo-
dern convertible paper currency, and the bank which
has shown the way ought to be esteemed a model in-

sliiuiion. We recommend the example to all banks
that claim to pay specie, and desire to enjoy the repu-

tation at as little cost as possible.

Saturday, February 27. 3841.

Most of the banks of Virginia still pretend to pay
specie, and, judging from the newspapers, most peo-

ple in and out of Virginia, either believe, or profess

to believe, in the truth of the pretension. We re[)eat

that there is not a. bona fide specie-paying bank in

"Virginia—and we predict that there never will be one,

while the present bankg and banking system last. It

is very easy to assert the contrary, anil very difficult

(for any but the bank authorities tliemselves) to prove
the trutli ; but as soon as the Virginia legislature shall

have passsed the annual act of plenary indulgence, for

all past and future banking delinquences, the truth

will be less hidden. In the present state, of things,

and under the despotic bank influence that prevails,

and the depraved moral sense which banks have in-

troduced, it IS more creditable and honored, as well as
more safe and profitable, for an individual or a news-
paper to tell falsehood to benefit the banks, rather

than truth to their disadvantage.

The legislature of Pennsylvania have passed an act

suspending lor 40 days the existing legal penalties

incurred by their avowedly suspending banks. The
governor has not yet given his assent, but we presume
that he will ; and that the 40 tiays will be hereaiter ex-
tendeu to as much time as the banks may require.

Ten years ago, the city of Philadelphia had, or

thought she had, more than fifty millions of active

bank capital. Now, of rea'ly available active cap-
ital, she lias only about five millions. All the rest is

either irrecoverably lost, or loaned to the state and
the United States Bank, so as to be entirely unavaila-

ble. Yet Philadelphia is going on with her business.

What a comment is this upon the notion that a

great amount of banking capital is essential to the

improvements of business !

—

Jour. Com.
Public opinion has changed very much within

twenty years. There is now no reverence for banks;
and a national bank would, as to public favor, rest on
a very sandy and constantly receding founrlation.

Men have learned to go alone. The merchant.9
and manufacturers do not now rest uprn the banks. A
most wonderful individuality and personal indepen-
dency have come into the community. The bank.^i

have broke or have been paid up until their loans are
no more than their capitals. They owe the commu-
nity as much as the community owe them. Afiairs
have assumed a natural, free-trade shape, almost with-
out our being conscious of the change.

—

lb.

A letter from, Cinriimati, (in the St. Loiii^ Republi-
can) says the bills of the Bank of Gallipolis are not
worth one cent in the dollar, and probably never will

be. He adds: "I have this morning received a
circular from the new cashier stating that frauds to

an unknown but enormous extent have been practised
by the former officers, in putting out circulation with-
out the knowledge of the directors, and that even now
agents are supposed to be employed in that work.
The bank has slopped, and their assets are supposed
to be exhausted."

United Slates Bank stock had fallen in London from
£14 6s. to £11 lOs. (about ^IH) a share, in conse-
quence of the news liom the United gtafes of the
intended resumption. How much more will it decline
when they hear of the actual issue ?

A public meeting of the citizens of Augusta, Ga.,
on the 13th, adopted a preamble and resolutions of
which the eisence is in the following: " Resolved that
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all the Banks of Georc;ia oucrht to suspend immedi-

ately the payment of specie."'

Sales of the United States Bank stock in New York

(on 24th) opened at 22.i and sunk to 20. [Cour. and

Enq.] In Philadelphia it sold at ,'a;20 at fiO days. Same
day exchange at New York at the following rates of

discount :

" On Boston - - - par to J

Philadelphia - - - 4 to 4^
United States Bank - 14

Baltimore - - - 4

Richmond . . 4

Charleston - - -3^
Savannah - - - 5.^

Louisville - - - 8

St. Louis - - - 8

North Carolina - - 4

Cincinnati . - 6

Augusta - - - 8

Mobile - - - lO.i

New Orleans - • 7.j"

New York Express.

Strange that the notes of the " specie-paying" banks

ol Virginia, and North Carolina should be 4 per cent,

below par ? Unluckily for the banks, the prices of

exchange and of specie vMlnot lie.

SUMMARY OF NEWS FOR MARCH.

(
Republished from the Weekly Farmers' Register. )

Petersburg, March 6, 1841.

Philip P. Barbour, Judje of the Supreme Court of the United

Stiites, died suddenly at Washington on the night of the 2-lth

tebruary.
The Journal of Commerce says that a lar^re number of the

colored persons who einisrated from Pliilndelphia a few months
since for the island of Trinidad, have returned, and brinjj an
unfavorable report of the condition and prospects of those who
remain.

Extensive Swindling.—Sylvester's Reporter publishes a list of

152 banks whicli have failed, and swindled the community out

of at least .f38,000,000
The Grand Jury at Baltimore have found a presentment

against James L. Hawkins, late cashier of the Franklin Bank of

Baltimore, for abstractini; ,$100 683,78, the property of that insti-

tution ; and a bench warrant issued for his apprehension.
A. M. Carter, discount clerk of the Farmers and Mechanics'

Bank at Baltimore, is reported to have fraudulently made use of
seven thousand dodars, belonginir to the funds.

The New York American thinks there is a growing disposition

in that city to include banks in the bankrupt law now before

Congress, and says it is not surprised at this, "for many of them
have provoked the forbearance of an honest community almost
beyond endurance." A writer in the Journal of Comiiu'rce en-
dorses this opinion, and says—"Many merchants of this city,

who last year opposed it, now approve it ; and simply because
they know of no rule of equity which should absolve a bank
from being compelled to pay its honest debts, any more than an
individual merchant. And the full conviction of any bank that,

if it did not ))unctually pay its debts, it would be wound up,
would most effectually put an end to all the wild and ruinous
expansions of the banks from which the country has suffered so

much during the last five years.'"

The bankruptcy (that is the discovery of it,) of the bank of
Gallipolis, Oliio, has exposed a plan of swindling transactions
unexampled even among banks. By enormous issues of notes,

beyond the means of redeeming, farther than to preserve enough
credit to trade and cheat upon,—the credulous bill-holders will

lose, as is supposed, some .$200,' 00. But if detection had not
come too soon, and cut short this gainlul business, it would
have been greatly increased, and immediately, as arrangements
were made to issue notes for a million of dollars more. 'I'he

President, Cashier, and other conductors of the bank were a
few individuals from New York and New England. " None of
the citizens" says a letter to the Ohio Statesman, "of the place
have ever had any office in the bank except as diiectors, each
of whom, it is said, held stock to the amount of ten dollars. On
the 25th ult., Farrington t'lhe then president nnd proprietor of
tlie bank] was arrested on charge of obtaining iiionev under
false pretences, and held to bail in the sum of .$500. " On the
29th ult. he was again arn'sted on a charge of uttering and pass-
ing forged notes of the bank of Gallipolis, and on examination
was held to bail in the sum of 100,000. which he was unable to

give, and has been committed to the jail of the countv."
We were shown yesterday a letter from Cincinnati stating

that quite a panic existed there, owing to the failure of the Bank
of Circleville, supposed to be another New York swindling
shop. Large amounts were offered for sale at ruinous rates of
discount. Brokers, however, refused to buy at any price.—
Hniaeling Timet,

A large business is done in Boston in shipjiing ice for southern
ports. Last year :!!.0I I) t(ma were shipped from lioslon anil

(;hailcston. This year the exportation will proliahly amount to

40,000 tons, employing 133 vessels. Nearly all this supply is

yielded by two ponds.
The propositions before the lower house of tlie MaHsacliusetla

Legislature to indemnify the proprietors of the Cliarlc.stowu

Nunnery, de.>-troy(!d by a mob a lew years ago, has b en iii-

deliniteiy postponed, by a vote of nearly five to one. The num-
ber against it however does not diminish the justice of the claim.

We learn from Capt Collier, of the bark Ilobart fnim the
coast of Afiica, that all the slave factories had been broken up
by the British cruisers.

The Madisonian, of Saturday, publishes the following extract
of a letter, dated, Halifax, I N. S.] ^eb. 19, 1841. "Several re-

giments have been ordered to New- Brunswick, and we are in-

formed that orders liave been sent from the home goveriinient to

the West Indies, to embark all the regular troops there for this

place; the Islands to be garrisoned by the militia.

The Legislature of Ketitucky have passed a resolution offer-

ing a reward of ,$3000 for the discovery of the cause of milk
sickness in cows at any time wiUiiii live years.

In the appropriation bill, some salutary reduction

and limitations have been imposed by the House of

Representatives, on the excessive indirect emoluments
of roUectors, postmasters, district attorneys, marshals,

clerks, &c. if4c. Some of tiie most Ibrtunate of those

officers have, recently received seveially from 10,000

to (SO,000 dollars a year. This point of time, or turn-

ing of the political tide, when one party is just about
to go out of power, and another to come in, is the

most favorable juncture, to repress gross abuses, and
it has been now, advantageously used for that purpose
—and whatever may have been the motives, so far as

they go, the results will be excellent. An out-going

party, when surrendering the spoils to their opponents,

will of course be very willing to lessen the profits of

ofhces which thej' cannot expect to possess ; and the

in-coming party will be ashamed, so soon, to object

to reforms, which they had been calling for so loudly.

Either a year earlier or a year later, these salutary

reformations of abuses would be much less easy to

effect.

An able letter from a Boston merchant to Gov.
Porter, on the condition of the Pennsylvania banks, and
his action thereupon, has the following passage. "A
suspension of payments in specie is a breach of con-

tract, a state of discredit and dishonor, which, if to-

lerated at ail, should be considered as a deplorable

calamity, the result of a dire neces.sity, and only to be

submitted to for the shortest possible peried. The
idea that resumption can be attempted too soon, that a

depreciated currency will cure itself, that any course

of trade will bring specie where its use is dispensed

with, are amongst the oft repeated fallacies, which all

experience confirms as such. The depreciation of a

paper currency issued by banks considered solvent,

arises wholly from its excess. The only remedy is its

contraction— its reduction in quantity."

On March Sd., the legislature of Virginia elected

the Hon. Wn). S. Archer, senator of the United States.

A prodigious croud of visiters, from all parts of the

United States, had assembled at Washington to be pre-

sent at the inauguration, of President Harrison, on the

4th instant. On that occasion, there must have been
assembled together more hungerers for, and expec-

tants of loaves and fishes, than had been at any pre-

vious time since the miraculous provision of them for

the multitude in the wilderness of Judea.

Since our last report, United States Bank stock was
sold as low as $16, but since, the price has recovered

a little.

Judge Peter V.Daniel, of the United States Circuit

Court lor Virginia, has been appointed to the vacant

seat in the Supreme Court, and Judge John Y. Mason
of this district, has been chosen to fill the place va-

cated by Judge Daniel.

By last night's mail (March 5) received the " Euro-

pean," printed in Liverpool, Feb. 10, and brought by
the President steamship, which furnishes the following

items

:

Advices from Canton were, to November 3, gloomy.
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Apprehensions were entertained by the Enj^lish of the
|

It is stated that the notes of the Union Bank, Buffa-

tinai result of the negotiations with the Chinese autho- I lo, are no longer redeemed by the agent at Albany,

rities. It was supposed tliat the British comtnander
|

[Jour. Com.

would be duped, and his conduct was severely cen- I The Raleigh Register of the 6th says, th|t the North

sured. The British troops hoidino- the Island of [Carolina Banks have again suspended specie pay-

Chusan were very sickly—out of 3G50, there being
|
ments—or con/fsseii having done so, as we would say.

only 2(iS6 fit for duty.
"

i
So they go—and so they will go. The pretence of

The Earl of Mountcash^l (Feb. 8) had brought the I paying specie by a bank will soon be held as ridicu-

case of McLeod before the House of Peers, and spoke
j

lous, as would be the claim of chastity by an inmate

highly in reprobation of his treatment. In reply to ! of a brothel.

his Inquiries, the premier said that he " might rest as-
;

Saturday, March 20.

sured that every measure wouid be taken that was
j

The Richmond Compiler, alter stating the recent

necessary to secure the safely of her majesty's sub- i (acknowledgment of) suspension by the North Caroli-

jfcts, and to uphold the honor of the British nation." na bank.s, adds,—" Our banks stand now pretty much
Tiie subject had been debated more at length in the alone. If ihey can continue to pay specie while there

House of Commons.
The cotton market had declined a little—owing to

the ditliculties of the stock and money market.

Saturday. March IS/A.

All the nominations to places in President Harrison's

cabinet were confirmed by the Senate.

M. Daguene has announced that he has succeeded

in making the photographic plates so sensitive as to

is no place whence they can draw specie to restore

that they pay out, and, what is worse, exchange with

New York, fire per cent, against us, and render the

proper aid to trade at the same time, they will do

winders." Thpre is a still greater wonder re-asserted

in the above pa^jage, with the absurdity and impossi-

bility of which our friends of the Compiler are not yet

tn pressed ; that is. that the notes of the baidca of Vir-

receive an impression in less than a second ; and that, \gima, if truly paying specie, as asserted, should be five

in consequence, he is able to receive the forms of all per cent, below par in Neiv York. But, upon our

moving objects, as perfect a? those of thing* stationary.
|

ground, maintained throughout, that our banks do not

British cruisers continue to exercise, illegally, the
j

pay specie, the high price of exchange ceases to be a

poiver of searrh on American vessels, suspected hy wonder. The history of the world presents no such

Them of beincj enirasred in the slave trade. The fol- | bare -faced and manifestly flilse pretension, as this of

lowing is the latest example: "A letter, writt'^n at

;sea, on board the hrig CluTokee, Capt. Webb, of Sa-

lem, dated Dec. 27, 1840. slates, that a few days before

they reached the Cape, the brig was oveihaul.'d by her

Britannic Majesty's bri": of w.ir Curlew, and. after a

lull examination of the Cherokee's paper=. her hatches

were torn open, und^r pretence of searchins forslaves!"'

Branch Georgia R. R. Baiilr.—We observe in the

reports of the exchanges in Columbus, that the bills

of the Branch of the Georgia Rail Road Bank in this

city, are quoted at 15 per cent discount, and, as the

bill holders in the western part of the state may be

led astray by this quotation, we take this occasion to

assure thf-rn, that the Braiich is paying specie, and

will continue to do so. and as a consequence, her bills

are worth as much in this city as the bills of any other

city bank.

—

^'lug. Chronicle.

In strrct accordance with our rule of interpreting

such bank notices as the above, the bank in question

stopped specie pavments immediately alter, and so

etlectually and undoubtedly, as to make an official

publication of the fact.

The very interesting case of the Spanish vessel Amis-

tad, and the Africans who captured her, is at l'Mi<rth

decided by t!ie Supreme Court. The National Intelli-

specie-paying by banks being so universally, (in ap-
pearance at least,) received as true by the communi-
ty. In a week or two the miserable pretension will be

dropped by the hanks.

The Bank of Western New York has suffered $^13,-

000 of its notes to be protested. It is said to be the

intention of the bank to bring its business to a close.

The Council of Wilmington, Delaware, have passed

an ordinance for issuing bills or drafts of a less value

than one dollar.

The Senate of the United States have adjourned

after a few days of session under the new administra-

tion, to pass upon executive nominations to office

—

which have not been many.
Blair and Rives, editors of the Globe, have been

discharged from their fat office of printers to the Se-

nate of the U. S., by a recent vote of that body. The
debate on this question produced a melo-dramatic

scene of quarrel, defiance, challenge and acceptance,

and, finally, of public reconciliation, between Mr.
Clay, of Kentucky, and Mr. Kin<r, of Alabama, which
formed the principal interest of the short extra session

of the Senate.

By proclamation, dated March 17. the president of

the United States has called an extra session of Con-

geneer says, that " the judgment of the district court I
trress on May 31st. The subject of discussion and

~
'

-•
.

. . . 'action, and IJie results of this session, will be more
important than those of any session since the first

under the present constitution.

The Baltimore American, a highly respectable pa-

per, which belongs to no party, but is certainly favora-

ble to tlie new administration, states that the f'ollowing

will be the prominent measures recommended by the

new administration to Congress:
" 1st. The repeal of the Sub-Treasury Law.
"2nd. The imposition of a tariff of duties sufficient

to meet the expenses of the General Government.
" 3d. The adoption of a plan for the distribution of

the proceeds of the public lands.

"4th. The adoption of some plan or system for the

safe keeping of the public moneys."
The total number of the United States Army is 12,-

577 men.
The Legislature of Virginia has passed the " in-

spection law," proposed to meet and guard against the

procedure of the government of New York. It will not

go into operation until May, 1842,

The annual bill for indulgence and indemnity to

the banks has passed the eg'slature of Virginia. It is

of Connecticut was affirined in every particular, ex-

cept as to sending the negroes bick to Africa. They
are. by the decision, to be discharged, as free men."
The regular Sew York correspondent of the Na-

tional Inteliiiiencer, (date March 9th) says: "The
money market [city of New Yoik,] is in a very un-

settled state.- The attempt to discredit the bills of the

Free Banks has been so far successful, that most of

the brokers refuse to buy those of the Buffalo Banks,

and some others. The notes of the rest of the country

banks are at 3 to 5 per cent, discount. This cannot

last long. The rate must come down, or the banks

will be run upon for specie " These words of ba7tk

language, put into plni7i English, mean that all the

country banks of New York are on the eve of avowed

stoppage of payments. We suspect that the city

banks will follow.

The business men of Richmond (i. e. borrowers,)

are very anxious for th'^ banks there to abandon all

pretence of paying specie—as that pretence invites

the demands of brokers, and lessens the amount of

loans. Have a little patience gentlemen—your wish

will be completely gratified, as soon the law of indul-

:geace now before the legislature shall have passed.
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scarcely worth while to trouble ourselves, or our read- i no imhilgence, and may theiefore projiare fo do as in-

ers, as to the provisions, as they are doubtless just what- ' dividuals have to do in cases preci^tiy similar. Since,

ever the banks ask for and propose. It would save i the bill lor legalizing in tlie lust Iraudulent suspen-

much trouble it the banks were permitted to make 1 sion (such as has passed almost in silence in Va.)

directly, as they do indirectly and ultimately, all 1 has been rejected by the lefjislature of Pennsylvania,

laws lor their own regulation. We trust they may not lelax.

On the night of ttie 12th, and morning of the 13th I The Central Rail-road of Georgia was opened on

inst., a storm did much damage at New York, and
| the Hth instant, for the carriage of freight to the

along the coast. The New York pilots say it was the
j

thirteenth station, a distance of 135 miles from Sa-

severest known for 27 years. vannah.

By the following extracts from the Albany Ar^us,
\

The freshet in the South.—The Charleston Patriot of

it seems that the speedy stoppage of the New York Wednesday last says, the whole low coimtry about

country banks, (which in New York, is called bank- 50 miles from Charleston, on the Savannah route, is

niptcy) which we predicted in our last paper, is al- covered with water. The inhabitants have been for-

ready well advanced.—En. Iced to leave their dwellings, and most if not all the
" The panic in relation to "red back" [free bank] ' bridges on the road have been earned away and a

notes, which has pervaded the public mind for several
j

great niimber of cattle in the vicinity of Edisto river

days, may be said to have reached a crisis yesterday.
;
have perished.

Down to Monday inclusive, 13 of these institutions

had stopped payment, viz :

IMillers' Bank of Clyde ; Farmers' Bank of Seneca

We understand." says the Milledgpville Recorder
" that the banks of Columbus have suspender! spe-

cie payments. We have not seen the reasons for this

county; Tonawanda "Bank; N. Y. City Trust and course stated—the mails from that quarter having

Banking Co. (fraud) ; Tenth Ward Bank, Chelsea
! been stopppd by the late inundation—but understand

Bank, Staten Island Bank, and Washington Bank,
j

the only cause to be, to preserve for their community
N. Y. ; Erie County Bank, and Union Bank, Butfalo; ' some circulation, which it was found impossible at

Bank of Western N. Y''., Rochester ; Farmers and
|

that point to do, but by a suspension. All west of

Mechanics' Bank, Batavia ; Binghamton Bank.
|
that point being in a state of suspension, the bills of

On Wednesday, the tbiiowing were thrown out by { the Columbus banks were hoarded and sold for a

the agents [of these banks] in this city, viz. : Bank premium, not only to our own citizens, but to the

of America, and Merchants' Exchange, Buffalo. And
j

whole trade of the states west of it, and brought im-

finally yesterday, ^Friday) the explosion became
general, and the agents threw out the following :—
Mechanics' Bank of Butialo, United States' do.

;

mediately to the counters of the banks for exchange
or specie. Considering the acknowledged soundness

of these banks, and the abilitij of their management, and
Phoenix Bank do.. Bank of Commerce do.; Bankofli/iai withal they have feltit their imperious duty to sus-

Brockport; Cattaraugus County Bank; Bank of Lodi; \pend more as an act to preserve their community than

bt. Lawrence Bank."
j

from any other cause, we believe row that the resump-
The Philadelphia Ledger of 17th says

—

1 tion law will be maintained but by few banks in the
" At New York, the panic in reference to the "red

]
state." In other words, all the banks of Georgia, were on

back" notes continues as great as ever. They were I the eve of confessing, what the depreciation of their

all yesterday, or nearly so, refused by the brokers.
|

notes sufficiently showed before, that they did not pay.
The Farmers' Bank of Geneva and the Delaware Bank

I
and had not paid specie. The words we have itali-

are the only ones which continue to be redeemed. It
|

cized above will suit all such junctures. Bank sus-

is highly probable that a great number of these banks
must inevitably wind up. Many of the Safety Fund
Banks are rejected. Most of the Bulfalo, the Clinton

Co., and the Commercial Bank of Oswego."
The New York correspondent of the Madisonian

pensions are always dictated by pure patriotism and
benevolence, and never by self-interest.

The President of tho United States has notified,

through the heads of departments, that all interference

of oflice-holders in elections, other than giving their

(of 17th) says thai the notes of following New York
|

own votes, and any pecuniary defalcation will be held
banks, are selling at from 30 to 50 per cent, discount, ' as good ground for removal from office. An excellent
VIZ.: " Binghamton, Farmers', Seneca Co.; Miller's

Clyde ; Farmers and Mechanics', Batavia ; Manhattan
Exchange ; North American ; North : United States

Trading and Banking; Staten Island , Port Richmond ;

Union, Buffalo; and Western New York, Rochester."
"Notes of as many as twenty other (N. Y.) banks
are not bought by the brokers"—being in still worse
credit.

By the heavy rains and rise of waters, much damage
has been done to the Charleston and Hamburg rail-

road, by the carrying away of bridges, embankments,
&.C., and more was expected. A large part of the
town of Hamburg was overflowed.

Virginia Bank stock sold at auction in Richmond
lately, at 76. Farmers' Bank stock, at 90^. James
River and Kanawha scrip, at 85.

March 27.

F. W. Gilmer, governor of Virginia, resigned his

office on the 19th. We feel, in common with the

great body of the people, and theii; representatives

also, great regret for the loss of a chief magistrate,

who has so ably and zealously sustained the rights

and interests of Virginia. No successor has been
elected; and the senior councillor will act as governor.
The Legislature of this Commonwealth adjourned

on 22d, after a session of one hundred and twelve days,

during which time the pay of members amounted to

$75,264.
The Harrisburg Reporter says the banks will get

rule, if fully executed.
The Africans of the Amistac' have been discharged,

in pursuance of the decree of the Supreme Court, and
some of their white friends are already quarreling, and
have gone to law, for possession of the minors among
them. Whether minors or majors, we suspect that the

poor savages will find freedom in Connecticut more in-

tolerable than slavery in Cuba.
Latestforeign accounts.—The Steam-ship Caledonia

arrived at Boston on the 20th, in 15 days from Liver-
pool. There is no very important news.
There was no material change in the prices of cotton.

An American ship for this country—the Gov. Fen-
ner—was run into by. the steamboat Nottingham on
the 20th ult. and sunk—every soul on board but the

captain and mate perished ! One hundred and twenty-
two lives lost ! The passengers were principally Irish

emigrants for this country.

There is nothing further from China.

The Circassians have gained further victories over

the Russians. France is disarming.

—

Madisonian.

The panic in regard to " Red back" money in New
York is subsiding, but about a dozen of the banks
must be wound up,

—

lb.

At this moment the whole commercial world is in

debt to New York. The rates of exchange prove it.

While those states which adopt the expansive and
suspensive policy find themselves in debt to every

body and trusted by nobody, the effect of the opposite
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policy has been to draw capital and property here

from all directions.

—

Jour. Coin.

The last accounts from Florida (dated March 13th)

state the war to be nearly brought to a close. About
400 Indians (men, women and children) are confined

at Tainpa, waiting; to be embarked for Arkansas.

Lieut. Albertis has recently gained the victory in

two skirmishes with the savages who still hold out;

and they are exj)ected to be comjielled soon to yield

themselves prisoners.

The bad debts due to the Bank of the State of Ala-

bama, and ils branches, are officially reported by a

committee of the legislature to amouut to the enor-

mous sum of $-4,640,761. The loss will be suffered

by the state.

—

Fh. Ledger.

TO CORRESPONDENTS AND READERS.

The editor has been suffering more or less under

indisposition lor the last three months, and recent-

ly has been so ill as to be unfit for any exertion of

mind or body. The favors and the orders of his

correspondents have therefore been unavoidably

neglected or postponed ; and perhaps other more

important editorial duties have been even still

moie imperfecily performed. He hopes that this

statement will serve to excuse all such apparent

deficiencies. Sundry postponed communicationa

will appear In the next number.

The mechanical operations of our printing esta-

blishment since January 1, have also been muc.^i

lelarded by sickness, causing the loss of much

valuable labor which could not be replaced, and

while the demands for work have been peculiarly

heavy.

(j0>The second number of the 'SOUTHERN
MAGAZINE AND MONTHLY REVIEW is rea-

dy for delivery.
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AK ISSSAY ON THE CULTIVATION OF CORN.*

, From the Kentucky Fanner.

Iiulian corn is a grain so necessary in raisinii

and fatieninii stocit, that it must ever be regardeil

as very imporiant, in any system of agriculture,

suitable for tlie western country. Tliough an ex-

hausting crop, it may be raised, for a succession

of years, upon the san)e ground. But although

a rotation does not appear so essentially necessary

in this, as in some other crops, yet the fact of a

continued cultivation of this grain, even upon
our richest land, (or a succession of years, gra-

dually deterioratmg the soil, and diminipjiing the

annual product, should admonish the husband-

man, that a different system ought to be pursued.

It should be a settled principle, with every farmer,

so to cuhiva'e his land, as never to deteriorate his

soil. He should constantly aim at improvement,

as the best and most certain means of preventing

deterioration. The first consideration, therelbre,

with every farmer, shouITi be to adopt such a sys-

tem, in the cultivatjon of corn, as will not only

prevent his soil from being reduced, but will trra-

dually increase its (eriility, and the product of his

crop. The means, by which this may be accom-
plished, depend very much upon the native qua-

lities of the soil, and the degree of deterioration

it has undergone.
To treat this subject in a practical and useful

manner, it is necessary that we should distinguish

between the white oak lands, of the west, having
a clay soil, with little or no vegetable mould on its

Burlace, and the rich calcareous soils, having a
deep vegetable mould, with a sub-soil of clay,

founded on limestone rock. The latter, in its

native state, is extremely fertile, and very pro-

ductive in corn. But most of the lands, of this

clescription, in Kentucky, have been so lontr, and
60 unskilfully cultivated, as to have considerably
reduced their Jeriility. Yet experience has
shown that they may (when the soil has not been
too much washed oti',) be restored to their origi-

nal (ertilily, by a proper system of cultivaiion.

This renovation may be accomplished bf a judi-

cious system of grassirjo: the land, and restoring
to it, in the form of manure, as nearly as practi-

cable, every thing which .is taken from it by the
growing crops.' Ground which has been much
exhausted, should, altera wheat crop, beset in

clover, by sowing, about the middle of February
or between that and the first of iVIarch, among
the growing wheat, one-tenth of a bushel of clo-
ver seed per acre. It should be suffered to remain
three summers under pasture, exclusive of the
one in which the wheat is harvested. In the
third year the clover should be permitted to go
unpastured from the first of July until about

* This is one of four essays on different subjects

to all of which were awarded the highest prize offer-

ed by the Kentucky State Agricultural Society. The
author, Judge Beatty, is one of the most judicioojs and

successful practical farmers in Kentucky.—Ed. F. E.
Vol. IX.- 13

the time the clover ripens,* when it should be turn-

ed under by a well-constructed plough, so as to

bury every part of it. The belter to accomplish

this, a harrow, with the teeth reversed or a heavy

brush should be, drawn over the clover so as to lay

it flat, in the direction the ploughs are to run. A
harrow should follow the ploughs to fill all the

interstices, in order the more completely to cover

up the clover. During the winter, while the

ground is frozen, a dressing of manure (as far as

the farm will furnish it,) should be hauled over the

ground, but left in heaps till the proper lime for

ploughing, when it should be spread and imme-
diately |)loughed in. The field, thus improved,

might now grow two crops of cornin succession,

and then be again sowed in wheat and clover,

and treated as in the first instance.

A second field, in the mean lime, might under-

ffo the same system of improvement, and so on

in succession, till all the cultivated land shall

have been renovated. If the soil is naturally rich,

and has not been much reduced by cultivation,

instead of three crops of clover in succession, two
might be adopted, when the rotation would he as

follows, clover, clover, corn, corn, wheat. This
rotation would require five fitlds, two of which
would be annually in corn, two' in clover, and one

in wheat ; so that in every five years each field

would produce two crops pf corn, two of clover,

and one of wheat.
But if the soil has been much reduced, a shift

of six fields would be necessary, and the rotation

as recommended above, to wit: three years in

clover, two in corn, and one in wheat, which
would leave three fields annually in clover, two
in corn, and one in wheat. This rotation, with

a judicious application of manure, would gra-

dually renovate any of our naturally rich calca-

reous land, where the soil has not been washed
ofT. When land is naturally rich, and has not

been much reduced by bad husbandry, the follow-

ing rotation will be found very convenient and
profitable, particularly for small farms. Corn,

wheat, clover and so on in succession. This will

require but three fields, and the farmer will every

year have one field in corn, one in wheat, and
one in clover, besides the advantage of pasturing

the clover after his wheat comes off'. But the

clover must be suffered to <ro unpastured alter the

first of July, and be ploughed in, as herein before

directed. This will not only provide/a good
dressing of manure for the succeeding corn crop,

but will cover up such a (]uantity of clover seed

as will furnish an abundant supply for the wheat
crop, which is to succeed the corn crop. One

* In a letter addressed to the Rev. H. Colman, agri-

cultural commissioner of Ma.«sachusetts, by Professor

Samuel L. Dana, and published in the 48tii and 49lh

numbers of the Franklin Farmer, for the year 1840,

it is shown, very satisfactorily, that ploughing in

green crops is not as beneficial to land, ss ploughing

them in after they become thoroutrhly dry. This is a

recent and important discovery. The ploughing in of

the second crop of clover shcwdd, th--refore, be delayed.

I until it is not only ripe, but cojnpletely cured.
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great advantage attending this rotation is, that it

wholly eaves the expense and trouble of sowing
clover seed ampng the growing wheat. It also

afl'ords two grain crops in every three years.

This, in England, would be considered as too

exhausting. But I am persuaded our rich lands

of the west, which have not been much reduced

by bad husbandry, will bear this course of crop-

ping without deteriorating the soil, especially if

an upper dressing of manure is applied, preceding
each corn crop, that is to say every third year.

In clay soils ihe corn crop should occur less fre-

quently. The rotation, in a shift of four fields,

might be clover, clover, corn, wheat. Or, where
the soil is naiurally thin, or has been much re-

duced by bad husbandry, the rotation might be
three crops of clover and one of corn, and one of
wheat. Clover should, in these courses, be the
preparatory crop for corn, and ploughed in as
herein before directed, and a top-dre?sing of ma-
nure be applied, to the extent the farm will af-

ford. In clay soils the wheat crop should be
assisted by a dressing of plaster ol' Paris, (sul-

phate of lime,) from a peck to a bushel per
acre. If the smaller quantity only is applied, it

may bestirred in the wheat, having been previ-

ously moistened for that purpose, when about to

sow. [f the larger quantity is used, (and it is

best to do so, if to be had,) it should be sowed
broad cast, at the time of sowing the clover seed,
in February. The corn crop will also be much
improved by applying half a table spoonful to

each hill of corn, either at the time ol planting or

as soon as the corn comes up.*
For farmers who do not desire to raise wheat,

the following rotation will be found convenient
and profitable. Upon rich lands, which have not
been much reduced by bad husbandry, corn, corn,
rye, rye, the two latter to be fed off on ihe ground.
In this course, the second crop of corn will be
followed by rye, sowed in the fall, pastured the
next winter and spring, till the 15ih of April, and
then suffered to go to seed. When ripe it should
be fed ofT to hog» and other stock on the ground.
About September, or so soon as the fall rains
cause the remains of the rye on the ground to
Bprouf, the stock should he taken off. There will
be sufficient rye left to seed the ground, and so
soon as it shall have attained a sufficient growth,
it may affain be pastured through the following
winter and sprinij, till the middle of April, when
it should, a second time, be sufiered to go to seed
and be fed off as before, until the proper period
for removing the stock. It may again be pastured
during the following winter. But care should
be taken not to leave slock on after the frost gets
out of the ground, as this would cause the soil to
break up cloddy and render it less productive. By
the time the ground becomes dry enough for
piouehing, there will be a thick coat ofyouno' rye,
which, if well turned under, will afford a'^light
dressing of manure for the succeeding crop of
corn.

This rotation will require but two fields, and
will be very convenient to hemp growers and
graziers, who do not wish to cultivate wheat
crops. In consequence of the rye being fed off
upon the ground, the Ibregoing rotation will rather

• See a long note on the benefit of plaster of Paris,
iu the general essay on agri«ulture.

improve than exhaust the soil. But to restore,

speedily, that which has been exhausted, tfiere

should be two crops of clover, succeeding the rye
crop ; or a third crop of rye may be raised to

advantage, by ploughing the ground after the

second crop is fed off, from the first to the middle
of September. Rye will not do well the third

year without ploughing the ground, in conse-

quence of white clover and other grasses spread-

ing over the ground, but a single ploughing may
suffice lor two additional crops of rye.

Where the practice of grazing extensively pre-

vails, large portions of the grazier's farm are kept

in blue grass, and pastured for a number of years

in succession. These pasture grounds, often

having been kept a long period in grass, are oc-

casionally ploughed up, and planted in corn. This
is certainly a fine preparation for that crop; and
if the period, during which the land is kept in

grass, in proportion to the time it has been in

corn, be considerable, it is well adapted to the im-
provem'ent of land. But if proper care be not

taken in ploughing a stifif blue grass eod, there

will be great difficulty, in cultivating the corn

crop. If, however, the proper method is adopted
tfiese ilifficulties may be avoided. There are two
modes of converting blue grass sod into arable

ground, which may be» practised to advantage.

One is to put a strong team to a large plough,

suitable (or turning over a stfff sod. The plough
should have a cutler attached to it, for the pur-

pose of cutting the turf, and thus enable the

plough to turn it over to the depth of five or six

inches, and lay it so smoothly as to have the grass

side flat, and the mould alone exposed. The
harrow should follow in the same direction with

the plough, and by running several times over

the groiind the interstices will be filled up and
the turf so completely buried that the grass can-

not readily grow. If this operation be performed

in the fall or early in the winter, the sod will be

so completely rotted, by the time it is necessary

to commence ploughing for corn in the spring, as
to admit of its being stirred advantageously. But
if the sod be turned over in the spring, then it

will be proper, by repeated harrowing, to form a
sufficient depth of mould to admit of laying off

the ground lor corn without turning up the sod.

By using light ploughs and small harrows, to run
between the corn, or the corn cultivator, the crop

may be cultivated without turning up the sod, and
with very little labor. By the following year the

sod will be completely decomposed, and will leave

the ground mellow and in fine condition for a
crop.

If the operation of turning the sod be well per-

formed, this mode of cultivating corn will be at-

tended with great advantages. The sod beneath
will keep the ground light, and the yield, if the
season be favorable, will be very large. If, how-
ever, the land do not lie favorable for turning

sod, (if for instance, the ground is s9 situated that

the sod must, in part, be thrown up hill,) it may
be difficult to turn it over so as to bury the green
sward. In that case it will be very troublesome

to cultivate.

The other method of managing blue grass sod

is more effectual in obviating the difficulties aris-

ing from the unfavorableness of the ground lot

turning sod, and ought to be preferred by all farm-
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ers, who -.have an opportunity of procurino; suit-

able implements.

A properly constructed pioujjh with a cutter at-

tached to it, should merely skim off (he yreen

Bward to the depth of an incli or two, which

should he (bllowed hy another plough, runnin<r in

the same furrows, to throw up ihe mould to the

depth of five or six iriclies. Tlius, alter tlie first

round, a deep lurrow would be formed, into the

bottom of which the sUimininif plouirh would

throw the green sward skimmed off in the second

round, which would he covered to the depth of

five or six inches by the second plougii, and so on

in succession, till the whole field is ploughed. In

this way the green sward is detached, and buried

so deep that it need not be disturbed in the pro-

cess of cultivating the crop. Being entirely co-

vered, it will serve the double purpose of keeping

the ground light and furnishing a dressing of ma-
nure.

If the same ground upon which corn has been

cultivated the preceding year, is intended to be

again cultivated in corn, it is very important that

it should be trodden as little as possible by stock,

especially when the ground is rendered soft by
rains, or by freezing and thawing. Instead ol'

feeding upon the ground the small remains of

fodder which are lelt, after the corn is pulled, it

is much better to cut up the corn, and put it in

shocks, after it is fully ripe. The fodder may be

led off, either with corn, or after the corn has

been shucked, according to circumstances. If the

corn has been detached Irom the fodder, the latter

ought to be fed in suitable feeding pens, with a

view to the saving of manure. And it would al-

ways 1)6 advisable to haul it off, in large slides,

having suitable shelving, when the ground is

either frozen, covered with snow, or not too much
softened by rains. That there may not be a ne-

cessity of hauling fodder when the ground is so

soft as to injure it by treading, a suitable time

taking care that this operation be performed
when the ground is sufficiently dry to pulverize

well. The harrowing will destroy any young
weeds which may have sprung up, and will level

the ground preparatory to checkering it off lor

planting. It should now be laid off one way at

the proper distance for planting, with a large

plough, cutting the furrow as deep as can be con-
veniently done. A second plough, suitable lijr

the purpose (a well constructed siiovel or coulter

|)lough will answer) should follow in the same
lurrow, to loosen the ground as deep as possible.

When a field is thus laid off one way, it should, as

soon as convenient be crossed in the other direc-

tion lor planting, leaving the rows equally distant

each way. The lading off for planting should
be done with a small, steady running one horse

plough, which should not cut a furrow more than
two or three inches deep. This method would
leave a deep loose soil at the intersection of the

two furrows, and would remove the clods ffom the

furrow so as not to be in the way in covering corn.

Careful droppers sliould Ibllow the plough, or

ploughs, laying off the second way, who should
be particular to drop the corn precisely at the in-

tersection of liie two furrows, and the hands fol-

lowing With the hoes should be careful to cover
the corn with fine mould, (cutting the clods from
the hill, if any) precisely at the place where it

was dropped, except when they discover an error

in dropping. Attention to the foregoing direc-

tions is important lor two purposes. 1. That the

corn may be planted where it will have immedi-
ately beneath its roots a deep loose soil, which
they can penetrate with ease; and, 2. That the

rows of corn may be straight, both ways, and thus

enable the ploughs with very little aid from the

hoes to keep the corn clear of weeds and grass.

A shallow furrow in laying off the second way
is attended with several advantages. 1. The
ground is not so apt to wash during heavy raine,

should be selected fir hauling and putting in rick, I as when the furrow is broad and deep. 2. The
a quantity of Ibdder, to be kept as a reserve, and I clods will not so readily liill back into the furrow,
to be led from only when the wea'her is not suita- !

3. The corn will not be so liable to be covered by
hie for hauling from the field. The rick should ! clods rolling on it at the first ploughing, in conse-
be made by setting the Ibdder against poles, and
should, of course, be as convenient to the feeding
pen as possible.

The cutting up of corn, and removing the fod-

der to feeding pens would not only occasion the
saving of much manure, but would leave the field

in good condition for early ploughing, thus afford-

itig the ground the benefit ol' the spring frosts

which will greatly assist in pulverizing the soil.

But a still greater benefit would result from pre-

venting the corn ground being trodden by stock,
when in a soft state, during the winter and spring
months.

If ground has been sufficiently renovated and
properly prepared for a crop of corn, the process
of cultivation is very simple. The ploughing
should be deep and thorough, and if practicable,
early enough to afford the ground the benefit of
the spring freezes. If ploughed early in the win-
ter, or late in the preceding lall it would be still

better, as the soil would be thereby more com-
pletely pulverized, a matter of great importance
in the culture of the corn crop. Except where
sod is turned over, the ground should be suffered
to lie in a rough state till about the time of laying
off for planting, and should be then well harrowed,

quence of there being a greater width between
the furrows.

There are various opinions as to the proper dia-

tance at which corn should be planted. Thia
must depend upon the nature of the soils, its de-

gree of fert'lity, and the number of stalks left

in ahill. My own experieiice inclines me to the

opinion that four leet apart, each way, and three

stalks in a hill, is the proper medium for the ri'cU

calcareous soil of Kentucky, having a deep vege-
table mould. This would give 2722 5-10 hilla,

8167 stalks per acre, supposing each hill to have
Its fiill complement. It would be prudent to drop

lour or five grains in each hill, and thin the corn

at the proper period, to three stalks in each hill.

If large corn be planted, each hundred good ears,

in ordinary seasons, will be equivalent to a bush-

el ; and, consequently, if each hill will average
three ears (the double ears will usually make up
lor the missing stalks) the product will be 81f
bushels per acre. If tlie season be favorable, the

yield may be still greater.*

* I have gathered a part of my crop for the present

year, planted and cultivated as above directed, and th«

product is from 95 to 100 bushels per acre. The earlf
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But if the ground has been much reduced by

bad husbandry, or the corn be planted in a clay

poil, it should be thinned lo two stalks in a hill.

This would give 5445 stalks to the acre, if none

be missing, and a product of 54 45-100 bushels,

supposing each hundred ears to make a bushel.

But it must be recollected, that if the soil is not

good the cars may be less, and the product con-

eequentiy diminished.

if oak land be of the poorer kind, it maybe
necessary to increase the distance. If 4^ f'-et

ehould be deemed necessary this would give 2150

hills, and 4300 stalks per acre, allowing two lor

each hill.

Ground may be so very poor as not to be capa-

ble of sustaining more than one stalk in a hill.

It might then be planted four feet each way,

which would give 2722 stalks per acre.

Some larmers are of opinion, that drilling is a

better method of planting to serure large crops.

With extraordinary care in [jlaniing and cultivat-

ing a small crop, it is probable a larger yield may
be obtained. But the advantages of a small in-

crease of product per acre will not be equivalent

to the increased labor in cultivating the corn,

cutting, shocking, hauling of fodder, &c. I

would, therelbre, by no means recommend the

drilling of corn as a general practice.

When planted in squares it can be ploughed

both ways, be belter cultivated and with much
less manual labor. As soon after the corn is

planted as practicable, a single furrow with a

shovel plough should be run between the rows, in

a direction opposite to that in which it was plant-

ed. This is an eii'ectual secuiiiy against the corn

being washed uj) by heavy rains, and prepares the

ground (or the next plouiihmg, which should be

in the direciion in which ii was planted, unless

the ground be very litul. In that case it may be

proper lo run two additional furrows in which the

shovel plough had previously run, throwing the

dirt from the corn.

If the ground be tolerably level, and have but

few stumps in it, a large harrow may be used to

Rdvantage, when the corn is about (our or five

inches high. The horses by which the harrow is

drawn should be made to walk between alternate

rows, and the harrow dragged over the corn, hav-
ing previously removed such of the teeth as

would come in coniact with the young plants.

This process is deemed very important by some
larmers in the cultivation of the crop ; and where
the ground is very weedy, is well calculated lo

keep them under till the corn is large enough to

hoe. But if the ground in which the corn is

planted has been sufficiently frewd from weeds,
and properly prepared by previous ploughing and
harrowing, the alter harrowing may be dispensed
with.

A small barshare, Dudley, or coulter, or McCor-
raack plough may be next used, running the bar

next the corn, and throwing the dirt in the

middle. The hoes should follow to clear the hills

from weeds and grass ; o.", if they be very small,

cutting away those adjacent to the young plants,

and covering up those standing in the hdl, by

drawing some light mould around the corn. It is

very important in this stage of the crop to de-

part of the season was entirely too wet, but after the

let of July was very favorable.

stroy the weeds and grass growing among the

young plants. If the operation be well perlormed

the plough alone will be sufficient aderwards lo

keep ihe corn free from weeds and grass.

Various opinions are entertained as to the best

kind of plough lo be used in the cultivation of the

corn ciop. Afier the f'loughing which is ac-

companied by the hoes, I have used the shovel

plough in prelerence to all othepe. It is the most
economical, beinir the least expensive, in the first

instance, and costs less to keep it in repair. It

requires a narrower head land at the end of the

rows for turning, and in consequence of the ease

with which it can be managed will break down
less corn. It ploughs deeper, 'throws a wider
furrow, leaves ihe ground in a state less liable to

wash, and works the corn better, and does more
work than any plough I have tried. If must be
remarked, however, that if corn ground is allowed

10 become loul with grass, especially (oxtail, the

shovel plough will not answer as well as some
others, alter the grass has obtained a complete
set, and a luxuriant growth. But if taken in time,

no plough answers better to keep ii under; and
corn should be ploughed so frequently as to pre-

vent grass from gelling to such a size as not to be
easily destroyed by stirring the ground. It

should be ploughed alternately, each way, and
deep enough \o cut ihe roots between the rows.

This, so far (i-om injuring the corn, will much as-

sist iis iirowth, as young roots will quickly shoot
(brill, whenever ihe old ones are broken, and these

will liirnish nutrition to the growing corn more
rapidly than the old ones. In a word, there need
be no fear of injuring corn by e-uliivatinif it too

nmch, if care be taken lo work it only when
the ground is in proper condiiion. My experi-

ence is noi sufficient to enable me lo speak of the

cultivator as a substitute for the shovel plough.

It is well worthy of trial, and where the ground
is free from slumps, or nearly so, it might be used
to great advantage in preparing corn ground for

sowing wheal, and in putting in that crop, as it

would leave a more level surlace than the shovel

plough. But if the plough should be preferred,

so lar as nny experience extends, next to the

shovel, I would recommend the Dudley plough.

This is somewhat like the JMcQormack plough,
except that it is made of wrought, instead of cast

iron, and is in one entire piece, instead of having
a detached mould board. In that respect it has
the advantage of the McCormack plough, which,
at the joining of the share and mould board, can-
not make so nice a fit, as where it is all in one
piece. It is also lighter and scours, or wears
smooth, and kept so much easier than cast iron

mould boards, the latter being much more liable

to rust than wrought iron. I Is greatest disadvan-

tage is the difficulty of repairing by unskilful

smiths.

The number of times corn should be ploughed,
must depend upon the nature of the soil, and other

circumstances, of which the judicious /armer will

be the best judge. In grass lands, which are

generally, in a great degree, free from weeds,

three or four ploughings may suffice; in very
weedy ground, five or six may be necessary. In
general,nothing is lost by frequent ploughing, as

the crop will be better, and the weeds will be

prevented from seeding the ground, for a future

crop.
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Many farmers cense ploughing their corn at ihe

commencement of harvest. The consequence is

that the weeds run to seed, and ripen, vvliich not

only injures the crop, but unnecessarily exhausts

the ground (lor all vegetables exhaust much more
at th.e time olripening their seed than at any other

time,) and moreover furnishes a crop cf seed, lor

the ensuini; year. Corn should always be

ploughed, at least once, and, if very weedy, twice,

after harvest. The intervals between the plou<rh-

inir, after the hoeing operation is completed,
should not exceed from eight. to twelve days. It

is particularly important to stir the corn ground
after heavy rains, to prevent it from baidng. If

suffered to lie long afier heavy baking rains, when
the crop is in an advanced stage, the corn is

very apt to Jire when again ploughed. This is a

great and serious injury to the crop, and one from
which it never entirely recovers. It is very im-
portant, therefore, that it should be ploughed as

soon as praciicable, after each lieavy rain, taking

care not to commence ploughing where the

ground is loo v/et, that is, when there is so much
moisture in it as to make Ihe soil ^here, like hall

wet mortar. When it is sufficiently dry to crumble
into a fine mould, and not: belbre, should the

ploughs commence runnintr, after much rain has
iailen. To plough ground when very wet, is ex-

ceedingljMnjurious, and should always be avoid-

ed. Long continued rains will, occasionally, se-

verely task the patience oi" the farmer, when his

corn crop is suffering, but patience, on occasions of

this kind, is a virtue which will generally he well

rewarded, by an increased product of his corn

crop, besides preserving his land from injury by
ploughing it when too wet.

Corn is frequently injured by cutting it too

green. This is done by many farmers under the

mistaken idea, that the fodder will be belter if the

corn is cut while the blades are green. The
reverse is inie. If cut while the blades are green,

and put in shock, the fi>dder will scarcely be fit lor

any kind of stock. Thus, by attempting to make
superior fodder, the farmer frequently raises boih

fodder and corn. The cutting of corn should not

be commenced until all the blades below, and
nearly all above the ear are dry. When onjy
two or three blades above the ear show any
remains of the green color; and when such is

the general state of the field, the operation of

cutting up corn should be commenced, (taking
care to begin with that part of the crop which is

most advanced,) and should be completed as

rapidly as possible, as the blades, after they be-

come dry, are liable to injury from dews and rain.

Hemp hooks are most convenient instruments for

cutting. It should be cut about a foot from the
ground, as it will stand much betier in shocks,
when the ear is brought nearer to the ground than
it would do if the corn were cut close to the earth.

There will also be less weight to handle in shock-
ing, hauling, ricking, feeding &c., while nothing
will be lost, that is fit for fodder. From fourteen
to sixteen hills square should be put in each
shock. The former will contain 196 hills, and
will give nearly fourteen shocks to the acre, sup-
posing the corn to be planted four feet apart,

each way. The latter will give lOf shocks nearly
per acre. [ prefer the former, if the corn be large,

and stands well in the hill, that is, three stalks in

each. But if it does not stand regular in the hill, or

if the stalks be of moderate size, then sixteen hills

square will make the shocks of a better size.

The saving of corn in the shock, without injury,

depends altogether uj)on the manner in which
the shocks are put up. If they are set up so as to

stand firmly, there is no danger ol'the corn injur-

ing: but if the operation is carelessly, or unskil-

fully performed, they are liable to twist round, and
settle down, so as to leave the top open. When
this hapens the rain will penetrate the shocks,

ruin the fodder, and greatly injure the corn.

Shocks should be thus constructed. The stalks

of lour hills (left standing for the purpose,) should
be inclined towards each other, and tied by their

tops, so as to fcirm a kind of cone over the centre

between the four hills. When this is done, while
some hands are cutting, those, who best understand
the process of shocking should gather the corn.

by armsful, and set it up around the four hills,

thus tied together, setting the first four armsful in

the intervals between the bent corn, bringing the
buts so near to each other as to make the stalka

occupy nearly a perpendicular position. In hke
manner the successive armsful should be set

regularly all around the four hills of corn, tied aa

above directed, still keeping the buts well pressed
together at the bottom, so that the pressure at the
top towards the centre, may not be so great as to

break down the stalks tied together. This should
be fiirther guarded against by placing equal
quantities of corn all around, so that the pressure

may be equal li-om all sides towards the centre.

The tops of the corn stalks being smaller than
the buts, they \vi[ naturally incline inwards, so

soon as the fbddir becomes dampened by rain or

dew ; but this inclination should not be very great,

otherwise the shocks will not so well turn the
rain; besides, as the corn may not be equally

distributed all around the shocks, the pressure

will be unequal towards the centre, and the efiect

of this inequality v/ill be greater in proportion as

the corn varies fiom a perpendicular position.

Care should also be taken to set up the corn, so as
not to give it an inclination to the right or left, or

a leaning sideways. If this be not attended to,

the shock in settling together—as it will when it

becomes damp by dew or rain—will be certain to

twist round, and cause the top of the shock to

open, and thus expose it to great injury from the

weather. This point is the most important thing
to be attended to, in shocking corn, an operation

upon which the complete preservation of the crop
depends. That part of the corn which is not
intended to be fed way with the fodder, must of
course, be shucked in the field. This should be
done while the fodder is damp, otherwise there
will be a considerable loss by its crumbling. As
fast as the corn is shucked, the fodder should
again be put in shock, and this cannot be well

done, when it is dry. Hence, after a damp spell,

or when the weather is warm and giving, is the

best time lor shucking corn out of the shocks, if

this operation is in progress during the feeding
season, a part of the fodder may be hauled at once,

to ihe feeding pen, and to a rick adjoining it, and
so far the trouble of re-shocking may be avoided.

Some farmers do not pursue the practice of cut-

ting up their corn, and among these, two different

methods of saving their crops prevail. By some
it is contended that shucking the corn upon the

stalks, as they stand in the field, and hauling the
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corn ihence, to the crib, is the most economical,

or greatest saving of labor. The practice with

others is to pull their corn, haul it to a Fuitatile

place, and slinrk, and then crib it. There can

be no doubt that ihe same number of hands will,

by the former meihod, secure in the crib, a erieaier

quantity of the corn, in the same time, than by
the latter.

The plan is, however, subject to two objections.

1st. By this meihod all the corn, good and bad,

must be cribbed together. 2d. The shucks must
either be lost, or stock turned in the cornfield to

feed upon them. If this be done, the ground
will be much injured by the trending of the stock,

when renderfd soft by rains, or by freezing and
thawing. This evil may, in some degree, be

avoided by turning the stock into the field only
• when the ground is fozen hard. But our winters

arc so open, and the changes in the weather so

frequent and sudden, as to defeat almost every
precaution of this kind. In point of fact we
rarely see farmers take the trouble to have their

Btock removed at every sudden change of the

weather, particularly when that change is accom-
panied by heavy, and long continued rains. Com-
fort is most generally con^uhed, on occasions of

this kind, and the cattle are left to feed themselves
rather than encounter the trouble and inconve-
nience of removing them to a place where they
may be fed. And thus the ground is left to suffer

rather than expose the^rmer or his hands to in-

convenience.

The other plan is somewhat more tedious, and
(if ihere be no shelter under which to throw the

corn as it is hauled, and to shuck it, and save tlie

Bhucks,) is liable to more serious objections than
the other.

If, however, the fiirmer will provide himself
with a cheap and suitable buildinor, under which
his corn can be. protected while he is gathering,
hauling and shuckintr it ; and where he can save,
salt, and stow away his shucks till the time for

feeding them, the latter plan will, perhaps, be en-
titled to the preference. Much of the corn, ac-
cording to this plan, can be shucked durinj; bad
weather. It can be assorted, and the different

kinds hauled to the appropriate places lor

feeding. The shucks can be salted, and secured
from the weather, and fed away without much
inconvenience in bad weather. The stock, fed

upon them, will furnish some manure; and above
all, this plan will keep the stock from injuring the
land, by treading it when rendered soft by rains,

and by freezing and thawing. If this plan be
adopted, there should be a crib, fiir holding the
nubbin corn, and that which is unsound, so situat-

ed that this part of the corn may at once be put
into it, and thus leave none but the sound corn
to be removed to distant cribs. The process of
assorting the com may thus be performed while
shucking it, and the defective parts, by means of
baskets, deposited in the adjoining crib ; or it may
be assorted as the sound corn is thrown into the
wagon to liaul to the appropriate crib, and put in-

fo the crib intended (or it, while the wagon is un-
loading. A. Beatty.

September, 1840.

KOTES TO THE ESSAY ON TOBACCO CULTURE,

(Continued from page 177.)

(Note J.)
This essay is adapted n)orn particularly to the

culture of the bright Kitelbol, Maryland tobacco.

The writer of liiese notes dues not pretend to

know any thing about the management of that

particular variety, nor would he in any way call

in question the views or skill of the writer, or pre-

sume himself to prescribe lor its management.
There are however in its culture, and process of

management for market, many things in common
with the practice of the best planters in Virginia,

and many in which they differ. It. is the design,

therefore, to point out in a Irief way those par-

ticulars in vv^hicb they disagree. It will be borne

in mind that the Maryland tobacco is sold in a
very different market, and put to a very different

use from that which is made in Virginia. Al-
though in Baltimore it commands a higher price

than ours, yet in Petersburg, or Richmond, it

would be con^ered thin, chaffy, and almost va-

lueless.

C^ote B.)
This has not been the impression of the best to-

bacco growers in Virginia. Owing perhaps to

the peculiarity of our soil, or more probably to the

dislike which they have to the thin bright to-

bacco, they prefer that it should not grow ofT loo

rapidly, or mature too early. It is always a mat-
ter of regret with them if the seasons force iheir

plants so as to compel them to put them in the

hills before the 1st of June—the 10th is much
more preferred—though when their plants are

large enough, and the weather is suitable, they
avail themselves of it for fear that there may not

be "seasons' as they call it, to plant out, wherj

they might desire it. That which is planted out

about the lOih or 15ih of June, grows broader

leafed and heavier, and is thrown back later to re-

ceive the heavy dews of August and September,
which our planters consider very important to

make it thicken and ripen. Our writer's opinion,

too, of the importance of rapid growth to make a
fine article, will not apply to the fijcts of the case

in Virginia. We believe, too, that it is generally

conceded that the thin, poor tobacco of Kentucky,
is owing to the rapid and luxuriant growth which
their fertile soil gives it. Within the last few

years, however, the character of that tobacco has

very much improved ; owing no doubt in part to

the improved management, but not less is due to

the improved condition of soil for that particular

crop. The exuberance of fi^rtility which formerly

produced a coarse and spongy article, has been

worn down to a more healthy fertility,

{Note (7.)

The practice of the best planters in the middle

counties in Virginia, (and we think they grow the

best tobacco in the state,) is to fallow up their rich

clover fields in the autumn as soon as it is well

matured, letting it remain to rot till the spring,

when it is ploughed and reploughed to mix the

manure before hilling and planting. Some of the

prettiest " pie-bald," fawn-like tobacco we have
ever seen in the field, has been made under such
circumstances, and brought the highest prices in

our markets. Another successful plan is to fallotv
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in the autumn their herdsgrase meadows, (for

they have (heir rej^ular rotations lor that purpose,)

which they, by tillage, in the spring prepare (or

the crop. The decaying roots and vegetable

matterleedand nourish the plant during its growth.

They continue to cuhivate their grass land (or two
or three years, when it begins to get close or

clammy (or want oC the vegetable matter which
has been exhausted, and which is considered so

important ; it is again seeded down in small jirain

and grass. Oihers again seed the land which is

intended (or tobacco, in oats, which, when ma-
tured, are turned in with the plough. The volun-
teer oats will perhaps seed the land for the next
spring, if they are not killed by the frost, or the

land can be again sown if the owner thinks it

not rich enough. More than one crop however
is rarely necessary to enrich it (or one or two
years, on land which we may suppose to be in

good heart before. It is also very common to ap-
ply half rotted straw and- other litter from the

farm pen on the land in the spring, to be ploughed
and mixed in with the soil belbre hilling, and thus

• it rots and feeds the plant while growing as under
the systems be(bre mentioned. It is perhaps use-

lees to speak of the destructive practice of cutting

down tbrests, so long and extensively used in

Virginia for the cultivation of tobacco. As de-
sirable as virgin soil is to the growers of fine

(obacco, but (ew will have that kind of land left

many years longer,

{Note D.)

We think that by fallowing at the proper time
in the autumn, the clover would be converted into

manure, and tliereby the difficulty which the wri-

ter alludes to would be obviated. There is another
view of thesubject which we should be glad to see
discussed by some of our able agriculturists. It

is this. Whether the protection fi-om cold afforded
by clover or other vegetable covering is ot more
service to the soil, and to the subsequent crop, than
would be derived from the same covering when
converted into manure by the autumnal fallow.

It is the opinion of some that the freezing of land
improves it, and prepares it lor the coming crop.

And yet it has not escaped the observation of all

that wherever the land has been protected from
frost by a stack, or in any other way, although
no vegetable matter may have remained, to en-
rich it, that the subsequent crop will show the ad-
vantage.

(Note E.)

A. free, light, gray, loamy soil, is preferable (or

the growth of tobacco—that medium texture, I

should say, which was equally removed (rom the
sand and the clay. It was remarked by a very
intelligent, observant, and successful farmer, Mr.
Richard Venable, of Prince Edward county, that
the gray lands of that county produced the finest

tobacco that he ever saw. And in connexion
with the eaime subject, he said that the rich low
grounds of James River were comparatively in-

ferior for that crop. He thought it probable tha'
the latter soil was more or less calcareous from dc
posiie brought down from the lime stone country
of the Blue Ridge, and he did not think that lime-
stone lands produced the finest tobacco, If this

be the fact, may not the inferior quality of the
article in Kentucky be accounted for?

(Note F.)
The application of water to the plant-beds by

throwing it, is probably not the best niode. It is

disposed to bake the land. It would be attended
with much better effects i( the water weredammed
above the bed and conducted round it, to ooze
througjh from little rivulets. - Or another mode of
irrigation, which is perhaps equally good, can be
effected by placing barrels in different parts of the
bed, containing water, with email gimlet holes
lor it to trickle through.

(Note G.)
As has been remarked by our writer, the fly is

always most troublesome in cold and dry seasons.
The best mode of protection which we .have
known, and we have thought it almost a preven-
tive,^ is what the writer has partially alluded to.

Warmth and moisture arc the opposites of cold and
dryn'ess. The beds should be on some southern
exposure, and kept in a moist condition, either ir-

rigated, (which if only one is used is preferable,)
or by covering pretty thickly with brush. We
would not use pine brush, as they exclude the sun
too much, and there is something cold in their na-
ture

; but simply brush, which serves the two-fold
purpose of keeping the land moist and preventing
it^ (rom washing, if there should be hard rains.
To cover the beds over with well rotted stable
manure is found to be a valuable auxiliary to ir-

rigation. We have kept the brush on till the
plants were out of the reach of the fly, or within
a (ew weeks of planting. They are then removed
to let the plants harden by the action of the sun
before planting. If it is necessary to remove them
(or the purpose of irrigating or manuring, or hand-
weeding, or trampling the beds, they must be laid
on again, and when they are finally removed,
it should be gradually, or during a cloudy or wet
spell.

(Note H.)
The beds which are sown reasonably early,

produce plants wiih the best roots, which is im-
portant to their living when planted out. It is as-
tonishing how hardy the plant is when very
young. Contrary to the usual order of nature, it

will stand ten times the degree of cold that an old
and ripe plant will.

(Note I.)

If the beds are manured with stable manure, it

is thought advisable to throw it in a heap or put
it 111 barrels, (which is perhaps the best) to (er-

ment for ten days or two weeks, to destroy the
vegetative principles in the seed. The remark of
the writer about the quantity ot seed necessary
to be sown is very correct. Every observant
planter knows that two plants, even indifferent,
put into the hill together, will more certainly live
than one good one planted alone. A plain old
farmer of our acquaintance, who never failed of
having a 'stand,'' used to remark that "while
other people were replanting, he was thinning."
It is very easy to pull up one, if both should grow,
or to turn one down and cover it up.

(Note J.)

The process of " topping^' is conducted by the
most skilfurand prudent hands on the IJarm. A
few leaves, say four or five, are broken ofi' from
the bottom and usually thrown away, which is

called "priming," and then so much of the top is
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taken off as will leave from b'ix to ten leaves,

(according to the season of the year and ihe vigor

of the plant,) to grow and mature. No judicious

planter would thini< of leaving more than ten

leaves to make Virginia tobacco, though we have

been told that Maryland tobacco was Irequenlly

topped as high as sixteen or eighteen leaves. If

not topped too high, the upper leaves will be the

largest and ripen the first. It would moreover be

considered most slovenly manajjement, and great

waste of the strength of the vegetative process,

10 permit the plant to button beiore it is topped.

Virginia tobacco, to be valuable, should be thick,

and rich, and uily ; but when permitted to button

before it is topped, it is thin and chaffy.

The writer says nothing about the process of

priming, by which we infer that it is not practised

in Maryland; indeed we have heard it was ^ot.

Although, as we have' stated, the reverse is' the

practice with the majority of the best planters in

Virginia, yet there are some few whose success

both (or the quantity and quality of their tobacco

would entitle them to rank with the foremost,

whose practice has not been for many years to

prime. They top as high as they would do if the

priming had been done. They maintain that

those leaves (which are always small and take

very little nourishment from (he plant) serve to

protect the more valuable ones above froin the

dust. They are very little in the way of hilling,

and if they cover one occasionally, there is nothing

lost. The quantity o^ fine and passed tobacco is

believed to be larger, and the offal, or " iiigs,^^ as

they are called, are also increased, and the price

is thought to be fully equal to that managed by

priming. We have ourselves made some experi-

ments on this system, (or several years, and are

inclined to think lavorahly of it. This may look a

little heretical, but be it so; truth disdains to be

fettered by (brms and dogmas.

(Note K.)
The wood should be cut in the previous winter

and hauled to the barns at convenient times beiore

the busy season of firing tobacco begins. The
wood is better, too, (rom being half seasoned—the

fire is more unilbrm—there is less smoke and le.?e

sap and steam rising to coddle and scald the to-

bacco which itself already contains too much
fluid. Large wood is best, either split or otherwise.

(Note L.)
Many of our best (iirmers differ in their man-

agement of tobacco after it is carried to the barn.

All agree in the necessity of its being ripe before

it is cut. One portion, (though we think (ewer

than formerly) are in the practice of taking it into

the barn as soon as it is cut, and yellowing it with

fire, and then curing it. The plan however most
In use, and which we think most advisable, is to

ecaffold it to be killed and yellowed by the sun,

from three to six or eight days, according to the

weather. I( should be crowded on the scaffold,

and if the weather is warm it will be in a condi-

tion to house and fire in a few days. This condi-

tion is known by its emittinor a certain mellow
odor, and by its beginning to assume a yellow
appearance, somewhat like a hickory leaf before

it falls in autumn, or perhaps spotted more like

the shell of a highland terrapin. It should be re-

marked that the practice of splitting the stalk

a^hen the tobacco is cut is universal in Virginia,

which makes it dry quicker and also makes it more
convenient to hang over the stick. Not more
than eight or ten plants should be put on each
slick, and the respective sticks when placed in the

baru should not be nearer than ten inches apart.

Indeed it is desirable, il" there is a plenty of house
room, that the plants should not touch each other,

as they are liable to be scalded by the quantity of
hot sap which must pass off during the curing
process. After the tobacco has been taken into

the house antl properly regulated as to distances,

a fire should be built across the house under each
tier. These fires should at first be moderate, and
increased very gradually from day to day as ihe

tobacco dries and cures, till it is thoroughly cured

up. Some, however, stop the fires when the stems
have been killed and turn dark, leaving them to

dry up, or apfjiy the fire again some days after.

We have found it much easier to regulate the

heat by building the fires between two large log?

placed parallel. If the heat gets too high, they
can be drawn fi^irther asunder, or put nearer, if too

low. A third log on the top is generally neces-

sary as the curing operation is brought to a close.

It requires the most careful, viorilant, and judicious

hands on the farm to attend to the curing, nor can
the mow* careful and detailed account of the ope-

ration be substituted for experience.

{Note 31.)

It is best that tobacco should not be caught ir>

rain after it is cut, neither is it desirable to cut it

immediately alter rain.

(Note N.)
In V'iririnia our tobacco barns are usually con-

structed nl logs squared at the ends, and they are
cellared 18 inches, or 2 feet, to secure the logs

from :lie action of the fire. Some planters build

their houses very close ; but there is a great deal

of good sense in the remarks of our writer on thia

subject. If, is best to have them close lor some
feel near the ground to prevent the action of the

wind on the fire.

(Note O.)

Ground leaves are not gathered with us before

the plant is cut. There are always infi^rior leaves

near the ground, which are permitted to remain
and cure on the stalk. When the stripping is

going on, they are taken off and tied to themselves
and are called "/»gs."

(Note P.)

Many of the writer's remarks are judicious and
correct ; but it is very apparent that the manage-
ment alter the crop is cured is not in Ihe same
style of our best Virginia planters. He speaks
correctly when he says that the greatest skill of

the planter is needed from this time till it is brought
to market. Indeed we may say that almost every
thing depends upon the subsequent treatment.

We have seen very indifferent crops, by skilful

management, command the finest prices ; and on
the contrary, the richest and best cured have been
sacrificed (or paltry sums. Hence the high wages
which the judicious overseers have commanded
in the tobacco region. The diflference in price

between two hogsheads well managed, and the

same number indifferently managed, would pay
his wages, as high as they may appear. We
will proceed to state somewhat in detail the dif-
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lerent operations by which it is prepared for mar-

ket. No crop periiaps requires such unremitting

atientibn, vigilance, and system. The crop is al-

ready cured and hanging in the house ; but as our

writer remarks, it should not be permitted to "come
and no," as the planters say; that is, it should not

be allowed to come in "order"' every wet season,

as it will change the color which was given it in

curing. Small fires should be put under it in

damp seasons to keep it dry. It should hang till

alter a lew keen north-west winds in November
have thoroughly seasoned and cured the stems,

some ol' wiiich would easily mould wilhoutit. It

is now to be taken down, or " struck,^'' as it is

called, In tolerably supple order, as there is not

much danger of its moulding during the winter's

cold, (which is the time lor stripping,) and as it

should be shaken and whipped moderately to get

off the dirt. It is now to be laid away, or bulked

straight upon the slicks, elevated on logs or skids

to keep it off the damp floor, and covered care-

fully with straw and slicks. Now the process of

stripping begins. The best judges of tobacco are

made what are called "sorters,^^ whose business it

is to take up plant by plant, and separate accord-

ing to quality into four parcels—" /wgs," " short,''''

second, and first quality. There are strippers at

each ol'those respective parcels, who strip and tie

up the leaves in bundles containing from five to

eight, according to the size ol' the leal'. Before it

is tied, the bundle should be held up lo see that

the leaves are all of the same length. Small,

nice leaves are to be kept by each stripper to tie

wilh. He should never take a good large leaf lor

that purpose, which would be bad economy. The
top ofthe bundle should be covered by the tying,

so that the ruggedness of ihe leaves do not show,
and the tie be continued down about two inches.

The stripping being gone through, each quality

should be bulked to itself^ A floor is made ofthe
tobacco sticks, raised Irom the ground. Two or

three of the hands now place themselves in a row,
one of them takes up two bundles and places the
bul-ends even, and straightens them. They are

then passed through his hands by squeezing from
the top to the bottom, and passed on lo the^next,
who goes through the same operation, and then
the next, and so on, till it is in the hands ofthe
bulker, who is fixed on the floor above described,
on his knees. He presses the bundles close side

by side wilh the buts out, and pressed down with
the knees, and is by that time supplied wilh more,
which are disposed of in like manner, till he
passes through the whole length ofthe floor. He
now begins and reveiees the packing, so as to

have the tails lapped one-half or two-thirds, and
the buts facing at opposite sides. Thus the pro-

cess continues till the whole is disposed of; which
is called " windrows.''^ The wiiole is now co-
vered with sticks and'weighted with logs of wood
or rocks, and straw thrown about to prevent too

much exposure. When the buts are thus turned
out, there is not much danger of its mouldinff,
though it is best to examine it in warm and moist
spells. It remains in this condition till some time
in March, when it is hung up on small tobacco sticks

to be dried out by the cold hard winds. It must not

be permitted to " come and go" by the chaniies
of the season ; but after being once thoroughly
dried, it must be again struck for "prizing" in

some warm season, when it is just soft enough

to keep from breaking. It must now bn, bulked
as in the lormer case, with this exception, that

one bundle only is taken through the process at a
lime, and packed down as straight as possible lor

prizing, and well weighted. It is a matter of the

greatest importance that the bulk should be so

protected Irom the changes of the atmosphere
that it will remain precisely in the onicr in which
it was " struck,^^ as it is called. With this ob-

ject, it is tlie practice of some (and we ourselves

adopted it, and think it most invaluable) to have
tight boxes in which it is packed. They should

hold about one hogshead of tobacco each, and
are made about 10 feet long and 4 wide, with a
lid to fit in close. The workmanship should be
strong and with as few apertures as possible, and
heavy weights should be placed upon the lids af-

ter the tobacco is bulked. When the planter is

ready to prize, he will find the bundles to come
oat ofthe box almost as straight as candles, which
very much lacilitates the prizing operation. In

putting the bundles in the hogshead, they should
always be laid on tiie edge, if they are anywise
flat—the longest bundles in the middle and the

short ones around the edge, which fit in more
neatly. There is very great art in prizing, and
the same tobacco will command more or less by
several dollars in the hundred, according as it is

prized. There are different modes of placing the

bundles in the hogshead, but this would be im-
possible to describe on paper, and could only be
acquired by observation.

The few remarks which have been made in

these notes, are merely an outline—a sketch of

the process of the tobacco culture amongst the

best planters in V"irginia. We have not the leisure

to go more into detail, and many things could only
be acquired by observation. Tobacco is a crop
of much labor, and the cultivator can only be paid
for it by getting the best prices—and to do this, he
must lake great pains. We consider that no man
is paid for his trouble if he does not get $10 per
liundred. This remark may be qualified, how-
ever, by saying that those who live near market
would perhaps find it to their interest to adopt a
more summary course, by taking it to market in a
loose state as soon as it can be stripped out. In
this way, although they may not obtain the high-
est prices, yet they get it off their hands— have
the use of their money several months sooner

—

avoid a great deal of waste, and have more lei-

sure to raise manure and improve their farms.

DISEASES OF HOGS.

From the Agriculturist.

As we rank (he hog among the most useful
and indispensable of our domestic animals, it is

but right that we should investigate their diseases
and endeavor to apply some remedies. The
number lost in this neighborhood last fall was
4 to 500—this is a matter of some interest with a'

community that have to raise or buy as much
pork as we do, for we consume more to the popu-
lation than any other people—from the fact i hat
the negro population consume nothing else. The
most of our farmers attribute the death of their

swine to the stock pea. Can anv of your nu-
merous readers tell if peas are injurious to hogs
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under any cirnumsfances'? and if so, what is an
antidote 1 We are in the habit of growing peas
with our corn liir the purpose of" sustaining our

young hags through the lall and winter, and lor

the further purpose of enriching the soil. The
pea is the most certain and prompt restorer of

worn soils we have ever tried. If we have to

abandon the pea for its bad effects on hogs, we
shaji be in a had condition. The hogs that died

here this fall had none of the common diseases

of swine—they continued to decline—refused to

eat, and died without any uncommon symptoms

—

none ever recovered ih^t were noticed to decline.

They were taken off the peas and led liberally

with corn smeared with tar and sulriliur, and the

disease was arrested. The season had been very

wet and something maj?^ have grown out of that

fact. The three common diseases of swine are,

brealtinj; down in the loins, staggers and thumps.
I will give iny experience on these diseases. I

am inclined to think that the disease of the loins

is of two grades or kinds ; 1st, where the hog is

without motion from the loin back. 2d, where
(hey have motion in the hind legs but cannot rise.

Whether the affection proceeds from the same
cause, and one a mild and the otlier an aggra-
vated case, I cannot tell ; but it is true, that in

cases where there is no motion in the hind legs

they always die. But in the second case, most
all may be raised, by plucking out the hair on the

Joins and making an incision near the spine,

and rub it well with tar and feed on slops, with a

good portion of red pepper— [ have raised and
fattened many. If I do not mistake the Ken-
lucky Farmer, or Southern Cultivator, asserts

that ihis disease of the spine is incurable. The
staggers is a disease of the head I think—the

tendency is to turn round and round till the hog
falls on a particular side, and it is difficult to make
them lay on the other side. Bleed by cutting the

tail and ears—they will generally recover, but

will never distinguish the direction of sound so

well afterwards, if they have been badly afflict-

ed.

Thumps.— 1 have never noticed this disease in

hogs of much size. It generally attacks shoats
that have been badly raised, and generally proves
fatal. Cotton seed, straw and dust, I think, create

this disease—though I had a shoat that was fat,

had never seen cotton seed and had slept in the
woods, where there was no dust, that died wiih
this disease last fall. G. L. Cockrix.l.

ESSAY ON CALCAREOUS EARTH, AND RE-
MARKS ON QUICK-LIME AS AN INDIRECT
MANURE.*

By William B. Smith, M. D.

Delivered before the Cumberland Agricultural Society,
Nov. 13th, 1840 ; and communicated for the Farm-
ers' Register, by order of the society.

Many modern philosophers are inclined to the
belief, that all the calcareous earth on this globe
is of animal origin. But such an opinion cannot

* Lest our silence should be misconstrued into as-

sent, it is proper for us to say generally, that we do

be supported, for this plain reason : that if lime
is a primitive elementary sul'Stance, it must
have existed before animals could have 'been
furnished with it. Lime in all probability is co-
eval with this earth, and has undergone solution,

precipitation and crysialization ; and it has also

entered largely into the structure and composition
of the animal and vegetable kingdoms.

Chaptal says, "the fbrinaiion of lime-stone
appears to us to be l()r the most part, owing to

the wearing down of shells. The identity of the
constituent principles of shells and calcareous

stones, and the presence of these same shells,

more or less altered, in the lime-sione mountains,
authorize us to conclude that a great part at least

of the calcareous mass of our globe owes its

origin to this cause only. "Again'" he says, "it

may easily be conceived that these shells, when
carried along by currents of water, must strike to-

gether, and wear their respective surfaces; and
that their pulverulent remains, after being long
carried about and suspended by the waters, must
at last subside, and form heaps or banks of shells,

more or less altered according to circumstances."

Lime changes vegetable blues to green^ and
combines with all the acids ; it also combines
with sulphur, sulphuretted hydrogen and phos-
phorus, and is very abundant in the mineral

kingdom, forming the basis of animal bones
and shells."

The earthy part of animals la chiefly, if not

altogether, calcareous ; in most cases it is united

with phosphoric acid, but frequently with the car-

bonic.

The calcareous spars, lime-stone, stalactites,

marble, alabaster, chalk and marl, consist chiefly

of lime. This eanh is pretty generally diffused,

more or less, over the whole surface of the globe
;

but we will direct our attention principally to

quick or caustic lime, most commonly found \\n

strata combined with the carbonic acid ; and is

obtained by exposing the carbonate of lime to a
high degree of heat, which drives off the car-

bonic acid in a slate of gas. In this condition it

is brought to market, to be employed in medicine,

the arts and husbandry.
To obtain lime in the greatest degree of purity,

pounded chalk is boiled in pure water, and dissol-

ved in aceious acid (vinegar) and precipitated

with volatile alkali; this precipitate, when well

washed, is pure lime, soluble in six hundred limes

its weight of water. It has a penetrating, burn-

ing, acrid taste, unites readily wiih water, falls

into powder, increases in bulk, evolving at the

same time heat and phosphoric light. Acids rea-

not concur with Dr. Smith in some of the views

presented in his essay, in regard to the action of

quick-lime, and compounds of lime in soils. We do

not usually feel called upon thus to express dissent

from the opinions of correspondents, and there is still

the less need of doing so in regard to papers which are

parts of the transactions of societies, and ordered as

such to be published. Still, as the subject of calca-

reous soils and manures has heretofore engaged so

much of our attention, it seems proper to make, by this

note, an exception to a general rule—and we trust that

it will not be deemed either indecorous or disrespect-

ful.—Ed. F. R.
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dily dissolve lime, and there are probably as ma-
ny calcareous sails as there are known acids.

Lime coniracis the living fibre, and ihereCore

possesses asiringont powers ; it is also a powerlul

antacid and stands liiifhiy recommended in chro-

nic diseases ol'ihe skin, cancer and ill-diijesled

Bores : it is used also in diseases depending on

jnxiiy and debility of the solids, as in diarrhcea,

diabetes, scroliila and scurvy. This earth neu-

tralizes noxious air. Calcareous countries are for

the most part free from infectious diseases ; while

sandy and clayey soils of the same climate are

subject to levers. Where ihefe is no calcareous

earth, the inhabitants should wash their rooms

annually with lime ; strew it before their donrp,

lime the trunks of their fruit and ornamental

trees, and it will have the double eflect ofpreserv-

ins: health and destroying insects.

Lime after having been deprived of fixed air

unites with it again with great eagerness. This

process goes on so rapidly, that quick-lime, by
{

being exposed to the open air, will grow mild

again by the absorption of carbonic acid.
'' Lime powerfully atiracts the carbonic acid, of

which it was deprived by heat, and that acid is uni-

versally diffused through the atmosphere (though
in a very small proportion, and is produced by

every decomposing putrescent substance. Con-
sequently caustic lime, on land, is*continually ab-

sorbing and combining with this acid ; and, with
more or less rapidity, according to the manner of

its application, is reiurning to its former state of

mild calcareous earth. If spread as a top dress-

ing on grass lands—or on ploughed land, and
superficially mixed with the soil by harrowing

—

or used in composts with fermenting vegetable
matter—the Hme is probably completely carbo-

nated before its causticity can act on the soil.

In no case can lime, applied properly as manure,
long remain caustic in the soil. Thus mogt ap-

plications of lime are simply applications of cal-

careous earth, but acting with greater power at

first, in proportion to its quantity, because more
finely divided, and more equally distributed."

See "Calcareous Manures" chapter viii. page 33.

From the avidity with which these two bodies

unite in ordinary circumstances, it has been
imagined that quicfi-lime acted upon land, or

manures, by hastening putrefaction ; that is by
disorganizing animal and vegetable manures,
and depriving them of iheir fixed air. Lime, in

the absence of carbonic acid, unites with various

other acids of the soil, tempering their stimulant
and corroding properties. This sometimes hap-
pens, but the carbonic acid of the atmosphere
unites with lime as soon as it is given to the soil.

In order then to derive the greatest benefit from
this mineral as a manure, it should be immediate-
ly covered with the plough, to exclude atmo-
spheric air; it will then more readily unite with
the carbonic acid of the earth, and hasten the
decomposition of animal and vegetable matter.
The wonderful effects produced on land by gyp-

sum, or plaster of Pans, seem to astonish the
farmers, and yet these effects are produced by the

action of lime alone and not the combined action

of sulphuric acid and lime which forms gypsum :

unless the carbonate of lime and sulphate ol

lime undergo decomposition when given to the

soil, they are inert, and can exert no influence on
vegetable or animal matters.

These salts may undergo slow decomposition

when applied in fine powder; but if we wish' to

renovate our lands speedily we nmst use quick-

lime.

The plaster of Paris will be decomposed by
the IbllowiiiiT sails, when given to our hinds :

1st. By the niiraie of potash (saltpetre.)

2(1. By the nitrate of foda.

31. By the muriate of soda (table salt.)

4th. By the carbonate of potash (vegetable

alkali.)

5ih. By the carbonate of soda (mineral alkali.)

The sulphate of lime, is more apt to underuro

decomposition from the various agents in the

earth and atmosphere, than the carbonate of lime;

for none of these salts, that is, the nitrate of so-

da, muriate of soda, carbonate of potash, or car-

bonate of soda, will readily decompose the carbo-

nate of lime. When gypsum and the nitrate of
potash are united, a double elective attraction

takes place; the potash of the nitre attracts the
sulphuric acid of the plaster of Paris and forms
sulphate of potash, and the disengaged nitric acid

unites with the lime and forms the nitrate of lime..

When plaster of Paris is applied to soils impreg-
nated with muriate of soda, (table salt) a dou-
ble elective attraction also takes place. The
sulphuric acid unites with soda, and forms Glau-
ber's salt, and the muriatic acid unites with lime
and forms the muriate of lime. This double
decomposition will not hasten the growth of plants^

for the sulphate of soda and muriate of lime can-
not decompose animal and vegetable manures.
Gypsum then should not be given to lands on
the seaboard, or to soils impregnated with muriate
of soda, or table salt, because the lime is lost by
its union with muriatic acid.

But why this chemical process? Let us drive off

tlie sulphuric and carbonic acids by heat, and give
the pure lime in its caustic state to our lands. It

will then immediately commence action, by con-
densing the principles of the atmosphere, attract its

moisture, and at the same time seize upon every
blade of grass, every leaf and indeed all kinds of
vegetable and animal matters and hasten their

decomposition by robbing them of carbonic acid.

1 find in the •' Medical Repository," (he follow-

ing review, vol. i. p. 346. "Agricultural Inqui-
ries on Plaster of Paris, Also, Facts and obser-

vations, on that substance as a manure, &c. By
Richard Peters." With great pleasure we an-
nounce this small publication, which is intended,

as the author modestly says, " to invite as well as

to give information," and which is collected chiefly

from the practice of farmers in Pennsylvania.
The subject of manures appears, as yet, to be
in need of much further elucidation than it has
hitherto received ; and on scarcely any article of
the whole tribe of fertilizing substances is a ra-

tional theory more wanted than in the case of
gypsum. Mr. Peters has proceeded in the pro-

per way to come at a right understanding of this

subject, by laboriously and patiently collecting,

not only the facts which fell under his own eye,

but those which occurred to the intelligent farmers
of the country around him.
"The mode adopted to collect information was

by a circular letter, containing about a dozen
queries. To these queries answers have been re-

turned by Messrs. West, Frazer, Price, Hand,
;Curwen, Sellers; Duffield, Wharton, Roberts,
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Heckewelder, and by Mr. Peters himself. So

that the materials collected are to be considered

as the result of the agricultural .experience of

these respectable cultivators. They all agree

in the vast uiiliiy of gypsum as a manure in most

parts of Pennsylvania, where it has been tried,

it seems to be agreed on, that after ten or eleven

years' use, the gentlemen still entertain their good

opinion of it: that it remarkably recovers exhaust-

ed and impoverished land; that one bushel and'

a half, or two bushels, will be sufncieni, if year-

ly repeated, lor clover ; that it will answer well in

a sandy loam, upon a limestone bottom ; that

though it is serviceable when sirevved in powder^

on gorwing plants, it succeeds best in repetition,

after cultivaiinir and dressing slightly with stable

manure, or with ploughing in green manures.

As to the supposed sterility occasioned by gyp-
eum, Mr. Peters observes, that his own experience

teaches him it does not exhaust more than other,

manures do, particularly dung, and that, to pro-

duce its full effect, it must have something to leed

on, as some farmers expjess it; that is, as we

animal manures ; causing them to yield back their

principles to the earth and atmosphere as food

lor plants. In this decomposition the lime of the

plaster of Paris, unites wuh the carbonic acid of

the earth and air, forming carbonate of lime, and
the sulphuric acid unites with potash or soda
forming viiriolated tartar, or Glauber's salt. These
two alkalies, potash and soda, have the -strongest

affinity for sulphuric acid ; and gypsum when
given to the soil, will not be decomposed unleeg

it contains potash and soda, or their combinationa

with carbonic, muriatic and nitric acids, which
form the carbonate of potash and soda, the

nitrate of potash and soda, and the muriate of soda.

These five salts, as I have before stated, will de-

compose gypsum, as well as their bases.

Farmers are olten disappointed in the use of

gypsum, and it is owing lo the circumstance that

there is nothing in the soil to decompound it. We
have reason to believe that this salt, when used aa

manure, lies dormant in the earth (or many years.

Dr. Meriwether inlormed me that in one in-

stance ten years elapsed, after using gypsum, be-

suppose, to be valuable and active, gypsum musi lore the soil reteived any benefit fi-oni it. Gen. T
meet with something in the soil lo decompound
it ; and where this is wanting, the plaster of Paris

does no good. When strewed on the surface,

it most remarkably benefits white and red clover,

and most grasses ; though it did not appear to do

any good to winter grain. It is good in all legu-

minous plants, buck-wheat, flax, hemp, rape, and

oily seeded plants; most products of the kitchen

garden, and for (ruit trees ; as well as for oats and

barley, when sprinkled at sowing time on the

wetted seeds. Mr. Peters has sowed gypsum at

all times of the year, and has (bund it answer well,

if strewed over the land at any time from the be-

ginning of February to the middle of April ; and

he directs it to be sowed in misty weather, to

avoid the loss of having it blown away by the

winds if sowed in a dry time. Some do not sow
it until vegetation begin-', thouah our author thinks

it will have an effect if sowed at any season. As
to the quantity of produce by the acre, Mr. Peters

affirms he gets as much from gypsum as from

any other manure ; that the hay is better than

that produced by dung; the cattle waste less of

it ; and, if the grass is used for pasture, the crea-

tures are much more fond of the plastered than

of the dunged produce. He is satisfied with a ton

and a half the acre at a cutting
; he mows twice,

and has a third growth lor grazing afterwards.

Its durability is such that, though sometimes it

will be exhausted in one year, yet the effect of one

dressing, of three or four bushels to the acre, has

been felt for five or six years, gradually decreasing

in its powers, and seems to be capable of proiorrg-

ing the efficacy of dung ; and has been known to

do good, when sowed repeatedly, and in small

quantities, for a continuance of twenty years or

more."

. I regret that this valuable little work on gypsurti

cannot be obtained in Vircinia ; but from the

"review," brought before the reader, Mr. Peters,

is of the opinion, that " gypsum must meet with

something in the soil to decompound it ; and

where this is, wanting the plaster of Paris does no

good." So says his reviewer ; or in other words,

the plaster of Paris, belore it can benefit the soil,

must undergo decomposition ; and the lime being

B. Randolph, uspd jnuch plaster on his Green
Creek (arm 12 or 15 years ago and it has not, until

within tiie last three or (buryears, fertilized the soil.

Both salts and alkalies decompose gypsum or

sulphate of lime ; but the carbonate of lime seldom
meets with agents in the soil to reduce it lo its

principles ; hence it is that farmers fiiil in the use

t)f lime united with carbonic acid.

Many theories have been given to the v/orld

on the suliject of lime as a fertilizing agent in

farming; but I cajinot believe lime acts as a ma-
nure, nor has it in my opinion any nutritive pro-

perties. By uniting with carbonic acid it sets free

a number of gases and other principles in the

earth and atmosphere, and they stand ready to

be taken up by the inhaling vessels, and tender

roots of plants. So that lime hastens the decom-
position of vegetable and animal manures, and
is nothing more than an exciting agent, disen-

gaging nutritive elements; and they become
Ibod (or plants to be elaborated into sap, mucilage,

oil, &c. From what has been said, it would seem
that lime acts indirectly as a manure, by perform-

ing the great work of disorganization, and may
1 with propriety be considered a stimulant.

Quick-lime unites first with carbonic acid, if

within its sphere of attraction, and this union con-

tinues until the carbonate of lime is completely

formed; it then becomes inert, and the soil will

require another dose of lime in order to carry on
vegetable and animal decomposition. If the sub-

soil of eastern Virginia was composed of the car-

bonate of lime, it could not exert any influence on
its soil ; because in that state it would be inactive,

and must undergo decomposition and give up its

lime belore it can benefit the soil. In all calca-

reous countries the soil becomes exhausted by the

continued action of carbonic acid, and cannot be

reclaimed without the application of quick-lime,

flence we find in the richest limestone regions the

farmers are busily employed in burning lime-stone

as a manure for their lands. I should inler from

this circumstance, that lime loses its efllect, and is

not a permament manure.
" Mr. Ruffin assures us, however, that it is per-

manent, and I beg leave here to quote his own
Bet at liberty immediately acts on vegetable and language from his invaluable ' Essay on Galea-
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reous iMariiires,' chap, xvii, p. 58-9. " Lord Kamcs
nieniions a lact of the coniinued beneliciul elit'ct

ol' an application ol' ralfareous mainire which
was known to be 120 years old. Every auihor

who has treated ol' manures ol" this naiure attests

their lontr duraiion : but when they say thai they

will last 20 year?, or even 120 years, it amounts
to the admission that at some I'uture time the ef-

fects of these manures will be lost. This I deny
'—and, Irom the nature and action of calcareous

earth, claim for its eHects a duration that will

have no end." With all due delerence and re-

spect (or an opinion coming liom such hi^'^h autho-

rity, I beg leave to differ. Lime is not lost when
given to the soil, but we ha^e reason to believe

its general properties are chanced byunitinir with

carbonic acid. Now there is a"wide diflerencc

between the carbonate of lime and quick-lime,

when used as manure—the former is a mild inac-

ive neutral salt ; the latter a caustic, disorganiz-

ing earth, thai leeds plants by selling at liberty

the components o( the atmosphere, vegetable and
animal matters, putrid sewers, dunghills and
grave-yards, until the (ell destroyer becomes sa-

tiated and neutralized with carbonic acid; and,

being unable to pursue the wofk of destruction

any lonirer, remains quiescent. I doubt whether
ihe'carbonaie of lime, when given to the soil in

extreme division, undergoes decomposition. For,

according to Mr. Lavoisipr's table of the combi-
nations of carbonic acid with the salifiable bases

in the order ol' affinity, lime stands first, with the

exception of barytes, an earth seldom found in

Virginia. Carbonic acid, then, having the slronsi-

est affinity for lime, will unite with it, and the

longer it is exposed to atmospheric air the harder
it becomes. Marine sheila remain on the sur-

face of the earth for ages, in a state of preserva-

tion, exposed to heat and cold, moisture and dry-

ness, resisting at the same time the action of the

acids. Lime used in building becomes so hard
from atmospheric exposure and age, that it is with
difficulty broken ; and 1 suspect the lime mortar
in the old church steeple in Jamestown has be-

come by age as hard as lime-stone. Lime water
exposed twenty-four hours to the action of air,

forms a carbonated crust, and, if it- remains any
length of time, all the lime dissolved in the water
will unite with carbonic acid, and form a neu-
tral salt. May we not conclude, then, that quick-

lime, when given to our lands as manure, ulti-

mately becomes a salt by the laws of affinity?

Am I right, then, or wrong, when 1 say our lands

must be periodically limed? Lime alone must
be used as manure, and not its combinations with
the carbonic, sulphuric and other acids. Those
who purchase lime With a view of improving the
soil, should get it in light casks, and ploftgh it in

as soon as possible ; (or a lew days' exposure to

the action of the air destroys its caustic properties
in a great degree, and deprives it of the power of
decomposing animal and vegetable manures.

Dr. Meriwether, a distinguished farmer, was
the first, I believe, who used lime as a manure in

Amelia
; and he regularly limed his little farm of

250 acres once in four j^ears, and was amply paid

for the lime and labor.

In eastern Virginia, we have the sand, and the

clay, and the labor, but we are without lime;
how are we to get it? My answer to the ques-
ion is, that we must buy, if it cost 75 cie. per

bushel, for without this useful mineral our lands
can never be reclaimed. We may t;o on slowly
to in)proveour (arms, with vegetable and animal
manures, rest and native srrasses, but all our
worn lands cannot be reclaimed without lime.
Now the question is, shall we continue the pre-
sent system of agriculture, or shall we lime our
lands?

Two ounces of quick-lime will cover one yard
square ; and as there are 4,900 square yards in an
acre of ground, two ounces to the square yard
brought to us at 75 cts: per hundred pounds, 612^-

lbs. will cost S4.59 the acre. I am not [irepareJ

will amount to 612| lbs. ; and as lime can be
to say this quantity of lime will reclaim our worn
lands, but think it will incre.-^se our grain crops,

and enable us to purchase again the same
amount of lime, which will reclaim, it' not enrich
our worn laiids ; at the expense of a quarter of
a pound of lime to the square yaid, or 1225 lbs.

to the acre, wh:ch will cost §9.18, if lim.ecan be
furnished ai 75 cls. per hundred pounds, is it

then to the inieret^t of land holders In eastern Vir-
irinia, to improve their (iirms, by liming at from
84.59, (0 ,'#9.18 per acre? It appears to be the
only alternative, and the farmers of eastern Virgi-
nia, ought to give half a pound of lime, to the
square yard, or 2450 lbs. to the acre, which
amount to $ 18.36, in preference to emigration. And
why? Because their farms would be rich, crops
abundant, and ample returns made for every
dollar given lo the soil.

The population of Cumberland is less in 1840
than it was in 18.30, owin-j I suppose to the dete-
rioration of our lands, and the only way we can
slay emigration, and save eastern Virginia, is to

lime the soil and plough it deep. But while I

am inculcating this doctrine, I must be candid
enough to say, that I have never limed my farm,
and am hiring out laborers annually, because
the farm has no lime to support them.

If rail-roads, contemplated some years ago,
from Richmond to Farmville, Lynchburg and
Danville, should ever be completed, it would
then be within the opportunity of every land-
holder in this section of Virginia, to purchase lime
at a very reduced price. But as this great work
will not be carried out in many years, a rail-road
from Planters' town, the head of navigation on
the Appomattox, to some point on James River,
above Warminster, a distance of 25 miles, would
furnish a large portion of eastern Virginia with
lime.

A section of the state then most remote from
calcareous deposites, would be supplied with lime
at 20 or 25 cents per bushel. Such a road would
be valuable not only on account of lime, but va-
rious other minerals would be transported across
the country, and cut off the long route down the
James River and up her tributary streams.
Bui it may be said, that there are many land-

holders who could not incur the expense of lime
at any price; this is true, unless they would sell

a part of iheir worn lands, to improve the balance.
If they are not disposed to make such a sacrifice,

the only alternative will be, to improve a part of
their worn (arms, with manures collected from the
stables, farm yards, cowpens, wood yards, leaves
from the forest, ashes and so on. That part of
the farm, which cannot be manured, should be in-

closed, and every lall turn ia the coat of vegeta-
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lion with ihe plough. Such a system of hus-

bandry will, in time, reclaim ail our worn lands.

The cheapest plan, however, will be to use lime,

if we are under the necessity of selling properly

to pay lor it. I beg leave here to give a word of

truth (or farmers, from the ' Raleigh Register.'

In one of the old Roman writers there :s a siory

told of one Paridus, "who had two daughters

and a vineyard. When (he oldest was married,

he gave her a third part olthe vineyard ; notwiiii-

standing which, he obtained from two-ihirds the

same crop as from the whole. When the other

was married, he portioned her with half of what
remained, and still the produce of his larm was
undiminished." This story is an excellent moral,

and should be improved, it illustrates the advan-

tage of cultivating a small quantity of land well,

rather than a greater quantity badly. It is a fact

•which strikes the most superficial observer, that

farmers generally cultivate too much land. The
evils of doing so are obvious : great expense of

labor, and imperlect cultivation, by which land is

impoverished, and comparatively small profits re-

alized. It IS a common idea among farmers, that

the best investment of property, because the safest,

is in land. When, therelbre, they have accumu-
lated a sum of money, they will, if possible, en-

large their farms. But, in most instances, it

would be as much for their interest to bury their

surplus money as to multiply their acres beyond
their means of thorough cultivation. Nothing is

more true than the remark of a celebrated writer,

that "farmers are yet to learn the immense pro-

ductive power of a perfectly cultivated acre."

Lime, when applied to sandy soils, without vege-
table matter, will have nothing to act upon but

sand, which forms mortar, such as we use in

building.

Lime given to clay soils, without manure,
forms marl, and in either case there is no improve-
ment of the soil. Lime given to poor soils, hav-
ing a thin coat of vegetation, exerts but a (eeble

influence, because there will not be nutritious

gases enough after vegetable decomposition to

produce luxuriant vegetation. Thin lands, must
be manured as well as limed before they can be

reclaimed. Lands of ttiis character may, in time,

become rich by liming without manure ; if we
are careful not to give more lime than such lands

can bear; a small quantity on poor soils will be
sufficient to decompose its vegetable matter.
But if manures be used with lime on poor soils,

they are speedily reclaimed.*

Worn lands in eastern Virginia, such as we
cultivate in grain, yielding three bushels to the
acre, will be wonderl'ully improved by the applica-
tion of lime. Two barrels, or 600 pounds of lime
on such lands, will more than double the crop the
first year. Rich lands require no lime, it is our
worn and exhausted fields we wish reclaimed

;

and in order to do this lime must be used as an
exciting agent, and vegetation of all kinds will

be pushed forward ; the native grasses will in a
short time become more luxuriant, and ultimately
bring back worn lands to their native fertility.

Our lands should be limed, as soon as the coat

* Some farmers lime heavily; but six bushels on thin
land will answer a better purpose than six hundred;
unless there was in the soil, vegetable matter enough
to neutralize it.

of vegetation is killed by the frost ; or as early

in the fall as convenient: immediately alter lim-

ing the soil, turn it over with the plough, and the

vegetable matter in the spring will have under-
gone partial decomposition, and be in a proper state

to yield its principles to the tender roots of plants,

as soon as the warmth of spring pushes them
Ibrward. Where vegetable and animal manures
are very fine and well rotted, lime may be used
with advantage in the spring ; but coarse unrotted

vegetable matters require lime in the fall, in or-

der to carry on the work of disorganization

through the winter months; and ttie various nu-
tritive gases will be evolved for the spring crops.

Decomposition will then go on through the spring

and summer months and give the growing plants

a due portion of aliment : (or their evolution and
growth depends on the decomposition of vegeta-
ble and animal manures. Some farmers lime in

ihe hill, or roll small grain in lime belbre seeding;
and it is astonishing to see with what rapidity

vegetation is pushed forward for a few weeks.
But as soon as the roots extend beyond the hill

in a hungry slate, it is truly mortifying to see how
rapidly the plant declines ; hence the necessity of
spreading lime or manures over the suriace of

the earth, that the young roots may be continu-

ally supplied with food.

Observation and experience both teach us
that worn lands may be made rich by liming and
ploughing. Lands we do not intend (or immediate
use, should be inclosed, limed and ploughed, and
the succeeding crops of vegetation, being more
luxuriant, will increase their fertility : but if we
wish to enrich the soil for immediate use, I would
suggest the (bllowing plan of treatment. Give to

an acre of land, yielding five bushels of wheat, two
barrels, or 600 lbs. quick-lime in the fall, and turn

it in with the plough; in the spring, seed it in

oats or buck-wheat and fallow the crop at harvest.

The second crop, will be ready lor the plough in

October, to be fkllowed lor wheat and clover.

Under favorable circumstances the crop of wheat,
the followingyear, will yield 12 bushels, and the

land v/ill be made rich when the clover crop is

turned in eighteen months after taking the crop of

wheat ; or in three years after the application of

lime.

Expense per acre.

612^ lbs. lime, 75 cents per cwt. - ^4 50
1 bushel oats ----- 40
1 gallon clover seed - - - 1 00

$5 99
Credit.

By 7 bushels wheat, from increased fer-

tility of soil 87 00
So that the first crop of wheat, overpaya the

expense of lime and grain given to the land ;

—

this is not all, the soil is enriched and will produce

from the clover fallow 15 or 20 bushels. This

plan of treatment should follow hoe crops, with

a little variation. If a hoe crop be taken from a

field in 1840, the land should be seeded in wheat

and clover in the fall, and in the spring of 1841,

give one barrel of caustic lime per acre, to the

young clover; the wheat crop will be removed

in the summer, and in the spring o( 1842, lime

the clover again with ihe same quantity, and

fallow it in the fall.

Lands treated in this way will bear a hoe crop
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once in 3 or 4 years. The old system ofcultivaiion

wiih the hoe is improper ; and I have no hesita-

tion in saying that the hoe crops of eastern Vir-

trinia have exhausted our best lands. Where is

the fine soil of eastern V^irixinia now? Much of

it has been carried down hills, branches, creeks

and rivers by the hoe crops, leaving nothing be-

Jiind but galls, gullies, and the sub-soil. It is lime

they were given up except in a hmiied way ; and

let us make more small grain and grass in order to

secure the soil we have remtiiiiing. Such a system

ofagriculture, assisied by lime, deep ploughing, and

hill-side ditches, will renovate the worn lands of

. eastern Virginia, in four years. Then let us go
to work in good liiith, and use lime alone on our

lands, tree from the carbonic and sulphuric acids,

and it will peribrm the work ol' dissolution in the

earth, until the great destroyer becomes neu-

tralized.

ON THE MANAGEMENT OF BEES.

By Thomas Ward Jestoti,

Thames.
Esq., Henley-on-

Froni the Journal of the Royal Agricultural Society.

I have found by experience my plan for the

management of bees, and mode of taking their

superfluous honey, without destroying the parent

hive, fully to succeed : in a bee-country it will

afford the cottager a very ample return for his

trouble, and not require so much watching as the
old plan— lor the older the hive is, the less chance
will there be of swarming, but a greater chance
of a large deposite of honey. I have kept bees
more than twenty years; have tried Huish's,
Null's, and various other plans, but the one sug-
gested by this industrious insect itself I have
found to be the most simple, cheap, and success-
ful, and will not cost the cottager more than six-
pence to adopt, in addition to his old hives.
Some years ago 1 placed an empty butter-tub

under the board on which the hive rested ; the
sun cracked the board, and the bees enlarging the
opening, took possession of the tub, and, after
filling their own hive, deposited 26 lbs. of honey
and comb in the tub below. This I took jiosses-
sion of for my own use, leaving their hive full of
honey for their winter's consumption. By im-
proving on this simple plan, 1 have carried ofT the
prizes lor honey at the Henley Horticultural So-
ciety for the last (bur years. A board, half an
inch in thickness, 18 inches in width, and perfora-
ted with two holes, each an inch in diameter, is

placed between the hive and the butter-tub. The
^^^

should be placed under the hive as early as
March

; the bees having a great dislike to any
disturbance of their arrangement. I last year
took upwards of 40 lbs. of honey in this way,
althouffh.ihe season was so bad, and an ample
supply of food was left for the bees to subsist on
during the winter. This plan will prove a good
substitute for the "rear" used to enlart^e the
common hive

; with ihis advantage, that a supply
ol honey can be obtained from the stroncr swarms
as well as the old hivea.

I have never found occasion to feed the bees
from which honey had been taken in the mode
cescnbed

;
but previously to the adoption, I was

in the habit of feeding them with coarse euo'ar

boiled in beer, and a little old wax-comb, to the
consistence oi' a syrup. As an experiment I once
led some bees with treacle, made from graiinw
112 lbs. of beet-root, pressing Irom ii one gallon
of juice, and boiling this with one tea-spoonful of
sulphuric acid (commonly called oil of vitriol) and
three lea-spoonfuls of common chalk, or whiting
in powder, which will clarify it and throw off all

impurities, leaving, on evaporation, a clear syrup
fit for feeding b^es.

There is little or no gnrse or heath near Henley,
and the character of the country is arable. The
market-price of virgin honey (such as is obtained

on my plan) is in the town from Is. 6d. to la. 8d,

per pound, and the wax from Is. 6d. to 2s.

The following are the weights of seven hives,

taken in April 1838, from which honey had been
taken in the previous autumn, and yet the season
of 183S proved so bad that I obtained no honey
that autumn, and two of the hives perished in the
following winter:

Hive No. 1. - - - 28 lbs.
"

2. - - - 28 "
"

3. - - - 25 "
"

4. - .
- - 25 "

"
5. - - - 24 "

'•
6. - - - 23 "

"
7. - - - 22 "

This season my five old hives, and Nutt's hive
also are in full vigor and operation.

Henley-on-Thames, Oxfordshire, May, 1840.

ON PREPARING NIGHT-SOIL.

From the (London) Farmer's Magazine.

Sir—I observed a {'e.w days ago in one of your
late periodicals, an inquiry, by a correspondent,
for the best method of preparing night-soil for
manure. He said " he had mixed it with lime,
and a very strong smell of ammonia was evolved,
whereby he feared the eflicacy of the manure
might be impaired. These conclusions are per-
fectly correct ; its efficacy as organic manure
would be destroyed by the use of lime.

When an organic body containing nitrogen
undergoes putrelaction, and moisture present, the
nitrdgen unites with tfie hydrogen of the water
and forms ammonia ; the oxygen, the other
element of water, unites with the carbon of the
putrifying oody, and forms carbonic acid ; both
these transformations, in their nascent state, com-
bine and form carbonate of ammonia, a volatile

salt, which is always evaporating with water, as
long as the decomposition continues. Such inva-
riably takes place in nitrogenous bodies.

When lime is added to a body holding carbo-
nate of ammonia in solution, as in night-soil, the
ammoniacal salt is decomposed ; the lime robs it

of its carbonic acid, and caustic ammonia, a still

more volatile compound, fllies off in gas : thus we
have got rid of all the nitrogen the organic com-
pound contained.

Organic manure, without nitrogen, is of very
little value. It pervades every part of the vege-
table structure, and no plant will attain maturity,
even in the richest mould, without its presence.

The relative value of manure may be known by
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the relative quantity oi nitrogen it contains. Tiiere

docs not appear to be any manure so ricii in

nitrogen as liuman excren>ent (except bone ma-
nure, whicii contains upwards ol 30 per cent, of

gelatine in its iniersilices)
;

so much so, that

accordiniT to ihe analyses of JVlacaire and Marcet
100 parts of human urine are f^tpjal to 1300 parts

of frosli dunfT of the horse, 600 parts of the cow,

and 450 parts ol' the urine of the horse. Hence
it is evident that it would be of n^iuch importance

W none of the human excrements were lost, espe-

cially when we consider that with every pound
of urine a pound of wheat might be produced.

Now I would sugiiesl to your correspondent the

best and most economical method I know of pre-

serving unimpaired the most valuable element in

night-soil, which is as follows : To every 100 lbs.

of night soil add 7 lbs. ol" sidphate of lime (gyp-
sum) in powder, a double decomposition will

ensue, and the result will be, instead of sulphate

of lime and carbonate of ammonia, carbonate of

lime and sulphate of ammonia ; the latter a sola-,

hie salt which cannot be volatilized. It might
now be mixed wiih other compost, or dried any
way thought proper, and applied to the roots of

the vegetable, to be again transformed into bread,

butter, cheese, &c.
Chloride of calcium, sulphuric or muriatic acid,

substances of low price, would completely neu-

tralize the urine, converting its ammonia into

salts which possess no volatility.

I would also suggest that if the floors of stables

be strewed li-om time to time with a little sulphate

of lime, they will lose all their otl'ensive smell,

and none ol the ammonia which forms can be

Inst, but retained in a condition serviceable as ma-
nure. In close stables the horses' health would-

be better preserved, and they would not be so

liable to get blind as now. If lbs. of sul|)hat^

of lime will fix as much ammonia as is produced

by 100 lbs. of horse's urine.

I am, sir, your obedient servant,

JVanebridge, Nov. 14. Gregory Brabyn.

ON THE WHITE OR BELGIAN CARROT.

£y John C. Morton, Esq.

From tlie Journal of tlie Royal Agricultural Society.

Chester Hill Nov. 18, 1840.

Sir :— I am desired by my friher to send you
the particulars of the crop of white or Belgian
carrots on Lord Ducie's farm at Whitfield. The
extent of the piece is 1 acre 36 perches, from

which 64 cartloads of roots were taken. The
average weight of a cartload was found to be 10

cwt. This gives 32 tons as the total weight of

the crop, which is at the rate of 26 tons 3 cwt. per

acre. The soil is a deep, sandy loam, belonging
to the new red sandstone formation.

This is a heavier crop than any other on the

farm. The seed was sown in the second week in

April, on land which had been ploughed ten

inciies deep. It was sown on the flat, in rows
eighteen inches apart, by the common Suffolk

drill. The seed had been mingled with damp
sand for several days previous, as well to sprout

it partially as to render it capable of being drilled,

as carrot seed clings so much together. They
are singled out when a fortnight old at intervals

of six inches in the row, and two horse-hoeings,
with a hand-lioeing whenever tlie weeds made
their appearance, was all the cultivation they
received.

The result is a crop not only much more va-
luable per ton than any other green crop we have,
but also heavier per acre, and raised at an expense
less by at least one half than that attending the

culiivation of turnip.

The crop on the land the year before was
Swedes, which were carried off ihe land and sold.

No dung of any kind was put to the carrots.

I am, sir, your most obedient servant,

John C. Morton. •

Fh. Pusey, Esq., M. P.

Note by Mr. Pusey.

This carrot, though it has been long grown as

a field-root in Flanders, has been but very lately

introduced into England : it is, however, much
liked by those who have tried it in my own neigfi-

borhood. A liirmer, Mr. W. B. Harris, who
has grown it for two years on a good free loam,
gives me the iijilowing account of it :—"On
taking up my carrots and weighing ihem, 1 find

they tall short of the quantity 1 grew last year.

Instead ol the white carrots weighing nearl}' 82
tons per acre, they will only weigh 20 tons this

year ; and instead of the red ones weighing about
16 tons, they only weigh twelve tons this year.

1 have generally found the difl'erence between the

red and white carrots to be as follows (in all cases

where I have weighed them, and in all cases of

inquiry):—The white generally exceed the red

ones in weight from 8 to 9 tons per acre, when
you take the average of the field as I have done
now. I attribute the failure in my crop this year
to two or three things. In the first place the land

was not subsoiled ; in the second, they were
planted late, and the weather too dry ; and in the

third place, they were hoed too thin—they were
hoed the last time with a bean-hoe." Even the

diminished crop of Mr. Harris, however, is very
considerable, as it is equal in weight to an excel-

lent crop of Swedes, and is twice as valuable.

On some lighter land 16 tons of the while carrot

were grown last year, where the red field-carrot

gave a very poor crop. I ought to add that I

have not succeeded' in raising more than 8 or 9

tons myself ; but this new root has in its favour

the high practical authority of the Yoxlbrd Farm-
ing Ciub, who " recommend strongly the cultiva-

tion of the long while carrot, as it produces a
heavy crop of good quality, and adapted to strong

as well as mixed soil lands, will keep well, and is

excellent Ibod for cart horses." It has been stated

to me that there are two varieties, and that the

best of the two is that which makes a large por-

tion of its root above ground. Sir C. Burrell haa

grown it in Sussex, and has found it very produc-

tive. Colonel Le Couteur informs me " that in

Jersey the prize crop of parsnips this year afford-

ed 318 lbs. to the perch, or 23 tons to the acre
;

while the white carrot, a prize crop also, which he

had cultivated experimentally, gave him 524 lbs. to

the perch, or nearly 38 tons to the acre—an
enormous crop," he adds, "which, if equally va-

luable lor butter as the parsnip, will of course

supersede it, as his parsnip crop in the same field,

cultivated alike, only produced 16^ tons, which^

neverthelessj was a very fair crop."
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BOUNTY FOR SILK.

The legislature of New York have passed an

act allowing a bounty of 15 cents per pound for

all cocoons produced in the state, and 50 cents per

pound for the reeled silk. The act is to continue

in operation until June 1, 1846.

WHITE CARROT.

From the Sussex Express.

We beg to draw '.he particular attention of our

readers to an excellent letter Irom Sir C. M.
Burrell, Bart., on the subject of growing the

white carrot, the value of which we can fully con-

firm, having this year (although the season has

been very unfavorable) obtained highly satistac-

tory results respecting it. We were induced to

experimentalize on this root at the recommenda-
tion of the Hon. Baronet, given last year. Next
year we shall offer a premium for samples of

white carrots.

Knepp Castle, Nov. 3.

Sir,— Perceiving, on perusal of your last Ex-
press, your notice respecting the premiums offer-

ed lor specimens of turnips and mangel-wurzel,
with accompanying statements of their culture,

and appreciating the probable beneficial results

of such an exhibition at Lewes, I trouble you
with the following practical statement in support

of my last year's published opinion on the prefisr-

ence of the culture of the white cattle carrot

over that of the parsnip for agricultural purposes,
and which was made in consequence of a let'er

from a correspondent in the Lewes j^dvertiser,

advocating the growth of the parsnip, in which
500 bushels per acre was stated as the produce.
Conceiving that from my then crop of whiie
carrots, grown on a very indifferent field, the yield

of which was 100 bushels per acre, without tht^

green tops, that their culture would be more ad-
vantageous on stiff soils than (hat of the parsnip
with a return of about a moiety of the produce
only, I laid a comparative statement of my crofi

belore the public, that agriculturists of inteiligence

and spirit might try the results by sowing both
sorts on similar quality of land. But saiitfied as
I am myself of the prelerence of the white cattle

carrot on my farm over all roots fit for cattle, I

again sowed (bur acres broadcast on land o\' better

quality \h\e year, nnd so far as experience shows
m the raising and housing of about half my crop,
there will be, as near' as we can determine, 1300
bushels per acre, after separation from the green
tops; and considering Uie depth whence their

nourishment is obtained (in one instance no less

than 3 feet 5^ inches, and in several others nearlj
as deep,) I do not view it as a very scourging
crop, especially considering the vas^t increase ol

nutritious winter fodder, with consequent economy
of hay, for both fatting and lean stock, and espe-
cially milch cows, their cream and butter being
as good and free from any ill-flavor as when
feeding on the pastures ; and likewise looking to

the great increase of larm-yard manure resulting
from its consumption, to which may be justly
added the clean, friable, and finely pulverized

Vol. IX.—14-A

stale in which llie ground is left alter the removal
of the crop, particularly well adapted lor ridging

up during winter and sowing with barley and
seeds in the ensuing spring. .1 do not hesitate to

bring the results of my experience to your atten-

tion and consideration ; how far it may be desira-

ble hereafter to introduce the white cattle carrot

among those encouragements you otier in the

shape of premiums Jbr turnips and mangel-wurzel.

For the obtainment of the seed ^recommend both

Messrs. Wrench and Sons, ol King William-
street, seed merchants, and Mr. Gibbs, of Half
Moon-street, from either of whom good seed

may be depended upon. My first inducement to

try it was the representation of Mr. PJaton, M.
P., whose father, I understood, obtained the seed

Irom Holland ; with a result on sowing it, on in-

different laiid in Cambridgeshire, of 1000 bushels

per acre, with which my crop in 1839 tallied very

accurately, I led myself to believe (but from the

dryness which prevailed after sowing my seed
last spring, and ihe consequence of a Iresh growth
on rain tailing after hoeing in summer) that the

carrots would have been ol more equal size, and
(he amount of the produce possibly greater in

weight and value. For the cultivation of the

white carrot, fi-ee-working deep soils, well and
deeply drained and subsoiled, are to be preferred

;

and the better heart the ground is in, and the

cleaner the tilth, the greater will of course be the

chance of a remunerative and beneficial crop.

Mine were sown broadcast, 6 lbs. to the acre,

costing last spring Is. per lb. ; but whether being
sown in drills at proper distances, and ridged up,

would improve the crop, I leave to the dibcrimin-

ate judgment of practical and more scientific farm-

ers. 1 shall only add, that those who at my
recommendation have sown the white cattle carrot

express their satisfaction at their adoption ; and
my neighbor, the Kev. William Woodward, of
West Grinsiead, having eown them on a small

breadth ol land, has had cause to be satisfied with

the result equally with myself You are welcome
to make what use of my observations you think

proper, accepting my excuse lor sending them
hastily, and, 1 lear, rather incoherently written,

my time being too much occupied to make a fair

copy. 1 am, sir, your humble servant,

Charles Merrick Burrell.

ON COAL ASHES.

From the Farmer's TJagazine.

Coal ashes have long been knon'n as a valuable
article in improving all stiff tenacious soils, in
opening ihe texture, and in correcting the tenacity;
and in a pulverized state they form an excellent
top-dressing (or young grasses. They are very
seldom found unmixed with other substances from
the dwelling-house— a calx or cinder mostly ac-
companies, and except near large towns they
form an inconsiderable article as a manure. Lime
and magnesia are found in coal-ashes ; but they
are chiefly composed of silicious and aluminous
earths, and vary much in their nature and pro-
portions.

They contain much carbonic acid gae, carbon
and hydrogen, with some iron; but our knowledge
ol them is very imperfect. The principal use ia
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in top-dressins clovers in March and April, at the

rate of 50 to 200 bushels per acre, and usually

applied in moist weather, when the effects are very

great and certain. The calcareous matter they

contain imparts the warming and sweetening

quality that is found attached to all residual suh-

Btances from combustion ; and accordingly the use

of coal-ashes, and of all alkaline and saline mat-

ters, is always recommended on all soils that

produce sorrels, rushes, and mosses, in order to

banish those plants, by depriving the land of

the peculiar properties liiai are necessary for

their production. But it may be observed,

that such plants cannot exist where (iirming pre-

vails, and that the action of manures should be

restricted by every possible means to the promo-

tion of those plants which the cultivator uses as a

crop. In inland situations, where the supply of

ashes is limited, an excellent use may be adopted

by throwing them into the night-soH reservoirs,

where they will absorb the liquid pgrts, and ulti-

mately form a solid mass, thoroughly impregnated

with the urine ; and in the neighborhood of towns,

where they can be got in quantity, and where the

pulverization of the ashes is sufficiently fine, they

may be very beneficially used as a top-dressing
;

or probably equally, if not more beneficially, by

being mixed in a compost with good earths, and
applied in the spring on grain lands, and harrow-

ed in with the seed. Coal-dust, or the pulverized

panicles of coal produced during the different

operations at the pits, has been Ibund useili! in

some cases on siiff lands; but, it is evident, that

the action in that case would arise wholly from

mixing with the soil, and opening the texture as

an earthy ingredient ; for the substance apfilied

contains none of the elements of vegetation, to

be supplied directly by itself, or the power of pro-

ducing thereby any stimulating and reciprocal

action. Ashes, in a fine or riddled state, are

useful for mixing with bones, at the rate of 1 to

20, in order to produce heat before sowing; though
practice is far from confirming that process as

being essentially necessary, which may arise from

different temperatures of soil, and air during the

applications. J. D.

MELItOT.

To the Editor of the Farmers' Register.

J)ear Sir:— In ycur January number, some
contributor, who signs no name, either real or

fictitious, nor mentions the county in which he
lives, has made a eulogium upon melilot, which
eeems to require some notice, lest it should be-

tray young farmers into an experiment which
they will repent as surely as they venture to

make it. The writer just mentioned states,

that about old settlements, " rendered calcareous

by ashes, melilot grows with amazing luxuri-

ance ;" but that " he could easily turn it under,

when necessary, by bis large Clute and Reagle
ploughs." He says, moreover, that '=

it affords ffne

grazing for sheep and cows during winter ;" and
that "it will not grow in other than calcareous

lands." He concludes with hoping " that you
will hear from it again }" and I shall now endeavor to

fulfil his hope, (if you will permit me,) by a few
statements somewhat difl'erent from his.

• Melilot is an old acquaintance of some forty or

fifty years' standing, and many a fruitless effort

have I made to extirpate it from every foot of

land with which I have had any thing to do
;

but it has bid me defiance. It will certainly grow
with " amazing luxuriance," about "old settle-

ments,"— even to the height often of six or

eight feet. But I must be permitted to doubt
the possibility of any such growth hein«r ensily

turned under, by any plough ever yet constructed.

It is true that I never saw, nor heard of a Clute
and Reagle plough, and therefore will not take

upon me to say what one of them could or could

nut do. But i have been and used all the most,

celebrated ploughs ever introduced into middle
Virginia, and can affirm, without (ear of contradic-

tion, that even the best of them could not possi-

bly perform such a (eat as to turn under melilot

growing as thick and as tall as it generally doep

at maturity—about old settletrients. Nay, it will

grow e'-sewhere with equal luxuriance ; (or 1 know
that a part of the celebrated farm in Gloucester

county, called Todsbury, formerly the properly

of the late Philip Tabb, esq., Vv-as so infested with

it, that none of his ploughs, although uncommon-
ly good, could plough the land at all, until the

melilot was burnt off. 1 must conclude, therelijre,

that when your correspondent speaks of easily

turning it under with his Clute and Reagle plough,

he means that he can do it before this plant

reaches half its ordinary growth in good land.

His next assertion is, that " it affords fine

grazing for sheep and cows during winter."

Novv, i( it remains green during that season in

his climate, I can only say, that in ours, which is

about 38°. it continues as dead as a door nail for

the whole of that period, and until late in the

spring, i can moreover assert, that if his sheep

and cows are fond of it in any season, ours, so

far as I' know and believe, will not touch it at

any time. It has a strong, and very ofl^ensive

smell, such as I should suppose would stink in

the nostrils of quadrupeds quite as much as it does

in our own. ^^ De guslibus nil disputanduvi'''—
there is no disputing about tastes in men ; and
therefore it seems equally reasonable that there

should be none in brute beasts ; consequently ]

have not a word to object to the fancies of his

stock quoad melilot. Much and long may they

chew tlie cud upon such a dainty, if their owner
imagines that they enjoy it. He farther says, that

" it will not grow in other than calcareous lands."

But if you are right—as I believe you are—we
have precious little, if any such in Virginia, unless

they have been made so, h^ the application of

marl, lime, or ashes
;
yet I have seen melilot

grovvinir in almost every gart of the state which
I ever visited.

As to the fertilizing properties ascribed to it by
your correspondent, I believe that it possesses

some, if ploughed into the lands. But many
other plants possess as much, if turned in of the

same weight, with this diH~erence in their favor,

that they will not interfere with any subsequent

crop of small grain, as melilot inevitably does.

It certainly has more vegetable matter after it

reaches maturity, than any of our high land

plants, for it grows taller, and equally thick.

But in that state no plough ever yet formed can
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bury it ; the growth must be burnt off before the

land can be worked by any implement. And
then, with such an indesiruciible occupartt, (for it

is perennial, with top roots— like the trumpet

flower, which penetrate the earth to the depth oC

at least three or four feet— ) our fields become unfit

lor the culture oremall grain, and are thereby dete-

riorated much more tlian benefited, by sowinj^

them with melilot as a lertilizer. That it may
be so I will not deny; but in all the situations

wherein I have seen it growing, it seemed to me
to be rather the effect, than the' cause of fertility.

And this, by the way, is a mistake which careless

observers of tiie vejjetable world have not un-

frequently made. I once heard a ludicrous in-

stance of it related of an old farmer who was re-

markable for great eccentricity of thought and

action. Thus nn the story. The old man h;id

taken a crotchet into his head, about plantinLf

corn time, that poke-root would enrich land
;

because he bad always seen it grow in rich soils.

Forthwith therefore he ordered a quantity of it

to be dug up—sufficient to drop a piece or two in

each corn hdl, and chuckled at it as a grand dis-

covery. But he was greatly disturbed- the next

da}', by recei-vjng notice that his overseer was
about to quit him. As he was an excellent ma-
nager, who hud long- lived with the old ftjllow,

on perfectly friendly terms, he anxiously sought

an explanation of this most unexpected notifica-

tion. This he obtained, after long importunity,

by the overseer's addressing him thus :
—" Why

sir, if I must tell you why I gave you notxe, ii

was because I don't understand any thing at all

of your pfn'losnphy way of piantinflr corn ; and am
sure, if I try i', that I >hall loseniv character, upon
which 1 and my firimily depend for a l.viniir.'''

The conference, ('twas said,) ended in the oM
mnn's irivinsr up his " philosophy wa^" of en-

riching corn-hills by poke-root, and retaining his

good overseer. I remain, dear sir, your old

friend, CoMMENTATon.

If there was any thing to condemn in the form,

or for the insertion of the piece commented on

above, the fault was ours, and not the writer's,

who had not Intended, and had given no autho-

rity for its being so used. It was pari of a long

private letter, from a gentleman of the highest

character, and whose ability (or, and habits of care-

ful observation are not often surpassed, and whose

former contributions to this journal have been

among the most acceptable and valuable. Deem-
ing it the best mode of obtaining the information

he desired, on a subject which his words showed

manifestly he had not much or long experience

of, we took the liberty of publishing the passage

from his letter ; but, of course, did not presume

to use his name, or otherwise indicate the author.

Writing under these circumstances, even if the

remarks hs'd been obnoxious to the charge of

still greater incorrectness, they would have deserv-

,

ed no censure—or if any, it should be cast on the

publisher without authority, and not on the wri-

ter. The writer ia as well able to defend himeelf

as any person ; but as it is probable that he. may
not choose to thus pursue a matter which he did

not designedly commence, we shall add some-

thing in defence or explanation of his statements.

We admit, and defer to readily, (and so we are

sure would our prior correspondent,) the much

more full experience of our friend " Commenta-

tor," In regard to melilot ; and we are glad that

his testimony has been thus drawn forth to prevent

other mistakes as to the value of this plant. But

still, to one who had seen much less of the plant

than " Commentator," on less favorable soils, and

therefore of smaller size, though still of remarka-

ble luxuriance, for the soil—surely it was an error

of opinion which was very nearly allied to accurate

observation and correct deduction, to suppose that

melilot would be a* valuable plant for enriching

land by its growth. We had formerly taken up

(upon similar grounds) the like opinion ; and we
tried, in vain, (and luckily, as it now appears,) to

spread the growth by scattering the seeds. A
very intelligent friend and neighbor of ours, on

whose farm grew a single patch of melilot, was

so favorably impressed with its supposed value

as an improving green crop, that he saved the

seed and sowed it extensively ; but, though on

marled land, we believe that his efforts, like our

more limited attempts, were totally fruitless.

Next, as to the melilot furnishing green food

in winter, we have no question (upon Commen-

tator's closer observation and better information,)

that our first correspondent was mistaken ;—but

that it was owing to his relying, for that fact, on

statements of others, and not having himself had

full opportunity for observation. Except in re-

gard to the mistake, on this minor point, he was

strictly accurate in all his premises, and also in hia

deductions from all the facts before him. Still,

by showing that the premises are more usually

varied, and much for the worse, '' Commentator'^

has clearly shown that the views first presented

wefe mistaken.— Eb. F. R.

rOMPRteSSED fEAT FUEL.

,
~

From the I'di'tii Courier.

We have referred to a machine, sortie time ago
invented by Lord Willoughby d'Eresby, and
latterly perfected by skilful artisans under his di-

rection, for compressing peats. One of his lord-

ship's tenanis, on the Drummond Castle estate,

Mr. Clark, at Coryour, has of late been rnanu-

facturing the new fiiel, chiefly for the jewellers

and steel forgers in fingland ; and this week a
very large supply arrived at the new quay Ibf
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ehipment to London. It is made up in the shape
and size of soap bars, and so powerful is the

compression employed that the original peat is

hardly to be recognized in the blaclt and metallic

looking mass which the machine perfects. The
properties of this fuel are found to be highly ad-
vantageous in the branches of manufactures
above referred to, and its great economy is evi-

denced in the reduced price at which cutlery

wrought with it is offered for sale. Sheffield

razors, bearing the mark '• peat compressed,"
have been on sale this year throughout the coun-
try, we have been informed, as low as 27s. per
dozen. We look for a rapid extension of the
use of this valuable invention of Lord Willough-
by's, not only as offering the means of procuring
for the inhabitants an abundant supply of a more
cleanly and useful fuel thafi they have hitherto,

from their inland situation, been able to obtain,

but opening up to them a profitable branch of in-

dustry, for which the field is nearly as inexhausti-

ble ae that of the material. .

CROELTY TO HORSES. THE HAWS AND THE
LAMPAS.

31arch Uth, 1841.
The present communication will consist of a

word or two in behalf of the hor?e. Although he
is acknowledged on all hands to be lar the most
useful of all the brute creation ever yet domesti-
cated by man, I believe it may truly be said, that

none are so cruelly and barbarously treated as the
horse. Hardships and bodily sufferings excrutiat-

ing in degree, and utterly useless to ourselves,

are often most wantonly inflicted on him. He is

frequently deprived of his ears and tail, by an ex-
cessively painful operation, merely to gratify a
most preposterous, absurd, and inhuman lashion

;

he is olten killed or crippled in our selfish and sin-

ful struggles to win each other's money by racing,
or in working him lar beyond his powers- to iii-

crease our wealth, or in the idle, ridiculous amuse-
ment of moving our precious persons from place
to place with more rapidity than any of our sense-
less rivals in the same sport have ever done be-
fore. But still worse, still more brutal than all,

after the faithful animal has entirely worn out and
exhausted, in his ungrateful master's service, all

the energies which nature had given him, and is

no longer capable of any kind of work whatever,
he is turned adrilt, to die of old age and starva-
tion! Would not those who act thus brutally to
horses, treat their fellow men in the same way, if

public sentiment had not stamped such conduct to-

wards human beings with the indelible stigma of
utter detestation and abhorrence 7
The foregoing are all cases of undeniable, enor-

mous barbarity, which, however shocking to our
humanity, are not to be cured either by persua-
sion or reproof; for the perpetrators, generally,
are persons liar beyond the reach of any moral ap-
pliances whatever. But there are some instances
wherein the horse is cruelly treated, not from
design, nor mere disregard to his wants and well-
being, but from sheer ignorance. The most re-
markable of these instances is, the quack-remedy
for two diseases to which the horse is liable.

These are the *'Aat«s," vulgarly but improperly
called ^^hooks,^^ (for there is no such word in

any scientific book of farriery,) and the ^Ham-
;)as." The first takes its name from the ^'haw,"
of which the following account is given in that

excellent treatise on the horse, published by the

English Society tor the Diffusion of Useful Know-
ledge.

"We have, (says the author,) a provision for

supplying the eye with the requisite moisture, and
for washing from off the transparent part of it

insects or dust which may annoy the animal.
What becomes of these impurities when thus

washed off? Are they carried by the tears to

the corner of the eye, and so pass down this duct,

and irritate and obstruct it; or do they accumulate
at the inner angle of the eye? There is a beauti-

ful contrivance for disposing of them as fast as

they enter the eye. Concealed within the inner

corner of the eye, or only the margin of it, black

or pied, visible is a triangular shaped cartilage,

the haw, with lis broad part before. It is con-
cave within, exactly to suit the globe of the eye;

and it is convex without, accurately to adapt itself

to the membrane lining the lid ; and the base of
It is reduced to a thin or almost sharp edge. At
the will of the animal, this is suddenly protruded

from its hiding place, passes rapidly over the eye,

and shovels up everj' nuisance mixed with the

tears, and then, being speedily drawn back, the

dust or insect is wiped off" as the cartilage again
passes under the corner of the eye.

"How is this managed? This cartilage has no
muscle attached to it, and the limbs, and the dif-

ferent parts of the body, when put into motion by
the influence of the will, are moved invariably by
muscles. The mechanism is simple and effectu-

al. There is a great mass of fat at the back of

the eye, -and the eye may be easily moved; and
this lat is particularly accumulated about the inner

corner of the eye, and beneath, and at the point

of this cartilage. The eye of the horse has like-

wise very strong muscles attached to it, and one,

peculiar to quadrupeds, of extraordinary power,

and by whose aid, if the animal has not hands to

ward off a danger that threatens, he is at least

enabled to draw the eye back almost out of the

reach of that danger.

"Dusi, or gravel, or insects, shall have entered

the eye, and annoy the horse. This peculiar

muscle suddenly acts. The eye is forcibly drawn
back, and presses upon the fatty matter. That
may be displaced, but cannot be squeezed into

less compass. It is forced violently towards the

inner corner of the eye, and it drives before it the

haw ; and the haw having likewise some fat about

the point of it, and being placed between the eye

and an exceedingly smooth and polished bone,

and being pressed upon by the eye as it is vio-

lently drawn back, shoots out with the rapidity of

lightning, and, guided by the eyelids, projects over

the eye, and thus carries off' the offending matter.

In what way shall we draw the haw back with-

out muscular action? Another principle is called

into play, of which we have already spoken, and

of which we shall have much to say

—

elasticity.

It is that principle by which a body yields to a

certain force impressed upon it, and returns to its

former state as soon as that force is removed. It

is that by which the ligament of the neck, while

it aupports the head, enables the horse to graze,
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by which the heart expands af\er closing on and

propelling forward the blood in its ventricles, by

which the artery contracts on the blood that has

distended it, and by which many of the most im-

portant functions of life are influenced or governed.

This muscle ceases to act. The eye resumes its

natural situation in the orbit. There is room for

the fatty matter to return to its place, and it im-

mediately returns by the elasticity of the mem-
brane by which it is covered ; and it draws alter

it this cartilage with wffich it is connected, and

(he return is as rapid as the projection.

"The old farmers strangely misunderstood the

nature and design of the haw, and many of the

present day do not seem to be much better in-

formed. Whenfrom sympathy with other parts

of the eye laboring under inflammation, and be-

coming itself inflamed, and increased in bulk,

and the neighboring parts likewise thickened, it

was either forced out of its place, or voluntarily

protruded to defend the eye from the action of the

light, and could not return, they mistook it lor

Bome injurious excrescence or tumor, and pro-

ceeded to cut it out. The "Aaif in the ej/es" is a

disease well known to the majority of grooms, and
this sad remedy for it is deemed the only cure. It

is a barbarous practice ; and if they were com-
pelled to walk half-a-dozen miles in a thick dust,

and without being permitted to wipe or to cleanse

the eye, they would feel the torture to which they
doom this noble animal, when afterwards em-
ployed in their service. A little patience having
been exercised, and a lew cooling applications

made to the eye while the inflammation lasted, and
afterwards some mild astringent ones, and other

proper means employed, the tumor would have
disappeared, the haw would have returned to its

j

place, and the animal would have discharged the
j

duties required of him, without inconvenience to

himself, instead of the agony to which an un-
guarded and unprotected eye must frequently ex-
pose him.

"The loss of blood occasioned by the cutting
out of the haw may frequently relieve the infla-

mation of the eye ; and the evident amendment
which follows, induces those wise men to believe
that they have performed an excellent operation

;

but the same loss of blood by scarification of the

overloaded vessels of the conjunctiva,* would be
equally beneficial, and the animal would not be
deprived of an instrument of admirable use to

him."

Of the lampas, and its proper treatment, the
highly valuable work just quoted gives the fol-

lowing account.

"Some of the lower bars, (in the upper jaw of
the horse's mouth,) occasionally swell, and rise to

a level with, and even beyond the edge of the
teeth, and they are very sore, and the horse feeds
badly on account of the pain he suffers from the
pressure of that food on the bars. This is called
the lampas; and it may arise from inflammation of

the gums, propagated to the bars, when the horse
is shedding his teeth

;
(and young horses are

more subject to it than others) ; or from some
slight febrile tendency in the constitution gene-
rally, as when a young horse has lately been
taken up from grass, and has been over-fed, or not

sufficiently exercised.

* The conjunctiva is that membrane which Unes the

hds, and covers the fore part of the eye.

"In the majority of cases the swelling will soon
subside without medical treatment ; or a few
mashes and gentle alteratives, will relieve the

animal. A lew slight cuts across the bars with

a lancet or penknife, and taking care to avoid the

principal artery* and vein of the palate, will re-

lieve the inflammation, and cause the swelling to

subside ; indeed, this scarification ofthe bars, will

seldom do harm, although it is far from being so

necessary as is supposed. To the brutal custom

ofthe farrier, who sears and burns down the bars

with a red hot iron, we do most peremptorily ob-

ject. It is torturing the horse to no purpose ; and

it is rendering that part callous, on the delicate

sensibility of which all the pleasure and safety of

riding and driving depend. It may be prudent in

case of lampas, to examine the grinders, and

more particularly the tushes, to see whether

either of them is eri'deavoring to make its way
through the gum. If with the gum lancet, or

penknife, two incisions across each other be made
on the tooth, the horse will experience immediate

relief.''

And now, Mr. Editor, before I conclude, suffer

me most earnestly to recommend the study ofthe

volume from which I have quoted so largely, to

all persons who may be desirous to become ac-

quainted with the anatomy of the horse—with

ihe various diseases to which he i^s subject, and

with the proper methods of treating them. Even
if they consult only profit, to the utiei; disregard

of humanity in the management of their horses,

they will find no work of its size, I believe, which

contains any thing like the same amount of in-

formation, both scientific and practical, in regard

to all they may wish to know of the subjects up-

on which it treats. Moreover, it is very enter-

taining as well as instructive, for the first part of

it contains many interesting anecilotes of cele-

brated English horses, and their extraordinary

performances. James M. Garnett.

NOTES ON THE SANDY POINT ESTATE.— NO. I.

To the Editor of ttie Farmers' Register.

ISandy Point, March I7ih, 1841.

It has ofien presented itself to my mind, that if

some of your numerous contributors to the pages

of the Farmers' Register, instead of merely de-

tailing the results of some experiments, and these

generally only such as are successful, would favor

your readers with a series of communications,

which would not only embrace the result of any
particular set of experiments, whether successful

or otherwise, but which would also include a state-

ment of their whole practice and general mode of

management, that they would not only confer a

greater amount of benefit on the agricultural com-
munity, but, in return, would themselves derive a

greater amount of individual benefit. Do not sup-

pose that I undervalue these interesting reports of

experiments—they have doubtless been the means

of diffusing much valuable and useful informa-

tion ; but, as a large proportion of these reports

go no farther than a simple statement of results,

• This vein is along the centre of the upper jaw, and

the artery on each side, about mid-way between thai

and the rows of teeth.
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omitting what is all-important to the general and
inductive agricultural reader, a statement of the

former and present condition of the soil, on which
euccessful experiments have been made, and a

correct detail of the means adopted to obtain such

results, the want ol' this information is liable to

lead others into errors, who may be induced to try

the attainment of similar results, under circum-

stances entirely different ; and whose unavoidable

want of success leads tf:em to doubt or altogether

discredit such reports. Nor is the evil confined to

the doubting of such reports, but has also a ten-

dency to lessen in the estimation of many the va-

lue of agricultural communications, and the valu-

able journals throush whose medium they are cir-

culated and presented to the public.

Wiih these views, and if the mode and object

conlemplaled meet your approbation, I propose in

this and subsequent commiiYiicalions to give you
a statement of the present condition of the exten-

sive farm now under my care ; our general nr.ode of

operations, improvements about to be effected,

and such results as may be obtained, whether
they may prove successful or the reverse. I am
well aware of my incapacity to do justice to such

a subject ; one thing, however, I will promise, that

nothing but facts shall be stated ; or, that where
false inferences may be drawn, they will be the

result of error of judgment, not intentional. I am
also well awal-e that communications of this na-

ture from a source so humble, will, with many,
subject the writer to the charge of egotism. To
such I have no other apology to ofl'er than to state,

that though I own neither a slave nor one foot ol

land, but till the humble station of manager of a

farm, 1 am willing to communicate my practical

experience, not only with the view of benefiting

others, but in the hope, that by eliciting remarks
from others of more experience and sounder judg-

nnent, 1 may by that means be enabled lo attain

such additional knowledge as may not only bene-

fit myself, but may also enable me thereby to ren-

der my services more efficient and profitable to my
esteemed employer. I consider it my imperative
duty that my employer shall not only reap the full

benefit of whatever practical knowledge or expe-
rience I may now possess of agriculture, but that I

should use every effort in my power to mcrease and
improve such knowledge, not only for my own, but

his benefit. Whatever statements ofpractice may
be contained in this, or following communications,
must be considered as carried into effect either un-
der the immediate instructions of my employer,
or with his express sanction and approbation.

Though not a constant resident on his estate, he
never loses sight of the operations going on, or the

measures most conducive to his interests and the

improvement of his property. There are also

some of your readers who 1 know not only consi-

der the attempt of a farm manager to commit his

views and practical experience to the pages of an
agricultural journal as an unpardonable offence,

but who also consider the reading of such periodi-

cals as being entirely beyond his province; and
who will also censure the proprietor who keeps
an individual so presumptuous in his employment.
To such there need no excuse or apology be offer-

ed. It cannot but be matter of regret to every libe-

ral mind, that so many of those whose livelihood

is obtained as overseers of farms, are not only in-

capable of committing their views to writing, but

who from ignorance are incapable of reading or
appreciating the important benefits which they,
and, through them, their employers, might derive
from the perusal of such periodicals; perhaps
some will say, "Where ignorance is bliss 'tis folly

to he wise."

The estate now under my care is that of -Sandy
Point, situated in the lower end of Charles City
county, Va., and now the proper!-y of Robert B.
Boiling, esq. In the present communication I

shall endeavor to give aSfiort and general descrip-

tion of the estate in its present condition, reservincr

for a future opportunity statements which will

point out improvements now in progress or about
to be commenced.
The location of this beautiful estate is on the

immediate bank of ihe James River, along whose
shores it extends upwards of six miles, and is pro-

bably a location unsurpassed by any of' the nume-
rous and fine estates in this section of country.

The area of the whole is, from old surveys, esti-

mated at SOOO acres ; and the area of that portion

now under cultivation is 2372 acres, at present

divided as follows into, 1st, The Neck, or lower
farm of 6C0 acres, cultivated in three fields of
corn, wheat, clover; 2d, Teddington farm, of 700
acres, 600 acres of which are also cultivated in

three fields as above, and 100 acres divided into

five 20-acre lots and cultivated in 1st. corn, 2d.

wheat, 3d. clover, 4th. wheal, and 5ih. clover.

8d. Upper Quarter farm of 536 acres. This division

of the estate is now nearly one half in wheat after

(jlover and weed fallow, one fourth will be in corn
this year, and one fourth in oats and peas as a
preparatory fallow for wheat. 4th. The Rowe
farm of 536 acres. This fisrm has also formerly
been cultivated in three fields ; but contemplating
an entire change of the now existing divisions of
the estate, there will, as a preparatory measure
be no corn cultivated this season on that portion

of it, two thirds of which are now in wheat after

cloverand weed fallowand after corn; the remaining
third is in clover and its natural growth of grass

and weeds ; the whole of this last division will be
in corn in 1842.

,

The surface of the arable land in all of these di-

visions is level, yet sufBciently undulating to af-

ford facilities for the necessary drainage. The high-
est portion of the land is probably not more than

20 or 25 feet above high water mark, the texture

of the soil throughout is excellent and very nealy
unilbrm, very little of it can he properly consider-

ed as a sandy loam, and still less could be classed

as a clayey loam ; a supposed medium between
these would probably best designate the very
nearly unilorm texture of the general soil. Gravel
is very rarely to be met with, pieces of rock of
any description are also rarely to be seen. The
general character of the soil is, I believe, what
you class as a neutral soil ; the only exceptions to

this character are on the portions most remote
from the river, or where the original soil has
been washed off by galls. Occasional small spaces
are to be found, where the natural growth of broom
straw and sorrel would indicate an acid soil. These
spaces however are small, and constitute only the
exception. The color of the soil presents several

variations, the prevailing is however a chocolate.

The whole of the soil is susceptible of the highest
improvement, and in its original and virgin state

was doubtless very productive, and wherever
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lime has been applied, the benefite reeuliing from

its application Iiave been very decided. Tlie ap-

plication ol calcareous manures has hitherto been

very limited. The exertions now making lo supply

this deficiency, will be noticed in a subsequent

communicaiion. ,The average crops lor the last

10 years have been 5000 bushels of wheat, and

10,000 bushels ol'corn. Six acres are also culiival-

ed in cotton, not as a saleable article of produce,

but 10 supply the necessary material lor ilie cloth-

ing of the negroes, and to lurnish employment
to a number ol old infirm women who are unable

Jbr field labor. In addition to the present arable

portion of the estate, there are upwards o( 300

acres cleared, and wliicii has lormerly also been

under cultivation, and is now enclosed and used

as a park, or summer range lor caille and sheep,

a portion of it is also included in the hog pasture.

The general texture and character of tliis soil is

totally different from that of the now arable land.

Neutral soil is herfe a scanty exception, the acid

being the prevailing soil. A considerable portion

of the woodlands bordering on the river have
lormerly been under culture, and are now chiefly

filled with a heavy growth of pines, or where free

from Ibrest growth, broom straw is abundant;

ihat large portion of the estate yet under its na-

tural ibrest, is heavily covered with much and
valuable timber, the surface is generally level,

though broken into occasionally deeper ravines

than on the cleared lands. On the borders of the

Tomahund creek, which Ibrms one of the bound-
aries of the estate, and yet in its primitive Ibrest

growth, the occasional growth of locust would
indicate the presence of neutral soil. The larger

proportion of the woodland soil I believe to be ol

an acid character. There is very little swamp or

tide marsh on the estate. On the river boundary
there are probably not more than 30 acres in all,

and that divided into several and small portions,

and might probably be easily reclaimed into per-

manent meadows. The chief body of marsh is on
the Tomahund creek; and the whole there pro-

bably does not exceed 100 or 150 acres.

The number of slaves employed in agricultural

labor may be stated in round numbers as 90,
nearly equally divided as regards the sexes. To
this number is to be added 7 carpenters, 2 black-
smiths 2 sawyers, 1 weaver, 1 sick nurse, and 9
old and infirm men and women employed chiefly

in spinning, winding, knitting, making baskets
horse collars, &c. The gardeners, fishers and house
servants are not here included. The laboring
force may justly be considered effective, quiet and
well conducted. The police regulations amoncst
them are strict,yet salutary and encouraging. They
probably exhibit, altogether, more ha[)piness and
contentment than is olien to be met with amongst
so many slaves. In addition to existing regula-
tions prohibiting their intercourse with other* ne-
groes, the isolated situation of the estate is highly
fav'orable to maintaining this necessary restriction,

and greatly promstes the orderly and circumspect
conduct so gratifying amongst them ; their ge-
neral hours of labor are from sunrise to sunset,
with nccessajy intervals for meals. They are
comfortably lodged and clothed, and are well fed.

An ample allowance of meal, and one half pound
of bacon (or its equivalent in beef or fish occasion-
ally) is daily cooked for each hand together with
a plentiful supply of seasonable vegetables ; a

hospital is kept for the accommodation ol the eick,

where there is a careful nur^e lo attend to them
and every necessary attention paid lo iheir comlbri.
The number ol horses and mules employed in

farnnng purposes are 38. These are good and
ellicieni animals. To these are to be add«d 6 youn"-
animals ol this description—76 oxen are a so kept
Ibr farm purposes, many of these are aged, and
with a few exceptions their general description

is inferior. The other stock on the larm consists of
30 cows, 1 bull, 37 young cattle, and 109 sheep,
exclusive of lambs of this year. The latter stock
aie only kept lor the purposes of supplying wool
for negro tlotlMiig and mutton lor family use. A
lew lambs are however annually sold. The
general character of both cattle and sheep is

decidedly inlerior. Until recently little attention

has been paid to the proper ages when they were
permitted to breed, or to guard agaiiisi their

breeding ifi and in, the inevitable consequences ol'

which have been the deierioration of stock origi-

nally perhaps not remarkable Ibr good qualities.

JMr. Boiling is now judiciously adopting measures
lor the speedy impiovemeni ol every species of
stock, which it is hoped will shortly raise them

'

lo greater perfection and value.

On an estate so extensive, the raising of an.

adequate supply of pork for the heavy do-
mestic consumption is an important item, and.
probably in no other department of the farm
manaorement have the results been less satisfiacio-

ry. The breed is the common Virginia hog, and.
the present stock may be stated at 200 hogs..

Their description is inlerior, the same causes ope-
rating to diminish the value of cattle and sheep,
as stated above, have been operating on the stock
of hogs to an extent even more injurious. Add to

this the heavy losses yearly incurred by hogs
getting esiray and becoming wild. Not less

Uian 50 hogs have been thus lost last season.
And what greaily aggravates the nature of such
losses, is the fact, that they are often turned loose
from their enclosed range, into an extensive body
of unenclosed woodlands, by the wanton negli-

gence ol individuals hunting within the enclosures
pulling and leaving the fences down. Measures
are also being adopted to improve 'he character
ofthis valuable stock, and which will subsequently
be more particularly advened to.

On each of the divisions of 'he estate, the
buildings for farm purposes are ample, ihouirh
neither arranged nor located so well as they
might have been. The buildings, with the excep-
tion of those on the Teddingion division, are old.

An entire remodeling, adapted to the intended
improvements on the estate, is now being com-
menced, and in another communication will be
.Tiore particularly described. The family mansion
house is beautilully located on a gentle eminence
about seventy-five yards from the river, having a
eloping lawn down to high-water mark, now in

process of being enlarged. The garden and
grounds around The house are tastefully laid out,

and filled with many ornamental shrubs, and is

now being further beautified by the planting out of
numbers of the most ornamental of native forest

trees, which is, in my opinion, in decidedfy better

taste than by crowding together numbers of ex-
pensive and unacclimated exotics. An extensive
and thrifty young apple orchard is also well locat-

ed in the near vicinity of the house,
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I (ear I have already encroached too far on your

patience. W the object of this communication

meets your approbation, I will at an early date

give you a detail of the various improvements

now in progress and contemplated, in the seve-

ral departments of the rural economy on this

estate, as from the above you will easily perceive

there is ample room for improvement. Future com-

munications will also point out more accurately

existing defects now shortly stated, when we

come to contrast them with the improvements ef-

fected. Our general mode of management and

results will also subspquently follow as leis^ure and

opportunity offer. Respectlully yoilr humble ser-

vant, A. NicoL.

INQUIRY AS TO THE PROSPECTS OF SILK

C U LT U R E.

• Charlotte, Va., Feb. 20, 1841.

The Register has contained latterly but little on

silk culture, which I (ear is a strong indication

that you are by no means sanguine of th'^ success

of the experiment. 1 should be much pleased to

learn your sentiments at this time, with all the

lights which the experience and speculations of

culturists have thrown on that subject. Our ac-

quaintance, Mr. Edmund Morris, with a liberality

and benevolence equalled only by the gratuitous

distribution of his paper on silk culture and multi-

caulis (a costly gratuity to some poor souls) is

circulating a new paper without charge. He
seems to think the business cannot be carried on

with success without the aid of his invention (or

ventilating. Do you think it can be with all the

facilities of his discoveries and the 'Burlington

Silk Record' in the bargain?

than formerly, but as at all time?,) we would re

commend the utmost care and caution to be use

in their mode of procedure and operations.

In regard to the more particular inquiries, we

have only to say that we know nothing of the

merits of Mr. Morris' newly invented silk-worm

frame, except from his own publications. We
hope it may be all that he recommends it for ; but

we con((?ss our general distrust, in the absence of

the most abundant proof, of the facts, in(brma-

tion, instruction and advice, which have proceed-

ed in such quantity from the same abundant

source.—Ed. F. R.

Our correspondent has correctly inferred that

we are much less sanguine than Ibrmerly of the

success of silk culture in Virginia ; and we have

already stated at length in an article in the last

volume, (page 510,) our latest views on this sub-

ject. We presented the grounds on which had

rested our previous almost perfect confidence, and

also the causes of subsequent disappointments,

and great abatement of hopes and expectations.

But we did not then despair, and have not yet de-

spaired ; and hope that the further investigations,

and patient and (ull trials of the many intelligent

culturists who will still persevere, will serve to

show how the diseases and disasters of last year

may be avoided, and general success and profit

be achieved. We have much, though not entire

confidence, in the new theory of Dv. Gideon B.

Smith, as to retarding the hatching of silk- worms'

eggs ; and, if he is right in his views, they cer-

tainly serve to account for most of the failures

from disease last year. We liave not designed,

and would be very unwilling, to say any thing to

discourage our readers from further and sufficient

trial of silk culture—though (now even more

ON DESTROYING SLUGS BY LIME.

From the London Fanner's Magazine.

Sir,—As the season is again approaching,

whe;! innumerable fields of what ought to be our
most productive wheat land, (that is, our strong

clays after beans,) afford to the agriculturists but

a miserable prospect, owing to the ravages of the

slug ; allow me through the medium of your most
excellent journal, to inform them of a cheap and
effectual cure,—one which I have adopted for

several years and always with the greatest

success. My plan is as follows :—as soon as the

wheat should show itself fi-om one end of the

drill to the other, but which, owing to their vora-

cious appetite, appears but on the milder and finer

parts oi' the field, I procure as many four bushel

sacks of unslaked lime fresh (rom the kiln, as C

have failing acres of wheat, and place the same
in one or more heaps in the field, as occasion may
require, and the dryness of the ground will permit;

then choosing the first mild and misty day, (or in-

deed the first day I can find them well out,) send
two men as sowers into the field, each taking a
breadth ol four yards or one land with us, the

first man always keeping in advance from 15 to

20 yards. The instan' he has scattered the lime,

to extricate themselves they cast away their only
shield of defence, which is their slime ; the second
man then overtakes them in their naked state,

and the smallest particle falling upon them is

instant death. I consider two great savings are

effected by this mode of killing them, time and
expense. Having noticed several people twice
ploughing their land, harrowing, rolling, &c., for

no other purpose than that of destroying them,
and whilst domg the same, perhaps a heavy rain"

sets in, and the seeding put off' till spring
;

whereas, by my plan, they may proceed with
getting in the wheat as soon as the beans are off

the land, and the total expense of destroying the

slug, including carriage, sowing, &c., does not
exceed from 3s. to 3s. 6d. per acre.

Should this meet with the attention of any
brother clay-land farmer, I have not the least

doubt of its success, and shall feel happy in be-

ing instrumental in procuring him a f^ull crop of
wheat. I remain, sir, yours very respectfully,

Nov. 23rd. A Lincolnshire Farmer.
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CALCARKOUS EARTH DISCOVERED IN A NEW
FOR3I AND A NEW LOCALITY.

To the Editor ol'tlie rarmers' Register.

Charlies Hope, jjbbev'ilh District, )

S. C, March Uih, 1841. <>

As you are conslanlly cornplaiiiing tliut plaiitci si

leJuse to coniiDuuicate any little, inroriiiaiioii ilicy

may possess, or lo request soluiioiis ol' doubts

and ililJioultieSjiliat rtiay present Uieniselves.l liavc

at last been templed to acquaint you with a dis-

covery that I have made ol' lime in some one or

other olits numerous combinations, and at tliesanie

time to request the aid ol your knowledije, and
expeiience, to ascertain whether the discovery is

likely to lead to results beneficial to the aji;riculture

ol" the section ot country in which I reside.

My plantation and residence is in Abbeville

district. South Carolina, about hall' way between
the centre (d* the district and Savannah river,

distant about six miles trom the latter. 1 have
been particular in designating my location, as it

lias been universally believed that no lime existed

in this pan ol' the state. The region of country
lo which I reler, lies between the shell marl Ibr-

mation, which runs through the low country, (be-

low Columbia, crossing the Savannah river into

Jiurke county, Georgia,) and the lime-stone ol

Habersham in Georgia, and Spartanburgh in this

state, distant respectively about SO nitles. J\]y

attention has been lor some years (thanks to your
work) turned to the subject of lime and marl, and
accidentally, a short time past, 1 Ibund the sub-

stance which I will proceed to describe to you.

1 commenced, some months past, draining a

portion of low grounds on Little Ktver, a tributa-

ry of the Savannah, lor the purpose ol cutting ofi

tlie hill waters which in rainy seasons made it too

wet for cultivation, and also lor turning a stream
which ran ihrough its centre, so as to alter its

course to the base of the high lands ; the ditches

are several hundred yards apart, and their united

length would be rather more than half a mile.

The land is all subject to be covered several inches

by the very highest freshets. The body of land

lo which I particularly reter, contains, on both sides

of the river, about 300 acres. 'J''he great propor-

tion of the land is a rich, strong alluvial soil, of a

dark chocolate color, to the depth of 10 to 12 inches;

beneath this first coat lies a light blue, and very

tenacious clay, with apparently no silicious matter,

and invariably at the depth of 30 inches Irom the

surface, we came to the marl, if it be rnarl, to

which I alluded. This body of earth is' not so

tenacious as the superincumbent stratum of blue

clay, and when thrown out by the spade crumbles

a little, but still adheres in masses. 1 his stratum

is 13 inches thick along the whole line of both

ditches, and contains a substance of. a dirty white

color, resembling in shape and size Jerusalem ar-

tichokes, the largest mass never exceeding the

size of a hen's egg, and the smallest not larger

than mustard seed. These concretions are so

hard as to require considerable pounding to re-

duce ihem to povvder; but when well pounded, be-

come as fine as flour. I observed that when
struck with the pestle, they separated in layers, or

thin peelings, if I may be allowed the expression,

and that the inside was of a bluish color.

I analyzed a number of the concretions, (ac-

cording to your directions in Vol. let,) and (bund

Vol. IX.-14-B

thero to contain 80 per cent, of the carbonate of
lime. \ then took a spade lull of the earth, with-
out selection, as it was dug up, containing of
course many of the larger and smaller concretions,
:ind carefully picked out all the concretions larirer

than a pea. I then dried and reduced to powder
about one pound of this earih, from which I took
100 grains, which yielded 42 per cent, of carbo-
nate of lime. I afterwards got the aid of a f^en-

ileman who, from his knowledge of chemistry, \b

fully capable of accurate exflmination, and the re-
sult lie obtained corresponded to mine within a
li-action. The growth of timber on this land is

birch, poplar, ash, maple, and some gum. It may
be necessary to state that the high land.«, adjoining
the low grounds, were originally productive cho-
colate or mulatto lands, and hard to wear out, or
they certainly would have been completely ex-
hausted ere this.

I can make no use of this substance for the im-
provement of mv land ; \'ov in older to manure an
acre of upland, I should be forced to destroy the
filth or sixth of an acre of land, worth 50 dollars.

It is therefore useless to me, unless I can discover
a thicker deposite; and it is respecting the proba-
bilities on this point that I refjues! the aid of your
knowledge.

It may be proper to add, that on sinking a pit

below the stratum of marl, say to the depth of 5
feet, we came to sand completely saturated with
water, and the spade sunk almost by its own
weight, two feet or more. The concretions of
marl have no appearance of shells or of the im-
pressions of shells. Excuse thf. length of this

communication, which is at your service to burn
or print. Charles T. Haskell.

The facts stated above are to us mostly of novel

character, and highly interesting. The stratum,

as described above, is certainly very rich, and, we
inter, might be used for manure just as when dug
up, without the labor of separating and pounding

the lumps. However, so far as the larger lumps

might be easily separated, it might be advan-

tageous and economical to do so, for the purpose of

burning ihem to quick-lime, either for cement, or

to reduce them (if very hard) more quickly for

manure, than mere exposure would. The concre-

tions, from the description, seem to be like those

found in Prince Edward county, Virginia, and in

Loudobn, the first body of which was described

in the first volume of the Farmer's Register, and

the latter in the eighth volume; but the whole

deposite of the South Carolina body is much richer

tkvm those in Virginia.

We differ much from Mr. Haskell, as to the

supposed difficulties and objections lo the use of

his marl. Instead of admitting that the marl fur-

nished by a certain space would manure only five

or six tiiines as much surface, we suppose that one

acre would fiirnish enough to marl 50 acres. For

a dressing of a quarter of an inch thick would be

very heavy, (perhaps much too heavy,) and at

that rate, the 13 inches thickness of (he stratum
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would serve to cover 52 times as much land as

the space dug from. Again, we see no reason

why the space thus dug up, and the two upper

strata mixed together, in the digging, should be

ruined, or even much injured, hy the operutioii,

unless by lowering the surface too rauciiy tuui

thereby increasing the danijer of irmridaiion by

freshets. The mere mixture of soil and subsoil,

especially when the ifiarl itself would be more or

less disseminated throughout ihe moss, we are

sure would still leave a good and improving s,oi|.

Besides, by a proper course oi' procedure in dig-

ging, and without much additional labor, the ori-

ginal rich surliace soil might easily be kept [)rinci-

pally on the top, after removal. And, provided

the land could be kept as dry as before, we think

it probable that the ground thus dug up and shift-

ed, would be even a more productive soil than be-

fore.—Ed. Far. K kg.]

CANKER Vk^ORMS— CTIICKEXS.

Krom tlie Farmers' GazeUe.

Mr. Storer :— I wish through the medium ol

your gazette, to call the atieniion of our citizens

to a fact which occurred within my own personal

knowledge
; and if like causes produce like effects,

(and I see no reason in this case why they will

not,) a fact of importance to all Who are suffer-

ers liorn the ravages oi' thecanker worm. The
fact is this :

In the spring of 1840, I purchased three hens,
which raised a brood of chickens each. When
my fruit trees in my garden became literally co-

vered with the canker worm, I thrashed them
with a pole to the ground, where ihey were picked
up by the chickens as greedily as they woyld pick
up corn or grain. Several times a day 1 fed them,
in this manner, until f had entirely cleared my
trees of the worms. Now, as to the result ; in

the month of November last, in some very warm
days, when the moths were crowding up the elms
in front of my residence by hundreds, I made
repeated examinations of my fruit frees in tfie

garden, for the purpose of preventing the moths
from ascending ; but to my surprise, 1 found (nor
could I discover) but a single moth on a tree in

my garden, where there had been for .several

successive years before, as many millions of
worms as there were locusts in Egypt.
This method, I believe, will be found altogether

the most simple and economical, of ridding effec-

tually our gardens of this troublesome insect, for

it will be found that the chickens, while young,
are of immense advantage in other respects than
merely to clear ofi' the canker worms. The mil-

lions of insects of every description, which are
revelling in luxury on our cucumbers, our cabbages,
and in fact every vetreiable in the garden, at a hea-
vy tax upon our labor and patience, are entirely era-

dicated by these industrious birds. As soon as it is

light in the morning, and before the cut worm has
finished his depredations upon our beans and
cucumbers and retreated in safety to his bed in

ihe ground, they have found and stopped his

mischief. Then again, in the winter you have
the pleasure of picking their bones in a fricassee,

or a pie, or any other method you prefer.

But their value as a complete annihilafor of Ihe
caid<er worm, is beyond praise. Let a farmer
but set four or five coops in his orchard of a hun-
dred trees, and by a little, attention lor a few days
in cleaning the trees, his work is done for years,

the race is destrayed. It is, in my opinion, better

than all the lend pipe in ihe country, atid no
expense. Yours. &c., G. F. H. R.

A^eit' Haven, 3Jarch 10, 1641.

ox I'HE DURABILITY OF KITRATE OF SODA.

From ttie Mark Lane Express.

Sir,— I ol>.=ervp, in your laft paper, an inquiry

repeated by Mr. Symonds, as to the durability of
cubic-petre, as a fertilizer, which has been
recently mride on several occasions. There is ho
doubt but that its effects extc nd beyond the first

year of its application ; this is certainly the case

with saltpetre—thus Mr. Kimberley, of Trots-

worth, when be used it upon his clover land,

Ibund that i:s effects were enually great upon the

following crop of wheat.

—

Journ. -Roy. y}g. Soc.

vol. i. p. 276. Mr. Wilsher experienced a similar

result.—My I^ssay on Saltpetre, p. 30. Mr. Lee,

wlio successfully used it lor barley, found it im-
proved in an equal ratio the following crop of clo-

ver.— Edin. Quar. Jour, of jjg. vol. i. p. 302.

Mr. Oakley, of Preston, in Hertfordshire, says,

"it survives In the succeeding crop."

—

Essay on
Saltpetre, p. 38. It is a very erroneous conclu-

sion, that saline manures are speedily washed out

of the soil by the rain, for I ascertained some
years since, by very careful experiments with

common salt, that at the expiration of twelve

months, sixty per cent, of the quantity originally

applied remained in the soil.

—

Essay on Common
Salt, p. 156.

I am glad to find that the use of cubic-petre is

extending so successfully. In some receint trials

on the estate of his grace the Duke of Norfolk,

detailed by Mr. Anderson of Oakley, the follow-

ing results were obtained (for an account of which
I am indebted to Mr. E. Purser, of New Bridge-

street, an extensive deafer in these powerful

salts) :

—

One liundred and fifty pounds' weight of nitrate

of soda per acre, were sown on a portion of a
field of clover in April, 1840 ; the remaining part

of the field was not manured. The clover was
cutonfhe6th of July; on the 11th, when in a
good state to cart, the clover was weighed.

Ton, cwt, qr. lb. £ s. d.

produce per acre,

where the nitrate

of snda was sown 3 1 1 20 value 41. per ton 12 5 9
Produce per acre,

where the nitrate

of soda was not
sown - - - - 2 4 1 24 value 41. per ton 8 17 10

Difference in quan-
tity per acre - - 16 3 24 In value - - 3

Cost of nitrate of soda per acre, and sowing - - 1

Profit, per acre, from the use of the cubic-petre - - 1 18 11

The benefit derived from thus increasing the

produce of clover will hardly ever terminate with

the first crop, (t is a well-known fact amongst
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ihe Essex larniers, ihat by whatever means I hey
increase the produce of clover, Ihe yield of the

lollowiiiir crop of wheat will be in a similar ratio

improved. 1 am, sir, yours, (iiilhruliv,

CUTHBKUT VV. JoiIKSON.

14, Gray's Inn Square, Dec. 3, 1840.

ON THE IRRIGATION OF RICE LANDS BY
PUMPS.

From tlie Southern Agriculturist.

I have been desirous to obtain some maciiine to

irrigate rice lands; in furtherance of this objert I

wrote 10 JMr. J. Rearc, Pall Mall Kast, London,

the inventor of a pump, said to combine many
advaniages. I propounded several questions con-

cerning his pump, and I enclose you his reply.

Some rice planters are situated on rivers, lUat in

dry seasons become loo salt at high water, to

flow the land with, but which are fresh from half

ebb 10 half flood tide. An efficient pumping ap-

paratus would render lands in such situations as

safe to plant, as those not having the evil of s^lt

water to contend with. Inland swamps too miuht

he drained or flowed at vvill. The only objection

I see to the pump, (taking Mr. Beare's replies to

be correct, which 1 do not doubt,) is the price.

The quantity of water lifted per minute, would

flow an acre six inches deep in Iwenty-lbur and a

half minutes. If you could obtain any funh'-r

information on this subject, you would pet;hai)«

benefit a number of rice planters by publishing it,

at any rate you would bne oi' your
Subscribers.

7 Pall Mall East, LnndnUi ?

6ih July, 1840. ]

Sir— 1 have the favor of your letter under date,

Savannah, (Geo.,) 15ih May last, acquainting me
that Capt. T. Baylis, of the British K. I. Army,
has conveyed lo you an opinion, that my new
plan, or new principle in pumps, must be ex-

tremely useful in irrigating rice lands.

You have submitted to me also a number of

questions, and I have much pleasure in putting

the same again under your notice, together with
my replies thereto, given seriatim, and which will,

1 think, be found perfectly clear and satisfactory.

I am very happy to learn that many rice plan-

tations in your quarter of the world require lo be

improved and benefited in the way you fioint ou'.

that much uncultivated laijd also may be. brouffhi
into use, with a cheap and durable apparatus lor

irrigation and draining.

In the low lands throughout England, the pa-
tent pumps are tjetting into general use, and all

the old methods are being last laid aside. \Vc
are beginning now lo experience a good conti-

nental demand, atid have lately had with us a de-
putation irom the king of Holland, to consult on
the draining of ihe Haerlem lake.

1 am quite sure, if 1 can have the honor of a li-

beral correspoiidence wiih you, no doubt can ex-
ist but a considerable number of our machines,
both as pumps and as hydraulicans, will be readi-

ly and advantageously disposed of.

And if) on the receipt of these my refepecle, you

will indicate from ilie descriptions given, what
machines sliall be l^jrwarded to you, at the same
lime fiivoring me with your remiilaiices lo any
amount you may think proper, Irom £50 lo £500,
you may de|)end that the machinery shall be pre-
pared and forwarded witli the utmost care and at-

tention, and that the prices charued lor Ihe same
phall be the very lowest possible, to inpiire Ihe car-

tying out a liberal correspondence. Waiting the
favor of your tidvices, I am, with respect, sir,

your most obedient servant,

John Beare.

Ques. 1st. What quantity of water can be
raised per minute li'om five to nine feet high, by
a tcn-horse-power steam engine driving a pump
or pumps'?
Ans. 1st., We are now workinsr a pair of hy-

draulicans under my patents, with a ten-horse-

power steam engine, and this pair of pumps deli-

ver, at an altitude of eleven feet, twenty Ions of
water jier minute, two hundred and ten imperial
irallons to the ton, and a cubic foot of water being
sixty-two and a quarter pounds, the stream pro-

duced by this pair of pumps, when in flill action,

is nine leel wiile and fourteen inches deep.

Q. 2d. Will it make a difl^erence in the working
of the pumps, if it be placed in tide water, which
rises and falls six leet.

-•/. The'eff'ect of tide water is quite immaterial,
otherwise ihan when the water is highest, the
pumps vvill.work ihe lightest.

Q. 3d. How many pumps, and what power
will be necessary lo raise seven hundred and
ihirly.-five cubic i'eex of water per minute, from
five 10 nine lt,'et high 1

ji. Reckoning the cubic foot of water at sixty-

two and a quarter pounds avoirdupois, and ten
pounds being the imperial gallon, seven hundred
and thirty-five cubic feet of water per minute will

be, equal to twenty-one tons, eighty-three gallons
per reiinute. An^, as lifting from five to nine feet

high only, is so much less than eleven leet, as
slated in answer to query No. 1., a ten-horse en-
gine to this power lift, would give by the pair of
pumps about nine hundred cubic feet, or twenty-
six tons, one hundred and sixty-five gallons of
waier per minute.

Q. 4. Will your patent pumps be less liable to

injury from aliernaie cold and heat, moisture and
dryness, Ihan llie pumps in ordinary use?

.
jI. The pateni hydraulicans can take no injury,

if. I he workins paris are kept well oiled.

Q. 5ih. Can your pump, if it becomes damaged,
or worn by Use,- he repaired [<}• mecluuiics, not
particularly drilled to such work?

j-J. The palen! pumps can readily be refitted by
any oife capable of handling a tool, requiring no
nicety.

Q. 6th. What vvill be the price of a pump or
pumps which will raise i=cven hundred and thirty-

five cubic feel of waier from five to nine feet high
per minute ?

j^. The price of a pair of pntppt hydraulicans,
a.'j set foTlh in an.^wer to qupry No. 1, and to carry
out the work iherein elated, will be £265.

Q. 7ih. Will either manual labor, horse power,
or a wind mill be as cheap and effectual in work-
ing your pumps, as a steam engine?

.i^. Cannot estimate the cost of manual labor
with you. Wind is proved a bad motive-power
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for raising water, because ofiis uncertainty. And
steam-power is contingent on price of luel with

you.

Pro forma.—A double action patent I'ouritain

pump in cast iron, cast iron suction or breeches

piece for five-inch piping, with cast iron standard

and wrought iron fire engine leverage, and wood
cross pieces, having brass expresser buckets, with

butterfiy valves, leather conncctois in metal rings,

screw bolts, metal lower boxes and spindle valves,

wrought iron rods, bolts, nuls, puis and l<eys,

complete, to power No. 10*— £18 lOd.

A double action patent fountain pump in cast

iron, as above, complete to power No. 8t—£20
lOd.

A double action patent fountain pump in cast

iron, as above, complete to [lovver No. 5J— £35.

The above machines are built expressly for

manual labor ; they are very simple in ilieir con-

struction, but of course the labor, whether sharp

or slow, will supply a larger or less delivery.

Power No. 10, double action, as above staled,

at thirty strokes per minute, delivers five thousand

four hundred gallons per hour, and at thirty-five

strokes per uimnte, delivers six thousand three

hundred gallons per hour.

Power No. 8, double action, at tliirty strokes

per minute, delivers nine thousand gallons per

hour, and at tiiiriy-five strokes per minute, deli-

vers ten thousand five hundred gallons per hour.

Power No. 5, double action, at thir|y strokes

per minute, delivers twenty-one thousand six hun-
dred gallons per hour, and at thirty-five sirokes

Eer minute, delivers twenty-five thousand two
undred gallons per hour.

ANALYSIS OF PRAIRIE SOILS FROM BIONT-
GOMERY COUNTY, (ALA.)

By Professor Shepard.

From tlie Sontiiern A^rioiltiirist.

Three specimens of prairie soil were brought

to me Jbr examination by Dr. C. Bellintrer, of

Alabama. They were taken from a [)lantation

seven or eight miles in a south-easterly direction

from ihe town of Montgomery.
No. 1 is a fine black mould Irom timbered land,

which was situated rather low. It, produces cot-

ton to advantage when 'he season proves dry, and
is well adapted to other crops, whether the sum-
mer is dry or wet. Ji varies in depth from six li'.et'

to one inch.

No. 2 is a fine snufi-colored soil, and is the best

land lor cotton in the country. Small grain (oats,

wheat and rye,) and com sometimes do well upon
it also ; but it is less suitable lor these crops tiian

No. 1. It varies in depth from one inch to ten feet.

No. 3. This soil is called "bald prairie." In

color it is grayish white, with a slight tinge of yel-

low, or fawn. It coheres into email lumps, which

* This engine will deliver, with a constant ilow,

about six thousand three hundred gallons per hoiu-.

f This engine will deliver, with a constant flow,

about ten thousand five hundred gallons per hour.

X This engine will deliver, with a constant flow,

about twenty-five thousand two hundred gallons per

hour.

are variegated from the presence of white calca-

reous spots— the remains of shells. It is consider-

ed as jioor land, thouirh it answers for small grain

and grasses tolerably well. It is not adapted to

the cotton crop.

No. 3 Ibrms the underlie of No. 1 and No. 2,

and is iiseif found resting upon the "rotten lime-

stone."

Equal weights of the above soils were tho-

roughly htmiected with pure water, when their

weights had increased from 100 to

177 ----- in No. 1.

157 - - - - - in No. 2.

162 - - - - - in No. 3.

After drying lor 48 hours in a room, at 70°, their

weights were as lollows :

—

101.7 - - - - - • in No. 1.

101.5 - - . . in No. 2:

102 - - - - - in No. 3.

No. 1, in drying at- a temperature of about
320°, lost 8.8. p. c. of water; after which it was
ignited until all organic matter present was dissi-

pated : the additional loss thus accruing was 16

p. c. The alumina, 'carbonate of lime and sili-

cious ingredients were then determined as usual.

The result of which inquiry, gave in the hundred
parts of earthy matters, as follows:

—

Alumina, with peroxide of iron, - 12
Carbonate of lime, - - - 10

Insoluble silica (or fine s^and,) - - 78

100.0

No. 2.—
Water of absorp'ion, - - 6 p. c.

Organic matter, - - - - 8 p. c.

The proportions among the mineral constitu-

ents were as follows :
—

Alumina and Oxide of iron, - 8.

Carbonate of lime, -. - - 7.7

Insoluble (fine sa-nd,) - - 85.5

101.2

7 p.
- 5 p.

35 p.

No. 3.—
Water of absorption,

Organic matter, - -

Carbonate of lime, -

I did not determine the proportions of alumina
and silica, presuming that their ingredients have
to each other a ratio similar to that found in Nos.
1 and 2.

The iron in this soil is partly in the condition of
a carbonate of the protoxide, in place of being a
hydraied peroxide, as in Nos. 1 and 2.

C/mrleston, (S. C.,) March \9th, 1841.

NITRATE OF SOBA,

From tlie London Farmers' Magazine.

Capt. Alexander has published, at the request

of the East Sufl^olk Agricultural Association, the

essay on the soils of that district, for which he
obtained Mr. Long's prize. It contains much
that is valuable, and from it we select the follow-

ing extracts, which particularly appertain to some
of the soils of this county.
"The employment of nitrate of potash (salt-

petre) and nitrate of soda (cubic-petre) have of
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lute been used to a great extent, and there ap-

pears to be no doubt of the beneficial efl'ects;

and it Ibrms a Ihir presinnption, lliat the fertilizini!:

power ol' our compost heaps may be attributable

to the quantity of calcareous nitrate, furmed by a

due admixture of eartii and manure in our usual

mode of forming composts.
" la Prussia, the nitrous earth is prepared so

much after the manner in which we form compost
heaps of manure, thai I mtit^t be excused for tran-

scribing the method :ir I find it in the Encyclop;c-

dia Londinensis. ' Five measures or parts of

black vegetable earth, or the earth of subterranean

caverns, are mixed with one measure of wood
or vegetable ashes, and some straw ; these arti-

cles, beat up with water of dunghills, or draining

of yards and sewers, are formed ipto walls or

beds, twenty feet long and three j'eet wide below,

two feet wide at the top, and six feet high ; they
are covered with light straw, and moistened from*

time to time, and at the end of the year are fit for

washing.'
" In Malta they employ the most porous calca-

reous earth, mixed with straw; a layer of this

earth and a layer of dung alternately follow each
other, until they are six feet high ; this is sprinkled

with water from dunghills, and occasionally turn-

ed, it then becomes fit for washing in three years :

during the first year the beds are sprinkled over
Avith slaked lime every month.

" In Sweden, a layer of meadow turf, ashes
and lime, and the draining of sewers, stables, &c.
are sprinkled over m a similar manner ; then a
layer of straw is put on, and these layers are con-
tinued above six feef. These beds are defended
from rain, and occasionally moistened with the
drainings of stables, &c. ; they then begin to yield

nitre at the end of a year, and continue to yield it

for ten years ; it is swept ofi' every eight days,
and alter each sweeping is watered as before

;

the remaining matter at the end of ten years
forms an excellent manure.
"In the canton of Appenzel, they take advan-

tage of the situation of their stables, which are
built on the sides of mountain^, to have a trench
under the floor ; into this trench they cast porous
earth, and emptying it once in three years, thus
obtain a ton of saltpetre from an ordinary stable.

•'Whoever compares these and similar modes
of obtaining nitre, with our common practice of
raising compost heaps, will be struck with the
coincidence, that both appear to be managed for

a like purpose
; and if so, that in the proportion

in which we raise nitrate of potash, (saltpetre,)
and nitrate of soda, (cubic-petre) so is the value
of our compost heaps, more or less; but the
inference to be drawn is, thatwe may pursue the
system with more accurate results by a slight at-
tention and observation. First then it %ouU\
appear, that in collecting our calcareous earth,
whether it be chalk, cra^, marl, or clay, it should
jf possible be chosen from the north face of the
pit, and where it has been some time exposed

;

that it should be mixed in much iarirer proportion
to the manure than is generally pmctised ; that
;t should lay in alternate layers, rising six feet
high

;
that it should be occasionally wat'ered with

the water of'dunghills, drainings of yards, or
where this cannot be obtained, with salt and wa-
ter, slaked lime being occasionally added, and
that these heaps should have one whole summer

or year to propagate nitre. We are also instruct-

ed in the use of mortar rubbish, gypsum, &c.
" There is a practice among the smaller farm-

ers, who keep a few young stock and cows in

heavy land, of forming their compost heaps from
the out-holiowings of ditches, with small propor-

tions of wet straw from their cattle yards, in which
no great quantity of manure from the cattle ex-

ists ; and I have often been surprised that sufiici-

ent effect could be produced by so small an ad-

mixture of manure, among so much apparently

inert matter ; but when we consider tlial this

assemblage of materials from the ditches com-
prises the fijcings of banks, which have been
shaded, and the dead leaves of the fences, and
water washing from the surfijce soils, I am inclined

to attribute the good efl'ects to the production of
nitre by these manure heaps, and to suggest that

if they could be allowed more lime to collect

nitrogen from the atmosphere, they would be more
valuable.

" It would then appear advisable in forming
manurq heaps, to place them at the north side of
a barn, near to some tank into which the drainings
of the yard aie collected, from whence they may
be watered ; and to keep them covered with light

s^raw, andin other respects to imitate the artifi-

cial formation of nitre beds above described, and
especially to allow the heaps a whole year; this

may be aflbrded by allowing them to have so
much calcareous and clayey compost, as to form
two heaps from the same quantity of manure as

under common circumstances would be appropriat-

ed to one, and I am inclined to believe that one
load would prove as valuable as two. I am
aware that the advocates for using raw manure
will look upon my recommendation as erroneous
and militating against theirviews. I will come
to this subject presently, and ask for a suspension
of judgment; at the same lime admit that rather
than lose the virtues of the raw manure, which I

have seen too frequently lavishly expended in

evaporation, and by drainage, that under these
circumstances the advocates for using it have
much to say in favor of the practice ; but when
compost heaps are formed with due attention to

the above observations, it will no doubt lead to

beneficial results.

"The result of my observations upon chalk is,

that it is valuable as an addition to sand, mixed
lands, and loam, gravel, London clay, and most
especially to peat, or fibrous deposite ; and as such
soils are generaHy deficient in this constituent of
all ft;rtile lands, an addition of this to the above
enumerated ones affords very immediate and be-
neficial effects ; but in all thfe soils and strata

compounded of the three ; chalk, London clay, and
marine deposite, a sufficiency already exists in the
compound, and therefore on these soils its value
is ghiefly to be estimated by its combination with
other substances, so as to form chemical affinities,

g,nd produce other compounds.
" Where soils are composed of chalk without

a due admixture of silicious matter, the epidermis
or outer coat of the straw is not so hard as it

should he. On these lands mildew is prevalent,

while near the sea coast where the marine deposite

of sand forms the principal ingredient, mildew is

rarely to be met with.
" I shall he understood better if I explain the

nature of mildew. ' MUdcii^' is a pai'asitical plant
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of diminutive growth, which has no power ot

growing except by the supply of the sap from

wheat, straw, or other* substances exuding from

vegetables; the seeds of this plant are floating in

the air generally in the summer time ; it is sup-

posed by some to be Ibstered and brought into

maturity by the barberry bush, and it is probable

that this plant may afi'ord it support without itself

suffering perceptibly, and seeding may supply

seed to other plants, and on this account mildew

may be first discovered in the neighborhood of the

barberry ; but unless the predisposing cause exist-

ed in the stalk of the wheat, the mildew could not

by possibility take effect.

" Now the predisposing cause is in a great

measure in the soil, and thus we find some dis-

tricts much more liable to its attack than others.

When the soil is very deficient in silex, or not

having that due mixture which enables the roots

to absorb sufficient silex to Ibrm a hard epidermis

;

the object is to add such substances as will afford

the power. I therefore recommend sand, red

sand which contains oxide of iron is the best, but

drift sand and road sand, the harder panicles of

cinder dirt, refuse li'om the soap boilers, barilla

and salt, will be the most efficacious remedy. A
high state of cultivation will not improve these

lands so much as a supply of these component
parts of a hard epidermis to the straw ; lor these

Jands are generally in themselves good staple

lands, and, if properly managed, highly produc-

tive in wheat and beans.
" I have dwelt thus long upon the chalk forma-

tion, because it is one which forms the greaiest

variety in its chemical compounds, and exists in

the greatest abundance."

ACTION OF ACIDS IN SOILS.

Extract from the Proceedings of the first Agricultural

Meeting, in Boston. Reported by the Agricultu-

ral Commissioner.

At the conclusion of the address, some desulto-

ry conversation took place, as to the mode of con-

ducting the meetings, when Dr. Charles T. Jack-
eon, the Geological Surveyor of Maine, Rhode
Island and New Hampshire, was kind enough to

respond to an invitation to give some account of

the agriculture of New Hampshrre, it having
been announced to the meeting that a farmer in

New Hampshire had this year raised more than
one hundred and thirty bushels of corn to the acre.

J)r. Jackson remarked that he had visited the

farm on which this corn had been raised. It is

situated in a place called Merino Island, in Lake
Winnepiseogee, and owned by E. H. Derby, in

Boston. The land is a coarse granite soil, and is

under high cultivation. A large stock of cows
and sheep was kept upon the island, and manure
was abundantly supplied. The island, on account
of the water, is little subject to (iosts. (This
farm has been repeatedly distinguished by its ex-
cellent crops and its very profitable management,
of which an account was given at the meetings,

the last year.

—

Reporter.')

Dr. Jackson proceeded to speak of the lands

on Connecticut river in New Hampshire, The
lower alluvions are remarkable for their grass

crops. The farmers on the upper parts of the

river are now in the habit of appreciating their

manure much more highly than formerly. In

general, the farmers are very ignorant of the

mode of lorming compost manures. It would be
easy to instruct them in the means of converting

many substances, now useless, into the most va-

li^able manures. The theory of chemical action

is now better understood than formerly. Where
rotten logs are sufiered to lay upon the ground,
no vegetation grows around them

;
yet these may

be converted into manure. Peat, unmixed, suf-

fered to lay upon the ground, produces only sour
crops. On this account the Lung Island farmers

objected to iis use. All vegetable substances, in

undergoing fermentation in the process of decay,
produce acids ; but, by the application of alkalies,

there are rendered not only harmless, but useful.

The decoinposition of small quantities of animal
substances produces ammoniacal gas, an important
element in vegetable growth. Uy the application

of lime this ammonia is absorbed and held for the

use ol the plant, to be taken up by its vital action.

To the credit of many farmers, it may be said

that, although ignorant of chemical processes,

they are eager lor instruction, and ready to try ex-
periments.

The doctor proceeded to compare briefly the

soils of the Connecticut and the Merrimac. The
soils of the Connecticut are more favorable to

wheat ihan the Merrimac. (There are some
material fans in the way of conceding this point,

though, perhaps, the position maybe admitted

upon the whole.

—

Reporter.) The Connecticut

river soils are calcareous; the Merrimac soils

granitic. The rocks in New Hampshire, com-
posed of granite and mica slate, disintegrate with

remarkable rapidity. The quantity of vegetable

matter in the Connecticut soils is not abundant,

not exceeding seven or eight per cent. (This is

not a small comparative amount.

—

Reporter.)

The appocrenate of soda abounds in Connecticut

river soils. Geine consists of the apocrenic and

Crenic acids combined with lime, soda, manga-
nese and potash. It forms soluble salts with pot-

ash, and, in this form, is strongly favorable to

vegetation. 'Feldspar' and mica, the constituents

of irranite, contain potash.

The great slides from Mount Washington,
which, in 1827, proved so fatal to the family living

in the Notch, though consisting of pulverized

masses of granite, are now covered with a luxu-

riant vegetation. Soils will be found forminsr

fi-om original rocks. The rocks and soils become
converted into very fine powder by the influence

of acids in the atmospherf, and the action of liv-

ing plants upon them. How powerful this action

is, may be known from the fact that hyacinth

bulbs will corrode and decompose the glasses in

which they are grown, (Silex enters largely into

many plants, and Liebig is of opinion that pound-

ed glass, the silicate of potash, may hereafter be

used as a manure, in certain conditions of the

soil.

—

Reporter.) Plants, by their vital action,

will decompose rocks. Rocks, composed of feld-

spar and mica, have a proportion of potash, and

the plants will get at and assimilate it. Chemis-

try has not yet discovered the fbod of plants.

In certain stages of their growth, they obtain car-

bonic acid from the air. The decomposition of

manures in ihesoi^^eupplies them with nitrogen
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and carbonic acid, and this carbon is converted

iiiio wood.
Tho doctor iiindly promised to enter more

larffciy into tlie subiect at some future evening.

U. C.

PEAT COaiPOST.

From the New England Farmer.

Almost every agricultural writer is inclined to

ride some hobby. He find ourself uiclined to

bridle and saddle " j/jmcA;"— to buckle on spurs

and drive ahead. The way belbre us is 7niry,

and we may gel. bespattered : but a little mud has

had no terrors lor us in days ol'yore, and we have

no lears (hat we shall prove a coward in leading

as many larmers as will ibllow us, to an attack

upon swamps and muck holes.

These bog meadows are among the beet lands in

the eastern part ol Massachusetts, and they con-

lain in abundance materials by which we may,
and by which we shall, m a Jew years, greatly

enrich our uplands. These bogs are the most

valuable part ol' our farms. This assertion is

made deliberately. We are aware of its extent

and its import. We have made it seriously, and
we predict mat not many years will pass away
belbre its truth will be generally admitted.

Leaving at present all consideration of their

worth lor cultivation, we wish to draw attention to

them as sources Irom which manure can be ob-

tained. Muck, properly prepared, and spread
over our uplands, will greatly enhance their ler-

tility. " biop, young man"—meihinks i hear the

aged liarmer saying—" Slop, young man. I have
used this muck, and experience tells me that it is

sour stuti, doing olien more harm than good to the

uplands. Such is the lesson which experience

has often taught.''^ We do not deny it—we do not
doubt it ; we know that ii is true. Muck, as it

comes from its bed, is often, is almost always,
sour ; it will impart of its sourness to the soil on
which it is applied. This sourness is the natural
product of the decomposition which the vegetable
matters composing the muck have undergone.
And until that sourness is removed, this meadow
mud is not a manure ; it does not furnish food for

plants ; but as soon as the sourness is removed,
as soon as the acid is neutralized—this muck is

nourishing to the crops that we cultivate.

How then can we remove the acid or counter-
act it ? Exposure to the actions of frosts and
winds, rains and suns, will do much towards
eftecting the desired change. Farmers might do
well to have three or lour years' supply always
OQ hand, and then not use that which has not
had three or lour years' exposure to the weather.
But it is not necessary to wait thus long in all

cases belbre we avail ourselves of the use'of this
article. We can, by the use of animal manure
and lime, neutralize the acid of the muck in a
kvf months or weeks, and thus more speedily
enlarge ;our manure heaps.
The principles of making composts from muck,

dung and lime or ashes, as recommended by Dr.
C. T. Jackson, of this city, we gave in our
report of his remarks at the State House ; but
deeming them most highly important, we make
no apology for repeating them in our own words.

Take one cord of dung, and mix it thoroughly
with two cords of muck, that has been lorseve-
lal months, at least, exposed to the action of the
atmosphere. Then apply one half of a cord of
muck to the outside of tlie heap, as a coating

;

pat this coaling hard and smooth as you can
with the shovel. If the whole be covered with
straw or hay, tills will be an improvement. Let
the mass lie in this stale for several months ; to

mix in the autumn and sutler to remain until

spring, is a good course. Then, about 10 or 15
days before the manure is to be applied to the
laud, lake one bushel ol unslaked lime.to a cord of
compost. Slake this lime, but do it with so little

water that ii shall be a fine, dry powder. Now
throw over the heap, mixing this lime well into

the mass. Again coat tne whole heap with
another half cord of muck. The whole lour coros
in the course ol two weeks will become good
.manure. 'The ammonia given out by the dung,
will have neutralized the acid of the muck.
Heaps formed at this season my answer for use

after the middle of May ; though it would be bel-
ter to allow a longer lime. We make an earnest
appeal to such fiirmers as have the materials in

readiness to try this process and adhere closely to

the rule. We wish to know distinctly whether
science here is iLirnishing a valuable rule to guide
us in our art.

Imagination carries us, reader, to your fireside,

and hears you saying, " I'll try that, but I'll save
some of the labor; I'll put ray lime in when I
first mix up the heap." It is our turn now to say
'•Stop, sir, stop.'--We want, belbre you go to work,
to tell you that the great object is to neutralize (or
counteract, or fix or destroy) the acid in the muck.
The more ammonia you can extract or set free
from the dung at once, the more ellectually you
will do your work. Now lime applied to dung,
in its green state, will not help lo throw out am-
monia half as fast as if the dung be considerably
decomposed before the lime is used. II, then,
you save the labor in the v/ay proposed, you fail

to getihat large quantity of ammonia, at one lime,
which, if produced, would work like leaven
through every lump and particle of muck in the
heap, and neutralize the acid.

" Well, then, Mr. Editor," you say, " I'll save
labor by letting the dung get considerably decom-
posed before 1 go to work upon it, and then will

put in both muck and lime at once." Do so, sir,

if you please ; but if you do, the winds will have
carried much ol your ammonia to Maine or to

Georgia, before you begin to nee it ; and therefore

the quantity of muck which your dung will

change into manure is very materially lessened.

Let the dung, while green, be mixed with
muck, because the ammonia which passes off ih

its first stages of decomposition, will then be saved
and used. But do not put your lime in for several
weeks, because its action upon dung that has
undergone considerable change, throws off am-
monia much faster than from fresh dung. The
fiister the ammonia is generated or set free at any
one time, the more thoroughly it will penetrate
the muck.
The principal use of the lime in this process is,

to generate ammonia rapidly from the dung.
This ammonia is the strong smelling effluvia or

gas, that goes ofl from the fermented dung heep.

The same substance is sometimes called harts-
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horn, and is used in ladies' smelling bottles.

The great object is to ffetierate or liberate this

under such circumslances ihat it shall pass into

muck and counteract its aid.

But does not lime itself, when put into the

muck heap without dung, neutralize the acid?

It does, as I'ar as it conies in contact with the

muck. Why not then use muck and lime alone,

or muck and ashes alone, without putting in

dung 1 Because in such cases, the lime and
ashes act but little on any other parts of the muck
than those which touch the lime or ashes. There
is no steam—no gas— to penetrate the lumps and
do the work thoroughly. But put in the-dung

—

raise the sleam—and the steam, if properly con-

fined by the outside coating of the heap, will

penetrate every lump and particle, and make the

whole good for nourishing plants.

Urine will answer the same purposes of dung
in this process of neutralizing acid. Ashes will

answer in the place of lime. Loam my be sub-

stituted for muck, but is far less valuable.

Again we urge It upon farmers to consider this

subject well ; for we are satisfied that the best

inanner of preparing ?ji«c& for use on our lands,'

is one of the most important practical questions

now agitated by our agriculturists.

We will dismount now ; but it will not probablj'

be long before we shall bestride our hobby again.

ON THE FAILURE OF NITRATE OF SODA AS
MANURE.

From the London Fanners' Magazine.

Sir,—Being a constant reader of your excellent

publicaton the " Farmers Magazine," and refer-

ring to a letter from David Barclay, Esq., in

numbers for November of this year, I cannot but-

express my surprise and disappointment, that with
so many very clever and well-informed agricultu-

rists in the Rape of Arundel, no one has stated,

to you the general failure and great bss sustained

by the use of nitrate of soda on wheat last sprino^,

in a district extending from the river Arun west,

to the Adur east, and from the sea-coast south

to the Weald of Sussex north, comprising every
sort of soil, management, and situation.

I am a very bad hand witii my pen, and shall

therefore content myself with stating that the few
instances of success form the exception to the

general rule of failure.

Hoping, if you insert this letter in your next
number, it may excite some more efficient person
to address you on the probable causes of the
failure 1 liave referred to, I am, sir, your obedient
servant, Ignoramus,

Arundel, Sussex, December I9th, 1840.

SEVENTH AGRICULTURAL, MEETING.

{Feb. 25.

—

Mr. King in the chair.]

The secretary announced the subject of discus-
sion—Soils and JVlanures.

Mr. Teschemacher, Superintendent of the Bo-
tanic i&arden and Conservatory, in Boston, pre-

sented three pots of geraniums, one of which had

been grown in the natural method, two by an ar-

tificial process. Mr. T. stated that he had re-

cently read Liebig's work on organic chemistry,

as connected with agriculture, and considered it a
valuable contribution to science. Liebig stood

very high in his profession as a chemist; and pre-

sented views in relation to soils and manures,
quite different liom those which are usually en-
tertained. Liebig supposes that plants, by de-

composing the air, receive a considerable propor-

tion of their nourishment from the atmosphere.
The plants which he presented to the meeting,
he called liis Liebigites, because they wore grown
under the application ofLiebig's principles, though
this was undertaken before Liebig's work had
been seen. The geranium grown in the common
way presented a leaf four inches across. The
geranium grown by the artificial process, was from
seed sown last September, and was potted last

December, and the leaf of it now was six and
one half inches broad. This was a remarkable
growth. He supposes the effect may be as great

in the flowers as in the foliage. If he is success-

ful in producinif flowers corresponding with the

size of the leaves, he will acquaint the public with

the process which he has adopted. The subject

has a direct bearing upon agriculture. What af-

fects one species of plants, will be as likely to af-

fect others. In this case there was no poudrette

used; and he considered the result remarkable and
encouraging.

Dr. C. T. Jackson inquired whether these prin-

ciples are peculiar to Liebig; or are they well

known, and such as have been published in other

works. He thinks Liebig's discoveries not origi-

nal. The existence of ammonia in rain water is

not a new discovery. There was no doubt it

might always be found in rain water falling in

the vicinity of cities ; in such a situation Liebig
discovered it. Mr. Hayes, ol Roxbury, discovered

it in the rain water in V^ermont.

Mr. Teschemacher inquired whether the dis-

covery had ever been made known before it was
made known by Liebig. It does not appear that

it has been.

Dr. Jackson then proceeded, agreeably to ap-
pointment, to speak of Soils and Manures.
He stated that he had had little leisure to pre-

pare himself lor the evening; and he must draw
upon his recollection for facts. He has devoted
many years to agricultural chemistry, with a view
to the advancement of agricultural science. He
wishes particularly to present some important

rules in the management of composts.

His first remarks would have relation to soils.

All soils originate li'om the crumbling and disinte-

gration of rocks. Under the influence of air,

water, frost, and mineral substances in the rocks,

the hardest of them will be reduced to powder.
Soils vary according to the different characters of

the rocks from which they are derived. This is

distinctly shown in nature ; and it will be found
that gruups of plants are peculiar to certain soils.

Simple soils consist mainly of one mineral sub-

stance ; compound soils of several united. Allu-

vial soils which are formed by the flowing of wa-
ter, by which various matters are taken up and
deposited together, are of course compound soils,

as they embrace a variety of elements. Diluvial

soils are found in those parts of the country where
there are evident traces of a rush or flood of wa-
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Her pouring from the north, by which Iar<:e rocks

were hurried onwards and various soils conmiiii-

<Tled. Soils cn:ibrace a variety of mineral ele-

ments; such as silex or flint, alumina or clay,

lime, mafrnesia, oxide of iron, oxide of manga-
nese, potash, and soda. Thefee are important to

constitute a soil. Siiex serves to open the soil;

alumina, or clay, if (bund alone, constitutes too

tenacious and close a soil. Soils composed almost

entirely of lime are too porous, and suffer the rain

too soon to pass Ihrougli them.

A soil must contain at least three earths : silex,

alumina, and lime ; and, besides these, other ele-

ments must be found in soils in order to the pro-

duction of certain plants. Soda and potash are

required in the soil for the production of particular

plants. Plants m.ust find the element necessary

to these plants, in the soil, or they will not flour-

ish. Clover contains gypsum or the sulphate of

lime. Gypsum, therelore, must he found in the

soil in which we expect clover to flourish. The
seeds of all the cereal grains contain phosphoric

acid, united with lime and magnesia, and this

acid is very rarely found in the soil in a free stale.

When free, this acid is pernicious. A soil which
is acid cannot be fertile. It is rarely fertile when
exclusively alkaline. The acids and the alkalies

should be in proper proportions. Soda and oxide

of iron likewise, when united with acids, (brm

bases. Mineral constituents may vary much
;

but certain other substances, such as saline and
organic matters, cannot vary much without affiect-

ing the fertility of the soil. Many substances in

the soil are derived from the decay of organic

substances. The first plants on the earth, it is

supposed, drew their nutriment from the atmo-
sphere. These were a very hardy kind of plants,

which could almost live on mineral aliments.

Carbon is taken up and oxygen eliminated.

Brongniart supposes that the atmosphere in the

beginning was more highly charged with carbo-

nic acid than now. Plants served to prepare the

air for the respiration of human beiiiizs. Plants

draw carbonic acid from the air. The air con-

tains one ten thousandtli part of carbonic acid.

Saussure fouml that this proportion did not vary in

the air on the summit of Mount Blanc. Gay Lus-
sac, who atceiided in a balloon higher than any
one belbre, and at twenty-five thousand (eetobtain-

ed air, Ibund, upon analysis, that this air contained
as much carbonic 'acid as that near the ground.
Carbonic acid is every where equally mingled with
the atmosphere. If two jars are taken with hy-
drogen gas in one, and carbonic gas in the other,

the latter placed undermost, the two gases will

mingle, though a bladder should be placed be-
tween them ; half carbonic acid will be found
above, and half below ; the one gas will be inter-

mixed with the other, contrary to the specific
gravity pi' the two gases. The atmosphere is

composed of four-fifths nitrogen and one-fifth oxy-
gen. They are not chemically combined but
mechanically united. Were a chemical union to

take place, it would become nitric acid, and we
should be deluged in aquafortis. Hydrogen and
oxygen gases when poured into the same receiver,
are said to be mechanically united, but when the
electric spark is introduced and water is formed,
they are chemically combined, and a complete
union is effected.

Organic matters from the decay of plants form
Vol. IX.—1.5-C

mould. Plants will not grow upon a mixture of

mere earths ; or rather will not perfect their seeds

without organic matters. [The Dr. here entered

into some remarks upon what he deemed errone-

ous views in Liebig's theory of vegetation and
the operation of manures ; but as these will pre-

sently be given to the public under the Dr's.

own hand in his forth-coming reports, where
he can state them fully, and backed by what he
deems conclusive evidence and authorities, we
omit this part of our report. Reporter.']

Vegetable matters decaying on the surface pro-

duce vegetable mould. He, Dr. J., prefers to

retain this name. This mould is highly charged
with carbonic acid and contains many acids.

Vegetable matters in their decay produce acid.

A fallen tree in a state of decay destroys vegeta-

tion in its vicinity. Plants will not grow round

decayinff logs. It is difficult to induce farmers

to use peat, because they say it will produce only

sour crops. The acids produced by the decay
of vegetable matters are numerous. Vegetable
mould is not a simple substance. Some chemists

have given it the name of humus, ulmin, ulmic
acid. Berzelius has examined this substance,

and found it possessed of various properties. He
called it geine or apothme in his work published

some years ago, but has now abandoned these

designations. These names have since been
adopted by chemists in this country. So far from
being a. simple substance many substances are

included in it. In a late 'work Berzelius says

there is no such thin^ as geine, considered as a
simple or elementary substance. Within the last

three years he, Dr. J., has found the various sub-

stances to which Berzelius refers as existing in it.

By his own independent examination he (Dr. J.)

has discovered them. Berzelius in a work in Ger-
man received within a few days has described

them ; and they correspond with his (Dr. J's.)

discoveries. In respect to some of them he has
anticipated the discoveries of Berzelius.

There are ten distinct matters found in this

substance called geine, v^hich substances he ex-
hibited at the meeting. The substance called

geine contains the crenic and apocrenic acid. The
acid forms an insoluble substance with lime. The
crenic acid derives its name from Krene, the Greek
word for fountain, as Berzelius first discovered it in

the waters of a well in Sweden. This acid is yel-

low, semi-transparent, soluble in water and alco-

hol ; and forming soluble combinations with
alkalies. Apocrenic acid was found as the crenic

was found. He (Dr. J.,) has found these two
substances in soils and peats in Maine, Rhode
Island, and New Hampshire. Berzelius has not

yet discovered them in peat, but presumes their

existence in it. Humic acid is distinguished by
forming a pray precipitate with the suhacetale

of lead. Crenic acid contains much less nitrogen

than the apocrenic acid. Humic acid contains

nitrogen. The apocrenic acid is the only one
which forms insoluble salts with lime. The
crenic acid forms soluble compounds, and exists

in the subsoil as thecrenate of lime.

From black, brownish soils, the humic extract

was obtained .by Berzelius. In some cases,

glairin is foand. All these substances form
soluble salts with lime. These acids form soluble

salts with lime. These salts are decomposed in the

process of vegetation. Bog-iron contains apocre-
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nic acid. What Berzelius now calls humic acid,

and extract of humus, have no relation to eub-

Btances formerly known as such. They are to be

considered as new names lor new maiters. Apo-
creaic acid is Ibund in boo:- manganese ;

peai

contains large qaaniides. Ilumic acid in peat

is precipitated by the subacetaie of lead, as the

doctor ascertained three years ago. This is ex-

actly the matter described by Berzelius. Peat

contains apocrenic acid, and humic acid. Peat

thrown on the soil produces sour grasses. It is

necessary to neutralize peat by alkalies, and thus

to saturate the acids, m order to make them use-

ful. The soils (rom the iarms at Winuipiseogee

lake, which have produced more than one hun-

dred and thirty bushels of corn to the acre, are

liill of vegetable matters. These soils abound in

the above-meniioned organic matters. He would
make another remark in relation to the doctrines

of Liebig, and to illusiraie, likewise, his former

position in relerence to the filtration ol" manures.

In the copper mines oi Chessy, in France, some
beautiful stalactites are Ibund, of a green color,

and a foot in lengih, containing the crenaie of

copper. These could liave had no origin except

by filtration from the top-soil. I'hey have fifteen

per cent, of crenic acid. These stalactites, there-

lore, contain organic matters.

The farmer, with a view of testing the truth

of any principle, should lake care to make expe-

riments with exactness, otherwise, he will do no
justice to the principle itsellj and can never arrive

at certain conclusions. He may compound his

peat with night soil, and leave it over the winter.

In the spring it may be dug over and mixed with

lime. It is said often, that lime is of no use. Jf

applied after it has been air slaked, or without
being slaked in the form of carbonaie, its use will

not be perceptible; but applied immediately on
being slaked, the manure will be completely de-

composed. In the process of decomposiiion, it

will give off large quaniiiies of animoniacal gas.

The heap being covered with mould, will absorb
the ammonia. Polish has the same action as

lime, on putrid animal substances. Ashes ope-

rate as lime operates, but not vviih as great

etrength. Alkalies are found under various

Ibrms ; solid, gaseous, and liquid. Vegetable
manures abound in acids, and require to be com-
pounded with alkalies. Animal manures are

most powerful in producing ammonia. Ammonia
exists in the atmosphere in cities and their vicini-

ty. The quantity in the air is minute, but great
quantities are given off in burning coal. If you
mix soot with potash, or the hydrate of lime, you
will find ammonia. In order to ascertain whether
ammonia exists universally in rain water, we
must procure this water from the interior. Liebig
made his inquiries in the neighborhood of the

city of Geissen. Mr. Hayes has found it in the
waters of Vermont. Ammonia is valuable as a

solvent, but he (D . J.) does not know that it en-
ters into the composition of plants.

Dr. Jackson then kindly replied to many inqui-

ries which were made to him. He was of opinion

that the reason why the application ol lime had
failed in many cases, was, that the limes applied

were of a magnesian character. He said like-

wise, that lime applied in the form of a carbo-

nate must not be expected to produce its effects

until the second year, when the soil becomes sa-

turated with carbonic, and other acids, and no
longer prevents the plants from obtaining their

needed suppiy.

JMr. Newton, of Piisfield, President of the

Berkshire Agricutural Society, said that this last

effect forre?ponfied \\'ith his own ejiperience ; that

while in the liberal application of lime to a field,

he saw no efiect the first year, the second year
the crop of grass in that field was most abundant.
Precisely ihe reverse was the case with ashes oh
an adjoining lot.

Mr. Newton added that in respect to the appli-

cation of ;he calcareous marls of' Berkshire, from
which so much advantage had been expected,

he had applied them without realizing these be-

neficial efiiects.

Dr. Jackson farther remarked, in answer to in-

quiries, that in regard to the operation of gypsum,
the subject was still involved in total obscurity.

As to the use of common muck in compost, he
considered it of equal value with peat. In regard
lo the mud of salt-marshes, he deemed it not so

good as peat, and that it required longer time for

decomposition. The salt contained in it, however,
he was ol opinion might be beneficial to the land.

We leel that we have done and could do but im-
perfect justice in such a report as this, to the

learned gentleman, who fiivored the meeting with
his instructions and his patient and ready an-

swers to the inquiries which were made. We
are by no means prepared to acquiesce in all his

posiiions ; but we have endeavored to report them
truly. They will call attention and provoke in-

quiry ; this IS the only road to truth ; and lo the

inquisitive, philosophical, and practical mind, truth

is the first object of pursuit, the philosopher's

stone, Ihe pearl of inestimable value.

The secretary announced thai Mr. Geo. B. Em-
erson, of Boston would address the next meeting

on the subject of trees. Much instruction, and
gratification may be expected from the able and
extensive inquiries of this gentleman. . H. C.

ON PREPARING NIGHT-SOIL.

From the London farmers' Magazine.

Sir,— I feel obliged lo your correspondenl, G.
Brabyn, lor his valuable remarks on preparing

night-boil, and hope he will be so kind as to inform

me through your paper, whether ammonia es-

capes li-om the dung in the yards where cattle are

fed in winter, or if it remains in solution till the

heat of lermentation in the dung-camps in spring

disengages it. I consider it is of importance, that

fiirmers should know if they should apply gypsum
to prevent the loss of ammonia in their caille-

yards. or if it be merely necessary to do so in the

dung-camps when they begin to ferment
Would it not be proper to sprinkle the layers of

dung, as they are placed in the camp, with gyp-
sum, to make sure of retaining the ammonia?

1 wish also to know from whom in London I

can prociire genuine gypsum in powder, as the

most part of two tons which I used on clover this

year was evidently plastered lime, ground down-

Your obedient servant,

A'br. 27. 1840. J. Mackenzie.
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To the Editor of the Mark-Lane Express.
|

Sir,—In reply to Mr. Mackenzie's letter, pub-

iislieti in your journal of Monday last, I heir to

stale that" I </() consider there is a considerable

eecape of carbonate of ammonia I'rom liirm yartis

where cattle are ted durinu: winter. As purirelac-

lion (foes on so carbonate of ammonia is fjjenerat-

ed, (whilst nitroijen remains in the compound,,)

which is held in solution in the water present,

and as the water evaporates so does the ammonia
with it. Therefore we cannot apply irypsum in

too early a stage of thedecoinposition, aller which

the same loss would result if water were allowed

to drain from the yard without being used as

manure.
All dung piles ought to have a body mixed with

them having greater affinity for ammonia than

carbonic acid, or else a great part of the ammonia
will be lost ; but iC it be applied in the (arm-yard,

in sufficient quantity, it need not be applied after-

wards.
I believe with your correeponuent, that "these

ihinss are of importance," and not so much at-

tended to as they ought, for I have seen men and
horses toiling up the hills with ponderous loads of

(so called) manure, when in fiact very little ma-
nure existed in it, whilst they leave the most
valuable manure scattered about their farm-yards

and fields fermenting and dissipating in vapor,
" carried away upon the wings of the wind,"
serving their neighbor's purpose as much as their

own.
I arn a great advocate for using manure as

early as possible, that its decomposition takes

place in the earth in the midst of veiietation, and
none of its elements would be lost. Thus the
death and dissolution of the present generation
would spring up into lile in a new one.

I am, sir, your obedient servant,

fVadebridge,Dec.9. Gregory Brabyn.

SILK CULTURE.—IMPORTANT DISCOVERY.

—

THE MUSCARDINE IN AMERICA.

. From the National Intelligencer.

Probably the most important information it

has ever fallen to the lot of the writer of this to

communicate to the public, on the subject of silk

culture in this country, will be found in the pre-

sent artitfle. It has long been known to every
one who has read much on the subject of the

silk culture, that, by the ravages of a disease

called muscardine in Europe, the average loss of

worms, takmg one year with another, amounted
to From forty- five to fifty per cent, of all the worms
hatched

; and, what was still worse, the disease
generally made its appearance after the greater
portion of th*e expense of the rearing had been
incurred. This evil has continued, from time be-
yond the reach of history, to within a year or

two past. In the United States, all of us have
heretofore considered our worms exempt from this

fatal disease, it having generally been supposed
not to exist here at all. This was a fatal delusion.
I have just received from France a copy of the
" Annales de la SocieteSericicole, fbndeeen 1837,
pour la propagation et I'amelioration de I'indusirie

de la soie en France," for 1837, 1888, pnH 183P.

in one of the volumes of which i ?n?i a r'a'e

representing eilk- worms in the various stages of
the muscardine ; the first glance at which showed
me that it was the identical disease of which a
2re?)t portion of the silk-worms in this country
have perished. All who saw the disease last

summer and have seen this plate identified it

instantly. 1 shall endeavor to have translationa

made for the next number of the Silk Journal,

and, if possible, shall accompany them with a
copy of the plate, that all may read, see, and
judge for themselves. In the mean time, how-
ever, I have thought it advisable to lake this hasty

notice of the fact, that all silk-growers may be

enabled to apply the preventive and remedy. Hap-
pily, the remedy will do no harm, either to the

healthy worms or those that may be afTected witK

other diseases, and is cheap and easily applied.

The remedy is a free application of air-slaked

lime to the worms, and also to the floors of the

cocoonery, and white-washing all the wood-work
of the'fixtures. The lime should be sifted through

a fine sieve on' the worms, \wo or three times a
week if healthy, and once a day if diseased, in

the morning before the first feeding, and after

cleaning the hurdles. The quantity of lime to

be sifted on the worms may be just sufficient to

whiten the worms and leaves well ; and it should

be commenced when the worms are half-grown,

say twelve to fifteen days old. This remedy has,

during the past two years, enabled. those persons

in France who used it to save and obtain cocoons

from ninety-seven per cent, of all the worms
hatched.

Now that we know we have this formidable

disease amongst us, it becomes necessary that

the remedy should be applied ; and, as there are

very few, if any, who know the disease by sight,

I would most earnestly recommend that the

remedy be applied in oil cases, whether the worms
are sickly or not ; for it is even more effectual as

H preventive than as a remedy, and, as before

stated, will do no harm to either healthy or sickly

worms.
I consider it fortunate that this invaluable infor-

mation has reached me at this particular moment,

just in lime to be of immense service to us in this

our day of ordeal. Further particulars of the dis-

ease and the remedy will be published in the

forthcoming and subsequent numbers of the Silk

Journal. Gideon B. Smith,
Editor of the SiHt Journal, Baltimore, Md.

ON THE DESTRUCTION OF SNAILS IN FLOWER
GARDENS.

From the Southern Agriculturist.

Mr. Editor :—One of the greatest annoyances
which I have experienced in the cultivation of

flowers, has been from the depredations commit-

ted by" that apparently insignificant insect, the

snail. The last year they were uncommonly
numerous, and many a beautiful flower which the

owner prized much and was perhaps anxiously

watching, was laid low by these night depredators,

and many a garden which but lor them would

have been highly attractive, looked desolate and

Torlorn. I do not know whether I was rnore

tanfortunate than my acquaintance?, but certainly
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I had apparently foar times as many as I had

ever had before. I did not observe the depreda-

tions until late, having been so much engafred

elsewhere as not to be able to visit the 2iirden but

for a moment, and at lonj? intervals. When I did

notice them, the mischief had been done, and

they were in such myriads that [ despaired of get-

ting rid of them, and yielded up the possession of

the carden.

Tnis year I (ear they will be as numerous, and,

of course, as destructive as ever, iff may judge

from the numbers which have already made their

appearance in the garden. I have looked over

my books, and find that it is recommended to de-

stroy them by sprinkling lime over the beds,

(which has an unsightly appearance,) or to wa-
ter the beds late in the evenings with lime water.

I have not tried either of these remedies as yet,

but I have watered the beds with soap-suds, which
is highly destructive to insects. What number
there may have been, of killed and wounded, I

know not, but certainly on those beds they are

as numerous now as on those which were not so

treated. Another method which is recommended
and which I have tried with success, is to scatter

cabbage or turnip leaves, or slices of potatoes or

turnips over the beds. The snails, attracted by
these, of which they are exceedingly fond, (and
apparently more so when they become wiltered,)

congregate thexe in great numbers, and in the

mornings they will be found in quantities, which
will surprise those who have not made the experi-

ment, sheltered under the leaves, or covered with

a little earth, so that they may be raked up with
the hand like marbles, and what will add mate-
rially to the pleasure of the discovery, the adjacent

plants will be found untouched by them. During
the few warm days we had a short time since,

they have come out in immense numbers, and my
anemonies, ranunculuses and other bulbs being

just up, I llsared for them. As soon therefore as

I discovered that the plants were breaking the

ground, 1 scattered a f"evv cabbage leaves over

the beds, and I will mention for the satisfaction of

all florists, that up to this time, I have not disco-

vered a single plant cut by them on those beds

where the leaves have been spread. Of the

quantities which I have had to contend with, some
opinion may be formed, when I mention the fact

that one morning 1" gathered a five inch fiovver

pot heaped up, from under five moderate sized

leaves, in fact some were not more than half

leaves. I had not time to go over the whole
garden, but left it to the gardeiier whose business

I have made it to gather them every morning,
from under these vegetable traps. I have been
so delighted with my success that I could not

refrain from communicating it for publication in

your journal, especially as I know several fine

gardens were ruined the last season by these

insects. I hope my friends and your readers gene-
rally may profit by the few remarks I have made,
and by following the plan, (or any better one, il

there be such, and of which I will esteem it a
favor to be informed,) preserve their plants to

beautify and adorn their gardens.

Before I conclude 1 will mention a remedy I

have made use of against the common red ants.

During the past winter my hot bed, and espe-

cially the pots containing plants, were infested with

them, and I do believe there were near a dozen

nests, in as many pots. The injury they did the
plants was very great, uprooting the earth, and
raising mounds in them. Several I had to re-pot,

and found the bottom of the pots filled with anta

and their eggs. VVhen dislodged from one pot

they took to another. Alter trying several reme-
dies without effect, I watered them with soap suds,

taken fiom the wash tub. A single watering
entirely destroyed them and relieved me from this

intolerable nuisance. An Amateuk.
. Charlestmi, February Idih, 1841,

PORTRAITS AJVn PUFFS.

From the Kentucky Farmer.

We publish an article this week from the Farm-
er's Cabinet, under the.above title.* We do not

pretend to endorse the criticism of the article upon
the special cuts commented upon, for we have
no personal knowledge of the fidelity as represen-

tations of living animals. But, however this

may be, the spirit of the article is just and well

timed. It would seem that a rage forfine pictures

has seized the country; and, judging from the

extraordinary efforts, in various quarters, to gratify

it, the mania is likely to do the agricultural interest

more harm than that which prevailed for fine ani-

mals the substantial originals of the pretended
pictures. We appreciate, at a high rate, the value
and utiily of /rti7/i/uZ engravings; but they are a
positive injury and fraud, if not correct. We have
seen sundry portraits of animals which we hap-
pened to know, which were highly overdiawn

—

repiesented with every possible good point and not

a solitary fault. From these pictures, it might
be supposed that the practical art of breeding had
been brought to the m plus ultra of perfection

;

and thai no" further improvement in the breeds of

domestic animals could be made. We are, how-
ever, despite these beautiful representations, of

quite a diflerent opinion. Perfection is not at-

tained at % single jump ; and years and years and
ages and ages more of severe practical experiment

will be necessary to effect the utmost attainable

degree of improvement, not only in the breeds

oflinimals but of many if not all the processes

connected with a perfect system of agriculture.

There is a class of men in the country who
seem to think that the conductors of agricultural

papers have nothing to do but surrender their co-

lumns for the publication of the most extravagant

pictures and puffs of " this, that and t'other"

breed, animal and thing. Many of these pro-

ductions contain some good hints and facts ; but

more of them are scarcely disguised advertise-

ments o( animals, &c. for sale at great prices. The
spirit of these remarks will be understood by those
" whom it concerns ;" we hope we Shall have no
more to make. If we do, we shall choose some
bilious moment, when our usual good digestion

and good nature are disturbed, and "cut some
things into hash."

* The piece referred to has been already published

in the Farmers' Register.

—

Ed. F. R.
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RESTKAINING SAND-DRIFT.

From llio Edinhiirgli Quarterly Journal of Agriculture.

The most striking improvements have been

effectPtl in reclaiming sand-tirif'ted lands upon Lord
Palmerslon's estate on the west coast of Ireland,

between the towns of Ballyshannon and Sligo.

This is an object of much general interest ; and

has been ell'ected by a very simple process, intro-

duced by Mr. John Lynch, his lordship's resident

factor at Clid'ony. The tract of sand-hills upon
this estate extends to many hundred acres. After

unsuccessful attempts, it occurred to Mr. Lynch to

conduct the process of planting bent in this way.

He took up portions of bent, jlrundo arenaria,

jrom tiic numerous tufts or patches of it with

which these waste lands were interspersed, and
carellilly thinned out the plants into bunches of

one and a half pound each, preserving the roots

as carefully as possible. These bunches were
put in Hat or Ian shaped in holes in the sand made
of a rectangular form, and beaten down with the

foot so firmly as a little hoy co'ild not remove
them with one hand. These rectangular holes

are found to be much better than round ones,

inasmuch as, when the bent is inserted in thick

round bunches, they are apt to rot in the holes,

and the lanshape is more favorable for the bent

throwing out its fibres among the sand. The
plants are placed first on the side of the sandy
ffround next to the point from which the wind
blows most prevalently, to arrest its drifting power
over the rest of the ground. It may be that the

drift may cover over the plants to the depth of

two feet or more, in which case they will still-

penetrate through the sand ; but it would be ad-

visable to plant anew on the drifted surlace until

a fixed surlace be established. The plants are

put in at 2^ or 3 feet asunder. When Mr. Lynch
undertook the planting, part of the ground had
been previously planted in rows of 15 feet asunder
and 4 leet apart in the line, which were found to

be too wide either way ; and had to be beat up
with new plants, which created as much trouble

as the planting of the whole ground anew.
In this way about 600 acres Irish, about 860

imperial, have been reclaimed, which now only

require a little attention in replanting, in such
places as have missed or which begin to blow.

When the transplanted bent begins to stool or

spread, it effectually checks the sand-drift, and the

natural grasses came up in great profiision, such
as white clover, bird's-foot, trefoil, &c. So wel!

has this simple plan succeeded, that upon a tract

of the land in the neighborhood of Mulloughraore
which in 1829 would not have supported a goat,

now grazes 112 cattle and 200 sheep. Before
these operations were commenced, the land had
begun to drift across the mail-coach road, and
had nearly destroyed four of the town-lands in

the estate, which by these means have been
saved.

Mr. Lynch, in giving some directions for the
use of an estate subject to sand-drift in Prussia,
observes that bent seeds ripen about the latter

end of July ; that the bent should not be taken
up till the latter end of September, and after that
any time till the beginning of April ; that it grows
best when planted between the months of No-
vember and March inclusive. He remarks that
the process of raising bent from the seed is

tedious, as the plants will not be in a slate for .

transplanting for three or (bur years. If the seeds
are to be sown, it should be done in clay <rround,

mixed with sand from the sand-hills, and used in

a greater proportion than the clay or nursery
earth. He further states, that from one cut of
bent he has obtained 49 bunches, with which he
has planted a perch of land, and he allows about
8 tons in this way to the acre,— Irish acre we
presume.
The bent should not be planted at first in the

driest or blowing places, but in the more moist or
firm spots. After a (ew years it will spread so

much that, with the saving and sowing of the
seeds, a stock will be afforded for extending the
planting every year. This method has been fol-

lowed lor some time on Lord Palnierston's estate,

at the rate of 200 acres per annum.
If the bent were to be sent over seas lor trans-

planting, it is directed to be packed in moss or
grass, or, if in great quantity, it may be laid in

the ship's hold with wheat or barley straw be-
tween every two or three courses of the bent, and
in this way it would retain its vegetative powers
for (bur or five weeks, or longer, in proportion to

the care taken in packing it.

It is well known to what extent the land has
been wasted by sand-drift in the confines of the
Bay of Biscay, particularly on either side of the
embouchure of the Garronne. This, like a pes-
tilence, swallowed thousands of square miles of

the coast lands of France, insomuch that in the
beginning of the last century it arrested the at-

tention of government, and was ultimately stayed
by one of its most eminent engineers, who, with
the aid of troops of men, succeeded in planting
a great belt of a particular kind of fir, Pinus.
maritima major, vvhich has ever since checked the
progress of the sand-drifr, while it has clothed
the sandy desert with wood highly useful for many
purposes.

Lord Palmerston, impressed with the impor-
tance of this subject, has imported a considerable
quantity of the cones of the Pinus maritima
major Irom Bordeaux, vvhich are now preparing
in the nursery. Samples of the cones from
France have also been presented to the Highland
and Agricultural Society of Scotland. Even
though this pine from the south of Europe may
not fully answer expectations in our northern cli-

mate, it is confidently hoped that, by the patriotic

exertions and example of Lord Palmerston, the
extensive sand-drifts which are every where to be
met with may be exchanged for grass lands or
thriving wood of some sort.

The marran or sea-mat-weed, (^jfrundo are-
naria L. Jimmophila arundinacea of Host,) em-
ployed by Mr. Lynch, is the most frequent plant
found in the sandy shores of England, Scotland,
and Holland, and it is the best binder of sand-
drift. The Elymus arenarius is perhaps the next
best. The Carex arenarius the third best; and
then the Triticumjunceum, Festuca rubra, Ga-
lium verum, and Trifolium repens.

DECOMPOSITION OF BONES.

From the New England Farmer.

3Ir. Putnam—Sir—On reading in your Farm-
er, of 17th February last, a Mr. Jones's very va-
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luable experiments on bone manure, I was re-

minded of an idea f have olien thought oT, viz. : If

some easy plan of (iecomposinij Irenes without

grinding could be adopted, so that every farmer

could have the advanlaoe of usuig all ihe bones

he may collect about his own house and neigh-

borhood, a great many bones that are now useless

might be collected and become a very valuable

soiirce lor manure Now, Mr Editor, in hopes

some of your intelligent correspondents will give

what information they can on the subject, I will

give you what I Ixnow accidentally. My wife puts

ail her refuse bones into her ashes, thmkins they

may be of some use to her soap ; she makes her

soap every spring, and sometimes lets her leach

stand six or eight months. On removing the

ashes I have found nearly all the bones decom-

posed, or become, in appearance, like a white

jelly-

In a report of the agriculture of the house of

Industry at S. Boston, published in the Farm'er

of May 20th, 1840, it is stated, tliat mixing bone

manure with earth as follows, one part bone and

two parts earth, laid in a heap and moistened

with cow-yard wash or water, and turned over

often, the bones will become compleieiy decom-

posed in about two months.
A Mechanic.

both towards the hill and towards the declivity
;

but on both sides it still preserves its branches

parallel to the surface. As there is an attraction

between the upper surface of leaves and light, I

am also persuaded, though not equally certain of

it from experiment, that there is an attraction of

the same nature between the under surlijce of
leaves and the surface of the earth. This I con-

sider the true cause of the phenomenon ;— I had
long observed that the most fruitful orchards and
most fertile trees are those planted on a declivity,

and the sleeper it is, though not quite a precipice,

the more fertile they prove. It is well known that

the spreading of trees always renders them fruit-

fid. On a plain they incline to shoot upwards
;

and therefore art is employed by skilful gardeners,

and applied in various ways, to check their per-

pendicular, and to promote their lateral growth.
But this point is obtained on a declivity by nature.

There a tree loses its tendency to shoot upwards,
and in order to preserve its branches parallel with

the surface, is constrained to put them in a lateral

direction. Hence an important rule in the choice

oforchards and fruit gardens.

D. J. Walker.

SOOT AS MANURBv

From tlie Farmers' Journal.

Sir Humphrey Davy characterizes soot as " a

powerful manure, possessing ammoniacal salt,

empyreumatic oil, and charcoal, which is capable

of being rendered soluble by the action ol'oxygen,

or pure vital air; all which component parts rank

high as nutritious orstimulant manures." On mea-
dows (says an agriculturist) I have used soot with

great advantage in substance, and, though sown by

the hand, one dressing gave me always heavy crops

of hay tor two successive seasons ; but this is a

wasteful mode of applying it, a great proportion of

its ammonia, one of its most active inixredients, be-

ing volatilized and dissipated in the atmosphere.

When dissolved in water there is no waste; it is

all available; and, for horticultural purposes. I

have mostly used it in that state, mixing it up in

the proportion of about six quarts of soot to a

hogshead of water. Asparagus, peas, and a

variety of other vegetables, I have manured with

it, with as much etl'ect as if I had used solid dung

;

but to plants in pots, particularly pines, I have
found it admirably well adapted ; when watered

' with itj they assume a deep healthy green and grow
strong and luxuriant. I generally use it and clean

water alternately, and always over head in sum-
mer ; but, except for the purpose of cleansing, it

might be used constantly with advantage.

DOGS*.

ADVANTAGE OF PLANTING FRUIT TREES ON
DECLIVITIES.

From the Farmers' Journal.

Dodart first observed that trees pushed their

branches in a direction parallel to the surface of

the earth. If a tree stands on a sleep it pushes

From the Edinburgh Quarterly Journal of Agriculture.

We are glad that the interesting subject of the

natural history of dogs has been taken up by an
individual so vviell qualified to handle it as Colo-

nel Hamilton Smith. There is scarcely any
other naturalist in Britain who has devoted so

much attention to certain tribes of quadrupeds,
particularly those more directly subservient to

the interests of the human race. During his

travels in many did'erenl quarters of the globe, be
has availed himself of every opportunity of col-

lecting information, and making drawings of rare

species, whether found in a state of nature or

preserved in museums. The collection of zoolo-

gical drawings thus accumulated, is, we believe,

one of the most extensive in the country; and
the portion of them relating to the Canidte (the

dog and its allied species) has afforded the mate-
rials for the present volumes.

Colonel H. Smith enters at some length intO'

the discussion of the difficult question relating

to the origin of our domestic dogs ; and comes
to a somewhat different conclusion from many
recent writers on the subject. It is well known
that very different opinions have long been held

by naturalists on this point. Linnaeus included

the whole of ihe domesticated kinds under the

name of Canis familiaris; BuflTon viewed the

shepherd's dog as the original species from which
all the oinere had sprung ; Cuvier, in his Hegne
Animal, regards thq species as distinct, remark-

ing, at the same time, that the " taming of the

dog is the most complete, the most useful, and
the most singular conquest man has achieved, the

whole species having become our property." A
wild dog, named the Buansu ( Canis primcBvus,')

inhabiting the central region of the old world,

whence many of our most ancient elements of

* Natural Historv of Dogs. By Lt. Col. Charles

Hamilton Smith ; forming the 25th and 26th vols, of

the Naturalist's Library.
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pocial existence seem to have emanated, has been
pointed out as the primitive ppecies of the whole
canine race. A jackal ( Cartis j/nthus, F. Cuv.)
is shown by Prolessor Kretschmer to resemble so

closeiv the antique carved and painied figures in

the Egyptian temples, and a ^kull taken liom

the catacombs of Lycopolis, that there scarcely

can be any doubt but that it is the type o( the

dogs of ancient Eijypt. Mr. .Bell, in his recent

work on liritish Quadrupeds, advocates the claims

of the woll' to be considered the progenitor of our

domesticated races ; and there are other modern
writers who concur with him in this opinion.

Colonel Hamilton Smith adduces numerous consi-

derations in opposition to this view, and concludes

by alTirming his belief, that "There are sutfi-

cient data to doubt the opinion thai the different

races of domestic dogs are all sprung from one
species, and, still more, that the wolf (Hzni's

lupus) was the sole parent in question ; on the

contrary, we are inclined to lean, for the present,

to the conjecture that several species, aborigine,

constructed with fiicuities to intermix, including

the wolf, the buansu, the anthus, the dingo, and
the jackal, were parents of domestic dogs. That
even the dhole or a thous may have been progeni-

tors of the grayhound races ; and that a lost, or

undiscovered species, allied to Canis tricolor or

Hycena venattca of Burchell was the source of

the short-muzzled and strong-jawed races of pri-

mitive mastiffs."—Vol. i. p. 104.

Alter considering the general structure of the

canine family (co-extensive with the Linnaean
genus Canjs,) which is an extremely natural one,

the osteology and whole anatomy of the species

being surprisingly similar, the author first de-
scribes and figures the wolves, regarding which
he supplies much accurate and interesting infor-

mation. Lyciscan dogs (Gen. Lyciscus,) includ-

ing the Prairietwolf of North America (X. la-

trans,') and the Cay ijotte of Mexico (X. cagoiii's,)

as well as the red dogs {Chryseus,) next pass
under our review. The latter group compre-
hends the dholes, the Pariah dot?, and the New
Holland dingo. The dingo occurs in a wild state

all over Australia, but an inferior breed is par-

tially tamed and occasionally used for hunting
kangaroos and emus. These canines are entirely

mute, n£ither howling, barking, nor growlinu-.

They do not run like dogs, but carry the head
high, the ears erect and turned forward ; and we
are assured by Cunningham, that whenever do-
mestic dogs fall into their power, they aro. imme-
diately devoured. It has been usual to consider
ihis and other diurnal canines similarly circum-
stanced, as feral dogs (chien maron ofthe French,)
that is, dogs returned to a wild state after they or
their progenitors had been domesticated. Col.
Hamilton Smith is inclined to regard them as in
their aboriginal condition, since they indicate no
tendency to assume the distinctions to which, if
ihey were descended from wolves or jackals, they
must have returned.

After alluding to the various names by which
jackals are domesticated in the east, the author
pives the following account of their manners :—
" They form a group of crepuscular and noctur-
nal canines, never voluntarily abroad before dusk,
and then hunting for prey during the whole nio-ht;
entering the streets of towns to seek for offals

;

robbtng the hen-roosts, entering out-houses, ex-

'

amining doors and windows, feasting upon all

dressed vegetables and ill-secured provisions,
devouring all the carrion they find exposed, and
digging their way into sepulchres that are not
carefully protected against their activity and vo-
raciousness ; and, in the fruit season, in common
with foxes, seeking the vineyards, 'and /iuienin<r
upon grapes. 'Vhey cogirregale in great numbers^
sometimes as many as 200 being lound locreiher-
and they howl so incessantly tiiat the antujyance
of their voices is the theme of numerous apolotrues
and tales in the literature of Asia. Their cry'^ig a
melancholy sound, beginninor the instant the sun
sets, and never ceasing till after it has risen. The
voice is uttered and responded to by all within
hearing, in a concert of every possible tone, from
a short hungry yelp to a prolonged crescendo cry,
.-ifeing octavo above octavo in the shrillness, and
mingled with dismal vvhinings, as of a human
43eingin»Jislress, Jackals retire to woody jungles
and rocky situations, or skulk about solitary
^rardens, hide themselves in ruins, or burrow in
large communities. If by chance one of the
troop be attacked, all are on the watch, and, if

practicable with self-preservation, issue forth to
the rescue. The Indian wolf and hyfena occa-
sionally avail themselves of their burrows, but
while they occupy these retreats, they abstain
from hostility with their neighbors. In the Moslem
dominions ihey remain entirely unmolested, but
in British India they are occasionally coursed
with grayhounds, or hunted with fox-hoimds, and
having a strong scent, are readily run down, un-
less they can regain their earths, or mislea'd them
in thejungles. Nevertheless, when at bay, the
jackal fiijhts so desperately, and his snap is so se-

vere, that it is usual to have them destroyed by
terriers. They unite the cunning of foxes, and
the energy and combination distinguished in the
best trained dogs, with a tenacity of purpose
surpassing both. When overpowered by supe-

rior force, and resistance is vain, they affect to bo
slain, and be simulating death ; but if they be
thrown into the water while in this elate, they
swim immediately. They emit a ver)' offensive

smell, not totally obliterated even in a doiriestic

state, when they have been fed for a coneiderable

period on rice plantations, and other vegetables,

as is usually the practice with 'he native Indians,

Although, when in captivity, they know and will

follow their master, they are fiir from being tracta-

ble, or to be depended upon. They associate

readily with dogs, and hybrid offspring is not

uncommon ; nor is there a question that their

mules are not again prolific."— Vol- i. p. 210, 212.

It was loner a mistaken notion that the jackal

was in the habit of preceding the lion or tiger,

and by means of its superior powers of smell in-

dicating the spot where prey was to be obtained.

Had such been the fact, it would have formed a
singular exception to the general rule, for nature

appears to have implanted an innate hostility be-

tween the canine and feline tribes, which prevents

them ever standinj?, while in a state of na'ure, in

such friendly relations to each other. 'J'he truth

is, that the jackal does not precede, but follows

at a pafe distance, evincing his hostility by con-

tinually pursuintr lions and tigers during the night,

and announciniT their approach by a peculiar cry

of warning, to which no other animal is heard to

respond
; while at other times, the cry of one is
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answered in every direction, by all the individuals

vvilliin hearing.

The greater part of the second volume of Colo-

nel SmiTh's work is devoted to the doss, properly

eo called, and contains an interesting history of all

the more important breeds, including all the kinds

with which we are so lamiliar. He likewise

enters at some length into^the consideration ofthe

breeds as known to ihe ancients, a subject ol

somewhat difficult investigation, but full ot inter-

est, both as illustrating the changes which the

various races have undergone, and as throwing

lighten many passages in the Greek and Roman
classics.

As a specimen of this portion of the work, we
subjoin the following extracts. " Of all carnivo-

rous quadrupeds, dogs posse^s ihe greatest varie-

ty of modulations in their voices;* ihey baik,

bay, howl, yelp, whine, cry, growl, and snarl, ac-

cording to the emotions they lijel. W*en en-

couraging each other in liuntinir, expressing the

JantTuage'of authority ; in watchfulness, at dislanf

noises, or displeasure at particular sounds, in pain

or sullering, they have an expressive moan
;
a

ffuttural or tremulous squeal, under impatience

;

a snarl, in anger; and a kind of shriek, when

their passions are excited to (erocity. Who is

there so little observant as not to know, almost

by the sound of the first note, the peculiar bark

of the drovei and shepherd's dog, half intonated

as the expression of delegated authority, and

understood by the flock or the drove, the more

earnest repetition when the first signal is dis-

recarded, followed by the low and bluff sound,

conveying a menace, and at length the sharp

snarl, when he finds it necessary to enforce obe-

dience, by running to the spot, and execute his

orders with well-counterfeited anger ; or, if disap-

pointed, the half howling bay of lamentation at

the failure? All these emotions are expressed in

a language which marks the sinoular endowments

bestowed by the Creator's fiat, lor purposes that

cannot well be mistaken, nor be studied without

calling on our sympathy and affection. Dogs,

likewise, express 'rnost significantly, by the voice,

their desire to be admitted within doors, and still

more in begging with perseverance ; or, in resent-

ment, when treated with contempt. They are

jealous of their master's favor, quick in discover-

ing the respectable, ipsolent to the poor, selfish in

fTormandising, tyrannical among their meaner
inferiors, and fawning upon their superiors; injury

they resent with the discretion and pertinacity of

politicians."—Vol. ii. p. 83.

The sagacity of the canine species, their bene-

volent feelings, prescience of impending danger,

instinctive comprehension of the nature of pro-

perty, fidelity, &c. the author illustrates by nume-
rous striking anecdotes, several of which had not

before I'allen under our observ^ation. For these,

we mus* refer to the volume ilself. Under Ihe

head of " Pointer," we find the Ibllowing re-

marks :—"In their present qualities of standing

fixed and pointing to game, we see the result of a

long course ol' severe training ; and it is a curiou=!

fact, that, by a succession of generations having
been constantly educated for this purpose, it has

become almost innate, and young dogs of the

true breed point with scarcely any instruction.

This habit is so firm in some, that the late JMr.

Gilpin is reported to liave painted a brace of poin-

ters while in the act, and that they stood an hour

and a quarter without moving. These dogs were
named Pluto and Juno, and were the property of

Col. Thornton. Dash, another pointer belonging

to the-same sportsman, was sold for £160 worth

of Burgundy and Champagne, one hogshead of

claret, an elegant gun, and a pointer, with the

proviso that if an accident should disable the dog,

it was to be returned to the Colonel at the price

of £50 1"

* As a singular proof of this, we may mention the

singular case communicated to the French Academy
of Sciences, by the celebrated Leibnitz, of a dog

that had been taught to modulate his voice, so as to be

able to repeat intelligibly the words required to ask for

coifee, tea, and chocolate !

ON A PRINCIPLE OF FKNCING,

Formed according to the laws of vegetable phy-
siology.

From tlie (London) Farmers' Magazine.

At a recent meeting of the Botanical Society of
London, the lijilowing account was given by Mr,
Daniel Cooper, the curator, of a mode of furmirig

a iencework to plantations, &c., of a very eco-

nomical and rustic kind, and which may be termed
with all propriety a " natural living fenced
We are induced to give a full abstract ofthe com-
munication, (irom the first part of the society's

proceedings,) as we think the suggestion might
ofiier some points of interest to our country
readers.

The natural living fence consists 'simply of
planting lor the purpose trees or shoots of the

same species, or species of the same genus, or

genera of the same natural family, and causing
them to unite by means of the process of " graf-

ting by approach or inarching,^'' a process well

understood by gardeners and horticulturists. The
lact having been briefly stated, it is necessary, in

the next place, to en'er more fuliy into an ex-

planation of the plan to be adopted. . In the first

instance it is requisite to culfivaiea portion olland,

for the purpose of rearing the shoots intended for

Ibrming the lence. Those which I had tfie oppor-

tunity of observing (on the estate of Sir Thomas
N eaves, Dagnam Park, Essex, constructed by
his gardener and planter Mr. Breese) were form-

ed of ash, t)ut of course any other tree would
similarly unite and answer the end required. The
faster the tree grows, and produces new wood,
the elronger and better the fence necessarily be-

comes. The shoots or small trees are run up (as

termed by gardeners), and kept trimmed so as to

produce stems as straight as possible. These are

trained to the heights required, depending upon
the intended height of the fence. As soon as

they have acquired sufficient age they are care-

fully transplanted, a trench of two feet in vvidth

being previously made in the line of the intended

fence, it being found necessary to surround the

roots with earih of a richer nature than that usu-

ally met with, where fences are to be placed, such
as the outskirts of wood, plantations, parks, &c.

The trench having been made and prepared, the

1
stems are then carefully removed ; one set being
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planted at the required distance, a loot for instance

Irom eacli oiher, those we may su|)|)ose to slope

to the nortli ; ih^ oilier &ei, lor exani|)le, are

planted slupiiii; lowarils the south, at the .•^anie

distance Irom ihe oilier, so that when ihe shoots

|iioceed liom the yroiiud, they are in contact by

their internal p.ui.

The several stenjs having heen thus arranired,

the next and most iniporiant step is that ofcaus-

iiiij them to unite ; this ol course is reciu'site in

order to produce strenirtli, and is afcoaiplished

by the process of 'grafting bij approach, or, what
is the same thing, that oi' inarchiiig. For this

purpose it is necessary to remove a small plate ol

hark at the proper season, on each stem where
their inner portions are in contact ; this havinir

been carefully performed, apjiroximate the two
stems, so that the denuded poriions of each shall

exactly meet ; tie the stems loj^ether at these

places, and keej) them for a short time Irom the

action of the atmosphere by means of a piece of

clay. In the course of a lew week?, if these

precautions have been attended to, adhesion takes

pidce, and the result is, that a natural living lence

has been formed, havinif openinixs of a diamond
shape, which may be made of course of any size

that may be required ; it being only requisite to

place the stems in the earth at a greater or less

distance (ium each other.

The adhesion lakes place in thelbllovving man-
ner according to the laws of vegetable physiology.

The plates of bark being removed on each stem,

and the stems approximated to each other at that

part, it Ibllows thai as the Holds raise in the stems
of exogenous (outgrowing) trees, within the

wood portion of the trunk and descend within the

bark—that the stems being closely tied to each
other, and kept at their point of union Irom the

action of the air, the cambium {proper or elabo-

rate juice) exudes, tljrms new wood, and the

stems unite by the natural proces^'.

The advantages which Mr. Cooper considers

this kind of lencing to possess over that in ordi-

nary use, are the following :
—

1st. Tiiat it is rustic, and has not the hard and
elirt' appearance of tlie lencing made by carpen-

ters,

2d. That so long ae the trees of which it is

formed are alive, it never requires to be in any vv.ay

repaired, as living wood resists the action of the

weather. The young shoois, should any spring

fonh, are to be removed by the pruning knile.

3d. That it may be carried to any height with-

out additional expense, by training or running up
the stems to the required height.

4ih. That it acquires strength and thickness by
the deposition of new wood annually ; so that in

ihe course of years, when the stems have ac-
quired the greatest degree of thickness, and have
obliterated the openings, in the first instance made,
a complete solid living wall will be the result.

5th. That owing to the welL-known durability

and power of resisting the action ol the weather
on the bark, and external portions of living trees,

a lence made on this plan does not require to be

covered with tar, or any other preparations,
requiring much lirne, labor, expense, and annoy-
ance in the operation.

6th. That the first expense is the last, and is

much cheaper also, in the first instance, than the

ordinary kind of fencing employed, not requiring

Vol. 1X.-15-D

an aimual expenditure to keep it in order; living

wood, as belore observed, withstanding the effecla

(if the weather to a much greater extent thaa
dead wood.

7ih. That a fence to orchards may be formed
ol fruit trees of the same genus, or in the same
natural liimi'y ; the lower poriions or stem of
which Ibrm Ihe fence, (and may be carried, as

belore observed, to the requisite height), whilst

the upper part may be allowed to send forth ila

shoois and bear Iruit.

yth. That owing to the open nature of this kind

of lence (which openings may be Ibrmed of any
size), shrubs and other [daiiis usually planted

close up to lencework, for the purpose of conceal-

ing it, will receive a larger proportion of air and
liijht, so necessary to the growth of vegetables,

which cannot be the case with the ordinary

method of enclosing parks, &c., with palings.

9th. That should one of the bars by any cause
become dead or destroyed, the circulation ia

carried on by the continuous bat or stems ; so that

if a bar dies it still remains in its situation,

although it does not increase in thickness as takes

place in ihose around it ; this <Jead bar may then

be compared as to durability, to the fencing until

the present time formed of dead wood. From the

well-known nature and structure of wood, I con-
folder the application of the process of grafting by

approach , or inarching, in the construction of lences

of all descriptions, to be one ol the leading im-
provements of late years made in the science of

gardening : and as such should strongly recom-
mend its adoption to those individuals possessing

landed properly, and also to the directors of rail-

roads and other undertakings, where boih maa
and cattle are intended to be kept off, and wTiich

might more efiiiclually be accomi)lished by the

judicious selection of stems armed with prickles,

&c.

COMMENTS OX THE ARTICLES OF THE EDI-
TOR ON THE EFFECTS OF GREEN-SAIVD AS
MANURE,* [at pp. 679, 690, VOL. VIII., ANL»

P. 118, VOL. IX.]

To ttie Editor of the Farmers' Register.

Your last number of the Register, has*' played

the wild" with us Pamuiikey farmers, op rather

would-be fiirmers. Some short time since, you
analyzed ^11 of our marls, and told us they con-

tained no lime, or so little as almost to be useless.

•With this communication, there was received a

box of specimens of green sand marl, sent at our re-

quest, by Dr. Braxton, in consequence of the very

strange result of the analysis of the ^specimen of

marl, supposed to be that which he used (from G. W.
Bassett'sland,) and which we found to contain but 11

per cent, of carbonate of lime. This result was re-

ported, (at pages 683, 689, vol. 8.) with Dr> Braxton's

answers to our queries; but at the same time, we

intimated the strong suspicion that a wrong specimen

had been sent us by mistake. We therefore asked

for more specimens, and also, that Dr. Braxton would

himself analyze the marl in regard to which a mistake

was suspected. He has complied with both requests,.
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We then consoled ourselves, that what they lack-

ed in lime, they made up in green-sand, or may
be, the happy compound of lime, irreen-sand,

&c., whatever it may be, fonned a hap[)y dose

for our sandy bottoms, or flats. But you now
come out and tell us, that the green-sand is

worse than useless. Now, my dear sir, what are

we to do"? Our lands dreadfully poor, no

lime, (which is the only thincr, as you say, that can

benefit them,) and our green-sand, of which

there is plenty, you say is good lor nothing.* I

and the results show that there teas a mistake in the

former specimen, and that the marl which he has used

is about four times as rich in calcareous matter as

the specimen which we before analyzed. He ana-

lyzed by solution in acid, filtration, and subtraction of

the undissolved residuum from the whole quantity

—

which mode will always make marl appear richer

than it really is. We used Davy's apparatus (for the

measurement of the gas evolved,) which is much

more accurate. The results were as follow :

Bassett's marl, used- by Dr. Eraxton, and by his ana-

lysis, contained of carbonate of lime, 48 per cent.

The same, according to Davy's appara-

tus, - - - - - 45.50.

The lower stratum, of the Newcastle

green-sand marl, (formerly reported

by us, p. 688 vol. 8, as containing

2 per 'cent,) by Dr. Braxton's trial

contained, - - - 5.

And by Davy's apparatus, - - 2.50.

This stratum, it should be remembered, is the low-

er, and the one lying above it, 5 feet thick, contains

36 per cent, of carbonate of hme.

Another specimen from Bassett's land, contained

only 11.50 per cent, of carbonate of lime. This, from

its near agreement, was no doubt the same kind of

which a specimen was before furnished by mistake,

instead of the kind which Dr. Braxton used from.

All three of these specimens contained larg'e pro-

portions of green-sand also—estimated by the eye to

be from 20 to 30 per cent, of the whole mass.

—

Ed.

F. Register.

• Not so, in either case. We reported, and cor-

rectly, the marl sent as a specimen of the kind used

so largely by Dr. Braxton, to be only 11 per cent, of

carbonate of lime. It now appears (as stated in the pre-

ceding note) to be rich, as we at first had supposed,

containing 45.50 instead of only 11 per cent. As to

the " happy compound of lime and green-sand," we

readily admitted the manifest and very remarkable ef-

fects, as seen on the Pamunkey lands. We only dis-

trusted the permanency of so much of the effect as

was due to green-sand alone, from our own varied

and considerable course of trial elsewhere. The results

of those trials we have fully and fairly presented, (p.

118, vol. ix.) and desire others to do the like ; and, so

far from designing to discourage farther trials of green-

sand, because of our own small returns, we have urged

renewed trials, even where we had abandoned the use,

in consequence of the greater benefits which we saw

very much fi-ar that, in your "search alter truth,"'

you will leave depopulated a large section of our

country; lor I already hear some rumors of the

return of the epidemic which prevailed in this re-

gion some years since, with such alarming mor-

tality, both in body and purse, that 1 have
scarcely known of an individual who was subject

to the malady, that ever finally recovered. I

think the physicians called it the emigrating

fever. As you are our great land " regulator,"

you must pardon me in again asking you what
we are to do? for without this marl, or some sub-

stitute, we are gone ; not going, but gone, and as

you say we have none that is worth using, what
would you advise us to do? go to the hospital,

and be inoculated lor the lever, or slay a while

longer, and try some more experiments with this

green-sand 1 But from your experience, it seems
the longer ihe trial, the worse the effects ; so,

Mr. Editor, I can see no glimmerinor of hope
lor us Pamunkeyites, but the very faint one,

that your green-sand may not be like ours, that

is, that ours may have some ingredient in it,

whicdi is> wanting in yours, or, may be, our sandy
lands may not labor under the same disease with
your stitier soils, and therefore the same remedy,
perhaps, that may have been inert upon your
lands, may be beneficial. And may not that be
the reason why the green-sand acts so well as

is said on the sandy soil of New Jersey, and not

at all on the James river lands ?t
And now, my very good friend, badinage apart,

let us try and reason this matter a little together,

and compare your ideas and experience with mine;
not at all though with the view of contrasting

my knowledge or experience upon the subject

with yours, but simply that both sides of the sub-

ject may be presented, as iiir as my limited ex-
perience goes.

With the green-sand proper, I readily admit
that my experiments have not been of such a
character as to arrive at any thing like definite

or lair conclusions ; but with the green-sand marl,

(the admixture of lime and green-sand,) 1

claim to have had some experience ; and what-
ever may be its component parts, whether it con-

tains much or little lime, or whatever else it ma\
contain, certain it is, so lar as I can judge, its pre

sent effects are very fine ; whether it may prove :

on the Pamunkey lands. Still, there has been nothing

adduced to show that we were wrong in pronouncing

that the green-sand alo7ie, without any admixture of

carbonate of lime, and applied to an acid soil, would be

an unprofitable application, if not entirely without ef-

fect.—Ed.

t We should greatly regret such results of our in-

vestigations and reports ; still, whatever may come of

it, we will still aim to "search after truth," and urge

all other investigators to do the same ; and not to trust

to our opinions, or any others, or to seek to sustain any

particular theory, but submit every doubt to the test of

accurate experiment. Our green-sand was no doubt

generally poor ; but the quantity would have made up

for defect of quality. Besides, some of it was abun-

dantly rich. Neither were the lands generally stiff,

but in most cases light and sandy, though less so than

I
the Pamunkey low-grounds.

—

Ed.
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permanent manure, time must decide. Althouifh

I think your reasonio^ upon calcareous manures
conclusive, I ivould liiin hope they may not he

(bund so as respects green-sand. That is a sub-

ject as yet, I tliiniv, but lilile understood by farm-

ers, geologists, or chemists, as it would seem, at

least in our country. Its etTects we know but

little of; of its constituent character nothing. It is

true, Prolessor llogers tells us it is the "silicate of

iron, and potash"." We poor farmers are perhaps

now as wise as we were before ; but il' the pro-

fessor means to say, il is sand, iron, and ()olash

in a state of combination, I should think that

those materials would iorm an insoluble, semi-

transparent, vitreous compound, which the oxalic,-

humic, and all other acids, said to be contained

in the earth, would hardly decompose. Cut to

return. 1 cannot agree with you, that, the effect

ol green-sand is only that of gypsum. I think

so, first, because gypsum acts only on the clover,

and other broad-lealed plants, giving at first, to be

sure, an impetus to some of the grains, but no

increase to the crop that I could ever discover
;

whereas the green-sand not only produces a
greater effect upon clover, but all oilier grasses,

as I have seen a growth of hen's grass convert-

ed, by its appplication, into luxuriant white clover

and green-sward, as well as weeds of every de-

scription quadrupled in size ; and land that! am
satisfied would not have produced more than 2
barrels of corn to» the acre, by its application

alone, now produce 4 or 5. Now in this I cannot
agree, that it is the overdose of the gypseous mat-
ter that produces these effects; as I have never seen
any belter effects produced from any larger (]uan-

tity of plaster liran one bushel to the acre. Not
so the green-sand ; the larger the quantity I have
yet applied; or seen applied, the better the effects.

2d, I have never se^n gypsum have any effect

in neutralizing an acid soil, whereas after the ap-
plication of a sufficiency of green-eand the sorrel

ceases to grow. And 3dly, I have never seen any
change in the appearance of the soil itself, pro-

duced by any application o!' gypsum, whatever,
much or little, and I have been in the habit of

using it for the last 15 years pretty freely ; neither

have I seen any permanent improvement of the

land by its use, its beneficial eHects seeming, on
our soils, always lo have passed off with the ef-

fects of the clover, like any kind of putrescent ma-
nure on acid soils. Whereas, alter the application

of our green-sand, there is a manifest change
in the appearance of the soil, and a continued

fertility imparted thereto, as is evidenced by the

growth of every thing on it, whether it be of

grain, grass, or weeds.* How long this increased
fertility may continue is yet to be determined

;

but as " sufficienl for the day is the evil thereof,"

* We did not, in our recent articles, (p. 679, vol.

viii. p. 118, vol. ix.) ascribe the effects of green-sand

earth to the gypsum contained, (though that was
our error, twenty years- ago,) and still less did we
mean that green-sand and gypsum were the same. We
only maintained that the manner of action of the two

was sinfllar, though we readily admit the greater effect

of the green-sand. We have found the effect of gyp-

sum to increase with the quantity applied, from one

bushel to four to the acre; but not in equal proportion.

I should recommend iis continuance until its use-
less, or jjernicions ellects are more manilijst than
I have yet seen them. Now, in the case of my
brother Carter's field at Newcastle, there was ns
much green-sand as green-sand marl applied,
the land seemingly of equal quality, and yet there
appeared to be no difference in the crop of corn

;

all seemed equally good, at least 100 percent, up-
on what the land would liave produced without it.f

What may be the chemical action produced
on soils, or vegetal ion, by the combination of lime
and green-sand, I am not agricultural chemist
enough to determine. But from your analysis of
my marl, or rather the marl I am using, I should
not suppose (here was lime or green-sand enough
to do much good ; but still the effect, as it appears
to me, has been very great on my land. J It may
perhaps be proper that I should here remark,
that the happiest effects I have witnessed from
the application of green-sand, was on a piece of
land that had been previously marled, with a poor
marl, which to the eye had not given much in-

dication of improvement. But as soon as the
green-sand (pure) was applied, a new appear-
ance was produced; the while clover, and patches
of green-sward began every where lo make their
appearance. This piece of land was very light

and sandy, with a gravelly subsoil, and not ca-
pable, beibre it was improved, I should suppose,
of producing more than 2 to 2^ barrels of corn to

the acre. Last year il was in corn, and produced
at least 8 or 9 barrels, (my overseer says 10) the
adjoining land, in anolher field of originally simi-
lar soil, did not produce 1| barrels to the acre.

In the absence of all chemical knowledge on the
subject of green-sand, (as Tconsider we know no-
thing of it analytically, and as the eye, and its ef-

fects, are all we have to direct us in its use,) I

must think the deposite from which Mr. Williams
Carter made his experiment is not of the same
character as what we call green-sand lower down
the river ; as in his, if I recollect aright, there
are no shells at all, whether of a large or small
kind, whereas, in the deposites found lower down
the river, and above too, for aught I know, there
are always more or less of small shells, and inter-

spersed occasionally are found larger ones, of a
peculiar character, as well as the saddle oyster
shell; neither of which shells have I ever seen
or heard of', except in connexion with green-sand.
And neither have I ever seen the green-sand
where these peculiar shells did not more or less

obtain. And if your gypseous earth is like the
banks I have noticed at City Point, (with entire
defJirence to your better knowledge, and more ac-

t The great improvement on Mr. Carter Braxton's

land, from the use of green-sand earth containing only

2 or 21 per cent, of carbonate of lime, and the appa-

rently equal and similar effect with the upper stratum

containing .36 per cent, of carbonate of lime, we con-

fess to be to us astonishing and inexplicable. But still

the facts do not yet contradict our viev.'s ; though they

will do so, should the effects of the lower stratum be

found to be permanent.

t This was written while supposing the marl to be

as poor as 11 per cent. The force of the objection i«

removed by the subsequent analysis, showing 45.50 to

be the degree of strength, in carbonate of lime.
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curate and scientific investigations of thespi depo-

sites,) 1 niustihinlc yourgypeeouseartiiisBtill more

variant from our fxreen-sand, tlian Mr. Carter' c!.

Ao;ain— Prof. Rogers in his report particularly

guards ua against taking any thing (or green-

sand which has no shelly matter in it, and more-

over i think says the green-sand has never lieen

found in this coun:ry vvhen the saddle oyster shell

Tvas not present.* Now ] am rather confident I

" • We readily admit the general inieiionty of the

green-sand earth with which we experimented. And

it was so, not because there was not plenty of richer,

but because we first sou^dit, not for the ereen sand

ingredient, but for the greatest quantity of gypsum.

But even if poor, enough of the earth was put on to

make a very heavy and lich dressing of green- sand.

And some of our applications were from the lower and

much richer body, (and which also contains shells,)

pronounced by Prof Rogers, (for whose inspec-

tion the pit was dug.) to contain 60 to 70 per cent, of

pure green-sand—and which also produced no lasting

effect. The saddle-shaped oyster shell (osiraa sellifor'

mis) is found in some of our green-sand ; and at Ever-

green, (Piince George,) wherel first discovered the for-

mation of green-sand in 1817, and where I afterwards

carried Professor Rogers, (in 1835) we gathered the

finest and most perfect shells of this kind he had ever

seen. Indeed, he then thought this shell to be an un-

known species ; and under that mistaken impression,

at his request, I obtained for him beautiful drawings of

two fine specimens, for the purpose of being engraved,

•which were executed by a friend of mine. The
same shell is very abundant in the eocene" marl at Cog-

gins' Point, which lies over the green-sand, and which

green-sand is manifestly changed from what was for-

merly the same kind of marl. How the change was

produced is a mystery—and we admit, as our friend's

comment, afterwards made, intimates, that our specu-

lations thereupon are of very little, if any value.

The green-sand stratum at City Point, like most

that we formerly tried at Coggins' Point, does differ

in appearance, in constitution, and would ver)'

likely difi'er in effect as manure, from that at Newcas-

tle, which is the nearest to a pure green-sand of any

that has been ])rofitably used there, containing no more

than 2 or 2.50 per cent, of carbonate of lime. The

City Point stratum contains no shells, but plenty of

their empty impressions, and apparently no carbonate

of lime. But however different, in some respects,

from the Pamunkey beds, (and from our lower stra-

tum,) this stratum, like all that we used from, has

plenty of green- sand ; therefore, if it be contended

(and we are not disposed to deny it,) that this and our

own Coggins' Point green-sand earth cannot produce

effects as manure equal to those produced by the Pa-

munkey and New Jersey earths called by the same

name, it will follow necessarily tliat there is some

agent of fertilization other than, and superior to, the

green-sand itself, and whose presence has not been

detected by any scientific investigator. If this be

true, it would remove all existing difficulties caused by

discordant effects of the (supposed) same agent; for

j^ieii Uicre would be no reason why the gf-een-sand

saw no shell of any kind, particularly of the
laiier, at Broad Neck, or at Ciiy Poin'. There
are several, and I dare say many of the deposites

on this river, or its vicinity, such as you describe

in your wiiiinss as gypseous earih, with the clear

and distinct impress ol shells, but ail traces of

calcareous matter gone. Thai these depositee

were or.ce calcareous, I suppose can admit of no
duubi^ and, lor aught we know, the green-sand
deposiies may have been much more calcareous

than ihey are at present ; and may now he un-
dergoing the decoinposintr process ; but certain it

is to my mind, ihat ihere must have been some
other ingredient in the green-sand deposites, than

there is in the now gypseous earth deposiies,

as a difl'erent result has been produced by the

decomposition ; as it would seem liiere is a mark-
ed difference heuveen the deposiies Ibund here,

one ol' which is called green-sand, and the other

gypseous earth. Again, if your rea>oning be
correct, id the theory laiely advanced by you,

that the sulphate' of" iron, lu percolating through
the ditierent sirata of calcareous mailer, has de-

composed ihe lime, or ntiher, that ihe sulphuric

acid, from iis greater affinity to lime than iron,

has produced the more insolutile compound of

sulphate of lime, or gypsum, why is it, that we
only find the gypsum, in the uppur or overlying

stratum of green-sand, and that we still find tlie

two lotrether in a se|!;irate state, tlie gypsum in

crystals, and (he green-siuid a distinri sutistance,

or raiher the crystals of gypsum sometimes as
large as a pigeon's egg, intermixed here and
(here, ihroui/lmut the straium of green-sand?
This green s.uid being weaker, ihal is, containing
less gieen-sand, ami a lighter colored earih tlian

ihe green-sand ol'ihe lower siraium, and between
ihis overlying' siratuin of green-sand, containing
the gypsum,- and ihe underlj.iiig siraium of richer

green-sand, bu» cnniaining no gypsum, as can be

ascertained by analysi.-;, ibere should l>e a vein or

siraium of rich green-sand marl, containing
someiunes as much as 40 per cent of lime. Il'

it decomposed the up[/er, or overlying stratum
of whhi WHS once as you suppose a body of
marl, or calcareous matier, why dia it noi convert
all into gypsum, and how did it pass the inter-

beds of New Jersey, and of Pamunkey, if having this

unknown fertilizing ingredient, should not be every

thing that that the report of the state geologist pro-

raises for green-sand in general, and yet the James
river beds be worth as little as tt)e had inferred, be-

cause, though rich enough in green-sand, destitute of

that other and unknown ingredient. But if this be

so, it takes away the merit as well as the mystery

from green-sand, to bestow both on this newly sus-

pected and slid unknown agent.

In conclusion, we agree with our friend and cor-

respondent, that almost nothing is yet known on the

subject of green-sand ; and we would urge upon all

farmers who are able to use it, to do so, in the man-

ner best suited to make full experiment, and furnish

useful results—and to throw aside as worse than

worthless, all that has been yet said of this'raanure

in geological reports, and to rely only on what are

supposed to be facts, and the results of practical ex--

perience.

—

Ed. F. E.
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mediate, or middle stratum, which ia now rich

Willi calcareous matter, and pass to the lower

stratum, ilie terminus ol" which we have never

(bund, decompose this partially, (as there are siill

many shells in it, perfect as to Ibrm, and retaining

all their lime,) but stiU no traces ol' sulphate of

lime, other than as you suppose from a siuiilarity ol

action on the crowinfr crops'? 1
1'

I am correct in

my views, as I think I am, I should rather thinl<

you will iiave lodipsiill deeper into the arcana
of nature, than you have yet irone, belbrc any
eatislactory solution of the enicma of ijreen-sand

can be arrived at. I do not know but ihat you
may be correct in your theory, or at least that it

is a plausible one, of the sulphate of alumina
and iron, aciinji partially upon the lime of the up-
per or overlying stratum of ffreen-sand marl,

as the sulphuric acid would in all probability,

when cominw in contact wiUi limp and potash

together, unite with the lime, in preference to the

potash, and thereby produce the insoluble com-
pound of sulphate of lime ; and should any ex-
cess of sulphuric acid be present, and sulphate

of potash be Ibrmed, it could not be delected, as

it would, as soon as formed, be carried off by the

water. But this admission can only apply to the

upper or overlying stratum, in which is lound

gypsum ; it could not apply to the two underly-

ing strata, which both contain lime, but no
gypsum.
The more, my dear sir, I investigate this sub-

ject, and seek alter the mot/us operandi of \he green-
sand. the more I am involved in mystery. "Alps
on Alps arise," at every step. I must therefore

withdraw from the field of science, and leave it

to the culture of your more skilful operations;
while I confine myself within the more appro-
priate vocation of a farmer, of trying experiments,
to arrive at practical results. Yours. &c.

CoRBiN Braxton.

PROPOSED REMEDY FOR THE CONFUSED AND
CONTRADICTORY STATE OF POPULAR NO-
MENCLATURE OF THE GRASSES.

From tlie Kentuclty Farmer.

In a communication addressed by the present

editor of this paper, some m onihs since, to the

ediior of the Farmers' Register, on " Kentucky
.blue grass," the idea was suo^gested that a work
on the grasses, giving all their common names in

connexion with their botanic description, so that

they could be readily distinguished in all pans of
the country, as well by the unlearned as the learn-
ed, would prove a valuable acquisition to ihe agri-

cultural literature of the country, i'he letter was
copied froai the Register into this paper, current
vol., p. 156. It is highly gratifying to find, flom
the articles which fbllovv, that the suuaestion
receives the powerliil support of the able editor of
the Register, and that it has been so favorably
entertained by the distinguished botanists, Mr.
Curtis and Professor Darlington, who have writ-
ten to the Register and the American Farmer on
the subject. Every intelligent farmer appreciaies
the importance of botanic science to the improve-
ment of agriculture ; and it is painful to reflect
how much this and other sciences, applicable to

the art of farming, have been neglected in the

education of the sons of the soil. May we not

hope that, apfireciaiinr; the niility of the various

sciences in aid of practical husbandry, a hiizher

standard of education lor ilie I'arnu-r will be soon
adopted. And such a work as the or.e pro[iosed,

by showing the utility of botany, would promote
ihe study of that beauiilul science by the larmer.

There are some excellent sufr.'.restions in the

letter of Mr. Curtis; and that of Mr. Darlintrlon

tnay be re<rarded as a nucleus around which the.

useful work suL^gested will be formed. VVe ho[)e

that, in furnishing the materials lor such a work,
the Kentucky botanists will not be behind their

scientific breihren of other regions of the country.

Professor Short of Louisville and Professor Mi'-
chcll of Lexington, could give much assistance in

I'erlecting the proposed work; and our hiixhiy

valued correspondent, Mr. Lewis, whose letter,

living another plant to the list of Professor Dar-
lington, is appended, could, and no doubt would,
furnish much useful matter. Aid could also be
derived from many other gentlemen of Kentucky,
one of whom, cur able correspondent, Judge
Beatty, we almost feel aiithorizeil to pledge. We
hope the scientific gentlemen named, as well aa
others, will send us not only specimens of the va-
rious grasses ol' this state, prepared as suegested,
but communications lor publication. We will

take great pleasure in fbrwarding them to Mr.
Curtis or to any other gentleman who will under-
take the preparation of' the projected work. By
the way, it occurs that, as Mr. Ruffin of the Re'-

gister proposes that the specimens be sent to Mr.
Curtis, and Mr. Curtis proposes that they be sent
to Mr. Ruffin, (Petersburg, Va) it would be im-
portant that the latter gentleman, in behalf of the
cause of American agriculture, emer into a cor-

respondence with the most distinguished botanists

of the United States, to solicit tlieiV aid in the un-
dertaking, and to designate the one who shall

filially complete the work from the materials to be
furnished. Mr. Cunis has agreed to do it if the
specimens be sent him, and no one else under-
takes. No doubt he could well perlbrtn the task

;

and if he absolutely aeree to do it, the public
should be ap|)iised, thai specimens may be sent
directly to him. Let, therelbre,' general notice
be given in the Register and copied in all other
agricultural papers. As, among other objects,- the
work is desired to establish a uniform nomen-

,

claiure, some such action will be requisite, to ren-

j

der the undertaking succfssful ; and it is to be
I
hoped that every botanist in the country will hold
himself bounl to do something in this enterprise,
not only as a contribution lo the science of boany,
but as a concession to tlie claims of a.qriculture.

Mr. Ruffiii's liigh character as an agricultural
writer, his extensive acquaintance, his Ibrlunate
location at a point midway between the extreme
north and south, toi/e'her with his enerofy and
spirit in promoting the interests of agriculture, all

indicate him as the person peculiarly fitted to

organize the action which shall ultimately accom-
plish Ihe desired object. In the hope that he
will recognize our right to make the nomination,
and that he will accepi it, we undertake lo

guaranty him ail the aid which the Kentucky bo-

tanists can bestow. We believe the plan pro-

posed will insure the execution of the work
;

while if no organized system of action be adopted,
we may never see its completion and certainly
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never in the perfect form so desirable for a work
of its contemplated character. What eay you,
Mr. Ruffin'? Lei, us hear ilirough ihe Regisler.

A botanic work on ihe grasses alone would make
a useful volume ; p.nd if ihis attempt succeed
well, Ihe same kmd of exertion would ultimately

fijrnish the community with practical information

on ail other branches of botany.

In answer lo the above call upon us by our high-

ly esteemed brother editor, we repeat our readi-

ness to do any thing in our power to further the

important object in view. We had no intention

of shifting from ourseif any trouble, when recom-

mending to those who could do so as conve-

niently, to send specimens at once lo Mr. Cur-

tis ; but because of the i'ew opportunities for

convejance from this place to his residence.

However, the communication from Mr. Curtis,

whicli will follow, serves to remove much of the

supposed difficulties of transportation, as well as

furnishing ample instruction (or the preservation

of specimens of grasses. We trust that enough

farmers, or countrymen, who are practical and

careful observers, will collect specimens in the

manner directed, and with these furnish the

common names of each, and every name known.

The service will be still more valuable if they

will also furnish statements of the agricultural

characters, habits, and advantages or disadvan-

tages of each grass, as far as known. We shall

do something in this respect, so far as our pre-

sent unliivorabJe location will permit. This part

of the service can be even better performed by

mere farmer?, who are generally quite ignorant

of botany, than by scientific botanists of the

highest and best deserved reputation ; because

the former class know more or less of the agri-

cultural characters of grasses, and of their vulgar

provincial names, of which scientific men could

not be generally or extensively informed. But

when a practical cultivator, who has these ad-

vantages of his occupation, adds to them even

but a slight acquaintance with the botanical cha-

racters, and is thereby enabled to class and iden-

tify grasses, he may do much more than others

for the object in view. There are probably many
such among our readers, without including any

but such as would disclaim all pretensions to call

themselves botanists. Among such countrymen

and practical cultivators (formerly or now) we
will name, (as they are nearest at hand, and best

known to us,) Dr. Gideon B. Smith of Baltimore,

T.- S. Pleasants of Chesterfield, and A. Nicol,

of Sandy Point, and to all of whom the readers

of the Farmers' Register have been indebted for

information on botanical as well as more fre-

quently on other subjects. Besides these, and

such as these, there are other of our valued con-

tributors, for example, David Thomas, of New
York, Professor Armstrong, of Washington

College, Virginia, Dr. James F. McReeof North

Carolina, and M. Tuomey, esq., of Loudoun, Vir-

ginia, all of whom possess much botanical know-

ledge, and could, in their different localities, render

excellent service lo the end in view. We then

wish of all named, and of any others who may
be inclined to aid the object, to do something

towards it. We offer to be the recipient both

of communications and specimens, when most

convenient to the sender; and if there is proper

action on the subject, there will be collected ma-

teiials, before this year is ended, for Mr. Curtis to

digest into a tiill and satisfactory botanical and

agricultural description of our common grasses,

with their synonymes. And by this, more light

may be afforded on the subject, and more service

rendered to practica^ agriculture, than by every

thing on grasses that has yet been before the pub-

lic.—En. F. Register.

DIRECTIOKS FOR COLLECTING ATiTf PRE-
SERVING SPECIMENS OF GRASSES.

To tlie Editor of tlie Farmers' Register.

Washington, N. C, March 8(h, 184L
Dear Sir :— I now send you, as promised, the

mode of collecting and preserving specimens of
grasses.

1st. As to the time of collecting. This should

be when the flowers are fully grown, but before

they begin to fall off'. If any one is in doubt as to

what are the flowers of grasses, the easiest way
to inform him is to say, tliat whatever is not stem
or leaves will be the flowers. They have a great

variety of forms, but thp above rule will readily

determine them.
2J. The whole plant should be collected, not

excepting the root, though the dirt should be
entirely removed. Of the large coarse grasses

that attain a height of three to five feet or more,

a foot or two of the summit will answer. Plants

should never be collected when wet.

3d. Take half a newspaper and fold it once,

like a sheet of cap or letter paper; then place

within it as many plants as there is room for

without their overlaying each other.*. Thus do
with as many plants as are collected.

Now lay these sheets between other newspa-
pers (called driers) alternately over eachoiher;
that is, first a drier, then a sheet with the plants

in it, then a drier again, and so on, no matter

how large the pile.

The parcel should now be put under a pressure

of from fifty to a hundred pounds and remain for

about twelve hours, when the driers should be

removed and dry ones put in their places. Three
days will be sufficient for drying grasses, chang-

ing as above every twelve hours. For a press,

a piece of board large enough to cover the paper

* If the plant be longer than the sheet, it may be

bent over, or broken, though not severed.
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might be used, wiih a rock, some large books, or

a heavy trunk, (or a weight.

When the plants have been thus dried, they

can be put away in dry papers, enclosed in a

newspaper and tied round, so that they may
not be injured by bein<!; broken or tossed about.

They should be put away in a drawer where

ihey will not suffer from careless handlin<j.

4tii. In transporting them care should be taken

that they <xet no injury li-om rubbing, which will

happen it' they are loose. They should therefore

be packed tight enough to avoid that. When
carelully tied up or eealed, they can be conveyed

to any distance in a trunk by private conveyance
;

or in a small bo-x made to the size of the parcel

may be sent by any of the ordinary public con-

veyances. Boxes of plants are yearly traversing

the country in this way.
If the work you have put upon me is worth

doing, it is worth doiuiX well ; but this cannot be

attained without the aid oi' those who are more
particularly interested in it. I hope therefore,

that no one will leave lor somebody else to do

what he can so easily do himself! The grasses

within the reach of any one man, the names of

which he is acquainted with, are not very nu-

merofls, and the trouble of preparing tv.'o or three

specimens of each will be trifling. It must be the

agriculturists who will do the work of furnish-

ing the common names, for botanists are general-

ly professional men who are very imperfectly

acquainted with ihem. I will however draw up-
on them personally for their knowledge, if you
will secure the labors of the farmer in this work.

If it will furnish any new inducement to the

agriculturist to engage in the plan, I will pro-

mise to return him his plants, if desired, proper-

ly named, so that he may have specimens in hand
to refer to in cases of doubt. Very respectfully,

yours, &c., M. A. Cuktis.

ESTABLISHMENT OF A BOARD OF AGRICUL-
TURE BY THE GOVERNMENT OF VIRGINIA.

[Just before our last number was completed

we learned from the newspapers that an act had

passed the legislature to establish a Board of

Agriculture. It was not until some time after,

that we learned the provisions of the enactment,

and obtained a copy of the law, which will be

presented below. Though we have, at former

times, labored zealously to obtain from the le-

gislature this one boon to the agriculture of

Virginia, even if nothing else were done, we
had abandoned all such elTorts in despair ; and
though a bill for the purpose has ever since been
annually brouirht forward, we have had no par-

ticipation in the matter ; nor did we know that

it was before the legislature this session, until we
read of its passage by the lower house.

We hope that even this poor and feeble be-

ginning may do some good, and lead ultimately

to much good to agriculture
; but the means are

poor indeed, while the objects and duties of the

board (as stated) are very burdensome" and dif-

ficult, not to say impossible for such a body even

to approach in perlbrniance. It would be both

unreasonable and foolish to e.xpect much from

a board thus constituted, and its existence barely

tolerated by the government, instead of being

encouraged, sustained and aided in itd course, and

the pursuit of the designed ends. We foresee that

they who have all along opposed all such measures

for the improvement of agriculture, will he ready

to cry out upon the inevitably feeble operation,

as proof of the uselessness of this board, and

pronounce the expediency of its being suppressed

as worthless. The objection which will be most

strongly felt by individuals to acting on this

board, will not be the laboring without any pe-

cuniary reward, or the opportunity to acquire some

honor by rendering the service required, but that

they will probably even lose reputation, by the

impossibility of doing scarcely any thing of their

arranged and expected duties. However, let

us hope (or the best results—and among them,

that proper members may be found who will be

willing to risk loss of credit to themselves, added

to the certain sacrifice of much labor, and that

with but small prospect of rendering any im-

portant service to their country, or effecting much
for the object of their association.

—

Ed.]

Jin act to establish a Board of jjgricultiire.

Whereas, it is represented to the General As-
sembly of Virginia, that the agricultural com-
munity have various interests, requiring the fos-
tering care of the state, which should be extend-
ed to them according to some system approved
by observa'ion and regulated by experience. And
whereas it appears to the General Assembly that
these ends would be promoted by the establish-
ment of a Board whose duty it should be to pre-
sent to the Legislature from time to time a gene-
ral view of the agricultural statistics of the com-
monwealth—to inform the public of the progress
of improvement— to communicate such facts, as
when collected and digested, may promote the
agricultural interests of the stale : and to suggest
such measures for the adoption of the Ge'neral
Assembly, as the aforesaid board may deem
proper for the developement of the resources, and
the protection and advancement of that impor-
tant branch of industry in the commonwealth;
Be it therefore enacted, That a board, to be

called a " Board of Agriculture," shall hereafter
be constituted, to consist of eight members, to

be appointed triennially by the executive of this

commonwealth
; of whom two shall be selected

from each of the .'bur divisions of the state, as
specified in the second section of the third article

of the constitution, for the apportionment of re-

presentation in the House of Delegates ; any
three of whom may constitute a quorum lor the
transaction of business.
Be itfarther enacted, That it shall be the du-

ty of said board to present annually (o the legis-

lature a general view of the condition of agricul-
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ture in (he slate :—to report ihe nature and quan-

tity of the atrriculiural eiaples, eo far as they may
lie' able to apcerttiin the same: to collect and

ijio'est such lacis in relation to the improvement

and cultivation of the soil, and the best modes of

preparitiii its various products for iheir appropriate

uses, as they may think would afford useful infor-

inaiion to ilie aoriculiural community—to report,

so far as they may ascertain the same, the relative

decrees of encoura;fement afiorded by the state of

Ibreiiin and domestic markets to the various aor-

ricultural productions of this commonwealth, and

to suirgest to the legislature such measures as

ihey mav deem desirable lor the developement of

Ihe resources, and tiie promotion of the general

interests of agriculture in this commonwealth.
jiiid be it further enacted. That it shall be the

duty of said board to hold one session in each,

year, at such time and place as may be fixed

upon by the board, with the consent of the ex-'

ecuiive.

This act shall be in force from the passage

thereof!

PREMIUMS OFFERED BY THE HENRICO AG-
RICULTURAL AND HORTICULTURAL SO-

CIETY.

{Published by request of the Executive Committee.)

At « meeting of the Executive Committee of

the Henrico Agricultural and Horticultural So-

cteiy, on the 27ih day of March, 1841, the 161-

iowmg were determined upon as the subjects lor

and amounts ot the Premiums to be awarded at

the first exhibition of the Society, which will be

held on Wednesday, the 26th day of May next,

instead of the time heretofore reported, viz :

1st. For the best iiorse or colt, calculated

to produce the best stock for the

draught or saddle

2. For the best brood mare do.

3. For the best jack _ _ - -

4. For the best bull (or domesiic purposes

5. For the best milch cow - - -

6. For the best yoke of oxen

7. For the best boar of improved breed

8. For the best brood sow, to be exhibited

if practicable with her litter of pigs

^. For the best specimen ol' fruits, the

production ot' the exhibitor—a fruit

basket of the value of - - -

10. For the best specimen ol' rare and beau-

lilul plants or fiowers—a silver bou-

quet holder of the value of

11. For the best specimen of vegetables

12. For the best cultivated market gar-

den, not less than one acre—a set

of garden tools of the value of

13. For the best specimen of domestic

wine, the production of the exhi-

bitor . . . . -

14. For the best specimen of domestic silk

not less than one pound, the pro-

duction of the exhibitor

15. For the best specimen of butter not

less than 5 pounds—a silver cream
pot of the value of - - -

16. For the best suit of clothes ol Vir-

ginia manufacture, the premium to

be given to the producer of the ma-
terial of which the clothes are made ^15

17. For the best specimen of agricultural

implements, including cutting ma-
chines, corn-shellers. Sac - - 15

The committee have not lelt themselves war-
ranted in offering higher premiums at this time,

but will increase and enlarge the subjects as the

funds of the society may enable them to do.

They deem it proper to give notice, that at the

fall exhibition the following additional premiums
will be given, and that they will be as large aa

shall be practicable, to wit :

For the best cultivated farm.

For the best field of corn, not less than 5
acres.

For the best crop of turnips, beets, carrots, par-

;;5j)ips, sweet or Irish potatoes, not less than half

firi acre of each.

For the best piece of domesiic carpeting, not

iess than 20 yards.

For Ihe best hearth rug.

For the best table cloth.

For the best counterpane, bed-quilt or comfort.

And for other articles of household industry.

The members who have not subscribed to the

constitution, and Ihe citizens generally, vsrill be
called upon by some member of the society to

enable them to become members.
Jesse H. Turner,
Th. S. Dicken,
Rich. G. Haden,
Wm. H. Richardson,
Joseph Rennie,
Wm. D. Wren,

Executive Committee.

$15
10

15

10

10

10

15

10

10

15

10

10

10

PROPOSED EXHIBITION OF THE HENRICO
AGRICULTURAL AND HORTICULTURAL SO-

CIETY.

Coiiimunicated for tlie Farmers' Register.

The first exhibition of the Agricultural and
Horticultural Society of Henrico County, will

take place at Goddin's Spring, near Bacon's Quar-

ter Branch in the city of Richmond, on Wednes-
day the 26ih May next, if lair, if not, the next

lair day thereafter.

It is specially requested that all animals, and
other articles intended to be put in competition

for the premiums, may be at the place of exhi-

bition at or belore 10 o'clock. Indeed so impor-

tant is it that this request be strictly attended to,

that no article will be received after that hour.

The respective committees appointed to adjudge

the articles and award the premiums, will be at

their posts at 9 o'clock, or earlier, to receive and
arrange such articles as may be offered.

With this exhibition it is intended to connect

a fliir, so that all persons, w^hether members of

the society or not, having fine animals, beautiful

plants or flowers, rare exotics, valuable imple-

ments of husbandry, or any other article con-

nected with the rural art, and wishing to dispose

of them, will be permitted to bring them on this

occasion, when we have reason to believe a good
opportunity for sales will be presented.

At 11 o'clock precisely, the exhibition will

commence.
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At 12 o'clock the adJress will be delivered by

the presideiii, imniediaiely alter which the pre-

miums will be disiribuied lo the succcsslul com-
petitors, and then the liiir will coiiuueuce.

li is urgently recoiiimeuded that every member
A' the society will, ivithout Jail, be present, and

at as early an hour as may be, and that he ap-

pear with a badge or green ribbon on the lel'i lap-

|)el of the coal.

The society will dine together at the place of

exhibition. Alter the lair premiums will be g:veii,

in money or its equivalent in plate, at the dis-

cretion of successlul competitois.

Persons who intend lu compele lor the pre-

mium offered lor the best culiivaled garden, are

recjuesled to send ilieir names lo some member ol

this commitlee.as speedily as posssible.

Slock arriving belore the day of exhib.tion,

will be provided lor in ihe tjesi manner by Cap-

tain Goddin, whose accunmiodalions on the sjjoi

are most ample.

The liirmers of the stale generally, who may
favor the society with their presence at this, its

first exhibition and lair, will be most cordially

welcomed."
Jesse H. Turner,
'J'h. S. Dick en,
Rich. G. Uaijen,
Wm. H. Kichardson,
Joseph Renme,
Wm. D. Wren,

Executive Commiitee.

THE EVERGLADES—HONOR TO WHOM HONOR.

-' From the Fredericksburg Arena.

The Everglades of Florida form one ol the mosi

striking features of the scenery ol the United

Stales. The word has been familiar to ihe earsni

the people, for three or lour years past, yel we
doubt whether one in ten has formed a definite

idea of what is meant by the term.

The Everglades lie south of the 27ih degree

of latitude, and occupy the greater poriion of the

southern part of the Peninsula of East Florida.

They are se|)arated from the Atlantic, on ihe east,

and from the Gulf of Mexico, on ihe west, by

slips of land varying fiom 5 to 20 miles in breadth.

There are a number of outlets to the Atlaniic,

whilst, on the western side, there is but one com-
munication with the Gulf, called, recently, Harney
river. Let the reader imagine a prairie, from

twenty to thirty miles in breadth, and Irom eighty

loone hundred in length, covered with water li"om

two to four leet deep, with a rank grass springing
up three or lour li^et above the surliice of the

water, and the whole interspersed with islets,

varying in size from two to three acres to several

hundred, and these islets ijenerally covered with

a thick wood. There are sometimes winding
threads of water in which no vegetation appears,
but to penetrate this inundated prairie in boats, it

is necessary to force them through grass.

The Indians took refuge in these islands. They
believed they were inaccessible to the white
man. But their fastnesses have been invaded
and their sense of fancied security dispelled. Col.

Harney, of the 2d Dragoons, has on two occa-

fiions traversed thia remarkable country,—on the

Vol. IX.—16

first, entering from the Atlantic side and crossing
to the Gulf of Mexico. He richly deserves all

the praise for gallantry and enterprise which has
been extended lo him, but it is a mistake to claim
lor him, as has been done generally, the honor
of being the first ofKcer who invaded the Ever-
glades. We would be the last to rob htm of the
least sprig of his hard-earned laurels, and he is

too gallant and generous a soldier to stand in need
olj or to wish lor, credit justly due lo another.
The honor of having tirst surprised the Indiana

in their lastnesses belongs lo Col. Bankhead of
the Artillery. In March, 18.38, he led an expe-
diiion Irom Fort Lauderdale, consi^tmg'of soldiers
and a detachment of sailors under the' command
of Li. Powell, ol the Navy—the wliole amount-
ing to nearly three hundred men. They had a
number of boats, which carried iheir arms and
ammunition, and which were pushed throuo-h the
grass by the men, who waded in mud and water
up to their waists. Col. Bankhead surprised a
party, but before the island could be surrounded
the Indians wiilidiew under cover of the niffht
leaving, however, their boats, provisions, utensils,
&c. The labor which this parly underwent and
exposures to which they were sut'jecied, may be
in some degree, conceived Irom the amphibious
character ol the scene of operations.

ON SAW-DUST AS AN ASSISTANT TO MANURE.

By Mr. fVilliam Sim, Drummond, Inverness-
shire.

Krom tlie Edinburgli Quarterly Journal of Agriculture.

Previous to the year 18.39, I used to allow a
great deal of saw-dust, from a mill that I occupied,
to go down the stream as worthless, but, in the
spring of that year, I look it into my head lo try
if it could not be made useful to manure. With
this view, I collected a large quantity and had it

burnt, but was quite disappointed at the result,
the quantity of ashes being very small, and by no
means adequate to the expense of consuming the
article. I then determined to try whether it could
not be turned to better account by decomposing
it through lermcntation ; and having made use
of It to litter swine in a fold, I had a good deal
that had been so employed carted out to a turnip-

field in the month of April, and mixed up on a
dunghill with an equal (pjamiiy of common farm-
yard dun<?. In this way it has fully answered
expectation. Fermenta'ion went on as well as
I could desire. The heat was very great, but,

having applied water, there was no mouldiness,
and the mass assumed a fat greasy appearance.
Jt was put into the drills in bulk equal to ordinary

dung, and the turnips are about the best I have
;

indeed, pu[)erior to any on the liirm, except when
an expefisive application of dung, bones, and
nitrate of soda was made.

I have been so well pleased with the efTect of
the saw-dust in the fore- mentioned trial, that I

am now very careful not to lose any of it, and,

during the past summer, have had folds for cattle

as well as pigs littered with it, being convinced

that it will be profitable whenever thoroughly de-

composed.
An immense quantity of this article has hithert»
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not only been lost, but mude hiirtlijl lo r^almon on
going down the rivers. Instead ol hemg so in-

jections, it may be rendered a most uselul adjunct

to other as well as to common manures, and I

think it very probable that if nitrate ol soda were
used along with it, its action inigiu come out still

more strikingly.

Common fir bark may be put into a state lor

decomposition t)y laying it on roads belbre byres,

where the droppmgs ol the caiile will mix with ii,

and the carts yo over and grind it. I have had a
quantity operated on in this manner.

THE POSITION OF NEW YOKK IN REGARD TO
BANKING AND SPECIE PAYMENTS.

From llie Journal ofCommerce.

We hear (rom Philadelphia and other places at

the south, that the Banks ol New York will

speedily suspend specie payments. This report

has been so contidently circulated, that it has, at

least in some small degree, embarrassed ex-

changes on this city. The citizens ol' New York
sutler less li-om such an error ttian those at a dis-

tance who deal with us
; yet the injury is general,

and should not be inflicted without at least some
plausible ground lo supjioriii. J3ui we do not

expect to prevent the repeiiiion ol the rumor in

question by expostulation. We have no doubt

many men are very sincere in believing that the

New York banks must soon suspend. Pet haps
the fact that we write this article, and so show
that we care something about the matter, will

confirm their opinion. Those who chouse lo be-

lieve us, will have the benefit oi tlie iru;.li. There
is nothing in the stale ol thingi- ai prest-ni which
has the least tendency tu produce suspensioii here.

Specie is flowing in Iroin all quaiiers; ihe ex-

changes ol the wliole world are in our iavpr, wilii

the exception, it may be, ol' Cuba ; the pa|jer

held by our banks is almost all of it mercantile

paper, given lor actual purchases, and will be paid

at maturity, and very little of it has more ihan

ninety days to run. The meichants are eo inde-

pendent in their circumsiances, ihat the whole
ioans of the banks niighi t)e paid in without pro-

ducing any very great disuesp. Specie is as

plenty as paper. 'VVhat then is to cause suepen-
eion ? We sliall not break tiecause Pliiludelphia

breaks, or Baltimore, or any other ciiy. Their
course imposes no necetsity upon us, but ruiher

brings us strength. The uncenainiy about suulh-
eru currency is making New York, more rapidly

than belore, the settling house of the whole At-
lantic coast. Indeed we understand that it is no
uncommon thing lor transactions in Philadelphia
to be made payable in New York, thouiih neither
of the parties resides here ; and some of the lead-

ing houses, in Philadelphia and farther south,

have found it convenient to open accounts with
Wall street banks, and keep their surplus funds
here. Bills ot exchange drawn in loieign ports

on any place upon our Atlantic coast, are now
very extensively made payable m New Y'ork.

So, taking it all in all, ihose who look lor the
dishonor of New York, will find the result they
anticipate receding farther and larther from their

grasp.

DIVIDING CAPITAL.

From the Pliiladelphia-Ijedger.

Certainly it was never contemplated by our

legislature that any bank chartered by the stale

siiuuld impair its own capiial stock by dividing

It among its stockholders—leaving to tlie commu-
nity only lis name as a guaianty lor the ealety of
its issues. Y"et, we believe, and record ihe pre-

diction lor a luture day, ttiat such will be the

efiect of eiilier of the bills now belore the legis-

lature lor again legalizing the suspension. In
addition to its other abominations, it authorizes

suspended banks to divide their profits.

Does not every member of that body know that

it is the easiest matter in the world to make pro-

Jits in figures, wheve the enjoyment of an irre-

sponsibility may hide from view'a broad disparity

bet ween ^igwres and fads, where it may subsii-

lute a na7ne lor a thing, may cause the mpre title

of value to take the place of value or its repre-

sentative 1

Is an instance in point needed as an illustra-

tion of this indirect way of dividing capital and
calling it prcftsl Thuusaiuis are at hand. A
prominent one may be luund in the case of the

Uniied Stales Bank. Every dividend which has

been made by that institution since it entered into

the mercaniile business, if not lor a long time

previous, has tieen made li'om her capital, and not

Iroin the profits of her business over anil above
that capital. Yet we can readily conceive, how-
ever unpleasatii to the parlies the implied aller-

native may be, that the diiection of the institu-

tion may nave been guiltless of knowingly divid-

ing its capital slock; lor by the fiction ol paper

by which names can be substiiuied (or things,

mulli|)lied at pleasure and reiained ^hile things

vanish, figures vyould very pot^sibly at any lime

have shown the dividends to have been made
out of its profits.

If we mistake not. it is not over a year at^o

that the bank published a statement calculat-

ed to show I hat it had a surplus on hand over

and above its capital of some one or two millions

of profits. Ii its present condition be such as it

IS eptiniatpd by the public and by some members
of the leirislalure loo, hs we ju'lge by the bill be-

fore iliat tioily lor a reduction of its capital, can
any one sujipose the institution has really lost

>uch an amount of money in so short a space of
time ? Has not its real Iops been constantly going
on lor at least a period ol several years, and was
it not arceleraied bv the very means taken lo

avoid realizinij it ^ Did not the yery increase of

lis own liabilities hold up the price of its own
assets 7

ON THE DESTRUCTION OF THE RED SPIDER.

From ihe Magazine of Horticulture.

A certain remedy for the vile insect, known by

the name of red spider, no matter whether it has
made its appearance on the grape vine, peach
tree, or any other tree or plant that is grown under

glass: sulphur, will destroy them, used in the

IbllowiniT manner :

—

Alier syringing the lieesoi*

plants with water, as thoroughly as it is pot^sible

so to do, in the evening, when the sun is leaving

the glassj fill half a dozen saucer^ or more, (ac-
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cording to the size of the house,) with sulphur,

anJ place ihein on the lop of tiie flues, or pipes, il

flues are not used, leti leet apart, and siait the

fires ; the heat of tlie (lues or pipes will lioat the

sulphur, and the vapor will rise and fill ihe house

compleiely full, so much so that in the niornin^f

you will smell it quite stronjr, when you enter the

house: by lollowing up ihis o'eihod a week or

ten days, ihe red spider will make its exit. A
dry heat is ihe red spider's element, and they

make rapid proj^ress if iliis is nOl counteructpd hy

moisture and sulphur, which compleiely destroys

ihen). J. W. KussELL.
Mount Auburn Cemetery, Feb., 1841.

We can attest to ihc certainly of Mr. Russell's

plan for deslroyiiiir the red spider, one of the most

desiructive insects which inTest green-houses,

hot beds, and hot-houses ; sulphur and a plenty

of moisture are the only thiiiirs which have ever

enabled us to get rid ol ihis pesi.

—

J^d.

REMARKS ON SALT AS MANURE, AND FOR
STOCK.

Extract from tlie London Farmars' Magazine. 4

We alluded 10 several experimenle which had
heen instituted by iVJr. BlHckwood, in this neigh-

borhood, lor the purpose o( ascenaining the rela-

tive meriie of salt as a manure in raising potatoes,

turnips, &c. ; and we are now enabled to say that

the result of this year's crop of turnips, goes far

to establish the fact that salt prepared in a com-
pound, and applied in the way which we formerly

described, will bear a comparison with the best

dpscriplion of farm-yard manure in this particular.

For not only has Mr. Blackwood againsucceed-
ed in obtaining a very large crop, but we can a'so

hear testimony to the fertilizing properties of the

compound from our own experience, having this

season, from its application, produced filteen acres

of very fine turnips. In the compost which we
applied there was mixed seventy-five bushels of
salt, or at the rate of five bushels at^ acre, and
we remarked, after the fermentation had proceeded
for some lime, that the texture and nature of the

compost chansed as it wpre, and the whole mass
assumed a moist and rich appearance, which we
ascribed to the operation of the salt in the mixture.
It cannot however be expected that we are pre-

pared to enter into a chemical analysis of this

substance, or scientifically explain the manner and
way in which it operates in the compound so as
to produce these results. Our present obje'ct is

rather to direct attention to the subject, for should
this composition prove of general applicability,
and we have no reason to apprehend the contrary
f>om the success which has attended Mr. Black-
wood's practice for the last six years, it will then
be of the utmost imporiance to the agricultural
community, that a knowledge of its beneficial
influence as a manure orstimulant should be wide-
ly disseminated amongst them, ft will be ob-
served, that a general want of success has hitherto
attended the numerous experiments instituted

upon salt for agricultural purposes ; but then these
were never performed in such a manner as to

prove satisfactory, for the great secret appears to

be in submitting ihe compost to that degree of

heat which is necessary to produce fermentation,

and the process should be continued for some
weeks previous to the mixture being applied to

the land, so that the salt may either be decom-
posed or undergo some change from the fermenta-

tion which seems necessary for developing its

fertilizing |)roperties. Now the majority of those

who have been in the practice of testing the pro-

perties of salt have either applied it to the soil in

Its mineral state, or have simply diluted it with

some li(]uid ; and even when a compound was
formed of earthy matters and other substances,

ihe salt was simply mixed with these ingredients

before being applied to the land, or at all events

without any atiempt being made to produce that

fermentation which appears lo be essentially

necessary to the success of the whole operation
;

hence the reason why reports of experiments on
the use of salt as a manure have hitherto been as

different as the soils on which they were made.
We are aware that it has frequently been asserted

by learned and scientific men, that salt is only

a stimulant and possesses no nourishment, but

may excite the vegetable absorbent vessels into

greater action than usual. We are not prepared

to controvert this assertion, but the result of seve-

ral experiments would go far to establish a dif-

lereni view ol the matter. In proof of this we
may be allowed to relit^r to an experiment which
is related by Dr. Holland, well known by his

agriculiural survey of Cheshire. " After draining

a piece of sour rushy ground about the middle of

October, he ordered soiue refuse salt 10 be spread
upon a part of the land at the raie ol eight bushels

to the acre, and in another sixteen bushels. In

a short lime the vegetation disappeared totally,

and during the month of April following not a
blade of grass was to be seen. In the latter end
of the month of May a most flourishing crop of
rich grass made its appearance on that part where
the eight bushels had been laid. In the month of
July the other portion produced a still stronger

crop. The cattle were remarkably fond of it

;

and during the whole of the ensuing winter
(which is ten or twelve years since) and to this

day, the land retained, and yi t exhibits a superior

verdure to ihe neighboring closes." As further

confirmatory of the above experiment, we may
mention a circumstance that was related to us by
Mr. M'Nab, the distinguished manager of the

botanical garden near Edinburgh.
For the purpose of exterminating the weeds

with which the walks of the garden were infested,

and if possible prevent their growth, Mr. M'Nab
applied a pietiy large quantity ol salt to their

surface, which had the dtsiied efltxt during ihe
first season, as not a single vveed could be seen

;

so powerful indeed had been its operation, that

part of the box-wood edging with which the salt

had come in contact gave way. But afiervvards,

instead of having any efleci in checking the
weeds, it lended rather to promote their growth,
as they appeared during the second and third sea-

sons in greater abundance and luxuriance than
they had ever done belore. It would thus appear
that salt is susceptible of undergoing certain

changes, both befiDre and after being applied to

the soil ; but belore we can arive at a just conclu-

sion with respect to the mode in which it operates

60 as to become a fertilizer, science must lend

her aid to practice, and both must be combined to
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attain this end. One thing, however, appears to i they consumeil at the rate of one ton (or every

be beyond the reach of dispute, that salt on
j

thousand sheep annually." Lord Somerville, to-

certain soils, and applied in the manner we have
j

geihcr vviih Mr. Curvven, Sir John Sinclair, and
alluded to, and in certain quantities, has a ler- i oihers, all unite in rfcommending the use of salt

tilizing tendency. In alluding, however, to the
j

as a preventive again.^t the dl6ert^es incident to

probability of salt becoming a useful auxiliary to
| wet siiuations, ami iheir experience almost proves

the larmer in the cultivation of his crops, we
must not overlook the advantages that would

result from its more extended application as a

condiment and^ingredient in the toud of animals,

qualities we apprehend, whicli as yet are very

httle understood ; but that li might be so emt)loy-

ed with great advantage, ihe lollowing extracts

go far to prove. It is stated in the Edinburgh
JEncyclopedia, '• That salt given with ihe lood of

cattle augments us nourialimeiit. That in [)ro-

poriion to ilie ([uaniity of salt euien by cattle, the

effects ol' the augmentation are perceiveu. Tliat

no ill conse.cjuences l(>llow its use even when given

without stint. These pro|)Otfiuons are supported

the necessiiy of it. Sir John Sinclair, in his Agri-

culiurul btaie of the Nelherlanili^, says, "ihat at

Mr. Alossel man's farm at Chenoi, beyond Wa-
vie, he luund ihat salt was used lor sheep, and
that by allowintr them to lick it, ihe rot was
etfcciually cured." Mr. Bracehiidge, of Walion-
on-Thames, also was induced to drench some
sheep, which were aliened with the rot, night and
morning with sirontf tirine, alier whicli he did not

lose one ; ihey became lai, and the meat was as

fine and good as if the animals had never been

aHected. " In sirong pastures," otiserves Lord
Somerville, " wlien seasons are wet, ihe rot oiien

spreads desiruci ion over whole tracts of country
;

by unquestionable evidence, and ihe trials of very here salt must be beneticial. It is; supposed, and
many persons. Crau, in the jurisdiction ol Aries,

in the couniy of Provence, I ranee, has an exieni

ot' six leagues by three, the whole surjiice of

which is covered with small rough stones, and not

a tree or bush is to be seen upon the whole district,

except a very lew scattered on the border : yet on

this apparently barren spot, by the Iree use of salt,

more numerous Hocks ot sheep are bred and rear-

ed than upon any other common ot' equal extent

in the kingdom ; and what is not less remarkable,

the sheep are liealihier, hardier, and endure the

eeveniy of winter with le&s loss than those led

and bred on more luxuriant pastures, and that

have the advantage of greater shelter. Add lo

this, that the wool of the liocks bred and brought

up in the Crau is not only the hnesi, but bears

the highest price of any in France. It is conclud-

ed that these surprising etiecis are consequent

upon the unlimited u^e ol salt, lur allowing every

excellence that can possibly be sup|)osed inherent

in the herbage, yel the quaniity id sosnmil, that

without the abundant use ol sali, a lourih pari ol

the sheep kepi in the Ciau could not subsist on

it." In Spain, where thehnest wool in the v\orld

is produced, large quantities ol sail are given to the

sheep, to which ihey aunbuie, in a great measure,

the hneness ot' the wool. Lord Somerville, who
was among llie first to inuoduce the practice ol

giving sail to sheep in England, slates, in a com-
municaiion with tlie Board of Agricuiiure, that

" he purchased 200 Merino sheep m Spam at about

221. 10s. each, wliicu he brought to England, and

as they had been accustomed to receive sail m
Spain, he continued the practice when he brought

Ihem to this country, and he also extended ilie

practice to his other sheep. His lordship some
years afterwards removed from the rich vale ol

Taunton, in Somersetshire, to an estate which he

had purchased in Surrey ; and this being aligiit,

dry, sandy soil, he d:d nji think it necessary to go
on at such a large expense, as salt then was so

heavily taxed ; but liir some years afterwards he

iost many of his young sheep, which he was alter-

wards inclined to think might have been saved,

had he continued as belbre, to give them salt, and
he subsequently reverted to his former mode of

giving his sheep their regular supply of this useful

ingredient. He says, that sheep require more salt

in the autumn and spring months, when the dews
are heavier, than in summer or winter, and that

with great iruih, to correct acidity in the stomach,

a disorder common lo sheep even in Spain, bui ol

a much more serious nature in the damp climate

ol Great Britain, more particularly when stocked

on moist green lljod, such as turnips, vetches, and

young clover." In Sweden, in Saxony, in Si-

iesia, and in France, salt is given to sheep with-

out stint, and wiib ihe best results. Now, when
we consider ihese unequivocal tesiimonies in fa-

vor of the liee n^e of sail, we cannot but express

our surprise with Mr. Arthur Young, that '• this

prac'ice should he common manHijemeni in ahin'sl

every couniiy in the world, England excepted."

DESULTORY OBSERVATIONS ON THE BANK-
ING SYSTEM OF THIS COUNTRY, AND THK
EHFECTS OF ITS DIFFKKEM' MODES OF
OPERATION.

Addressed to Ihe consideration of the agricultural

interest.

The great agricultural interest of the United

States exceeds noi only each oilier one, but all other

interests logeilier, in the number of us members,
in results of productive industry, in amount
of wealili, and in constitutional and rightlul po-

litical power. The agricultural interest indeed is

identical with the general interest of the coun-
try and nation ; and were it lo exercise its right-

ful political power always, (as it does very rare-

ly,) lor the advnncement of its own benefit, even
that [lurely selfish ofject could not be aitained

excepi by advancing the general interest and
welliire of the country at large. This lollows,

not because of any peculiarity of agricultural

pursuits, but simply because agriculture in this

country is the greater interest, and all others are

minor, and comparatively much smaller interests.

Yet, with all its political power, and the mani-

fest expediency and propriety of exerting it, the

great agricultural interest is continually influ-

enced and directed by other classes, acting to

forward their respective separate and opposite

interests. And thus the general interest, which

always agrees with the true interest of the agri-
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cultural class, id frequently maJe to give way to

the confliclinu; and adverse interests, either o(

the conmierciiii, banking', manufaclurini; or oihor

classes— any ol' which, Itecause heini; minor i:i-

leresis, may be enriched by measures injurious to

the ixeneral inierest of the connnuniiy.

The most sirikint![ and deplorable example of

such a condition of thinirs is presented in the

long exisiitig and b-melui and yd commanding
inHuence of ihe banKing and paper-money imer-

osi ol this country— which, having ihe means
and power, to govern the great commercial
class, atid to influence and dircci the newspaper
[iress, and addiiii; these gre.it poweis to iis own—
hiis, b\' this combined inliueiice, deluded, govern-
eil, and pillaged, and now has nejirly enslaved,

the great agricultural interest of this country.

Very few of those individuals who are well ac-

quainted Willi the operaiion of this s^slem arc

enough lice from its contrt.)!, whether exeriod

ihiough inHuence, or bribes, or venireance, to dare

lo expose its iniquities, even if they have not

a direct private interest in their being upheld
and continued. It is not only their debtors whom
the banks can control, or otherwise punish, if re-

fusing submission to their will. So cunningly
and closely has their influence been wound around
society, that not one man can venture to oppose
their will, and expose their I'rauds, without injur-

ing himself in his business, or in the opinion ol

a large and influentiHl, and deservedly respected
portion of the society in whii-h he lives, and by
the joss of whose aftprobation no man can fail

to suHer. We are lully aware of (he danger,
the certain injury, to be incurred by daring to op-
[lose and in any manner expose the frauds and
abuses of the banking interest. We iiave al-

ready been made to feel, (tiiough not thereby
alarmed, nor to be deterred by,) the malignant
power of their influence on society, and in con-
sequence of Ihe opposition to the system, and ex-
posure of i's action, made through this publication.

But atallhazards, we shall proceed in this course

—

and endeavor if possible to awaken the members
of the airricultural interest of Virginia, and of

the whole conltjderacy, to a sense of the enoraious
evils which they have sutlered, and the system ol

|)illage which is siill pursued by the banking sys-

tem of this country, which is Iraudulent in opera-
tion even as authorized by (he laws, and lar more
fraudulent in violation of law. In pursuance of

this object, we respectfully ask tlie attention of ail

readers, but especially of the agricultural class

—and the support and countenance of all who
approve our object in this warliire, which as yet

we have carrieii on alone, without aid, and almost
without a word of encouragement.

Bejbre entering upon the subject, it may be

necessary, to prevent misconstruction, lo stale in

advance, what a re-ider might indeed liereafig-

learn from the tenor of our subsequent remnrks.
We do not oppose, as many have impro|ierly in-

ferred, but on the contrary most heartily approve
and desire to have established, a legiihnale and
properly operating banking system. Banking
proper \s a most important and indeed essential

auxiliary to commerce, and high'y beneficial to

ihe whole community
; and we would make such

banking as free trom restraint as any oiher bene-
ficial direction of industry or capital. But we
Biiight have the proper and beneficial use, without

the numerous existing abuses of banking; and
in the existing condition of things, we have the
abuses to the ilillest extent, and but little of the
proper operation and use ol' banks and banking.
We would no more desire to prevent or restraia

the proper banking business or trade in money,
than we WLuld lo restrain the commercial deal-
ings in cotton cloths or hardware, or any other
ordinary and useliil direction of trade; and at the
same time, we would no more grant peculiar pre-
vileges to the banking business, or exemptions from
obedience to law, and compliance with legal obli-

gations, than to these, or any other branches of
trade.

At this time ii would be difllcull to find any in-

dividual, of any class in society, who would ad-^

vocate all the features Of' the bankiuir system,
and the whole procedure ol the. banks of this

country. The objections staled by diflerent per-
sons would vary much, according to their amount
of inlbrmaiion ; and still more according to the
supposed inieresi of the individuals. But there
is not one person to be found, even among bank
stockhohiers, bank officers, directors, or the need-
iest of the debtors and most submissive slaves of
banks, who will not conli-ss, (when safe to uttir

it,) that some one or rnoie abuses of the eystefn
greatly recjuire abatemeni or reiorm. Without
includinir the stronger and more general objec-
tions which would be made by persons who have
studied the suhipcl as a branch of political econo-
my, and free, Irom the strong bias of self-interest,

we are content to rely l()r proof of the position

just assumed, upon the opinion of those who are
friendly to the operation ol' the banking system,
and who are the apoloifisis for the greater num-
ber of the actual abuses. Yet out of the mouths
of these, the liiends or favored liebtors, or evea
truckling tools of the banks, there would be
enough of condemnation of the acts of these
institutions. And such objections have existed,

and have been whis[iered, it not proclaimed aloud,
lor years past, and are becoming every day
more extended and more strong. Yet, to this

day, there has been not one measure of reform
of the banking system ado|Ued and adhered to

by the irovernnieni of Virginia. It is true that

some minor, but siili biMieficial restrictions on
banking abuses have been enacted; but every
one of these new limitations, as well as the'more
import.int of the previously existing, have been
repealed, or the operation suspended, as soon as

the banks required it, and the annulling of such
restri(;iions was deemed essential to the pecuniary
interest of the banks.

It is an all -important question for the country,
which shoidd t)e ihorooi/hly investigated, w/ty i<

is, that when gross banking abuses are admitted
by all persons to exist, not one has been, or is

proposed to be corrected ? To the answering of this

question, as well as to marking the abuses, these

and some succeeding articles will he devoted.
It is not our purpose lo present an elaborate

or systematic treatise on banking and currency
in general. Able and profound works of this

character are already attainaye by all persons
who feel enough interest in the subject to draw
information from the highest and most abundant
sources. Neither do we design to state in

minute detail, the acts of banking fraud and
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Dillacre and iiiiurv 10 public inlerests and private 1 nefil both pariiee. B knows that at 60 days he can

rights, which "would serve to illustrate and prove

our assertions of the evils ol' the sysiem. Such

an exposition, even if enibracinii only iinporlant

acts and cases strictly in point, would require the

whole epace I'urnished by this eiuire publicaiion,

to the exclusion of every oiher sultj'^ct. We
shall merely attempt to state important truths in

plain ianjTuage, and which we trut^t will be read

by numerous members of the irreat agricultural

community, who would [lerhaps jrlndly learn

so?ne truth on this subject, on which almost every

existing newppaper in the southern stales, either is

silent, lor the purpose of concealing truth, or

speaks but to sustain and diff'ase lalsehood lor (he

benefit, and at the dictation, of the all-|)owerl'ul

banking interest.

To clear away the fog in which banking ope-

rations are enveloped, it is necessary to separate

them, and describe each one separaiely.

There are three several and eniirely different

operations combined in every bank of this coun-

try, and which, lor better understanding, we will

describe as if separate, instead of being combined

and mixed together, as they always are iifpractice.

These three operations belonir respectively to

banks of deposite, banks of discount, and banks of

issue or circulation.

I.—The sole operation of a mere bank of de-

posite would be to receive, for safe-keeping, and

ibr convenient transfer, all sums of money de-

poshed by individuals. Money would thus be

belter secured from wear and waste, Irom thieves

and from fire ; and guarded lar more cheaply,

as one house and one guardian would do the

duty for hundreds or thousands of individuals.

This alone would be an important service to each

depositor, and, in the agitregate, a great benefit

to the public interest. Another important benefit

would be, that of lacilitatintr payments between

individuals by ihe use of chtcks, which is merely

transferring a credit lor a.ceil^^in amount ol' mo-

ney deposited, from the account of the payer to

to that of the person to be paid. To make all

the cash payments of a commercial city by ac-

tually counting and delivering so much money,

would alone require much lime and trouble, and

some risk of loss. But by using checks drawn
on deposites in banks, so far as convenient and

prelerabic, not one quarter ol the trouble, time,

and risk is requisite, nor the handling and count-

ing of one tenth of the amount. Siill greater is

the benefit when the payment is to be transmit-

ted to a distant creditor. A check Ibr the amount

can be conveyed more easily and chea[)!y than

the amount of money, and Bhould the check

miscarry on the way, no loss will be sustained.

II.—A bank of discount is formed (wlielher

by one or a tew individuals, or numerous stock-

holders incorporated as a banking company,) to

make a profit by discounting (Ibr the interest)

notes of individuals, due in a short time, (or a pre-

vious business transaction between the debtor

and creditor, and which notes were given for a

valuable consideration. Thus A, a tradesman or

mechanic, who, IJir want of capital, needs early

paymenis to be enabled to carry on his business,

would sell commodities, wortli uay ^100, to B,

R merchant, but that B cannot pay the cash

•and A cannot do without it. The bank of dis-

count serves to remove the difficulty, and to be-

make the payment to A, either by the sale of the

articles bought, or by liis receipts from other sour-

ces. He theretore gives his noie to A, payable at

60 days, the payment being amply secured, as of

course can always be done in such a case, by
every judicious and honest dealer. The bank
immediaicly discounts B's note, lor A, that is,

pays liim in hand the full amount except the

interest Ibr 60 days, which is retained, and con-

siitutes ihe bard<'s profit on the iransaction. A
does not even lose ihai interest, because as much
was added to liis cash price, and willingly con-

sented to by B, lor the benefit of the delay of pay-

ment. Thus. A is served, by gelling cash m
hand, wiihoui which hecould not have sold, and to

obtain which he might otherwise have sufiered

great loss. E obtains time, without which in-

dulgence he could uoi have bought ; and the

bank obtains interest on its capital, in the saliest

of all possible modes of lending money ; and the

public inierest is served by this and every such
transaciion, because every legitimate and honest

gain, by the exercise of the industry or use of

the capital ol an individual, adds to the public

wealth and jirosperity. This small and tiniple

supposed iransaction is an illustration of all the

benefits ol banks of discount, and the sale and
beneficial mode in which such banks may (acili-

lale trade and the credit system. The credit

system might exist, and very beneficially, with-

out the inierveniion of the bank. It would only

be necessary, lur that end, that the producer of

commodities should give credit to the niercliant,

and the merchant also to the consumers. Bui
this would be impractible, in the general ; and
great sacrifices ol pi ices, and losses of debts,

and ruinous disorder of business and employ-
ments, would be incurred, if ihis kind of ex-

tended credit were attempted. Banks of discount

furnish all thai is wanting to lacilitate trade by
making the credit system safely available by all

persons who deserve to be trusted. And if ad-
hering to this course, it would be a very rare oc-

currence lor a bank to sustain a loss by making
a bad debi. tor if the directors used any care
or prudence in ascertaining that ihe drawer and
endorsers were good, when the note was die-

counted, they could scarcely all lail within 60 days.

And if, byany different and less sale operations,

such as will be mentioned hereafter, a bank should
become embarrassed, yet if it had always strictly

observed this rule in discounting, it need but to

retain all receipts li-om debtors, and, as every

debt would become due, and be paid within 60
days, of course in that short time its whole capi-

tal stock wauld be in hand. There could not

possibly be any serious " pressure ' upon a bank
so operating—nor even an effective "run"
upon it, even if it had added to these proper and
ftel'ul operations that of issuing and circulating

paper money within any reasonable bounds.

But this system of discounting notes, given for

real purchases of commodities, and to be paid at

a certain fixed and early time, though it was the

designed and is the only legitimate operation of

banks of discount, has been entirely departed

fiom, in alrnoEi all the transactions called " dis-

counting" by the banks of this country. Notes are

generally drawn, not to pay Ibr an actual consi-

deration, and property transferred of equal value,

but are merely fictitious pretences of such trans-
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HCiione, made merely lo obtain loans, perhaps

to pay debts already incurred, and the proceeds

spent, or to net money lo be spent. The ilrawer

does not owe the amount to the endorser who ob-

tains the discouiiiim; of the noie*,^the arraiii/e-

menl ol' their names is usually a mere fiction,

knov\n as such lo the bank and to every body,

ma le 10 obtain a loan, by Hiil of the securilyship

ol" the endorser—and which wuulil he a liaud,

except thai the procedure is perleciiy understood

and encouraired by ihe bank. Funher—those

who iliiis borrow money are rarely ready to repay
11 in (30 days, nor i.-i it iniendec! to be so paiil.

Thereiore such noies are irenerally '* renewed"
every 6i) days, until the bank needs and insists

upon repayment. And llms the bank, instead ul

thscouiilnig real noies, drawn lor valuable consi-

ileraiion, and lor purpo^^es of trade, and to be

paid at maturity, is in lact making loans upon
long and uncertain times, to borrowers lor any ob-

jects whatever. It is easy enouj/h to see, even
if looking to the interest of the bank alone,

that It thus must soon io.^e all immediate or early

control of its capital, and must run great risk ol

lijrining bad debts ; and, instead ol" facilitating

trade and aiding real business, that the bank has
become a loan-otBce (if not a usury office,) and
its capital absorbed by men who are already in

debt, or who, by this laciliiy lor forming debts
will be led on to exiravairance, hazardous adven-
ture, and ultimately perhaps to ruin. Such is the

process, and such are the means by which many
men are ruined by bank 'accommodation," and by
which course, also, banks lose greaily in the debts
of" such ruined and insolveni debiors.

Bat let us return lioin the actual and general
abuses and corruption of the sysiem, to the bank
of discount operating legitimately and pniperly,

as at first designed to operate.

A bank ofdeposiie, simply, however beneficial,

could yield no profit, as it would have no source
of income. The depositors, however, could af-

ford to pav someihing lor the safe-keepitiir of
their money. Mild the facilities for transfierring it.

And that is done, beneficially to all parties, by
the two distinct operations of receiving and trans-
ferring deposites, and of making discounts, being
alwiys carried on by tlie same bank. The bank
then has the use of the depositors' money, under
the obliizaiion of repaying it whenever called li)r,

(or otherwise at such notice as may be agreed
'

upon,) as compensation for taking care of it;

and by adding the use of the amount of unem-
ployed deposites to its capital slock, for discounting
notes, of course the profit of the bank will be so
much increased, without injury to tlie depositors.
Indeed, by thus employing the capital which
would oiherwise lie idle and useless, whether in
the various proprietors' desks, or in a mere bank
of deposite, the trade and the productive wealth
of the country will be benefited and incrtased,
f)y thus drawing from what would have been
otherwise a totally barren and unproductive
source.

So far, on our supposition, every thing has
worked rightly, and every interest concerned fias

been benefited by the combined operations of the
bank of deposite and of discount. It is true thai
after the union of lib two banks, or of these twn
operations, there iij now for the first time some
f-isk ; and the managers should take care not lo

incur heavier obhgations than they can be Bure
to nieet promptly. If the deposites are to be
paid on demand, then a considerable proportion
of itio deposited money must be kept on hand.
idle lor the purpose of meeting, with absolute cer-
lainly, all such uncertain demands. The direc-
tors of a bank will soon learn what is a sufficient
proportion (or this purpose ; and if (lor example)
ihe average a'liomit of deposites is S'10,000, and
ii is found that .*§ 10.000 retained will serve to
meet all cliecks fruai depositors, then §30,000 of
the deposites may be salely useil for discounting
noies, and the inieresi thereof will go to increase
the other profits ui' the b.tnk. If the deposites
are not made gratuiiously, as supposed above,
and as is usual with banks, but a lower rate of
interest is allowed thereon to each depositor, as
by the savings banks, then a short but suflicient
lime of notice is given by the depositor before
drawing. This time of notice secures the bank
liom unjoidied for demands ; and thus it may, as
the savings banks do, safely and useflilly dis-
count to the amount of the whole of the depositee
as well as of their original capital stock. And in
whichever of these two ways deposites are made
and drawn, (according to the rule established lor
ihe l)aiik,) so long a.-^ the discounts are properly
miide, every thing will be safe, and every opera-
iion of the bank will be beneficial to all parties,
and to the public. And if these were the only
Banking operaiioris, they could not be too greaily
extended lor the fiubli,; good ; and as long as
such operaiions were demanded for the purpose.?
ol trade, the profiis thereof lo the banks would
be lijily erjual lo any other equally safi3 and secure
investmenis of capital.

It may perhaps f)e a novel annunciation to many
persons, ihai there are already many banks in the
United S'ates, and even in' Virginia, strictly of
Ibis excellent character and mode of operation.
The various savings' instiiuiions, if acting ho-
nestly and according lo their charters, are'' pre-
cisely banks of deposite and discount, and nothing
else. And tliough they pay 5 percent, for all de"
posites, alter 10 days continuance, and require but
a week's notice lo return deposites when wanted,
these banks are quite profitable to the stockhold-
ers, and have been fir more so lor the last few
vears, than the grent and rich institutions to which
Ihe name of '-bank" is exclusively applied. And
here we may pause, and ask of all who are well
informed on the sufijeci, and who have no inlerest
to be served fry the abuses and the frauds of the
general banking system, why all banks might not
beneficially, and profiiably for their stockholders
Hiid the public, be conducted on precisely the
sariie principles as are the savings' banks?*
The savings' banks are indeed very small con-

* The Mechanics' Savino^s Society of Petersburg
was established, and has been in operation since April,
1837, which i."! precisely the tune the most disastrous to
banks since 1S17. Yet thi.s humble institution has
kept all its capital stock and deposites constantly em-
ployed in discountinj,^ and has made profits equal to
10 per cent, per annum, on its stock, without having
yet lost a dollar, or made a doubtful debt. Tliis shows
the happy results of legitimate, priident and honest
binkins;; as the course of the bank.s which issue pa-
p^r money, throui^h that same tiioe, and their present
firostrate condition, show the results of the illegitimate

and fraudulent banking system.
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cerns, each having but a small capital, few stock-

holders, and operating on so small a scale, and so

quietly, that their existence is scarcely known by

half the public. It may, therefure, seem even ri-

diculous to assimulate to these the operaiions of

thegr eat and privileged, and nior.opoiv -pampered

banking institutions, uliicli have s^o long lormed

the most powerlul interest in this country, and

which now occupy the attention of every indivi-

dual, and agitate the whole conl^deracy, by the

magnitude oftheir operations and their power, and

by the baneful efi'ects ot both. But, inconsiderable

as may be the operaiions of the savings' banks, it

should be remembered that they have t^een esta-

blished, have proved successful, and have been

continually growing in number, in wealth, and in

extent o( operations, in the face oli and under the

opposing influence ol' the great banks, endowed
by law with exclusive privileges and immunities,

and guarded by law from all dangers, and penal-

ties of misconduct— while the poor and weak
savings' bardis have had no piivdeue whaiever,

except a mere act of incorporation. Yet these ar^

constantly growing richer and stronger, while the

highly privileged banks have been becoming
poorer and weaker—and would sink at once into

bankruptcy, and suffer its deserved penalties, but

(or the government stepping in between them
and their creditors, to protect the banks in their

dishonest (adure to comply with their legal as well

as moral obligations.

(To be continued.)

I know of no plant that would answer so well, if

cattle would like it, and thrive upon it.

I have no doubt that on good land it would pro-

duce 40 Ions per acre per armum, wiih little or no
expense in the%;ulture ; but I should like to know
liow cattle would do upon it before giving up
much ground to it. They do not appear to be fond
ofit, but that may be owing to not having enough
to give it a fair trial ; as many sorts of food are

not eaten by cattle, readily at first, which they
are fond of when used to. There appears to be
a large qnan'iiy of mucilage in the plant, from
which I should suppose it would be nutritious.

Any inlbrmation from any one who grows enough
to keep ptock upon ii (or any length of time, will

be thankfully received.

ON OIL DREGS AS MANURE.

From tlie London Farmer's Magazine.

In the present day a great deal is said about
various kinds of manure, but that certainly niusi
be the best which makes the land niost produc-
tive. I have tried various kinds, but I find none
to answer so well as od dregs ; I procured ol

Messrs. Wake and OfHcer. of Hull, a quantity
last spring, to drill in vviih turnips

; I put on about

1^ cwt, per acre, with about 6 qrs. of ashes, and I

firid them to be much better than those drilled in

with bones
; in fiict, they are the best piece of

turnips I ever had, and there is none better in the
neighborhood. 1 have drilled about 2 cwt. per
acre in with my wheat ; how it will answer re-

mains yet to be proved. As several farmers have
tried oil dregs as a manure, perhaps this will

draw from the pen of some one more able than
myselfsome remarks on the subject.

1 am, sir, yours,

A Constant Reader.
N. B. The cost of the dregs was three gui-

neas per ton.

PRICKLY COMFREY.

From the Journal of the Royal Agricultural Society.

Sir,—Allow me to inquire through ihe medi-
um of your magazine, whether any of your read-

ers have tried the prickly comfrey (symphitum
aspeii-mum) for soiling, on such a scale as to be
able to give any information as to how it will

answer for that purpose? 1 have a few plants of

it, and find it exceedingly productive, having cut

14 lis. of crreen food at a time from one root ; and

For the Farmers' Itegister.

TO THE FARMERS AND PLANTERS OF VIR-
GINIA.

yjpril 8lh, 1841.

Friends and brethren— Will you permit one of

your own fraternity, without deeming him ob-

trusive, to solicit your attention to a subject deeply

interesting, not only to our own class, but to every

other in the community, since /AeiV prosperity is

so intimately connected with and dependent upon
ours, that neither can permanently prosper unless

we do so—at least in the aggregate. The subject

to which [ allude is, the establishment, at the city

of Washington, of a National Society of Agri-

culture.

To such of you as are conversant with Ihe fiis-

tory of this vital art, both in our own and other

countries, it is needless to dvi'ell long on the well

known fact, that there is not now a civilized coun-

try upon earth, except our own, but what has had,

(or years past, eiihersuch a society, or some simi-

lar institution. It is equally well known, that the

improvement of each nation in all the various

branches of husbandry, has been almost stationary

for centuries before the establishment of such in-

stitutions, and rapid thereafter, beyond what any
one could have imagined to be possible. Even in

China, a country which we, in our self-imputed

wisdom, deem almost barbarous, agriculture has

always been fostered by the government, and held

in the highest honor, ever since there was any au-

thentic history of the country. Are our people

and cotmtry so entirely different from all others in

the world, that we can prosper without any resort

to the means which every other civilized nation

has deemed essential to their welfiire? 1 confi-

dently think not ; and, with your permission, I

will proceed to ofl'er a i'ew reasons to prove that no
country whatever is more in need of a national

society of agriculture than our own, if indeed
there be any that require it so much.

In addition to those general arguments in favor

of such an institution, v;hich apply to every coun-
try, there are some peculiarly applicable to our

own, that seem to me unanswerable, and which I

beg leave respectfully to state. Certain causes

which have a strong tendency to destroy our here-

tofore happy union have loiig been operating

among us ; and, I deeply regret to say, have ma-
nifestly been on the increase for some years past,

80 that it is now quite ccmmon to bear men talk-
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in<' familiarly of disunion, whereas it was once

considered a sort ol' treason even to sjjeak ot" it as

a possible event. Eut this most liappy state ot

ihini's no longer exists. Demons in human shape,

who»e inmost souls are cankered wuh lawless

ambition, and reckless Uinaiics, vviili too liiile sense

lo perceive the latal tendency of their opinions

and actions, have been indelaligably engaged in

disseminating sectional jealousies and animosities

throughout the United States ; and the success ol

these diabolical ellorts has been lar greater than

could well liave been anticipated. Tliey iiave, in

Tact, most learililly disturbed that liannony and

good will which might have bound us inseparably

lOJ'elher, as long as time shall last, had the same
etiorts been made to strengthen, as have been

made to sever those ties ol'lnendsiiip and brother-

ly love, upon the preservation of which the peace,

the prosperity, and the happiness of the American
people most unquestionably depend. To annihi-

late, if possible, these baneful elements of dis-

cord, or at least to neutralize ihem, uught to be

the paramount duty ot our national legislature.

But, alas ! the members themselves, or rather a

considerable portion of them are deeply inlected

with the deadly poison of disunion, and, of course,

appear to have no other object in meeting but to

aggravate all the causes ol sectional animosities

and dissensions, by making party questions and
quarrels of almost every subject ol' discussion that

comes belbre them. This has so often happened
of late years, that it is by no means uncommon in

these times to hear Congress Hall stigmatised with

that most disgracelul, but not unjustly bestowed,

nickname, " bear-garden.^^ All ttie consequences

of such shameful conduct are bad enough; but the

worst of them is, that the hostile leelings thus ge-

nerated, by those misrepresentativesof the people,

are carried back by them, or transmitted through

their vile party-newspapers, even to the extremi-

ties of our union, and multitudes of the people

thereol'have become so deeply infected with them,

as to look upon each other as little better than na-

tural enemies.

If this deadly poison has not already reached

the heart's core of our body politic, I beseech you

to consider well, whether there is any thing belter

calculated lo stop, or, at least, to mitigate its fatal

progress, than a national society of agriculture.

This would annually collect, Irom the remotest

states of our conlederacy, many of the yeomanry
ol the land— the very bone and sinew ofour coun-

try—who, being drawn together by a common in-

terest, and without any possible cause of quarrel,

would very soon learn that they had been most
grossly misrepresented to each other, and would
part, after each meeting, with a desire continually

increasing to meet again. All would learn some-
thing new to them by such intercommunication

;

and the professional benefits which each would
derive from it would so increase their mutual good
will, would so warm their hearts towards each
other, that the fraternal regard of the farmers and
planters of our country—who fortunately yet con-

stitute a vast majority of our whole population

—

would continue to " grow v/ith their growth, and
strengthen with their strensth,"' in defiance of all

the attempts which could be made to destroy it.

And the incarnate devils, who are now laboring

«o hard to accomplish objects which, if attained,

^ould inevitably dieeolve our union, would soon

fall into that utter contempt and detestation which
their internal purposes most justly deserve.

And now, my liiends, ifyou ajjprove of the fore-

going suggestions, will you not give to the friends

ot a national society of agriculture some cause to

hope lor your co-operation in the attempt to esta-

bliE-n one at the city of Washington I A meeting
lor the purpose will probably be held during ifie

extra session of congress, ot which due notice will

be given, if there is a probiibility ol' eflecting it.

And it only one person would attend from each
congressional district, or c?ie ur two Irom each of
our agricultural societies, (to the members of which
I particularly appeal,) I have no doubt that a large

assemblage, tiriendly to the object, might easily be
convened; lor a similar appeal wiU be made to

the agriculturists of the other states, many of
whom have already manifested a strong desire to

Ibrm such a national institution. Thousands of
our citizens, I believe, would hail it, not only, as
the harbinger of rapid improvement in all thedif-
lerenl branches of husbandry, but as the peace-
maker that would finally exterminate all sectional
jealousies and animosities; every element of po-
pular dissension ; and would unite in one perpetual
league of concord and amity all the ditierent
states of our union.

Possibly 1 nfiay ascribe to a national society of
agriculture more power than it could possibly ac-
quire, more extensive influence than it could ever
possess. But this sell-deception, if indeed it be
one, can do no imaginable harm either to my
country or myself: I will, therefore, continue to
cherish it, and will still hope to witness the trial of
such a society belbre I die. Should such trial be
made, and tail, I will then, but not until then, ac-
knowledge my error.

On this subject, of a national society of agricul-
ture, and the duty of congress to promote'some
such establishment, there are some arguments so
powerlul and conclusive in a late address of Chilton
Allan, Esq., the patriotic president of the State
Agricultural Society of Kentucky, that I could
wish to see them republished in every agricultural
paper in the United States; lor I have" read no-
thing so well calculated to carry conviction to every
mind. The man who could read them, and re-
main unconvinced, must have an intellect very dif-
tijrently constituted Irom any thing that I can
imagine.

Belbre I conclude, I must beg our friend RufRa
lo tell us what he thinks of the tbregoing project.
A lew favorable words ti-om him woufd greatly
encourage the efforts of many others, as well as
the hopes and exertions of your, and his old
I'riend, James M. Garmstt.

P. S. If any of the editors of our political jour-
nals are Iriendly lo the establishment of a national
society of agriculture, I hereby respectfully ask
them to republish this communication, or to give
us something of their own, which I should much
prefer.

Our esteemed correspondent rates our influ-

ence and recommendation at much too high a

value; but, whether worth any thing or not,

our best wishes go for the success of his plan and

proposal. But we confess our want of confidence,
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naj', our despair, as to our government, state or I

federal, doing any thing for agriculture. Further,

we cannot believe our own class, the asricuiiural

interest, could have enough of zeal, public spirit

(or even enlightened sell-interest,) and energy

to perlorm iheir part in the great and important

work proposed. It might be easy enough to as-

semble enough individuals at Washington to Ibrm

a sufficiently numerous •' National Agricultural

Society ;" but, we tear, it would be impossible to

induce ihe proper men lo go, and es|)ecially liom

the remote parts of the United Slates. More-

over, it' a body, as well constituted as could be

reasonably hoped lor, could be assembled lor this

purpose in Washington, we doubt wheiher the

novel at'.ractions and poliiical excitement of the

I)lace would not divert the attention ot niany ol'

the most disinterested and independent men:ibers

Irom iheir designed labors ; and taking the whole

body, tliere would probably be more exertion

made by members of the society in using the

opportunity for seeking office, or other private

benefits to themselves individually from the pub-

lic purse, than to promote the interest of agricul-

ture and the common weal. If the individuals

would not so act, they would form a rare exception

to the general course of things in the corrupt po-

litical atmosphere of the city of Washington.

We have not examined the question of the con-

stitutional power of the general government to aid

the agricultural interest and improvement in this

mode, and therefore do not mean lo express an

opinion thereon. We would readily publish the

argument of the subject, from the address of Chil-

ton Allan, esq., but have mislaid our copy. But

it is not any constitutional obstacle that will pre-

vent the action of congress for this beneficial ob-

ject. If there were no such objection, any favor-

ed individual could more easily obtain money for

some useless job or merely nominal public ser-

vice, and given solely for his private emolument

Ihan the same amount would be appropriated for

the most important services to agriculture. Thus,

as one example among hundreds, that scientific

quack and empty pretender, Featherstonhaugh,

though a foreigner, obtained from congress for

two years ^5000 a year, upon the pretence of

geological surveys in the North-Western teriito-

ries, of which the plan was doubtless devised by

himself, and solely )br his private benefit. The
service was performed by his making a pleasure

excursion in a couple of summer months, and the

writing a report thereof, (to be published at the

jjublic expense,) which report consisted princi-

pally of loose generalities, and was more like

an introductory lecture of a professor of geology,

than presentmg precise results of laborious and

accurate field investigation.

This fat sop thus dispensed by favor, also enabled

the recipient to assume and usurp impudently the

title of "Geologist of the United States;" and

the reputation thereby stolen no doubt helped him

subsequently to the very important appointment

by the Knglish government to survey the disputed

boundary line, and by which he has been enabled

to go far towards embroiling the two governments

in war. It is to such applicants as these, who
are sufficiently urgent and patient, and truckling

enough to the money dispensers, that appropria-

tions are readily made by government—and not

to such public objects as the encouragement and

promotion of ai^riculture. The Smithsonian fund

will be wasted by congress in jobs for private be-

nefit, just as has already been done with a very

large part of the great general education fund

bequeathed to the city of Philadelphia.*

Ed. F. U.

REMARKS ON THE USK OF BONES, AS MA-
NURE, AND THE PROGRESS OF THE IM-
PROVEMENT.

From llie Fanner's Magazine.

We shall briefly refer to this substance as being
one of iho«e fertilizers which have more recently

been brought muier the notice of agriculturists,

not however with the intention of entering into its

merits as a manure, ti^r these are manifold, and
already well understood throughout the country.

Our observations will therefore, in a great mea-
sure, be confined to the circumstances attending

the introduction of bones, and the difficulties

which presented themselves before the agricul-

tural community could be made aware of the ad-

vaniases resulting from their a doption, affordinir,

as it does, another powerful argument in favor

of having a treneral centre of reference for the

purpose of solving any problematical question,

and disseminating the knowledge of it. When
potatoes, turnips, clover, &c., were first introduced

into this country, there were lew, if any, agricul-

tural associations in existence, whether local or

otherwise, and many circumstances might be
brought forward in extenuation of the slow pro-

gress which these made at that time before iheir

cultivation was generally adopted ; but at the

comparatively recent period when bones were
introduced, agriculiuraf associations abounded in

almost every district, and we therefore cannot
reconcile the laxity displayed by farmers in adopt-

ing so important an auxiliary in their manage-
ment, without being convinced of the utter in-

efficiency of these associations as at present

* After the above had been delivered to the printer,

we saw in the Edgefield Advertiser the following

statement. If correct, the Smithsonian fund is already

disposed of. After speaking of the sinking of the

Girard bequest in the United States Bank stock, the

writer proceeds :

"We hear that tire Smithsonian legacy is in a simi-

lar condition, having been invested, under the influ-

ence of Col. Johnson, in Arkansas stocks, which are

worth about as much'as continental money."
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conslUutcil, to bring ony system into notice, so I ihinfr in our present system which imperiously

that its operation may be simultaneous and j^ene-

rally beneficial. It was only about thirty years

since, that the value ol bones began to be dis-

covered in this country, and at iliai period, and

for many years afterwards, lliey were only par-

tially known in a few counties. The efi'ecls, how-

ever, produced by the bone system of manage-

lueni have been wontierlul ; in short, this import-

ant article has been the means of bringing more

demands an inuuediate and most searching iu-

(juiry.

MONTHLY COMMKIICIAI. REPORT,

For ttie Farmers' Register.

There is noihing of importance to notice in the

^"*^'iief=s of the present month. A slight advance

wasrelaTdimocriuvaiionThurperh^ipr^^^^^^ laken place in tobacco and cotton-in the

substance which has ever been brought under the lormer article, owmg to arge sales in England
;

notice of agriculturists. and in the latter, Irom the tailing ofl ol the re-

Butlet us now inquire how this great change ceipts, compared with last year. In flour and

was brought about, and how long this system was grain there is no change, and the export demand

pursued, by a lew isolated individuals, belore its
j

is small

importance was generally known and appreciated.

Tlie lime is not so lar distant, but tliat many indi-

viduals can remember, when bones were tiroken

with the hammer in the counties of Lincoln and

Nottingham, and put into the ground in very

large pieces, at the rale ofseventy to eighty bush-

els°au acre. In 1S12, the bone-crusher from

Nottingham might liave been seen with a saucer

in one hand, showing his halt-inch bones, and in

the other a turnip, as a specimen oi" their fertiliz-

ing powers, at the same lime entreating the liirm-

eis only to makealiiir trial ofthem ; subsequently

they were drilled in with the seed, the turnips, at

the rate of Irom twenty to twenty-five bushels an

acre, while some of the higher managers put in

Money matters and exchanges present little

variation. Stocks of all kinds are dull, and most

of them unsaleable. X.

Apriniih., 1841.

ON THK VALUE OF FIELD PEAS AS A CROP,

AND TO PREVENT INJURY TO STOCK FEED-
ING THEREON.

To tlie Editor of tlie Fanners' Register.

Hancock county, Ga., jJpril \Zih, 1841,

j^i,-;_lhave lor several years placed a high

value on the pea crop, as peculiarly adapted to

our agriculture and wants in this section. It

appears to me more lertilizing than any green

forty bushels per acre. The benefits resulting Irom
j
cop we grow, grows taller on poor land, is easily

using bones were, however, well understood lor
|

pia^ied, does not hinder us much during the busy-

many years in several counties in England, before

(he practice found its way into Scotland ; and

although a few individual farmers may have
adopted the system fromobseiving its advantages,

yei we are mainly indebted to the mercantile body

lor their final introduction and extended use in

Scotland, For not only did our merchants com-
mission the bones at their own cost and risk, but it

was only by using the most pressing solicitations,

and the greatest perseverance, that they were
enabled to get the generality of farmers to com-
prehend iheir advantages, or even to give them a

patient trial ; and it is only within the last lew
years that the demand has in any way been com-
mensurate to the benefits derivable from their use,

in connexion with the extension and advantages
of the sheep system of husbandry. Now, when
we consider the length of time that was allowed to

transpire belore the beneficial etfiect of this highly
important manure was made manifest in Scotland,
even long after its advantages were known andap-

1 predated in England, we cannot but regret that

improvements of such a nature should be left to

the merest chance or accident; or that the best

!
interests o( agriculture should be sacrificed and
retarded for so many years, merely li-om the want
of co-operation in that body whose interests it

would tend most lo advance. But this is not a
solitary instance Uiat might be brought forward in

condemnation of our present inefficient means of
co-operating for the diffusion of agricultural im-
provements ; on ihe contrary, it will only be
necessary to direct attention to rape-cake, saltpetre,

nitrate of soda, soot, &c., &c., to show the partial

manner in which such substances are understood
by a few individuals, before they become of gene-
ral import to the agricultural community. It

therefore cannot but appear evident, even to the

minds of the most indifferent, that there is eorae-

season, and in every way, is a fine accompani-

ment to a corn ciup, and furnishes a fine amount
of fall and winter provender for stock (which

we are generally much wanting;) but 1 have

heretofore thought it left my stock, particularly

my hogs, in an "unhealthy condition, and on that

account less valuable than it at first promised.

I have used much inquiry and thought to find

a remedy for this delect, and hope I have suc-

ceeded ; but it will be necessary to lest the reme-

dy more fully, and on that account I send it fo

you, if you think it worthy, lor the use of your

subscribers.

Last fall I was conversing on that subject

with a very honest praciical farmer. He told me
lor a number of years he had used the pea crop

in fattening the most of his stock, that they

ihrove as kindly on that as on corn, and that noae-

vvere injured by it ; and he gave me his plan.

He prepared in the pea field a large tight trough,

and kept it at all times well supplied with salt and

ashes dissolved in water. He never turned hun-
gry stock into the field, only turning in his

horses, cows and fattening hogs, I tried it last

season, gnd the result was precisely aa he in-

formed me; they all appeared lond of drinking

out of the trough, and were healthy, and did well

after they were turned off on other (bod, 1 used

the precaution to turn my horses and cows off one

or two days each week, and 1 would suggest that

horses or oxen should never be put to hard work
while filled with peas. Nor would 1 sutler my
stock hogs to feed on them ; they are I think more

unhealthy for young than older hogs,

1 cannot close this without giving you a hearty

" well done" for your bank comments in the

Farmers' Register lor March, and the political

essays in the second number of the ' Southera

Magazine,' J. S. Whitiex.
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MAKING HAY.

From the New Genesee fanner.

The old proverb says, " Make hay when the

eun shines;" but there is soraeihing else besides

eunsiune necessary to make good hay. The
grass niLisi be cut wlien it is maiure, or the ani-

Tiiais that have to eat it will have a hard bargain.

Many people, including some good larmers,

judire ot ttie(iuulity of common hay by its green-

ness and bri^liiness. it is a lallacious test. We
have been leeding out, (or a week or two, (3 mo.

8,) hay iliat was as bright as any body could

desire, well made without rain, and kept in the

barn. It was a niixiure of red-top and timothy,

cut about midsummer on account of clearing the

enclosure for the catile; and which, had it been

leli to stand one montli longer, would have made

excellent hay. As it was, the cattle ate reluctantly,

and evidently with some loss of flesh. It is now
a pleasure to see with what eagerness they take

hold of hay that was cut a/ierwards.

There is a great ditierence between the natural

and artificial grasses. The lormer, including red-

top and timoiliy, yield their nutriment principally

from the stem ; and like the sugar cane and other

plants ol" the same natural order, should be suffer-

ed to stand till the stems are mature. On the con-

trary, ilie leaves of the artificial grasses, including

the clovers and lucerne, are the most valuable

parts; and lor this reason, these kinds should be

^:,ut when the leaves are in tlie most perlect stale.

VALUE OF THE ROHAN POTATO.

For tlie Farmers' Register.

After a trial of several years, the value of the

"Jlohan potato is lully established. And judging

from the statements that have been published in

the northern papers, it appears lo be equally as

productive in Virginia, as elsewhere. A neigh-

bor of mine last year raised a bushel and a half

from one tuber ; and quite a large crop from a

small quantity of seed. My own crop exceeded

by far any thing that I have ever obtained from

other varieties of the potato. From less than

hall' a bushel of seed, and I'rom a very inconside-

rable portion of my garden, I made potatoes

enough lor almost daily use in my liimily, during

the tall, v.finter and early part of spring, besides

reserving an ample supply lor planting. And
this was done without any extra care or cultiva-

tion.

My object in adverting to the Rohan potato

now, is to express the belief that it is much bet-

ter adapted than any other kind, for culture in

this climate. In eastern Virginia, the Irish po-

tato has never been cultivated with success, far-

ther than as a vegetable tor early use. A square

in the garden is perhaps as much ground as is

usually occupied by it. We buy our potatoes for

winter use, and even for seed, from the northern

supply which is brought into our markets. With
the aid of the Rohan, it is in the power of every

farmer to fully supply his own table, and lo raise

extensively for his stock, or for market. The
(juantity of potatoes annually brought into this

and Other southern slates from the north is im-

mense; and the prices for a series of years would
probably average at least 60 or 70 cents per bush-

el. Now, when ilicre is a growing disposition

to cultivate root crops, itjs respectfully suggcsled

that the Rohan has claims which should not be

overlooked. It may be made the means of ren-

dering us less dependent on others lor so valuable

a vegetable ; and by the abundance which it will

supply, of contributing materially lo ihe wants
of the li^rmer—who should be no more under the

necessity of buying potatoes than meat or corn.

In respect to quality, the Rohan is inlerior to

no potato that is cultivated. If it has less deh-

cacy of flavor than the " Mercer," it is equally

farinaceous, and has more of richness,

T. S. Pleasants.

sjim:m.B,B.Y op i^u'ws.
gBraimrngrHFTrii I iiiiitg———"-^™—.°—»«"^"—.^—»—"«™'»'.'»:i.^fc»™^»^M^M'

Reprinted from the Weekly Farmers'' Register.

Saturday, Jprit 3, 1841.

The new actinjj governor of Virginia, Mr. Patton,

ordered to be delivered to the governor of New York,
the counterfeiter Curry, who had tied from New York
to Virginia, and had been demanded by the governor
of New York. Thus Virginia fully performs to New
York tliat constitutional leciprocal duty which New
York retused to Virginia. The latter occurrences

exhibit still more strongly the wrong of the earlier,

in the slave-stealing case ; and also the firm resolve

of Virginia lo do right, as well as to suffer no wrong.
Even the ditierences of opinion as to the propriety

of delivering up Curry, and the results, set lorth and
strengthen tiie cause of Virginia; and they are in no
respect to be regretted, except as being the cause of

Gov. Gilmer's resignation, which is a matter of

great and almost universal regret. The rights, inter-

ests, and even political existence of Virginia and the

other southern stales, are at stake in ttie main con-
troversy with New York—and if not now maintained,

will be now, and for ever, left undefended and de-

fenceless.

A new military projectile (the " Death dealer")

of tremendously destructive power, has been discover-

ed, and recently tried satisfactorily in England.
Accounts continue to be received of great destruc-

tion by the floods in the South. The Savannah Geor-
gian says, '* that the flood did immense damage to

the planters in the vicinity of the Oconee, Ocmulgee
and Ogechee rivers. On Commissioners' creek, ten

mills have been carrietl away. Many other mills ou
other streams have been swept ofl. Numbers of cattle

have been drowned. On one island in the Oconee 700
head of cattle w'ere destroyed, and several persons
have lost 100 head. Valuable lands on the rivers

have been much impaired in value, if not totally de-

stroyed, by the washing of sand over the surface."

Sixty-five Ivansas took advantage recently of the ab-

sence of the Pawnee warriors, entered the encamp-
ment and massacred all but 11 ol the women and
children found in it. This massacre will be a signal

for a fierce war between the Pawnees and Kansas.

—

St. Louis Rep.

"The government of Bolivia has received intelli-

gence that Mr. Willipm Wheelwright, of the United
States, has arrived in the Pacific with a certain num-
ber of steamboats to establish a more certain and ra-

pid communication between the ports of Chile, Boli-

via, Peru, Ecuador, and New G^ranada, and with
Europe, by the isthmus of Panama, and that an ex-

clusive privilege has been granted to him for this

purpose by the government of Peru.

Dr. Dyott, who is confined in the penitentiaryat Phila-

delphia, for his fraudulent banking operations, is re-

presented as being in a remarkable state of content-

ment and cheerfulness—congratulating himself that

" in this season of pecuniary distress, he has no notes

to meet,* and none of that sleepless solicitude he once
had Miout pay-day." It is a great pity that all the

other unfortunate wholesale swindlers, through banks
and paper money, were not put in the same place (en-
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larged to accommodate so great a ntunber) wliere

their worthy brother has found so much ease. But ii

Dr. Dyott's bank had held out until now, he might

have been made easy without g;oins to the penitentiarj^

;

for now there is ?!0 "/)rt(/-rfai/" for banks, except in

paper promises, which of course Dr. Dyott's, as all

other banks, could furnish in any desired quantity.

Peter Robinson, has been convicteii and sentenced

to death, for the mysterious and remarkable murder
of Mr. Suydam, at New Brunswick, N. J.

The recent elections at Lower Canada have been

attended with much turbulence and riot, and some
destruction of life.

A larpe quantity of lead, the products of Wythe
county, Virginia, has been sent to Fichmoml.
The congress of Texas has passed an act that no

sale of slaves shall be made under execution, unless

for defalcation to the Texian government. This is

otTering a high bounty for the emigration, from the

United States, of bankrupt and frauduf^nt debtors,

who hold or can acquire possession of slaves.

A loan for the Texian Government has been obtain-

ed in France.

The Homer, one of the largest steamers on the

Mississippi, sunk on the 16th. with a valuable cargo,

part of which was 500 tons of railroad iron.

The president of the United States, has been dan-

gerously ill with inflammation of the lungs. The Wash-
inffton papers of the 2d. report that he is better.

United States Bank stock has lately been sold as low

as 15.J.

Saturday, Jpril 10, 1841.

^ The brig Richmond, of Salem, has been searched

bv a British vessel of war. This is the tilth Salem
vessel that has been so treated.

Alonzo F. Weed, ex-president of the swindling

Bank of Millington, has been arrested in New York
on the charge of having embezzled upwards of §'10,000

of the funds of that institution.

The State Bank at Macon, and all the banks of

Columbus, Georgia, (except the Phenix,) and the Rail-

Road Banks and some others, have acknowledged their

suspension of specie-payments.

Gen. William H. Harrison, President of the United
State, died on the morning of the 4th. inst. His dis-

ease was inflammation of the lungs, of which the com-
mencement had been very recent, and the progress

rapid to its fatal termination. For various con-
siderations, no other death, nor perhaps any other isolat

ed event, could have occurred which would have
caused so much regret and disappointment to a very
large proportion of the people of this country.

The late Vice-President Tyler, now President of

the United States, (and possessing the full power of
his predecessor, and for the full term, save the one
month of the passed administration,) now assumes the

station under entirely novel, and also the most favora-

ble circumstances. Succeeding to the chief magistra-
cy by virtue of the constitutional provision for a va-
cancy caused by death, President Tyler owes his

exaltation not to election for this office, nor to the usu-
al means for securing a presidential election—but fo

chance—and the selection, and the fitness of the indi-

vidual to perform the duties of the office, are not
the worse on that account, but the reverse. Owing to

this before unprecedented circumstance, he has come
into power suddenly and unexpectedly, and free from
any pledge or promise to, or bargain with any person or

party. Being thus entirely unfettered and uncontrolled,
he is free to do what he deems right, and the best for

his country in all respects. His course may be a glo-

rious one, and must be, unless he should throw away
the most favorable opportunity that has ever been of-

fered to a president, since the accession of Jefferson.

President Tyler is now in the only possible condition
of incumbency in which a chief magistrate is bound
only by his duty to his country, hjs oath of office, and

i

his own previously avowed and well-known political

principles. John Tyler has always professed, and
gloried in professing, to be a slate-rights republican of
the "straitest sect." He has been one of those w ho
contended for the strict construction of the federal con-
stitution, and strictly limited powers of tlie federal go-
vernment. And to an auhercnce to the same course,

in his now exalted station, he is pi -d'^cd by every act

and profession of his whole political life. This gene-
ral proposition includes several minor, but important,

particulars, in regard to which the public mind has
been much agitated, and the hopes of some and the fears

of others strongly excited. Wliether_tliese hopcS and
fears were before well-fotinded or not, there is no
ground for them now. President Tyler cannot and
will not sustain any measure that is not fully authorized

hy the strict construction of federal poweis.

The trial of McLeod has been continued to the next
term.

The British Queen steamer, which had been ex-
pected for a week, arrived at New York on the 4th,

after a stormy passage of 24i days, bringing English
accounts to March 10th, of great interest.

A war panic, and much excitement had been pro-

duced by the McLeod affair, and the warlike tone of
the report of the committee of foreign relations of

Congress—and a stock panic also, mnde worse by
the news of the bankruptcy of the United States

Bank.
A British squadron of ten ships of the line had

been ordered to the coist of America, and three more
battalions of infantry to Halifax.

Cotton had advanced at Liverpool a farthing per
pound, owing mainly to the fear of war with the

United States.

News from China to December 18th—to which
time nothing more of any importance had been done
by the British arms or negotiators; and the Chinese
continued to delay the negotiation by shuffling and
excuses.

Charles F. Mitchell, a noted member of Congress
from the State of New York last session, and, more re.

cf>ntly, a noted office hunter, has committed sundry

forireries of large amount, and moved off to Texas.
On the 6th inst. the bank authorities of Richmond

"resolved" and formally notified the public of the re-sus-

pension of specie payments of all the banks in Virgi-

nia. Thus has ended, as we predicted, the pretended

resumption, which has been the most ridiculous and
contemptible and disreputable farce that has ever
been played by such grave and disinified performers.

The whole bank proceedings in Virginia, for the last

two months, would serve as an amusing and laughable

hoax, if the joke were not too serious in its effects on
the cheated and pillaged community.

The Richmond Whig, when reporting and applaud-
ing this re-suspension, adds, " We hope now that the

hanks will consider suspension as indefinite—that is,

that they will not pretend to the power of foreknow-
ledire, and designate a period when they can resume,
wliich depends upon so many contingent circum-
stances—and that they will cease to grind the commu-
nity to prepare for an event [the resumption of pay-
ments] which may not and probably cannot occur,
wisely, for several years." We are confident that the

suspension will not only be for a time '^indefinite,"

but that it will last as long as any of these banks will

last, and even the swindling banking system of Vir-
ginia itself.

President Tyler's opinion of the banking system of
this country, was expressed, years ago. as follows, in

the congress of the United States. What was then

prophecy, has now become history. "For one, I en-

ter my protest against the banking system as con-

ducted in this country ; a system not to hesuppoited
by any correct principle of political economy. A
gross delusion—the dream of a visionary—a system
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that has done more to corrupt the morals of society

than any thing else—which has introduced a struggle

for wealth instead of the honorable struggle which

p-overns the actions of a patriot, and makes ambition

virtue—which has made the husbandman spurn his

cottage, and introduced a spirit of luxury at variance

with°the simplicity of our institutions."

The " patroon war" of New York has been renew-

ed; 300 of the Van Rensellaer tenants have refused to

^%hrMiiler's Bank of Clyde (N. Y.) has been

wound up by due course of law, its securities and

funds sold out, and the bill holders will get 90 cents in

the dollar. The stockholders, we presume, will get

i^othing.

Saturday, April 17, 1841.

The Acadia steam ship arrived at Boston on the

7th, bringing accounts 9 days later from Liverpool,

to the 19th March. No important news. From the

European (of Liverpool) of the 13th we gather the

following facts or inferences.
., , ^, ,

The expectation of war with the United States,

had somewhat subsided, owing to more full considera-

tion of the grounds of recent apprehension ; but pre-

parations for it were not the less going on. Every

voice heard deprecates and opposes war, but at the

same time all parties seem ready to meet it, if requir-

ed by the execution of McLeod. The prospect of

war had already operated very injuriously to the in-

terests of the manufacturing districts. In consequence

of tlie fear of disarrangements of markets, the cot-

ton manufacturers at Manchester had agreed to reduce

the time oi labor, by working their hands only four

days in the week.

In our opinion there is but little danger of war from

the most prominent subjects of dispute— the trial of

McLeod, and the Maine boundary ; but very great

dan<^er from the illegal system of searching American

vessels, by British cruisers, recently acted upon, in

the African seas; and which unjustifiabi > procedure

seems to attract but slight notice in the United States,

and none whatever in England.

The Marquis of Hertford owned stock in the Uni-

ted States Bank to the amount of £500,000 (near-

ly two and a half millions of dollars) which will be

nearly all lost by its bankruptcy. European capital-

ists will be very cautious hereafter of vesting in

American stocks.

Both the land and naval commanders of the British

forces in China have been superseded—a sufficient in-

dication of their incapacity, and the displeasure of their

government. So far, the invasion of China is a fail-

ure.

Madame Restell, who has for a long time been ad-

vertising, through the New York Herald, which was
of itself an outrage on public decency and morals, to

sell "preventive powders" or means to cause abor-

tion, has at last been charged with, and is imprisoned

for, an act of murder committed on a mother, when the

object was merely to destroy her offspring. The gal-

lows is too good for such a wretch, even if this last

mistake had not been committed.

At the general meeting of the stockholders of the

United States bank. (Sth. inst.,) all respect for the late

authorities, for the first time, was thrown off, and their

names and acts strongly denounced. The report

adopted is of course more moderate and guarded in

expression, but still very severe. The resignation

of the President, Dunlap, and six or eight directors,

was announced to the meeting, and received with "ob-
streperous applause." An exculpatory letter from the

former cashier and European agent, Jaudon, was treat-

ed with signal contempt—and even the great Nicholas
Biddle, and the former directors generally, were cen-

sured in the debate, in the strongest and coarsest

terras, and reference made, for comparison and illus-

tration, to Dr. Dyott's case, and his present residence

in the penitentiary. "How are (he mighty fallen !"

Since, letters in defence have been published by both

Biddle and Dunlap. The old saying that, "when rogues

fall out, honest men recover their rights," is certainly

not true as to banks, whether the banks themselves or

merely their agents be the cheats and thieves in ques-

tion. But, even as to the banks, the great and legally

licensed robbers ot the community, we trust it is now
at least true that when the rogues quarrel, honest men
may learn how they had been cheattd and robbed.

The bill for relieving the banks of Pennsylvania,

which had passed the legislature by a bare majority,

has been vetoed by the governor. We trust that now
these banks will be compelled to remain confessedly

bankrupt, if they are so, and to meet the penalties of

bankruptcy, and all their obligations, as all individual

debtors would. If the government of Virginia had not

been a lar'>-e partner in the banks of Virginia, the like

honest and proper course would have been adopted in

this state. As it is, the banks of Virginia will be pro-

tected by law in every violation of law and of honest

obligation, as long as the impolitic and infamous part-

nership lasts, and until the existing system of fraud and
pillage cannot be sustained longer. The great and
only possible means for bank reform in Virginia, is to

dissolve the partnership existing between the banks
and the state.

The New York Herald says

—

" The Virginia banks have again suspended for the
' relief of the people.' The following is a statement

of the specie and circulation of the Bank of Virginia,

before and after specie payments.

Bank of Virginia.

Dec. 28, 1840. April 5, 1841. Dpcrcase.

Circulation, P88,.SS8 638,096 300,242

Specie, 295,132 262,092 33,040

Exchange Bank, Office at Richmond.

Jan. 1.1841. April 1, 1841. Inc. Dec.

Loans, 650,137 6.50,094 — 043

Specie, 78,748 63,709 — 15,0.39

Circulation, 229,975 149,465 — 80,510

Deposits 184,500 208.460 23,960 —
" The returns show ihat, under specie payments, a

most healthy reduction of a redundant currency was
going on. This loss of circulation was injuring the

profits of the banks, and the speculators and directors,

who owe the banks most of the loans, not being in a
condition to pay up, in order to allow the process of
curtailment to be carried out, the institutions came to

the conclusion to stop, and actually did so, with nearly

as much specie on hand as they resumed with—an in-

crease of deposites, and a discount line quite as high
as when they commenced paying specie. This is seen

in the return of the Exchange Bank. Such conduct
requires no comment. The people are to be cursed

and taxed by an irredeemable currency, because some
dozen speculators, that have possession of the funds of

the Bank, cannot repay it. If the business of the

Bank was perfectly under its control, its assets matur-
ing- in sound business paper, and promptly paid at ma-
turity, it could go on until doomsday without regard to

the movement of any other bank."
j1 new operation hy a bank —The last indemnifying

bank law, has a new feature, designed as a pretence of
penalty on banks refusing to pay their notes, and of
pretended recompense to the note-holders thus depriv-

ed of their rights. This provision is, that whenever a
note is presented for payment to the bank which issued

it, and the payment refused, that the fact of such re-

fusal shall be endorsed on the note, with the date, and
signed by the cashier or some other officer of the

bank; and that thereafter such endorsed notes shall

bear 6 per cent, interest. Now this, whether as a pe-
nalty on the refusing bank, or compensation to the
wronged bank creditor, (or note-holder,) is so poor
and pitiful a remedy, that it was probably expected
that no one would require its execution ; and, therefore.
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that, like most other leg;al remedies against IVauduIent

banking, it would be null and void. If the notes, when
so endorsed, should be retained by the first holder, the

transaction would simply amount to lending the notes,

or obligation of the bank, to the delinquent batik itself,

and for a time altogether uncertain; and that the lender

may finally get 6 per cent, interest for the loan, which

he could get from any other and more prompt, and re-

sponsible and trustworthy debtor, than the hank. If

he puts the notes into circulation, he will get nothing

by the endorsement, which would be erased as soon as

it came into possession o( any bank, or any bank slave.

Nevertheless, we desired to see how this new requisi-

tion of law' would be obeyed, as we desire every one

of the few and feeble penalties imposed on the banks

by law to be exacted. By a rare chance, we recently

received $900 all in notes of the Branch Exchange
Bank of Petersburg. Specie was demanded for

them, (as a preliminary matter of form) and, on the

refusal, the endorsement directed by law was required.

At the request of the Teller, the notes were left for

the purpose, and called for the next day. The writ-

ing then found aiBxed was simply "April lOth, 1841,

P. Durkiii, Cashier ,•" and that was on the face of the

note, and in such pale red ink as to be very nearly ille-

gible, and in some cases entirely so. On one note

only, black ink had been used, and which was abun-

dantly plain. Regarding this writing as no endorse-

ment, and, even if endorsed, as furnishing no obliga-

tion whatever, we returned the notes for the authori-

ties to try their hands at writing again. After two days

more, (which we cheerfully waited, to give .abundant

time for deliberate action,) we called for and again re-

ceived the notes, endorsed indeed, but so illegibly in

almost every case that no one can read the whole of

each, and sometimes not a word, and signed by the

bank runner. Now this mode of endorsing a legal ob-

ligation is clearly a refusal to endorse ; and if we had

chosen, or should still choose, we might exact, by law,

the heavier penalty for a refusal. But, for the present,

we prefer to take sufficient evidence of the signatures,

and to send abroad, and especially to the countiy, these

notable evidences of bank obligation. And, as the

endorsements would not otherwise be noticed we have
had printed and pasted below each endorsen^ent, a label

with the following words

:

" The endorsement on this note should read thus

:

" Payment refused April lOth, 1841.

James Boyle, Run."
And, according to law, it carries interest (to be paid

whenever the bank shall pay the principal,) at 6 per

cent, per annum. But as the writing is too pale and
indistinct to be read, this printed explanation is annex-
ed for the information of all concerned.

EcMUNn RUFFIN."
We shall continue to compel the endorsement (legi-

bly or otherwise as the officers may choose) of all the

notes which fall into our hands, on which the demand
can be enforced ; and if other individuals who are op-

posed to the non-specie-paying banking system, would
systematically do the s? me, feeble as the means are,

(and intended by the legislature to be so,) they would
not be without important effects, in correcting both

the great frauds of the system, and the little and piti-

ful meannesses of its practical operations.

Dr. Benjamin Drake of Cincinnati, the author of

several scientific and literary works, died on the 1st.

" The book keeper of the Union Bank in Nashville,

Tenn. has been arrested for stealing some eighteen or

twenty thousand dollars of the notes of that bank,

to which charge he has confessed himself guilty."
" Gold and silver have been rushing off to the

eastern specie-paying states ever since the suspen-

sion of specie-payments in Pennsylvania, and the

states south and west. Should any bill pass the legis-

lature of this state, tolerating our suspension for a

period, its effect will be to deprive the state of what
specie yet remains in circulation. It is a most un-

wise policy, and those of our newspapers which think
the people are in favor of it will find themselves mis-
taken sooner or later."

—

Phil. Ledger.
" Gallipolis Bank.—The present maflagers of this

late swindling shop, report that after having redeem-
ed more of the paper of the bank than the late of-

ficers said was in circulation, they have learned that
there is still out more than .ift^OOjObo."

"The bank of Mineral Point, Wisconsin Territory,
has exploded, and the managers are charged with gross
misconduct in conducting its aliairs. They were con-
nected with the Gallipolis Bank's fraudulent opera-
tions." '

Thomas L. Budd, book-keeper of the Union Bank
of Baltimore, has been committed to prison for stealing

about $10,000 of the funds of the bank. -'lie has
heretofore borne a good character, and was believed to

be a pious Christian."

Saturday, April 24, 1841.
Publications of self-defence, mutual crimination

and recrimination, continue to be made by Nicholas
Biddle and the other late and present authorities of
the bankrupt and now prostrate United States Bank.
Each of the disputants has succeeded much better in

assailing his fellows than in defending himself; and
their combined evidence serves to expose, in the
bank and its management, one of the most stupen-
dous and flagitious frauds, carried on by men of the
highest reputation, that has been executed since the
days of the great Law and his Mississippi scheme, and
the South Sea bubble.

" According to Mr. Biddle, the resumption of spe-
cie payments was a fatal blow to the United States
Bank ; its continued vitality depended upon a con-
tinued suspension. The Boston Courier takes up this

notion, and comments upon it in the following man-
ner : 'Ah ! that fatal resumption of specie payments !

The bank might have enjoyed its ' vitality' to all eter-

nity and the day alter, if its directors had not, in an
evil hour, (good simple souls!) tliought it best to show
a disposition to be honest, and meet a few of their

promises to pay. Let all bank directors take warning
trom this blunder of their Philadelphia cotemporanes,
and never resume specie payments, il they have alrea-

dy suspended. If they now foolishly pay specie for

their bills and notes, let them suspend at once. If they
have 'vitality' enough to issue bills and post notes,
which they are bound to pay only wnen it may suit

their pleasure, tliey may continue ' strong and prospe-
rous for ever.' "

—

Phila. Ledger.
The Vicksburg Sentinel ot'the 31st ult. says : " This

city is now crowded with blacklegs. One of our prin-

cipal hotels, we have learned, is literally crowded with
them and their gambling apparatus." This shows that

the outrage upon law, by hanging several gamblers, in
Vicksburg, some years ago, has had no more benefit

than mob law usually has.

A Portuguese slaver was lately carried into Rio Ja-
neiro by the British brig of war Tower. She had 380
slaves on board, and had lost 14(» on the passage !

On the recent benefit night of Fanny Elssler, the
celebrated daiicer, at New Orleans, the receipts for

tickets were $6,000, and the presents to her besides, in

diamonds, &.C., raised her profits, for that night alone,
to between .$8,000 and $10,000. Certainly the peo-
ple of this country are the most gullible of all upon the
face of the earth. It would be difficult to decide whe-
ther the enormous tribute of money, and even respect,

paid throughout this country to this foreign dancer and
"demi-rep," or the tribute paid to the banks and
their authorities, presents the stronger evidence of
folly and slavishness, and willingness to be robbed.
Accounts from China as late as Jan. 6'th have been

received, by the American ship Panama. The pre-

vious advices were to December 18. Still nothing more
done, either by the British forces, or by negotiatioo

with the Chinese authorities.
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It is said in the New York papers that the newly ap-

pointed collector of that port is still " literally besieged

by applicants lor office," from morning till night. This
is truly the age of oflice-seeking.

"Daring the past week," says the Augusta (Ga.)

Chronicle, "there has been quite an animated demand
for specie-paying country notes. It has resulted in some
measure from the plaintili's in execution refusing to re-

ceive the notes of suspended banks. This lias been
(he case latterly, in different parts of the state ; and
Tuesday last, being sheriff's sale day, those who wish-

ed to make purchases were obliged to supply them-
selves with the better currency. Sales of property to

some extent were made at our market house yesterday

for specie-paying notes, and we were surprised to find

that the sales were made at good prices." Such would
be the case in Virginia, and thus a sound currency be

restored, if the bank suspension were not legalized.

As law is beginning to operate on the Georgia " spe-

cie-paying" banks, (that is, paying specie wlien forced

to it,) we trust the operation will there continue.

The British ships of war continue their outrages up-

on American vessels. The Baltimore Sun says that

"Captain Wyse, of the Leonidas, at this port from Rio
de Janeiro, states that on the 16th of March, in lat. 9

30 S. long. 35 47 W. he was fired into and brought to,

by the British sloop of war Rose; the boat sent on

board, the papers demanded and examined, under the

plea of supposition that she was a slaver. Alter de-

taining hiin for some time she was allowed to proceed.''

It has been proposed in the JNtvv York legislature to

discharge McLeod. The discussion thereupon is still

going on. The conduct of the British in the alfair lor

which he is imprisoned, (the attack on and burning of
the Caroline,) was boldly and ably defended by mem-
bers in the debate. If not thus discharged, McLeod
will no doubt be acquitted when tried.

The British steam ship, Columbia, arrived at Boston
on the evening of the 20th, bringing accounts 15 days
later—to the 4th inst. No important news.
The intelligence received from the United States

had been deemed pacific, and had allayed the war ex-
citement and feeling 'in England. It had also caused
cotton to fall one-eighth of a penny. Flour had also

fallen.

There had been a revolutionary movement in Mar-
seilles, which had been easily and promptly put down
by the police. Fourteen of the insurgents were made
prisoners, and the rest were dispersed.

In New York (in consequence of the news from
England) cotton fell a quarter of a cent, (April 21st.)

A cartjo of southern corn sold at 42^ cents. In Rich-
mond, corn 45 to 47 cents—and small quantities have
sold at 50 cents. (22d.)

From January 1 to April 1, there have been reported

in the newspapers 74 murders and 63 suicides which
have occurred in the United States.

" A few nights since, twelve negroes, belonging to

the Rev. Wesley Adams, of Jefferson county, Florida,

were burnt to death. They were all in one building,

and it is supposed were suffocated, and rendered insen-

sible, as they gave no alarm, and when the doors were
opened uttered not a groan."
" We learn from the Savannah papers of Saturday,

that the Planters' Bank of that city had been robbed of

#37,000."
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AN ESSAY ON THK CULTIVATION OF TO-

BACCO.*

The first step in ihe process of tobacco culture

is to make provision lor an abundant supply ol'

plants. Tobacco seed are very small, and the

plants, when they first spring Irom ihe ground,
grow very slowly, and would soon be smothered

by weeds if not carefully guarded against. The
places selected for plant beds should be such as

would not be likely to produce many weeds. New
ground, or that wliich has been long set in grass,

would be best lor this purpose. To guard siill

further against weeds, and to ensure a thriliy

growth of plants, it is essential that the place in

which the seed are to be sown should be burnt.

A light burning with slra%or other light material

will not be sufficient. A good coat of brush laid

upon the ground intended to be used for a plant

bed, and arranged so closely as to make it burn

readily, serves best for the purpose. Care must
be taken also, belore laying on the brush, to rake

all trash from the ground, so that the heat may
readily destroy the seeds of any weeds whicii

may have been deposited there. New ground is

always to be prefi?,rred lor plant beds, and brush

as the material for burning the ground. But if

the tobacco planter have no new ground, then he

must substitute grass land in its stead, and this

should be well burned by having a range of logs

(those which are seasoned answer best) laid

along one edge of the ground intended for a plant

bed, and heaped up sufficiently to make them
burn readily. These must be set on fire, and
after burning the ground which they cover sulli-

ciently, they must be moved by means of hooks,

to the adjacent ground not yet burnt ; and so on.

* For this essay a premium was awarded by the

Agricultural Society of Kentucky. The friend to

whom we were much indebted recently, for the notes

to an essay on the same subject from Maryland, speaks

of this one as follows

:

" This essay on tobacco I consider very valuable.

It is apparent, however, that the management of the

crop for market is not such as would be approvt-d

amongst our best planters in Virginia. The dilierent

quahties are not separated, but are " prized" uj) toi^e-

thtr—short and long, rich and thin, dark and bright,

are put uito the same hogshead. This evidently in-

jures the sale of the better qualities, and does not much
enhance the value of the inferior."

Vol. IX.—17-

A

in succession, until the entire space intended for

a plant bed is burnt, if one set of logs is not
sullicient to burn a space as large as will be ne-
cessary, others must be added so as to enlarge
the space, or they nuiy be burut atdifliurent places

as may be most convenient.

Where sod ground is iutended to be used, it

would be advantageous to have the sod lightly

skinned oft with sharp hoes, belore the space ia

burnt over.

.

Alter the ground is burnt it must stand suffi-

ciently long to cool, and then the ashes should be

carelully removed. The ground should now be

dug up wiih hoes, to the depth of two or three

inches, and so as to pulverize it as much as possi

ble; and should be well raked with an iron tooth

rake, so as to break up the soil into the most mi-
nute parts, it will now be ready (or sowing the

seed. It is important that this operation should
be as regular as possible ; and care should be
taken to put the proper quantity of seed upon the
ground, if sowed too thick, the plants will be
so much crowded as to injure their growth. If

sowed too thin, a deficiency of plant may be the

consequence. A common silver table spoonful

ol seed will be suificient for fifty square yards.

More than that quantity should not be sowed on
that space of ground. But if the ground prepar-

ed be abundant, the plants would grow more
thrifty by sowing a spoonlul of seed on seventy
or eighty square yards. The seed allotted for a
particular bed should be put into a vessel half

filled with fine mould or earth, and stirred so

thoroughly as to cause the seed to be equally dis-

tributed in all its pans. It should now be sepa-

rated into two e(]ual divisions. And the plant

bed having been divided into convenient lands for

sowing, one portion should be sowed as equally

as possible in one direction, and the other portion

in Ihe same bed, in the opposite direction. The
plant bed should now be well raked with an iron

tooth rake, both ways, and should then be well

trodden by the leet of men or boys, so as to

render the loose soil firm and compact. The
bed should be thinly covered over with bru'sh to

keep it moist and to protect the plants from li-ost.

Plant beds should be prepared and sown as early

in February as the weather will admit ; thou^fi

it will be in good time if sown any time in that

month.
Tobacco requires a rich soil, and that whicli is

new or nearly so, answers best. Next to ground
.which has been recently cleared, lands which
have been long in grass, especially if pastured by
sheep, answers best lor tobacco, in preparing

ground tor tobacco, great care should be taken
to plough it deep, and pulverize it completely.

Grass land inte/ided for tobacco, should always

be ploughed the previous fall. And it ia better

that all kinds of land intended for that purpose,

should be ploughed in time to have the benefit

of the previous winter frosts. It should be kept

light and free Irom weeds, by repeated ploughings,

till near ihe time of planting. It should then be

laid off' into ridges, by a single horse plough.
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(to prevent the ridgea from beino; trodden bv the

off horse) Troni three to three and a half feet from

centre to centre, according to the kind of tobacco

which is intended to be planted. The ground

should be crossed at the same distance, by a

shovel plough or one with a double mould board.

The ground will now be in a condition, requiring

nothing more to be done to prepare for the plant-

ing, but to cut off the centre of the square or ridge

with a broad hoe. This last operation should be

performed when the plants are of sufficient size

for setting, and should be made only so many at

a time as there will be plants to fill the first .season

that happens. Plants can only be set after a rain,

and much care should be taken in this operation,

for if plants are well set they will grow quickly,

but if badly set they will be kept back some time,

and many hills will require to be replanted. This

will cause much additional labor and render the

crop irregular as to the time of ripening. When
the crop is planted its cultivation must be carefully

attended to. The first thing to be done is to see

that the cut worms do not destroy the young
plants. These must be sought after and destroy-

ed. The plants must be kept free from weeds.

In this operation both the plough and hoe should

be used until the plants become too large to use

the former without breaking the leaves. During

the last ploughing, tobacco should be ploughed

only during the heat of the day, when the leaves

will have wilted and will not easily break.

Tobacco is very subject to be injured by the

horn worm. This insect is very destructive, and

if not destroyed will ruin the crop. The utmost

care is, therefore, required from an early period

of its growth, to save the tobacco crop. From
the time the horn worm makes its appearance the

crop should be gone over once a week till it is

cut. Topping andpriming are next to be attend-

ed to. The latter consists in breaking oil the

leaves next to the ground, which, to the number
of four or five, are of no value. The number
of leaves to which tobacco should be topped,

varies according to the kind of tobacco raised,

and the season of topping. The first topping

will always admit of a greater number of leaves

being left ; and, in proportion as the season ad-

vances, fewer leaves should be left. The heavier

kinds of tobacco are generally topped early in the

season, to twelve leaves, then to ten, and still later

to eight. The lighter kinds of tobacco are topped
to a greater number of leaves. The above rule

is only applicable to a rich soil. If the soil is light,

the topping should be regulated accordingly, and
fewer leaves left.

Suckering is a much more tedious operation.

Every plant requires te be twice suckered before

it is ready for cutting. The first suckers are of

quick growth, and should be removed before they
become large, otherwise they will not only injure

the growth of the plants, but will sometimes
break off the leaves in removing them.
Tobacco is usually planted from the middle of

May to the last of June. And the cutting season
usually commences about the middle of August,
and is rarely finished until late in September.
Between the planting and cutting of tobacco, the
labor of attending to it is light, but very tedious.

It requires more hands than any other crop, for

the same number of acres ; but weak hands and
children can assist and do much of the work.

When it begins to ripen, stouter hands are re-

quired, though children may still aid in the sub-

sequent operations. A little practice will enable
the planter to distinguish, very readily, the ripe

from the green plants. At the first cutting the

former must be selected nnd cut, leaving the

others to become riper. When tobacco is ripe

the leaves become spotted, with a greenish yellow
color, and the leaves are so thick and ridged that

by folding and pressing them gently between the

thumb and finger, they will break or crack. But
a little experience will en-ible the planter to de-

termine which plants ase ripe by sight alone.

Tobacco must be split while standing; and such

hands as can readily distinguish between the ripe

and green plants, should be employed in the

splitting process. The most convenient knife for

splitting tobacco is in form somewhat like a broad

chisel, except that the blade should be very thin.

It should be three and a half inches wide, and of

thesame length, having attached to it a thin spear

or shank, to be inserted in a handle about a foot

long, having a cro&s piece on the top, to be held

by the hand. After the spear is inserted in the

handle, the latter should be shaved flat on two
sides, to prevent the end of the handle next the

spear from siriking against the top of the tobac-

co stalk as the knife is run down. With this

instrument a skilful operator can split the standing

plants with great rapidity. They should not be

split nearer to the ground than six inches. The
cutter may follow immediately alter the splitter

or at any convenient time afterwards. A coramo'n

hemp hook is the best instrument for cutting to-

bacco. The cutting season is a critical time for

the tobacco crop. It is subject to a variety of

casualties; and vvithoift particular care, is liable

to sustain great and irreparable injury. It is sub-

ject to he bruised in handling, to be sim burned,

and to be greatly injured by heating if suffered

to lie too long in large heaps. Each of these

will most materially injure the crop, and they
must all be guarded against with the utmost vi-

gilance. The first is the most difficult to be
guarded against, when tobacco is cut in very

warm weather. After it is cut, it must lie long

enough to fall or wilt, so as to become sufficiently

plrant to handle w'uhout breaking or bruising the

leaves. The hotter the weather the more diffi-

cult it is to accomplish this object without expos-

ing the plants to the deteriorating eflects of being

sun burned. It is surprising how quickly this

takes place, when tobacco is exposed to the

meridian rays of the sun, in the month of August,

or early in September. The parts of the leaves

which are sun burned turn white and soon be-

come dry and crisp ; and when cured, assume a
green color. The parts thus affected are com-
pletely ruined, having lost all the qualities of good
tobacco. To guard against this casualty, when
tobacco is cut early in the season the operation

should be performed in the morning or so late in

the evening that the sun will not have power
enough to injure it. Cutting, both in the morning
and evening, may be practised as convenience

may dictate, and may be managed as follows.

The planter may commence cutting in the morn-

ing, taking care to cut only so much as he can

secure before the sun has acquired sufficient power
to injure it. When the cutting is completed and

the plants have fallen sufficiently, he should com-
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mence piling it in heaps wiih the buts towards

the sun, takinj;; care to handle the plants penily,

holding them by the buts, and avoiding any

pressuie upon the leaves. JJy handling llieni

thus, and laying thcni as lighlly as possible in

heaps, this process may be perlbrtncd belbre the

tobacco has completely liilien. The heaping

should always commence with the plants first cut

60 that they may as nearly as iiracticable, be ex-

posed to the sun's rays an ecjual portion ol" time,

or in equal degree, and should so progress till the

whole is heaped. The stems o( the tobacco are

the last pans that wilt. Being large and ridged,

these require more sun to make them liill, and

hence the necessity of placing the buts towards

the sun vvlien heaping tobacco. Being thus

placed, the stems continue to be affected by the

sun, vvhile the plants are lying in heaps. The
heaping of tobacco in some degree protects it

from being sun burned, but the uncovered leaves

are, of course, unprotected. Hence the necessity

of hauling the tobacco to the place of hanginir it

as soon as possible alter it has fallen sufficiently

to admit ol this being done without bruising or

breaking off the leaves. Sleds are the most con-

venient vehicles for transporting tobacco to the

scaffold or house where it is to be hung, if near

at hand. These should have smooth plank on
the bottom, to prevent the leaves of the tobacco

from bemg lorn or bruised. There should be no
standards in the sleds, and the tobacco should be

laid on in two courses, the tails lapped and buts

out on each side. When unloaded, the buts

should all lie towards the sun, unless the hanging
is perlbrmed in the shade oj' a house or trees.

These precautions are all for the purpose of pre-

venting the tobacco from being sun burned. If

the cutting take place late in the season, or when
the weather is cool, they will not be necessary.

Planters who are largely engaged in the culture

of tobacco, will be under the necessity of raising

it at a considerable distance from the place of

housing it. In that case sleds will not be conve-
nient /or transporting it, and it would be a much
better plan to have a wagon coupled so as to hold

a very long body, and sufficiently high to hang
the tobacco, after being put on sticks, across the

body. The sticks should be filled with the appro-

priate number of plants, in the field where it grew,
and put at once into the wagon, pressing them as

close together as possible without bruising the

leaves. This will protect the plants from becom-
ing sun burned, and when the wagon arrives at

the place of housing it, the tobacco may at once
be transferred to the place where it is to be cured.

It would be most convenient to have two wagons,
so that one may be filled in the field while the

other is hauling and discharging its load, and
returning. So, also, if there be hands enough,
the smaller ones may be heaping the tobacco,
while others are engaged in putting it on sticks,

and conveying it lo the place of housing it. If

the tobacco house be so constructed as to admit
the wagons to pass through the centre, additional

facilities will be furnished lor translerriug the to-

bacco to the place where it is to be cured.
Tobacco plants may be split during the heal of

the day, without injury. It is only liable to be
sun burned after it is cut. And hence the splitting

process may progress, while part of the hands are

engaged in hanging that which was cut in the

morning. When the afternooon has so far pro-
gressed that tobacco may safely be cut without
the risk of sun burning, (which is usually about
four or five o'clock in August, and somewhat
earlier in September,) the cutting process should
commence, and be completed as soon as possible,

so as to give time lor the plants to fall sufiiciently

to be handled the same evening, or the next day,
belbre the sun has attained sufficient power to

injure them. The first cutting of the afternoon
in the early part of the season, can usually be
hauled and hung the same evening. That part
of it which has not (alien sufficiently to be handled
without bruising or breaking, should be suffered

to lie in the field, without heaping, till the next
day.

It is usual, when there is not time to hang all

the tobacco during the same evening it is cut, to

let a part of it lie over till morning to be hung
while the dew is drying off that in the field. This
may be done to advantage if hauled on sleds,

provided care be taken to prevent it from heating
during the night. If suflered to lie in large heaps,
it will be greatly injured in the course of one
night. To guard against this casualty, it should
bespread in long rows not more than three or
four plants deep, when the weather is very warm.
In cool weather the danger of heating is not eo
great. A little experience will teach the tobacco
planter to guard against the casualty of which I

have been speaking. It is very important that

this should be done, as it is completely, ruinous

to so much ofJhe tobacco as may become healed
to a high degree, as it will do if sufiered to lie in

large heaps over night.

There are two modes of treating tobacco when
it is cut, one is to hang it on scaffolds, exposed to

the weather ; the other is to hang it at once in

suitable houses.

The former method must, of necessity, be re-

sorted to where there is a scarcity of house room.
By hanging sometime on a scafiold, the tobacco
commences curing and can be stowed much closer

in houses than it can be, with safety, when first

cut. But it is subject to serious disadvantages.

Those parts which are exposed to the sun are
liable to be sun burned, and much of it may, there-

fore, be injured on the scaflold. Another injury,

and a most material one, is, that. if suffered to

remain on the scaflold till the leaves begin to

cure, they are liable to be injured by the dews
which fall every night ; and still more by a rain,

if one should happen to liill. If the tobacco is

housed from the scaffold before it begins to cure,

not much is gained in jioint of room, when stowed
in the tobacco house. If suffered to hang on the
scafftid till partly cured, it may be much injured

by rains and dews.
The safest way, therefore, is to put it in houses

or under sheds, as soon as it is cut. But here
again caremust be taken to avoid another equally,
that of being hmise bvrned. It is stated in the
Farmer's Guide, page 265, that if it is intended
"to cure by fire, t fie tobacco is cariied imme-
diately from the field to the house, hung on
sticks, as before described, and these sticks crowd-
ed as close together on the tier as they can possi-

bly be, so as to exclude all air from the tobacco.

It remains in this situation until the leaves of the
plants become yellow, or of the color of hickory

leavesjust before they fall. Thia will generally
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happen in four or five days, when the sticks must

be spread and placed at iheir proper distances in

the house." There never was a greater error

than that contained in the above extract. To-

bacco thus housed, would be completely ruined

long before the five days should have elapsed. 11'

intended to be cured without fire, the house should

be as open as possible lor the I'ree admission ol

air. The sticks on which the tobacco is hung

should be placed i'rom eight to twelve imhes

apart, according to the size of the tobacco, so that

the air could circulate freely between the ranges

of sticks. It should be continued in this open

order until the tobacco is partially cured, when it

may be rehung in much closer order, so as to

make room for the later cutting. If hung m open

sheds, with tight roofs, so much the better, so

that the rain ia prevented llom beating in on the

tobacco, which may be done by setting up fiance

rails or rough plank against the open sides ol' the

shed.

If intended to be cured by fire, the house should

be rendered as tight as possible, in all parts, except

the root; through which the smoke must escape.

But instead ol being crowded together, as recom-

mended in the extract given above, it should have

epace enough to prevent the plants on the different

sticks from pressing hard against each other, afier

the tobacco has completely jiallen. Instead of

euffering the tobacco to hang four or five days be-

fore fire is put under it, the house, should be filled

as soon as possible, and fire put under it iriime-

diately,' \o pTGvent the danger of house burning,

yor the first few days the fire shoutH he moderate,

till the edges of the leaves turn of a yellow color.

The fires should then be gradually raised and the

house kept sufficiently warm to cute the tobacco

in a few days. In making kite-foot tobacco, the

rule is, I believe, that the tobacco, stalk and all,

must be cured in forty-eight hours from the time

the fires are raised, which, as I have already

rem,arked, must be when the leaves begin to turn

yellow around their edges. After thus com-
mencing to change color the entire leaf very soon

assumes a beautifiji yellow hue, and the object

is to cure it before it turns to a nutmeg brown.
If the curing is not very speedy, it will, or a great

part of it, change to the latter color before the

operation is completed.

The next thing to be done, after the tobacco is

housed and cured, is stripping. This must be

delayed till the stem as well a.« »be leaf of the to-

bacco is thoroughly cured. • Si ripping can only
be performed when tobacco is in such high case

as to render the stems perlt'ctly pliable, or at least

such a portion of them as will supply a sufficient

quantity of /i/m"' Zcaues, that is, leaves to ti* the

tobacco in hands. To perQ)rai this operation
neatly, the s'em of the leaf with which the hand
is tied should be soft and pliant. As seasons for

stripping are precarious, whenever tobacco, alter

being ^ifficipmly cured, comes inio case, a quan-
tity for future stripping s' ould be tak<>n down, and
packed in close bulk, with the tails in the centre

and the but? of the sialks out. This bulk should
be enclosed by llie walls of the house on two or

three sides, and plank on the other, and should be
well stufled all around between the enclosure and
buts, so as to exclude the air. Thus packed away,
tobacco will remain in case for a long time, but
care must be taken not to pack it down when in

too damp order, otherwise it will go through a

heat, and be greatly injured, unless it be stripped

out in the course of a lew .days. If put down in

proper order, it may be stripped out at leisure, pro-

vided it is not packed in bulk belbre the weather
has become cool, say November or December.
When stri()ped and lied in hands it must be put in

bulk, lapping the tails in the middle and leaving the

heads all on the outside of the bulk, so that they
can become thoroughly dry. If not in too high

order when [)ut in bulk, as above directed, it may
be suffered to remain till February, when it should

be hung on sticks, the hands as close as they can
be convenienily placed to each other without

pressing them together, and hung in the tobacco

house, leaving the sticks so far apart as to admit
the air to circulate between them. In this situa-

tion the tobacco will become thoroughly dry in a
lew days. It must be left hanging until a rain

shall again bring it in case, it will be observed
that the leaf, in contradistinction to ihe stem, will

first come i/i cose, whilst the stem will be Ibund

still dry and briule. This is precisely the order

in which tobacco should be, when il is to he finally

bulked down lor market or prising in hogsheads.

It should now be put down in a very large bulk,

which may include the planter's entire crop. The
number of courses may be six, eight, or any
larger number, and the whole'should be enclosed

by the walls of the house and plank, and closely

surrounded and covered with soft straw, so as per-

fectly to exclude the air. In this condition it may
be kept for any length of time, and will be

ready at all times lor hauling to market in the

hand or prising. One precaution only will be

necessary. When the cover of the bulk is taken

off for the purpose of taking out a part of the

tobacco lor prising or sale, the entire course or

courses, on the to|), should be taken off smoothly,

and the cover carefully replaced. This is neces-

sary lo prevent the top of the bulk Irom becoming

too' dry. When prising in the summer, some
elder bushes may be spread over the bulk to keep

the tobacco damp. Tobacco prepared as herein

directed, may be kept any number of years in

bulk, or may be transieri^ed to hogsheads and kept

lor any length of time, not only without injury,

but will constantly improve by age.

It should bn remarked, that to make tobacco ol'

a very superior qualiiy. great care should be

taken when the stripping process is going on, to

separate all the injured or delective leaves from

the prime tobacco. To this end every plant should

pass through the hands of a crood judge of tobac-

co, who should cull out all the injured and defec-

tive leaves, which should be kept and sold sepa-

rately. The balance of the leaves maybe strip-

ped and tied by small hands, who are not skilled

in the quality of tobacco. As many persons

should be employed in calling as may be neces-

sary lo furnish employment lo all the less skilful

hands. Sometimes, especially in kite foot tobac-

co, three different qualities should be made.

I have now gone through the entire process of

tobacco culture, in which I liave endeavored to

include every thing which can be ol practical use

to the tobacco planter ; and have gone as much
into detail as will enable him, with a little practice

and the exercise of a sound judgment, to under-

stand and appl.v the whole process to the best ad-

vantage.
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It ia usual to plant tobacco on our rich Kontuc-

kv soil, for several years in succession, on the

same groiintK Tubacco is an cxhaustinjx-crop,

anil oucht not, too Ireqiientiy, to be pianled on the

same ground. Experience will soon sbow when

the crop should be chanjied. When it becomes

necessary to do so, tobacco should be Ibilowed by

a wheat crop, and the wheat sowed thickly with

clover the ibllowintr spring. The clover crop

should be continued lor al least two or three years,

and then should have a coat of manure in the lid!,

and be ploughed in, and suffered to lie till si)rin<.',

when it would agam be in good condition lor to-

bacco. A. Beatty.

BEST TImR for cutting TIMBER.

From tlie New Genesee Farmer.

We suppose another age must pass away be-

fore the notion of lunar influence on timber will

be entirely exploded. When the yielding mind

of childhood receives a vvroiiiT impression from a

parent or perceptor and it is allowed to harden for

years before philosophy attempts to efl'ace it,

argument too often glances off like water from a

goose's back.

On what does this notion rest'^ Why the

moon raises tides on the ocean. Admitted; but

on what else is its influence lelt ? If it has not

room enough to raise tides on our lakes, can it

possibly raise tides of sap in the pores of a tree,

where a microscope is necessary to discover

them ?

But if it did raise the sap, what advantage
could we derive from that knowledge *? It would
raise tides every day ; and no one particular time

would be better than another.

It has been handed down to us as a rule worthy
of remembrance, that " the old of the moon in

February is the best time to cut timber." But
why is the old of the moon better than the new ?

This question, might puzzle a Philadelphia law-

yer. The " old ot the moon" may come on the

tirst day of the month; or it may come on the

last— it may differ a whole month. Thesapmay
be frozen, and the moon not able 'o stir a particle.

Or can it act on solids as well as fluids'? If it can
act on frozen timber, why not on seasoned timber,

or solid rock? We cannot understand such
occult principles. We admit indeed that the time,

prescribed may serve well for cutting some kinds

of timber; but certainly it is not {he best time to

cut all kinds of timber.

We believe it may be laid down as a maxim
that limber is most durable if cut when it contains
the least sap ; and we have no knowledge that

sap ever runs from a tree in full leaf On a former
occasion we stated a fact from an observant neigh-
bor, that basswood rails, which he cut when the

sap was in liill flow, rotted before they seasoned,
though immediately laid up in a fence. On the

reverse, we have several instances of -timber cut

in summer that proved very durable, with not one
case to the contrary. We therefore infer that the

gradation from the best time to the worst is in the

ibllowing order: summer—autumn— winter. No
timber should be cut in the spring before the tree

is in full leaf.

Physiologists, when treating of the functions of

plants, have been too Ibnd of drawing general

rides, like other people, Irom a few observations.

Because the sap ofsome trees flows not in winter,

they have erroneously concluded it was so with

all. The saj) of the sugar maple, however, flows

as soon as the leaves drop in autumn ; therefore,

to have that tiinber durable, it should be cut when
the tree is in leaf; and as every leaf ia employed
in pumping out the moisture, it might be well

to let the tree lie untrimmed till ihey are with-

ered.

A timber tree may be very valuable or other-

wise, according to the time of culiinff it ; and in

this country where they are growing scarcer

every year, it is more especially important to have
the best inlbrmaiion on the subject.

DIFFERENT EFFECTS OF NITRATE OF SODA.

From the Farmers' Ma!;azine.

As there appears to be much diversity of opi-

nion, wheiher nitrate of soda is beneficial or not

in its effects when applied to land, and many vary-

ing results after its application, I am induced to

send you an account of some trials I have made
during the present year; I do this more readily,

as it is only by an accumulation of (acts that any
general conclusions can be arrived at. I distri-

buted the nitrate of soda broadcast on the 27th of

April, it was very hot and dry, no rain had fallen

for a month previously ; the quantity of the saline

employed was 1^ hundred weight to the acre ; it

was applied to spring tares, oats, barley, beans,

peas, clover and wheat. The \yheat succeeded
partly lallow-land, and partly clover-ley. The na-
ture of the soil on this fijrm is a stiff' heavy deep
clay. No perceptible difference took place in any
of the crops to which the nitrate was applied until

alter the rain had fallen, which occurred in a

fortnight; after this that portion of the wheat
which was manured with the soda (and ihe year
before was preceded by a cfover-ley) quickly

became more luxuriant in growth and darker in

color, the same effects were developed on the

young clover that was salted ;
on none of the other

crops could I perceive the slightest benefit from

the application of the nitrate. The sietches of

clover land wheat to which the soda was applied,

were reaped by themselves, an equal number to

which it was not applied were alr^o reaped ; on

thrashing each quantity, it was (bund the ma-
nured portion yielded one-fburih more grain, one-

third more straw than the other, but the sample
was notso plump, nor its color so good, the siraw

was not so bright. The same plan was not fol-

lowed with the other crops to which the salt was
distributed, as upon the most diliirent investigation

at harvest, not the sliijhtest diflierence between
these and the other portions of the fields could be

perceived. In the months of June and July, 1

applied the nitrate to mangel, Swedes and white

turnips; no benefit followed.

In offering to you the conclusion I arrive at

from these results, I beg to say, I only throw it

out as a hint (or other investigators, and (or my
own farther research, for nothing can be more dan-

gerous to the advance of knowledge than drawing

sweeping general conclusions (i-om (ew and iso-

lated (acts.

It appears to me, that nitrate of soda on the
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heavy lands of ihis district, is only useiul to crops

which have succeeded a clover-ley, and to young

clovers. Should the future experience ol others

agree with my own, it at once points out the

fields to which" in a season it ouglu to be applied,

and may remove some of the couOicting opmions

regarding its value as a manure.
Oswald Coplakd.

Grove hall, ToUeshunt Knights, Essex.

NITRATE OF SODA.

From the Farmcis' Magazine.

On the 25ih of April last, 1 sowed a ridire in a

field of wheal vs^ith nitrate of soda, U cwt. per

acre, the ridge adjoining with saltpetre, 1 cwt.

14 lbs. per acre, the ridges on each side of thern

receiving no manure ; the same plan was adopted

on the "same day in another whe^t field. Ihe

field No. 1, is a uravelly soil ; No. 2, a wot sanu,

both were (alloued the preceding year

lowing is the result ;

—

No. 1.

The lol-

1
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wiih preservativo, colorinir, or oihcr mailer, ihe

auihor has recourse to no mechanical, costly or

complicated means ; he finds all the force oC

which he has need, in that process, within the

tree itseKJ—the same force hy which its own sap

is elevated and distributed ihroiifrh its various

parts. This, alone, suffices to convey froiu the

base of the trunk io the very leaves all the liqni<l^

whii-h he wishes to introduce, provided that ihe.se

are maintained- within certain limits of chemical

concentration. If a tree bo felled, wliile in full

sap and leaf, and the base of Ihe trunk be at once

plunged in a vat or reservoir conlainins the liquid

which it is desired the limber shall imbibe, tliat

liquid, in the space o( a few days, will ascend to

the very leaves, and penetrate every part of the

vegetable tissue, except the hearl*of«the tree,

which, in some instances of great age and hard-

ness, or imperfect vitality, resists the absorption,

and is not penetrated.
" It is not entirely necessary that the tree shall

retain all its branches and leaves durins: this pro-

cess, although it is important that those of the

extreme top sho\ild retnain uninjured.
" It is not important that the tree shall remain

standing durinfj the operation, which would not

always be convenient : it may be felled, and its

but submerged in the liquid it is destined to

absorb, when this will find its way to every part.

" On the other hand, the tree may be treated

standing, if this be preferred ; for it is only neces-

sary that cavities be cut near the bottom, or the

trunk be partially severed by a saw, and that the

parts thus prepared be put in contact with the

liquid, to ensure the desired result.

" This species of penetration, or alftor^tion,

which is effected in a tew days, without either

difficulty or labor, is, as will be readily seen, wholly
different from any means hitherto employed.
Previous methods are well known to consist ot"

forcing the ingredients into the pores of the wood,
by powerful pressure, or of introducing them by
the prolonged and imperfect action of liquids

prepared at much cost, in huge vats, in which the

timber ia kept submerged.
" The new and ingenious process of Mons.

Boucherie has placed at the command of industry
an immense natural force, which enables it, with-

out cost, to conduct into the most delicate vegeta-
ble tissues all soluble substances which it may be

desirable to deposite there.
" If the author has resolved, in a simple and

ready manner, the great problem which he at

first proposed, he has not manifested less sagacity
in his choice of the substances which he has
adopted for fulfilling all the indications announced
above.
" To augment the duration and hardness of

wood, and to oppose its decay, either dry or hu-
mid, the crude pyrolignite of iron is to be introduced
into its tissue. This substance is wisely chosen,
because crude pyroligneous acid is produced in

all the forests, in the prosess of manufacturing
charcoal ; and it is easy to convert this into the

pyrolignite of iron, by simply putting it, even
when cold, in contact with scraps of old iron:

and because, also, that the liquid, thus prepared,

contains much creosote, which, independently of

the salt of iron, itself possesses the property of

hardening, and of guarding against the attacks

of decomposition, as well aa the destruction

caused by insecls, wood and limber employed
in constructions and (or oiher purposes,

" Aulhenlic experiments tried in the cellars

of Bordeaux, upon hoe[)9, prepared by the

author, have proved in the most conclusive

manner, the prolonged duration of wood, after

subjection to his process. The ordinary hoops
It'll to powder, upon the least application of (brce

to iheiM, while those of the same age, which tiad

been subjected to his preparation, were as solid as

upon the first day they were placed there.

" If he wishes to preserve the elasticity of

wood, and to render it less conibustible, the

author has found in the employment of chlorine

with an earthy base, the means of accomplish-

ing these ends. Ever preoccupied with the

diought that his discoveries, to be most ser-

viceable, must receive universal practical applica-

tion, the author has not contented himself with
ihe employment of the chlorate of calcium, not-

withstanding its great cheapness, but he has
analyzed the sea water from the pits of the salt

works, which is without value, and by so doing
has obtained therefrom all the qualities necessary

to his purpose. The different woods prepared

by his saline solutions preserve their flexibility,

even after several years' exposure to the air; and
ihin sheets of this wood were twisted into spirals,

first in one direction and then in the contrary one,

without their suffering the slightest fracture or

injury of any kind. Exposed to the air these

thin pieces were neither split or otherwise injured,

however dry they became : and, finally, thej'

were so far incombustible as to be incapable of
sustaininrr or propagating conflagration.

" To these hishly useful properties, which the

constructors of ships, bridges, dwellings, &c., will

readily appreciate, and turn to profit, the author

has joined others, less important certainly, put
still new, and not without interest, in the arts.

He colors woods in clouds so varied and casual as

to promise much utility, by the employment of his

method in ornamenting the most ordinary woods,
so as to fit them for the fabrication of furniture,

and for other purposes of ornamental use.
" The specimens of this kind, now before the

Academy, relieve us from all details upon this

head : and it therefore suffices for us to say :

" That the pyrolignite of iron, alone, gives a
very beautiful brown tint;

" That by causing tannin to be absorbed by
the tree, after the pyrolignite of iron, Ihe mass of
the tree is rendered black, while some portions

exhibit tints of blue, black and gray
;

" That by introducing, first, the pyrolignite of

iron, and afterwards the prussiate of potassa, a
fine Prussian blue is produced

;

" That by introducing, successively, the acetate

of lead and the chromate of potassa, a lemon, or

chromate of lead color is produced
;

" That by introducing into ihe same trunk, the

pyrolignite of iron, prussiate, and acetate of lead,

and chromate of potassa, the whole wood assumes
a series of clouds of blue, green, yellow and brown,

which collectively produce the most varied and
pleasing effect.

" The colors and shades may be varied alm&st

to infinity, according to taste or fancy : as che -

mistry is sufficiently rich, in agents of this nature,

to satisfy the wants, and even the caprices, of the

most fastidious.
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" We have said nothina: here, of the commu-
nication o[ odors to woods, by impresnations of

ihis kind, becaLi>e this is an application easily

comprehended without Explanation ; and also be-

cause it is too strictly limited to the demands of

hjxury to be placed in the same scale of impor-

tance with the valuable results which we have

above enumerated.
" It is evident, (i-om the bare announcement of

all these results, that they have not been, and

never could be, the result of accidental discovery.

The author has deduced them from simple ideas;

and they are the fruit of iont; continued aud

laborious studies and experiments.

The commission closed their labors with a

recommendation that a copy of their report be

transmitted to the ministers of ajjricullure and

commerce, of the public works and the marine,

of finances and of war, which recommendation

was adopted by the Academy-
At a subsequent sittins of the Academy, that

body received notice (rom the ministers of war and

of finance, that they had recommended the me-
thod of Dr. Boucherie to the special attention of

fhe commissioners of engineers, the artillery, and

the woods and forests. This shows the importance

that is attached to the discovery, by public func-

tionaries, and by the first seieniific men of this,

or any age, residing upon the spot where its results

have been witnessed and investigated.

R. W. Haskixs.
Buffalo, March 22, 1841.

ANSWERS TO THE GENERAL qUERIES ON THE
EFFECTS OF BIARt, (INSERTED AT PAGE 24

VOL IX, AND ELSEWHERE,) IN REGARD
TO SOME FARMS IN JAMES CITY AND
SURRY COUNTIES.

[We leel the more indebted to the gentlemen

who have contributed to furnish this article, be-

cause of the fewness of their number ; and there-

fore, especially, we owe thanks to the only farm-

er who has answered from James City, the

county where mai:Iing, as a regular business, was

commenced earlier than in any other part of

Virginia, and in which the improvements there-

by made have been among the most extensive

and valuable, and notable, for great benefit to

public interests, as well as to private and indivi-

dual interests. We have several times presented

general statements of our own, founded upon

our own general and superficial observation, of

the valuable and remarkable results of marling

in James City county, and the adjoining part of

Yoi k, which lies next to Williamsburg ;* and,

besides the general invitation—and request, ad-

dressed to all, we have made particular and urgent

efforts to obtain a full report from this, the most

interesting marling region of Virginia. But hav-

* See at p. 108, vol. 1, and p. 415, vol. 8, Farmers'

Register, the more extended remarks on this subject

and locality.

—

Ed. F. R.

ing failed entirely in obtaining any response or

aid, except in the single case which will be here

presented, we can add nothing more to the general

description and statements of our own which were

offered on former occasions.

The county of Surry stretches along side oj

James City, lor soriie 20 miles, separated only

by the width of James river. But, considering

the close neighborhood of Surry, and its nume-

rous and easily accessible marl beds, and the pe-

culiar fitness of the lands to derive benefit from

tnarling, it was remarkable that the practice was

commenced, l^le and carried on slowly, compared

to James City, Prince George, and to other coun-

ties of Virginia, though the progress has been slow

every where. Yet there is no part of the country

where the effects of marl have been more bene-

ficial, or where they are more wanting, or more

cheeply obtained, than in Surry. But lew and

slow as have been the operations, compared to

the facilities and inducements to marl, there

are yet in that county much older and much

more extensive labors than those of the farmers

to whom we are obliged for the following an-

swers.

The land of Surry is generally level, very san-

dy, and light, and naturally poor. Such, we in-

fer, \fasfhe character of all the three farms in re-

gard to which answers will be given. The same

general description would suit for most of the

marl lands of James City county, (omitting the

river farms,) excepting that they are more un-

dulating, and not quite so sandy and light as the

Surry lands.—Ed. F. R.

Answers of H. B. M. Bichardson, in regard to

hisfarm in James Citrj county, Virginia.

1.2.—From the best information I can obtain,

the use of marl was commenced about the

year 1776. Quantity then marled about one acre

and a half or perhaps two acres. About 1798

another acre or perhaps less was marled. In

1829, I began to marl, since which time (1829)
the farm has been under my personal manage-
ment and direction.

3.—The quantity of cleared land in 1829, was
about 85 acres of arable land.

4.—15 or 20 acres have been since added by

clearings, which, at the time the cultivation ol

said land was discontinued, must have been

poorer than the adjoining which was reserved

for tillage.

5,—The rate of extending the marling, was from

6 acres, to 15 acres per annum. About 100

acres are now marled.

6.—None of the marl has been analyzed, but I

think the greater part of what I have used was
of the best quality.

7.—Part of the marl used, was what is called

sandy marl, and contained a considerable quan-

tity of " green-sand," but whether the quantity
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was sufficient to aJJ to the value of the marl

I know not. The other marl was clayey, hav-

ing very little '• ^leen-sand.'' I presume no
gvpsum was in either.

8. The stony hardness of many shells that could

not be got rid of in the sandy marl, without

much trouble, must have caused the niarl to be

of less value, because, lo get the required (juan-

tity, the mass of marl used was greater than

would otherwise have been necessary. .Not

so with the clayey marl ; lor although Uiere

were many masses of what we call n\arl-rock,

many of them weighing hundreds, perluifis

thousands of pounds, yet, because they could

be easily separated, ihe marl used was not oi'

. less value.

9. The quantiiy of sandy marl applied, was from

150 to 300 bushels per acre. Of clayey marl,

from 150 lo 350 or more per acre.

10,11. The above, are the only trials i have
made, in varying the atr.ount of marl applied.

1"2. The cro[)ping and ireneral management of

ihe land for many years before marling, as well

as during 5 or 6 years after I commenced marl-

ing, was as bad as couid be. Corn, wheat, and
a small quantity of oais, were the crops, graz-

ing wherever there was any thing to graze on.

13. About 7 years ago, I eflected a revolution in

the management of my farm, and in the man-
ner oi' cropping ; -and up to this time have tried

more plans and systems of farming, perhaps,

than any good larnier would have done. The
increase, however, in the amount of crops and
in the (ertiliiy of the soil, has been steadily

and 1 think rapidly advancing. 1 have now
for the second time adopted the three-shift ro-

tation as preferable, corn, wheat or oats, and
clover—no grazing as usual Ibr the last 7 years.

14. All the newly cleared land added to the farm

had been marled invariably before cultivation :

consequently no comparison of crops could be

had on marled and unmarled new grounds.

With one exception, all my old land when
marled was in nearly the same condition, that

is, nearly bare ol' vegetation from excessive

grazing. The increase in the crops on said

land next after marling I suppose to be from

50 to 100 per cent. Generally, the annual
increase afterwards was not so great. The ex-

ception above referred to is a piece of land marl-

ed and cultivated in corn last year, (1840,)
which had been at rest andungrazed Ibr 3

years, and had a good covering ot broom straw
and other grass. Marl used of best quality.

Broom straw, &c. all burnt off clean—on this

piece of land, I think the increase in the crop
must have been 100 per cent.

15. The crops on the marled land continue to in-

crease annually.
16. I am decidedly of opinion, from observation

and experience, that any course of cultivation
or rotation of crops, destructive or injurious to

the fertility of marled land, would be much
more so to unmarled land.

17. About 4 acres of light sandy land marled in

1830, at about 3U0 bushels of strong yellow
marl per acre, was injured, but is now recovering
from said injury by the application of manure
and no grazing.

28. So durable do I think vegetable and putres-
cent manures alter marling, that, under the
Vol. 1X.-17-B

three-shilt rotation of corn, wheat or oats, clo-
ver and no grazing, it is only necessary to give
to the land an ordinary quantity of good ma-
nure, to make it produce clover, and continue to
improve without any additional quantity of
manure. Thus experience teaches me.

19. The average quaniity of corn on all my ara-
ble land belbre marling coujd not have exceed-
ed 10 bushels per acre, perhaps less.

20. Now not less than 25 bushels per acre.
*

21. The average quaniity of wheat raised on the
larm belbre marling was not -over 60 bushels
annually. Now not under 100.

22. In 1827 I began farming operations where
I now live. In 1829 1 began to marl. In 1833,
80 bushels of wheat, and 75 or 80 barrels of
corn vvere made. In 1834, 94 bushels of wheat
and 80 barrels of corn. So is it noted in my
journal. Most of the land on which the above
crops were raised, had been mailed a short
time previous, and contained the best of all

the arable land. The crops of corn above re-

ferred lo were badly managed, though worked
with a hoe three limes. In 1840 one-iliird of the
arable land, 30 acres of which is the second best
field, with no hoe work, though well managed in
other respects, produced 140 barrels of^corn.
Anoiher third, and which is the best field, al-

though in corn the two preceding years, pro-
duced, I suppose, not much less than 400 bush-
els oal,^. The other third, and much the poor-
est field, produced, as well as my memory serves
me, between 110 and 120 bushels of wheat,
mnsLof which weighed 60 lbs. to the bushel.

23. Not at all— neither the land marled by my-
self, nor that marled by others long anterior,
[in 1776 and 1798,] contradicts the statements
of ihe " recapitulation-' embraced in pages 53
to 56 of ' Essay on Calcareous Manures,'

II, jlnswers of Boiling Jones, in regard to the

use of marl on his farm, ( fValnut Valley,') in
Surry Co., Virginia.

y^nswers to 1st query.—The farm became my
property in 1834, and I commenced marling
that year; but a part of the fiirm, I do not
know how many acres, had been marled by
my father, the precedent owner,

2a.—Since 1834 it has been my properly, and ge-
nerally under my management,

5lh.—\n the earlier part of my marling operations
my progress was very slow, as the work was
clone solely with the larm hands, at leisure
limes— if there are any such times on a farm.
There have been marled, up to this time 241
acres, and this year I have allotted a separate
force for the especial business; and hope, by
this means, to finish marling all of the arable
land in 1842,

Qih.—The quantity of carbonate of lime in ihe marl
used is estimated at 55 and 60 per centum,

lih.—There is green-sand in the marl, but in

what proportion, I do not know, though I

think it is about 12 or 15 per cent. The marl
which abounds in it most has ever been pre-

(ered, and most sought lor,

Sth.—In many of the beds of marl on the farm
there are hard masses of cemented shells and
rocky matter, but they were invariably avoided
and never have been used.
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gth.—250 and 300 buehele, are the quantiUes usu-

ally applied to the acre.

lOth.—There never has been less than 200 bush-

els put on the acre, and I am satisfied -hat it

was not enough, as ihe land marled wiili that

quantity vvas^'noi very poor: but 1 have seen

land that at even 100 bushels to the acre 1

should con.~ider heavily dressed.

llth.—ln 1835 the land marled was dressed at

the? rate ot 500 bushels per acre, and the [ire-

ceding year culiivtiied in corn, which vviis very

fine, yieiduig nearly double as much as it did

the previous'year— no kind of either .vegetable

or putrescent manure be\ucr used at all. It

was put in corn again in 1839, and the crop,

was evidently injured by over marlinir, particu-

larly in the weaker pans of the field, ihough

the grain equalled the crop o! '30, but the lod-

der,"however, was very much injured.

12/A,—The general managemeni of the farm, for

some years previous to its beini: marled, was

not such as could be considered meliorating, or

even as preserving its leniliiy.

13/A.—The three-shift rotation has been followed

since mailing, with clover on all the hind that

would grow it profitably. Nocrazing allowed,

save iforu Christmas until IVlarcli— tiuU it^,

from the lime the corn crop is gathered until

the time to plant again : but even this partial

grazing will be abandoned alter this wimer.

I4th.—The usual and general results ol' the ap-

plications of marl, ha\'e been highly salisficio-

ry, the least being 25 per cent., mid on i-ome

fields 100, the first year of its application.

Since its first application, the progression of

improvement has been steady, on some fields

more and on others less dependent, it seem?, on

the quantity applied. When a very heavy

dressing was applied to a field, ihe effect was
immediate and very great, and Ihe subsequent

less and very gradual, and vice versa.

\5ih.—The earliest lenilizing effects of marl

have continued to increase Irum the lime of its

first application until the [iresent time, and in no

instance whatever, have I ever known it to di-

minish, that is, I have never known any pre-

sent crop to be lep>-, than the preceding one.

I6th.— I am decisively of the opinio-i, that the

early increased product of the marled land,

will'nol be snbsequenily diminished, under any
rotation of crops or course of culiivation, that

would not have been decidedly exhausting

and injurious to the lands if it liad not been
marled.

\7th.— Inconsiderable portions of the marled lands

have suffered from over marling, such lor in-

stance, as Ihe galls and the weaker parts of the

field, while the field, generally, was greatly im-
proved and not at all injured ; but even these

places have never bien reduced to steiility.

The system of cultivation (as said in the an-
swer to (he 13ih query) was the ihree-shil't ro-

tation, and the soil a ligli! or\p.

18th.—From my experience, 1 sh.ould say that

either vegetable or animal manures are worth
double as much applied to marled lands, as to

unmarled land.^ ; lor on all trials vviih manures
on unmarled lands, they have always pro-

ven to be exceedingly evanescent, so much so,

indeed, (especially on light soils,) that I have
often doubted whether tbey were worth the trou-

ble and expense of making, and then the ad-

ditional trouble of caning and spreading on the

land.

19/^.—This query I can scarcely answer salis-

lactorily, to myself, hut I do not think the farm
would have exceeded 9 or 10 busliels of corn

to the acre— probably a bushel or so under
that estimation.

20th.—The crop of corn this year, (and the last

also,) on the marled land, averaged between 19

and 20 bushels of sound corn per acre, by ac-

tual nieasurement.

23(/.— Neither my experience nor observation

contradicts any of the statemenis of actual re-

sults in praciice, as presented in the "recapitu-

lation" embraced in the ' Essay on Calcai'eous ,

Manures.'

///. Answers by Peter T. Spratley of the county

of Surry.

Answer to query \st.—Commenced in August,
1834, when I only marled about one acre, the

poorest spot in the field.

2d.—The farm was then, and had been for many
years before, and ever since, my own property,

and under my direction.

3d.—The quaiuiiy ol cleared land, subjected to

cultivation in its turn, was three hundred acres,

or ihereaboiitp.

ith.—None of consequence added since.

Mh.—About 200 acres have been now marled.

Qth.—The strength of the marl from Ao to .50 per

cent, as a general avera<ie—some of it much
richer.

lih.— Besides the calcareous eanh in ihe marl
there is green-=and, and a portion of blue soapy-

looking clay, of a strong and somewhat unplea-

sant odor.

Sth.—There were occasionally some hard lumps,

so strongly cemented that a whole winter's frost

would not decompose them.

9fA.— From 250 to 500 bushels of marl put to the

acre.

\Oth and Wth.—No quantity applied lighter or

heavif-r than wiihin 'he limits just slated.

12/^..—The previous cuhivation had been on the

three-shift rotation— 1st, corn ; 2d, oats upon
all wor h peedirig; 3d, rest. The land was
gradually improving under this system.

13{^.—The same rotation was continued, with

clover, and but little grazing allowed, and with
manifest improvement.

\Ath.—When the marl was spread any length

ot time previous to the filoughing and tillage,

the increase of the corn crop has been fully 50
per cent, and that of the oats [following] up-
wards of one hundred.

15//j.—My experience does not enable me to an-

swer this question, not having made a second

crop of corn on the marled land, except as to

the acre marled in 1834; the second crop of
corn on this spot after marlmg, was increased

fully 300 percent., with no other aid to the marl

than a slight covering of leaves and litter from

the woods. The crop of oate succeeding the

corn was a good one ; and, previous to marling,

oats would not have grown on it more than

;
three or lour inches high, perfecting no grain.
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I7th.—No damase has been sufFeied. •

lath.—Nono o'her than ve<.re.iable or putrosri'ni

manures have been used ; no doubt exisis wiili

me that ihey are f.ir more durable on marled

land.

19//i.—The former average product in corn sup-

posed to have been (torn six to eLWit bushels!.

20tk.— I suppose on the marled l.md about 20

bushels, without addiiiona! improvement by

oilier manure.
21st.— I have never made wheat as a crop— corn,

oats, peas and coiinn have been my usual

crops—and (or the last several years I have

macie no cotton. The pici<in<i out I found to

interfere vviih my marline: opgraiions.

22d.—The same answer as civen to the 15iii que-

ry will apply to this, but I have no hesitation in

SHvinii; that the. annual jjross product will iioi

IhII short of 50 per cent, over and above its pro-

duct previous to marlinir.

23«/.—So far as my experience coes, it tends to

confirm the theoretical opinions of the 'Essay
on Calcareous Manures.'

IV. jinswers of W. C. Jones, of Surry county.

Answer to 1st query.—The use of marl as a ma-
nure was commenced on my larm by myself in

1836, but an experiment had been, made by my
liiiher on about three acres, many years airo,

perhaps twenty years or mote. It is obvious

that this piece of land was dressed very heavily

with marl, probably with 1200 or 1500 bushels

to the acre, as only a part of ii, eo late as 18."M,

would produce any thin^ at all, the remainder

being rendered sierile by the immense dose.

Now, however, these three acres, without ever

having received the least aid from either ani-

mal, vegetable or mineral manure (but after

having been plou'jhed very deep) will produce

at least a third more than the surrounding land,

which was marled in 1839 at the rate ol 250

bushels per acre.

2cf—Since 1834 the farm has been solely under

my management.
5th.—The rate oi' progress in pxtendiui? the marl-

ing has beeii irretjular, as no separate force was
allotted lor the business, it being only done at

leisure times, after finishing the crop. Up to

this time there have been 210 acres marled.

6th.—The marl used would average perhaps 65

per centum of carbonate of lime.

lih.—None of the marl used previous to 1840

contained any green-sand ; but since that litne

the blue marl has been used exclusively, which
has enough green-sand in it to give it the ap-

pearance of being tinged with blue alter being

carted in the field previous to spreading it. I

am unable to say, however, what per cent, ol

green-sand is in it, or what eflTect it will have,

as no land has been cultivated as yet on which
that marl was put.

8th.—There was nothing in the marl to lessen its

value as a manure, neither stony hardness ol

shells or masses of marl.

9th.—From 150 to 250 bushels per acre—accord-

ing to the quality of the marl used, and the

Etrength ot' the land marled.

10<A end Wth.—No heavier or lighter dressings,

except what was mentioned in the first answer.

I2th.—Tbe cropping and general management of

the land (or a lew years, or, in (act, many years
previous lo its being marled, was not such as

could be considered meliorating or improving,

but, on the contrary, extremely impoverishing

and wasting of its (eriiliiy.

13th.—The tinee-shifi S36tem has been practised

since marlinir, and no grazing allowed, except

the gleaning ol' the field by my hogs after har-

ves'.

14</i.—The u-ual and general results of the ap-
plications of marl have been encouraging and
liFghly satisfactory—an increase of the crop

next (bllowing from 50 to 60 per cent, on the

light soils, and on the whortleberry and " poco-

son" lands perhaps more than 100 ; and to the

present time the increase has been gradual, but

(ar more rapid on the " pocoson" land, which
was nurled and manured at the same time, and
now will protluce four or five times as much as

it did helbie :t was marled.

15th.—The earliest eti'ects of marl have been
siibsequ'^nily increasing, and have not been
djmiiiisheil by the lapse of time.

16th.— I do not think that the early increased pro-

duct of niv marled land will be hereafter les-

sened under any rotation of crops or course of

cultivation, that would not be decidedly ex-

hausting and injurious to the land, if marl had
not been applied.

17th.— I am decidedly of the opinion that ehher

the vegetable cover of the land or other putres-

cent manures are a great deal more efficacious

and durable on marled land than unmarled land.

23d.—No p'aclical coniradiiMion known to your

views of the action of calcareous manures.

THE HONEST AND BENEFICIAL CREDIT SYS-

TEM CONTRASTED WITH THAT AVHICH
CHEATS AND ROBS THE COUNTRY.

[The following is one of a series of dialogues, in

plain and common-sense phrase, on the effects of

our paper-money sysiem, and the present deplora-

ble condition of llie country thereby produced,

which have, been published in the Philadelphia

Public Ledger—which excellent and independent

little " penny paper" is one of the best informed, as

well as boldest and most Iionest of the few publica-

tions in this coantry which dare to utter any thing

to expose the frauds and iniquities of banks, and the

baneful operation of the banking system of this

country. We recommend this paper to all south-

ern readers who are destitute of any such source

of correct information nearer home. If such a

paper, bo well informed, iionest and fearless as

the Ledger, were published in every state of the

union, there would be some chance for truth to

te diffused in regard to banking, and some hope

lor relief from the most powerful sysiem of fraud

and Pillage that ever was borne by a free peo-

ple.—Ed. F. K.]

Smith.—Bid you see an account in the papers,

the other day, of a newly invented instrument ot

destruction, called the "Death Dealer?
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Jones.—Yes, and I was amazed at the frightful
j

power it is represented to possess. The account

I saw staled that a ball weighin<r not more than

eighteen pounds was sufficient to blow the strong-

1

est fort into atoms.

^._When I read the statement. I was struck

with the similarity between this tremendous phy-

sical agent and the equally tremendous moral

agent with which we are all fiimiliar, the present

banking system. The one annihilates men's

hves vviih the greatest certainly; the other,

annihilates men's properiy with equal certainty.

It is true that one is quick and the oiher is slow.

It is also true that the destruciion wrought by

the one is accompanied by noise and by ocular

evidence, whilst the other works quietly auil un-

seen. But they are equally destruciive. They
are both "death dealers," in the true sense of the

term ; for it matters little whether a man loses his

life, or the means of sustainincr lili^, as tens ol

thousands of persons in ilie United States have

done within the last five years.

J.—Very true. Your figure is rather strong,

to be sure ; but is there no mode-of ridding the

country of an engine of such a destruciive cha-

racter ?

S.— [t can never be accomplished but by one

process.

J.—And what is that?

S.—By the community's coming to its senses,

and abandoning the idea that the public prospe-

rity requires monopolies and special privileges

to be conferred upon any one portion. There lies

the whole seed of the evil.

J.— Explain your meaning more fully.

S,— I will endeavor to do so. You are aware
that in every trading community what is called

credit is a necessary auxiliary to the creation of

wealth. Credit, as every body knows, is the

power of obtaining temporary possession of ano-
ther man's property under a stipulation that pro-

perty of greater value shall be returned lor it at

some future day. This temporary possession of
another man's property, whether it be by buying
things on credit, or hiring houses or farms, or by
borrowing money, is what enables people who
have no property of their own, or not enough to

answer all their purposes, to turn their labor to

account. It is by means of credit, that the mer-
chant who possesses a capital of ten thousand
dollars can import or export goods to the amount
of twenty or thirty thousand dollars. Ft is by
means of credit that the manufacturer can supply
himself with raw materials upon which he can
exercise his labor and skill, and thus derive a
profit from what might oiherwise be wholly un-
productive. It is by means ol' credit, that a vast
number of houses and ships are built, many me-
chanical trades carried on ; and it is by means of
credit that industrious and frugal men olten be-
come the owners of plantations.

J-—You are then, I perceive, a believer in the
benefits of " the credit system."

S.— Undoubtedly, 1 am, and so is every person
who has taken the trouble to examine the sub-
ject. But mark me. By the credit system, 1

mean the legitimate operations of busine'ss pru-
dently conducted, and arising in the natural
course of trade, and not the wild, indiscriminate
abuse of credit which springs up under an ill-

conducted banking system, and which by some
is confounded with the other.

J.—But are there not risks connected with the

best possible credit system that can exist, which
sometimes occasion loses to creditors ?

5.—Most certainly there are, but as no human
prudence or foresight can guani against calami-

tics of every sort, so is it impossible that credit

can exist wiihont losses. Still, as the advantages
of credit, properly conducted, to the community
far outweigh all the disadvantages, it has been
introduced into every country where there has
been the smallest accumulation of capital.

J.—Do you consider that a well conducted
system of credit can be benefited by legislation 7

S.—All that legislation ought to do, or can do
advantageously, is to atl'urd creditors the facility

of compellinir th?ir debtors to com[)ly with their

contracts, and to punish them if they are guilty

of fraud. Legislation destroys the whole basis

of credit, when it conlers upon any set of men
the special privilege of exeynption froin personal

liability to the whole extent of their property I'ov

any of their engagemenis. 'I'here is the whole
pith of the matter. If limited liability were to

be tolerated by the laws in the transactions of

individuals, or oi' all the parties \o a limited co-

partnership, we should have a race of swindlers

springing up in all parts of the land, who would
act upon the true gambling principle, of risking

a part of what they possessed lor the sake of the

chance of making great profits upon the exercise

of their credit.

J.— Then you consider that the proper remedy
for a vicious banking system, is individual lia-

bility.

S.— I can conceive of no other. With full and
complete individual liability, the trade in money
and paper credits might be leltjust as Iree as

the trade in shoes, hats, coats, wigs, mutton, beef

and bread. We want no laws to regulate car-

penters, bricklayers, painters, masons, and the

various other mechanics who carry on their bu-

siness by the laws ol' competition. It' people
should pretend to manufacture money for sale,

those to whom it was offered would exercise

their discretion in judging of its quality as they
now do in judging of nutmegs, whether ihey are

made of wood or are the genuine fruit of a tree.

None but men of known wealth' would be able

to keep notes in circulation, and such men would
be cautious not lo issue too many, inasmuch as

ihe whole extent of their properly would be lia-

ble for their payment.

J.—But have we not had some examples of in-

dividuals of doubtful character and credit too,

putting notes in circulation to a large amount?
S.— Only in times of bank suspensions, when

notes were payable, not in money, but in other

notes. The Spanish proverb says, " all cats are

black in the dark." So it is with banks or bank-
ers, when they do not pay their notes in coin. If

there were no notes in existence but those issued

by parties individually responsible, there could

never be any geveral suspension of specie pay-

ments. Individual bankers, like individual mer-
chants, might fail, but the community would at

no time be liable to great expansions or contrac-

tions of the currency, and the evils to which it

would then be subject, would only be such as

are inseparable from the existence of credit, and

which no human sagacity or skill can prevent.
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THE AMERICAN COTTON TRAm:.

From the Savannah RepubUcan.

From a report made to consress by the secre-

tary ol' the treasury in 183G, it appears that in

the' year 1791 the stale ol" Georiria produceii

ahoiit 1,500,000 lbs. oC coitoii. In 1801 the stater;

of North Carohna, V^ir^ini;!, and Tennessee liad

embarked in ihe same cuitivalion, the former

having produced 4,000.000 lbs., Virginia 5,000,-

000, and Tennessee 1,000,000. Ten years after-

wards Iracis of land were colonized upon ihe banks

of the Mississippi. . In the year 1821, 20,000,000

lbs. were produced in the siaie of Alabama, and
10,000,000 lbs. in Mississippi. Florida and Ar-
kansas soon Ibliowed in iho production of the

staple. The following is a table showing the

comparative growth in the several cotion-grow-

ing states, at intervals of ten years, from 1791

to 1834.

Jielative proportions of cotton grown in ihe dif-

ferent states.

(QUALITY OF MILK.

Ml O U
Years. '^ ^ O

O J^

1791
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interests of farmers ought to lend some aid in

solving it. All the varieties of grease, tar, and

their combinations have been resorted to; and

there are other substances wliich have of iatler

years been adopted to lessen the friction ol ma-

chinery ; sucli as black-lead and soap-stone pul-

verized, and mixed with small quantities of fat of

some kind. Yet [ have seen no results of com-

paraiive experiments published to instruct and

guide th.e public. Should any of the readers of

the Cabinet possess practical knowledge on this

useful and interesting subject, they would much

oblige some of your readers by making it public

Ihro'ugh yo'jr columns. We have many anti''s in

our vvidely extended country, but we want one

more, in the lorm of an anti-friction composition,

lijr application to cart and wagon-wheels, lo make

them revolve with less labor to our horses ;
and

he who will discover and make it known through

the Cabinet, will deserve weil of the community

at large. ^•

CAPACITY OF THE CLAYS A^D UOCK-MARL OP

VIRGINIA, TO FORM HYDRAULIC CEMENT,
AND THE APPLICABILITY-^ OF ROCK-MARL
TO BURNING LIME.

To the Editor of tlie l'"aimeis' Ilegister.

Presuming that a new and usel'ul application of

substances so generally and widely diti'used as

the clays and marls of Virginia, will be both in-

teresting to yourself and acceptable to your read-

ers, I send you the results of some experiments

made upon them in reference to their capacity lor

forming artificial hydraulic cements. Learning

through the work of "Vicai* of the successlul appli-

cation' by the French engineers of the clays and

chalk ol 'France to the manulacture of hydraulic

cement, I was induced to ascertain how liir their

generalizations were applicable to the clays and

rock-marl of Virginia, which I was aware resem-

bled in composition the chalk and clay of France.

The clay used in these experiments was of the

variety liimiliarly known as pipe clay or fuller's

earth, which, from its absorbent power, is so fre-

quently used in domestic economy for removing

grease. The clays best adapted to making hy-

draulic cement are free from grit or coarse sand,

are fine grained and homogeneous, have an unc-

tuous feeling, and are rich in alumina.f The ap-

pearance of a clay is a very imperfect criterion of

the amount of silica or sand it contains, as clays

are frequently rich in silica, whose external ap-

pearance would not indicate its presence. The
existence of silica, however, in that minutely di-

vided state in whichit is perceptible neither to the

eight nor touch, is by no means an unfavorable in-

gredient, as it is in that condition most favorable

to its.combining with the lime, and forming with

it a silicate, which is probably essential to the har-

dening of tlie cement. Clays possessing the re-

* Vicat on Cements, translated by Capt. Smith,
London, 1837.

t Alumina is mentioned as one of the requisite in-

gredients of the clay, more from deference for the opi-

nions of others, than from any convictions of my own.
I do not regard the presence of alumina necessary,

and am inclined to refer the hardening of the cement
to the formation of a silicate.

quisiie- qualities chiefly abound in the marl region
of Virginia, but are by no means rare liirlher

west; und, wherever found, will, if mixed in the

proper proportion with lime, lorm a hydraulic ce-

ment. 'J'he clay of Vaugirard, used in the manu-
facture of artificial hydraulic cement, at Meudon,
near Paris, consists of

Silica 63
Alumina 28
Oxide of iron 7
Loss 2

100

The resemblance in composition of the clays of
Virginia to that so successfully used at Meudon,
will be seen from the following analyses.

(^^.)— Clay from Smithfield.

Silica . - . _ 68.4

Alumina tinged with prot-oxide of iron 24.7

Water* and loss - . . 6.9

100.0

(B.)— Clay from ScotVs factory, 4 m,iles from
Smithfield.

Silica - - . - 74.4

Alumina tinged with prot-oxide of iron 17.8

Water* and loss . . - 7.8

100.0

Clay (i?) was used in the experiments quoted

below. This clay was of a dingy drab color,

compact, fine-grained, homogeneous and sapona-
ceous.

The rock-marl was from the estate of Mr. M.
T. Dickson, in the vicinity of Smithfield ; it con-

sisted of small frajiments of shells, cemented to-

gether. This marl was found upon analysis to

contain 95.9 per cent, of carbonate of lime, the

remainder consisting of ochreous sand. The marl

and clay previously pulverized were mixed in

the proportions stated below ; iRe mixture waa
then heated sufficiently to render the lime caustic,

or to convert it into quick-lime. After burning,

the mixture was formed into a mortar by adding

water and sand, as in the ordinary process. Mor-
tars formed in this manner, of different propor-

tions of the ingredient, were spread on the bot-

toins of China jars to the depth of an inch, and
the jars filled with water. The different propor-

fions of the ingredients used in the mortars, and
their respective behavior when exposed to the ac-

tion of water, is stated below.

(jf.)'\—Mar! 9 parts, clay 1, combined with one-

fourth its bulk of sand, rapidly hardened under
water, forming a compact mass, perfectly re-

sisting the action of the water, and may be

considered a hydraulic cement of the best

quality.

* It was considered unnecessary to determine the

exact amount of water in the clays analyzed., as it had
no connexion with the result. The whole amount
quoted as " water and loss" in the analysis consists

chiefly of water, as the loss is but the fractional part

of a grain.

t These experiments were made in the winter of

1839 and '40 ; and henre the results have been fully

tested.
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(B.)—Mar\ 9 parts, clay 1, combined with half'

its bulk of saiul, rel'used lo liariien under wa-

ter, but when exi>osed to ibtt atinospliere be-

came compact and hard, but was slightly acted

upon by water alter several months' exposure

to its action.

(C.)— JNlarl 7 parts, clay 1, combined with half

its bulk of sand, refused lo harden under water,

but alter exposure to the atmosphere became

so hard and copipact as to perfectly resist the

action of water, though covered by it lor

months.

Mortars Ji and C would not answer as hy-

draulic cements in masonry exposed immediately

after iis completion to the action of water, but

would form an admirable stucco, and would sub-

serve all tlie purposes of a hydraulic cement,

where the masonry was permitted to harden in

the air belbre beinir exposed to the action of wa-
ter, as in dry docks, the locks and viaducts of

canals, &c. These experiments satislactorily show
the capacity of the clays of Virginia to forn) hy-

draulic cement, when mixed with lime in certain

proportions. It is by no means intended to con-

vey the impression that the relative proportions ot

the materials selected in the above experiments

are those best calculated to form a good cement.

Doubtless liirther examination would have given

better proportions, but it was considered unneces-

sary to multiply experiments upon the subject;

lor however accurately the proportions might have
been determined lor the materials used, they would
only have been applicable to clays identical in

composition with the one used. As the clays are

very variable in composition, experiment in each
instance can alone determine the proper propor-

tions and afford a guide to the mixture of the ma-
terials. Experiments similar to those above de-

scribed will enable any individual to select the

proportions best calculated to -secure success. Vi-

cai, whose extensive experience as an engineer
entitles his opinion to great credit, recommends
the Ibllowing proportions : 20 parts of dry clay, to

SO parts of unslaked lime, or 110 parts of slaked

lime; if the lime be unburned 140 parts should be

used with 20 parts of clay. Messrs. Brian and
Saint Leger at their manuliactory at Meudon, pur-

sue the following process: the clay and chalk
(uncalcined) in the proportion of one measure of

the former to four of the latter, are Ibrmed into a

pulp with water, to effect their more perfect inter-

mixture ; further to promote, which the pulp is

thoroughly stirred. The watery portion of the

pulp is then separated from the solid, and the lat-

ter is moulded into small prisms, which after dry-
ing are ready for the -market, the necessary burn-
ing being done by the purchaser previous to using
the cement. In this manner is formed an artificial

cement, possessing all the properties ol the natu-
ral hydraulic cement, as has been satislactorily

proved in the construction of the masonry of the
harbor of Toulon, the canals of St. Martin and
St. Maur, and other public works, in which the
artificial cement has been exclusively used.* This

* The process pursued at Meudon could be applied
without alteration to the white chalky marl which oc-
curs in the northern part of the state. This marl is

perfectly free from shells or fragments of shells, and
occurs in a pulverulent powder, or friable nodules.
This variety of marl is largely developed in the county

process cannot be strictly applied lo I he clay and
rock-marl, as the latter cannot be sulliciently pul-

verized to form the necessary admixture with the

clay, without being first burned. After havinc
determined by experiment the relative profiorMoiis

of the ingredients, the clay should he thoroughly

mixed by any convenient method with the lime,

derived from ihe calcination of the rock marl, or

other source, and the mixture subjected to a heat

as intense as that usually employed in burning

lime, when the cement will be ready lor use. The
lime of the rock-marl was not used in these expe-
riments li"om any supposed superiority over that

derived from any other source, but merely to show
how successfully it can be substituted lor the lime

of commerce. A band of this variety of marl

extends-«long the eastern margin of the marl re-

gion, fiom the northern to the southern boundary
of the state. Several specimens of this marl, se-

lected li'om localities widely separated, averaged
81 per cent, of carbonate of lime, while it not un-
liequently, as in the vicinity of Smithfield, con-

tains over 90 percent, of ihis ingredient. The
average richness of the rock-marl in lime is equal

to that of the limestone used in this state and
Pennsylvania for burning lime; yet to this pur-

pose it has rarely been applied, though admirably
adapted for it. by its richness, its open porous tex-

ture, which causes it to yield more readily to heat
than a compact limestone, and its extensive dis-

tribution in a manner presenting great facilities for

quarrying. In urging this neglected, though use-

ful substance, upon the attention of the public, re-

gard has only been paid to its applicability to

mortars and cements, it is unnecessary to say that

it has equally strong claims upon the attention of
those agriculturists who acknowledge the benefi-

cial efficacy of lime in their prolession. Were it

not lor the daily proofs to the contrary, it would be
incredible that ^ny should still be skeptical as to

the efficacy of a substance whose value as an
asricultural agent was admitted in the days of
Pliny, whose use has been sanctioned by the en-
lightened agriculturists of Europe lor years, and

'

to which large portions of our own country are in-

debted for their regeneration from a condition of
poverty and sterility. Nature adds her confirming
testimony to that of man, as the richest soils, ccs-

teris paribus, are those derived from the decom-
position of calcareous rocks. The superior rich-

ness of soils derived from calcareous rocks is

strikingly exhibited in the Knobby and other moun-
tains of Virginia, the summits of which consist of
limestone, but whose sides are flanked with sand-
stone. The height to which the sandstone as-

cends on the side of the mountain, and the bound-
ary between it and the limestone, can be seen at

the distance of miles, being strongly marked by
the rich luxuriant vegetation of the latter, and the
scattering stinted vegetation of the former. Not
unfrequently a rivulet rising in the lime-stone con-
veys calcareous matter to the soil of the sand-
stone, thus forming a fertile belt of land in the
midst of sterility, and affbrding a demonstration of
the fenilizing power of lime, and a happy illus-

tration of the manner in which nature causes the

superabundance of one soil to contribute to the
poverty of another. Asmodeus informed Don

of Middlesex, near Urbanna, where it contains from
69 to 78 per cent, of carbonate of lime.
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Cleofaa, ihat;ihe physicians of Spain had sworn

10 practise medicine upon no other system than

the one then in vo<^ae. Mi^ht not one almost

fancy that some of the farmers of the present age

had taken a similar oath, from the obstinacy with

which they adhere to those customs inherited from

their Ibrefathers, which they cherish as sacred

heir-looms'? Many have no doubt been deterred

li-om the use of hme by the unlortunate experi-

ments of those who, judijing from their overdoses,

seem to have been guided by a philosophy similar

to that of the man mentioned by Dr. Combe,

who, concluding that the beneficial effect would

be in proportion to the number of pills taken, swal-

lowed the contents of the box at a dose. Bui

thanks to the progressive spirit of the age, and

the philanthropic labors of those who have zeal-

ously devoted their time and talents to the im-

provement of agriculiure,.lhis lamentable neglect

ol" this invaluable substance is daily diminishing,

and the larmeris nolongerinclined to think, like the

lawyer in the -Heart of Mid Lothian,' that larming,

like driving a gig, comes by nature, but is con-

vinced that it is a refined art, requiring ibr its suc-

cessful practice the application of some of the

most refined principles of physical science.

C. B. Haydek.
Smithfield, jlpril 20th, 1841.

A LKGACY FOR YOUKG FARIVIEKS.

For the Farmers' Register.

3Iy sons .-—This is the first day of January,

it is snowing at a rapid rate, and as my infirmi-

ties Ibrbid my being out, I take up my pen again.

When I was about sixteen years of age 1

thought mysell a wise lellow, liut when 1 arrived

at the age of twenty-one, I came to the know-

ledge that at sixteen 1 was but a silly boy. At
twenty-one, as the law made me a man, 1

thought I was a man indeed, and determined that

the world should soon know the I'aci ; but, ah !

how silly the thought ; lor now i know, that at

twenty-one I was but as a child. My sons, are

you ready to confess yourselves but as children 7

Are you not apprised of the liici, that the looiish

are lull ol babbling conceit, without reason ; but

that the wise are conscious of their delects 7

Perhaps you have been at the plough these

four or five years, yet I wish you to understand

that you are not yet graduated, lor as it took you
some ten or twelve years to graduate in scholas-

tic knowledge, so will it be at least the same
length of lime, beiore you graduate as larmers.

1 do not intend to assert, that one cannot be a

farmer unless he literally holds on to the plough

handles ; but 1 do assert, that

' He who by the plough would thrive,

' Himself must either hold or drive.'

Nor would I assert that one cannot learn without

a teacher, Ibr of late we read that a blacksmith

has, without a teacher, acquired a knowledge of

npany languages
;
yet can it be doubted that he

would have obtained his purpose in much less

time had he received lessons from an A.M.?
And so of you as farmers. _ Be not ashamed to

receive instruction from any source, even from an

illiterate menial 5 lor although one may be far

jour inferior in a general sense, yet experience

may have made him your superior in a few in-

stances. My heart's desire is, that you become
men of business, ofjudiiment, and worth, as soon
as possible. To this end, I admonish you to ever

keep discretion and reason belbre your eyes.

Travel not in the dark ; but always put your rea-

sonincr faculties in front, that your pathway may
be comfortably lighted. I have however to tell

you that in your atrricullural pi»igrimage you will

discover many outlets from the old beaten road
;

some of which jou maybe disposed to travel,

as indicating shorter routes to the point of desti-

nation. Well, I have no objection to your trying

a lew of those paths, whilst yet you are in juvenile

years ; but I would caution you against running
off the track too ofien, unless reason has a strong

light ahead ; and again, beware of fox-fire.

.My sons, do you remember what a high opi-

nion you had of yourselves when saying your les-

sons from the New York Reader No. 3 ? but now
how grating to your ears, to hear a school-boy,

ding-dong, ding-dong, no punctuation, no ca-

dence, no emphasis. And so of the clump-headed
lirrmer; he can be moved by no other tune than

the old lullaby, which his daddy used to sing.

N6vv although I revere the ashes of ray deceased

father as much as any other man could a parent,

yet I know that he, and you, and I, are all fallible

beings ; therefore it is our duly to ' grow in wis-

dom ;' to 'live to learn,' ihougk it may be a lact

(which I very much doubt) that we ' die and for-

get all.'

It is true that we must plough, and sow, and
reap, as did our forefathers ; but cannot those

operations be better timed 1 Cannot our imple-

ments be improved? Can we not make two
blades of grass, or two ears of corn, to grow where
heretofore there has been only one ? Can we
not, by improving our flocks and herds, double

our quantum of meats and wool, without an in-

crease of expense? F say it can be done, and
let me hear you respond, and say ay, and it shall

be done—so mote it be.

When ! v/as young, I put my mind particular-

ly to two things, viz. : agriculture, and perpetual

motion. The last I thought was within the

reach of man ; the first, I thought had nearly ar-

rived at the summit ol perleciion ; but now how
altered are those opinions, ibr I find that agricul-

ture is comparatively in a siaie of barbarism, and

the idea of perpetual motion is perfect nonsense.

My sons, although' your larms may be some-

what improved, yet they may be compared to so

many blank books. Now each for himself has

to fill out his book, according to his industry and
abiliiy ;

and each Ibr himself has to set the type,

and do the printing. And finally, although each

book has, or should have, many chapters, yet as

they are continually open to the inspection of

every passer-by, so will he read and comment
thereon. If your work is badly executed, then

the intelligent passenger would fain shut his eyes,

till out ol sight ; but read he must, though as

grating as the school-boys'.ding-dong—and then

come comments, as horrible as Milton's Paradise

Lost. But if your work is good, the reading will

not be grating, but grateful ; and the commenta

as cheering as Milton's Paradise Regained. If

you are a cobbler at your work, you are not only

degraded in the eight of man, but your beasts
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will upbraid you, bylheir noifiluntr?, and lovvintrs, Icholic, though I am not posiiively certain ihatil

and biealings, and squeakiiiijs ; until you are, I is. 1 doubt il I did not save two valuable horses
wont to stop your ears—yea, even thorns and

j

of n)y own wiih tar, that were extremely ill with
thistles will rise up in your fields and laiiyh yon i the cliolic. ;

but am not certain, as other "remediea
to scorn ; so that you shall desire not only to liide

i
were used previous to the tar.

your liii'e /'rom man and beast, hut even Irom na-
!

Recipefor the cure of sweeny in horses, ivhich

ture iierselC. is also excellentfor wounds, hrvises and sprains
I had intended to slop this dissertation at {W\s in liorses.

—
'I'o 1 iiint of unboiled flaxseed od, add

period, but considerinir it imprudent to leave you
;

hall a pint of spirits turpentine, 12^ cents worth
in the briers, I will attempt to show you the way

\

ol oil oC auiiier, 12^- cents worth oifoi' spike, 12i
clearly out. Il you determine; to l)i'come neat

j

do. oil of stone, 12| do. camphor—mix them all

farmers, and valuat)le memners ol' the linminir ! together—anonit the diseased part ol' your horse
fraternity—and why should I doubt it

—

then s;ive ! wuh the litnment made as above stated, nine
the prool'at once, by be^innin>r a ihoion^'h course

of business, and perseverin<i indusiry. Il" briers

and thistles, stones and slumps, stand in thick ar-

ray, ready to assail you at every step, you are to

lays, observinir to anoint three days in succession,
and then miss three days, luimediately afier

anointinii, heat the liniment in well with a hot
iron. The several three days that you omit

gather up your forces, with their tools, and charire
I
anointing your horse with the liniment, his dis

destruction upon them ; never iayinn; aside your eased part should be well anointed wi'h fresh but-
arms, till every enemy is vanquished, both head

j

ler ; though this maybe dispensed with. Pre-
and heels, root and branch.

j

vious to anoiniinrr your horse wiih the hniment
Alter having cleared the citadel, it is yet ne-

I
the second and third times of three days, the

cessary that you keep a watch over liie pre- I whole mass of accumulated grease should be
mises; fori tell you, that many of the minute men

!
washed off with warm soap suds, and then dried

of this pestilijrous order, will slily come back lo I
belbre applying the limment. The above men-

their old haunts ; and if suffered lo propagate,
i
tioned manner of applying the liniment is intend-

you will be compelled to expend more blood and
j

ed particularly for the sweeny. For bruises
grease, belbre you can say, my premises are my ! sprains and wounds, it may be ap|)lied in the sftime

My sons, take care of your domestic animals
this winter; so that when I come the rounds
next sprinir, I have not the mortificaiion of look-

ing on moving skeletons. Give ihem enough to

eat, but bewdre of waste ; and remember that

there is nothing equal to the master eye.

Keep your yards pleniifully liHered, so that

your corn field may be thoroughly manured.
When the ground is in order, make your ploughs
move. Finally, take care of yourselves till you
hear from me atjain ; and don't let me hear you
Bay, why I don't know, or I reckoned, or I ihought,
or 'lis time enough; lor you know not what an
hour may bring about."

Amherst Mountaineer.
January, 184

L

DISEASES OP CATTLE ANI> HORSES.

From- the American Farmer.

Sir— I send you two invaKiable recipes— I sav
invaluable, because they have never failed in

efJecfing a cure with me, and have saved me coii-

Ifeiderable firopcrty.

Recipe fir the cure of bloated or sivollen cat-

tle, when occasioned by toofree w-e of green vege-
tation, or toofall use vf water after having eaten
grai;i.—Give the animal 'hus affected, from hall

a pint to a pint of tar, accordmo: to iis size and

manner that you would use other linimenis in like

cases. The above mentioned liniment has effec-

tually cured every case of' the sweeny in which
I have known it applied. T. T. GoRSCCH.
Baltimore Co., March2d, 1341.

HORSE DISTEMPER.

FroHi tlie Kentucky Farmer.

Ft is an inflammatory disease,»and shows itself

in youniT horses by the want of appetite, the dull

Inng-uid look of the animal, his coiifrh. and then
a runnins at the nose. This disorder always
affects Ihe head more or less ; It ig disiinijuished
into the false or genuine, and the malicnant—the
first is less a disorder than a purifvino-of the hu-
mors, necessary to all young horfes. "When
ihe running of the nostrils is not abundant, a
tumor is formed under the lower jaw that oneng,
sooner or later, and discharnres a great quantity
of ma'ter. iThal is the (renulne or beniTn dis-

temper—the false or maliirnant is derived from the
first, when it hfls no' been well cured, and re-ap-
pears, and is a maladv of ihe same kind, with
'he snme eymptnms

; if" it is not cured thoroughly,
il turns infillibly into the slanders, very seldom
cured, and devnfps the animal to a certain death.
The maliirnant distemper is accompanied with a
hif?h fever, a swellinorof ihe head, hard breathing,
and the runnincr nt the nose is so thick that it

comes with difRculty; the animal must imme-
consiilution

; and you will soon have the sati

faction of seeing the animal entirely relieved.
|

HiateH^ be bled.'inordeV to abate ili'e inTamma'tion.Ihe most convenient way that Ih.ve Immd 'n The nostrils must be injected with muHen orfl^x-give the tar IS as follows
: Elevate the animal's ' pp,, ,ef,. or both combined ; it prevents the ulcer-

head, (when lying down i. most convenient,) „pen [,„on of the inside of the nose, and faciHiafee the
iismouth, and put the tar as low down in ils runninnrof the matter, particularlv if a fumi'^ation
mouth as possible, with a small paddle rounded
at the end; then let the animal close its mouth,
keeping its head moderately elevated till it swal-
lows the far.

I believe tar to be excellent for horses with the
Vol. IX.-18

isadded'to the above. If is made in the fol'ow-.

insr manner; bcil oats in (he mullen tea, or flax-
seed, or bran or any other substance which, when
thick enough, • retains long a sufficient degree
of tieat; put a small quantity of this wash into
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a bag 2^ feet lon^, and large enough to admit

part of the horse"s head; a tliong of leatlier or

rope fastened to the bag 2oes over the head hke

a headstall; the wash must not be too hot as the

horse could not hear the sieam, much less too

cold, or it would have no etlect. When alter a

certain time it is partly cooled, take of! the bag,

and begin often the same operation again during

the day, observing to take the bag off to let the

horse snort out the matter, if he is so inclined,

and put it on again if still warm enough.

If the tumor under the lower jaw opens of

itself, it should be rubbed wiih the lollowing oint-

ment ; beat one or two yellows ol eggs with

epirits of turpentine, and put some ol it on a

bunch of tow, held last by a sort of coveri'ng or

bandage to keep the cold from the sore ;
it is ne-

cessary to observe that any open sore or wound
ehould be covered to exclude the external air and

all kinds of insects. This dressing must be done

every day exactly. When the horse is cured,

he must be purged once or twice in order to carry

off the remains of any venemous matter. Care
must be taken to water the horse out of a bucket,

if during his sickness he could not stoop his head
to drink as usual ; as he is ftverijh, the want of

water would increase his sickness and his sulfier-

ings. During the horse's sickness, he must be

dieted in the lollowing manner: cut straw and
bran; his drink, mullen or flax-seed tea, with a
handful of bran, sometimes a little salt given
milk-warm; if the weather be cold, a sick horse

ought to be covered, if possible, or at least shel-

tered from the cold.

Grass Ibunder or melted fat is an inflammntion
of the inner soft membrane of the bowels, lined

with a mucous substance that lubricates them in

that disease and looks like melted fat ; it is most
common in summer after too much latigue and
over feeding, or too strong a physic ; it is the
dysentery of horses; the animal dungs with
eflJort, and the excretions are mixed or covered
with a sort of jelly, and sometimes slightly

bloody—the animal is very thirsty, looks towards
his sides which beat violently ; loses his appetite,

grows poor, and may lose his life if not cured in

time. As soon as the disorder is known, the
best remedy is injections of mullen, bran or flax-
seed ; very little hay, no grain. Bran and wa-
ter—injections and drinks of slippery elm, if the
first injection could not be procured. Boiled
barley mixed with honey in small quantity, makes
a cooling diet and is used with success.

I am with esteem, yours, M. Mentelle.

ON SALT AS A PREVENTIVE OF DISEASE IN
HORSES, CATTLE AND SHEEP.

From the London Farmers' Magazine.

My Stock having escaped the prevailing epide-
mic that has been general in this neighborhood
for the last six months, not a single case havin"
occurred among a considerable quantity of horses,
cattle and sheep, although grazing infields adjoin-
ing to where diseased stock was depastured, sepa-
rated by hedges only, and also adjoining a turn-
pike-road where stock affected with the complaint
were constantly travelling ; I shall therelbre give
lo the public ray impression ol' the reasons I con-

ceive that exemption is owing lo, hoping that

others may benefit from the same practice, should
my opinion jirove correct.

The practice alluded to is, to place plenty of
salt within reach of every species of stock, so that

they may at all times have it in their power to

gratify their appetite for this condiment, of which
they are very Ibnd, and consume some quantity,

par:icularly stock that have been accustomed to

It, for on putting them into a fret^h pasture or

yard where there is no salt, on returning to the

field or place where they had been used lo find it,

(even after some time has elapsed) they will im-
mediately make for the spot in search of it.

I am aware that salt is strongly reconmiended
by many writers on agriculture, but is not eo

generally used as it deserves; one reason may be,

the difficulty of keeping up a supply where it is

exposed to the atmosphere, as in damp weather it

dissolves quickly, and often requires to be renewed.

The best salt for stock (which I make use of)

is called at the works, pickings : it is in flat pieces,

varying from one inch to two and a half inches

in thickness, extremely hard and pure; it is an
incrustation from the brine adhering to the bot-

tom of the /^fnx or boiler, in which the brine is

evaporated, requiring great labor to separate it

from the pan with sharp mattocks ; it is usually

ground between rollers by steam-power, and is

then called agricultural salt, and is used to a con-

siderable extent on the light blowing sands for

turnips and clover.

These cakes or pickings will remain undissolved

when exposed to the weather lor a length of time

from its hardness and fineness of the grain, which
gives it the appearance of marble when licked by
the stock. The best way is to place it in small

stone-troughs, in conspicuous parts of the fields,

also in the yards, stable-mangers and leeding-

stalls. The price I give for it at Droitwich, is

five-shillings per ton, which quantity will supply

a great stock lor many months.

I think it right to add, that the situation ofmy
farm is high and exposed to the winds, the pas-

tures being large and open ; this may, in some
degree, secure the stock from infection ; but, as

1 have stated before, they were contiguous to a
public road, and also to inlected stock ; f can,

therefore, only account for my perlect exemption
from the disease in the liberal use of salt.

Richard Smith.
Upper Hill Farm, near Droitwich, Worcestershire,

COTTON CULTURE IN INDIA.

From tlie American Farmer.

It is stated, as a statistical fact to be relied on,

that in Great Britain there are three millions of

people who owe their means of support to labor

bestowed in some form, on cotton produced in the

United States. Seeing this, it is argued that any
great irregularity or failure in the price or supply,

could not lail to produce serious agitation if not

convulsion in that island :—and hence is inferred

the constant anxiety on the part of that govern-

ment, to put an end, as far as possible, to all de-

pendence for the raw material on the productive

capacities of any people not under its own domi-

nioD. Natural as may appear such a desire to
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give all possible encouragement, by the govern-

cnenl, to every measure caiculateci to insure a sup-

ply lor lier manulaclurers at home I'rom her own
possessions abroad, ilie conclusion ol' the treaty

between Lord Palmerston and Gen. llamilion,

recognizing the independence ol Texas, without

any reservation against slavery, in a country so

extensive, so leriile, and so well adapted to the

growth ol' cotton, would SL-em to contradict the

idea of any «uch fixed and long-sighted policy ; as

it see.us also to be al war witliherown measures

lor the exiujciion of slavery in the British West
Indies. For ourselves we are nothing loaih tu

believe, that the j»oung republic on our borders

owes much in that, as in other im|)ortaiu loreign

negotiations, lo the superior vigilance and sagaci-

ty of her young diplomatist, whose career his

been marlied equally by energy and address, in a

degree unexam|)led under so many discourag.ng

circumstances, and highly auspicious lor the tor-

lunes of the couniry he represents, as vvell as, we
hope, his own. Be that as it may, it belioves us

to look the quesiion lull in the lace. It is not by

blinking It that we can understand the real siate

of the case, or be the better prepared either to

avert or to 6ut)mit to its results. From a source

prolessedly hostile to the existence ol slave lat)or,

and, doubiless, anxious to see its prophecies real-

ized in Its own day, we extract some statements,

with the deductions of the writer, which iiiviie

the attention as well of the practical planter as ol

the polnical inquirer, /as est ab hoste duceri is a

sound maxim in politics and in war.
"' Well known cotton statistics go to show,

that the total amount of ilie cotton-export liuin

this country to Britain in 1840, was 1,245,000

bags, ol which 434,042 were from the Ailaiiiic

stales. The couon imported into B:i(aiii the

same year, I'rom India, amounted to 216,495—
about one-hall the export from the Atlantic states.

In 1834, it was only 88,122, so that during the

last seven years, it has increased 128,373, or at

the rate of 145 per cent. In 1834, the export from
the United Slates to England, was 731,335, and
its increase during the last seven years has been
513,692, at the rate oj' 70 per cent. So that In-

dian cotton in the Bniish market (says the Phi-

lanthropist) has gained considerable on that ol

f America." The British possessions in the Easi
Indies embrace a territory nearly as extensive as

Europe, with a population ol' 150,000,000 of in-

genious people
;
price of labor varying Irom Id.

'to 3d. a day, and the cotton they consume is com-
puted to exceed the croj) of the United Slates.

In answer to the sujiposition, that the quality oi

the cotton ol India Ibrbids the lear that she cm sup-
ply tlie wants of the British manulacturer, even if

the quantiiy could be [)roduced ; the \vriler belbre
us relies on the authority of various travellers,

lo whose testimony it would be worse than foolish

lor the political economist and ^statesman, not to

say the provident planter, to shuThis eyes. Some
of these lollow :

Major General Briggs, who spent thirty-two
years m India, explored almost every part ol it,

and administered the afi'rtirs of government, in

several jjrovinces, eays—" With respect to the
means India possesses for growing cotton, it is

necessary to consider the extent ol the country,
the nature of the soil, its vast population, the

description of iheir clothing, and the purposes lo

which cotton is applied, before we can have any
conception of the great capabilities it has of sup-
plying, not only h^ngland, but the whole world if

necessary." And again he says— " We think
enough has been said to sltow, that there is neither
want of cotton soil lor tlie indigenous northe Ame-
rican plant, and we may with confidence assert, as
the knowledge of soils and climate becomes moro
and more studied and attended to, that India will

prove cajiable ol producing cotton of any quality,

and to any exieni."

Dr. Spray, a botanist, one of the Company's
servants in Bengal, recently stated belbre the
Royal Asiatic Society

—

•• It is certainly without a parallel in the annals
of the world, that a country possessing such
capacities as India, should have been so long her-
metically sealed against the enterprise of Britons,

in order lo prolong the abuses of patronage. Had
the peninsula been open, we should not now be
dependent upon America lor raw cotton, nor
would '.he country have been brought, as it was
lour years ago, lo the very verge of bankruptcy
and revolution, when tlie stock of cotton was not
adequate to three weeks' consumption. To this

astounding blunder the southern division of the
United Slates owes lis cotton plantations, and its

rice-tields, and also the blighting curse of slavery.
Evidence confirms the laci, that cotton can be
grown in India, lully equal, or rather superior, to

ihe bulk ol' /^imerican. '

Kirkman Fmlay, Esq., in a communication lo

the chamber af commerce, Manchester, says

—

'• India IS a couniry uf such vast resources, with
such abundance-ol soils adapted to the cultivation

Ol cotton, sucli a variety ol climate, and such an
immense laboring population, that it appears of
ail others best fitted lo become a cotion-growini''

country, and to send an article of the finest quali-
ty, and in the greatest abundance."
Mr. John Gladstone, an au'.horiiy in commer-

cial matters, says

—

"For the supply of ihe raw material we are
almost wholly dependent on loreign countries,

whilst we have and possess in the Biitish domi-
nions in India, resources sufficient to supply all we
require, and to an increased extent if demanded

—

resources that are within our intiuence and con-
trol, and where the only limit lo the consumption
of British manulactures is the ability of the na-
tives to pay lor liiem ; whilst we possess at the
same time ihe means to sumulate and increase
our inicrcuuise vviih salety and udvantage to the
empire at large."

Mr. George Ashburner, in a paper read belijre

the Asiaiic Suciei), remarks

—

'• Labor in ceiiirai India is cheaper than in al-

most any other portion of the world ; the wages
ol an able-bodied man being only tliree rupees
[six shillings sterling] per month. It has heen
estimated, theretore, that Berar cotton may be
culuvaled i)iofitably lor 30 rupees per candy, or
orraiher less than a penny a pound 1"

The next quesiion lor the American investiga-
tor of a quesiion of the deepest interest is, what
obstacles have prevented the developement of

capabilities in India to supply the country, under
•whose government she groans, with an article

(rom which, were she suddenly cut off, the very
existence of that governmeni would be endan-
gered. An answer to this inquiry in the view of
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the writer before us will be found in ihe extracts

which follow, and if well founded would ai)pear

to account fully, as well for deficiency of supply,

as Ibr defectiveness of quality.

In our next we shall present, the views of this

painstakin<>; writer as to the measures and causo-

which may be expected to operate in]the removal

of '.he (ibstacles here desiirnated, and to insure to

Great Britain an ample supply of this great staple

of our slave holdinii; states irom a rejrion under

her own control, and of a quality to meet all

demands.
" The chief obstacle however, to cotton-<rrow-

ing in the East, and indeed the great cause ol

most of the evils of India, lies in the nature ol

the government that controls its destinies, a

government which acts, not for the benefit ot its

subjects, but the aggrandizement of itself. Wrest-

ing Iromthe natives the proprietorship of the soil,

it imposes on them taxes under which no peo-

ple could flourish. It subjects them to a system

of forced labor and purveyance, which, allowiutr

no security for property, lakes away the motive to

its accumulation. The insolence, exactions and

cruelties of its officers in many caees leaves no

refuge to the miserable native but absolute po-

verty. Nothing scarcely is planned or executed

Ibr the good of the country; a few nabobs' think

themselves entitled to coin money out of a hun-

dred million people, thouuh tiieir policy, so far as

the accumulation of wealth is concerned, is scarce-

ly so wise as the slave system of the south. The
virtual assumption by the government of the

proprietorship of the soil, is the root of the mis-

chief". It has proclaimed itself the universal land-

lord, and affirmed it-? right to take from its tenants

what it wiil. Eelbre the country came under
British rule, the Hindoo or Mahommedan sove-

reiiin clainied as a tax, a limited portion of the

crop of every man's field, leaving not less thair

three-fourths to the farmer. The British govern-

ment lakes the whole matter into its own hands

—

fixes an assumed capability in every field to pro-

duce, an assumed price on the produce itself and
then exacts from 35 to 45 per cent, of the money
value of that produce as its share for ever ;—and
all this, without any reference to varyinir crops or

prices! VVlien the produce exceeds the amount
[treviously fixed, the assessment is increased.

When an individual lails in the payment of this

lax, it is collected oil the village. When the crop
of a whole village is deficient, neighborinix vil-

lages are compelled lo make up the deficiency.

45 parts in 100 of the gross produce of the soil

are taken by the government. As to the cultiva-

tor, his average share of the gross produce is

stated to be irenerally Irom five lo six in a hundred !

The tax loo is demanded in money ; a most crind-
ing hardship in a country where the people de-
pend more upon barter, than a circulating medium.
The elfecls of the land-tax are represented as

most destructive. Villages, in tirnea past happy
and flourishintr, have been desolated by it, and the

cultivators in numerous districts driven from their

farms, so that large tracts of land once oreufiied.

are now covered with jungle and ranged by wild

beasts. It has beggared the industrious ryot,

1827-8, a liimine prevailed in the north-western

provinces of Bengal, which carried ofl', it is said,

500,000 human "beings, more than the whole
population of Illinois. And yet the same year, as

much grain was exported from the lower parts of

Bengal, as would have led half a million of peo-

ple, at a pound of rice a day, fcr a whole year.

The Oriental Herald Ibr February. 1839, states,

that '• in 1819. ibere were 19,676,076 beegas, or

about 6,558,692 acres of waste land, in the very

provinces where half a million of human beings

died last year from actual starvation."' While
immense tracts of feriiie land have been aban-
doned, and others suffered to remain the haunts of

the tiger and jackall, the natives of the country,

the real, bona fide proprietors of the soil, are not

allowed to bring any portion ol'them under cultiva-

tion, except on payment of whatevef amount of

taxation may be imposed bj' the government,
which is so heavy as in many instances soon to

drive off the new settlers.

The pertinacious adherence of the board of

directors to this ruinous system, seems to amount
10 madness. In the year 1835, Sir Robert Grant
issued a proclamation, offerinir to those who would
cultivate waste land, freedom from taxation Ibr

five years, and from half the usual amount of

taxation the next five. Alter the natives had
overcome their distrust of this strange kindness on
the jiart of the government, they began to avail

themselves of the offer, and,under a system which
secured to fihor us jusi reward, soon showed what
jhey cou'd do. The court of directors, however,
in less than three j'ears, as if bent on keeping

down all intprovement in the country, ordered

the ofiers to be recalled !

The U.^v. Howard Malcolm of Boston wrote :

" Feb. 1837. A more beautiliil country than
that from Cuddalore to Tanjore, (Madras,) cannot
possibly be imagined. 'I'he dense population

and rich soil give their energies to each other, and
produce a scene of unsurpassed loveliness. But
the taxes and other causes keep down the-labor-

ers to a state below that of our southern slaves.

The government share of rice crops is, on an
average, about 60 per cent. ! But the mode of

collection in money causes the cultivator to pay
about three-fourths of the crop."

This grinding land-tax, then, destroying, as it

does, the hope and energy of the laborer, and
weakening the motives to the exercise of skill and
carefulness, is the first and greatest obstacle to,

the free growth of cotton in India.

Several other obstacles may be noticed.

1. The almost absolute dependence of the

cultivators on their bankers. The grower of cot-

ton, in the beginning of the season, without seed,

without money, is obliged to ajiply to the village

banker, who lends his money on condition, first,

that he receive exorbiiant interest, secondly, that

the entire crop be sold to him in advance, at a

low price. Such a bargain, o( course, takes away
all motives to carelulness in raising and preparing

the cotton, inasmuch as ihe grower knows that he

will get no more for a good than bad article.

2. The revenue officers frequently will not suf-

fer the crop lobe touched, till securiiy be given

there is perhaps not one of the many famines

and converted himTnio a robber or assassin. AruUilbr the payment of the land-lax. INleantime, the

crop ripens ; the cotton falls to the ground, and,

under wliich India of late years has groaned, that I
becoming mixed with leaves and dust, is greatly

niay not be traced lo its blighting influences. In | deteriorated.
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3. The country is vviihout cood roads. There

nre no I'aciliiies lor cnrryinjj the cotton of Ceniral

India to the coast. Raised in Berar, lor instance,

it has 10 he carried to Bombay, GOO miles, on the

hacks of oxen, the journey occnpying 75 days,

and the cost ol' con»?eyance beiniT 80 per cent, on

first cost. And U not unlrequonlly happens, that

heavy rains overtai<e it on tiie way, so that larfre

quantities are annually destroyed or (rreaily da-

ma<:ed. The finer kinds, it is said, are far more in-

jured by the rains liian the inferior ; hence ano-

ther inducement to send common cotton.

4. The col ton iso.ien seriously injured bj'- bf^.inn;

brought into the <To^'^''f"T)''f't yards, where, ifthe

owners cannot immediately pay the taxes, it is

buried in the ground, no straw or matting being

interposed between it and the earth.

5. It is stated, that in Egypt and Pern, coUon
could not he grown at all, without the aid ol ar-

tificial irrigation. No good colion is imported into

Great Britain from warm climates, which has

not been irrigated. In India, as if to compel the

growth of common cotton, irrigated lands are

doubly taxed, sometimes trebly or quadruply.

Mr. George Thompson thus sums up the difli-

culiies in the production of'cotton.

" Now look at the difliculties in the way of grow-
ing cotton: First, the absence of proprietary

right in the soil. Here is the master-evil; here

is the great injustice of our administration in India,

depriving the natives of the soil of their riiiht to

that soil ; utterly despising them ; sweeping off

all the great landlords and ail the little ones to-

gether ; reckoning directly with the cultivator of

the individual field, and taking from him at least

45 per cent, of the gross produce of the soil.

Then, the heavy and fluctuating assessments :

then iheutterdependence upon the village bankers,

producing, as you have seen, carelessness in grow-
ing, in packing, and in cleaning tiie cotton. Then
the damage done to the cotton on its journej' from
the interior to the coast.
" Then the insilfRcient accommodation, or rather

no accommodation at all, which it finds when
it. has arrived at the coast ; for you have seen,

that in Guzerat, though a part of India as well

managed, as any other part, it is tumbled in-

to a pit cowered with lumps of earth, and there it

lies to contract moisture, and it comes up in a slate

perfectly unfit to be packed and embarked for this

country. But again, there is the want of care, on
the part of the natives, I admit, in respect to soils

and situations ; then the non-introduction of fo-

reign seeds, which is a very important part of the
business ; then the want of the means of trans-

portation
; then the negligence and caprice of the

revenue ofTicers, who olien, through mere disin-

clination, refuse to assess tlie cotton, until it is very
much injured in its quality ; then the want of an
efficient system of civil administration, so that the
indiviilual who is injured can obtain no redress,

and must apply, if he does apply, to a man who
has rather an interest in oppressing him, than in

redressing hie grievances. Then the fact that

cotton is propairated for ages upon the same soil

and from the same seed. Add to this the insuf-

ficient care paid to the rotation of' crops. Then
add the (act that other crops are grown along
with the cotton crops, which interfere with the
.health and productiveness of the cotton."

None of these hindrances, it will be observed,

is inherent in the nature of ihe soil, or character
vl' the people. A wise government could remove
them all. Still, despite of their unhappy influ-

ence, the exportation of Indian cotton to Britain,

has increased, as we have seen, during the last

seven years, at the rate of 145 per cent., while
tluit of American cotton has advanced at the rate

of but 70 per cent.

!

DESULTORY OBSERVATIONS ON JHE BANK-
ING SYSTEM OF THIS COUNTRY, AND THE
EFFECTS OF ITS DIFFERENT MODES OF
OPERATION. ADDRESSED TO THE CONSI-
DERATION OP THE AGRICTLTURAL. INTE-
REST.

Continued from page 244.

F.

—

Banks of circulation.

imMrfat
benefits derived from the operations of %anks
of deposite and of discount, we now come, next
in order, to the consideration of the third great

operation of banks—that of issue, or circulation—
or of creating and supplying to the country a
paper currency. This, though always and uni-

versally a legalized operation of banks in this

country, is an illegitimate part of their business,

not necessary to their other proper and always
beneficial action, and which, in any degree of ex-

tent, if not always injurious to the community,
is certain to- become so by its excess ; and which
excess has never yet failed to Ibllow a commence-
ment of the privilege of creating and issuing pa-

per money lt)r private benefit.

" A bank of circulation.''' says Mr. Raguet, in

his excellent 'Treatise on Currency and Banking,'
" is an institution established solely (or the pur-

^pose of lending credit ; which is performed by
exchanging its promissory notes [bank notes]

payable to bearer on demand in coin, or giving

transferable credits on its books, also payable on
demand in coin, (or the promissory notes of indi-

viduals, payable at a future fixed day, the latter

paying a percentage per annum, equal to the in-

terest on a loan of capital, for the advantages
they consider themselves as enjoying by dealing

in the market with the credit of the bank instead

of their own." All the banks of the United
States, (except the sa^vings' banks,) are banks
of circulation, and combine that operation with
those of discount and deposite. And it is the

real profit to the banking interest, derived from
this powpr of creating paper money, and the

supposed benefit of its creation to the public in-

terest, which give to the existing banks all their

hold on public (avor. The other, and real and
important benefits of banking are scarcely thought
ofi in comparison to the delusive fascination of
prospective wealth supposed to be offered to (he

community by the creation and increase of paper
money by private individuals. It is this privi-

lege of issuing their own notes, not bearing in-

terest, as money, and the certain effect of such
issue in substituting and driving abroad the gold

and silver coin which formed the previous curren-

cy of the countrv, which give to the banks of
this country all their dangerous power and
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baneful operation ; and yet it is this one office of

fabricatinor currency which constiiutes the great

merit and public benefit of banks, in the opinion ol

those persons who most strongly advocaie the

general procedure of the banking system ol this

country.

Vf. The three operations of banks as combined,

either in legal and honest banking, or illegal and

fraudulent banking.

The definition given above ol a bank of cir-

culation applies however only to such as com-

ply, and but so long as they continue to comply,

with the proposed object of their institution, arid

their oh\\3;sV]on to pay their notes on demand in

specie. Even when so complying with all their

obligations, the evils and the dangers of banks

of cTrcnlation are still impending, and their oc-

currence inseparable (rom the system, alihough

in its most perfect stale. But the impending dan-

gers are lully realized, and the previous evils are

ujcreased beyond computaiion, when these banks

have leased lo comply with their obligations, as

all in Virginia and nearly all in the United States

row have done, either avowedly or virtually.

The above definition therefore does not apply lo

banks such as ours now are, and are like long to

be—issuing notes for which the banks promise to

pay on demand, but which they Jo not pay and

cannot expect to pay for years to come, if indeed

ever. It should therefore be borne in mind by

the reader, that the name and character of a bank

of deposiie, of discount, or of circulation, or com-

bining all ihese three operations, is deserved only

by such institutions as truly conform to the design

of these several operations. Such would lorm

another general class, exercising the business of

legal and honest banking ; even though their ope-

rations in point of fact may be unsound, illegitimate,

more or less injurious to the public interest, and

Blill more dangerous, in tendency to the greater

evil of running into illegal bariking, and fraudu-

lent banking, whether it be afterwards legalized

or not—and to which latter grand division now
belong all the banks of Virginia, and nearly all

of the United Slates. This, which we designate

as the fraudulent banking system, then requires

a very important modification of the foregoing

definition of a bank of circulation. The opera-

lion of a bank of circulation, upon this the more

general system, is to exchange its notes (which

carry no interest,) and which it promises upon

their face to pay on demand, but does not pay,

(anil is protected by law in the relijsal lo pay,

and from all efficient penalty or reparation for the

wrong,). for the notes of individuals which bear

interest, and of which the payment is strictly en-

forced, both by law and usage.

If the banks had been at first established upon
this non-paying principle, there would have been

something like honesty in the course pursued.

Borrowers and the public generally might then

at least have exercised their discretion, and have

chosen upon true grounds, whether or not to re-

ceive paper, as money, which was avowedly ir-

redeemable, and dishonored and discredited by

the issuers from the first outset. But, on the

contrary, the banks complied with their obliga-

tion to pay specie on demand, until the confi-

dence of the public had been secured, and until

the whole circulation of the country had been
filled almost exclusively with this paper currency,

and it had had iis sure and inevitable effect of

substituting and driving off the previous metallic

currency of the country. Then, when pressed

by the just consequences of liieir gambling spe-

culations, and other misconduct, or urged by the

desire to make larger profits than legal or honest

means would permit, the banks refused to pay
their notes, which were in circulation to the

amount of many millions of dollars, and which
indeed formed the almost entire currency of the

country. There never was a more gross and
enormous Iraud perpetrated on any people, than
was exhibited in each of these bank suspensions

;

and each and all of which have been afterwards

legalized and sustained by the governments of all

the slates of the union.

VIL The best and safest course of banks ofcircu-
lation illustrated.

But these remarks, on the existing state of fraud-

ulent banking and irredeemable paper currency,

are in advance of the regular order of the sub-
ject. Let us therefore return to the operation of
banks of circulation, while they really and truly

continue to pay on demand the sums promised on
their notes.

It is easy enough to understand how a bank
makes profit by issuing more paper than the
amount ot its capital stock, and that the greater

the excess of the issues, il the notes can be kept
from being returned to the bank to be redeemed,
the greater will be the profit.

Suppose the actual and proper amount of cur-

rency of a country to be 10 millions in gold or

silver coin. Banks of circulation are then first

established, whose capital amounts to 5 millions,

with the usual legal privilege to issue three times

the amount of their capital in paper, or 15 mil-

lions. Suppose that there is paid into the bank,

and afterwards retained there, (both of which sup-
positions are monstrous, and will be universally

ialse,) the whole 5 millions of capital stock in gold

and silver, and that ihe banks use their privilege

of fabricating paper money so moderately that

they issue a«d keep in circulation only twice as

much paper as the amount of their capitals, or

but 10 millions of paper money.* Then the el-

* The capital of no bank has been paid in specie,

in any case, and generally but a sinall proportion of it

was in specie. Alter paying a small part in specie,

the usual course is for the stockholders to give their

notes for the balance due. In many cases, (though
not in Virginia,) the stockholders have done still bet-

ter, and paid scarcely any thing; they merely exe-
cuted their individual notes to the bank for their entire

payments, due in specie, and gave their certificates of

stock as sole security to the bank. Of course there

never could have existed the least degree of responsi-

bility of such a bank, and its circulation was a mere
means for levying contributions upon, or of swindling

and stealing from the community, from the beginning to

the end of the bank's career. The other supposition

above, of a bank's retaining all its capital in specie, or

even one dollar in specie tor two dollars of the paper

in circulation, is never appioached in practice; and
was assumed above merely to illustrate the operations

of a bank of circulation when in ihe best possible

condition of responsibility. An indication of the ac-

tual practice may be seen in a recent "bank relief"
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ftcts would be. first, i\ permanent abslraciion of 5

millions from ilu; original specie circulation of ilic

country, to be kept in the vaults of the banks, and

a eimuitaiieous filling the void thus created with

5 millions ot paperj and, next, overHowing the

channels ol' circulation with 5 millions of paper

more. There would then be 5 millions of specie

kept idle in the banks, and of course Ibrming no

part of the actual and useliil currency, and 5 mil-

lions more of specie and 10 millions of paper in

circulaiion, or 15 millions in all, lor a commuiiily

for which 10 rtiillions had belbre served all the pur-

poses of trade and business. Now the first ques-

tion is, would this whole amount of money, thus

increased 50 per cent, in quantiiy, remain in cir-

culation, or not? Many of ihe borrowers and

would-be-borrowers from banks, and most of our

legislators also, believe that the newly added quan-

tity of currency would remain in circulation ; and

believing also that paper promises are money, and

that the increase of such paper promises is an in-

crease of national capital, they inler that the coun-

try will be so nmch the richer by this addition of

5 millions. On the oiher hand, all political eco-

nomists, even of opposite scliools, concur that the

surplus 5 millions could 710 1 remain in circulation
;

because, there being more money than was needed
lor the wants of circulation, money, like any other

commodity, would fall in market price ; and if it

fell only one per cent, below the value of money in

other countries, that depreciation would be enough
to cause it to be exported ; that is, used to pur-

chase foreign commodities, or be otherwise vested

abroad, until all the surplus 5 millions had been
thus disposed of. But as the bank noles would be

of no value abroad, they would remain, and the 5

millions of metallic money would be exported
—thus leaving the country with precisely its ori-

ginal amount of circulation, 10 millions, but the

whole o( it in bank paper, (as yet redeemed when
required,) instead of 10 millions in specie as

formerly. Still, however, there being as yet en-
tire confidence in the banks, their notes would not

be returned upon them faster than they could be

re-issued, and no evil would be very manifest in

this thorough change from a metallic to a paper
currency. This state of things would present the
best possible condition of the banking sys(,pm,

embracing the operation of issuing and circulating

paper money ; and for the present we will leave it

in that condition, to consider the efTecta on both
banking interests and public interests.

We have supposed that the bank has issued,

and keeps afloat, on an average, 10 millions of'

bank noles ; and that the public confidence is so
great that the specie in the vaults is not reduced by
demands for payment below the average amount
of 5 millions. AH the paper money in circulation

had been issued in discounting business notes, or

law (of last February) of the Virginia lei;islature,

which repealed, as being too strict and burdensome,
the previously existing provision that the banks should
keep on hand as much specie as one-fifth of their
amount of notes in circulation. This restriction was re-

pealed almost without opposition ; and now the banks,
released from the requirement of law in this respect, and
from the demanJs of noteholders, by the -'suspension
of specie-payments," may issue $100 in notes for
one dollar of specie, without any restraint whatever,
except such as the interest or the fears of the banks
themselves may impose.

in more permanent loans—and therefore the bank
is receiving interest on 10 millions, and its specie
capital kept on hand is 5 millions, which was the
amount advanced by the stock-holders. The banks
receive from this new source of circulation, (be-
sides their previous and fair profits derived from
discounting or deposites,) the interest of 10 mil-

lions, or of an additional 5 millions over and above
their capital paid in. Or, if having regard to their

actual capital of 5 millions alone, they receive,

from their borrowers, interest at 6 per cent, on 10
millions, or what is equal to 12 pej cent, on their

actual capital stock of 5 millions.

Therefore, even upon this supposed excellent

condition of things, more favorable to the strength

and responsibility of banks than ever existed in a
single real case, Ihe gross receipts of the banks
liom borrowers and the community, wou'd be, by
privilege of law, just double the legal interest on
their capital. Tliis is in addition to all other fair

profits derived from discountins: on deposites, or
in any other less legitimate mode. If they issue
three times the amount of their capital (as is

authorized by law) instead of only twice the
amount, then still another G per cent, would be
added to their gross receipts ; and if, instead of
retaining their whole capital in specie, Cas sup-
posed ) they should keep only one-third of it,

(which is full as much as is usual, even for spe-
cie-paying banks,) then 4 per cent, more on the
whole capital would be made by lending^ the prcf-

portion thus released.

FJII. The partners in the banking; business who
gain, and those who lose the profits.

But though the law of the land and the usagB"
of the banks would permit all the above supposed"
amount of gross receipts, as interest on the capi-
tal stock and circulation, it is very true that the
gross income, and still more the net dividends, of
the banks of the United States have never ap-
proached to such an amon^t of annual profit. In-
deed, hanking in this country has been on the
whole an unprofitable business to the stockhold-
ers as well as injurious to the community. The
Bank of Virginia, with all its branches, from its

institution to this day, has not cleared 6 per cent,
per annum on its capital. But that is because,
in the first place, there are so many banks (or
banks having so much stock, which comes to the
same thing,) that none of them can exercise any
thing like the amount of privileges that the law
allows to all; and where the plunderers are many,
compared to the booty to be gained, the dividends
must be necessarily reduced in proportion to
the number of sharers. Next, the officers and
directors of the banks have been so improvident
and careless, that the greater part of what might
have been net profits to the stock-holders has
been squandered in high salaries to officers

(often sinecurists, or incapable,) and other un-
necessary expenses, lost by numerous bad debts,
or stolen hy bank functionaries. Thus, though
the people have paid enormously for their sup-
port and profit, it may well be the case that the
stock-holders have received even less than in

other unprivileged directions of labor and in-

vestments of ca'pital. Yet, the small amount of
general or average profits made by the stock-hold-
ers of banks is often used in argument as evi-
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dence that banking privileges are not too ureat,

and that the country has paid very little for the

public benefits of the banking system. So be-

cause highwaymen and pirates generally live

and die poor, it might as well be contended that

they had taken but little in their course of bu-

siness, and that society had suffered nothing

from the particular direction and long continued

exercise of their industry.*

ff by the profits actually received by stock-

holders were to be estimated and determined (he

measure of privileges to be allowed to the banks
for iheir (supposed) benefits to the public, and for

the lair remuneration lor capital so invested, then

these privileges and profits have been too lovy,

and ought now to be increased, instead of being
limited and reduced. The stock-holders, as such.

on the whole, have deriveil but little profit, (k'ss

indeed than legal interest,) from their stock ; and,

as a body, have been almost as much cheated
and plundered as the community in general, by
those who enhance the prices of stock, and direct

banking operations, and as borrowers and specu-
lators, or stockjobbers, continue to appropriate
to themselves the rich harvests of gain. The
banks have been managed not (or the benefit of
their stock-holders, as much as for that ol" their

officers, directors, and the borrowing, speculating
and stock-jobbing classes in general. And who
are they who constitute the great body of stock-
holders? Not merchants, or bank directors, or
officers, or brokers, or stock-jobiiers. All these
have too much need of their money lor other
active business, yielding larger returns, to hold
much, if any, bank-stock, A few shares, merely
to make one eligible for the office of director, are
the most that any of these persons would care to

hold permanently. They all prefer to pursuade
and induce others, who have more spare money
and less information of the tricks and hazards
of the game, to hold the stock for their use and be-
nefit. Though some few rich capitalists are large
stcck-holders, more generally they belong to the
poorer than the richer portion of property owners.
The stock is bought (and generally "at prices
much advanced by the false pretences of stock-
jobbers) as permanent investments (or widows
and Iheir children—by fathers for their daugh-
ters, as a provision for I hem when left friendTess
orphans, and otherwise destitute— by patrons and
directors of charitable institutions, and designed
to support the already destitute and miserable—and
by numerous individuals of seamy means, to the
amount of their small accumulations ol earninfr?,
made by hard labor and strict li-ugality. These
are the different classes of people by wiiom, or for

* Let not the ascription of a particular evil to the
number of different banlcs be constnird into an ex-
pression of preference for centralization, or the sys-
tem of one bank only, with branches. Under a pro-
per and honest system of free bankino;, such as will
be presented hereafter, several banks would certainly
be better than one only. But upon the present sys-
tem—which is almost as bad for thi stock-holders as for
the country, and profitable only to stockjobbers, bank
officers and sinecurists, baidc borrowers and' bank
thieves— it is truly stated, as above, thai the more
numerous the banks, the greater the waste and ex-
pense to the stock-holding interest ; and the less the
amount of profit of every kind that will fall to each
share of those who are entitled by law to the dividends.

whose benefit or support much the greater part of
the bank stock is held, and (or whom the purchas(3

was made upon confidence that the then usual
profits of the stock would be permanent ; and under
the belief that the connexion with, and the guar-
dianship of, the government, and the high cha-
racter of the presidents and directors of the banks
olfeied an ample guaranty (or the faithlul care of
the pri)[)erty so invested. And the great losses, or
absolute ruin, of all these innocent and helpless

sufferers, which occurs whenever an expanded
banking system bursts, (as in late years and now,)
forms one of the most deplorable and afflicting of

all the unhappy and, sure results of the g'eneral

operation. Further—the numerous and wretch-
ed sufferers of th.s class have to bear twice as
much as the average loss upon the, stock. For
their purchases are invariably made in slocks of
the best established reputation, yielding, then and
long before, good and regular dividends ; and of
course the jjrice ofsuch slock beinij at I he time much
above, par. Should the price, after the purchase,
rise 2J per cent, higher, these owners never
se|l for the advance, but cling still more anxiously
to what appears so valuable a property. It jg

only when the stock has fallen perhaps to one
half of what they bought at, and is yielding no
returns whatever, that these deceived and impo-
verished and suflering stockholders are (breed by
necessity to sell out, to avoid starvation, if that is

their all— or, if the possessors of other means, lor

(ear of entire loss of the value. Then the stock is

bought by those who rely lor its resuscitation on
the future and usual dishonest operation of the
system, and the support of it by the laws ; and
when, by such means, the price again rises, these
latter holders know that it is time to sell out to a
new race of other credulous dupes. Thus, the class

of poor and cheated stock-holders, not only lose in

proportion to their very large amount ol the

whole quantity of stock, but also they suflier the
utmost by depreciation of market prices. Thus
they bear, in common with the community, a (iill

share ol the cost of the system ; and the rich and
numerous prizes in the game are won by other

classes. Skillul stockjobbers receive the benefit

of the changes of prices of stock ; and Ihe paper
kings who direct or influence banks, and the bor-

rowers lor adventurous speculaiions, and the

bardirupt debtors, are they who have enjoyed
nearly all the profits, and thfe squandered booty of
the banks.

But the most deluded, stupid, and heaviest

loser as a stockhoMer in Virginia, is the stale

ilsell--though deriving (apparently) so large a part

of its revenue from tlie profits of t)anking. To ob-
tain this benefit, the state exclusively bears all

the enormous expenses of legislation for banks,
and of that of administering justice for, or upon,
or because of the pioceedings of, banks. These
od'sets alone would take off a very large share, if

not ail the clear prcfils on the stale's stock. The
liirgreaier injury sustained by the commonwealth,
and the people at large, belongs to another part

ol the subject, and will be considered herealier.

But it is full time to return from this digression,

and anticit)ation of results, to the banking system
where we left it, in the highest possible state of

prosperity, for iiseKj and apparently lor all ihe in-

terests of the country.
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JX. The most prosperous condition of the bank-

ing system.

In ihe previous view taken, we hr\<\ reached a

point in the progress of s^neral bankinii in whicii

the operations would be ilie nio.<t highly profita-

ble to the banks, and, lor such profit, the least in-

jurious to Ihe public ihat could bo expected under

any such circumstances. It is true that, even on

this supposition of the most perlect condition o(

things lor ihe system, the public interest, (other

than the separate banking interi'si) had gained

almost nothing by ihechan<xe. With all our hor-

ror ol' a currency either exclusively or principally

of paper, (because of the certain and inevitable

evil tendency and consequences,) we may freely

admit that, on our supposed case, no very im-

portant injury has yet been sustauied by the coun-

try, when its banking operations have only gone

thus lar, and when no foreign or oiher cause has

yet assailed the unsubstantial fabric of an almost

exclusive paper currency. The condition of

thinirs supposed above was, that the banks had

cleared the additional profit of the interest of 5

millions of factitious paper issues, and lhat the

public had so lar lost nothing, and had rained

all the benefits and conveniences, such as ihey

may be, of a paper currency subsututed lor a n<e-

tallic currency.

The only important gain, so far, by this entire

change of currency, is the new paper money capi-

tal of 5 millions created and employed by thu

banks. The interest on this newly creaied ca[ i-

tal is so much clear profit to the issuers. The
public has gained only so far as the whole com-
munity is always benefited by the liiir profits of

eacfi individual ; and as the increase ol' individual

wealth is also the increase of public or national

wealth. The issue and use of this 5 millions ul

paper, in addition to the amount of the capital

stock of the banks, has perniiited, and indeed

compelled, the exportation ol 5 millions of specie.

Now, by thus dispensing with Ihe costly use ol

ihisamount of specie, as currency, and by substitut-

ing a currency which costs almost nothing to sup-

ply at first, there is made an annual saving to the

community equal to the interest of ihe 5 millions

of specie, or ihe price paid for its Ibrmer use.*

* It is to give full weight to the advantan;es claimed

for banking by its advocates, and to avoid laisinjj any

doubtful objection to thena, that the above admission

is made, that a paper currency is ranch cheaper in use

than a metallic currency. Our argument can afford

to yield this point, and therefore we do not care now
to dispute it. But, if fairly examined and compar- ,

ed, we think it not an improbable issue that a paper

currency would be found to have not much, if indeed
any advantage in regard to cheapness. The price

paid for a bank currency is not merely (as usually

counted) the cost of the paper, the engraving, the

printing, and signing, and the repeating these as of-

ten as required by the wearing of the frail material.

This is the cost to the bank only. To the community,
there are other and much greater sources of loss, in

the greater liability of paper money to be destroyed
by fire or other accidents, (all of which losses are so

much clear gain tothe banks,) and the cost of the mis-

direction and waste of skill, talent and labor, in counter-

feiting, and the losses by receiving counterfeit notes,

the cost of executing justice upon such new crimes,

and also the evil to" society in the inducing of

such crimes. All these different ingredients of price

Vol. IX.-19

Now the question is, and the only questionable
matter, whether this amount of gain to ihe na-
tion is more or less than equal lo the risk and
danger incurred by giving up the use of a sub-
stantial metallic currency, having an intrinsic

value that can never be lost, or even materially
impaired, lor the unsubstantial, uncertain and
Hiictuating value of a paper currency. If the true

answer should be that the profit of the substitu-

tion is indeed greater than compensates (or the
danger, then there is a balance of national bene-
fit and gain. Eut if not, ihen is there no pub-
lic or general benefit, nor any other benefit ex-
cept to the banks, which create and issue the pa-

per money. There is high authority (or the lor-

mer opinion ; but we enteriain no question that

the latter is more generally true, even if the dif-

ference of cost of the two currencies be never S3

great.

X. Some exceptions to previous general positions

and statements.

From the wish to be as concise as was con-
sistent with clearness, we have passed over,

witliout alluding to them, some exceptions lo ge-
neral positions, and partial deviations from gene-
ral conditions of things, Avhich every thinking
reader would allow for and supply, but which
may be seized upon as false, and as vital objec-
tions to our general statements, by that class

of personswho always seek to find and to op-
pose merely the weak and immaterial, and not
che strong parts of an argument. To exclude
such cavilling, it will be mentioned here, once
for all, that, in our illustrations by supposed cases,

we have described things as entire and complete,
W'hich in fact can never be otherwise than in-

complete—and quantities and values as fixed

and known, which are unknown and continually
fluctuating in amount. Thus—though there
must be at any one period a certain amount of
currency necessary for the healthy and proper
exchanges, trade, and business of a country,
the amount so needed can not possibly be known

;

and even if ascertained fairly for a certain day,
it would be diflferent perhaps the next day— ex-
panding with the growth and prosperity of busi-

ness, and contracting under adverse circumstan-
ces. And the actual amount of currency, if left

to itself and not affected by the abuses of paper
issues, will be regulated and properly and speed-
ily adjusted in every commercial country ; so
that there will never continue long either a de-
ficiency or redundancy of currency, for the ex-
changes and healthy trade of the country. If

the currency be more plenty than in the com-
mercial world generally, it will depreciate in va-
lue, and be sent abroad to be used where more
highly valued and prized, until the balance is re-

stored by the exportation of the redundant quan-
tity. If an exclusive metallic currency be defi-

cient in amount, it will appreciate, and make it

profitable to bring specie from other countries

where it is cheaper, to be used in purchasing

commodities in the country needing specie and

would probably make up an annual amount not less

than the interest of the whole circulation, which, add-

ed to the wearing, would constitute the annual cost

of an entire metallic currency.
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therefore paying for it a higher price. And thus,

if legal restrictions and monopolies, and exces-

siveissues of paper money did not prevent, the

amount of currency in any country would never

injuriously vary from the quantity needed.

Again—we have supposed the case of the en-

tire currency of the country having been chan-

ged from metallic to paper, which could not pos-

sibly be true, so long as the paper is converti-

ble to specie on demand from the banks. The
greatest possible extension of banking operations,

and with the aid of paper of the smallest deno-

minations, and the most perfect state of popular

confidence in the banks, could not effect so com-
plete a substitution as we assumed merely for

illustration, and to avoid embarrassing the gene-

ral operation by continued reference to the partial

exception. Instead of the v/hole (formerly) metal-

lic currencv of 10 millions being substituted by pa-

per, it would be more likely that about 9 millions

would be so substituted, under circumstances the

most favorable to the operation, and that one
million of specie would still rem_ain in circula-

tion, and passing to and from the banks, as well

as between individuals, to serve for c^liange, and
for small dealings. This quantity of specie

would vary according to the size of the lowest

denomination of paper money permitted by the

law. If there was no bank note permitted of

less amount than ^5, the average amount of

specie in circulation might be one to two millions

in a currency of 10 millions. If notes for SI
were permitted, and issued in plenty, every sil-

ver dollar would soon disappear, and not one-
tenth of a million, and that in parts of a dollar,

would remain as currency. And even this

would vanish, if as small bank notes were issued

as a substitute. If, on the contrary, no bank note
under S50 Avere issued, gold and silver would be
necessary for all transactions of less amount

;

and as these (from their number") would very
far exceed all larger transactions, that restriction

on paper issues, alone, would keep half, or per-

haps three-fourths, of the whole currency in spe-

cie. The proportion of the general currency
which would continue metaUic, v/hether large or

small, according to the different circumstances
named, would then be so far an exception and
offset to the foregone supposition of an entire

substitution of specie by paper,

XL Beginning of depreciation of paper money,
and decline and prostration of bankmg credit.

In the preceding pages we had traced the
progress of banks of circulation to what their
advocates would consider the highest poss-ible

etale of their prosperity, and the best possible
condition of the banking system. Next is to be
observed the turn of the banking tide—which
will as surely follow, as the ebb of the ocean
must come after the flood.

The condition of things before supposed was,
that the banks had fillecl the circulation of the
whole country with their paper money, but had
not perrnanently overflowed the channels— (be-
cause of the outlet of specie to foreign coun-
tries—) that they had thus substituted and caused
the withdrawal from circulation of the specie,
but had not, by still greater excess of issues,

caused the depreciation of money to any marked

or considerable extent. It is manifest that the

more of its paper money that each bank can use
in makinir loans, and keep in circulation, the

greater will be its profits. As surely, then, as

men and banks are governed by self-inierest

more powerfully than by regard to the interests of
others, so surely will each, and all the banks,

strive to expand their circulation. And this will

be the more certainly and injudiciously done, if

there are many banks, than if few, or but one.

For, in the Ibrmer case, each separate bank acts

lor its own separate interest; and not only in dis-

regard to the general interest of the country, but

even in disre<i:ard to the general interest of all

the banks. Their conductors, (unless indeed not

totally iirnorant of the first principles ol'currency,)

know very well that all the banks cannot (while

continuing to pay specie,) add very greatly to

the already expanded paper currency. They
can only substitute by their paper the specie cur-

rency, and add a small excess—which effects we
have supposed already produced. But, still, each
bank will strive to make its own notes form as
large a pro;)ortion as possible of this substituted

general currency, and of the excess which exist-

ing liavorahle circumstances may permit all the

banks to put into circulation. This continually

operating tendency to the greatest possible ex-

pansion of the currency, (and that a paper cur-

rency, almost exclusively,) must, of course, al-

ways keep some excess of paper in circulation.

If the currency were metallic, or any portion of
it that could be spared from the ordinary business

of trade, even that slight excess would soon find

its way abi'oad. But paper money cannot be
sent out of the country, and therefore the excess

remains. The reason why the excess cannot as

yet become very considerable is, that the bank
notes are as yet redeemable in specie ; and if the

effect of their excess in circulation is perceptible

in causing depreciation of the value of the cur-

rency below that of the foreigrn value of specie,

(which is the certain effect of excessive issues,)

the notes will be presented to the banks for specie

as fast as they are issued in loans, and the specie

will be sent abroad, as long as it can be so obtain-

ed, and the whole circulation is in excess.

But if nothing worse, more imprudent, more
injudicious, or more dishonest, were done by the

banks, than the strictly legal and very cautious

course supposed above, to produce reverses to

them and great disaster to the country, external

causes will sooner or later bring about such re-

sults. Various agencies, of fr-equent and certain

occurrence, first affecting foreign trade injuriously,

will be extended to this country, so as to require

from it large payments, and which can be made
only in specie. The particular cause of the de-

mand may be either foreign wars, or other ope-

rations which create a greater demand for, and
of course a higher price of specie abroad ; or it

may be that heavy debts have been contracted to

foreigners by the banking country, in over-trading,

which is a certain result of the previous delusive

appearance of general prosperity, and prospective

large profits, and which every season of bank-

paper expansion always and necessarily produces.

It may be the paying the price for any other

kind of foregone national folly. If we consider

Virginia as the banking country in question, it

will never be at a loss for the production of such
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a demand for specie. For, whenever a suspen-
sion of bani< payments occurs in any of the more
northern folates, it necessarily cauties a diti'erence

of price tliere between specie and banii paper,

and, consequently, a demand lor specie upon our

banks, as long as they have notes in circulation,

and continue to pay them. Well ! Suppose the

existence ol' any one of these many atid often oc-

and which will yet continue to a far rerrtote time,
before specie payments will again be truly and
liilly resumed by our banks.

Whenever such a high-handed act of fraud and
robbery of all creditors, and of the public in "ene-
ral, occurs, at first every voice that is heard '^joina

in commendation of the banks lor their " noble
stand in delence of the interests of the commu-

curring external circumstances, (and omitting all
)

nity"—and the bank auihorities, stock-holders
supposition of injudicious banking, unusual lisks,

[

mercaniile class, and all the borrowing class
or fraud, at home,) and let us trace the necessary

j

(whether in esse or in posse,) and the newspapers,
ertecis. We had supposed the banks to liave

,

all unite in this expression ol opinion, and swell the
5 millions of specie in their vaults, and 10 millions

of paper circulation and liabiliiies. If they should
continue to pay them, their notes will be pre-

debts, or- make purcltases, or sell specie abroad,

until the banks' supply of 5 millions will be ex

cry, uniii it seems, in the absence of all expressed
liissent, to be the voice of the whole community.
All other persons remain silent, intimidated, and

sented lor payment by those who need to pay ,
passive. If any rare exception should be found, in
ao individual daring to denounce the bank suspen-
sion in the deserved terms, and to exert his iewal

hausied ; siill leaving in circulation, and coming i

rights as a creditor of the banks, and enforcing the
in fair payment, 5 rnillioiii! more of their paper, I payments of their notes—he, who thus takes the
which the banks will not be able to redeem on

j

part of his couniry and the laws, and of common
demand ; and, as specic'-payin^ banks, the instiiu- tionesty, against falsehood and fi-aud, will be stig-

tions would be deservedly deemed 6anA:ri/^';L
j

uiatized by the bank powers and all their slave's,

though ihey would not be insolvent, and, indeed,
j

as if dishonesty and opposition to dishonesty had
might have all their capital in safe nebis and ' '"hanged places—and as i! Ae were advocaiini' and
securities. But to reach this s'aie of thini:s,

|

aiding Iraud and pillage ot' the country, and the
(even if permitted to be reached at all,) would I

bank jjariy opposing the procedure,
be a work ol time. It would be long before even ' And it any portion of the peonle should indeed
half the notes, spread over a wide circulation,

i

venture to oppose this enormous li-aud of the
could be brou<rht back and presented to the biinks

j

banks, by enforcing their (as yet) legal claims,
for specie. The banks would, in the mean lime
exert all the means they passess, (and they are
many and powerful,) lo discourage and prevent
demands on them. Not one of their- numerous
borrowers and dependants would dare to de-
mand his just due of specie for a note, even when
its value in circulaiion should l)e less by 5 per
cent, than the specie it promised, and which it

could then conimaid li-om the issuer. And
every other less dependent and submissive noie-
holder, who would make and enforce such a de-
mand, would be denounced, by all under bank
intiuence, as if an enemy to the public weal.
To prepare for such demands, also, the banks
would commence to "cuiiail" their "accommo-
dation" debtors, and draw in their debts— which
mosily (t>y the abuse of the original and proper
discounting system,) had been of such long stand-
ing, that the demand lor their payment, or even
partial reduction, would be entirely unexpected,
and unprepared' for in most cases. All these
curtailed debtors, and all those who were thus
debarred from becoming debtors lo Ihe banks,
would unite in raising a loud clamor that "lite
country would be ruined if the banks coniinued to

pay specie ;" and so general would be the oui-
cry,ihat the banks, claiming (as always in such
cases) to be moved, not lor their own interest and
profit, but "tor the benefit of the community," and
professing to be actuated sotely by beneficent
and patriotic motives, would stop paying specie

;

and refuse boldly, and in defiance of all leijal

and moral obligation, and even of common ho-
nesty, to pay any more of their notes, (their thfn
lying and cheating " promises to pay,"') with
which they had filled the circulation, while the
public confidence in the responsibility and good
faith of the banks was yet unimpaired. And
then will follow the disastrous stale of things
which existed during the general bank suspension
of 1811 to 1819, and of 1837 to the present time

;

ucli coniesis must soon cease. For, as speedily
as possible, the government sieps in, and par-
dons ihe past fi-aud of the banks, and fegalizes
the course lor such time to come (by renewed
subsequent extensions of the limit,) as the banks
may lequire. This has been the coiirse again
and agait) of the legislature of Virgiilro, and of
nearly all the other states of the union ; and such
is the legal condition ol things at the present
lime.

XIL The proper course for, and the actual course
pursued by, suspended banks.

Alter such a fraudulent stoppage of payments
has been efiected, and legalized by the govern-
ment, the banks may then choose which one of
two courses to pursue. If, in truth, designing to

come as early as practicable (under cover and by
aid of their legal protection) to a condition to

comply with iheir engagements to creditors, they
will not make any new loans of their then irre-

deemable paper, (of which every note issued after

sus|)endiiig payments is an additional act of fraud
on the public,) and will gradually collect the debts
previously due to them. Jiivery debt so paid to a
bank in its own notes by a former borrower, would
su much lessen its previous paper circulation, and
the amount of existing obligations. And when
the amount of deb's was reduced to the amount of
the actual (and existing) bank capital stock, and
the deposites regularly in the bank—and when the
notes stili in circulation promised no more than there

was specie in the bank, then the bank might safely

resume specie payments, because able to redeem
every note that could be presented for payment.
It is very true (and herein lies the great and only
important obstacle to this course,) tliat this reme-
dy would cut oir the source of the profits made
by the banks upon their excess of circulation ; and
so it ought. Their solid and fair business, of dia-
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counting to the amount of their capita! and depo-

Bites, would not be impaired—and to that extent

is as far as a bank can go, with a depreciated or

discredited paper circulation, unless in a state ol

eus'pension, authorized and sustained by law. Bu'

this, the only proper and honest course, has never

been, and never will be resorted to by suspended

banks, except to such extent only as is compelled

by tear oC the withdrawal of all indulgence of

law, and support by public opinion, and ol the re-

Bults of the forfeiture of all remains of public con-

fidence in the responsibility, honesty and ultimate

solvency of the banks. In addition to the profiis

of the banks being greatly lessened by their pur-

suing this proper and honest course after and un-

der protection of suspension, the debtors of the

banks, and the merchants and traders who desire

to become and to remain debtors, would exclaim

as loudly against a suspension of lending, and

even the most gradual curtailing of old debts, as

they had previously done against the hanks con-

tinuing to pay specie. These people, together

with the banks, govern and prompt the newspa-
pers, which again influence and shnpe the opi-

nions of the great body of the deluded and pil-

laged community—who have no interest in sus-

taining, and every reason for opposing, this fraud-

uleni banking system. It (bllovvs, therelbre, lliat

the baiit<s are always justified in taking the other

course, that is, of continuing to cheat the commu-
nity, by oniitming to lend irredeemable paper,

because it is supposed that this course is absolutely

nqiiired by the interests of the country at Inrire.

But in Virginia there is yet a more operative

reason, than all the influences just relerred to,

why the government should always sustain and
aid the btmks in all their fraudulent suspensions,

and other acts of violation of right and honesty,

instead of protecting the community airttinsi

their rapacity. The cnmmonweallh of Viririnia

is the chief partner—interested to nearly half the
amount of the stock in trade—of all the important
banks in the state. The income of the state trea-

sury is derived in great measure Irom the profits

of banking ; and if these profiis were at once
Buspended, the state would be deficient of half its

revenue, and heavy additional direct taxes would
have to be forthwith imposed on the people. Ol
course, the steward of the great sleeping partner,

the government, always yields to the representa-

tions and advice of the acting and more capable
and cunning partners in trade; and therefore the
laws regulating and indulging suspended banks
are in just such (brm, and for just such purpose, as
the presidentti and other master spirits of the hanks
choose to have enacted. The course aimed to be
thus sanctioned, and which has been hereiofi^re

and is still pursued by the banks, is to profess and
pretend to reduce their liabilities, and as rapidly as
is consistent with the public welfiire—but, in fact,

to make the reduction as little and as slow as possi-

ble, for the sake of their own gain. The slow
rate of reduction, and of return to honest respon-
Bibility, under the most imperative circumstances,
will be hereafter seen.

XIJI. The modi and rate of bank " curtailing,'"

with the view of resuming payments.

We do not mean to deny, that after the banks
have suspended payment, there is great profes-
$ion made, and many and strong manif'eetatioris

also in particular cases, of great reduction of debts

to the banks, which, it is obvious to all persons,

must be made, if the banks are ever to resume
payment, without their bankruptcy being an im-
mediate consequence. But the profession is but a
pretence, which is as shallow as it is false. But for

the fear of total discredit, and the causing such
an out-burst of public indignaiion as would tend

to destroy their iniquitous rule and dishonest gains

altogether, the banks would, after suspension, in-

crease rather than diminish their operations. For
against such increase, by a suspended bank, there

is no valid check whatever. Ever since the ge-

neral Bus-pensioii in 1838 the banks have pretended

to be reduciiiiT, as rapidly as possible, their business

and liabilities. \et in ail these four years ihe
'whole amount of debts due to all the banks of

Viririnia has been reduced only liom ^18,000 188
to ^15,359,011, or a little more than one-seventh.

If no resirairu whaipver had been imposed by
law, or moral obligation, or by any other duty
than merely that to the stockholders of making
no loans to doubtful debtors, it might have been
supposed that ilie [iressure of the limes alone

would have induced ihe (Jebiors themselves to

conlraci iheir " accommodaitons," and their busi-

ness, as much as in the sniall ratio stated above.

For, if the preceding year of universal mad spe-

culation and adventure, produced and fostered hy
excessive bank issues, had required but ]8 mil-

lions of bank loans, surely the reduced business

and spirit of aiiventure, of the since sobered com-
munity, might have been as fully supplied t)y half

that amount.
But even o'' the small reduction made in the

amount of debts to the hanks, Ihe larger portion

has been laid where there should have been no
reduction whatever, (it any new debts were per-

mitted to be made,) that is, on t lie business dis-

counts, required lor real iransaciions of trade, and
the purchase of the great agricultural staples of

the country. These, the proper and legitimate

and safe banking operations, and always benefi-

cial to the community, have been greaily re-

strained, and discounts lor them often refused, that

the illegitimaie and dangerous accommodation line-

of loans might be the less curtailed.

This important proof of the insincerity of the

promises, and hopelessness of effective results of

voluntary bank reform, is abundantly set forth in

the lollowinir statement; which is made up from the

official reports of the banks to the legislature of

Virginia, published in the journals and public

documents. We present lor comparison the ge-

neral agcrreflrate sums from Ihe reports of Decem-
ber 1st, 1836, and of January Is', 1841, because

the first was the report ot the time of greatest

possible expansion, (and lor the year preceding

that of the suspension of specie payments.) and

the last, made fbui; years after, was during the

continuance of the suspension lor nearly all the

time since the first report, and when continued

'•curtailing" of debts, and reduction of hank lia-

bilities, were professed to be, and should have
been, pushed during that whole interval of time.

On December 1, 1836-
The whole outstanding debts, due to all the

banks of Virginia, (omitting cents,") amount-

ed to - - - - $18,000,188
Whole amount of circulation (bank

notes out) - - - 8,930,691
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Whole amount of specie - - 1,669.634

Or one dollar in specie for every 5.39 of paper

money in circuiiHion.

On January 1, 1841—
Ouisianding debts- - - 815.350,041

Circukiiion - - - 7,503,530

Specie ... - 2.422,192

Or one dollar in specie for every §305 ot paper

money in circulalion.

From these official reports, then, it will appear,

that during lour years of the ontinued operation

and pressure on the banks of the strongest of all

inducements for "curtailin<r," and reduction oC

liabilities, (saving self-interest, which opposed,)

aided by the so-called compulsion of law, the

banks reduced the total amount of debts due to

them only a fraction more than one-seventh of the

amount at the previous time of greatest expan-

sion. The reduction of the irredeemable paper

currency of all the banks, durinn the same lour

years of great effort, was only about one sixth of

the first amount ; and the specie on hand is still

only one dollar to S3.05 of paper circulation. If

then, such is the extent of bank reduction of lia-

bilities, and improvement of responsibility, pro-

duced under such various and cogent reasons (or ac-

tion in these different ways, we leave it to the read-

er thence to estimate, or inlijr, how long it will be

before the banks, by such a course of relbrmation,

will be enabled to pay in specie, and comply with

their now violated obligations, and re-construct

their justly (brfeited credit and reputation.

It has taken the banks four years to reduce

their debts by as much as one-seventh, and their

paper circulation by one-sixth, of the former

bloated and excessive quantities of both ; and
these small reductions have been considered (by

paper-money advocates,) as so distressing to the

community as to justify and make prelerable the

continuance ot all theevilsofirredeemable currency,

rather than to reduce bank debts even so rapidly.

Yet the first blow of the banks' suspension in 1837

depreciated all their notes 10 per cent., and there-

by robbed the then holders of the notes (nearly

9 millions in amount,) of just that proportion,

or about ^900,000 ; and, in 60 days, that deprecia-

tion reached 14 per cent. ; and, lor exchange on

New York, (requiring specie payn)ent,) there

was actually paid a premium ol 17 per cent.

Yet this enormous and instantaneous confiscation

of the property of the note-holders was scarcely

thought of as a wrong to them—and the act which
produced it was hailed as a measure of unmixed
relief and benefit to the community ! ! !

That the general amount of detjt to the banks
has been so little reduced is not owing to the want
of abundance of curtailment actually inflicted

upon individual debtors. But while the older

banks have reduced their respective shares of the

whole outstanding debts, there have been estab-

lished a new bank with branches, and new bran-

ches to the old banks, which have added nearly

as much to the debt as the others had operated

in reducing it. This is not worth naming, except

to avoid the appearance of mistake. We have
not distinguished, nor do we care, which bank
has most reduced o.- which most increased its bu-

siness. We have spoken of the whole banking
operation together, and of all the debts to all the

existing banks, without regard to the respective

shares of the dilfereDt banks.

Further— it may also be true that each sepa-

rate bank has been continually and rapidly "cur-

tailing" their debtors, (or some oi' them,) during

all these lour years. But if so, the general re-

sult shows that they have been, on the whole,

nearly as fast making new loans to other persons.

Now this double operation, (besides deceiving

the public into a belief of the progress of general

reduction,) serves in two ways to increase the

influence, and forward the objects of the banking

inieresi. The "curtailed" debtors, when made
to leel the pinch, cry out with all their might

against the banks being compelled to adopt this

harsh course, by the requisition of law, and to pre-

pare for pacing specie; and all the influence of

their class is used lu prevent any contraction of

circulation and of loans, and of course to con-

tinue unabated, lor all future time, the dishonest

policy of suspension by the banks. Next, the

hungry class of expectant borrowers, by receiv-

ing new loans, or by the bope of obtaining them,

are made lully as zealous lor the continuation of

that course of banking policy, upon which the

extent of their ''accommodation" will depend.

Thus by curtailing old debtors, that class of

bank slaves are made the more zealous and ac-

tive in the service of the masters ; and by ma-
King new loans, the equally zealous services, of

another body of partizans and slaves are secured j

and also general support gained from all who
only hope to become borrowers, though not yet

on the Javored list.

There never was a more false and even ridicu-

lous pretence than that which is generally receiv-

ed as true, that the continued operation of the

banks, on any thing like the same scale of expan-

sion, is necessary lur the benefit of the communi-
ty, or even lur the benefit of the debtor class

alone. If all the debts to banks which have been

incurred in the last six years, had been ^enied,

the applicants for the loans would now generally

be much better off than they are. And those

persons that were already in debt in 1837,

and who have not yet paid, perhaps have not

been benefited by such long continued indulgence.

Yet this matter is always spoken of as if the

privilege of contracting debts, and of continuing

in debt lor the longest time that the creditor will

permit, is the greatest of all possible benefits to

individuals, and the operation the most vitally

important to public and general interests.

JlIV. Effects of bank suspension and irredeemable

paper currency.

When the banks all first suspended payment in

1814, under the pressure of a Ibreign war with a

lormidable power, the case was novel, and the

public were easily deceived by the lalse and shal-

low pretences then set up by the banks in excuse.

It was not (so it was alleged) that they were not

able to pay their notes, but that the specie, thus paid

out, regularly and rapidly flowed to the enemy's
possession. The latter part of this assertion was
as true as the former was false. The excessive

issues of paper here had served to depreciate all

the currency—and also our armies required specie

in Canada, because bank notes were of no value

there. Therefore, the specie flowed from the

country where it was depreciated, and where it

was pushed away by paper to foreign countries
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where it, commanded a beiler price, or where it

had no such inli^rior suhstiiute. Thus the banks

closed iheir vaults, not lor their own sain, but (as

always) on the score oi' patriotic devotion to the

welfare of the country—and we, the people, were

Ibolish enouujh to believe this excuse, and slill to

confide in the banks' relaininir the specie which in

fact ihey had already parted vviih, and were irad-

ins upon as so much additional capital. Thus
re?aininiT the misplaced confidence of the people,

and havinj^r in their power the impoverished and

embarrassed ijovernments (both state and fede-

ral,) who were willing to justify government loans

to any amount in irredeemable paper, the banks

were enabled to play a most profitable and disho-

honest and treacherous game, for some years,

when it closed, as the present suspension will

close, by causing far more private bankruptcy,

distress, and destruction of property, than if the

banks themselves had been pronounced and pro-

ceeded against as bankrupt, as they should have

been, when they first stopped payment.

During that first suspension, by the stimulus of

excessive bank issues and rediindnnl circulation,

(to which there was no check whatever,) the

whole country was made drunk wiih the spirit of

speculation. What was actunlly the depreciation

of redundant paper money was mistaken lor a rise

in the value of property, ol which the prices of

course advanced nominally in proportion as the

value of the currency depreciated. This gave a

new and still increasimr spring to speculation
;

and prices of land in Virginia rose to double,

quadruple, and in many cases to tcn-lbid the pre-

vious rates, and this, too, during a time of war,

and of iieneral pressure and embarrassment, and
when no kind of industry was remunerated, ex-

cept the making and issuiuii of irredeemable pa-

per money. Thousands and thousands of indivi-

duals \\iere greatly injured, or completely ruined,

by buying property at these speculative prices,

which alierwards fell, because ofgeneral pecunia-

ry distress, to less llian the former real prices.

The whole populaiion was disordered, and a very

lar<re proportion injured in business habits, morals,

and in happuiess, hy this national ttjver of excite-

ment, which benefited none but the few most
cunning or Ihrtunate individual players at the

game of' speculation, and the banks, whose divi-

dends of ptofits was as much enhanced as the

general rate of profits was lessened. At last, how-
ever, the settling day arrived. The losses of the
people were beyond computation ; and even the
banks, who had doneall the mischiel, had been such
injudicious lenders and spendthrifts, as well as
cheats and pillagers, that they were lor years after

in a state of real though not nominal bankruptcy.
After having divided enormous and unprecedented
profits, (or some years thereafter tlic banks of Vir-
ginia could pay no dividends whatever.
The present suspension difiers from the first in

one important respect. The public confidence
which the banks then enjoyed, and so greatly
abused, they no longer .possess, and never can
again acquire. No individual now believes in

their ability to pay, as in the former suspension
was believed by nearly all. Belbre the beginnin'>-

and even after the termination of the IbrnTer sus"^

pension, there was so much confidence in the
ability of the banks to pay, that lisvv individuals
cared to draw specie from them on that ground.

Now, if they ever again open their vaults, and, in

good faith pay all their notes and deposites, they
will be soon drained of all their specie, and then
remain undeniably bankrupt, because not able to

meet numerous other demands. The banks know
this, and will not dare to attempt resumption un-
less compelled ; and to resume safely they must be
able 10 pay in specie "dollar lor dollar," for all

iheir notes and debts. Therelore the late recent

short-lived procedure was but a pretended resump-
tion, in which the banks avoided making the pay-
ments they professed to offer, by disingenuous
tricks and contemptible evasions, and which re-

suinpiion (so-called) they could not maintain even
in that discreditable manner. They will probably
never resume payments again, in good faith, and
cannot possibly continue permanently to pay their

notes, if they should so resume.

C To be continued.)

THE GREAT DEFECTS OF THE AGRICULTURE
OF LOWER SOUTH CAROLINA.

To the Editor of tlie Fanners' Register.

Charleston Dist., S. C, March 7, 1841.

I am unwilling to irespass upon your time,

which must of necessity be much occupied by a

large correspondence, but trust you will appreciate

my'motives in asking you to publish in your Re-
gister, lor the inlbrmaiion and benefit of your
southern friends, a history and description of the

corn fields in lower Virginia.

You are doubtless aware that the city of Char-
leston not only receives no supply ol corn liom

her back country, but that frequently she supplies

the country li-om her importations liom the states

north of this. A country like ours, ilius obliged

to obtain its supplies of provisions from a distance,

must necessarily remain poor. Our highlands

yield liom ten to twenty bOshels per 5cre ; the lat-

ter quantity is considered a good yield, I doubt

whether the average product of the whole low

country below the falls of the rivers will exceed

twelve bushels per acre.

If you liave access to a copy of Mills' South
Carolina, you will perceive that the map of this

district (Charleston) indicates a great number of

swamps, extensive tracts of low grounds on the

margins of the numerous creeks which feed our

rivers. With the exception of those swamps
which lie accessible to the tide water, and beyond

the region of salt water, none of these low lands

are cultivated. Occasionally a planter is enter-

prising enough ^o subdue a small portion, and if

the season prove good he is successful in raising

corn ; but unless a general system of draining

should be adopted, it is impossible to secure even

those few spots. I think that the combined efforts

of the planters on those swanips would enable

each to secure to himself a permanently valuable

field of corn. I have long thought that the drain-

ing of those swamps would also contribute ma-
terially to the health of the neighborhood. Do
the corn fields of lower Virginia lie in such re-

claimed swamps, or are they still wildernesses'?

And if the swamps have been subjected to culti-

vation, has any amelioration of the public health

been thought to follow"?

The exceedingly fluctuating price of cotton I
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am iil'raid will keep ua fur ever poor. No one will

plant corn when coitun oilers such spleiuliii pros-

pects ; and when the price becomes depressed, we
lancy ourselves obliifed to plant more cotton in or-

der that we may make up lor the loss in price by

an increased quantity. Thus cotton is our irrand

staple, before which every thing bends. We plant

ol' our poorest lands just as much as we think

will tiirnisii barely corn enough to supply our

wants; if that fails we have recourse to Charlos-

lon. Of course we never have a surplus. This,

the vice of the larire planters, seems contairious

—

it is a universal error. A few years since I know
that poor men, who should have sold corn, were

obliired to buy it at two and two and a half dollars

the barrel [bushel 7] Is it wonderful then thai our

splendid enterprises so frequently fail?

I have made several small experiments with

lime, with a favorable result, but have not had

the pleasure of seeing any marl in the neighbor-

hood. 1 regret this as much op. my own account,

as on account of the indication it gives of the low

state of agricultural enterprise among us. I have
no skill in managing, and the digging of lime is

with me a prodigious labor. If anv of my practi-

cal neighbors would undertake the work, they

would doubtless devise schemes for facilitating the

labor. If you will tell us occasionally of increased

productiveness of cotton from its use, you might

stimulate us into using it. You cannot influence

us so long as you speak only of its results on corn,

wheat and clover. .

In attempting to reply to the inquiries of our

correspondeni, we must premise that we know

(Irom personal observation) scarcely more of his

region of country than he does of ours—to which

he is evidently a total stranger. We have seen

nothing of the lands of lower South Carolina, ex-

cept in the mere glance afforded by the rapid

passage upon a railway. But judging from

that very insufficient view, and still more from

what we have heard of that regfon, we were

etrongly impressed with what seemed to be ruin-

ous errors in management, and astonishing ne-

glebt of means and natural facilities for agricultural

improvement, and consequent profit. It would be

presumptuous in the extreme for us, with such

limited obtervation and means for information, to

attempt more particularly to point out errors, or to

prescribe suitable remedies. For the former we
shall rely for fads entirely on our correspondent

and other South Carolinians, who have heretofore

published statements and just denunciations oftheir

bread-buying system.

The lands of lower Virginia, which furnish a

large surplus of the corn which is exported, (after

furnishing a plenty for man and beast through this

region, where the corn crop supplies the almost

universal food,) is generally quite as poor and un-

productive as our correspondent describes the

lands to be in lower South Carolina. Excepting

the marled laads, (which, as yet, form but a small

part of the great body,) the average product of all

the lands of the tide-water region of Viri^inia can-

not exceed 12 bushels of corn to the acre ; and on

numerous farms, of which corn is the great and

almost only market crop, the pwduct does not ex-

ceed 10 bushels. Many persons throughout their

lives cultivate considerable proportions of their

lands yielding not more than 7 or8 bushels of corn,

and making no other field crop for market, who
yet have continued to live, and some of them to

grow richer, upon such returns, and to furnish

something of their surplus corn to supply the

planters of South Carolina. Now these, and even
the best of them, are miserable products, and indi-

cate a wretched and unprofitable condition of agri-

culture in lower Virginia. But the useful infer-

ence which may be drawn from the fact is, that if

our cultivators here live, and thrive, by raising

corn for sale on such poor lands, it is certain that

the planters of South Carolina could do much
better by raising corn for their own consumption,

even on lands which are no better. So great is

the difference between a planter's being his own
provider of what he is obliged to have and to con-

sume, and being the purchaser of it from abroad,

that he could better afford to raise his own corn,

than' to buy it at a regular discount of 10 cents

the bushel below the market price. For there ia

generally at least that much increase of cost in-

curred in the charges of transportation and sale

—

and which, though paid by the consumer, and
earned by the merchant, is entirely lost to the

producer.

Except in Princess Anne and Norfolk counties,

which are the nearest of our mainland to the sea-

shore, there is no part of Virginia so low, and sub-

ject to water, as our correspondent supposes, and
as is the case in the Charleston district. The
lands of those counties require draining, and are

therein as much neglected as any in South Caro-

lina. But it is not because of being swampy, so

much as the firm lands being almost uniformly

level, and therefore, though dry in summer, they

are saturated, and often covered, with rain water,

during winter and spring. The higher tide-water

counties, though having numerous swamps, are

mostly of dry land, and the surface enough undu-

lating to prevent too much wetness. Very little

has been done to reclaim our swamps ; and there-

fore it is not such land, except to a small extent,

but the poor high-lands that furnish corn for ex-

portation, as well as lor home consumption. And
very low prices serve to compensate corn-raising,

for this great region, which furnishes but little else

for market. At this time ive cannot sell corn for

more than $2.25 the barrel (45 cents the bushel)
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in the towns, or on tide-water ; and to get that

price, mucli corn is carted from tiie interior 10, 20

or 3J miles over bad roads. We have known corn

on York river offered for sale as low as ^1 the

barrel by the large quantity. These low prices, as

well as the low general products, show very poor

returns, as well as bad management. But,

even if we lose sometimes by low prices, and cul-

tivators perhaps lose always on the poorest lands,

Btill, on a general average of years, products and

prices, the cultivators ot' our corn-producing re-

gion are as well rewarded, and as thriving, as

others; and on as poor lands in South Carolina,

the planters could cerlainlydo better, inasmuch as

the corn would there be all consumed where pro-

duced, instead of part being sent to be sold at a

distant market. It would be very far more profita-

ble, and more necessary, in South Carolina. No
agricultural country can afford to buy its bread

—

and still less at such heavy cost of transportation,

compared to the first price, as of Indian corn.

So far our remarks have been made upon the

supposition that the corn culture of South Caro-

lina would be on land as poor as ihat described by

our correspondent, or as are the unimproved or

exhausted lands of lower Virginia. But there is

no need of such unproductive culture being per-

manently continued, either in Virginia or in South

Carolina. The Charleston district especially

might be greatly and profitably improved in pro-

ductiveness, by draining many of the numerous
swamps, and higher and firmer lands, which are

now greatly injured by excess of wetness. If this

were done, even but to a partial extent, (but al-

ways properly and judiciously,) the public as well

as private benefits would not liiil to be very impor-

tant. And if the calcareous manures of South

Carolina were brought into use. (the almost uni-

versal neglect of which is so far even more re-

markable than the neglect of draining,) the two
improvements together would add more value to

the agricultural products, genera! wealth, and ge-

neral welfiire of South Carolma, than millions of

dollars could purchase. In short, if we may trust

to our very limiied inlbrmaiion of the existing facts,

we are confident that no part of the United States

is more susceptible of being benefited by these two
imodee of improvement than a large portion of

•Souih Carolina.

Another matter of the highest importance is

embraced in the inquiries above—the effect of
drainage in improving health. Of such actual re-

sults we know nothing from personal experience—
and not much from information as to particular

facts. But there can be no question as to the ge-

neral results. All of the great body of rich low
fcut £rm lands in Gloucester county was once a

swamp, and the inhabitants were then very sickly.

Now, nearly all of that extensive and fertile body

of land has been brought under good and careful

cultivation, and the low-ground estates of Glou-

cester are among the most healthy on the tide-

waters of lower Virginia. Still, even there, the

drainage is far from being the most judicious or

effectual—and there yet remain many obvious and

fruitful sources of malaria and disease. On the

borders of the alluvial flats of James river, above

the fialls, though a high and hilly country, the in-

habitants were formerly very subject to autumnal

levers. The wide low-grounds of the river were

then very insufficiently drained and guarded from

the effects of inundation. Now, all these lands are

well drained, well cultivated, and form one of (he

most fertile and admirably managed agricultural

districts in Virginia ; and the river farms are gene-

rally quite healthy, and at no time suffer from dis-

ease in any degree to be compared with what

were formerly the annual and regular visitations.

When we saw the extent and magnificence of

the city of Charleston, and saw and heard the

evidences of the wealth of its inhabitants, we
were the more astonished—nay, we could not

have believed the fact, if on less sure testimony

—

that the whole surrounding country (saving parts

of tlie sea-islands,) was almost an agricultural

desert, in which tillage and husbandry were in the

lowest staie,and where malaria and disease held

undisputed sway through nearly all the season

best suited for agricultural labors and enjoyments.

When it was stated that it was at great hazard of

his life for a proprietor to spend even one night

on his estate, from June to October, we did not

know whether most to wonder that such a pesti-

lential region had not been altogether abandoned

—or, not being abandoned, that it had not been

more improved, by proprietors who are noted

for their general intelligence, wealth, and liberal

expenditure. Even if we allow hajf that we

have heard of the disastrous effects of malaria in

the Charleston district to be abated for exaggera-

tion, the remainder would make an amount of pe-

cuniary loss, and of physical and mental suffering,

which it is astonishing that any people can be

content to bear, and that they shotald not exert

every hopeful means for even partial relief.

We are aware that both these great modes

of improvement above referred to are not fully

available on every plantation, nor even in every

considerable district of country. But the advan-

tages of either one would be very great, in re-r

gard to the increase of products, and improvement

to health. For, in the latter respect, genera
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marlinix, as a safetruard, is next in value lo proper

and liioroiJgh draining.

In answer to the last remark of our correspond-

ent, we have to say thai marl is fully as bene-

ficial to cotton as to corn, and most other uselul

crops. It is more beneficial lo clover only be-

cause lime is a specific manure for this crop, or an

injiredieni absolutely necessary (o iis life and vi-

gor. But it is an unnecessary refinenieni to

weigh nicely the comparative benefits of calca-

reous manure to diHierenl vegetables. Its main

and great operaiion is to. make bad soils good,

and enable poor land lo become fertile. And

there is no vahable crop whatever on which this

great operation will not be abundantly effective

and beneficial.

—

Ed. F. R.

ON THE PROPER NOMENCI>ATURE OF
GRASSES.

For the Farmers' Register.

Dearsir:— By yesterday's mail, I had the ho-

nor ol receivinir a parcel from you, consistiriiJ ol

the Farmers' Register, vol. 9, No. 2, and seve-

ral oiher of your publicaiions, lor all ot v/hich

1 beg you to accept my grateful acknowledg-
ments. 1 perceive that you have transferred

lo ih*? Register a histy communication which
I sent to Mr. Skitmer, respecting the nomenclu-
lure of the ^crosses most liimiliarly known lo

the agnculiurisis of this region, and have also

accom|)anied that article wiih some interesting

suggestions, relative to a plan (or obtaining a

more accurate knowledge of the objects which
are daily treated of in our agricultural jour-

nals. It is highly gratifying to see that you
have taken up the subject in that point of view,

as one of the first steps towards a useful discus-

sion is, imdoubiedly, lo ascertain precisely what
we are talking about. Ii is worse thriu labor lost

to argue the merits, or demerits, of plants, under
their local popular names, without a relereiice,

at the same lime, to the established scientific

names, by which ihey may be csriainly recoix-

nized in all parts of itie civilized world ; for those

popular names are so various, and so olien mis-

applied, that ihey inevitably lead to error and
cjnfusion. Your projet, or something similar,

is the only mode by which the nomenclature ol

plants can be extricated from the chaos in which
it has been thrown by popular synonymy. My
letter to Mr, Skinner was hasiily written, on the

spur of ihe*ccasion, and is of course exceedingly
imperfect ; its main purpose being to determine
the identity of the so-called '• Kentucky blue-

grass.'''' The other grasses, therein meniiuned,
were merely enumerated as occurring to .ne at

the moment.
1 am much pleaded to find that you have

enlisted my friend, the Rev. Mr. Curiis, in this

matter. You could not have found a betiei

hand for the business ; and I have no doubt,

if your joint suggestions are carried out in the

proper spirit, that our agricultural writers may all

foe speedily enabled to treat uaderstandingly of

Vol. IX.-20

the plants, in which the farmers have an interest.

By ascertaining their scientific names and giving

them always in conjunction with the popular

names, every intelligent reader will be ;il>le to

know exactly what is meant, when plants are in-

troduced lo notice ; and thus a world of conjec-

ture, of error, and confusion, maybe obviated.

We cannot converse on objects, without some

name bv which to designate them, and distinguish

them one from anoiher; and it seems to me,

that when names are to be learned, by any one,

it is just as easy to acquire one neiv name as

anoiher, that aright name may be learned just

as readily as a wrong one. There is even an

economy of the powers of memory, in having on«

definite, universally understood name, for an ob-

ject, in the pi ice oi half a dozen vague, qnd un-

certain ones, althoush that one may be latin, and
the others all vernacular. It is certainly, I think,

as easy, lor a mere English scholar, to become
acfjuainted with a particular species of grass,

under the name of poa pratensis, na to ascertain

what is meant by the various epithets o( ^^ Ken-
tucJiy blue-grass,-'' ^' green- sward'' ^' spear-grass,"

^^meadow-grass," &c. Ani when once acijuired,

the learner has the salislaction to know, that he
can designate the plant by a name which is intel-

ligible, precise, and disTincily comprehended
throughout the'civilize.d world.

Al ail evems, I should say, the editors of

agricultT.mil journals, and their correspondents,

would find It greatly to (•heir convenience and ad-

vantage, to adopt the universal nomenclature of

natural science, when treating of plants. They
would then always be accurately understood, and
not be |)laying at cross purposes, in their discus-

sions, by relerring to different objects, or bewil-

dering their readers in conjectures, as to what may
he the precise things alluded to. As soon as the

scientific names are acquired, and rendered fami-

liar, the various local popular 7iames, could be

gradually collected, and annexed to the standard

names ; and thus a key would tie furnished to the

Babel-like sj/nonj/mi/, pievailing in the difierent

districts of our widely extended republic. This
laudable purpose, your proposition, as I- have
said, is well calculated to accomplish ; and I hear-

iily wish you every success. With the aid of

! such a botanist as my e?ieemed friend, Mr. Cur-
Mis, you will find no difficulty in efi'ecting it. If

each agricultural editor in our co^Bfy would
provide himsell' wiih what might ^b called a
•' Farmers' Herbarium," containing a good speci-

I
men of each plant that was immediately interest-

ing to the larmer (whether valuabe, or perni-

j
cious,) and each species authentically labelled

with the •established scientific name, together

wiih all the known j)opular synonymes, he would
find himself in possession of one of the most
useful dictionaries, or expositors, lo which he
could resort in Ihe prosecution ol his instrudive

labors. An herbarium, such as I have alluded

'0, being strictly confined to plants in which he
larmer is interested, would neither lie bnlkv,

nor difficult to obtain. A lair specimen of eacA

species, and variety, aaihered when in its most
(lerlect state of developement, and carefully pre-

pared for preservation, by pressure and drying

between sheets of paper, might be procured with

but little trouble, I should think, in a single sea-

son. If you will undertake the work, or gel some
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active friend to make the collection for you— in

the spirit which you have manilested, I will en-

eure your success. It is only io begin and the

thing is accomplished. Mr. Curiis v?ill, as he

has prontiised, give any informaion, as to the

mode of proceeding, which may be desired
;

and when the specimens are ready, send the pack-

age to him, and he wid affix the scientific name
to each species, so as to render it uuiheniic.

They will ihen serve as standards, lor comparison,

whenever unknown or doubtlul plants may be ex-

hibited ; or ih case the character of any specimen
may be disputed.

I fear you will think I have taken a strange

unwurrantabie liberty, in thus addressing you:
But I beg you to understand, thai I iiave done
60 because I (elt a conviction I v/as communing
wiih a kindred spirit, on a favorite topic ; and on

this ground I hope my apology will be accepted.

I am very respectfully, dear sir, your obedient

eervani, Wm. Daklikgtox.

P. S. My Flora of Chester county, contains

descriptions of all our cultivated useful plants,

with brief notices of ifte properties and uses of the

others, aa Ihr as known, and their popular najnes

&c. The work may possih!y interest you some-
what, though mainly iecAmcaZ in character. I will

have a ropy left for you at mv bookseller's, Kimber
and Sharpless, No. 50 North 4th street^hiladcl-

phia. Will you do me ihe (iivor to ac^pt it, and
get some friend lo call (or it, who may be coming
to Philadelphia 1 It will be there, awaiting your
order; and 1 hope you will send lor ii the first

opportunity. W. D.

[So far from deeming the addressing to us the

foregoing letter "a strange and unwarrantable

liberty," we were much gratified at receiving it,

both in regard to its particular object, and also

as placing its writer among the direct contributors

to the Farmers' Register. We had in the ear-

liest number of the work, as several times since,

selected his valuable agricultural articles from

other publications ; and we trust this commence-

ment of direct contribution from his pen will be

followed jmas many others aa his inclination

may sugg^, and his leisure permit. The offered

present of the ' Flora Cestrica' will be thank-

fully accepted, and its use and lights permitted

to aid some friend and correspondent, who pos-

sesses something of the knowledge of botany,

of which it is our misfortune (and great defect as

an agricultural editor) to be altogether desti-

tute.—Ed. F. K.

CRtrSHEO CORN MEAL—FEEDING HORSES

—

PRESERVING BACON.

For the Farmers' Royister.

Since my former article, in relation to crushed
rorn meal, was communicated to the Retjift'ter

I have been iiillKmed, by the highly intellicrent

iron- master, therein alluded to, that he kept'^hie

mule teams, of six each, fat last summer, though
hard at work evtry day, on a daily allowance ol'

one bushel of crushed corn meal, and the same
quantiiy of bran, mixed thoroughly together and
led wiih cut straw—with a moderate quantity of
clover hay in the rack. With corn at 37^ cenis,

and t>ran at 10 cents a bushel, this mode of leed-

in« would reduce tlie cost of a six-mule team
to less than thirty cents a day, or five cents a mule,

exclusive of hay and the straw mixed with the

meal. A single calculation will show every faim-

er how much he could gain every year, by
adopting this economical mode of leeding hia

workhorses; doubiless enough in a hie-time to

buy a respectable farn) ibr his sons.

J was also informed by this gentleman, who
is one of the best larmers and manageis I ever
knew, that he laitened twenty bullocks last fall

en crushed corn meal, at much less cost than he
could have (atiened them in any other way.
He is decidedly ol' opinion that he saves more
money by crushing and grinding his corn, than
by any oiher economical process practised on his

extensive estates ; and I know no one in whose
sound practical judgment 1 have' greater con-
fidence.

As my sheet is not full, I would add a word on
another subject. A respectable neighbor inliirms

me that he has preserved his bacon lor twenty
years, without the loss of a single piece, by
white-washing each joint, on the fleshy side and
at the end of the hock early in the spring, before

the fly deposites its eggs. He gives ihe pieces a
thick coal of ordinary white-wash, with the com-
mon brush, then hangs them up in his smoke-
house, where they remain until taken down for

use. The white-wash does not impair the flavor

of the meat, or injure it in any way, in the

slightest degree. Ploughboy.-
Rockbridge, Va., March 17, 1841.

WEEDS OF AGRICULTURE.

From Ln\v's Elements of Practical Agriculture.

The weeds of agriculture are those which grow
amongst the cultivated plants, and which it is the
province of the farmer to destro}'. The prevail-

ing plants of ihis class vary in every countrj', and
in different parts of the same country.

Weeds may be divided into two genera! class-

es ; those which propagate themselves solely

by their seeds, and which, having once flowered,

perish ; and those which have perennial roots,

and flower and bear seeds for successive years.

The first are annual or biennial plants, accord-

ing as they require one or two years |^ complete
the period of their vegetation. The second are

perennial plants, and grow again from the roots

as well as propagate themselves from their

seeds.

In thecaise of annual or biennial weeds, if the

stem is destroyed at the time of flowering, or just

before it, the individual is destroyed, and its

further means to propagate, the species are taken
away ; but in the case of perennial weeds, the
destruction of the stem doe* not infer the destruc-

tion of the plant, because the plant has the power
of propagation from the roots. From this distinc-

tion, it would seem more easy to destroy annual
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tlian perennial weeds, yet ihis conclusion does not

always hold ; for some of ihe annual ppecies have

such numerous minute seeds, ihat it is ul'ien very

(titlicult to extirpate them, and when they liave

j^ot into ground, keep jiost-etision even more iii-

veterately than ihose which have the power 0/

springing again Irom their roots.

Of the perennial weeds greatly the most trou-

blesome are I hose which have creeping roots ; lor

these extend themselves below ground, and il

any ol the parts of ilie roots remain, these may
give birth to new planis.

Either chiss ol' weeds may be frequently de-

stroyed by the same means, namely, by assidu-

ous tillage of the ground ; but yet a natural divi-

sion of ihem is into such as have annual and

biennial roots, and such as have perennial roots.

I. /lanual andjjiennial weeds.

or weeds which have annua! or biennial rooie,

the (bllowing are tlie most prevalent in ihi^

country.

1. Sinapis arveneis— wild mustrird.

2. Raphanus raphanistruni— wild radish.

3. Pa|)aver rhoeas— corn poppy.

4. Ceniaurea cyanus— corn blue-botile.

5. Chrysanthemum segeium—corn marigold.

6. Pyrethrum inodorum—corn leverfew.

7. Sonchus oleraceus— sow-thistle,

8. Cnicus lanceolatus—spear piume-thisilc.

9. Arctium lapjia— burdock.

10. Agrostemma gilhago— corn cockle.

11. Stellaria media—common chickweed.

12. Spergula arvensis—corn spurrey.

13. Galium aparine—goose-grass.

14. Urtica urens— small nettle.

15. Lamium purpureum—red dead-nettle.

16. Galeopsis tetrahit—common liemp-neiile.

17. Euphorbia helioscopia—sun-spurge.

18. Polygonum convolvulus—climbing buck-

wheat.

19. Polygonum avicuiare— knot-gra.ss.

20. Ervum hirsulum—hairy tare.

21. Lolium temulenium—bearded darnel.

22. Avena fatua— bearded wild oal.

23. Bromus mollis—soft broom-grass.

1. The wild nmstard, the charlock of farm-

ers, frtquemly springs up'in vast abundance in

fields of growing corn. It (lowers in May or

June, and as it ripens and sheds iis seeds before

harvest, it is difficult 10 extirpate it. Sometimes
its flowers are cut off by a scythe or hook as they

rise above the com in spring; and sometimes
they are pulled up from amongst the corn by the

hand, which is an unsaiisfaciory and operose
method. The row culiure is, in an especial de-

gree, beneficini in the case of this and similar

planis, lor the first crops of them can be cut down
by the hoe in spring. But the period most suita-

ble lor desiroying the wild mustard is during the

summer-fallow and lallow-crops. Yet under any
circumstances it is difficult to subdue it, its seeds

lying for an indefinite period in the soil until

brought by the plough within the influence of the

air. Often it springs up without any known
cause and covers entire fields. It abounds in

fields of turnips, contending tor mastery with the

young plants. Oiher species ofsinapie also spring

I

up in cullivaled ground, but this is the meet pre-

j
valeni and hurtful.

I

2. The wild radish, or jointed charlock, lik«

I

the wild mustard, has yellow flowers, and grows
land sheds ils seeds amongst corn. The two

j

plants, Jroin their similarity, are frequently con-
1 Ibunded together, and piiss under the common
I name of charlock.

! 3. The corn poppy is disiinguished in summer
j

by its gay red flowers. Ii sohieiimes rises in

large quantilits in corn fields, especially in toils

I

thai are dry, sandy or gi<ivelly. It receives the
name of red poppy, corn-rose, red-weed, &c.

4. The corn blue- bottle is of a genus which
contains several species known as weeds. That
however which is peculiar to corn-fields is the
corn blue-boitle. It grows amongst corn, but
rarely in great quantify, and ils" presence merely
indicates careless (arming.

5. The corn marigold is of a genus that sup-
plies our gardens and greenhouses with many
beautiful flowers. From the color of its flowers
It is in some places termed yellow-bottle, in other
places gowlands, or jellow gowans. It grows
amongsi fields of corn, and may be pulled by the
hand. It is not in this country a very generally
difl^used weed, being found only in particular parts.

But ill some sandy districts of Europe it prevaiia
10 so great a degree as to destroy the crops.

6. The corn (ijverlew or scentless May-weed,
is generally classed by farmers under the name
of mayweed, with two other plants of pimilar
a()pearance, stinking chamomile and wild cha-
momile. The corn leverlew rises sometimes in

cultivated land in considerable quantities.

The corn poppy, the corn blue-bottle, the corn
mangold, and the different May-weeds may be
said to form a class. They grow up vfith the crops
of corn,- and announce by their beautiful flowers
the return of the warmer season. They are not
of the (brmidable class of weeds, and yet assidu-
ous tillage is required to eradicate them. They
are (requently conveyed to the farm with the seeds
of corn, and then caretiil winnowing is the best
preventive.

7. The sow-thistle grows in fields of corn. It

is of a family of planis whose liixhi seeds are
widely dispersed by the winds. But although a
common, it is not a dangerous weed.

8. Spear plume-ihisiie is one of a genus of
troublesome weeds, but which are mostly perennial,
while the spear plume-thistle is biennial. It

sometimes abounds in old pastures. It may in

all cases be destroyed by cutting it over when in

flower, and before its seeds are ripe.

9. The burdock is a familiar plant whose hook-
ed scales fasten themselves pertinaciously ro

clothes and the fur of animals. It is a biennial
plant, seldom injurious, and easy to be ex-
tirpated..

10. The corn cockle or corn campion, is of the
pink tribe of planis. The flour of its seeds mix-
ed with grain jnjures greatly the quality, 'J'he

seeds are heavy, and on this account cannot be
separated from corn in the operation of winnow-
ing. It grows singly, chiefly amongst wheat

;

and being easily distinguished, it can te pulled
up by the hand.

11. Common chickweed is of the same natural
family, but of a different habit ©(growth. It

grows not alone, but thickly in the parts of fields
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which are enriched by the dung of animals. Un-

der careless management it is olien a iroublesome

weed ; and in liek'is of turnips it will coniend for

mastery with the young plants.

12. Corn spurrey, likewise of the pink inbe,

sometimes grows thickly in corn-fields, and then

il indicates bad condition of the soil, or careless

/arminir.

13. Goose-grass, called also cleavers, calchwceil,

and goose-tongue, grows naturnlly in hedges,

but is'^carried also to the cultivated fields where it

propagates itself rapidly. Its seeds are liimished

with hooked bristles, which attach themstlve.-^ to

the fur of animals, and in this manner are dis-

seminated. In some parts of England it is a

iroublesome weed, but in other parts it is com-

paratively inoffensive.

14. The smair nettle is an annual plant, Il

sometimes extends over cultivated fields, and

generally indicates that the soil is enriched by

putrescent substances.

15. The red dead-nettle, tliough termed a net-

tle, is of the mint tribe of plants. It is thus of

the same famUy as the mint, the marjoram, the

eage, and the thyme, plants all harndess and

possessinff cordial and stomachic properties. The

red dead-nettle is sometimes frequent in fields,

especially near hedges, and in sheltered places.

16. The common hemp-nettle, also of ihe nunt

tribe of plants, is common in corn fields. Reap-

ers are sometimes attiected by severe innammaiion

in the hand by grasping it. Il is covered by

bristles, and these, on being pressed, emit a poi-

eoiious fluid.

17. Sun-Spurge is one of a family of plants

which yield a peculiar milky juice. It is sonie-

limes atiundant in corn and turnip fields.

18. Climbing buckwheat is, in some places,

termed bind-weed or bearbind. When if) quan-

tity it is apt to overpower the corn. It is fre-

quently seen twining round turnips and other

plants. lis seeds are said to injure wheat; but

the seeds are in themselves nuiriiive, and if mix-

ed with oats will not injure their quality.

19. Knot-grass is another of the buckwheat

genus, of frequent occurrence ;
but il abounds

more in waste places than in cultivated grounds.

20. Hairy tare is a leguminous plant which

frequently occurs in cultivated fields, and then it

is a huriful weed.
Several of the annual grasfes are of frequent

occurrence in cultivated grounds.

21. The bearded darnel is common in some
countries, but it is comparatively rare in this.-

It has been condemned as a poisonous plant lor

more than 2,000 years.*

22. The bearded wild oat is often a very perni-

cious weed. Its seeds rendily drop out when ripe;

and as il ripens sooner than the cereal grasses

and then sheds iis seeds, it is difficult to extirpate

it. It is frequently conveyed with theseed-cOin

to the ground, and thus may be propagated on the

best m.uiaaed farms.

23. Several of the broom-sraSses are found

as weeds in our corn fields. The most fiequent

o/ these is the soli broom-grass, in some places

termed goose-grass. The seeds of this plant are

like those of rye-grass, and are pro[)agated along

with that grass. But the plant iieelf is easily dis-

tinguished from Ihe rye-grass; and when ihe

iaiier is to be thmshed lor seeds, the broom-grass

may be picked out by the hand. The list of this

class of weeds might be greatly exiended, but

this does not seem to t)e here necessary. They
ore all of them best extirpated by dilligent tillage.

The belter cultivated a country tjecomes, tl>e less

prevalent and hurtful will be this class of jjlants.

* This is the " spelt" of lower Virginia, which has

not been very long introduced, and which yet is be-

lieved by most persons to be degenerated wheat, as

4h»y also believe of "^beat.'*—Ed. F. R.

II. Perennial Weeds.

1. Uanunculus acris—upright meadow crow-

fbo!, and other ranuiiculi.

2. Senecio Jacobea—common ragwort.

3. Tussilago Farlara— coltsloot.

4. Bellis perennis— daisy.

5. Chrysanthemum Ijfeucanthemum—great
wtiite ox-eye.

6. Cnicus arvensis—corn or way-thistle.

7. Centaurea niiira— black napweed.

8. Sonchus arvensis—corn sow-thistle.

9. Lamium album— white dead-nettle.

10. Kumex obiusili-ilius— broad-leaved dock.

11. Polygonum amphibium—amphibious per-

eicaria.

12. Uriica dioica— great nettle.

13. Airrostis alba— marsh bent-grass.

14. Arthenatherum avenaceum—common oat-

like tirass.

15. Holciis mollis—creeping soft grass.

16. 'IViiicnin repens—common wheat grass.

17. Jiincus ettiisus— soft rush and oiherjunci.

IB. Hrn pse— heaths and other shrubby plants.

19. Filices—lerns

20. Musci— mosses.

1. The uprishi meadow crowfoot grows in a

great variety ul soils and situations. Like most

of the danirerous family to which it belongs, it

inflames and bli-ters the skin. It is too acrid to

be eaten by calile, unless largely mixed with other

plants; but so mixed, it is consumed in small

quantity, and from iis abounding in our meadows,

is perhaps designed to serve as a condiment. In

common with some others of the genus, it is

termed biiUer-cup or butier-flower, from a [lopular

notion thai it gives the yellow color to holier.

It however injures the butter, whose yellow color

is due to the richn<;s3 of the pastures and not

10 these acrimonious plants.

The cieeping crowfoot, Ranunculus repens,

anil bulbous crowfoot, Ranunculus bulbosus,

resemble the last in their properties. They adorn

our meadows with their bright yellow flowers,

and are cotiiprehended under the common name
of butter-flower, butter cup, and sometimes of"

king'p-cup, golden-flowers, &c. The bieakingup

of grass land lor a course of tillage is the only

means of eradicating this class of weeds.

2. Common ragwort is a large, well known
weed in pasture fields. It receives many names,

as ragwort, ragweed, canker weed, &c. It has a
perennial root, and grows to the height of two

or three leet. It is best kept down by pasturing

with sheep, which eat it in its early stages. By
being pulled up by the hand, which can be easily

done when the ground is soil from rain, it can be

extirpated in grass fields without taking up the

land for a course of tillage.
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3. Coltsfoot grows chiefly in moist clays, and

especially in marly soils, lis broad leaves over-

epreadiiij^ tlie surlace, it is very liurtlui uiu;ru ii

prevails. Tillage i\nd draining, and improving

the lexmre and leriiliiy ol' the soil, are ihe'means

to be adopted lor rooliiig it ou!.

4. The daisy, though every where loved and

admired as the harbinger ol summer, and the

ornament ol" our helds, is, in the judgment of the

larmer, a weed. Where it prevails too greatly,

the land requires to be renovated by a course ol'

good tillage, and by lime.

5. The great white ox-eyes, sometimes also

called the great white daisy or moon-flower, olien

abounds in pastures, and is only lo be extirpated

by lillaire.

C. Tiiistles form a class of weeds very ibrmida-

bleio the agriculturist, from the ease wiih which
liiey are disseminated by means ol their downy
seeds, and the ditHculty of eradicating them. Some
of them have dee|) vivacious roots, and all of them,
on account of their vigorous growth and then-

strong spreading leaves, are injurious amongst the

cultivated plants.

The must common of the thistle kind is the

corn or way-thistle. This plant has strong, cieep-

ing, and vivacious roots, ihe habit ol which is lo

strike down to a great depih in the ground, ll

any pans of these roots are left in the soil, they

will again give birth to numerous jilants.

Tlie means of extirpating the way-thistle from

land IS by a continued tillage and deep ploughing.

Even an efficient year's summer lallow will nui

always ert'ect this ; when land has been thoroughly

overrun by the plants, they will spring up in future

years, and require successive years' tillage tho

roughly to exterminate them. The lands of va-

rious parts ol this country used to be greatly

more covered with thistles ihan they now are. In

some parts of Scotland they were once so abun-

dant that they used to be cut regularly lor five or

six weeks in summer to supply food lor the wretch-

ed cattle of the day. In well cultivated districts

they have been got under, though, so great is

their tenacity of lile and power of propagating,

that they demand constant attention on the best

cultivated liirms, and under negligent manage-
ment never fail to take possession of the soil. New
lands brought into culiivalion are olien entirely

covered wnh this species, and a course of iillac,'e

is necessary belbre it can be subdued. In the.

ordinary management of a farm, thisiles will some-
times spring up in great abundance with the first

crop of oats after grass. In this case, they musi
be weeded early in summer, by being cut over

near the surliice, which is conveniently done by
the weed- hook. The sole effect of this, however,
is to retard the growth of the plant and prevent it

from running to seed, or contending lor mastery
with the growing corn.

Thisiles sometimes spring up in great plenty in

old pasture fields. In this case, ihey should be
cut close to the ground at least once a year, so as
to prevent their smoihering the pasture plants and
rurioing to seed. But it is only when the land is

broken up lor tillage that effectual means can be
used lor destroying them. Instruments, indeed,
have been devised for pulling up thistles from the

ground, but the roots of the plant are too easily

broken, and the smallest portion left in the soil will

spring again.

The thistle not only grows from its creeping,

vivacious roots, but is widely dissennnaied by iis

light downy seeds. Thisiles ihereluie uuglii to

be cut down belore being permuted to jjeriect

their seeds ; and they should never be sullered

to grow m waste places and hedges, whence their

light seeds may be carried to poison the ne'gh-

boimg fields. Further, when they liave been
cut down at an advanced stage, they should
not be left on the ground, for like many coin-

posiUB they will mature their seeds though sepa-

raied Irom the ground.

7. Black knappweed is one of a class of this-

tle-like plants. It IS termed horse-knot, and re-

ceives many other local names. It is a hurtful

weed in pastures where it prevails, increasing

much by the roots, and being extirpated witti

difficulty.

8. The corn sow-thistle is a frequent plant in

corn-fields, distinguished by iis tail ttems and
firge yellow flowers ; but it is not usually a very
hurtful weed.

9. The white dead-netile is occasionally com-
mon in corn-fields. Having a strong, creeping
perennial root, it should be carelully extirpated.
This is one of the mint tribe of plants belore
relerred to.

10. The dock genus comprehends a variety
of species known lo the fiirmer as weeds. These
plants produce a large quaniiiy of seeds, which
they readily mature. The seeds are heavy, and
though diflused by the smaller birds, to which
lliey serve as lood, they are not so readily dis-

seminated by the winds as those of the thisile

kind. They, however, vegetate freely whea
they fall on the ground, and produce plania
which, when once allowed lo extend their roots
in ihe soil, it becomes difficult to exiern>inate.

The roots are vivacious, and if cut into pieces
the separate pans will send forth shoots. It is

more easy however to raise up the roots of docks
than of thistles by means of instruments, which
receive the lower part of the stem in a cleft,

and being used as a lever, wrench the plant

from the ground. But the only effectual meihod
of extirpating docks, as of most other weeds, ia

by summer lallow or cleaning crops. The seeds
of docks are olien conveyed lo the farm mixed
with grass seeds. When this lakes place, the
docks , will frequently establish themselves with
the grasses and grow vigorously the second
year. They should be ihen pulled up by the
hand, so as to prevent their running lo seed and
further overspreading the ground. The species
of docks are very numerous. The most comtnon
is the broad-leaved dock, which is lound in every
couniry of Europe. In this country it generally
indicates a good soil.

11. Amphibious persicaria is of the same natu-
ral li^imily as the clocks. On damp deep soil it ia

sometimes very abundant, overspreading the sur-

face when the land has been lelt in grass. The
prevalence of ihis plant generally indicates the
need of draining.

12. The great nettle is frequent in waste place?,

under walls and in hedge banks. This species

grows over all Europe, and is found from Barbary
to Siberia and Japan. In this couniry it gene-
rally indicates a good soil. When it lakes root

in pastures, it is very difficult to extirpate it. It

tbrms patches on which other, plants will not
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grow. It may eometimes be destroyed by cuttin":

the plant so as to enfeeble ii, and soaieiimes it is

duji; up by the roots. Eiit when it prevails in

pasture grounds lo any extent, the proper reniedy

is a course of tdlage.

Several of the grasses are known as weeds,

which, froni their creeping or vivacious roots, it

is difficult to extirpate.

13. The marsh bent-graps extends itself not

only by its creeping roois below the surface, but

by its stolons or suckers above ground. Others

of the genus extend themselves in the same man-
ner in wet situations. They receive the names
of black couch, black twiicli, or black wrack.

14. The common^ oat-like grass has bulbous

roots, whence it is called by larmers knot-grass.

It ie a very troublesome weed in many soils.

The little bulbs when detached from the root,

grow again, so that very careful tillage is required

ioexlirpf4te the plant when it takes possession of

a piece of ground.
1-5. Creeping soft-grass is another plant which

when it takes possession of ground is not easily

rooted out. It has a strong creeping root ; but

the species is comparatively rare.*

16. Common wheal grass or couch-grass, is

railed likewise quick or wrack, and receives many
other names. It is the tnoel abundant of the

perennial weeds of corn lands. It-: roots are

creeping, and every part cf them left in the

ground will grow ; and hence the dilTiculty of

extirpating the plant. The most effectual means
•of doing so, is by frequent ploughing and har-

rowinof, and collecting the roots by the hand.
This constitutes, as was formerly seen, an im-
portant part of the process ol" the summer falloiv

;ind preparatory cleaning crops. There is no
weed which requires so constant a vigilance on
the part of the husbandman as the creeping
wheat-grass ; but it is well that in contending
with this perpetual enemy he is compelled to

give a more assiduous tillage to his land than he
inislit otherwise be induced to do.

These different grasses are frequently all con-
iiaunded under the name of couch, quick, and
wrack,—names sufficiently indicating their cha-
racters.

17. The soft rush, with other junci, are all to

be regarded as weeds when they prevail amongst
the better plants. They indicate wetness, and
are only to be effectually removed by draming.

18. The heaths are a widely extended family,

covering a large part of the north of Europe.
Wfiere they intrude amongst the cultivated plants
they are to be regarded as weeds.
Many other shrubby plants are found in unim-

proved land, and one of the first objects of cultiva-

tion is to extirpate them. Fallowing and liming
are the usual means by which this class of plants
is destroyed.

The whin is one of the class of shrubby weeds.
It requires continued culture thoroughly to extir-

pate it ; for, after being apparently subdued, it will

spring up again in irreat numbers, and for succes-
sive years. When the land is in irrass, the young
shoots may be sometimes pulled up by the hand,
after the land has been saturated by rain. But
when whins have thoroughly established them-
selves in the soil, and extended their roots, they

• Called wire-grass in lowfir Virginia.—Ed. F. R.

must frequently be hoed up before the plough can
act. The land being then ploughed with a good
fijrrow, the remaining roots are torn up, and the

plants at length destroyed. On elevated sheep

farms, whins should be encouraged rather than

destroyed, lor in such situations they afford shelter

and food.

Broom is a shrubby plant, for the most part

niore easily extirpated than the wliin, though in

certain situations it grows with great pertinacity.

It afl'ects the lighter soils.

Brambles and other shrubs of the ros3 family

are often the possessors of unimproved soils.

Certain species of the bramble are very tenacious

of their situation. These plants are destroyed

by the same means as the whin; and the like

remark applies to all the large shrubs.

19. Another class of weeds is the acolyledo-

nous, or flowerless plants, at the head of which
stands the fern. Of" the ftirn or fern-like plants,

there are many species m this country. They
grow chieffy in mountainous tracts of natural

pasture.

20. The last in order of llic weeds are the

mosses. These plants are altogether innutn-

tious. They often intrude extensively on pasture

ground, and su|)f)lant the herbage plants. The
best remedy in all cases is a course of tillage, and
the application of lime.

The list of perennial weeds might be greatly

extended. They differ in their characters and
habits of growth, but they are all of them eradi-

cated by carefiil tillage, chiefly during the period

of the summer fallow and cleaning crops.

ON BURNING COTTON STALKS, TO DESTKOY
INSECTS.

From tlie Farmers' Gazette.

A neighbor of mine was induced by an article

headed " Bu^n your cotton stalks," which has
been published in several papers, to make an
examination of his cotton stalks, which has re-

sulted in his conviction that the suggestion of'"' A
young Planter," is worthy the consideration of his

brethren ol the plough. This gentleman states

to me that a number of his cotton stalks perished

last summer, in different stages of their progress

to maturity—some of ihem with a partial crop of

bowls upon them. In making the inspection al-

luded to, he discovered that some of the limbs

were perforated underneath, near their junction

with the main stem. In some of these cavities,

he found a small straw colored bug of an oblong

form, between the size of a grain of wheat and a
small pea, while from others the little intruder had
disappeared. I here inquired of him if it was
not probable that these intruders had commenced
their exploring expeditions after the stalks were
killed by frost, to which he replied, that he noticed

several apertures which were partially closed by

the after growth of the plants. From tliese facts,

he is persuaded that much evil for the preserjt

season mijiht have been averted by a timely de-

struction of his cotton stalks.

If any light can lie shed upon this subject it is

desirable that it be reflected through your columns.

The subjects of rot and rust, after all the specula-

tions that have appeared in reference to their

origin, still remain among the " terra incognita"
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ol" ajiricullural ken. The best method of avrriinjr

tlirni, il' possible, is a eubject. ol' jrieat intciesi tu

the |)iuiiter. Cokm Stalks.

The National Inieliitrencer, ol" a recent date,

puhiishesj a corret^pondence bi-tween Judjre Brack-

enridire, of the laie House of Representaiiveia,

and Col. Wyatt, of Florida, in which the latter,

in answer to various inquiries, gives some inte-

restiiif:f particulars relative to tlie natural advan-

lajres of the Florida countrj'.

That portion of the territory known as the

Everglades extends from the head of St. John's

river to within ten or fifteen miles ofCape Florida,

thus running almost the whole length ol the terri-

tory from north to south. This extensive tract is

believed to be twenty or thirty leet above the level

of tide-water, and is susceptible of being rendered

perfectly dry by means of dcepeninir and widen-

ing the various outlets or rivers that flow through

it from the lakes to the sea. The lakes near the

centre of ihe Everglades are deep and navigable,

and connect with one another thrnuirhoyl the

whole distance. Col. Wyatt slates that he ascend-

ed two of them and Ibund them about the same in

point of elevation. The current on approaching
the lakes was very rapid ; this was at a dry time

when the glades were not overflowed by waters

from the lakes. "These lacts," says he, "con-
vinced me that if the heads of these outlets or

rivers were opened, by deepening and widening
them, which could be done at comparatively small

expense, these Kd<es could be kept at all times

within their natural bounds; >vhich would render

the glades perfectly dry, opening to cultivation an
extensive plain of table lands of about e'azhi thou-

sand square miles,.(after dednding a fbur;h lor the
lakes) sufficiently elevated above both lakes and
tides to be certainly free I'rom inundations, and as

healthty as the Keys."
The tropical region of the peninsula reaches

from Cape Florida about 200 miles north
; the

soil of the Everglades is said to he very ricli, with

a deep black, alluvial formation ; it is covered
with water only it? the wet season.

Concerning the productions of this territory, in

addition to the ordinary tropical fruits which may
be cultivated in abundance. Col. Wyatt says :

—

The nopal, or prickly pear, on v/hich the co-

chineal insect is found, is a native ofCape Florida,

eo IS the cotton plant or tree ; both grow wild in

the forest, and the cotton tree is the same as cul-

tivated on our plantations, diflfering only in liie

emallness of the leaf and pod, and the length and
fineness of the fibres. The seeds are turled, like

our upland cotton, and need not be planted more
than once in some three or four years. The
Manilla hemp is also a native growth of this

region. In fact, it is to be Ibund in all parts of
the territory, and can, no doubt, be cuhivaied
with great advantage as far north as the 31st de-

gree of north latitude on the poorest sandy land.

The Indians have ropes, mats, &e. and, before the

war, supplied the first settlers with a variety of

articles formed out of it, such as halters, lines,

bedcordg, &c. at a very cheap rate. It was com-
monly known as the grass-rope. Sugar, of

course, can be cnliivated wilJi the same success as
in the Island of Cuba.

I doubt whether collee can be cultivated with
advaiiiage here, as it will not thrive well on soil

based upon rock a[)proachifig near the surlace, as
is the case in this reirion. Tlie coHee iree has a
long tap rout, which penetrates the earth to a
considerable depth, and cannot be sustained, as
almost all other trees and [ilants are, by laieral

roois. The vanilla plant, which is used to a very
Lrreat exient in imparling Ihe fine flavor vvhicli

iliey have to Spanish cigars, snulf, &c. is found in

a wild slate in all parts of Souiii 'Florida, in great
abundance.
The arrow, or coonti root, also abounds on Cape

Florida ; on which the Indians, and even the white
settlers in that region, prior lo the war, subsisted
almost exclusively. It is an excellent substitute
lor bread, and the process of converting it into

the most beautiful and snow-white flour is very
simple, requiring nothing more than a common
im grater, and a bucket or tub to wash it in, lor

ihe' [)urpose ol separating ihe flour.

As for the production of tobacco of a superior
quality in this region of Florida, as well as ia
portions further north, ihere can be no question.
Indeed, the experiment has been already fully

made, and has resulted in the raising of an article

not inferior to that in the West Indies. Its flavor

IS thought by many to be superior lo that of
the Cuba,
The lacililies for internal communication in

Florida are very great, and it is believed that at
small expense an inland steam navigation can be
opened directly through the centre of the Penin-
sula. If the capabilities of this tropical region,
which are described as so great, can be brought
into use, the importance of the Florida country lo

the union can hardly be appreciated tuo highly.
We shall stand, as a nation, still more firmly on
ilie independent basis ol domestic resources when
it is Ibund that the |)roductioiis of the tropics, now
brought to us from abroad, may be adiled to the
list of native commodiiies in quaniilies sufScient
to supply our wants.

—

jlmerican.

WIRE-GRASS DESTROYED BY HOGS.

We have many native perennial grasses
amongst us which I am convinced are worthy of
cultivation, and shall experiment upon some of
ihem this year ; and should like to hear of many
oihers entering upon the research. And now, be-
Ibre I fill up my sheet, let me give some facta
wiih observations upon the despised Wire or
Joint Grass, (so called in my section.) Thai ihe
prejudices of the reader may not cause him lo
reject the merits of this grass, I will assure him
how it can be destroyed where not wanted to grow,
without any loss of labor.

Like many other grasses, it is so multinanted,
it is not easily known by name. lis botanical
n'ame even seems doubiful. While a celebrated
botanist, Dr. Darlington of Pennsylvania, calls

it poa compressa, the Editor of the Farmers'
Register contends that its true name is triticum
repens. It is known in England by the name
of the cmich-grass, in Pennsylvania blue-grass,
\'irginia loire-grass, and some parts of South
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Carolina, wire-grass, and others joint-grass. It

is however easily known by de.scripiion. It is

a perennial, growini; from the root or jonii as well

as seed, the siem or vine however, ahove ground,

is killed by the freezes every winter. Ii branches

out Irom the central root two or three-leet in the

summer, and hugs the earth with roois I'rom every

joint, which are not over 2 or 3 inches apart.

And now I'or the facts, as relates to iis value and

plan of desiruciion. It had so taken possession

o( some bottom land which I cultivated, that I

concluded it was vain to attempt to make cotton

longer upon it.
' Knowing that hogs were Ibnd

of It, I concluded to fasten the hogs up in the

field without any other food, to see if they could

live upon It, and in some degree destroy it, or at

least thin it, so as to render the land fit lor cultiva-

tion. The hogs v/ere put in, in Feb. 1S40, when
very pour. Result, in 4 weeks : they were in

order, fit for pork, and had rooted the field where

the grass grew, like a potato patch where hogs

had run. In 1839, part, of this field was planted

in corn and the other part in cotton. Thai which

was in corn I manured in the hill, planted early,

and planted thick with peas the first ploughing.

The corn was rank and the peas nearly covered

the ground, so as. with the corn, to exclude the

sun pretiy well from the grass. I observed where

the grass was shaded, that its vines, instead of

hugging the earth, run up perpendicularly, and

most of it so perished, that il either died or brought

no seed. Since ihen, I have noticed where corn,

peas and pumpkins have been planted three

years in succession, where this grass grew, il is

preity well extirpated. I have ILirlher observed

that it perishes wherever the ground is completely

shaded by trees or weeds. This year I have 50

or 60 hogs liislened up in the same field, since

(ny peas were eaten oH. They have not been fed

with one bushel of grain, or other lood but what
they gather in the field, now about eight weeks.

Although the grass was much thinned out last

year, so as not to injure the corn or cotion crop

upon it, my hogs look as fat as I ever saw hogs

upon peas or potatoes. If any doubt it, come
and see. Be it remembered that it is the stalk or

vine which is covered by the plough, and not the

top or fibrous roots, thai is eaten by hogs! the

stalk being covered, it becomes pulpy and t-accha-

rine ; if exposed to Irosis, ii dies. J. D.

AN ACT TO PROMOTE AGRICULTURE IN
NEW YORK.

From tlie Journal of Commprce.
This act became a law on the 5ih inst. It

Rppropriates ^8000 per annum, for the term of five

years, for the promotion of agriculture and house-
hold manufactures in this state. The sum of ^650,
for New York county, is given to the American
Institute.

When the New York State Agricultural Socie-

ty, or any county agricultural society which i§

now, or may hereafter be formed, or the American
Institute, shall by voluntary subscription raise any
sum of money, then the comptroller, on an
Hffidavit of the facts, shall draw his warrant on
the treasurer for an equal sum, which is not, how-
ever, to exceed the amount apportioned to the
county.

it is the duty of the officers of the slate and
county societies to reirulate and award premiums
on such articles as are best calculated to promote
the agricultural and household manufacturing in-

terests of itie slate, giving the reward for the

most economical or profitable mode of competi-
tion. An accurate wriiten description of the
wtiole process in raising the crop, or feeding the

animal, as may be, is to be given by the person
claiminij (he reward.

EXPERIMENT ON THE PROPER DISTANCES
FOR COTTON.

From tlie Soutliern Agriculturist.

Mr. Editor :—When I had the pleasure of

seeing you at my hout^e last spring, you requested

me to make an experiment on ihinnins cotton to

difilerent distances, with the view of ascertaining,

if possible, what is the best distance to give be-

tween the iiiils. I made the experiment accord-

ingly, and fiand you an account of it.

The rows were three feet apart, and five hun-
dred and eighty-five yards long.

IncliPS Produced

1st row thinned to 6 100 lbs. seed cotion.

2d " " to 8 90 " " "

3d " " to 10 106 " " "

4ih " " to 12 82 " " "

5lh " " to 14 92 " " "
6ih " " to 16 100 " " "

7ih " " to 18 107 " "

8th " " 10 20 105 " " "
9th " '> to 22 118 " " "

lOih " " to 24 91 " " "

11th " " to 7 122 " " "

The difference in the product of the different

rows, I suspect, is owing to' the manure not hav-

ing been equally distributed, for it is .lifficuU to get

precisely the same quantity put under each bed.

If any thing is proven by ihis experiment, it is,

that between six inches and twenty-four, there is

but little difference in the product ; but the same
experiment must be repeated lor several years be-

fore the question, whether one distance is better

than another, can be settled. Last year was very

wet, and the weeds grew unusually large ; this

may acc;Dunt for the rows having the greatest

distance producing as much as the others ; but in

a dry year the result might be very different. To
make a sati.-^liactorv experiment, I would suggest

that it be made ujion cotion to which no manure
is applied, on account of the difficulty of spread-

ing the manure equally on the different rows.

J. A. Gillespie.
Marlboro', So. Ca.

P. S.—The land on which tliis experiment waa
made is upland, sometimes called oak and hicko-

ry land.

ROHAN POTATOES.

To the Editor of the Farmers' Renister.

As my experience in cultivating the Rohan
potato does not agree exactly with that of your

correspondent, as stated in the last number of the
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Kegislor, p. 262, 1 have concluded to (urriish you
a lew remarks reialinii; lo my experience, hopiiii;

ihat inanv others, who have cultivated the same
potato, will Ibllow the example. Such seems to

me the only mode by which we can in any short

period ascertain the real value of this species of

potato lor the table. If 1 remember correcily, the

accounts heretofore published represent the Rohan
ae an inlerior potato lor the table, and less larina-

ceous than some other kinds. Such has been my
experience in a trial of them lor three years.

Lei it not be understood that I have used them
three years lor the table. Three successive

years I have cultivated them, and have each
year tried them, by roasting and boiling. I have
never found them mealy, to use a common phrase,

but more like the common yellow potato, so gene-
rally brouglit here li-om the north in the spring,

and, strange to say, generally planted. This spe-

cies, the yellow, is barely edible when young, but

when ripe is only fit lor stock. The flavor of the

Rohan is certainly superior to the yeilow potato
;

but the real Mercer, the Forty-lold, the while kind

from Easiport, Maine, and the potatoes procured

yearly by Mr. N. of our town Irom the Quakers
on North River, are, to my taste, far prelerable to

the Rohan lor the table. They are much more
farinaceous than the Rohans raised on my farm,

on a soil tolerably stiff', and called commonly
*' mulatto soil." But it would seem, Irom ihe de-

scription given in your last number, by the corre-

spondent referred to, thai his soil is peculiarly

adapted lo the cultivation of the Rohans. Per-
haps the experience of many others may agree
vviih his, and, if so, it will doubtless be of great

importance to llie state. The most of liie pota-

toes brought here from the north, for a year or two
past, if not longer, except those specially ordered,

have been of miserable kinds, fit only for stock.

Those who have relied on the miscellaneous im-
portations here from the north, to supply their ta-

bles the last winter, have fared badly indeed.

It is a matter about which I presume there can
be no doubt, that some species of potatoes are

much belter for the table during some reasons of
the year than at other seasons. I have found the

Forty-fold potatoes earlier and superior to all

otlier kinds for summer use. They are very white,

and are farinaceous, even when quite small. They
are not so good in winter. The real Mercer pota-

to is excellent in fall and winter. I speak from n)y

own experience, and fiotri observations made
vvithin thirty miles of town, in saying that the
Mercer potato can be raised here in perfection.

I mean by this term, as good as we ever get
from any part of the country. There are two or

three varieties of what ave called Mercer potatoes.

The kind perfectly while is, 1 think, the prelerable
kind. They are raised in great perfection on the
Eppingion plantation in Chesterfield, and the
seed potatoes have not been changed, as the
owner says, lor ten years. In September last, the
Mercer potatoes raised on that plantation were
equa) to any potatoes of American or European
growth, thiti I have seen lor ten years. Ttie
above circumstances are mentioned to show what
can be done here in relation to this important crop,

and lo stimulate, if possible, our farmers near
town to do, what can easily be done, and what it

would seem their interest lo do— lo raise potatoes
Vol. IX.—21

of a superior quality, sufficient to supply the towns
in the elate, as well as their own liimiliee.

The Rohan is certainly a very productive pota-

to, and is equalled by none other known lo us, un-
less it be ihe Forty-fold. Judging from appear-
ances while digging, without weighing or mea-
suring, I have thought the Forty-lbld equally pro-

ductive with the Rohan. But it is probable ap-
pearances deceived me. I rejoice that your corre-

spondent has called the attention of the farming
interest to ihc importance of the potato crop.

Surely the buyers will encourage the home pro-

ducers, when ihey know, as they must know, ihat

Ihe importations here from the north are generally

of the very worst kinds; and when those who
liave had experience know that the potatoes im-
ported here from Europe, the present and a lew
winters past, have not been superior, if equal to,

the Mercers raised in the neighborhood. S.

Petersburg; May 10, 1841.

" THIS BARREN SANDS OF JERSKY.

From the Farmers' Cabinet.

.Sir,— I have been much interested with Mr.
Gowen's communication relative to the culture of
his farm of 40 acres, and its products; such an
instance of devoted and untiring industry is de-
serving the higiiest commendations. To those
who are acqu^'iinted with the nature of the soil

which he culiivates, his success must be surpris-

ing ; for vviio could contemplate ihe possibility of
raising puch magnificent crops of roots— beets,

carrots and parsnips—on a soil which, only five

years ago, was impenetrable to an iron bar, at a
dep'ih of three or iour inches from the Furf;ice 1

But so it is ; and truly has it been said, " To do
much, we must have much to do"—witness also

the agriculture of the eastern states, where the
most perlect systems have been adopted, amidst
the greatest disadvantages of soil and climate,

and the triumph of mind over matter has received

a most decided illustration. I say, I have beeri

hiizhly interested with Mr. Gowen's statements,
and rejoice in the instance which it furnishes of
the iruth of your motto— " The produciions of
the earth will always be in proportion to the cul-

ture bestowed upon it."

But there is a poriion of our country, lying at

present under the ban of sterility, which would
not, in such hands, be Ibund a whit behind the
most favored in point of productiveness ; at ihe
same time, it enjoys a lacility lijr improvements
which no other country, perhaps, possesses—

I

mean New Jersey, that country which is every
where spoken against, and whose barren sands
have passed into a proverb and a bv-word. Dur-
ing a day which 1 lately spent (here, in company
with the Cooperfamily, I had come to the convic-
tion, that there is no part of the United States
which offers a fHirer field lo the view of the agri-

culturist ihan New Jersey ; its perfectly inex-
haustible beds of marl, crossini/, as they do, so

great a poriion of ihe slate, offering such facilities

lor improvement as are (juite incalculable, and its

mild and dry climate *id proximity to the best

markets, rendering it the most desirable of all

situations lor the agriculturist and horticulturist,

particularly (or tiie cultivation of flowers, thesoij
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having been ascertained to be peculiarly adapted

for their perfect blooming—the dahlias especially.

Various have been the estimates of the impor-

tance of marl in the improvement ol' the Jersey

soil, biit they have all fallen far below the actual

results. In my late visit I became acquainted

with some instances, showing the most asionieh-

ing products that have been reaped Irom the use

of it and improved tillage, and, with your permis-

sion, I will mention one or two, which are, how-

ever, by no means solitary cases.

JMr. John Gill cultivates a farm of 30 acres in

Haddonfield : a portion of the land issiiuated on

a hdl-side, and is, therefore, not so highly im-

proved, but upon these 30 acres he kept the last

year such a number of cattle, and jirew such

quantities of produce, as were quite astonishins to

every one. Would he give a statement lor the

pages of the Cabinet 1

Capt. James Cooper said, " In the year 1793 I

travelled eight miles before I could find a farmer

who had it in his power to supply me with a single

ton of hay ; on going over the same road at this

time, 1 could purchase more than two thousand

tons; many of the fatniers cuttinir upwards of a

hundred loads yearly. My Iriend, S. R., whose

farm, a kw years ago, yitlded nothing but black-

berries, and was one uncultvated waste, produces

the finest crops of wheat, br\(\ other grain and

corn, and yielded more than Iw) loads ot hay the

last year, at a cut of two tons am. a half per acre,

and all this is owing to the marl !"

We visited Todd's pit, which is U; many sup-

posed to contain ihe finest marl in Nt,v Jersey;

the supply appears almost inexhaustibr,^ occur-

ring in an unbroken bed of the purest lualiiy,

from 8 to 10 leei thick. The owner, Mr. Alex-

ander Cooper, disposes of it by the rod squa^ ,o

persons who dig it themselves ; and at this prug

he is realizing about 1500 dollars per acre for tht,

marl, the land afterwards being more valuable

than before. This gentleman feeds his stock with

corn and cob-meal, and no where have I seen

finer animals, or in better condition.

Your Subscriber.

REEt.ING SILK IN TENNESSEE.

From itie Sill? Journal.

[If the folio winir letters, Irom the Rev. Mr.

Ros?, do not convince every reader of the prac-

ticability of the silk rulture in this country, we
know not what will. Those who doubt as to the

reeling process may find a good lesson here.

—

Ed. S. J.]

K'lngspnrt. {East Ten.') Feb. 22, 1841.

Gideon B. Smith, esq. .-—Dear sir,— I never

felt 80 sanguine of the silk culture as at this

moment. There is nothing now in the way of

its immediate advancement in East Tennessee,

unless it may be that slowness which seems in-

herent in the motion of a farming jieople to

change their habits. I say there is nothing now
in the way—because, since I recommenced reeling

on the first day of this month, my success is such,

that 1 intend to advertise to buy from 1 to 2,000

bushels of cocoons.

The great bugbear has been Ihe reeling. That
question, as to quality, I considered settled by my
experiments last summer, although at a costly

trial. Since I have recommenced reeling, I deem
the question of qitantittj disposed of for ever. Pre-

suming I should not be able to obtain cocoons for

more than two reels, until the summer. 1 began

wiih that number on the first day of February.

My cocoons were very indifl'erent, with few ex-

ceptions, poine not yielding more than 8 oz. to

the bushel—nom; exceeding 14 oz. Part of the

time the weather has been very severe, filling my
room with condensed .steam; nevertheless, 1

reeled, and two hours after dark. Thus showing,

what was not believed, that reeling can be done
after night. Under these circumstances my ave-

rage has been between & and 10 oz. (or each reel

per day. This reeling is better than the best

average I saw on the books of the Model Filature

in Philadelphia last summer. The best average

I saw there, in three weeks' work, was 10| oz.,

in long summer days too, and having some, if not

many, first rate cocoons—none of which I have.

And I saw no cocoons there so bad as many of

mine. I think I will show 1 lb. per day to each

reel, even with such cocoons as I have, before the

1st of March. I have reached 14^ oz. 'Now.

ray dear sir, do you not say I have some reason

to be pleased. Many thanks to you for your en-

couragement to periieverance. The cost of ray

reeling is 2 shillings per day to each spinner, who
finds herself. The flossing and turning the reel

may be, together, 1 shilling more, if.hired, or

nothing, if litile servants are employed. Before

the Isl of March, I will show, that without count-

ing interest on fixtures, &c., which will be a thing

of nothing, I can exhibit beautifully reeled silk,

which cost me 2 shillings per pound lor reeling.

In a short time I think I shall have a very con-

venient filature, and silk reels enough, if I am
sure of cocoons, to turn off sufficient silk to redeem
the- bold promise I made you last spring. I am
making improvements in the saving of time, &c.

^very day. The double strainer to each pan 1

fi'd works well. Frederick A. Ross.

[ Ve must apologize to our friend, Mr. Ross,
for tht publication of both the preceding and fol-

lowing ^tter. They were not intended for publi-
cation, bvf iiiey ;vjii (jo more pubhc good than
private har^T

Rotherwood, jfpril 6, 1841.
Gideon B. Smith, esq. .-—Dear sir,— Your

esteemed favor, ,(•,[,£ 21st March, is to hand.
Mr. Lynn, I prefe,fj^p^ called on you, returning
from Philadelphia. \Ye think exactly alike on
the Euhjeci of our na-^^nai independence. And
I have always, before ,^^^6 ^vas any personal
interest, been a tarifi ma, . ^^y gjik enthusiasm
has hardly abated at any tii.<^ j„ gj^ years. It is

now higher than ever. I de.^ered a lecture the
other (fay twenty miles from ^gj^g i,-, a court-
house, and exhibited the model c- ^ feeding and
spinning frame, which I carried

bags. I enclose you an advertisemj^t/^yhici-^ j

n my saddle-

am spreading through this county, am you will

see from it that the business is no child's Hgy y^^j^h

me. It is no longer experiment. I want ^^j^jpc^

but the certainty of sufficient cocoons to Sv-ure

the fact of immediately converting multicaviig

leaves into gold. The victory is won. Ti..^

people have nothing to do but to secure it. Co-

coons can be made in this country lor ^1,25, and,

when labor is not hired, thousands will say, as a

man said to my inquiry, ' what it cost to make
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Ihe five busliels he. sold mc' ' Cost V said he.

' Yes,' said I, ' wtiat did (lie produclion ol'ilieso

cocoons cost yonV 'O'.'said lie, wiih surprise

ai my question, ' ihey cost notking, sir, my li'ile

brothers and eisiers made them, and their labor

would have been nothing otherwise.' If ^20
had I'allen liom the clouds into that man's hand,

he would not have had. a clearer gain lo his in-

come without ailditioiial expense. Thousands
will answer in ihis spirii, ere long, I believe.

J\ly two reels are steadily at woilc. The silk

reeled since 1st February amounts lo about 70

lbs. Some ol' it is as good as they can reel in

Piedmont, to save their lives, (as the boys say,)

and the worst, many limes better ihan any 1

have seen from Smyrna, or Bombay. Up to

last Saturday, two girls in 52 days, all sons ol

weather and cocoons, had reeled 62 lbs. of silk,

without their being pushed at all, and idling some
of course. They are singing half their time—

I

hear liiem now—and are delighted with their

work. The profit I am making at present, is

greater than I expected it to be. I could make
more money at reeling silk, than any coiton plan-

tation, or sugar, or gold mine in the United

Slates. The girls in 52 days have reeled 62 lbs.

of silk. The cocoons cost me S 186 00
The 2 girls wages, at 2 shillings each

per day, ----- 36 33|
I'wo reelers, at 1 shilling for the two

per day, (two children who turn the

aspel,) - ... - 8 66|
Flossing cocoons, at 12.| cts. to the

1 lb. of silk, - - - . 'j' 75

I have scribbled this in a great hurry. But be-

ing on my bobby, I have kept him going. O!
ilie best reeler in Philade'phia, wrote (o me last

mail !-lie would come to Tennessee, if I said so.

I will say nay, 1 will not insult my IJawkiria

couniy irirle by an instructress, who knows no
more than they do, after they have learned them-
selves, with my instruction, second-hand li-oni

you. Mr. M. of' B. says he stopfied (or the cold

weather, I reeled when the thermometer was
nearly at zero; and two hours after night besides,

i every night until lit March. But I must dis-

j
niount. Frederick A. Ross.

! P. S. I forgot to say, I reeled my pound to the,

I

reel in the day as I promisei] you, and I wish I

'could send you one of the hanks. The cocoons

I were line, and the silk is beautiful, like threads of

s-ilver, and as even and smooth as glass. That

I

best day's work as to quantity, is not surpassed

j

by any other in quality. And that day's work

can be done any time with such cocoons, and more

! than that, althoush the average is nothing like

! it in Quantity. The cocoons are indiiferent.

!
^ F. A. R.

I

[We must remind the reader that the girls who
'reeled the silk for Mr. Ross, had never seen a

cocoon or a reel, till last (all; that they learned

I to reel under Mr. Ross' direction, from instruc-

I

tions given in the Silk Journal ; and to this day

I

have never seen a foreign reeler or a thread of

breigti reeled silk.—En. S. J.]

Price of 62 lbs. of silk, at $5,50,

Profit,

238 75
341 00

102 25

From which must be deducted interest on
fixtures, expense of coal, water, &c. Alter all

ot' which is taken off, some of which would be
only nominal, there is left a greater profit than
I could ex|-ect or desire on a large business. In

my advertisement, you perceive I offer, condi-

tionally, 20 per cent, more than the price now
given, which, with the deduction on the cotton

yarn (to the farmers as money) from the retail

price, will overgo $4, on a bushel, making a
pound o( silk. It may be less on the inlerior

cocoons per ounce. I shall probably pay the

equivalent to S4, per 16 oz., without regard to

my condition, smce 1 have read your letter.

I am fitting up my cocoonery to teed with the
branches, on the principle of Mr. Morris, of Bur-
lington, modified. I dispense with his spinning
frame as he has it horizontal above each leeding
(rame, and have it perpendicular between the
two shelves, which (brni one row. I have no
apron or shelf to catch the litter, that may riddle

through lo the ground.
We talked about this, and you thouaht there

was no need of any thing to catch ilie liner.

The whole affair ia very cheap, and I inttMid to

give it a (iiir trial ; my first crop will be 500.000.
I kill the chrysalis (which [ forgot to lell you) in a

house, such as is used for drying fruit. It costs

but a trifle, and in one night the work is done, and
well done. I want nothing else, neither lor speed,
cheapness, or perlect work.

ADMISSIONS IN FAVOR OP THE NEW FOUR-
FIET.D SYSTEM. TEMPORARY WINTER
FARM-PENS. RYE A SUBSTITUTE FOR
CLOVER IN OHIO.

For tlie Farmers' Register,

It is much to be regretted that the desire lo

appear consistent so olten prevents even ingenu-

ous persons from retracting wrong opinions. In

making ihe (bllowing adraissioijs in favor of the

new four-field system, which trives ihree grain

crops in four years, I shall endeavor, as far as

I can, to divest myself of all such leeling ; having

been, as you know, a warm opposer of this sys-

tem, in tome of the early numbers of the Farm-
ers' Register, and having (bund on trial that ma-
ny of the objections these urged against it, by
myself and others, are entitled to much less

weight than 1 then supposed. At that time it did.

appear to me that the draught on the land, in

producing three successive grain crops in four

years, was much too heavy to admit of much im-

provement, unless on land of uncommon fertility
;

though 1 was much staggered in this opinion

by I he great success of several of the most skilful

cultivators of the soil on .Tames River, who high-

ly recommended this sysicm after a trial of some
years, and after having greatly increased their

crops, and evidently haviuix effected a great de-

gree of improvement on their fine estates, though

practising this system all the lime. You will un-

derstand me as reli^rring particularly to my wor-

thy friends of Sliirley and Westover, whose va-

luable communications lo your paper have been

so inslruclive and interesting to many of your

readers, myself among the number.
After a full and fair trial of tl!is system, but on
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my best land, 1 am now prepared to admit that

a very considerable degree oi' improvenien! may
be attamed under it on ali lands that can be re-

lied on wiih certainty to brinpj clover, unless

light soils should prove an exception ; and I ra-

ther incline to think that land of that des^cripiion

will not bear as hard fillanre. ft must, however,

in candor, be stated that 1 have made a very free

use of lime on the (arm on which this system

lias been in operation (or some years past ; and

by ensuring the clover, and otherwise improving

the land, it has undoubtedly been a great aid to

me. It must be recollected, loo, that this system

has been so lar modified in this instance as to give

very lull crops of corn, there being a light field

attached to the tarm, which has been exclusive-

ly devoted to corn ever since this system was
first adopted. The crops of wheat and corn have
both increased very considerably on this larm, and

one year, a very remarkable one with us, 1 harvest-

ed nearly or quite 24 bushels of wheat through-

out the crop per acre. The part, however, after

a previous crop of wheat and corn, amounting to

about 105 acres, had failed completely as a fal-

low ; which no doubt made the 3d crop much
better than it would otherwise have been. On
an adjoining farm, which has been sutijected to

the three-field system, and has had the benefit of

lime and a standing pasture, clover and plaster,

and the fields been never grazed till the fall, and
then very lightly, the degree of improvement 1

consider to have been far greater than on the

farm in four fields, which is of rather better quali-

ty naturally; and ought therefore to have im-

proved faster, if the system pursued had been
equally ameliorating. Of course great care is

taken in collecting and applying putrescent ma-
nures, but the one farm has no manner of advan-
tage over the other in this respect. 'I'he crop

of corn of last year on this farm will, I believe,

make fully 8 barrels per acre, which is the larcjest

yield from a field of the same extent that I have
ever known to be obtained in this neighborhood.

This crop of corn was laid off in checks, 2 stalks

left in a station ; and cultivated after the first

ploughing with the double shovel plough, except
Uie wetter portions of the field, comprising not

more than a fourth of the crop, which we were
compelled to have in beds that the water might
run off readily. On the whole I am convinced
that land of original fertility, with the aid of a

standing pasture, lime, clover and plaster, and
with proper attention in collecting and applying
other manures, may he improved as rapidly as

necessary in three fields, and that it is an excel-

lent system with these aids, in comparing the

two systems, I should say that the amount
of sales would be considerably greater under the
four-field system, but that the expenses would
also be greater, and that the improvement would
be steadily progressive, though less rapid than
under the three-field system. On a fine wheat
estate, where the teams and labors are equal to

it, I should uiu]uestionably prefer the four-field

system, as combining a great deal of profit with
sufficient improvement. Many of your readers

may consider this subject to have been long ago
exhausted ; but as fiar back as in 3d vol. of the Far-
mers' Register, I engaged at some future time to

give the results of yiy experience in regard to this

system, when 1 fhouU! liave tested it lairiv ; and

I trust that I shall be excused for having redeem-
ed that promise on the present occasion, and that

I will not be found to have shown too strong a
leaning to my former opinions.

The practice of having winter farm-pens con-
tiguous to the land to be improved, is, I b»^lieve,

very general on the lower James river, and can-
not be too highly recommended. In driving

the cattle to and from water, 1 have observed,
both here and elsewhere, that the land is some-
limes very much and very extensively poached,
and that the servants, whose business it is to

drive them to water, are very much exposed in

bad weather. It occurred to me several j'cars

ago that a well in our flat country, for the use of
the cattle during winter, would be a great com-
fort both to them and to the servants, and that

the expense of digging would be very inconsi-

derable. 1 accordingly adopted the plan, and
can confidently recommend it to others, situated

as we are, where water may be obtained by
goincr down about 20 feet. Some of these wells

are kept open to be used on future occasions!

lor t'lie same purpose, and others are filled up as

soon as the cattle are removed. In the tobacco
country, where, however, my observation has not

extended very far, I do not recollect ever to have
observed their temporary farm-pens in use, and
i cannot but believe that the general use of them
in that region would be attended with great be-

nefit, in this vvay, remote parts of a plantation

may be improved, which would never receive

the njanure if made at some central point, be-

cause the labor necessary to get it in place in the

spring can never be spared at that busy season,

if the manure has to be hauled any great distance.

Where this plan is pursued, (he rou<rh food and
litter lor the cattle are carried to the liarm-pen,

from time to time, during the winter, as conveni-

ence and necessity require, and in the busy sea-

son of spring, the whole mass is at a convenient
distance from the land to be improved. It must
be recollected, too, that in the spring oxen are

weakest, and least able to endure hard work, and
to lighten their labor at that busy period is a great

point gained. Perhaps it may be thought that I

am trespassing u|)on the patience of your readers,

in formally reconmiending temporary winter farm-

pens ; but I beg that it be recollected, that this

practice, old and common as it is, may yet be

unknown to many of your subscribers, and to

every such one I can venture to say that these

farm-pens properly managed will he found a
valuable aid in the improvement of all large

farms. By-the-by, the habits of selecting sub-

jects that are novel, and overlooking whatever
is not much out of the common road, though per-

haps far more useful, is, 1 verily believe, one of

the greatest impediments to the general diffusion

of agricultural knowledge. Agriculture has been
practised too long to admit of many new disco-

veries being now made ; and, therefore, to ascer-

tain and collect the most valuable practices, is as

much as any ordinary man at least can hope to

achieve. Indeed i am fully of opinion that if all

the most valuable practices now known, even in

Virginia, could be collected and brought into suc-

cessfuf operation on any one farm, the result

would be such as to astonish even the most san-

guine cultivator of the soil.

It is much to be lamented that there are so
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few fixeil principles amonfifst afjriculturists, and

very difficiili lo account for. There is scarcely

a sinde point that seems to be i'ully settled, and

that we do not hear controverted by men ol

sense and experience. Ae lonoj as this continues

10 be the case, we may despair ol any great pro-

gress in improvement.. Many very successful

and observant liirraers, with the advantage 0/

long experience too, contend for grazing from the

time clover is fully headed, as necessary lo insure

heavy crops of wheat; taking care, however,

not to graze the land too long, or too closely
;

and this ir.decd appears to be the prevailing

opinion amongst the best managers of my ac-

quaintance. The experience of others, however,

is that the more clover turned in, the larger will

be the crops of both wheat and corn, and the

greater the improvemei^.t of the land. Perhaps
the use of lime and marl, or perhaps the nature

of the soil, may satisfactorily account for this dil-

ference of opinion.

I have recently learned, from the highest autho-

rity, that rye is fast substituting the place of clover

as an improver in Ohio. The rye is sown at tlie

last working of the crop of corn, and at maturi-

ty hogs are turned in to get all the benefit they

can Irom the grain, on which they are said to

thrive very rapidly, and the land is thought to be

very much improved at the same time. There
is often a second crop, without oiher cultivation

than is afforded by the rooting of the hogs, Irom
the seed left in the straw, or dropped by the hoas.

Kye is not very well suited to this climate, but

perhaps on light, thin lands, that cannot be relied

on to bring clover, this may prove to be a valua-

ble practice even here.

On all lands adapted to the clover culture,

the result of my own very limited experience is,

ihat clover is the most valuable ol all putres-

cent manures, because applied at less expense
and more extensively than any other means of

improvement, known to me, will profitably admit
of I would decidedly prefer giving up all other

manures in use amongst us, with the exception
of lime and marl alone, rather than abandon the

cultivation of clover, of which it seems to me
very difficult to give the land too much. Indeed,

without the use of clover, the effects of lime and
marl would in my opinion be diminished at least

one half.

Our wheat and clover are sufficiently advanced,
and promise well, but the prospect for corn is bad
beyond precedent. W. B. H.

Prince George, May I5th, 1841.

HESSIAN FLY AND OTHER WHEAT INSECTS.

From Ihe Farmers' Cabinet.

The Hessian fly, I believe, first made its ap-
pearance on Long Island, N. Y., in 1776, or soon
after the Hessians were there, and is supposed to

have been introduced among so.me straw which
they brought with them; hence the name; but

the laie Judge Peters, ihat great friend and patron
of agriculture, in his notices for a young farmer,

says, that the insect was unknown in Hesse, " that

its name does not prove its importation, for that

appellation was bestowed during our revoluiionary
excitements, when every thing we disliked was
called Hessian." The insect has been accurately

I

described by Mr. Say and Dr. Chapman; but

I

Mr. Say was mistaken reepeciing the deposiie, as

the aperture which he noticed in the sheath of
the leaf, was occasioned by the insect passing

[into the winged state, and not perl()ralod in the

! act of depositing its eggs. The fly is of a dark
I color, about the size of the mosquito, and the n)ale

{

much like it, except the wings ; the body of the

j

lemale is larger ; the wings rest horizontally, and
where they join the body are almost pointed, gra-

dually expanding towards the other end, where
they form nearly a semicircle. The egg is scarce-

ly discernible to the naked eye, is oblong, of a

!
pale red or amber color, and placed in the gutter

' of the leaf, fr-om half an inch to an inch or more
! from the stalk ; the caterpillar, of a pale red color,

is hatched in a few days' time, (according to the
state of the weather,) and passes down the leaf to

itsjunction with the stalk, thence between the
siieath and stalk, to near the root or joint; it

there becomes stationary, feeds on the sap of the
plant, and, being l»lanchpd by its covering, is

mistaken lor the egg. The first deposiie takes
place fi'om the fifteenth to the last of April, (as the
season may be,) changes to the pupa from the first

to the middle of May, and evolves in the winged
stale, the latter part of that month. The second
generation commences from the first to the middle
of June ; the fly chooses the stunted plants, and
deposiies both on the top ami underneath the upper
leaf, and the larvee pass to near the two upper
joinis, but are found mostly about the upper, and
in such numbers as many perish lor want of food,

the increased number being so disproporlioned to

the plants which su't their purpose : I have count-
ed upwards of two hundred eggs on a single leaf.

The third deposite is made in the manner of the
first, and commences about the filieenth or later

in August, and is continued on until cold weather

;

the irregularity of this generation is occasioned
by the various situations in which the pupa of
the second is thrown, it is lodged in the straw
of the stunted plants, so that in harvesting, much
of it is scattered about the stubble-fields and the
rest is carried to barns or stacked ; such as is early
exposed to heat may produce a fourth generation,
whilst that which is covered till winter may not
give a third.

On discovering a fly in the act of despositing,

I secured it, and on examination (making the
best calculation that I could, and not knowing
whether it had deposited any eggs before) I sup-
posed it to contain one hundred eggs ; if such be
the fact, the first deposite would be one hundred

;

the second ten thousand, and the third one million,

all in the course of one year ; happily, however,
they have enemies which vastly reduce their

number.
The only plants, according to my observations,

which are subject to the depredations of the fly,

are wheat, rye and barley ; rye, owing to iis early
s|)ring growth is not much injured

;
grains

should be sown (in this climate) about the first

day of October, as that sown afterwards suffiers

more from the winter than the fly.

The only remedy which I have any confidence
in, must be applied to the second, or summer
generation, (it is the only one that I think can be
assailed with any prospect of success,) whilst in

the pupa state^ by ploughing the stubble-fields

before putting in the next crop; in Ihat case,
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frrass-seed could nol be povvn among the crain
;

but by changing the course; ol'croppiiig, beijinning

with wheat, rye or barley, tbilowed by corn, and

ending wiih oats and grass, tlie difficulty might

be avoided ; nor need the stubble be ploughed

till towards the first of April, or anytime during

ihe winter; plants about stacks and other places

must also be attended to ;
and let it be remember-

ed that larmers must pursue the same plan, as it

is in vain lor a lew individuals lo attempt an ob-

ject, ivhilst thousands are united to oppose it. I

will further observe, that the surest way to raise

a good crop of any grain, subject to injury Irom

the fly, is to put the lands in a proper state of

cultivation, as where that is the case, and when
the season proves favorable, litde or no damage
will be sustained, although the fiy may be very

numerous, as it certainly is every year. It is foll^

to sow wheat on a poor soil.

The insect described by Miss Morris is not the

Hessian fiy, and 1 think she is mistaken in the

manner ol'deposiiing its eggs; it appears to be the

same as that noticed by me in 1823 ; it has three

generations in the course of a year, and is observ-

ed a lew days earlier than the Hessian fly, and

the same remedy may be applied to both ; the

spring and (all generations are to be Ibund near

the roots of the plants, and the summer are at

the several joints. There is another insect lodged

in the straw above the upper joint, which causes

the premature appearance of ripeness of the head
and prevents the grain from forming ; it has not

yet done much injury, but may hereafter increase.

There is also an insect which attacks the roots

of wheat and causes the stunt or sedge ; it is

probably a species of aphis, and the remedy must
be applied to the soil. I would recommend salt

or ashes
;
perhaps lime might be good.

James Worth.
Sharon, Bucks County, 1st March, 1841.

PROPOSAL. TO TRY HUSSEY S REAPING MA-
CHINE.

To llie Editor of the Fanners' Register.

Baltimore, jJpril 14, 1841.

As some uncertainty is felt amongst the farm-
ers of your state with regard to the usefulne.«s of

my reaping machine, I beg permission to make
a lew remarks in your valuable journal, which, as

coming from me, will be taken lor what they are
worth. I, last spring, sent to order several reaping
machines lo gentlemen in the counties adjacent
to Richmond, and followed thern myself, early in

ihe harvest, to put them in motion. A partof these
machines were on my former plan, which had been
proved several years, such as had been favorably
noticed in your journal, and part were on a new
plan as respects the horse- power, which had never
been proved, but had been very generally prefer-

red for their simplicity, by those who examined
both at my manuliictory ; the former gave.full sa-
tisfaction as far as 1 had any knowledge, and es-

pecially so while I was present ; the latter proved
defective in a certain arrangement lo accommo-
date the raker, and in a piece of cast iron which
should have been wrought. I discovered the prin-

cipal defect in five minutes' cutting in Goochland
county. Fearing the disastrous consequences

which might follow to the credit of the machine,
1 immediately wrote to all who had chosen ma-
chines of this description, apprising them of the

difficulty which 1 had met with, and describing

the alteration necessary to be made, and proceed-

ed myself with all haste to Charles City county,

where 1 considered my assistance most necessary.

One gentleman in that county had ordered by let-

ter such a machine as had been recommended by
the Delaware Agricultural Society. Such was of

course sent to him ; this was one of my former
plan. Two other gentlemen of ilie same county
employed a friend to act lor them, who, on exa-
mining the machines at my manufactory, aided
by a professed mechanic, made choice of two
machines on the new plan. On my arrival in

Charles City, I soon discovered that the gentlemen
who had received these two machines were not
satisfied with the choice their friend had made,
believing the other kind to be the best. One of
these" gentlemen inlbrmed tne, that he did not get
the machine because he needed it, being over-

stocked with hands; it was, (under these circum-
stances,) not to be wondered at that he should
regret the purchase when he found that his ma-
chine, which he considered of an inlerior kind,

could not be used without alteration, although it

required but one day's work to alter it. I mention
this, believing that whatever unfavorable reports

have spread in Virginia have chiefly arisen fi-ora

these circumstances. It should be borne in mind
that it requires experience to use any machine
with success, however good the principle may be

;

hence one so new to the community should not be
condemned too hastily, while so great an amount
of evidence from Maryland can be produced in its

favor. It is admitted that it may not do every
thing that may be expected of it when proper ma-
nagement is not used ; lor instance, when the

wheat is rank and mixed with grass, the cutters

should be raised to the highest point ; if it be thin

and short they should be put at the lowest point

;

but this is not often thought of, and more seldom
practised, at first, especially when the farmer, as is

often the case, depends entirely on his laborers lo

manage the machine—added to this seeming diffi-

culty, the awkwardness of his hands before they
become practised. The opposition and designed
awkwardness of a class of cradlers, whose inte-

rest it is that the machine should fail, and the ap-
prehensions thus created that the machine may
not prove useful, will be very likely to tire the pa-
tience of the farmer, however well the machine
might work in other hands. The consequence is,

the machine would be represented (and honestly

and coirecily according to the impressions they
received by the farmer,) to be of doubtful utility

;

and others are deterred from purchasing.

Whether this machine is or is not a useful in-

vention, should by this time be a settled question.

That it is not so settled in many sections of the

country may be accounted for by the very short

lime it can be used in each year, and from the

fact that, like all other machines, it must be tried,

improved, and tried again. Hence the reaping

machine requires more time to perfect it than

those improvements which can be experimented
with every day in the year.

Wishing, lor my own interests, as well as for the

interests of agriculture, that the machine should

be better known in Virginia, and believing that
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while you would do justice to the meclianic, you
are particularly watchl'ul that the liirnier be not

imposed upon, I will very reepectfuily make she

Ibllowing proposition to you, hoping it will receive

your favorable notice. I propose to send to you,

without any expense to you whatever, two reap-

ing machines ; one of each kind, to be wholly

sul>ject to your control, and direction, so liir as to

obtain for them such a lull and lair trial at the

next harvest in grain of every description and

under all circunistanres as shall be liilly satisfac-

tory to yourself and your agricultural liiends.

I will hold myself in readiness to attend upon
them at any time and place which you may fix

upon. As you will not probably interest your-

self in this matter unless ii should promise some
useful result, 1 have procured lor the considera-

tion of yourself, and your readers, the annexed
certificates, which reler to machines ol the new
plan only; the irdeficiencies were however; reme-

died before they left my manufactory. Certifi-

cates eqijally full can be procured lor machines on

the old plan.* Obed Hussey.

Mr. Hussey 's proposal and plan of trial of his

machines are fair and liberal, and we trust will

serve to settle the question as to the degree of their

value. As we were desirous of obtaining the

best means and subjects for a fLill and accurate

trial, and not being so situated as to be able to

perform directly the services required of us for this

end, some lime has been necessarily lost in mak-

ing the satisfactory arrangemenis, which we arc

now authorized to announce. Wm. B. Harrison,

esq., at our request, has consented to take charge

of the trial of the machines, and have it properly

made during his harvest, on his estate, Upper

Brandon, on James River, Prince George county.

There could be no better field selected for a lull

and complete trial, than this estate offers, nor one

better qualified than its proprietor to observe ac-

curately and report correctly the results—which

will be done through the Farmers' Register.

—

Ed. F. R.

CAUTION TO SILK CULTCRISTS.

To the Editor of ttie Farmerg' Register.

Stafford, Va., May 15, 1841.
As the season for beginning tlie rearing of silk-

worms is near at hand, and as some ofyour read-
ers will commence the business this summer, I

hope you will give space in the Register (bra lew
brief cautions, that may be useful to the inexpe-
rienced.

1. To all new beginners! say, do not hatch too
many worms at first, nor expect to derive much
profit from your first experiment. The knowledire
derived from experience, which alone can enable
you to conduct the business with economy of
labor, will amply remunerate in subsequent ope-
rations all who will have patience and peise-
verance enough to pursue the business a sufficient

time to learn how to manage it well.

2. Beware of expending much for new and

*The certificates are among the advertispmenf?
of this number.

—

Ed. F. R.

highly puffed fixtures, uniil you learn from expe-
rience that they will accomplish all, or nearly all,

that their inventors and advocates claim lor them.
An old practice has been sent, forth under a new
name, (the " non-cleaning system,") wliich, I

lear, will be productive of mischief in several

ways. The general impression made on the
minds of the inexperienced is, that cleanliness

may be dispensed with. JJeware of practising on
this opinion. 1 have led with branches* Ibr seve-
ral seasons, as late as the 25ih of June, and the

plan works well, with proper attention to cleaning,

and when the mulberry trees are judiciously

pruned. The mulberry trees mu.st not be pruned
at the farthest later than the 1st of July, and then
the pruning should be conducted with regularity,

agd the ground ploughed or hoed, immediately
after the operaiion. With a sharp pruning bill

take off from 1 to 2 feet of the top, and cut every
lateral branch close to the main stem. Trees
pruned in this manner, and cultivated immediately,
will yield an abundant supply of leaves, the next
year, and you will have a well-balanced tree ; but
if one or two small branches be left, they will at-

tract nearly all the sap, and the shoots from the
oiher joints of itie stem will be leeble. But a
reckless mowing down of the trees in July and
August will soon end in their destruction. This
practice has been known to destroy the elder,
(sambucus nigra,) that hardy pest of Americari
larmers.f

3. Leaves gathered in the heat of the day must
be spread and stirred with a stick before they are
given to the silk-worms. If given to them when
warm they produce disease. And whenever large
quantities ol leaves are brought to the feeding
room, to be kept even for one or two hours, care
should be taken to spread them in thin layers. If
fermented leaves be given to the worms, their de-
struction will certainly Ibllow ; although most of
them may live until near the period Ibr spinning.

4. Let the silk-worms have (especially in tlie

last age) an abundant supply of (reeh air. The
windows should be kept partially open, at least,

day and night, and even during thunder stormp.
A modern inventor has Ibund out that the ad-
mission of the exterior air is not very important.
He ventilates the worms, and is not solicitous
about keeping up currents of air through the build-
itiir. Beware of this crude and neiv-fanglcd notion.

5. After the worms have formed the cocoons,
attend carefully to the directions for killino- the
chrysalides, found in the Farmers' Register and
the Journal of the American Silk Society. If the
use of caiTjphor, as recommended by Miss Rapp,
should be practised, strict regard to her directions,
as to time and manner, is essential. The co-
coons must be carefully assorted, and if kept in
the box loo long they may be seriously injured by
fermentation. Layton Y. Atkiks.

* The practice of feeding silk-worms by layins:
over them branches of the' mulberry has probably
been pursued at Brousa, in Asia Minor, for several
centuries. (See an extract from a letter of Miss Par-
doe, published in the Farmers' Register, vol. vii. p.

t Some persons have adopted the notion that (he
morus multicaiilis cannot bi? killed. Let such pursue
the mowing plan in July and August, lor one or two
summers, and they will find themselves in the condi-
tion of the man 'who killed "the goose that laid
golden eggs,"
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THE USE OF AN OWL IN KILLING CHOWS.

From the Frankfort (Ify.) Commonwealtli.

A man oupht not to be hooted at, if lio does It'll

n siory aboiii an owl, providt-il the anecilole tends

to ihi: promoiion of the ijreat inierests ol' airricnl-

liire. Anil we may as well promise here, that we
do not mean to talk ahout otie of those liiile

ecreerhinir ihinjis, tint sits on the eaves of houses

durinir the livelong night, watching lor mice, and

uttering the most piercing lamentations all the

while. No, indeed : we are alludinij to one ol

those whapping big fellows ihai sometimes raises

a wir-whoop right over your liead as you are rid-

inu through the dirk woods, and makes you leel,

(or a moment, as if your scalp was gone. Speak
of your hair standing on end, at tales of ghosts,

'and all that sort o!" stuH ! Those are mere fire-

side afi'^irs, and don't last much longer than you

are toasting your shins. But if you wish to know
eometliing of a shock that will drive through your

bones into the marrow, just go by yourself throuijh

n beech flat of a dark night, with your niind

running upon Indians, robbers, and other such

eweet (ancles, until you .'eel as if you hadn't half

an inch of breath lelt any how— then, let one of

those night eagles thunder—whoohoo, whoo-
hoo, whoo-hoo-ash into your hiss, and, by gra-

cious ! you'll think that you've become an eternal

fixture in ihe shades. It does to laugh at when
you get home, but for the moment it is capitally

horrific. There are many people who never saw
one of those big owls, or heard one either, and

we will therefore lor their benefit saj', he is a

large bird with a huge head, a profusion of rusty

leathers, a round gray eye, that seems to look

everlastingly ahead and right throitgh any thing

that is before it, has very lormidahle talons, and,

in a word, is the king of all things that fly in Ihe

dark. He is carnivorous in his appetnes, and
walks iiilo young rabbiis, pariridL^es, and that

kind of fry, wiih remarkable unction, lie does

not make friends of many lit'ing things, which
probably arises from his habits of midnight as-

Baseinaiion, and skulking when the rest of the

world is in motion. He moves like a shadow,
not making the least noise in his flight, and he is,

upon the whole, a most excellent pattern for a

cut-ihroit. Yet, with all his a(Jvania(res of size,

position and profession, he is not sulicred lo be

the sole marauder upon the great common of the

poultry yard, lor he has an enemy ol a most

determined and implacable character. The enemy
is not, as might be supposed, armeii with weafjons
of war equal to himself, nor with the same awlul

voice, nor even with the same fierceness ol eye^

yet he makes up wiih combination and vigilance

what he wants in sirength, and just let an owl
show hiinsell' in the light o( the sun, and (onh-

wnh a legion of crows will be upon hin), making
such a clatier about his ears that he will find the

very day hideous, and ignominiously fly belore ilie

((lack regiments ihat are charging upon him. And
this brings us to our story.

A faraier living in this county, has been so ex-

ceedingly annoyed with crows that he was willing

to hunt them by militia companies— to ofl'er re-

wards (or their heads, to poison them, or to kill

them o(l by a legislative tax. Year by year was
he molested by these depredators, which would tear

up hiscorn by tlie acre, pick out the eyes of his

Vol. IX.-22

lambs, fly o(f with his young chickens, and annoy

him in every conceivable way. It was in vain

that he took Ins tJiun u[)on his shoulder and went

in pnrsuii, no camion ihal he could devise would

bring him in shooting iHslance. The rascals

would caw at him, and caw at him, and sniA^
to see how he "larded the lean earth,'' as no

walked along of a hot day, vainly (()llovving on

their provoking ban'ers. Neither he nor his

man of straw in the field was the least terror to

the evildoers, and they plundered with perfect

impunity. Our l*>anklin larmer _meditated long

and deeply upon the manner in which he should

redress his wrongs, and like a true philosopher, he

sat himself diligently to the study of the nature of

crows. He soon (bund out all their sysiem of

sentinels, their notes of alarm, their sounds of

encouragement, &c., but (rom these he could gain

no knowledge that would avail him.

While, however, he was one day watching a

large flock, his attention was arrested by an un-

usual commotion among the black scoundrels, and

Ibrthwith they all darted in one direction. He be-

held in his surprise a simultaneous attack upon a

large owl which had imprudently ventured forth

into the light, and such another battle he never did

see, until at last the owl, like himseli; was lairly

vanquished by the crows, and made a precipitate

retreat. Our (armer was too interested a specta-

tor of the combat not to reflect much upon its

character and result, and all at once it occurred

10 him, that, if by any means he could get posses-

sion of an owl, he could make him decoy the

crows within a reasonable distance. Luckily for

him, he was soon enabled, by a successlul shot,

to break the wing of one oi" the largest of the

tribe, and he lost no time in i)utting his scheme in

operation.

Accordingly, at early dawn he sallied forth with

dire intent, and surchargeil wii^ the spirit of ex-

termination and venom. He selected a tree near

10 his lence, but cons()icuous in ihe field. A lad

was sent up the tre to put the owl upon his

perch and (he (firmer ensconced himself in !ha

corner of one of the jtanels. Scarcely wore these

things completed, belore a distant and well known
caw broke upon his ear, and anon the air was
darkened with a flig'.it of crows, all making, like

ihe Cuirassiers upon the Scotch Grays, a turioua

onslaught upon the wounded enemy. "Ha, ha,

cried the farmer; I've got you at last !" and bang
went his gun, and down tumbled a couple of

crows. But the fire of the <iuij had no eflfect

upon thi". rest. They still ccminued in furious

.age to fly at 'he owl, and ever and anon the

larmer would fire away, and at every crack he

brought 'em. Faith but it was a goodly eight

to see how soon the owl get imo the hang of'

Ihe game. For. at each dreary pause, while the

larmer was reloading— the sagacious captive

would ruffle his feathers and sna[) his bills toge-

ther, and maniliist to his enemies the most airgra-

vaiiiig and insulting behavior. This would ex-

asperate them beyond bounds, and at him they

would come again-^bang would go the gun, and
at every crack the owl lairly chuckled with delight,

ifiving one of those knowing winks, which was
as much aa to say "don't we nick 'em." The
slaughter was continued until the larmer desisted,

li-om mere weariness. He then went home like

a conqueror with his heaps of elain, and gave hia
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new ally a stupendous feast on the bodies of
his slaughtered foes. Every day was this ma-
noeuvre repeated, and vviih the same success,

until nearly every crow about the plantation had
been killed. The fame of this affair soon spread

t^ll^he surrounding plantations, and every neighbor
borrowed the owl and put him to the same suc-
cessful and profitable purpose. As may be sup-
posed, good care was taken of the owl, and lor

two seasons he was the greatest benefactor of the

neighborhood, and had been the death of as many
of his Ibes as Ghengis-Khan or Napoleon.
Unluckily on one occasion he sallied forth alone
from his confinement, and not being able to fly,

he attempted to swim across the Elkhorn. This
was a new and untried element to him. and, like

other renowned warriors and statesmen, he Was
lost venturing upon an experiment. That he was
put to a great public use, there is no doubt, and
if ever a hill is again introduced into the Legis-
lature " Providing lor the killing of crows," it

would be but an act of justice to put in a section
directing a monument to be erected to Joe Davis's
owl.

Whoever doubts the truth of the story has only
to try the experiment with an owl, and he will

soon find that there is no joke in the matter.

ON GATHERING ASPARAGUS.

From the Magazine of Horticulture.

In all the books of gardening which I have
seen, the direction for gathering asparagus has
always been to cut it several inches below the
surlaceof the ground, as soon as the stalk has
advanced a lew inches above it. The asparagus
generally brought to market is cut in this way,
the upper half *)eing green and tender when
cooked, the lower half white, tough, and un-
eatable. The experience of many years has
taught me that it is far better to let the asparagus
grow to the height of ten inches, or a loot, and
then to gather it by breaking with the fingers,
as low down as it is tender and breaks easily,
which, when the weather has been warm, is gene-
rally Irom six to ten inches. Asparagus, thus
gathered, will be Ibund to be much Ifiner, the
lohole being tender and eatable, the produce much
greater, and the process attended with no disad-
vantage whatever. Asparagus even two feet
high, will be Ibund fit to gather in this manner,
il at any time it has outgrown the consumption
or escaped attention, which indeed was (he occa-
sion on which this new method of gaiherino- oc-
curred tome. 1 have since always practis'ed it.

Let those who are fond of asparagus o-ive it but
one trial, and they will never again resort to the
old system. q

TRANSFORMATION OF OATS INTO RYE.

From the Year-Book of Facts.

Dr. Weissenborn represents a statement of this
phenomenon to have been corroborated in the la^t
annual report of the Agricultural Society of
Coburg, which asserts this translbrmation to take
place il the oats be sown very late (about Mid-

summer-day,) and cut iivice as green fodder be-
fore shooting into flower-stalks, whereupon a con-
siderable number of the oat plants do not die in

the course of the winter, but are changed in the
following spring into rye, forming stalks which
cannot be known from those of the finest winter-
rye. " Let any one sow the oats during the latter

half of June, and the transformation in question
will certainly take place!"

[This statement may be thought valuable con-

firmatory evidence by the advocates of the trans-

formation of wheat to cheat. On the other hand,

too much proof is sometimes as bad as too little ;

and when it is maintained (as above; that oats

are changed to rye—and in other cases it is as

firmly believed that wheat is changed to spelt, or*

darnel, and to cockle, and flax to cheat—the

stoutest advoca.te of the transmutation of any

one kind only may begin to be embarrassed by

the superabundance of evidence, for similar and

yet very different facts.— Ed. F. R.]

THE MIT.K SICKNESS.

From the Baltimore American.

Besides many other articles in the April num-
ber of this Journal, [American Journal of the

Medical Sciences,] there is one of much import-

ance, by Geo, B. Graff, M. D., of Illinois, on
the milk sickness of the west. Our readers no
doubt remember seeing various notices of the

sufferings and mortality which this disease has
caused in the western stales. It attacks beef-

cattle, horses, sheep and goats. Catile may be

affected to such a degree as that their flesh and
milk will produce the disease in man, and yet the

cattle themselves manifest no unhealthy symp-
toms. In a severe degree, the disease in the

inferior animals is attended with formidable symp-
toms.

Dr. Graff' has given a full despription of the

sufferings as ihey occur in man ; and he says, a
minute quantity of cream, butter, or cheese from
the milk of an infected cow, although without
any distinguishing appearance, odor, or taste,

will develope the disease. The most violent and
fatal form, it is generally thought,"is produced
by eating a few ounces of infected beef. The
cause of the disease in animals is not known ; it

appears to be limited to circumscribed localities

in all the western states, especially in Illinois.

The disease can be traced in one locality lor

nearly a hundred miles, in a vein of variable

breadth, parallel to the Wabash river, in Indiana.

Not the least important part of Dr. Graff's

essay is a paragraph in which he bears the fol-

lowing testimony to a criminal, and almost in-

credible, disregard of human life and happiness.
" There is a murderous practice now carried

on in certain districts, in which the inhabitants

will not themselves consume the butter and
cheese v?hen manufactured ; but with little solici-

tude lor the lives or health of oiherB, they send it

in large quantities to be sold in cities of the west,

particularly Louisville, Ky., and St. Louis, Mis-
souri. Of the truth of this I am well apprised by
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actual observation, and I am as certain that it has

often caused death in those cities, when the medi-

cal attendants viewed it as some anoma^ous tbrm

of disease, not suspectinjj the means by which

poison had been conveyed among them. Phy-
sicians of the latter city, having been questioned

particularly on this subject, have mentioned to me
a singular and often fatal disease which appeared

in certain families, the cases occurring simulta-

neously, and all traces of it disappearing sudde.ily,

and which I cannot doubt were the result of poi-

soned butter or cheese."

SILK-WORBI RKARING IN ARKANSAS. II\trOR-

TANCE OF CALCAREOUS SOir. TO GRAPE
VINES.

To the Editor of the Farmers' Register.

Washington, Ark., March 5, 1841.

Believing that every new experiment in silk-

growing, on however small a scale, that has
proved successful in a first attempt, deserves a

passing notice, I have to contribute my mite, in

the hope that it may not be unacceptable.

I received, on the first of March last, from G.
B. Smith, esq. of Baltimore, a package of silk-

worm eggs, which began hatching on the 4th—
haying no doubt been heated in the mail-bags to

the hatching temperature. They were left ex-

posed in a cool room, to all the vicissitudes of heat

and cold, no fire being ever lighted in the room,
with.ja view of testing the natural method,
strictl^v-The worms were kept supplied with

young multicaulis leaves, of which there were
plenty, and each day's hatching kept separate.

They continued to hatch, 20, 30, 50, to 100 a day,

for the space of more than six weeks—the ther-

mometer frequently falling as low as the freezmg
point, and sometimes ranging thirty degrees

in twenty-four hours. The worms all matured,
without the loss of one that was discovered. And
of the same parcel of eggs, on the same sheet of

paper, those first hatched commenced spinning
before the last were hatched. The supply of

eggs being small, I was desirous of not losing

any; and they were therefore fed, watched, and
cleaned with the utmost care. No perceptible

diilerence in the size or healthiness of the worms,
from the first hatching to the last, and not a bad
or imperfect cocoon among them. Those hatch-

ed on the 4th of March spun on the 22d of April,

and those hatched on the 24th of April spun on
the 22d of May. During the last age the worms
were fed with leaves on the branches, the limbs
at each feeding crossing the limbs laid on before;

and the pile of brush thus formed made a very
convenient place for spinning, with which the

worms appeared content ; and the cocoons thus
made \vere equal to any formed in the other va-
rious conveniences recommended by writers on
the subject, in which I had arranged different

portions of the worms. The kind I reared was
the Italian Gray, sulphur colored. The 1000 se-

lected for seed weighed 5 lbs. 6 oz. avoirdupois.
We succeeded in reeling the remaining cocoons,
without diflUculty, on the cotton reel, to which I

had adapted fixtures for running two threads at

a time, wrapped round fuch other, as in the reel

of Piedmont, but without the traversing bar.

This silk has since been manufactured into sew-
ings of good quality, on the common wheel.

I cannot expect my method of hatching will

be generallv adopted, but 1 am not sure but it may
be the best for ensuring a hardy breed of worms.
At least I am encouraged to repeal the experi-

ment this season. 1 am preparing to feed u mil-

lion of worms this season, being plentifully sup-
l)lied with multicaulis and white mulberry. This
latter I find very convenient for alternating with
tiie first, in feeding the leaves on the limbs, from
the slender stems forming such a neat pile for the
ibrmation of cocoons.

I have satisfactorily tested your-theory of cal-

careous soils being best adapted to grape vines.

My crop of grapes of 1839 was bountiful, indeed,

— i'ully ripened, full bunches, and without the sign

of spot or mildew to be seen, on that part of the
vineyard that had been marled. But a few vines,

of equal thriftiness, and pruned and cultivated in

all respects similarly, except not being marled,
spotted and mildewed three-fourths of their

grapes as usual. During that season, however,
we were favored with abundance of rain, nearly

12 inches having fallen in the month of July. I

deem this a matter of consequence in our climate,

and will render it important to be prepared with
the means for irrigation, should a drought render
it necessary, during the perfecting of the fruit.

The summer of 1840 was very different. Until
the first of June my vines were as thrifty, as fully

set with fruit, as clear of mildew, and every way
as promising as they were the previous year ; but
during the month of June there fell but three-

fourths of an inch of rain, in July but 2.3 inches,
and in August but 1 inch. The leaves on the
vines ripened and shed off, leaving the green
bunches of fruit exposed naked to the sun. They
wilted, dried, and fell, without ripening. It must
be remarked, that the culture of the vine was a
new thing with me, that I had never seen any but
my own, and that these vines were but five years
from the slips. It may be, that as the vines get
older, and only the same extent of limbs being
allowed to older roots, they may become better

able to sustain a drought. But the benefit of irri-

gation to any growing crop, in a dry season, to

which our climate is peculiarly liable, must be im-
portant. N. D. Smith.

For the Farmers' Register.

RANGE OF THE THERMOMETER, ANIJ STATE
OF THE WEATHER, AT WASHINGTON, ARK.,
THROUGH 1840. NOTED BY N. D, SMITH.

MONTH.
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THE CLIMATE OF AMERICA.

Fiom the Farmers' Cabintt.

Mr. Editor—The late Mr. George Walk'^r,

of Holmesbuffr, observed to a liieml, ihat after

eiglneen years' residence in ibis counlry—durinu

which he had never lost a turnip crop—he coijid

not be induced lo return to Enjiland to hiitiie wiih

the elements. His esiimaie of the value ol an

American climate to the grain and siock liirmer

was high indeed, the Indian summer aflur.iiiiij;

ample opportunity to raise turiii|)s lo any extent,

after lull crops of grain iiad been carried and sale-

ly housed—an almost incalculable advantaiie;

and I have olten seen on his liirm a heavy crop

of turnips, after the same land had yielded a crop

of tiie finest and brightest wheat, amounting to

leriy bushels per acre. Now if the value of two

Buch crops be joined to the advantaire of feeding

Block on the turnips during winter, with the straw

of the wheat crop as bedding lor the slock, and

an estimate of the whole be drawn, with no

drawback in the eliape of tithe, tax, or poor rale,

and about hall a dozen other " rates," his con-

viction, that his Ibrming operations were conducted

in ihis country 25 per cent. ( heaper than in

Ji^ngland, was no doubt well-lbunded.

1 well remember seeing ihe last of the crops

—

horse beans—carried one year on the 24ih day ol

December! and ihis, too, was in the I^le of

Vv'ight, the garden of England ; while i myfell

have had a crop of oats covered by two leet ol

snow while lying in the field. And I have now
before me a retrospect of the year 1836, Scot-

land, vvhtre it is said "the prevalence of cold,

frosty, ungenial nights, during the months of

May and June, endangered the vegetative powers
of all growmg grain ; and then was |>redicted,

what has since uulbrtunalely been verilied, a se-

rious deficiency in the crops ; the backwardness ol

the season anu the retarded period of harvest hav-
ing a most deteriorating influence on the quality

as well as quantity of the grain, occasioned by
the raw, wet and boisterous weather of the month
ol August, with chilling blasts from the east and
northeast," leaving only the month of July for

the season of ripening the grain ! No wonder
that the observation lollows: "The wheat has
proved coarse, thin, and irregular, having ripened

irregularly, and been cut, in some instances, partly

matured and partly green, having also been hur-
ried from the field, by which iis condition has
been much impaired."

The contemplation of such a picture is calculat-

ed to do us good ; and by it I think we shall be
able to understand how it is possible that the
management of a weli-culiivaled larm can be
conducted at an expense 25 per cent, lower in

this country than in Great Britain, leaving an
immense amount of ease and comtbrt in lavor ol

Ihe American farmer. John Green.

afier fermentation. 2d. That no animal or vege-
table substance can, with impunity, he taken into

'

circulation by livmg plants after putrid (ermenla-
lir.n has'taken place. To its destriiciive proper-
ties is to be attributed ihe dealh of the orchard of
fherry-trecR in Kent, as mentioned in a late num-
ber ol' Ihe Cabinet,

—

the large quantity of etable

manure which had been deposited in the trench,

at a depili which prevented the escape of ilie

deleterious ga^es on (ermentaiion, became in

consequence /n//ncf ; and when Ihe roots of these
trees Imd reached and penetrated this suhsiance,

and had taken uf) the poison into circulation, dealh
was the immediate consequence.

I once carried abroad a large quantity of stable

manure ihai had been longl\ii)ii in a watery hole,

until it had become quile putrid ; and ahliouL'h it

was spread as a lop dressing on pasture lartil,

but little benefit was ever known lo arise Irom the
application. A friend who keeps a large livery

stable a<ljoinin<r his land, dug a cistern lo receive

the drainage of his yard, in which there is always
a large accumulation of manure, and kept a carl

and cask to carry it abroad on his pasture and
meadow land ; but he found no benefit from it

when it was allowed lo remain in theciStern uiiii!

pulrid lermentation had taken place, and the

liquid mailer had beirun to smell disguslingly, as

he termed it. Another person, aware of the cir-

cumstance, has adopted a dittierent mode to very
great advantage : at the emptying ol the cistern,

he deposites in it a quantity of ihe finest mould he
can obtain, and assoon as it is well si^jraied

with the drainings ol" the yard, other iirould is

added periodically, until the cistern is full; it is

then removed to some dry spot, and made into a
neat heap, and after turning ii up to induce a
reirular fermentation, it is carried as a top-dressing

to his meadows, and especially on clover, in the

spring, where ihe eflect is absolutely incalculable.

narby, j^pril 16, 1841. P. G.

FERMENTED MANURE.

From the Farmers' Cabinet.

Mr. Editor:— I lay it down as an axiom,
" that need not be controverted," 1st, That no

animal or vegetable mailer can, properly speak-

ing, operate as manure to vegetable life, until

THE ROTATION OF OATS AND TOBACCO,
BOTH PROFITABLE AND MELIORATING.

To the Editor of tho Farmers' Register.

When we met last, I think, the general com-
plaint ol the failure of the crop of wheat in ecstern

and middle Virginia was the subject of our con-

versation. I had then but recently met several

gentlemen of high agricultural reputation, who
were anxious in their inquiries about the culture

of tobacco, with which they had heretofore no
acquaintance. In a brief and interrupted conver-

sation there was little opportunity to explain fully

a plan for the rearing of tobacco which I had be-

fore recommended in your Register, and which
farther ex|ierience has convinced me is highly

judicious, if not indispensably necessary, in the

present state of our lands. With a view to bene-

fit these gentlemen, I propose to recommend again

this plan through the medium of your paper.

The general opinion tliat our country, from tho

mountains to the seaboard, owes its devastation to

ihe culture ol tobacco, I shall not pretend lo con-

trovert, whilst I assert that the crop is, neverthe-

less, not particularly exhausting. The same sys-

tem pursued in any new, wooded country, capa-
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ble of prodiicinn: !i rich staple, and where labor is

atiaiiiablo, will produce ihe same results, whalever
may be the crop. We witness this in tiie south-

west, where coiion is mad«' exclusively lor sale ; in

Louisiana, where su^ar is the crop; and in most,

of llie West India islands. Even in KeniucUy,
so (avorable to the ijiasses, there are not waiiiiiicr

instance-! to show how certainly even the be.~t

hinds will be exhausted, without proper care and
att»-ntion.

However lliis nnay he, it seems now n matter

beyond ^ douhi, thai we must make tobacco in a

certain rcirjon ot Virginia, or we must have no in-

come. Wneat, (all agree,) cannot be reiicd upon.

Our soil is too much exhausted, and the chmaie
too arid, lor grazing. For horticultural produc-

tions we have no market, and we are noiih ol" the

cotton region. 'I'obacco has lieeti a source ol

annual vvealih in times past— is so now in a por-

tion ot the state, and, in my opinion, may be pro-

f)tal)ly cultivated atfain wherever it has lieen so in

Ibrmer da\s. SoiT)e one, curious on such subjects,

has said, '-that il' you will draw a line liirough

Raleigh in North Carolina, Irom the Atianlic to

the Mississippi, auil anotlier [)arallel to it through

Fredericksburg in Virginia, to the same river, you
will include the best tobacco growing region." I

beheve that is true. It is certainly tiue that those

lines include a country unfit (in general) liir any
other staple cro|i, (since the acknowledged lailure oi

wheat,) and one where any improvement in the

culture of tobacco, which will preserve the land

and secure a good ci0[), ought to be nnost eageily

sought alter. The plan 1 j)ropose i:^ so simple,

that many will be deterred Irom trying it by that

fact. It is to ay apart two lots ot a size ade-

quate to your lorce and other i ircuuistances, and
cultivate them alternately in oats and tobacco,

rolling down the oats when perfectly ripe and
leaving them on the land. A- judicious manager
will certainly make these lots rich to begin \viih,

otherwise he can expect no crop ol' tobacco lor

a few years,' for although, I believe, in a series ol

years land may be made rich by this system, even
it originally poor, yet no one would be willing to

give up two, three or more crops whilst it was be-

coming so. He will likewise select, (if possible,)

land that lies well, to guard against the washing
rains, and of course would choose low-lands not

subject to inundation, if he had such. In addition

to the decided annual improvement of land tlius

used, there are other advantages, any of which
should induce every planter to try the plan. Your
manure, withdrawn from your tobacco crop, may
be applied to the improvement of the rest of the

farm. The field on which oais is rolled down is

put in finer tilth—better suited lor tobacco lo stand
well, and grow off in, than by any process I have
seen. Your fields are permanent, and therefore

your tobacco houses may be made so, instead of

being scattered all about th'* plantation wherever
you may chance to make a little tcbacco ; and,

lastly, there is less labor in the cultivation than on
common lots or new land. Some tubacco growers
believe they receive but small compensation lor

their labors unless they make a pound (or every

three plants. This is certainly a very good crop
;

but 1 have known it made more than once, and
by one gentleman very commonly. Tlie system
of alternating oals and tobacco will insure this

product in any year, (if your lots be well select-

ed,) after a few crops of oals have been rolled

down. Kvory man at all versed ifi the cultivation

of the earth will readily perceive that plonghinc
in ihe oals and sowing peas would probably hasten
the fcrlilizaiion of liie lot. I have nol iried it, be-
cause ill the season when oals are ripe we gene-
lally are pu.-hed lor lime— iind roliintr down has
answered a <.'ood purpose, and is (|uickly done. I

had intended to add a lew words describing the
mode of cultivating tobacco most ap/iroved about
here ; but, |)eiceiviiig the last numbers of your
Register to contain two essays on thai siibjccl, the

one fioin Maryland, ifie other Irorfi Kentucky

—

both of which are obviously unsuiied to us, I

will not doubt thai some one much belter qualified

than myself will at least adapt the above essays
to our country and climate. You will understand
that I am not vain enough to pretend lo in-Iruct

veteran tobacco growers. My object is to aid

some lew especial acquaintances who are just

about to commence the culture of ihis plant, and
with whom I iiave already had some conversation.

H. M.

[We are gratified to meet again, as a contri-

butor to the Farmers' Register, after a long in-

terval of silence, our personal acquaintance and
friend, the writer of the above communication.

As interesting as it is, and valuable lor the novel-

ty, (to most persons,) and simplicity and cheap-

ness of the mode of improvement which it re-

commends, it would have been more useful, and
had more weight, il, instead of being anonymous,
it had been signed by the name of the writer.

We should also have been pleased, and so
would hundreds of those who will be readers of
the communication, if he had been more flill irr

s'atements^ of experienced results of the plan of

culture proposed. We trust he will continue,

and enlarge upon I his inleresting subject hereaf-

ter. In the mean lime, we will copy below a

paragraph from the Farmers' Register, vol. 1

(p. 441,) which was reliarred to above, and
which has not been seen by much the greater

number of our present subscribers.—Ed. F. R.]

"Mr. W"illiam Oid, of Powhatan, has, for the
last ten or twelve years, made as large crops of
tobacco, (I mean lor Ihe quantity cultivated,) as
any man in the stale,—never or veiy rarely less

ihan 1000 lbs. to the acre—sometimes a great deal
more; and this too . always commanding a high
(relative) price. He has two lots (or totiacco, one
ol which its planted every year, followed ihe next
Firing ivith oats, which, when ripe, are rolled

down, or turned under with the plough, as he
thinks besi. This crop of oals nol only supplies
as much l(>rtility hs ihe tobacco may have ex-
hausted, but the lois are becoming richer every
year. On these lots he uses no manure ; that is

reserved lor his corn and wheat. The cost of the
seed oats is about filiy rents the acre. The labor

of sowing and alierwards rollinfr down is veiy
trifling— not equal ID the expense of cariinff the

manure on the lot if it was given lo bin). What
I would irrincipally call your attention to is ihe

fact :—That the general character of his farm has
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been more improved in 1 he last ten years (whe-

theryou regard iis appearance or its product,)

than any other (ami, save my friend VVm. Fm-
ney's, within my l<novvledge—during the whole

of vvhicli time he has cultivated tobacco success-

fully. Nor are there any peculiar circumstances

of a favorable character which apply to his farm

and situation, more ihan toothers. On the con-

trary, his predecessors were lirerally unable to

support their families on iheliirm which he has

thus improved. These are the lacts on which

I rely to prove the position, viz. : That ihe cul-

ture of tobacco is not incompatible with the im-

provement of the land ; and I think they will be

allowed fully to sustain it by all who will take the

trouble to inspect Mr. Old's estate."

SWEET-SCENTEn VERNAL GRASS OX POOR
LAND. PROTECTION OF BUZZARDS.

To the Editor of the Farmers' Register.

May 15th, 1841.

Dear sir

:

— It is too well known to all who
live between our lide-waier rivers, that we have

a most distressing superabundance of ver}' poor,

thin, light land, incapable ol' producing any thing

but broom-straw, hen-grass and sheep-sorrel ; in

a word—to borrow a common phrase—"land that

was born poor." None will cultivate it so long

as ihey have any thing which is even a shade

better. The consequence is, that it is lei't un-

inclosed, and becomes a common I'or every body's

stock, not to Jill their bellies on, but to take a

most wearisome march over in anxious search

of a bile or two of some worthless weeds, growing
slowly here and there, so far apart, like the

stalks of much of our wheat, that, as I once
heard a shrewd Yankee say, they are not near
enough to be neiglbors.

Now even to such land 1 believe I have acci-

dentally ascertained that the sweet-scented vernal

grass is well adapted. My reasons (or thinking

so are, that a iijvv seeds of this grass, as I sup-

pose, were carelessly thrown out of a box about two
years ago, on a spot ol ground near my house

;

and last year I discovered, to my great surprise,

several bunches ol" it growing on another spot

distant from the first a hundred yards or more,
within the same inclosure. This land is very,

poor, thin and light ; ami I am quite sure would not

produce a bushel and a half of corn to the acre. It

has not been cultivated for two or three years, yet

the sweet-scented vernal grass is spreading over
it very fast, and even mixing to a considerable

extent with other grasses which grow in adjacent
and much better land. It is now in full bloom,
and generally, as 1 have ascertained by actual

measurement, lull eighteen inches high, although
in such poverty-stricken soil. It lias a fibrous

root, consisting of very numerous fine filaments,

which take such strong hold of the land as to in-

duce a belief that if would bear being grazed liill

as well as any grass yet known to us. This cir-

cumstance, added to its being the earliest of any
of our cultivated grasses, and growing to tfie

height above stated— where no other grass vvill

scarcely grow at all, as well as furnishing herbage
ol which both horses and cattle appear very Ibnd,

recommends if, I ihink, strongly to our notice.

I/' the opinion I have formed of it be correct,

the owners of all such land as I have described,

should lose no time in sowing it on them, lor they
would then soon have some good early grazing
for their stock, where those poor, half-starved crea-

tures now get nothing in the spring of the year,

or barely enough to eke out a miserable existence;

often at this season having scarcely sufficient

flesh on their bones to furnish a meal for half" a

dozen hungry buzzards, which are not unfre-

quently seen, at such times, hovering over them,
as much as to say to each other, (if birds could

talk in these days,) " is it not near our time to

take a snack of them?"
By the way, I have heard that in South Caro-

lina there is a law which imposes a penalty of

some 15 or 20 dollars on any one who kills one of
these very useful scavengers. Although this

ariTurs well for their humanity to their buzzards,

which I am told are nearly as tame as our tur-

keys, it has an awful squinting at something very
different from humanity towards their poor help-

less cattle, sheep and hogs. Still it shows a bet-

ter spirit than prevails in some parts of our own
state. For we not only often suffer these wretch-

ed animals to perish lor want of food, but to die

and rot even along our highways, and will not so

much as encourage the breed of buzzards, to get

rid of the nuisance without any trouble or cost

to ourselves. Quaire, might not our enlightened

and beneficent legislature, which is always so

profuse in professions of devotion to the great

interest of agriculture, be tempted, in the exu-
berance of their zeal, to pass, if we would only
petition them, just such a law as that of South
Carolina for ifie protection of buzzards? A pow-
er("ul recommendation of such a law would be,

that it could not possibly cause the loss of an
atom of popularity to those who passed it, as it

would not take a single cent out of the treasury,

and might bring something into it by way of
fines. Those, I would respectfully propose,

should be fixed at ^20 for every buzzard killed or

crippled, which, considering the present state of
our currency, would not be deemed too much.
I would luriher propose—with all due deference

to our legislative guardians— that the sum, which
those fines would soon produce should be entitled
" The Buzzard Fund;'''' and moreover, that it

should be exclusively appropriated to pay the

members of the Board of Agriculture, which our

last assembly of law-makers so patriotically and
generously established to serve without pay, and
all " for honor and glory," just as if they them-
selves—every man ofthem— were perfectly willing

to do the same, and doubted not lor a moment,
that eight competent gentlemen could be found

any where to discharge the many arduous duties

which the law imposes upon this board, and pay
their own expenses besides.

But be this as it may, 1 hope our brother farm-

ers and planters will meditate seriously upon
these matters before the meeting of our next

legislature, and act accordingly. I remain, dear

sir, yours very sincerely,

James M, Garnett.

ERRATUM.

in the " Essay on Calcareous Earth," &c,

published in the April number, there occurred an
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unlucky error, by the transposition of the 12lh,

13iii and llih lines, (ns they there stand,") 2d col.

p. 205. The order oi these three linep, numbered

as they now stand, should have been, after the

11th line, (and may be so corrected by placin<r the

numbers opposite to them in the margin,) 13, 14,

12, when they will read thus :

"will amount to 612.\ lbs.; and as lime can bo
" broun;ht to us at 75 cFs. per hundred pounds, 61 2 J

"lbs. will cost$4.59 the acre. I am not," &-c.

This, and all similar errors of transposition, are

made m the final correction, when, in correcting

a single word in a line, two or three lines of types

are taken out, .and then, by carelessness, returned

to a wrong place. The small error which had

been marked, is Ibund by the reviser of the press

to have been properly corrected ; but the much

more important and newly made error of transpo-

sition of two adjacent lines thereby caused, may

eometimes escape the notice of the most careful

reviser.

North Branch Division.

Total cost, . 1,491,894 G7

Total revenue, G^.f^.W 03

Total expenditures, 3SK),G24 11

JVesiern Branch Division

Total cost, 1,708,579 82

Total revenue, ' G0,859 9.5

Total expenditures, 333,738 36

French Creek Division and Feeder.

Total cost (esl'd.) 784,750 Gl

Total revenue,

Total expenditures,

Beaver Division.

Total cost (est'd.) 522,258 98
Total revenue,

Total expenditures,

Columbia and Philadelphia Railway

Total cost, 3,983,302 05

4,7G7 42
133,979 26

10,924 02
139,082 21

Total rev.— tolls

Motive power.

tollTotal es-pend's

Motive power,

Locomotive's ropes,

1,205, 419 91

S24.919 79
: 2,030,339 70

585.343 88
862.074 76

436,519 51

1,883,998 15

COST AND RECEIPTS OF ALL THE PUBLIC
WORKS OF PENNSYLVANIA.

From the Philadelpliia National Gazette.

When a man's living exceeds his income, he is

generally considered in the high road to beggary.
A community from like causes must experience
like efiects. The Slate of Pennsylvania is on
the high road to beggary. Or, what is worscj
she has been spending more than her earnings,

and has begged until her story has become stale,

and no sensible person will give her a sous. The
precious truth is just revealed, that all the public

works of the state yield a less aggregate sum
per annum under this present administration,

than is required to use them and keep them in

repair. In homely phrase, ihey cost more than
they come to by about half a million of dollars a

year. *****
Eastern Division Pennsylvania Canal.

Total cost, ^1,734,658 61
Total revenue, 1,047,826 08
Total expenditures, 422, 805 20

Juniata Division.

Total cost, 3,437,334 99
Total revenue, 491,104 91
Total expenditures, 592,180 49

Western Division.

Total cost, 2,964 882 67
Total revenue, 887,018 65
Total expenditures, 889^834 46

Delaware Division.

Total cost, 1,374,774 42
Total revenue, 586,515 01
Total expenditures, 638,381 11

Susquehanna Division.

Totffl cost, 867,874 37
Total revenue, 141,730 05
Total expenditures, 314,253 69

Allegheny Portage Railroad

Total cost, 1.783,176 45

Total rev.— tolls, 413,504 71

Motive power, 443,480 29

Total expend's— tolls

Motive power,

Locom's ropes, &c.

293.135 40
539..507 44
122.266 92

856,985 GO

- 954,879 76

20.658,791 64

6,181.624 81

6,694,206 80

Total cost of all finished lines,

Total revenue,

Total expenditure,

A glance at this table shows that not only do

the public works afford no means of paying an

interest upon the original outlay, or of providing

as they should lor a sinking fund to pay off that

outlay, but that the daily use of them greatly ex-

ceeds in cost the daily income.

NEW^ AFRICAN FRUIT.

From the Year-Boole of Facts.

Sir James Alexander, during his recent expe-

ditioia in Africa, saw the naras growing on little

knolls of sand ; the bushes being ibur or five fiset

high, without leaves, with thorns on the light and

dark green striped branches. The Iruii has a

coriaceous rind, rough with prickles, is twice the

size of an orange, or fifteen or eighteen inches in

circumference, and its seed and pulp resemble

those of a melon. When unripe it burns the

tongue and palate exceedingly, but when ripe

it has a luscious, subacid taste. Sir James brought

home some seeds of this fruit; from which plants

were growing in March last : they were then a

loot high, and beginning to branch, having two

thorns at each articulation, and a stipule scarcely

to be called a leaf between them, on the axis" of

which was the bud, but no leaves.
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CULTURK OF TEA IN EUROPE.

F^om the same.

In a letter from liie Afil e Voisiri to M. Sanislas

Jijlieii is a staicdient, which proves liiat the tea-

tree ma}' be cui ivated in our rioriheni climates.

Tlie |i)rnier has refilled twelve years in China,

near the Ironiiers of Thibet, ifi wliich country all

tiie species of" tea aie euccessluliy cuiiivaled
;

ahhoiiijh the decree of cold there tnucii exceeds

tliHt of our vvinierp, and 'he snow never melts

belbre the end of April. Tu'eniy-lour treniises

concerning lea have been coni[)osed in China,

from the sevcnih century to the pre?eni lime, and
vvliich contain all the requisite insiruciions lor ihe

culnire and preparation ol' the plant.

—

yJlltencBvm.

(Or the practicability of the yrowlh of tea in

Europe there has long been no doubt ; indeed,

the experiment has bteti made vviih success in

Wales. The only doubt lies in the secret of its

preparation.

—

jEd.)

In no country of Europe is tea imported in

euch perfection as in Russia. Conveyed by land

ihrouffh the medium of the large fiiis at Ladalc
and Nijin Novgorod, it retains the virtue of which
a sea-voyage is said to deprive it; while its flavor

is much enhanced by ihe leaves of the vleafra-
grans, with which the Chinese pack it for a land
journey.

—

EUiotVs 7Vavels.

EGYPTIAN COTTON CULTIVATED IN .^IISSIS-

SIPPI.

To tlie Editor of ttie Farmers' Register.

Some time since I promised to give ynn the
results of some experiments, I was ihen making
with the EL^yptian cotton. I was induced to

make this promise from iho fact of i!ie appfarance
in your Register, in November 1838, of sou«e pre-
mature rematks upon this subject, extr.icted Iron)

(he Rodney Telegraph, calculated to produce, I

much (eared, in tlie minds of your readers, erro-
neous opinions respecting this cotton. I was
absent from home at the time this was written,
and Dr. New was urged to do it by the earnest
Bolicitaiions of the editors of our villaiie paper.
1 regretted this publication in your Register the
more, in consequence of the (iear of beinir charged
with attempting to impose another humbug upon
Ihe community, and this being but to herald its

fame prior to enterijig the 'se(d into market.
Let me assure you, sir, there is scarcely any
thing 1 so much detest, and 1 hope it niay not
appear superfluous lijr me heie to add, ihat 1

have never sold a single seed of it, and tliat I

have never relused irivmg ihem to all who have
desired to atlen)pi the same rcfulis 1 had in view
mysell, that is, to improve, or at least to revive,
Ihe former character of our Mexican cotton.
How lar I have succeeded in this design is my
present object to explain, and to do ihisTt will be
necessary to jzo back to the first year ihis cotton
was introduced upon this place, in order to trace
its changes from its original character to its present
mixed varieties.

Whilst my father. Dr. Rush Nutt. was making
Eutour in the East during the year 1834, he pro"
cured among other things a handlul of cotton
seed in Egypt ; of these there were two kinds, a

small white seed, and smooth black seed. These
black seed he represented as having been introdu-

ced into Eirypt from our Sea Island. That the

stalks from ilicse seed in Egypt only grfew three

or lour feel high ; in this particular, and in ihia

on'y. difiering kom the character it assumes in

our Sea Islands. This change he ascMbed to its

being cultivated for a succession of years in the

extremely dry climate of Et'ypt.

In Ihe spring of 1S36 I [)lanted the?e seed ;
from

then) succeeded in getting only o?ie sfa//f of the

black seed to grow, the white having rotted in

the ground ; the latter was also the fite with some
others with whom my fttther had shared the seed.

Being in a very rich bottom, this single stalk of

the block seed grew about six feet hinh, with

large heavy branches. It was late in blooming,

and ill September it was covered w'iih young boils

and squares, liut among the whole not more than
half a dozen matured. The bolls were small,

and contained on!y three chambers, the same
as in Egypt, the cotton presented its usual rich-

ness of co'or, and the same lengtll and beauty of
sta|ile ovfibre.

The lollowing spring I planted the seed from

this stock upon ihe hills, supposing it would here

come lo maturity earlier, and contiguous to our

Mexican cotton, in order to see if by approxima-
iion It would derive any improvement or new
properties from the Mexican. I first observed a
great variety in the size of the stalks Irom these

?eed, and then in the size of the bolls. Some two
or three of ihe stalks grew as hieh as 10 or 12
leei, bearing much larger liolls, liut fewer in num-
ber, than the preceding year, and a lew only of

these bolls contained 'our compartments or cham-
bers. 'J'iicse stalks produced much ihe ntost

beautiful cotton of the whole, 'i'he remainder,

the greater part of th*; stalks, did not grow more
than three and lour feet in the same soil, bolls

and squares were more numerous, hut small. I

could not account (or this diflerence in any other

manner than Lysupposiiiij liiat the blossoms of

these larire plants had received some of the farina

from the blossoms of the contiguous Mexican cot-

ton, which amalizamation of (ructilyintr principles

had invigorated the plant and caused the product
to assume somewhat more of the Mexican cha-
racter, riow litis change of prcdvct might liavc

taken place 1 can readily conceive, but by what
law ot' vegetable ph)sio!oi!y it caused ihe plant

itself to spiiniT up so much higher. 1 am at a
loss to say, particularly as this growth had gene-
rally taken place belore it bloomed ; and I must
leave it to wiser heads than mine to ofler an ex-
planation of this phenomenon of naiure.

These seeds were carelully saved, and the next
sprini'-, that of 1S38, I planted (rom them about
an acic of ground, again in the hills. This sea-

s' n i n)aiked no changes (ion) that of the last.

Some (ew stalks grew, as be(bre, very tall, with
lewer and larizer bolls, whilst the gieater part

were small, wnh small bolls, and a great many-
squares that never came to maturity.
These seeds were also saved ; and now having a

sufficient quantity lo venture experimems in an-
other form, and being pretty well satisfied that
we could never succeed in making it a valuable
plant in its original unmixed state, I determined in

the spring of 1839 to plant the seed with the

Mexican, a row of each alternately. This was
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c-iiltivatcJ careCiiIIy ami closely observeJ (Inririir ilie

\fhole year. You inus!t bear in miinl thai ilie «ea-

eoi) proved to be an exceeiiinyiy dry one, and in

every res|)ect or)e ol' the nioi>t [)ro|iilious ones tor

every det;cri|)li(in of the colton jilant llial we
have ever known. I believe there was nniliinii:

particularly lo be marked in iis frovvlh until

September, exce|)t the ffreat variety in the size

of the sialk. We observed, however, thai it sul'-

lered less lioin the dron<fht in May, .Kine and .Inly

than our JMexican lienerally did ; always looked

more liesh and i^reen, continued to i^row, and

lust but lew of its s(]uares, whilst the rest ol' our

crop lost a <rreai many. These remarks will ap-

ply to the JVlexican rows as well as the Egyp-
tian. I might here state also that the Egyptian
cotton, since we lirst planted it, has always ap-

peared 10 be less easily injured by Irosf. These
advanta<res it no doubt pariially derived from iis

becoming; a more hardy plant in the dry aimo-

s|)here ol' Egyfii, and perhaps also Irum beiii^ in-

vigorated Horn amalgamation vviih another varie-

ty, that ol' the JMexican. Cotton generally was
much tnore lorward that season than usual ; and
we commenced picking as early as the 25th ol'

July. The Egyptian cotton, usually so backward,

was almost as early in maturing its bolls, but

principally such stalks as appeared to be uii-

clianged by mixing with the JVlexican. The rest

liowever was also comparatively early. And
now, sir, were exhibited most ol the mteresiing

phenomena which I have to relate res|)eciing our

Egyptian cotton. As belbre mentioned, some
lew stalks sprung up to a considerable height, pro-

duced but lew boils, some ol them not even a

single form or bloom. The cotton from these

stalks was a most beautilul article, soft, fine and
silky

; fibre very long and strong ; biit not so rich

a cream color as the original Egyptian ; invaria-

bly contained a large green seed. Oiher stalks

did not grow so large, but had mote branches;
bore many more bolls, produced a long stronix

fibre, but not so silky ; contained almost every

variety ofseed; upon some we Ibund the original

smooth black seed, tipon others, seed a \\U\efuzzy.
Others again with a small brown $eed, and some
with a white seed. JVlany of the blossoms too

changed J'rom the Egyptian buti' color to the

JMexican white. Some of these stalks produced
remarkably well, but I cannot say positively which
variety of seed produced the most; but this was
very certain, that the green seed yielded the

smallest quantity, and produced decidedly the

most lovely cotton, resembling in every respect

in seed and cotton the Chinese silk cotton, which
has latterly attracted so much attention in this

section ol' country, and which I am inclined lo

think will prove the same. Think not that the

difference in the height of this green seed cotton

was owing to a difference in soil ; it was all the

same ; and generally we would ffnd one single

stalk of this 8 or 10 leet high, with others on
each side only three liiel. The Ibregoing remarks
apply principally lo the coiton grown from the

Egyptian rows ; and which I have termed the

Mexico-Egyptian cotton. That in the other al-

ternate rows I have designated, in contradistinc-

tion, Egyptio-Mexican. Let us now turn to this

:

although perhaps it did not present so many in-

teresting points to the naturalist, yet it offered

more pleasing prospectii lo the planter. In tliij

Vol. IX.-23

wc observed an evident and decided general m-
provcmeiit, boih n>i respecis the ///(.• und vigor ol

the plant, the (pialily ol'the cotton, and the quan-
tity yielded. The bolls grew larger, the fibre

somewhat larger, and much stronger. Nor was
the plant so liable to disease, consequently less

atlackcd by ivorms and insects. It grew rapidly

and matured early, and, iti tine, gratified my high-
est expectations.

These seeds were carefully saved, tliat is, of the
ELrypiio-Mexican, and Ihe next season, in the

spring of 1840, I planted from them about twenty
acres, which yielded mucli better than any other

part of the plantation, although the soil was ra-

ther inferior to some of the rest. The cotton too

was so much superior that each bale was selected

from our other cotton in New Orleans, and classed

;it a higher rate. I am so well satisfied of the su-

periority of the cross, that I have this season
plained nearly the whole of my crop with it, and
would have planted the whole liad I had the seed.

I have also [)lanted in such a manner as to pro-

duce a little greater mixture of the two cottons,

and may, perhaps, at some other time, give you
the result of further experience upon this as well

as other varieties of the cotton plant, some oi

which I have already tried without any good re-

sults. This is a subject of deep interest to our
southern country; and I wish you could draw
lorih for the public good the experience of many
of our practical and intelligent planters, induce
ihem to take a pride in the matter, as the Kentuc-
kian does with his stock, and ihe Virginian with
agriculture in general. I have perused with much
pleasure the remarks of Gov. McDuflie, of South
Carolina, contained in the Februa^ number of
your Register, upon this subject, and subscribe to

them most heartily. There is no doubt his advice,

it Ibllovved by all, would prove of incalculable be-
nefit to the cotton-growing region ; adopt a sys-

tem of general improvement ; improve our cotton
jilant, by crosses, and by such a system of culti-

vation and manuring of lands as will have the ef-

fect of producing a healthy stand of growing
plants

;
gather our crop cleanly, and send it to

market in a better condition ; make less of it, and
thereby enhance its value; attend to other pro-

ducts and improvements, and we would soon find

ourselves richly repaid. I can give my testimony
to this. We have pursued this courr,e.for many
years; it always having been the ruling principle

with my lather whilst living, to do nothing e'xcept

what he did well ; consequently our crop is al-

ways sought for, its brand being well known
among the manufacturers; and it never fails to

bring two cents more per pound than other cottons.

There are also one or two other brands that go to

New Orleans, that command generally as good a
price, and attributable to the same cause. We
do not make as much per hand in bales ; but as
much in the proceeds after our sales. Our plant-

ers themselves should become interested, and no
longer trust so entirely lo overseers, an irresponsi-

ble and uninterested class, whose sole object is

either to lounge about in indolence and cheat their

employers, or in making as many coiton bales as

possible, at the expense of aimdftt every thing else.

I have above alluded to the Chinese silk cotton,

as it is termed, and expressed a doubt ol its being

any thing more than the green seed variety of the

Mexico-Egyptian cotton, although it is rc[)reient-
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ed as a very different article in one important re-

spect, the quantity of its yield. My suspicions

may be wrong; but such, I think, will prove to

be the case. It is said, by tliose who grew it last

season, (hat it produces about tiiree times as much
per acre as the Mexican. It is this property ol' ii

which I am disposed to doubt, and upon this

ground, that 1 beheve, as a general rule, we will

find it to be the case, that, in proportion as wc find

cotton possessing a long, fine and silky fibre, in an

equal proportion will it be (bund to decrease in the

quantity produced ; and I think, upon an investiga-

tion o( the matter, this will be found one olilie cha-

racteristics of the cotton plant: that these varie-

ties of cotton which are shortest in fibre \\\\\ yield

most abundantly, and the peveise. I adniii, how-

ever, this may in some measure be varied, tiy a

judicious system in crossing ddi'ereni varieties, and

of cultivation. We all know that cultivation does

a great deal towards changing and improving na-

tural properties of vegetation in gerieral ; but I

cannot believe that such cotton as I have seen ex-

hibited as the Chinese silk cotton can ever be

grown in such quantities per acre as our Mexican.

1 shall, however, be able to test the matter this

year, having some of it now grovving.in our garden.

I have also made some experiments with the

twin or Okra cotton, but abandoned it, as iiderior

to our Mexican in almost every respect ; but the

most serious objection was, that it appeared to

open all at once, and wasted a great deal before

we could be able to pick it ; that is, if we had

planted it as a crop. This is owing to its having

80 few and so short branches. All the bolls grew
at one time, and opened together. It also grows

-tall, and the»bolls at the top bend it over to the

ground.

I intended explaining more fully my views upon

the general system of saving a crop and serving

it up for market; to account for our cotton being

better in color, fibre, &c., and clearer of trash and

loaste cotton, in cotton the fibre of which is cut

by the saws in ginning, than the most of cotton

which goes to New Orleans ; and also to hint at

some other points in the line of our planters ; such

as manuring our soils, to prevent the threatened

exhaustion of our once highly esteemed Gulf
Hills, &c. ; but fear I have already extended my
remarks to too great a length— I am sure much
more than I designed doing when I commenced.
But I shall now close, at least until 1 learn the fate

of thrs, which I leave entirely to yourselli I as-

sure you, sir, it is with very great reluctance I send

you these remarks, and would feel more than re-

compensed if they would but serve to call more
attention to the subject ; and to elicit other contri-

butions from this section of country to your valua-

ble publication. Respeclfiiliy yours,

Haller Nutt.
Laurel Hill, Jefferson County, Mi.

Jpril 25, 1841.

[We shall be glad to hear again from our cor-

respondent, on this or any other subject.— Ed.]

is the recent movement on the part of the Britiali

ministry for an amelioration of the corn laws

—

a subject which lias long agitated the kingdom,
and been the bone of contention between the

aristocracy and the working classes. That it

should now be introduced by the ministerial par-

ty is a proof of the increasing strength and infiu-

ence of the manufacturing and laboring portion

of the community. It is proposed that a regular

and moderate duty shall he laid on grain, in place

of the fluctuating one, which has rendered the

trade so precarious, and caused the price of bread
to be higher in England than in any other coun-
try. The agricultural and commercial interests

of the United States will be greatly benefited by
the change ; and it is evidently the interest of

Great Britain to obtain supplies from this country,

which affords so large and increasing a market
for her manufactures, in preference to procuring
them from the continent of Europe, where she

has generally to pay for them in gold and silver.

It is proposed to admit other articles of neces-
sity on more liberal terms than heretofore, and
we may hope that this is but the commencement
of a system which may remove the shackles from
commerce, not only in Great Britain, but univer-

sally ; confining the operations of tariffs solely to

objects of revenue, and allowing a free inter-

course between all countries in all commodities.
Our own country will not, we trust, be backward
in promoting so desirable an object, both by ne-
gotiation and by legislation.

There has been scarcely any variation in the

prices of the most important articles of foreign or

domestic produce during the month. Cotton and
tobacco maintain the prices lasc quoted ; but the

late accounts from Europe are unfavorable.to both
articles. The manufacturing interest there, as

well as in this country, is much depressed ; and
the cotton spinners in England are working but
four days in the week. At this rate, the defi-

ciency of our last crop will not be felt, and prices

must keep down for some time at least.

Shipments of flour will no doubt be made in

anticipation of the change above mentioned, and
a slight advance in this article has already taken
place.

The necessaries of life Avere never lower than
they have been here of late. Flour at S4.60 to

S4.75 ; corn at 45 cents, (now 55 cents); bacon at

5 to S cents.

The meeting of Congress (next week) is

looked forward to for some important changes af-

fecting the currency and coriimerce of the coun-
try. X.
May 25th, 1841.

MONTHLY COMMERCIAL REPORT.

For the Farmers' Register.

The most interesting circumstance which has
occurred for some time in the commercial world,

THE SEASON AND CROPS.

May 25th.
Throughout the spring, to the 20th of this

month, in lower Virginia there has been a very

unusual predominance of cold weather ; and

from Christmas to the same time, the quantity

and frequency of rains have been not only re-

markable, but unprecedented. Not only was

there much time lost to all out-door farm labors,

but the earth was scarcely ever dry enough to
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be ploughed, even when the weather was good.

All ploughing was very late ; and the planting

of" many a crop o/" corn was not commenced

until after the whole field is usually finished ; and

those persons who planted earlier larccl worse,

by the rotting of the seed, or by the spare and fee-

ble growth ol' plants. We had begun to lear

that no other thim very bad crop*?, of every kind,

could be possibly made. However, since the

20ih, the weather has become oppressively warm,

and dry, and has been relieved only by one wel-

come and heavy, but yet insufficient ram. .The

wheat had even before that time greatly improved,

and now promises to bring a lair crop, where

there has been no peculiar disaster and destruc-

tion : and corn has so much improved within a

few days, that an average crop is no longer very

improbable, if there should be a continuation of

favorable weather. The chance for cotton near

the northern limit of its culture is still worse than

for corn. Tliere were scarcely any oats sown, as

but very little land was dry enough to plough

or harrow, during all the lime in which that

grain could be advantageously sown.

We are informed that the wheat crop in the

Valley of Virginia was unusually good, up to a

recent time.

—

Ed. F. R.

HOW TO ERADICATE THE BRAMBLE.

Prom tlie Western IS'armcr and Gardener.

I observe that a correspondent in your last

number inquires how the blackberry bush may
be destroyed. As I have encountered and eradi-

cated some Ibrmidable patches, which existed on
the lands which 1 have at different times added to

my farm, I think I may venture to recommend
to your correspondent an inlallible prescription.

Some time in the winter or sprmg cut them close

to the ground, and repeat the operation the la^t of

July. A few will appear the second year, be

#ure to cut them also the last of May, and the
last of July. This spec(/ic is based upon the sci-

entific principle, thai no tree, shrub or plant can
long maintain the life of the root without the aid

of the top. The leaves, &c., are as indispensable
to the long life of a vegetable, as lungs are to an
animal.

The same plan will destroy the iron weed or

devil-bit, which so much inlests (he blue grass
pastures of Kentucky, and which some larmers
have vainly endeavored to eradicate by cutting
once a year for 30 years in succession. Such
pests are not to be exterminated by cuiting in the
blossom, or in the moon, but by the dint of scratch-

ed hands and sweated faces. You may have re^

marked the freedom of my farm from them,
though a scattered one here and there shows the
propensity of the soil to produce them, and that

my predecessors were industrious enough to raise

their own blackberries. Yours, truly,

KoBT. W. Scott.
Franklin County^ Ky.^ March 20, 1841'.

suivnyrARY or nevts.

Saturday May 1st, 1841.
There have been already exhibited several and

strong evidences of an intention, by some of the most
deeply involved states of this confederacy, to deny the
validity of, and to refuse to pay their pubfic debts,

contracted within the last few years. Some time ago.
Gov. McNult boldly recommended this course to the
legislature o( Mississippi, (upon the ground of alleged

Ihuid in the* transaction,) in regard to the state bonds
furnished to establish tlie great (swindling) Union
i3ank of tiiat state. Smce, the citizens of Bond
county, Illinois, have held a public meeting, and
resolved and published their determination not to con-
sent to pay the bonds of that state. The Philadelphia
Ledger says, " a similar meeting was held by the ci-

tizens of Montgomery county, Illinois, on the 13th
inst. A committee was appointed, which reported
in full upon the subject, ^nd, fixing the aggregate
debt at .$•13,000,000, say this debt, divided among the

individuals of the state, would be over $30 per head
tor every man, woman and child in the state."—" With
these growing public demonstrations of resistance of
payment, and the reluctance manifested by legislatures

to resort to taxation to pay state debts, we should
not wonder to see them as greatly depressed as they
are, nor evince surprise if they should go even lower.
Our corrupt and swindling banking system has largely
contributed thus to taint the public morals and to in-

duce men to calmly look at this reckless violation of
taith. Let those who aided in building it up and in

maintaining it, now look upon the legitimate fruits of
their iabors, and learn to be wise."—These results are

deplorable proofs of the rapid inroads (hat fraudulent
banking, and its necessary accompaniment, fraudu-
lent stock-jobbing, have already made upon the morals
and moral sense both of states and individuals. But
no matter how fraudulently these obligations of debt
were obtained, or the money expended, (provided they
are truly debts of the state,) nothing can justijy

a violation of public faith, as is proposed. It is to be
(eared that the pernicious example will spread.

A public meeting of merchants of New York, call-

ed for the purpose, have resolved to petition congress
to establish a national bank. The advocates of a
national bank, throughout the union, are numerous,
and confident of success in obtaining a charter at the
approaching extra session of congress. The measure
is now for the first time acknowledged and insisted on
as a. party measure ; and fifty avowed and open advo-
cates for it can now be found as easily as one could
h^ve been found last summer. The conflict on this

great question will be violent, and the issue all-impor-

tant. Within the next nine months will be decided
either the continued and more complete separation
of bank and state, or a newly formed intimate union
of them, indissoluble and for ever.

Many of the most able and influential of the south-
ern men who will now support a national bank, are
among those who have for many years loudly asserted
the unconstitutionality of any such establishment.
How can these new converts condemn any extent of
constitutional means of prevention against the measure
vvliicli may be exerted by those who continue o deem
the bank unconstitutional .'

'•The Governor of Cuba has commenced a war
against gamblers, and intends to diive them out of the

island."

" The brig Troubadour, under Spanish colors, re-

ported as belonging to Rosaline Kitan, of Bissau,
(Africa,) with 2S9 slaves on board, from the coast,

bound to Berbice, was wrecked about the 6th of Feb.,
on the Cayeas Islands. All on board were saved, and
arrived at Nassau—the vessel totally lost. The cap-
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^ain and crew took passage in a Spanish brig bound to

Havana, tlien lying in port. The negroes were taken

possession of by the authorities of tlie island."

The Great Western steam-ship arrived at New Yoi k,

on the 24th, bringing English accounts to the 8th. No
public news of importance.

The President steam-ship, from New-Yoik, had not

arrived in England, nor been heard of; and so great

was the lear tiiat it hail been lost, that insurance had

been effected, and that too some days before the sailing

of the Great Western, as highas 25 per cent, premium.

The grand jury have iound a true bill against Ma-
dame Restell, the advertising abortion-producer, for

manslaughter. She awaits her trial Ln jail.

Drake, the murderer of a whole family in South-

ampton, Virginia, has been condemned to death.

It is understood that the Florida war has been re-

newed by the savages, and that the plan of purchas-

ing their consent to emigrate, for the greater number,

has failed.

The swindling member of congress. Mitchell, had

put his pursuers on a false scent, and gone to Canada,

He was arrrested in Montreal, but. Idee most other of

the aristocratic class of swindlers, was discharged

because of want of power in the law to punish.

The Church Record, (edited by Dr Hawks,) instating

and commenting on some of the " business operations"

of Mr. Biddle, (former president,) Mr. Cowperthwaite

(late cashier) and other main conductors of tlie Unit-

ed States Bank, makes the following true and well

applied remarks:

"The all-absorbing topic in our community, for

some days past, has been the appalling disclosures of

the long smothered misdoings in the administration of

the Bank of the United States. De))lorab!e as these

violations of trust must be, in their ellccts, upon the

numerous individuals who are pecuniary sulFerers

from them—upon our national character, for honor,

and probity in business transactions, upon our credit

throughout the commercial world—and upon the con-

fidence of our own people in like institutions ; they ar«

infinitely more deplorable in the proofs they furnish,

of want of principle, and a deadened mora! sense

among us, in relation to all such matters. If the state-

ments in the report of the stockholders' committee

are substantiallj' correct, many of the charges against

the officers of the bank are not to be considered as

mere abuses of trust; they are criminal offences;

which, in any otlier country but ours, would have

subjected them to indictment for fraud."—"Who
can reflect upon such conduct in men, holding the

most important trusts connected with the business

interests of this great commercial country, and enjoy-

ing the unlimited confidence of the public, without

the deepest sorrow and humility, and the gloomie§t

fears. Does it not prove, that we have brought down
our standard of moral integrity to the lowest point

—

that we have discarded the restraints of honesty, from

our dealings with our fellow men, and the obligations

of Christianity, from our codes of duty?"

A batch of successful frauds, by means of forged

drafts, apparently from the Commercial Bank of New
Orleans, have been lately perp;'trated in rapid succes-

sion upon three or lour different banks, to the amount
jf about .570,000, much the greater part of which the

['rawer has secured and decamped with. Precisely

'milar operations were attempted, simultaneously,

-ipon four or five other banks, for very large amounts,

which barely failed of being as successful as the others,

'"'he nomme de guerre under which this operator fust appf^ar-

.;d was W. M. Parker, oILondon, with an alias for every other

uifferent draft. Unless, indeed, his letters of credit, or drafts,

were really written in the (Joniinercial Bank of New Orleans,

'ny a coadjutor in hiiih otiice and enjoying perfect confidence,

t^»e forgeries are so perfect as to seem almost miracilous.' We ex-

pect to hear, in a day or two, that some oflicer of that bank, of

the highest respectability, is on his way to Te.xas. At any rate,

whether so aided or not, this Mr. Parker is certainly the Napo-
ieon of swindlers, (at least of those so called.) and one of

i\\c most able, artlul, and bold and covl operators, by means of

banking facilities, who has ever e.xljibited skill in financiering.
What a lanieiitaiiln misdirection and waste of great talent!
The proper sphere of nction for this man would have been the
office of president, and ruling spirit, of some great bank. In
such a couiinanding position, he would have had ample scope
to exercise his great talents and strong propensities, for the be-
nefit of iha bank, and of himself also ; and general applausp,
and high reputation, might have been his meed, instead of his
character now acquired, and hazards incurred.

A statement of the condition of the Farmers' Bank of
Virginia, (iiK-luding all its branches,) which is. manifestly
' official,'' •<i\i]ieartM\ in two of tin; llichinond papers of the 30tli.

It says that " the profits of the bank amount to a sum equal,
within a small fraction, to 10 per cent of the entire capital."
This report is up to April 1, and we presume is for the 12
nionths preceding. Now, instead ot the bank authorities tlius

boastingly exhibiting these large profits, made during a time of
continued suspension of payniunts, tlii;y ought to be ashamed of
them, as being the measure ofnnjnstgain, made at the expense of,

and by defrauding the holders of their notes, and other credi-

tors. Ruring all tliis time, anil now, because of the refusal to

pay them, the notes of this bank have been depreciated 4 to 5
per cent. Now if as much of the bank capital as yielded 4 of the
10 per cent, of profits,(orthe excess above the legal interest, and
the full, usual and fair profit of money capital,) had been used by
the bank to buy specie, with which to pay its notes, and main-
tain specie payments, instead of reaping a profit from the dis-

credit and depreciation of their notes, then the present state-

ment would, it is true, have shown only 6 per cent, of profit

;

but it would also have shown a sense of honesty, moral and
legal obligation, and of responsibility, and the proper results

of all these, of which their actual statement " of 10 per cent,

profits,'" shows a total deficiency. But what bank, if permit-
ted, and backed by the government, will not continue to re-

fuse to pay specie, and thus to violate faith, truth, and
honesty, 10 any extent, to gain even so little as 4 per cent, of
additional profit .'

Saiurday, May S,ISU.
The banking house of the Branch Exchange Bank

in Richmond, now in the course of construction, will

be a splendid and beautiful edifice— and will remain
one of the most durable and striking monuments of

the sway of our plundering and prodigal banking sys-

tem, long after the consummation of its approaching
prostration and destrurfiou. And yet, if looking not

to the beauty, but to the object and use of this build-

ing, theie is seen a strange and even ludicrous want of

fitness of means to ends. There will be seen massive

granite columns of enormous size and strength, which
will have almost nothing of weight to sustain, or of

service to perform ; and while the whole amount of

specie belonging to this bank is only sixty-three thou-

sand dollars, a stronghold is built to keep it safe that

will cost more than half that amount; and a sumptu-
ous palace, whose beauty is merely to please the eye

of the pidilic, is erected by a corporation which exists

only by pillaging and defrauding that same public, and
which would be bankrupt (the old and true term for

svspcndiiifc pai/ment) iryoiyerf///, as well as really, if the

bank were not guarded by the dishonesty of the laws

from being compelled to comply with its just and ho-

nest obligations to its creditors. •

The Governor of Pennsylvania has opposed his

veto, for the third time this session, to another bill

passed by the legislature for relieving the banks—that

is, to authorize the banks of Pennsylvania, like those

of Virginia, to act free from all penalty or responsi-

bility for their violation of their obligations under law,

iustice, and honesty. Another hill was immediately

prepared and passed the lower house. We trust that

it will fare no better than its predecessors.

All tlie public works, in canals, railways and roads,

of Pennsylvania, which cost the state forty millions

of dollars, together yield less annual income, by about

half a million of dollars, than the annual expenses.

This is " internal improvement," with a vengeance !

The repairs of damages to the Savannah and Macon
Railway, caused liy the recent unprecedented freshets,

have been rigorously prosecuted, and are nearly com-
pleted, and the whole 135 miles of before finished road

will soon be in use.

A horr'ible crime has been recently committed in

St. Louis, Mo. Tv\o young gentlemen, Baker and

Weaver, attached to and lodgers in the private bank-
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ing lioiise of Mr. Pettus, wore munlcred in the iiis;ht,

by persons who had secreted themselves in tlie buitii-

ing, tor the purpose of robber}', and the house then set

fire to conceal tlie nairders. Tiie nuiin object of the

murderers failed, as they were unable to break into

the lire-proof iron safe, or vault, which contained

,*r20(),()00 worth of money and other valuable pa-

pers, and which were not injured by the fire, though liie

safe was exposed to a prodigious degree of iieat. The
villains have as yet escapeti even suspicion. A re-

ward of more than .^oOOO is od'ered for their detection.

This deplorable and liorrible event has caused a pro-

found sensation, and general comuiiseration lor the la-

mentetl sulferers and their relatives.

" The explosion [of the United States Bank] has

revealed the demoralization of banking, and the vil-

lany of human nature. The more we see of it, the

more we are satisfied that banking has been reduced
to a system of bribery, lying, false-swearing, and ac-

tual robbery of the poor and innocent. To say no-

thing of the thousand stockholders in both worlds,

thus reduced to beggary, the famous Girard Fund is

also annihilated, and the splendid Girard College

will have to remain unfinished, a modern Parthenon
in ruins, emblematic of the banking system, and
the classic mausoleum to its memory and rnanes."-

" Certainly the United States Bank has been badly,

dishonestly, and foolishly managed ; but we do not be-

lieve there exists a bank throughout the country, that

has been conducted on any other principles. TIte in-

herent error is in the system. It is a system of credu-

lity, mystery, deception, fiaud and roguery, from bo-

ginning to end. It corrupts the heart— it destroys all

principle—and saps the foundation of all honesty in

society. The United States Bardc has not b^en a

more marked fraud upon the world than any other

bank—it is only greater in ])roportion to its capital.

Nicholas Biddle is not a worse man than any other

man in Wall street connected with, or administering a

system that is concerned in swindling, sin, iniquity,

mystery, and midnight robbery."

"The banking system will go down, and all those

who hang upon it will soon be looked upon as fit in-

mates for the state prison. The misery and poverty
which have overtaken the poor deluded stockholders

of the United States Bank—men, women and children

—will assuredly overtake tlie stockholders of eveiy
bank in this or any other country. The explosion of

the English banking system will astonish the world
one of these days. It will revolutionize tiiat count ly—as our series of explosions since 1837 have ravoiu-

tionized this country."

—

N. Y. Herald.

"The Governor of South Carolina has instructed

the Attorney General of that state to institute legal

proceedings against the banks that have refused com-
pliance with the law amending their charters. Pro-

ceedings have accordingly been instituted by the

Attorney General to vacate the charters of the recu-

sant banks. These are the Bank of Charleston, the

Bank of South Carolina, and the State Bank."

A person employed by the Camden (N.J.) Bank
to convey money to Philadelphia has retained ^i.3,0()().

McLeod has been brought in custody to the city of
New York, upon a writ of habeas corpus.

The United States Bank has assigned property of
the (nominal) value of 7 millions to trustees to secure
the payment of debts due to other banks.

The people of Mallolo, the island of the Fijee trroup,
where Lieut. Underwood and Midshipman Hen-
ry, of the exploring squadron, were murdered, were
attacked by the crews of the squadron, many killed,

and the survivors reduced to complete submission.

" Fanny Elssler is said to have cleared upwards of
$65,000 by her visit to the south.

•'

The OcmulgO(.' (Ga.) Bank " has suffered a protest
of its notes, and notice of the |irotest had been Ibr-

warded to the Governor. The ellect of this intelli-

gence has been a decline in the value of the notes of
tlie bank, and further infoiuiation is anxiously await-
ed."— Charleston Fat.

McLcod may be said to be at large in New York,
being merely attended in his walks l)y the sheriff. It
may therefore be peifeclly well understood that his dis-
charge, in some way or othei-, is a settled matter.

The New Orleans Bee mentions another case of
"defalcation" in that city. A teller and a book-keeper
of one of the banks had taken .'jf-75,000, and had ab-
sconded.

"The Bank of Chilicothe, Ohio, with specie in its

vaults, according to its published statements, of more
than double the amount ol its circulation, suspended
specie payments on the 26th ult. Wherefore, then, the
people will ask, does the bank refuse redeeming its

notes, when its means so far exceed tlie deinands
that would be made by the note holders.' The ques-
tion is fully answered by the mention of the fact that
the Fund Commissioners of the state have been au-
thorized to borrow for furnishing the public works,
two and a half millions of dollars ! And that the Bank
of Chilicothe has agreed to furnish of this loan, five
hundred and eighty one thousand dollars cf their own
paper ! Having been so very kind to the state, who
would think of holding it culpable for a suspension?
Besides, it is now in a fit condition to double the
amount of the loan whenever the interest of the peo-
ple may require it. The bank can now strengthen
itself by .selling one hundred and fifty thousand dollars
of specie, at a premium of about fifteen per cent.,

which will make the snug little sum of twenty thou-
sandfive hundred dollars. But this is only a little

spice money. The interest of the loan (so called) at

SIX per cent., would amount to thirty four thousand
eight hundred and sixty dollars a year. Who can tail

to see the great hencfils resulting to the community
from such a magnanimous system of banking?"

Important neivs by last night's mail.—The last vetoed
Pennsylvjinia bank-bill has been reconsidered, and
passed by two-thirds of both houses, (May 4th,) and
therefore is now the law. This astonishing result was
pioduced by the sudden change, at the last pinch, of
votes of a sufficient ntuaber of Uieiidiers who«|iad be-
fore throughout, and up to the last moment, ''on princi-
ple," opposed tliis bill, and all such measures. Very pow-
erful inducements must have been presented to these men
tu cause so sudden and radical a change of their pod-
lion. This monstrous law authorizes the continued
suspension of specie-payments for five years, expressli/;

and, by certain consequence, though not expressly, the
authorized suspension is made in fact perpetual. Per-
haps it is all for the best, that the bankrupt banking
system should thus be at once brought to its very
worst extremes, and that too by the act cf a bankrupt
government, as that of Pennsylvania was, even before
the passage of this ruinous Jaw. ^

This measure will have most important consequences
to Virginia, and indeed all the other states. Our bank
men have pronounced, as an unquestionable truth, that
whenever the Pennsylvania banks suspend payment,
those of Virginia must suspend—and this doctrine has
been heretofore acted upon by the banks, the legisla-

ture, and the submissive people, in all cases. //' // be
/''"'.(which we altogether deny,) then the ba"nks of
V^irginia now must also contimie non-paying, for five

years, or for ever; or rather, (and which will be in a
much shorter time,) until the whole system shall sink
in its own rottenness, or is wiped off from our laws
and our coimfiy, because of the still increased iniquity
and infamous procedure, wliich may now be exp» cted
to follow.
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Satm-daij, May 15, 1841.

The Britannia steam-ship arrived at Boston on May
6th, bringing accounts 12 days later, and to April 20th,

of which date we have received our Englisli papers.

No news had been heard of the President steam-

ship, and therefore there remains scarcely a possible

chance that it has not been lost, with all on board.

From China the news is important. (Date from

Macao, Jan. 27.) The British forces had attacked

and taken two of the Bogiie forts, and attacked and

defeated the flotilla of junks. Considerable loss of

lives to the Chinese, and scarcely any to the English.

Hostilities were stopped in consequence of the annun-
ciation of peace having been made. By the terms, the

British seem to have gained very little, and much dis-

satisfaction was felt and expressed. The British aie

to evacuate the island of Chusan and their other con-

quests, and to receive ^0,000,000 in six years as in-

demnity, (which the Chinese can raise by imposts on

the British trade,) and the island of Hong Kong is

surrendered in perpetuity to the British government.
The direct ollicial intercourse between the two go-

vernments to be on eqbal terms, and the trade of the

port of Canton to be opened as formerly. The future

opium trade left unsettled.

We have iio doubt that the Chinese authorities

consider and will treat this termination of the v.-ar as

a victory on their part—and that by subsequent man-
agement they will make it so in results.

Great excitement prevailed in Philadelphia, amongst
the anti-bank men, in consequence of the passage of

the bank relief- bill. It was even thought that the per-

sons of " the recreant members" would not be safe, if

they were there. One of the features of that bill, and
which no doubt greatly aided its passage, is a loan of

three millions {in irredeemable paper, of course) to the

state, by the banks, whose bankrujitcy it was necessa-

ry thus to protect by law. This loan is to be carried

out by the issue of tliat amount of small notes, which,
as " bills of credit," are deemed by some unconstitu-

tional, and an attempt will be maae to arrest the ope-
ration of the law. Exchange on New York had
risen in Philadelphia, iiom 3^ to 5 per cent., owing to

tliis law, and the expectation of the increased issues of
bank paper.

Of thill relief law the Philadelphia Ledger speaks
thus :

" But the last, which has now become a law of
the state, is the boldest, most barefaced, impudent spe-

cimen cyi legislative dishonesty of which we have ever

heard ; and we should not have believed, without wit-

nessing it, that any legislative body, unless consist-

ing of discharged convicts, would have had audacity
enough for such an experiment upon the burden-
bearing patience of the peoi)le."—And yet this law
is, in etfect, to bind Virginia to irredeemable anci

depreciated paper money, (as the bank-men here
maintain,) as much and as long as it does Pennsylva-
nia. We trust that neither Pennsylvania nor Virginia
will long submit to this state of thint'S.

Mitchell, the forger, and recent member of congress,
has been again arrested in Canada.

The governor of Pennsylvania has pardoned Dr.
Dyott, the celebrated banking swindler, and who is ac-
cordingly released from the penitentiary. We infer

that Gov. Porter gave this i)ardon on the ground of the
gross partiality of the case^Dr. Dyott being punished
as a convicted felon, when Messrs. N. Biddle, Cow-
persthwaite, and sundry others, who have done much
worse, escape unpunished—and when the legislature

of Pennsylvania has, by its " bank relief law," just

enacted, legalized bank-swindling on the broadest
scale, and for an indefinite time.

• The negroes condemned in Virginia for crimes, to

be transported beyond the limits of the United States,

liave been heretofore regularly bought from the go-
vernment, under those stiiiulations, and bonds given

for compliance, and then the negroes sold in Lou-
isiana. We rejoice that one of these systematic vio-

lators of obligation has at last been caught in the act,

and punished in part, in New Orleans, and we trust

that the penalty of his bonds will be fully exacted by
the governor of Virginia. Wm. H. Williams had
bought, as above, 24 slave convicts, which he carried

and sold in Louisiana. He has lost there the value of
the slaves, and a fine of ^500 for each, and his bonds
forfeited to this state will amount to $24,000 more—

a

justly deserved lesson, which we hope will stop these

offences hereafter.

The American squadron in the Mediterranean, un-
der Com. Hull, set sail homeward, in 12 hours after re-

ceiving, from England, the recent reports of expected
war between that country and the United States, and
in consequence of that report ; and the Brandywine
frigate, which had separated iiom the others, has ar-

rived alone at New York. This movement was,
at least, being on the alert.

In Philadelphia efforts are making to push the claims

of Commodore Stewart to the presidency. If military

services alone, as seems likely, be hereaiter counted as

the best claims for the chief magistracy, then there is

some alleviation of the evil that the field of selection

shall be extended, by including the naval as well as

the land service.

The National Intelligencer, which may be now con-

sidered as the organ of the administration, sums up as

follows the measures expected to occupy the delibe-

rations of the approaching extra session of congress :

" 1. The distribution of the proceeds of the sales of

public lands among the several states.

2. A revision and augmentation of the duties on im-
ports, for the purpose of securing from that source a
revenue adequate to the wants of the government.

3. The repeal of the sub-treasury law.

4. The establishment of a fiscal agent, central or

other, to aid the government in collecting and disburs-

ing the revenue and equalizing the currency. [In

plain English, a national bank.']

5. A temporary loan, if necessary, to supply the im-

mediate necessities of the Treasury."

"./^ Model Republic.—Connecticut presents a repub-

lic which secures more good and avoids inore evil than

any other political community of ancient or modern
times. All the public statutes, after two hundred
years' legislation, are contained in a single volume

;

the annual expenses do not exceed .'(,^80,000 ; the state

owes nothing, possesses a school fund of more than

.^2,000.000 well invested, yielding an annual income
of $113,000, is without dislDursernents or superintend-

ence of public works, employs but few offices, and yet

enjoys the security of law and the administration of

justice as economically as any other state in the

union."

—

Nat. Int.

The perpetrators of the recent horrible murders and
arson at St. Louis, have been discovered. They were
three free negroes, and a slave who was permitted to

go at large, as if free. The slave (Madison) told the

circumstances to another companion, (who has since,

and much too tardily, given the information,) before

the flames had burst out of the house. The murder-

ers had all gone off, in different steamers, before being

suspected ; but two of them have since been arrested,

and the others cannot long escape the hot pursuit.

Their sole object was jdunder, in which the villains

entirely failed—having been unable to enter the iron

chest, after being in complete possession of the house.

A plan is in progress for establishing an American
line of steam-packets of the largest size, to sail be-

tween New York and England, and by arrangements

expected to be made between the proprietors and our

government, these vessels are to be converted to steam

frigates, whenever war occurs. The National Intelli-

gencer says, " that contracts for buildiug two of the
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steamers have been signed, and the building is about

to be coiniuenced at JMcvv York. The slups'are to be

2,500 tons eacli, and 300 leet long. Eacu is to have

two engines of -100 iiorse-povver— equivalent to 1,0-10

horse-power by English computation. The two are to

be finished in IS months, and then the other two will

be commenced.

The great steam frigate Mississippi, built by the go-

vernment at Philadelpnia, was lately launched.

A very destructive hre occurred at St. Louis on the

3d. Also a tire in New Vork, (of buildings erected

on the iormerly buint district,) of which ilie loss is

more than ;;^;>0u,000.

The premium paid in Petersburg for exchange on

New York has gradually risen from -f to 5^ per cent.,

which is the present price. This is an indication of

the growing depreciaiion of the paper money of our

banks.

From January 1, 1S41, to April 1, the outstanding

debts of the Jb'armers' Bank of Virginia, (that is,

the amount due Irom all borrowers,) was increased

.'yl4S,342 by the amount of new loans exceeding all

payments of previous debts ! ! ! In the same time its

stock of specie was diminished by $22,051. No won-
der that the bank authorities can boast of having made
net profits during that time at the rate of 10 per cent,

per annum. Query. At this rate of " c«rtoj7i/ig"" its

discounts, and of reducing its liabilities, when will this

bank be able to resume specie payments ?

.

It is given out and understood that the Bank of Vir-

ginia will declare a dividend in July. If so, we pi'e-

sume that it will be out of the capital stock. This
has been a mode of sustaining the credit of many
banks and other joint stock companies.

"We have been shown a fine specimen of coal, recent-

ly found in the neighborhood ol Scotland Neck, Hali-

lax County, which very much resembles the anthra-

cite, and to all appearance would burn 'equally as

well. There are indications, it is said, of an exten-

sive coal formation where this specimen was found,

which will, no doubt, be thoroughly explored.'"

—

lia-

leigh {N. C.) Register.

"The recent appalling overdratts at the State Bank
have excited an investigation at the Bank of Louisiana,

by which it is found that about $80,000, some say

$100,000 are found missing. The search was first

induced by the Cashier, Mr. Leveiich, when it was
found that Mr. Collson, who is said to have been over-

drawn $20,000 at the State Bank, was the discount

clerk at the Bank of Louisiana. We are not able to

say if any discrepancy occurs in Mr. C.'s books, but

it is certain that he and the receiving teller of the

Bank of Louisiana have absconded. The latter has
pocketed, it is stated, about $SO,000, received in two
deposites on Friday and Saturday last."

—

N. 0. Cres-

cent City.

A report that the President steam-ship had gone to

Madeira has been put in circulation, but on such very
slight grounds of probability that we did not think it

worth mentioning; and would not now, except that other
papers, in publishing the report and its very insuffi-

cient grounds, express the opinion that "these facts

seem to justify a belief that the steam-ship is safe."

Saturday, May 22, 1S41.
Another, and the greatest outrage of the kind, hns

been committed, by a British cruiser on the brig A.
E., of Baltimore. She was taken possession of b)' an
armed boat's crew from the British brig of war Per-
sian ; and by the crew of the boat, and by the Persian,
kept 19 days, during which time her cargo was ran-
sacked, provisions consumed, and goods destroyed,
without regard to the rights, or the papers, of the

American vessel, and more like pirates, than naval
officers of a friendly power. At last, after this deten-
tion and spoliation, the American vessel was released.

It is remarkable, that in all tlie sundry recent cases of
unlawful search or captm-o, not one of the American
vessels was found to bo justly obnoxious (o the sus-

picion which formed the jiretext for the outrage.

And, even if actually they had been slavers, tliiit

would be for our government to punish, and the Bri-

tish government has no right of search in any'case,

of American vessels. This course of outrage on
our rights must be stopped.

The former province of Yucatan, which not long

since threw olftiie connexion with Mexico, has I'oniied

a republican constitution and establislietl a regular and
independent government.

The Philadelphia Ledger of the ISth says—" The
prospect of the payment of the interest due in July

by the three states of Pennsylvania, Illinois and In-

diana, is sufficiently doubtful. Mississippi and Flo-

rida of course cannot pay. In Pennsylvania* some of

the banks of the interior have accepted the provisions

of the relief bill, and already issued the small notes

which it authorizes. The city banks have not accept-

ed it, and probably will not ; the Bank of Philadel-

phia has rejected it decidedly."—This " relief law"
must be even worse than we had supposed, when the

banks themselves reject the almost unlimited power
which the law olleis to them to defraud the public by
irredeemable issues.

" Commodore T. Ap C. Jones has been appointed
to the command of the Pacific squadron, and will

hoist his flag on board the United States ship Indepen-
dence."

" It is stated in the Charleston Patriot, as proving
tlie nonorable character of the merchants of that city,

that the whole sum put in suit by the collector of that

port, during a period of twenty-one years, is but
twenty-nine dollars and seventeen cents."

Mitchell the forger, and late M. C. has been brought
from Canada to the city of New York in irons, and
committed to jail.

" Mississippi will not be represented at the extra
session of Congress. Gov. McNutt has declined call-

ing an extra session of the Legislature for the purpose
of appointing a period for the election, and does not
consider himself authorized to order an electon with-
out the intervention of the Legislature."

—

Phil. Led.

" Five Portuguese slavers, with upwards of one
thousand slaves on board, were taken into St. Helena
on the 26th of March, having been captured on the
west coast of Africa, by the British naval force on
that station."

—

lb.

" Mr. Barker, the cashier of the Branch Bank of
the state of Georgia, is reported to have decamped
with $73,000 of the bank's money."

The Alabama legislature has passed an act sanc-
tioning the suspension of payments indefinitely b}' the
banks of that state.

The authorities of the branch Exchange Bank of
Petersburg deserve to have credit for a most wonder-
ful improvement in their execution, in the endorsinc
of their bank notes, (when compelled thus to make
them bear interest,) since we reported the very re-
markable manner in which they first performed this
unpleasant requirement of the new law. In all the
subsequent cases of demand by holders of their notes,
the endorsements have been written (very different-
ly from the first) quite legibly, and in good black ink,
and moreover on the backs of the notes; and therefore
required no printed label of explanation, or evidence
of the obligation, as at the first essay. The authori-
ties shall not want for enough practice to keep them
up to this very commendable mark of improvement.
We hope that every bank in Virginia will be com-
pelled thus to mark their own dishonoring of their
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notes ; and, small as is the pecuniary penalty thus iin-

|)Osed, if many anti-bank farmers would enibrce

it, every such endorsed note wliich they would carry

home would be a striking exposure of, and both astand-

ingand a current argument against tlie contunied sutfer-

ance of a rotten and irresponsible banking system.

Ijut the more outrageous the course of ihe banks, in

all matters of violation of legal or moral obligation,

and even of regard to common decency of conduct,

the bett r we shall be pleased. Wo fully believe thai

it is only by the full and complete exposure by the

banks themselves of the fraudulent jirinciples and
iniquity of the existing banking system, that the

people can be roused to its destruction. The banks

iiave certainly been given " rope enough to hang
themselves," both by the laws and the toleration of

the cheated and pillaged people ; and we rejoice that

they are using their ample privileges in the surest

manner for their own destruction.

At an adjourned meeting of the stockholders of

the United States Bank, resolutions strongly condem-
natory of the former administration of the bank, and
implying the expenditure of immense sums for purposes

of corruption, were otiered by Mr. Duane, and adopt-

ed by the meeting. From the supplementary report

to the meeting, of the committee of investigation, it

appears that more than a million of dollars had been

spent and are unaccounted ior—the vouchers having
been passed without being read, and then burnt ! !

!

The United States Bank has accepted the benelit of

liie " relief law."

A writer in a Richmond paper of the 20th, in refer-

j

ence to the bank notes of $1 and .*;2, (which only the

banks are now compelled to pay,) complains bitterly

that some holders ot such notes "have claimed their

legal right, and demanded specie to the amount of se-

veral hundred dollars at one time, stickling for the

pound ofJlesh nearest the heart, to the last. That the

avariciovs appelite of man should be so keen, is humili-

ating," Jk,c.—and then the writer (no doubt a bank
debtor, or a bank officer,) goes on to threaten that the

banks hereafter "will be very cautious in their issues"

of small notes, if thus compelled to pay them. What
a monstrous perversion of language and ridiculous

misapplication of terms, as to the cheating banks and
the cheated not-e-holders and creditors of the banks

!

How much must the moral sense and intellect of a

community have been poisoned by being bank-drugged,

if such representations as this receive any respect or

countenance ! ! And how miserably u-eak, and yet reck-

less and desperate must be the banks that can make such
an appeal as this to public prejudice and favor, to

shield them from paying a few hundred $\ and $2,

notes ! !

!

By mails of last night.—The legislature of New
Yoric have passed an act appropriating .'tf,o,000,000

to three canals, of which, .'j^*2,15()!,000 is directed to

enlarging the Erie canal.

I

The Rochester arrived from England at New York

I

on the 19th, bringing accounts two days later. No
j
news of tha President steam-ship. No other accounts

yet published.
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ON DAIRY MANAGEMENT.

irom llie Transactions of the Essex (Mass.) Ayricullural !?o-

cifty.

To J. IV. Proctor, esq.— iS/r— llaving been

uriaUie lo alteutl ilie nifeiiiiif of ilie bohrJ ol

irusiees in December, i siibniii the Ibllowintr con-

siiler.iiions leldiiiii^ lo llie tnaiini^enieiii ol dairies.

Tlie lirsl Hinl iiiost eticieniidl puml lo t)e gained

is to procure good cows, ll cosis no more lo leed

a good cow, Hum a poor one. And ibe compara-
tive cesull ol'llieir produce al ibe close ol the year,

makes u most e!^senllal diliereuce in llie proiils ol

the tanner. iSuppo^e one cow to give one quart at

a milkmg, or two (juaris per day, more than ano-

iber, tbe milk being of equal quality
; and tuis

milk lo be estimated worili two and a iiall cents

perquari, and ihid lo continue 20U days— here

would be a diHerence of ten dollars in (be f)roduce

ol' tbe two cowis. Tins rule applied to a dairy of

til'ieen cows, would be equal the sum of ^150

—

hair as much as the net annual income ol a ma-
jor! ly ol the larmers in the county.

The quality of the milk is a consideration not

less impurianl than ilie quantity. Those who
never have tried (he experiment ol' setting ditie-

renl cows' milk separaie, have very imperfect

ideas of iheir comparaiive value. 1 have known
some cows that five or six quarts ol iheir milk

would raise cream sufficient to make a pound of

butler. 1 believe ihis was staled lo be true of

the Oakes cow, from tiie milk of winch was made
twenty pounds ol' butter a week lor several suc-

cessive weeks; and I have heard ilie same of

others. But, ordinarily, it takes ten quarts of

milk to yield a pound ol butter. It therelore be-

comes a point of great importance, in selecting

cows lor the niaking of butter, lo obtain those
whose milk is adapicd lo ibis purpose.

The 7«a?i,/ier vj feeding cows is a point not lo

he neglected, in the management of a dairy.

Good leed not only increases the quanilty of the
milk, but it improves the quality; and of conse-
quence the buder and cheese produced therefrom
are better also. The kind offond usedis also to

be regarded. Every dairy-woman knows that

the milk will indicate the kind of Ibod used,
therelore those kinds of fjod which leave ihe

besl flavor in the milk shoidd be selected. 'When
cows have been lisd on cabbaires or on turnips,

who has not tasted the peculiarities of thet^e

vegetables'? When they are lisd on Indian meal,
on carrots, or ou beets,— it is lair to presume that
these articles become incorporated with the milk
also. I do not presume to say which of these
articles is the most valuable lo be cultivated for

the feeding of cows ; though I hope in this age
of experiments, with so many inducements as
are now held out for the trial, it will not be long
before some ol our farmers will give us satislac-

tory information on this subject.

The manner of milking also demands attention.

Cows should be milked about the same time each
day; and they should be milked quick and clean.

If a portion ol their milk is suffered to remain, this

Vol. IX.-24

will soon diminish the quantity, and the cows will
' dry up. It IS bad policy to trust milking to child-

ren, lor they usually do it moderately and imper-
lecily, and more is lost thereby than would pay

I
llie L)csl of laborers.

The place for the setting of the milk, is also

;
worthy of attention. This snould be cool, well

! ventiiaied, and exclusively appropriated to this

' purpose. Foril it is |jermiited to be occupied in pait

j

lor oiher purposes, some things will hnd their way
there winch will be injurious to the milk. It

should also be properly lighted. Cream will rise

more lavorabiy m a hglii tliau in a dark room, and
the quality ot it will be better. Therelore a dairy

;

room above ground ib prelerable to a cellar. The
room should be carefully guarded, by the use of
wire gauze, or some other substance at the win-
dows, against ihe approach of insects or intruders

of every kind. The milk should be set in pans
uncovered ; as the cream will not rise so freely

' when there is a cover over the pans. Care should
tie taken not to fill ihe pans lull, especially in warm
weather, as the cream will rise quicker and belter

' when Ihe milk is spread over a larger surlace.

j||l'he sooner it iises and is removed liom the milk
ilbfebeiier; and this should always be done belore

I

the milk begins to i urn sour. When the cream
IS taken oti', ii bhouid be kept in tight covered ves-

I

seis, in cuol places, unlil the churning process
;

anJ this should always be belore any souitiess or

I
mould is discoverable.

j

Much care should be taken to separate the but-
ter-miik thoroughly f.om the butter. More de-
|)ends on this than any other part of the process
in making good butler. Unless this is done,
it will be impossible to preserve itsweet and good.
If our dairy- women would apply double the la-

bor 10 half the quanliiy of their butler, and there-
by thoroughly remove all panicles of butter-milk,

this one half vvould be worth more ihan the whole
in the condition it is usually sent to the market.
As this is a matter that interests every farmer,

and every lover of good butter, (and who does not
love It when il is lair and nice 7) I have presum-
ed to forward these remarks. Vou will use them
as you think proper. Joseph How.

Meihuenj Jan. 6, 1841.

Note.—What I have said in relation to the
working of butler, is to be underc-tood in relation

to such butter as had the proper previous manage-
ment. For if the butter comes soft, it may be
worked ever so long, and not become hard and
iiood ; although il may be improved by working.
Butter that comes well will be fit lor immediate
use with very little working. But if it is to be

kept, care should be taken that the buttermilk ia

throughly removed.
Il was ray intention to have said something on

the feed of cows. But my remarks have already

extended so far, I will simply say, that there is no
feed on which cows can be kept, that will make
belter butter, than a first rate pasture ; such as
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abounds with English grasses. When this supply

fails, let the deficiency be made up by green corn-

stalks. Farmers will do well to plant some corn

exira, for ihis purpose.

The present winter, I have boiled roots for my
cows, such as turnips and sugar beeis, to which 1

aiid a little Indian lueal. This Ibod, when properly

prepared and seasoned with salt, is well received

by the cows, and improves the flavor, and increas-

es the quantity of their milk. J. H.

FISHERY LAWS OP PENNSYLVANIA AND
THEIR EFFECTS.

[The law of fishing rights is the same in V^ir-

ginia as in Pennsylvania, and the Ibllowmg state-

ment is nearly as applicable to the former as to the

latter Slate.—Ed. F. R.]

From tlie Public Ledger.

Messrs. Editors—My attention was attracted

by an abstract ol' the laws regulating fisheries in

the Delaware, published in your paper of the lOih
instant, and 1 have been much astonished that

public attention has not been called to this sub-
ject long belbre now. 1 well recollect when the

average price ol shad was not more than eight
dollars per hundred ; whereas, lor several years

,

last past, it has not been less than twenty; auJH"^''^o"^ ''""""^"'' Houe^dale, m il

on inquiry into the cause of this rise,! find* a |

were floaiing a rait down the .Dela

to be a general opinion that the vast extent to
'"

' ' ~ '

which the giUing system is carried on, has pro-
duced it. There are said to be a thousand or

fifteen hundred drill nets or gillmg semes in

operation within the concurrent jurisdiction of this

state and the state of New Jersey. These beino-

spread in all directions in the river, ii is almost
impossible lor a shad to pass up without cominc
in contact with some of them, and the same fish

may probably be entangled a score of times or

more in its progress ; and being thus impeded,
mutilated, and injured, would insiinctively seek
some other stream at the next spawninir season,
or perhaps deposiie its ova in the salt water, where
it must perish. Hence the scarcity of shad in

our river, and the consequent high prices. Such
was the case in Connecticut river, until laws were
enacted by that state ibr the suppression ol oijl

nets, and duly enlbrced, since which the shad
have gradually returned, and are now as plenty
as betbre. It is quite evident that a large portion
of the shad that strike the gill nets strufTcTJe

through and extricate themselves; and, indeed,
ihis must be the case, or iiiw if any would reach
the upper Delaware ; whereas the shore nets or
sweeping seines take all they enclose, and re-

maining so short a time as ihey do in a fishins
poaitlon, they give time and space Ibr the passage
of the shad ; but the gilling nets, remaining many
hours together in the water, form a complete bar-
rier, except by a passage through them. The
law, however, permits gill-net fishing under certain
regulations, which, if observed, would necessarily
60 lap restrict their number as to render them
comparatively harmless; and as shore nets are
restricted and regulated by law, and, I believe,
universally kept within legal requirements, it is

truly astonishing that gill-net fishing should be
uaresirictedly tolerated, subversive, as it appears

to be, of the interests of the community, in driv-

ing the shad from our waters, as well as ruinous

to the holders ol shore fisheries, many of whom
have invested their hard earnings in this species

of properly, on liiith of the protection afibrded by
the laws ; and as large a tax is laid on this as on
property ol any other kind, while the gill nets pay
none whatever. '

It has been suggested that the laws regulating

fisheries are uiicuiisiilulional. ll so, let them be

repealed ; but while in lorce the owners of fish-

eries arc eniitlea to all their benefits, and trans-

gressors subject to all their penaliies, precisely as

in any other case whatever. High legal autho-

rity,* however, has declared them constitutional,

and ilsound policy had noi dictated them, it is not

likely they would have been enacted oy the unit-

ed wisduin of Pennsylvania and New Jersey.

I have been credibly iiilormed, liowever, that

the reason why ttie owners of those fisherres

have noi, erilorced the laws agauirft the drill- nei

men is, ihal they are in lear ol some private-, in-

jury liom them, should tiiey do it. The owners
ol fisheries gener-ally reside on or near 'he banks
ol tlie river, and the gill nets being Irequently in

operation all night, and the men generally ol the

vilest character, they lear lo enlorce the laws
against them, lest their buildings should be set on
fire during their slumbers, and themselves and
lamilies p.rish in the flames, It is said that two

ihis slate, who
ware, in April

last, came beioie a justice of the f>eace and made
oaili that they heard a number of drilt-net men
prolanely swear they v.ould lake vengeance on
ihe man who would execute the laws against

them, and il ihey could not accomplish itoiher-

wise, they would burn his buildings ; which
affidavit is now on file in the oliice of the magis-
trate. And 1 also learn Irom undoubted authority,

that a constable, while in the performance of his

duty and the execution of his office, a lew days
ago, was knocked down by some of these gill-net

men, while attempting to arrest them, and shame-
fully beaii^n and abused, as were also several

oihers who were wiih him, and but for the timely

aid of a number of shore fishermen, who rushed

to his assistance, would probably have received

still greater injuries, the drilt-net men being armed
with guns, clubs and stones. This, indeed, ex-

hibits a sadly depraved state of things—an awiul

delinquency of morals, and a rapid snide towards

jacobinism ; and certainly calls lor the vigilant in-

terference of (he civil power. When peaceable,

quiet and respectable citizens are absolutely

afraid to protect their property, assert their rights,

or support the majesty of the law, lest the ven-

geance of bandits and outlaws should be wreaked

upon them, the state of society is truly deplorable.

Better live among savages than in a land proless-

edly civilized, where law, order and government

are trampled in the dust. A Citizen.

TO MAKE NAMES GROW IN FRUIT.
.

From the Cliarleston Transcript.

When peaches and nectarines are about half

ripe, cover the side exposed to the sun with strips

Judge Baldwin.
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or specs of vviix, in ;iiiy desired phapo or Ibrm,

wliicli hinders ilu^ sim Ihnn colurinif llie pari co-

vered ; anil, wIumi the Iruit is ripe, ami ihc wax
removed, il will be luuiid inurkcd m the manner
described.

A SPECIMEN OF AGRICULTURAL LKGISLA-
TION.*

From the KciUiicky Farmer.

The V^irginia iefjif^lature, at ils late session,

passed a law creatine a board ol airiieul'ure, lo

consist, of eiijiii members, to be aftpoinled Irien-

nially by the execntive. We note this movement
bs a specimen ol" the policy of the limes. From
a mere reading of the law, one might draw the

inference that the legislature of that venerable

c.ommonwealih— " the mother of mc/i"—the mo-
ther of Kentucky—intended to demonstrate lo the

world that she had private citizens more mag-
nanimous and more patriotic than even her law-
givers ; for the law assigns no pay lo the mem-
bers of the "board of airricnliure.'' Verily, if

this be n)agnanimous and pairiotic leifislaiion

towards the greatest interest of the country, the

eons of Jacob, required by the EL'ypiians to burn
bricks without straw, were not so cruelly enslaved

as has been represented. The editor of the Farm-
ers' Register, (from which vv§ copy the law be-

low,) is surely gudiy of a sarcasm when he says

by the provisions of ihis law the existence of tli

board is " barely tolerated by the government,
instead of being encouraged, sustained and aided

in its course and the pursuit of the desiixned ends."

lieally, this act will constitute the era of agricul-

tural legislation. We do not doubt, now, that

laws for the promotion of acrriculiure, so lonix

supplicated from our hitherto inexorable law- ma-
kers, will be enacted by all the states, and printed

and distributed as widely as " American [jrimeis '

and "spelling books." Nay, we should hardly

marvel, henceforth, to see crops growinir. upon
lands never ploughed, Irom seed never sown.
The long search of aires is terminated ! The
philosopher's stone, from its dark, deef) hidinii

place, is brought to light ; and its discovery will

be the glory of this age. JVlan, in future, may
fatten and grow strong without bread ; his sinews,
unrelaxed by toil, will become elastic by strain-

ing. Kentucky now, whose legislature we have
often and earnestly implored to do sorn(!ihiiig in

behalf of ai/riculture, worthy of her name, her

character, and her interest, will no longer hesitate

to take that interest under consideration and pro-

tection. It is true, committees have sometimes
proposed, lor the consideration of the (riends of

agriculture, acts not unlike this of Virginia ; but

whether from tear of the tremendous consequences
of such legislation, or other motives, (a little bird

* We earnestly wish that these remarks of Mr.

Stevenson, the editor of the Kentucky Farmer, could

be read by every member of the leerislatuie of

Virginia. Never vpas sarcasm more just than this;

nor more correctly applied, than to this wretched abor-

tion, which is the first-born and sole measure of Vir-

ginian legislation, for the aid or improvement of agri-

culture.—Ed. F. R.

whispers, dread of merited ridicule,') they have
not been adopted, we are not sal isliiclorily advised.
Probably a precedent was desir.ilile, drawn Irom
the wiser practice of older governments. If thia

be the true conjecture, Kentucky may no longer
delay imitating the example of Virginia, siie
[iroved her descent, as a daughter of ihe Old Do-
minion, when her politicians proposed laws lor

the encouragement ofairriculiure, having no provi-
sion to render their execution effectual ; she will

manifest only a dutiful respect, by copying the sta-

tute of her mother.

liut this is a subjecl too serious for satire ; even
if we had no fears ol gelling knocked on the head
by our friend Rulfin lor impertinently meddling
with the policy of Virginia, and possibly tram-
pling on state rights, for which we profess a due
regard. Praying your mercy, then, brother RufRn,
we beg leave to add some remarks as applicable
to Kentucky and the other states as to Virginia.
What can be the reason that ihe legislation of

this country has never regarded properly the atrri-

cultural interest 1 Why can noihinir be done for

its encouragement and im[)rovement '? How is it

that, in tfiis republican government, the farmers,
holdingihe political power, and their interests sui)-

porting all others, whenever they seek from their

agent, the government, even a small share of that
revenue which they chiefly contribute, to effect

objects of importance lo ihe whole community

—

but yet too great for individual accomplishment

—

how is it that they are for ever either insulted by a
seeming but inefl'eciive acquiesence or repulsed
by an absolute denial ? There is no subbrdinale
interest of the country which has not, limes with-
out number, received the fostering care, the en-
couragement and support of legislation. Agricul-
ture only, the great foundation which supports
ihe prosperity of ihe country and nourishes into
life all the other arts, lias been regarded by the
irovernment which it chiefly maintains, as a step-
child.- When agriculture has begged, implored
sums, far less than have been lavisldy given se-

parately to less imporlant interests, they have
been denied. She has sought aid for the execu-
tion of objects by which all interests would be
ptomoted ; lor such is her direct and incidental

connexion with all the interests of the country,
that a direct benefit to her could scarcely be less

a benefit to them. True, she has enjoyed inciden-
tal benefits from favors granted directly to other
interests

; but that is only because their existence
depends upon her prosperity, as theheallhy action
of all Ihe organs of the body depends upon the
vigor of the heart which propels the life blood into

every ramification of the system. Now here we
see, in the preamble lo this Virginia law, the
lawgived^ confession of the great importance of
agriculture, of the duty of government to encour-
age and foster if, and of the utility of organized
labor under legislative sanction, to (tromoteit;
and the enacting sections prescribe duties lo be
performed by a board of agriculture, more labori-

ous than those assigned to the executive depart-

ment of the government, and which, properly exe-
cuted, would prove not less promotive of the ge-
neral prosperity. The board are required to re-

port annually-to Ihe legislature a general view of
the agriculture of Ihe slate—the business of a
commissioner of general survey ; they are to re-

port the nature and quantity of agricultural pro-
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^ucts—the business o\' a statistical commissioner
;

'ihey are to collect and digest such facts in relation

to the improvement and culiivaiion ol' the soil

and the best modes of preparing its various pro-

ducts for their appropriate uses as they may think

would aflbrd uselul inlbrmaiion to the agricultural

community— the business of statistic collectors,

agricultural chemists, practical larniers, tnanulac-

turers and mechanics, and withal men ol' pro-

found judgment in these branches ot knowledge

and art ; they are to report the relative loreign

and domestic encouragement given to the varioud

products of agriculture and to suggest such mea-

sures to the legislature as may be necessary to

rievelope (he resources and promote the general in-

terests of agriculture— the business ol merchants,

pohiical economists, tariffites, Iree-lradeites and

statesmen. Now what, gentle reader, do you

suppose the legislature of Virginia otters in com-
j

pensation for the perlormance of these vnst und

important labors'? A million annually 1 For

surely, vvell performed, they would be worth that

sum. O no; important as the preamble rates

them ; the enacting clauses of the law do not va-

lue ihem a farthing! Well now this is just of a

piece vvilk the whole course of American leij;isla-

lion on the subject of direct encourajzement o(

agricultural improvement— lor ever making paper

concessions—never eH'eciivelv doing any thinir.

Massachusetts and perhaps New York should be

excepted Irom this sweeping denunciation ;
they

have certainly done a little—and but a very little

—

lor this great interest.

The'labcrs designed by government to proriiote

the agriculiural interests, should be assigned a

bureau, if not an independent department, with

executive or ministerial powers adequate to the

end.

Now to conclude— for we have extended our re-

marks further than intended—the primary source

of all the shamelul netilect of agriculture by go-

vernment, lies in the supineness of the people,

the farmers themselves. Until theycea^e lending

themselves to the blind and subservient idolatry of

party ; till they, instead of tying themselves to

the tails ol' the paltry demagogues of politics, de-

"mand action from their political agents in the ex-

ecution of trusts solemnly delegated lor the pro-

tection of their interests, they maysiill expect a

kick whenever they present themselves at the door

ol legislation asking any means lor their promo-
lion. Let the larmer appreciate more highly his

political rights and his piolessional dignity and
interests ; let him be the master of his servant,

iioi the slave of his bondman ; let him understand

his own interests and urge his rights as becomes
one endowed with wisdom and judgment and will

;

and we shall see the spirit of justice anjj liberality

Id negleciedj, abused, injured agriculture awakened
in the halls of legislation. All depends on the

farmers themselves—they may pay if they choose,

all the revenues, and permit them to be expended
in any thing but promoting their direct interests

—

even in insulting their interests—they may do
^his ; or they may reform the legislation of the

country. They have a power which they may
exert for their own weal or woe ; let them choose

iheir own policy.

DEJSULl'ORY OUSERV^TXONS ON THE BAIVK-
IMG SYSTEM OF THIS COUNTRY, AND THE
EFJ<ECTS OF ITS DIFFERENT MODES OF
OPERATION. ADDRESSED TO THE CONSI-
DERATION OF THE AGRICULTURAL INTE-
R EST.

Continued from page 286.

JCF. The loss and gain of banking to the banking
interest, and to the wh<de community, compared.

Results of the depreciated currency of solvent

banks.

In the last number, the course of the banking
system ol this country was traced Irom the high-
est possible stale oi' prut^perity, and o( ihe great-

est safety, to its sul^)sequent and inevitable result

of suspension of specie payments. Now let us
sec what has been, and will be, lost by the com-
munity, lor the purpose ol' furnit^hing gain to the

banking and borrowing interest, by the issue of
paper money, and lor maintaining unjust profits

by means ol suspension of" payiiients.

As depreciation ol' the paper circulation, com-
pared to that of' specie, (which is the only stan-

dard rate of value,) is the necessary precursor

and immediate caus"e of the banks' stopping pay-

ments, so that stoppage becomes the cause of still

greaier d<^|ireciaiii)n of the ditshonored paper
money. The hank notes that were but a half of

one per cent, less in market value than specie,

(while the banks paid the amounts promised by

the notes,) the dav belore the banks stopped pay-

ment, would fall 5 or perhaps 10 per cent, the

day alter the stoppage. The degree of deprecia-

tion would vary with circumstances—such as

the expected nearer or remoter time of resuming
payments, or the greaier or less excess of paper

issued, or the degree of public confidence in the

ultimate solvency of the bank>'. In the suspen-

sion of 1837. the notes of the Virginia banks fell,

as soon as the suspension was declared, 10 per

cent, below specie in market price, and altei wards
declined still more. At this time, they are only

4 per cent. ; and in the suspension of 181.3, city

bank notes, (that is, those in best credit,) were
20 per cent, and country bank notes liom 20 to

50 per cent, below the value of specie. Yet

all those were banks reputed solvent—or believed

to have the means of ultimately paying all their

notes and other deb's. If supposed to be insol-

vent, as many other banks have been, and now
are, the depreciation would have been much
greaier. The fluctuation alone of the rate of

depreciation adds very much to ihe tax of its

amount ; thus, if sometimes at 4 per cent., then

20, and then but 4 again, and next 10, these

changes would be much worse lor the suffering

and ignorant community (though not perhaps

for belter informed gambling stock-jobbers and
speculators.) than a steady average depreciation

of 10 or 12 per cent. This truth is so obvious as

to need no proof. But as it is impossible to ex-

hibit truly the evils of a depreciated currency

continually changing in value, let us suppose to

exist, and observe the efliects of, the lesser degree

of evil, presented by a steady and uniform rate

of depreciation. And, from the estimation of this

lesser evil, the reader may afterwards infer how
much more it would be increased by continual
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alteralions ot'ilie dei|;ree ofdeprcciatioii, operaliriix

to repeat the first and ireiieral ill eliecl on ihe va-

lue of labor and profiis at every new llucluation,

whether in risinij or lallinir.

Let us suppose the average rale ol' depreciation

of t)ank paper, durinif a stoppage ol" paymeiils,

to be 10 per cent, below gold and silver. Belbre

the suspension of payments was announced, or

belbre the " run" upon the banks had commen-
ced, of course there could have been but little

specie in circulation ; lor our supposition was
ol' a case where banks had issued as much paper

as circulation could absorb while bank notes re-

mained payable in specie on demand. As soon

as the sufc-pen.^ion is declared, ol' course all the

little sjiecie belbre in circulation disappears, and

the country is without any currency whatever,

except the irredeemable, discredited, and depre-

ciated bank notes, with which circulation is filled.

It is then not a matter of choice whether such

money shall be received and paid, and thus con-

tinue current or not. There is 7io other money—
and of course every body is obliired to use it as

freely as belbre ; and such would be the case even
if the depreciation were five limes as grreat. Not
only are individuals thus compelled to take the

(le()r£ciated paper, but even the government ; lor

the government, whose business it is to provide or

indicate a currency, had left this important attri-

bute of sovereignty to be usurped by the banks,

and therefore llie government is in the reniarka-

ble and most, feeble and helpless condition, ot

beinsx without any solid, proper, or legal currency
whatever. Legislation perhaps has not yet cheat-

ed all creditors, as regularly afterwards follows

bank suspent^ions in Virginia, by making the depre-

ciated paper money virtually a legal tender—and
thus violating the constitution of government, as

well as priva(e rights. But even m advance of

this |)olicy, (of "relief laws," " slay laws," &c.,)

public vpiniun alone is powerful enough to Ibrbid

any creditor exacting his debts in specie, or other-

wise charging to the debtor the amount o!' actual

depreciation. Then, every man to whom money
IS owing tor his labor, or the previous sale of his

property, is paid actually but 90 dollars for every
100 due to him ; and thus, at the first dash, every
debt due throughout the whole country is taxed
and reduced 10 per cent. ; and that amount is

transferred from the possession of the creditor

class, to the debtor class. This amount of pro-

perty thus forcibly translerred, would be an enor-
iiious public evil, (independent of its wrongful-
ness,) greater than all possible public benefits

previously derived from the banking systerp.

But this is not all. Prices in general, so far as
they are matter of mutual agreement, it is true,

will in time be accommodated to the new depre-
ciated value of the currency. But this cannot
be done at once ; and while gradually reaching
that point, the benefits of the changes will always
fall to the well-informed and cunning traders or

stock-jobbers, and money brokers, and the losses

will fall on those who earn their living by selling

their labor, or the products of their labor. But
very many kinds of prices cannot be changed,
even gradually, from the nominal to the real

value of the depreciated currency. All who
live on fixed salaries, or receive prices fixed by
previous contract, must continue to lose one-
ienth of their income, for the profit (to the

banks) of the fraud of sioppirii; payments. And
indeed many other prict-s, especially of various
kinds of labor, are so fixed by custom,- though not
by law, as to be very slow in changing to suit

the new value of money, and of course are so
taxed in proportion to the slowness of their

change. The prices of the work of bricklayers and
plasterers, of liouse-painiers and of many others,

are at certain rales according to the precise

measurement of liie work executed. Now, to

make prices lair in these cases, they should rise

iO per cent, in the next hour after the baidt [)aper

and only currency of the country had sunk in

value 10 per cent. Yet all these mechanics,
and also those who employ then), know well that

no such sudden and proportional rise of prices Ibr

their labor would take place. And in lime, all

other prices which are not fixed, rise in propor-
tion to the depreciation of money; and alter nnl-

lions of value being translerred from the rightful

owners to other persons in making the change,
it might be, if the rale of depreciation were
really fixed and steady, that prices would be
again fairly rated upon labor and property, by
every thing being charged 10 per cent, higher
than at the former specie prices. But, in prac-
tical operation, belbre this new and lair gradua-
tion could be reached, the ground would have
been again shifted by a new lluctuat ion ol price, and
a different rate of depreciation of the currency

;

and every fluctuation, whether by increasing or
decreasing the previous depreciation, would cause
more evil than belbre, l)y again disordering
prices, and transferring property wrongfully ; and
It should be observed that the iransliirs of value
would not be directed by mere chance, but would
generally be from the most ignorant to the most
arllul ; and that the greatest gainers by this game
ol" speculation would be the same banking and
stock-jobbing class, by whose agency and Ibr

whose benefit the first great fraud and the great
consequent evils were produced. During a state

of fluctuating depreciation of currency, the prices

ol" labor and of property are continually pursuing
the steps of depreciation, but are always liir be-
hind, and never can overtake them.
But the increase of nominal prices of property

does not stop at the proper mark required by a
fixed and permanent depreciation of n)oney; and
this is another great evil. The great mass of the
community will never be able at first to under-
stand the true cause of the rise of nominal
prices : and what is in truth merely, depreciation of
money, is believed to be an increased and still in-

creasing value of land and other property, and
even of general and growing prospeiiiy. There-
fore this mistaken and fbolisTi view of" the matter
causes property, after it has reached the 10 per
cent, of" nominal appreciation, suited to 10 per
cent, depreciation ot" the paper money, to con-
tinue to rise still higher, merely because of the
belief that the first rise was real, instead of nomi-
nal. And the more rapid, and the higher the ad-
vance m price, and the more baseless the appre-
ciation, the stronger will be the general con-
fidence in the " rise of" property," and the more
therefore will it continue to rise. But all this

delusion must come to an end, soon or late, either

by a return to specie payments and specie prices,

or by the people coming to a proper understand-

ing ol" the cause of the rise of prices. And both
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in the rise and the subsequent I'all of prices, there

must be an enormous amount of value iransler-

red without equivalent, Irom ihe rightlul proprie-

tors to 01 her person?. But peciiniary losses, nu-

merous and great as they would be, and the en-

tire ruin of thousands ol the honest and laborious

classes of society, to enrich the " knovvmg ones,'"

would not be so injuiious to the country as

the moral evils which will as certainly follow mad
speculation, as the spirit ol speculaiion will pre-

viously be the effect of such abuses of banking,

and depreciation of bank paper. Not one of the

community would entirely escape the contamina-

tion. So many would seem to be growing rich

by the rise of property and fortunate purchases,

that the rewards ol labor and of ordinary business

would be deemed poor and contemptible in com-

parison. All would be in has'e to get rich, and

would become speculators (t<r ihat purpose; and

when awakened from the delusive dream of

wealth to be acquired vviihout labor, they would

be far Jess fitted than belore to return to labor,

and to submit to the then much increased priva-

tions of poverty.

We leave to every reader to estimate for him-

self the amount of losses to be suffered by the

whole community, both in the immediate and

remote efieci of a depreciated and exclusive pa-

per currency. The highest and the lowest esti-

mates of loss may vary by many millions; but

the lowest rate of this one iiem ol the cost of the

sysiem, fixed by any unprejudiced and judicious

calculaior, would exceed all its possible benefit

to the banking interest, as well as to the public.

XVI. The farther operation, by insolvent banks.

But, enormous as are the evils and losses, to

the public, which have been considered, they

have been only those of what are deemed solvent,

and such as may prove ultimately responsible

banks; of such as, by the long_ continued exer-

cise of their exclusive privileges, and obtaining the

Enormous profits thence derived, are enabled to re-

pair previous losses, and even renew entirely

squandered capitals, and thus, in course of time, to

return to specie payments, and to the discharge of

all other then current obligations and legal de-

mands. We have not noticed, directly, the far

worse results, vi'hichhave been so extensively and

ruinously felt in a large portion of the United

States, of banks avowedly or undisgiiisedly bank-

rupt and insolvent, and by which the public, as

note-holders and creditors, suffer all the continual-

ly increasing steps of depreciation, down to the

entire extinction of all the credit, as well as all the

value of the notes. In Virginia, as yet, such

evils have not been experienced, merely because

the government has always sustained the banks

in their greatest straits, against their creditors,

and in defiance of right and justice ; and has thus

enabled the banks to recover Irom disasters and

dangers, which would have produced bankruptcy

without that efficient support. But numerous
banks, elsewhere, have become avowedly bank-

rupt and insolvent, and the holders of their notes

have not only been cheated in gradual deprecia-

tion, but also in the final extinction of all value of

their whole amount ; and by which greater ex-

tremes, losses have been suffered by the plunder-

ed country to the amount of hundreds of millions,

over and above all such as we have had under

consideration in the Ibregoing remarks. For,

whenever such complete results of fraudulent

banking occur, they indicate always the greatest

possible previous expansion of paper currency,

and its necessary effects in altering the standard

of value, and translierring the possession of pro-

perty Irom the rightful owners to other hands
;

and therefore the loss ol all the nominal amount
of the paper circulation, though complete, is not

in magnitude a tenth part of the previous losses

by real depreciation of money, fancied apprecia-

tion of property, general banking speculaiion car-

ried to the utmost extremes, and the consequent

evils to all concerned, except to a few arilui or

lucky players at the great laro table of banking,

and other speculation, in which the interests, or

profits of every individual are staked, by compul-

sion of law and other circumstances, if not by
the choice of the possessor.

XVII. Recapitulation of the particular benefits

and evil effects of solvent banks ; and the parties

to whose share they respectively fall.

And now let us re-state concisely, and place in

one view, the several points of gain and of loss,

and both the benefits and the evils, caused by

the banking system of this country.

The benefits are

—

1st.—The most important gain, and which is ex-

clusively for the profit of the banking or stockhold-

ing interest, consists in t he creating ofpaper curren-

cy, to an amount much greater than their capitals

or specie, and, by lending it out, drawing inter-

est upon all the excess of issue beyond their capi-

tal so vested ; which profit will be less according

to the moderation, prudence, and honesty of the

banks

—

or greater, according to the deficiency of

all these qualities.

2d.—The benefit to the class of traders with-

out capital, and other needy borrowers, who can,

from the carelessness, and indulgent disposition,

or interested favoritism, ol' bank directors, obtain

loans which would be difficult or impossible for

persons of such doubtful responsibility to obtain

irom any more cautious individuals, managing
their own private property. These adventurers,

if successful in their speculations, and lucky in the

risks of trade, make fortunes out of nothing ;

if unlucky, they become bankrupt, and are not

then much worse off than when commencing ope-

rations; and their creditors or sureties, and not

unfrequently the banks, have to bear the loss of

the debts thus incurred.

3d.—A benefit to the public, or general in-

terest, is the economy of dispensing with (and
exporting, to exchange for commodities.) the

costly currency, gold and silver, and using in-

stead the cheaper substitute of paper currency.

4lh.—Another advantage to the community is

the undoubted greater convenience of paper over

metallic money, for keeping, handling, and espe-

cially for transmission, or distant transfers. This

latter convenience, however, for large sums especi-

ally, is now usually and still belter attained by

means of bills of exchange than by the use of bank

notes; and other means might be used, in addi-

tion, and which will be adverted to again here-

after, to secure this great convenience, without

resorting to the circulation of ordinary bank pa-
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per, or th© usual operations of banks of issue

anJ circulation.

Tiie evils of the system, to be as concisely re-

capiiulciteti, are

—

Isi.—i'lie subsiitution and sending abroad the

previous metallic ciiireiicy, ol iniriiisu-., soliii, and

nearly invariable value, and winch noiliinif can

prevent a couniry's obtaining in siililcient quanti-

ties, il' It produces codimodiues to sell abroad ;
or

make it lose, alier having' ottiained sucli a currency,

•except ihis policy of subsiituting it by a p.iper, or

other less valuable currency. So lar, the paper

currency may not be greaily redundant, nor sen-

sibly depreciated ; and the banking operations

honest and prudent, except so lar as the system

is necessarily dishonest in principle and unsale in

practice. And yet, external and unavoidable

causes may, and indeed must, sometimes bring

discredit on the paper currency, and consequently

suspension of specie paymenis by the banks.

2d.—To the country, and especially lo its go-

vernment, the being suddenly brought by gene-

ral bank suspension, or stoppage of paymenis,
to the wretched and teeble condition ol being en-

tirely without money for domestic trade, taxes, or

to car."y on war—or any other than a discredited,

depreciated, and altogether pnsound currency,

which by the constituiion, and also by laws snll

in Idrce, is not legal money ; and there is at once
a general and total inability to comply with any
pecuniary obligations, and to pay any debts, at

the very time when the interest and the necessi-

ties ol creditors (produced by the general shock
lo credit,) require most strongly the speedy com-
pliance wiih such obligations.

3d.—To individual creditors ; for this awful con-

flict of the rights of creditors, and the refusal of

banks to pay, and the inability ol' other debtors,

is soon ended by the inier()Osiiion of law, which
(though in opposition to the consiiiution and to

justice and to honesty,) legalizes the depreciated

paper currency, and therel)y confiscates as much
of every existing debt and contract, as is equal

to the measure of depreciation of the paper cur-

rency, then and thereafter.

4lh.—To proprietors of land and ail other pro-

perty, in the change of its market price, and ap-

parent value, caused first by the depreciation of

the currency, and. then by ihe spirit of specula-

tion engendered by that depreciation, and ihe

false belief that the value of property had risen,

and continued rising, instead of knowing ihe

truth, that the currency had fallen, and was still

falling in value. And this great evil, tends to

convert the whole community lo sellers and buy-
ers, and speculators, to the general and great

injury of nearly all the individuals engaged. The
.fluctuations and successive changes of the rate

of depreciation, all serve lo magnify still more
the first and general evils of this kind.

5th.—To the moral condition of society, disor-

dered and unhinged by the introduction and ex-

tensive diffusion of a spirit of speculation, and
love ol gambling adventure, prompted by nume-
rous examples of great Ibrtunes thus suddenly

acquired ; and the consequent neglect of, and
disgust for the pursuits of laborious and patient in-

dustry and frugality, formerly the only roads to

wealth and respectability. Thus, even when
the banking bubble has burst, and men are no

longer intoxicated and deluded by the offered

I sources of wealth without labor, like other sud-

! de'nly sobered drunkards they arc left in a state of

prostration both of body and miiul, and unfitted to

j

return to their previous habits of judicious think-

1 ing and actniir.

And these, and many more minor but yet im-
portant items, constitute the frightful price that a
lieople must pay lijr the lew real bcncliis ami con-

I

veniences coniK'ct(!d with the Irauduicnl banking
system ; and which lew benefits may nearly, if

not quite, as well be secured by a banking system

I

which, would be honest in principle, sale in opera-

i

tion, and Iroin which all the great evils and dan-
' gers of banks of circulation would be efiectually

excluded. Such a system, or at least some se-

cure steps ol' a[)proach to it, will be hereafter pro-

posed. But, inasmuch as a good system will be

j

reached otdy by carefully avoiding the known
abuses of tlie existing bad banking system, it is

j

proper first lo menuoii some other evils invariably

:
attendant on and connected with the ordinary
procedure of banks, but which in lact are not at all

necessary to the best working of even the previous

j

bad system, as designed by law. We shall very
concisely refer to these several minor abuses,

which are too notorious to require proolj either of
their existence, or their evil effect.

XVIII. Abuses in the selection, and ojficial rnflu~
ence, of bank directors.

The persons who are always the most zealous
and active to obtain the enactment of banking
privileges, and the greatest possible extension of
banking operations— who assume to monopolize
all the practical and uselul knowledge on the sub-

ject that is extant—who are the most influential

and successliil in spreadirig delusion in regard to

banking -these persons are not actuated by the

|)ublic and general interests which belong to all

citizens, nor by even the peculiar interests of capi-

talists who seek lo make profitable investments;
but they beloni; to, and indeed may be said to con-
stitute the great borrowing interest, or class of
merchants and dealers who, being either without
capital, or but very insutficienily provided, are

anxious lor the establishment, in any manner
whatever, and without regard to other interes's

than their own, of new and more available sources

of loans to themselves, to enable them lo carry

on iheir unsubstantial and hazardous business and
speculations. This class of people, in the gene-
ral, see nothing whatever in the banking system,

and learn and care for nothing in regard to it, but as

it oHers means lor obtaining loans lor themselves;
and the greater the abuses of the sys'em in its

subsequent procedure, the more it will be lauded
by this class, provided these abuses tend (as they
certainly will,) to furnish them with larger loans,

and longer times for payment.
But the worst part of this evil is yet to come.

When banks are chartered and put in operation,

it is out of this very class of borrowers that the

boards of directors are always principally consti-

tuted; and who, even if not always the most nu-
merous, are sure to be the most active and influ-

ential members of the directory of every bank.

If ihere should, perchance, be one or two other

directors of a board, having no connexion with

trade, and who are actuated by no other than the

common and public interest, they are ready to ad-
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mit their want of acquaintance with practical -bu-

siness matters of trade, and of bankintr, and to

lollow the guidance of their fellow members who
assume to be so much betier informed. If a larire

stockliolder and mere capitalist has a seat at the

board, he is still the more ready to yield to the

others, because all their objects of expanded cir-

culation and extended loans, which the others so

much desire, will add so much the more lo the

immediate profiis of the slock. And thus the di-

rectors of ihe borrowing class will do all the busi-

ness, and direct, all the policy of the banks; and
most assiduously will they attend to the perlorm-

ance of these nominally gratuitous, but really very

highly paid services. 'I'iiere is no office of honor

or profit in our country, ol which the duties are so

strictly and regularly perlormed as that of a bank
director—which brings no pay, and certainly no

Jionor. Yet who ever heard ot' a board of bank
directors tailing to make iheir staled meetings

—

or tailing to go through the regular business of

lending out to applicants the Hind lor discounis,

and ol which amount the directors can take a

very large and undue share lor their own use, or

for that of other persons whom they desire to

serve.

Now we mean to attach no stigma to the indi-

viduals who fill these otfii-es in Virginia, and
wherever else that banks have not acted loorse

than in Virginia. Most, if not all, of these indi-

viduals are o! respectable, and many of them of

very high standing in society. Few of ihem
would permit any debt to be made by iheir favor-

ed friends, that they did not believe to be secure.

Most of Ihem would avoid, as they would death,

any individual act, for their individual gain, which
they and ihe w^orld would (ieem dishonorable; and
ihey would think themselves disgraced forever,

and deservedly, if guilty, individually, and lor

their own private and exclusive gain, of any such
acts of duphciiy, bad laith, lalsehood and fraud, as

they readily advocate and maintain in the action

of the banks they govern. But these individuals,

however respectable and virtuous as individuals,

are, as bank directors, acting for their own inleresi

disguised under the plausible and always delusive

semblance of public interest; and tempted and
urged as they are—and seeing things through a

false medium—supported in wrong measures by
the most noisy and busy part of the public, and
opposed by the same, if indicating any intention

of doing right— it would be a matter of astonish-

ment if such bank directors were to act differently

from their usual course. They would possess more
virtue and wisdom than belong to ordinary men,
if they did not serve their own interests as bor-

rowers, when they thus had persuaded themselves
that to do so was required by the public interests.

These remarks apply to such general measures
ae making excessive and unjustifiable issues of
paper money, stopping payment, and using means
to still more deceive the public, and command its

misplaced confidence, by professing to pay specie

promptly and fully, when it is not done truly or to

any useful extent; or promising to meet that

and other obligations at future times, when they
have no expectation of its being done. But there

are sundry other acts, of frequent occurrence, in

which nothing but private and individual interest

can be supposed to induce the movements of par-

ticular directors. These are, the partial favor

shown in making discoun's, or continuing stand-

ing "accommodation" loans, to themselves, their

relatives, or their business connexions. And still

worse, of profiling by their official influence to ob-

tain large sums, on sudden calls t()r speculation, by
" over-checking," (that is, checking (or and draw-
ing as if (rom deposites, when they have no mo-
ney deposited in bank,) and of ining these re-

sources tor the purpose of practising indirect and
extortionate usury upon persons from whom pro-

per and legal banking facilities are withheld, per-

haps by the votes and influence of these same di-

rectors. But these loorst cases of official treachery

and individual extortion, though iliey have been
common enough elsewhere, we trust have not yet

served to make still mcire black Ihe banking ope-

THtions of Virginia. Both here as well as else-

where, however, ihere is ample opportunity for

bank directors to abuse their trust ; and lo a
very blamable extent many of them here, as well

as elsewhere, have profited by their opportunities.

Another great abuse in the constitution ol the

directories of banks is in the manner of the ap-

pointment of the members. About half the mem-
bers of each board are nominally appointed by the

votes of the stockholders, and the oiher members
by the executive branch of the goverment oC Vir-

ginia. But in truth the appointments are almost
always made (or each bank by the luiseen and se-

cret recomniendaiion of the president, or some one
oflicerofthat bank, or at most by the combined
influence of a i'ew secret advisers, of those who
already hold and exercise the power of the bank.
The governor of the state, of course, can know
nothing as to the peculiar qualifications of, or ob-

jections to. men (or these places (or every bank,
and in every town in Virginia ; and he must neces-

sarily rely upon the recommendations of Ihe most
prominetit men of each bank. As to the election

by stockholders, there is in thit even still lesa

chance (or (I'ee and uninfluenced appoiplments.

Most stockholders leave the business of the gene-
ra! meetings to be managed by others—and those

who act ai all, generally act by proxy—and, until

recently, the |)resident of each bank held almost
every proxy. The stockholders wfio actually at-

tend are residents, and generally of the borrowing
class, and thereibre much under the influence of
the man, whoever he may be, who has most in-

fluence in giving '"accommodation" to borrowers.

There(bre. it comes to this, that directors are ge-

nerally the mere secret nominees of each other, or

oC a single more influential member of their board,

or officer of the bank. Hence it is not strange

that one of the strongest claims which can be
presented (or the appointment to the otHce of a
bank director, and the qualification which a di-

rector most generally possesses, is that the indivi-

dual needs to borrow a great deal of money, and
therefore that a seat at the board will be particu-

larly convenient to his private interest.

XIX. Abuse of banks acting as exchange brokers.

Another great and shameful abuse by the banks,

and altogether an illegitimate and unnecessary
branch of their business, is their dealing in ex-

change for profit. It is altogether false that this

is necessary for the convenience of the public.

The system of bills of exchange was in opera-

tion, and its benefits for translerring funds fully
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experienced, centuries before banks of circulation

were established. The banks buy Croiii indivi-

dual iradi rs dralin (or ninnry due to these itKiivi-

duals in distant places ; and, by a course of indi-

rect usury, derive li'oin this a lar^e portion ol' their

profit*!, especially duriuij times of sut^pension ol

paytueutis, and the tjreatpsi discredit of" their own
notes. Now if the bank'* did not [irocure these

drafts from individuals, these first holders, or other

private dealers in e.xch;inire who would purchase
them, vvould serve the public just as well, an<i as

cheaply as the banks do, in selliiiij drafts to those

who required them ; and the banks would then
be deprived of the temptation which exists at

present, an<l which is continually and wiliinirly

yielded to by them, to derive a profit from the

discrediting of their own notes, and which profit

is increased in proportion to the decree of the de-

preciation—and which depreciation is caused, and
increased, solely by the voluntary act of the hanks
in refusintr to pay their notes. Now here is ex-

isting, and in continued operation, a part of a ge
neral system of banking, by which the profit of
the bank i< increased in direct proportion to thi-

extent of its violation of its own obligations, o(

truth, of honesty, and according to the measure
of degradation of its reputation lor solvency, in

addition to all these other grounds for distrust.

And these and all other proceedings of the banks
are conducted by directors who, as individuals,

have a further interest (besides their more general
interest as stockholders,) in having the business

of the bank as much expanded, and therefore as

unsafe as possible, and its circulation and its cre-

dit as unsubstantial. How is it then possible to

expect to obtain even the little good in results

which the present banking sj'stem is capable ol

yielding, vvhen the interests of both the corpora-

tion and its directors are deeply and directly con-

cerned in producing the worst possible results^

The working of such means cannot but lead to

ends as iniquitous and destructive of right, and ol

public interests, as are shown in the present condi
tion of the banks and the country.

It may be useful to show, in detail, the practical

operation of a bank's dealing in exchange ; and,
lor illustration, we will take one of the hundreds
of' real cases, such as are of every day's occur-

rence. In Kichrnond, and still more in Peters-

burg, the nianulacturiiig of tobacco is one of the

largest and most profitable branches ol business.

The manutiictured tobacco is sent to the northern
cities, and principally to New York, to be sold :

and, as soon as sold, the consignee in New Yoik
authorizes the manufiicturer here to draw on Jiiin

at 4 months' time. That is, the manulacturer's
money will be paid in 4 months in New York, to

his consignee or agent there, and of course he
will have so much of funds in New York, either to

bring ho:i;e in specie, or to be otherwise disposed
of^ But other persons here vvid owe money in New
York, and have to pay it at or about that time;
and therefore it will be more convenient and pro-

fitable to both parties, that the tobacco manufac-
turer, instead ol bringing home his money, should
sell his draft for it to some person who has to pay
money at that time in New York. This prevents
the necessity of a double transmission of' money

;

and this beneficial operation is what is called the
selling and buying of a bill of exchange ; and
the whole operation, carried on by any one who

Vol. iX.-25

makes it a business, is called dealing in exchange.
The present dillerence of price between the

notes of the banks of Virginia and New York
funds, in Petersburg, is 5 per cent. ; that diHer-

ence being the measure of depreciation of Vir<W-

nia notes, at home, on account t)l' their being irre-

deemable ; while tlie New York banks [lay specie,

and iherelbre their notes at home are at par with
specie. It would follow, that a draft on New
York for ijjlOO, having four months to run belijre

being due, would be woith at maturity, (depre-
ciation and the price of exchange remaining ihe

same,)!^105; and deducting 2 percent, interest

(at G per cent, per annum) lor the 4 months
whicti the draft has to wa.t lor payment, it is

worih S103 (very nearly) when sold. And this

is precisely what the buyer of the draft could al-

Ibrd to pay lor it in cash.

'i'he tobacco manufacturers who thus obtain
New York lijuds for all their sales, and are autho-
rized to draw lor them at 4 months, have gene-
rally too little capital to permit them to wait that

time lor ti.eir returns. They therefore would pre-
fer to sell their drafts lor the premium they are
worth, after discoufiting the interest for the time
ticlbre being due. Now individuals would buy
their drafts, at maturity, or previously, it on credit

to that time, and allow the full premiun) ; but in-

dividuals, dependent on banks lor capital, cannot
generally advance the cash. The [iroper course
liien would be, for A, the tobacco manufaciurc r,

to sell his 4 months' dralt tor ^100, on its face, lu

B, a retailer who owes money or wishes to make
purchases in New York, lor ^105, lor wfiich B
executes his negotiable note, to be paid at 4
months, when the draft will be worth that anioun',
supposing the price ol exchange to remain the
-ame. Then the bank should discount B's note,

and all three parlies will be served. A will get
cash for his draft, and also the fiiir value of its

greater value in exchange. B will obtain the
New York funds, and on a credit. The bank will

discount the well secured note of B, still better se-

cured by the endorsement of A, and receive its

lair and legal profit, (and all a bank should re-

ceive,) in the interest of the note. But the banks
want 10 make also the much he;tvier profit of ex-
change brokers, and indirect usurers—and it is al-

leged that they will not discount for a tobacco
manufacturer either as abov'e, or on any other bu-
sineGs paper, unless he will sell to the bank his

drafts, and that at a price considerably below the
real value. Thus, that he may be enabled to gel
his notes discounted, though paying lor the bene-
fit the lair rate of interest, he n)ust, per force, also

sell his four-months' drafts "at face," or their

nominal amount, to the bank, which the bank
sells afierwards,.al maturity, to some other indivi-

dual at 5 per cent, premium. Thus the bank
makes its lair and regular profit, in the discount lor

the time, and therefore has by the transaction
granted no favor to the draft-holder; or the two
parlies have been reciprocally and equally bene-
fitted— the individual getting cash advanced, and
the bank letaining the interest, which is the very
business which was the main object of its institu-

tion, and main source of its legitimate profits. And
this being the case, the time which the draft has to

run causes no abatement of iis value to the bank,
lor the delay of payment is compensated in tht

interest rctamed, Theii the value ol the draft to
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the bank should be rated aa cash, and the price of

exchange counted in like manner. Yet the regu-

lar difference made (at present prices) between

what ihe banks pay and sell such exchanae for,

(buying " at lace" and selling ai 5,) alter deduct-

ing 2 per cent, foi* the interest, gives a clear gain

on the exchange of 3 per cent, on the amount;

which is so much o( indirect usury made m addi-

tion to iheir legal interest, and which addiiion

makes the interest (or whole profit) to the hank,

5 per cent, on 4 months, or 15 per cent, per annum.

Now it is true, that it', when the 4 months have

expired, the price of exchange on New York

should have fallen below the present rate of 5 per

cent., then the bank will make so much the less by

iis indirect usury. !•', on the other hand, the price

should rise in the 4 monihs, tlie profit will be the

Greater m proportion to the advance of price, and

of premium which the bank will ask, and sell lor.

And, as tlie advanced price of exchange is gradu-

atfiii strictly according to the measure of ihe rate

of depreciation of the notes of the banks of Vir-

ginia, and that depreciaiion again is caused by

their eioppage of payment, and graduated by the

consequent discredit of their paper niooey, it i^

plain enough tFiat the banks hold the power to

make the depreciation greater or less, as it pleases

them, and, of course, the price of exchange ; and

that, if they know their own intentions, and can

foresee their own course for even a lew months

ahead, they must also know in advance what,

their profit on every such transaction will cer-

tainly be, and whether ihey cannot even increase

its rate.

But putting aside what is alleged against the

banks because of these transnclions, and of their

disposition, and exerting their power, to monopo-
lize, and to practise extortion upon ihe necessities

of the borrower, and the indirect and heavy usury

gained by them in the purchase and sale— ue de-

sire to draw the reader's attention especially io the

still worse lieature of the buf^iness. This is, that

ihe banks have a direct interest in discrediting

their own currency—because the lower it sinks

the more profit they will make by dealing in ex-

change— which is but selling the product of their

depreciaiion, and profiting in proportion to its ex-

tent and degree, li then, the great object and end
of the banking policy of this country had been to

corrupt and render dishonest both the banks and
those who direct and control their operations, the

means could not have been better adapted to the

end than they are now.

J^X. Remedies for ihe evils of the banking sys-

tem. Partial reform,, in removing superinduced
and unnecessary abuses.

The next and most important matter of inquiry

IB, whether there is no possible and sure means
for remedying, or at least mitigating the evils of
the banking system ; or whether the actual
absence of all effort lor this purpose, by all per-

sons having power or influence, is indeed indica-

tive that there is no hope for either relief or
amendment. We will presume to propose mea-
sures of reform, which, if not the most efficient

or judicious, would, if used to even the smallest
extent, certainly operate to remove something
of the amount of evil ; and which might be adopt-
ed to just such extent as the power of bank in-

fluence and other circumstances might permit.

Reform of the banking system might be either

partial and limited, or thorough and complete.

A most important, though but limned reforma-
tion, might be produced by simply abating the

worst practical abuses of the system—beginning
with the most manifest and least excusable, and
proceeding thence to those measures about
which there might possibly be some doubt as to

their being partially good, or of unmixed evil

tendency, in the opinions of intelligent and disin-

terested judges. We will name such parts of
the practice and policy as might he removed
without touching the designed powers and ope-
ration of the system—and which, if removed,
would leave the eysiem comparatively pure,

though still, as we beiieve, of dangerous tenden-

cy, and much too powerful in evil eflects.

Such a limited reform vvould be produced, of
greater or less extent and value, in proportion as

more or (ewer of the (bl owing changes were
made

:

1. An unmixed benefit would be produced by
prohibiiinw to banks the dealing in exchange,
or at least the selling exchange at more than
such small and stated advance of price as would
form merely a sufiicient compensation when the

banks here were paying specie ior their notes,

and wliich would never exceed one per cent, to

ihe most remoie city ot the confederacy. This
would remove one great source of abuse, exer-

cised by the banks, of extortion upon individuais,

and making a profit upon the possible voluntary

discrediting of their own noies.

2. Another beneficial cliange would be to

choose the bank directors, not from the borrowing
class if possible; and at all events to forbid the

persons chosen borrowing money from the par-

ticular bank ihey managed, or being sureties up-

on discounts for other persons—whose interests,

as ffimily or business connexions, might operate

on directors precij^ely as their own individual in-

teresis. And as the directors would thus be de-

prived ot their present indirect advantages, and
profile, which are so much coveted and so highly
valued, it would be proper to pay them for their

then disinterested services.
'

3. Another reform would be secured by put-

ting an end to all standing loans, or " accom-
modation paper," as termed in bank language

;

and to bring back the procedure to the original

design, and confine it to the legitimate operation

of discounting real business notes, having but

short time to run (say 60 or not exceeding 90
days) and each note to be paid, and the transac-

tion to be closed, at the maturity of the debt.

Then the banks would be truly what they are

now falsely called, "banks of discount," and
not loan-offices, as they now are ; and not always
confining their profits to merely 6 per cent, inter-

est, as we have shown, on their inflated pa-

per emissions.

4. A strong safeguard against all neglect,

abuses, and misconduct of directors would be to

(brbid the secrecy which serves to hide mis-

conduct, and to have all the discounts and other

similar transactions of the banks open at ail times

to the inspection of the public. Every attempt to

approach such publicity heretofore has been pro-

tested against and opposed in the strongest man-
ner, as tending, by exposure, to injure the credit
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of debtors. Such could not be lli« case, unless
)

indeed in regard lo persons i)crn)iiled to be iin-
|

properly and unjusiiiiably indebted ; and this pub- I

liciiy would etlectualiy, in I'uiuie, prevent abutsen >

ol' this kind ; the [)erniit(in«r of wliu-h lias served

ol'ien 10 ruin such lavored debtors themselves, as

well as inducing injustice to other applicaiiis lor
^

discounts, and causing great losses to the banks,

and great injury to public inleresis, habits and

morals. It would be only such injudicious or

ependlhrift borrowers who could have any

reason to object lo the most |)ublic exhibition ol

their discounts. The magnitude of the discounts

ol' sale debtors and judicious mercliants, instead

of being injurious to their mercantile credit, would

have the oppotsite operation. For they would be

an indication of the large amount of their busi-

ness and their profits ; and not of their necessi-

ties or necessary embarrassments—as many ol

the existing long standing ''accommodations"

would show of many other debtors of diHereni

character.

•5. A saltiguaid againt banking fraud, and sus-

pension of piyments, would be to reejuire that

all debts due Iroin a bank, whether lor deposiie.-

or otherwise, should be payal)le in specie, if the

bank prolessed to pay specie ; and when in a

state of " suspension," and not paying specie, nor

|)rolessing to pay it, that all such dues should be

paid in the noies of the particular bank, or branch.

This regulation would restrain the present gene-

ral and efieciually evasive procedure of the banks,

which enables them to avoid paying specie, even

when prol'essina to pay. By the pievniling e\s-

tem of receiving Ibreign notes of non -specie paj-
;

ing banks on deposite, and issuing only such notes, '

and so managing as to remove all iis own notes ;

(by exchanginii them with other banks or bran-
j

dies,) to disiant circulation—and by claiming lo I

pay all checks in " current, bank notes," that is, I

in the worst kinds of loreign notes which the
|

bank may choose to receive on deposite, (or ihe
j

very purpose of eHecting the evasion— ) by ilie:?e
j

paliry and scandalous tricks, the bank is ellec-

]

lually guarded liom being compelled to pay spe-

cie to any considerable extent, even when pro-

lessing to comply wiih the obligation ; and aloo

from the necessity of issuing its own notes, when
reliisiog to pay specie, and thereby being madesub-
ject to such penalty lijr the refusal as may be re-

quired by law. If a bank suspends payment.
It should at least be subject to such penally (or

the suspension as the law had imposed, and the

bank had chosen as an aliernaiive prelerable lo

paying specie. This is all iliat is sought to be

secured by this particular measure of reform. It

is manifest that by the now general tricks ol

evasion, (tricks, which if resorted to by an indi

vidual, would stamp him with the character of a

desperate and shameless bankrupt, if not worse,)

the legal obligation of a bank to pay specie is

made nugatory, and also the penalties lor refusing

to pay. At this lime, and for years past, il' any
of the community had dared to put in force the

slight and almost nominal penalty on the bank
for refusing lo pay specie, there would be Ibund

scarcely any means to do so. For; by their sys-

tem of receiving foreign and other than their own
notes in deposite, for the very purpose of paying

out such notes exclusively, it is scarcely possible

to find a note of any particular bank in circula-

tion, in its own town, or the neighboring country.

1
1' there were any just ground to complain ot'

hardship in the restriction here proposed, (that

is, of all such notes as a bank chooses to receive

and to le-issue being placed on ilie liioiing ol its

own notes,) the banks can easily avoid the ope-

ration of the rule by refusing to receive such

notes as deposiies, or, if receiving, by reluming

them to the banks, by which they weie issued.*

6. This plan ol partial reform would not al-

ways prevent, though it would render much less

frequent and injurious, the occurrence of bdiik

suspensions o! payment ; and neither would we
require (as ought to be part of any thorough re-

lorin) the closing of a hank, as bankrupt, upon

iis stopping payment. But there surely ought to

be infiicied on every suspending bank some ge-

neral and truly operative penalty, heavy enough,

at least, to prevent the banks Horn reaping any

profit Ironi their suspension, and the cunsecjuent

depreciation of their pajier money—which will

always be the result, wiihoul some such efiectual

priialties. Theexisnng law ol North Carolina

allows to the holders ol notes on which payment
has been refused (and the penalty required by

the holders,) 12 per cent, inieiesl aqd damages
(hereon ; and this penalty has not yet been lound

ol much effect, in any way, nor is it often put in

Ibrce. But this, or even 10 per cent, interest,

might be sufficient lor the particular object in

view, if in connexion with, and aided by, the

oiher previously mentioned requisitions ol this
~

plan ol partial reform.

7. The greaiest measure of partial reform, in

the removal of the great abuse which is the Iruit-

lul and uniailiiig source and subsequent support of

all other minor abuses, is yet to be presented.

This abuse is the exisiing partnership of the state

of Virginia and the banks. This partnership must
he dissolved, and the stale must cease to exercise

(lor its designed and supposed profii, but really to

i:s great loss and injury, on every score,) the trade

of banking, and cease lo be interested at all, much
les* to the amount of nearly half of all the capi-

tal of the banks of circulation, belore any great

relorm to the banking system can possibly be el-

lecied. In proposing this particular measure of

reliDrra, we can merely reler thus generally and
concisely to the great abuse which it would re-

move. For to discuss and thoroughly expose all

the abominations of the state's being a large bank-

ing stockholder, and the consequenl intimate con-

nexion of bank and state, would alone require

more space than can be here given to the whole
subject. Even if considered in the partial and
very limited view of pecuniary profit to the trea-

sury, we are satisfied that the entire destruction,

without any compensation, of all the common-
wealth's iuieresi in ihe banks, would ultimately

operate as a gain instead of a loss to the public

wealth. When the commonwealth of Virginia

is no longer a stockholder in the banks, nor generai

surety for their solvency, then, and not until then,
^

will legislation on banking be directed liar the pub-

lic benefit, instead of, as now, and heretofore, for

the exclusive benefit of the banking interest.

* This now general syslem of operations by banks

falsely professing to pay specie, which is but slightly

referred to above, wa3 fully stated and exposed in a

distinct article at page 163 vol. 9 of the Farmers" Re-
gister. •
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XXI. Measures of thorough reform. Banks wUh-

out circulation, or very limited circulation.

Bal ihough the adoption of these several de-

fences would prevent all the petty and most dis-

lionest and scandalous of abuses, which now
constitute nearly the whole of the wreat body

of banking operations, it would still leave in ex-

istence, and in danjjerous force, the great and in-

herent evils of the banking system in this coun-

try ; and which not bins short of </ioro«g/i reform

can eflectually guard against, and render the bank-

\i)S. system altogether beneficial in its o[>pralion.

There are two jireai principles of the established

banking system which are the sources of all their

inherent evil effects; and it is vain to hope fjr

exemption from great danger to public interests,

and great (rauds upon, and losses by, the commu-
nity, until these sources of evil are either closed,

or much more effectually regulated than now.

These are, first, the privilege of creating paper

money, and the power o\ filling therewilh the

ivhole circulation of the country ; and, secondly,

the freedom ol the banks and their stockholders

from responsibility and efficient penalties, when
ibe.y fail to comply with the obligations assumed.

Either to regulaie or put down these privileges

and exemptions, would be ihe main object of

our plan of thorough t)aid{ reform. Bui, even if

if there were any chance to procure a lliorough

reform, and we could have anv influence in direct

ing the plan, we would not aim to reach that end

by multiplying regulations and resirictions, and
encumbering the statute book with numerous ad-

ditional provisions, and penalties for violation ol

obligaiions by banks. Our system of reform would
be very concise. It might indeed be almost com-
prised in these few words— " let the trade in mo-
ney be free"—or if that be unattainable, (hen,
" let the banking trade be just as free, and not

more privileged, than is the trade in money as le-

gally exercised by individuals." In other words,

we would have free banking in iis fullest sen.=e

—

but, at the same time, banking fully amenable to

the laivs, and strictly bound by the general re-

straints of the law. This general system, (if

without any exception or limitation,) would put

every bank note upon the fooling of a bond from
an individual, and of which the credit and cur-

rency would be determined by the reputation of
the individual or banking company by which the

note was issued. And each individual
[ artner in

a banking company would be severally responsi-

ble lor the payment of every note issued, and
debt incurred by the company.

But though the individual responsibility ofstock-
holders is strictly just, its exaction by law might
be waived, as an unnecessary safeguard, in regard
to banks on a properly reformed system. And
the great and profitable privilege to the banks, of

issuing notes as currency, not bearing interest,

and which must always be dangerous to the pub-
lic interests, and a tax levied upon (he community
for the profit of the bank, might be also granted
under proper restriciions, as a kind of middle
ground, or transition resting place, between the
present vicious system of exclusive paper cur-

rency, and a safe and solid currency principally

metallic, and the balance of it strictly and fully,

and always and truly representing as much exist-

ing specie. The paper money thus permitted

should never be more than equal to the capital of

the bank, or twice the amount of iis specie ;

and no note to be for less than $20 ; and we
would prefer that the lowest perjiiitted denomi-
minaiion should be afterwards raised to $50. The
bank might, as all individuals may, in the absence

of either legal restriction or legal privilege, issue

notes to serve as currency for any less denomina-
tion. But they would carry interest, like all other

bonds, if not exempted by law, and this would be

perhaps a sufficient bar lo their excess.

XXII. Paper money not necessary to make re-

mittances.

Inasmuch ns when a country is furnished with

a sufficient specie currency, (as every country

producing commodities lo exchange for specie

would have, if not using paper money,) as

we have before slated, the issue of redeemtdile

paper does not permanently increase the amount
of the general currency, but only substilutcs, and
causes tlie sending abroad as much specie as there

is currencj' supplied of paper— it follows that the

great benefit which most persons expect from pa-

per issues, that of " making money more plenty,"

is altogether liillacious and delusive. It is only af-

ter the suhsiit iiiion of specie by paper is complete,

and the paper is irredeemable and depreciated,

that a greater amount of paper money, even in

nominal value, can be kept afloat than the former

specie circulation, under like circumstances of ex-

tent of trade and of general wealth. Then, in-

deed, any amount of paper can be poured into

and kept in circulation ; but its depreciation will

inciease in proportion to the excess; and the

exchangeable value of the whole currency will

not be materially, and certainly not beneficially

changed; and none but the fabricators of the

paper currency will derive profit from either a
moderate and redeeniable, or the most excessive

and depreciated emission of paper money. Then,
putting aside this vain and delusive, but very ge-

neral expectation of increasing the amount of

sound currency by bank issues, there is no benefit

to the general and public interest to be gained

from paper money, except its greater convenience

for transmission. This is, indeed, a very great

and valuable convenience. But it may be availed

of very nearly as well by other means, as by

transmitting bank paper money. For all large

payments, even now, bank notes are very rarely

sent to distant places. For such purposes, bills of

exchange, (as we have before explained,) are

preferable, and always will be used. And if ex-

change on New York (for example) could not be
bought here, for the reason that no one here had

funds in New York, (or money due for commodi-
ties sold there) then our bank notes would not best

serve instead—or if forced to serve, they would be

sent back immediately to draw specie—and there-

fore it would at last be the specie, and not the

bank notes, that would be remitted to make pay-

ment. But there is another mode more usual and
still better than to send specie—which is to send

our products, tobacco, flour or cotton, in the ordi-

nary course of trade. Such exportaiions continu-

ally provide to Ihe shippers here funds in New
York, or other places with which we trade ; and for

these funds, bills of exchange are drawn, and sold

to those persons who have to pay debts, or to buy
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conimodiiive in iIio.«p places. And thus it is as

ea?v, nnil is as iiiiicli a reixular hnsine?s, (or our

merchanis to make paynionts in Enniand, where
an American bani< note never finds its way. as in

New York, where they sometimes are sent, and

would often cjo, if in jrnod and deserved credit at

home. Thus, (or distant payments, or transmis-

sion, it must he admitted that bank paper is not at

ail neces^arv, nor even ihe most convenient means
(or ren)iMance.

For payments and transmissions hel ween neiL^i

boririiT t()U'n>', as Kichmond, and Norlblk, or Pe-
tersbur<r, l»ank notes or hank checks are now used

as most convenient ; hut the same mijihi he near-

ly as well e/fecied, il" 'here was not a bank of cir

culation existinu. A ceriificateof the deposiie oC

money in a bank merely of deposite and discount,

in one oC these towns, w. uld serve lor transmis-

sion to another just as well as a bank note. And
all thai would he necessary would be to pay a

very small premium to the banks as compensation
for negotiating tliese exchanges ; and, when re-

quisite, the banks would have to settle with each
other the genera! balance upon a multitude of

such transactions, carried on through a considera-

ble time. Such transmissions of payments to and
fro would, in the general, nearly balance eai h

fiiher
; so that there would in (act he rarely any ba-

lance necessary to be remitted in specie. And for

conducting such transactions the banks would be

well compensated by receiving amounts so small as

scarcely to ex<;eed the value of the postage and
the risk, in sending a bank note by mail.

XXIII. Savings'' banks, or banks of deposite and
discount only. '

Besides certifii-ates of depositee, or credits for

deposites on Ihe books of a bank, there would be

oiher means (i^r convenient payments and dis-

tnnt transmissions, in the certificates of deposiies

in savings' banks. These carry interest, and there-

fore are more valuable to be retained by holders
than certificates of deposiie in other banks; and
would be an acceptable medium of payment wher-
ever the character and responsibility of the bank
had become known.

Thus, for all purposes of distant transmission,
and for which bank paper money is usually
spoken of as indispensable, and for which, indeed,
that currency does not serve well, and is not now
generally used, there would be much better

facilities in bills of exchange. And for payments
nearer home, and especially for small sums, cer-

tificates of deposite would offer as convenient,
safe and cheap a medium as now exists, or could
be possible to obtain. But it may be objected,
that this would be merely laying aside one kind of
paper curreney, (bank notes,) to resort to another,
in certificates of deposite. Even if this were
true in the fullest sense, it would furnish no just
ground of objection for the most thorough advo-
cate for metallic currency. For the change
would be from a paper currency of unknown, un-
limited, and unlimitable quantity— not the repre-
sentative of specie, and impossible to be redeemed
in specie —to a paper currency, necessarily limited
narrowly by force of circumstances, (if indeed
entering into circulation,) of certificates of de-

posite, of which each one is the evidence not
only of a sound and fully and quickly responsible

debt£)r to pay it, but also evidence of as much
real money being in existence, in the bank or else-

where. If all the coin of a fully supplied coun-
try were thus deposited and retained in banks,

and certificates of the deposites were issued,

and used exclusively for the circulation of the

whole country, these certificates could, in the

first instance, only amount to as much as the coin

actually in deposite ; and each paper obligation for

a dollar would have a specie dollar in existence,

and ready to redeem it. But if deposites of coin

thus made, instead of being retained in a mere
bank of deposite. were all used in discounting

business notes at short time, as is done hv savings'

banks, (or banks uniting th" op 'rations of discount

and deposite, and not of circulation,) and further,

if all the interest-bearing certificates of these de-

posites were used as money, and entered as such
into general circulation, then, it is true, there

would be a creation of additional currency, and
so far an evil in one aspect. But, at the utmost,

there could be only a doubling of the amount, by
issuing an equal sum in paper of so much of the

former specie currency, as there were certificates

of deposite for that entered into actual circulation,

and became part of the general currency ; and
this could not extend far, as is manifest, because
such interest-bearing certificates, though very
convenient for particular payments and settle-

ments, would not be convenient for, nor often

used as currency ; but would be held as other
scrip, or certificates of stocks, yielding regular

profits, '['herefore, it may be safely inferred, that

the slight and transitory applications of interest-

bearing certificates of deposite to the purposes of
money, although (as in all other cases of paper
money) so far substituting and causing the ex-

portation of some amount of specie, would not
do so extensively; and that this injurious opera-
tioii would be more than counterbalanced bv the

great public convenience of so perfectly safe and
responsible a paper currency, or evidences of
debt convertible at all times to money, as these
certificates would furnish. Indeed, no paper evi-

dences of debt could possibly be more safe, con-
venient and nrofitable, and certainly convertible

to specie, upon the stated rules and engagements
of the bank, provided the law rigidly enforced the
perfect accountability of the bank at all times,

and uiider all circumstances.
If, then, banks merely of deposite and discount

were only to be allowed by law, and the danger-
ous privilege of creating and issuing paper money,
(in notes exempted from hearing interest,) were
altogether withheld from them, the safe and be-
neficial operations of banking might be carried to

any extent that the trade of the country required,

W'ithout legal restriction or limitation of action,

and with entire safety to creditors of the banks,
to the banks themselves, to the currency, and to

the public interests. And the certificates of de-

posites, bearing such uniform interest (say 5 per
cent.' as the rule of the bank fixed, with the

sanction of law, would serve excellently well for

temporary investments of spare funds ; and also

as partial and convenient substitutes for money,
and so far forming a part of the currency, for re-

mittances, or other payments. But, while serving

so Avell and so conveniently for payer and receiver

in transactions for which paper currency is bet-

ter than metallic, this kind of paper never could
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enter very largely into circulation, or takg the

place of specie in frequent transactions, and lor

small amounts. Thfir bearing interest would

form an inducement to every possessor to retain

these certificates of deposite; and the trouble of

calculating interest would of itself be a sufficient

obstacle to their general circulation, or even fre-

quent change from one person to another. There-

fore, under such a general system of banking,

limited to the operations of discount and deposite,

the country would enjoy all the safe and solid be-

nefits of the banking system, and be secured

from all the dangers and evils, by prohibiting the

particular and illegitimate operation of issuing

paper money. And yet, even where the latter

dangerous and always injurious operation allords

convenient facilities to the public, the like or as

valuable facilities might be aliorded, and without

danger or evil, by the interest-bearing certificates

of deposites in banks of deposite and discount

simply. The operations of these banks would be

as extensive in all solid and safe business as the

present banks of circulation ; and the responsi-

bility of such banks as we propose would be much
more sure than if they were further privileged

with the (to the banks; very profitable, but dan-

gerous power of circulation. Therefore, such

banks of mere discount and deposite, in magni-

tude and extent of sound and useful business,

would occupy as large a space and as prominent

a position as the now existing banks of circula-

tion, (after the suppression of the latter ;) and as

the business of the lormer would be as undoubt-

edly safe, and the responsibility as perfect, as the

present banks are deficient in both these respects,

it would follow that the certificates of the former

banks would be in better credit abroad as well as

at home, than are the notes of the latter. The
banks of mere deposite and discount, if honestly

and properly conducted, (which the law could

compel,) would never fail to pay their certificates

promptly ; whereas the banks of circulation can-

not possibly avoid suspending payment some-
times, and it will now be long before they will

even pretend to pay their notes.

Thus, we infer" that the dangerous function of

creating and issuing a currency of bank notes, as

is now universal in this country, is not required,

even to a limited and guarded extent, nor to the

smallest extent; and that, without it, all tlie valu-

able operations of banking, and of a necessary
and safe paper currency, can be used, and to their

fullest extent. And if so, the limited power to

issue, which was left in the foregoing plans

of bank reform, might be dispensed with as soon
as a really sound currency had been restored, by
a sufficient infusion of the metalUc ingredient.

Then all that would be necessary to restrain the

circulation generally of bank notes, emitted by
banks within the state, would be to make them
bear legal interest from their date, (or, if dated
earlier, from the passage of the law ;) and some
other and stiU more operative restriction upon all

foreign notes, except such as were, by similar

law of the states where they issued, made subject

to pay the same rate of interest. Then, if so

arranged, there would be nothing to forbid the

fullest interchange of such paper money between
different states closely connected in trade, (as

Virginia and North Carolina,) and by which the

state issuing the notes (or some of its citizens)

would, in fact, have the benefit of borrowing sa
much money as the notes promised to pay, and
the holders of the notes would have the benefit of

the interest accumulaiing thereupon. And we
repeat, that because of the new, just and benefi-

cial feature of bearing interest, these notes never
could enter so largely into circulation as to make
their injurious effects to the community exceed
the benefit to the community.
There would be only two restriclions necessary

to inipot^e, and to keep always in (o(ce, upon lhi»

system of otherwise li^ee but uii()rivileife(l bank-
ing. One would be lo forbid the circulalion of
noieg, as money, of less than a ceriain denomina-
tion— wheiher 85, §10 or ^20. This would be
to prevent ihe imisiince to tlie couniry ol a small
note currency in tiny shape, and lor winch there

would be i»euher need nor excuse, when the ge-
neral sysiem would operate lo preserve enough
specie lor all small denlings. And neither would
It be difficul , under such circumstances, lo efi'eci-

ually prohibit ^rnall iioies. They have not been,

and caniiut bi^, driven from circulation at present,

even by ihe severest penalties imposed by law

—

and all such laws become a dead leiier—because
the operation of law itself has served to expel sil-

ver Irom circulation. Smaller sums than S5, or

even ^1, must be used; and if the legal penalty

lor circulaiing any such were made inlamy and
deaih, ihe law would be as powerless as are the

present pecuniary |)eiialiies. But if specie be but

permitted by law to circulaie, iheie would never
be any difficulty in preveniing by law ihe circula-

tion of eiiher /breign or doinesiic bills lor small •

amounts.
Tiie next rcstrittion on all banks should be, to

compel the perlormaiice by them ot' whatever
ihey had undertaken to do, and were pledged to

the couniry and the government lor ; and especi-

ally in regard to ihe prompt payment of specie

lor all nnies payable on demand, or certificates ol

deposite at the limit of time fixed by themselves
for the redempiion. ti is now a liashionable and
favorite assumption in defence of banks that fad

to pay their notes, that they then stand upon the

same ground, and ought to be considered precise-

ly as individual debiors who cannot convenit-nily

pay their bonds on the day when they become
due— and that the holder of the bank note has
the same remedy at law, as ihe person to whom
the bond was executed and is due. But the cases

are aliogelher different. The contingency of the

payment of a Lond not being punctual is under-

sitoud, and the consequent injury, and the remedy,

are duly weighed bclorehand ; and these consi-

derations very generally are in effect insured

against by an additional amount being given to

the bond, if lor the purchase of commodities.

Thus all purchases on time, for which bonds are

given, are at a greater advance upon the cash

price than merely the amount of legal interest lor

ihe time of credit. Bui bank notes were issued,

and passed into circulation, and, by expelling spe-

cie, became Ihe general or sole currency of the

couniry, so that every man is compelled to receive

and to use them as money, when no matter how
much depreciated subsi-quemly, upon the ground

of the perliect confidence of the early receivers ot

the notes that they wonid al any time be paid in

specie on demand. Wiihoul this general confi-

dence, the notes could never have obtained circu-
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laiion. The issuers have piofitei] to ihe fullest

extent by securing liiis confiiieni-e at first, ami, in

jusnce, ought to be conipelleii (iT not vvilling) lo

meet liieir voluntary engagenicnis, upon wiiuli

alone that routiiience was luumleii. So iiir as to

banks thai expecieil ami miendeil to cotnply wiili

their enyagenienis. And as lo any banks iliat is-

sued notes, when neiiiier e.Nperiing or iniendiiii;

to pay llieni on demand, as [)roinised on their

lace, there is etili stronger reasons why tliey

should beheld to the suici perlorinjiiee, and to

the letter, of a legal and solemn engagement

made in (intentional) lalsehood, and lor the pur

pose of Iraudulenlly g-aining a benefit and profit,

lor vvhicli a part ol the |)roaiised consiueration

(the |)unctual redemption in specie) was not de-

6igned to be given.

But it IS idle and ridiculous to attempt to represent

as ahke, and lo put on the same looting, the paper

currency issued t)y banks, and other bonded debts.

It is an obvious truih that the very lile's blood,

end source of existence, of a paper-money cur-

fency, (which is redeemable, and beloie it is dis-

crediieil or depreciated,) is the general confidence

in Its per eel convertibiliiy on demand to gold or

silver. Without .«!uch confidence, (or otherwise,

the secuni>ship by, and acceptance of them by

government,) bank notes could not at fiist become
currency—and without the coniinuance of undi-

niimslied confidence, neither could they remain in

circulation, unless indeed the ground ol confidence

had been totally overthrown, by the banks re-

fusing to redeem their notes. Tiien, indeed, they

would continue in circulation ; but as a depreciated

currency, and because the better currency had
been by ii expelled Irom circulation. For any in-

dividuals or corporations to gain currency lor tlieir

notes liy securing laUe confidence, am! then to

keep them in circulation by totally lorlciting confi-

dence, is nothing beiter than swindling, and that

upon the most exiended scale ol'operations on which
swindling has ever been perlbrmed. And the law
should lorbid and prevent, or punish such proce-

dure, and society should condemn, denounce, and
treat it as it is, an enormous moral and social ol-

fence, even if ilie main object of both the govern-
ment and of society were to sustain the |jolicy

and the credit of the paper money system. For
the only possible chance lor sustaining perma-
nently the credit of this system, and thereby gain-
ing the benefits from its successlijl operation
which its advocates believe to be attainable, will

be to purily the system, cut off' li-om it al least the

manilest and notorious abuses and frauds, and
thus, by compelling better conduct, preserve to

the banks and to their issues as much as possible

of good reputation and ground for claim to public
confidence.

If a stranger to the circumstances of this coun-
try, in other respects, w^re to learn its condition
as to banking operations and their results, it

would be to him utterly uncomprehensible that

any people, and much less afree and enlightened
people, should submit to be thus ruled, and plun-
dered, and corrupted in morals as much as impo-
verished, by a system which is beneficial only
to a very small portion of the community, and
they mostly of the classes who seek to live, and
do live and fatten, by depredating upon the pro-

perty and fruits of the labor of the commu-
nity. And this worse than Egyptian bondage

of the honest and laborious many, lo the dis-

honept and rapacious lew, is Fubinitied lo by
the suHering community, impatiently indeed, but

as if there were no help, no possibility of any
remedy or mili-ialion being alforiled. Indeed, a
large portion ol the plundered and ouiragefl class

are so deluded and inlaiuaied as lo deem the

pysiem which oppresses ihem asiheir liesiaid and
sufiport. And the operation of this delusion,

and the still stronger infiuence of Ihe power of
the banks, have served lor many years to render

the iniquitous system impregnable, and all assaults

iipon.il lo be not only hopeless, but even ridicu-

lous. But the time has come when this enormous
power is tottering, and may be assailed, not only

irith hope, but almost with certainly of success.

And the enormous excesses and siill extending
abuses and Irauds of the [)aper money system
have alone brought it to this now leeble and vul-

nerable condition. There is nothing now wanting'

lor its purgation and relormaiion, but light on the

subject, to induce the people lo judge and lo act,

aiui they will, in a voice of thunder, pronounce the

s|)eedyand uiier condemnation of this stupendous
system of delusion, fraud, pillage, and usurpa-
tion. Every individual who thinks \hat bank re-

formation is needed, should exert his influence,

no matter how low he may estimate il, lo diffuse

itiformaiion among his neishbors. Associations

lor promotins; bank reformation should be formed,

and auxiliaries established in every county, to for-

ward the object, by causing the publication, in the

cheapest possible form, and spreading belbre the

people, olsuch papers as will expose the evils and
the fraudulent and ruinous operation ot the irre-

deemable paper money system, Il this were done,

upon a concerted plan of extended operation, and
but a lew suitable, zealous and active individuals

were to commence action in each county of Vir-

ginia, it would not be long before they would in-

crease their numbers twenty for one ; and with ihe

aid of a very small pecuniary contribution from

each member, they would command a treasury

ihai would ffood the country with trutk-tclling

publications on this subjeci, on which heretofore

almost noihing but falsehood has been sent forth

from Ihe press. The gross abuses of the irre-

{ deemable paper banking system could not stand a

j

year in Virginia, nor much longer elsewhere,

I

against the assanlis of such an organized array of

I

Ibee. We earnestly urge all of the few who are

[already flilly awakened to the enormity of the

evil, to unite on this plan of procedure. Let no
man think that he is too weak to forward the great

movement. The great body of the people, how-
ever illinlbrmed as yet on this subject, are open
to conviction, and ready and anxious lo be in-

structed. Any one zealous asserler and preacher
of the truth, by proper exertions, can in a few
hours draw to his aid five or ten others, equally

influential ; and the five or the ten soon could be

made filly or a hundred. A very small contribu-

tion only should be required, say a dollar, or even
less, so as to enlist as many as possible in the

movement ; and, if such means were used, it

would not even require another general election

of delegates to the legislature of Virginia, before

that body would know that it was Ihe will of the

people that banking abuses should be permitted

;
to proceed no farther,

i Farmers of Virginia—raechanics—all who live
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by honest labor— will you not make an effort to se-

cure yourselves and your posieriiy from ihe enor-

mous and increasing exactions and depredations

ol' this system of Iraud and usurpation ?

THE CONDITION OF AMERICAN AGRICULTURE,
AND THE PROPRIETY OF AFFORDING TO IT

GOVERNMKNTAL AID.

Extract from Hie Address of tlie Hon Cliilton Allan to tlie

Keiitucliy estate Agricultural Society.

^ i)f ^ vF TF

We will now take a view ol the agriculture of

our own beloved country, and in doing this, I will

enumerate the circunittances thai have contri-

buted to its advancement and those which have
made against it.

Since the revolution, the repeal of the law ol

primogeniture—allodial iiiles, the facility ol ac-

quiring portions of uur vast lerrilory, and protect-

ed industry presented a grand theatre lor the

display of tlie productive powers ol agriculture,

and with these advantages, without aid lioni

government, it has been the chief agent in mak-
uig the United Slates what they are. Here has

been an expansion of populaiion, inieiligeiice and
wealth, which has astonished the world. The
disadvantages which have operated against agri-

culture in Uie United States are the lolloiving :

The original emigrants brought with them a

very imperlect knowledge of tillage, ihe an being

then bui little undersiood in the mother country.

The emergencies attending new settlements in

a savage land prevented improvement.

The great quantuy of land and scarciiy of la-

borers, causeil the people to be perlecily regard-

less ol the preservation of the soil. The liishion

was to tend corn and tobacco in the same fields as

long as they would produce, then throw them
away and clear new unes.

In the old slates we find thousands of acres that

have been thus exhausted and grown up ui thick

undervv9od.

In Kentucky, our habits of negligence have

been increased by the leriilily of our toil ; nature

having done so much, many of us concluded there

was very little lor man to do, and it is a melancholy

laci thai, at ihis very time, two-thirds of the first

cleared fields in the state will not produce hall as

much as they did at first.

Among the causes that have retarded the pro-

gress of our liirming, none more deserves our

notice than the general pas^sion lor large tracts ol

land. The great length of our rivers, the vast

extent of our continent, and thecheu|)iiess of wild

lands, have given us large ideas, and we have
come to measure our wealth by the number ol

acres we possess. And in this wild career, with

hearts of controversy, we lay out all our means
in extending our territory. Hence our country

now presents so many large tracts incumbered
with old logs, brush piles and weeds. It is said

there are three elements ofwealth—land, labor and
capital—this is a bad classification, there is m
truth but one element ofwealth, and that is labor.

Capital is nothing but concentrated labor. The
man who lives on the profits of houses, goods and
money, lives on labor that has been perlormed.

Land without labor is of no value. It is fi-om the

labor and not from the land we derive profit. A

million of dollars laid out in wild land will not
bring ilie owner a dinner or a cent. One acre in

good rultivaiion produces more profit than a thou-
sand that is uncultivated. There never was a
greater mistake than the invesimenl of capital in

land to lie idle. Let us look at a case in minia-
ture, and the idea can be applied lo the whole
slate.

Of two neighbors having good land, suppose
one has kept one hundred acres of his land lor

the last fifiy years under good lillage, while the
other has kept a hundred acres of his uncleared,
the profits of the one hundred acres under tillage,

say IS worth it>300 annually, and ihis annual in-

come is pill at such profiiable use as that the prin-

cipal and interest accruing will have yielded 6 per

cein. annually
; Ihe amount in fifiy years would

be $i90,416 70 ; while he of ihe wooiJland would
have lieen all the time paying taxes and receiving

no profits. If one half the capital that is now
invested in land in Kentucky was invested in

labor upon the oiher hallj it can be demonstrated
by any man competent lo make calculations, that

ihe aggregate wealih of the suite would he more
than doubled. The criterion ol the size of farms
ought to be this : to have them no larger than the

labor employed could keep in the highest state of

cultivaiion. While a farmer has logs and brush,

and weeds and worn-out fields in his limits, he
should ne»?er think of adding. He thai has a

lai'iie trad of land and lew laborerts, and is living

in poverty among thorns and ihisilet", let him sell

half and employ the proceeds in culiivating the

oiherhali; and he will grow rich by the chanye.
Our people are sent ofi to the new states—our

school houses are empty from the sparseness of

our population, and thousands of children are

growing up in ignorance and actual poverty from

the vain pride of their fathers to have large tracts

of land.

But the great disadvantage under which Ame-
rican agriculture has had lo labor, is the neglect of

the government. When we have seen that the

ancient Egyptian, Assyrian, Persian, Phoenician,

Jew, Chinese, and the inhabitant of ancient India,

became great and prosperous by bringing the

power of government and religion in aid of indi-

vidual indusiry in cultivating the earth : when we
have seen mat all the modern governments of

Euiojie have discovered and are now practising

upon ihis ancient principle of national improve-

meni, is it not astonishing that our national and

state liovernments are ihe only ones in the world

that give no direcl assistance lo tillage'? Our
surprise is increat-ed when we read the lollowing

words from the last message of President Wash-
iiigiDii to congiess :

"••
li will noi be doubted thai with reference

either to individual or national welfare, agricul-

ture is of primary importance in proportion as

nations advance in population and other circum-

stances of maturity ; this truth becomes more
apparent and renders the cultivation of the soil

mure and more an object of public patronage.
" Institutions (or promoting it grow up, sup-

ported by the public purse ; and to what object can

ii be dedicated with greater propriety ? Among
the means which have been employed to ilus

end, none have been attended vviih greater suc-

cess than the establishment of boards composed of

proper characters, charged with collecting and
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diffjsing information, enftbled by premiums and

small pecuniary aids to encourage and assist a

tpiril oi discovery and iniprovenieul.

" This ppecies ol" establishment conlributes

doubly lo tlie increase ot improvement, by stimu-

lating enterprise and experiment, and by drawing

lo a common centre the resu:ts every where of in-

dividual skill and observatiot), and spreading them

thence over the whole nation. Experience ac-

cordingly has shown that they are very cheap m-
elruments ol' immense national benefits."

What wizard spell—what I'alal darkness has

blinded the eyes oC our public councils so long to

the great agency of human prosperity, and to the

parimg counsel of the father of his cowntry 1

VVtiy m the name of the experience of the

world are manufactures and commerce more
entitled to governmental protection than agricul-

ture I Willie it is true, that seven-eighths of our

population live by agriculture, is it not strange,

passing strange that, in a country possessing li-ee

mstiiutions, it is also true that, from the foundation

ol our government up to this time, there cannot

be Ibund, either in the statutes of the state, or the

nation, tlie word agriculture ; while it is true that

the national code irom 1789 to 1836 is replete will)

provisions lor the protection of mauuliactures

;

while it is true that our commerce in every place on

the globe is under the shield ol' national power,

is it not strange, that it is also true, that there

never has been appropriated, either from your na-

tional or state treasury, one dollar lor the direct en-

couragement of the art ofhusbandry.
The question of domestic inanutactures has

occupied the widest space in the public attention.

Behold the power of commerce ! P>om 1816 to

1836, lor repairs and increase of the navy we
have expended $22,000,000 ; during the same
period ilie whole naval establishment cost ^66,-
000,000. At this expense, our nation, very [)ro-

perly, has made the stars and stripes wave over
every ocean and upon every sea, lor the protection

of our commerce.
Relerence to a single recent historical fact will

illustrate the ascendent power which commerce
has acquired over the councils of our country, and
ihe sleepless vigilance with which it is guarded
in the most remote parts of ihe earth. In the

year 1831, the merchant vessel Friendship from
Salem, was captured and plundered on the pepper
coast of the island ofSumatra. Alter the capture
of the Friendship, Capt. Endicot, her command-
er, told the islanders that he belonged to a great

nation on the other side of the globe, that would,
belore the end of twelve months, send a big ship
to punish the outrage that had been committed
upon him. They laughed at the idea of the ex-
istence and power of the United Slates. The
news of the captureof the Friendship was brought
to our government. The powerful ship Potomac
happened just at that time to be ready for sea,

and she was forthwith despatched to avenge the
outrage which iiad been committed upon the com-
merce of the United States. Time rolled on

;

the twelve months had nearly elapsed ; the 13th

moon was nearly at hand, in two days more the

pirates would hail the anniversary of the capture
of the Friendship. All but a very few were de-

riding the idea of the threatened visitation of the

big ahip
;
yet tliey could net dismiss the ominous

threat from their minds. On the morning of thf^

Vol. IX.—26

7ih tf February, 1832, just forty-eight hours be-
lure the ex|)iration ol the twelve months, the sua
rose on Sumatra ; and, behold ! there stood, eura
enough, ihe terrible big ship ! They saw, in the
stard and stripes, as they lloated on the breeze,
iheliite ol the pirate and the murderer. Their
Ions were stormed, and their town laid in asfies

;

and such a terrible impression made of the power
and justice of the United States, that since that
time, the smallest Americaa vessel can float in
sattity in these remote piratical seas.

Thus, it was to protect an inconsiderable branch
of our commerce, upon the opposite side of the
world, that a national ship circumnavigated the
globe, in a voyage of lour years doubling the
Cape of Good Hope in going out, and that of
Cape Horn in coming in, at the cost of probably
a mdlion of dollars. If the national mind, if the
national resources, could be brought lo bear thus
directly on agriculture, what glorious results would
Ibllow ! The expense of this single expedition
would have established an agricultural college,

with an experimental liirm, in each of the states,

and made educated, practical farmers of thou-
sands of poor orphans.

But why has it happened, here in a free land,
where farmers constitute seven-eighths of the
whole population, that the arts and commerce
have been able to monopolize the resources and
legislation of the country, while not one hour is

ever devoted, by our public functionaries, to the
consideration ol agriculture'? These are the rea-
sons :—Those devoted to manuliictures and com-
merce have been able, Irom their concentrated
position, to act together in organized concert ; and
concert has enabled them to bring into their service
the public prets and public men. They have
been able to biing to bear upon public opinion,
all the means of popular instruction ; while those
devoted to agriculture have been dispersed over
the continent, from Maine to Louisiana, and from
the Atlantic to the liir west, each man in compara-
tive solitude, relying upon his individual efforts,

without the means of communicating with his
brethren of ihe same class. Having no union,
tins mighty, unembodied, disorganized interest,

acted not ai all upon the public councils. But the
spirit of the age will overcome this difficulty. Most
ol' Ihe states have already made agriculture the
subject of legislation ; societies are every where
springing up

;
public journals, devoted to the art

ol husbandry, are multiplying; able men, in all

parts of the union, are addressing the people in

their primary assemblies ; light is shed abroad
among the larmeis, and the time has arrived when
those who pay nine-tenths of the public revenue,
will claim the right to be heard in our public
councils.

It will be impossible, in a free land, for the
stupid and absurd notion, that the seven-eighths
ol the people, devoted to the cultivation of the
earih, should remain ignorant, while education is

mainly reserved lor those devoted to the leari»ed

professions. It will be impossible, where the bal-

lot box is in the hands of' the larmers, lor the

emoluments and honors of the government much
longer to be concentrated in the hands of oilier

proiessions. It will be impossible, in a free land,

Ibr those who pay nine-tenths of the public reve-

nue, to remain much longer quiet, and see annual

thousands ei^iandered in local and trivial legisla-
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tion, while the great basis on which stands the

public prosperity, is wholly neglected.

There is but one thing needlul to make agricul-

ture in Kentucky the surest road, boih to wealth

and lame ; and that is, to raise the standard o(

education among the farmers. When this is done,

our educated young men will not all crowd the

learned prolessions, but will soon find that the oc-

cupation ol" a larmer is more sure than any other,

to lead to competency and honorable distinction.

Whenever the opinion shall prevail, that the cul-

tivation of the earth gives greater scope lor ihe

exercise of a highly cultivated mind, than any

occupation in the world, the landed interest will

learn its true power. It will have its statesmen

and orators every where, in primary assemblies,

and in legislative halls, to defend and protect its

interests. The vast elemental power of agricul-

ture will then be brought out of that chaos, in

which it has been so long buried, and shaped into

system.
Behold the millions of minute streamlets, issu-

ing from the sponges of the Alleghany and Rocky

mountains, without any apparent connexion

!

Yet, by-and-by, they form themselves into a thou-

sand noble streams, and these thousand unite their

mighty volumes of water in the Father of Rivers,

which pours his resistless floods into the ocean ! So

shall the scattered, and, at present, apparently

disconnected interests of the farmers, Irom the

Atlantic to the lar west, and from the great Lakes

to the great Gulf, be formed into a union that will

riffhifully and salely control the destinies of Ame-
rica, and perhaps of the world.

This enlightened interest will not seek, in the

least, to depress the favor whish manuliictures

and commerce have in the government, but to

place their mother, agriculture, one step above

them. Then agricultural colleges, experimental

farms, geological surveys, reports on productive

industry, and premiums ibr new and improved

implements, will occupy the time of congress,

and the state legislatures.

We have seen, that all the eminent states of

antiquity made agriculture the chie'care of their

governments. We have seen all the modern
nations of Europe lie in poverty and ignorance,

and despotism, until they discovered thai God
had connected the virtue, and intelligence, and

properly of mankind, with the cultivation of the

earth : until they discovered that the power and
resources of the government must act directly on

the subject.

The question may be asked, in the promotion of

agriculture, what should be left to individual in-

dustry, and what should be performed by the

government 1 1 answer, whatever individuals

can do, they will do, better than the government.

But whatever the interest of the whole people

requires should be done, and which is beyond the

means of individuals, should be performed by the

whole people, through their government.

The industry and finances of France were in

a wretched condition ; the nation in poverty and
ignorance, until that country happened to have a

great king and a great minister ; they saw what
was the matter. Henry IV. and Sully applied

the remedy ; they applied the funds of the govern-

ment to raise agriculture ; and by stimulating a

eingle branch of industry, they raised France to

opulence. They gave bounties lor raw silk, and

for rearing mulberry trees. The result is, that

besides the supply of her own vast consumption,

she annually exports ^25,000,000 worth ol silk.;

Thus by the application of a small premium,
which no otie felt, the prospects of France were
changed. The silk culture gave an easy and
pleasant employment to millions of indigent peo-

ple, and criaied a vast home market lor all the

products of agnculiure, and changed the habits of

the people Irom indolence to activity.

ii IS now agreed that America is belter adapted

to the culture ol' silk than Europe or Asia ; and it

is perlecily ceriaiu, that judicious legislation would
iniroducc it iiuo these states, to the saving ol ibe

drain of ^20,000,000 of specie, which we annually

send to the east lur that article. In our own time,

and within our own observation, the- industry,

finances and powers ol ihe world have been

revolutionized Dy the culture of a single, plant,

(cotton.) Russia was unknown among the

civilized naiiont!, until the government of that

country, by bounties, induced agriculturists from

other nations, to setlle in their dominions. In

1783 Catherine II. established schools, and as

early as 1793, Russia became an exporter of grain

to tiie amount of millions of bushels. There are

now Americans in Russia conducting farming

operations on a large scale. Belore the power of

the Russian government was brought in aid of

individual industry, in the promoiion of agricul-

ture, there were bui a lew fishermen's huts on
ihe Neva, where now stands the most splendid

capital in the world.

Sweden was a semi- barbarous and half-starved

nation until Charles XII. made agriculture an
affair of state policy, and established agricultural

colleges.

Agriculture was in a very low condition in Aus-
tria, uniil the sovereign of that couniry discovered

the true basis ol legislation ; and to make the proper

impression upon her subjects, of the importance of

agriculture, she caused medals to be struck and dis-

tributed among them, containing this inscription,

" The art which nourishes all other cris."

The government of England has incorporated

agricultural societies, and endowed them with

ample funds-^geological and agricultural surveys

are made—an analysis of all the soils, with the

best modes of improving them, and reports

descriptive of all the modes of industry and im-

plements used, are made at the expense of the

government, and England derives an income of

annual millions, by supplying the world with her

surplus live stock.

The distinction which 1 take of what should be

left to individuals, and what should be performed

by the government, is plain. The very many
thincs connected with agriculture, which the

public interest demands, and which is beyond the

power of individuals, will readily occur to tiie

mind of every reflecting man. But above all, it

is not in the power of individuals to make ade-

quate provision lor the education of the people.

From all past indications, it is not at all probable,

for a long time to come, that we shall be able to

bring into practice any efficient plan of geiieral

education, unless we can connect il with agricul-

ture. The great, invaluable end to be accom-

plished, by the joint action of the government

and individuals, is the education of the children

of the elate.
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We do not desire exuberant harvests to fatten

men, as mere animals. The value of man is

developed by kindling the spark ol' divinity wiihin

him. It is computed that there are 150,000 child-

ren in the state ; and of (his number only 30,000

are receiving a tolerable education. la not this

view enough to make the patriot's hair eland

erect

!

Our political institutions vest political power in

the hands of the majority ; if that majority should

become uoeducaled and ignorant, thfy will ol

course lose all knowledge ot the principles of our

government, and all desire lor just and equal laws
;

and, just as sure as God rules the heavens, and

punishes men lor the neglect ol' duty, in the long

run our liberties will perish by misguided igno-

rance. If we do not make the education ol the

rising generation an affair of state, our descend-

ants, at no distant day, will, in the first place, be

plundered of their property, through the Ibrms of

th-e ballot box, at the instigation of agrarian

demagogues ; and next, they will take shelter in

the arms of despotism, as a protection from the

violence of mobs. It is difficult to convince some
men that (he intelligence of the people ought to

be considered public property, and the only shield

of our possessions. They Ctinnot readily see the

deep interest they have in the education of other

people's children. They do not reflect that they

have the same interest in the virtue and intelli-

gence of the voters, upon whose voice at the bal-

lot box depends the existence of (he laws and
consdtytion ; that they have in the virtue and
intelligetice of the judge who has to decide upon
their title to their houses and lands, in court.

The lesson taught us by the fathers of our in-

stitutions, that these institutions have no other

ibundation than the virtue and intelligence of the

people, is not an idle saying. There is no dodg-
ing the question. The instruction of youth must
be made an affair of state, or the American expe-
riment will turn out to be a splendid failure.

But again, we do not desire fields waving with
rich products lor the mere gratification of animal
appetite. The end and aim of all the efforts ol

man is happiness; and happiness ia certainly

more connected with (he good cuUivation of the
«arth than any other occupation. Man, as he
came from the hands of his Maker, was placed
in a garden adorned with every fruit and flower,

because these, above all created things, were the
elements of that pleasure most agreeable to a
pure mind. And now, where are (he retreats ol

happiness in (his world, comparable to well ar-

ranged houses, clean yards, and well cultivated
gardens'? Look abroad, and wherever you see
shackling fences, burry fields, ducks and geese in

the springs, hogs rooting up to (he doors, and
cattle depredating upon corn hid in the weeds,
you will find the men in grog-shops, and the child-

ren without echool-housee, and their mothers in

oaisery. On the contrary, wherever you see high-
ly cultivated fields, a yard of green sod, orchards
<rf' choice fruit, and gardens of select flowers, you
will find intelhgence, virtue and happiness.
We therefore regard agriculture, not only as

ihe great primary interest of man, in relation to

the supply of his wants, but as the source of his

most elevated pleasures, and as the only sure
basis of his liberties and civilization.

I have satisfied myself, by much obeervaiion

and reflection, of the truth of the following state-

ments :

1. That at least two-thirds of our arable land

is aonually becoming poorer* by unskilful hus-

bandry.

2. That it is practicable to make our lands

annually more fertile.

3. That both our arable and pasture lands can
be made to produce twice as much as they have
done.

4. That, at inconsiderable expense, (he cattle

in our state can be made worth annually upwards
of i§4,000.000 more than they have been.

5. That with the same amount of food, our

swine may be annually advanced in price ^2,000,-
000.

6. That there is yet in use among us, in a
large part of the state, very imperfect agricultural

implements,

7. That two men, with (he best ploughs, can
perform more work in a day, than three with
those in common use.

8. There having been no anal3'eis ofour soils there

is consequently general ignorance as to (he best

modes of enriching our lands by mixing different

soils (ogether.

If these views approximate the truth, it is evi-

dent (hat (here is a wide field for the action of
government and societies.

What has been done within a few years, proves
what is yet in our power.
The tax value of (he lands of the state is

^127.122,5L9. No man of observation will doubt
that at least half of this value has been added
in (he last twenty years by improvement in agri-

culture. Inquire of the citizens of Shelby, Hen-
ry and Montgomery, and they will tell you (hat

the value of their lands has been doubled in the
last twenty years, by the example of a lew skilful

larmers settling among them.
There are 490,613 cattle taxed in the state,

their average value is but ^5.87, while the ave-
rage value of those in three coundes (hat have
improved their stock, is ^15.
The aggregate value of the whole is but

$2,882,218 ; but if all the counties had given the

same attention to improving the stock as Fayette,
Bourbon and Clarke, the aggregate value would
have been $7,359,195.
The experience of the few counties that have

given (heir attention to swine, has demonstrated
that the improved breeds can be brought to

maturity upon half the food required by the old

sor(.

A proper rotation of crops on exhausted fields

has restored them (o (heir primitive fertility.

Is it not an object worthy the attention of law
makers, and of good men in all ranks of society,

to widen and extend those improvements that

have already so enriched a part of our state ; and
shown that agriculture, properly understood, is the

most lucrative occupation among us!
If the people will form themselves into socie-

ties, and patronize agricultural journals, collect

useilil facts and publish the results of their new
experiments, and bring (he produc(s of their indus-

try into competition at public fairs,— if the legis-

lalure will come with (he aid of its influence, and
provide an agricultural college with an experimen-
tal farm, and give a few hundred dollars annually

in the lorm of premiums for (he b«st modes of
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cultivation, and for tiie best essays, and best

ploughs, a new spirit of inquiry will aritte in the

fand, the occupation of the farmer will nscend to

its proper staiion. 'There will be a new ddfusion

of intelligence, and annual millions will be added

to the productive industry of our stai»\

HALESWORTH FARM-ERS' CLUB. MARCH 26,

1841. SECOND ANNUAL REPORT.*

From (lie London Farmers' Magazine.

Your committee have great [ileasure in pre-

senting their second annual report of the pro-

ceedings of the Halesworih Farmers' Club, and

they have Ibltowed the plan adopted in the first

report : viz.— to notice briefly all the subjects

discussed in the club during the pajit year, with

short statements of the arguments uied lor and

•against.

First monthly meeting, April 2ith.— Tliii) be-

ing the first meeting alter the annual dinner, the

yearly business o( ihe club was gone inio. At
this meeting it was agreed, that the chairman

should become a member of the Hoyal Agricul-

tural Society, on behalf of the club; a set of rules

were drawn up and agreed to, lor the manage-
ment of the library ; and a number of pubjecis,

suitable to the agricultural operations of the nit-

lerent months, were fixed upon and adopted by

ihe members present. Sweepstakes lot? the dil-

ferent roots were entered into; and the important

question, as to " whether the corn laws should be

considered eligible lor discussion in the ciub,"

was put from the chair, and carried at once in

Ihe affirmative—that (]uestion beiuif considered

more as a protective than a political cjuestion.

Second monthly meeting, Moy 'I'ld.— Subject
-—" On the advantages to be derived from prepar-

ing timber by Kyari's process, as applicable to ag-

ricultural purposes.'''' The member who intro-

duced the subject gave striking prools of the pre-

Bervative powers of this process, and expressed

his conviction of the very great advantages to be

derived from its general adoption in preparing

timber. He produced at the meeting, specimens

of the ends of hop-poles, some of which had been

Bubjectto Kyan's process before having been fixed

in the ground, while others were put in without

* We present the following extract not so much for

the value of its matter, as to exhibit an excellent

mode of working for agricultural societies. The pro-

cedure of this English society, though more methodi-

cal, and reported according to a certain form, is very

much like that of the weekly agricultural meetings

held in Boston, which we have before so much ap-

plauded, and recommended for the imitation of other

meetings of societies. This plan of liaving intelligent

and practical farmers to meet together, and talk upon

certain designated subjects for discussion, and then

correctly reporting and publishing the opinions ex-

pressed, would be at the same time the most easy and

agreeable mode of communication, and the most use-

ful to the public. Nor should these conversation dis-

cussions supersede any other existing business, but be

i^erely added to all others.—Ed, F. R

any preparation. These hop-polea had been

inserted in a stjtl soil lor nearly two years, and

the re.«ult was, that the poles which had been

kyanized were sound, while the others were in a

state of decay. Others who had also used this

process, spoke with confidence of its preservative

poweis: and the chemical effect which takes

place in kyanized timber was fully explained to

the meeting ; when, aftfcr several general lemarks.

the fullowing resolution was agreed to.

Resolution.—The subject—" On the advan-

tages to be derived from employing Kyan's pro-

cess lor the preservation of timber lor agricultural

purposes," having fully occupied the attention

of the meeting, and many gentlemen having

spoken of the efficacy of the process, the members
present strongly recommended it as worthy of

general adoption ; as, from specimens produced

at this meeting, there is no doubt of its great

usefulness, •particularly in the preservation of

solt or interior kinds ol wood: but as time alone

can test the value (vf the process, it is requested

that gentlemen who have tried it, will at some
luiure time report the result of their various

experiments to the club.

Tliird monthly meeting, June I9th.—At this

meeting, judges were appointed to decide upon,

and arrange the conditions cl the sweepstakes,

to be given lor the best roots to be produced at

the monthly meeting in November. Subject—
^^ The best method of preventing the turnip fly.

'^

On this subject opinions were greatly divided :

many members were inclined to attribute the

prevalence of this insect to the manure employed,

and many exaniplcs were given which tended

to support this view ; hut other member.'^ ad-

vanced the Ibllowing reasons in opposition lo this

opinion :— first, that iiii numerous insianccs, the

fly al)ouiidf d where no manure had been used

for the turnip crop ; secondly, that this insect ha^

been Ibund repeatedly upon long summer-lands
;

and thirdly, that under the impression that farm

yard manure miizht have something lo do with

the itw.rease or production of these insects, rape-

cake was used instead, and yet the crop was
cut ofl. One memt.er placed great reliance on
ploughing the land two or three days belbre sow-

ing the turnip seed ; but in reply to this, another

staled that lie had rejieatedly tried the plan with-

out elferi. Several examples were adduced ol

the curious lact, that in consequence of sowing
seed on part of the field in the morning, and alter

a lew hours sowing the remaining part in the

aliernnon, Ihe diflerence of a lew hours in putting

in the seed saved the plants in one part, whilst in

the other they were eaten off'—the cause of this

could not be satisfactorily accounted lor. After

an interesting debate, the following resolution

was adopted :

Resolution.— " The best method of destroying

or preventing the turnip fly," having been fully

discussed by this meeting, it is considered, that

as the subject is involved in great obscurity, bolli

as regards the origin of this destructive insect

and the means of preventing its ravages, no par-

ticular plan appears worthy of general adoption;

and as different members have promised to make
several experiments, it is recommended to wait

the results, which are to be reported to the club

at the end of the turnip season.

Fourth vumthly meeting, July llth.—Subject
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—" llie (ulvantages or di^iulvaiitagcs of motrine;

wheat.^^'^ 'Vhe nieetiiif^ was but iliiiily attencicd :

ihe members preueiil, however, discussed the

subject willi much spirit ; and aiihou<fh a consi-

derable dillercnce of opinion prevailed, yei the

feeling was decidedly in liivor of the advantages

of mowing wheat. But the general views of the

members are eiiiliodied in the resolution.

Jiesolui ion.
—

'I'he subject—" On the advan-

tages or disadvantages ol mowing wheat," hav-

ing been fully taken into consideration, the opi-

nion of this meeting, as far as can be obtained

from a limited experience, is deculedly in lavor of

mowing, lor the lollovving reasons : viz.—greater

expedition and less expeuse.as rei^ards the work;
a great advantage in the extra f|iianiily of straw

obtained ; and the probability of being enabled

to cart the corn sooner. An objection having
been made, that mowing wheat may affect the

interests of the laboring classes, it is believed that

such is not the case at present. But further ex-

perience is still necessary before all the advan-
tages ot movvinij can be lidly obtained ; and cir-

cumstances ought always to he taken into account

in adopting either the plan of mowing or reaping.

August being harvest month, no meeting took

place.

Sixth monthly meeting, September I8th.—Sub-
ject—" The comparative value of the different

varieties of wheat. Tlie best preparation of the

land for the reception of the seed. The proper

quantity of seed per acre. With the comparative
merits of drilling or dibbling in the secfi." The
importance of this subject, and its being divided

into several branches, gave rise to a very animated
and lengthened discussion. The memlx-r who
introduced the subject considered, that the great

object of farmers should be to hnd out what [lar-

licuiar varieties of wheat are best adapted lu

particular soils, so that the greatest advantaije

might be obtained from seed and soil being sui-

table for each other;—-that his observations must
be confined to an experience of several years, on
mixed and light soils only;—that for those soils,

he considered Taiavera wheat a most valuable

kind; for not only does that wheal |)rove advan-
tageous to the larmer in its |)roduce, but is highly

approved of by millers and merchants, and com-
mands the first price in the market, beinir o( a

fine color and very heavy; it also stands the

winter better than any other kind. He had al^;o

tried the Eclipse wheat, the Tunstale, tiie long-

etraw white wheat, and the improved golden
drop.

The Eclipse wheat did well for a year or two,
but it proved a tender wheat; and although ol

good color, yet was deficient in weight.
The Tunstale is a good wheat on land in a high

state of cultivation, but not at all adapted lo poor
land.

The long-straw white wheat appeared not to

yield well, but this kind was tried (or two years
only.

The improved golden drop is a very fine

wheat
;
gives a good length of straw, and is very

hardy ; and is also very heavy and thin-skinned,
and of course a favorite with most millers.

* That is, substituting the grass-scythe for the sickle,

or reap-hook. Our cradle is not used in England.

—Ed. F. R.

The introducer also noticed the other |)oinls of
the subject at consiiU-rable length.

The o()inions on these and oilier varieties of
wheat were various; some members |)re/erring

ihe Tunstale to all oher kinds; on the contrary,

with others, the old fine red was a favorite wheat;
and there was a new variety, called the Kum-
burgh prolific red wheat, shown to the meeting,
which was stated lo coudiine in a high degree,
(jnaliiy, weight, produce, length of straw, and
great hardihood.

As regards the preparation of i^he land, some
dillerence of ojiinion existed, and much praciical

inlbrraation was given to the club by the members
present, as to their particular views with regard

to fleet and deep ploughing, and the comparative
merits of drilling and dibbling. Tht3 sense of the
meeting was summed up in the resolution.

Resolution.—Much valuable information hav-
ing been given to the meetins? on "The com-
parative value of the different kinds of wheat

—

the best preparation of the land (or the reception
of the seed—the proper quantity of seed, and the
comparative merits of drilling and dibbling;" it

was considered, that as- regards the selection of
the seed, great care should be to adapt the diffe-

rent varieties lo suitable soils. The Taiavera and
improved golden drop appear valuable varieties

lor light and mixed soil lands ; and the Tunstale
and old fine red wheat and golden drop for heavy
mixed soil and heavy land. That as regards
manure, rape-cake, from a fourth to a third of a
ton per acre, will prove a valuable auxiliary to

farm-yard manure. VViih respect to ploutthing
lor wheat, nnedium or fleet piouiihing appears to

answer best. The quantity of seed per acre
depends so much on the condition of the land,

and time of depositing the seed, &c., that no
positive quantity can be iziven. And as to drill-

ing compared with dibtiling, the expense of each
mode is so nearly equal, that the one or the other
plan may be adopted or not, according to circum-
stances ; but that the advantages in time and
(juaniity of produce, appear to f)e in fiivor of
drilling.

Seventh monthly meeting, October \Qih.—Svb-
ject " 7'/<e best plan <f feeding farm horses,

during the winter months.'''' Much diversity of
opinion prevailed on this subject: one member
considered bean-meal or pollard as the best (ood

during winter, with Swedish iurni|)sin the spring.

Bean-meal was objected to by others a.s a heatinir

Ibod, causing horses of a certain age to throw
out humours. Steeped barley (where price is

111)1 an ( bjection) with hay and cut stuff, was
highly spoken of; all cut stufi'was approved of by
i^nnie, on the ground of economy; and objected
to by others, as likely lo prove in the end injurious

to the horses, from being swallowed without
sufficient mastication. One gentleman of great
experience, whose horses are fairly worked, adopts
the following plan ;—a bushel of oats, with about
half a hundred weight of chart' or cut stuff, and
one hundred weight of hay or clover per week,
for each horse ; sometimes three pecks of bean-
meal are substituted fc^r Ihe oats. Another gives

four bushels of bean- meal with cut stuff, or chaff,

and a proper proportion of hay or clover, lo four

horses in the week, during- the working season.

Wfien the heavy work is over, he does not give-

so much corn, but substitutes heel and Swedes.
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The propriety of tying up horses in stables was

noticed, and approved ot by some, but disapprov-

ed by others, who considered horses did belter in

well-sheltered yards ; but all agreed that stables

ought to be well ventilated.

The resolution conveys the general opinions of

the meeting.

Resolution.—The subject having been fully

considered, the impression of this meeting is, ihat

oats or bean-meal, and a due proportion of hay
and straw, cut into chatf, with hay or clover in

the rack, is the best plan that can be generally

adopted. That a proportion of roots may also be

given in the spring, to economize the provender;

but that great latitude should be given, as circum-

stances are so very ditierent with many feeders,

that what would be an economical plan with one,

might be the reverse with another; individuals

must act, therefore, according to the situations in

which they may be placed. As lew farmers

appear to have taken the pains to ascertain ihe

exact quantity of food used per horse per week
on the average, it is recommended that a statis-

tical account of the quantity, quality, and average
price of the food of a horse, lor a given time,

shall be kept by horse feeders, so as to come to a

clear general estimate of the expense.

Eighth monthly meeting, November I3th.—The
show of roots took place this eveninir, with a

very full attendance of members. The roots

were generally large and of superior quality, and
attracted much aneniion. The judges—Mr. S.

Robinson, of Ilenstead ; Mr. K,. More, of Leis-

ton ; and Mr. John Cooper, of Wesileton

—

awarded the prizes of the dilierent sweepstakes
to the following gentlemen :

—

Red or purple beet, Mr. John Tillott, Wissett

;

yellow beet, Mr. Freeman, Heiihara ; Swedish
turnips, Mr. John 'J'illoit, Wissett ; while pudding
tui^ip, Mr. James Johnson, Halesworlh ; white
iJoaf turnip, Mr. A. Carman, Wissett.

The judges after clearly explaining the grounds
of their decisions in regard to the comparative
merits of the different roots exhibited Ibr prizes,

congratulated the meeting on their very superior
size and quality, particularly as the season had
been so unlavorable to the root crop in general.

They also called the attention of the meeting to

some very superior roots which several gentlemen
had kindly sent to the show, although not candi-
dates for the sweepstakes. The judges also went
into the comparative merits of the different kinds
of roots, their fattening properties, and their sui-

tableness lor particular soils. Among beet, the
old red with a green top, the ram's horn, bullock's,

and the yellow, were mentioned as worthy of par-

ticular attention by the farmer. White pudding
lurnip on light soils, for early feeding, and pur'-

ple pudding, for late leeding, were especially re-

commended.
A vote of thanks was given to the judges for

their services, and the evening passed off with
great satisfaction to all.

Ninth monthly meeting, December llth.—Sub-
ject— On the different kinds of sheep ;

—

those con-
sidered to yield the largest profit

;

—and the man-
ner of breeding andfeeding, as applicable to this

district.''^—The member who introduced the sub-
ject considered that, as respects the particular
breed of sheep, every thing must depend on the
soil as regards choice; lor the kind of sheep suit-

ed to one kind of land, would not pay on land of a

contrary description. For example: Soulhdowns
are suited to heaihS; and the Norlblk sheep are a
very valuable kind on light soils. It tiad been

contended by many, that heavy lands are not cal-

culated for stieep ; but by fofding sheep in yards,

ihey may be kept to great advantage on larms of

this description.

In the leeding of sheep, as a general rule, the

better they are kept, and the more carefully ihey

are attended to, the belter they pay. Sheep re-

quire great care, particularly in dry summers,
when Uiey sutler much irom heat, flies, and also

Irom warn, of water, with which, at such limes,

they should be carefully suppliedj as the grass is

not succulent enough to afford itiem a sufllci-

ency of moisture. Tne popular notion, tliat

sheep require no water, is a very erroneous one,

and lias led to much loss in dry seasor;s.

A cross between a Norlolk and Southdown, and
between a Down and Leicester, he considered as

amongst the most valuable breeds for this district.

Anotlier gentleman, ol great experience as a
breeder, allowed ilial tl:iese ciosses were tine

sheep, out not equal to the pure Down for this

part of the cuuniiy. lioih these crosses consum-
ed more lood in proportion than the Down. Great
errors Irequently prevailed in regard to superior

size ; the rule ougtit to be taken in respect lo the

expense of rearing and the expense of food of the

different breeds, and under this view the Down
was the most valuable sheep.

In leeding sheep, great care should be taken

that they are not sutijecied to frequent and sud-

den changes Irom a rich diet to a poor one; and
theconiraiy, hom a poor to a lull diet; as these

changes have occasioned great losses. Rock salt

is must valuable in preventing lot and oiher dis-

eases 10 which sheep are subject. In the use of
turnips as a food, the rule ougnt to be to clean and
cut ifiem, as ihey go much further by this plan,

and do not scour ilie sheep, which dirty roots are

apt to do. Folding on pastures and liseding with

corn, is an excelleni"plan. Folding in yards is ob-

jectionable, as liable to cause foot-rot ; lor though
fess lood is consumed, yet the sheep do not in-

crease in weight in proportion to the quantity of

food consumed. Crosses are objectionable to breed

from
;
pure-blooded sheep are decidedly preferable,

as crosses soon become deteriorated.

Alter these gentlemen had given their opinions,

a most interesiing discussion took place amongst
the members present, as to the advantages and
disadvantages of the various breeds—the best me-
thod of keeping them through the year—the num-
ber of sheep which can be ftept upon a larm of a
certain acreage, &c. Upon these and other

points, several members, particularly the gentle-

men who iniroduced the subject, debated with

great spirit, and supported their respective views

with great ability. The meeting ultimately came
(o the Ibllowing resolution.

Resolution.—The subject,—"On the different

kinds of sheep,—manner of breeding and feeding,

as confined to this district,—and the breed of

sheep generally considered to yield the largest

profit," having been lully discussed, and having

excited much interest, the members present con-

sidered that the breeds calculated lo aflord the

most profit in this district, both in wool and car-

case, are the half-bred Norfolk and Southdown,
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the pure Southdown, and a cross of the pure IjCI-

cester and pure Soullidown ; hut the selection ol'

either of the above breeds must depend on the

kindol' Boil the sheep are put on, and the nature

of I he Ibod they are put to.

As regards leedin^, the plan of folding sheep,

both on arable and pasture lands, and giving them

roots and corn on the latter, was considered pre-

ferable to allowing them to range over the fields

promiscuously. It was also recommended to

place rock salt in iheir troughs, which has been

lijund to act beneficially on the health of sheep, in

keeping them free from diseases generally, espe-

cially the rot. It is also essential, in dry seasons,

that sheep should be regularly supplied wiih wa-

ter; and that turning them out to feed when the

dew is upon the layers and pastures, is saler than

to turn them on after the dew is off:—the excep-

tions are, in case of while frost, and low lands,

when ihe sheep ought to be kept in until the

ground is dry. Care should be taken also not to

change sheep too suddenly Irom low to high (ced-

ing ; and a Irequent change of (bod appears ne-

cessary to the health of this animal.

it to seek a dry habitation, and swarms will

very often leave a wet one after they have en-

tered it.

ON HIVING BEES.

Many are trying experiments on the manage-
ment of bees, and this is all well, provided we can

have accounts of ail the failures which have attend-

ed new modes. Some have buried their bees in

(he earlh to preserve ihem from winter frost—some
have stowed iheir hives away into their cellars,

and others into their irarrels. Some build nice

bee houses to protect the hives, while others prefer

to set them on posts or on the wood-pile unprotect-

ed from the weather.

Within a few years a new plan has been adopt-

ed— hives have been placed in a dark room or

chamber, six feet square, to prevent their swarm-
ing, and to induce the bees to build around the

hive, whence the honey may be taken wiihout

killing the bees. But none of these plans seem to

succeed so well as the old one of leiting each
swarm have a hive by itself, and a post by ilself

to stand on. It is agreeable |to the nature of the

bee to send forth new colonies, and no plan which
we have seen tending to check this propensity has
succeeded.

Bees sometimes swarm in the fore pajt of

May—we have known good swarms to come
out as early as the tenth. They usually start

between the hours of ten and twelve, and they

generally alight on some bush or tree near ihe

naother hive. It was formerly a custom for one
to hold an empty hive under the swarm, while
another rapped the limb on which it hung, and
when the great body of the bees had fallen into

it, to turn it right side up and set it on a platform.
But a much better method is to place a platform

under the swarm, and set the empty hive right

side up, on the platform, raising the hive by
means of chips high enough to let the bees
crawl under; then give the limb on which they
hang a hard rap, and let them drop on lo the

platform close by the hive. If that is sweet and
dry the bees will go in. No hive should be

made wet either with rum, molasses, honey, or

any other liquid. The instinct of the bcc teaches

NOTES ON THE SANDY POINT ESTATE.

—

NO. H.

To the Editor of tlie Fanners' Register.

Sandy Point, 15th Maxj, 1841.
In my former comtnunication, " Noies on San-

dy Point Estate, No. 1," a short and general
description of the estate was given. I will now,
as opportunity oflere, endeavor to give a state-

ment of such improvements as are in pro-
gress and contemplated. Up to the early part of
the past year, (1840,) the various divisions of
the estate were under the management of sepa-
rate overseers. One re.-iding on (he Neck liirm,

one on the Upper Quarter and Rowe, and one,
aided by a young man, on Teddington, whose
duly it was in the absence of Mr. Boiling to

lake a general superintendence of the whole, to

transmit his orders to the others, and to keep
up with him all correspondence neces&ary (or the
management o( the estate. Each of these had un-
der his immediate orders, care and control, an
adequate number of negroes, horses, oxen, &c.,
(or the performance of the labor on the division
of the estate committed to his care. Whatever
might have been the advantages arising (roin this

division of labor, the expenses, inconvenience
and frequent misunderstandings incident to such
an arrangement, nmch more than counterbalanced
them, and rendered a junction of the several di-

visions, with all their laborers into one, a desirable
object. Consequently, when it became necessary
to discharge the overseer residing on the Upper
Quarter and Kowe, early in March, the laboring
forces on these (arms were added to those of
Teddington. And early in the fall of the year
when the servicer of the overseer residing on the
Neck were also dispensed with, the desired junc-
tion of the whole was accomplished ; all of which
are now under my immediate management, aided
by two young men. Considerable difficulty was
(or some time experienced, in procuring the ser-
vices o( young men ofsuitable habits, but eventu-
ally we succeeded. So far, the advantages resulting
Crom thus uniting the whole have, I believe, beeti
satisfactory. For the present year our crops are
nearly and unavoidably as much detached as
when the several divisions of the estate were
under the management of separate overseers ; or
thus, 200 acres of the Neck farm are under corn,
285 acres on Teddington and IIS on Upper Quar-
ter, in all 603 acres.* This division of the crop,
could not easily be avoided, and is necessarily at-

tended with some inconvenience, but which will ter-

minate with the present year ; and in future the
estate will be cultivated as follows : the Rowe farm

* In stating the number of acres as above, the
amounts are taken from old surveys, or what have been
the reputed contents for years past, and is believed
to be nearly, ifnot altogether correct. A measurement
of each will shortly be made, and should any differ-

ence then present itself it will be noticed when the
results of crops will be subsequently referred lo.
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ol' 536 acrep, iho Neck farm ol 600 acres:, and 600
acres olTcd(lin<^lon farm, will each (orm one field,

cultivated on thcihrec-sliili pys'eni ol'corn, wheat,

clover: 100 acres of the Teddington lariu divi-

ded into five llilds, will continue lo be cultivated

on the five-shill sysu-ra ol' wheat, clover, corn,

wheat, clover, or one 20 acre lot in corn each year.

The Upper Quarter liinn oC 536 acres, will be di-

vided into lour fields ol' nearly equal area (131
acres) to be cultivated in, Isi, wheat, 2J, corn,

3d, wheat, and 4ih, clover, or one hail' in wheal,

one lourth in corn, and one lourth in clover each

year. Under this system, in 1S42, all of the

Rovve farm of 536 acres will be in corn, together

with the 134 acres, or one-lburth of Upper Quar-

ter, one 20 acre lot on Teddington. To this will

also be added 30 acres of adjoining and more
recently reclaimed land on Teddington, in all 720

acres. In 1843, the corn crop will comprise all of

Neck larm of 600 acres, 134 acres of Upper
Quarter, and one 20 acre lot on Teddington, in

ail 754 acres. In 1844 the corn crop will comprise

600 acres ol' Teddington, together with one 20

acre lot, and 134 acres on Upper Quarter, al-

so equal lo 754 acre?. In each ol these years all

ot' the corn land will be sown in wheal or oats,

together wkh 134 acres or one-lburth of Upper
Quarter after clover fallow, and one 20 acre lot

on Teddington also after clover (allow. In order

to pre[)are the Upf)er Quarter larm lor the intend-

ed ibur-shilt system, one lourth of it now in

wheat is sown in clover lor liillow in 1842, and

the one-fourth of it which comes into fiiilow this

season, has a portion of it sown in oais, the re-

sidue to be sown in peas, both intended to be

ploughed under, as a [preparatory manuring.

There will consequently be three dUlerent rota-

tions on the estate, a three-shift, of corn, wheat,

clover, a four-shilt of wheat, corn, wheat, clover,

and a five-shut of corn, wheat, clover, wheat,

clover. These various shifts are not adopted in con-

sequence of any |)arlicular difference of soil, but

more especially lor ascertaining Irom actual re-

suits, on soils as nearly alike as possible, which of

the rotations will eventually be the most pro-

fitable.

To complete the junction of the horse teams
on the estate, since the new arrangement, Mr.
Boiling has had u stable recently fitted up ca|)a-

Ue of containing all ot them, or having accom-
modations lor 40 horses. The stable is under the

care ol'an old man, aided by a boy, whose business

it is to clean it out i horoughly, at least once a day,

and carefully to Inter each stall. The horses are led

with corn ai morning and noon, and at night with
cut oats and Ibdder ; these it is also the duty of the

old man and his assistant to prepare and put into

the boxes or liieding troughs, previous to the

horses coming in at night, so that their respective

<lrivers shall liave nothing to do but to unharness
their horses, halter, and have them properly cur-

ried and cleaned. The horses when at work on
parts of the estate remote from the general stable,

are accommodated at noon lor leeding by stables

formerly existing on the separate divisions ; to

which are added the additional convenience of

having stoutly made boxes or troughs, sufiicient

lor leeding all the horses, and which can be moved
lo any point in a wagon or cart. Communicat-
ing with the stable is a house, divided into three

cumpartuiontE, one of which is filled up as a har-

ness room, where harness of every description

must be de[)osited in its proper position every
night, and so kept when noi in use, and where it

can at all times be seen at a glance. The door of
this is locked, and is under the immediate care

of the head ploughman, whose duty it is to report

all cases of breakage, losses, or want of necessary
repairs. Another apartment is for the depositing of

all sniall implements, such as hoes of various de-

scriptions, spades, shovels, (brks, &c., when not

in actual use. The door oi'lhis is also locked, and
under the immediate care of the head-man of
general work. And the third and largest apartment
is lor depositing all ploughs, harrows and other

large implements when not in use. These apart-

ments are found to be very useful appendages,
the want of which is a serious inconvenience on
many farms, and on an estate of this extent they

are indispensable.

JMaterial is also now being prepared for the

erection of a stable, to contain sixty stalls, lor the

better accommodation of our working oxen

:

hitherto they have been kept after the general

mode adopted in lower Virginia, that is, after

working all day, they are turned at night into a
yard having a temporary shelter, where their

food is scattered for them over the yard, and
which they must pick up as they best may. The
disadvantages attending this, at best, most sloven-

ly mode of leeding, are I think very obvious, and
to the highest degree unjust to the patient, hard-
working and valuable ox, and is a fruitful source

of loss, disappointment and vexation to his own-
er. The ox cannot move a font without trampling

his Ibod into the pile of underlying manure, and
before he gets half satis'fied, the lood supplied to

him becomes utterly unfit Ibruse, particularly in wet
or snowy weather; and from ilie generally lin)ited

extent of shelter afforded him, he is compelled to

pick up his soiled and filth-impregnated food ex-
posed to all kinds of weather. By this mode of

feeding the strongest and most vicious animals,

are always sure to secure lo themselves the lion's

share, such as it is, to the serious detriment of

their weaker and continued weakening neighbors.

Add to these sufficiently serious inconveniences,

the frequent casualties -which occur from their

goring and maiming each otherj as also the im-
mense waste of Ibod accruing from this most
wasteful mode of leeding, which, in a season such

as this has proved to be, has been a source of

most serious inconvenience to many farmers, and
consequent privation and sutfiering to stock of

almost every description. By adopting the mode
of stalling his working oxen, Mr. Boiling an-

ticipates that most of these inconveniences will

be obviated, that a great saving of food will be
effected, while the animals will be kept in much
better condition, and at all times fit lor efficient

services. He will also, at all times, have the full

benefits of complete shelter, with a dry comforta-

ble and clean bed ; their stalls will daily be care-

fully cleaned out, and fresh litter supplied ; and
while they enjoy all the advantages of shelter,

care will be taken to have the stables properly

ventilated. By increasing the efficiency of this

valuable stock of animals, it is also anticipated

that a considerable reduction of their numbers
may be cfiecled, and thereby derive another

source of profit, i am well aware that many
consider the stalling of cattle as not being suitable
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as a cenerni ru)e in this couniry. and that there I cylindrical tin vessel, nearly of the form of a
may be ol.jeciio.is u,yed a^rai.ist ihe praciico. I common fi-eczer, and wliich will hold nearly two
luive had some experience m both motlep, ol yard-

! n •

i
• l

mg and slalliniT caille, and am decidedly of opi- i

«''"""^' '^/*^> ^^'"* "^ bollom on a pivot, on

nion that stalling lor working oxen, and milch
j

which it will turn freely, and has a band arouDd
cows, is the prelerabie n>ode. For yomig stock, I its top, and which passes also around a horizontal
when there is no demand made cither on their i i t-i . r.u t. , , x , ....

labor or produce, yarding is probably , he belter i

"'''^''- The turning ol that wheel (which a child

mode; and if well and |)!eniirully Jiiicrcd, wiih a I

^^° ^° easily,) keeps the tin vessel in a rotatory

good supply of sound tbod, ihey may pass ilironnrh
j

motion, as fast or slow as is desired. The vessel
an ordinary wii.ier season well. But itis lardiHer-

i jg euslained in its position at top by preesin-
ent with animals that have to work hard all .

,, r
i / i "=

day, and whose hours Ibr leeding and rest are
|

"ga'"st two small friction wheels. It is set in a

necessarily limited. In connexion with the stable I'ail, which is so little larger as to leave only
will be erected a chaff house, and an open stable about an interval of an inch in thickness between
lor cults. Ample lolts will extend over the whole.
for receiving every species of provender for the
stock ; the horse stable, barn, machine house,

chaff house, colt stable and ox stable, will form

the sides of a square enclosing the manure yard,

with a straw yard in the rear. A pump room,
root-room, and boiling house, will also be erected

the inside of the pail and the outside of the tin

vessel, to receive the pounded ice and salt. A
peck of ice is enough to fill the space— and a

peck and a half is as much as we both used and

wasted in the whole operation. Thus the prepar-

in a convenient location, as also a shade of suffi- i
ing of this delicious summer rrfreshment is made

cient extent to receive all carts, wagons, &c.
'I'he whole will lorm a very convenient range of

farm ntlices adapted to the wants of the es'ai^e.

By this new arrangement of the formerly exist-

ing divisioiis of the estate, the extent of fencing
will be reduced not less than 10 miles ; of itself

a most important saving, estimating the cost of

cutting and mauling rails at 33^ cents per hun-
dred, 10 miles of fencing would cost not less

than ^2,200; and if the value of limber used,

hauling of rails, erecting of fence, and waste ol

ground so occupied by the fences were valued at

ihe low rale of as much more, the whole cost

would amount to ^4400. And supposing these

(ences, of pine rails, required to be renewed every
sixth year, (and every fifih would be nearer

the truth,) the annual cost would be ^733, 33
without calculating the yearly interest of money
so invested.

Leisure does not permit me to extend my notes

farther at |)resent, but I will again resume them
at an early dale, and am, most respecifijlly, your
humble servant, A. Nicol.

much more easy, quick, and also more cheap, in

every respect, except for the cost of the machine,

which is ^15—and that is too much to be paid

by families that do not make ice cream frequent-

ly. But to those who do, and especially to con-

fectioners, and keepers of public houses, Ihe price

of the machine would lie saved, and the expen-

diture prove a profit, in the course of a few

months. The mode of operating is thus de-

scribed in the letter of the gentleman who invent-

ed the machine.

—

Ed. F. R.

THE PATKKT FAMILY FREEZEB.

We have received, from a gentleman of New
York, a present of an apparatus of his invention,

for making ice cream more easily, quickly, and

with less labor, and much less ice, than in the

usual clumsy and troublesome mode. We have

had it tried ; and allowing something for the usu-

al awkwardness of a new process, or use of a new
machine, we are satisfied that it will well perform

its designed purpose. Even with the help of the

annexed figure, it will not be easy to describe the

freezer so as to be understood. It will give us

pleasure to show it to any one who may desire to

see it.

An ordinary wooden chest contains, and serves

as a fi-atne for the whole. A deep and narrow
Vol. IX.-27

•'The object of the contrivance, you will observe,
id simply to turn the tin vessel, or freezer, and at the
same time leave ihe top open, so as to have access
to the contents. The arrangements are made with
a view, also, lo economize in the quantity of ice

and salt, to prevent either of these ingredients from
gelling accidentally into ihe li-eezer, and to pro-
duce the desired result in a short space of time,
and without much labor. If you will take the
trouble to let the first operation be performed un-
der your own inspection, and by the following
directions, you will judge how far I have suc-
ceeded. Any person will understand that the pail

must always be placed precisely in one position,

which indeed can hardly be placed otherwise,
there being a section ol a circle cut from the
boards under the Iriciion wheels to receive the
lop of ilie pail. The ()an also will sliow that it

must stand directly under '.he centre of the large
hole made lor the pui pose, and to fit the pail.

The use of the pan is to prevent the ice and salt
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from scattering about when filling the pail. The
screw, (which you will insert in the end of the

box,) is to pull the wheel back when the band

becomes too loose. Make the band just tighi

enough to turn the freezer ; if too tight, it will

turn harder, and wear the friction wheels unneces-

earily. As my machine proliesses to do nothing

more than to freeze the cream where every thing

else is prepared, in order to make a fair expe-

riment, it will be preferred to have the ice and

salt at hand, the lormer broken small, and the

smaller the better. The cream, or custard, should

be prepared in time to cool belbre it is put in the

freezer. All this is necessary in any mode ol

freezing.
" Now as to the quantity of salt and ice. You

will see that the pail will contain but a small

quantity of ice, so inconsiderable as not to be

worth naming. And one quart of salt is abun-
dant. Rock salt, or the refuse of beef, pork, and
fish barrels will do. It will be well when pound-

ing the ice, to provide a box of some kind lor

that purpose, and as an empty soap or candle

box can be found in every family, no one need be
at a loss ; and no implement is better, or more rea-

dily procured Ibr pounding wiih, than a common
smoothing iron, which may be used without at

all injuring the face of it.

'' VVe will now suppose the cream to be in the

freezer, closed with the tin cover. First throw a
little of the most finely pounded ice in the bot-

tom of the pail, and sprinkle some salt on it.

(Do not put in so much as to prevent the freezer

from going down to iis place.) Then put the freeze*

in the pail, taking care that the socket stands up-
on the pin or pivot. Stand the pail in the box,
covering it with the zinc pan, turn down the friction

wheels, and fasten them vviih the hook, and ad-
just the band. All this will not occupy oae mi-
nute. Then fill the pail with pounded ice sprink-
ling salt in during that operalion. You may
now let it stand a little, or turn it slowly until the
ice melts (a little,) and allow the cream to get
near the freezing point. Then setile the ice wTih
a stick and fill up the pail as belbre. Now re-

move the tin cover, and introduce the large spoon,
holding it lightly with its edge against the side ol

the freezer. Moving it at the same time slowly
up and down, which will remove the frozen
cream from the sides, and mingle it with the more
liquid parts. As the cream becomes thicker and
thicker, the resistance offered by the spoon will of
course increase, and the wheel will turn with
more difficulty. Then cease turning for a mo-
ment until the operator forces the spoon from the
top downwards, to remove the hard frozen cream
from the sides, and also from the bottom

; then
turn again for a minute or two, and apply the
spoon as last mentioned, until you have finished.
Then slip the tin cover on. putting the handle of
the spoon through the hole in it, left for that pur-
pose, and let it stand until wanted, and to harden.
All this may be done with ease in thirty minutes,
(I do it in less.) You need not take the spoon
out of the freezer (at all) until you serve up the
cream.

" It will be seen from the construction of the
freezer, that the contents cannot be turned out
in one mass or lump, but must be removed by
spoonfuls, which is the more genteel method,
unless a pyramid be desired, and in that case, a

suitable form must be provided, into which the

frozen cream is to be Ibrced and then turned out.

In the first machine I made, the neck of the

freezer was made to slip on like a cover, with

the view of turning out the cream into a body,

and although very nicely filled, the centrifugal

force, when turned rapidly, made the cream fly

out at the top in considerable quantities. There
was no remedy but the plan now adopted."

From tlie Louisville Journal.

AN ACCOUNT OF THE MODE OF CULTURE
ADOPTED IN RAISING A CROP OF TURNIPS
WITH LIQUID MANURE.

For which the medal of the Highland Society was, at

the last December show, awarded to Mr. John
Prentice, manager of the Caledonian Dairy.

After the separation from the ground of the

while crop which generally precedes fallow, it

is the first of the preparatory measures towards
another crop to give this a furrow about the end
of autumn. This is too commonly done in a
careless manner, as being unworthy the care be-

stowed where the seed has to be sown without
any spring ploujzhing, and almost always with

too shallow a furrow. This is done under a no-

tion that by leaving the roots of those grasses

and weeds, with which the field may be infested,

near the surface, the winter frost will destroy

them. This notion is erroneous, for frost does not

destroy these roots ; their natural posiiion in the

soil is near the surface, and the fi^ost ofien pene-
trates much deeper without doing them any in-

jury. They can be destroyed in the ground only

by burying them out of that connexion wiih the

air which is necessary to their exis'ence. This
may parily be effected by ploughing deep, late in

the fall, which also deepens the staple of the soil

and brings the under soil into contact with the air

and the winter I'rost, by which it is ameliorated.

The field in which the turnips were raised

was, in conformity with the above remarks,
ploughed deep. It laid in this state throughout
the winter, and was harrowed in March, pre-

vious to the commencement of applying the
urine. The barrel employed contained half a
ton. Behind the barrel was a box crossways for

the equal distribution of the urine, which cover-

ed a space six feet broad. Kach barrel served
in length fbrtj'-eight yards, which, at two broad,

made sixty per Scotch acre, or thirty tons per
acre of manure. The sources from which the
liquid was drained afforded only five barrels per

day ; consequently considerable time was oc-

cupied in going over six and a half acres. Du-
ring the time, the field received a ploughing in

the first week of May ; then part of the field was
irrigated before ploughing, and part after. It

was drilled at 30 incfies, and sown with redlop
yellow turnips. A few days elapsed after drilling,

for this reason : in a new made drill that part of
it which receives the seed is formed of the sun-
baken panicles of soil from the surface forced

into the centre from either side, which, if allow-

ed to lie for a day or two, imbibes from the sur-

rounding soil the moisture, and makes a better

receptacle for the seed. One road in the middle
of the field was manured from the cow-house at
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the rate of 2S tons per acre, to aH'ord a trial of

the value of the urine. They came up with a
most beautiliji unilorniity alier the urine, not

one inch of the tiriil weaklier than another ; that

alter the clung was in lul'ts, arising Ironi the ditli-

culiy ol" each part gelling a iair proportion in

quantity and quality ol' dung in the beginning ol

December. 'I'he day beiore the show equal por-

tions were taken up, and weighed, but there was
ijo dilierence in weijihi, which was at the rate ol

36 ions per acre. Those Ircni the uiine were more
unilonn in size than those Ironi the dung; which
characteristic they had kept liom ihe time ol their

coming up to their gathering.

The result ot the irial justifies an opinion, al-

ready emertained by the writer of this, ihat the

urine has not as a manure been held in that esti-

mation that it ought to have been. When cattle

are much on green Ibod, it Ibrms one-lburth oTthe
whole manure, as in the case above cited, where
it was equal lo this poriion ; the dung otherwise

being 7 tons. From the lact ascertamed by the

above experiment, thai its ellects are not destroy-

ed by eariy application, it can be laid regularly

on as made ; or should the field on which it is to

be laid not be ready it can be stored tiy having

it absorbed in dry earth, and then carted lo tlie

field.

REMARKS ON THE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF
THE EASTERN SHORiU OF MARYLAND.

To tlie Editor of tlie Farmers' Register.

I see, by a late communication to the Register,

thai a bank of accessible marl has recently been

lound in Somerset county. When Prolessor Du-
caiel made his geological tour ol" the Eastern

Shore, he came to some hasty conclusions ; and

among others, ihat there was no accessible marl

in Dorcesler, Somerset and Worcester counties.

The true slate of ihe case was, none had been

lound; ind I susject but little search has been

made. What dues not appear, does not exist, is

a sound legal niaxmi, but very erroneous in geo-

logy. 1 have no knowledge of marl here rising

to the surface of the earih. Most of the man
beds have been discovered by accident ; and

a gentleman of my neighborhood, a few days

since, showed me a specimen of rich shell marl,

which had been washed out of a bank on his es-

tate by the late heavy rains.

The geological discoveries of Prolessor Duca-

tel have been ol small value, but to him I impute

no blame. When h.s office was established, Ma-
ryland was about to plunge deeply in the system

of internal improvements, and perhaps the pro-

jectors thought a geologist a means of rendering

their system popular, by amusing the natives.

The legislature provided no means lor prosecuting

works of discovery, and all that ihe geologists

could do, (I speak of our ov/ii shore,) was to ride

from county to county, and collect by information

materials lor an annual report lo the legislature.

The state ol New Yoik is now engaged in exa-

mining her territories, by digging and boring.

Steel, iron, emery, marble and other valuable

fossils have been discovered. If ihe legislature

had placed at the disposal of the geologist a body

of laborers, there is good reason lo believe some

valuable discoveries would have been made. We
have, in several parts of the Eastern Shore, indi-

cations of iron ore^ convenient to navigable wa-
ter ; and the disclosure of marl alone would have
been of more advantage, than all the profits, di-

rect and derivative, promised by the internal im-
provers to Eastern Shore men.

I think Prolessor Ducatel has, in his late report,

stepped uul of the line of his avocation, by recom-
mending the extension of the canal from Cumber-
land to Savage River, a distance of thirty miles.

In the true spirit of an internal improver, he
makes a small estimate of the costs, and a large

calculaiion of the profits. For internal improve-

ments Maryland has now upon her a debt of fif-

teen millions of dollars. They have become a
nauseous dose to the people. The waters of Dat-
chet Mead were not more odious to Sir John Fal-

slatf. Agricola.
Eastern Shore, Md., jfpril 12, 1841.

THE COTTON GIN. AMERICAN INVENTIONS.

From tlie Baltimore American.

An arfule in a late number of Hunt's Mer-
chant's Magazine gives a biiel history of the cot-

ton plant and of its rapidly extended cultivation in

the Uniled- Slates.

The state ol Georgia, it appears, was the first

in the Union to begin the cultivation of cotton.

The plant itselt was indigenous to this continent,

and coiion liibrics were worn very generally by
the Mexicans at the tirhe of the invasion of that

country by Cortez. But the culture of cotton did

not become general in any of the North Ameri-
can colonies while they remained subject to Great
Britain. The first exportation of the article took

place in 1784, eight bags having been sent to

London. This small lot was seized by the Bri-

tish custom house officers under the belief that

cotton was not a product of the United States.

The inventions of Arkvvright, Watt, and others,

by which machinery and steam power were ap-

plied lo the manufacture of cotton, caused anew
impulse lo be given lo the cultivation of the plant.

But the invention of the cotton gin by Whitney,
in this country, constitutes perhaps the most im-

portant era in the history of this useful commodity.
Belbre that event the process of disengaging the

seed Irom the fibre was altogether by hand, and of

course very tedious. The planter was limited in

the quantity of his crops by the necessity he was
under of raising no more than he could prepare,

lor market by the slow operation of picking out

the seeds, one at a time.

When*Whitney had constructed his first cotton

gin, great excitement was produced among the

planters as soon as a knowledge of the lact got

abroad. The building in which he had secluded

his machine 10 keep It secret until he could pro-

cure a patent was broken open by ihe people of

the neighborhood, and the plan of the invention

ascertained. It was in Georgia that the first

model was made, and very soon machines copied

from it were in operation throughout the elate,

Whitney resorted to litigation lo recover his just

rights ; but he lound it very ditficult lo prove that

his machine had ever been used in Georgia,

although the clatter of some of ihem could be
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heard in the court house where the suit was
pending

!

When Arl<wright set hie spinning frame in

operation, the populace broke inio his esiablish-

ment to destroy it. They vvislied lo prevent iis

introduction and use, under the idea that it would

throw manual operaiives under the old system

out of employment. In Whitney's case similar

violence occurred'— l)Ut the object of it was not to

destroy, but to multiply and perpetuate the happy
invention which promised to substitute the labor

of machinery lor tlie labor of human hands.

ON THE VI OF NITRATE OF SODA AS MA-
NURE.

From tlie London Farmers' Magaziue.

In the year 1840, being determined to follow up

my expermients more mmulely, and also lo prove

or disprove an objeciion which had been started

against the use of nitrate, to theeflect that it was
an impoverisher of land, or at best asiimulantto

inert tillages— I again tried it on a rood out of the

centre of the acre which 1 had sown with nitrate

in 1839, on the thin scopy gravel land, and ma-
nured (he remainder of the field with an excellent

dressing of good manure, say 20 yards per acre.

The nitrate was put on at the rate of 2 cw(. fier

acre. The manure was got on and well dressed

in early in the season— the nitrate was put on ilie

first of May. On the eighth day of iVlay, no
rain having fallen from the time of sowing the

nitrate, I was walking past the field with an old

experienced farmer, (Mr. T. Jennings,) who had
that season retired from agricultural pursuits with
the strongest prejudice against the use of such a

slight and new fangled dressing, when I directed

his attention to the field, and inquired il' he could

perceive any difference in the appearance of the

grass; when, knowing I had used nitrate in the

field, he replied, No. 1 then directed his attention

to a part of the field /arlher from us, and his ob-
servation was that I vvan'ed him to see my land
on which the nitrate had been used, and say that
it had the advantage over the manure, but thai
he was not to be caught ; lor if there were a
part of the field looking better than the rest, it

was a small plot in a contrary direction. I desired
him to point it out, and he directed me to the ni-

trate. 1 informed him the nitrate had been used
there, but he would not be satisfied until we had
been into the field, and found the larger particles
of nitrate etill undissolved on the surlace, when
from that time until the time of cutting the grass
and storing the hay, he was a constant vTsiier
and observant watcher over the nitrate, and he
assisted me in measuring 64 square yards out of
the nitrate piece, and an equal quantity out of the
best of the manured land, and when weighed
green gave the following result :—Grass cut 26th
day of June—weight of grass from 64 yards of
nitrate land, 838 lbs. ; ditto from 64 yards of ma-
nuicu land, 2521b9. ; being rather more than one-
fijurth in favor of the nitrate. Anxious to know
whelhej the grass grown by nitrate was more
succulent than the other, I had both pieces made
as dry as possible, put into two small cocks, and
covered with thatch. On the 14fh of July, or
eighteen days from the lime of cutting, the day

being fine, I had the cocks broken out under my
ovvn superintendence, and exposed them to the

wind and sun until evening, when I had them
weighed, and found the nitrate grass wasted from

338 lbs. to 88 lbs., being little more than one-fourth

the original weight ; and the manured grass from

252 lbs. to 66 lbs., being also little more than one-

Iburth the original weiglit. Having done this, I

Ibund no greai difference in the waste of one lot

over the other, but 1 gained the knowledge that

the nitrate hay was neither more nor less than

1 qr. heavier than the manured hay. Weight per

acre from manure, supposing the whole as good

as was the trial piece, 2 tons, 4 cwt., 2 qrs. 7 !b.

;

and from nitrate, 2 tons, 19 cvvf., 1 qr. 19 lb. The
above is the last of my experiments ; and so

(ally am I satic^fied with the success of my own
trials, thiit this season (1841) I shall use nitrate of

soda on 20 acres of urass land, and would recom-

mend such of my friends and the public generally,

to whom a cheap dressing is of any consequence,

not to be carried away by any thing that I have

written on the subject into an extravagant use of

this, in my humble opinion, wonderful fetilizer
;

but first test it on a small scale, and if Ibund lo

answer, it will then be lor them lo choose whether

they will u^^e or rcllise its assistance."

VEGETABLE AND AKIMAL NUTRITION.

Being the substance of a lecture flelivered by Mr.
James Allen Ransome, at the Royal Victoria Gal-

lery, Mancliester.

Mr. Ransome commenced by stating, that at

the last meeting, in introducing the subject of
vegetable and animal nutrition, he had alluded in

general terms to the nature ol the materials em-
ployed as elements, or as engaged in the first pro-

cesses ol nutrition. He had remarked, that man,
although an omnivorous animal, was yet ultimate-

ly dependent upon the vegetable kingiiom for his

nutriment; for the flesh meat he took as Ibod de-

rived its nutriment from the vegetable creation
;

so that man is dependent, directly or indirectly,

upon the vegetable kingdom, lor the materials

which constitute the aliment from which his ovvn

frame is to be formed. This, then, led to the con-
sideration of the materials composing the vegeta-
ble kingdom ; and he had shown experimentally,

that a simple vegetable product—sugar—contained
three elements in a state of combination—carbon,

oxygen, and hydrogen, which were the three
principal elements entering into the composition
of vegetables. But he had prepared ihem to

look lor other elements, in order to complete (he
series. They next considered from what sources
these respective elem;^nts were derived ; and after

a short review of the notion that carbon, their

principal constituent, was derived from humus, or,

as it was also called, humin, or hvmic acid, he had
ventured, on the authority of Professor Liebig,

the celebrated German chemist, to show that

much doubt miglit be entertained on this subject,

and that it was more reasonable to suppose that,

instead of carbon being derived from humus, it

was derived from one of the constituents of the
atmosphere, for carbonic acid was found to con-

stitute one-lhousandth part of the weight of the
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air. From experiments which bore some analogy i

to the process ol ve<];etaUon, he had shown thai

a much greater weight was uil<tMi u|) by chemical

substances, having an allinily tor carbonic acid,
;

than was required lor plants growing in iho same
time ; without denymg the use of humus, or the i

ingredient consiituiing vegetable mould, which

exists m almost all good sods. In connexion
j

with the subject, he had shown, that, if we ex-

amine tlie constitution of plants, we sliali find
i

almost every one ol' their elements, such as woody i

fibre (/(gni'/i,) starch, sugar, larmic and tartaric]

acids, and the essential oils, contain less oxygen
j

than carbonic acid, with which the air lurnishes '

them; and, consequently, that, in the act ol '

taking them in, oxygen must be given out. He
j

had mentioned this, m relerence to the main ques-

tion—the maintenance ol' the puriiy ol the at-

mosphere, lor if we suppose, from the respiration

of man and animals, and the combuslion of im-

mense quantities of carbonaceous matter (amount-
ing, perhaps, to thousands ol' tons in this town
alone,) that the quantiiy of carbon in the atmo-
sphere had gone on increasing, and that of oxygen
decreasing, and that thus, after a given time, the

materials of which the atmosphere is composed
would become unfit lor the support of life— we
should see that, by this beautilul arrangement,
the decomposition of carbon and the giving out

of oxygen, the purity of the air was constantly

maintained; and that the direction given to the

winds by ditierent temperatures also tended to

equalize the purity as well as the temperature of

the air throughout the globe. He had shown,
that we need not look very far lor the sources of

hydrogen and oxygen, inasmuch as oxygen might
be taken in as a constltueni of the air, or might
exist as a constituent of watt r, in combination
wiih hydrogen, and hydrogen is necessarily taken
in I'rom the water, winch is abundanily provided

lor plants both in rain and in the dews which
occur in the absence ol rain. We will now
(continued Mr. Ransome) proceed to a conside-
ration ol' what other materials are lound to be
contained in plants, and, in fact, Ibund to be

essential to their growth. But we have still one
other substance to rank with those already con-

sidered—nitrogen or azote, the fourth principal

element of plants. Some are disposed to think
that this does not enter materially into the com-
position of a plant, except in the case of some
poisonous plants, or those which possess strong
medicinal qualiiies ; but a [qw words only are
necessary to show that, unless plants did contain
this element, animals could not derive much nu-
triment Irom them. It has long been known,
that if dogs are led upon pure sugar, which is ac-
knowledged to be nutritive when mixed with
other things, they fall into a kind ol consumption,
lose flesh and strength, and ultimately die with
symptoms of emaciation and decline. Sugar is

one of those substances which contains no azote
or nitrogen. On the other hand, we have whole
tribes of men and animals who live upon nothing
but vegetables

;
yet the bulk of their muscle or

flesh contains a large proportion of azote. Whence
can that be derived, unless the Ibod they take
contains a large portion of it, or we consider man
as possessing the power to assimilate the gaseous
elements around him? But the fact is, they do
not take in azote from the atmosphere, and they

would die unless I hey were provided with some-
thing as an aliment containing azote. We shall

see ihat, although sugar and starch exist in tlie

leaves ol plants, yet every particle is surrounded
by a thin lamma, of a substance which contains

azote, and it is owing to this that many changes
lake place spontaneously, or by means ol'the root.

The simple o|)eration ot ferineniation takes place

from the gluien, which contains a quantity of

azote, reading upon the sugar which it invests
;

and we shall see many instance s in which che-

mical changes are effected through the insirumen-

taiity of the azotous principle which accompanies
the other more truly vegetable principle. A com-
putation was made by Boussinguah, a I^'rench

chemist, that hay contains one hundredth part of

iis weight of azoie. Hence we see the source

of the nutriment of cattle led on grass. Wheat
contains even a larger quantity ; and, in propor-

tion to the nutritious quality of the wheat, shall

we find the greater quantity of azote. And upon
this depends the practical application of chemistry
to the art of culture,— viz. the providing a plant

with substances which will give out azote to it

;

for such is the difference in wheal, that some only

contains 3| per cent, of gluien, whereas other

wheat, provided by the care and foresight of the

farmer, with proper composts, has this quantity

of 3^ per cent, of gluten increased tenfold, or to

35 prr cent. We also find, that if a horse, for

example, be fed upon potatoes (which it will eat

readily enough,) it is unfit lor its work, and loses

strength, and spirit ; because the potato is a
plant which contains but little azote. In the East
Indies people live very much upon rice, which
contains but littJe azoie; and, in order to get a
fair proportion of this principle, they have to lake

a larger quantity of food. It is singular enough,
that one of the articles in daily use in most fami-

lies should be a substance containing a large

quantity of azote— viz., coffee. The cafine, or

active piinciple of coffee, contains mare azote
than almost any other known body. I was in

hopes to have exhibited before you this evening
a lew proofs that some plants contain azote ; but

unlbrtunately it has very intractable qualities ;

and, though it w6uld put out a light, it would not

display any very active properties. The form in

which it is best known in combination is that of

ammonia, or the gas which is the pungent ele-

ment of the sails contained in thesmelling bottle.

Ammonia is known to contain a certain propor-

tion ol azote, represented by the Ibrmula N^, H-^,

or one proportion of nitrogen or azo:e, with three

proportions of hydrogen ; and these two, combined
in these proportions, constitute ammoniacal gas.
This gas is Ibrmed under many circumstances,
in the decomposition of vegetable and animal sub-
stances, and in the elimination of hydrogen : and
ilieretbre we may naturally expect, that, fi-om the

immense masses of putrilying matter upon the

surface of the earth, the relics of former genera-
tions, ammonia must be given out, into the atmo-
sphere. Most of us were struck with the very
small proportion of carbon or carbonic acid (bund

in the air, only one-thousandth part of its bulk
;

yet I showed you also, that when coral reels are

tbrmed in the ocean by myriads of animalcula.

these little animals contrive to abstract from the

water sufficient carbonate of lime, to form future

islands ; and yet the quantiiy of lime in sea-water
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amounts to only the 12,400ih part of its bulk, and
iodine is contained in salt water in the proportion

of one millionth. The air itself contains 79 per

cent, of tree azote, about 21 per cent, of oxygen,
and one-thousandth of cabonic acid ; but, unless

we provide azote lor plants in some other form
than that in which it exists in the atmosphere, ii

is useless. That lurm is ammonia; and in that

form we must look for ii in the air, as required for

plants. If we take a jar full of atmospheric air,

and look for ammonia in it, most of us will be

disappointed, the quantity exisis in so sn)all a

proportion. By recent calculations, Liebig found
that every cubic loot of air contains only a quarter

of a grain ol ammonia : Liebig has, however,
found It in the air. Ammonia is a highly volatile

substance, at an ordinary temperature exisiing

as a vapor ; but if that vapor comes in contact

with water, the water absorbs it so rapidly as al-

most to produce an explosion. Jjiebig conceived
the idea, thai il' we wisii to search for ammonia,
we must look for it in the water which falls li-om

the air, and by so doing has found it, as I have
done, by repea ing his experiments, Liebig took
100 gallons uf rain vifater ; he applied heat, and
distilled over four or five pints; he saturated il

with acid, so as to fix the ammonia ; evaporated it,

and it left crystallized muriate of ammonia. It

appears, however, that our air in Manchester is

Jich in ammonia ; for instead o." 100 gallons, we
had only to use 10 gallons ; and from the first

pint distilled, Mr. Neild and I succeeded in pro-

curing this quantity of ammonia [exhibiting a
.quantity crystallized in a glass]. It is natural to

expeci, where so much coal is burned, and where
there is so large an accumulation of human be-
ings, that if ammonia is to be found at all, it is in

Manchester, We see, therefore, that the atmo-
sphere will provide lor plants a quantity of am-
monia, and so small as is the quantity enterin<r

imo the composition of a plant, it is sufficient for

the developement of those principles which aie
requisite to the nutrition of the plant. If one
pound of rain waier contains only a quarter of a
grain of ammunia, then a field, having an area
of 14,000 square feet, must receive annually up-
wards ol SOlbs. of ammonia, dt 651bs. of nitro-

gen. This is much more nitiugen than is con-
tained in the form of albumen or gluten, in 2,650
lbs, of wood, in 2,y001bs. of liay, or in 200 cwt.
of beet-root, wliich are the usual products of that
surface. It also happens, that i he quantity fam-
monia thus brought down by rain, altera drought,
is larger than ordinary. In summer, a thunder
shower after a drought is very Lkely to bring
down, in the first part of the shower, a large
proportion of ammonia, Liebig look diffiirent

portions of strata of snow, and lound the larger
proportion of ammonia in the lowest stratum,
which of course tell first. The sensation of greater
hardness in rain water (felt on washing the hands)
than in distilled water, is owing to the quantity of
ammonia which rain water contains as compared
with distilled water. We have next to consider
how this ammonia appears in plants, or whether
it appears at all. Of this there is abundant evi-

dence presented in the evaporation of the juice

taken from the stem of the ma|)le tree, which is

generally saturated with lime, for the purpose of

throwing down the gluten it contains, and the
presence of the lime causes a disengagement of

the gaseous ammonia sensible to all about. In
ihe manufactories of maple and beet root sugar,

this escape of ammonia is very strikingly expe-
rienced ; indeed this circumstance is one of very
serious loss to the beet-root sugar manufacturer;
for the ammonia given off, leaves behind it an
acid salt which prevents the sugar crystallizing,

and causes considerable loss by reducing the

sugar to a treacly state, in which only a portion,

instead of the whole, can crystallize. The pro-

ducts of ihe disiillation of flowers, herbs, and
roots, with waier, andall the extracts of plants

for medicinal purposes, contain ammonia. The
tobacco leaf coniains ammoniacal juice ; the juice

of the cut vine also gives oH' ammonia. In con-

nexion with iliese facts, we may allude to some
articles which the farmer employs to increase the

fertility of his land. Most of the composts used
are rich in nitrogen, particularly bone-dust, crush-

ed bones, and the shavings of horn, being parts

of dead animals; but there are also other sub-
stances, which, when thrown over the field, in-

crease lis fertility, simply because they combine
with the ammonia which comes down in raiu

water, and deprive it of its azote. Gypsum, or

the sulphate of lime, is extensively used, and,

when applied to a meadow exposed to alterna-

tions of wet and dry weather, causes it to pro-

duce abundantly ; but it IS lound not to answer
upon a dry meadow; and the reason is, that

when rain liiilis, if caibonale of ammonia exists

in the air, and comes into contact with gypsum,
it is converted into carbonate of lime, and the

ammonia is disengaged and absorbed into the

soil. The next stiuwer dissolves a portion of it,

which pusses down to the root of the plant, and
is assitnilaied by the plant itself^ Many soils con-

tain ammonia. If you take a piece of common
pipe-clay, and moisten it with a strong alkali, you
perceive at once a smell of ammonia given off

which will even continue lor a couple of days.

Oilier aluminous earths retain ammonia. Burned
clay is often used by farmers to apply to their

land ; and burned clay is now lound to absorb and
retain ammonia. The ferruginous earths (those

which contain an oxide of iron) also retain am-
monia ; and one of the most solid of these oxides,

the hematite, or red oxide of iron, a stone, contains

one per cent, of this gaseous principle. It is from
these facts—now for the first time explained by
Liebig—that the materials used by the farmers
prove beneficial in their application to ll;ie land.

//w?mis is a spongy body, which absorbs ammo-
niacal gas to a considerable exient; and, with

every shower of rain, it gives it out to be taken

up by the roots of the plants. Plants, then,

derive their nourishment fi'om carbonic acid, am-
monia, and water; these being the principal

sources fiom which plants derive the greatest

part ol their bulk and weight. The plan assimi-

lates to itself these respective elements from car-

bonic acid, ammonia, and water. In the decay
of plants, these elements float to other plants, are

again assimilated by them, and thus the destruc-

tion of one generation of plants furnishes the

materials out of which another is to be formed.

The intermediate processes are obscure ; but still

lights are to be thrown upon them, by analogy,

which may form the subject of another com-
munication. Let us now consider what other

materials we find in plants. If a plant consisted
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merely of ihe elenienta mentioned, it would

va|)orize, be enlirely dissipatod, and nothing would

belel't; but very lew piunie will do this. JSonic

of llie elements of plants will do it, as starch,

sugar, and the essential oiU- ; but generally we
find, that alter the burning away ol a plant, there

is an ash lel't. In coals, which are but vegetables

translbnned, we (ind llie value ol' the coal depends

upon the greater or less quaniity of ashes left
;

and this asli wc will term the inorganic princi[)le

of vigelables. This consists ol potash, soda,

lime, magnesia, some ol' the metallic oxides,

phosphoric, sulphuric, and other acids, clilorine,

iodine, and 1 need hardly enumerate them all
;

but there are a number ol fixed elements, capable

ol existing in a solid Ibrm, unaiierable and un-

changeable by heat. (He exhibited a quantity

of ashes obtained from burning six ears of corn,

after thrashing, and without the wheat; in addi-

tion to a quantity of soluble matter, which had

been dissolved.) In reading the vvoiks of the

older physiologists, we meet the statement, "Such
a plant contains aliiilesoda and a little magne-
sia," without specitying proportions, or any stress

being laid upon the fact. But more accurate in-

vestigations have shown, that there are certain

relaiive proportions between the quantity of these

fixed materials and the plant itself; that, in pro-

portion as these exist in the soil or the plant, its

developement is more or less perlect. If a fiirmer

attempt to grow wheat on a soil containing neither

flint nor potash, he may get wheat, but it will not

stand, the stems will not support it; because the

stalk of wheat contains a species of glass—silex

in combination with potass. He would have no-

thing in the ear, unless the soil were provided
with a salt called the phosphate of magnesia and
ammonia. This has been tried in the mosses,*
which contain hu)nus enough, but without the

addition of some compost they never bear. In

the tribe of plants called equisetacecB, the stem
contains large quantities of silica. The Dutch
rush contains so much ihat it is used lor the pur-

pose of polishing; and it is (bund in large quan-
tities in some tropical plants. The bamboo in

some of the joints contains absolute nodules of a

substance consisting of 70 per cent, of silica, and
30 per cent, of potash. How came they there?
There has been some controversy upon this sub-

ject among chemists ; and one analysis has been
made io show, that it could not be a permanent
proportion, inasmuch as two pine trees, which
grew in difierent situations, contained different

proportions. Liebig took these analyses, com-
pared them together, and then introduced—trium-

phantly I think— the principle of equivalents, laid

down by our venerable townsman, Dr. Dalton,
showing that although the quantities appear very

dissimilar, yet in their proportions they are ex-

actly the same, although the data were taken
from a hostile source. Two pine trees were taken,

one growing on Mont Breven, and the other on
Mont La Salle. The first contained potash, lime,

and magnesia, and the sum of the carbonates
of these amounted to 56.71 per cent, in the ashes

;

whilst those of the pine grown on Mont La Salle

contained 58.55 of these carbonates ; but this

latter contained only potash and lime. In the

first the quantities were carbonate of potash 3.60,

Peat soils.—Ed. F. R.
i

carbonate of lime 46.34, carbonate of magnesia
6.77; in the second carbonate of potash 7.36, car-

bonate of lime 51.19. So that the one contain-

ing no magnesia contained more lime and more
potash; and when we examine the equivalents

—

the proportions required to neutralize an acid

—

we find them in Ihe one to amount to 9.01, in the

oiher to 8.95, bein<r a dilference of only .06 (six

hundredths,) a dilierence of weight which (ew
scales would detect. Liebig took another analy-

sis in which the disproportions are much tfrealer.

He look two fir-trees, one growing in Norway,
and the other at Allevard, in France. That in

France contained potash, soda, lime, and mag-
nesia; the sum ol these carbonates was 49.5

;

while that ol'the carbonates found in the fir grown
in Norway was 51.45 ;

yet these, when reduced
to the equivalents in which they combine with

acids, were found to be 11.62 and 11.47; from
which result Liebig is disposed to infl?r, that the

presence of these elements is not accidental ; but

that ihey form a certain proportion, and enter into

that proportion in the ratio of their equivalents.

Now from what sources are these matters de-

rived? Take a sandy heath, which contains, to

all appearance, nothing but sand, and where the

most expert analyst, will detect nothing else ; no
humus whatever, and, if you attempt to grow
wheat upon this heath, there will be no crop;

But, if on this heath plants are grown which
require but liille of the inorganic principle, and
these are destroyed either by decay or combustion
it is found in practice that the heath acquires ler-

tilitv. Take, for example, the Luneberg Heath,,
in Germany, which is covered with heath-plants

generally, especially the erica vulgaris. Every
thirty or fbriy years the practice is to burn down
all the vegetable growth on the surface, to let the

ashes sink into the ground, and then to sow
wheat ; and thus these [)lants, which have, for

the space of forty years, been constantly collecting

a little of these elements, when burned, contained

in their ashes the product of that number of
years' growth ; which, when returned into the

soil, is sufficient lor one crop of plants which re-

quire a good large proportion ol' these elements.

In the neighborhood o( Heidelberg, one of the

perquisites of the woodcutters, after lelling and
clearing timber, is to be allowed to burn the

roots, stumps, twigs, and leaves, and to raise one
year's produce from the ground. They do eo,

and get one good crop; lor, whatever the trees

and plants collect goes on accumulating, and then,

by destroying the carbonaceous parts by fire, the

inorganic products are returned to the soil, and
provide for one year's growth of wheat. Does
not this show us what is meant by exhausting a
soil? If wheat is grown year after year on the

sanie soil, it is (bund that the crop becomes less

and less productive. And why ? Because, with
every crop of wheat, so much of the inorganic

elements is removed or taken away from the

ground; therefore, in order to allow this ground
to recover these inorganic elements, it is necessa-

ry to resort either to the now exploded (?) system
of allowing it lo remain fallow, or to a rotation

of crops ; which, we shall show, will furnish

ground with potash and lime. But how does a
soil happen to contain potash originally? All

soils are formed from the disintegration of the

harder rocks ; they gradually accumulate in the
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lower parts of ihe country, being brought down
by floods and other causes. We must look, then,

to the composition of the rocks themselves. Sup-
pose of each of these which I will enumerate, a

field of 40,000 square leet (a Hessian acre) of

surface, with a depth of twenty inches, were de-

composed, the quantiiy of potash we might ex-

pect to find would be :—In felspar, l,152,000ib.
;

in clinkstone, 200,0001b. to 400,0001b. ; in basalt,

47,5001b. to 75,0001b. ; in clay slate. 100,0001b. to

200,0001b.; and in loam, from 87,0001b. to 300,-

0001b. We also find, that the aluminous or clay

earths, contain a large proportion of potash ; for

we can obtain it noi only lion) pure felspar, but

from the granites. The potash these contain is

not washed away by every shower of rain ; for

clay is a very impervious sort of material ; and
therefore, though the surface may be washed
away, the interior still contains a large proportion.

Wherever water penetrates, there the soil gives

ofi' its potash to the water, and this will be taken

up by the spongiules of the roots of plants. A
single cubic foot of felspar, if decomposed in

clay, is sufficient to supply wood of 40.000

square feet, with the quantiiy of potash necessary

lor the growth of limber upon it, for five years.

Do we not, then, see the use of many of the

composts now introduced upon the land.? The
very dirt collected upon our roads must contain

quantities of potash. The gritty portions of this

dirt undergo decomposition ; it is reduced to the

finest powder, and, from exposure to air and mois-

ture, undergoes disintegration ; and by this means
an abundant supply of potash may be obtained.

How does the earth, afier being exhausted by the

growth of plants, recover itself by lying fallow 1

It has the double advantage of not only having
its humus exposed to the air, and converted into

a sort of sponge ; but the inorganic materials are

still further decomposed by the action of the air,

and thus become ready to furnish to the next crop

the quantity of alkali required. We see that

where silica is required as an ingredient in the

portions of a plant, it is necessary that potash

should exist with it, to render it in some degree

soluble. Tlius the hard part of the bamboo, and
the stalk of vviieat, which contains silica, have it

accompained with potash, which assists the silica

to enter into a state capable of being assimilated

to the plant. There is another beautiful provi-

sion in plants, for taking up some of the more
insoluble elements, viz., that in one class of plants,

the graminecE, an acid is given out as an excretion

from the roots, producting an acetic fluid, which,
entering into combination with alkaline earth,

forms soluble elements, and allows them to be
taken up by ihe spongiules, and reduces them to a
state of assimilation. Planis growing there will

assist in the disintegration of rocks more than
mere weather will do. But suppose a soil pretty

rich in potash, and that the farmer is misled by
tlie desire of making the most of his land in a

short time. He grows upon that land plants,

which, when they attain their proper growth, are

removed from the land, burned, and sold for potash
—an article greatly in demand. The plant ge-
nerally selected lor this purpose is the artcniisia,

or wormwood ; if he grows it and sells tlie ashes,

and the next year thinks he will have a crop of

wheat, he will be disappointed ; for he has taken
from the soil that very material which is essential

to the welfare of his wheat the following year.
Again, it is essential to the farmer to know which
of his crops take out the most of this principle,
as contained in potash, lime, or magnesia. To-
bacco and wheat require pretty much the same
proportion of potash at one period of their growth.
If the farmer attempts to cultivate the one after
the other, the result will be pretiy much the same
as if he tried to grow two crops of the same plant,
in two succeeding years. It would seem from
this, if the view taken by Liebig be correct, that
it is important the farmer should always know
what are the inorganic elements contained in the
crops he wishes lo have; for these must either be
found in, or supplied to the soil ; they cannot exist
in the atmosphere. He ought next to examine
his soil, and see if if contains them. If not, they
must be added. Upon this, it seems to me, the
important principles of agriculture depend. It is

not necessary that each farmer should be himself
an analyst ; but a number of fiirmers might unite
to procure the services of one ; and it is certain
that success would follow ihe application of these
principles. The quantity of inorganic elements
required by ihe [)lant in 100 parts of the stalk of
wheat, are 15.5 of ashes. In the same quantiiy
of the dry stalks of barley, 8,54; in 100 parts of
the stalk of oats, 4,42 ; and thus we see, that the
same field that yields only one harvest of wheat,
might be made to produce two crops of barley, or
three of oats, year afier year. The illustration of
the practice at Heidelberg, of allowing the wood-
cutters to burn the timber on the ground, will also

show how land, which has been covered by forests

for years, will, when the forest is consumed, become
abu»dantly fertile. It is owing to this, that the

trees themselves require but little alkali in propor-

tion to the grasses ; they hare been assimilating

this lor j'ears, and, when they are destroyed by
decay or combustion, that ground is abundantly
supplied with inorganic products necessary for a
crop, and also with a fair proportion of vegetable

soil. The common practice with farmers in the

rotation of crops is to follow grass with legumi-

nosce, which class ofplants contains no free alkali,

and only 1 per cent, of the phosphates of lime

and magnesia ; buck-wheat contains only .09 per

cent. These belong to the fallow crops; and the

cause they do not exercise any injurious influence

on the land cultivated is, that they do not extract

the alkalies from the soil, and only a very small
proportion of the phosphates. Now, is there not

something in all Uiis deserving the attention of
agriculturists 1 They have hiiherto gone on blind-

ly ; they have arrived at a certain state of know-
ledge from experience, and it so far a useful

guide ; but are they possessed of sufficient know-
ledge of facts connected with this importantsub-

ject to Ibrm a principle and rule, in reference to

crops and soils of various kinds, and the order of
succession ? And when we find a work publisli-

ed by a celebrated organic chemist, Dr. Liebig,

in which these principles are developed lor the first

time in Europe, are they not, I ask, highly deserv-

ing the attention of agriculturists'? They not only

apply to all the articles of our daily food, but to

the articles of raw produce which we consume in

our manufactures ; and, in fact, it seems that cul-

ture is not only useful, as supplying our animal
wants, but also to lay the foundation of the pros-

perity of stales, particularly of those engaged in
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commsrcial enterprise ; and therefore, in the epe-

culalioiis now allocit as to the transler of the pro-

duclu ol one |)ari of the earth to another, it is ini-

porianl to set at rest or establish the principle upon
which this must be eH'ecied. 1 do not stand here

in order to delend the principles ol' Liebijj, but

shall be triad to listen to the experience which any
•gentleman here has lo offer; assuring you, that

I have at least as much pleasure in listening to

others as in hearing myself.

ON DESTROYING RATS.

From the London Farmers' Magazine.

Sir,—The following is a reply to your corre-

epondeni's inquiry as to ihe be.*t mode ofdestroying

rate. Should he find either of these methods suc-

ceed, he will oblige by a reply through your

paper.

1st—Corks, cut as thin as sixpences, roasted or

stewed in grease, and placed in their tracks.

or—Dried sponge in email pieces, fried or dipped

in honey, with a little oil ol rhodium.

or—Bird-lime, laid in their haunts, will stick to

their fur, and cause their departure.

If a live rat be caught, and well rubbed or

brushed over with tar and train-oil, and
afterwards put to escape in the holes of

others, they will disappear.

Poisoning is a very dangerous and objectionable

mode. If any of your chemical readers could sug-

gest any very pungent smell, procurable from sub-

stances resembling garlic or asafcetida, this might
be of great use, as this animal has an extraordi-

nary fineness or susceptibility of scent : witness

its extreme predilection for oil of rhodium, &c. I

consider your correspondent's query a very import

ant one, and it is surprising that the attention of

farmers and othersconcerned in the removal ofthese

vermin, has in this age of discovery been so little

drawn to tlie subject ; more particularly so, as

the newspapers present so many recent instances

of attacks made by these creatures on infants, &c.
I really think the matter more deserving of

notice than has hitherto been given to it ; and,

apologizing lor the present intrusion, I remain,
yours very truly,

A Constant S(jbscriber.
Bristol, March 10.

action of leaves.

Their nature, structure, veins, epidermis, stomates.

—

Effect of light.—Disestion or decomposition of
carbonic acid.—Insensible perspiration.—Forma-
tion of secretions.—Fall of the leaf.—Formation of
buds by leaves.

From Liiidley's Horticulture.

A leaf is an appendage of the stem of a plant.

such as scales, hooks, tendrils, &c., and even the
floral organs, hereafter to be described, have iho
same properly.

Considered with respect to its anatomical struc-
ture, a leaf is an expansion of the bark, consist-
iiiil o/" cellular substance, among which are dis-
tributed veins. The Ibrnier is an expansion of
the rind ; the latter consist of woody matter aris-
ing Irom the neighborhood of the pith, and from
the liber. As the tissue lijrming veins has a
double origin, it is arranged in two layers, united
firmly during lile, but separable after death, as
may be seen in leaves that have been lying lor

some time in water. Of these layers, one is su-
perior and arises from the neighborhood of the
pith, the other inferior and arises from the liber;
the (brmer maintains a connexion between the
wood and leal ; the latter establishes a communi-
cation vviih the bark. As sap, or ascending fluid,

rises through the wood, and principally the albur-
num, afterwards descending ^rough the liber, it

lollows from what has been stated, that a leaf is

an organ of which the upper system of veins is

in communication with the ascending, and the
lower system with the descending current of eap.
A leaf has moreover a gkin, or epidermis,

drawn all over it. This epidermis is often sepa-
rable, and is composed of an infinite number ot
minute cavities, originally filled with fluid, but
eventually dry and filled with air. In plants
growing naturally in damp or shady places it is

very thin ; in others, inhabiting hot, dry, ex-
posed siluaiions, it is very hard and thick

; and its

texture varies between the two extremes, accord-
ing to the nature of the species. The epidermis
is pierced by numerous invisible pores, called

stomateS; through which the plant breathes and
perspires. Sucli stomates are generally largest
and most abundant in plants which inhabit damp
and shady places, and which are able to procure
at all times an abundance of liquid food ; they
are fewest and least active under the opposite
conditions. It will be obvious, that, in both these
cases, the structure of a leaf is adapted to the pe-
culiar circumstances under which the plant to

which it belongs naturally grows. Now, as this

structure is capable of being ascertained by ac-
tual inspection with a microtcope, it lollows, as a
necessary consequence, that the natural habits
of an unknown plant may be judged of with con-
siderable certainly by a microscopical examination
of the structure of its epidermis. The rule will

evidently be, that plants with a thick epidermis,
and only a fsw small stomates, will be the inha-
bitants of situations where the air is dry and the
'supply of liquid lood extremely small; while
those with a thin epidermis, and a great number
of large stomates, will belong to a climate damp
and humid ; and iTitermediaie degrees of struc-
ture will indicate intermediate degrees of atmo-
spherical and terrestrial conditions. It is how-
ever, to be observed, that the relative size of
stomates is often a more important mark in inves-
tigations of this nature than their num-ber

;

having one or more leaf-buds in its axil. In those organs being in many plants extremely nu-
those cases where no buds are visible in the axil, merous, but small and apparently capable of ac-
they are, nevertheless, present, although latent, I tion in a very limited degree ; while in others,
and may be brought into developement by favo- 1 where they are much less numerous, they are
rable circumstances. As this is a universal proper- large and obviously very active organs. Thus
ty ot leaves, to which there is no known excep- | the number of stomates in a square inch of the
tion, it follows that all the modifications of leaves, : epidermis of Crinum amabiie is estimated at

Vol. IX.—28
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40,000, and in that of Mesembrvanlhenum at

70,000, and of an Aloe at 45,000"'; the first in-

habiting llie damp ditches ol' India, the last two

natives of the dry rocks of the Cape of Good
Hope : but the islomates of C.-inuni annabile are

among the largest that are ivnown, and liiose ol

Mesembryanihe.num and Aloe are among ilie

smallest; so that the 70,000 of the lormer are

not equal to 10.000 of the Crinum. Again, the

Yucca aluifolia has four limes as many siomaies

as a species of Cotyledon in my collection, but

those of the latter are about the ,
it; o' a" '"^h

in their longer diameter, large and active, while

the siomates of the Yucca are not more than

^3*jjf of an inch long in the aperture, and corp-

paratively inert. The Yucca, therefore, with its

numerous siomates, has weaker powers of per-

epiraiion and respiraiion than the Cotyledon.

A leaf, then, is an appendage of the stem of a

plant, consisting of an expansion of the cellular

rind, into wiiich^eins are introduced, and en-

closed in a skin mrougii which respiration and

perspiration take place. It is in reality a natural

contrivance lor exposing a large surface to the

influence of external agents, by whose assistance

the crude sap contained in the stem is altered

and rendered suitable ,to the particular wants o!

the species, and for returning into the general

circulation the fluids in their matured condition.

In a word, the leaf of a plant is its lungs and
stomach, traversed by a system of veins.

As the leaf is an extension of the rind of a

stem, its epidermis is also an extension of the

slcin of the same part; and hence it is that in

plants which produce no true leaves, such as

the Stapelia, the office of the leaf is performed by
the riad and epidermis of the bark.

The functions of respiration, perspiraiion, and
digestion, which are the particular oflices of leaves,

are essential to ihe health of a plant ; its healihi-

ness being in proportion to the degree in which
these functions are duly performed. Consequent-
ly, whatever tends to impede the free action of
leaves, tends also to diminish the healthiness of
a plant.

These functions are performed by means of
the vital forces of vegetation, which we can-
not estimate or comprehend, assisted by the in-

fluence ol' an external agent, the nature of whose
action may be understood li-om its ellects. That
agent is solar light.

It is the property of solar light, when striking
upon the leaf ol a plant, to cause: 1. A decom""-
position of carbonic acid ; 2. An extiication ol

nitroaen; and, 3. Insensible perspiration. By
ttyeir vital Ibrces planis appear to decompose
water, independentlyof the action of light.

Carbonic acid is originally introduced into the
interior of a plant, eiiher dissolved in the wafer
it imbibes by iis roots, or by attraction from the
atmosphere, or by the combination of the oxygen
obtained by a decomposition of water or oiher-
wise, with the carbon in its interior. When a
leaf is exposed to the direct influence of the sun,
it gives otfoxygen, by decomposing the carbonic
acid; whereupon the carbon remains behind in
the interior of the leaf in a solid state.* Al-

* [It remains behind, not in the state oi uncombined
iolid. carbon, or eharcoal, as the reader unlearned in
lehemistry mio;ht 9ti^)po8e from the statement in the

though the nature of the air thus extricated cao
only be determined by a chemist, yet the extri-

cation itself can be easily seen by any one who
will plunge a leaf in water and expose it to the

sun ; Ibr bubbles of oxygen vtWi be seen to form

themselves upon 'he surface of the leal. But,

if the same leaf be observed in the lo'al absence

of solar light, there will be liitle or no extrication

of air, and what Utile is given off will be found

to be carbonic acid, which plants exhale at all

times in small (juantities ; oxygen, however,

which was before expelled, is inhaled. Hence
plants decompose carbonic acid during the day,

and ibrm it again during the night, the oxygen
they inhale at that time entering again into com-
bination with their carbon ; and, during the heal-

thy state of a plant, the decomposition by day,

and recomposition by night, of this gaseous mat-
ter, is perpetually going on.* The quantity of

text, but as one of the chemical components of starch,

su^ar, gum, tartaric or malic acid, organic tissue, or

other product of the plant, whether solid or liquid.

A. G.]
* [This absorption of oxygen and recomposition of

carbonic acid during ttie lught, might perhaps be lelt

out of the account m a general view of the subject,

except as an explanation ot the manner in which
planis are injured or destroyed by the protracted ab-
sence of liaht. According to the celebrated chemist
from whom the following remarks are cited, this pro-

cess is not at all connected with the life or growth
of vegetables, but is entirely chemical. "It is true

that the decomposition of caibomc acid is arrested by
the absence ot light. But then, namely, at night, a
true chemical jirocess commences, in consequence
of the action ot the oxygen in the air upon the or-

ganic substances composing the leaves, biosscms, and
Iruit. . . The substances composing the leaves of dif-

ferent plants being known, it is a matter of the great-

est ease and certainty to calculate which of them, during
life, should absorb most oxygen by chemical action,

when the influence of light is withdrawn. . . . Whilst
the tasteless leaves of Jigave Americana absorb only
0.3 of their volume of oxygen, in the dark, during 24
hours, the leaves of the Pinus abies, which contain
volatile and resinous oils, absorb 10 times ; those of
Quercus robur containing tannic acid 14 times; and
the balmy leaves of the Popalus alba 21 times that

quantity. This chemical action is shown very plainly,

also, in the leaves of the Cotyledon calycinum, the

Cacalia Jicoides, and others ; for they are sour, like

sorrel, in the morning, tasteless at noon, and bitter in

the evening. The formation of acids is eliected du-
ring the night by a true process of oxidation : these

are deprived ot their acid properties during the day
and evening, and are changed, by the separation of a •
part of tlieir oxygen, into compounds containing

oxygen and hjdrogen either in the same proportions

as in water, or even with an excess of hydrogen,
which is the composition of all tasteless and bitter

substances. . . . Most vegetable physiologists have
connected the emission of carbonic acid during the

night with the absorption of oxygen from the atmo-
sphere ; and have considered these actions as a true

process of respiration in plants, similar to that of ani-

mals, and, like it, having for its result the separation

of carbon from some of their constituents. This opi-

nion has a very weak and unstable foundation. The
carbonic acid, which has been absorbed by the leaves

and by the roots, together with water, ceases to be

decomposed on the departure of daylight. It is dis-

solved in the juices which pervade all parts of the

plant, and escapes every moment through the leaves,

in quantity corresponding to the water which evapo-

rates. . . . Plants during their life constantly possess
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carbonic acid decomposed is in proportion lo the

iuieiisiiy ol ilie ligiil which Blnkes a lea', ihe

smallesi aniouiU being iii bliady places ; and ihc

Ijeaiilnness ol a plant is, cceteris paribus, in pro-

portion 10 the quaniiiy ol carbonic acid decom-

posed; iherelore, ihe healthinessi ol a plant should

be in proportion to the quantity ol' hglu it receives

by day.

6d. Uut, while this is true as a general a.xiom,

it IS necessary to observe that some pianis are

naturally inhabitants ol' shauy siiuaiions, and are

to organized as to be lii lor such places and lor

no oUiers : plants ol' this descnplion will noi

endure lull expoaure lo the sun ; not because an

abundafti decomposition ol' carbonic acid is oiher-

vvise than lavorable to them, but because llieir

epidermis allows ihe escajje ol water loo Ireely

by insensible pui'spiraiion, under the eolar su-

luulus.

ti9. The mere lacl of plants absorbing fluids

from the earihj would renUer a probable that they

have some means ol' parling with a portion ol

It by their surl'dce; but that ihey do perspire is

Kuscej)libie ol' direct proul, and is by no means a

mere matter ol inlerence.

70. We do not indeed see vapor flying ofl' from

the surlace ol plants ; neither do we Irom ihai

ol' animals, exce|)t when the air is so cold as to

condense the vapor
;
yet we know that in both

cases perspiration is perpeiually going on, and it

would appear that in plants it lukLS place more
abundanUy than m animals. Il a plant covered

with leaves is placed under a glass vessel, and
exposed to the eun, the sides ol' the vessel are

speedily covered with dew, produced by the con-

densation ol' the insensible perspiration of ihe

plant. 11 tbe branch ol' a plant is placed in a

botile of water, and the neck ol" the bottle is

luted to the branch, so that ub evaporation can
lake place, nevertheless the water will disappear

;

and this can only happen Irom its having been
abstracted by the branch which lost it again
by insensible perspiration. Hales, an excellent

observer, devised many experiments connected
with this subject ;* among others the lollowing,

which he relates thus :
—" August 13. In the

very dry year 1723, I dug down 2^ leet deep to

the root ol a thriving baking pear tree, and laying

bare a root half an inch in diameter (Jig. 7) I cul

ofl the end of the root at i, and put the remaining
stump (i n) into the glass tube dr, which was
an inch in diameter, and eight inches long, cemeni-

Ihe power of absorbing by their roots, moisture, and,
along with it, air and carbonic acid. Is it, therefore,

surprising that the carbonic acid should be returned
unchanged to the atmosphere, along with water, when
light (the cause of the fixation of its carbon) is

absent ? Neither this emission of carbonic acid nor
the absorption of oxygen has any connexion with the

process of assimilation ; nor have they the slightest

relation to one another ; the one is a purely mechani-
cal, the other a purely chemical process. A cotton
wick, enclosed in a lamp which contains a liquid

saturated with carbonic acid, acts exactly in the same
manner as a living plant in the night. Water and
carbonic acid are sucked up by capillary attraction,

and both evaporate from the "exterior part of the
wick." Liebig, Organic Chemistry hi its applications

to Agriculture and Physiology, (London, 1840,) pp. 27—
j

33, passim ; a work which comprises a masterly view
of the chemical phenomena of vegetation. A. G]

See 'Vegetable Statics, London, 1727.
I

ing il fast al r ; the lower pari of the tube d z
was eighteen inches long and a quarter ol an
inch diameter in bore. . . . 'I'hen I turned the

lower end of the tube {z) uppernio.?l, and filled

It lull of water, and then immediately iiumeieed
the small end z into the cistern of meicury at the

bottom, taking away my linger which slopped
up the end ol the lube z The root im-
bibed the water with so much vigor, that in six

minutes' liine the mercury was raised uj) the tube
d z as high as z, namely, eight inches. . . . The
next morning at eight o'clock the mercury was
lallen to two inches in height, and two inches

01 the end of the root i were yet immersed in

water. As ihe root imbibed ihe water, innu-

merable air bubbles issued out at i. which oc-

cupied the upper part ol the tube at r as the

water leltit.' On another occasion he planted

a sunflower 3^ leet high in a garden pot, which
he covered with thin milled lead, cemeniing all

the joints so that no vapor could escape exce()l

through the sides of the pot and through the

plant itself; but providing an aperture capable
of being stopped, through which the earth in Ihe

pot could he watered. Alter tilleen uays, viz.,

irom July 3 to August 8, he Ibund, upon making
all necessary allowances lor waste, that this sun-
flower plant 3^- leet high, with a surlace of 5616
square inches above the grouud, had perspired

as Ibllows :

—

Ounces.
Avoiidupoiij.

In twelve hours of a very dry warm day 30,

On another day - - - - 20,

In a dry warm night without dew - 3,

In a night with some small dew - U;

And that v\ hen the dew was copious, or there was
rain during the night, tlie |)lant and pot were in-

creased in weighl two or three ounces. Other
persons have insliiuied other experiments ol a
similar nature, the result of all which is, that the

insensible perspiration of plants is very conside-

rable.* Hales says his sunflower perspired seven-
teen times more than a man. There is, however,
this important peculiarity in vegetable perspira-

tion, thai it lakes place only or principally in sun-

• The amount of this force is strikingly illustrated

by the following circumstances recorded by the late

Mr. Braddick. " One experiment I will mention,
as it may serve to show the great power of the rising

sap in tne vine, while its buds are breaking. On the

20th of March, in the middle of a warm day, I se-

lected a strong, seedling vine five years old, which
grew in a well prepared soil, against a south-west
wall ; I took off its head horizontally with a clean
cut, and immediately observed the sap rising rapidly

through all the pores of the wood, from the centre to

thebaik. I wiped away the exuded moisture, and
covered the wound with a piece of bladder, which I

securely fastened with cement, and a strong binding
of waxed twine. The bladder, although first drawn
very close to the top of the shoot, soon began to

stretch, and to rise like a ball over the wound; thus
distended, and filled with the sap of the vine, it felt

as hard as a cricket ball; and seemed, to all appear-
ance, as if it would burst. I caused cold water from
a vyell to be thrown on the roots of the plant ; but
neither this nor any other plan that I could devise,

prevented the sap from flowing, which it continued
to do with so much force as to burst the bladder in

about forty-eight hours after the operation was per-
formed

; the weather continuing the whole time warm
and genial.—ifprt. Tra?is., v. 202.)
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light. The last experiment shows that, while

the sunflower was losing from tweniy to thirty

ounces of water daily during the day, it lost only

three ounces during the night without dew, and

that there was n'o loss whatever if a slight dew

were present. Here it is probable that the small

amount which was lost at night was parted with

by the sides o( the garden pot, and that the plant

itself lost nothing, lor it is in evidence that the

perspiration of plants is in proportion to the quan-

tity of sunlight that strikes them, and that in

darkness they perspire little or not at all.* it is no

doubt true, that in a dry atmosphere plants will

lose their water day and night ; but it is equally

certain that under such circumstances they will

lose very much more by day thah by night. They

will, however, lose much more by day in a dry

atmosphere in a given time, than they will in an

atmosphere abounding in moisture.

71. Although perspiration thus appears to be

principally excited by the solar rays, and to be in

a given plant in proportion to their intensity, yet

we'are not authorized in concluding that perspir-

ation is not increased or diminished t)y the medium

in which a plant grows. Immersed in water,

perspiration is necessarily arrested ; in an ordi-

nary atmosphere, it will be in proportion to the

quantity of elastic vapor the atmosphere may
contain ; and it is probable, although there are

no experiments upon the subject, that it is in-

creased in proportion to the rarefaction of the air.

72. Since a plant does not perspire at night,

and since its absorbing points, the roots, remain

during that period in contact with the same

humid medium as durintr the day, they will attract

fluid into the system of the plant during the night,

and. consequently, the weight of the individual

willbe increased, as Hales lounJ to be the case.

Jn like manner, if plants in the shade are abun-

dantly supplied with moisiureat the roots, they

also will gain more than they can lose; and, as

this will be a constant action, the result must

necessarily be to render all their parts soft and

watery.

73. It is evident, from what has bpen staled,

that Isaves must derive the food they digest from

the earth through the medium of the roots; and

that they, while alive, maintain a kind of perpe-.

taal sucking action upon the stem, which is com-

municated To the spon(releis. That this must be

of a very powerful nature is apparent from the

fact, that the smallest leaf at the extremity of !he

branch of a lofty tree must assist in setting in

action the absorbing power of roots, at a distance

eqaal, perhaps, to three thousand times its own
length. If this reciprocal action is not main-

tained w't'iout interruption, and if any th ng occurs

to check it during the period of vegetation, the

plant will suffer in proportion to the amount of

interruption. For example, if the roots are placed

in a warmer medium than the branches, and

are thus induced to absorb fluid faster than the

slower action of the leaves can consume it, the

superfluous sap will burst through the stem and

distend its tissue till the excitability is impaired

* M. De CandoUe distiuguishes between exhalaison

or perspiration, which is a vital action, deperdilion or

evaporation, which is merely physical. But the latter

is too small in amount to be worth taking into account

i'or practical purposes.

or destroyed. Or if, on the other hand, a branch
is caused to grow in a warm medium, while the

roots remain in a very cold medium, the former

will consume the liquid sap faster than the latter

can supply it, and the consequence will be, that

the leaves will die, or the fruit will fall offj or the

flowers be unable to set their fruit, from want of

a constant and suflicient supply of food. Not
that it is necessary for the temperature of the earth

and air to be equal, lor this does not happen in

nature; but it is requisite that they should have
some near relation to each other.

74. It is generally, however, believed, that

leaves absorb fluid from the air ; and their siomates

appear well adapted for that purpose, by their

position in most abundance on the under side of

leaves ; and the possibility of recovering drooping

or sickly plants, by syringing their epidermis

copiously, seems to render this fact almost cer-

tain.* It is, however, thought by some, that

leaves have no power of absorbing water, even
in an elastic state ; and that tlie renovation of
plants by syringing is owing to a diminution of
perspiration.

75. It is to the action of leaves,— to the decom-
position of their carbonic acid, and of their water

;

to the separation of the aqueous particles of the

sap from the solid parts that were dissolved in it
;

to the deposition thus efiiected of various earthy

and other substances, either introduced into plants,

as silex and metallic salts, or formed there, as
the vegetable alkaloids; to the extrication of
nitrogen; and, probably, to other causes as yet

unknown,— that the formation of the peculiar

secretions of plants, ol whatever kind, is owing.
And this is hrouiiht about principally, if not ex-

clusively, by the agency of light. Their green
color becomes intense, in proportion to their expo-

* Mr. Knight entertained the opinion, that water is

sometimes absorbed by leaves to such an extent as to

cause a descent of the sap through the alburnum ; a

derangement of lunction to which he even ascribed

the attacks of mildew fungi upon plants. The second-

ary and immediate causes, lie says, of this disease,

and of its congeners, " have long appeared to me to

be the want of a sufficient supply of moisture from

the soil, with excess of humidity in the air, particu-

larly if the plants be exposed to a temperature below

that to which they have been accustomed. If damp
and cold weather in July succeed that which has

been warm and bright, without the intervention of

sufficient rain to moisten the ground to some depth,

the wheat crop is generally much injured by mildew.

I suspect that in such cases an injurious absorption

of moisture, by the leaves and stems of the wheat

plants, takes place : and I have proved that under

similar circumstances much water will be absorbed

by the leaves of trees, and carried downwards through

their alburnous substance ; though it is certainly

through this substance that the sap rises, under othtr

circumstances. If a branch be taken from a tree

when its leaves are mature, and one leaf be kept con-

stantly wet, that leaf will absorb moisture, and supply

another leaf below it upon the branch, even .though

all communication between them through the bark

be intersected ; and, if a similar absorption takes place

in the straws of wheat, or the stems of other plants,

and a retrograde motion of the fluids be produced, I

conceive that the ascent of the true sap or organizable

matter into the seed-vessels must be retarded, and that

it may become the food of the parasitical plants,

which then only may grow luxuriant and injurious."

(Hart. Tram., i. 86.)
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sure to light within certain limits, and feeble, in
!

proportion to their removal from It ; till, in loial
|

and continued darkness, they arn entirely dediuule
j

of green secretion, and become blanched or eiio- '

lated. The same result uiiends all thi-ir oiher 1

secretions ; timber, gum, sugar, acids, starch, I

oil, resins, odors, Havors, and all the numberless i

narcotic, acrid, aromatic, pungent, astringent, and

other priuciples derived Irom the vegetable king-

dom, are equally uiHuenced, as to quantity ami

quality, by the amount of light to which the

plants producing them have been exposed.

76. it is, however, to be observed that, as has

already been stated (68), the capability ol plants

to bear the action ot direct light varies according

to their specific nature. One species is organized

to suit the almospliere of a dense wood, into

which ditluse light only will penetrate ; another

is planted by nature on the exposed lace of a

sunburnt rock, upon which the raysolashadeless

sun are daily sinking ; in these cases, the light

which is necessary to the one would be destruc-

tive of the other. Ttie organic ditlerence of such

species seems to consist chietiy in the epidermis,

which regulates the amount oi perspiration (,61).

It is theretcjre to be remarked, that it is not the

greatest quamiiy of light which can be obtained

itiat is most lavorable to the healthiness ol plan's,

but the greatest quantity they will bear wiihoui

injury. If the former were true, the concentrated

lighi of a lens would be better than the strongest

ordinary light ; but the etl'ect of the concentrated

light ol a iens is to burn the surlace, and the or-

dinary solar rays produce the same etiect upon
many plants, probably by exhausting the tissue

of its water laster than ii can be supplied Irom

the roots.

In the course of time, a leaf becomes incapa-

ble of perlbrnnng its luiicfions ; iis passages are

choked up by the deposite of sedimentary matter

;

there is no longer a free communication between
its parenchyma and that of the rind, or between
its veins and the wood and liber. It changes
color, ceases to decompose carbonic acid, absorbs

oxygen instead, gels into a morbid condition, and
dies: it is then thrown otf. This phenomenon,
which we call ihefall of the leaf, is going on the

whole year round, except mid-winter, in some
plant or other. Those which lose the whole ul

their leaves at the approach of winter, and are

called deciduous, begin, in lact, lo cast their leaves
within a few weeks alter the commencement ol

their vernal growth ; but the mass of their Ibli-

age is not rejected till late in the season. Those,
on the other hand, which are named evergreens,
part with their leaves much more slowly ; re-

tain them in health at the time when the leaves
of olher plants are perishing ; and do not cast
them till a new spring has commenced, when
other trees are leafing, or even later. In the
latter class, the functions of the leaves are going
on during all the winter, although languidly

;

they are constantly attracting sap li-om the earth
through the spongelets, and are, therefore, in a
state of slow but continual winter-growth. It

usually happens that the perspiratory organs ol

these plants are less active than in deciduous
species.

78. In general, a leaf is an organ of digestion
and respiration, and nothing more ; some leaves
have, however, the power of forming leaf-buds.

if placed in or upon eqrth, under suitable cirrnm-
staiiccs. The BryophylUim calvciniirri lonus
buds at the iiidentaiions uf its nmrgin ; Malaxis
paludosa throws off youn<j bnils Irom lis niarirm

;

Tellinia grandillora occasionally hmls at tht- mar-
gins of I's leaves : the same tliiiii^ happens to

many ferns ; atid several other cases are known.

SOME REMARKS UPON THE DISEASE, CALLED
THE "yellows," which attacks the
PEACH TREE.

From the Magazine of Horticulture.

I have noticed occasional upeful remarks on the

best varieties and the culture of fruit trees in your
valuable Magazine; but I have not, as yet. seen
any remarks upon the disease called the yellows,

which affects the peach tree, or reasons assigned
for its prevalence. If the cause could be Ibund
out, it might lead to a cure, which would render a
lasting benefit to our country. However valuable
most other fruits are, none are equal to the peach
in delicious flavor and healthiness, and I should
therefore be pleased to see this subject carefijily

investigated, and the experience of some of your
intelligent correspondents communicated through
your pages.

And as I have, for about thirty years, occasion-
ally had my attention drawn to this subject, I am
willing to throw in my mite of experience, 1 ain
fully satisfied that the complaint exists. Some
persons say ihat the worm at the root is the cause
of the yellows, 1 acknowledge that any disorder
that destroys the trees will cause the leaves to

turn yellow, but the complaint I call the yellows
will kill a whole orchard, without any visible

wounds, on or belbre the third or fourth full crop.

I think where any neighborhood abounds with
peach orchards, it will be nearly impossible to

keep clear of the disease.

On planting out young peach trees on the side

of a peach nursery, two years after the nursery
was removed, and although the ground was in

other respects well suited for the growth of the

peach tree, yet by the next autumn many of
them were dead, and the balance so sickly that I

had ihem all dug up, and there was no sign of the
worm at the roots. From this, and other similar

experiments, I think the disease may be generat-
ed by planting in or near where a nursery or or-

chard of peach trees has been, or where the laiter

is ; consequently, where a neighborhood abounds
with peach trees, there is danger of its becoming
overspread with disease, without greater care than
is usually taken to prevent it.

I think I have seen evidences of its being in

some degree contagious. Richard Cromwell, the
respectable and worthy peach raiser, nearBalii-
more, has for upwards of thirty years supplied
that city with peaches of the best quality, on a
large scale. Some time since, when I was walk'-
ing with Mr. Cromwell through his peach or-

chard, when the trees were hanging full of ripe

Iruit, he pointed out a tree that he said had the
yellows, having a full crop upon it, at that time
worth one dollar per peck, and lo me it appeared
healthy; but he observed to me, "as soon as
I take the fruit from the tree, I shall dig it up, in

order to prevent the disease speading any farther,
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for 1 expect the side of the adjoining trees next
to It will be atlecied iiexi seaton." I had occa-

sion to pass through JMr. Croauvell's orchard th^
next liuilinif liaie, and llie sickly tree had been
dug u|i, but, as had bt-en predicted, parts ol ihejour
rieighboniig trees were evidently much atiectedj

but only the sides next to the diseased iiee, which
made u ihe more sinking, and convincing ol' the

coniagioii, it' ihls is a proper term.

Ou another occasion, 1 had a lavorite early pur-

ple peach, belore 1 had a nursery, ihat 1 sus|)ect-

ed was partially allecied by the jellows, and be-

ing desirous ol preserving ihe variety, 1 cut. the

healthiest branch 1 could get, and i liad twelve

buds inserted in healthy peach stocks, but when
Ihey had u;rown about tliree leet, they showed
the disease so plainly that in order to prevent it

Irom spreading, 1 pulled up all the trees, and had
ihetri Ournt.

From these cases, it seems to me the disease

may be generated by planting old peach oichards

or nurseries too .-ooii alter the removal ol the uid

trees, and also by planting too near those already

attected with the disease; and il cuttings or

scions are taken liom diseased trees, their |)roduct

will be also diseaseil. 1 also think ihe yellows

may be communicated to young trees l>y |)lanimg

seeds taken Irom diseased peach trees. Kespeei-

lully your Iriend, Robert Sinclair.
VLairmont Mursei-y, March 18, 1841.

CANKER WORMS.

From ttie Yanttee Fanner, of July 18, 1840.

Mr. Editor—When 1 was in Boston last win-

ter, I promised to give you some intormaiion re-

specting the habiis of the canker worm ; also some
ol the means to be used to prevent the ravages ol

this most destructive insect.

1 shall commence with the insects in the Qgg,
and shall proceed with a number ol' occasional

communications, which 1 shall send you Irom time
to time.

The worms are usually hatched about the fif-

teenth ol May, sometimes earlier and sometimes
later, depending very much upon the season.
When first hatched they are very small, but their

presence can soon be discovered by a close obser-
ver. They are, in the early stage of their growth,
very susceptible ol cold, and a Irosi is latal to

them ; although the insect in its perlect state is

as hardy, and will endure cold or a pelting storm
hke a polar bear ; in lact, the grub in its' ascent
upon the trees in February when overtaken by
a cold snap, much resembles Bruin when placed
in like circumstances, by drawing up its letrs un-
der the body, and sleeping in a torpid state until

moderate weather. Last spring, in a cold north-
east storm, i observdil the worms crawl into the
closed petals of the apple blossom lor shelter.

They usually acquire their growth and leave the
tree about the fifteenth ol' June, and durinc this

period, change their skins several times.

They eat with astonishing voracity, particular-

ly in their last stage, first devouring the leaf and
then the Iruit. Alter acquiring their lull growth,
which is usually in (bur or five weeks, they leave
the tree by lowering themselves down to the ground
by a silken thread, which they learned to opin

frorri the earliest period of their existence, as they
move about upon the branches, always careful to

have the end ofthe cord last, so that il'ihe branch
on which they are feeding is struck, they will

always show themselves by spinning doun a few
leet, and if suH'ered to remain a short time, they
will again ascend the tree by their cord, alternately

i?rasp;ng it with their leet and seizing it with
theirjaws.

Professor Peck is in some respects incorrect, in

his description of the habits ol' this insect. He
says '• the worms descend by the trunk ofthe tree

in June, and immure themselves in the earth near
the trunks, and rarely if ever more than three to

four feet distant." Our observation has led us to

a different opinion. They leave the tree from Ihe

branch on which they leed, and suddenly spin

down by their thread to the ground, and enter it to

the depth of form two to six inches, and imme-
diately change into the chrysalis state. I have
seen them leave the branch of an elm thirty feet

from the trunk, and at once work their way into

the ground. And the grubs and millers can be
seen in the season of their running, soon after

sunset, struoglingand fluttering through the grass
(or manj' leet around, usually to the extent of the

hranciies of the tree, under which they are striv-

ing to reach the trunk. And if in their progress

they meet with a lence, post, or house, they will

ascend if, and the grub before leaving it wilt

deposiie her eggs.

As we have now fairly disposed of the canker
worm, for at least a few months, by burying it in

the earth, let us now look around us and see what
can be done to counteract the bad eflects of its

ravaaes ; and what I shall here relate, came un-
der my observation last year. In purchasing a
piece of land, 1 came in- possession oltwenty large

apple frees, which had been eaten by the canker
worm more or less for several years, but last year,

particularly, the foliage and fruit were eaten en-
tirely up. On some of the trees the worms were
very numerous, and hardly found sufficient quanti-
fy of food to subsist upon.

After the worms had become quite large, I less-

ened their numbers by shaking the limbs and
throwing course sand into the trees, thereby caus-

ing them to suspend themselves by their thread,

and striking them off with a stick to the ground,

and then tarring the trees to prevent their as-

cending them. Dry coarse sand or ashes placed

around the trunks will answer the purpose, to pre-

vent the worms again ascendinu- the trees. Small
trees in this way may be wholly cleared of worms,
but on large ones this method of extirpating the

insect avails but little, for after destroying great

numbers, enough will still remain to greatly in-

jtire the foliage and fruit, besides the injury the

tree will be likely to sustain in shaking it, when
the bark from the great flow of sap at this season
of (he year is very apt to peel, thereby causing
canker. For this reason, I prefer coarse sand
thrown into the tree, as it will generally destroy

them without causing injury. But after the insect

is on the tree, if a large one, little can be done to

destroy it, and it should be our chief aim (o devise

some way (0 prevent its ascending the trunk.

Soon after the worms had entered the ground
and passed into (he chrysalis state, I removed the

eardi around the trees to (he dis(ance of five feet

from the trunk, and to (he dep(h of six inches ; this
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I caned away and broug:ht back, in return, some
good manure mixed wild earlii, and placed ii

around the trees. In this way I got rid of a vasi

number of the worms by removini; iliem wiiii ihe

din, besides increasing the growth and IruitCulnees

ol ihe trees. I then covered the compost over

with spent baric or tan, which I have Ibumi bene-

ficial by preventing tlie growth ol'grass, and keep-

ing the earth loose, and by the property it pos-

sesses oCretainmg Irost, the eartli around the trees

is kept I'rozen, causing the irrubs to remain siill

during the moderate weaiher in February, March,
and beginning of April, thereby avoidmg the

necessiiy of tarring during this period. In the

autumn and spring Ibilowing liie trees were tarred,

and alter the grubs were done running, tliey were
scraped, and a wash composed of hme, soap
suds, clay, and cow-dung applied wi;ha whitewash
brush 10 ihe trunk and branches. The trees

were carefully pruned about the middle of May,
by removing all the dead and diseased limbs,

which, in consequence of repeated injury (hey

had sustained by the worms, had become quite

numerous.

There is nothing, perhaps, that will so soon

<:ause decay in an apple tree as this insect. You
will first notice tl e injury by observing the ex-

tremities of the branches, which will be dead, and
unless they are removed in pruning, the disease

will extend along fo the trunk, and cause the deefih

of the tree. Trees deprived of their loliage by the

worm, generally put Ibrih again the same season,

but this extra labor of furnishing new leaves is

very exhausting to the viizor of the tree, and hence
it becomes necessary to prune close, and apply ma-
nure, and in some bad cases of injury, the more
stimulating the better.

When manure cannot be obtained, digging
around the tree will answer a good purpose by
crushing the chrysalis, exposing it to the aciion of

the sun and air, or to be devoured by birds, and the

earth being loosened, will impart vigor to the tree.

The question may be asked by some of your read-

ers, when is the best time to dig around the tree?

In reply, I would answer, I consider the first of
July the best season, although it may be done at

any time, from that period to the fall of the leaves

in autumn. The reasons for my preferring the

first of July are these. The worms having passed
into the chrysalis state, the shells are soft and len-

der, and are more easily crushed by digains, and
the tree will the sooner recover from its injury by
receiving an immediate benefit from your assistance,

but if delayed until auiumn it will derive little bene-
fit from your labors the present year. I have suc-
ceeded by the process above described, in com-
pletely restoring trees to the higlieel stale of health
and vijror, covering them with an abundance of
fi-uit and (oliage, and with bur very little appear-
ance, of the canker worm. Yours, with respect

and esteem, . S. P. Fowler.

[Having previously sitrnified our intention to

copy the above article, Mr. Fowler, after requesting
us to make a few corrections, adds—]

The method to be used to renovate and restore
to health and vigor apple trees that have received in-
jury from the canker loorm.—When trees have
been suffered to be eaten ior several years, as is

i

sometimes done by some persons, under the mis-
taken notion that it is best to let ihem alone and
cat Ihemselfcs out, as ihey term it, it (i-equenily bo-

con)es a sutiject of inquiry, what is best lodo with
them to restore them I I will relate to you ilio

method a neiirhbor of mine piirsueil in regard to

his trees, by my suggestion. He hail sull'ered the
canker worm to injure ihem most severely

; many
ol the limbs were dead—others partially so ; suck-
ers were growing up li-om the middle ol the tree

;

the lin)bs and trunks covered vviih moss, and with
the appearance of canker

—

exhibiting decay and
disease. Four different modes to pursue toward
the trees presented themselves to our mimls.
'I'he first was to cut Ihem down and set out new
ones ; but this was given up, when we considered
that it was a well established fact, that new
orchards do badly on the site of o'd ones. The
second was, to head thorn down, afier the manner
laid down by Forsyth and other vvrilers, to restore

oW and decayed trees ; but this mode was aban-
doned, for reasons which will hereafier appear.

The third was, to tritn out the suckers and cut off

the dead limbs, shorten those half dead by cutting

them down to the live wood, pruningclose, plough-
ing or digging amongst the roots ; how we should
have succeeded in pursuinij this method, I do not
know ; it has been practised by Capt. Benj. Porter
this spring upon his trees, which you will remem-
ber the canker worms and netrlect have caused to

be in a bad condition. We shall see the results

in a lew years, if we live. Had I owned that

large orchard, I would have given considera-

ble lor the opportunity which he had of entirely

changing his trees, by grafting the suckers upon
his old, and many of them poor varieties of ap-
ples, and substituting the new and better kinds
of Iruit.

Our principal objection to this method was the
difficulty of again imparling vigor in old and
diseased tops, full of moss and canker, and likewise

perceiving the tendency of the aap to flow into the
suckers instead of the old limbs ; and should these

suckers be removed every year, or indeed twice a
year, as we have sometimes done, siill there is a
tendency in the tree to throw out new suckers,

plainly indicating thereby that it is btriving to ob-

tain a new top, which in lime it would acquire

without assistance, (although much better with it,)

by the growth of the suckers and the old limbs dy-
ing down to the trunk. Our fourth method, which
we practised with success, and recommended to

others, is as Ibllows. First, to cut out all dead
limbs close to the trunk, and when large, apply
paint, with a brush,, to the wounds. Red or yel-

low ochre is best ; by the way we consider this

the best application for wounds caused by remov-
ing large limbs, or by accidents, that can be made.
I applied Forsyth's composition to the ends of
limbs removed in pruning a few years since, and
I (ound some of them rottf n, caused by its retain-

ing moisture, as I supposed. Cut off all partially

dead limbs down to the live wood. Trim out the
suckers' leaving a sufficient number of the most
vigorous to form a good head to the trees, and
apply the wash ; dig around the trees and apply
manure, if you have it. When the suckers have
acquired a sufficient size, graft them, and as they
grow and occasion maj' require, cut the old limbs
out close to the grafts at the fork, prune the grafts

and give them a proper direction, so as to form a
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good lop. By ihis melhoc], in a few years you can
gel rid ol (he old liead, subsiiiuimg lor il a new
one, lieallliy and vigorous. The advantages ol

this nieihod over all oihercs in resiuring trees badly

injured by the canker worm, are these ; ii gives

us an opportuniiy by gralting, 10 obtain (he new
and better varieties o) Iruit ; and in some old or-

chards this is very desirable. The reasons vvhy

we preler It ovt r iVlr Forsyili's method ol' head-

ing down are these ; the old limbs are bearing

some liuil while your grafts are growing in your
suckers, and you do noi risk the hie ol' tlie tree by

depriving it at once of all its limbs, lor there is

t-ome danger of losing large trees in this way.
There are many things connected with the ha-

bits ol" the canker worm and the means of its de-

struction, which it might be uselul to publish. It

has undoubtedly produced more injury to our apple

trees than any thing else.

The ne:xt most destructive insect to our trees, or

rather Iruit, we have to trouble us, is the curculio.

They have increased very much with me in a lew

years, destroying or injuring, I should think, near-

ly hair my Iruit.

The canker is a disease well understood in Eng-
land, but very little here. It is common with us,

and when iis effects are seen, il is ascribed by

many people, ignorantly, to injury caused by severe

winters, and nothing more tlioughl of it. Much
might be said on the subject ol' pruning. Very
many people who prune trees, know but little

about It. Much has been said and written on

the proper time 10 prune, but alter some considera-

ble experience 1 think more of the manner ol' per-

forming it than 1 do of the season in which it is

done. All seasons have their advantages and
disadvantages, and much might be said on both

sides ; 1 have pruned at all seasons of the year

successfully and now do it when 1 have leisure

and my saw is sharp. The attention of many
j.eople has been directed within a lew years to

the cultivation of fruit trees, and more have been

set this year than I ever knew before.

A great deal more 1 have to write, had I space.

Your friend, S. P. Fowlek.
N. B.— 1 wish to be understood in my remarks

upon pruning, that I prune any time between the

fall of the leaf in autumn and the middle of May
Ibllowing. 1 never pruned at any other season ol

the year, except to remove suckers in July or Au-
gust, which ] think advantageous. And now as

i am upon a Iresh sheet, I will say more.

As I before remarked, many people are setting

trees and selecting the kinds Irom the knowledge
they obtain from books, regardless of their adap-

tation to particular soils and situations, which is a

great mistake. Thus, lor instance, the Newton
pippins, Pennock's red winter, and many others

raised south of New York are indifferent fruit with

us, however excellent they may be at the south.

And some of our conmion varieties ol Iruit, lor

instance the Pickman pippin, a most valuable

apple with me, I am informed by Mr. Jno. M. Ives,

is a poor tree in his soil. And the old blue pear-

main, greatly extolled by some persons, in my
soil the fruit is poor and the tree a ehy bearer.

S. P. F.

FIRST EXHIBITION AND FAIR OF THK AG-
RICULTURAL AND HOTICULTURAL SOCIE-
TY OF HEKRICO.

The results of this first attempt, considering

the always unfavorable circumstances of every

new beginning, were highly gratifying to all who
lelt interested therein ; and to us they not only

furnished a subject for gratification, but of sur-

prise. The show of fine animals was much
better, and more full, that we had expected, and

that of implements of husbandry, machines, and

agricultural and horticultural products, was still

more abundant. Above all, the great concourse

of visiters must have been quite unexpected, and

we trust, gave an additional impulse to the zeal

of the society, as well as a very considerable

addition to its funds, by the payments lor admis-

sion tickets. We believe that the expectations of

every person present were far exceeded by the

reality, in all the respects referred to above. So

far, this young society has rendered excellent

service; and its members have but to persevere,

and to pursue a proper working course, to render

very great benefit to the agriculture of Virginia.

We should rejoice to see the good example fol-

lowed by the establishment of societies in every

county in Virginia.

If there was any thing to object to in the ex-

hibition, it was a fault caused by tlie great inter-

est showri by the public, and the consequent want

of room and sufficient accommodation for the un-

expected crowd of visiters. There were in fact

so many viewers, that many of the things exhibit-

ed were not seen, nor heard of at the time, by

half the persons on the ground. This defect

can hereafter be easily guarded against.

We copy below the official reports of the pre-

miums awarded, and other proceedings.

—

Ed.

Far. Reg.

Prom tlie Richmond Compiler.

The toasts given at the dinner after the cattle

show and fair of the Henrico Agricultural Society

have been placed in our hands, and will be found

below. The Rev. Jesse H. Turner, president of

the society, presided, assisted by the vice presi-

dents, Messrs. Thos. S. Dickin and Richard G.
Haden. The best feeling prevailed, and the

toasts were washed down with domestic wine.

Toasts by the Agricultural and Horticultural So-

ciety, at their Dinner on the 26th May.

1. Agricultural Exhibitions: Courts of justice,

truly open to the high and the low, the rich and

the poor, where " the fruits ol skill and labor rise

to give testimony, and where the very earth is

eloquent, and speaks nothing but the truth."

2. The f-armer : He who handles the plough

may always be trusted to wield the sword.
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3. Woman : The last created and fairest flower
that bloomed in Eden.

4. James Barbour: The successful an;ricuku-

rist, the eloquent patriot, the upright man :—al-

though absent he cannot be forgotten.

5. James M. Garnett : The virtuous and en-
lightened citizen and zealous promoter of the in-

terests of agriculture. His presence affords en-
couragement and satisfaction.

JMr. Garnett responded to this (oast very briefly.

He complained of a deviation li-um the custom
observed in his early days. Then every body had
credit lor more or less of modesty, and rather than
put a man to the blush, a gentle hint was always
offered that he might retire belbre a compliment-
ary toast was given him. He confessed tiie awk-
wardness of this position under the new fiishion,

but thanked the society for the fl;Utering toast just

drank. He gave the following sentiment

:

Pasturage and tillage : The two breasts of the

state—may they never go dry from the misma-
nagement of the state milkers.

6. Edmund Ruffin, editor of the Farmers'
Register and of the Southern Magazine—His
labors are unceasing to give lertility to our soil,

and purity to our political institutions.

Mr. RufRn expressed his thanks to the society

for the notice they had taken of his efforts, and
offered the following toast

:

Marl banks and paper-money banks : All the

vast increase of riches offered to agriculture by
the former, will not furnish a sufficient supply lor

the legal and ordinary depredations committed by

the latter.

7. Charles T. Botts, editor of the Southern
Planter : a young, but ardent soldier in the cause :

we give him tlie right hand of fellowship.

Mr. Botts expressed his grateful sense of the

compliment paid him. He introduced, in a happy
manner, the following toast, alluding to the king-

dom where one man held despotic sway, and to

another kingdom where, he said, every man was
a monarch :

The farmer: The monarch of the vegetable

kingdom.

By Charles Burton. The memory of Chas.
Von Linneeus, the illustrious founder of modern
botany and classificator of all nature : Most truly

meriting the motto granted by hie sovereign

—

" Deus creavit, Linnaeus disposuii," God created,
Linnaeus arranged.

Mr. Lyons, on behalf of the society, read the
following toast

:

Our respected president, whose industry, en-
ergy and skill have caused the " desert to rejoice
and blossom as the rose."

Parson Turner said he felt greatly flattered by
the kind compliment from the society through his
friend and fe'low member, Mr. Lyons, wTio he
felt sure would heartily make up any deficiency on
his (Parson T.'s) part.

Mr. Lyons, with much good humor, said, in

substance, that it had been hie lot Irequently to be
called on to perform duiies which occasioned em-
barrassment, and in the dii^charge of which he
himself I'elt deficient—but he was not the least

embarrassed on the present occasion, because
there was no deficiency for him to supply.

'I'he company broke up at an earlv hour, much
Vol.. IX.-29

gratified with the proceedings of the day, and
animated witli a fi^rvent zeal in the cause of the
society.

Premiums awarded by the jfgricuUural and Hor-
ticultural Society, on the 26lh of May.

Nol. For the best horse or colt calculated to
produce stock for the draught or saddle, ^15.
Report of the committee, that none was ofiered
wortiiy a premium.
No 2. For the best blood mare, of the same

description—premium, silver cup, value of SglO,
awarded to Ko. Carter Page.
No 3. For the best jack, a premium of $15,

awarded to Wm. Jennings.
No 4. For the best bull, for domestic pur-

poses, a premium of ^10, awarded to VV. B. Syd-
nor, upon his Durham bull Frolic.

No 5. For the best milch cow, a premium of
SIO, awarded to Abraham Warwick, lor his Dur-
ham cow, Lady Ellersly.

No 6. For the best yoke of oxen, a premium of
SIO. Committee reported that none were exhi-
bited worthy a premium, and recommend that this
premium be given to Mr. Colquitt's Durham cow,
Washington Belle, for reasons stated in their re-
port.

No. 7. For the best boar, a premium of %\5,
awarded to the Rev. J. H. Turner, on his Berk-
shire boar President. Tiiis premium relinquished
10 the society.

No. 8. For tlie best brood sow, a premium of
SIG, silver cup, awarded to J. M. Sublett, on his
Berkshire sow Suke,
No. 9. For the liesf specimen of fruits, the pro-

duction of the exhibitor, a premium of ^10,
awarded to Mrs. E. A. Pettirolas.

No. 10. For the best specimen of rare and beau-
tiful plants or flowers, the production of the exhi-
bitor, a premium of $10, awarded to New and
Heydecker.
No. 11. For the best specimen of vegeial)Ies, a

premium of $15, awarded to Wm. H. Richard-
son. This premium relinquished to the society.

No. 12. For the best cultivated market garden,
a premium of $15. Not awarded by the commit-
tee appointed.

No. 13. For the best specimen of domestic
wine, the production of the exhibitor, silver cup,
value $10, awarded to Josiah Woodson.
No. 14. For the best specin)en of domestic silk,

the production of the exhibitor, a premium of $10
silver cup, to J. P. Shermerhorn.

No. 15. For the best specimen of butter, not
less than 5 ibs., the production of the exhitiitor,

$10, awarded to Mrs. Ro. A. Mayo and Mrs.
George Woodfin. $5 each.

No, 16. For the best suit of clothes of Virginia
manufacture

; the premium to be given to the pro-
ducer of the materials of which the clothes were
made, a premium of $15, awarded to Thomas S.
Pleasants.

No. 17. For the best specimen of agricultural
implements, ploughs, cutting machines, corn-
shellers, &c. $15, awarded to Gretter and Peake
on a plough, $5, relinquished—the exhibitors not
being patentees or manufacturers ; to C. T. Botts,

cutting machine $2.50, this premium relinquished
to the society

; to Jabez Parker, corn-Bheller,

$2.50; do, wheat machine and fan, $5.
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BEPRECIATBD AND WORTHLESS BANK NOTES,

AND SUBSCRIFTiONS TO THE FARMERS' RE-

GISTER.

at 30 per cent, discount. (We refer not to actual

frauds in payments, by gentlemen of high stand-

ing too, in paper almost worihit es here, arid diecre-

,
dited at home— as Brandon paper formerly, and

From the depreciation of the paper (and now
; ^^-^^ (Florida) Bank notes recently.) We have

sole) currency of the country, which is the gene-
,q j^^g^ ^ ^^^^^, jjg^ount on nearly all the bank

ral result of the swindling banking system, all

branches of business sud'er greatly—and all per-

Bons, except usurers, and traders in exchange, and

especially the banks, which manufacture this depre-

ciated currency, and whose greatest profit now

consists in the depreciation and discrediting of their

own notes, caused by their own illegal and disho-

nest action. But our particular employment, as

publisher of a periodical, perhaps sutlers more

than any other; and if our subscribers continue to

delay payment upon the ground of difficulty to

obtain better funds, or to pay us in depreciated

money as many have done latterly—and this cur-

rency should still continue to grow worse and

worse, as we expect ii will—then our publication

and business must be broken down, even with a

subscription list larger and more valuable on pa-

per, than it ever has been before. We had thought

that the words of our conditions, (ihough adopted

long before the banks had reached their now very

general degree of (raud, and their issues of depre-

ciation and deserved discredit,) would have guard-

cd^against very heavy losses by discount on mo-

ney worse than that of our own banks in Virginia

—which is bad enough. But not so. It is not

only that particular banks and their notes, former-

ly in something like good credit, have become dis-

credited, but also that many subscribers seem to

think that a depreciated bank note has at least one

peculiar value—which is, to serve as payn)ent for

the Farmefa' Register.

Owing to the great and still increasing losses

from this source, we must require hereafter full

compliance by subscriberp, in regard to the bank
notes they send, with the long existing conditions

of publication. These have long required, 1st,

thai remittances shall be in notes or checks on
specie-paying banks, if any such there be in the
etate in which the subscriber resides ; 2(lly, if there

be no such notes, (and there are none now, south
of New York, that we ever see, e.xcf pi of South
Carolina banks,) then, that payment shall be made
in notes of par value in Virginia, (that is, not more
depreciated than the bank notes of Virginia,)—
and Sdly, if neither ooe or the oiher can be done,
any notes of a city bank, of iho state in which
the subscriber resides, would te received—sup-
posing of course that such would be among the
best currency of that state. Now, even under
these restrictions, (or professing to respect them,)
we have had paper sent us which we cannot se'l

notes (or all such as are sent to us,) of Georgia

and Alabama. By the prices current it would

seem that Savannah and Augusta notes are as

good at home 8S these of Virginia are at home.

But not one of these city bank notes have we
seen, while remittances have been sent us of notes

of every smaller town and every more discredited

bank in Georgia. In other cases, notes are sent, as

of "specie-paying banks," because the bank au-

thorities, and the newspapers acting under their

orders, called them so—when such notes were 5 to

10 per cent, below specie at home, and much more

abroad. By the way—there is only one mode of

testing whether a bank is specie paying, or non-

specie-paying ; and that rule is infallible. If the

notes of a bank, where issued, are worth less than

specie, it is certain that the bank is not truly and

fully paying specie ; and all the assertions or oaths

of bank officers and directors, and bank debtors

and bank slaves, and newspaper editors, to the con-

trary, are not worth a straw as testimony, if in oppo-

sition to the simple fact ofeven so much as one per

cent, discount. Yet some banks whose notes are

5 per cent, below par at home, and 20 abroad,

have claimed to be "specie-paying"—and their

officers and directors, and men too of high standing,

are not ashamed to maintain the truth of the pal-

pable and self-evident falsehood.

It is impossible that we can devise any form of

phrase for our conditions, which shall serve to

meet and guard against all the old and the new
frauds of issuers of paper money—and therefore it

will not be attempted farther than has been done al-

ready by the long used words of our conditions.

Subscribers who desire to comply with their obli-

gations, can do so, at least with a little delay, by

sending paper not depreciated (below specie) at

most above 5 per cent, at home, and which might

not be worse than 10 per cent discount in Virgi-

nia. This would be a heavy loss, and perhaps

enough to ruin our business, if continued long.

But we cannot longer submit, voluntarily, to re-

ceive much worse currency, and in some cases,

as it would seem, selected by the lenders because

of its low value. Nor will the claim to pay such

discredited notes be admitted the sooner, because

the bank adds to its other frauds the false asser-

tion that it pays specie
; or because such fraudulent

and discredited or bankrupt bank may be located

in a city.

We are obliged to bear all losses which our dis-

tant subscribers choose to pot upon m. if they
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choose not to pay at all, we have no remedy

—

and if they choose to commit the wron^f, some-

what less in degree, of paying in notes at 10, 20

or 30 per cent, discount, we can no more help

ourselves. But the imposition and injury are not

the lees felt, and appreciated, because not always

protested against; or because it is submitted to,

without complaining ill each particular case.

In fine, we beg that all who are well-wishers

to this publication, and desirous of its success

and permanency, will duly consider the enormous

injury that it is subjected to in this respect. To
enable it to bear up under such heavy losse?, it

is necessary that every existing subscriber should

perlbrm his obligations as nearly as the general

(i-audulent course of the banks will permit ; and

also to use his influence to extend the circulation,

and thereby increase the income of the |)ublica-

lion. We lose on the best of bank notes, as

(hose of Virginia, say 4 per cent, on the differ-

ence between iheir value and specie— 10 to 50

per cent, on the larger part of all payments from

soutli and west of South Carolina— besides los-

ing very many payments entirely, mainly be-

cause of the difficulties of procuring good money

for remittances. The great and general depre-

ciation of the paper currency in Georgia, Alaba-

ma, Florida, Mississippi and Arkansas, serves as

an excuse to most subscribers for their paying no-

thing ; and to our best friends and efficient sup-

porters in those states, who desire to continue, as

they have done heretofore, to pay their dues fully

and promptly, it is so disagreeable and galling

that they should be compelled by the banks to be

delinr^uenr, that many of them will withdraw

their subscriptions, because of the impossibility

of making their payments punctually, and in

notes not greatly depreciated. Thus we lose in

every way by the fraudulent banking system;

and it will ret]uire all the counteracting aid and

increased support of the friends of the Farmers'

Register to prevent its sinking under these in-

creasing losses of every kind thus produced. In

opposing that e3'stero, and the whole army o(

banking pillagers, we have to eufTer much Irom
I

the hostility and revengeful influence of that

powerful interest. This alone would cause much

withdrawal of support from this publication.

But we should not regard the worst effects of the

hostiliiy of the banking interest, powerful and

pervading as is their influence, if we could but

be protected from the worst impositions of their

cheating and robbing operations, carried on, not

in malice, or hostility or revenge, but merely for

the profit of the dishonesty. If then, those of

our friends who are heartily opposed to this sys-

tem of general and growing fraud and pillagp, do

not desire to have our publication silenced in re-

gard to their enormities, and put down, by being so

cheated and robbed that it can no longer be eup-

poried by its income, they must exert themselves

to meet the danger, and counteract it by new
exertions to sustain the publication. We say

frankly, that According to present appearances,

half our issue will be a charge instead of a pro-

fit to the publication ; and that if the same ap-

pearances continue to the end of the year, the

names of nearly half of our subscribers must be

erased, after their having been furnished with our

publication, for one or more years gratia.—Ed.
Far. Reg.

GAPES IN CHICKENS.

From the Cultlrator.

Messrs. Editors .-—In your April number, a
correspondent attributes the gapes in chickens to

breeding from too old cocks. Whether this will

have any effect to produce the disease, I am un-
able to say, but I have long since found a preven-
tive, and practised accordingly. This 1 have
conjmunicated to others, who have complained of

the malady ; and similar treatment, as (ar as my
knowledge extends, has been attended with iha

same marked result.

The disease is prevented simply by scanting

them in their food. Who ever heard of chickens

which were not confined with the hen, but both

suffered to roam at large and collect all their own
Ibod, to be troubled with this disease? The most
common food (or young chickens is Indian cora

meal, mixed with water so as to completely satu-

rate it. This, when eaten in too large quantities,

is almost sure to produce the gapes. Great care

should, therelbre, be observed in the feeding of

them, and the meal should be previously mixed
some few hours, or otherwise it will swell in the

stomQch of the chicken, which, when full, is the

very cause of the disease. Garret Bergen.
Brooklyn, N'. Y. April 20, 1841.

DESTRUCTION OF CATERPILLARS.

From tlje Boston Cultivator.

Our readers are reminded that this worm should

be attended to in season and when this is done

the labor of extirpation will be trifling. Close

attention to clear the limbs for one or two years

will entirely rid an orchard of the nuisance.

One easy mode of destruction is to apply strong

soap suds to the neet—if the tree is large a swab
tied to the end of a pole will accomplish the pur-

pose effectually. Suds which have been used

by the washwoman are good as any, and by

rubbing a swab on the nest—after it has been

dipped into the euds—the worms are quickly

destroyed.
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ON THE TART OR PIE RHUBARB.

From the Farmers' Gazette.

Jussien, in his classification, has pinred ihis

plant in the 6(h class, Dycotyledons, 52d order,

jPolygonecB, or the duck tribe; herbaceous. In

the clas.-ificaiion oC Lumfeus this order ol plants

is placed in the 9ih cla^s, Enneandria Trigyna.

It only includes lour laniilies; the laurel, the ca-

shew, the rhubarb and flowering rush. Of the 3d

order there are nine species or more; the only

ones, which are culiivaied in the kitchen garden,

are the Rheum Rhaponticxini, introduced from

Asia to Gre.u Bri am in 1578, the Siberia in 1758,

and the Rheum Ilybridum, Ironi-Asia in 1778.

These three species are raised in ihis country

for the sake of their succulent acid petioles, as a

eubsiiiuie lor sour apples, gooseberries, &c., or an

addition to them. The two laiter species seem

not to have b. en long imported into the United

Stales, or, if they have, not been extensively

known at the souih.

The rhapontic and the undulate have leaves

from eighteen to iwenty-lbur inrhes long, and

irom twelve to eighteen wide, according to the

Boil and season ; they are cordateovate, rather ob-

tuse, blunt, smooth, wiih reddish veins; their

flowering stalks will grow to the height oT three

or four feet. There are many distinctive marks

in ihe leaves of these two species, not necessary

to be here mentioned. Probably VVilmoi's early

scarlet rhubarb is a variety of the rhapontic,

and there may exist many other varieties.

The hybrid species has very large leaves ;

you must retain a bud on the crown of each

section. Before transplanting, either these sec-

tions or the young plants from seed, select a light

soil, rather inclined to sandy, have it highly ma-
nured and spaded up to the depih of three spits

of twenty-one inches, and ilioroughly pulverized

— then set out the rhapontic or Uie undulate in

rows at the distance of three it^et by two— but the

hybrid at five teet by lour.

They will now only require to be kept free from

weeds, and to have the ground occasionally stirred

up with a three lined fork or a rake, adding every

spring a good dressing of well rotted manure,
stirred into the earth as deeply as possible, and
your bed will cominue good lor many years.

The advantages ol having the petioles or leaf

stalks blanched lor all culinary purposes, are two-

fold, i. e , t e desirable qualities of improved ap-

pearance and of tiavor, as well as a savmg in the
quantity of sugar, necessary to render them agree-

able to the palate; lor the blanched leafstalks

are much less harsh than those grown under the
full influence of light in an open situation.

This plant may be Ibrced by placing flow^er

barrels or tight boxes over a Wvj plants and cover-

ing them over with Iresh stable manure or by
some of the other methods in gardening, directed

lor Ibrcing vegetables. By covering over all the
roots to the depth of a levy inches with leaves
or light litter or any other protection from cold,

the rhubarb leaves will come forward much
earlier in the spring and much larger. The protec-

tion should be removed as soon as the weather
becomes warm, carelully avoiding to injure^ the

when under good cultivation, they will often young shoots that may have started.

measure lour or even five feet in length, and of

a proportionate width ; they are somewhat cor-

date, smooth and of a light green or glaucous

color.

These three species are cultivated for the stems

of the lower leaves, which come to maturity ear-

lier in the spring than the gooseberry and other

fruits for which it is a substitute ; the hybrid af-

fords the most abundant and succulent supply for

these purposes. Rheum derives its name from
the ancient name of the river which watered its

native region ; the Rha, now named the Volga,

emptying itself into the northern shore of the
Caspian Sea.

All the species of thia plant may be propagat-
ed from the seeds or from the roots; if from the
seed, which is the best mode, in February or

March, sow the seeds about six inches apart in a
fight deep and rich soil ; well pulverized, for depth
and richness of soil are indispensable requisites

for good healthy plants.

In the autumn ol the same year, if you have
taken good care to water and to shelter them
from the scorching suns of the summer, the plants
will be fit to transplant into their beds

;
young

plants require careful watering, even when it

would be injurious to older roots ; and we have
seen them protected from the sun by driving down
on the south side of each plant, a board about
twelve inches wide, and slanting so as to break
the sun's rays in the middle of the day, and yet
let the air and light have free action upon the
plant. In this way you can in all October have
them put out so as to produce leaves for the next
spring

:

When the roots are divided Ibr transplanting,

Whenever you would gather the petioles re-

move the earih a little from the crown of the root,

and somewhat bending down the leaf, which you
would remove, then slip it oflT with your hand,
without using a kni(i3or breaking the stalk. The
leaf stalks may he gathered as soon as they are
half grown or are sufficiently expanded ; but a
much larger produce can be obtained by letting

them remain uniil full expansion has taken place,

when the full grown stalks are gathered and tied

up in bundles of about a dozen each, and thus
exposed for sale in the market. Some of the
leaf stalks are two or three feet long and over.
As letting the stalks run up to flower would

weaken the powers of the roots for preparing the
necessary nourishment Ibr winter quarters,— top

all but a lew of the healthiest ones, which may
be left to perfect their seeds, which will ripen in

August or the last of July.
The petioles or leaf stalks of the rhubarb plant

are used in cooking pies, tarts, preserves, sauce,
puddings, &c.

1. Rhuharh preserve; strip the stalks of their

outer skin and divest them of the small fibres

which would render them stringy,—more espe-
cially if the leaves are a little old,—then cut them
transversely into short pieces about the size of
gooseberries, and parboil them with as much sugar
and such spices as suit the taste.

2, Rhubarb pudding; with a rolling pin, as if

for an apple dumpling, flatten out a suety crust
and spread thereon the stalks cut into small
pieces of a gooseberry size, then roll them up
in any shape at fancy and boil in cloths, same
as apple dumplings ; it is served up hot, cut in

thin slices with sugar and butter sauce between
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each layer; in this way ihe fruit retains all its; I thouph the agreement is remarl<al)ie, the discre-

virtues anci'hy most persons is hi<;hly relished. ' pnnciep leave room to hold on to the claim of P.

3. Jiliubarb pie; cut the stalks to pieces of the \praUnsis. In some of the Fcicniific deecriptions

size" of the <Tooseberry, put these pieces into a
i
of /*. pnv/fiisis, it is said to have creeping roots;

dish with iis t)oitom covered with a crust or not,

at pleasure; squeeze over them a little lemon

juice, adding orange peel, sugar, rose-water, cin-

namon and other spices to your ta>te, covering

the whole wiih a good puff paste, and then

balce it.

4. Rhuharb tarts resembling codling tarts ; cut

the leaf sialUs inio pieces ahoui lour inches long,

skin and slowly simmer them in a saucepan with ! grass, in Virginia, goose grass, yard grass, green-

sugar and a trifle of water, lor one hour; when sward, in England, I believe, great or smooth

cold, make them taste like codlins by adding cin

namon, lemon peel. &ic.

but such is not the fact wiih regard to Kentucky
blue grass. We leave it with botanists to settle

the scientific term ; and we shall (orward to a
number of them, in various quarters, specimens of

the genuine grass.

Llangollan, 3Iay 26, 1841.

Dear sir—The grass called in Kentucky, blue

stalked meadow grass, by all botanists arranged in

the poa genus, tuit by some called the species P.

5. Jihubarb sauce ; boil the stalks over a slow \ praten sis, by others P. trivialis. is now in bloom,

fire, till tender, in a small quantity of water with
j

1 have taken some pains to examine it with a

sugar and sucli spices as suit the taste, and strain
j
compound microscope of some power, and give

off the liquor, squeezing the stalks dry, and, when
the liquid syrup or sauce is cold, bottle and cork

it tight ; this will keep for years.

After giving the above recipes, we are sure that

our esteemed fair correspondent will excuse us

from publishing the recipes for making rhubarb

cream—jelly—jam—trifle— fool—marmalade, &c.

as they can easily be made from the cookery

books, by substituting "rhubarb" lor "goose-

berries," "strawberries," &c., used in the com-
nion way of making those sweetmeats.

A MINUTE SCIEKTIFIC DESCRIPTION OF KEN-
TUCKY BLUE GRASS.

From tlie Kenlucl<y Farmer.

We have much satisfaction in laying the fol-

lowing description of our great grazing grass, be-

fore the readers of the Farmer. We hope it will

serve to settle the disputed question as to what
species of the poa genus the blue grass is ; lor

there appears to be great difference of opinion,

even among botanists, on the subject. Although
the more general opinion is, that it is the poa
pratensis, yet it has been, by various writers, sup-

posed to be P. viridis, P. trivialis, &c. &c.
!n regard, however, to the accuracy of the fol-

lowing description of it, be it what species it may,

you the results of my examination. But so simi-

lar are the characteristics of the species, in this

genus, that I am doubtful, after all, if this plant

can be distinguished by the characteristics here-

with sent you, from other species of the same
genus. Its general appearance is sufficient to en-
able larmers, familiar with it, to distinguish it at a
glance, li-om all other species, not only of the poa
genus, but from all of the gramince family. Its

root is fibroi^is, without knots or enlargements of
any kind, throwing off at their sides secondary
fibres, as fine as a single thread of a silk-worm, of

a pure white color. The roots in a favorable soil

are cespitose, throwing up many radical leaves

and forming a dense turf, so that the seeds of other

plants cannot reach the ground, and hence the

plant excludes most other kinds of vegetation.

The roots will grow as long as the stalk or culm is

high, and they are perennial. The stalk, although
it to the naked eye appears a smooth-surfaced
cylinder, from node to node, is striated, with raised,

longitudinal, parallel stripes of deep green, cover-

ed with lines of scabrous, whitish, protuberant

dots. Alternating with these stripes, square-edged
grooves of a paler green and smooth surface, run
parallel with them fi'pm node to node, giving to

each internode the appearance of a grooved fluted

column with raised plain surfaces between the

grooves of a deep green, dotted with white stucco,*

and the bottoms of the grooves of a pale green
and highly polished. The culm in this country iswe are prepared to vouch ; having gone carefully , _

through the dissection and inspection of all the {

'rom one loot to four feet high, but where it has
been grazed, from three to eighteen inches highparts or organs of the plant and flower, by means

of a good microscope. JVlr. Lewis spent ten days
of labor in dissecting many flowers, to be certain
of the correctness of his description ; and, after he
had become entirely satisfied, we then spent a day
with him, verifying the accuracy of his descrip-
tion. Although we have no experlness in such
dissections, we can yet venture to say that, with
the aid of a good microscope, we could see that

his description, as far as it goes, is correct. All
that he states may be relied on ; though our
readers will not require an endorser for Mr. Lewis'
scientific opinions. It will be observed that he
does not speak of a nectary j and this is because
he had not been able to discover it. Every other
important organ of the plant was discovered

;

and he only describes what he saw.
It will be observed that the description by Mr.

Lewis comes near identifying our blue jrraes with
another poa as described in Nuttall ; but, al-

The sheaths of the cauline leaves are much long-

er than the lamina. The stipule is a semi-circu-

lar extension of the sheath about one-twentieth of
an inch above the articulation, deprived of paren-
chyma and of silverj' white color and scariose jut-

ting above the blade and resting against the culm
it gives the appearance of a sheath cut off and
the blade or lamina of the leaf glued on to the
back of it just below where it was cut off. The
lamina or blade of the leaf is linear-lanceolate with
a coarclate pungent point. The blade carinate

* May not the regular lines of which dots on the
stalks be a silicious deposite to strengthen it? Dr.
Brewster gives it as his opinion, that the Tabashcar in
the nodes of bamboo is an integral element of the
plant itself and 770^ an accidental deposite, and that it

performs some important function in the processes of
vegetable life. See the Edinburgh Journal of Sci-
ence (16th) page 285, 1828.
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with serratei] edores and surface exactly similar to

thai of the culm, and having a disiinct dorsal line

from the base to the apex, and consiiiuiing the

punsent scariose point. In ihe eirly part of the

growth of the culm the cauiine leaves ascend,

making an acute ansle with the stem. They
subsequently lall to a horizontal position, and ulti-

mately flag loosely down lil<e a streamer (irom the

mast head^of a ship. The culm is hollow or fistu-

lous from node to node. The radical leaves are

linear-lanceolate, and in all respects like the cauiine

leaves, except that they are much longer and nar-

rower, being frequently two feet long. They,

as well as the cauiine leaves, are frequently par-

tially discolored with brown (i^rrnginous blotches.

The peduncle or flower stalk is a rachis or a.xis of

inflorescence, with the nodes gradually approxi-

mating as they approach to the top, and its di-

amete? diminishing to the size of a fine thread.

There are generally ?i!?ie nodes <o Ihe peduncle,

besides the terminating spikelet of flowers. From
every node there proceed divaricate spikes^ in se-

miverticils alternating with each other. These-

miverticil at the lower node contains five spikes

generally. They divaricate horizontally at right

angles to the peduncle, the two forming the dia-

meter of the semiverticil, and the one at right

angles to them being longer than the two inter-

vening spikes. The?e spikes are then divided into

spikelels'flf some distance from their insertion at

the node. And on these spikelets and on the termi-

nation of the main spike grow the flowers. On the

spikelets there are from two to six flowers. Each
succeeding seniivertici! to Ihe top is formed like

the lowesrone on the peduncle, but the spikes are

shorter, and yenerally fewer in number at each

ascending node, so as to (brm a conical pyramid of

infloresce'nc.e or loose sugar loaf shaped panicle.

The spikes and spikeleis are finely fililorme.d to-

wards their extremities and tapered from their

junction with the stalk. The flowers are densely

arranged on these flatly, or compressed and dis-

tichoirsly placed on the rachis with their points all

directed to the apex of their respective spikelets,

and each flower and even each of the flosciili of

the flower having its 0W7i distinct pedicel. The
flower, so called because the two glumes are com-

mon to the three florets above them, is composed

of three distinct flosculi or florets, one immediately

above the glumes, the next alternately above it on

the spikelet or rachis, and the third terminating

the spiKelet or rachis. The glumes in their form

are exactly like a small portion of the end of the

lamina of the leaf, that is lanceolate, carina:e and

pungent, they are scariose at their edges near

their'apices. But on their dorsal line they have

toothed seta?, hooked from their base to their

apex, all the poin's inclining to the apex. These
hooked seice are formed like cat's claws or the

prickles on a rose bush. These, as Vv^ell as the ex-

terior valves of the pelea?, are green, in botanical

language, unclouded, except at their points. The
paleae are similar in their Ibrm to the glumes, but

are without the prickles on the back. Their

edges have a whitish tinge with a slightly reddish

brown color towards their points. The interior

palefe are more acute and of a whitish green.

Between the glumes and the vaK>>s and within

the latter also proceeding from their interior, at

their junction with the pcdicclp, very fine yfrach-

void'Tvmcnlam like baited silk floss and very

white ascend almost to the points of the glumea
and palcfe. In each floret there is one stamen
and one dygynic pistil. When the flowers ex-
pand the anthers of the stamens fly out. Each
anther, of which of course there are three, con-
sists of two transformed leaflets dorsally glued
together or anaslamosing. The outer edges of
the lamina of each of these leaflets are curved
outwards from their dorsal junction and inwards
towards their upper surface, till they meet so as to

(brm two pollen cases or lobes joined back to back.

These edges open again longitudinally and form
the line of dehiscence when the pollen is to be
discharged on the stigmata. They are carinate.

The bifurcation between the ends of these cells

which were the apices of the transformed leaflets

is wider and deeper than at the ends which were
the bases of the leaflets. Between the curved
angle of the latter ends of the cariniaie cells the

filament passes forming the connectivum. The
filament is exlremelj small, of arachnoid fineness

and elasticity, and so long that the three filaments

become twisted together very olten, soon after

the expansion of the flower. The anthers thus

(brmed and connected each with its floret by ita

fine filamenr are extremely versatile and in con-

stant trembling motion with the slightest breath

of air. While enclosed in the paleae they are

of a greenish white color. After they come out

and have been some time exposed to the atmo-
sphere they assume a bluish purple lilac hue.

When several panicles in bloom are shaken, the

grains of pollen Ibrm a little cloud like smoke, but

a single grain is invisible to the naked eye of

most persons. When viewed through the mi-

croscope it is subrotund of a dusky leaden color,

except in the centre, which presents a white

speck. The pistil has two short cylindrical

greenish styles standing on a subrotund germen
or ovary, like the bodies of short trees Irom which

on every side proceed curved and strait and
branching stygmalic limbs, the filiformed silvery

subdivisions of which are like the twigs or minute

branchlets of a tree. There is a slight depres-

sion of (he germen between the bases of the

styles. In each of the three florets of the flowers

there is one of these styles which with its styg-

matic branches and twigs of silver is a miniature

representation of a tree covered with sleet glitter-

ing in the bright winter sunshine. The ijermen

is of a light green color. The stygmatic branches

when the ddiiscence lakes place of the anther

cells protude between the expanding edges of

(he palea3 near their points so as to receive the

discharged pofrn.

Sometimes lour flosculi or florets are /bund in

one flower and in all such cases there arefour sta-

mens and four pistils, one pair of these organs

being found in each floret. One flower containing

three "flosculi or three florets carefully separated

with its pedicel fi-om the spikelet just before it

bursts into bloom, is like the head of a spear in

its form. The apex being considerably more

lanceolate than the base. The edges of the

lower part of this lancehead being formed by the

dorsal lines of the glumes show the prickles on

them slightly curved, and these points inclining to

the point of the spear. The surfaces of this

lance-head are slightly convex and it becomes

thinner towards the point. If the pedicel were

lengthened tor a handle it would then rcpre«ent
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a Ibrmidable lilipuiian spear. The length o^ \\\\b

lance- head is very generally thrce-twentieihs of
an inch and its greatest breadth is one- twentif:{h

of an inch, yet it contains three perfect flowers ! !

It is very easy lo set the egg on end alter some
Columbus has shown us how it is to be done. So
in vegetable physiology it is easy lo understand

the organization of plants after the splendid ge-

nius of Goethe has discovered and demoiislraied

the beautilul and instructive theory of vcf^clabk

transmutation. We wonder now on exammintr a

flower that we did not belbre perceive the certain

indications of the beautilul metamorphosis. So
eymmeirical are its arrangements and so strong

the analogies existing between its parts and those

of which they are mere translbimations. I will

Bend you Nuttall'e Genera of North American
Plants, in which you will find what he says ol

poa pungens in a note and observation on the

poa genus.
John Lewis.

THE MUSCARniNE.

From the Columbia Republican.

The muscardine has long been known in Eu-
rope as a desolating scourge, the ravages of which

annually destroy from 40 to 50 per cent, of all the

worms hatched. It has continued Irom the earli-

est period of the silk culture in Europe, and lor

years past the attention of the learned, and of the

French and other foreign governments, has been

directed to this terrible malady, and until recently

all attempts to discover its cause, or arrest its pro-

gress, have been fruitless. The muscardine re-

sisted all reactives and all the remedies employed.

So formidable did it become, that large prizes

were offered by academies and by private persons

for the discovery of its origin, and a preventive.

At length, in 1836, a communication was sent to

the scientific academies of Paris, by M. Coquand,
announcing the important fact that Dr. Bassi, ol

Milan, after devoting himself for upwards of 25
years to a series of most ingenious experirnentg,

had at length unfolded the enigma. He discover-

ed that the disease was produced by a cryptoga-

mic parasite, \he germ of which introduces itself

into the silk-worm, occasions its death, and then

developes itself on the surface of its body, under
the form of a farinaceous efflorescence.

When the terrible muscardine declares itself in

a cocoonery, it is transmitted with great facility

from one chamber to another, and, if it becomes
epidemic, successively from house lo house, until

the whole village be infected. It spreads itself

thence in every direction, and invades a locality

more or less distant from those in which it is in

communication, either by the assistance of the at-

mosphere, which will have settled upon it the

morbific germs with which it is charged, or by the

medium of such animals as dogs, cats, mice, or

even files, which, after having been in contact

with worms that have died of the muscardine,
retain some of the germs, and alterwards drop
them on healthy individuals, thus sowing on all

sides the generative principle of the contiigion.

One of the most favorable causes of propagat-
ing the muscardine is to be ascribed to the coiiia-

iDination of the food. This, in fact, by touching

an infected carcass, communicaieB the contagious
germs to every thitig with which it comes in con-
tact ; and especially to the leaves of the mulberry,
which, instead of furnishing a wholesome nour-
ishment, will thence become the cause of death.
The persons who attend the silk-vvorms, or the

proprietors of cocooneries, ordinarily retain the
latalseed on their clothes, or on the egcrs of the
silk-worms which they retain lor themslilves, or
expose for sale.

It is the same with those who reel the silk from
the cocoons, and who are the more disposed to re-
ceive it, as their business is usually conducted
near to the cocooneries.

It often happens that among the cocoons vvhich
the reelers buy yearly, they meet with some in-

fected ones, that communicate the germs of the
contagion to the furniture of their establishment,
upon which the silk-xvorms of the following year
will find a certain death. The contagion may
likewise proceed from a silk- worm infected by ita

abode in a case which contains the muscardine
principle.

The disease of the silk-worm being neither he-
reditary nor spontaneous, cannot afl'ect the silk-

worm, as long as it is in a state of embryo in the
egg

;
yet infected eggs cannot be hatched with

safety, since, by contact with their exterior sur-
face, the worms become contagious, and commu-
nicate the contagion to others near them. The
number of deaths increase in a progressive pro-
portion, and a general epidemic is suddeniy intro-

duced, vvhich ravages the whole manufactory.
This deplorable result, besides depriving the

proprietor of his crop of silk, continues to trouble
him in the following years ; for the germs which
have spread themselves over the walls, vaults,

floor and furniture of the establishment, maintain
a focus of infection, which renews each spring.
Such is the nature of this terrible disease, as

described by Dr. Bassi, from the ravages of which
the silk growers in the United Stales thought
themselves secure, and perhaps, thus lar, our silk

growers have lost but little by diseased worms,
although we noticed a short time since that an
enierprising gentleman of Cuba, during the last

year, had lost his entire crop of worms by a dis-.

ease he could not arrcpt, and which no doubl
was the muscardine ; but the note ofalarm now
raised may arrest its progress, and thus prevent
any very disastrous effects to the silk culture,

an enterprise of vast importance to this country.

miRIIAIVI STOCK AS MILKERS.

From tlie Cultivator.

Under this title anariicle, or speech, is going
the rounds of our agricultural and political papers,
purporting to be from Rev. Henry Colman, which
is pregnant with so much error, and, coming from
that high and responsible source, of such mis-
chievous tendency, as I believe it, to the welfare
of our dairymen and stock breeders, that although
seldom appearing btfjte the reading public, I feel

bound at the ihrophold of its circulatjon, to enler,
as the lawyers would say, my caveat against it.

That there may be no misunderstanding in the
matter, let me at once remark, that no one can
have a higher respect than myself lor the exalted
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character of Mr. Co!man, in all that constitutes

the true gentleman and the honest man ;
and that

no individual within my knowledge is so capable

to accomplish the responsible and important duiies

of agricultural commissioner of the proud com-

monwealth ol' Massachusetts as himself! I have

known him intimately for years, and a knowledge

of his worth and of the high authority of his de-

clarations compels me, humble as are my preten-

sions, to assume an attitude in opposition to his

remarks.

The value of the neat cattle in the state of New
York, according to the returns of the late census

for 1840, is not less than 815,000,000 ;
and pro-

bably exceeding that amount. If to these be

added those of New-England, which are at least

of equal value, it will present an aggregate of

thirty millions of dollars, invested in that branch

of agriculture alone. Now, if by adopting an

improved breed of these animals, the same num-
ber, by exhibiting in their imj^roved Ibrms a supe-

rior excellence, and an additional value of 33^ per

cent., which is a very moderate advance in the

improved races, it v/ould swell this already vast

capital into the round sum of ^40,000,000 ! This

fact will at once show that the subject is of im-

mense consequence to our farmers at large, and of

no trifling moment to all in its details.

But for the purpose ol" illustrating my remarks,

and even at the hazard of ad ting to the prolixity

of litis paper, I will ask you to insert at once the

article in question, requesting yon also to number
each distinct paragraph of JVlr. Colman's essay,

tor more convenient reference :

From tlie Yankee Farmer.

"As we had not room last week to report all the

doings at the agricultural meetinir, and as the

subject of Durham stock, as milkers, compared

with our native cows, is of high importance to

farmers, we now copy Mr. Colman's remarks in

full, from his own report in the Courier:

1. '= Mr. Colman had not intended to enter

upon this discussion, but he felt it due to his of-

ficial relation to the farmers of Massachusetts,

to say that he had had the pleasure of seeing the

improved Durham stock uf the Messrs. Lathrops,

of South Iladley, and he thought iheiTi eminent-

ly beautiful, and evincing great skill and care in

their management, on the part of those gentle-

ment. He had seen many of the imported ani-

mals throughout the country; and one of the

herds imported lor the Ohio Company, which he

saw on their way, was truly splendid, and in

beauty and perli',ction of form, far surpassed any
thing which he had ever witnessed.

2. "He musi, however, in justice, add, that he

yet wanted the proof of the Durham short horns

being the best stock ibr our dairies. .Seven of

the race which he had owned, some full and

others half-blood, had been inlerior as milkers.

The quantity of milk given by many of (he ani-

mals which he had seen was remarkable ; the

quality, in general, inferior; though he had

found some exceptions, which, he believed, were

accidental.

3. "The Cheshire farmers, who were as dis-

tinguished as any in the country or in any country

ibr'^ihe produce of their cheese dairies, preferred

the native stock. From a dairy of eighteen

<covvs, an average of 633 pounds new milk cltcese

to a cow, in a year, had been obtained. He had
challenged in writing and conversation the own-
ers of liie short horns in the country to prove,

by actual experiment, the dairy properties of this

stock ; and he would furnish a list of a hundred
cows of our native stock, which had made from
twelve to fourteen pounds of butter per week,
through the season. He was far from having
any prejudices against the improved Durhams.
He was an enthusiastic admirer of them ; but

he wanted their dairy properties tested by actual

experiment.

4. " A very distinguished English farmer, Mr.
Shirrefl', who had made the tour of this country,

expressed his regret at their introduction, and
pronounced them in his book the poorest dairy

slock in Enifland. We could not be said to have
formed any distinct race among ourselves, except-

ing (he trials made by Mr. Jacques, and a long
continued improvement carried on in reference to

milch cows, in another part of the state, upon
which he had reported. Much, undoubtedly,
yet remains to be done, but nothing in this re-

spect can be efl'ected but by skill, extreme accura-

cy of observation, and long perseverance.

5. " He thought the Durhams not well adapted
to the scaniy pastures and negligent habits of

many of our farmers. All high bred animals
require i)articular care and the most liberal feed.

Two of the finest oxen ever raised in the coun.-

try were of this stock. One, it is believed, a
full blood from Greenland, N. H., weighing
over 3,400 pounds, live weight, and one a half-

blood, raised in Claremont, N. H.," and sent year

before last to England, for exhibition. His live

vveight vyas said to be 3,700 pounds ; and he was
pronounced in England, by the bast judges of

stock, as unrivaled for weight and thrilt, and
eminently well formed.

6. " The best breeds would soon run out if

negligently or severely treated. This race were
undoubtedly well suited to the rich pastures and
abundant products of the west of Kentucky and
Ohio. There they would flourish. What might

be done Ibr our own slock by more liberal keeping,

was yet to be seen. He had known a calf from

a native cow, at four months old, to weigh nearly

400 pounds ; and another, at five months old, to

weigh 600 pounds. If the improved Durham
stock should prove the best for us, and he kept

his mind on this subject open to conviciion, we
could at once avail ourselves of the distin.f5uish-

ed improvements of h;df a century's skill and

loil and expense, so liberally bestowed in Etig-

land. At any rate, the improvements which

they had accomplished in England, so obvious

and impressive to the most careless observer,

read a most important lesson to us, and showed
what might be done by skill and care, by judi-

cious selection, by steady perseverance in a regu-

lar system, and by liberal keeping; and present-

ed, at the same time, the most powerful motives

to exertion and enterprise in a branch of husban-

dry, acknowledged by all to be of the first import-

ance."
Now, in reference to paragraph No. 1 of Mr.

Colman, I have never seen the herd of Messrs.

Lathrop,. of South Hadley ; but if they are what

Mr. C. represents, they must be beautiful and

valuable animals, and a great acquisition to their

neighborhood, although I exceedingly regret that
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he dill not give ilie opinions of those <rcnilemen
i
lieve five limes iliat number ofjjjrade cows of half-

as to their value nnd excellence in the Conneeiinii
j

blood and n[)vvards, can be easily Ibund in either

Valley, and the results of iheir experience regard- 1 siate ; but I will venture the assertion, that where
in<f them. A detail of their observations would

!
such cattle do exist, no matter what their paienta<'e

have been at least more sal is^fiictory than asumnia- 1
rnay be on the native side, if they were directly

ry condemnation without a hearinijr- I bred from improved short horn bulls, fuur out of
Mr. Colman and myself visiied the Ohio Com- every five of them have proved superior milkers

;

pany's heal, which he mentions, togeiher in
;

and at least twenty per cent, better in the ag-
company at Buffalo in 1S35, as they were passing

i

gregate than \\\q ordinary cows around then),

through'li'om the sea-board to Ohio, on their pas-
|

And I will also assert, that of the whole number
sage out. They were in high condiiion, as [\iw \ o[' thorough bred cows in our country, nine out of
or none of the cows were then in milk, and we !

ten are excellent, if not superior milkers, and
had no opportuniiy lo judge of their capabilities twenty-five percent, abovetheauerflge native cows.
Jbr the pail ; although I have since learned that 'i'o illustrate this matter, as 1 have bred a large

several of the cows were great and rich milkers.
I

immber of improved herd book animals of the

It must be understood, iiowever, that many of highest blood, within the last six years, as well

the English breeders of high bred short horns

breed only lor sale and the shambles, and do not

cultivate the milking qualities of their cattle.

This is almost universally the case in Ohio,

Kentucky, and the western states, where the

dairy forms no part of the farming business, and

stock is reared mostly for beef; but tfom ihe

universal tendency of the true short horns to

excel in milknig properties, when approprialed to

that purpose, 1 can have no doubt they would
show as advantageously over the [lail as in the

stall. When it is considered also, that owing to

their scarcity and high value in America, all the

females are employed in rearing their calves, and
the bulls, instead of being converted into stores

lor the shambles, are preserved as slock getters,

it is evident that comparatively but lew examples
can be adduced of their real superiority over the

common stOL-k of our country as milkers. Still,

a sufficient number of specimens have been

as many grade cattle from the native, Devon, and
other breeds, I will state the results of my own
experience, and also the opinions of sundry other
breeders, with such facts as a hasty relerence will

permit.

In 1835, f bred ten or twelve half-blood heifers
Irom three Devon and several common cows of
inferior quality and appearance. They were sired
by my short horn bull Favorite, bred near Boston,
Mass., whose pedigree will belound at No. 2,009,
3d vol. Coale's Herd Book. These heifiers proved,
without an exception, good milkers ; rftuch
above the average, both lor quality and quantity.
In 1S36,'7 and '8, 1 bred several one-half and three-
fourth blood heilers, also from Devons and others,
which, although many of them were sold, have
so lar as I have heard from them, proved superior
milkers. A part of these were sired by my short
honi bull Devonshire, No. 966, 2d vol. Coate'a
Herd Book. I also had, during the years from

shown, both in milk and beef, to demonstrate that !

1834 to near the close of 1839, a herd of lull bred
in each of these qualities the improved short i

improved short horns, varying Irom lour to ten
horns have excelled all that has yet been produ-

j

milking cows, of which all, with one exception,
ced of our native American stock. (and that cow suffered an injury in her udder

In paragraph No. 2, Mr. C. remarks, that he I

vvheii young,) were /Jrs/-ro/e milkers. One cow
wants proi)fo[ the milking qualities of the short

j

gave often thirty quarts of milk per ^ay of good
horns. His own, seven in number, proved inle- Quality. Several ol them gave over twenty quarts
rior milkeri-, although he admits that several of tiaily in summer lieed, and not one of them gave
them, either of his own or which he had seen, \poor milk, or, as the term is, milked hard. They
were large milkers ; but he believes these ex- 1

were individually easy, pleasant milkers, with
ceptions to ihe general rule. That his own cows Ibeauiilul silky udders, and handsome taper teats,

proved bad milkers
|
roves nothing. What was and were, taken together, much beyond the

their blood 7 Were they of ir«e and m;;rouet/ 1

average run of native cows as milkers. I have
short horn descent? No data is here given for

I

now a Durham cow that has made her twelve
us to judge of their properties in this particular,

|

pounds of butier per week, and of four full-bloods

and we are forced to pass on to
\

now in milk, every one is a superior milker. I

Paragraph No. 3. The Cheshire and many
;

have also five or six half-bloods, all of which are
other dairy farmers have long had an excellent

j

above the average of our native cows, by twenty
Block of selected native cows, which have been

[

percent, in their milking properties,

propagated with particular regard to their milk-
\

'I'o corroborate my experience, I need only
ing properties liar many generations. Mr. Colman

;

mention the evidence of such gentlemen as John
has traversed the whole state of Massachusetts
several times, and out of the whole number of
cows that he has seen among many thousands,
he presents a list of one hundred of the native
stock which had made from twelve to fourteen
pounds of butter per week. He has also cha

Hare Powell, of Philadelphia, who asserted to
my lather, that one of his lull-blooded short horn
cows had made twenty-two pounds of butter per
week for several- weeks in succession; Gov.
Lincoln, and Messrs. Wells, Derby, and Dear-
born, of Massachusetts, who have been the

lenged, both in writing and conversation, the i

owners of several grade and thorough bred cows
;

short horns to prove their dairyowners of

qualities.

, I doubt whether one hundred thorough bred
short horn cows can be conveniently produced ai

all in the whole- states of New- York and i\las-

sachueetts, so few are there in comparison with
the common stock of the count'ry. • Nor do I be-

VoL. IX.-30

Francis Rotch, Esq. of Butternuts, in this state,
who has repeatedly testified to the superiority of
his short horns as milkers, and to his entire ex-
perience, probably equal, if not superior, to that
of any other gentleman in America, of the supe-
riority of the short horns in their purity and in their
grades, as milkers. I need not add the names of
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many other individuals who have repeatedly

testified to these facts, as a reference to our agricul-

tural papers lor the last five years will corroborate

all that 1 remark. And last of all, I will assert

that Colonel Jacques" fancifully ycleped " Cream-

pot" breed of milkers, and which I saw in com-

pany with Mr. Colman himself, are simply a

cross of a thorough bred short horn bull with a

native cow, then at Col. Jacques' farm, of good

size and appearance, of a deep red color, and with

an apparent dash of Devon blood in her veins.

His t)ull that he then used was nearly or quite a

thorough bred short horn, and all his heifers were

high in that blood. This same stock of cattle,

Mr. C. has himself highly recommended in one

of his agricultural reports, and we were together

living witnesses of the surpassing richness of

the milk and cream of these beauiilul cows.

With a liew selected facts, I will close this tes-

timony :

[n 3d vol. of Cultivator, page 191. Francis

Bloodgood's imported cow (she was a Durham)
gave, when her calf was two weeks old, thirty-

three and a half quarts of milk per day. Her
feed was one and a hall' bushels of brewer's grains

per day, with hay.

In vol. 7, same work, page 132. Mr. Gower's
shorthorn cow Dairymaid, for seven days gave

an average of thirty-three and a half quarts per

day.

In New Genesee Farmer, vol. I, page 143.

Samuel Canby's short horn cow. Blossom, yielded

for seven days over thirty-five quarts per day,

which produces thirteen and a quarter pounds good
butter.

At page 149 same vol. John WeterhuU's
short horn cow, four years old, gave from twenty-

six to thirty and a half quarts of milk per day,

and in one week produced eleven and a half

pounds butter, and in another week fifteen

pounds.

In a Philadelphia paper of 1839. " Colonel

Wolbert's cow Isabella, a pure short horn, gave,

during seven days 194 quarts, or near twenty-

eight quarts per day, which produced Iburteen

and three-lburths pounds butter of the finest

quality." So much lor the asseriion that " Dur-
ham cows are not good milkers."

In paragraph 4, Mr. Colman introduces us to

the distinguished English farmer, Mr. Shirrett,

who has made the tour of this country. If this

same Mr. Shirrefi', who by the way I never

heard of beibre, be as prolbund in his remarks
upon our country, its inhabitants and their pursuits,

as the herd of KnglJsh travellers who have hitherto

trundled rapidly over it for the purpose, as it

would seem, of writing libelous books and hold

ing us up to the ridicule of Englishmen at home,
his opinion is little to be regarded. His know-
ledge of the progress of short horns in his own
country may be well estimated, when he
remarks " that they are the poorest dairy stock in

England." To this remark I need only observe,

that nine out of ten of the intelligent English
farmers who emigrate to this country, and all

British publications on the subject, assert precisely

the contrary ; for the high grade, and olien the

thorough bred short horns, have been for many
years past taking the place of other breeds lor

dairy and milking purposes in the grazing counties,

and near the large towns and cities.
' That he

should regret the introduction of any thing tend-

ing to advance our agriculture, and our wealth, is

altogether natural in an English book-making
tourist. lam only surprised that a gentleman of

Mr. Colman's shrewdness should be thus easily

deceived. As to the " distinpt race of American
cattle" to be yet lormed, the end of all this is to

be seen in the continual efforts ai blendmg in-

congruities by those experimenters who strive,

without an accurate knowledge of their subject,

to produce what is already better made up to their

hands in the improved breeds now extant. Such
experiments, as they live and learn, have been

always abandoned as impracticable and visionary

There is, nor can be, no such thing as a '• distinct

American breed," made up as all our cattle are

Irom eeleciioris Irom all parts of Europe ; nor, if

our agriculture is to be, as we hope, progressive

in its excellence, is it desirable. Our cattle should

improve with our general agriculture. The last

sentence of Mr. C.'s remark is very just, and
concedes, as we view ii, the gist of what we
comriiend^.

In paragraph 5, Mr. C. gives us the only good
reason why Durhams should not become the

stock o( New-England, to wit : the poverty of

its soil, and the negligence of many of the people!

Truly a very broad admission, hardly just, indeed,

to the snug farmers of New-England, and not

at all within the desideratum lor which the

advocates of short horns contend :— improved
husbandry, improved care, and improved stock.

li] upon lands, a thousand acres of which will

scarcely graze a goose, and from which the very

vermin instinctively flee to escape starvation, the

beautiful short horns are to be doomed to pine,

without care, and without eympaihy, i at once
admit that the less of them the better. Nor do
the miserable animals of the native breeds even,

which are doomed to a wretched existence on
those " scanty pastures," exhibit any signs of
thrift as they daily suffer Irom the " negligent

habits of their keepers." True, a long course of
neglect and starvation endured by their ancestors,

and perpetuated Ibr many generations anterior to

their own existence, may render their wretched-

mess more tolerable than it would that of a better

animal ; but what advocate of any sort of im-
provement is content to bind himsell to such hope-
less sterility? Did we desire a race of animals

that would starve the best, we could at once make
an imiiortation Irom the Shetland Islands, and
establish a Shetlo-^^ American breed" that would
bid defiance to neglect and poverty, and flourish

amid both host and desolation!

But this proposition is not within the category

of our system. We hold, that if land be worth
cultivation at all, it should be at least in a reasona-

ble state of lerlility. It should yield in any event
a tolerable share of its various products under
good and kindly attention with which to leed well

ihe stock of the farm. II cows are not to be
decently fed, by no means keep the Durhams, or

any other valuable breed. But if it be intended
to give " value received," to feed well, and pay
attention to your stock, and there is no other way
to make any kind of stock profitable, then let the

breed be as good as possible, and of as high'a
grade in blood as the nature of your soil and the

climate willpermit. The admissions made belore

the close of this 'paragraph, of the enormous
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weigliis of the Durham ox with <food keep'mix,

ndmit to the fullest extent all tliat we claim, wlieii

ubimdance of feed is <^iveii to ll-.e animal.

IntheGlh and last paragra|)h, Mr. C. doubts

whether tlie Durliains are, alter all, not the best

stock lor us to liave, and candidly admits that liis

mind is yet open to conviction. Now this, alier

makint; the round assertions and denials that are

above exhibited, is not exactly what we should

expect from one of his observation and astuteness.

It is indeed too much in tlie vein of the old

adai^e: " Ilan^f ium first, and try iiim afterwards."

In this last paragraph, all is admitted that tiie

Advocates of the short horns desire. We have
never asserted that they would produce trreat

quantities ol beel^ or of milk, without sufficient

[bod ; nor would they thrive under continual ill

treatment, neglect and abuse ; nor, indeed, will

they bear so 7mich starvation and ill treatment as

some of our native cattle; but we do fearlessly

assert that eitlier thorough bred or grade short

horns will produce more beel, and more milk,

each in their own proper time, with the sai)te

quantities of grass, hay, or other proper feed,

than any breed of cattle ever introduced into this

country ; and so have they thus lar done in

Enirland.

My own cattle have never been highly kept.

On the contrary, owing to my farm being at some
tew miles distance from my residence, and there-

lore not having my daily attention, my herd

always received but ordinary care, and some-
limes, 1 regret to say, not even that. But 1 do

say, that so far as my experience has proved,

they have, from the highest bred Herd Buok
heiler, down to the lowest grade, (never less than

half blood,) been as healthy and as hardy as the

common stock of the country, kept side by side

with them. The opinion, therefore, that Durham*
are to he rejected lor want of hardihood, or

constitution, is but a prejudice that deserves to be

exploded.

Still I am no enthusiast in this matter. I would
not recommend every larmer to introduce into his

larm the Durham cow. On the contrary, on
very thin and light soils, 1 would not introduce
them ; nor any thinfl: else that ever lived on a

luxuriant one. But I do say, on lands natural to

grass, which aflibrd a fair yield of pasture and of

hay, where either the dairy or the fatting of beef,

or even the rearing of cattle for sale, be the object,

judging from my own experience, and corroborated
by that of others who have tried a single cross

upon our native, or any other breed of cattle, no
matter what, even up to high grades, the Durhairis
are altogether the most desirable, both for ap-
pearance and (or profit ; with the exception, per-

haps, of the Devonshire, if the climate be very
rigid ; and they are no milkers. Were I a
dairyman, and desired to grow up a race of the
best and most profitable milkers I would select

the best native cows within my reach, then obtain
a thorough bred short horn bull of a good milk-
ing family, and raise ray heifers to as high grades
as in their natural course would be produced,
alwa3's using a thorough bred bull, for in no other
way can the excellence and the true characteristics

of the race be perpetuated. Did 1, however,
admit of any other foreign admixture, it should
be a cross of the Devon to give additional snugness
to the form ; and then but a single cross, for more

than that would degrade the milking qualities of

the herd. 'I'hese animals, bred as they would be
from native cows, would inherit their constitutions

and habits, and become idemilied, as much as the
most ordinary slock, with our soils and our habits
of keeping. In this w;iy should we at once gain
all that we desire, without sudden or prejudical

change.
In 1835, my father imported a most beautiful

and valuable cow from England, one of the finest

animals and best milkers I ever knew; a very
iiardy, thrifty, and easily kept animal. She
brought us three very superior bull calves, all

from short horns. They were like hersellj of
peculiar coiifbrmaiion and character, being the
most compact in their figures, possessing more
weight in a given compass than any animals U
ever saw. In the fall of 1839, the cow, and fier

then sucking bull calfj were sold to Norman ,C.

Baldwin, Esq. of Cleveland, Ohio, for $800; her
two year old bull calf, ."Red Jacket," to Mr.
Sullivanf, of Columbus, Ohio, for $400; and her
yearling bull callj "Sam Patch," to J.H.Hep-
burn, Esq. of Jersey Shore, Lycoming co.. Pa.
lor $200. Had I at that time known the exceed-
ing value of that family of short horns, I should
certainly have reserved one of them. My bulls
have proved in the highest degree valuable as
slock getters, stamping their calves in the first

cross with deep characteristics of their own blood,
and no doubt, laying the foundation of a race of
milkers that will yet be famous in their respective
localities. They are esiimated as they should be,

almost beyond price. I name these particular

animals, because they develope in all points of
haidihdod, endurance and kindly feeding, the
valuable characteristics we desire in our larminc
slock, and fully corroborate all that I have re-

marked of rearing up a native stock from judicious
crosses of pure short horn bulls.

Many years a^o, the agent of the Holland
Land Company, Mr. Oito, purchased a thorough
bred short horn bull from Mr. Powell, of Phila-
delphia, lor the benefit of the settlers of the com-
pany lands in the counties of Genesee, Cattarau-
gus, and Chautauque, comprising some of the
best grazing and dairy counties of the state. As
the services of the bull were obtained for little

or nothing, and as he was kept in successive
seasons in each of the counties above named, a
general sprinkling of his stock was soon scattered

throughout those regions, and some as high
as three-quarter bred animals were raised from his
progeny. The bull lived many years, and proved
an excellent stock getter. Many of the cows now
ranging about the streets and commons of Buffalo
and Black Rock, which have been brought in and
sold (rom these counties, are of this stock, and are
distinguished lor their superior appearance, and,
so far as my inquiries have extended, they are
of the finest quality as milkers ; and yet none but
those who are conversant with the Durham blood
know that they are any thing but common cows.
These cows are celebrated among many of our
dairy farmers for milkers ; and nunierous fine and
extraordinary lat oxen that have been slaughtered
at Buffalo from the surrounding country, were
descendants of the "Otto bull," either of the
first or second generation.

I have now done with the speech of Mr. Col-

man, which, for his own sake, and the welfare of
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our agriculture, I regret he had not more ma-
turely considered. Yet, if he be still sanguine in

his confidence o( the superiority of the Massachu-

setts "native slock" as milkers, could the thing

be made practicable, I would gladly make a trial

of merit by actual test. I would propose that Mr.

C. or his fritnds produce ten or twenty cows,

which should be a fair average of the native

slock, without admixture of foreign blood ;
against

which, I would produce a like number of grade,

or thorough bred short horns, of average quality,

or taking them as they rise, in any lair herd.

The time of their calving should be noted, and

the cows should be of nearly corresponding ages

—the trial should commence on the first of June,

and continue one month ; the cows all to be kept

• itj one field, or in as good grass, and on pasture

only, as each party should please, if not conve-

nient to bring them together. The quantity of

milk should be accurately weighed, and the pro-

duce, eiiher of butter of cheese, duly registered.

When the trial should be fully made, ilie winning

party to be entitled to the whole herd, with the

product, after paying expenses. If the advantage

should be on the side of the native owners in

value, as it probably would, each animal should

be appraised, and a sufficient sum to make up

the difl'erence should be deposited to render the

premiums thus submitted of equal value. This

would test the whole question, and give it suffi-

cient of interest to engage in the trial with spirit.

The season is, perhaps, now too far advanced to

make the trial this year ; but if this proposition

be accepted, I would enlarge it, and name the

first day of Noven>ber next, for selecting the

animals on both sides; they should be then placed

together on one fafm, and both subjected to the

same treatment through the winter, and kept to-

gether till the trial was thoroughly made, which,

if either party preferred, might extend through

the next season, or until the first day of October

following.

If it be objected, that this proposition will incur

too much expense, or inconvenience, I will at once

propose that Oneida county, in this state, shall

be the place of trial ; and that myself; or my
friends, the advocates of the short horns, will fur-

nish a farm for the operations, the fitness of which

shall be assented to by the other party. The
imparlance of an accurate knowledge on this

subject is a sufficient object for such a trial, and

it is perhaps the only method of testing this moot-

ed question fairly. It will be readily seen, there-

fore, that this proposition arises in no spirit of

banter, or gambling, but in that of an earnest

desire to settle an important and doubtful point,

of great interest to our agriculture generally.

i may, at a future time, pursue this subject

further, but have for the present trespassed suffi-

ciently upon your patience.

Lewis F. Allen.
mack Rode, Jpril 10, 1841.

sum of $300. The animal is well known to breed-

ers of Berkshiies, as one of the largest of her

kind in this country. Mr. Lossing has also sold

his imported boar Newberry^ to the same gentle-

man, tor S200. He was shipped a {'evi days since,

and weighed, including cage, 880 lbs.

SALES OF BERKSlilRES.

From tlie Cultivator.

Mr. Lossing, of this city, informs us, that he

has recently sold his famous breeding sow Maxi-

ma to Mr. Curd, of Kentucky, for the handsome

THE farmers' register, AND ITS COURSE
IN REGARD TO THE BANKS.

Our good' and highly esteemed friends, the

editors of the Richmond Compiler and the editor

of the Petersburg Statesman, have lately gotten

into a small controversy, in which our journal is the

matter in question ; and in their cuts and thrusts

across our body, the blows do not reach the an-

tagonists, but fall short upon us. To the first ar-

ticle, of the editors of the Compiler, we took not

the slightest exception. Their kind expressions

of approbation we appreciated, as the unsought,

disinterested, and candid opinions of Iriendly

and favoring judges. Their exception, convey-

ing censure on a particular point, did not at all

lessen our gralelulness of feeling lor the previous

approving expressions, nor abate one atom of our

always kind leelings towards our friends of the

Compiler ; and, quiie willing to submit to iheir

censure, or to let it pass lor what it was worth, we

did not deem it necessary to reply, for the purpose

of defence, and still less lor recrimination. But

our also good friend of the Statesman, by a jo-

cular squib, or paraphrase of the censure, has

drawn forth a rejoinder, of which we are still the

subject, and which seems to require something

of defence ; and which we shall offer in all courte-

sy and kindness, and in the same friendly spirit

towards our Iriends of the Compiler, as is manifest

throughout their censure, and also in their gene-

ral praiseworthy deportment towards those whom
they oppose. If we fail to convince them (as ia

most likely) that they have viewed our course

through a false and distorting medium, we trust

that we shall at least leave them satisfied that

we view them as much our friends as before, and

as we have long had reason to deem them. But

lest we should fall into the unfair mode of contro-

versy usual with most editors, (and which we

have always avoided,) of replying to an opponent

before presenting the article replied to, we will

here present at length all the three articles re-

ferred to, and then submit our defence.

« Mr. Ruffin's Register, ofdate May 30th, is re-

ceived. Its table of contents indicate much use-

ful matter for ihe farmer; and we trust the Re-
gister is meeting the encouragement it deserves.

We beg leave, however, to except to some sweep-

ing phrases which the intelligent editor is pleased
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someiimesto employ when speaking of banks, and

which cannoi subserve ihe purposes of candid and

lair discussion.

—

Jiichmond Compiler.

" The Compiler contains much useful matter,

and we trust is meeting the encouragement it de-

serves. VVe beg leave, Imwever, to except to

some sweeping phrases which the intelligent edi-

tor is pleased sometimes to employ when speak-

ing in favor of batdcs, and which cannot subserve

the purposes of candid and fair reasoning."

—

Pe-
tersburg Statesman.

" Farmcr''s Register.—The Petersburg States-

man takes up the cudgels lor the editor of the

Register, and retorts upon our "exception" to

certain sweeping phrases in the Register against

banks, by charging upon us the employment of

like phrases \n favor o( banks. Now we reckon

Mr. Ruffin will hardly thank our friend of the

Statesman for such a defence ; our errors, admit-

ting the justice of the retort, are certainly no justi-

fication tor the Register. VVe feel assured, how-
ever, that the Statesman cannot find in our journal

arbitrary conclusions or denunciations on this

subject, that will fairly offset some we could point

out in the Register. But we object thoroughly
to a contrast between the Register and our paper.

We claim as a privilege to indulge a degree ol

flippancy which the Register is on every conside-

ration prohibited (i-ora adopting. We have a

right to be slipshod philosophers and political

economists—the Register nor^e. Our daily jour-

nal requires an expedition and despatch that docs
not afford time for grammatical propriety, let alone
mature reflection—a momentary excitement can-
not subside ere an Indiscretion it may induce is

held up before the world—there is no time for

sober second-thought, no lime lor better judg-
ment to modify, or for taste to improve. But the

Register, a monthly journal, conducted by an
accomplished scholar and intelligent gentleman,
with time for reflection, for leisurely composition,

and then lor pruning according to critical proprie-

ty and even adding the charms of beauty— we
say the Register can urge no such excuse, and
can claim no such right. We have always been
proud of the Register as a southern monthly

;

ibr its ability and its valuable scientific and prac-

tical information : and we must contest every
inch of ground when it comes to encroach upon
our commons. But we repeat we do not suppose
Mr. Ruffin would set up a defence similar to that

of the Statesman, and may be we are saying
more than necessary.

" By the way, we see that the Lynchburg Vir-

ginian has expressed itself somewhat in the same
vein we did, without possibly having seen our
'exception.' It says, ' Has Mr. Ruffin changed
the character of his Farmers' Register ? Instead
of telling the farmer by what means he may draw
v?ealth from his banks of earth, he seems disposed
to make an exterminating war upon banks of dis-

count and deposite. [Which were in fact advo-
cated, instead of being warred against.

—

Ed. F.
R.] His essays may be very original and pro-

found Ibr aught we know ; but it seems to us he
ought to select some other channel to convey them
to the public' "— Compiler.

Now the whole question is, whether, in consi-

dering the operations and eliects of banking and

paper currency, we have altered the plan of the
Farmers" Register, or varied in an important or

censurable degree from ilie designed and proper
general procedure. We deny the justice ol' the
cliarge, and appeal, without lear, to the tacts of
the case, lor our justification and acquittal.

In Ihe earliest publislied prospectus of liie

Farmers' Register, and which wa^ inserted in tlie

tiist number, (p. G4, vol. i.) and republished often
afterwards, the subjects to be embraced in the
work were stated and numbered under eiglit dis-

laici heads, as follows :

'• 1. Original communications of experiments,
observuiions and opinions on agriculture, garden-
ing, and domestic econuniy.

2. Selections from liie best periodical publica-
tions on agriculture, European and American, and
from such other agricultural works as have not
been published in this country, or are not gene-
rally accessible.

3. Reviews or notices of agricultural works.
4. The discussion of such subjects <fpolitical

economy as are connected with the preservation and
support of the inleresls of agriculture.

5. Chemistry as connecied with agriculture

—

and, with the same limitation, botany, mineralo'^y,
geology and natural history.

°

6. Reports ol the topography, soils, minerals,
peculiar manures, and actual state of agriculture
of every county of Virginia, from which such in-
formation can be obtained.

7. The consideratiow of public improvements
by roads, railways and canali?.

8. Discoveries in science, or the arts, and the
occurrence of other evenis that are considered
likely to aflect the interests of agriculture."

Now oi'lhese eight classes ofsubjects, the two first

only relate exclusively to agriculture or domestic
economy, to which heads the editors of the Virgi-

niaiiand the Compiler seem to think we are pledged,
and bound to confine our articles exclusively. The
third class would be generally, but not exclusively

of that description ; and the five other heads are
of other classes of subjects, all at least as remote
from practical agriculture as the consideration of
banking frauds, and the bearing of the banking
system on agricultural interests. But this is not
all. The fourth head (copied in italics above)
distinctly embraces (and was designed to em-
brace) the consideration of this, as well as other
like subjects

; and if we had failed to treat of this

one, and boldly and fearlessly, when required by
the suffering interests of agriculture, we should

have fbrfeited the pledge there given, and have
proved recreant to that noble cause, to the support

of which we hav.e devoted so many years of our

life. We unfortunately difier with our friends

the editors of the Compiler, and the Virginian, as

to the bearing of this paper system on agricultural

interests. They think it highly beneficial—and
thinking so, we would not blame them for advo-
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eating it, whether they were conducting commer-

cial or agricultural papers. /Fe, on the contrary,

deem the system dishonest, flagitious, and espe-

cially injurious to agricultural interests, as well as

to the general interests, morals, and happiness of

the people. Surely then we are right, upon every

ground of duty and of pledge, expressed or im-

plied, to attack and expose this iniquitous system.

It is possible, and probable, that, in attempting this

contest, almost alone, against such powerful and

overwhelming odds, we have been rash and

imprudent, and have risked our individual defeat

and destruction, without hope of success (or our

cause ; but if so, and our cause be good, and the

quarrel just, the blame and the disgrace should be

on those who, approving the course, hang back

from the conflict—and not on us, who have dared

the unequal contest. We may, and probably

have, argued feebly and impotently ; but, if so,

we have perhaps written or selected as badly, and

certainly as voluminously, on all these "five

points" of (what our censors ought to pronounce

equally) illegitimate discussion, without being

charged by these editors, or any other persons,

with "travelling out of the record." Indeed, we

must plead guilty of having admitted very many
articles in these volumes, which we deemed likely

to instruct or entertain our readers, but which, if

tested strictly by the plan, would belong to none of

the heads ofsubjects staled in the prospectus. And
why were we never blamed for these admitted de-

viations 1 Simply because the deviations were

upon immaterial subjects, the course of argument

on which could not aifect the interest ofany reader,

or any class of the community.

But even if our prospectus had not distinctly

stated that various other subjects besides matters

of practical agriculture were to be embraced in

our journal—and even if our procedure had been

conformable to the prospectus, from the be-

ginning— it would have been absurd to expect to

fill all the 768 large pages of each of our annual

volumes, with matters merely and exclusively

agricultural. Throughout our eight completed

volumes, a large proportion of each volume, and

generally of each number, has been filled with

other subjects than those of practical agriculture

;

and articles on no other questions have been

deemed more important, and more willingly admit-

ted, than " the discussion of such subjects of politi-

cal economy as are connected with the preserva-

tion and support of the interests of agriculture.^'

If the present condition of the banking system

of this country does not strictly come within the

imperative requisition of those words of our pros-

pectus, then we are unable to conceive any possi-

ble case that could be therein embraced.

Our friends of the Compiler have never before

objected to the large proportion of our pages

which have been devoted to the many subjects we
have before thought proper to embrace; neither

to the discussion of the policy of public works,

roads and canals—(though we, like many others,

went mad on that subject, and have paid dearly

for our great folly— ) nor to the treatment of sub-

jects of natural history, though totally unconnect-

ed with agriculture—nor to any previous ques-

tions of political economy. It is only when

we have made war upon the paper banking sys-

tem that our friends deem it necessary to censure

and protest against what they deem an illegi-

timate procedure, and a departure from our pro-

per limits. Now, if we had taken an opposite

course, and, like our brother agricultural editor of

the American Farmer, had taken the strongest

ground in favor of the paper credit and banking

system, we ask of our friends and brother editors,

and appeal to their candor for the answer, whe-

ther they would have thought it necessary to

check and reprove us for departing from our pro-

per course and vocation? We may fairly infer

not ; for we have never before heard of any one,

editor or reader, who found fault with the subject so

undertaken in the American Farmer, as unsuited

to an agricultural journal. We copied that

piece at length, (beginning at page 156 of our cur-

rent volume,) and endeavored to meet its argu-

ment ; but we did not in the least question the pro-

priety of the subject being introduced by the editor,

or his sustaining that side which he deemed most

beneficial to agricultural interests. We, on our

part, liave but done the same ; and even if we

had no better warrant, we might justly thereupon

claim the like privilege, and equal toleration.

We have confined our defence to the main

question, (the propriety of the discussion of the

abuses of banking, and the effects on agriculture,)

and do not mean to be drawn off to subsidiary and

immaterial issues. We shall therefore not defend

the manner of our argument against the censure

of the editors of the Virginian—especially as their

few words of censure show that they had not read

the article censured ; nor could we expect them to

read what would be so unpalatable. Another

minor objection of our friends of the Compiler is

the harshness of our expressions and denuncia-

tions. This plain dealing is called for by the sub-

jects treated. We have ever been accustomed to

call things by their right names, so far as we can

judge of them ; and we will not seek for "holiday

terms," and polite and deferential expreesions, to

designate what in private individuals would be
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called lying, fraud and swindling, because the

operators referred to happen to be corporate bodies

and bank oHicers and boards ot directors.

But, it may still be asked by those who con-

demn us, why, of late, fill so many of the pages

of the Farmers' Register with this one subject?

We are sensible of this objection being proper;

but it could not well be otherwise, while publish-

ing the long article on the abuses of banking

which is now completed. Our object was to pre-

sent the subject in the plainest possible manner,

and suited to attract the attention of the farmers of

our country ; and to have occupied less space, or

embraced more time in publication, would have

weakened the desired effect.

Our opinions on the evils of banking are not

new. I'hey date from our boyhood. Neither

have they been hidden li'om the readers of this

journal, as sundry of its articles will testily, any

more than from our associates. But it is very true,

that, until recently, no regular, systematic, or even

frequent opposition was shown to the system ; and

Jbr this eutficient reason, that all opposition was

then deemed hopeless. But not so recently, and

now. There is good ground on which to build

hopes of the relbrmation, i( not the utter destruc-

tion, of unsound and irresponsible banking, anil

the fraudulent paper money system ; and while

hope remains of that result, we will lend our fee-

ble powers to aid its consummation ; and shall

entertain no doubt or distrust that, if the victory

shall be achieved, its greatest fruits will fall to

the share of the agricultural interest, in the subse-

quent entire security of agricultural propert)- and

labor from being, as heretolbre. appropriated at

will by privileged corporate depredators, operating

by means of legal privileges, and the fraud of irre-

deemable paper money.

While we receive the reproof of the editors of

the Compiler as an admonition from true friends,

and have replied to it sincerely in the like good

feeling, we trust that they will permit us to give

them, in return, a friendly hint in regard to the

subject in controversy. We have not only per-

fect confidence in the friendly disposition of the

editors of the Compiler, but also in their good

judgment, in all matters with which they are con-

versant. But we beg them not to submit their

own excellent judgment, in our case, to that ol

other persons, who, under the profession of being

sincere friends to agricultural interests, and to the

Farmers' Register, as their advocate and expo-

nent, really are aiming to silence our publication,

no!!'(as they profess) because of their devotion to

the agricultural, or to (he general interests of the

country but because of iheir devotion to, or con-

nexion with, the paper banking and borrowing in-

terest. It is this class which furnishes the main

support to all commercial newspapers ; and it is to

the most intelligent members of this class that

such newspapers naturally and properly look for

information and advice, and suggestions in com-

mercial matters. We fully admit the competency

and superior ability of such persons to prompt and

advise the measures that will best promote their

own interest, and that of the class to which they

belonfr. But we beg our friends of the Compiler

to have a reasonable. degree of distrust and cau-

tion, in regard to (he opinions of all such persons,

when they undertake to act as the advocates of

agricultural interests, and as censors of any one of

the very fisvv persons or publications that will dare

to denounce and expose the plundering of agri-

culture by the fraudulent paper money system.

—

• Ei). F. R.

THE NEW THEORY—S.VVIXG EGGS.

From the Journal ol' the American Silk Society,

The principles of the New Theory require the

most regular division of eggs, as it respects the

lime they are laid. To carry out those principles

perfectly, all worms hatched on a particular day
should be kept separate from all others; all that

moult in one day siiould likewise be separated

li-om the others. So also in saving egys, ihe

millers that begin to lay eggs on a particular day
should be placed upon particular papers, so that all

the esrgs on any one paper will be laid on the

same day. The papers should then be marked
with the date at which the worms that produced
thp eggs were hatched, and also with that of ihe

laying of the eggs. Thus, a lot of worms is

hatched on the 10th of JVlay, and the moths be-

gin to lay eggs on the 20lh of June ; the marks
on the papers will be " Hatched lOih May, 1841
-—laid 20th June. 1841." This may seem a trou-

blesome business, but really it is not so. All the

trouble will not occupy as much time as is

required in the above description of it. In prac-

tice it is nothing. When the millers begin to lay,

all you have to do is in the mornin<j place as

many of them on one paper as it will hold, and
matk that paper as above with a pen. Next
morning take aivay the paper of yesterday, (as
the moths will all have finished laying,) and
place li-esh paper in its place, and fill it as before

;

taking care, of course, to dispose of all the millers

in this way each day. It is a curious /act, that
nearly all insects hatch, moult, and commence all

important changes and operations in the morning,
and this is particularly the case with silk worms.
We are not in the habit of requiring particular

processes, without giving good reasons lor it. The
reason, then, of the above requirements, is as

follows: suppose a lot of eggs occupy a week in

hatching, which is not unfrequently the case, al-

though we always recommend that none be saved
but those of the 2d, 3d and 4th days' hatching.
If all these worms are kept promiscuously toge-
ther, they will also require at least a week to
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mount (or formino- cocoons. That, is, those that
|

perience wilh the use of lime establishes the great

hatched the 1st tlay will mount first, tliose hatch-

ed the 2d day will mount the next day alter the

first mounted, and so on to end of a week, or pro-

bably ten or twelve days. The consequence is,

some worms are spinning cocoons, some ieedmg,

and some even in their last sleep, all at the same

lime producing great confusion and much waste

of lime and luiiage. But the evd does not stop

here. The cocoons having been spun thus irre-

gularly, will also be in conlufcion. Tlie n>olhs ol

those first commenced \vill be cutting oui, or

ready to do so, belore the last liave half fimshed

their cocoons, and thus in any event a considera-

ble loss will be sustained : lijr if you kill the chry-

salis in time to save the first formed coi-.oons, you

kill the worms in those which have halffiiiished ;
il

you wait lor the last to finish, those ol' the first

will cut out and spoil their cocoons. But if eggs

value ol' that materia! as a preventive of disease.

The successliii experiment of keeping a lew
worms in a temperature of 100° mentioned in the

letter, should not induce any one to suppose that

they will certainly succeed equally well with a
large crop. There were too lew worms, and pro-

bably no rubbish, to cause injury from foul air.

We throw out this hint merely as a timely cau-

tion. It is possible that silk- worms may be capa-

ble of enduring this high degree of heat lor a pe-

riod of seventeen days, but we do not conceive il

at all probable— at all events it would be a diffi-

cult matter (or their human attendants to do so.

It is a curious (act, however, and ought to be fur-

ther exi)erimented on.

—

Ed. Silk Jour.]

Virginia, May 23, 1841.

My dearfriend,— For the past week the vvea-

of one day's laying only are on each paper, near-
1 ,[^gp ^^^^ {i^i^n very fine, and the silk worn)s have

ly if not all will hatch simultaneously on the same

day ; and it is also a curious tact, (developed by

the New Theory,) that several parcels ol eggs

laid, say on the 1st, 2d, 3d and 4ih of July, ol

last year, will hatch this year in the same rota-

tion, if they have been kept and treated in all re-

spects alike. It is expected to be proved, that the

only reason why all parcels of silk-womis' eggs

require from lour to six days to hatch, (from the

time they first begin till the last hatches,) is simply

that the same number of days were occupied by

the moths in laying them. It is Ireely admitted

that this looks like hair splittinir and, as has been

said, "French rtfinement," but when the princi-

ples of the New Theory shall have been tho-

roughly understood, and criiicaliy exanuned, the

above will be (bund to be noihing but natural re-

sults from natural causes.

One more remark. The papers should be kept

as clear of filth as possible, especially the liquid

discharged by the muihs belore they begin to lay

eggs. This can be done by suspending the pa-

pers perpendicularly on the sides of the room.

The moths will not lall ofi' till they have done

laying, and when they discharge the li(iuid it will

Call u\)on the floor. The reason the eggs should

be (ree from all such filth is, that it, not possessing

the principle of lile, as the eggs do, soon putrefies

and evolves deleterious gases, which in close ves-

sels may destroy the vitality of the tgg>.
^ ^

G. B. S.

FIRST FRUITS OF THE SEASON—SUCCESS
SILK-MAKING.

From the Journal of tlie American Silk Society.

[The following letter contains most gratifying

intelligence. The respected writer will excuse its

public'ation, on account of the cheering hopes il

will encourage. The writer of this letter has

now feeding (a portion probably spinning co-

coons) about 600,000 worms. He practises up-

on the principles of the New Theory, and uses

lime freely, according to the lately discovered vir-

tues of that article. The success of Mr. C, men-

tioned in the letter, with his first and very early

crop, is pecularly gratifying, and shows what can

be done under the worst possible circumstances,

by skill, care and persevering industry. His ex-

sensibly It-It its. genial influence. I ought to have
some beginning to spin by this time, but the cool

wet weather has retarded their progress very

much. I hope it will be better now. My worms
look exceedingly well notwithsianding. I spent

a night wiih C. C. during the early part of the

past week. He is in high spirits. A brood of

eiirly worms, amouming to about 30,000, had

nearly all ascended. He had kept them in his

haicliing room, at a temperature of about 76°.

One or two hundred which he kept on the man-
tel-piece immediately over the fire, in a warmth
of about 10j°. began to spin in 17 days. I never

saw finer cocoons than they all were. He thinks

he can now efi'eciually banish disease from his

cocoonery by the use of lime. He says he would
not be willing to express fully what he really

thinks of iis etiects and advantages. He will

proceed on your system in regard to hatching,

though I do not think he holds what is vulgarly

termed "book larning" in very high estimation.

But his incessant application will enable him to

do as well as any man. He has thought of an
entirely new thing lor the worms to spin in;

namely, whortleberry bushes.* A bundle of

them set up and spread at top like broom corn,

displays the cocoons to great advantage, and the

worms are highly pletised vvilh the fixture. 1

have heard from no other cultivator; but when-
ever I gain any inlormalion, 1 will communicate
it to you.

I have had a great many eggs to hatch this

spring; and I have unilbrmily observed that the

difierence of even a lew days, in the times of

hatching last year, shows iiself now. 1 have
been almost astonished at it. The eggs too have
not been on ice, and have been kept under pre-

cisely the same circumstances.

* Our respected friend is mistalven in supposing

this a new tfiing.. 'Wliortleberry busfies were often

used in the early days of the silk experiment here,

say ten to twelve years ago. The editor used them,

as well as severai of his acquaintances. They an-

swered reinarlvabfy welt.

—

Editor Silk Journal.
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I- OLNDKRIAG.

From the Kentucky Farmer,

'riiis disonifP is produced by eevernl causes.

li is ceriHit) that llie grouiest part of all disea^et;,

txcept ill CHst's of aicidenis, procefils lioiii ilic

deiaiiijeiiient of tlie stomach, which may f'e com-
pared lo a still, thai alier havmir extracted all the

substance Irom our lood, ditiirihulesi ii in each

part o/' the liuman and animal hudy. It the

limciiutis ul the stomach are anesteil, irom what-

ever cause, llie whole body leele it, according lo

its piedispoiiiiiijn ; this is called fcicUiiet^s, and is

more or less dangerous, accotdm<j^ to the weak-
ness or strength of the natural coiustitulion. 'i'he

horse, although much glronger than man, having

been taken Irom the stale of nature, has shared

the laws ol" civilization and been subjected to

many ol' its evils by his owner; lijr in his primi-

tive state, he knew certainly very lew disorders,

iC any ; hunger, thirst, excess oflabor, and above

all, neglect, contribute to all the disorders of this

animal. We should never lorget that altliough

some of the brute creation seem to have been

lormed to help and delight mankind, yet liie abuse

ot' their laculties is a yreat fault, to say no more.

In this, as in many other instances abuse is pu-

nished by privation and loss. JVJ oderale labor, good

lljod and care will prevent many accidents, and
keep a just medium between the state of nature

and the social order, into which the liorse has

been admitted : 1st. One of the causes of founder-

ing is the exposure of the animal to all the

changes of weatiier, without either stable or shed,

in which he could be sheltered if he wants it.

2d. If after hard labor of any kind, and sweat-

ing, the horse is left in the ram, or even in the

sun without having been rubbed dry, and not suf-

lered to cool gradually. Foundering is peculiar

10 animals whose foot is entirely wrapped in the

horned hoot, it is the swelling and obstruction of

the blood vessels in tlie interior ol" the hoof,

sometimes in one foot only, more olten in

two, and even in the forefeet, or it attacks them
one alter the other ; when the hind leet are at-

tacked, the weight of the body bearing on the

forefeet, and the horse cannot walk without much
pain, and must not be urged to do it ; it is then ne-

cessary to separate him from the others. Besides
the external symptoms, there is a great heat in

the pastern, lever, distate, and costiveness. A sup-
pression ol perspiration, water drank to excess,
sometimes on an empty stomach, during a long
and hard ride ; eating too much cprn or green
grass, perhaps a disposition of the body, may be
considered as the immediate causes of founder-
ing. If there is much lever, as is generally the
case, the horse must be bled copiously, and the
blood received in a vessel ; so as lo know both the
quality and quantity that is drawn ; injections

must be given
; very little hay, no corn, and bran

or meal in his drink; the upper part of the loot

above the hoof shall be rubbed with sirong vine-

gar and silted soot, even make poultices of it, and
change them several times in the day, (clay mix-
ed with strong vinegar is excellent.)

N. B. The application is good, also, for any
person whose foot is sprained.

If the horse is shod, he must be unshod as soon
as possible ; he must be purged with gentle medi-
cines, this point cannot be loo much insisted upon,
' Vol. IX.-31

as harsh drugs are pernicious lo man and beast,

and wear out the best constiiulion. Such a treat-

ment will soon cure the horse if done immedi-
ately, lijr like many others, it is easy to cure if

taken ill time, otherwise it may cause the loss of
the hoof, and perhaps that of the horse, who is,

Ht least, rendered usele^^s lor a long-time, if noc
lor ever. To do every thing in time insures suc-

cess to a farmer, and as horses are his principal

help, be will gain much by attending to them so

ad to remedy any of their disorders as soon as

he finds them out.

Early risinir and going to the plough, or on a
journey, at three or lour o'clock in the morning,
III the summer, stop at ten, and begin again at

liiree or four, aliernoon, until night, is the best

mode of workinir lor man and beast, other work
may occupy the hands in the interval.

W. Mkntklle.

AVORK OXEN.

From ttie Kentucky Farmer.

I see that a number of persons think that the
Durham cattle do not make good oxen. I have
had more than half the work on my farm performed
by oxen ever since I commenced farming, and
have (bund it much most profitable to work oxen
with Durham blood in them, generally from halt'

to seven eighths. They walk well, are very strong
and are more gentle and docile than almost any
other cattle, and then they are so easily turned into

beef whenever we wish to part with them. I al-

ways have sufficient employment for my work
oxen to prevent them from getting too fat to work
well. The liirmalion of the Durham stock
shows great power, and their walk when lean is

very good. '
1 have frequent occasions to send an

ox cart to Lexington, and they always make tho
inp in a day—the distance there and back is twen-
ty-eight miles. 1 work them in yokes and bows.

Saml. D. Martin.
Coll/yville, Ky.

THE BOARD OF AGRICULTURE.

From the Richmond Compiler.

The board of agriculture, for the appointment
of which a bill was passed by the last legislature,
has been appointed by Lieut. Governor Huther-
foord, and their names will be found below. Tha
authorization of this board was an act of uncom-
mon liberality of the last legislature—and will
no doubt cause it to be gratefully remembered for

generations, we may say ages to come. Most:
wisely, most generously did they authorize the
governor to select two individuals from each of
the lour great sections of the state, who were to

meet yearly alternately at one of the principal
towns or cities of the different sections, discuss
agricultural and other interests, decide on the best
policy for the Old Commonwealth, and report
their views and decisions lo his excellency, lo

be laid before their sapient legislatorships at
their next session. Now in consideration of so
important a pritilcge to said board, (a privilege
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plainly denied unieps so granted,) in view of the

towering honors, thereby bestowed, the legisla-

ture in their wisdom thought it would be ahoge-
ther superfluous to append a small per diem allow-

ance for the labors of said board, for their absence

from home and consequent neglect of domestic

concerns. Which conclusion was very just, very

charitable—conferred heavy obligations upon ihe

agricultural community in general and upon the

bourd in particular. With such wise and liberal le-

t.'islation who can set bounds to the improvement
of the Old Dominion'?

Board of agriculture appointed by the executive.

For the division of the state lying upon tide

water

:

James M. Garnett, of Essex, and
Edmund RulBn, of Petersburg.

For the division between the head of tide wat^r

and the JJlue Ridge mountains :

James Barbour, of Orange, and

Richard Sampson, of Goochland.

For the division between the Blue Ridge and

Alleghany mountains :

Nathaniel Burvvell, of Claik, and
Edward Watts, of Roanoke.

•For the division west of the Alleghany uioun-

tains

:

Joseph Johnson, of Harrison, and
Peter II. Steenbcrgen, of Ma&oii.

MONTHLY COMMERCIAL RKPORT.

For tJie Farmers' Register.

At this season of the year the tobacco trade is

the only very important one in Virginia, our

markets being almost bare of other descriptions

of produce. From this cause flour has advanced

to S^i) and corn to 63 to 65 cts., per bushel.

Cotton also maintains its price here of 9 to 11 cts.,

although it has declined in other markets, and

Ihe accounts from Europe are very discourasing.

The manufacturing interests generally in Great

Britain and in this country are in a depressed con-

dition. A diminished product of 600,000 bales

cotton (compared with the precedmg year) is

f3ufRcieni to meet the greatly reduced demand.
Great distress prevails in the large manufacturing

districts of England; in this country the ex-

treme cheapness of provisions prevents its being

ielt.

The price of tobacco declined in the early part

of the month, but has recovered since the supply

has (iillen ofi', and ranges from ^4 to ^10. A de-

cline in New Orleans, where a large stock had ac-

cumulated, was followed by sales in a short pe-

riod of 10,000 hhds. at $3^ to ^S\.
The wheat harvest is now in progress and

commenced with favorable prospects as to quan-
tity and quality, but the weather is now adverse.

The legislatures of the United States and of

Great Britain have now before them measures
deeply affecting all interests. The establishment

of a national bank, the revision of the tariff, and
the distribution of the proceeds of public lands,

engage the attention of congress ; while a change
of the corn laws and a revision of the tariff are

under discussion in parliament. The results are

looked to with intense interest by all parties and
all classes. Exchange on London 12 per cent.,

on New York 4 per cent, premium. X.
June 25, 1841.

suBiESii^Rir or i^u'WB.

Saturdaij, May 29, 1841.
The Caledonia steam-ship arrived at Boston on the

19th, in 14^ days from Liverpoo', bringing accounts
14 days later, and up to the 4th inst.

Nothing had been heard of the President steam-ship;

and it is almost certain now that it has been lost.

The British ministry had been defeated on two
questions, in the House of Commons, on the Irish

Voter's Bill. But instead of resigning, as usual in

sucIj cases, they have announced the making the repeal,

or a gi'eat modification, of the corn-laws a cabinet mea-
sure. If the popularity of this reformation should save
to the ministry their places, their success in this respect
will produce very important benefits to Americaii
agriculture.

"The London Chronicle (Radical) of the 3d instant,

says :

—

" The sensation produced by the Government no-
tice of Friday night on the corn-laws is rapidly ex-
tending tiirough the country. Every where it is the
signal of excitement and determination. By the
monopolists it will never be forgiven, rnd by the
people it will never be forgotten. Ministers have
fairly lliiowu thenisclvts on the nation for support
in tfie assertion of a sreat national right and interests

The lesponse will soon be heard in a. voice of thunder.
The untaxing of the people's bread is a prospect full in
view ; and the people will spring toward it like lions

on their prey."
The state of things in England s«ems to be, that the

ministers, defeated in parliament, and despairing of
holding their places without new and powerful support^
have sought it by offering what the great mass of the
common people so much want, the abolition of the
corn monopoly, and the extension of free trade in ge-
neral. After exciting such hopes, and such allies, the

ministers can scarcely dare to draw back, or the landed
proprietors and higher class to refuse consent to the
proposed measures.
The revenue of the British government, as it ap-

pears from the report of the Chancellor of the Exche-
quer, recently made, shows a deficiency of £2,000,
000. He indicated in his speech the intention of the

ministry to lighten the protective duties on other com-
modities besides foreign grain.

" From the new budget [of France] it appears the
deficiency unprovided for of the year 1840 amounts to

170,193,780f. Thatof 1841 to 242,C03,288f The bud-
get of 1842, after the reductions made by the commit-
tee, amounting to 41,139,594f , would be calculated

l,275,453,34()r, and the revenue being calculated at

l,160,000,000r, the deficiency would amount to 114,-

836,398f. To these deficiencies of the three years
must be added a sum of 534,269,000f. demanded for

extraordinary works of various kinds."
" Serious disturbances had broken out in various

parts of Ireland, and the courts were busily engaged in

the trials of the offenders."

The Tipperary papers contain accounts of outrages

at Borrisokane, Kiiruane, Bourna, Broka, Crimlin,

Arderony, Liskahill and other districts of the county

;

such as threatening notices, intimidation, destroying

property, assaults, and incendiarism ; but in that quar-

ter nothing more serious had occurred."
" General Don Antonio Quiroga, the leader of the

Spanish insurrection in 1820, died suddenly at Santiago

on the 26th of March."
" There is no later news from China. The arrange-

ment of Capt. Elliot for the adjustment of the differ-

ences with the celestial empire were very unpopular
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with the merchants interested in the East India an(f

China trade, and tliey had renionstratcd strongly against

its ratilication. A deputation had an interview witli

Lord Palmerston, on the 2!>th of April, upon the sub-

ject."

"The dispute ot France vvitli JMorocco has been
settled by mutual concessions. The Governor ol'

Morocco lias been dismissed, and the French Consul,

M. de Laporte, has been recalled."

The war is still rajjing in Algeiia, between the

French ami Arabs.

The ISiew York Controller has advertised to sell at

auction, (because of susj)ension or failures of the

banks, the bonds and mortgages deposited with him as

security for circulating notes by tne ioliowing tree

banks

:

Bank of America, at Buli'alo.

United States Bank, do.

Merchants' Exchange Bank, at Buffalo.

Mechanics' Bank, at do.

Erie County Bank, at do.

Phenix Bank, at do.

Staten Island Bank, at Port Richmond.
Cattaraugus County Bank, at Randolph.
James Bank, at Jamesville.

Binghamton Bank, at Binghamton.
Bank of Lodi, at Lodi, Seneca county.
Bank of Olean, at Glean.

The President of the Frankfort Bank, Me. has been
arrested on a charge of swindlbig. There will be an
ugly time for bank operations when modern financier-

ing comes to be called by the old-fashioned name of

''swindling."

Some few weeks ago about two bushels of abolition

papers arrived at the Petersburg post- office, from a

northern abolition society, directed to various indivi-

duals. They were all stopped and burnt. Some months
before that there had been a previous similar supply,

and in as large quantity, whicli had met with the like

fate.

All the four negroes charged with the recent mur-
der and arson, at St. Louis, have been arrested, and
also a white man, who is suspected of being accessory.

Another negro stolen.—On or about the 14th instant,

a negro man, the property of Mr. Stubblefield, of
Gloucester county, Va., was stolen and carried off by
a New York vessel. The owner immediately set out

by land for New York, with another gentleman, to

identify his property.

The New-York Times says. " The honorable Asa
Child, of Norwich, lately President of the Norwich
and Worcester Rail-road Company, has absconded
with about 40,000 dollars, obtained from that institu-

tion by peculation and forgery. He was last seen in

Philadelphia en route it was supposed for Texas." He
was formerly district attoney of the United States and
was one of the late candidates for presidential elector.

The Frederick County Bank, (Md.,) was entered
" by burglars," with a false key, between last Satur-

day night and Monday morning, and robbed of ^Ibo,-
976, of which §10,000 was in specie. This being
much more than its whole original capital, the bank
has suspended operations. From the clear work made,
as well as from their manifest preference for hard mo-
ney, we suspect that the " burglais" were some of

those who had charge of the bank, or knew well the

situation and contents of its vault. A rewaid of $10,000
(in paper, we suppose,) has been offered by the bank
for the recovery of the money. Query. If the thitf

and the bank had kept their own counsel, and the rob-

bery had remained a secret, why might not the bank
have continued its operations just as well as before,

and with as much benefit to the public, and muchmore
to private interests .' Under a continual suspension of
specie payments, it matters not whether both the capi-
tal and the specie of a bank have been stolen or not.

The Danville (Va.) banking house was broken open
a few nights ago, but the burglar was not able to get

into the vault, and so stole nothing. Ergo, he was nol
a bank officer.

Two distressing events have re.cently occurred in
Canada. A storm destroyed a number of rafts of tim-
ber on the St. Lawrence, and about .50 persons of their
crews were drowned. A part of the Clilf of Cape
Diamond, in Quebec, had sli|)ped down, and crushed
seven or eight houses, and killed 2G persons.
The whole number of persons on board the Presi-

dent were 136.

Three eminent lawyers, Messrs. Dallas, Hirst, and
Ingersoll, having been consulted by request of a pub-
lic meeting in i'lnladelphia, have severally given their
opinions tnat the late " relief law" of Pennsylvania,
in authorizing the issue of §3,000,000 in small bank
notes, or bills of credit, is unconstitutional.

On May 7th, 220 Indians (all of whom except about
50 were women and children,) who had been captured,
or had surrendered at various times, were shipped from
Tampa to the Mississippi, for their new western home.
Several chiefs and sundry other Indians had come in,

and who hitdprojnised for all the others, on the condition
of being paid the money promised by the government,
to buy the chiefs' consent to emigrate. But as •Gene-
ral Armistead could not show ttie cash, (the govern-
ment being pretty much like the banks, in a state of
" suspension,") and the Seminoles putting no trust in

the '' credit system," they have returned to their fast-

nesses, and recommenced the war of private murder.
Several inhabitants, and a mail carrier, have been
since killed, and the bloody work will now proceed as

before. The troops are already very sickly. General
Armistead has probably left Florida, on leave of
absence, and is expected to pass through this town in

a weekj on his way homeward.
The bank of Chilicothe, after having lent §500,000

in paper to the state, and immediately stopped specie

payments, as stated in our summary of the 8th inst.

has since (?s was then anticipated) shipped off a large

amount of its specie for sale in New York. By this

latter "fair business transaction," the bank will make
a profit of 15 per cent, piemium, that being the pre-

sent ditfierence of value between specie and its now
discredited notes, in which the bank will pay its cre-
ditors.

Though specie is so deficient in this country, it is

still sent abroad to countries that will not submit (as

we do) to use the depreciated paper currency ot swind-
ling banks. §80,000 in specie went by the last packet
from New York to England. As long as our banks
continue to cheat and rob the community, by refusing
to pay their debts, and by issuing and circulating tiieir

irredeemable and depreciated notes, so long specie

must, of necessity, be exported, as long as any can be
obtained to export. •

By this morning''s mails, (May 29.)
The brig Minstrel, from Ireland for Quebec, having

on board 141 emigrant passengers, struck on Red
Island Reef, and was lost, oa the 18th instant. There
were 152 persons on board, of whom 148 perished.
Only four (of the crew) escaped.
The following banks of Pennsylvania have notified

the governor of their acceptance ot the "relief law:"
The Harrisburg Bank, Exchange Bank of Pittsburg,
Bank of Chambersburg, Carlisle Bank, Bank of
Lewistown, Towanda Bank, Lancaster Bank, Farm-
ers' Bank of Lancas^^r, and the Farmers and Mecha-
nics] Bank of Philadelphia. The Bank of Piltsbuig
declines accepting.

Saturday, June 5, 1S41.
We have heard that some of the bank men have

had under consideration the propriety of answering
the arguments and facts, presented in the Farmers'
Register, which serve to expose the evils and iniqui-
ties of the paper system. We heartily wish they
would make the attempt—but have not the least
expectation of it. The banking wire-pullers and
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their tools are indeed very darin? in many re-

spects

—

but they will not dare to attempt to answer

these charges, or to boldly face these attacks. They
will work indirect^'— aiid they may perhaps succeed,

in silencing and putting down our publication—but

it will certainly not be attempted by fair and open
argument. As sore as they are under the exposure,

they prefer to submit silently to all the cliarges

and denunciations we have uttered, or can utter, ra-

ther than attract still more notice from the public by

attempting ariy defence. They are perfectly sensible

that their case is one, which, according to the home-

ly old proverb, " the more it is stirred, the more it

will stink."

Accounts from Valparaiso state that Commodore
Alexander Claxton, commanding the United States

squadron in the Pacific, died at Talcahuana, on

March 7th.

The Branch Bank of the State of Georgia, at Ma-
con, has been depredated upon, (we are at a loss for

a proper and acceptable term,) to the amount of

about $60,000. The Savannah Republican says that

" Nathaniel Barker, Cashipr, Isaac G. Seymour. Pre-

sident, and Levi Eckley, H. K. Carter, and F Sims,

Directors, are the persons implicated. These frauds

upon the institution have been committed under the

obligations of an oath taken by the president and
cashier of that office on the 3d of April, ult. after a

certificate signed, saying the cash had on that day
been counted and was all found correct."—This is

bad enough, as an illustration of the corrupting influ-

ence of " bank facilities ;" but what makes it worse,

is that the Macon newspapers kept perfectly .«ilent on
the subject, and it was not until some time after the

facts were matters of notoriety, and then upon a

direct call for information, that a Savannah paper ven-

tured to state the above facts I !

!

The Augusta Chronicle of May 29th says—" Rumor
was rife yesterday, founded upon the authority of pri-

vate letters received in this city, that Macon has been
the theatre of another bank robbery, which has just

been detected in the Branch of the Central Rail-Road
Bank, in Macon. The cathier i« snid to be the indivi-

dual who has lined his pockets witli the needHil. We
have not been able to learn the precise extent of the de-

ficit in the cash account, but all seem to concur in the

opinion, that it is quite large, probably twenty thousand
dollars. A few more such disclosures, as these Ma-
con exhibits, and Georgia will stand in the front rank
of bank robberies. This is another of the curses of
an inflated, irredeemable, non-specie-paying curren-

cy. The whole country b>"'comes deranged with the

mania for speculation and growing suddenly rich,

and some of those who cannot ot)tain riches by fair

jneans, steal whenever an opportunity presents."

The extra session of congress commenced on May
21st. There was a quorum in each house. Mr.
White of Kentucky was chosen speaker of the House
of Representatives. The message of President Tyler
was received. Though it is not a very clear and
open exposition of his present opinions and intended
course, it seems to promise support to a law for a na-
tional bank, (z. e.," fiscal agent,") v>-\n\st the possibility

of such a bill beinj unconstitutional in purport is also
stated. The distribution of proceeds of sales of the
public lands among the states is recommended—and
raising the tariff of duties, not however to con-
travene the design of the compromise act, "except
under urgent circumstances" is pioposed, to meet the

expected deficit of the treasury—which is stated to

be more than 11 millions for this year.

A numerous public meeting recently held in Charles
ton, S. C, among other resolutions adopted the follow-

ing:—
"Resolved, That Congress having no authority under

the Constitution to incorporate a National Bank, if

such an institution be incorporated, we hold that the

charter may, at any time, be repealed, and the bank
abolished."

The National Theatre, in New York, was burnt on
May 2ftth. It was done by an incendiary. It was
burnt two years ago, and rebuilt. During the fire the

falling of the walls crushed an adjacent house of ill

fame, and killed one of its inmates.

James B. Glentworth's trial for enormous fraud«

practised in the New York election, is over, and he has

escaped by a Au?ig jury.

The " Ironsides Club" of Philadelphia have made a

formal nomination of Commodore Stewart, as next

President of the United States, which nomination the

Commoilore has formally accepted, and replied to in a

published letter of considerable length. Twenty years

ago, this whole matter would have been ridiculous in

the extreme. But not so now.
The Baltimore American says—" The exportation

of specie from this country to France goes on with un-

broken steadiness, and is likely to continue while the

present commercial relations between the two coun-

tries are permitted to exist." The Havre packet

which sailed on Monday took out ;^125,000 in specie.

The true reason is that we prefer to use depreciated

bank n-ites instead of specie in this country, andthi:re-

fore our specie is sold and sent from this country to

others that will not use paper money, or to such ex-

tent. Ttiis will continue as long as there is any spe-

cie to export, or until the swindling banks are com-
pelled to pay their notes and obligations. To New
York, where the banks were forced to pay s]iecie, it

flowed from all non-specie paying states, until last au-

tumn there was 12 millions of dollars in the city

banks, and very much more than was wanted. As
there was no effective demand for it in Virginia and the

other paper currency states, it was profitable to send

the specie abioad ; and seven millions of dollars of the

specie was sent to Europe from the city of New York
before the end of last winter.

The Girard Bank and the Commercial Bank of

Philadelphia have refu.«ed to accept ttie benefit of the

relief law of Pennsylvania.

By this morning's mails, June 5th.

The British steam-packet Acadia arrived af Boston

on the 2d, in 13J days from Liverpool, bringing Euro-
pean accounts 15 days later. The Liverpool dates are

to May 18th. "The news is not of much political im-

portance, nor is there any ttiing very favorable in the

aspect of the commercial and monetary interests.

Nothing heard from the President steamer, and no
hope of its escape remaining."
" The Spanish regency has been settled by the elec-

tion (by the Cortes) of the Duke of Victory (Espai-

tero) to be sole regent of the kingdom."
"The growing crops both in France and England

wear the most favorable appearances."
Great dissatisfaction prevailed in England in regard

to the recent arrangement of terms with China—which
arrangement, according to last advices from China, is

likely to fall through. Sir Henry Pottinger is to suc-

ceed Capt. Elliott as Commissioner to China, and is

clothed with full powers. Tne treaty signed by
Capt. Elliott and the Chinese Commissioner had been
rejected by the Emperor of China. This intelligence

had advanced the prices of teas in England 20 per

cent.

Another horrible disaster has occurred at sea in the

foundering of the ship William Brown, from Liverpool

for Philadelphia. 47 lives were lost, of which 17 were
of persons thrown out of the boat, in which all bad

taken refuge, to save the lives of^ the others. The
survivors were taken up soon after by a ship, and car-

ried to Havre-de-Grace. Though imprisoned at first,

for the drowning of their companions, they were soon

discharged, upon the ground of the absolute necessity

of the act.

The discussion on the free-trade system proposed by

the ministry was in " full blast" in the House of Com-
mons. The first measure of reduction was the sugar

duties, nominally, but in fact the whole question is in-
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volved in the debate. The ministry had annoiincofl

their propose;! rate of duties on i^raiii, which is qnilf

lo^v—Ss. per quarter (or 8 bushels) on (oreiijn wheat,

4s. per quarter on barley and other grains, including;

Indian corn, and '.is. Gd. on oals. The greatest inter-

est is excited, and the gi-fat body of the people anx-

ious for the proposed reduction. We leel satij^uine as

to the favorable result, which will be of immense va-

lue to this country, as well as to Great Britain.

The New York Courier and Enquirer (adininistra-

lion paper) of the 3d, sa3's of tlie President\s messaj^e

— " It is due to candor to say tiiat this document hjs

given far more satisfaction to thd opjioticnts than to

the friends of the administration in this city." Amoiif;

the objections then stated at length, are, the want oi

explicitness as to a national bank—the intimation of a

possible veto on a law for that object—the repudiation

of increase to the duties in contravention to the com-

promise act—the not recommending some early mo(!e

of increasing the revenue—and the not mentioning a

bankrupt law.

Saturday, June 12, 1S41.

John Q. Adams has at last triumphed. He moved
to rescind the 21st rule of the House of Representa-

tives, which forbade the reception of abolition peti-

tions—and his motion prevailed by a vote of 112 to

104. The vote was not divided so much by parly as

by geographical lines.

All the four negroes charged with the St. Louis

murder and arson, have been tiied and condemned to

death.

Theatricals are in a bad way in New York. In our

last was stated the burning of the National Theatre.

The Bowery had been previously closed, through ina-

bility of the manager to pay the cit}' tax : and since,

the Park Theatre has been sold for 1^^4,000 only.

Glentworth is to be tiied again.

Some of the Philadelphia bardis have been disap-

pointed in a new etfort to evade the law and cheat the

public. This was by issuing "certificates" and ' obli-

gations" for $5 to take the place of -the oidinary b.ndv

notes for $5, which the banks were required by law
to pay for in specie. Both the Philadelphia Bank
and the Farmers and Mechanics' Bank have bi-en

sued and cast upon their attempt to execute this new
fraud ofi<sning and then refusing to pay these substitut-

ed "obligations."

Several of the country banks have accepted the

provisions of the Revenue bill, and have already com-
menced the issue of small notes. Several of the city

banks have rejected the provisions of this bill, and it

is probable that the others will follow their example.
"From all the inquiries that we have made upon

the subject, we think it very doubtful whether these

bills will be able to maintain the credit of currency
ire at all. They are palpably at a depreciation of

I. enty to twenty-five per cent, and it is quite certain

that, unless the city banks with one accord come to

their relief and agree to receive them on deposite, ami
in all their transactions credit them as currency, tlip\

must fall into discredit. Now will the banks here,

with any considerable unanimity, agree to thus credit

tliem ? We have some good reason for believing that

they will not. Some have already declared that

they will not, and, if they adhere to this determi-

nation, as we believe they will, they must adopt the

only alternative left them

—

resume specie payments in

full for all their liabilities. The insolvent and un-

sound institutions that hoped to live through the next

five years by virtue of the Relief Law, at the ex-

pense of the sound and solvent banks, will find them-
selves greatly mistaken."

—

Ph. Led.
Benj. Higgins, master of the sloop Wellington, of

Boston, is under trial in that city for kidnapping a

negro man in Boston, and sending him to Newbern
N. C. The facts are that the slave concealed him-
self on board the vessel, when it was in the port

of Newbern, and was not discovered until far on thf

voyage. The cajilain kept tln" slave confined, to

send him back to Newbern, and did so on the return

of his vessel, it being a regular trader between
Boston and Newbern. Thus, by his honest endeavor
to escape the charge of kidnapping a slave in New-
bern, he is charged by his countrymen with kidnap-
pinjr a freeman (the same negro,) in Boston.

"Dr. Braddee, tried at Pitisburgh for robbing the

mail, has been convicted, and is to be sentenced to

the penitentiary. He is represented as a wealthy in-

dividual, who enjoyed a large and profitable business.

Since the conviction of B , two of his gang, Sirayer

and Carman, have pleaded guilty."—Phil. Led.

The people of Cincinnati, have had the good sense

to refuse to see Fanny Ellsler dance. It is the first

town which she could not lay under a heavy contri-

bution.
" The president, directors, and company of the

Bank of the United States yesterday entered a suit in

the District Court against the late President, Ni-
cholas Biddle." (Phil. Led.)—We trust that this suit

will serve to expose much more of the gigantic system
of swindling, and pillaging the people, and of brib-

ing their representatives and political leaders, than
has yet appeared.

Lieut. Hunter, of the navy, has invented, and had
constructed at Gosport, Virginia, a steam vessel propel-

led by submerged paddles. It was tried on the Dis-
mal Swamp canal, and found very applicable to canal
navigation. It has gone to Washington for full ex-
amination and trial, antl made the passage up the
Chesapeake, at the rate of 10 miles the hour. Opi-
nions so far are much in favor of the value of the in-

vention.

A mode of directing the course of halloon«, it is

said, has been discovered, and successfully tried in

Fiance.

An insurrection has taken place in the neighbor-
hood of Moscow.

Insurrections have broken out in Candia, Bulgaria,
Servia, and other parts of the Turkish empire, which
will be difficult to que'l.

The report of the secretary of the treasury recom-
mends, distinctly and cleariy, the chartering of a
national bank. Mr. Clay had pi eviously moved in

the senate the repeal of the sub-treasury law, and
the establishment of a national banlc.

The Union Bank of Mississippi, (having cheated
the public as much as possible, we presume,) is now
to he wound up " as speedily as is consistent with the

present condition of the country." But it seems from
the following paragraph (of the Vicksburs Sentinel of
May 27,) that the authorities mean to make another
etl'oit before they yield.

" We understand that the Cashier of the Union Bank,
at Jackson, wants to make a loan of 25,000 dol-

lars, to help to paj' the exjjenses of the bank. But
tlie most amusing part of the business is, that he wants
to get this loan on a pledge of Union shinplasters !

We expect to see Union sell for 16 cents on the dol

lar ; and, if they have to sell notes to pay the ofHceis,

they will soon be as cheap as Brandon "

" Exchanges and. a Fiscal .dgent —We asked one of
the largest tiouses dealing in exchanges in Wall street,

at what rate they would undertake to collect and di.=-

burse the public revenue, receiving payment in specie

or its equivalent wherever money is to be received,

and paying it in the same currency wherever it is to

be paid. The answer was, ' a quarter of one per cent.'

"

—Journal of Commerce.
The Bank of Michigan, although its suspension

was permitted bv law, and for enough time to come. I'.as

nevertheless been compelled to stop operations. Bad
times for the swindling banking system, when banks

cannot go on even with the aid of legalized suspension

of specie payments.
The Bank Commissioners of Ohio have resigned.
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because their legal authority is disregarded by the

banks, and the judges have refused to grant an injunc-

tion in the worst case, that of the wholesale swin-

dling Bank of Gallipolis. " Many of the banks are

issuing one-dollar notes in open violation of law, and

several corporations and towns have thrown out their

shinplasters."

Of the fifty banking institutions of Pennsylvania,

twenty-six have accepted the benefit of the late reliet

law, and six have rejected it. The decisions of the

others have not yet been heard.

By this morning^s mail.

Capt. W. G. B. Taylor, boarding officer, Balize,

has captured and brought in a schooner, whose pira-

tical character and designs were evident liom her

armament, flag and papers. The crew were brought

in ironed. This statement is abridged irom Capt.

Taylor's full report to the collector of New Orleans.

No arrival from Europe at New York, to the 10th.

Three other banks (making 9 now heard from) have

refused to accept the benefit of the Pennsylvania

"relief law." These are the banks of Doylestown,

Easton, and Kensington. The expectation of early

resumption of payment by the solvent banks of Phi-

ladelphia is increased.

The steamer Maid of Orleans, with a cargo of lead,

sunk at Hat Island in the Mississippi. The loss was
expected to be total.

—

Loirisville Jldv. of 5th.

The Steamer Duncan McRae, on her trip up the

Savannah River, was blown up four miles below John-

son's Landing, and sunk in 10 minutes. Two firemen

badly injured. The cargo nearly a total loss.— Ch.

Courier.

Saturday, June 19, 1841.

The Great Western steam-ship arrived at New
York on the 10th, in 14 days from Bristol, bringing

London dates to 26th ult., and seven days later than

previous accounts. No news of interest, except the

defeat of the ministry by a majority of 36 votes in the

House of Commons, on the sugar duty bill— the first

of the series of the proposed free trade measures.

The ministers expect better success iir regard to the

corn laws, which they then brought up for repeal. If

defealnd there also, Ihey have announced the intention

of dissolving parliament, and appealing to the people

by a new election. In the mean time. Sir Uobert

Peel has given notice of his intention to move that the

ministers do not possess the confidence of parliament,

and " that their continuance in office, under such cir-

cumstances, is at variance with the constitution."

"An utter stagnation is now rapidly creeping over
-every branch of industry, whether manul'actming or

cominercif-.l, and whether in town or country. All

kinds of testimony agree that in this, ordinarily the

liveliest period of the year, there never was expe-
rienced in the memory of man so general and com-
plete a paralyzation of trade."

—

Lond. Paper, May 25.

From the great dissatisfaction existing in'regard to

the late negotiations with the Chinese, we expect that,

upon the arrival of the new British commander,
there will be a course of prompt and vigorous proce-
dure commenced, which must cause a renewal of the
war, and lead to results of great importance to the con-
tending nations, and to the commercial world.
Each of the two editors of the New York American

and the Courier and Enquirer has published his claim
that General Harrison had promised to make him post-

master of New York. It seems that these conflicting
assertions and claims are to be settled by President
Tyler refusing to give this post-office to either of the

competitors. This decision will be applauded by all

honest and disinterested men. The newspaper press
(of both high and low degree) is sufficiently exposed
to corrupting influences, without adding thereto the
rewards of rich government offices, for partizan elec-
tioneering services.

The notorious Seminole marauder Coachoochee, o^

Wild Cat, with 15 other warriors, 3 negroes, and a

boy, have been captured by Major Childs, and ship-

ped off for the west.

The Grand Jury of Boston refused to indict B.

Higgins, the mate of the Wellington, charged with

kidnapping (as stated in our last.) Their decision

has caused great excitement amongst the abolitionists

in Boston.

The Secretary of the Treasury has submitted to

Congress his jiian of a National Bank. Our limits

do not permit presenting its features. There will be

yet much disputation as to the details of this measure,
and possibly a faihire of the bill on that ground.

The repeal of the anti-abolition (21st) rule of the

House of Representatives is under reconsideration,

by a vote of 106 to 104, and the house is disposed to

be very disorderly thereon. This session, so far, pro-

mises to be any thing but quiet, orderly, or business-

like. Fifteen days have passed, and the rules of the

lower-house have not been yet adopted.

A British cruiser, the Termagant, attacked a Span-
ish slaver on the coast of Africa, and was beaten off

with some loss.

The master of a British merchantman has been
fined .$-273, by the court of Liberia, for trading with

the natives within the limits of the colony. He
claimed to be authorized by his government, to which
he will appeal,

A letter from New Orleans, to the National Intel-

ligencer, dated 6th inst. says that the ship Charles,

which sailed a few days before for Havre, France,

was fallen in with about 40 miles from the mouth of

the Mississippi, with sails set, but no one onboard.
There were fresh traces of biood, and other reasons

to believe that either pirates had captured the ship,

or more probably that the crew had murdered the pas-

sengers, 13 in number of whom 6 were ladies, and rob-

bed and abandoned the ship. The passengers had,

as was supposed, ,$100,000 in specie. Several expe-

ditions had started from New Orleans, to cruise in

pursuit of the murderers ; and gr^at excitement had

been produced by this mysterious and horrible event.

The passengers were mostly inhabitants of New
Orleans. Up to the 9th inst. nothing had been ascer-

tained, though more than 20 persons of suspicious

character had been arrostcd and were in confinement.

The crew of the piratical vessel recently captured off

the Balize, were supposed to be concerned in this act.

From the National Intelligencer of the 17th it ap-

pears that, after 17 days of squabbling and disorder,

the House of Representatives has been finally or-

ganized. The 21st (anti-abolition) rule, and its re-

peal, are to remain in suspense until the regular session,

then to be discussed and ?,ei{\eA, if possible . All the

other former rules of the house were adopted—and the

members may now proceed to wrangle about some-
thing else.

" A few weeks ago, the court was to sit in Helena,
(La.,) to grant judgment to the banks, which had sued
extensively ; but the people met, closed the door of the

court house, and refused to admit either judge, jury, or

sheriff. The judsre was about to hold the court in an-

other building, but soon learned that the sheriff had
resigned, and no court could be held."

—

(La. Jldv.)

This lawless course is unjustifiable and abominable
;

but what else can be expected, when the law, as in

Louisiana and Virginia, relieves the banks from all ob-
ligations to pay //if /r debts, than that those who owe the

banks should consider it justifiable to "suspend pay-
ment" of their debts likewise.' Outrageous and un-
justifiable as is such violation of law. and of honesty,
by their debtors, the banks have no right to complain,
tliat their own dishonest and illegal course is thus imi-
tated, and opposed to their own refusal to pay what
they owe.

Willis Gaylord Clarke, the printer, poet, and late edi-
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On Philadelphia,
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50 miles from Washington to Fredericksburg, Va , of
|

nearly 2000 miles.— South. Recorder.

Tlie death of M. Nieiiicevviez, the clist|nguiihed

Pole, who was for many years a resident at Elizabeth-

town, N. J., and whose name is alike dear to freedom

and literature in both hemispheres, is announced in the

Journal des Debats of Paris. He was S4 years old at

the time of his death.

There arrived at the port of New York, on the 22d

and 23d inst., 1389 steera;;e passengers.

" We learn, (says the IW Y. Herald of the 23d inst.)

by a private letter received yesterday from Lima, that

about the tirst of April an im[)0rlaiit battle was fought

between the government lorces and the revolutionary

party. The action took i)lace near Arequipa, and at

lirst the latter party, under the supreme command of

Vivanco, was victorious, but the government troops

under Gainana finally triumplied."

Campeachy papers to 17th ult. have been received at

N. Orleans. The cultivation of tobacco, which formerly

was subject to taxation, is hereatterto be free. The poi t

ot Bacalar has been opened to foreign commeice. The
State of Yucatan lias definitively declared its absolute

separation from the Republic of Mexico. On the

Itith of May, the new constitution, decreed by the le-

gislature, was published at Merida, the capital of the

state. The Mexican liag was taken down by the po-

pulace, torn into pieces, and its place supplied by

olher colors. The liberty of worship is declared by

the constitution. To strangers tvery possible guaran-

ty is i)iomised. The new government is about to send

messengers to Washington and Europe, for the purpose

of being recognized as an independent state. Don
Francisco Riebaud has been called to Yucatan, and

placed in the charge and direction of the navy. Many
other distinguished men have been recalled.

"Relief Laws.—It appears that a system of bank-

ing has been tried in Mississippi similar to that of the

relief law of the last session of our Pennsylvania

legislature—that is, a founding issues on state stocks,

and expecting them to remain in good credit without

the aid of specie payments. This system, being in

opposition to the fixed laws of nature, failed of course.

"The Union Bank of Mississippi was established up-
on an issue of state stock, ot which it received five

millions, and issued its own notes upon the faith of
ihe capital so obtained. The bank was to have paid
llie interest on this stock, but it has neglected to do
so, and the people are now called upon to pay it.

•' In the uieai. time the officers of the bank are too

wise to take their own pay m the stuff which they have
put oti' to others, and tlie cashier is now endeavoring

to obtain a loan of $'25,000 in cash upon the pledge

of the notes ol the bank, the money being wanted to

pay the bank expenses.
" It is to be hoped that a few more such experiments

will convince our legislators that the best relief bill is

one lliat requires the banks to com})ly strictly with
their engagements, and the best monetary '^regulator"

is a bankrupt law, which shall wind up the affairs of

every bank which may suspend payment for thii-ty days
in succession."

—

Feiinsyivanian.

The President.—I'he insurance company of New
York, that underwrote the cargo of the President,

have paid the full amount of the loss—conclusive evi-

dence of what they think of her fate.

The Jackson Mississippian, of the 4th inst., says

that Governor IvlcNutt has received official informa-
tion that the state has been protested lor interest due
on a poi tion of the Union Bank bonds.

The Doric, at New Orleans, from Tampico, brought
upwards of $'3(),000 in specie, and the Creole, at

the same port from Matamoras, brought upwards of

$50,000,
The committee in the United States Senate having

in charge the subject matter of the Finances and a

National Bank, it is said will extend the limit of the

rate of dividends to 7 per cent.

Nothing had been heard at the latest dates of the

robbers of the Frederick County Bank.
An injunction was placed on the Bank of Michigan

on the 11th inst., and a receiver was to be appointed.

The Great Western took out only about $5000 in

specie, and not a very large amount of bills.

The recent census shows that there is one insane

person for every 990 inhabitants.
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EDMUND RUFPIN, EDTTOR AND PROPRIETOR,

LIMIXG LAND WITHOUT ANY BKNEFICIAL
RESULT.

To the Editor of the Farmers' Register.

Noitoway, Jane \Qth, 1841.

Though not a subscriber to your paper, yet 1

am not indiflorent to its success, nor deprived ol

the pleasure and profit too, I trust, to be derived

Ironi its perusal. On the contrary, you have my
most hearty congratulations for the many compli-

ments you have won from your correspondents,

for the ability and usefulness with which you
have conducted it ; and lam now restrained more

by prudence than jusiice, I'rom expressing, plenis

verbis, the favorable regard in which your labors

are held by an humble member o!' the agriculiu-

ral commtmiiy. This will be better done, no

doubt, to your own tas'e. and with less fulsome-

ness to your readers, by adding, if I can, to the

number of (acts, which you may be able to present

before them, worthy of their atieniion.

In the winter of 1837-'38, I cut down a piece

of pine land, of second trrowih, in good heart,

being interspersed with doL''-wood and grape vine.

The size of it was 3 or 4 acres of ground. It

was permitted to lie for 1 year with the fallen

trees and rubbish upon it. In the spring of 1839,

it was hilled and planted in tobacco, followed by
the same crop in 1840, and by wheat and lierds-

gra?s the jast winter. Previously to hillinu: lor

the first crop of tobacco, a portion of lime, made
by burninfj oyster shells, was sprinkled over half an
acre of tliis latid, selected from about the middle ol'

it, the pine beard being permitted to remain upon it,

but removing by a slight raking the coarsest of
the trash. It was put on at the rale of aliout

70 bushels of lime to the acre. I have careiuily

watched the eH'ects of it upon the 3 successive
crops, by comparing the products, according to

the eye, of the limed and adjoinini^ portions ol

land, and have not yet been able to detect the

least decided advantatre of the former over the

latter, ntore than what nnght be attributed in

certain parts to superior original fijrtility of soil.

The crop of wheat now upon it shows such a

uniformity of aspect, in growih and maturity,
throughout the entire piece, that it seems to me
the most minute observer would not dream that

such a vaunted fertilizer ag lime is had been ap-
plied to any part of it, if we may except many
irregular spots over the entire surface, including
limed and unlimed portions, in which the more
vigorous growth and more rapid maturity of the
wheat manifest the undoubted virtues ol'ashes, de-
posited by the burning of heaps of logs and brush.

Other experiments with lime have been made
and are making in my neighborhood, but 'with
few well-established practical conclusions, at least,

in its favor. A gentleman sowed lime upon his

tobacco lot last spring after manuring it, and did
not reap such a crop of tobacco as^his manure
alone promised. Not meaning, however, to aver
that the lime was an injury, but only that it did

not seem, to an appreciable extent, to coimteract
injurious causes. This gentleman is doubtless

Vol. IX.-32

flattered with Ihe hope, if not belief that its bene-
ficial eflects will be considerably realized in the

present crop of wheat. Whether it be confirmed
or not. It will be difficult accurately to ascertain,

but the conclusion to be drawn from the experi-

ment, related above, upon my own land, would
5eem to be unfavorable to such a supposition.

Guided by principles which I suppose you to

have advanced in relation to the action of calca-

reous manures, I shall yearly watch the eflects of
the lime upon the | acre ofarround above described,

with the expectation, if they ore correct, that

with moderate cultivation and s^razinsr, and a
moderate supply of vegetable matter of its own
growth, from herds-grass, it will eiilier improve
more rapidly than the adjoining land, or deterio-

rate more slowly. If the above should merit any
notice li"om you or your readers, it would be

pleasinoj to me to see something confirmatory of,

or contradictory to what is here advanced ; f!ir, in

ao^ricultural practice and opinion, the paradox ia

just, that our enemies are often our best friends.

G. F.

FREXCH AND AMi^KICAN RURAL C03IF0RTS.

, From tlie Farmers' Cabinet.

3Jr. Editor .-—To be able to " define our

proper position in the world," and to form a true

psiima'e of our character and standing in the

scale of human beings, it will be necessary lor us

to compare oursi'lves by the standard of comfort

and happiness enjoyed in other civilized countries,

and especially with the inhabitants of those states

which have been for ages under other forms of

government, become venerable from their an-

tiquity. I am led at present to this sutject, by a

perusal of the article in the Cabinet for March,
on the state of society in that part of the continent

which is denominated " the Granary of Europe,"

where cheap land and low wages seem almost

synonymous with misery and starvation.

Darintj a laie tour in the low countries in

F^'rance, I was struck dwnb while witnessing the

rotate of society in that part ^of " dear, delightful

France," having never belorehad the most distant

idea of the possibility that such a low, debased,

and de2raded state of things could exist in any
civilized country under heaven; and I have never,

since my return, been able to find words to ex-

press my f(?elinnrs, or to describe what I there

saw; but as I have since (bund the same scenes

poitrayed to the life in Blackwood's Magazine,
all I have to do is to bear testimony to the truth

of the picture, which is by no means loo highly

colored, and which I do most conscientiously

;

congratulating my fellow countrymen on the com-
fort and happiness which they enjoy in this blessed

land of liberty and high wages. The traveller

thus commences :

—

" Nantes, in Bretagnc. Passed through a

productive country, where the cows seemed the »

legitimate proprietors—the peasantry, interlopers.

The fields were luxuriant, but all that betokened
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the presence of man was deplorable. •' God made
the country and man made the town,' is the poet's

manner of accoiintinsT for narrow streets, but the

general order of French towns do not come with-

in the catalogue of human buildings—nothing on
earih comes nearer to the troglodyte style. Nine-
tenths of them seem to have been the simple

work of nature
;

piles of mire, shaped into

habitations by the hand ol' time and tempest, and
as guiltless of glass windows, whitewash, and
comfort of any conceivable kind, as a cavern in

the back of an American wilderness! But the

Frenchman is a genuine ' Gallio' in private life,

and careih for none of these ihings
;
yet he is

within 50 miles of a people whose study is every

thing of domestic convenience. To what can the

extraordinary difference be attributed, which
makes the man of England and the man of

France as essentially antipodean as if the diameter

of the earth divided them 1 It cannot be climate,

for in three-fourths of France they have shower
for shower with England ; or if there be a dis-

tinction, the winter is keener and the summer
more torrid, thus both requiring more diligence in

rep.elling the effects of season. It cannot be

poverty, for the French peasant has generally

become a proprietor: it cannot be government,

for if governments act at all in the matter, it is to

set the example of building : yet the French
peasant coes on from year to year and from age
to age, sitting in acottaseas naked of comfort as

if he sat on a hill in Siberia, and a Tartar hut

would be well equipped to»the best of these

hovels: they have not even the merit of beins

whitewashed sepulchres, for* a brush has never

touched them since the moment they arose from

their original mire ;—the truth is, that " home,"
as it has been a thousand times observed, is not

French; there is but little gathering around the

family hearth, and the cottage is not the place oC

their mirth ; they return to it to sleep, and go to it

as men to the churchyard, because they cannot

help it. Their ftistivities are for the guingette,

their superfluous coin is expended on the cilded

head-gear of the rustic belles, or the flame-

colored waistcoats and flowered stockings of the

rustic beaux; while the summer lasts they live in

the open air, working, dancing, eating, and
flirting through the day; and when the winter

comes, they cluster together in their huts like bees,

with no more concern for their lurnishiiiir than a

generation of rabbits in their warren ; there they

hibernate, dismal, dark, and frozen, until the Oist

gleam of sunshine rouses them, and lets the whole
tribe loose like the swallows—and then all is flunei-

ing, frisking and hunting flies—or matters full as

light as flies—again." X C.

EXTIRPATION OF SASSAFRAS SPROUTS.

From tlie Keutucliy Farmer.

Pleasant Run, Logan Co., May 22, 1841.

You ask, in the 29th number ol the present

volume, (or the practice of some one in subduing
sassafras sprouts ; 1 have thoiJ2hl proper to give

you and your correspondent, Mr. Champion, of
Caldwell, my observations and practice. When
I commenced farming in this county I was aimoy-
ed with the sassafras, and remarked to a neighbor

of mine that the sassafras sprout was a very
great objection to the Green River country. I

saw fields thickly set with it and the fences com,-

pletely staked and ridered with them growing,
and knevv not how to get rid of this evil ; to cut

one down, was to insure twenty more. He in-

formed me that a lew years previous he would
have given one hundred dollars to have them
cleared fiom one field, but had succeeded entirely

in freeing them from his liirni. His practice

had been to sow his fields in clover, and ^pasture

his sheep on them, commencing early in Mav.
This stock will keep the leaves well trimmed off",

which will cause them to die, root and branch.

1 had a field at that time better set than most of

the wheat this spring. It was set in clover; I put

all my stock on it, and still lacked some, and bor-

rowed from my neighbors, which entirely subdued
it. I advise all of my brother farmers whose
fields are infested with this iixDublesome shiub to

sow them in clover, and instead of having their

stock running in the wood, until July and August,
with their winter coats on, to put them on the clo-

ver in JMay ; and if they have not a suflicient

number themselves to keep the sprouts trimmed,
to borrow of their neighbors, and not think of a
charge for pasturage, lor the laborer, is worthy
of his hire, if you think the above or part of it

worthy the consideration of your correspondent,

you are at liberty to give it him in any form j'ou

please. Wikn Gunn.

STATE AID TO AGRICULTURE IN NEW-YORK.

From tlie Cultivator.

We are gratified to annou.nce that the bill intro-

duced lor the aid and improvement of agriculture,

into the legislature of this state, has become a
law, and that, if not all that some of our agricul-

tural li-iends expected, still its influence ntust be
powerlul lor good. It appropriates eight thousand
dollars annually, of which ^700 goes to the N. Y.
State Ag. Society, and the remainder is divided
among the several counties in proportion to their

population, on conditions and restrictions which
must ensure its liiiihful application to the use
intended by the state when granting the aid. It

will be seen that no county can receive its share of
the money unless a count}^ society is organized,

and a sum equal to that a[)propriated is raised by
the association to be added to and expended willi

that for premiums. Tliis is a very important
provision ; and one on which we think the great

efficiency and utility of the aid aflbrded will de-
pend. Every county in the stale, therefore, which
has not already an efficient society organized,

should make no delay in effecting this object.

Men of spirit, talent, enterprise, thorough farm-
ers, or who Itiel a deep interest in the advance-
ment of agriculture, must take the lead in fhis

business, and the many will soon be interested in

the result, and cheerfully follow the movement
that we think will eventuate in so much good.

Let every thing like sectional or political fijeling be

religiously eschewed in the management of these

societies. They are intended for the people, to

benefit the many, and so the funds appropriated

must be sacredly regarded.

We think it may reasonaiJiy be anticipated that
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(he reports vvliich are lo be made to the secretary

of state Irom (he stale society, and the county

societies, will form an annual volume of the most

instructive, and uselul kind, and wliicli will lorm a

record or history of agriculture in this state

invaluable to the (armer. The agricultural law

of 1S17, has done much for the Umie oI'De Witt

Clinton, and the good efl'ects result ing tVoni it have

not yet ceased to be (i?li. The liirmers of the state

have demanded, and the leg,islature liave agam
granted aid to the agricultuie of the state. Let

such a use be made of this money, a^d such a

spirit awakened in the communily, that, the

agricultural prosperity of the state shall be com-
mensuri^ite with its unequaled position, and its

immense resources.

jJn actfor the encouragement ofjJgriculture.

[Passed May 5, 1841.]

The people of the state of New- York, repre-

sented in senate and assembly, do enact as Ibllows:

§ 1. The sum of eight thousand dollars per

annum shall be and hereby is appropriated lor

the term of five years, lor the promotion of agri-

culture and household manufactures in this slate,

in the manner loilowing, to wit: to the county ot'

Oneida, ^255
Onondaga, 204
Ontario, 1,30

Orange, 152
Orleans, 75
Oswego, 131

Otsego, 148

Putnam, 38
Queen's, 91
Rensselaer, 180

Richmond, 34
Rockland, 36
Saratoga, 121

Schenectady, 51

Schoharie, 97
Seneca, 74
Sleuben, 138

St. Lawrence, 170

Suffolk, . 97
Sullivan, 47
Tioga, 61
Tompkins, 114
Ulster, 137

Warren, 40
Washington, 123
Wayne, 126
Westchester, 146
Yates, 61
N. Y. S. Ag. Soc. 700

§2. When the New-York State Agricullural
Society and any county agricultural society now
formed, or which may hereafter be formed in this

state, or the American Institute in the city of
New- York, shall raise by voluntary subscription
any sum of money, the president end treasurer
shall make and subscribe an affidavit of the facts

of the formation of such society, and of their

having raised a certain sum, specifying the amount
thereof, which affidavit shall be filed with the'

comptroller of this state, who shall draw his war-
rant on the treasurer lor a sum equal to the amount
of such voluntary subscription, not however ex-
ceeding the amount lo whioh such county or stale

Albany,
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JAMES RIVER WATER-BORNE MARL, AND ITS

EXPENSE. LIME AND CEMENT FROM STONE
MARL.

At various places in our publications, and etill

more in private conversations, we have recom-

mended and urged the use of water-borne marl lo

all those fanners on navigable waters who had

not marl easily accessible on their own lands.

Our arguments to this end, and estimates of" ad-

vantages, have as yet had but very limited opera-

lion, not because they were not convincing to

many, and who would gladly have incurred the

proper expense, but because, to effect the object,

required the co-operation of three diflerent classes

of operators. These were, Ist, the proprietor and

worker of the mar! beds, to sell, dig, and deliver

the marl to lighters, or other vessels ; 2d, water-

men and owners of vessels to transport the marl

;

and 3d, purchasers upon fixed and large contracts,

60 as to furnish that regular and full employment

which only could make all parts of the business

(as of any other business,) both cheap in opera-

ration and profitable in results. Many persons

were, and still are, anxious to buy marl— but few

proprietors of tlie beds cared to work them on a

proper mode tor cheap delivery—and still worse
was the chance lo obtain the water transportation

to.be properly and certainly performed, and at

other than exorbitant rates. But notwithstanding
all the difficulties, we succeeded as early as 1833
in inducing Col. C. H. Minge, then residing in

Charles City county, to commence marling his

farm in that county from the bed which underlies

Coggins Point, of which we gave to him (and
also to others afterwards) the gratuitous use. Col.

Mi^ge proceeded on the proper mode lor cheap-
ness, by purchasing a vessel, and having the

transportation carried on by his own hired hands.

But though thus avoiding the exorbitant charges
and unfaithful operations of lighter-men, he had
to bear all the disadvantages and losses of carry-

ing on all the separate branches of the business,

generally out of reach of his supervision, and by
the aid of ignorant and inexperienced hands—and,
moreover, under other peculiar disadvantages, un-

necessary to repeat here, but which may be seen,

as slightly and generally referred to, in the report

published at page 97 of 'Essay on Calcareous

Manures.' Still, under all such disadvantages,

(which we suppose must have served (o increase

the cost fully one-third,) Col. Minge continued

his operations through two years, and, according

to careful and particular estimates of all the items,

he found the total expense of the uncovering and

digging the marl, putting it on board, transporting

it 15 miles on and across the broad part of James
River, and landing it above high- water mark, to

be, for 15,000 bushels (heaped) conveyed in 1833,

not quite 2 cents the bushel, (1}| cents was the

estimate.) and 17,000 bushels the next year, only

1— cents per bushel. This does not include any

payment lor tlie marl, as he was charged nothing

for it. But if half a cent the bushel be allowed

for that (which is enough,) his marl of the se-

cond year would still have cost him but little more

than 2 cents when put out on his landing place.

But of the many who want to buy marl, and

who would very gladly pay 3 cents, (and who in

fact have paid 4 to 5 cents, or more,) none have

been willing to undertake to be their own carriers.

And while they have paid more than twice the

amount of fair prices lor lightering, the persons

engaged in that business have made but little

profit, owing to the ignorance, laziness, and

worthlessness of most of the hireling hands who

man the river lighters. Mr. Hill Carter (of

Shirley) next to Col. Minge, was the earliest and

has been the most extensive applier of water-

borne marl on the borders of James River. But

though he likewise obtained his early supplies gra-

tuitously, (paying only for the labor performed,)

he has never been able to have marl put on his

shore at less than 4\ cents ; and yet, after seeing

the effects of his early applications, he was so

anxious to extend it to all his land, that he re-

quested and authorized us to contract with any

res|)onsible person to furnish him marl enough,

and regularly, at 5 cents the bushel. We were

unable, at that time, to induce any proper person

to undertake that large contract, and therefore it

was not effected ; though we were as well per-

suaded then as now, that even at 2 cents less,

a good and sufficient profit would have been

afforded to the other party. Under this opinion

we rather discouraged the paying the high prices

then asked, and advised several persons who

would otherwise have bought, to wait for more

moderate terms— or, still better, to become their

own carriers. But lo this time, the price haa

been very little reduced, (4 cents being the low-

est yet paid, under the most favorable circum-

btances,) and large quantities of marl have been

bought and used, at such high prices, though not

one-twentieth of what might otherwise have been

demanded, at fair prices.

During all this time, we refrained from offering

to furnish marl from our beds, except by gift

—

and that for several reasons. In the first place,

we did not choose that our urgent recgmmenda-

tions to others to purchase and use water-borne

marl should, eweyi by possibility, subject us to the

suspicion of being impelled thereto by the desire
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of making a pecuniary profit by the business—and

Iherefore, we preferred that otiiers should be un-

dertakers of the business. Next, our own marl,

on navigable water, though very rich, is peculiarly

difficult to uncover and work, and therefore can-

not be so cheaply furnished (to the bushel) as

from many other more easily accessible beds.

But, after leaving it to others lor 8 years to com-

mence this business, and carry it on, and with very

little eflect, either in reducing prices, or furtiisliing

a regular and sufficient supply at any prices, we

presume that we may now make the atiempt to

ilirnish a better and cheaper supply, without

drawing suspicion on our motives in recommen-

dations made, and opinions expressed, so long ago.

According to the advertisement published on the

cover of this number, it will be seen that the marl of

Coggins Point is offered to be put on board lighters

at 2 cents the heaped bushel ; or at li- cents, if on

contracts for 30,000 bushels or more. If purchasers

will furnish their own lighters and hands, the

transportation and lamling of the marl (within

15 miles distance) may be perlbrmed lor 1 cent

more; and even to hired vessels, regularly em-

ployed, 1| cents would furnish a sufficient profit

—

there being a proper wharf or stage at the land-

ing place, and the marl being taken by the pur-

chaser from the deck of the vessel. But no light-

er-men will engage at this price lor Ireight—and

few can be relied en for regular work at even

their own higher prices. Therefore, if this busi-

ness is to be put on the cheapest and most pro-

fitable looting, (and which cannot be except as a

large and regular business,) the purchasers of

the marl must provide and man their own lighters.

If that were done, and proper arrangements

niade, these terms for large contracts would per-

mit the marl to be carried to distances within 15

miles, for 2^ to 3 cents the bushel, and 40 or 50

miles lor 4 cents. But, to effect this unprecedent-

ed (and herelolbre almost unhoped lor) degree

of cheapness, it will be essential that purchasers

and land-owners shall operate on a large scale,

and to the best advantage in economizing labor,

as well as the workers of the beds, and shippers

of the marl.

The lime-stone (as it may be truly termed,

in regard to its calcareous constitution,) which

is furnished by this same bed of marl, is another

object of high importance, for cement ; and if,

as we presume, as rich stone-marl may be (bund

in many other places in Virginia, we might noi

only be furnished at home with all the lime re-

quired for building, but at a much less price than

ifi paid, to an iraraenee amount annually, for tiie

stone-lime of New England. Directed merely

by our knowledge of its chemical constitution,

we burnt this lime and used it lor our own build-

ings, eight to ten years ago. Having since sold

the farn), (Shellbanks, in Prince George county,)

we had not seen the mortar used there, lor six

years, until a fijw days ago. The plastering,

(of the dwelling house,) which was altogeiher of

ihis lime, is unusually firm, and has stood belter,

as Mr. Theron Gee, the present proprietor thinks,

than any plasiering he has ever known made of

other lime. A small part of the brick- work only,

for experiment and comparison, was built with

mortar made of this lime, in proportions of two

measures of sand to one of lime. The mortar

is of remarkable and very unusual hardness, and

adhesiveness to the bricks, and very liir harder,

and far better in all respects, than the best oyster

shell lime mortar, burnt at the same time, and

used on the same day with the lime mortar, and

by the same workmen, and in the same job. In

lact, the marl-lime mortar is so greatly and

strikingly superior, that no observer can doubt but

that its value as a cement is increased by some

or all the other ingredients which it contains be-

sides the 85 to 90 percent, of pure carbonate of

lime. The remainder of its body is principally

silex and clay— but is partly made up by small

portions of iron, of gypsum, and of some other

and more soluble salt. The cement is now much

harder than the bricks which it unites, or than

the stone from which it was burnt. And though

we do notknoiv the Strength or value of any other

bodies of marl than our own, and do not proless

to warrant the lair selection of sjiecimens from

any other, (and which selection lequires much

more care and fidelity than are usually given to

the object,) we doubt not but that there is much

good material of this kind fur mortar, in sundry

other marl beds, which it would be greatly for

the public benefit, as well as lor private profit, to

have brought into use.

We take this mode of again inviting the farm-

ers on tide water who want marl, to take the

proper course (by building and navigating light-

ers for themselves,) to make their supply cheap

—

and thereby to serve the public interests as well

as their own, by extending the use of this greatest

of agricultural improvers. At a small addition

to the prices stated above, the marl could be put

on board of sea coasting vessels, and almost as

low, as they sometimes have to pay for ballast ; so

that in this manner it might be delivered in places

even as remote as New York or Charleston, at 6

to 8 cents the bushel.
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Those persons who may wish to be more par-

ticularly or Cully informed of the practical effects

and profits of the marl from Cogiriiis Point, are

referred to Hill Carter, esq., of Shirley, Col. Col-

lier H. Minge, (now in Mobile,) and Dr. John

JVlinge of Weyanoke. And besides various

notices of our own, which of course we would

not adduce as testimony in such a case, state-

ments of some of the effects iaiowii by tlie gen-

tlemen just named, may be seen at pages 186,

189, 247 and 511 of vol. 5, Farniei-s' Register.—

Ed. Far. Reg.

PEAR TREES.

From tile Genesee Farmer.

We find pear trees in less demand than almost
any other article in the nursery. VVhy should
this be so '? 'I'lie pear is one oi uur most lieliciuus

{runs : though Irorn ilie scarcity oJ trees in the

country, it is not improbable iliui many cultivators

have never tasied tlie better kinds.

As an excu=e lor neglecting li.e pear tree, how-
ever, we have olien heard a said, '* they are so

long belure they begin to bear." Now ihis id the

very reason wliy iliey should be planted wiihoui
delay— why no time should be lost.

The remark, iiowever, is only true in part.

Some pear trees, indeed, uke the Bergamot, re-

quire much time to get ready ; but others, like

me Juueiiiie, appear to come into bearing as soon
as the apple tree; and this irait ol character i-

ceriamly of no less uuporiance than the color or

the size ol" the Iruii, which pomologists are al-

ways so caielul to mention. If the time re:iuired

bv each kmd to come into bearing was ffenerallv

Known, purcliasers of young trees could ue mucli
better accommudaied. Delicious sorls would in

all cases be warned, but we could well afford to

wait several years ibr the summer rose, the rousse-
lette de Rheuns, or the belle el bonne, to grow larire

and gel ready, when VVilliainB' bon CiTretien, the
summer frankreal, or the bloodgood, wert- bearino'
111 the mean time. Of 81 sons noiiced by Man°
niiig m his " Book of i^'ruiis," 17 are mentioned
that " come early into bearing," ihouirh several
belonging to this class, he has not maTked ; and
at this tune we have in the nursery, many trees
of the Julienne, not more than six or seven feet
high, in lull flower. Grafts of this variety, of the
Cashing, of the Johonnot, &c., set up on old
Slocks, bore in two years.
The pear is one of our hardiest fruit trees;

and so far as our observations have extended, it is

neither subject to the attacks of the caterpillar,
nor the borer. Some perieh, however, with the
fire-blight; but it should not be allowed. The
owner has as much right to complain of bad luck
when he stands by vvfhile his cattle are destroyins
his young trees, as he has when he stands idle,

without reaching forth a hand, while scolytus
pyri destroys his old trees. Possibly, however,
iliere are two kinds of fire-blight

; but be this aa
it may, many of our trees have stood more than
twenty years, without any losses of consequence,
though the fire-blight has been several times

amongst ihem—owing entirely, as we believp, to

this circumstance : we have cut off the dying limb,

and burnt it without delay. f

COfllPOST DRESSING FOR MOWING GROUNDS.

From tlie Monthly Visiter.

In low lands, whether with or without rocks,

with or wiihout hard pan, as well upon flat

elevations and side hills, as in drained swamps,
the crop of hay may be increased to almost any
extent by a piocess infinitely more simple, and
less expensive, and fnuch quicker, i han by plough-
ing and hand-labor. The method ol making
compost-manure is the most simple that can be
imagined ; it is done with laciliiy on the sides

of roads, and in the cow and hog- pens, with the

refuse ol chip yards, leaves from the woods, peat
and mud taken from the ditches, ashes, sand,
earth t:d<en from the back yards and sinks, scrap-
ings from streets, with mixtures from almost
every article that can be enumerated or imagin-
ed,— all will serve as manure lor mowing lands,

producing the most valuable and lasting effects

as used lor top-dressing only. These compost
heaps should be well turned and intimately mixed
belore they are applied, when the .spring or autumn
season will be equally suitable for their operation,

laking occasion to sprinkle over it a email quantity

of herds-grass seed.

SUBSOIL PLOUGHING.

From the New England Farmer.

Letter of E. Phinney, esq. to A. Huntington, esq,,

published in the Trunsactioiis of the Essex Agricul-
tural Society, 1840.

j^. Huntingion, esq.—Dear sir—The ques-
tion is often asked, how can farmii!.g be made pro-

fitable ? 1 answer, by liberal manuring, deep
and thorough ploughing, and clean culture. 1

will venture to affirm, without fear of contradic-

tion, that no instance can be cited, where a farm-

er who has manured his grounds highly, made
a judicious use of the plough, and cultivated with

care, has failed to receive an .ample remuneration
for the amount invested—nay more, that has not
received a greater advance upon his outlay than
ihe average profit derived h"om any other busi-

ness. One great difficulty is, that most liirmers

seem not to be aware of theiact, that the greater

the outlay, to a reasonable extent, when skilfully

applied, the greater will be the profit; they there-

lore manure sparingly, plough shallow, and the
consequence is, get poorly paid for their labor.

This has raised a prejudice and given a disrelish

to the business of farming, especially among those

who are in the habit and are desirous of realizing

something more from their occupation than a
naked return of the amount, expended.
The farmer who is so sparing of his manure

that he can get but thirty bushels of corn from
an acre, gets barely enough to pay him for the

expense of cultivation ; and in addition to this,

by the ordinary method of ploughing, his field,

at each successive rotation, is deierioraling, his

crops becoming less, and in a few years he finds
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he must ahamion his exhausted antl worn outfields,
I

hijrhly benefirial in -liie hands of our /iirmers
to seeiv a subsistence lor hiiiiseil' iuul family

in Pome other business, orin some other region,

where the hand ol' man has been less wasieliil

of ihe bounties of nature.

Instead then of his scanty manuring often cart-

loads to the acre, which will give liini but thirty

linsheis of corn, let him apply thirty loads. This
additional twenty loads, at the usual price of ma-
nure in this part of the country, will cost him
thirty dollars. But he now, instead of thiity

bushels of corn, gets eixty bushels, and the in-

creased (|uanlity of stover will more than pay lor

the excess of labor re'^iuired in cultivating and
harvesting the large crop over that of the small

one. He has then added thirty bushels of corn

to his crop by means of twenty loads of manure,
which at the usual price of one dollar per bushel,

pays him, in the first crop, for his extra outlay.

His acre of land is laid to grass after taking ofl

the corn, and the eHect ol his twenty loads of

additional manuring will be to give him, at the

lowest estimate, three additional tons of hay in

iiid oi)tuined at a far lees cost. I jim inlormed
that Mr. JJosson, of tiie Yaid<ee Farmer, has,
with a highly praise-vvortliy zeal in the interest
ol agriculture, imported from England a eul)sod
[dough, which may he worked with a less power-
lul team than the one comntonly in use in that
conntiy.

In a climate like our own, which at that sea-
son of the year when our crops, particularly our
root crops, most need the benelit of moisture that
may be derived Iroin deep i)loughing, and are
most likely to suH'er from drought," i^he'use of the
subsoil plough would be amended with unques-
tionable benefit. On a field of my own, which
had been set to an orchard, and therefore kept
under the plough lor some years, in attempting
lo underdrain a part of it that was usually Ifooded
by water in the spring of tlie year, I noiicrti what
the English call the "upper crust." This lay
some inches below the surliace, at the depth to
vviiich the land had bren usually ploughed,' Ibrm-
ed by the treading of the oxen and the move-

the three first years of mowing it. worth filteen
j

merits of the [)lough over it. This J Ibund to be
dollars a ton standing in the field. Now look so hard as to be apparently as impeneirable by
at the resul- ^^" *'' j-h-— >-j •.... .u.. - -

- , .. ...

extra mar
crop, and at the end of three years more he will

have received lorty-five dollars profit on his outlay

. luii e.f.iiuiii:i 111 liic uciu. iiuiv ii^i^n oK^ iiuiu aa lu nc ap|)riitijuy ds impeiieiraDle by
psult. His thirty dollars expended lor i

ihe roots as apiece of marble, and discovered to
nuring was paid lor in the first year's

|

me at once the cause of the liailure, in a freat

of thirty dollars : and in addition to this, his laud

is improved, and in much belter condition (or a

second rotation. There is no delusion in tliis.

It is a practical result, of the reality of vyhich any
fiirmer may satisfy himsell, who will take tlie

trouble to try the experiment.
From no item of outlays can the farmer derive

so ample and so certain a profit, as liom his ex-

penditures for manure to a certain extent. Tliis

has been most strikingly verified by some of our
West Cambridge larmers. It is not uncommon

measure, of my crop of potatoes the year belbreo
Having discovered what I supposed to be the
cause of the lailure, I set about devising mea-
sures to remedy it.

i have never seen a subsoil (ilough, there never
having been one seen or made in this part ol the
counlij'. 1 consulted my ingeriious liiends, Messrs.
Prouiy & Mears, and at my'requesr, they made
an instrument ol' very cheap and simple construc-
tion, consisting ol' a wooden beam, about three
inches square, and three iijet long, with three
lines or teeth of the common cultivator, placed
in a direct line in the beam, extending about eight

among some of the farmers in that town, to put
|

inches below the beam; tu this handles were
on their grounds one hundred dollars' worth ol

manure to the acre, and in more instances than
one, the gross sales of produce from ten acres

attached similar to the handles of a plough. On
trying this by running after the diill |Vlough, I
ibund, in my hard stony subsoil, it was quiie" in-

under the plough, have amounted to five thou-
I

adequate to the business, being too light and of
sand dollars in one season. This is the result olj insufficient strength. I then had one constructed
high manuring and judicious cultivation, of a soi

too which is exceedingly poor and sandy."
The subject of subsoil ploughing is one upon

which there has been little said, and less done,
in this part of the country. In all our grounds,
except those which are very loose and sandy,
there is no doubt that great benefit would be de-
rived Irom the use of the subsoil plough. In
England, the effieci of subsoil ploughing in in-

creasing their crops, as stated by some agricultu-
ral writers, would seem almost incredible. By
this means, the crops in that countiy have been
doubled, and in many instances trebled. The
expense, however, is stated to be very great—so

ol similar plan, but much heavier and strontrer.
The beam five feet long, six inches square^ of
white oak, well ironed, with three tines in nearly
a right line, made of the best Swedes iron, one
and a half inches square, extending twelve inches
below the beam, with a spur at the loot, some
less than that of the tine of ,the cultivator, with
strong handles and an iron beam extending from
each handle to the centre of the beam, by which
the balance is easily preserved. This implement,
drawn by two yoke of oxen, Ibllowed the drill
plough in getting in carrots, gnd perlbrmed the
work better than I had anticipated. The "upper
crust" gave way, the resistance made by the hard

great as to be beyond the means of most ol our [gravelly bottom and smaller stones was readily
larmers. In one case the expense of subsoil overcome. The earth was loosened in most
ploughing on a farm of over five hundred acres, places twelve or fourteen inches Irom the surlace,
was estimated by the owner to cost the enormous and though not so thorouo-hly pulverized as it
sum of thirteen hundred pounds sterling. This probably would have bee

n°
by a perfect subsoil

calculation took into consideration the use of the plough, yet in my very hard, siony subsoil, 1 am
heavy JJeanston plough, which always required inclined to believe, that for simple drill husbandry,
four, and in some stiff clays, six horses to work it. this will be found to be a valuable substitute lorlam aware that an implement might be con- the English subsoil plough. And considerintr
structed, which though it might not do the busi- the small price of the implement, and the greate"
ness quite so well, could, nevertheless, be made ease with which it is worked, the friction beino-
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much lessf-ned by {lippen^inir vviih the sole, I shflll

coniimie lo use this until I can find a better. A
part of my crop of carrots was sowed upon the

same land appropriated for that crop last year;

no more manure was applied than in the previous

year, and notwithstandins; the severe drought

which greatly injured most of our root crops, my
crop on this piece of land was nearly double to

that of last year. There is no known cause lo

which I can atiribuie this great increase of the

produce, but the use of my newly constructed sub-

stitute lor a subsoil plough. The soil was stirred

to the depth ofjouneeu inches; by this means
the roots of the' carrots were enabled to strike

deep, and thereby not only find more nourishment,

but to overcome, in a great measure, the effects

of a very pinching drought. E. Phinney.
Lexington, Mass.

AN EXPEKIMKNT IN FATTENING WHITE AND
BLACK BERKSHIRE PIGS.

From the Kentuclty Farmer.

I send you an experiment made by Mr. Fan-
ning ("editor of the Tennessee Agriculturist) and

myselfin feeding pigs. This experiment grew
out of a controversy whether there were Berk-
shire hogs of any other color than those that are

almost black. I maintained that there were white
hog-; descended from the Berkshire lamily, that

were belter than the black ones, possessing early

maturity and fatteni/ig qualities not possessed by
the blacks. Mr. Fanning [iredicted that the

whiles would prove themselves far inferior to the

blacks, the ncplus ultra of the hog kind.

I proposed leeding pigs six months lo test their

early maturity and laltening qualities, to which
he acceded, but objected to my leeding one from
a black Berkshire sow by my while boar. He
preferred that I Khould feed a cross of the white
Berkshire and Wohurn.
Mr. Fanning selected two pitrs by his imported

black Berkshire boar Earl Spencer, dam the

imported black Berkshire sow Mary.
1 selected two pigs by my imported white Berk-

shire boar Albion, dam my VVoburn sow Courte-
nay.
Mr. Fanning weighed and commenced feeding

at two months old, and at six months his pigs
weighed, Sally B. 145, Black Rose 136 lbs. tfis

gain (supposing Black Rose weighed as much at

the commencement as Sally B. for he does not
give her weight at commencement,) gained in

four months 221 lbs.

I did not commence full feeding of mine until

20th January, when ihey were 4 months and two
days old. Bernicc weighed 20ih January, 116
pounds, on the 20th February, 185 lbs., on the
22d xMarch, 254 lbs., on the 20ih April, 303
lbs., on the 20th May, 342 pounds.

Bertha weighed on 20ih January, 4 months
and two days old, 108^ lbs., on the 20th February
174 lbs., on the 22d of March, 232 Ibe., on the
20th of April, 285 lbs., on 20th May, 340 lbs.,

My pigs gained in sixty one days 261 lbs., forty

pounds more than Mr. Fanning's gained in one
hundred and twenty days.

Mr. Fanning proposed keeping an account of
food given to each, but I find he has failed to do

so, I had an account kept of ail that was given
mine, but no account of what was taken from

them again. For there was more food given
than they would eat, and before they were fed

again whatever had been left was given to other

pigs. Saml. D. Martin.
Colbyville, Ky.

OF BOTTOM HEAT.

From Lindley's Horticulture.

This term is, in common practice, made use ot"

only in those rases where the temperature of the

soil in which plants grow is artificially raised con-

siderably above that which we are acquainted

with in England ; and there seems to be a gene-

ral idea that such an artificial elevation of tempe-
rature is only necessary in a few special instances.

It has, however, been shown that the mean tem-

perature of that part of the soil in which plants

grow is imiversally something higher than that of

the air by which they are surrounded, and con-

sequently it appears that nature, in all cases, em-
ploys some decree of bottom heat as a stimulus

and protection* to vegetation. At the same time,

it must be admitted that, in some cases, the amount
is extremely small ; for Von Baer found Ranun-
culus nivalis and Oxyria reniformis flowering in

Nova Zembia, where the soil was not warmed
above 34^° ; and, in Jakutzsk, Erdmann states

that summer wheat, rye, cabbages, turnips, ra-

dishes, and potatoes are cultivated, although the

ground is not thawed above three feet in depth.

That elevating the temperature of moist soil

produces an unusual degree of vigor in plants un-
accustomed in nature to such an elevation, is a

fact which requires no proof: it is alteeted by the

condiiion of vegetation round hot springs, and in

places artificially heated by subterraneous fires;

and this has probably been the cause of the em-
ployment of tan and hotbeds, by which means
bottom heat has beon generally obtained for rear-

ing delicate species, and especially seeds. But if

this stimulus acts in the first instance beneficially

in all cases alike, it soon becomes a source of mis-

chief in those species which are natives of cli-

mates where such terrestrial heat is unknown, the

latter " drawing up," as the saying is, becoming

* That the warmth of the soil acts ar a protection to

plants may be easily understood. A plant is pene-
trated in all dirpctions by innumerable microscopic air

passae;es and chambers, so that there is a free commu-
nication between its extremities. It may therefore be
conceived that if, as necessarily happens, the air inside

the plant is in motion, the effect of warming the air

in the root? will be to raise the interfial temperature of
the whole individual ; and the same is true of its fluids.

Now, when the temperature of the soil is raised to

150° at noonday by the force of the solar rays, it will

retain a considerable part of that warmth during the

night; but the temperature of the air may fall to such

a degree that the excitability of a plant would be too

much and stiddenly impaired, if it acquired the cold-

ness of the medium surrounding it ; this is prevented,

we may suppose, by the warmth communicated to the

general system from the soil, through the roots ; so

that the lowering of the temperature of the air, by
radiation during the night, is unable to affect plants

injuriously, in consequence of the antagonist force

exercised by the heated soil.
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weiiil< ami sickly, and speedily pieseiiling a dis- , i he cause of the common circumstance of vmea
eased appearance.

|

thai are forced early not seliinir their fruit well,

On the oiher hand, it is equally well known ihai,
j

when iheir roois are in the external horder and
unless the lemperauire of ih.; soil be raised per- unprotected by arlificiid mchins; and to the same
manenlly to a; leasi 75°, the seeds ol tropica! trees cause is often to be ascribed the shrivellinij of
will not terminate ; or, if they do, they push lijnh

,

jfrapes, which, as we all know, most commonly
leebiy, and from the first present the sickly ap-

i
happens to vines wliose rQots arc in a cold and

pcarancc of plants sufl'ering li-oni cold. Hence
|

unsunned border.

arises the impossiliiliiy of makin<r the seeds of
j

Mr. Reid of Balcarras has, indeed, shown tiiat

tropical plants <jerminate when sown in the open I one of the causes of canker Hnd intmalure fruit

air in this coumry, where the mean temperature of l even in orchards is the coldness of the soil. He
the earth seldom rises to 65"^, and that /or only /bund that, in a cankered orchard, the roots of the
s'hort periods ol" time. It is, therefore, obvious

that all |)lan.'s require some bottom heat; but the

amount varies with their species, and the only

means or power of determining what the amount

should be, is atl'orded by tlie known degree of

warmth of the climate of which a plant may be a

native. «

When plants are cultivated in ixlass houses,

trees had entered the earth to the depth of 3 leet

;

and he also ascertained that, during the summer
niunihs, the average heat of tfte soil, at 6 inches
below the surliice, was 61°; at 9 inches, 57°; at
18 inches, 50^; and at 3 feet, 44^. He took
measures to confine the roots to the soil near the
surliice, and the consequence whs, the disappear-
ance of cariker, and ripening of,the fruit. (J/e-

there is Utile difficulty in sujiplying them whh \he\m(nrs of Caledonian Ilort. iSbc. vi. part 2- and
amount of bottom heat which they may require;

j

G'arrfe/fcr's il/ngazme, vii. 55.)
but this can either not be effected at all, or only

j

If, on the other liand, we take cases of ffroivlh

10 a limited degree by a selection of soils and situ-
j

in the artificial climate of hot-houses, we find that
ations, when plants are cultivated in the open

air; and hence one of the many difficulties of

acclimatizing in a cold country the species of a

warmer climate. It is true (hat plants will exist

within wide limits of temperature, and, conse-

qnenily, a few degreps of difierence in the natural

bottom heat to which they are exposed may not

afl'ecuhem so far as to destroy thein ; but it can-

not be doubted that the conditions most favorHble

to their irrovvth are those which embrace a tem-

peraiure rather above than below that to which

the-v are accustomed in their naiive haunts.

Theoranize tree is found in perfe<Mion where

the temperature of the soil may be cornpu'ed to

rise to 80° or 85°, and never to fiili below 58°, as

in the Bermudas, Malta, and Canton. How
injudicious, then, is our practice of exposiiiir it

durinii summer to the open air, in tul>s, where
the soil scurcelj' rises in temperature aliove 66^*,

and fireserving ii during winter in cold conserva-

tories, the soil of which often sinks to 36°
; unde-

such circuiustunces the orange exists indeed, bu

Bitrnonia venusta, and niany other tropical plants,
will not flower unless in a i)igh bottom heat; and
that palm trees, planted in "the soil of conserva-
tories which it is impracticable to lieat sufficiently,
soon become unhealthy.
The reason why it is necessary to plants in a

crowing state, that the mean temperature of the
earth should be higher than that of the air, is

sufficiently obvious. ^Varmth acts as a stimulus
10 the vital lorcef^, and its operation is in rn'opor-
tion to iis amount, within certain limiis. Ii; then,
the branches and leaves of a plant are stimulated
by warmth to a greater de-ree than the roots,
ihey will consume the sap of the stem faster than
the roots can renew ii ; and, therefore, nature
tid^escarelo provide against this by giving to the
roots a medium permanently more eiir;njlaiing,
ihat is, warmer, than to the branches and leave's.
Such being the liact, it is obvious that one of

the first of a gardener's cares should be, to secure

O..W V,-..... ^c ...^ „.„.,^^ ..^.cto ,.,u..v.u, .,^.
''^ct connected witii this subject:—" It is well known,"

where are the perfume and juiciness of its fruit. 1"^.?^'°' " ^"^^^^ f^*^
''f'^'

of oalc trees is usually stripped

and where the healthy visor of its noble fbiiatre ?
|

^
'"'1 ?""^'

^u""^
'" ^^^ ^^'"'^ ^'-''^°" "'^ ^""'^"^

The vine cannot be grown in the open ^\v oribis\"l,^^ZZ''^''^y^^^^ from their

, P . u . !

amuinum, or sap-wood, from which it is, at that sea-country to any useful purpose, except when tr.in- ,on, separated, by the intervention of a mixed cellular
ed to walls, in soils and situations unusually ex- and mucilaginous substance; this is apparently em-
posed to the beams of the sun; it is only then that

i pfoyed in the organization of a new layer of fibre, or
it can obtain for its roots such a permanent

'
inner bark, the annual formation of which is essential

warmth as 75°, which it will have at Bordeaux,
i

^o the growth of the tree. If, at this period, a severe
or 80° in Madeira. [frosty night, or very cold winds, occur, the bark of

It may hence be considered an axiom in hor- 1.'^® fr""*^' or main stem, of the oak tree becomes again

ticulture, that all plants require tiie soil, as well
"''"ily attached to its alburnum, from which it cannot

5ihP. airnnsnhprp in r„t,ipt. .I.pv rrrr,.,, ir> n,„>-nJ ^'^ ^^P^rated till the letuin of milder weather. Nei-
ther the health of the tree, nor its foliage, nor i+s blos-
soms, appear to sustain any materiaf injury by this

as the attnosphere, in which they grow, to corre

spend in temperature with that of the countries
of which they are natives. It has also been
already shown, that the mean temperature of the
soil should be a degree or two above that of the
atmosphere.

This explains why it is that hardy trees, over
whose roots earth has been heaped or paving laid,

are found to suffer so much, or even to die ; in

such cases, the earth in which the roots are grow-
ing is constantly much coldeir than the atmo-
sphere, instead of warmer. We have here,* also,

sudden suspension of its functions; but the crop of
acorns invariably fails. The apple and pear tives
appear to be affected to the same extent by similar
degrees of cold. Their blossoms, like those of the
oak, unfold perfectly well, and present the most healthy
and vigorous character ; and their pollen sheds freely.
Their fruit, also, appears to set well ; but the whole,
or nearly the whole, falls olT just at the period when
its growth ought to commence. Some varieties of the
apple and pear are much more capable of bearing
unfavorable weather than others; and even the oak
trees present, in this respect, some dissimilarity of

* Mr. Knight long since mentioned an important constitution." Hoii. Trans , vi, 229
Vol. IX.~33
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ihe means of insuring a proper temperature to

the soil in which he !J;rows hie planis, and that

this is requisite (or hardy as well as tender species
;

and 1 entertain liitle doubt that the time is at

hand when it will be considered quite as neces-

sary to furnish heat for the soil as I'ur the air; not,

however, heat without moisture, lor that would

evidently produce much o;reaier evils than it was
intended to cure, as has indeed been found by

inconsiderate ex[ierimenters. 1 quite agree with

Mr. VVritiren in believing tiiat it is the tempera-

lure and moisture of a s ;il, much more than its

mineraloiiical quality, thai determine iis influence

upon vegeiaiion. (See Erster Jahresbericht, 4'C-,

am Mitid und Nieder-Jiliein, p. 64.)

Mr. Fintelaiann, the king of Prussia's gardener

at Potsdam, is celebrated fur his success in the

difficult an of forcing cherries, and he has given

an account of his practice, (Gard. 3Jag., vol.

iii., p. 64,) in wljich it appears that the most pecu-

liar leature is the strict attention he pays to the

temperature of the roots. He first soaks the roots

in water heated by the mixture of equal parts of

boiling and cold water; he afterwards sprinkles

the trees with lukewarm water, and he continues

to employ it of the same temperature as long as

watering is required.

It seems indeed clear, that the success ol' the

Dutch in obtaining an abundance of fresh vege-

tables, such as lettuces, during the whole winter,

is in part owing to their being able to maintain

a gentle bottom heat. No doubt this is connected

with the abundant light which their forcing

etructures admit, and with other causes of con-

siderable importance; but none of those causes

can be supposed likely, in the absence of the

bottom heat, to produce such a result as the Dutch
gardener.-: obtain.

If it is necessary that the temperature of the

soil in which plants grow should be cnrefully re-

' gulated, and adjusted to their natural habits, it i-^

no less requisite that the water in which aquatics

are cultivated should be also brought to a fitting

heat. Mr. William Kent succeeded well in mak-
ing many tropical species flower, by growing
them in lead cisterns plunged in a tan- bed, (H<>rt.

Trans., iii. 34,) in a clwse heat. In like manner,
Mr. Christie Dufi' procured flowers in abundance
from Nymphcea rubra, cmrulea and odoraia by

placina ihem in a cistern in a pine stove upon the

end flues, where the fire enters and escapes; or

by plunging them into tan-beds in pine houses,

varying in temperature from 80° to lOO-'. (liort.

Trans., \-\i.2S6.) Very lately, Mr. Sylvester, of

Chorley, in Lancashire, obtained fine flowers from
Nelumbium luteum, by paying attention lo the

temperature of the water. When he kept the
Jailer at 85°, the plants grew vigorously, and
were in perfect health, but flowerless; but by
lowering it to 70^-750, which more nearly ap-
proaches the heat to which the plant is naturally
accustomed, the magnificent blossoms were pro-

duced and succeeded by seeds ; the red Nelum-
bium, however, which inhabits countries with a

greater summer heat than the yellow, at the same
lime suHered by this lowering of temperature,
none of its blossom buds having been able to

unfold. (Bot. Mag., xiii. n. s. t. 3753.) The
water of rice fields, in which the red Nelumbium
flourishes, was seen by Meyen al 113°, at Lantao,
in China.

An opinion has, nevertheless, been entertaiupd,

that botiom heat is useless : there is in the Horti-

cuhural Transactions (vol. iii. 288.) a paper to

show that it is injurious ; and the authority of

Mr. Knight has been relerred to in support of

the opinion, in consequence of that great horii-

culturist havinc expressed a belief that the " bark-

hod is worse than useless." {Hort. Trans., iv.

73.) But Mr. Knight repeatedly disavowed en-

tertaining any such seniiments. In one place,

he slated that the temperature of the air of the

stoves in whiih his pine-apple and other stove

plants nrrevv, without bark or other hot bed, u-^ually

varied from 70° to 85'^
; and ihat the mould in

his pots, being surrounded by such air, acquired

and retained, as it necessarily must, very near

the same asgregate temperature, but subject to

less extensive variation {Gard. Mag., v. 365);
in another, he says the temperature of the air was
varied in his stove generally from about 70° to

85^^ of Fahrenheit ; and he ascertained, by keep-

ins a thermometer immersed in the mould of the

pots, that the tt^mperature of the sod varied very

considerably less ilian that of the air of the stove ;

the mould being in the morning generally some
degrees warmer than the air of the house, and
ill the middle ol the day, and earlv part of the

evenins, some degrees cooler, (^Hort. Trans.,

vii. 255.)

It is, therefore, clear that he considered a high

temperature necessary (or the roots of his pine-

apple plants ; and we find, from one of his pa-

pers, (Hort. Trans., iv. 544,) that he considered

it better lo obtain the requisite temperature froai

the atmosphere than from a bark bed, the usual

source of botiom heat, " because its temperature

is constantly subject lo excess and deliect ;" and
heeven admitted that if llie bark-bed could be

made to give a steady temperature of about 10°

below ihat of the day temperaiure of the air in

the stove, pine plants would thrive better in a

compost of that temperature than in a colder.

It is, therefore, plain that the dispute about

bottom heat was not as to the necessity of it, but

as to the manner of obtaining it, which, as it

concerns the art of gardening,. I need not further

notice.

We liave, doubtless, much lo learn as to the

proper manner of applying bottom heat to plants,

and as to the amount they will bear under parti-

cular circumstances. It is, in particular, probable

thai in hot-houses plants will not bear ihe same
quantity of bottom heat as they receive in nature,

because we cannot give them the same amount
of light and atmospheric warmth ; and it is ne-

cessary that we should ascertain experimentally

whether it is not a certain proportion between the

heat of the air and earth, that we must secure,

rather than any absolute amount of botiom heat.

It may also be, indeed it no doubt is, requisite

to apply a very high degree of heat to some kinds

of plants al particular seasons, although a very

much lower amount is suitable afterwards ; a
remark that is chiefly applicable to the natives

of what are called extreme climates, that is to

say, where a very high summer temperature is

Ibllowed by a very low winter temperature. Such
countries are Persia, and many parts of the Uni-

ted States, where the summers are excessively

hot, and the winter's cold intense. The seeming

impossibility of imitating such conditions arti-
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ficially will probably account for many of the dif-

ficulties we experience in brin(>;ing certain fi-uite,

the NeuMowii pippin, the cherry, the 'xr.ipe, the

peach, and the almond, to the perlcclion they

acquire iu other countries.

BERMUDA GRASS.

From the [Millodgcville] Recorder.

Messrs. Grieve Sc Orme :— In one ol" your

March numbers, 1 invoked the attention of larni-

ers to the exhausted condiiion of our farms;

the ruinous policy of making cotton to purchase

corn, tlour, and pork with ; and, in conclut^ion,

I solicited the aid of the intluenlial and intelli-

gent, in arresting the evils ihat had and were
likely to beliil us. None having been aroused at

the awliil calamity iliat awaits us, I am constrain-

ed, still hoping, 10 appear over my humble sig-

naiute again, to delend Irom the many curses

thai have been heaped upon it, and to recommend
with coiifulence to farmers, a grass, the name ol

which heatis this ariicle.

I am aware of the Herculean task that I have

undertaken, to delend and bring into popular

lavor a thing that has Jaeen almost universally

conilemned— that nearly every man is prepared

to decide against before he hears the tesiimony
;

nevertheless, il any thing shori of the resurrec-

tion of I he dead will suffice, I am able to prove

that the prejudices enieriained against it, are from

a want of a correct knowledge of it, both as re-

gards the evils and benefits. Then first, the

objections to it ; and what are they '? They
are that where it once gets hold it never can be

eradicated ; and second, if a farmer gets even a
small bed ol ii on his farm, that there is perlect

ceriainty ol its goiny all over it sooner or later
;

consequently ruin ensues to the farm. Are you
acquainied wiih the Bermuda grass 1 does u
bear seed? have you ever rubbed them out?
Can you distinguish between that and two other
grasses that resemble it in all us habits save that

of bearing seed, both of which, as well as the

Bermuda grass, are frequently by the unobserv-
ing called wire grass. The name is not applica-

ble to either ol ihe ihree grasses, but properly
belongs to a native of the southern counties of
Georgia ; hence the name wire grass counties.

The Bermuda grass, by being conlounded wiih
two other grasses very nearly resembling it, and
by the imprudence ollurmers, who have purchased
their neighbors' lands, whose yards were planted
in it, has suffered very great prejudice. First

by being taken for a grass thai u propagated,
both from the seed and root ; and second, fi-om

its becoming scattered over fields from the yards
of old settled places, purchased by an adjoining
farmer

; the houses removed, the yard turned
inio the adjoming field, an attempt is made to

eradicate the grass ; the plough passes through
the yard and on through the field ; at every pas-
satre ol the plough a sprig or root is tak-cnout
on the adjoiumg ground ; ii being tenacious of
lile lakes root and grows

; thus in a few years
the field becomes inlested with Bermuda grass,

very much to the annoyance of the owner,
chargeable to his own b;id conduct however.
If Ii, ubandoned lor culilvaiion, and becomes one

of the richest and best pastures, from which his

cows return every evening with the milk stream-
ing Irom their udders; irom which he can take

a lat lamb at pleasure, and on which his hogs
keep lai without corn ; therefore the curse, as

he once considered it, was a blessing in disguise.

The two grasses that are conlounded with

the Bermuda g:ass, and somewhat resemble ii,

and very much resemble each other, both bear

seed, and thfrefbre are liable to be scattered by
stock grazing on il when the seed are ripe.

i One is a native ol swamp lands, \\n[\ grow in the

! vvaier, has a black seed vvhen ripe, a jointed stem
' of a reddish purple color, takes root at every

joint, the siem covered wiih a shuck on which
I he leaves are Ibrmed, around the base of the

leaf is covered wiih a fine furze ; in ihis ii difiers

I Irom tfie Bermuda, as weil as its texture being
' coarser and not affording as much foliage, less
' velvet-like in its leeling, and not so graielul to

i stock. This grass <jrovvs on upland, and of a wet
' year luxuriantly. The other is a native of up-
'iand, approaching much nearer the texture of

i

ihe Bermuda, wiih a purplish stem, wiih all the

!
habits of the other, with the fine furze around the

I
base of the leaf, and bears seed ; ii takes a close

observer to dislinguish between tins and the Ber-
; muda. These two grasses are natives of Geor-
!

gia, and abound in the neighborhood of Greens-
' boro, where you may also find the Bermuda
' grass, i have in that town, within five feet of
' Ihe same spot, gaihered sprigs ol each, and con-
vinced gentlemen of the difference between them.

!

The Bermuda grass, as I am inibrmed by a gen-

j

tleman of this county, is a native of the island

1
of Bermuda, was brought to this state by a gen-

1
tleman who lived in the southern part of the

:

state, and brought to ihis county Irom there for

a yard grass. By this means it has found its

way into most yards of middle Georgia, and bv
the means above stated, ino a lew fieids. Wher-
ever It has been cultivated for grazing, ihe most
satisfactory result has been obtained. The Ber-
muda grass bears no seed ; and as a proof of my
conviction of this fact, 1 will present any man
vvitha beaver hat who will present me vvuh one

I

hall-pini of the seed of that valuable grass.
i There is therelore no danger of its being spread

I

by stock ; it will go no farther than il can run in

I a season, which on an average is about three feet,

unless the sprig is carried by tlie plough or some
I

other means ; it is tenacious ol lile, and apt to

live wherever dropped, esfiecially in vvei weather.
A twelve-inch plank laid fiat on the surface of the
ground will confine it as long as the plank will
last. It will not grow in the shade ; a field of
Bermuda grass surrounded with a fence permit-
ted td grow up in ihe corners with bushes and
br'ere, as they usually are in Georgia, will con-
tine it lor all time unless taken out by design.

' To the objection that it cannot be eradicated, I

will remark that it can be as easily destroyed as

i

the northern farmers destroy their herds-grass
and green-sward, by the same sort of operation,

I

or by covering it with litter and excluding the
light and heat from it ; and vvhen (he grass is

destroyed you have a field richer than it ever was,
if the grass had been on it ten or twelve years.
'I'liere is, however, no necessity lor destroying it,

because it will pay a belter profit lor grazing than

I

any land you cultivate. Experience has proved
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that we need a grazing graes that will stand our

long hot summers, that will ihrough the year

imparl the greatest nutriment to the animal, that

the tooih or the hoof will not destroy, and re-

appear the next sprmg without culiivatioo, with

renewed vigor, and continue to do it lor all time
;

Then you have it in the Bermvjda grass ; though
the tooth ot" the animal may lake otl the foliage,

and the hool" press ihe remaining stubble, it is

not hurt ; it puts Ibrlh with renewed vigor, and
the hotter the sun the more luxuriant it is.

I am assured by a gentlenictn who was raised

in the state ol' Mew- York, and'tlu-it part most
iamous lor grazmg, that the liermuda grass by

Jar surpasses any grass lor grazing that he ever

saw in New YorK, 1 am also inlbrmed by a

Keniuckian that it by far surj/asses any ol the

grasses ol' that state lor ciurabiiiiy ol grazing and
ability to stand the length and heat ol summer.
\ do know that hortes, cows, sheep and hogs will

get fat on this grass ; that it will atiord good
grazing Irom the middle of April until the first

of December, in this section ol' country ; that it

will grow well on poor land, and eventually make
it rich. If it were necessary, I could name par-

ticular instances which have proved the value of

this grass beyond dispute ; but 1 deem it unne-
cessary, as tlie whole ground of objeciion to it is,

the danger of its getting scattered over the farm,

and the impossibility to eradicate it when so scat-

tered. Now, knowing that the Bermuda grass
bears no seed,, that it can only be scattered by a

sprig or the root, that it will not grow in the

shade, consequently will not pass a, Georgia
lence, the corners of which are usually choked
with bushes and briers— these tacts, I say, have
stripped it of all its imaginary horrors, and placed it

in a position that justice may be done it ; and
lor the benefit of the over-scrupulous 1 will as-

sert, that 1 have known it in a yard lor the last

twenty-five years—lived on the place—the cows
and horses were turned in daily through the suKi-

merlo keep the gra.-s down, and there never was
a sprig seen any where on the plantation but in

the yard. Another case : some fifteen years
since, I knew a farmer to plant a lot of some five

acres, it was separated from the cultivated land
on two sides by a Georgia lence through which
it has not passed to this day. It is admiiied on
all hands, notwithstanding our staple is cotton,
that if we could raise the grasses as well as they
can in the northern and western states, that we
might raise our own horses, mules and pork;
but while we have to resort wholly to the corn-
crib, the thing is impracticable : we can make
more money, and make it faster, to purchase
those articles from the Kentuckians with a part

of the proceeds of our cotton. This ruinoiiB
policy 1 will not slop here to controvert, even
under the present uncultivated state of the grass-
es, but merely remark, if we had Ihe money back
from Kentucky—to say nothing of the interest-
that we have paid for horses, mules and hogs, it

would pay the whole indebtedness of Georgia,
educate all its poor children, and there would
then be a remaining surplus sufficiently large to

establish a sinking fund, the interest of which
would losler agricultural societies in every coun-
ty in the stale. In addition to tiiis, but "for the
murderous policy of making cotion to purchase
every other thingvvith, Georgia might have been

the garden spot of the world, and her inhabiiants

the most independent of any other people.

In this apparent digression I have hot lost

sight of my subject ; in lact it is intimately con-
nected wuh it; lor i look to Bermuda grass as
best adapted to our climate of any other lur graz-
ing, that by its culiivaiion we will be able to

compete with KeniucUy in raising stock. As
soon as I his fact is believed—and believed it will

be, if no oiher way, ti'om sheer necessity—we
shall begin to lookup ; for then every farmer will

have to sell a little corn, a little pork, a lew bush-

els of wheat, fodder and oats, every j«ar, and
occasionally a horse or mule. No argument
need be used or prools adduced to show the abi-

lity of the Bermuda grass to bear grazing or im-

parl nutriment to animals ; and having shown
that ihe objection loitis ideal, that it will not

spread witliout design or bad management, and
that It can be eradicated at pleasure, 1 can, with

some hope of success, recommend to every farm-

er the selection of some suitable exhausted field,

in quantity sutncient lur the stock that he neces-

sarily has to keep, wiih running water in it, hav-

ing .<^uch location as will be most convenient lor

the turning in and out of slock. This done, and
in lliree years it will be worth more to him per

arre than the best land Mie cullivates in cotton,

afid that at fifteen cents per pound. If anyone
doubts the latter assertion, I have the prools at

hand. Clodhopper.
Ilancnck, JuneS, 1841.

MANCRINGS—IMPROVEM EKT.

To tiio Editor of tlie Farmers' Register.

Thinking it likely that some fellow agriculturist

may gather a valuable hint by ihe promulgation

of my manuring operations, I send the lollowing.

1 count my manurings from July till July, and
although the operative year has not closed, 3'et

having at this time nothing else to attend to, (it

being a rainy day,) I will copy from o'y memoran-
dum book so far as it goes, and guess at the ba-

lance.

Ox cart loads.

iVlovcd and spread rich mould, - - 1500
" from hog yards, - - - -

" from horse yards, . - -

" from cattle yard,
" damaged straw, hay and chafi", -

Actually carted out to 4th May, -

On sheep yard suppose, - - - -

Tobacco trash and ashes in houses, -

300 bushels ashes equal to, - -

Compost, dead animafs, ashes and mould.

Yet to come from horse yard, ,

-

2830

Ploughed down 50 acres of millet, rye and
peas since Juh', equal to - - 1000

Cut down 25 acres heavy limber to rot, 600

Drift mould and waterings on millet, - 250

Out feedings of sheep and cows, - 250

4930

As to Ihe tobacco trash, ar,hr.e, and yet to come
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IVom horse yard, I am persuaded my estimate is too

low. Atf to the coiiiposied deiid annuals the

quantity will actually be about 50 loads, which

I have computed as equal to 150 loads of coui-

nion dun^f. The balance of ihe account is ^'e-

nuine guess work ; but 1 think [ have guessed

reasonubly. Thus it will be seen, that by tlie

first ol' July I will have moved and spread about

2665 ox-cart loads ol manure, the value of which

I would estimate as e(|ual to 2115 loads oC ^iu\^<J
;

to which add 1000 loads lor green lallow, 600

lor rotten limber, and 500 lor drill mould and oui

leedings, and we have a sum total of 4215 ox-

cart loads of dung. At 50 loads to the acre, I

will have manured 84 acres ; and having only six

laborers at my place of residence last year, I

will have manured 14 acres for each hand. My
resources lor manure, are the oHal of Indian corn,

rye, wheat, oats, millet, peas, hay, leaves jrom

woods, saw dust, ashes, mould, green weeds and

grasses, and dead animals. JMy eallle yards are

littered wiih corn sialks, leaves, and straw. My
horse yard is luttred wiih leaves, and saw dust.

My hog yards are lilieied with leaves, corn cobs

(which the hcgs enl,) green corn stalks, green

weeds, &c. The carted mould is obtained Irom

reservoirs made lor the purpose. The drift mould
is cast on, or Hoaied on, Irom dilches around the

hills. The saw dust is obtained Irom a saw mill,

and amounts to an average of about 50 loads ihe

year, but if properly secured wculd be at least

400 loails the year. 1 have used the mould Irom

my reservoirs, under, in, and on my manure
banks; but this year the greater portion, viz., the

1500 loads," were spread directly on the field, and
1 am inclined to think that I shall continue the

practice.

Fifteen years back my lands were dead, and
my cattle, sheep, and hogs dying ; but now my
lands and stock ol animals are in good heart.

But perhaps one may ask, il my siock are all in

good heait, whence comes this 50 loads of com-
posted animal matter? Well, friend, the truth

shall come, out of 220 grown sheep 1 had about
25 to die, and out ol about 85 lambs I had about
35 to die ; besides one old cow and one runt calf;

all of which a.^e neatly vaulied, and undergoing
decomposition and composition. When it is re-

membered that we had a hard winter, and a light

spring ; and when I state that 1 have been housed
nearly ail the winter with rheumatism ; and fur-

thermore that my horses and hogs are all liil, nor
have I lost one, I hope I shall be acquitted, at

least of murder in the first degree.

The compost from my vault is intended for tur-

nips, and by using a considerable portion of strong
ashes, it is expected to be ready lor use by the

first of August. 1 am now engaged In carting
leaves into my horse and hog yards, and expect
lo get in 600 loads before I cease ; and next year
hope to cart out double the above quantity. If

1 were not a grower of tobacco, I could now
begin to larm in good order ; but I need pasture
grounds, and tobacco is the best preparatory crop.

My mould having been piled, is mostly carted

in the dead of winier, when it has to be bursted

up with a crow bar ; thus 1 move heavy loads,

and economize time. Saw dust will not act direct-

ly as manure unless the acid which it contains is

neutralized by lime, ashes, or strong dung ; hence

my reason lor composting il. A considerable

portion of my bottom grounds, and some ol my
hills, were a lew years past of very acid cha-

racter, but by deep ploughings and nianurings

thev are now generally warm and t)roductive.

i have used no lime as ii would cost me about 30

cents the bushel ; nor Imve I uticd many ashes

umil last year.

IJelore I close, I desire to say a lew more words

on the subject of the dead sheep, as il seems to

me this is tlie only dark part of my tstory. I liad

the nnslbrtune to loose one fi.tli part ol my flock,

lambs included ; now reader, what portion did

you lose ? And finally I have several sheep of

lull blood, both grown and lambs, not one of

which is dead or missing—and why? because

they were well attended, and perhiips more
heahhy.
My sheep will in a few days be washed in a

yard on which leaves have been spread, ihe ma-
nure from which, with that from i lie hog yaid,

will not be moved liil next winier.

Za. Drumjiond. ,

Amherst, May 5th, 1S41.

ORNAMENTAL GROVES.

To tlie Editor of the Farmers' Register.

Who IS there conversant witlt ancient history,,

that has not read ol the groves of Academus,
and, in our own day, heard much of the know-
ledge acquired, and pleasures enjoyed, beneath
academic shades? liulof ihise pleasing topics

1 shall not speak, whilst relbrmation Is called lor

nearer home. Every lover of nature has been
Irequently surprised at the indifi'erence v\hich ex-

ists in the community res|)eciing lasteiully set

groves. In nothing has nature been more prodi-

gal of her charms than in the vegetable king-

I

dom ; and, next lo a well-regulated larm, it is pe-

j

culiarly delighilul lo see a choice selection of trees

and fahrubs around the lamily mansion. The
snug log-cabin as well as the costly palace are
thus alike improved in appearance; and enhanced
in value, ihrough the simple agency of natural
association. How sultry and uninvning the pro-

spect around that house, where are no trees to be
ruffled by the passing breeze, and to comlort with
their shade under the ardent heats of summer.
The lack is apparent— ihe nakedness felt, as we
approach such a dwelling. Can u be wondered
at, ihen, that Solomon "spoke o\ trees, of the ce-

dar tree that is in Lebanon, even unto the hyssop
that springeih out of the wall," and that many of
his most choice comparisons are drawn from the
natural beauties with which he was surrounded.
Where can we find all the colors of the rainbow,
with a thousand other variegated tinis of inde-

scribable delicacy, so richly portrayed as in the
wide domain of nature?
Below are briefly pointed out a few of those

trees and shrubs indigenous to the United States,

and best adapted lor useful or ornamental pur-

poses, with their popular names attached.

Robinia, pseudo-acacia—black locust, false aca-

cia. This is not only an ornamental, but extreme-
ly valuable tree. It bears transplanting remarka-
bly well, will vegetate from the seed, is of vigo-

rous growth, and constitutes the most durable ma-
terial lor garden or lence posts in the United
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States. Nothinp' but its scarcity prevents it from

being used extensively in ship-huilding. It should

be propagated abundantly on every liirm lor use-

ful purposes. The multierry, ol' different species,

ranks next to it in point ol" durability. Grows
viijorously along the margin ol' large water-

courses, but is sparingly dispersed.

Kobinia viscosa—clamnij' locust, rose locust.

This is a small tree vviih beautiful rose-colored

flowers, generally in pendent racemfs. It bears

iransj.lanting, and soon attains a Svjfficient size to

display its bloom. It is peculiarly adapted to or-

namental purposes, and is just begiiming to be

cultivated and prized near its native localities.

Its young wood is covered with a viscid pubes-

cence ; hence its name. Grows along the

mountain streams of Carolina :ind Georgia.

Kobinia hispida— hispid locust, ruse locust.

This is a small but handsome spt cies, seldom ex-

ceeding three leei in lieiglit. Fiowers larcrer than

in the preceding species; in pendulous racemes.

Much of (he shrub is very hispid, or covered with

sliort, stirt hairs. Grows on dry ridges.

Miignolia niacrophylla— macrnolia. This is,

perhaps, the most s|jlendid flowering tree in

America. Tile loc.iliiies ol this inieresting spe-

cies are extremely lev\. Its most noted southern

locality is in Lincoln couniy, N. C, where it

grows in considf'rable abundance, and from which
source many of the nonhern botanic gardens
have been supplied. It is chiefly found in the

south-eastern part of the county, on many ol' the

abrupt but lertile hill-sides. L prefers a northern

exposure, thus indicating a conl silaatiun to be Us

most lavored retreat. Its blossoms are ol'a snowy
whiteness, Irom six to ten inches in diameter, at-

ta<:hed to the exiremiiies ol its branches, thus

lairly unfold ng lis beauties. The leaves vary

J'rom 20 to 30 inches in length, and from 10 to 15

inches in breadth. It should be transplanted laie

in the lall, or in the winter; and to ensure i:s lu-

tuie growth it is always advisable, when it can
t)e done, to remove some of its native soil. It

fiour:slies besi in a ligh:, virgin soil, and where it

is kept cool and damp by surrounding trees.

Magnolia acuminata—cucumber iree. This is

a much more common, and rather hardier species

ihan the preceding, but of less attiaciive grand-

eur. Ii is sparingly cultivated.

Magnolia grandiflora— magnolia. This is also

a magnificent tree, rising Irom 60 to 80 leel in

height, with a smooth columnar ti unk, and crown-
ed with a beautiful pyramidal head of sweetest
j)erennial verdure. It grows abundantly in Flori-

da and along the sea-coast ol Carolina and Geor-
gia, extending some distance into the country.

Chionanlhus Virginicus— Iringe tree, white ash.

A hansome bush, sparingly diflused along our

water-courses, varying Irom 6 to 12 leel high, and
eiay be readily recognised by its numerous pen-
dant blossoms like Iringe.

Calycanlhus floridus—Carolina allspice, bubby
t>lossoms, &c. A small odoriferous shrub, Irom 3

to 6 leet high, with dark brown flowers, and agree-

ably scented, like ripe strawberries. Grows gene-
rally in leriile soils near small water-courses. The
wood, and particularly the root, is strongly cam-
phorated.

j^^sculus flava—buckeye, horse-chestnut. This
is our most common species, and sufliciently hand-
'iome 10 merit cultivation. Elliott says " liie root

of the buckeye is used as a substitute lor soap in

washing woollen clothes."

Pyrus coronaria—crab apple. This is a well

known tree. Under proper management it pre-

senis an oval top, covered in the spring wiih a

rich prolusion of the most Iragrant flowers. It

should tind a |)lace in every ornamental grove.

From it, by judicious culture and gralling, has

spruui? the gieat variety of cultivated apples : a

conviiicuig proof of what astonishing changes
culture will produce.

Kalmia angusiilolia—laurel, calico bush, ivy.

Handsome evergreen shrubs, common on water-

courses, but are not successfully transplanted un-

less a considerable portion of the circumjacent

earth is removed wiih them. Another species

(kaliniu laiilolia) is occasionally Ibund, of nearly

similar beauty. 'Vh& leaves of both are poisonous.

Rhododendron maximum—mountain laurel.

—

This is also a beautiful shrub, but more confined

10 mountain declivities and precipitous heights.

Like the preceding, it does not flourish well in

gardens or enclosures, seeming to require cool,

perennial streams lor its support.

Euonymus Americanus—strawberry tree, burn-

ing bush, &c. A shrub Irom 3 to 6 leet high, with

deep-green branches. Grows in rich, damp soils.

The Iruit, when mature, resembles strawberries,

and thus renders the tree ornamental.

Juniperus Virgimana—red cedar. This is the

only indigenous tree in the south which has

become a general lavorite in our yards, and
which every body knows. This is as it should be.

It is an evergreen, and loi ms an agreeable contrast

in the gloom of winter, when all other trees are

stripped ol iheir toiiage.

Pinus canadensis—hemlock spruce. A beauii-

ul tree, common in our mountains, rising irom 30

10 lOU .eel in height, preseniing a handsome su-

gar luaf lop. It richly merits a place m our en-

closures.

Quercus phellos—willow oak. An aquatic spe-

cies, but adapts itself to most of our clay soils,

and Ibrms a handsome tree.

Uhnus Americana—American elm. This is

our most common species. When transplanted in

a rich, loamy soil, ii grows rapidly, and lorms a

magndiceiil shade tree, possessing highly attractive

qualitifs under a midday August sun.

Sdlix liabylomca— weeping willow. A well

known tree, introduced, but now naturalized. It

has numerous pendant branches, ol sorrowful, but

interesting appearance. '-Supposed to be the

willow on which the Israeliies hung th;'ir harps

when captive in Babylon." May it noi typily

" the joys of griel '?"

Catalpa coraiiolia—Calalpa tree. A handsome
tree when joung and vigorous ; said also to be a
native ol Japan. Rarely to be met with decidedly

indigenous in the United States, and appears to

have been introduced by the aborigines ; hence its

name is supposed to have been derived Irom the

Catawba tribe of Indians, residing on the river

of the same name. lis wood is said to be durable,

being split lor rails in the Ibrests ol the Wabash,
III., where it grows in considerable abundance in

a lew localities. Grows also sparingly in the

Carolinas and Georgia.

The above is but a meager enumeration of in-

digenous trees and shrubs that might be used to de-

corate our eiiclusures. In the jrrove suiTuundmg
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my feinily mansion, containinij about one acre and

a lourili, are. now growing upwards of I'orly tiit-

lerent species ol trees, wliif.li nuiuher I expect lo

increase as opporluniiies rnay jiresent themselves,

not, however, to llie entire exclusion of a lew or-

namenial exoiics.

I cannot conclude without nolicinj; a handsome
vine, Lonicera sempervirens, woodbine. It has

criins(ni colored blossoms, and is sparingly scat-

tered over our southern country. Ii bears traiis-

planiinjr, and Ibrms a spiral wreath sufiicienly

hafidsome lor some bridal occasion. Our souihern

ladies are beifinning to cultivate it ; and havinc
pliancy as well as beauty, it will be adequately

adapted lo wind vp my essay. Kespecllully

yours, C. L. Hunter.

ON A NEW MODE OF TRANSPLANTING TUR-
NIPS.

(Prize Essay of the Highland and Agricultural So-

ciety.)

By James Hoivison, esq., of Crossburn House,
Lanarkshire.

From the London Farmers' Magazine.

I am aware that, in some instances, with the

Swedish variety of turnips, trials on a small scale

have succeeded by following the same steps as in

transplanting kale planis, and which success I

ascribe to the lormation of the Swedish turnip

roots greatly resembling those of Uale in size and
firmness, properties which all the oiher varieties

possess in a very small degree. It is owing to this

circumstance, I am of opinion, that all the attempts

to transplant the others in the same way have
failed, as will be seen in my mode, which,
although eayy and quickly performed, requires a

good deal of method.
1 shall describe in detail the method followed by

me from the forming of the drills to the finishing

of the transplanting of the young plants.

1. In an open piece of ground I form raised

drills at the distance of twelve inches from cenire

to cenire, in each ol which I place a layer of short
stable dung, closely laid on, on which the turnip

seed is pretty thickly sown, and afterwards covered
with halfan inch of fine mould. The breadth of the
drills at top should not be more than four inches,

so that the earth and plants may be more com-
pletely lilted up together by the spade, when to be

transplanted. The time of sowing should be re-

gulated according to the purposes intended ; and
as a fall of ground converted into drills will pro-

duce plants sufficient for transplanting three or

four acres, it is belter always to have a super-
abundance. As to the best age for taking up the

plants, I have (bund no difference in their success
from the time they have got their proper leaves,

until they are three or lour months old ; however,
those intended to remain long should be thinned
out in the rows. I need scarcely mention that, in

dry weather, they should be carefully watered,
which in so small a space can easily be done, and
which is one of the great advantages which this

mode has over the turnip seed sown in the field,

where, if no rain falls, it may remain for weeks
without vegetating.

2. I shall now stale llie method followed in re-

moving the jonng planis (rom the drills, and
transplanting ihem out in the field, after the

ixroiind has been ridged u|) in the usual way ; but

I must first observe, that I consider rainy and
cloudy weatfier as of ifie utmost importance to

successful transplantmg ; and so much so, that I

preler waiting weeks to attempting it in sunny and
dry weather. Having provicJed a wtieel-barrow,

a garden spade, and a couple of (lower- pot saucers

of a large size, I wiih the spade hit up its breadth

o( one of the drills, taking care that the spade
enters below the roots of plants. This spade-

ful is then carelLilly placed in the barrow, and the

same operation is repeated un'il the quantity of

plants wanted is taken up. When that is done,

ihey are then removeij in the barrow to the field,

where they are transplanted with llie implements
above mentioned.

It is necessary for expedition that two persona

be employed in the transplanting—one to prepare

the plants, the other to transplant them. One
spadeful is then taken from the barrow, and with

a knife divided in 'hree or lour pieces, one of which
IS taken up into the hand and carefully drawn
asunder, so as to lay open the roots of the plants

with as little injury to them as possible, and, tak-

ing hold of the leaves of the one that appears
uppermost, draw it irently out with as many of
the little balls of earth and dung adhering toils

tender roots as practicable, and place it in one of
the saucers. In this way, when the saucers have
been carefully filled with the plants laid in regu'ar

rows, the transplanter may commence his ope-
rations.

He then with his finger, or a short dibble not

lliicker than his finger, makes a hole which should
only reach to the dung; and then, lilting a plant

by its leaves, drops it into ilie hole, and with the

fitigers of both hands presses the earth gently

around it. In this way two drills may be planted

at the same time.

His assistant, following with the barrow, will be
able to supply him with prepared plants; and,

from my experience, the two should be able to

finish a rood of ground in the course of the day,

if the plants are eight inches distant from each
other.

I must here warn the transplanter against using
plants that have not one or more balls of dung or

earth adhering to their roots ; for if he does, the

chance of their growing will be very small.

3. I may now mention what 1 conceive to be
the advantages that raising planis in seed-drills

tor transplanting has over the present mode of

field sowing. In the first place, as already noticed,

when the turnip-seed is sown at large in the field,

should it not rain, it is liable to remain (or weeks
without vegetating ; and even if regular showers
lall, the crop is liable to suffer greatly from the

(iy ; both of which evils are prevented by raising

the plants in drills, as these can be regularly

watered, and the plants are too numerous, from
the thick sowing, to be much hurt by the fly. In

the second place, in the case of a failure in the

potato crop, sucfi as took place a i'ew years ago
to so serious an amount, the length of time that

elapses be(bre potatoes appear above ground, and
a certainty of crop can be ascertained, it is too

late to attempt planting a second crop of potatoes

on the eame ground, or even sowing it with turnip
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seed, 10 have any prospect, of a crop. Now, as

potato-drills are made up in the same way as'for

turnips, hy transplaniing them with turnip plants

two or liiree njonths old, the potato (jround might

be stocked mintediateiy wiih the probability of a

crop of turnips equally goud as it' sown wiih eeed

at the proper season. In the same way, the head

and loot ridges of potato and lurtiip fields, which

at present, are left unoccupied to allow the turning

oC the horses and ploughs in the working of these

crops, might be planted with turnips, as also all

vacant grounds in gardens, alter the gathering of

the early crops.

4. In larther proof of the practicability of my
plan, it may be satislincfory lo mention that, on

the 9th of October. 1839, I went to examine a

field of turni|)son ihe farm ol Green Burnside, in

this parish, tenanted by Mr. James C issie, who in

consequence of the great ravages of the fly, had

resolved to try the transplanting plan according to

my directions ; but having no prepared plants, he

took plants with great care from the thickest parts

of the drills that had escaped the ravages of the i

fly, and filled up the blanks to a certain extent
;

and not having much confidence in my method,

the blanks on the remainder of the drills were, at

the same lime, sown with seed, so that I had an

opportunity of seeing at once three crops of tur-

nips raised in a different manner. The crop I'rom

the first sowing that had escaped the ravages of

the fly was excellent ; the transplanted verycood,

but the turnips not so large in general as the first

;

the third, although sown on the same day as the

others were transplanted, were none of them the

size of an egir, which I believe is always the case

vyiih late-sown turnips, although tlie result is

difficult to be accounted for.

5. 1 may, in conclusion, mention another ad-

vantage of the transplanting plan— that it is best

performed in wet weather, when all other field

labor is at a stand.

ON THE APPLICATION OF BONES TO GRASS
LANDS, ON LORD COMBERMERe's ESTATE.

From tlie London Farmers' Magazine.

Within the last nine years Lord Combermere
has supplied his tenantry (upon the Combermere
estate in Cheshire) with bones (or upwards of 600
statute acres of their pasture land, at a cost ol

about lOZ. an acre. The land before the bones

were applied was not worth more than from 10s.

lo los. an acre [rent] ; it is now well worth from

30s. to 40s. His lordship charges the tenantry

7 per cent, upon the outlay; they would gladly

pay 10 per cent, rather than not have the bones.

Old sour turf upon a clay subsoil is the land that

answers best to manure with bones, though I

have seen them used upon a dry, Irifble soil and
a sandy substratum with success, i have never

known them to tail when there is a strong lurfj

and the land Iree from water. Upon Lord Com-
bermere's estate bones are not allowed to be put

upon land until it has been down in grass at least

seven years. In very lew instances where land

has recently been in tillage have I known bones

to answer well. The end of April I consider

the best tin^e to apply bones; no stock ought to

be put upon the land before the Ibliuwing spring.

If the land is not too poor to produce a crop of
hay, I do not object to its being mown the first

year, but on no account afterwards. Thirty to

3-5 cwt. is the quantity used upon a statute acre,

according to the quality of the land ; or if bought
by the bushel, one bushel of bones to a rood of

64 sqiiare'yards ; if the land is very poor, 90 bush-
els to a statute acre. An imperial bushel of bone
dust should weigh from 45 lo 47lbs. if ground fine

enough. I prefer them ground to about the size

of a walnut. It is now 20 years since I first saw
bene dust applied to paslure land, on a field •ad-

joining Lord Combermere's estate. At the time
the bones were put on the land, it certainly was
not worth more than 10s. an acre, and though, so

long a period has elapsed since the field was
manured with bones, it is now worth 35s. per acre,

thoush I think the land is not quite so good as it

was five years ago. f consider bones the cheap-
est of all manure for mowing-grounds. Eight
years ago, I manured part of one of my mowing
fields with bones, 35 cwt. to the acre, the land has
produced me a good crop of hay every year since,

quite equal to the other part of the field which
has been manured with good farm-yard dung
every two years. Once in eight or nine years is

quite often enough to manure mowing lands with
bones; and 1 am quie certain that pasture land
on which bones have been applied never will

(so long as it remains in grass) return to the state

it was in before the bones were put on. The
price I paid lor bones last spring, was 2s. 8c?., per
bushel ; or if by weight, 61. 15s. per ton. They
are now a little lower; I can purchase them at

2s. 6tl. per bushel, or 61. 6s. per ton, that is for the

raw bones. The boiled bones are at 41. 15s. per

ton, hut I do not consider them any cheaper than
the raw ones, as being wet they weigh much
heavier; two tons of boiled bones are not more
than equal to 30 cwts. of the raw. I give the pre-

ference to the latter, if they can be got pure ; but

I have not had such long experience as to assert

cotifidently that they are the best as to durability.

In the year 1S2S, one of Lord Combermere's
tenants manured five acres of pasture land with
boiled bones, and in the same field two acres with
raw bones; both answered well, and at ihis mo-
ment I do not observe any difference, both still

equally retain their fertilizing qualities. I find a
great difficulty in procuring good fresh bones, as
the manufacturers buy them up to make size of;

old bones (such as the greater part of those are

which are imported from Ireland and the conti-

nent) will not do lor this purpose, and it is my
opinion that the fresh bones are not so much de-

teriorated by boiling, but that they are quite equal
as a manure to those we get from the bone-dealers

as fine bones, most of which are old, and conse-

quently have lost a great part of their lertilizing

powers. Edward Hillyse.
JJaywood Farm, Nantwich, Cheshire.

GUANO MANURE.

From tlic London Farmers' Magazine.

Alfred Castellain, esq., of Liverpool, informed

the Council, that having observed a reference

made in Professor Sprengers article, on " Animal
Manures," published in the 4th part of the So-
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ciety's Journal, (page 494,) to the cormorant or

gull manure occurin^ in ininnuise quantities on

some islands lying oH the coast of Peru, termed

"•ruano," and used with the n)o.st striking eflecis

in'^Peru for manuring the maii?e-lif!ds ; he thought

it might interest the members ol' the Society lo

know that two cargoes were ihen on tlie way
Irom Peru to Liverpool, and that their arrival

might be expected in the course oi" six weeks.

GREEN CROPS, PLOUGHIKG WITH COWS.

Extracts from Mr. Valcourt's Criticism on Mr. Black-

er's Essay on Green Crops and Stall Feeding there-

on (which has been translated nito French.)

From the London Farmers' Magazine.

i n the essay I have just read with much interest,

I find Mr. Blacker has touched the target at the

circumlerence, but not at ilie centre, point blank
;

he has only glanced at half the advantages to be

derived by the sma^ll Irish farmer irom the house-

iieeding of cows. The milk is an advantage;

the dung is still greater; but the third—which
Mr. Blacker has not mentioned— is the labor,

though moderate, which the cow performs when
harnf'ssed wilh a collar—not with a yoke; lor

two cows, harnessed either abreast or one helbre

the other, will draw his horse-hoe, his harrow,

his roller, or dung-carr. A cottier who has only

/bur, or even three acres, will have plenty of Ibd-

der for two cows in the stable to do his tillage, and
draw his manure, his crop, and his firinsr. Mr.
Blacker will see, in the east and south of France,
cows thus harnessed. In the south they are all

yoked ; but in the east and in my province o!

Lorraine they have oidy a collar, which answers
much better. It is true that a cow whicli works
constantly eight or nine hours a day, stops giving

milk ; but, provided she works only Irom two
to lour hours a day, and that not every day, and
that she is well led, she will give almost as much
milk as if she did not work at all, and she will

give more milk after having a day's rest : and a

cottier who has only four acres will not have occa-
sion to employ two cows daily. When a pony
rests, it does not bring any thing in ; whereas,
when a cow rests, its milk increases. It has been
observed in Lorraine, that cows are more active

than oxen ; and that, harnessed with collars, they
walk as quick as horses. The cottier, when he
sees the icork two young cows can do when kept
well in the stable all the year round, will take
care to provide plenty of good nourishment for

them both winter and summer ; for, when poorly
fed, they neithe'* can work well nor give plenty of

milk OT manure J and a cow, wilh a suitable sad-
dle, can carry considerable weight— for their legs

are short and thick, and their spines strong. But,
to leed cows well, the cottier must, as soon as he
has a yard of ground vacant, dig it, manure if,

and transplant on it (summer or winter) cabbages
or other plants, according to the season ; and, at

the same time, as much care must be taken of

the dunghill as of the cow—for manure is the

foundation of all productive agriculture in Europe.
For this reason the cottier's wife should let no-
thing be lost which can increase the dunghill.

The children of the cottier, so soon as they can
Vol. IX.-34

walk, should be accustomed to carry something to

the dunghill ; it would be an occupation for them
;

and they should be praised, and told—" You
have worked well ; here, my child, is the best

potato (or you, because you brought enough to

bring up lour potatoes." And let every child

have its own bit of garden. L. Valcouut.
Paris, Rue Louis-le- Grand, No. 16,

August, 1840.

THE WIRE WORM. BENEFIT OF TRAMPLING
WHEAT.

In October, 1836, finding that the wire worm
was very fast destroying the wheat plant, and it

being drilled, 1 had it trodden by men, one man
treading two ranks at a time firmly into the

ground; the expense was 2s. 4d. per acre, and
it was quite efl'ectual in stopping the ravages of

the wire worm. A week or two after, the wheat
in an adjoining field began to show the ravages

of the wire worm, and I pursued the same plan

with similar success. In February 1839, the

wheat in a piece of down land which had been
pown late in October, was becoming thinner very
fast, the ground being in a very hollow state after

the fi-osi, the young backward plant appeared
to be losing its hold and dying away ; I then sent

a number of women to tread it, and I never saw
a piece of wheat improve faster than it did after

the treading ; I had not only a very good crop of
corn lor the season, but also more straw than in

anv other piece in my occupation. In the spring
of 1840, finding the wheat in the down land losing

plant again, in consequence of the cold weather,
I tried the same plan, and there was a speedy
change for the better in the a^ipearance of the
wheat afterwards ; the plant continued lo flourish,

and at present I have a good crop of wheat on
land on which I never saw a eood crop before.

The remarks I have made apply to hill land, al-

thousrh I have no doubt that the spring treading

would be found highly beneficial in all soils, when,
in consequence of fi-ost or long continued dry
weather, the land is in a light pulverized state."

—

From the annual report of the South Wilts and
Warminster Farmers'' Club.

THE SCOUR IN CALVES, &C.

From the London Farmers' Magazine.

Observingin this month's number aquery, whe-
ther any cure can be found for the scour in calves,

I may observe that about a year ago I had a
valuable calf taken with it, and tried the remedies
mentioned by your correspondent—caiicu, laud-

anum, &c. as i had often done before, but this

time without success. In a k\v days it died.

Some weeks after, another, for which 1 had given
six guineas, was taken with the same complaint,

and by the advice of an eminent veterinary

surgeon who was visiting me, I gave it nothing

but small and repeated doses of Epsom and
Glauber salts in equal quantities ; half an ounce of
the two in a little warm water, repeated two or

three times a day, according to the violence of
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the distemper. It Was quickly cured, and 1 have

used it on every occasion since with unvarying

success. 1 am glad of this opportunity of mai<ing

it public for the benefit ol" my fellow countrysnen

who are engaged in breeding cattle. I no longer

feel any alarm at a calf being affected with this

disease, which almost every weaning calf is,

within the first six weeks. I consider the com-
plaint in some degree infectious, and aUo that

too warm a building without sufficient circulation

of air tends greatly to produce it. Jjiudanum,

bark, &c., though they stop the disease, frequently

kill the patient ; the sails, on the contrary, remove

the cause of disease without producing cnsii veness.

If any of your readers give it a trial, I doubt not

that they will find it as useful a remedy as I have

done myself. Respectfully, 1a.

As I am writing I may observe, in answer to

another correspondent, ihal the v/hite carrot is

considered better than the red for milch cows,

because not so liable to give any* taste to the milk.

I should doubt if it were as good for feeding ; in

product it is generally about double per acre. The
seed may be had of any seedsman, who, if he

does not keep it, can procure it in London.

ON THE AGRICULTURE OF THE NETHER-
LANDS.

By the Bev. TV. L. Rham, A. M. Vicar of
JFlnkfield, Berks.

From tlie Journal of the Royal Agricultural Society of England.

Having been requested by the president and

the journal committee to communicate the result

of my observations on the present state of agricul-

ture in the Netherlands, I shall endeavor to com-
prise, in a short essay, those peculiar modes of

cultivation which have made that portion of the

continent of Europe so superior to the surround-

ing countries in an agricultural point of view, and

which throw considerable light on the true prin-

ciples of practical husbandry. Some of the details

have been laid belbre the public in the " Farmer^s
Series of the Library of Useful Knowledge,^'' under

the title ot Outlines of Flemish Husbandry, '''
I

shall take the liberty of quoting largely Irom this

little work, which, having been written on the spot,

and referring to pariicular farms, of which the

names are given, may be relied upon as giving a

correct account of the modes of cultivation, and
of the details of the practice generally adopted.

The climate of the Netherlands, from the borders

of France to the northern part ol" Holland, along
the coast of the North Sea, and for 50 or 60 miles

inland, differs little from that of Kent or Essex, in

England. From its geographical position, forming

a part of the continent of Europe, it is warmer in

summer and colder in winter than the central part

of England. The quantity of rain which falls

there is not so great, especially in winter, as in

those parts of England which lie on the opposite

coast ; but the snow covers the ground for a much
longer time. This causes a material difference in

the time of ploughing the land and sowing the seed

in spring.

The quality of the soil is various. Towards
the northern part of Flanders and Antwerp, and

the southern part of Holland, it is a poor loose

sand, almost as barren as that which is found on

the sea-shore l)lown into hillocks and only kept

together by the roots of the sea-bent {arundo
arenaria.) If it were not for a small portion of

mud occasionally mixed with this soil, the water

would freely percolate through if, and no vegeta-

tion could be supported. In proportion to the

quantity of the mud, which is a very fine clay

with a portion of decayed shells and organic mat-
ter, the soil is more or less fertile ; and when the

mud enters into it in a considerable pioportion, it

forms a rich compact loam. In many places there

are alternate narrow strata of eand and loam,

which, being mixed together, form a very pro-

ductive soil. A saiall portion of carbonate of

lime, produced from the decomposition ol sea-

shells, is found in the mud, when it is analyzed
;

but there is no limestone, chalk, or marl, in any
portion of this coast.

When the sand is of considerable depth, and
little or no loam is Ibund near the surface, it be-

comes a difficult and tedious process to bring it

into a state of productive cultivation. The sandy
heaths which lie between Antwerp and the Maese
are of the most unpromising kind ; and with all

the industry of the Flemings and Dutch, a great

portion is still in a state of nature, producing no-

thing but scanty tulis of heath, interspersed wiih

a few very coarse grasses. But even in these bar-

ren sands there are many green spots, which have
been forced into cultivation. The following pas-

sage in the " Outlines" is a faithful representation

of such improvements:

—

" The poor sandy heaths, which have been con-

verted into productive farms, evince the indefatiga-

ble industry and perseverance of the Flemings.

They seem to want nothing but a space to work
upon ; whatever be the quality or texture of the

soil, in time they will make it produce something.

The sand in the Campine can be compared to,

nothing but the sands on the sea-shore, which
they probably were originally. It is highly inter-

esting to follow step by step the progress of im-

provement. Here you see a cottage and rude

cow-shed erected on a spot of the most unpromis-

ing aspect. The loose white sand blown into

irregular mounds is only kept together by the

roots of the lieath ; a small spot only is levelled

and surrounded by a ditch ; part of this is covered

with young broom, part is planted with potatoes,

and perhaps a small patfh of diminutive clover

may show itself ; but there is a heap of dung and

compost forming. The urine of the cow is col-

lected in a small tank, or perhaps in a cask sunk in

the earth ; and this is the nucleus from which, in a

few years, a little farm will spread around.
" In another spot more extensive improvements

are going on ; a wealthy proprietor or lessee is

trenching and levelling the surface, sowing broom-

seed, and planting young fir-trees, which are to be

cut down in a lew years. In another, the process

has gone on further : the firs or the broom are

already cut down ; a vein of loam has been found,

and is dug out to be spread over the sandy surface;

the cart with liquid manure is preparing the

surface for the reception of seed, or the same,

diluted with water, is poured over the young
blade, just appearing above ground. The soil is

created, and, if the cost and labor were reckoned,

is paid lor at a dear rate: but perseverance ensures

I

I
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success, and there are lew instances of improve-

ments being aliandoneil alter iliey are liiirly

be<'un, unless ihey were nniiertakeii on loo lar^e

a scale ; but tliea ilie land is soon divided niio

enialier portions, and ini|)rovemenls >^o on li'om

difl'erent centres, and wiih more ceriamty."—pp,

II, 12.

Trenching and levelling the surface is always

the first operation in bringing a barren soil into

cultivaiion. The Flemings and Dutch are very

expert in this optraiion.

"The instrunienl they use is a light wooden
trenchin'f-spade, the en<l of the blade only being

shod with irt)n ; the handle of this spade is about

'2 leet long, the blade Iroin 12 to 15 inches. A light

pick-axe is used to breaU the pan where it ap|)ears.

A ditch is dug with the trenching spade 2 or 3

I'eel wide, and as deep as the trenching is mtend-

ed, generally 2 leei, or at least 20 inches; this

ditch is filled with the earth which is taken in

lono' thin slices from the edge of the solid side ol"

the" ditch. Every slice is distributed carelully,

60 as to mix the whole, and keep the best soil

at top, and likewise to fill up liollows and level

eminences. It' ilieie is inoie than can conve-

niently be spread level, little. heaps are made of

the superfluous earth, which are aliervvards carried

in an ingenious manner, to fill up more distant

liolloAvs, by means of horses and an instrument

which is called a mollebart. Wherever there is

a pan it is carefully broken, and the loam, which

is always found under it, is nnxed with ihe sand

duCT out. Draining is seldom required liere. ex-

cept that which i;^ efleded by making deep ditches

to carry off the superfluous rain- water, winch,

in a country almosi as level as a lake is no great

difficulty.

" If there is no manure at hand, the only thing

that can be sown on poor sand, at first, is broom
;

this srovvs in the most barren soils ; in three years

it is fit to cut, and produces some return in fagots

for the bakers and brickmakers. The leaves

which have fallen have somewhat enriched the

soil, and the fihres of the roots have given a

certain degree of compactness. It n)ay now be

ploughed and sown with buck-wheat, or even
with rye without manure. By the lime this is

reaped, some manure may have been collected,

and a regular course of cropping may begin. As
soon as clover and potatoes enable the larmer to

keep cows and make manure, the improvement
goes on rapidly ; in a few years ihe soil under-

goes a complete change; ii becomes mellow and
retentive of moisture, and enriched by the vege-
table matter afforded by the decomposition of the

roots of clover and other plants.

"If about 20 small cart-loads of diing can be
brought on each acre of the newly trenched
ground, the progress is much more rapid. Pota-
toes are then the first crop, and generally give a
good return. The same quantity of dung is re-

quired for the next crop which is rye, in which
clover is sown in the succeeding spring; and a
small portion is sown with carrots, of wfuch they
have a white sort, which is very productive anil

large in good ground, and which even in this poor
soil, gives a tolerable supply of lood lo tiie cows
in winter. Should the clover fiiil, vvhicli some-
times happens, the ground is ploughed in spring,

and sown with oats and clover again, ilut il' the

clover cornea up well amongc-t tf7e rye stubble, il

I

itj cut twice, after having been dressed with Dutch
ashes early in spriii!;. It is mostly consumed in

I

ihe green stale. The clover-lay is manuied with
10 cart-loads ol' dung lo the acre, and rye sown
again, but not clover. After the rye comes buck-
wheat without any manure ; then potatoes again,

manured as at first, and the same rotation of crops
loilows. It is Ibund that the poor land gradually
improves at each rotation Irorn the quantity of

dung used.

"For want of sufficient manure, broom-seed is

sometimes sown with the rye alter the clover.

The rye is reaped, and the broom continues in

the ground two years longer. It is then cut lor

liiel. The green lops are sometimes used for

litter for the cows, and thus converted into manure.
It is also occasionally ploughed in when young
and green, to enrich the land. Oats, clover, and
broom, are occasionally sown togeiher. The oats

are reaped the first year, the clover and young
broom-tops the next, and the broom cut in the

third. This is a curious practice, and its advan-
tage appears rather problematical. All these va-
rious methods of bringing poor sands into cultiva-

tion sliow that no device is omitted which in-

genuity can suggest to supply the want of manure.
" After the land has been gradually brought into

a good state, and is cultivated in a regular man-
ner, there appears much less difference between
the soils which liave been originally good and
those which liave been made so by labor and
industry. At least the crops in both appear more
nearly alike at harvest than is the case in soils

of different qualities in other countries. This is a
great proof of the excellency of the Flemish
system ; for it shows ihat the land is in a con-
stant state of improvement, and that the deficien-

cy of the soil is compensated by greater atten-
tion to tillage and manuring, especially the latter.

The maxim of the Flemish farmer is, that, ' with-
out manure there is no corn ; without cattle there
is no manure ; and without green crops and roots
cattle cannot be kept.' Every larmer calculates
how much manure he requires for his land every
year. If it can be bought at a reasonable rate,

he never grudges the outlay. If it cannot be
purchased, it must be made on the farm. A
portion of land must be devoted to teed stock,
which will make sufTicient manure lor the remain-
der ; for he thinks it belter to keep half the farm
only in productive crops well manured, than dou-
ble the amount of acres sown on badly prepared
land. Hence also he does not reckon what the
value would be of the Ibod given to the cattle if

sold in the marker, but how much labor it costs
him to raise it, and what will be the increase of «
his crops from the manuie collected. The land
is never allowed to be idle so long as the season
will permit any thing to grow. If it is not stirred
by the plough and harrows to clear it of weeds,
some useful crop or other is growing in it. Hence
the practice of sowing different seeds amongst
growing crops, such as clover and carrots, amongst
corn or flax ; and those which grow rapidly be-
tween the reaping ol' one crop and the sowing of
another, such as spurrey or turnips, immediately
after the rye is cut, to be taken ofi belbre wheat-
sowing. These crops seem soaielimes scarcely
worth the labor of ploughing and sowing; but
the ploughing is useful to the next crop, so that
Ihe seed and sowing are the only expense; and
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while a useful crop is growing, weeds are kept

down."—pp. 12, 13, 14.

The process here described is the only one,

which, allowing for difference of soil and other

circumstances, can bring very poor land into a

state of profitable cultivation. In the neishbor-

hood of Aberdeen, in Scotland, on a very difierentj

but; still very poor soil, deep trenching with the

spade, and judiciously mixing the different earths

which are dispersed through the soil, have been

found the most efficacious, and, in the end, the

cheapest mode of (ranslbrming large tracis ol

peaty moor, full of granite rocks and stones of all

sizes, into cultivated fields. The change pro-

duced in the aspect ol the country is no less striking

here, after a (ew years, than that of the improved

heaths of the provinces of Antwerp and Guel-

derland.

The most rapid improver of loose sands is rich

liquid manure, affordmg immediate nourishment

to plants, which otherwise, for want of moisture,

would languish, even with an abundance of solid

dung ; for this last remains altogether in>'.rt, until

it be moistened and partly dissolved. When the

fibres of the root spread, they bind the loose sand,

and prevent the too rapid evaporation and perco-

lation of the moisture. These roots remain in the

Boil when the crop is reaped, and by their decay

afford organic matter lor the nourishment of the

next crop. Hence it is evident ihul the plants

which have long spreading roots, if they can be

made to vegetate vigorously by an ample supply

of liquid manure, greatly improve very light

sands, and, in process of time, by the decay of

the vegetable fibres, produce such an increase ol

humus as entirely to change the quality of the

soil.

The collection and preparation of liquid manure
is an object of primary importance with the Fle-

mish farmer : every lijrm has, near or under the

stables and cow-houses, one or more capacious

tanks, into which the urine of the animals and

the washings of the stables flow ; and every

exertion is made to increase the quantify and
improve the quality of the tank liquor.

"The tanks are generally sunk below the level of

the ground, and have the sides built of brick, and
the bottom paved : they are of various dimensionsj

according to the number of cows and liorses on
the farm. Attached to (he distilleries, where
many beasts arc constantly kept to consume the

refuse wash, there are very large urine-tanks, ol

an oblong shape, divided by partitions into different

chambers, so thai the liquor may be of the proper

age when it is used, which .some farmers think

• ought to be six months.* Each chamber is about

8 feet square and G or 8 feet deep ; these are

sometimes vaulted over, but frequently only co-

vered with loose boards. As urine and the empty-
ings of privies are sold wholesale and retail, there

are many large tanks near the rivers and canals,

were the dealers have pometimes great quantities

in store. Some of these consist of many square
pits like tan-pits, bricked round, and the inside

covered with a cement, which prevents loss by
filtration. There is generally in a corner of each
pit a graduated scale, by which the number of

barrels or tons of li(ioid in the tank may be ascer-

* But this depends on tlie season of the year and
other circumstances, as will be seen below.

tained, by observing the height of the surface.

These tanks are gradually filled by boat-loads

brought from the large towns ; and when ti e
season arrives tbrsovvintr, in spring and autumn,
the fiirmers come with their carts and tubs, and
purchase as much as they may want. 'I'he price

varies from three to five francs (2s. &d. to 4s,)

per hogshead, according to the quality^ In a
small (arm of 30 to 40 acres the tank is ijenerally

about 20 feet long, 12 wide, and & deep, with ij

partition in the middle, and arched over^ leaving

a small round opening for the pump, and another
suffirient to allow a man to go in to empty out the

earihy de|)osi!e Vi^hich accumulates at the bottom.

A trap d&or shuts over this hist aperture to prevent

accidents. Sometimes the tank is round like a
well, with a dome top and so deep in the ground,
that it has a foot or two of earth over it. The
situation of the tank is either in the farm-yard
near the entrance o( the cow-house, or imme-
diately behind it : sometimes it is like a cellar under
the building ; but this is apt to cause a disagreea-

ble smell in the covv-hou:re. We here describe

those tanks which we cour^ider the most conveni-
ent : the form and capacity of them vary greatly,

according to the means and notions of the pro-

prietors of the farms ; but a tank of some kind or
other is considered as indispensable an appendage
to a firm as a btirn or a cow-house. The farmer
would as soon think of dispensing with his plough
as with his tank: and no expense or trouble is

spared to keep it well supplied.
" The numerous towns and villages in Flanders

aff^ord great help in the way of manure. The
thrifty housewile and her activ^e substitute the
maid know the value of what in our households is

thrown away, or wasted and lost. A small tank,

or a tub sunk in thp ground, in some corner, con-
tains all the liquid which can in ariy way be
useful ; soap-suds, washings of dishes, &c., are
carefully kept in this reservoir until, once a week,
the farmer or contractor calls with his tub on a
cart ; and this, mixed with the contents of privies,

which are frequently emptied, he keeps in large
cisterns (or use or sale.

" But this supply is not always adequate to the
wants of the farmer ; and then he has recourse to

rape-cakes dissolved in water, or in the tank bquor,

which is expensive, and can only be profitable

when (lax bears a good price, this being the crop
for which rape-cakes are chieffy used as manure.
Every means, therefore, of augmenting the sup-
ply of urine is had recourse to, and the most
eihcacioiis is the establishment of distilleries.

These answer the double purpose of consuming
produce and increasing manure by the number
of beasts which are fattened on the refuse wash.
It is calculated that every beast produces at the
rate of 10 or 12 tone of dimg and 26 hogsheads
of urine in the year. A moderate distillery has
50 or 60 head of cattle constantly stalled. Here
then is a supply of manure for several hun-
dred acres of land every year. Formerly there
were a great many distilleries in Flanders, but
the duty on spirits and the interference of the

government has much reduced their number ; so

that the farmers complain of the loss of this

manure, and the consequent deficiency of their

crops.
" Liquid manure is carried to the fields in com-

moQ water-carts, which consist of two wheels
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and shafts, carrying a cask eonlaining from 60 to

120 gallons of liquid. The cask has in llie under

part a hole, 2 or 3 inches in diameier, secnred

inside by a valve; under this is a boardaJittle

slanting, to spread the liquid as it flows out of the

cask. . A man usually rides on the horse which
draws the cart, and holds in his hand a siring,

which passes through a hole in tlie cask and

opens the valve when required. There is an ad-

vantage in riding on the horse, as it does not

add to the weight of ihe load on the wheels,

which in light soils would be apt to sink deep.

In momentary exertion it assists the horse by the

weight on his back ; and the heavy Flanders

horses are well able to carry a man and draw a

light load at the saine time. When the cask is

empty the horse trots home lor another load, and

no time it lost, it is astonishing what advantage
there is in accustoming hoises lo trot when ihey

have no load ; it actually fatigues ihem less than

the continued sleepy walk. Who would suppose

that the Flemish and Dutch farmers surpassetl

us in activity'? but whoever has been in the

Netherlands in hav-time or harvest must ac-

knowledge it."— pp." 21, 22, 24.

The value of cows' urine with other animal

substances dissolved in it is universally admitted

by all the farmers of sandy soils in the Nether-

lands : the theory of its preparation and applica-

tion to the soil remains, however, yet involved

in some degree of obscurity; and some eminent

chemists have doubted whether the collection of

it in a tank is the most economical mode of pre-

paring it lor the soil.

In the fourth number of this journal there is a

translation of a very valuable Treatise on Animal
Manures, by Sprengel, in which (p. 474) it is

more than insinuated, that the advantages of the

urine-tank are much over-rated; and that it is

better to mix the solid and liquid parts of dune
together, and form them into composts with rich

earth, as is often done in England and other

countries, than to preserve the fluid portion by
itself in a tank, to be used separately on the land

after it has gone through a certain stage of de-

composition. Without disputing the correctness

of the chemical principles on which this opinion

is founded, we may hesitate before we condemn
or undervalue a practice which has produced
such wonderful effects in the improvement of the

poor sands in the Netherlands.

Liquid manure may be applied to plants in every
stage of their growth, if it be judiciously diluted,

eo as not to injure the young and delicate roots by
its caustic nature. It invigorates their growth
more than we could anticipate from a knowledge
of its solid component parts. It is no doubt
sooner exhausted ; because it is rapidly absorbed
by the roots, and its elements enter into new com-
binations. If some of the more volatile parts, as

ammonia, fly off in the process of decomposition
which goes on in the tank, it is probable that a
much greater portion of these elements fly off from
the solid dung, while it remains in the ground and
before it is in a fit state to be taken up by the
roots, which can only happen when rain renders
it liquid. All those who have had long experience
of the good effects of liquid manure on light soils

persevere in its use, whatever objections may be

urged theoretically to its being preserved sepa-

rately.

On stiff, impervious soils the use of liquid ma-
nure may not be so advantageous, and the reason

-

in^s of chemists may be correct. On these soils

it is seldom used, except when they are in grass
or when cabbages are planted ; and composts pre-

pared with straw, eartli, and dung, with the liquid

portions ocxiasionally poured over them, are found
to be a more etiectual and lasting manure. The
Swiss, whose principal object is to have a supply
of food lor their cattle in winter, when the moun-
tain pastures are covered with snow, and who de-
vote much of their attention to the cultivation of
roots and artificial grasses, use the liquid manure
in a very condensed siaie, collectinsj the water
which has been poured over their heaps of dung,
after it has filtered through them and been satu-

rated with all the soluble portions of the dun?.
This, which ihev call lizier, in Frenrh, and
niisiwasser, or guile, in German, is carried on the
land immediaiely after the graFS, sainfoin, or

lucerne has been mown, and produces a second
and third crop in a very short time. Cabbages,
potatoes and the varieties of the beet are invi-

froraled in the same manner; and thus, in the
short surnmers of the high mountain valleys, crops

are brought to maturity, which, without the use of
liquid manure, would never have had time to ripen.

Bi!t let it not be ima£;ined that either the Flemings
or the Swiss undervalue the solid manure which
is produced by the mixture of litter with the dung
of animals, collected in heaps, where it heats and
decomposes. They are as careful of this, and
as anxious to increase it, by every means in their

power, as the best English farmer can be.

"In order to increase as much as possible Ihe

quantity of solid manure, there is inmost farraa

a place for the ireneral reception of every kind

of vegetable matter which can be collected ; this

is a shallow excavation, of a square or oblong-

form, of which the bottom has a gentle slop©

towards one end. It is generally lined on three

sides with a wall of brick, to keep the earth fron>

fisllingin; and this wall sometimes rises a foot

or more above the level of the fjround. In this

pit are collected parings of grass sods from the

sides of roads and ditches, weeds taken out of the
fields or canals, and every kind of refuse from the
irardens : all this is occasionally moistened with
the washinirs of the stables, or any other rich

liquid ; a small portion of dung and urine is added
it necessary, and when it has been accumulating-
for some time it is taken out, a portion of lime is

added, and the whole is well mixed together j

thus it forms the beginning of a heap, which
rises gradually, and in due time gives a very
good supply of rich vegetable • mould or compost,
well adapted to every purpose to which manure
is applied."— p. 22.

It will be seen hereafter that, in the prepar-
ation of the land for the different crops, the Fle-
mings and Dutch do not use less solid manure
than we do, and that the liquid is an additional

means of producing a certain and abundant crop,

and not merely a substitute for the dung heap.
The great secret in the improvement of poor

land is to increase its fertility byjiidiciously stir-

ring, pulverizing, and mixing toiiether the diffe-

rent earths of which it may be composed ; adding
those which are deficient—where it can be done
without too great expense of labor or capital

—

and, above all, impregnating it throughout with
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portions of humus, that is, organic matter in a
state of decoinposition.

Tiie mechanical lexttire oflhe soil is of the

first imporiance ; lor on this depends the proper

retention ol' moisture, without superabundance
or stagnation, which implies that the subsoil is

naturally porous, or made so ariificially; espe-

cially in northern climaies, where ihe evapora-

tion is slow, and nmcii rain lalls ilnougtiout the

year.

The roots of planis, in their tender stale, must
find pores in which they can slioot and increase

in bulk, for which the air and water are indispen-

sable. They must also find substances which can

yield them carbon, in a soluble state, as carbonic

acid, which is produced in all vegetable lermen-

tation. In water and air are contained all the

other elements of vegetables, and even carbon in

a small proportion. If tiie pores are so large as to

let the nmisture through, or allow it to evaporate

readily, the vegetation ceases, and the plant soon

dies : ii'ihey are filled with water, so as to exclude

air, the same result Ibllows. Hence it is evident

that by altering the mechanical texture of a soil,

without any chemical change in its component
parts, it may be made much more capable of sup-

porting vegetation than it was before. The quan-
tity of organic matter, or humus, which will sus-

tain vegetable lile is extremely small, when other

circumstances are favorable. Hence in the im-

proverpent of barren soils the most essential pro-

cess is to alter the mechanical texture. In clays

this is efi'ected by repeated tillage, when the situ-

ation allows the superHuous moisture to run off.

This is the reason why good clays are in ad coun-

tries looked upon as the best soils, and sands as

comparatively inferior. A soil which contains

but little argillaceous or calcareous earth in its

composition was long considered as irreclaimably

barren : but when the alternative presents itself

of starving, or n>aking poor sands productive,

means are soon found to correct their barrenness.

As pure silicious sand is too porous, ihe first

thing is to add substances which will readily fill

u|) some of the pores. Fine clay diHused through
water does so most etfectually ; and it is astonish-

ing how small a portion ol pure alumina v^ill

consolidate a loose sand, and convert it into a good
loam, the parts of which, wlien moistened, will

adhere and tbrm a clod in drying. Whenever
this is the case, llie soil can no longer he con-

sidered as barren ; but it may not yet be fertile,

however its poroaily may be corrected ; for this

purpose it requires organic matter already so far

decomposed as to be readily assimilated to the

substance of the .plants. When vegetation is

active, and the organs of plants vigorous, there is

every reason to suppose that water is decomposed
by the action of the leaves ; but this does not

take place in tlie intJjncy of the plant. The roots

must find some nourishment, ready prepared and
easily assimilated. This has a strict analogy
with animal lile. The infant finds its earliest

nourishment in its mother's milk, or, by the

admirable contrivance of nature, in some similar

substance. The body of a young chicken is

formed Irom the white of the egg in which it was
enclosed ; and the yolk is a provision lor the

period which intervenes between its being hatched
and the time when its little bill is so hardened
as to enable it to peck arjd lake up insects or

small seed. The seed committed to the ground
may be computed to an egg : the first expansion
ol the embryo is entirely from Ihe substance of

the seed ; and, until the seed-leaves are fully

formed, it takes little or nothing from the soil, ex-

cept pure water. But alter the real leaves ejpand,
it requires more nourishment, and if this is not

found ill the |)ores of the soil, or if the roots cannot
penetrate to it, the plant languishes and dies. It

is of no use that plenty of rich manure is some-
where in the soil, if it be not accessible or not in a
proper state to be absorbed by the tender fibres ol'

the roots. The plant will die, as an animal would
by the side ol' a chest full of provisions, which are

locked up, or unfit for his organs of digestion.

These principles lead naturally to the best practice

ill improving or cultivating the soil ; and we shall

find that the mode pursued by the Flemings admi-
rably accords with the theory.

The trenching and mixing prepares the soil for

receiving the additions of organic matter. The
roots are fed with a liquid manure readily taken
up, and greatly invigorating, until a sufficient por-

tion of huinus is formed, which gives the most
gradual and regular supply of nourishment. At
the same time solid particles are deposited which
fill some of the pores, and begin that accumulation
of humus which in lime will convert the whole
into a rich and lertile soil.

It must be observed, that the smaller Ihe parti-

cles of sand the better the soil will be after being
improved. Coarse sand, each particle of which is

a visible crystal, allows the humus to be readily

washed out. It must be mixed with clay or marl
to fill up some of its pores ; and if this is not already
done by nature, it must be done by art, or all the
labor bestowed on the cultivation, and all the 'ma-

nure expended, will never be repaid by the produce.
It is, iherelore, of tlie greatest consequence lo all

improvt-rs ol narren lands to know, not only what
pruportion of silicious and argillaceous earths there
IS in the soil, but also what is the actual size of'

the panicles. This is very easily ascertained by
means of ihe simple instrument, consisting of me-
tallic sieves, which is described in the Essay on the

jJnaUis of Soils, in the first number of this

Journal. >^Vhen a considerable proportion of the
dry pulverized earth passes through the finest

sieve, it is a sure sign that the soil, if not already
fertile, can be easily made so. That which is

most readily improved consists of a small portion

of coarse sand, mixed with a large portion of finer,

and wiih a considerable portion of impalpaple
earth, partly silicious and partly agillaceous and
calcareous, so that, when it is moistened, it does
not forma tough paste, but dries into clods easily

pulverized between the fingers. The degree of
fertility will depend altogether on the quantity of
humus which is incorporated with this loam, and
which ihe specific gravity readily discovers ; the
richer soils being the lightest ; lor humus is much
lighter than any of the simple earths.

Keeping this in view, it is easy to show the ad-
vaniage or disadvantage of difierent modes ofpro-
ceeding, which should vary with the nature of the
originat soil. In the natural eaith, which has
never been cultivated, or which is dug up from a
considerable depih below the surface, portions of
different kinds ol earth are found in thin layers or

in separate pieces, which, being pulverized and
mixed together, want nothing but the addition ol
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liunuie 10 make tliem a ferlili; soil,

ol' llie treiicliii)<i-s|)ac!e is eviileiil. No oilier iii-

Hiniiueiil could so well tiivitle ihe earllis, vuul mix
them ill clue, propoiiions. The more tjie irrcjiind

is siirreii, ihe betier it becomes ; and hy a course

ol' culiiviilion, which, iuslead of exhausiin!r the

humus ijradualiy increasefl its quantity, it becomes

at last a ricli mould, like that oC a garden, in

which all plants suited to the climate thrivi^

luxuriantly. In the progress to this state of

fertility the soil must have passed throuch every

intprmediale slate ; and the same process u hicii

at any one period e (feci ed the improvement must

he judicious, if applied to any sod similar in its

nature. In agriculture, as well as in most arts

and sciences, to stand still is the prelude to going

back. The soil, under the hands of a skilful agri-

culturist must not only be made to produce all

that it is capable of producinii, but its capacity tor

production must be continually increasinir, until ii

arrives at that state, when a further increase of

humus would loosen its texture too much '.o

produce many of the most valuable plants, which
are the cliief objects of cultivation ; tor, beyond
a certain proportion, the increase of humus does

not always increase the produce.

These preliminary observations appear neces-

sary to enable those who may not have paid much
attention to the theory of vegetation to trace their

accordance with the practice which experience and
observation alone have suggested and confirtned.

They may also be uselLil in suggesting to those

who would imitate any particular system of

husbandry the modifications which are necessary,

where the soil, climate, and other circumstances
are differenf.

The advantages of stirring the soil to a con-

siderable depth by trenching and deep ploughing,
whicli only now begin to be generally appreciated

in England, and the intimate union of the ma-
nure with every portion of the soil, have long been
practically acknowledged by the farmers in the

Netherlands. The quality and value of flax, of

all their crops the most profitable, has been Ibund
by experience to depend chiefly on the care with
which the soil is loosened, and the manure inti-

mately incorporated with it. Great attention is

paid to ploughing and cross ploughing. The
harrows are used much more frequently than with
us, and the surface is laid level and thoroughly
pulverized to receive the seed. The stitches,

where there are any, are not ijenerally in a convex
Ibrm, but have a flat surlai^e ; and the spade
deepens the intervals to twice the depth of a com-
mon furrow. The earth dug out is spread evenly
over the seed which has been previously sown,
and is pulverized by the harrows or by a flat in-

strument called a traineaii, which is drawn over
it, and breaks all the clods, while it compresses
and levels the surface.

The rounded form of the stitches in England
throws the water into the interfurrows, but at the

same time tends to soak the lower portions on
each side in wet, if the subsoil is at all retentive of

moisture ; hence the plants which grow there are

often sickly and unproductive. In Flanders, even
in the most tenacious soils, this rounded form is

unnecessary ; for there is an open drain between
every two stitches. The soil, having been well

pulverized, allows the superfluous waler to sink,

and it runs slowly into the deepened furrows

Here the use without injuring the plants at Ihe edge of the
stitch. When the crop is reaped, the edges of the
stitch are broken down and drawn into tli»> deep-
ened liirrow by means of a large hoe or hack, and
ilit> plough compl<!les ihc filling [i\) and lays the
land level again. When next the stitches are
made, care is taken that the intervals are a loot

to one side or other of the lines where (hey were
bel(:)re, and again dug out ei^htoi' nine iiiciies be-
low the boitom of the furrows. Thus in a i'ew

years the whole field will have been dug 16 or
IS inches deep, and (he soil and subsoil, to that

depth, completely incorporated and enriched with
manure ; for, after the seed is sown, Ihe tank
liquor is invariably poured over (he surface, or

into the intervals before they are deepened, that it

may soak in and mix with the earth which ia

i'.bout to be spread over the seed. Although this

is a longer process than that of trenching the
whole ground with the spade at once, it is much
more effectual and less expensive. About an
inch only of the subsoil, whatever be its nature

—

il' it be not an indurated clay or gault, as it is in

many places in England, but nowhere in the
Netherlands— is put on the surlace to cover the
seed. It produces no weeds, and being soaked
with liquid manure, and exposed to the action of
the atmosphere lor many months, it is mellowed
and assimilated to the soil before it is ploughed in.

An inch of earth thus improved every year, and
mixed with the soil, soon renders ihe whole of a
uniform quality to the depth of IG or 18 inches;
alter which every subsequent spreadinir tends to

increase the uniformity in texture and richness.
Some plants do not require a great depth of

soil, their roots spreading near the surlace. In
this case the manure is plouirhed in with a shallow
furrow, and none of it is buried below the reach
of the roots. IJut the most profitable crops, such
as clover, wheat, cole, and especially flax, thrive
best in a deep soil : the roots of this last will

slrilce down several feel into the ground, if it meets
with a very mellow soil ; and the crop will not
only be more abundant, but of a belter quality,
than ii would in a soil, however rich, which had
but little depth. Potatoes also, which are cul-
tivated to a considerable extent in every farm,
thrive belter in a deep soil of moderate qualiiy,
than they do in a richer soil of small depth on a
barren subsoil.

Another mode of deepening the soil and mel-
lowing it at the same time is worthy of notice.
When the harvest is over, the land is immediately
ploughed, and, where laborers are to be found in
sufficient numbers, several are stationed, with
spades in their hands, at regular distances along
the line of ploughing. The plough makes a
ttirrow about 10 inches wide and six deep. As
soon as it has passed the first man, he begins to

take solid splits of earlh out of the bottom 'of the
furrow and places them on the land to the right
side. These spits are not taken in continuation,
but with a small interval between them, leaving
so many square holes. The number of laborers
is proportioned to the length of the furrow, so
that each shall have finished his portion by the
time the next furrow is made, which fills up the
holes in the preceding furrow : and the whole
field is laid in an extremely rough slate; thus it

remains lor a considerable time, sometimes all ihe
winter, and the rain and frost pulverize the clods
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which lie ail over it. In sprint^ the whole is

repeatedly harrowed to make it level, and is then

ploughed flat, or in stitches to prepare for Eowin^f,

the manuring being a mutter of course. This
will s'we some idea of the importance attached to

deepening and mixing the soil, and will account
for the uniform appearance of the crops on soils

of very different qualities. The worst soils re-

quire more labor and manure, and consequently

are less valuable ; but every deficiency is made
up by additional industry. But it may be asked,

where can a farmer tind manure, solid and liquid,

to manure nearly all his land every year? for of

all the crops cultivated buckwheat is the only one
which is sown without some manure, at least by
all good farmers. This is the great point to

which the attention of the farmer is constantly

directed. The collecting and preparing of ma-
nure is a profession of itself. The poor in towns
sweep the streets and make composts of all refuse

matter in some spot given to ihem for that pur-

pose without the gates. They reduce it to a fine

powder, and dry it in the sun. What will

chemists say to this? Will not all the volatile

parts fly oflT. and the best portions of the manure
be lost? We will not pretend to give an answer
ID this objection: but the fact is, that this dry

manure is most highly prized by the growers of

flax, and is supposed more efficacious ihan any
other, night-soil excepted. This last is the ne
plus ultra oi' manure for light soils, ti is con-
veyed in boats Irom the different towns, and de-

posited in pits, where it. is collected and kept for

sale by measure. In a very dense population
this resource is considerable, and no one would
be so wasteful as to allow the common sewers to

carry off' a substance which is regularly sold and
obtains a good price.

These are adventitious resources, and can only
be depended on in certain localities. The only

certain means of obtainintr manure is by itjeding

cattle, which in the Netherlands are chiefly milch
cows. No meadows are required in the light

lands of Flanders for the cattle to graze in : and
where there are meadows along the banks of the
rivers, they are mown to feed the cows with grass
in the stalls, or to make hay for winter fodder.

The whole system of husbandry is founded on
the supply of manure, and a considerable portion
of the crops are n;erely subservient to this purpose.
The immediate profit on the cattle is trifling, if

they do not even cost mote to leed than their

produce will repay : but the manure must be
had ; and he who can procure manure at the
least cost is the best farmer. Keeping this in

view, all the cattle are kept in stables, that none
of the manure may be lost ; and every mode of
feeding has been tried which will increase the
manure at the cheapest rate. Meadows being
scarce, and hay dear in those parts of the Nether-
lands where the soil is sandy, the chief food of
cows in summer is grass, bar'ley or oats, cut in a
green state, clover, tares, and spurrey ; and in

winter cabbages, beans, and roots. These last

are not given in their natural state, but soaked
in warm water, or boiled into a mess, which is

given milk-warm to the cows in troutrhs ; so that

it may be truly said, that the cows are fed like

pigs. The straw is used chiefly aa litter lor the
horses. The cows often lie on smooth bricks,

which are washed clean twice a day, (or which

purpose a pump is an essential appendage to a
cow-house. There is generally a deep gutter
along the wall behind the cows, into which the
water and urine drain, the ground sloping gently
towards it. The tank is either immediately under
the stable, well vaulted over, or it is so near that
all the liquid readily runs into it through a covered
drain. The heads of the cows are towards the
middle of the stable, and their tails over the
gutter along the wall. The width of the building
admits of two rows of cows, facing each other,

with a space between them sufficiently wide to

admit a small cart to bring the food to them.
This is universally the tbrni of a cow-house in

Holland. The liquid In the tank is allowed to

go through the first stages of fermentation, during
which the caustic portion of the urine is rendered
mild,. and the liquor is better adapted to be taken
up by the fibres of the roots. In order that there
may be a regular succession of liquid, in a proper
state for use, there are partitions in the tanks,

and, by means of small flood-gates in the drain
which leads to it, the fresh accumulation may be
directed to any one of the pits thus formed, while
the ripe liquor may be pumped up into tubs or

barrels set on wheels, to be conveyed to the land.

There are means of accelerating or retarding the

fermentation, according to the time when the

liquor is wanted. Stirring and admitting the air

assist the process, while the addition of earth,

peat, or ashes, and keeping out the air, retard it.

The efTicacy of the liquid is much increased by
adding oil-cake, the residue of rapeseed when the

oil has been (iressed out, and other vegetable

substances. This is usually done a short lime
before it is put on the land, as it would otherwise
ferment too much.
We have already mentioned the compost-heaps.

These are chiefly made of the dung and litter of
the horses and pins, kept moderately moist, and
mixed with every kind of reliise vegetable matter,

with the addition of mould from ditches and the

sods taken fi"om open drains in pastures. This is

generally put on the land in an active state of
fermentation, and immediately ploughed in

;

sometimes the small heaps laid out of the carts at

regular distances in the field are moistened with

liquid manure, to excite a fresh action; and, as

soon as they begin to heat, the dung is spread and
ploughed in. It would appear from this, that it

has been found to decay more rapidly in the earth,

when put in hot, th^n when the fermentation is

already subdued, which might be anticipated in

the sandy soils.

" BEST TIME FOR CUTTING TIMBER.

For tlie Farmers' Register.

An article from the New Genesee Farmer,
under the above caption, lately republished in the

Farmers' Register, contains some valuable sug-

gestions. I believe, with the writer, that the sum-
mer is the best time for cutting timber, but not

that every part of the summer is equally good.

Early in the season the flow of sap is so abundant,

that its retention in the pores of the wood during

the act of seasoning is liable to produce fermenta-

tion, and consequently premature decay.

It is a well known fact, that in the month of
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Auixu-l llioio is a short time when the <Mrculiition

'.i lUMily inactive. It is (iiiiiiiir 'he iinoi-val be^

J ween the smniiier mu\ (all <xiovvih. The haiK

-no loii<j;er runy any more tiiaii in winter; and the

tsap, insleatl of lnuiy thin ami walery as in the

preceding months, becoiiiesi eonceni rated and

viscid. I consider litis period a:j Ihc best time ul

llie whole year lor cutlmif limber. It nsiitiily

(locuis lioin the loth to the 'iOili of the tnonth,

a lew days earlier or later accoriiing to circum-

stances; and continues only Ibr a very short litno.

Close observaiion is necessary to ascertain it with

exactness. The proper rule is, when tlie bark

ceases lo run.

1 have lie(piently Iiad limber cut in August for

liirmiiiir purposes. Such as <j;atc posts and other

thiiiL's much exposed tnihe action ol'the weather,

and I can testily that there is a compactness and
solidity in it when it becomes dried, which I have
never observed in wood cut ai other seasons.

My own experience does not extend I'arther back
than ten or twelve years-; but I have known se-

veral cases of remarkable durability, when the

timber has been cut accordinir to the old Dutch
rule, in Ihc'dark of Ihc maun in jJugusl ; which
is as near the time indicated as any person rely-

inir on lunar influences could approximate to it.

Every third year it might coincide with it almost

exactly.

The period mentioned may also be used by

farmers to very f^reat advantaj^c, in destroy injr a

number oC pests. The simple beltinf? of a tree

will then so cHectually destroy life, that not a

sprout will afterwards put up from the stump or

roots. It is the only time at which I ever even
partially succeeded in subduing the shrub called

"round cap" {Ccphalanthus) which greatly iti-

lesls our meadows and lial grounds ; and which
usually grows from the smallest portion ol' root.

I had warred against it for years to no eliect,

nntil at last, by a single operation in Auiiust,

I totally eradicated it. The sassafras, elder, lo-

cust and other woody plants growing freely liom
the roots, and the bramble likewise, might no
doubt be edeclually extirpated with the same
lacility, and the oamc |)eriod might he selected

with equal propiicly Ibr shrubbing nevv grounds.

T. S. 1'.

ON IKIUGATIOIV.

To Ihc Nalional fiialUulionfur Ihc piomolioii of
science.

From ilic Souliicrii A^^iiculturisl.

tVashinglun, y/prU2d, 1811.

Since the brief statement of the advantages of

iiiigatiou appeared in tny discourse dcliv^ered he
fore the institution in Jaimary last, I have re-

ceived so many applications Ibr inlbimalion on tln'

manner of watering land, that I anj induced to

believe a more extended notice of the subject

may be acceptable and useful.*

* The discoui-se referred to above, described a sys-

Icin of practical irrigation, with illustratious, nuicli

of the same general character as was given in a ibr-

iner volume of the Farmers' Register, and on a much
more extended scale, from the work of olephciis

on Drainin? and Irrigation —Ed F R,
Vol. iX.-35'

The numerous and abundani rivers, streams
and brooks which traverse our country in every
direction, allord great liicililicti Ibr irri^^ating (he
soil, and thousands of acres of barren land might
thereby be rendered as productive as uny in the
United States.

The thin soils, which drain and dry easily, pro-
fit most by the use of water, and are the least

productive without it. The gravelly, sandy land
of Chile produces by in igation u|)wards of thirty^
bushels of wheat (o the acre, and the poorlanda
i!i the neighborhood of Mexico are made e(|ually

productive by thi-^ process. The great advantage,
iiowever, to be tierived from the li'ee use of water
is not so much in the increase of grain, as in that

of grass crops. A water meadow attached to a
larm gives the farmer an abundance of manure
lor that portion of his land which he keeps in

tillage ; Ibr he may convert into dung the whole
of the hay it produces, while it requites nothing in

return but watering.

In the Carolinaa and Georgia the low lands
bordering on the rivers are irrigated as high up aa
the influence of the tide exteiids lor the cultiva-

tion of rice. The water is admitted into ditches
parallel and perpendicular to the river, and ihence
distributed by lijeders over the whole surlace so aa
to drown the land, by opening the sluices when
the tide is rising; and after keeping it there ae
long as is deemed necessary, it is let olf at low
tiilc. This method might be practised with great
advantage on all the tide- water rivers throughout
our country where the banks are low enough to

admit the water at high tide. Flat lands that
have not the advantage of tide water are the
mo.st diificult to irrigate successfully, Ibr it ia

essential that when the water is let olf, the land
ahould be drained perli'ctly dry ; otherwise it will

produce coarse grass of inlerior quality. Land^
that have a gentle slope, even sleep hill side, arc
belter adapted lor irrigation, as they admit of the
water flowing over them without covering the top
of the plants,, thus giving them the advantage of
air and moisture. A gentle current is considered
n)ore advantageous than stagnant water, and
the land thus situated will always drain dry when
the water ceases to How. On level land it ia

necessary to conduct ihe drain so (in that it may
enter the river low enough lo ensure a suliicient

tall to dry the land.

Where the stream is rapid and the fall gicat, it

is not necessary to construct any dani ; but
simply lo tap the river Ingh enough up to lead the
water along (he highest part of the field ; but
where the current is sluggish the water must be
raised by a dam erected at the |)oint where it is to

be used.

There are two methods of vvalcring lands. The
one by dividing the held iiil<j regular beds, and the
other by what ib called cakh w/oik, which is re-
.-sorted to wheie the Ibrm of the ground is irregu-
lar. It varies theielore with (he ciicumstancea ol
the li^nd it is proposed to water; but the conductors,
feeders and drains must be laid oul so as to profit
by (lie natural movements oltlicsoil both to watci
and to drain it.

The first thing lo be done by the faimci who
desires to irrigate hh fields, is (o take an accuratt
level ol the ground he intenda (o water, so as to
compare tlie highest pm of ii wit!, the height of
llic water to be used. Tlie aur/dce ol the water
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must beeighl, twelve or twenty inches higher

than that of the land, according to ihe distance of

one, two or three hundred yards from the one to

the other. The main conductor is then to be cut

from that point as straight as it can be, to lead to

and continue along the highest side ol' the field.

If the land has any swells on its surface higher

than the rest, it will be necessary to a'we to each

of them its own conductor, wiili leeders branch-

• ing from it, to convey the water over that portion

of^'the field. The width of the conductors must

depend upon the quantity of water they are re-

quired to convey ; and be deep enough to receive

the muddiest portion ol" the stream ; lor although

the lapd will profit by being covered with clear

water, it is more enriched by the deposite of turbid

streams. Each conductor is to be provided with

a sluice to regulate the admission of the water.

In case the river does not run in such a direction as

lo allow the water, alter flowing the land, to be

discharged directly into it, a main drain must'be

cut along the lower part of the meadow to receive

the surpTus water and convey it into the river.

This should be of the same dimensions as the

principal conductor. The portion of meadow to

be watered by each conductor is next to be divided

into beds from thirty to fifty i'eet wide, the feeders,

which branch at right angles from the conductor,

running along the centre of them, except where

the ground falls two ways, when it may be neces-

sary to make the feeders nearer to one drain than

the other. A bed two hundred yards long will

require a feeder where it leaves the conductor to

be twenty inches wide, and gradually diminishing

in width to twelve inches at the extremity. A
drain is to be made between every two feeders,

and parallel to them, of the same dimensions, but

reversed Ibrm ; the upper part being ten or twelve

inches, and the drain gradually widening to twenty

inches, where it terminates either in the main or

in the river. Supposing these works finished and

ready to go into operation, the manager opens the

sluice to admit the water into the conductor where

he adjusts the stops in such a manner asto supply

the feeders. He next regulates the stops in the

first feeder, so that the water shall flow regularly

over its sides from one end to the other, lie then

repeats this process in the second f '.eder, and so

on until all the leeders are adjusted. The slops

may be of pieces of board or of turf pinned down,

if necessary, taking care to keep the heads of the

pegs below the surlace of the water, otherwise

they are apt to collect weeds and trash.

The rule in Europe is lo flow the land through-

out the months of October, November, December

and January, letting the water run ten or fifteen

days at a time, and keeping the land perfectly dry

during the intervals. This can only be done in'

situations where it is not liable to freeze hard
;

for a sheet of ice forming over the soil would in-

jure it. In February it is recommended to water

in the evening and let the water oH early in the

morning ; this practice is continued through

March and April, the water during that period

being never kept on the land more than two or

three days at a time. From the first week in

May the land is left dry until the grass is cut and

the hay harvest is over, when it maybe watered

again for a short time, to secure an abundant after

grass, that may be fed off.

The profits arising from irrigation are so great

that they will justify a considerable outlay. The
works, therefore, ought to be well and durably
constructed ; the diims and sluices of ihe beet

materials, and able lo resist the sudden rising of
the water. The beds which, as already stated,

are to be from thirty to fifty feet wide, should be
raised from one foot to fourteen inches in the centre,

so that the water will fall gently off from the
leeders which run along their summits lo the
drains.

Where an old and well set meadow is lo be
watered, it is advisable to lift the turf and level

and prepare the subsoil, relaying Ihe turf alter

the beds are made. This process of lilting the

turf and relaying it after ploughing and manuring
the subsoii of old grass lands is practised in the
best agricultural districts in Europe with great
advantage, even when it is not intended to prepare
ihem lor irrigation ; but only to invigorate the
growth of ihe grasses. If^ when the works are

completed, the soil is to be ploughed up and level-

led, it will require tw0 or three years before it will

be sufficiently set in grass to allow its being water-
ed without working.

I have endeavored to give such a description of
the proce.«9 of irrigation as will at least enable a
farmer to judge of the practicability of watering
any portion of his land, if not to execute the work
himself. Those who seek lljr (iirther information

on this important subject, may consult the works of
Boswell, \V right, Smith and Johnston, London's
Encyclopedia of Agriculture, and Stephens' Prac-
tical Irrigator. The construction of works for

irrigation belongs, however, to the civil engineer,
and it is lo be hoped that those of the United
States will turn their attention to the subject.

Our extensive lines of canals may, for the most
part, be converted into conductors, and the water
be beneficially used lo fructify the country through
which they pass. If a blessing awaiis the man
who makes two blades of grass grow where only
one grew before, the irrigator will be thrice blest

;

lor well watered land will produce at least three

times as much grass as the same quality of soil

under dry culture. J. R. Poinsett.

SKETCHES OF NORMANDY.

E,\tract from tlie Quarterly Journal of Agriculture for June, 1841.

This most interesting portion of France differs

extremely li-om the southern and eastern parts in

the general appearance of the country, as well as

in the details of its rural economy.
Instead of exhibiting extensive tracts of tillage,

without any visible subdivisions to mark out the

different ownerships, and without trees, excepting
the formally trimmed ones upon the roadside,

Normandy is a continued series of well-timbered

farms, and beautiful forests of surpassing beauty,

interspersed with corn-fields of small extent,

orchards, and meadow or grazing land.

The admirer of rural beauty is astonished at

the aspect of this vast province, if his eye has
been previously familiarized only with the open
country in oiher parts of France, where, though
his judgment approves of the economical principle

which leads him lo lament the absence of hedge-

rows and trees of every description, he is fatigued

with the uniformity of appearapce preeenied to
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him, and desires the rcliel' oT a varied landscape,

such as Normandy exhibits.

The quality ol" soil varies much, but is on the

whole ol'finequaiity,— the richest in France—and

in many parts it is highly calcareous.

The larms may be said to average sixteen

English acres in extent, and when let they are

generally held under leases of nine years certain,

and iti at the terminatisn of this period, they

should change occupants, agrarian outrages are

never the results.

But one-half of the farms is held by the pro-

prietors, who sometimes rent adjoinincj land ; and
these proprietors are, in the majority of instances,

poor farmers ol" the lowest class, taking their own
produce to market, dis()osing of it in person, and
living as poor as it is possible to imagine.
Many of this class, like the common laborers,

dine upon a lew apples or pears and a bit of bread

without the Ibrmality of sitting down to a table,

and are content with a drink ol' their own home-
made miserable cider.

It is not easy for an Englishman to conceive

how men can work hard upon the washy diet

which is so general in France. We have seen

men cutting up wood for fuel (which is hard work)
from morning to night, and in the severest winter

season, without more nutritious food than indil-

lerent fruit and a little bread ; the soup taken

perhaps for supper at home, or lor early breakfast,

is, if possible, worse as a means of support, for it

consists merely of cabbage and hot water, with a

little grease or kitchen stuff; it distends the

stomach with wind, and therefore is totally

unsuited to a working man, who should have solid,

not liquid diet.

The consolidation of farms, and consequent
good I'arming, cannot be anticipated in France

;

for though an individual here and there may add
" field to field," the laws of property render it

probable that his farm will be subdivided again in

the next veneration. These laws, by rendering
property divisible ad infinitum, and annihilating
the privileges of primogeniture, destroy aristocracy

in its most essential principles, create a vast num-
ber of petty proprietors, with very contracted re-

sources, and—supposing them to let, not; cultivate

their alloimenis—take away all chances of hav-
ing an independent thriving tenantry, under a
liberal and encouraging landlord, who identifies

his own interests with those of his tenant, and
can afford to place him in a really comlbrlable
position.

If our great and munificent land-owners had
been encumbered with these restrictions, which
gradually reduce ownership, and give rise to the
paltry system of higgling lor rents, which so
much distinguished the class of Squireens in

Ireland, and in Scotland too, where would be the
splendid improvements and creations of valuable
property, with all the consequent train of industry
and independence to thousands, which have been
effected by the individual efiorts and accuntulated
wealth of some of our aristocracy?
The effect of the principle of equal partition of

property, so pleasing to the ears of nnreflcoiing
people who have liau no opportunities of seeing
the practical consequences, must ever be an
insurmountable bar to the accjuisition of perfect

skdl in the operations of husbandry in France ;

(Small larms can never admit of the purchase uf

expensive implements, nor ofspcculalive improve-
ments, and no parent there lias the power o( leav-

ing his property in land (he may divide his mo-
ney as he likes, but not by testamentary act,)

otherwise than equally among his children, male
and female, with the ()rivilege only of giving one-
fifth more to a particular child ; and this dependa
on the number of children which he may have.
Where would bo the means of building those

exceJIent farm-establishments which we have
through the length and breadth of our land, and
ofdraininy thousands of acres in a very expensive,
hut permanent manner, through the combined
powers of the proprietor and the tenant, where
the means for conducting those expensive opera-
tions on the soil, winch we constantly witness, if

the laws of primogeniture did not prevail among
us?
What has been stated applies more generally

to France ; we must now confine our observations

to the circumstances of Normandy.
Though there are many sheep kept in this

division of France, we cannot properly assert that
it is of a pastoral character ; there is little or no
free range for sheep, they are kept in very small
lots of three, lour, or half a dozen, and usually
tied together by the legs even when they have
lambs, which, though an economical plan as
regards the quantity of produce consumed, checks
the condition of these animals considerably.

Occasionally they have a comparatively free range,
but rarely, and altogether a worse description of
sheep cannot be imagined.
The introduction of the Leicester breed would

be a great boon in Normandy, where there is much
rich land, and where the enclosures render thia

breed more desirable than that of South Downs,
or any other breed requiring a good range. The
loot-rot is frequent among the Norman sheep, and
this would be another circumstance against the
breed of South Downs, which are so liable to it.

The average price of mutton is 3Jd. per lb. in

the markets, and the only kind fit for table is the
year old ; the purchaser who ventures upon ag-ecZ

mutton will generally find that it is extremely
tough

; frequently, without of course intending it,

he finds that he has brought home part of an old
ram which he cannot chew nor digest.

The management of cows is not a great deal
better, yet the cream and butter, which are prime
in quality, and abundant in quantity, even in the
midst of winter, when frost and snow pervade
the land, put us entirely to shame. Instead of
having a few thin slices of well salted butter at

the breakfast or the tea table, as is so general in

this country, through the winter season, the
markets of Normandy, as well as those of the more
southern parts of France, afford ample euppliea
o( the most delicious fresh butter imaginable, at
less than half the London price.

In great tarms the practice is to churn twice a-
week in summer, and it is much owing to the
shortness of interval during which tfie cream
(and this only is put mto the rhnrn) is allowed to

stand, that the butler is so well flavored. Dairy
cows may be said to yield eight quarts of milk
daily during two-thirds of the year, and twelve
(juaris during the remaining four months.

Bf>et, in some departments, is given pretty fi^eely

in winter, but the use uf ihiis vegetable lor cattJe

It'pdiufj is very partial and limited, lor ikough it
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increases llie tentlency to milk, it is not go favor-

able to its excellence of (]uality as grass, if the

season will admit of yrazin>i;, or sainfoin hay,

which many people consider more economical

and productive of prime butter than any other

Jbod in winter. Nor is this excellence cilecled by

any artificial feedincr, unless hay be considered

such, lor, except very partially, beet-root is not cul-

tivated (or cattle, and potatoes and inrnips are ne-

ver given to those cows whichyield this fine butter.

At a numerously ai landed nieeiing of land-pro-

prietors and farmers at Bayeux, JVI. de ('haumonl
submitted to them a number ol qucslions respect-

ing dairy management ; the Ibllowing is a digest

of the answers reujrned to some of the inquiries.

The application of dung imi)arts in sprint^-timc

valuable qualifies to dairy pasiurage, but the

grasses in summer give, on dunged land, a rank

flavor to butter.

Dairy-houses should have a northern aspect even
in winter, when they require warmth, as a south

wind is prejudicial to miiU, and all ollensive smells

thould be avoided. Cream should not be lelt in

the milk-room on account of the influence which
the fermenting milk has upon it, and also because
the fire, eo necessary Ibr the milk in cold weather,

is injurious to butter. The floor should be flag-

ged, and washed in summer to preserve coolness.

Some are opposed to washing ; we should say
that the French dairy-maids are all so, (br

cleanliness is not among their virtues, but ibr what
reason we have not ascertained.

The milk when taken from the cow, is poured

into a Btrainer, by turning it upside down into

pails, and care is taken in winter that it cools as

little as possible before it is changed from the one
vessel to the other, while in eunimer the object is

to let it become cool belore it is thus poured out

into the pans.

These should be frceh and well scoured, and
often put into boiling water Ibr about lialf an hour,

and dried in the sun or at a fire. It is considered

that the nature of the milk in earthen vessels has

a decided effect on the Ibrmation of cream, but as

to their shape there does not appear to be any
remarkable influence. Cylindrical earthen vessels

are prelerred, or those sliaited like an inverted

cone, flattened at the bottom, and of considerable

depth. Porcelain has been tried, but not found

Ko good as the common earthen ware.
The cream is skimmed twice a-day generally,

sometiaies three times, and care is always taken
not to leave it too long on the milk. Twenty-
four hours (sometimes Ibrty-eighi) in summer
elapse belore the first creaming, and the cream is

allowed to lie as short a time as possible before

churning.

By day the cows are turned out, and at night
Ihey are supplied with hay, oftea of sainlbin,

which is admirable for dairy purposes.

The breed is very varied and nondescript ; the

Alderney blood seems very common, especially

in the part of Normandy adjacent to Brittany
;

yet the people of this latter province deny that

any importation of cows from Alderney, Jersey,
or Guernsey to the Main is ever made. The
parent stock, however, was indisputably identical.

Lord Morpeth, a fine Durham bull, of which
there is a portrait in Ihe.Iournal of the Association

of Normandy, was imported with " Gaudy," a

cow of the same breed, to the Hara in 1838.

There is a heavy coarse breed also, admirably
suited to the plough and cart, which, if crossed

judiciously with the Ayrshire, would produce a

breed with the tendency to fatten, which is much
wanted in the Norman stock. Stall-feeding is not

understood, and it is rarely the case that a carcass

of really liil beef is to be seen.

Bullocks are much used. Four or five of these

generally accompany three or two horses in the

teams, which, though com|)oscd of so many
individual animals, and, in our judgment, injudici-

ously yoked, are possibly well adapied lo the deep-

rutted and precipitous lanes through which they
have frequently to pass.

The system of rearing and fattening calven

difl'ers much in llie de()arlmenls of the north of

France. At Bi^'sin, l()r instance, all heifer calves

are usually reared, and the bulls lattened. Ibr the

market, to which ihey are taken when two monihs
old. In that depanment they are lerd on skim
milk only. At Caumont they arc latled on new
milk, because in that district the butter is of in

fiirior quality, and value, and flavor, and even
bread, converted into a kind of pap, is sometimes
added to the new milk to accelerate the tatiening,

which is considered sufficiently attained at the age
of six weeks. This veal averages 120 lbs. a quar-

ter, and is sold at 3{d. per lb.

The swine is of the worst possible description

as lo Ibrm ; but the pork in flavor is very good,

and the English, wlio cure their own bacon and
hams, find the meat firm, and in every respect

"OOd.

ON THE USE OF LTME AS MANUUE. (fl.)

From llie Soulliern AgiiciiUiiiist.

31r. Editor:— It is unfbrtunately a trait ia the

characier of the southern planter that he regards

all noveliies with suspicion. Any departure from

the practice of his fathers, or his neighboihood,

he considers dangerous, and the generality will

deride as vain theory, the eflorts of the man who
will have the courage to make an innovation upon
established preccilente, or lo violate a rule dictat-

ed by one of the patriarchs of a neii^hborhood.

This cautious pjiirit, if united to a liberal enter-

prise, is highly commendable ; he who possesses

it will incur no rash risks, while he will avail him-
self of ail the lights of modern research ; but

unfbrumalely we too generally find the caution

without the enterprise. The sneer of the prac-

tical man withers the energy of the enthusiastic

speculator, and the old routine of practice conti-

nues to be popular because nolliing short of ab-

solute demonstration will convince the man of

practice that the theorist is not a madman.
In your editorial career you have suflered from

this prevailing spirit. The practical man will not

write, because he has nothing new to communi-
cate. His practice is the same now as it was
yesterday, and as he thinks it will be to-morrow,

and is known to all engaged in the same pursuit.

The speculator dare not write, because he knows
that the first question which will be a^ked when
his essay shall have been read, will be—What
sort of planter is he? How does his practice

square with his theory? Is he a practical man?
If the answer to this question be not saiisli^ctory^
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lift will be contlemned ns one who prosumpliini]f.|y

|irotends to leorli, wliili' Ik; ouglil yet to be piilin<f

at the leet of (Taiimliel. " lie writes better liiaii

lie plants." If a more dainnalory specimen ol

liiint |)raise were ever uitercil, I have not had the.

inislbrtunc to hear it. JMy iinaginatiou can con-

ceive ol' nolhiii<i: more killm;,^

I am surprised that the |)!anlers ol" lower ('a-

rolina have as yet derived no benelit Irom the

publication ol" one ol the most valuable and prac-

tical est^ays ol" the age, (1 mean IMr. IJulIin's

Essay on Calcareous Manures.) Several years

iiave elapsed since its first publication, and not-

wiihstandin^ the knowledge that it has revolu-

tionized agriculiurc in lower V^irginia, 1 believe

(hat hitherto not one planter in South-Carolina
has used lime but as a petty and useless ex-
periment.

The book came out, too, at a [leriod when
South-Carolina was eulfering severely Irom the

emigration e)!' lier citizens. Exhausted fieldt;,

lying over large beiis ol" lime, were deserted, in

some instances they were literally abandoned,
and at l)esl they were sold as lands hopelessly

worn onl, and their proprietors went to the great

western valley to seek richer lands, amain feature

in the constitution ol' which was the ()resence ol

lime. Notwiihstandiiig the known character ol'

JVlr. RufTin lor intelligence and probity; not-

withstanding tlie labored details ol' experiments
which leach the reader that he has got among
stubborn lads, and not idle theories; notwith-
standing tl'.at it is a history ol" what has been
effie.cted in lower Virginia, a territory difiiering

but little in character and climate from our own,
yet the book which unlblds its benelicial agency
IS with ue almost unknown ; the lime remains in

its natural bed undisturbed ; its very existence is

by many questioned, and the fields lying but a
lew leet atiove it, and which with its application

can be pul in a stale ol" progressive improve-
ment, are undergoing yearly a progressive dete-
rioration.

The extent of" the lime-slone [or marl] region
in South-Carolina is as yet unknown. There is

every reason to believe that it coinmences inune-
(liaiely below the lalls of the great rivers, and
continues to the sea. The stratum varies con-
siderably in thickness, i apprehend that its

maximum thickness is at or near its termination
in the uplands, and that its minimum is at or near
the sea coast. It is certainly much thicker at the
Kutaw Springs than in the known localities twen-
ty miles below.
The position of the lime is various. At the

Eutaw Springs and in its vicinity, in the neigh-
borhood of McCord's Ferry and near Monk's
Corner, on Cooper river, it l"requently rises to the
surface and a little above it. On the elevated
lands bordering on the various swamps and creeks
which lorm the head of the latter river, it has
been Ibund as low as from ten to twenty feet be-
low the surlace. On the margins of creeks, and
near the point of junction of upland and swamp
land, its depth below the surface is but a lew
inches, and generally, except where the land rises

abruptly to -a considerable elevation, it may al-

ways be found at the depth of Irom four to eight
feet.

Iff might presume to propose a general rule

from my limited observation, I would suggest

the lollowing ns the indication of a bed of lime,

viz:—whenever the upland adjacent to a el ream
of water produces a growth of hickory, rod oak,

dogwood, locust or walnut, lime may be dug fijr

with a certainty of success; when, on the con-

trary, the uplands produce only long leaf [lines

and scrub-oak, the search lor lime will be unavail-

iiiUT. The slreaiurf of the former class abound in

muscle shells and cravv-lish, and the uplands in

snails ; none of ihcm, certainly not the muscle,
will be liiund in the pine land streanis.

The appearance of the lime varies in different

localities, but the I'ragnienls which have been
subjected to analysis, exhibit generally about

ninety per cent, of alkaline earth,—how large a
portion of this is macnesia, is a question not yet

settled by the chemists In some places .near

Siulee river, below ihe Eutaw, and at Godfrey's

lerryon the l*eedee, the lime is found in a bed
of loose shells partially pulverized, and may be

carried immediately from the pit to the field,

without liinher fin^paration. It is uenerally a
hard rock full of i'ussil-shells ; frequiuiiiy the rock

is so hard thai, when smartly struck wiih a ham-
mer scinti'lalion will follow. This of course will

require either fire or ihe hanmier to render it fit

lor the field. If a quantity of this hard stone is

thrown up in the fall, and exposed throughout
the winter months, it undergoes disintegration (6.)

I have no correct data lor ascenaining the

amount of" labor necessary for obtaining time.

Mr. lIulTln, who has been in the habit of spread-

ing from three hundred to seven hundred bushels

ol' calcareous earth to the acre, (equal to from
one hundred to two hundred and thirty bushels of
Carolina lime,) states that a single man, em-
ployed throughout the year, will dig enough to

manure sixty acres of land. Two years ago, six

men in three weeks dug lijr me eighteen hundred
bushels— this was equivalent to the labor of one
man for nine weeks or fifty-lour days. With this

amount of lime I manured eighteen acres ol" land.

I believe that my hundred bushels ol lime are

fully equal in value to Mr. IJuffin's three hundred
bushels of calcareous earth. Now as it required
ihe labor of three days to manure one acre, if we-

take an average number of two hundred and
seventy days as the number of working days in

the year, then the labor of one man would ai that

rate of manuring furnish enough lime to cover
ninety acres of land. If the relative values of
the Carolina and Virginia manures have been
justly stated, we may presume that the value of
the products of labor will be greater in Carolina
than in Virginia, because it is to be supposed that

when the liming is pursued as a systematic part

of the operations of the farm, the means employ-
ed in procuring it must be more convenient than
any I could command, when only engaged in a
crude experiment.

Following the practice universally adopted in

Carolina, viz:—to devote our attention to the
market crops almost exclusively, considering every
other as a secondary object, my experimenis with
liriie have been made only on cotton. I have
made two experiments; the first in 1839, a year
remarkable lor dryness and great productiveness

;

the second in IS-iO, a year as remarkable for hu-
midity and comparative liiilure. In each year the

result Wits most gratifyinfj; the most decidedly

marked success was in the dry year, Aficr one
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year's cultivation the Innd wne eun'ered to rest.

The field limed in 1S39 produced a less abundant
crop of poverty grass than the circumjacent lands

not limed—and a more luxuriant crovvtli of crab

and joint grass. The field of 1840 is now at

rest.

I am aware that our planters will not consider

the improvement of (he joint grass a desirable

object. That is a grass that is said to delight in

a calcareous soil, and it might spread more rapidly

on such, than on lands Iree I'rom calcareous earth.

Everyone who owns an old planlation, is aware
that joint grass is no stranger, even to the poorest

lands. If lime then be really a lertilizing agent,

let us not object lo it because it does not prove a

panacea lor all ihe evils vviih which our ignorance,

or our carelessness, or the behests ol' a wise Pro-

vidence iiave strewn our path.

Mr. RulFin observes, that they who wish to use

calcareous manures must make ihe digging ol

it a branch of the regular larming ojjerations.

Any system o( manuring, we know must, to be

efficient, become a part ol the hal)itual operations

ol' the planlation. Trusiing to the chance of ob-

taining l;me during the season between hoeing

and harvesting, 1 made no oilier provision lor it

last year, but classed it with ihe rest ol' that mis-

cellaneous jobbing o()eraiion called lall work. But
in the Tail the waier had taken possession of my
pits, and I had land to clear, and other causes

prevented me from obtaining a bushel ol lime.

The opening ol" a small body of land, together

with the rains of August and Sepiember, have
plopped for this year my course of experimenis.

Huw frequently do we hear the opening of lands

alleged in excuse of noiflect f;in many operations

essential to good husbandry. It excuses the

want of manure, the inefficiency of ditches, the

insecuriiy of lences, the delapilated state of the

plantation buildings, and the wants of many
comforts, which as enlightened citizens and men
of subsianiial wealth, we should not want.

I am no enemy eiihi-r in theory or in practice

to the clearing of our Ibrests— but I think the time

has come when it should be done with great cau-

tion. Our upland forests of prime quality are

nearly exhausted. They are our only resources

in the coumry lor good fuel, an article which in

some vicinities has become Irighti'ully scarce.

Unless necessity therefore should compel, or

strongly advise their destruction, they should I

think be husbanded as a resource of wealth and
comlbrt at no distant period. The system pursued

by our predecessors was, lo clear a piece of land

and cultivate it to death. It was then suffered

to recover some strength and throw up another

growth of trees, while other Ibrest lands were
subjected to the same system ol exhausting cul-

tivation. In the course of time the new forests

were again reduced to cultivation and again ex-

hausted, but in a much shorter period than at first.

A system of resting then lollowed. After a

long period larmers began to apply manure, and
now commenced a system that promised really

to give to the planter the character of a cultivator

of the soil. Now we may look for improvements
that shall be permanent, and it is to aid in per-

fecting this system that I have felt it my duty to

contribute my humble etiorls, by saying a word
or two in favor of lime.

Many a planter who would shrink from the

appalling labor of liming his land, will not hesitate,

il it is convenient, to clear land, even though it

may not be necessary. Let us estimate the labor

necessary to prepare for cultivation a field of ten

acres, by two methods of dealing, and of liming.

Let us suppose first a piece of prime upland to

be cleared, then the labor account will stand as

(bllows :

—

1st. Underwooding—to each acre

8 hands, equal to - - 80 days work.

2d. Felling and cutting up trees,

8 hands, equal to . . SQ » '«

3d. Ijog roiling, firing, &c. : to

each acre 2 hands, - - 20 " "

4th. Listing : to each acre 8
hands, - - - - SO '' "

5th. Bediling : to each acre 8
hands, - - - - SO " "

340 « "

To obtain this field then, requires an expendi-
ture of three hundred and lorty days of labor.

No account has been taken of the labor of women
and children engaged in raking, firing, &c., nor

of the lat)or necessary for ditching, fencing, &c.
During Ihe first year of cultivation the usual task

of half an acre cannot be performed, and even in

the labor of preparation lor the second crop, short

tasks are necessarily given. This field will en-

dure constant cuhivation for five or six years.

After that period it will require rest and manure.
The first crop, it must be observed, is always an
uncertain one. A prudent speculator will never
make a large calculation on the issue of a crop

sown on fresh lands. Let us now suppose an
exhausted field lo be brought into cultivation with
the aid of lime.

1 have already stated that it required the labor

of three days to procure lime enough lor one acre

of land, at ihe rate of a hundred bushels per acre.

Thirty days' labor will then be required to manure
ten acres at the same rale. Suppose the quan-
tity doubled and two hundred bushels be applied

—here ihen will be required the labor of sixty

days. Add an equal number of days for burning,

hauling and spreading, and the lime will be on
the ground at the cost of one hundred and twenty
days' labor. Deduct this amount li'om three hun-
dred and forty, the time required for the prepara-

tion of forest lands and there will be a balance of

two hundred and twenty days left to devote to

any other preparation of the land you may deem
advisable. 'I'lie lime once spread, the labor is

over; full tasks become the order of the day;
and the planter may rest with the assurance oi

all who have iriven the lime a fair trial, that he
has put on his land a manure whose beneficial

agency time, so far from destroying, will con-
tinually develope.

It is a common opinion, that clover will not

endure the hot sun of South Carolina. This
opinion is not more prevalent with us now than a
similar opinion respecting the adaptation of the

climate of lower Virginia to clover .was a i'ew

years since in that state. Since the introduction

of the use of calcareous manures the cultivation

of clover has become universal in lower Vir-

ginia, (c.^ It is evident, therelore, that it was
the want of somcihlng in the soil, and not the

warmth of the sun's rays, that was at fault in
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Virginia. I have for three or four years past

been watching a little exjieriment whicli iiKiuces

nie to believe thai it is not tiie euii, but ihe eoil

of Carolina, which is fatal to the growth oCclover.

A Tew years since I received from a li-iend seve-

ral varieties of grass seeds wliicli 1 planted in my
garden on the borders, ininiediately under the.

walls. At the coinniencement of summer I iiad

a promisinir crop, but in autumn it was all dead.

The Ibllovving winter I observed a single phuii

of clover growing on the north border. 'I'o this

plant i applied lime liberally. It flourished du-

ring winter, and in May proved to be red clover.

The following winter the clover was still there.

It had spread. Lime was again applied. It has

continued to improve, and bids liiir to overrun my
garden.

Now this I admit is a very email experimeni
to base a large liypothesis upon—but it is not on
that account the less valuable. Here is a single

plant which has survived the first summer, ob-

served during the winter, small and sickly, treat-

ed with lime, the manure which all farmers have
declared to be indispensable to clover, thriving

under the treatment, bearing with equal success

Ihe heats of '38, the droughts of '39, and the

rains of '40. It must be observed too, that if the

sun is injurious to clover, the position of this plant

lias been a most unfortunate one. Placed on
the south side of a wall it is never shaded but by
the very early and late suns of our longest days,

and in addition to the direct rays of the sun, it is

exposed to ail the heat radiated from the wall.

1 do not despair of seeing lime in general use

in the limestone rigions of South Carolina. Im-
provements of all sorts are slowly adopted by
agriculturists. In consequence of the great ab-

sence of planters from their estates, they adopt
new methods more slowly than any others who
derive their subsistence from the soil. A few
years since it was a mooted question at every
parish club in the low country, whether the profits

arising from manuring our fields were great

enough to authorize the expenditure of the labor

necessary to collect the manure. Nor was there

wanting many who even doubted whether it was
of any use at ail.

It seems never to have entered into the minds
of such persons that the highest attribute of man
is his capacity for improvement to an indefinite

degree, not only of himself, but of every thing
commiited to his government, and that he never
so completely fulfils his destiny as when exercis-

ing this capacity ; that Providence has deprived
us of an Eden in order that we might, by as-

piring after its possession, exhibit the greatness
of our intellectual resources in their most benefi-

cial aspect; that to impair the value of that

which he has given us to use and transmit to our
successors, is disobedience and a wanton abuse ol

his goodness. Such reflections have come home
to us when contrasting our declining condition
with the present prosperity of others, who in a
more richly gified region are following the de-
structive example of our fathers. Animal and
vegetable manures have forced themselves into

general use, and I have no doubt that in a few
years we shall see the powerful agency of the

mineral manures exercising the happiest influence

over the destiny of this state.

A Sfeculator.

A\>te.— I have carefiilly abstained from any
hypothesis respecting the modus operamii of lime.

iVlr. Uullin is disposed to regard il as valuable,

chiefly aa a corrector of acidity. (</.) That it

has other valuable qualites is bighly probable.

It has made me good cotton vvIumi the land im-
mediately adjacent produced absolutely nothing
but a lew scattered and half grown stocks.

Respecting the composition of our liT.e-stone,

I have seen two statements differing widely. Dr.
.lohnsnn finds about thirty per cent, of magne-
sia. Mr. Shepard finds little or none, and this

diflerence too in specimens from the same locali-

ty, (e.) Viewed as a corrector of acidity, the

magnesia is perhaps as valuable as the lime, and
the value of the manure would not be less in con-

sequence of the presence of so much magnesia.
Writers on agriculture have always represented

magnesian earths as unfruitllil, and ungrateful.

This may be true, but it does not follow that a
small quantity of magnesia added to the soil may
not be advantageous to it. A soil overcharged
with lime, would be as poor as one overcharged
with magnesia.
Apart from the mechanical agency of lime on

soil, I apprehend that its value is not greater

than would be that of any other alkali. I have
seen twenty bushels of ashes produce results quite

as satisfactory as a hundred bushels of mild lime.

(f.) Whether it exercises an agency for any
length ol' time, I have not the means of ascer-

taining, but as an auxiliary manure to the grow-
ing crop, I consider it so valuable, that I have all

the ashes on the plantation carelully husbanded.
A small reward otlered to the negroes induces

them not only to save their ashes, but (I have
had reason to believe,) to burn more wood for the

purpose. Any one who has not tried the experi-

ment would be surprised to find how much may
be collected by holding out an inducement.

(a.) We shall not afTect to disguise the gra-

tification which we have derived from reading

this article, caused by the writer's high and grate-

ful appreciation of our individual labors in this

important department; as well as from his testi-

mony that the seeds of this improvement, which

we have for years been trying to plant in South

Carolina, have at last struck root, and now pro-

mise good and speedy fruits. The good work

has been at last begun by a few planters, of

whom the writer of the above article seems to

promise to be among the most zealous and ef-

ficient. We have however to regret, that, by his

withholding his name, and its authority, he has

been content to be counted but as a " Speculator,"

instead of a practical operator and unquestionable

witness of facts. We earnestly urge him to per-

severe—and while he may be the first in South

Carolina to reap large profits and increase his

wealth from this source, he will exhibit such evi-

dences, tTiat his example will soon be followed by

hundreds of his countrymen.—En. F. R.
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(6.) All the nuiils sent to us from South

Carolina for examination were very rich ; and in

chemical consiilution and texture might be deem-

ed rather a soil lime-stone or impure chalk, than

marl, such as is common in lower Virginia. The

last sentence above sliows that exposure to Irost

will serve to reduce the lumps, so that the great

cost of burning to quick-lime may be avoided
;

and there is no use in burning, except to reduce

the earth or stone to powder.

—

Ed. F. R.

(c.) This expression covers too much ground.

It should be limiled, first, to the marled lands, as

clover will not grow except where calcareous

matter, in quantity sufficient for the purpose, has

been given, either by the bounty of nature, or by

the industry of man. But further, many persons

have marled who sow clover to but little extent,

notwithstanding its known value alter marling
;

and thus lliey lose half the benefit to be derived

from this mode of improvement. If the writer

of the loregoing article, or even any of his most

incredulous countrymen, were to visit the marled

lands of lower Virginia, all would be fully con-

vinced of the great profit of the fullest extension

of the same practice at home. But we are sorry

to have to confess, that they would also see, and

in the greater number of cases, abundant eviden-

ces of neglect to draw lull benefit from this great

source of riches.

if the legislature of South Carolina, or the

different agricultural societies of that state, would

depute a dozen of the intelligent planters of their

marl region to visit some of the most judiciously

marled lands in Virginia, and to report thereupon,

we venture to assert that such visit's and reports

would produce many thousands of dollars of net

])rofit in the course of a few years. The later

and permanent annual profits of South Carolina,

from this source, and which will and must be

secured at some future lime, should be estimated

not by thousands, but in ?u(7/(ans.

—

Kd. F. 11.

(d) The effect of calcareous manure, in neu-

tralizing the poisonous acid of soil is imme-

«liatc, and most manifest and striking, and the

lirst that aflbrds profit. But a far more import-

ant operation of calcareous manure, "though later,

i^lower and more gradual, is that by which it com-

bines with and fixes vegetable manure, and pro-

ductiveness, in the soil, and to which effect there

is no limit short of the greatest possible degree

of productive power of the best lands under the

same climate, exposure, &.c.—Eo. F. R.

(e.) We have ibuud no magnesia in such

specimens of South Carolina marl as wo have

cxamiued lor that purposC; and much question the

existence of magnesia, in quantity worth con

sidcration, if at all, in any of these marls. Dr
Joseph .Johnson, of t-harlcston, was the first per-

son who announced what was to us a novel and

remarkable lact, that magnesia existed, and in

large proportions in many of these marls. Wo
sought for it in vain, in such specimens as were

wiihin our reach. Afterwards we learned from

Dr. Johnson that he had been mistaken in that

respect, by some error in his mode of analysis.

—

Ei). F. R.

(f.) Wood ashes Caller being deprived of their

potash, which is itself a valuable manure) consist

principally of carbonate of lime and of phosphate

of lime. The former is precisely the same as

the main and (usually) only valuable ingredient

of marl, but in a minulely divided, and therefore

much more immediately active state. The phos-

phate of lime is what forms the earthy or solid

material of bones—the great value of which as

manure is well known to all well informed agri-

cukurisls. Therefore it is plain enough why
ashes, .whether leached or not, should act admira-

bly well as manure on lands deficient in alkaline

ingredients, and in (erlility.

—

Ed. F. R.

TIIK PORK BUSINESS AT CINCINNATI.

From the Cultivator.

During the past season 150,000 hogs have
been cut up here, averaging 210 lbs., making
31,500,000 lbs. pork ; employing m this and the

branches of packing, smoking, &c., 1'220 hands,

and a large capital. The season of '38 and '9

was still larirer, 210,000 head were (hen cut up,

averaging 175 lbs. Pork then bore a high price,

and the larmers were more eager to get it to

market than at present, when it sells so low. I

will now state the capacity of one house for this

business. '25,000 hogs have been cut up in asinjijic

season, 1500 of which can be done in one day,

with fifty hands, averaging 200 lbs. wl.—800,000
lbs. can be smoked at one time, or 4,000,000 lbs.

in a single season. The season lor killing and
packing is short, only about ten weeks.

As to the color of hogs, ihe packers are totally

•indifierenl to it, a black or a spotted, a blue oi

white is all alike to ihcm, nor does it make any
dill'erence with the purchaser or consumer. I

hope, tlierelbre, to hear no more objections to the

color ol' Bcrkshires; it is never thought of hero

at the west. Now to the weight, and upon this

point I was very minute and particular. If the

side pork is reasonably thick, say four or five

inches, ihcy do not wish the animal to weigh over

250 to 300 lbs., for with such hogs Ihe shoulders

and hains are small and tender, easllij saturated

with salt and smoked, and bring the highest mar

ket prices. Indeed, the best prices that they letch

is in the Viruinia market, and then llicy only

want u :^U0 lb, hog. Auimab that weigh 150 '^
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600 lbs. are lonij and thin here, and do not cut

any iliicker side (jie'ces than those of a proper

conlbrniiition, that only wei<fh 250 \bs., ihen ihf

hams and shoulders ol' the hirire animals arc

coarse and thick, di[ficult to salt and smoke, and du

not bear so hiirh a price in markei by half a rem
per pound as ihe t^maller and more delicate hams
and shoulders. I w\M\ to call ihe particular ai-

leniion ol" ihe pork raiser to these facts. It will

be sei'n novv that the very smallest sizes of the

fine Berkshires can easily ijro in wei^jht over thi-

desideratum of Ihe i)ork purchasers and packers

of the west. The live weitrht of the least Berk-

shire sow I ever had in jioiid breeding order,

weighed on the scales alive 303 lbs., and could

easily (at to dress net 35J lbs., and cut at least

4 to 5 inches thick of side pork, which makes
heavy mess pork enough Ibr even tlie Bosloti

market to supply to its fishermen, and give tender,

lean, juicy hams and shoulders with very small

bones, and a triHins; per ceni. of ofl'al. Now
what mure can the public want than tins'? But

urged on by a spirit of pride, and Ibr the sake ol

bragging about sizes, iheyseem determined to

sacrifice to this (oily the finest race of the swine

kind if\at ever existed. My breeders now run

fiom 350 to 600 lbs., in good store order, and

would lat from 400 to 700 lbs., double the weight

required by purchasers at the greatest pork n)art

m the Union, and still the cry is for size, size!

\yell, size they shall have now to their hearts'

content, Ibr it is my intention to import some
Berkshires this season, that will fat, full grown,
to one thousand pounds. They can be had in

England just as easily as a finer medium-sized
race, and 1 am determined, for one, that the cor-

morant appetite of {h& public shall be satisfied, in

this particular, to the lull. At the same time to

please myself and ihe more judicious number ol

my purchasers, I shall still continue to breed good
medium sizes of about 400 lbs. weight, and we
shall see at last who is right.

THE SALVING OF SHEEP, WITH A VIEW TO
THE PROTECTION OF THE ANIMAL WITH-
OUT THE DETERIORATION OF THE FLEECE.

By Mr. R. Boyd, Innerleithen.

[Twenty Sovereigns.]

From the Prize Essay of the Highland Agricultural Society.

From the material improvements which have
taken place in the woollen manulaclures of Scot-

land within the last ten or filieen years, no wool
but that considered of sufficient puriiy Ibr the

manulaciure of white goods, and, at the same
time, calculated to receive the finest linls of color,

can with impunity be used in the manulaciure of

ihe various descriptions of goods now generally

produced by the manufactures of this country,

consequently wool smeared with tar and butter

is now little sought after. From the increasing
demand Ibr white wool, many of the store tarmers
allowed their flocks, even in high and exposed
situaiions, to winter without a salving of any de-

scription whatever. This neglect, however, ex-

cept in some very peculiar situations, can seldom
be continued with impunity above a year or two,

as under it both the quantity and riuality ot the

Vol. 1X.-36

wool invariably (all oflf", and it rarely fails to pro-

duce a Acw/)i/ fleece, that is one intermixed with
dead white hairs, wliu^h are (bund, when eub-
miiied to the dyeinir process, to assume a different

tint Irom the rest of the fleece, and of much iesa

permanency of color. For this reason, wool so

treated can only be applied to an inlerior purpose,

because it has suffered deierioralion. It is, ihere-

Ibre, not possible to maintain, in health and vigor,

sheep which are exposed to the vicissitudes of

weather in elevated districts, vvilhout the applica-

tion of some salve lo proiect not only the health

of the animal, hut to iiK^rease and im|)rove the

growl h of ihe wool, posses.^ing properties anxious-

ly desired by the manufacturers.

Of late years various salves have been recom-
mended and adopted, and ihe one now most ap-

proved of, if we may judge from its gereral

adoption in the Loihians, in Peebles, Selkirk,

Roxburgh, and Berwick Shires, is a composition

of powdered, crude, white ars;enic, and black soap,

in the proportion of one pound of arsenic to six

and three-quarters or eight pounds of soap, with

an addition of bniier or oil, in such proportions as

ihe judgment of those who have the manngement
ol the stock may approve, and this quantity wiih

water is considered su(ficient for the salving of a
hundred sheep. This description of salve was
first introduced into ibe county of Peebles in 1833,

by Mr. Murray o( Kedmoor, near Peebles, and
the Messrs. Oliver, ol' Willlainslee, in the parish

of Innerleithen. Although VVilliamslee is one of
the most elevated and stormy situaiions in the

couniy, the result was hiahly salisfaclory. Mr.
Thomas Ketchen, late tenant of Huthope, which
marches with the farm of VVilliamslee, mentioned
to me, that the portion of his sio^ which was
salved wiih the new salve, stood the severity of

the winters of 1836 and 1837 much better than

those smeared w'lh lar and butter; and, in cor-

roboration of I his efTecf, I may mention, that the

shepherd of Kirksiead (which is siiQated on the

norih banks of St. Mary's Lake) assured me of

a similar result in 1837; and, moreover, that the

crop of lambs was fully one-third more than those

produced by the ewes smeared in the old way.
These (acts can be attested by Mr. Ballantyne of
Holylee, to whom the stock belongs.

It is worthy of remark, that the stock on the

farm of Blackhouse, on the estate of Traquair,

amounting to upwards of a hundred scores, were
for a number of years much inlested with vermin
of various descriptions, but in particular with lice.

Heavy smearinir with tar and butter, and every

other means which ingenuity could devise, were
resorted to, but without effect. In 1836 the (arm
was let to the present tenant, Mr. Salton, who
with confidence salved the most infective part of
his flock, and the result was in every respect

higly saiislactory. On the farm of Hindlee,

which is of great extent, and occupies an elevated

situation in the couniy of Roxburi^h, the siock,

when in the possession of Mr. Davidson, who
smeared wiih lar and butler, were subject to great

morialiiy, but Mr. Scoti, who succeeded Mr.
Davidson on the farm, tried the new salve, and
thereby reduced the annual loss to a mere frac-

tional part of what it was.
Notwithsianding the facts here enumeraied in

favor of this new salve, on account of its contain-

ing nothing of an adhesive nature, and from the
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number of sheds or openings made in the fleece

in laying it on, and which rarely close again

during the winter, the sheep are very liable to be

chilled by frosty winds, and thereby contract se-

rious diseases. Water in the head is thus in-

duced, as first pointed out by the E'tricl< Shep-

herd in the- Farmers' Magazine of 1812. This

complaint is most common after a windy and

sleety winter; and it is most destructive on farms

that are ill sheltered ; and attacks most vuulenily

the sheep during the first year, when ihe wool

naturally separates along the back, leaving it ex-

posed to the wet and cold.

As a remedy to this evil, Mr. Ballantyne of

Holylee has salved his whole Hook, amountmg to

160 scores for the last three years, with the lollow-

ing composition or salve, viz.

:

4 lb. crude white arsenic at 7d.

per lb., - - - - £0 5\

28 lbs. butter at 9s. 6d. per stone

of 22 lbs. or 5^^. per lb., - 12 3

5 lbs. black soap at 4d. per lb., 18
10 lbs. rough turpenime at l|d.

per lb., . . - - 1 51

£. 15 9|

with 30 pints of water it forms a salve for 100

sheep, which cost something less than l^d. per

head. The water being heated serves the pur-

pose of keeping the salve in a liquid state during

the time it is applied to the sheep ; and too much
attention cannot be bestowed on constantly stirring

the mixture, as the arsenic is apt to liall to the

bottom ; and no less attention ought to be paid

to the spreading of the salve in an even manner,

as in the event of any part of the body being ne-

glected, the Averiiy of the attacks of the insects

will be I'elt in proportion to their limited range on

the skin, which soon becomes encrusted with

scabs on the neglected spots. The only difference

between this salve now used by Mr. Ballantyne,

and that which was introduced into this country

in 1833, is the rouah turpentine, which from its

adhesive nature, not only tends to close the sheds

which were made in the fleece, but assists the wool

to retain possession of the salve during its growth

It is found admirably adapted for repelling external

moisture, preventing cutaneous diseases, and

killing instanily all the insects with which sheep

are inlested. And I have found, upon the strictest

examination, that the s:;eep produce a more co-

, pious supply of yolk or wool-grease fi-om being

salved with this mixture than with any other;

and by whatever means sheep are improved in

condition, there will always be a corresponding

increase of the fleece, which, when produced of

sufficient length for combing purposes, will readily

sell for one-eighth more per stone than that which
can only be used in the manufacture of woollen

cloth or hosiery yarn ; and it will, moreover, be

found upon trial to weigh at least an eighth part

more, thus making a difference of one-fourth in

favor of the wool produced from Cheviot sheep,

which have thus been salved. It is a well-known

fact to shepherds, that a successful lambing time

very much depends upon the condition of the

ewe, and that among hill-sheep the ewes are

much more kindly to their lambs, when them-

selves are in good condition and have plenty of

aailk, than when in low condition and unable to

nurse them. Besides, so effective is this salve,

that it prevents the inclination which sheep have
in general lor rubbing against foggy or grassy

banks, whereby Ihe wool becomes impregnated

with impurities, which are not unfrequently found

in wool to so great an extent, that the labor of

picking it sufHciently clean adds much to its price,

and even alter all, the manulacturer is obliged

to use it to an inlerior purpose ; and it is, more-

over, not an uni'requent occurrence, that even

when (he wool has been carefully looked over

by the most accustomed hand and discerning eye,

previous to its manufacture, many of these impuri-

ties make their appearance in the finished article.

Sheep, when so salved, are seldom or never

found to die of falling " au;aW" or "awkward,^''

that is, on their backs ; and the wool never peels

or falls ofl' previous to clipping.

Wool which has been thus salved is well adapt-

ed for mixing with skin-wool which has been re-

moved from the pelt by the application of lime.

Sk'n-wool, when manufactured by itselli is ex-

tremely liable to become discolored during the hot

days of summer, immediately after the process of

oiling has been performed. A very slight ad-

mixture of the salve-woo! with it, acts as a com-
plete security against its discoloration. In scour-

ing, too, the quantity of soap required is conside-

rably less after the salve. When sheep have
not been salved, or been simply bathed, or so in-

sufficiently smeared as to be alternately wet and
dry, it not unfrequently happens that the woo!

has a brown decayed tinge at the extremities of

the staple, which, upon the slightest pressure be-

tween the finger and thumb, crumbles away.
Wool in this state is extremely liable to " sAeW"

during a storm, that is, to adhere to large pieces

of frozen snow, and also to be frozen to the

ground, from which they cannot be relieved with-

out a considerable loss of wool. Wool in this

state possesses in but a small degree the felting

or miZ/iHg properties, so that it is impossible lor

a manulacturer to make with it a cloth to suit the

present lisshion, and at the same time to have a
sufficient texture to support a proper finish. Cloth

made from wool in this state, although it appears

tolerably firm after the miilin2 process has been ac-

complished, is unable to resist the card or teazle

which instantly destroys the ftilting property, and
reduces it to a mere flannel. By a judicious ad-

mixture of salved wool with unlaid or skin wool,

the felling property of the unlaid is considerably

increased, and consequently a less quantity of it

is required to produce a iziven length of cloth than
when manufactured wholly from unlaid wool.

It is thereby evident that salved wool is superior

for woollen cloth, or for any description of goods
for which wool can be used.

Wool which has been so heavily smeared, or

so imperfectly washed that it cannot be submitted

to the process of manufacture until being pre-

viously scoured, incurs an additional expense to

its prime cost of not less than 2s. per stone. The
most simple method of scouring wool is with hot

water and a fourth part of stale urine. The
ammonia or volatile alkali which exists in the

urine, combines with the oil of the wool, and
forms a soap, which, beinij soluble in water, is dis-

solved and carried off. This process of itself docs

not incur any thing like an expense of 2s. a stone
;

but, when the labqr of drying, and picking the
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impuriiies Irom the wool whicli collected in the

drviri"!;, and the extra quantity ot'oil which is re-

(juired III the preparation ol the wool lor the ma-
chinery, aiuouiuiii^ to two or ihree Scotch pinis

lor every twelve stones, as also its Ibrniing ulti-

mately an article of much less value, than that

which is manulacturcd Irom the wool as shorn

Irom the sheep's hack—when all these circum-

stances are taken into account, it will be readily

admitted than an expense ol' 2ji. a stone may be

easily incurred.

Until the year 1832 or 1S33, the practice of

ealvinii Ijeicester sheep was scarcely known in

Scotland. Since that period a number of larmers

who have Leicester and hall-bred sheep, have
been induced, by the lavorable effects ol" this

new salve upon the Cheviot and blacklaced sheep,

to make trial ol" it, and they have lound essential

benefit to arise liom it in protectinj^ the health ol

the anin)al, and producing a marked improvement
in the wool. JMr. Johnston ol Halllree, parish

ol' Stow, who keeps a hall-bred slock, was among
the first who introduced this mode ol' salving inio

that part ol' the country, and his clip ol wool

brought, in 1S3S, 42s. per stone. Mr. Cockhurn
ol" Sisier|)ath, near Dunse, who has a considera-

ble flock of Leicester sheep, salves with this

salve ; and Messrs. Barff and Son (extensive

wool-siaplers in Wakefield,) speak of Mr. Cock-
burn's wool in the highest terms ol' commenda-
tion.

The washing of sheep seems less understood in

this country than any other department connected

with the management of stock. Some years

ago I spent a lew weeks in the Highlands ol'

Pennsylvania wiih Dr. Rose of Silver Lake, a

great enthusiast in the management ol" slock.

For many years Dr. Rose has kept upwards ol

five or six thousand sheep ol' various descriptions,

principally lor the purpose ol" lending out in

shares. During my stay at Silver Lake I had
the pleasure ol paying a visit to Messrs. Hogg,
nephews of the Enrick Shepherd, who farm ex-

tensively in shares wnh Dr. Rose, to examine
their method ol" washing sheep. In place ol'

washing them in a running stream, as is general-

ly done in this country, they had a pond construct-

ed ol' a size corresponding to the extent ol' their

flocks, which was filled with water from the ad-

joining creek. At the commencement ol the

operition, several scores ol'ilie sheep were careliil-

ly hand-washed, immediately alter winch the wa-
ter in the pond had the appearance ol'a lakeol'soap-

suds. The remainder of the flock, amounting to

upwards ol' lorty score, were compelled to swim
across the pond, and during their passage were
twice dipped over head and ears by two ol' the

shepherds who were placed at pro[)er distances.

On account of the fleeces appearing ol' a dusky
color, I suggested to the Messrs. Hogg the pro-

priety of swinuning ihem across a pool of clear

water, which was immediately adopted, and in

consequence the duoky color disappeared. It was
quite evident that the sheep which were last

washed in lUe, pitnd were ihe whitest. Hill sheep
alter being washed should be driven to a clean

pasture-field, and there remain lor five or six days
to allow the return of the natural yolk into tlie

wool, which is found better adapted lor the va-

rious (ynrposes of manulijctnre, than wool dipt

belore the yolk has filled up iis pores.

In the management of the fleece, loo much
care cannot be besiowed to exclude all impurities

in rolling it up, which ought to be done in as firm

a manner as possible, but without stretching the
fibre.

AGRICULTURAL LEGISLATIOX.

From tlie Kentucky Farmer.

We deem the present a most Hirtunate con-
juncture in which to direct the attention of our
readers to the subject of that improvement in the
aflairs of agriculture which maybe promoted by
the action of the people in their organized capa-
city—by state leuislaiioii. The country has pass-

ed through a fierce political conflict, during the
rage ol" which no subject could engage attention
but such as was inevitably whirled into the pohti-

cal Maelstrom ; but having now, as we trust, laid

down our partizan arms, it becomes us seriously
to consider of and act upon those great measures
of policy, relating to our permanent interests and
happiness, which have been too long neglected.
We can come to the labor now with minds fitted

lur the accomplishment of our great ends. No
new and exciting contest is immediately ahead of
us to distract our sober thoughts and hurry us into

strile and madness. We are all brethren in in-

terest and feeling, when we come to think of pro-
moting agricultural improvement. On this sub-
ject, party cannot divide us. We are one—unal-
terably, inseparably one. The party politician,

with polluted and polluting loot, has not invaded
this hallowed ground. It is too sacred for hig

tread and he dare not approach it. It is too ex-
tended lor his narrow ken, too comprehensive for

his leeble grasp, too weighty lor his puny strength.
Let us then, throwing away the partizan and re-

suming our proper character of genuine political

economists, meet and labor together as we should,
in sincere and earnest harmony, for the promo-
tion of this greatest of our country's interests.

What then shall we do? What ought to be
done? By what means, by what insirumentality
shall we still lurther promote agricultural im-
provement ? These are grave questions worthy of
deliberate consideration. We have repeatedly
offered our individual views upon the necessity

ol legislative action in aid of the aorrieultural in-

terests. The more we have reflected upon the
subject, the more we have regarded the experi-
ence which every day brings forth, the more we
have weighed the relations existing between the
various classes of interests and pursuits of the
country, the more we have earnestly looked into

liie necessary means of establishing and perpe-
•jiatino; the solid prosperity of the people who
rule this great republic ; by so mucti the more
are we confirmed in the liiith that, so far as the
distinctive claims of agriculture are to be re-

garded, the legislation of the country must be
efl'ectively and thoroushly reformed.^ We have
not time or room here to uo into plaborate reason-
ins on this subject ; but if kind Providence spare
our lile, we propose ere long discussing the ten-

dencies of existing systems of legislation and pre-

senting in connexion what we deem demanded by
the permanent inlereste and substantial glory of
the country. We shall [inve some things to say
which may not accord with tome of the popular
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notions of the day : but we shall speak fully and

fcarieesiy whatever we deem it becomes the dig-

nity of an independent freeman to utter.

For the present, then, we declare our solemn
conviction that the legislation which is not based

upon the idea of benefiting ihe agricultural in-

terest, which does nor substantially regard it as

it really is, as the basis of all solid prosperity, is

a legislation of deceit and fraud, the tendencies

of wiiich are to deprive airncultural labor of its

just rewards to bestow favors on sut)or(linate pur-

suits. Such a sysiem of legicilaiion ouijht to be

arrested if there be any thing suhstaniial in the

doctrine of the right eitherof numbers or property,

or both conjoined, to govern.

That we have had, as yet, no legislation look-

ing directly to the promoiion of agriculture, is a

truth as well known as it ismorlilying and painful

to confess. That legislation may be wisely direct-

ed to the effective promotion of agriculture, is a

fact which has been most conclusively demon-
strated in the experience of every civilized na-

tion on the globe but our own. That the (allure

to legislate for the radical improvement of agri-

culture in this country, is as much at war with

the spirit of our political institutions as injurious

to our diversified interests, is a truth which is un-

deniable and which ought to be illustrated in the

political action of the people—the political mas-
ters of the government. That the farmers

—

the great and substantial majority of the people

—

ought to reform their political action, is a ques-

tion which we think can be demonstrated fully
;

and could they only be aroused to a proper con-

eideration of their political dignity and ri<:hts, all

the needed reformation would be speedily \i'rought.

We shall labor these points in the course o( our

discussions. Meantime, we will here state some
of the measures which, for the benefit of the im-

portant practical interests of the whole state, we
think should be put in operation by a wise course

of legislation

:

The periodical collection and publication of our

entire productions and consumptions, distinguish-

ing the imports and exports from the niMss.

A survey of the natural resources of the state,

by a corps of scientific and practical men, in the

departments of Geoloixy, iVlineralogy, Chemistry,
Botany, Zoology and Agriculture.

The endowment of a board of agriculture or

the establishment of an agricultural bureau as a

branch of one of the departnients of the govern-
ment, charged with the execution of important
duties to be assigned by the legislature.

And the establishment ol a sysiem of educa-
tion by which the freemen of this republic, des-

tined to be as well the masters of the government
as lords of the soil, may be as thoiotighly in-

structed in the great business of their life as the

professor of any other art or science. This is

the primary and radical remedy (or all the delects

in our legislation ; and it is only by the adoption

of this measure, that the prosperity and glory of

the country can be laid on foundations of ever-

during permanency.
Let the farmers, then, ponder these considera-

tions. They hold the poison and the antidote.

They only can entail on themselves the miseries

of a policy of delusion and humbuggery, or estab-

lish that which shall, like perrenial fountains,

send forth, gushing and pure, unwasting streams

of prosperity and happiness. We call upon you,

farmers, to take your own interests into consi-

deration. If truth can rouse you, lethargy shall

no longer bind you in her soothmg but ruinous

embrace.

AN ACCOUNT OF THE INSECTS INJUHIOUS
TO TURNIPS.

By Mr. Mathew Marmaduke Milburn, Jliorpe-

Jield, Thirsk, Yorkshire.

[Silver Medal.]

From tlie Prize Essay of tlie Itigliland Awricullural Society.

Of all cultivated plants, perhaps there is not

one which has more enemies in the insect world

than the turnip ; the frequency, general cultiva-

tion, and rapid succession of the turnip, as well

as the great quantity of its peculiar vegetable

matter which is carried oti by decomposition

every year, when a turnip crop occurs, has doubt-

less tended considerably to increase the number
of its natural enemies, and in but few years does

the crop escape entirely the ravages of some or-

der of the insect tribe. The great improvement
of land lor the Inst lew years has brought soils

under turnips which are not perhaps entirely con-

genial to their growth, but bylorcing they may
be obtained. My farm is not a real turnip soil,

and, consequently, it is more liable to the depre-

dations of insects ot every kind, than a soil more
decidedly calculated to grow turnips, and the

plants are less capable of resisting the serious

attacks made upon them in such cases, than

when the soil is more congenial to their growth.

1. The first depredator which I shall notice,

but of which, perhaps, so far as its natural history

and habits are concerned, I know the least, is the

turnip flea ( Haltica nemorum.) From the

smallnees of its size, it requires a degree of minute
attention, which I have been unable to give; but

of its etleciR I have witnessed sad examples.
The insect is a small beetle, of a brassy black

color, with two straw-colored strips lengthwise on
the wing cases. The insect usually makes its

appearance about the 20lli to the 27th ot May;
if the weather be warm and sunny, generally at

the first mentioned period. The numbers at this

time are not very great. It leeds on every spe-

cies of the genus brassica, and in the early stages

of their growth does them serious injury, if it

does not altogether destroy them. On being ap-
proached, it jumps li"om the plant and drops to

the ground, usually with its back downwards;
the straw-colored stripes being much more dis-

tinguishable than its black under side. It has
wings, but seldom uses them except when in the

act of migration. It is quite an erroneous opinion

to suppose that it can move only by jumping,
(brmed probably because ii is generally noticed

jumping when it is approached.
The extent of the injury done is most serious.

They commence by eating the plant just when
the cotyledons are well unfolded, and in some
cases consume the whole of the leaves. If they

are not sufficiently numerous (or this, they retard

Ihe growth of the plants, and impair iheir vital

energy considerably, and often sadly injure a
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crop after all traces of the insects themselves

have disappeared. Great disputes have occurred

whether the eg2s of the insects are deposited

on the seed, in the manure, or in the earth ; but

as these are matters ol' published noiorieiy, I con-

ceive they have no riifht to be canvassed in an

account like this. Thus much may be said, that

the <jeneraliy received opinion now is, that the

e»jgs are deposited on the leal, and lliat the mi

nute larva? leed in the niterior ol' the leaf belbre

they attain tlie flea Ibrm.* I am sirontfly inclined

to believe this Irom the fact, that generally lor a

week or more belbre the attacks of the fleas be-

come any thina; like so general as to threaten de-

struction to the plants, ihe latter lose their thriving

appearance, their growth is arrested, and it is

more than probable that the lar^is are then at

work in the interior of the leaves, which the f)lant

has to resist, instead of growing so rapidly as ii

otherwise would. A lew insects remain in the

perlect state through the winter ; 1 have observed

them on a sunny day in the begiiming of Novem-
ber, though their appearance after August is by

no means common.
Prevention of iheir attacks may be in some

measure efli^cted, but any application by way of

cure, when they have commenced their ravages,

is out of the question. I have tried sulphur, lime,

soot, &c., without any perceptible eflect ; to pre-

vent, therelbre, should be the principal object.

Those I have lound to be most useliil as preven-

tives which most tend to excite the vigorous and

rapid growth of the plants in their early stages.

Thus, the rid<re or drill system, in which the tur-

nips are put in immediate contact with the ma-
nure, is most likely to enable the plants to over-

come an attack. Pleniy of seed is also desirable,

as the thicker the plants come up, the more rapid-

ly they grow, and the more vegetable matter

there is lor the fleas to ronsume. There is no

(ear of the crop being destroyed alter the rough

or secondary leaves are expanded. Another pre-

caution is, to keep the land clear of weeds, and

above all to preserve as .much as possible the

moisture in the soil previous to sowing in a dry

season. As a more remote mode of prevention,

the charlock, the turnips from amongst the grow-
ing corn, and the weeds of the cruciferous kind

should be kept thoroughly down, as these form

nurseries lor the insects before they commence
their attacks upon the turnips.

2. The next insect to the attack of which the tur-

nip is liable is the black caterpillar, the larva of

the yellow saw-fly (^j^ihalia ceniifoiiai). In 1835,

the north of England was visited by these depre-

dators to a most alarming extent ; in the follow-

ing year they penetrated into Yorkshire, and in

small numbers into some parts of Scotland. The

* The habits of the larva in this respect are no

longer matter of conjecture. In a memoir on this in-

sect, published in the 2d volume of the Transactions

of the Entomological Society of London, Mr. H. Le
Keux has demonstrated that the larva; feed on the

interior of the leaf, consuming its pulpy substance

in the same manner as the mining caterpillars of va-

rious small moths, and certain dipterous larvse. It

undergoes its transformations in its subcutaneous gal-

leries. The larva is figured in the memoir just al-

luded to, as well as in Westwood's Introduction to the

Modern Classification of Insects, vol, i., p. 3S3.

—

Ed.
Farmers' Magazine.

attack in this year, though severe, was, Iiowever,

less destructive than that of the preceding. The
caterpillars are usually observed when the plants

are of about three weeks' growih. In iheir early

siages the caterpillars invariably attach ihen)-

si'lves to the under side of the leaf. They are

aliDUt one-fourth of an inch long, and of a whit-

isligray color, and not very easily discerned.

They change their skin at least three times

during their exisience in the cater|)illar slate, and
afier each cnange appear lighter colored at first,

but in a few hours become a brighter, deeper

black, destitute of hair, but the body co'isiderably

wrinkled. About twenty-one days alter the ca-

terpillars have emerged they burrow into the

earth, and there (orm a cocoon or case, remain in

it twenty days, and then emerge a yellow fly;

airainto breed and furnish a fresh supply of cater-

pillars. This fly is furnished with a peculiarly-

shaped oviposiior of a saw-like construction, vvitli

which she punctures the edges of the turnip-leaf

j

and deposites her egL's singly. A portion, how-
ever, of the caterpillars which disappear remain

in the cocoon until the following summer, to pro-

vide a supply of caterpillars lor the succeeding

year. I have bred them, and led them in a glass

jar, and watched the whole of their habits and chan-

ges, and I know of no insect which attords great-

er facilities for observation than the one in question.

The attack is solely confined to the leaves of

the plant. They consume the whole of the cel-

lular texture of the leaves, and nothing but the

fibres remain. No plant can resist this, and the

shortness of the work of destruction of as fine a
crop as ever appeared above ground is almost

incredible. I have observed as many as twenty
caterpillars upon a single plant, and perhaps not

one plant occurred in the field without some
caterpillars upon it.

By way of prevention little can be done, as

the only warning of a visitation given is ihe ap-

pearance of the yellow flies, which generally pre-

cede the caterpillars the most of a fortnight. I

always instruct my turnip-hoers to leave their

work in order to cLase and destroy every fly they

see of this description. In 1S37, owing principal-

ly to this precaution, I believe my fields escaped,

while some in the same parish were more or less

consumed. When the attack has commenced
the hoe ought immediately to be stopped. Ducks
of about three weeks old should be turned into

the field ; if they are much older they will eat

the plants and reject the caterpillars. Hand-pick-
ing should also be resorted to. I saved a field of

fii^ht acres in the "canker year," (1S36,) by em-
ploying children to gather them, and put them
into closed vessels. I gave these sixpence per

day, and the numbers they gathered were enor-

mous. I destroyed them by pouring boiling wa-
ter upon them, which was instant death, though
they will live lor an indefinite period in cold water

— it seems to elide from their oleaginous skin.

3. The next insect which the turnip crop is

liable to sutler from is the wire-worm. A de-

scription of it is scarcely necessary, for, from the

unlettered peasant to the scientific entomologist,

every person who knows any thing of rural con-

cerns is familiar with it. In order, however, to

describe exactly the individual insect I mean, 1

may observe that the grub is of a yellow color;

its body is nearly cylindrical, and composed of
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twelve segments. Its head is rather brownish,

and it has six leet situate near the head—this

distinguishes it Crom a caterpillar.* In the grub
state it continues three years, which accounts for

its destroying turnips, seeds, and corn crops, on

the same piece of ground successively. It then

emerjres in the shape of a beetle, the distinguish-

ing characteristic of which is, that, when taken

by the posterior exiremiiy, it depresses, and then

suddenly elevates, its head and ihorax, and gives

a sounding click, hence it has been placed

amongst the click beetles, and is called the Cata-

phagus lineatus. The beetle is about /our lines

long ; color grayish-black ; the wing cases have
stripes of gray arranged longitudinally.

Its ravages are confined to the grub slate, and

it feeds on the roots oC the turnips when they are

from lour to eight weeks old. I have seen as

many as six wire-worms attached to the ror>t of

a single plant. Their presence may be delected

by the liillingol" the leaves of the plant, and then

assuming a dark deadly green. The insects eat

the root at a depth of one or one and a half iuch,

and sometimes gnaw throuo'h the whole root, and

the turnip of course dies. Occasionally a whole
field, though more generally a portion of a field,

subject to it will go ort'.

Cure there is none, that I am aware ofj but

much may be done by way of prevention. I

have before me several cases noted down where
a crop of potatoes, taken belbre the turnip crop,

has effectually tended to prevent the attack. I

will oii'er one striking instance furnifhed me by a

personal friend. A trapezium-shaped field was
in 1833 sown with turnips, exceptiuir the angular

side, which was potatoes, the turnips went off" by

the wire- worm. In 1837 the field was again in tur-

nips. The part which was potatoes in ls33 car-

ried a good crop of turnips, and were uninjured

except the heatlland, ivhich /ml not been potatoes,

and where the turnips went off, as iheydid in the

other parts of the field which had been turnips

in 1833, I have heard of the wire-worm injuring

potatoes, and of this I have no doubt, for I have

lound them half buried in the potato, but did ihey

ever leed on them? I confined five wire-worms
in an earthen jar wiih soil, and gave them a heal-

thy potato. Not a particle of the potato was
eaten, and the insects all died. I can easily con-

ceive that, either in the agonies of death or in

search of Ibod, a wire-worm might burrow
through a potato the same as through a clod of

earth, but that they ever leed on it I cannot be-

heve without belter evidence than I have had
hitherto. VVhether it is that a potato crop actually

starves the wire-worm from want of Ibod, or whe-
ther there is some peculiar effluvia from the tubes

or haum I cannot say, but the fact is well known
by several eminent agriculturists I can name.

4. There is a too well known disease to which
turnips are liable, called " fingers and toes." The
fibres or tap root of the turnip, or both, thicken,

and knobs of every conceivable shape are formed
;

tiiese swell and crack, and of course begin to pu-

trefy ; this goes on, and the plants disappear ra-

pidly until a field of promising turnips are not

worth five shillings per acre. Those plants with

" Ail caterpillars, properly so called, have six feet

in the situation alluded to. The writer means that it

possfssps these solely, there bein^ no ahilominal feet

i? i,ii caterpillars.— Ed. Far. Mug.

the most fibrous roots stand the attacks the best.

Every conceivable variety of opinion has been
mentioned as the cause of this disease. I shall

not even advert to them, but give simply the re-

suits of my own observation. Knowing certain

fields to be subject to attacks, I have narrowly
watched the progress of plants from sowing time
forwards. T'he first thing I observed belbre they
were fit I'ov hoeing, were several ash-gray colored

flies resembling the house-fly, but somewhat
smaller. On examining the nervures of the

leave^!. I discovered eggs of the flies resembling
the "fly-blows" of the MuscidcB. In a week
maggots were formed, which crawled into the

ground and attacked ihe root of the plant. A
puncture, however slight, will cause a flow of
sap 10 the place, and a tubercle or excrescence is

lormed. In this the maggot fastens. I have
detected six or eight at one plant ; these continu-

ally gnaw it until they either destroy it or change
into pupaj, and the plant putrefies and dies. Some-
times only one fibre is attacked and then the
plant survives. They emerge Irom the pupa and
assume the fly Ibrm, some in the same season,

but more in ihe ensuing year, to spread again the

work of destruction. I believe it is the u'lnthomya

brassicce ol' Bouche. The length of the fly is

about three lines, color ash-gr,iy. Male fly an
indistinct black mark on the back. The wings
are transfiarent. I have taken them and bred

them, and having watched every stage of their

existence, I am, therefore, clear as to the connex-
ion of the insect with the disease.

A prevention to their ravages I have found in

a summer fallow. It seems to banish the parent

flies, which otherwise are of still habits, whereas
the frequent successions of turnips, attended as

they are by a great mass of decomposed vegeta-
ble matter, encourage the flies and perpetuate
the evil.

5. Another little depredator, within the epider-

mis of the exposed portion ol the bulb of the tur-

nip and causing a little knob to rise on the bulb,

appears amongst the ^insects feeding on turnips.

In its existing form it is a maggot and the larvse

of one of the CynipidcB; I believe it is the Cynips
brassicoi. The injury, however, it effects is so

trifling as scarcely to be worth naming, for the

plants affected by it are often the finest in the

field. I know of no remedy, nor indeed of any
method ever aitempted to destroy it.

6. The last noxious insect affecting turnips, to

which I shall allude, is the plant-louse, jlphis

brass'iccE. To descrilie it is unnecessary—mulii-

rudes, nay myriads, assailed the crops in 1836.

They feasted by thousands on every leaf and de-

prived it of its juices. The leaves rose in blisters,

and turned a sickly pale yellow, the bulbs were
arrested in their growth, and most serious injury

was -done to the crops. In October they took

wing, and were to be seen in clouds which filled

the air, and raised much annoyance by getting

into the eyes, mouth, &c. Providentially they
were accompanied by large numbers of the lady-

birds, ( Coccme/Zidce,) which thinned them consi-

derably. I know of no successful experiment be-

ing tried to prevent or cure. Applications of to-

bacco, &c., may answer for a gardener, but it is

mere theory to recommend it lo the liarmer who
has, perhaps, his halt-thousand acres of turnips,

Let encoiiragonieni be given to the increase nl
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swallows and other inseciivoroiis birds, and if

this could be generally ell'ected, it would tend

more to the reduction ol noxious insects than any

eH'ort of man, no matter how eH'ective, scientific,

or combined.

MARL IN ALABAMA.

To tlic Editor of the Farmers' Register.

Claiborne, jila., June 12, 1811.

Since I wrote you in January last, the subject

of marl has attracted some notice, and the m-

quiry has resulted in the discovery of several

beds ol' shells of (jjreat lertility and of unknown
extent. A lew feet below the surface of the

earth, on the eastern bank of the Alabama river,

and within the limits of this village, there is a

deposite of shells of great variety, lertility, and of

easy access; anil the surprise is that they should

not have been discovered sooner, and applied to

purposes of agriculture, seeing the hints nature

has manilested by stripping them nearly bare, and

the effect on vegetable growth below them,

by the washings ol' the finer particles. The trees,

the shrubbery, and undergrowth of every kind,

indicate a better nourishment. How they came
there (they are above high water mark) is for the

geologist to explain ; but certainly their position,

their very great variety, their loose and disunited

location, excite a curious inquiry. These shells

are different in Ibrni from those seen in the soft, or

rather, lime-stone, and, as before remarked, are

loose and disunited, whereas the others are ce-

mented, and capable of being quarried and
polished to some extent, cither by the plane or

drawing-knife, and are extensively used, as a sub-

stitute for brick in building chimneys. They are

mostly round, elonsated, and curiously indented

on the edges, nearly in contact. Some resemble the

shell of the periwinkle, with receding circles at each
end. Some are nearly as large as an egg; others

not larger than a pea; but all lying in one com-
mon and loose mass. The shells Ibund in the

soft rock, as designated with us, are mostly flat, or

rather slightly convex, with the outer surface fur-

rowed, and the furrows narrowing to one extremi-

ty. Some resemble the shell of the starfish, with
the points beautifully fringed, and the inner sur-

face with correspondmg depressions, tattooed in a

most curious manner. But by far the most inter-

esting view is their application as manure lo poor
and nearly exhausted soils. The interest deepens
here, and from experiments now making, no one
can doubt their astonishing eflicacy. A small lot

has been planted in corn, and a double handful of

shells applied to each hill. The effect is so plain
" that he that runs may read," and as the season
advances it will be still more manliest. Do you
remember the experiment made by that sagacious
philosopher, Dr. Franklin, on a "clover field bor-

dering on one of the avenues to the city of VVash-
iogton, with the plaster of Paris, forming the fol-

lowing sentence :" " This has been plastered."
A writer adds, "So astonishingly luxuriant was
the vegetation, when the operation had been per-
formed, that it became a matter of general com-
ment." Many a poor pilgrim will sojourn here
ere long, to read this experiment, and to improve
his bad corn.

About five miles below this placp, and on the

western bank ol tlie river, there is a similar depo-
eite ; and still lower down the river, some eight or

ten miles, there is another; all said to be equally

rich, abundant and accessible. I have observed,

as a general liict, that our richest alluvial lands are

in contact with the poorest pine lands, and 1 have
thought their great fertility was owing to the

washings of the fine particles of sand, incorporated

with animal and vegetable matter. For ceriain it

is, no lands are sooner exhausted than these

when not inundated ; tlwy become loose, ex-
tremely sandy, and incapable of sustaining vege-
tation of any kind. To remedy this evil, (and it

is one of some magnitude, and increasing yearly,

as embanking becomes more general, and the

lands more worn,) we have a manure, cheap, rea-

dily prepared, of immense fertility, (yielding 90
per cent, of pure carbonate of lime,) and in great

abundance. And by adding the furiher consider-

ation of health, which has been proven, if any
doubt, by shelling the streets of Mobile, and it

would seem a matter of surprise that these extra-

ordinary advantages and inducements have not

been in general use and common practice, long

since. L. J.

CULTIVATION OF THE FILBERT.

From tlie Magazine of Horticuttitre.

The filbert is one of the finest nuts, and al-

though great quantities of the fruit are imported,

and sold in the fruit shops annually, there are
scarcely any, as yet, cultivated in the United
States. A sterile variety of the English filbert

may be seen in many of our gardens, which rare-

ly produces any fruit ; but the finer sorts, which
thrive luxuriantly, and bear most abundantly in

this climate, are scarcely known in cultivation.

Nothing can well be easier than the cultivation of
this shrub or tree, and we are confident that were
the merits of the better varieties generally known,
no garden would be considered complete without
them.

A few years since, we imported small plants
of the most celebrated English varieties, and
have, without the least attention to pruning,
realized quite an abundant crop of fine nuts, for

two years past, which are quite an acceptable
addition to the dessert.

Among the finest of these varieties are the
Frizzled, the Red Kernel, the Northampton Pro-
lific, the Cobnut and the Coslbrd. We have found
the Coslbrd, Frizzled, and the Northampton Pro-
lific, the most productive varieties in this climate.
All the varieties grow very vigorously in any good
soil, naturally dry rather than moist, but a dry
gravelly loam, or sandy loam, is considered pre-
ferable. In pruning and training filberts, the
most important requisite is to keep the main stem
Iree from all suckers ; and the second, to prevent
too great a luxuriance of wood, which if suffered

to grow at random, will prevent the production
of large crops. The nuts are produced, both
upon the sides of the young wood, and upon
lateral spurs, annually produced on the older

branches, after the previous year's bearing lateral

shoots have been trimmed away. Abroad, there-

fore, what is called the spurring in system oi"
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pruning is adopted, and the extremities of the

leading shoots are shoriened every spring. This

throws nearly all the vigor oT ihe tree into the

bearing branches, and produces a larger crop ol

Iruit annually.

In some parts of England, large plantations of

filberts are made, for profit. Kent is the most

celebrated nut growing disirict, and the average

crop there is about eight hundred weight per acre,

although, in good soils and favorable seasons,

thirty hundred weight has been raised on an

acre of ground. The bushes are generally trained

with single stems, and the heads pruned in the

form of a hoop, kept about six leet high from the

ground.

There does not appear to be the least obstacle

to the profiiable cultivation of the filbert on a

large scale, in this country, and our dry summers
would probably be found more favorable to the

production of large crops, than the moist ones of

England. A return of fruit is speedily received

after planting on good soils, and we would, with

confidence, recommend the trial of a filbert or-

chard, to enterprising cultivators.

In gardens, a row of the finer sort of this Iruit

may be advantageously introduced, as a screen

or barrier, in portions where such a leature is

desirable, as the (bliage is large and dense, and

thus the double advantage of fruit, and privacy

Or protection will be realized.

JVewburgh, JV. V. A. J. Downing.

FOR THE BITK OF A SNAKE.

The most simple and convenient remedy I have

fever heard of is alum. A piece the size of a

hickory nut, dissolved in water and drank, or

chewed and swallowed, is sufficient. I have

good authority lor saying that it has been tried

many limes on men and dogs, and that they have

invariably recovered. I know of some planters

whose hands are exposed to be bitten by rattle

snakes, who keep them always provided with it

in their pockets, and that they have several limes

Ibund use for it.

—

Macon AJessenger.

dead in great quantities under it—as many as a

pint or quart might he swept up under it at a time

dead. My first impression was, that the bugs

died about the l.nden tree after depositing their

eggs and terminating their natural career, but

such is not the liict, and I now speak with confi-

dence, alter several years' observation and ex-

perience, when I say, the blossom of this tree

destroys them, and will extirpate, or nearly so, the

race from its immediate vicinity, on the ttirm on

which they grow. This fact seems to be out of

the ordinary course of nature, lor we are taught to

believe that all animals in a natural state are led

by the wise instinct of nature to avoid that whicli

will poison or destroy them. In rushing into the

enjovment of tiie delicious fragrance and honey
of this flower, they precipitate themselves on their

own destruction.

I state the fact, for the information of florists

and fruiterers, and hope that those better skilled

in pliilosophy and natural history, may solve the

seeming heterodoxy of it.

On visiting Mr. George Law's residence at the

west end of your town some days since, which

may well be styled the " multum in parvo''' of

good and pretty things, I could but ask the ques-

tion why our brother farmers should send to New
England for pigs, when they may find all the Eu-
ropean improved varieties in Mr. Law's posses-

sion, bred with great care and which may be

bought at prices much lower than the prices at

the north? Is a thing better in proportion to the

distance you go alter it, and the risk of its loss

you run in transporting it— or is an animal bred

in Europe and costing thirty guineas, with Ihe

cost of transportation added— better than the same
animal bred in this country Ironi the same parents

at a cost of twenty dollars? This is another

problem which 1 will thank you, Mr
solve.

Poplar Grove, ISth June. 1841.

THE ROSE-BUG.

From the American Fanner.

This little insect wherever it is known at all is

known to be extremely destructive to some other

flowers as well as the rose, and is sometimes so

numerous as to destroy all the early cherries, the

hautboys, the grapes, and sometimes the more
delicate varieties of the peach. Many years ago

I have often lost all these fruits except some of

ihe varieties of the peach by these destructive

insects. Of late years they have done me little

or no injury, and they are nearly extirpated from

my premises—they are only to be seen at the

places of their destruction—these are Linden
trees token in blossom. When these trees first

begin to blossom about my yard and garden, at

one of them over a hard naked walk, I was sur-

prised to find the rose bug, which had been vastly

numerous and destructive lor many years before,

Editor, to

T. E.

USES OF IRON.

From the Public Ledger.

There is a handsome row of stores now under

construction at the corner of John and CliH' streets,

New York, in which large circular hollow pillars

of cast iron are substituted for the ordinary granite

fronts. The ornamental caps and string pieces

are also of iron. There is a peculiar gracefulness

and lightnessin theirappearance. Their durability

will not be questioned, and their cost does not

exceed one-third the price of granite. Care should

be taken not to put lead in contact with iron where

it is exposed to moisture. A galvanic action is

excited that is very destructive to the iron, which

is the more oxidizable metal. This curious phe-

nomenon may be observed in the iron railings

of the Philadelphia Library in South Fifth street,

and in the house next below. The iron is in

some cases entirely eaten away where it touch-

es the leaden filling. 1 observed last spring an

expensive zinc roof on Mrs. Chancellor's new
country seat, on Schoolhouse lane, which they

were stripping, because it had been ruined by

using iron nails to secure it to the raliere.

Anthrax. i
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NUT GRASS.

To tlie Edilor of tlie Farmers' Uc?istcr.

Elizabeth City, A. C.

* * * You will trratiiy n»e by asking your

many valuable corre.s()OiKienU*, il' ihey chu fiiul

Hiiy way to destroy wliai is called iti this section

the nal-grass, a useless ami tioublesome fjrass in

our iiardens. I have seen no noiice ol" it in the

|)!i|)frs I take ; and your drawinj; atlentiou to-

wards it miijhl lead to souie valuable iniorinaiion.

jMAXAGEilKXT OF BKKS. THE SUBTENDED
^ HIVE.

[The foiiowing extract is from a neat pamphlet

ol' 70 pages, which htis recently issued from the

press of Cincinnati, and lor which we are indebt-

td to the attention of its auilior, Thomas Afileck,

esq., one of the editors ol' the Western Farmer

and Gardener. This little treatise seems to be the

work of a judicious observer. Its rules (or prac-

tice are reasonable, because founded on the natural
j

liabils and propensities ofthe bees ; and the direc- i

tions seem vvell adapted to the ends in view,

which are principally to guard the lives oC the
I

bees from their deadly enemy the moth, and I

their health from improper exposure to too great

changes of temperature or worse effects of wea-

1

ther.—Ed. F. R.]

From Affieclv's Bee-breeding in the West,
i

In adopting a plan lor the keeping and manage-

,

meal of bees, several miporiaiit points must be

considered. li must combine simplicity with

convenience, and cheapness with durability. It

must allow ol' the inmates proceeding in their own
natural way ; of the proprietor removing honey
when il can be spared, without disturbing or injur-

ing the bees. It must afford them, during winter,

a warm and dry habitation ; and in summer a

cool and airy one. Its entrances must be so

arranged, as to allow the bees a free passage, ami
yet enable them to defend themselves from ene-

mies. It must afford, with a reasonable degree ol

care, complete protection against the moth; and

i'acilities lor putting two or more weak swarms
together, where they come off late in the season.

And il ought to give the proprietor control over

his beee, as perlect as ihe nature of the insect

will admit oil

All this, and more, can be attained by the use

of the subtended hive. It is a simple and eco-

nomical plan ; of easy management ; and one
within the means of any larnier who can handle

a saw, a plane and a hammer.
The boxes of which it is composed, are formed

of good, well-seasoned pine plnnk— il'possible, Iree

from knots and wind-shakes. It ought to beat least

one inch thick. The boxes may be ten, eleven or

twelve inches square, [cubic space,] in the clear.

Let the plank be dressed on each side, and jointed on

the edges, so as to fit close, without being longued

and grooved. Belbre nailing them togetlier at

the sides, lay a thiri strip of thick while lead paint

on the edge to be nailed, which will render il im-

VoL. IX.-37

pervious to (he ovipositor of the moth. In the top

cut two semicircular holes at the front, and two at

ihe back, ol' one inch and a half in diameter—the
siraighi side being in a line with the back and
front of the box, so that the bees may have a
straight road in their way from one story to the
other. Put the lop on without any layer of paint,

using eight sioui screw nails, that it may be lakeu
oil' to liicilitate the removal of the honey. Give
Ihe outside of the box two coats of white lead

paint, all except the top ; and let il be done so

long before il is necessary to use il, as that the

smell may be dissipated, as it is very offensive to

the bees. Pour a little melted bees-wax, while

preity hot, over the inside of the top, which will

enable the bees to attach their comb much more
firmly. Let three-quarters of an inch of the

thickness of the lower ed^'es ofthe box in the

inside be bevelled off, so as to leave but about one-

lourih ot an inbh of surface to rest upon the

stand— this will afford less shelter lor the eggs of

the molh.

We will suppose the boxes, thus made, to be

a cube ot twelve inches inside. In that case,

the tunnel stand will be made thus. Take a piece

of two inch pine plank, free from knots and
shakes— what carpenter's term clear stuff j length

'26, and breadih 18 inches. Ten inches from one
end, and two Irom the other and from each side, is

marked a square of (burieen inches. From the

outside of this equate, the board is dressed off,

with an even slope, until its thickness at the front

edge is reduced to half an inch, and at the other

three edges to about an inch. The square is then

reduced lo twelve inches, in the centre of which is

bored an inch auger hole : tp this hole the inner

square is also gradually sloped to the depth of an
inch ; thutj securing the bees from any possibility

of wet lodging about their hive, and aflbrding

them free ventilaiion. There will then be a level,

smooth strip of one inch in widih, surrounding

the square of twelve inches, on which to set the

box or hive. Two inches from the front edge of

the stand, commence cutting a channel two
inches in width, and of such a depth as to carry

il out, on an even slope, lialf way between the

inner edge of ilie hive, and the ventilating hole

in the centre. Over this, fit in a strip of wood as

neatly as possible, dressing it down even with the

slope of the stand, so as to leave a tunnel two
inches in width by a quarter of an inch in depth.

Under Ihe centre hole, and over the outlet of the

tunnel, hang small wire grates, the one to prevent

the entrance ol other insects ; and the other to be
thrown back to permit ihe exit of the bees, or fas-

tened down to kee|) them at home in clear, sun-
shining days in winter. For feet to the stand, use
fjur to five inch screw-nails, screwed in, from
below, far enough to be firm. The lower side

ought also to be planed smooth ; and the whole
should have two coals of white paint some time
beliire it is wanted.
The apiary or bee-shed may be of a lenglh

adapted to the number of stands lor which it is

intended ; and ought to be at least six leet in

depth, and six feet in height at the back. It may
be built in the cheapest manner, and yet combine,
as represented in ihe frontispiece, economy and
convenience, with neatness and taste. Locust
posts, sunk in the ground, wi'h rough plates and
ra.fters, covered over-head with clapboards, and
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behind with roush planke ; the arches in (ront

composed of crooked limbs ; (he inside and the

back whitewashed with lime every spring ;
the

front and ends covered with creepers, so irdined as

to te out of the way of the bees, and not so thick

as to harbor insects ; and the floor paved with

brick, or laid with gravel, rolled firm, will be all

that is necessary. A good, sound plank will be

run lengthways of the shed, supported by stout

leo'^, to answer as a bench on which to set the

stands ; and must allow of an alley, two and a

half leet in width, behind it. The bee-shed may

front in any direction—though it is best to pro-

tect il from the hoi summer'? sun ;
from the ex-

treme cold of winter; and from the sudden thun-

der-gusts so common from the south-west in sum-

mer. An eastern or south-eastern exposure is

prelerable. Lei it be so placed, as that the motions

of the bees may be convenien'ly watched from the

house, without having them in the way.

We will suppose that an individual, who wishes

to keep bees, has provided himself with a few

boxes and turnnel stands, during the winter; has

erected his bee-shed, and is ready to purchase his

parent hives. In this we will assist him, and also

inihe subsequent management during the sea-

son—premising, that the time, as to dates, must

be reffulated by his own observation : it will vary

in different latitudes.

In the purchase of stock-hives, much care

is necessary. It unlbriunately happens, that in

the west there is but hitle choice—almost all are

indifTereni alike. The proper season lor purchas-

ing, is in the fall, winter, or early sprinir. Select

a hive as well made and as free from cracks and

crevices as possible. Let the swarm contained in

it be not more ihan two, or at larthest ihiee years

old. Examine the interior as carefully as prac-

ticable ; if there is any appearance of bee-moths

or their larva?, reject it. But if it is pretty well

filled with Iresh-iooking comb, the bee abundant

and active, the box or gum tolerably sound,

and the whole weighing, exclusive of tfie hive,

over 20 or 25 pounds in the spring, you may safely

purchase. As to price, that may be estimated

according to the number of bees and probable

weight of honey ; and may rate lor a good hive,

at from four to ten dollars.

The greatest care must be exercised in removing

it. The best way to do so, is to enclose ihe hive

in a cloth, and let two men carry it, suspended

to a pole. If the distance is great, it will have to

be conveyed in a spring wagon, or on a sleigh
;

great care being used not to jar it. A very slight

jolting will detach the comb, and throw he whole

into ruins. Having got it home safe, place it where

it is to stand, and if the box or gum is not in very

good order, repair it as well as circumstances will

permit, turning it up and removing all appearances

of the moth, and cutting away the old, black

empty comb. The bees will thus have some
space afforded them, where they require and want

'it, and will throw off stronger swarms in conse-

quence. Early in May, if the season be favora-

ble, they will begin to throw ofl their first swarms
—varying as to time in different location?. In

the mean time, preparations ought to be made lor

their reception in the apiary ; the hives and stands

should be got ready, and a shelter erected ; an

open shed answering very well, so arranged as

that they shall not be exposed to the full blaze of

the hot summer's sun. A few trees in front, of a

moderate growth, and trimmed up sufficiently to

prevent the bees being entangled in the branches,

in returning loaded to the hive, will be found of

great assistance in swarming, as the bees will

almost invariably settle on them, and remain from

fifteen minutes to an hour, aflbrding abundance
of time for saving them, if the proprietor has
ev-ery thins ready. But if they are allowed to go
off a second time, there is little or no hope of

saving them. All the noise usually made by

beating tin-pans, ringing bells, etc., is perlectly

useless ; tboiiixh it may sometimes happen, on a

very clear, warm day, that they will show an
unwillingness to settle, in which case they may
be induced (o do so, by casting a few ladles full of

water amongst them, and even by firing a gun
near—the concussion throwing them into con-

fusion, and inducing them to settle. When they
are all quiet, take a box, the holes in the top of

which have been carefully plugged up, and after

seeing that it is clean and sweet, shake or sweep
the younc swarm jrently into it. The face and
hands oufrht to be protected by a veil and gloves

;

for though bees are not inclined to eting when
swarming, if gently handled, yet a chance-sling

inflicted on a lender place, will discompose the

most firm, and probably occasion twenty more

—

for it is well known, that the odor of the poison

is very strong, and immediately perceptible to the

bees, having a most irritating effect upon them.
If the ouisides of the box have not been painted

sufRciently longto allow the smell of the oil to

dissipate, it will be well to rub it over, inside and
out, with some sweet herb, such as halm, or even
with hickory leaves, which will make them better

satisfied with their quarters.

A small table outrht to be at hand, covered by
a clean towel, on which to set the box, after the

bees have been shaken into if, first placintr a small

stone or chip under one edge to allow them a free

passajie. If they settle in such a place as that

the box can be firmly propped up over them, (hey
will generally go into it without farther trouble

—

or if necessary, they may be gently swept into

the box with a small wisp of a broom-corn, or a
bunch of feathers. Afier they have been hived
and placed in some pecure situation, let them
remain till evening, taking care not to leave (hem
exposed (o (he full blaze of the sun, but shade
them. They must be watched, until it is seen that

the workers are coming and aroing as usual, for

they sometimes go off, after they are (o all ap-
pearance quiet.

In the cool of the evening, carry the hive to

the apiary, and setting a clean tunnel-stand under
if, place it where it is to reman—leaving a space
of two feet between each stand.

It rarely occurs that a swarm fills a greater

space than one cubic loot— if however, when a
very large one comes off, they seem to be too

crowded in the hive, add another box below, leav-

ing the holes in the top open. If one box is found
sufficient, let them remain in it ; and in about ten

days or two weeks, the state of affairs inside may
be examined into, by gently lifting up one edge
of the box, at daybreak, and if it be found that it

is nearly filled with comb, immediately add the

second one to it. This will generally be found

needful.

Later in the season, it frequently occurs that
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email, weak swarms are thrown olW Thesft may
either be returneil lo the parent hives, or stren<j;th-

ened by puttinif two or three loircllier. To do

this, place tlie one box under the other in tlie even-

inL', leaving the comniunicalion open between

ihem—shut down the grate over the lunnel-en-

trance : and burn a piece of leather (or a

lew niomenls under the ventilator below, which

will destroy that peculiariiy of odor, by which

the inmaips of the diilerent hives are enabled lo

disiinixuish each oiher ; and will also completely

disarm and conluse them, and prevent the possi-

bilitj^ oC a disturbance arising Irom the union.

They will soon regulate mailers amonirst them-
selves, so as to become one family. Il however
there seems to he an unus-ual degree of excitement

in the hive next morning, keep ihegrale shut

down all day— if noi, throw if op^n in the morning.

It is much better to put even three swarms toge-

ther, and thus Ibrm one strong one, than lo have
them in separate colonies, weak and inefficient.

In lact, as a general rule, every swarm ought

10 fill a No. 1 hive, and require the addition oi'

a second box, Ibrming a No. 2, within ten or

twelve days.

There are many good and sufficient reasons

why this rule should be enforced, and the strength

of each hive kept up. When a weak swarm
comes off, and they are left, a mere handful in

their hive, they rarely stay— but, seeming to leel

their own weakness, and their exposure to ene-

mies they abandon their new home and return to

the other hives, leaving behind them a lew thin

flakes of comb. And if they do remain, it is

almost impossible lo protect them from the molh;
whilst a strong hive is rarely invaded by that, or

any other enemy.
The subiended hive renders the putting of iwo

or three swarms together, a very simple process.

Alter careliilly examining all the diflerent plans

recommended lor defending bees from the inroads

of the moth, and seeing them tried and trying

them myselli I find that iheonly true and inliillibie

preventives, are care and neahiess. When it is

considered, that during the whole summer, this

active enemy is at work ; that wherever there is

a crack or a crevice, there she will insert her

egL's ; that there they hatch and become small,

white worms; that these worms, as tiiey travel

alouiT in the interior of the hive, spin a silken

covering for iheir bodies—a sort of tunnel, withiii

which they are perliicily sale from the attacks of

ihe bees— their head, which alone is visible, be-

ing hard and horny ; that if by any possibiliiy

they are dragged from this tunnel, they immedi-
ately, like the spider, suspend themselves by a

silken thread, by which they can at any time
reiurnto their lormer quarters. When all these

facts are taken into consideration, ii will be seen
at once, that if the molh is allowed a footing at

all, it will retain it— and if so, the destruction of

the hive is inevitable.

Let the apiarist have his stands and boxes well

and carefully made ; let hitn examine his bees,

at least once a week ; let his assistant lift up ihe

hive from the stand, which must be removed, the

lower edge of the box cleaned of every appear-
ance of the molh, and of all filth, and immediately
replaced where it stood belbre, on a clean, fresh

tunnel stand. I^ei the Rtand ihat was removed,
be pH'eciually citvined, when it may be used i"

supply the place of the next one to be removed

—

and so on ihrough the whole. The apiary or.

b(>e-ehed must be kepi clean and airy
; should be

whitewashed eve'ry spring ; and if once or twice

during the heat of summer, the bees were all

o(!ully removed some cool evening— the apiary

covered up dose with old carpets, &c., and a

sirong smoke from tobacco kept up in it lor hall an

hour, every insect would bedesiroyed. The floor

and shelves, &c. would re(]uire to be afterward.s

swept ofi clean and watered ; the shed being left,

open till luoiniiig. for ventilation, and the removal

}

of the odor ol' tobacco, belbie the bees were re-

j

[ilaced, which they must be by sunrise next day.

! lively opportunity mus^t be taken lo destroy tlie

[

molh when visible—either by hand or by placing

'during the evening, a bright lamp over a basin

of water or soapsuds, in front of the apiary, which

j

will attract them; and ihey will like all of ihis

j

tribe of insects scorch iheir wings and perish.

I

Towards the latter end of August or early in

! September, the grand atiack will be made on the

I

drones ending in iheir complete destruction. No
I
top-boxes should be removed until this takes

i

place—though if much needed, they may be

j

taken off. It is better, too. to let them lemam in

i

their place over winter until ihey are required, as

I

there the honey will not become candied. Imme-
jdiaiely after a box is removed, the holes in the

I

lop ol the box on which it sat, must be neatly

1 pliiizired up.

j

Bees oughi not to be permilted to leave their

hives until settled warm weather, in the spring
;

I

and until the first wild flowers come in hloon;.

I
We have frequently a lew clear, warm days in

j

the winter, when the bees, |)articularly il" the

! siands face the south and are exposed lo ihe sun's

'rajs, will leave the hives and fly about. This

[Should not be permitted—during such days, keep

the grates shut down. They can gather no ho-

ney, nor be benefited in any way—many of them

persh by being exposed to an occasional chilly

blast, or become the prey of birds. Every bee,

at ihis season of the year, is valuable.

If it becomes necessary to feed a weak swarm
during winter or early spring—which may very

soon be known by ihe weight of the hive— it must

lie done, by supplying them with a little honey in

the comb ; or syrup prepared by adding two

(]uarts of water lo one of honey, and boiling a

\h\v minutes, after adding a table-spoonful of

sail—skim off all impurities, and after il has cooled,

pour a little into a plate, over which lay a lew

I wigs— raise the lower box, and place this on the

stand, where the bees will quickly find it. Where
honey or sugar is scarce, they may be led with

a syrup prepared from the sugar-beet, thus— after
'

carefully washing the roots, grate them down, and
j)res3 out the juice; to each gallon of this, add
one lea-spoonluf of sulphuric acid, (oil of vilriol,)

three lea-spoonfuls of chidk or whiting, and one

table-spoonful of salt— boil until all impurities are

thrown ofl, and ihere will remain a fine syrup, on

which bees will do well.

Every other day, instead of this syrup, they

maybe supplied with a litlle fresh, sweet corn
i meal, lo which has been added about one-sixih

I

of fine salt— silt ihe mixture on a plate, which

I

place on the stand.

I

Humidity or ilampneps ia always to be guarded

!
ifainct- bee^ :\>i\>-r mure from it than from cold.
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On this account, pnow ehnnld never be allowed to

lodge round the hives. Nor oucht the stands to

be removed and cleaned during damp weather

—

though this must be aiiended to at least once a

fortnight, all the year roiind, and more especially

in winter.

The most simple and perfect cure for the effects

of the poison from the simg of a bee, is to wet a

piece of indigo and rub on the spot—this will

immediately relieve the pain, il applied soon, and

prevent the swelling. Tlie juice of a raw onion

is also said to be equally efficacious.

ON THE RELATION OF THE CONSTITUTION OF
SOILS TO THEIR FERTILITY AND IMPROVE-
MENT.

To the Editor of tlie Farmers' Register.

Prospect Hill, (Ky.,) I7lh June, 1S41.

Nothing can be more important to the interest

of agriculture, than a correct understanding of

the means by which the natural fertility of soils

may be preserved, and such as have been de-

teriorated by irjudicious husbandry may be reno-

vated. You have rendered a very important

service to the most useliji of all sciences, by your

Kseay on Calcareous Manures. 1 propose, in

this letter, to make some desultory remarks upon
the same subject ; and shall be much gratified,

if I shall be able to throw even the smallest light

upon a question of so much interest.

Sir.H. Daw, in his Agricultural Chemistry,

Bays " the earths, and even the earthy carbonates

have a certain degree of chemical attraction lor

many of the principles o( vegetable and animal

substances." That, " in most of the black and

brown rich vegetable moulds the e«ri//s seem to

be in combination with a peculiar extractive mat-

ter, afforded during decomposition of vegetables.

In the the extract quoted by you, at page 30, he
seems to place the chemical energy of alumina,

and carbonate of lime, in preserving putrescent

manures, upon an. equality. I concur with you,

that the powers of attractltig and retaining these

manures, possessed by these two earths, differ

j;really in force. Taking lor granted that car-

bonate of lime has a very powerful chemical en-

ergy, in attracting and retaining those elementary
ry principles which are the appropriate lood for

plants, and that the other earths and earthy car-

bonates possess this power onlj' in a slight degree,

it will readily appear why soils destitute of lime,

in any state of combination, "cannot be improved
durably or profitably by putrescent manures, with-

out previously making them calcareous."

—

Essay
on Calc. Man.

In a state of nature, soils are enriched mainlj'

by the decomposition oi' vegetable matters on the

surface of the earth. If these were to undergo a

rapid decomposition, a considerable proportion of

the elements, constituting the appropriate ftod of

plants, would escape in the form of gas, and con-
sequently be entirely lost. And hence, if the
growing vegetable had derived its nutriment alto-

gether from the soil, it would restore 77iuch less

than it had extracted for its nourishmevi \ and
would exhaust instead of rvjcreasmg its fertility.

But, in general, the decomposiiion of vegetable

piatier, oathe surface oi" the earth, is so very slow

and gradual, that but little loss occurs from that

process. And as vegetables derive much of their

nutriment Irora the atmosphere, the quantity of

vegetable food restored to the earth, by their de-

composition, commonly greatly e>:ceeds that which
has tieen drawn from the earth lor their suste-

nance. In a state of nature the entire vegetable

growth is left upon the soil. When this dies,

and falls upon the earth, it becomes subject to the

effects of dcwfi and rain. These, before decom-
position can take place, draw off from the vegeta-

ble matter an extract, which is thus carried down
into the soil, and only the more fibrous parts re-

main on the surface to undergo slow decomposi-
tion. And this also, when converted into mould,
gives out an extract to rain-water, and is thus car-

ried down into the soil. Though that part of

vegetable mould, which Berzelius terms geine, is

directly but slightly soluble in water, yet it has
been demonstrated by Th. de Saussure that the

three constituent principles of vegetable mould
" may be converted the one into the other, under
the alternately prepondera'ing influence of air

and water." Thus vegetable extract, carbonace-

ous mould and geine may all, by the influence of

air and water, be rendered soluble and be carried

down into the earth. The extract of vegetable

matter, mould and geine, which thus mingles
with water and descends with it into the soil, is so

slightly combined with it, that the earihs and
earthy carbonates, having a stronger attraction

lor it, will draw it off from the water and fix it in

the soil. But these earths and earthy carbonates
(if there be no lime presem) will soon become
saturated, and consequently can draw no more of

these ingredients from the naier. The quantity

of lood for vegetables laid vp in store, in the soil,

would seem to be limited to the amount which it

is capable of retaining in a state of combination.

This is not great when lime, in some form of
combination, is not present, but very considera-
ble when it forms a component part of the soil.

Hence the great diflerence in the capability of
improving by vegetable and putrescent manures
soils which have and which have not lime as one
of their ingredients, in some form of combination.

When soils, destitute of lime in any state f<f com-
bination, become completely saturated with those

fertilizing elements which constitute the food of

plants, il might be supposed the remainder would
continue united with the water, by which they
were carried down into the soil. This would be
true if there were any chemical attraction in the
earths to fix and retain the water in combination
with them, until the vegetable food could be
drawn ofi' by the spongelets of the growing
plants. But such is not the fact. Water will

rise to the surface of the earth, whence it will be
carried off by ei'aporation and the absorbing pow-
er of the atmosphere. But it cannot carry with

it the vegetable extract with which it was com-
bined. The experiments made by Sir PI. Davy
upon grasses, as detailed in his Agricultural Che-
mistry, show that the extractive matter is always
left as a residuum, upon boiling the decoction.

Although water may bring back to the sur.'ace of

the earth such portions of the vegelabe extract as

may not have been drawn from it by earths,

having a stronger attraction for it than the wafer,

yet it cannot be carried off by evaporation or ab-

sorption, and consequently it will be left at or near
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the piirfare of the. soil. This deposife of vpfjetn-

ble extract is one ol' the cniisee why venjeiahle,

inoui'l is mo8l abundant at and near the PiirlHce

or soils, and assists in prodiioinij "the hiack atid

brown rich vejielahle nioiilil." in which Davy
Bays "the earttis seem to he in combinMiion with

a peculiar extractive matter aflonled durinij the de-

coniposiMon of vcnjetahlep." Hence there would

seem to be a continual accumulation of L^eine and

other vegetable matters ai and near the surface,

so Ions as the quantity of such matters- furnished

by decaying vegetaiion exceeds that which was
con%umed by the frrowini; plants. In the course

of lime, this accumulation of vetretable matter, at

the surlace of the earth, would become very great

if there were no means of carrying it off. Jn cal-

careous soils there is a chemical agency, which
exerts great energy in retaining and confining

this superabundance of vejjelable food, so that

the accumulation becomes very considerable. But
in soils which are destitute of calcareous earth no

such conf:idcrable accumulations are found. This
is probably owing in part to the nature of the ve-

getable crowth, whii'h may be incapable of draw-

ing much of its Ibod from the atmosphere, and
consequently the decaying vegetation may furnish

no more vegetable matter to the soil than it drew
from it lor its own nourishment. But as exhaust-

ed lands, even in the poorest soil, when suffered

to grow up in timber, are found to increase slowly

in lertility, it follows as a necessary consequence,
that in the course ol time there would be a con-

siderable accumulation of vegetable matter on
the surface ot" the soil, unless some agency is at

work to carry off' the superabundance. What
that agent is, and what are the best means o(

counteracting its effi^cts. is an important inquiry.

From the tenor of your ' Essay on Calcareous Ma-
nures,' It is obvious you suppose the effect is pro-

duced by certain vegetable acids neutralizing any
lime which may Ibrnierly have composed one of

the ingredients of the soil, and then combininsr

with gcine and other vetretable products, and
thereby rendering them unfit for vegetable food

for the more useful plants. If your views on this

subject are correct, if would seem to follow ihat

there is in fact no loss ol' vegetable food from the

want of a soil to fix and retain it, hut that it is

only rendered inefR.-ient in consequence of its

combination with certain acids in tfie soil. And
it would seem thai, if it were all retained in com-
bination with acids, by the application of a due
proportion of carbonate of lime the accumulated
Ibod of plants would immediately become availa-

ble, and the soil be restored to ihe highest degree
of fertility of which it was capable. These views
are very encouraging, and you have sustained

ihem by such prools and illustrations as to render
them extremely probable.*

* The opinion expressed in the last passage we
consider as sound and true within certain limits—but

not to such extent as supposed by our correspondent.

"Vegetable matters, the remains of plants previously

grown there, do, from several causes, greatly accumu-

late on naturally poor lands, left at rest, and especially

on forest lands. But this accumulation has a limit,

which is fixed in each case by the circumstances of

the soil ; and when that limit i.s reached, we infer that

The recent discovery of geinr. or hvmin, and
the acid found under certain circiimsinncfs by the
combination ol oxygen wilh this base, seema to

prove that the existence of an acid in a soil is not

iihcays prejudicial to ilie grovvih of useful veijela-

tion. Proiessor Kennie, a8 quoted in your essay,

says, "humic acid, however, which I may re-

mark is not sour to the taste, readily combines
with many of the substances iound in soils and
u'anures, and not only renders them, but itself

also, easy to he dissolved in water, which in their

separate slate could not lake place. In this way
humic acid will combine wilh lime, polaKu and am-
monia, in the form of humates, and the smallest

portion of these will render it soluble in water and
fit to be taken up by the spongelels of the root

fibres."

He, farther remarks, "It appears to Iiave been
from ignorance of tlie important action of the hu-
mic acid in thus lielpinu to dissolve earthy mat-
ters, that the older writers were so puzzled to dis-

cover how lime and potass got into plants." Pro-
lessor Rennie says humin or (as called by Ber-
zelius) gefrje is composed of carbon and hydro-
gen, and the addition of oxygen to this base to

lorm humic or geic acid. This, I apprehend, can
no more render it poisonous to plants than the ad-
dition of oxygen to carbon, thereby forming car-

bonic acid, can render that substance prejudicial

to the growth of vegetation. This acid, so far Horn
being prejudicial, is the principal source of the

supply of lood for vegetables Irom the atmosphere.
Berzelius says thai"i/u' carbonaceous mould,

which changes a part of the air [atmosphert] in-

to carbonic acid, is itself changed by the air into

geine and into the extract of mould ; and it is up-
on this transformation Ihat appears to depend, in

part, the advantages derived Irom the ullage of
the soil, which is divided by the action of the

the value of all subsequent additions is lost, as regu-

larly as received. Thus, we suppose that the common

poor pine and whortleberry ridges ot lower Virginia,

which will scarcely produce more than 10 bushels of

corn, in their new and best state, actually have at first

vegetable raanure enough to produce 2.5 or 30 bushels

;

and which vegetable manure might have been made

useful, be fixed, and become permanent in the soil, sim-

ply by adding enough of calcareous manure, at or be-

fore clearing the land, and giving time for the two to

combine together, and both with the soil. But no

more than the supposed maximum of vegetable mat-

ter (in its various and progressive states of decompo-

sition,) could remain uncombined viWh the poor soil;

and if left for 1000 years without cultivation, we sap-

pose that there would be not only no further increase

of fertihty, but also, in our warm and dry climate, no

greater accumulation of vegetable matter. The ex-

cess would rot, and go off in gases, the final products

of decomposition.

But, notwithstanding the exception stated, and

others unnecessary to state here, the views presented

by Jucige Beatty are certainly correct, and such as we

meant to maintain within very extensive limits ; and so

extensive as to afford as much encouragement to the

improver of soil, as need be desired.

—

Ed. F. R.
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plouf^li and exposed lo ilie immediate influence of
the air."

Einhofhas ascenained lh?t geine, in acid soils,

is combined wiih plicsplioric and acetic acids;

and De Puntin, it is said, has also I'ound it com-
bined with the mahc acid. These authorities are

abundantly sufRcient to prove that gfme is (bund
in a state of coml)inaiion with a variety of acids.

Some o( these combinations are found not lo be

prejudicial to veijeiation of the mopt uselijl kind,

hut, in some of its combinations, it rnay only suit

ihe growth of veiretables of an acid character, as

you have shown in your Essay on Calcareous
Manures. I have baid that the extract of veireta-

bie matter, combined with water in ihe eanh, will

remain behind, when the water is carried off by
evaporation and absorption. The question then
presents itself, can there be no loss of vegetable

extract, or geine, except that which goes to sup-
ply the sustenance of growing vegetation ? If

there can be none, ii would I'ullow that, in a state

of nature, where the natural <rrowih is such as to

give back to the soil more than is drawn from it

lor its nourishment, and where the land is suf-

ficiently level to prevent a loss of soil by washiiio-

rains, tJiere would be a constantly increasing ac-

cumulation o\' geine and other vegetable viatters, so

that the enriching process would be ac/ ^t^/m/mto.
But I apprehend we cannot rely upon the eneri'y
ol" even nnr best constituted soils lo do thus much
lor us. There is probably a limit lo the capacity
of ail soils in this respect. When this is supplied,

the loss, in a stale of nature, m supplyinjr nutri-

ment .to the growing vegetation, and otherwise,
is equal to the gain.

Dr. Peters, of Kentucky, in a verv valuable ar-

ticle, published in ihe Kentucky Farmer of the
17ih of April, 1841, speakiiiLj of vegetable mould
and its soluoiliiy, says. " If this mould be washed
with water, that fluid will dissolve a portion of it,

and if the insoluble residue, after washing, called

carbonaceous earth, by Beizelius, be exposed
again to the air and moisluie, for some time, it

will be Ibund again to yield soluble matter lo wa-
ter. This it continues to do until it is entirely

washed away; but during the process of this

change, it is also continually, alilion(/h slowly,
absorbing oxygen (rom the air, which combines
with its elements, and passes oH'againin carbonic
acid and water. In this manner it iiradually dis-

appears in soluble matters and irases and vapors."
If these views are correct, as I think they are,

they stroncly corroborate your opinion, that •' ihe
richest and the poorest .soils each exerts strontrlv

a Ibrce to retain as much leriility as nature gave
them—and that, when worn and reduced, each
may easily be restored to its original stale, but
cannot be raised higher, with either durability or
profit, by putrescent manures, whether applied
by the bounty of nature, or the industry of man."
There is a point, then, beyond which soils can-

not be permanently enriched, wiihout an improve-
ment of their constitutional organization, which
may be done by supplying those ingredients of a
good soil which are deficient, such as clay, where
sand is too predominant, and carbonate of lime,
where that is deficient, &c.

But without a change in the constituiional or-

ganization of the soil, we cannot hope to carry its

\cn\\\[y, permanently, beyond what il had acquired
in a '.'laie of nature. Soils which have been re-

duced by cultivation, where ihey have not been
injured by washing rains, may be easily renovated.

This must be done by ayain suiiplyiniZ them with
ihose (ertilizing ingredients of which they have
been de[)rived by bad husbandry. This may be

accomplished, in part, by ihe application of ma-
nures ; but it i.a to the atmosphere we must look

as ihe great storehouse whence we are lo draw
the necessary supply of vecretable Itiod. To this

end, those ureen crops should be freely cultivated,

which d;'rive most of their lood from the atmo-
sphere. In soils adapted to it, red clover is the

most suitable lor this purpose. It is by lar^he

most convenient, and the cheapest method of re-

novatinff exhausted soils. It noi only supplies a

iireat deal of vet'etable matter lo soils that have
been much redneed, but it is admirably calculated

to pulverize, and reduce its component parts to a
finely divided state, and thus lo produce a condi-

lion favorable lo a coml)inalion with those ele-

mentary principles which are furnished by the at-

mospheie ; and also greatly increases its capacity

for absorbing moisture. Care should be taken

alsu to suffer as lew weeds to ripen their seeiis as

|)ossible. These, previous to the time o: ri[)en-

inff their seeds, derive nearly the whole of their

nutriment from the atmosfihere. Bv destroyinir

them belore they seed, nearly their whole product

of vegetable matter is a net cjain to the soil. Ex-
hausting grain crops should be sparingly cultivat-

ed till the soil is completely renovated, and then

should bear only such a proportion to the green
ciops as the soil will bear without deterioration."

It should be a fixed principle never lo sufl'er ihe

soil 10 deteriorate, for as il costs? as much lo culii-

vate a soil, producing only half or two-thirds of a

crop, as il it [iroduced a full crop, il is perfectly

clear that il is ihe interest of the cultivator to keep
his land always in good heart. Besides, it is less

diflicult lo keep land in a state of lerliliiy than to

renovate ii alter it has been exhausted by careless

husbandry. But il is time to bring mv desultory

speculations to a close. A. Beatty.

ADDRESS TO THE HENRICO AGRICULTURAL
SOCIETY, BY THE PRESIDENT, THE REV.
JESSE H. TURNER. DELIVERED MAY 26,

1841.

(Published by request of the Executive Committee.)

Perhaps I ought, in courtesy, to return my
grateful acknowledgments (or the distinguished

honor of having been appointed to make Ihe address

on the present occasion. Bui really, gentlemen,

I must in candor say, that 1 regard it (all things

considered) rather as a task than as an honor.

Ilj however, you can use me to be of any benefit

to this infant institution, I hereby tender may ser-

vices to be em|>loyed in any manner you may
(hink proper, provided you do not set me to

writing essays. I cannot write ; for unforiunately

1 labor under an insuperable inability, both men-
tal and physical, in this respect.

Having premised this, I will observe that, in

the course of my reading, I have met with a

picture so beautiful and at the .<ame lime so ap
propriale lo the present scene, that I cannot,

wiihout violence to my li'elings, reli-ain lioni in

iroducing it here, li i;: in ihce word.?— " Thnt
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our pons may be as planif? rjrowii up in thoir

youlli ; iliat our dauizliieis niav lie us corncr-

siones poli'^lieii niter ilie einiiliiude oi a palace
;

lliat our jjarners may be luil, alibrtiiiii: all man-
ner ol" store ; that our sheep may brinij Ibnh
thousands and tens of thousands in our streets;

that our oxen may be strong to labor ; thai there

be no breakinjr in nor ii;oin<r out ; thai there be

no ooiuplaininij: in our streets. Happy is that

people thiU is in such a case." If this beaunlul
picture could be realized, then should we obtain

what we all so devoutly wish lor

—

peace andplenty

.

I will not disguise the lact, gentlemen, that

this lovely picture is taken from the Bible ; nor
is this the only passage, by many thousands, in

which the loveliness of rural scenery is depicted,

iniiiesame good old book. But Jrom the fact

that I havequoied Iroui the Bible, and especially

as I wear a black coat, perhaps some ol" you
may think, that I intend to preach a sermon.
But be not alarmed, gentlemen. I intend no
sermon, nor any other theological lecture of any
kind, but a simple, plain address, adapted to this

first meeting ol' our Agricultural and Horticul-
tural Society. Indeed, were I to take a text,

there is another thai would suit me much better.

In tbrmer days— those days when temperance
societies did not exist, there lived a brother black
coat, who had unlbrtunately contracted a great
(i)ndness for the Ibrbidden creature. He couti-

niied, however, to exercise the Tunctions of his

office, and concluded all -liis sermons with these
emphatic words—" Brethren, don't do as I do,

but do as I tell you." Yes! this shall be my
text. It suits me exactly, for on it I can preach
just such an agricultural sermon as I think pro-
per, and none of you can charge me with de-
partmijirrom my text.

With this motto in view, then, I propose to

describe, in a very summary manner, what I

conceive to be a well managed, a well regulated
larm. In doing this, I intend to use the plainest,
the simplest lauiruage of which I am capable.
I intend to call things, not by their botanical or
scientific names, but by the very names that farm-
ers call them ; nor will I attempt to appear
learned at the expense of being misunderstood.
What then is a well managed farm? Here I

am sorry to say that I must depend for my pic-
lure, more on fancy than on the reality. If such
a farm does actually exist, I have never yet seen
it. lam sure you will agree with me, that it

exists no where within the limits of our Society.
That which ccmes nearest to it of any I

have seen, is a farm in Charles City county,
called VVeyanoke, the property of the late Field-
ing Lewis, Esq. where a neatness and system
pervaded the whole, which I have seen equalled
in no other instance.

But to the answer. A well regulated farm
is a portion of land with its enclosures, and
buildings, and shelters, and resources for enrich-
ing itself, and stock and lijrming utensils, and a
great many other things which I cannot enu-
merate—all so arranged, and all kept in such
order as actually to answer the purpose for which
they were intended. Now let us apply this
simple rule to any particular case. What use
do you wish to make of your land 1 All will

agree that it is to furnish bread and vegetables
and all other necessaries Ibr the family, together

|

with as large a surplus as possible to be die-
posed of ijt market : and yet this liirm must not
oidy mainiain its own, but be in a state of con-
tinual improvemeiit. When, therelbre, I see a
larm producing largely the above articles—when
I see the corn and other crops lice Irom frass
and (luring their growth exhibiting that" dark
luxuriant color on which the eve of the expe-
rienced liarmer dwells with so much (leliirht

and when at harvest, I see the ears lanre and
liill and so heavy as to be borne down by their
own weight ; then 1 say, that as far as fhc land
is concerned, here is a well managed, a well
cultivated larm.

Now it is obvious, gentlemen, that this beau-
tiful state of things cannot exist on lands, which
are poor by nature or poor by exhaustion, or on
which superfluous waters are permitted to stag-
nate. You never saw, nor will you ever see,
the rich luxuriant hue on the impoverished or
excessively wet lands. There the growth is

slender and the color a sickly yellow. Ii; there-
loie, your lands are poor— the remedy is a plain
one—enrich them— if they are too wet, drain
them. But some one will say—why preach to
us about these delects in land ? Is none of your
land poor? Is none loo wet ? Ah ! you forget
my text— I will remind you of h—Don't do cis I
do—do as I tell you.

Again. This fiirm, liowever rich and well
drained and well tilled, requires enclosures, or
all the labor will be lost. And here permit me
to remark, that I consider our whole enclosing
system as fundamentally wronir. On my. small
larm 1 have had to incur an expense of many
hutidred dollars— certainly more than a thousand,
in erecting enclosures. And why all this ex-
petise? Ills not to restrain my own cattle, Ibr
this I could do Ibr less than filty dollars. It is

to prevent the depredations of mv neighbor's
stock, and my neighbor has to be'ar a "similar
heavy expense to protect himself from the de-
predations of my stock. Now the simple re-
medy in this case is, to compel every man to re-
strain his own stock, and this he could do at an
expense bearing a very small proportion to what
it requires lo prevent the ravages of the roamin^
stock of his neighbors.

°

And here it is an object of curious inquiry,
why has not a remedy so effectual, so obvious,
and at ihe same time so simple, been already
employed"? The answer is a very plain one.
Our whole system of legislation is wrong, and
therelbre, our whole enclosing system, and road
system, and taxation system is wrong also. The
evil complained of arises Irom ihTs— that the
very men on whose slioulders rest nearly the
whole support and expense of the irovernment,
have very little to do in Ibrmins; the government.
Who is it, fbr instance, that is sent to fill our
legislative hall? Who is it that makes long
speeches day after day and time after time abou't
the man in the moon and oiher subjects of equal
importance? Who is it that, in this way, pro-
tracts the meetings of our legislature until every
body is literally wearied out with them? Who
is It that, fbr their own amusement or their own
vanity, will continue to spout forth speech after
speech, each of which they know costs the
state a thousand dollars or more, and that, too,
when every man's mind is fully made up ? I
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will not, {Tentlemen, tell you who it is— 1 will

tell you who it is not.— it is not the plain mulier-
oi-racl farnier. Tliink you that our honest larm-
ers would spend a whole week, and incur an
expense of not less than ten thousand dollars in

debating the question, whether they ouirht to

comply with a plain requisition of the Consti-

tution'? or that they would squander away our
money in sen ling the lederai relations of our
country? You all indignantly answer no!
Tlieir plain sense would at once dive to the bot-

loni of the matter and suggest the proper remedy.
Tlie truih is, the plam, subsiantial farmers of

our country have not that weight of influence

lo which they are justly entitled. Except in

the spring, when an election is coming on, ihey

are consideipd as the menials and serfs ofihe
country. Then they are, as if by some magic
influence, at once changed into the lords of crea-

tion, and those very men, who were all the win-

ter long squandering away their money, are seen

bowing, and lawning, and cringing belbre them
as their lords and masters. Here, gentlemen, is

an acknowledged great evil, and the remedy is

in your hands. Look out among yourselves for

some honest, substantial farmer of strong mind
and plain good sense, who will not make long

and repealed speeches, but will at once see what
the good of our country requires to bedone, and
will immei'iately do it, and that is the man lor

us. But is the larmer in reality that poor, de-

graded thing which many suj^pose him to be7
fit only to drive an ox-carl or lo lioe a row of corn ?

Or does our country itself regard him as ihis

low grovelling creature? Who is it that by his

industry and enterprise not only supports him-
seli; but furnishes that large surplus needed by
the mechanic, the manufacturer, the merchant,
ilie lawyer, and the whole class of our non-

producing population ? It is the liirmer. Who
is it that pays by lar the largest proportion of

taxes into our treasury, and thus supports our

government'? Ills the farmer. Who is it thai

controls the elective franchise of our country?
It is the larmer. And who is it that buckles on

his armor, when his country is invaded, and iroes

to her rescue? It is airain the liirmer. If then

this be the relative strength of the larmer, why
should not his influence be felt? Yes! I do
leel a sincere respect Ibr the subsiantial farmer.

He may wear a rough coat, but it conceals a
strong body and a noble soul within—he may
have a rough hand, but it is a generous one-
he may have a brawny arm but it is nerved with
Btrenglh for his country's glory.

You will, I hope, pardon this digression, when
I tell you that I had a distinct object in making
it. It is to rouse you, as individuals, and espe-

cially as an agricultural society, to the great

and growing evils among us, and among these,

thai which relates to our enclosing system is by

no means the least. The remedy is to turn out

from our halls of legislation our speech-making
members, and to put plain, business farmers in

their places. When, therefore, you see it an-

nounced in the public prints, that at 12 o'clock,

Mr. A. B. commenced his speech, and having
continued till 4 o'clock without coming to a con-

clusion, yielded the floor to a motion to adjourn ;

mark that man, and be sure the next year '• it>

elect him lo stay at home.''''

The last legislature were in session 112 days,

and spent, I am lold, ,^75,000 of our money.
And what did they do? Why I will tell you
some of the choice things that they did. They
made, in the first place, a great many and very
long speeches, very much, no doubt, to their own
edification and gratification. That was one very

important thing they did. Another was—they

made one of ihe very best governors we have
ever had, resign his office—and then, hoping
that the people would send them back next win-
ter, and knowing that if iliey did so, they would
need a good deal more of our money, they raised

our taxes. And now lo crown ihe whole—as

\he'ir chef-d^cPMV/e—their highest eHorl, I will tell

you what they did. It is known to most of you,

that there went from this society a respectful

memorial lo ihe said legislature, to establish a
state board of agriculture. And what do you
think they did with it? Why they did actually,

gentlemen, in their great condescension, give
their Ibrmal and solemn permit lo a certain num-
ber ol gentlemen, who niiirht think proper, to

come to Richmond once every year, at their own
expense, and (^all themselves the state board of
agriculture ! ! ! Some of us are so stupid as to

think, that we might have done the same thing

wiihout the solemniiy of their permit. Now was
not this act alone worth the $75,000? And I

am told that our worthy representative had to

use the most strenuous exertions, to get the act

passed even in this form.

There is another subject connected with abuses
in whi(;h we farmers have a deep interest, to

which 1 beg leave briefly to call your attention.

This relates to the extremely deranged state of

our currency at the present lime. And here I

am lully aware that iliis, together witlt almost

every suiijeci, has been dragged into that political

strite, which has so much disturbed our country

for a considerable time past. But I wish it to be

distinctly understood, that I shall treat this subject

not as a politician, but as a plain larmer. On this

day—a day in our society sacred to agriculture

audits pleasures, as our own Jetlerson has ex-

pressed it
— '• We are all lederalists—all repub-

licans." I do most cordially approve of that arti-

cle in our constitution, which prohibits the agi-

tation of any political subject at any of our meet-
ings. I do not aspire to the honor of a politician

at any time ; much less would I do Or say any
thing to disturb the harmony of this joyous scene.
1

', therefore, on election days, and on other suita-

ble occasions, I declare and declare plainly v^ho

and what I am, I shall studiously keep it out of

view on this occasion. To-day I am a farmer,
bui as a larmer, I have a deep interest in the

currency of the country.

My attention was recently called to this sub-

ject by an incident which I beg leave to detail.

I lately had occasion to procure a draft to pay
Ibr some northern stock. It was not bank stock,

gentlemen, but hog stock, Berkshire hog stock.

1 went to my bank to get it—I call that my
bank where 1 do my little business. The proper

officer iiilbrmed me that 1 could not get it ; but

added, try at the oiher banks, and if you fail

there, I will accommodate you. The word ac-

commodate made a strong impression upon me,
and I went away congratulating myself in hav-

ing secured the kindness of the man of the
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ijiuik. My appliciiiion iit ihe oilier banks was

H liunless one : so I ciime linck n<_'itiii, iiiul llie

dr.ili wiis iiiiulo t)Ui in ilue lorin ami liaiiilfd to

nie liir my int;|)t'rlion. Uut vvli.il do yuu think

waedie cliaracier of ii ? It was 10 he paid nui

in specie, tiui in current notes, and so expiepsed

on the ve.ry face of it. Now let it he tiome in

inmd iliat I paid lor it in Ihe very same article—
current notes—and tliat too at a premium ol" 4h

per cent. Now I can readily nnderstand wh)

a eiilver dollar should be worth more, under some
circum:<taiices, ll.aii a paper dollar ; hut I can-

not uiideisiand why a current note in New York,

neither of winch will command any p^iy, t^honld

be won h more than a current noie in li chmoiid.

Merchants may understand iliis, but 1 cannoi.

The tact is, that on this liiiU' ir^-nsjciion, amount-

ing' to only 8250, I lost S 11 25, and the bank

lUride it—and this they call accommodation.

The truth is, it took one ol' tny be^t loads id

hay to |iav lor this accommodation. A lew more

such accowimodaiions woidd reduce me to the

same condiiion in which the banks are— they

would luin me. Now here is a {grievance—

a

trreai and palpable onevance, which has taken

S1125(roin the pocket of me, tni obscure lium-

er. not eiiiraged in any trade, by which I

mii^hi cheat as much Irom some other person,

and it has <roiie into the cotleis of one ol' the

«reaf moneyed insluuiions of our state. ^ or

is this the only case in which we lose. We
lose constantly in every instance in which a de-

preciated currency is concerned. To make this

plain, I wjll state a case which occurs every day

anil every hour in the day. The iarmer brinirs

hi.'^curn, his wheat, his lohaccu, and what no%

10 market, and sells it and gels his pay in bank

notes: and if the price be a good one, h<^ libels

very well satisfied. Bat vviiy is he satisfied '?

Because with these same notes, he goes t,o the

merchant and there buys a coat, lor himself, and

a ijown lijr his wile, arid a fine bonnet with a preity

nbrtud on it lor his d mo; liter, and perhaps a gun
lor his son. Now all this is well enough, till we
e.xamine into it a little mote carelully, and when
we Jo, we .>;h;dl find that ihe merchint paid lor

these things in a depreciated currency—conse-

quently a loss has been sustained. And the

(luesiion is, on whom will it tiill ? Now, every

body acquainted with merchants at all, knows
that they are not such fools as to let it come
upon them. Of course it tails on the consumer.

The coat, the gown, the bonnt't, and the gun,

turn out, therelore, to be a lo.-ing business.

Now here is ^ grievance, a great and sore

grievance—and what is the remedy ? I re-

member some years ago, whif-^t the United States

Banlc was in existence, 1 had occasion to transmit

some money Irom ilfis point to Cincinnati, in

Ohio. I went to the branch bank in this city and
readily obtained a draft lor the sum wanted, lor

which I paid 25 cenis on the .^100. Now let it

be undeistood, thai I have nothing to do with that

bank in a political point of view. Whether such

an institution is constitutional or not. I preienii

not to say. At the same time, when Washington
arid Madison, and the Supreme Court of the

United States say that it is constitutional, I must
think that it comes pretty near to it. But this

much I can sav, I Ibund that bank a very conve-

nient thing. Yon may stigmatize it as the mon-
VoL. IX.-38

gier—you may call it Biddle's bank, or wliai you
please; but the bank which equalizes ^the cur-

rencv, the bank which noikis my dollar here

equal to another m;in's dollar in any oilier plac«

all over the world, is the bank lor litrmers. If

this bnnk had been in existence, I should not have

lost §11 25 on my hog stock.*

Mr. Turner here has fallen into a very common

error. Tt was not because the bank he refers to was

a Uniled Stales bank, but because it was then a sjiecie-

paijiiig bank, thet it could sell exchanfje- on another

specie-paying bank so loV. If the United Stales

Bank at that time had paid only in irredeemable paper,

us the Virginia banks have long done and do now,

both tne depreciation of its notes and the price of ex-

change for specie would have been nearly as great.

And if our state banks now, and had all along, ho-

nestly and fully paid s|)ecie, the price of exchange

between the most remote cities of the union would

be (without the aid or existence of a United Slates'

bank) so small as not to be worth consideration.

The business of a publisher of a periodical, having

circulation among many distaid and widely scattered

subscribers, probably suffers more than any other by

the depreciation of paper money ; and of the evil and

loss we have atnple and almost nnnous experience.

Yet if the state banks merely paid specie, we should

never lose more than 25 cents discount on any $5

note sentVrom the remotest parts. The late United

States Bank barely missed stopping pa3-ment in 1819

and 1825—and both the fir^t and the second national

banks would cer-tainlj^ have stojiped within three

years, if their charters had not ended sooner. And in

that case, Mr. Turner would have founy their notes

just as worthless as he, most justly and truly, estimates

the value of tlie dishonored notes of our irresponsible

and lawless state banks.

Like Mr. Turner, M:e speak of a United States Bank

meiely in reference to the claim of its being a conve-

nience and facility to the community, and especially to

the agricultural community. We here consider the

institution merely as bearing on agricultural interests.

We will not even name a political, objection, nor al-

lude to constitutional difficulties. And, if omitting all

these latter, considerations, then there is one ground of

I preference which we entertain and readily admit for a

I

United States bank, to the state banks operating with-

out any such national or controlling institution. Our
' preference in this case is exactly that felt by Baillie

i
Macwheeble for paying a heavy black-mail to the

' highland chieftain, Fergus Mclvor, rather than be ex-

J

posed to the more continually harassing and unregu-

j

lated petty pilferings of the numerous caterans and

\ thieves under his control. If the only choice of the

;

agricultural interest is to be either at the mercy of

! a thousand fraudulent and plundering state banks,

i
privileged by law and custom to cheat and rob almost

i
at discretion, and without penaltj , or to the same army

;

of petty thieves of coiporations, partially restrained

I

and controlled by a supreme chief of banking robbers,

i
in the character of a United States bank, then we
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I have another strong objection to banks, as at

present conducted. It seems to nie that our state

legislature, together with a large poriion of our

citizens, are completely sold to them. It certainly

argues very badly for the morality of an indivi-

dual to refuse to pay his debts, and lor a great

moneyed institution to do the same thins is a

much greater enormity. Now let the bunks do

what they may, our legislature and a great j)or-

lion of the people are ready to sustain them in

it. Some time ai?o, our banks got into difficultv,

and to use their own language, suspended specie

payments, (I have often wondered why they use

the term, specie payments, for it is well known
that no other payment is worth a button.) Well,

they suspended, that is, in plain English, they

refused to pay their debts. Now suppose that

1 or one of you, gentlemen, should do the same
thing! Why the strong arm of the law would
immediately take hold of us and compel us, and
with the loss of property, we should lose our

cliaraclers also. But what is the fact in the case

of the banks? Why the legislature is imme-
diately convened, and their illegal act is mode
a letral one. At length, alter taking their own
time fbrit, they undertake to resume. And what
sort of a resumption is it ? I call it a mere mock-
ery. In one short n)onih, taking care in the mean
time to place their notes at such distant points,

that nobody could avail themselves of the pro-

mised payment, they suspend again. And the

general wish, so far as I know, is that their pre-

sent suspension may be a final one.
Here then, gentlemen, is a most formidable

array of evils under which we liumers, that 18,

we ihe people, labor. We elect men and send
them to the legislature to do our business; and
instead of doing it, ihey get engaged in squab-
bles of party strife ; and there make long speeches,
and there squander away our money, until tired

of the game, they break up and go home, and
have the impudence to ofl'er again ; and we
have no more sense than to elect many of them.
We incorporate certain moneyed institutions, and
give them certain privileges, in consideration of
which, we expect them to study our convenience,
and to give us a sound currency, and to furnish

the means by which we may transmit our funds
from one point to another, and that without loss.

But what is the lijct? Instead of a sourid cur-
rency, they give us a dishonored currency, and if

we get any draftat all we get it with the loss of
our bread. Now what is the remedy for these
great and sore evils'? The best and safest cure,
as I think, is in agricultural societies. The plan
is simply this. Let there be an agricultural so-

ciety in every county in the state : let one feel-

ing, one spirit pervade the whole: let there be a

close and intimate correspondence kept up be-

tween ail the parts : let us, by means of our ora-

tors and missionaries, keep up a constant excite-

ment on this subject ; and then, my word (or it,

our servants will no longer aspire to be our mas-

ters—and when we depute members of the Le-
gislature to do our business, they will do it

—

and when we incorporate banks to study our

convenience, they will do it also. The servant

is very apt to become lazy or insolent, unless the

eye of the master is kept upon him. And this,

I would observe, is the very place to commence
this thing. We occupy the metropolis of the

state and its neighborhood, and our local posi-

tion gives us a commanding influence, which
we are criminal if we (ail to improve.

(^To be cuntinued.)

would not hesitate to prefer the latter infliction to the

former. But, in the mean time, and until all hope of

relief or remedy has entirely vanished, we individually

will struggle to defend our property and rights from

the depredations of both the greater and the smaller

plunderers.

—

Ed. F. R.

hussey's reaper.

To tlie Editor of tlie Farmers' Register.

Agreeably to the arrangement made between
Mr. Hussey and yourself, with a view of testing

the merits of his reaping machines fully in a long

harvest, he made his appearance here on the

27ih ult., having been preceded some days by
two of his reapers, one of either sort ; and having
received due notice of the probable time of our

commencing that interesting operation to the

farmer, the securing of our crop of wheat. He
accordingly put them in operation the next day,

but Irom the unskilfulness of the hands, and from

the horses not being accustomed to the work, and
probably from the greater friction in using new
machines, the work was so badly done, and the

loss of time so Great, that I more than once re-

gretted havins given my consent to make trial of
them here. It is proper to observe that the first

day the experiment was made on ten- loot beds,

where the furrows were quite deep ; and in cross-

ing the beds the horses were a good deal jostled,

and in going with the beds, or diagonally across

them, as vv;is done over part of the ground, the

wheels occasionally would run into the furrows,

and in both cases the machines were prevented

from operating successfully. The next day they
continued to work on the same unfavorable ground,

and though there was a manifest improvement
in the work done, and in the quantity of it, 1 was
still very much dissatisfied. The third day,

however, we removed them to a more favorable

site, where the beds were wide, the furrows shal-

low, and the wheat heavy, and I very soon be-

came convinced that Mr. Hussey's reaper did

not deserve to be classed with the humbugs of

the day. By this time the horses and hands
employed had become better trained, and the

work was beautifully done—better indeed than I

ever saw done by the most expert cradler and
binder, "with every appliance and means to

boot" to enable them to do the work well. Less
wheat was left on the ground traversed by the

machines, either standing or cut, than I ever ob-

served in any wheat field before.

1 wish I could speak as strongly in favor of the

reaper as a lime-savins machine, but the truth

obliges me to say that I cannot. Still I think that

it will save time; but the question is, how much?
A very difficult question it is, too, and by no
means so easily solved as might at the first glance

be imagined. Indeed so much depends on the

locality, the length of the rows and the heaviness

of the crop, (the reaper operating to most advan-

tage in heavy wheat,) that the lime saved ia con-
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sianily varying ; oiul to approximate the truiii,

iliprelbre. is as much as ran be. expecied. Some-
ihinif, indeeii, a jrodd deiil, depends upon liie lact,

whether jrood crad ers have lo be slopped in order

to run the machin<*; jiood policy, however, would

always sujzizest ihe propriety ol'stoppinj^ the worst.

It is not enough to ascertain the number ol

binders required lo run the machine, in order to

determine precisely the lime saved. Say 8 hands

are required lor this purpose in heavy vvlieal, and

where the rows are pretiy lonir, and such situa-

tions are the most favorable to the rea[)er, and six

where '.he wheat is lightest and ihe'rows short, and

a good deal of time consequently lost in turning.

Are six cradleis saved in the lorraer case, and

lour in the latter, estimating the driver and raker,

who ought to be good and efficient hands, as ol'

equal value with cradlers? Certainly not ; and

lor this reason. The reaper cannot be started

as long as there is any dew on the wheat in the

morning, nor can it operate after much has fallen

in the evening. At such times the hands that

attend the machine have to be employed in some

other way ; and tjioving from one kind of work

to another is always attended with more or less

loss of time. Nor is this all. In shocking wheat

alter the machine, some loss of time is also incur-

red. Where we use the cradles, the bindera

follow immediately behind them, and then come
the pickers-up, followed by the shockers, and the

whole work goes on together. The reaper,

however, when operating in long rows, as it must

do 10 work to advantage, scatters the woik so

much, leaving it in long narrow strings, that

shockers cannot find constant employment in

(bllowing it. We have Ibund it necessary, there-

lore, to stop a part of our cradles, once a day, in

order to bring up the shocking after the machines,

which certainly occasions some loss of time.

Stiil I think on the whole that the securing of our

crop has been somewhat expedited by the use of

these machines ; and if binders could have been

hired to operate ihem, without stopping the cradles

lor the purpose, our harvest would have been

very materially shortened ; and the loss of wheat
would unquestionably liave been much less.

It woukl aud greatly to the value of these

machines, if the ingenious inventor, Mr. Hussey,
could devise sonie way to make them cut damp
straw ; so that ihey might be kept at work all

day. Whatever Mr. Hussey has not accomplish-

ed, however, is, 1 am sure, owmg to the intrinsic

difficulty of making the improvement desired

;

lor the wonder with roe is not that he has achiev-

ed no more, but that he has done so much.
The reaper compares most advantageously

with cradles in cutting heavy wheat that stands

well, cutting it quite as rapidly as it would a

lighter crop, which tiie cradles would not do;
or in cutting fallow wheat that inclines altogether

one way. The fallow wheat, however, must be

cut the way it inclines, the knife going under it,

and it is latd beauiilully, as it lalls li-om the ma-
chine, (or Ihe binders ; but the machine must go
back without cutting. I am not of opinion thai

the reaper will answer in all situations, or will

even supersede the use of the cradle altogether;

but I incline to think that it may be used to great

advantage in securing parts of almost every large

crop ; at least on level land.

After timing these machines repeatedly, I

I have not been as yet able to get either of ihem

I

to cut more than an ticre per hour, and, by the

I

way, that is quite expeditious work in heavy
wheat. Eetbre trying the reaper, I had supposed
thai good scyiheinen would average more than

2 acres a day in good wheat, but I am now con-

j
viiiced that this is quite as much as can be done.

I My overseer, Mr. Adams, who superintended the

!
niMchities, and is quite a judicious man, enlerlaina

' the belief that 1| acres might be accomplished

i
by the reaper in an hour, with ffist horses and
'superior driving. It is probable, too, that the

ex[)erience of another season might enable us to

eliect more than we have yet done, Eut still 1

! doubt if an acre and a half an hour can ever be

j

counted on for many consecutive hours.

An observant gentleman of Charles City, and
a practical farmer too, who has one of these

I machines which he worked iast year, informed

i

me recently that it would cut down sixteen acres

i

of wheat a day, or would do the work of eight

j

cradles. The testin)ony of tl)is gentleman is

every way entitled lo credit, and justice to Mr.
Hussey seems to require that it should be men-
tioned. I presume of course that some allowance

was made Ibr the time lo^t in the morning and
evening, when the :^lraw was damp.

In removiotr the machines, we employed for

the most part the same horses and hands. When
iheycanbe conveniently changed, so as to lose

no time in feeding, the amount of work will no
doubt be much greater; as full two hours are

allowed at dinner time in harvest. When this

plan is adopted, the horses and hands intended to

work the latter half of the day, must be fed only.

I have heretofore mentioned that the two
machines sent me by Mr. Hussey are of different

kinds. The one has two lar<:e wheels and the

other one, and I give a decided preference to

ihe former. It is an easier draught and performs
better in every respect.

Before taking leave of the subject, I would
respectfully suggest .to those who are making
;rial of these machines for the first time, that they
ought not to be disheartened, if they (iiil to perfbrm

very perfectly i'uT the first day or two. What-
ever difitjrence of opinion may exist in regard to

their saving time, there certainly can be none as

10 the very superior stylp, in which they save
wheal, when properly managed.
With regard to the durability of these ma-

chines. I can say no more than that neither gave
out during our harvest, and that they are to ap-

pearance quite strong.

Wm. B. Harrtsok.
Brandon, July Uih, 1841.

ANOTHER TRIAL OF THE REAPING MACHINE.

[In addition to Ihe foregoing statement, we are

graiified lo add the lollowing, from Robert B. Boi-

ling, esq., who, at our request, and through our ar-

rangement with Mr. Hussey, made a separate

trial on his Sandy Point estate. The intention to

make this irial would have been announced at

the same time wiih thatof Mr. Harrison (in No. 5

J

but that the arrangement had not then been com-
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pleted. Both tliepe trials were, undertaken at

our requeist, and we are confident that both the

individuals used every care to have full and lair

trials made, and the facts and the results ac-

curately noted. It is onneces?aiy to add that no

where could such confidence be better placed.

—

Ed. Far. Reg.]

To the Editor of the Farmers' Kegipter.

Sandy Point, July 23d, 1841.

The wheat reapinir machine of Mr. Ohed

Hussey, which the inventor was to accompany

and piil into operation, did not, owing to his pre-

vious en'TRO'ement, reach me until I had nearly

completed my hurvpst. I had not therefore as

good an opportunity as I desired to let-i iis efficien-

cy, and to ascertain with accuracy the actual

amount of manual labor that the machine would

be equal to. From the very short inal wiiich

I made of il, however, I feel satisfied that the

principle is a good one, and may be eucccsjslully

applied 10 the objt-ci intended, and that the ma-

chine is destined, when the inventor shall have

belter perlected iis mechanical arranffements,

which he can with his greater experience easily

do, to be an invaluable acquisition to the the farm-

ers of the wheal-ffrowinij region of country.

With three mules, a man to drive and one on the

machine to rake the wheat (i-om the platlorm upon

which, as it is cut, it fdls, we estimated that

rather more than one acre per hour was reaped.

By Mr. Hussey's calculation the machine must

cut one acre, in every two miles which it travels

through the wheat ; 15 acres therelore by this

calculation may l)e reaped in a day with one ma-
chine, pulled by three mules with two men only

to drive and rake, by travelling thirty miles, a

distance not too great on level land, through larae

fields, where there would be but lew turns. The
cutting of the marhine where the wheat was
rankest was the best, leaving not a straw scarce-

ly standing after it, and renderinsj gleaning en-

tirely unnecessary. The wheat lor the " pickers

up," or binders, ivas deposited more evenly and

in much larger quantities together, than afier the

cradle, and wiih these advantages to the pickers

up, eiuht were not always able, when the wheat
was rank and abundant, to gather, tie and remove
the sheaves from the track of the machine, as it

passed around the square. The machine does

not cut well early in the morning, when the

wheal is moist ; it cuts best where and when a

cradler woidd do least— in rank wheat and in the

hottest period of the day. I have concluded to

procure two for the next harvest, satit^fied that

much manual labor thereby may be saved, at a

critical and important season to the larmer, when
labor is always scarce, and especially on the lower
James River at that time. I am, very respectfully,

yours, &c. R. B. Bolling.

GARLIC.

From the Farmers' Cabinet.

Mr. Editor— \ have been a careful reader of
your valuable and interesting pafier for some lime
past, and have been much gratified to find therein

the productions of so many able writers on many
Bubjecta of much irriporlance j but there is one

subject on which I do not recollect ever having
seen any thing published in the Cabinet. I mean
in relation to that noxious p'ant, garlic, as to the

best mode of conducting a roiation ol crops on a
garlicky Ifirm, so as to be tlie most profitable to

the atjiiculiurist, and at the same time keeping the

growth of it under, in such a manner as to pre-

vent one being annoyed with it in the grain.

I will here nieniion a system which I have found

to be tiie best calculated lo retard its growth : it

is, to plough it under early in the s[)rini^, thereby

preveniint; it from growing during ihe following

summer, which* causes much ofii to decay ; and 1

am inclined to think that all that had come to ma-
turity dies, by being [ploughed under at. that sea-

son, but inasmuch as the earth is filled with its

seeds, there is o-reat difficulty in cxierminatinL' it

entirely. The best course, ilien, is to plouifh it

under late in Ihe fail or early in the spring, and
culiivate ttie land in corn the fillnwing summer;
then plough it again the lo!lowin<? spring, and
seed it with oats or any other summer crop; ma-
nure it in the (i^ll, and seed it with wheat, and in

the sprinir Ibllowini? sow clovcr^on it. This mode
enables me to realis^e a crop ol corn, a crop of oats,

a crop ol vvhpai,an('. a cropofc!u\er,all without gar-

lic; and by lettiim the land remain only one year in

clover, I gcn(Mally can have anothprcrop of wheat
wilhoui much gurlic : liul afterwards it generally

comes thick agiin. Now, as my principal o^^j^'ct

in view is, to elicit inlormalion on the best mode
to exterminate it entirely, I conclude by iioping

ihat some ol' your able correspondents will oblige

us with instructions how to culiivate garlicky landsi

so as to exterminate the noxious plant, or to keep
its crrowth tinrier, and enable us to cultivate our

lands [irofiiabiy. A Practical Faraier.

LOCALITY OF THE CAKKER WORM.

From the New Genesee Farmer.

The Nashville Acrriculturist (as quoted in an ex-

chantre paper) recommends taking up the earth

round fruit trees to the depth ol six or eitrlit inches,

and to the distance ol eight or ten inches, lor the

purpose of burning il, in order '• to destroy the

germ of ihe canker worm."' Is the canker worm
an inhabitant ol 'I'ennessee? Perhaps some of
our readers can inliarm us in regard to this particu-

lar ; and also the boundaries of that district on
which the genuine canker worm (^Phalena ver-

natn) is j'uund.

Deane, in his New England Farmer or (ieorgi-

cal Dictionary, says, '• It is not less than about j
fifty years since this insect began its depredations

in New England, in the pans which had been a

longest cultivated. But perhaps there is some
reason to hope that Providence is about to extirpate

them : /or a little bird has lately made its appear-
ance in some parts of the country, which feeds

upon the canker worms. Should these birds have
rapid increase, the insect will be thinned, so as to

be less formidable, if not wholly destroyed.

The second edition of that work was issued in

1797," soon afier the first," and perhaps we may
set the lime of their first appearance about one
hundred years ago. It will be sale to conclude

they were not newly created about that lime,

however; and we may ask whence they came ?
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or what otlier tree eujiplied them with (bod before

thai period 7

The little bird was doubtless the cedar bird

—

one of the crreatest nmraiiders ot" our land ;
but

haviti'^ no cani<er woriiip lor him to leed on in Ihifj

district, we should be cjlad to send him where he

niiiTlit find useliil employment.

For tlie F.irmcrs' Rogister.

AGRfCl'LTI'RAr. STATISTICS— FUBMSH KD IN
CONNUXIOX WITH THE I.ATK CKNSUS OK
THE VNITED STATES.

A document has been published, as emanating
from an official poiirce, purporlinu to exhibit the

aiiricultural .sialisiics of the United Siaiep, which
is Ro rrroi^sly and pf^lpably eironeuns as to reflec-i

greai discredit on the department, that allowed it

to iio belbre the public. It has been already no-

ticed in the Peiershijr<r Intelli<xencer, and that it

may not mislead those who may be in the hibit

of adoptiiiij oflicia! statements without examina-
tion, we will point out some of the grossest blun-

ders which the table exhibits.

The article of hemp and flax is among the
' most conspicuous.

New Hampsliire is stated to produce 53 040 tons.

Massachusetts - - - - 2.3 132 "

New Jersey . . . . 33,170 "

Pennsylvania - - - - 170,760 "

Virginia 92,123 ''

Ohio 2.52,520 "

Tennessee ----- 45053 "

Missouri 20 071 "

Indiana - 97.657 "

Illinois 50,326 "

And the total product of the United Siates is put

down at 843.049 tons! and 148,224 pounds. It

may be salely ques'ioned whether the whole
world produces any thing near this quantity, and
whether the United States produces more than
the smallest quantity above enumerated. It must
be observed that Kenluiky, the only stale that

grows much hem|i, is omitted.

Hay is another of the incredible products stated.

New York is stated to produce 3,160,916 tons.

Pennsylvania - - - 1,199.963 "

Ohio 1,024,803 "

Maine 691,058 "

Vermont 734,047 "

Massachusetts . - . 569,425 "

Aggregate, 9,641,225 tons! Is this probable, or

possible'?

Of tobacco Tennessee is stated to produce
26,542,448 pounds, and Virginia oniy 14,157,841
pounds, or about 11,000 hhds., when her annual
inspections are 45,000 to 58,000 hhds., in which,
we admit, is included a considerable portion urown
in North Carolina. The total product of tobacco
is stated at 78,070,803 pounds, which is much be-
low the mark, as the inspections of Virsinia in

1840 (when the census was taken) wer? 58,000
hhds., weighing nearly or quite 78,000,000 lbs.,

V exclusive of a large quantity manufactured and
not inspected

; the inspection at New Orleans,
is 41,000 hhds., (but we admit that Kentucky has
made no return,) and in Baltimore. 40.000 hhds.

Virginia is said to produce 10,767,451 lbs. of
cotton, equal to about 30,000 bales, or more than

double her actual product, for a largre portion of
the 25,000 bales she receive.<< is jrrown in North
Carolina. In the re[)ort it is noted that some of
the returns are in seed, others in ginned cotton,

but as the quantity of each is not distinguished,

the table, if otherwise correct, is valueless. The
ajrgreiiate of cotton is 1,064,660,785 lbs., which,
at an average of 400 lbs. per liale, is equal to

2 661.400 tiales, or 461,000 bales mure than the
larurpst crop ever made, and 861,000 more than a
full average crop.

The whole quantity of siitrar made in the

United States, accordinjj to thi.« extraordinary do-

cument, is 281,205.116 His.! of which New York
produced 10,093,991 lUs. on paper ! and Louisiana
249,937,720 lbs. ! or, in ti^wer figures, 2.50,000

hhds., or 200,000 hhds. more than the planters

hroiighl to market.

Louisiana is the only state in the table, that

produces any considerable qi:aniiiy of pitch, tar,

turpentine and rosin, say 12,233 barrels! We
presinne they are produced from some other tree

than the pine. Total of the United States 31,689
barrels. North Carolina has omi'ied to furnish

lier claim to tins, (her frreat staple.) or to any
other product ; so have Kentucky, Micliigan and
Florida.

' Of silk (cocoons) the table shows a product
of 328,482 lbs.; of which Pennsylvania claims
278,939. Tiie error in this item is loo obvious lo

require comment.
Having noticed the most eiiregious errors, we

will close with a summary ol the other principal

products, and leave ihe reader to judge of their

accuracy; some of them are not over-esiima'ed.

Bushels of wheat - . . 76.174,849
" Indian corn - - - 297,855 658
" Oats - - - . 106.375,192
" Potatoes - - - 101.981.439
" Kve - - - - 17037,600
" Buckwheat - - - 6,952,326
" Barley - - - 3 848,140

Number of horses and mules - - 3,489.150
" Neat cattle - - 13,438,383
" Sheep - - - - , 19,085.962
" Swine - - - 20.745 898

Value of poultry - - - -^10,992.610
Pounds of wool - - - 26.939340
Products of dairy - - . - 23.959,581
Products of orchard - - . 7,259,078
Gallons of wine - - - - 316. 626
Value of lumber - - - 10,955,646
The table is at least a bad basis on which to

f)und calculations. What dependence can be
placed on the census of population emanating
Irom the same sources 7 X.

ON INDICATING AND DESCRIBING GRASSES.

To tlie Editor of tlie Farmers' Register.

Ilillsbnrovgh, N. C, June I6th, 1841.
Dear sir—The suggestion of my excellent

friend, Dr. Darlington, seems to me to present the
greatest advantages lor securing the end which
we have lately discussed. A specimen of a plant
is certainly better than the best description which
can be written for determining the true name of
a species. It is also better than a plate or figure,

which is proposed by Mr. Lewis, in the Kentucky
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Farmer. For unless the plates were executed

with the minutest precision and colored like na-

ture, a person unacquainted with botany would

tind it difficult sometimes to delermine to which
of two or three similar species his plant is to be

referred. Plates prepared with the requisite ac-

curacy would be too expensive for (general use,

while coarse uncolored figures would be of little

service.

And I am disposed to believe that every person

who has interest enough in the niatierto i)urchase

a very costly work, would not hesitate to take the

trouble of collecung the known grasses in his

viciniiy and get them labelled properly by means
ol' some central herbarium lo which he can have

access. Alter that, his doubts are at an end.

JVly friend. Pro!! Short, I doubt not, will very

willingly label plants lor Mr. Stevenson, and Dr.

Darlington for Mr. Skinner, i will vviih pleasure

perlorm that service lor you, and I presume every

editor of an aajriculiural paper ia the country

will find no difficulty in securing the aid of some
good botanist to give authentic names to his col-

lection of plants. And when this is done, each

botanist can report the scientific and vulgar

names of the grasses of his district in the agricul-

tural paper, which can be copied into others.

The knowledge of a g'od part of the country on

this subject can thus be gaihered up in the least

troublesome manner, and if necessary be subse-

quently condensed and arranged by some compe-
tent hand.

Dr. Darlington is certainly right in the matter

of learning the technical names of grasses.

They sound uncouth to an ear accustomed only

to the English, but ihey make but little if any
heavier draught upon the memory ihan any other

neiv words. Farmers, I find, have learned to

•utter morus multicaulis with all the fluency of a

botanist.

You and your Viriiinirt correspondents are very

familiar wiih such terms as " wire-grass,'' " hen-

grass," and the like, but they are sealed terms to

nie. I wish you would collect a specimen of

each of your grasses that has a name, lor me,

that I may gratify my curiosity about them. I

presume, however, irom the inierest you have

manifested in the elucidation of these obsfurities,

that you have already commenced your collection.

1 intend to further your project by adding to

your collection from my own stock some speci-

mens from other sections of the country which
may not be I'ound in Virginia. Very respectfully,

yours, &c. M. A. Curtis.

so many onions that (he crop was hardly saleable.

After the wheat was cut off, I plouirhed the land

and sowed peas. In the lall of 1840 the peas
were turned under, and wheal again sown about
OiMober llih. Among the peas not an onion was
to be seen, and I was in hopes the two ploughings

,
(for the peas, and then to sow wheat,) had efiec-

itually eradicated the onions. The wheat crop

on this lot was again this year very good, but as

much mixed with onions as last year.

Lot No. 2 was in wheat in 1S39, and produced
almost as much onion as wheat. In 1840 the land

was put in corn. The onions that fall started by
thousands. Early in November the land was
ploughed, and wheat sown on the 10th. The
wheat this year ia better ihan I expected, and
scarcely an onion to be seen in if.

Lot No. 3, at rest iti 1839, was put in corn in

1840. The onions began to grow in great quan-
tities on this, as on lot No. 2, in the (all. When
ploughing it in November (or wheat, my foreman
remarked to me that it was useless to put that

piece of land in wheat, for it had never brought
any thing but onions. The wheat was sown on
November lOih. The crop this year was good,
and very little onion in it.

I inter that to rid your wheat of onions in land

infested wiih them, you must wail, in the fall, till

they have started, and then plough or harrow, so

as to destroy the growth of young onions before

sowing the wheat. Whether such a course often

repeated will clear the land itself ol onions, or

whether I refer the effect to its proper cause, fur-

ther observation must determine,

A Yoi'NG Farmer.

For tlie Farmers' Register.

WILD ONION.

To exterminate this vile pest from our wheat fields

is a great desideratum. All facts or observations

connected therewith cannot fail to be interesting

to the agricultural community. The following

communication i;? made, not as warranting any

definite conclusion, but more to draw forth any

further observations which others may have made.

In 1839 1 had three small lots very much mfested

with wild onions. No. 1, then in clover, not

grazed, was (allowed in the fall of 1839, and pro-

duced a fair crop of wheat in 1840, but containing

FAILING TO GIVE LITERARY CREDITS.

The last Boston Cultivator, after saying some-

thing complimentary to our journal, adds the fol-

lowing indirect but not the less pointed censure :

" On looking at the June number we noticed a
well wniten article in it ' On hiving bees,' and
were making up our mind to copy it, but on
reading it through we discovered it to be an exact
copy of our own article on the subject, published
in the Cultivator in May last.'

The fact of omission to credit the extract to the

Boston Cultivator is truly charged. The only

excuse is, that the omission was not designed, nor

did we know of its having been made until thus

informed. But though thus having failed, through

inadvertence or carelessness, to give the credit

due to the Cultivator, the article itself will clearly

show that we did not in any way assume the cre-

dit of its origin. It not only has none of the cus-

tomary marks of an original article, but further is

referred to in the table of contents under the head

of "Selections." Every editor and publisher

must know, even if all others do not make the

proper allowances, that it is next lo impossible, in

the hurry of business, and still more because of

the previous errors of other intervening publica-
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lions, to entirely avoid omissions or errors in re- which has brouijlu forth from the Journal of

gard to credits of the authorship of eeiectione. Commerce the Ibilovving additional remarks

:

In the long course of our editorship, ii is possi- " For the commis-sidt above named [one quar-
ble that many such charges might be as justly ter of one per cent.,] we will undertake to arrange

brought as the above; but if so, the grounds of the whole maiter with insiiiutions of the first re-

all are as yet unsuspected by us. And we can

lay claim at least to this merit, that none are

more solicitous or careful to avoid such offences:

sponsibilily, so that the money of the government
shall be perlecily spciire, and so ihar the Treasurer
at VVashinirton shall have no other trouble in the
business, than to make up a weekly staiement of

offending on this score.

—

Ed. Far. Reg.

and we believe that no publication is, in fact, less receipts and ol orders lor disbursements, and the
money shall be accepted wherever it, may have
been paid in, and paid out wherever it is expended.
There is a system of exchanges now in operation
all over the United Slates, which proves that the
thing can be done, and that whoever does it would
make a Ibrtune by it. In lact, we have no doubt
ihat the arrangement could be made without the
allowance of any commission whatever. Persona
at a distance may not readily credit this, after all

that they have heard of the disordered state of
the exchanges, and the necessity of some con-
trivance to regulate them. But a closer exami-
nation will show, that if Congress would, by a
bankrupt law, bru.^h off the bankrupt or dishonest

THE COST OF TRANSFERRING THE MONEY
OF THE GOVERNMENT—THE COST OF EX-
CHANGE—AND THE AGENCY OF A NATION-
AL BANK FOR LESSENING BOTH.

For the Farmers' Register.

Of the many fallacies and popular delusions

which sustain the paper-money system of this

country, there is none more false and absurd than
the asserted great difficulty of transferring funds, r ^

, , ,

and especially the revenue of the government, if
currency lactones of the south and west, and so

without the aid and agency of a national bank.
'^°'''''^^ }^^. ^^^'<^'^<^y^ 'he exchanges would be

It IS claimed by the advocates of the paper sys-
'''^" '°

^?,
'" ^

'"*'f
°^ S^ood regulation. At any

tern, and scarcely denied by most of its opposers,
'"'^' ^^

^°J'^
ourselves bound to arrange a fiscah

that, if considered apart from all constitutional or
agent on the plan proposed above, on receiving:••• - thirty days notice.

We have no reason to distrust the estimate of
cost made above, as being ample lor the profit

political objections, the establishment of a nationa
bank would serve admirably as an economical ex-
pedient, or money-saving agent of the govern-
ment ; and that it dispensed with, because of ob-
jections on political or other grounds, that any
substituted agency (or translerring the revenue
would be very far more costly than that of a

United States bank. We assume opposite grounds;

ol the agent. But suppose for the sake of argu-
ment, the cost tp be double as much—quadruple

—

or even multiplied ten-lbid—the cost would still

be very far cheaper than the agency, or even at-

tempting to resort to the agency, ol a national

and will here submit some of the reasons for that
j

bank. Even if the cost of transferring 24 mil-

assumption. We shall here have recrard merely i

''0"s of dollars were ten times as much as the quar-
to the economical question, or that which deeply

|

'f^"" percent, which is deemed sufficient, that enor-

concerne the ai;ricultural and general pecuniary ' niously increased charge would be but ^600,000
interests of the country. The political question,^ i'^'^'^ i

a"d that sum is less than the mere pe-
er the bearing of a national bank on political rights cuniary cost to government of only discussing the
and interests, however important, is not a proper bankquestion, and otherquestions proceeding from
subject for discussion in an agricultural journal, 'hat fertile source of debate, for the last 10 years,
and therefore will not be touched. HJ by paying even one million of dollars annually,

The New York Journal of Commerce, a paper 'be government could defray ail the cost, direct

of deservedly high authority on all matters of an'' indirect, of the bank and bank questions, it

trade and mercantile affairs, lately asserted that vvould be a better bargain than will ever be made
the necessary transfers of all the revenue of the by the government in regard to banking. The
United States could be effected, promptly, and present extra session ofcongress is entirely charge-
securely, upon contract and as a mere business able to the bank question, and "ts expense will

arrangement, for a commission of one-quarter of not fall short of half a million. The same ques-
one per cent, on the amount to be transferred, lion has served to add perhaps twice as much
The ground of such a supposed arrangement was to every year's cost of recent legislation and go-
to be, that the revenue was to be received by the vernment. But that is scarcely a tithe of the
agent at the points where collected, in specie, and whole cost to the people. Let the amount be
to be placed by the agent, in specie, at such other counted of the destruction of value and transfer-
points as should be required for the disbursements ence of property by ffuciuating prices of currency
or the dennands of the government. Thus, if the
portion of the annual revenue requiring to be

transferred amounted to 24 millions of dollars, the
whole cost of the transferrence would be only

S'60,000.
This posiiive declaration by the editors of the

Journal of Commerce has not yet been questioned,
that we have heard of, by any one, on the ground
that the commercial facts implied were not true.

Another paper, which seems to yield that point,

has objected to euch agency, upon other grounds,

—of swindling stockjobbing operations—of mad
speculation—and changes of habits and corruption
of moials—all caused by the great bank question,

and even 20 per cent, of the revenue of the go-
vernment would not be a compensation fbr the
enormous injury to the wealth, morals and hap-
piness of the people. We, therefore, would pre-

ler to pay any possible |»roper charge lor the
transferring the revenue of government, as an
ordinary business transaction, rather than suffier

all the^vils incurred by the agency, or vaineflbrts
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to procure the agency, of a naiiuual batik lor that

purput-e. ,

III tins (an£iled coiitrov^y on the expediency

of a national batik lor runiishtiig a cotnnion cur-

rency, and lor e(pializinj^ exchanges, it eeems

to be taken lor graiiied ihat a coiumoii circulating

mediuni is essentia! to that end. This is not so.

The currency (paper) ol' the United Slates, whe-

ther when in good or in bad repuie, was confined

10 this country, and so is the proper currency ol

Great Britain to its own ternlory. Unless by

accideni, ami in some rare and trivial ca^es ol' ex-

ception, no bank-noie of either couniry ever Ibund

iis way to the other. And as paper constituted

the great body ol' the currency of each, even
j

when the paper was converiible to specie, there'

was no currency in cotiiuion between these two
|

great commercial countries, whose regular com-;

iiiercial busine.-s Is scarcely surpassed by that ol

any on the globe. Yet this absence of any com-

mon currency has not been the slightest obstacle

10 the exiended and most beneticitti exchange ol

commodiiies, hiid iranslerrence of lunds. And it ;s

as easy lor an American to make a purchase, or

a payment in England, as in any remole city ol'

his own couniry when our currency was deemed

in ihe best condiiion.

Now il'ihere could exisi, by possibili;y, and had ,

long existed, a paper-issuing bank, or jjaper cur-

1

reiicy common to these two couniiies, so that this

paper money had been used lur iransmissiun In-
;

stead of dralis or bills of exchange, it would be
j

now as general and lixed a popu ar beliel, as it is

in regard lo Virginia and New York, that no

trade could be beneficially carried on, except at

immense lo^^s in exchange, between the Uniied
j

Slates and England, without such common paper
[

currency, or a joint and common bank ol' issue.
{

Extend the ap|)ricaiiun of the doctrine, and there I

would be found as great commercial necessity lor
j

a joint bank lor all Europe and all America—

I

indeed for Asia, Africa, xYustralia, or lor the whole '

commercial world. Yet we all know the general

fact that trade is carried on perlectly well without

any such joint banking establishment or com-

mon currency. And none know so well the false-

hood of the assertion of the absolute necessity ol'a

common paper currency, as the bank men and com-

mercial men, vvho use it as an argument to urge

the establishment of a national bank, which they

want lor other and selfish purposes. Ignorant

politicians, and their ignorant and blind followers,

may indeed believe this doctrine. But intelligent

merchants and money dealers have more know-

ledge than to believe what they aim to make the

poliiicians and the peo|)le believe in this respect.

The great operations of trade between dilier-

ent countries, and between difierent pans of (he

same great couniry, are conducted by exchanges of\

commodities, dxid not by payments and transmis-

j

sions of money, whether of paper or of specie, lor

!

the amoums purchased and sold. Exchanges ol'j

products between this couniry and Eni/land m'ght
I

take place to the amount of 100,000,000 annually
I

furnished by each couniry, and if liie total
'

amounts were equal, not a dollar need be trans-

mitted 10 make payment. The American who
sold tobacco or cotton in England, would receive

(in preference) not money, but a draft on England,
which he would sell at a premium to some one
who wished to purchase or pay Ibr goods i^ Eog-

liand. The operation is so simple and clear ae to

I

need no furiher ex()lanaiion. Extend the applica-

tion to the wliole trade between the two countriHs,

and the result is, that, even if each individual sale

were made lor cash and puid Ibr in money, there

wouLi be no need of transmitiinii any money
across the Atlantic ; as it would be more profitable

lor the latter class to purchase su<:h foreign funds

or dralis, raiher than lo transmit money, no matter

whether ihere existed a specie or a paper currency,

or unilorm currency of either.

But it is true that a precise equality of sales and
purchases ol (he United Siales and England in any
one year would not be possible. But 'hat does nol

affeci the principle of the position. The balances

only would have to be paid Ibr in s'pecie, between
countries ihe least connected in trade ; and these

balances will be very small compared 'o the whole
amount of exchanired products. But between
couniries closely coiinecied in trade, the balance

of one year would generally be settled in the next
year's transactions, and be almost always dis-

charged in commodiiies insiead of money.
The generally prevailing opinions ol" the neces-

sity, and of ihe mode, of iransltjrriiig the revenue
of the Uniied States are as erroneous as those up-
on trade between different couniiies. 'I'he whole
revenue of the govetnmeni has not to be brought
to one place, thence to be sent to every place of

disbursement. As in the case just staled of trade,

it is only the balances that require to bf* moved
;

and not always even the balances. Under the

present system of indirect taxation by duties on
importations, the greater part of ihe revenue will

be paid in (he ciiy of Ntnv York. All the dis-

bursements of government which are made there,

or can be as conveniently made there, will of

course ahsorl) so much ol the revenue, and save all

charge tor Irani^lerring the amount. But this is

but a very small propoiiion of what may be so

paid. On account of the city of New York being

the great commercial capital and mart, it vvill fol-

low (hat money there will be at least as valuable

to all persons who have to make purchases, as at

any other place in the union, and generally more
so. Conse(pienily, if government has to pay a
sum, whether in Maine, Iowa, New Orleans or

Norfilk, a draft on New York for the amount
would be more valuable to the creditor, as he
could forthwiih sell it for more lo a merchant or

broker, or to a bank, ihan the amount of the debt
in specie. Thus, much the jfreaier part of the ex-
penses of government might be paid without
any actual transfer or removal of money bv the

eovernment ; and the transfers which would be
subsequently made, to equalize the supply and
demand Ibrspeeie, would be in the ordinary course

of trade or exchange, and conducted at the cost

and risk of |)rivale individuals, or banks. The
permanent balances, wheiheraccutnulaled by pri-

vate trade or governmental taxation, would in-

deed have to be transported from the points of
unnecessary accumulation, to other places where
wanted and due. But ihese pertnanent balances

would be small in comparison to the whole amount;
and the expense of removal, even in specie, would
not be worth naming in comparison to the cost of

a government banking system as a means for

transferring government funds. And, moreover,

these balances have now lo be so transported,

and in Bpecie, and always must be, under any
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sysii'in ol' trade or baukinia: thai can possibly he
devised. 'I'o vvliatever poiiiis ilic course u( trade,

or operaiioii oC taxation and disl)ur.scmeni, with-

out a nalit'iial t)aiik, or any baid<r:, will direct and
accunuilaie balances of specie, the same will

be the direction and accuinuhiiioii if a national

specie-paying banii and branches: existed. For
tlu»u<:ii the balances should be in banii- notes,

lliese notes would require to be paiti in specie, as

the lirst siep towards seituni£ ilie balances. The
subsiiuiiion ol paper rnoi.cy adds anuiher link to

ihe chain of circulation, and may somewhat de-

lay ihe final resull. But the result will finallv

be ihe same. IT a United Slates bank should be

established this session, witn 40 or 50 brandies,

in the hrsi place it will not, and cannot, make the

notes of an undoubtedly solvent and honestly pay-
in<f bank should lind iheir way lo a disiani elate,

their market value would he known by relerence
to any broker's list, or prices current, and the liiir

value of the notes could be obtained, deducting
ihe necessary profit to the exchanger.

JJut if bank notes are not truly redcemabi e
then of course ihey will depreciate, and -depart the
more widely iron) a " unilorm currency" in pro-
|)oriion to the distrust ol their value by the public.
Anti such will be still the case with the notes ol'

all non-specie-paying state banks, even if a United
States bank existed—and such would be the case
with the United States Bank iiseli; i/' it were not
a specie-fiaying bank. But herein again we run
loul ol two other popular and prevalent fallacies,

and Arkansas, and F orida, were worth as much
in the city ol New York as those of the city

branch, thai very equality oivalue (or the nearVsi

possible approach to it) would serve but lo brinif

the notes ol' distant branches more speedily ami

in greater quaniity to New York, in the regular

course ol' trade. The branch there would soon

be overwhelmed with the notes ol distant branch-

es, and would necessarily have to return them, or

the tialauces that could not be dis[)osed ol in trade,

lor specie. And the specie thus required to be

traiisporied, (a (irocess which paper-nK-ney men
proems su much to abhor,) would t)e just as much
as il paper nu.ney had not existed ; mdeed more,
il paper money had served to stimulate and in

ly compel
also lo pay specie. A lew words will suffice to

expose the emptiness ol these pretensions.

A national bank, supported and upheld by the
revenue and the credit ol the federal governmem,
must indeed be so powerful, and [-ervading in influ-

ence, as to withstand dangers, disasters and Ibes,
ihat would prostrate the credit ol' any bank or
banks not so sustained. Notwithstanding, it was
due to good loriune and accident, and not to any
inherent virtue ol a national charter, that both the
two lornier United Slates banks continued to pay
specie throughout their existence. Either bank
would ccriainly and necessarily have stopped pay-
ment, il' its charier had continued but three

crease either leiriiimate trade or wild speculation. K®^''^
onL^er. And the last bank was upon the

A n.itioual bank, therelbre, is not needed |br I""'"' "'.^'OPP'"^ Pisyiient years beloie the expira-

Ihe purposes at.ove considered, and Ibr which!""",*''
its charter, and belore any hostile action

pur[)o*es alone most ol' its deluded and hnnesi ad-

vocates desire the establishment. It would, in-

deed, be a powerful and adndrable poliiical en-

gine for the purposes of those who could wield

ns iiiHiiences. It will do wonders in iranjierring

wealth Irom the posses-sion ol' those whose honest

in'dusiry had eariied it, to that ol speculators, stock-

jobbers and legalized swindlers ol' all sorts. But,

however desirable lor these pur(ioses, to the class-

es to whom it oHers such advantages, a national

bank is not needed to equalize exchanges, or to

liiinish a uniform currency, or lo lessen the ex-
pense, or beneficially lacilitale the iransleriing of

the revenue and funds of government.
No currency but gold and silver can possibly

have the same value at every pai i of an extensive

country; and even if the currency were ol gold

and silver, or ol paper convertible on demand
somewhere to gold or silver, still exchange (that

is, the cost oftranslerrence ofl'unds) must cost some-

thing, and therelbre some premium would have
to be paid for drafts. But though a perfectly uni-

form currency is a vain liincy, and periiict equaliza-

tion of exchanges is impossible, still the necessa-

ry diflierences and inequalities would be so small

as to be unimportant, and of no practical evil, if

the general and stale governments had not created,

or sustained by their indulgence, a depreciated

paper currency. I( the currency were either oi'

specie, or oi' paper truly mid fullif convertible to

specie, at the points where issued, ihe price of ex-

change would never be considerable, even though
there were no other than state banks. If the

Vol. IX.-39

ol the government iiad commenced, or was anti-
cipated, and without any cause except the impro-
per and Iraudulent acts of its own authorities.
The unexpected arrival of but ^100,000 in specie
alone prevented the mother ban-k suspending pay-
ment the next morning. The occurrence ol war
with any powerfiil enemy, and its necessary
pressure on trade and finances, will never ftiil to

cause a United States bank (if a bank of circula-
tion) to Slop payment. And this inevitable stop-
page would take place precisely when it would
be most disastrous to Ihe country ; and when ut-
lerly impossible to be remedied, or punished, by
any legislation or other action of government.

It ie true that a United Stales bank can exert
great power in compelling state banks to pay
specie lor their notes, so long as they profess to pay
them, and are anxious to maintain that character.
But il the government of a stale, Virginia lor ex-
ample, chooses that its banks shalTbe/orcec? lo

pay specie honestly, there is no need of resorting
to the agency and Ibreign aid of a United States
bank, it would be sufficient that the government
should not protect ihe banks in their fraudulent
relusal to pay their notes—to merely let ihera
meet the general legal destiny of debtors, whe-
ther honest or li-auduleni—and all our banks would
be specie-paying immediately, and otherwise as
honest as the law sho'ild require and compel.
But as the government ol this and almost every
other state south and west of New York, have
chosen to sustain their banks in the long continued
refusrd to pay their notes and debts, they will con-
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tinue so to choose, and can so sustain the banks

in their refusal, in spite of any operation of a

United States bank. Indeed, as soon, and as long,

as a state bank boldly refuses to pay its notes and

other dues, and it is sustained in such refusal by

the law of the land, the bank is thereby made
invulnerable against all assaults. It is entrenched

behind impregnable barriers, constructed of its

own discredit and infamy. The banks of Virgi-

nia could commence specie payments to-morrow,

and maintain them, if compelled to that honest

course bj^ any external power. But in so doing,

they must lose all their present dividends, which,

whether of nci/'rq/i7s or o[' capital, are now the

fruits of legalized cheating and robbing the com-

munity. They would either have to contract

their business, or to use its gains in purchasins

specie to meet liabilities. There possibly may
be plenty of other and stronger reasons (or estab-

lishing a Uniied S'ates bank, which we mean not

here to discuss ; but this one inducement held

out, and so genentlly relied on, of its causing the

state banks to pay specie, is certainly the weakest
and most contemptible of all pretences. The
state of Virginia, the people and the irovernment,

either do or cfoyioi c/toose to sustain the banks of

Virginia (as they are sustained by law) in their

present dishonest refusal to pay their debts. If

the choice is to sustain this dishonest course, all

compulsory action, to the contrary, of a Uniied
States bank will be utterly futile. If the state

government requires the banks to pay, there is

certainly no need to go abroad for an agent to

compel that whii^h the general laws of the land

would sufficiently exact, if the exclusive privileges

to banks, of indulgence to fraud, were merely
withdrawn. Taylor of Caroline.

explanation' in regard to a part of mr.
turner's address.

To the Editor of tlie Farmers' Register.

Roseneath, July 21, 1841.
Dear sir,—
My friend. Gen. Richardson, informed me this

morning, that, in a conversation that he had re-

cently had with you, you told him that you in-

tended to publish the address delivered at the late

meeting of our agricultural "society. I will not
disguise the fact, that I fi^el considerably flattered

with this token ol' your approbation. But my ob-
ject in writing is !o say, that I do not feel wiliinof

that this production should thus come before the
public, without a word or two of explanation. It

would appear from the letter of the address, that I

am in favor of a United States bank. Now the
lact is, that I am no more in favor ol a United
States bank, than of any other bank. I went upon
the principle that our merchants and other tradintr

people would have a hank of some kind. This
being the case, I thought and still think it good
policy to tolerate, and even patronize, that bank
which is least objectionable. And as the late

United States Bank did actually equalize the cur-
rency, I gave it a decided preference over other
banks, the currency of which is in a wretchedly
disordered state. The sentiment intended to be
conveyed is simply this: that that bank suits

farmers the best which makes one man's dollar

equal to that of another, all over the world. I

care not by what name it is called, if it have the

above effect, that is the bank for farmers. If you
publish the address, please make the above ex-

planation. As to our long-specching legislature,

and our shaving banks, I thought ihey deserved

a lashing, and I gave it to them with all the se-

verity of which I was capable. With best re-

spects, &c. J. H. Turner.

[The foregoing letter was received after the

portion ol the address which appears in the pre.

ceding sheet was in type. It is inserted as early

thereafter as could be done without much inconve-

nience. It is not only due to Mr. Turner to per-

mit him to explain his meaning, hut his explana-

tion is also due to the public, inasmuch as his lan-

guage had been reported, and understood by many,

as a thorough approval and recommendation of

a United States bank. If he is " no more in fa-

vor of a Uniied Slates bank than of any other [ex-

isting] bank," he is then (hy his context) enough

opposed to both kinds. But it is certain that Mr.

Turner's words have been construed as highly in

lavor of the establishing of a United States bank
;

and one of the most striking prools of that im-

pression has reached us since his letter. A writer

in the Lynchburg Virginian, who is regularly ar-

guing, and at length, in favor of a United Slates

bank, when he comes to treat of the " Expedien-

cy," copies entire and adopts all ihai part of the ad-

dress which refers to banks, paper money and ex-

change—being content to bear and to repeat the

well-deserved censures therein cast upon the disho-

nest course of the non-paying state banke, for the

sakeoftheshort passage in favorofa national bank.

The writer introduces the extract with only the fol-

lowing words :
— " 2. lis expediency. On this point

we shall be content with the following practical

argument, for which we are indebted to the llev,

Jesse H. Turner, the president of the Henrico

Agricultural Society. It is the argument of a

farmer, not of a politician—and it cannot fail, ap-

pealing as it does to the common sense of every

man, to exert a wholesome influence on the pub-

lic mind."

In answer to Mr. Turner's mistaken ground,

that the late United States Bank "actually equal-

ized the currency," we shall add nothing more to

what has been already said in the preceding pages

of this number.

—

Ed. F. R.]

THE SEASON AND CROPS.

The wheat crop of lower and middle Virginia

will certainly fall far short of the sanguine antici-

pations which we held and expressed, and which

were entertained by most farmers, just before (he
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lull growlh of (he crop. The crop of the western

part ol' the stale, we understand, iliou<^h upon less

satislactory lesiimony, to be no better than iliat

of the eastern part.

After the worst winter, and greater portion o(

spring, ever known, for corn and spring crops, (on

account of coniinual rains, and long continned

cold,) the weather became so fine, that the hope

of an average crop of corn, which had waned al-

most to extinction, was revived every where.

But the before sti'ited corn did not grow as fasi

as was expected ; and latterly, drought has pre-

vailed until it threatens great injury to the grow-

ing crops of both corn and tobacco. Without suf-

ficient rain soon, the corn crop in this region will

be cut very sliorl.

The oai crop was very short, owing to the wet

slate of the ground preventing sowing in proper

lime, or on land in dry and good condi'ion.

July 30, 1841. Ed. F. R.

PRICES OF WHEAT.

The Shifiping and Commercial list of July 29ih,

reports the New York prices of " Wheat, Ohio

and Genesee, (old.) ,^1.25 to 1.27.^—southern,

(new,) §1.18 to 1.18if." The Baltimore prices,

same day, according to the American—"New
wheal, Md., ^1-18 to 1.25." The American

Farmer, ol Baltimore, (29ih,) says—"The sales ol

Maryland red wheats are making to-day at 118 to

122 cents for good to very prime parcels. Sales ol

new Maryland while wheat, of prime qualit),

suitable for family flour, at 128 and 130 cents."

(n Richmond and Petersburg the highest prices

(or wheal talked of by buyers are 110 to 115 cents.

We advise farmers to wait awhile for prices at

home to more nearly approach those of the north

—and the owners of n'ver crops to ship them to

Baltimore ; or, still better, to New York, where
the sales are lor specie, ur paper convertible to

specie.—Ed. F. R.

mode of castrating colls, which is not new, but
plain and simple

; and, 1 believe, if care be taken
(in the part of the operator, ir is the best mode.
I never had one to mind ciiiiing more than a boar.
Tlie plan is this: Alit;r the coll is thrown down
and carefully tied, the integuments of the testicles

are to be laid o|)eii with a sharp knile, and the
stone pulled out, and the cord of the nut cleaned
down. 'J'he cord i.s then to be securely tied with
a strong thread, well waxed, and the cord is then
cut off' near the thread, and the ends of the thread
left SIX or eight inches long. After both stones
are taken out, the wounds are to be well "reased
with old bacon gravy and salt.

Staunton River.

CURE FOR THE POLL-EVIL.
COLTS.

CASTRATIKG

To tlie Editor of tlie Farmers' Register.

Ckimpbell county, March 15, 1841.
1 send you a certain cure for the poll-evil in

horses, which you can publish, if you think it

worthy of a place in your columns. The remedy
IS this

:
Make one or two incisions in the swelling,

and then wash the wound nicely with strong soap-
suds, and fill the wound with lime. A fevv appli-
cations will perform the cure. Care should be
taken in cutting, so as not to cut across the neck,
and thus wound an artery.

I will (while writing about horses) give you my

THE MUSCARDINE OF SILK-WORMS.
To tlie Editor of the Karmcrs' Register.

1 beg leave lo make a lew remarks on ihe arti-

cle, which appeared in the last niiml-ipr of the
Register, entitled " the muscardiiie." This arti-

cle is calculated to gratify the curious, but when
viewed in connexion with some recent publications
on the same subject, it is also calculated to excite
unnecessary alarm, and lo strengthen the already
strong prejudices which possess the minds of
some persons in relation to the success of the cul-
ture of silk in Virginia.

The writer of the article takes it as settled that
tlie muscardinc is contagious, and cites the expe-
rimeriis of Dr. Bassi, of Milan, to establish this

character of the disease. [ have been rearing
silk-worms lor portions of six years, and during
that period have only seen about thirty cases of
the muscardiiie. I have twice rubbed the " lari-

riaceous efflorescence" (which the Europeans say
is the seed of a vegetable that extends its roots
through pans of the worm,) on the healthy silk-

worms, in order to '-inoculate" them with ihe
disease, but ihey retained their health and went
on as usual. This disease may be contagious in

Europe; but until some more decisive evidence
than any which has yet been adduced shall esta-
blish its character of contagion in I'irginia, I

shall hold that it is in our climate of rare occur-
rence, and 7iot contagious.

I have now about 600,000 silk-worms in va-
rious stages, Irom one day old to maturity. They
are remarkably healthy. The oldest are spin-
ning in 22 to 25 days, and Ibrming excellent co-
coons. The varieties, "mammoth sulphur" and
" pea-nut."

The use of lime I consider -invaluable.* I

sprinkle it over them just before giving ihera
iheir meals, once during the third and fourth ages,
and daily during the last age. It counteracts^lhe
bad efilgcts of heat and moisture, keeps the appe-
tite o( the worms keen, and no doubt hastens
their maturity. Layton Y.Atkins.

Stafford, Va., July 5th, 1841.

* Other preventives must not be neglected. The
lime, although excellent, will not save worms that are
piled up ill layers, nor will it supply the place of libe-

ral, ventilation. I prize highly the labors of scientific

men, but they are fallible, and it is possible that Dr.
Bassi may be mistaken. The climate of Europii may
be calculated in an unusual degree to produce the dis-
ease

; and in assigning causes for disease, doc 'or. will
differ, and the imagination is often allowed to • much
play.
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SU2VI1VIARY or ns'ws.

Saturday, July 3, 1841.

The Frederick County Bank.—We learn, from the

Baltimore Sun, that nearly the whole amount of mo-

ney of which the Frederick County Bank was robbed

during the month of May, has been recovered. The
account of the negotiation by which the money was
received, is a curious one. A correspondence, it is

stated, took place between an attorney of New York
and the officers of the bank. This correspondence

was commenced about two weeks since, the attorney

makinsj propositions in behalf of his client, the robber

of the bank, to which the officers were disposed to

accede if nothing; better could be done. Accordingly,

Dr. Tyler and Mr. Boll, of the Bank, went to New
York, and there concluded the negotiations with a

compromise which leaves the rogue in the possession

of the gold he carried off, some ,fl0,n00, for his night's

work, and the bank recovers all the rest, in value

something upwards of ;3,170,000. This is a pretty story

to tell the officers, permit the rogue to keep .$10,000

in specie, for the return of $170,000 in paper, after

they had, b)f the measures they immediately adopted,

succeeded in getting in all the issue that had been

honestly obtained, leaving the stolen mone}' in the

hands of the thief, and which would have been the

surest means of his detection. It seems very likely,

too, that a thief who had so long successfully eluded

detection, should expose himself by entering into a

negotiation to allow him to keep money that he actual-

ly had. Besides, it was exceedingly culpable in the

agents of the Bank to make any compromise with

a rogue which would go to reward his villany. The
story but confirms the suspicions that were created at

the time of the robbery, that nobody out of the bank
was the perpetrator of it."

—

Phila. Ledger.

The Ledger of a later date says :

—

" It appears from more recent accounts, that instead

of $;10.000 the agents of the bank who effected the

negotiation, allowed the thief to keep twenty-eight

thousand dollars, or all the specie and notes of banks

other than the issues of the robbed institution, in his

possession, and which would not be likely to lead to

his detection. The lawyer, one Wyley, who managed
this corrupt and rascally piece of business, charged

only te7i thousand dollars for compounding the felony.

The cijcumstances as related bear upon their face

the evidence of a precious piece of knavery by some
of the actors, that needs some further investigation.

A curious feature in the case is, that when Wyley
was questioned as to who were the robbers, that in-

dividual answered, you have seen the principal of

them several times during your visit."

The Journal of Commerce announces the arrival

of the brig Charles Carroll, from Tampico. with about

^70,000 in specie. The brig Patsey B. Blount, from
Belize, Honduras, .$'11,397. The bark Ann Eliza,

from Vera Cruz, brings $100,000 in specie.

The Rev. James Abercrombie, D. D., of the Epis-

copal Church, Philadelphia, died on Saturday night

last, aged 84 years.

Canada.—A petition was presented in the provincial

legislature at Kmgston, recently, asking for an increase

of compensation. The speaker explained to the house,

that in presenting petitions asking for appropriations of

public money, it was necessary to obtain the governor-

generaVs permission to present such petitions ! The pe-

tition was withdrawn. Bills to abolish imprisonment
for debt, and to impose protective duties on foreign

produce, that is, on the produce of the United States,

are about to be brought before the united parliament
by Col. Prince.

It is stated, in the Western (Tenn,) Review, that

several of the gentlemen from the United States, em-
ployed by the British government to instruct the

natives of India in the cultivation of cotton, have re-

turned home. They complain of the climdte and its

diseases, and have no faith in the enterprise of cotton

growing in that region.

The Ex-honorable C. F. Mitchell has had two bills

found against him, at the Sessions of New York city,

for forgery ; one was found by a former grand jury.

There are now tnree indictments against him for forge-

ry—and another complaint pending beside"*-, which
will probably be laid before the next grand jury.

There have arrived in New York, during tiie past

week, from various foreign ports, 4889 passengers.

The Vandalia (III.) Free Press states, "on uncpies-

tionable authority, that Gov. Carlin has caused to be

issued upwards of $1,000,000 of state bonds, which
have been sent eastward to be sold for whatever price

they may command."

Major General Macomb, commander-in-chief of

the army of the United States, died suddenly on Fri-

day, the 2oth uit., at Washington City.

There are no less than 346 applicants for the benefit

of the insolvent laws at the present teim of the Insol-

vent Court of Piiiladeiphia.

The Spanish brig Frederick, of St. Johns, Porto

Rico, was capsized by a waterspout on the 3d ult-

The crew hud barely time to take to the boat, without
provisions or water, before she sank. They were
picked up by the Sylph, and landed at Bermuda.

Parsimony vs. Vanity.—The Boston Mail thinks an
effectual remedy might be had against the long and
foolish partisan speeches of members of congress, by
their being obliged to have them published at their

own expense.
Rain storm at Lynchburg.—A heavy and destructive

storm of rain was experienced at Lynchburg on the

21st. Several breaks were made in the James River
Canal, and dams, bridges, &c., were swept away by
the force of the torrent.

A memorial for a United States Bank, measuring
two hundred feet in length, with double columns of

closely written signatures, was sent to Congress, from
New York, on Saturday, in charge of a committee
from the board of trade.

The Montgomery county (Pa.) prison has not a
single inmate.

By this morning^s mails, July 3.

The Philadelphia Ledger of yesterday says :
—

" The Frederick Examine, of Wednesday, has a
statement of the facts in relation to the recovery of the

money stolen from the bank of that county. The
Mr. Wiley who undertook to perform the business for

the thieves, is an associate justice of one of the infe-

rior courts of New York, and was engaged in the dis-

charge of the duties of that office when the agent of

the bank waited upon him. The Examiner says this

is not the first time that Mr. Wiley has acted as me-
diator in like cases. Some very few years ago, he
was, we understand, in the same way instrumental in

the restoration of the funds stolen from the Providence
Bank to the amount of $183,000. He would, in the
present instance, give no other information on the
subject of the Frederick County Bank robbery, than
that he was informed that ' the vaults were opened by
false keys, and that six persons were concerned.'
This account, if true, shows Mr. Wiley to be in

strange connexion with burglars and robbers. The
duties of his office are to detect and punish crime, with
a view to prevent it, but his practice, it would seem,
is to screen the criminal, apparently for his own bene-
fit. It is time that his acts were more particularly

scrutinized, lor he now appears to be implicated in as

great an operation of stool pigeoning as has happened."
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Canada.—Ueinfoicemfnts for several of tlie rep;i-

inoiits in Canada arrived at Quebec on Sunday last.

The number ol inimif^rants who have arrived this sea-

son, to the 2()th of June, is 15,254. The experiment

of sendinu; produce down tlie llajiids to Montreal by

steam has succeeded. Tlie fjoveriiment have a decided

majority in the provincial parliament.

It is said that Dr. Dyott, who was recently released

from prison, is a^ain to be opposed upon bis application

for the benefit of the insolvent laws, at the next term

of the Insolvent Court of Philadelphia.

Sahirday, July 10, 1841.

The steam-ship Britannia arrived at IJoston on the

3d, in 13J days, bringing accounts from England 15

days later.

Sir Robert Peel's motion of '-no confidence in

ministers" had passed by a majority'of one vote. Par-

liament was about to be dissolved.

" All England is in a state of tremendous political

excitement." "The money market is consequently

stagnant; the funds paralyzed. There is an improve-

ment in the cotton market, but very little or none in

trade in general. The price of wheat has improved.

The crops are all in fine order.

The canvassing for the approaching election was in

full operation,
" Nothing new from China."

The insurrection in Crete is still gaining strength.

The great abolitioni.st and anti-slavery apostle, Sir

Thomas Fowel Buxton, is a great brewer and gin-shop

owner of London.

"The warmest advocate of the credit system is fain

to confess, that the difficulty in the way of a sound

currency at the south is the disgraceful fact, that the

respective legislatures are under the influence of insol-

vent banks; and yet these same persons advocate the

raising up of a moneyed power, in whose embrace the

independence and influence of congress will be

crushed, as surely as that the currency laws of Penn-
sylvania have passed into a by- word."

—

N. Y. Herald.

Judge Henry St. George Tucker, president of the

Court of Appeals, has been elected Professor of Law
of the University of Virginia. Professor Sylvester, of

the London University, has been chosen to fill the va-

cant mathematical chair. The professorship of Mo-
dern Languages is also supplied.

The students of Harvard University (Mass.) are in

a state of rebellion—but somewhat quieted at last ac-

counts.

It is thought that Mr. Clay's United States Bank
bill, (which goes the whole figure,) may command ap-

proving majorities in both houses of congress. We
doubt it. If it passes, it will be vetoed by President

Tyler. Mr. Clay's bill forces the states into the mea-
sure—that of the Secretary of the Treasury proposes
to bribe them into assent. It will be more difficult to

oppose the latter than the former application, and
therefore it is more to be dreaded.

The Planters and Mechanics' Bank of Columbus,
(Ga.) has at last been protested on a $5 note, for

which specie was demanded and refused. Mr. James
Wesson, who did this good service to the cause of
honesty and the public weal, has notified the governor
of the protest, and, according to law, a writ of scire

facias must be issued against the bank.

The steamer Clarksville, from New 'Orleans to

Nashville, struck on a snag, and sunk to the hurricane
roof in two minutes. Two persons only were drowned.
The cargo a total loss.

A nomination of Gen. Scott for the next presidency
has been made by the whiff party in Pennsylvania, to

meet that of Commodore Stewart, by the democratic
party ; and " Chippewa clubs" on the one side are op-
posed to " Ironsides clubs" on the other. We trust

that the next president will have some other and better

grounds of claim than either military or naval glory.

More than 300 officers of the small army of the
United States have resigned their commission's since
the coinmenremcnt of the war in Florida.

S. V. S. Wilder, a great stock-jobber and financier

of New York, has become bankrupt. His deficit is

stated by some to be three millions of dollars ; the
most moderate estimate is one million. •

The state of Indiana has failed to pay the July in-

terest of her state debt.

Gen. Wingfield Scott has been promoted to the iaid<

of Major General, (of which he had previously but

the brevet,) and thus, as senior officer, becomes com-
mander in chief of the army.

A slave was concealed on board a vessel which late-

ly sailed from this town for Boston. The owner of
the slave pursued and overtook the vessel in James
River, and searched for and recovered the slave. The
vessel belongs to Petersburg, but is commanded by a
Boston man.

Young Semmes, the student of the University of
Virginia, who was in prison awaiting his trial next
autumn for the murder of Professor Davis, has been
bailed in the penalty of $25,000. He is said to be
dying of consumption.

The bill for distributing the proceeds of the public'
lands among the states has passed the House of Repre-
sentatives, but by a majority of only S votes.

The legislature of New Hampshire, by a vote of 160
to 51, have passed the following resolution, bearing
upon the slave-stealing controversies between New
York and Virginia, and between Maine and Georgia.
"Resolved, Tliat the refusal of one state to surrender a
jierson charged with the commission of a crime within
another state, and who shall flee from justice, is in-

open disregard of the plain letter of the constitution,
subversive of the peace and harmony of the union,
and destructive of the ends for which the federal con-
stitution was established."

The dividend of profits of the Merchants' (Cotton)
Manufacturing Company ofPetersburg recently declar-
ed, was 5 percent, for the half year. This company has
formerly paid at the rate of 24 per cent, a year, and
rarely less than the last dividend. All the cotton ma-
nufactories here (as elsewhere) are much depressed,
and for the greater part make no dividends.

The recent annual report of the Raleigh and Gaston
Rail-road shows that great work to be improving. The
receipts of the last fiscal year exceeded the preceding
by $17,000, or about one-third added to the previous
income. We learn from other sources that the business
is managed well, and with strict economy.

Saturday, July 17, 1S41.
The notes of the Wheeling Bank are now at 10 per

cent, discount below the notes of the other non-specie
paying Virginia banks, and are no longer current, al-
though guarantied by the state, by being made re-
ceivable for taxes. But for that guaranty, they would
sink much lower. As it is, they will afiord a fine har-
vest to deputy sheriffs, who will buy up Wheeling
notes at 10 per cent, discount, and pay them into the
treasury

; and all the loss of depreciation will fall upon
the commonwealth. This is but a small foretaste of
the effect of the state being security general to the
banks. Whenever one of them shall stand confessed
as bankrupt and insolvent, its whole issue of notes will
be used to pay in the state tax; and having served
that, their then only use, they will remain worthless in
the treasury. If the legislature of Virginia is not in
absolute bondage to the banks, they will, at the next
session, withdraw the government guaranty of bank
solvency; and also proceed to discharge all state debts
and obligations by .selling out bank-stock, until the ex-
isting partnership of bank and state shall be com-
pletely dissolved.

The Richmond Dock was sold at auction, last week,
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for $100,000, and bought by (he James River and
Kanawha Company.

The " Catholic Total Abstinence" societies of Phi-

ladelphia have had a grand display, in a procession of

7,000 members.
" The legislature of New Hampshire, by a vote of

138 !o 99, passed a bill which makes the private pro-

perty of the stockholders in all the banks hereafter to

be chartered, liable, to a certain extent, for the debts

of the institution." This is something like a beginning

to correct the abuses of the banking system.

The Bank of Darien, (Ga.) is confessedly hroken.

Four-filths of the stock belongs to the state of Georgia.

It is expected that the notes will not be paid. This is

a fine specimen of the policy and profit of a govern-

ment becoming a partner in banking operations.

The minister sent by the Texian to the Mexican
government was not permitted to land. The Texian
papers intimate the renewal of war, by the invasion of

Mexico.

The elections in Mississippi will turn upon the

question of paying the state bonds or not. There is

the " bond-paying" party and the " anti-bond-paying"

part}', each running its ticket. This is one of the most
deplorable results of the swindling banking system

fully carried out. The legislature of Virginia have

not as yet gone half way in furthering the great swin-

dling paper money system; but their course is onward;

and, if not checked, will lead to such results as have
already been realized in Mississippi.

The village of Waterford, N. Y., has been almost

entirely destroyed by fire. From 70 to SO houses were
burnt.

'McLeod's application for discharge upon writ of

habeas corpus has been refused by the Supreme Court

of New York, and he is remanded for trial by jury, in

Niagara county. He may, however, previously ap-

peal to the Court of Errors of New York, and thence

to the Supreme Court of the United States. His es-

cape, through one of the many holes offered, will be

certain ; but it is a pity that it had not been eifected

without so much delay, fuss, and national discredit.

The following passage from the " Money Article"

of the New York Herald, of the 13th, applies to all

other banks as well as those of New Orleans :

" In New Orleans public opinion is taking a direction

which will, in all probability, soon drive the sound

banks into resumption. In May last we stated that

many of the brokers here were buying up the certi-

ficates and bills of the southern banks, and sending

them home and protesting them for non-payment;
then procuring judgment and attaching any funds of

the Banks that may be found in this city. In New
Orleans, by the charters of most of the banks, they

are compelled to pay 12 per cent, interest on protested

notes until they are paid. This has led to a very gene-

ral adoption of this process, in regard to these banks,

the standing of which is such as to render the ultimate

payment of the notes comparatively sure. This puts

them in a position that will make resumption more
profitable than suspension ; and of course those banks
that are able will do so. Those banks that are

sound, it is supposed would long since have resumed

if they could have procured a settlement of balances

from the other Banks. They have, during the past

month, been more limited in their discounts, and have

nearly ceased buying bills. This, with the demand
for their notes for protest, have caused a fall in the

premium on specie. There is nothing like enforcing

the laws applicable to the just claims of creditors, to

equalize the exchanges. In a few years' time people

will look back with astonishment at the absurdity

of " relieving the people," by authorizing the banks

not to pay them that which is due."

The law of Ohio now is, that slaves carried by their

owners within the jurisdiction of that state are thereby

entitled to be free ; and passengers in steamboats,
calling at Cincinnati, have thus been, and hereafter
will be, systematically robbed of their slaves, by an
organized association of abolitionists. The law is the
same in Massachusetts, and a case of its exercise has
just occurred, accompanied with circumstances of
great outrage. Mr. Ludlam, of Richmond, with his

family, was called suddenly to New Bedford, to see
his wife's dying father. Mrs. Ludlam being herself

in bad health, made it necessary to take along her negro
servant girl, who was a hired slave. AVhen in New
Bedford, two white ministers of the Gospel pro-
cured a writ of habeas corpus, and heading a mob of
negroes, searched the house, and seized anil carried off

the affrighted and reluctant girl to Boston, where,
upon examination, she was discharged by the judge,
and of course remained as free in the hands of the

abolitionists. The slave-holding slates must pi'operhj

oppose and put down this hostile course, or otherwise
submit to the rule of the abolitionists. For these and
other worse acts of the abolition states, the strongest

measures of redress not forbidden by the federal con-
stitution should be adopted and strictly enforced.

Saturday, July 24, 1841.

The Caledonia steam ship reached Boston on the

17th from Liverpool, bringing news 15 days later from
England.

Parliament had been prorogued- The new elections

were in progress, under great excitement. In Liver-
pool and other places there was much rioting, and
several persons had been killed. In Carlisle, the

military had been called out, and two men were killed

in the afiray. The Conservatives are expected to

beat the Whigs ; in which case there will be no repeal

of the corn laws, or extension of free trade.

The growing crops of England promised well.

The French accounts are barren of news. Nothing
important in the accounts from Spain, Portugal, and
the north ot Europe.

The insurrection in Candia was still gaining

strength. The spirit of insurrection spreading through

the Peloponnesus and other parts of Greece Proper, and
King Otho's rule is in peril.

Another over-land mail from India had been re-

ceived, but which brought no later accounts from
China than before.

The French loan to Texas has not yet been made, as

before reported.

A remarkable case of " Lynch law" has occurred

in Kentucky, which for deliberation and coolness as well

as determination may compare with the celebrated Por-

teoHS mob. A drover named Utterback some time

ago had been attacked on the road, robbed, and his

throat cut, and was left for dead. But he was found

alive, though horribly mangled, and though never to be

restored entirely, it is now supposed may live.

Two men, Maythe and Couch, supposed on undoubted
testimony to be the robbers and intended murderers,

had been some weeks imprisoned for trial ,- but

would escape with comparatively but slight punish-

ment by law, if their victim should live. This con-

sideration, added to the general commiseration felt

for the pitiable condition and long continued suffering

of Utterback, caused the remarkable and unjustifiable

act of outrage which is stated as follows in the

Cincinnati Republican. Full and public notice of the

intention had been sent 36 hours in advance of the

attempt, and a clergyman sent, and who went, to ad-

minister religious aid to the prisoners. " On Satur-

day, the 10th inst., in pursuance of the notice, about

five hundred citizens of Bourbon, from which were
added some from Scott and Harrison counties, came
into Williamstown in solemn procession and most per-

fect order. They had chosen their sheriffs to act for

the occasion, and proceeded to the jail, and demanded

the prisoners, Maythe and Coucli. The sheriff of
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Grant refused to give them up, or the keys of the

prison : he ortered, however, no other resistance, and

the people at once broke open the doors. They tiien

took the prisoners, placed them in an open wagon,

their irons on them, took up the line of march wilh-

out tlie least noise or conlusion, (o the spot ol ground

where tlie murder was attempted, about tour miles dis-

tant. By this time the number assembled was be-

lieved to have been at least two thousand. Alter

arriving on the ground, Mr. O'Hara, a member of

the bar, addressed the people lor some time upon the

Sropriety of permitting the law to take its course.

[e was listened to with the utmost silence and respect,

but without apparently altering the determination of

a single person present. The preliminaries were then

adjusted, and the prisoners were asked if they had

any thing to say previous to the closing of their earthly

accounts. One of them, May the, addressi^d a lew
j

remarks to the people, admitted the commission of

the act for which they were to suffer, denying, how-
ever, that it was his wish to commit actual murder.

Religious service was then performed by a clergyman

present, and Maythe and Couch were hung in their

irons, upon a tree standing over the same spot where
their crime was committed. Rude coffins were con-

structed, and they were buiied. The crowd then dis-

persed in the same perfect order."

The New York times says that the steam frigate

built in New York, by private contract, for the Rus-

sian government, will cost less by 40 per cent, than if

it had been built at the United States navy yard. The
vessels of war built at our navy yards are overcharged

at least as much. The steam ship Mississippi, now
building, at the New York navy yard, has already cost

$700,000, and before finished will cost a million.

The Mobile Register says that the probable loss of

that city by the failure of S. V. S. Wilder is over

$300,000.
•' The Chattahoochee Railroad Bank of Georgia,

which has just failed, is said to have been one of the

most stupendous frauds ever exposed. The whole
country is represented as flooded with its issues,

amounting to millions. The nominal capital of the

Bank is three millions of dollars, although it is said

there have never been three millions of cents paid

in, nor had they ever ten thousand dollars in specie

in their vaults. The Chattahoochee Bank has been
a swindling concern from first to last, from alpha to

omega. Its very first step in obtaining a charter was
a fraud upon the Legislature, as it is well known such
a thing as building a road was never in serious con-
templation. Not a dollar was paid in by the stock-

holders, but upon the naked charter they went on to

issue bills without limit. Now it is said the Bank is

broke. How broke .' How could it break, if there

was the smallest particle of honesty in all its transac-

tions ? For nearly the whole of the time the Bank
has been in operation, specie payments have been
suspended. They have paid nothing out but bills.

How then, we repeat, could they break ? The closing
of this Bank, it is said, is the largest fraud ever com-
mitted in Georgia, as there are more of their bills out
than there has ever been of any other institution

which has heretofore failed. The Macon Bank fraud
was but a trifle to it. The distress it will produce is

incalculable. There is scarcely a man or woman in

that section,,who has any bills at all, but has the most
of them at this Bank. This, added to the pressure
of the times, will make the distress enormous."

—

Phil.
Ledger.

The bill to borrow $12,000,000 for the government
of the United States has passed both houses of con-
gress.

Hostilities have been commenced between the

Argentine and Monte-Videan republics. A battle

had taken place between their naval forces in the

La Plata, of Monte- Video, in which tlie latter had
been worsted. '

The Texian government was about to send a body
of 300 soldiers to invade Santa Fe, and withdraw that

])rovince from the Mexican power.

Friday, July .30, 1841.
Slcam navigalionon canals.—Lieut. Hunter's steam-

er Germ, made its appearance last week at Elizabeth
City, N. C, causing all the natives to stare and won-
dei. It passed through the Dismal Swamp Canal at

the rate of six miles an hour, "without pioducing as
much ripple as an ordinary canal boat," and thus re-

moving " all doubts of the practicability of navigatin"'

canals by steam, without injury to the banks." Last
evening the Germ arrived at our wharves, and at-

tracted considerable attention. She is about fifty feet

long and nine feet beam. Her wheels, one on each
side, work horizontally, and completely under the

water, with a projection on either side the depth of
the paddle, so that the whole machinery may be con-
sidered as entirely confined within the boat. She
will make a short trij) to-morrow, with several scienti-

fic gentlemen on board. She is now lying near the
Navy Yard, and has created considerable excitement
among the curious. She is to proceed to New York
in a lew days.

—

Phil. Gaz. July 26th.

There were recently some executions in Illinois,

under "Lynch law," by a band of self-constituted
" Regulators," which, in undisguised lawlessness,
scarcely fell short in enormity of the deliberate Lynch
murders in Kentucky, stated in last week's summary.
The following are striking but legitimate results of
such acts,and of the state of society which permits their

perpetration. "The Rockford (Illinois) Star had the
independence to maintain the supremacy of the laws
by condemning the recent proceedings" by the mob,
in the execution of the Driskclls. The citizens,
thereupon, pretending to regard it as an appeal to
the horse thieves to rally and retaliate, assaulted the
printing office, broke the press, and scattered the type
through the streets. From the lawless spirit which
these citizens have shown, it is very evident that they
would lynch the jury that would convict any one of
their number of the murder, and probably hang the
judge that would sentence them. Such is the jusiice
of mob law, and the regard it shows for the rights
of individuals. Those who countenance it do more
wrong to society than would ensue from the crimes
which it is the pretended object of mob violence to
punish and check."

The rebel federalists of Mexico ^Te gaining ground,
and there is every prospect of their success over the
existing government.

Another case for Mr. Justice Wiley.—" An express
arrived in town this morning, from Jacksonville, Illi

nois, bringing a handbill, announcing the robbery of
the branch of the State Bank of Illinois, of about
$^90,000 dollars. We copy it.

'FIVE THOUSAND DOLLARS REWARD.
The Branch of the State Bank of Illinois at Jack-

sonville, was robbed last night, Sunday, the 11th inst.

The doors were entered by false keys. The following
is the probable amount taken by the robber, to wif:
.'ii7S,000 of paper ; about .f47,000 of the above was in
Parent Bank paper, the balance mostly in notes of the
Branches, and Bank of Illinois. About $8,000 in gold,
and 3 or $4,000 in silver. The above reward will be
paid for the recovery of the money and the detection
of the robber. J. P. WILKINSON, President.

Jacksonville, July 11, 1841.'

"We learn in addition to what is stated, that the books,
papers, and evidences of debt, were cut up, mutilated
and destroyed by the robbers—for there must have
been several persons engaged in it; and that part of
the banking house was occupied as a residence, by the
teller."—61 Louis N'ew Era.
The facts of this robbery (like most other of such

successful and clean jobs) show conclusively that
officers of the bank committed or directc<l the robbery.
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Interlopers in the businnss, or other rogues than bank
officers, generally make biiiiglirg work of such opera-

tions.

Mr. Clay's bill to establish a national bank has

passed its third reading, in the Senate, by a vote of

2.5 to 24. This is equivalent to a passage by that body.

An amendment, ottered by Mr. Clay, which secured

the passage of the bill, provides that the directors may
establish branches, villi the assent of the states in

which the branches are to be established; but that if

the legislature of a state does not " luiconditionally as-

sent or dissent," at is first session, its assent shall be

thence presumed ; and further, ttiat wtien congress

may find it neces.-ary and so direct, branches shall be

established in any state, although it had dissented.

In Monticello, Ga., it has been resolved by a public

meeting not to receive any bank notes, after Septem-
ber 1, except at their depreciated value, or market
price in specie. This course, together with other pre-

vious and extensive operations in the south and \vest,

will help greatly to bring dishonest banks lo justice,

and to show them (however contrary to all previous ex-

perience) that " honesty will be the best policy" for

banks as well as for individuals. Large note-holders are

having their bank notes protested for non-payment,
when they thereafter carry 12 per ct. interest in North
Carolina, Louisiana, and some other southern states.

Such creditors have in other cases attached the funds

of non-paying bariksin other banks, or wherever found.

The Charleston Mercury says that these latter reme-
dies are so working that every bank in the south-west
must resume payment or stop all operations.

The banks of Virginia, by law, are to resume spe-

cie payments next January. But their authorities

seem to have no thought of doing so, and have been
imakinT no more recent preparation for resumption,

than previously, since the beginning of the suspension

in 1837. They must count confidently that their pre-

sent exemption by law from the obligations of faith and
honesty is again to be renewed,; and will be renewed,
session after session. Banks that have not prepared
to pay specie in 5 years, never will prepare. There
will be otf'ered the same and as strong reasons to the

next legislature, to extend indulgence to their continu-

ed bad faith, {for the benefit of the people, of course,)

as at every previous session ; and there ever will be

the same and as strong reasons. The plain inference,

from the whole procedure, and course of false assertion

and argument, is, that the banks and the thorough pa-

per money men go for the suspension of specie pay-
ments as a. permajient and general policy. The pro-

mises made and expectations given to the public for

resumption of payments are intended merely to de-

ceive and to ke. p quiet the long suffering and grossly

cheated people. A new proof of this intended policy

will be sien next winter, when another year of indul-

gence and impunity to the non-paying and swindling

system will be certainly proposed, (and as certainly

carried, if the people sliall still permit the banks to le-

gislate,) and upon precisely the same grounds that have
served for that purpose at every session since May
1837.
" There has been some excitement in Mobile in con-

sequence of recent bank frauds in that state. The
mai-practices of the State B^mk and branches, which
we have before noticed, have been a principal cause.

The amount of the frauds is very large. The suspen-

ded anH doubtful debt of the branch in Mobile will

reach upwards of six millions of dollars."

—

Money Ar-
ticle of N. ¥ Herald.

July 30.—The bank bill has passed the senate, by a

vote of 26 to 23. Both the senators of Virginia voted

against the passage.
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(Continupil fioin last number.)

But F must pass on, or I s'lall puhjoct myself

to the same chnrjie wliinh I am condemnini.' in

o'hers. As, liowevpr, I receive no pay lor m}'

speech fi-om the state, nor from any other quar-

ter, I hope vou will hear with me ; and I pro-

mise to make no more ppeeche?, eiilier long or

short, unle.'s^you call me to it.

Biif, gentlemen, an enclosure of some kind we
mn.ot have : and that which is most convenient.

re(|uirinir the least cost, and is found at the same
lime to answer the purpose, is upon the whole

the beet in any particular case. If. h iwever,

stone were abundant and convenient to me, I

think I should feel no hesitation in availmsf mv-
peir of that maferiril to construct my fences with.

It might cost a little more at first, hut then the

jrreaf durability and strength of the structure

would more than compensate (i^r the oriirinal

outlay. But in the absence of stone, the post

and board, or post and rail, will make an excel-

lent fence. These placed on tiie bank of a ditch,

and kept in good repair, will present a verv for-

midable barrier to the depredations of mischievous
animals.

I have had some experience w'th what is ge-

nerally called the live fence. About thirteen

years ago, I enclosed the whole of the farm
which I then owned, with 'he cock-spur haw-
thorn. Since that ( have added considerably to

mv firm and somewhat to my thorii fence. It

now forms a line perhaps two miles long. The
only trouble it gives me is to prune it everv fall

:

and with a single board at the bottom, I find it

answers the purpose remarkably well.

There is yet one other fence, of which I wish
to say a word or two ; that is the old fashioned

worm fence. To this. I think, there are many
solid objections. In the first place, it is a slo-

venly affair, and therefore offensive to the sight.

And then it occupies more space, and requires

more material in its construction, than any other

fence. In addition to all this, it is certainly the

weakest of all the barriers that we put around
our farms. A stronc bull or a mischievous ox
will demolish it in less time than I have spent
in talking about it—and every time the wind
blows hard the prudent man will go out, and it is

ten to one if he does not find it prostrate in many
places. I once knew a man remarkable for his

energy. No difficulty nor obstacle seemed to

present a barrier in his way. He went straifrhi

forward, and generally succeeded in accomplish-
ing his purposes. In conversation with him,
(and I like such persons,) and in calling his at-

tention to this trait in his character, he remarked
til at he had adopted these remarkable words for

his motto—Aut inveniam aut faciam." (It is

his Latin, gentlemen, not mrne.) Now see one
Vol. IX.—40

of our iong-enouled, lank-sided rooters approach
such a fence—he gives a grunt, and there is

something fbrehodiiig evil in that grunt—the
meaning is, in hog Latin—aut inveniam aut fa-

ciam— and with that, introduces his lean carcas.g

to the rich stores of the corn field : and now
commences the chase with clubs, and stones,

and dogs, until the rooter is fairly dislodged. Nor is

this all— (or now commences a much worse
thing— quarrels among neighbors. This must
suffice as to enclosures, lor as to that other mi-
serable substitute called a ivatling ; especially

when cedars are not plenty, I consider it loo con-
temptible to say a word about it.

As to the buildings, especially the itimily

dwelling, I think it necessary to say but very
lilile. All will agree that it ought to be con-
structed with a special reference to convenience
and comfort ; and in the, material us(;d and style

of finish, every man will, of course, consult his

own taste and circumstntices. I must, liowever,

remind you, that this i.'? the great sanctum of our
wives and daughters; lor it is here, together with
the kitchen, and dairy, and poultry house, and
garden, that we expect them to discharife the

important duties of their station. I need not

remind my lair country-women that if they fail

in their appropriate sphere— if, on the contrary,

they lend not a constant, a steady, and faithful

hand, in their proper station, there is wantin<i a
link, an important link in ilie great chain of good
management. But there are other buildings ne-

cessary on a farm, without which the system of
management cannot be called a good one. These
ire the barn, or some subsiiluie for it, together

with shelters for our stock, which our long and
inclement winters have of late rendered so ne-
cessary. In this respect, in this section of conn-
try, I lijar, I know, thai our farms are wretchedly
deficient. I do not ask you if you have a stable

lor your horse or mule ; I presume there is no
fiirni destitute of this indispensable appendage.
But how did your cow and your hog fare during
the laie inclement season? Did they enjoy a
comfortable shelter whilst the storm was raging
around them ?

This subject, gentlemen, I cannot press too

earnestly upon your attention. In this way, we
gratify the feelings of our humanity ; for who
can rest comfjrtaoly in his bed on a cold night,

when amidst the peltinas of the pitiless storm,

he hears rising above it the lowings of his cattle

and the lamentations of his swine. Besides, by
attending to this thing, he does but consult his

own interest; for it is an admitted fact, that the

well sheltered beast requires less food, and in

addition to this, his manure is greater in quan-
tity and belter in quality. I conclude what I

have to say on this subject with a single remark.
Let your negro-houses be warm and comforiahle.

But I liasten to that which I consider still

more important iu a well managed farm. Such
an establishment will regularly produce large

crops, and so (ar from being exhausted, will be

maintained in a ?inle to produce still lar.ger. /
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will be kept in a state ofcontinual improvement
and herein consists, as 1 think, the whole art of

good farming. AnJ now, the all important ques-

tion presents jtseK^—how is this very desirable

elate of things to be eH'ected 7 I am lully aware,

that I am now approaching one of the most
complicated and diffii'olt questions in agricul-

ture ; and I acknowledge that 1 touch it with

great diffidence. If there be any point con-

nected with my vocation, on which I have read,

and thought, and studied and soukIh inlorma-

lion, with more inlentness-, than any other, it is

this vexed point. All will agree, that to the

continual improvement of our land?;, large addi-

tions of manure of some kinds are indispensably

necessary. But the difficulty is—what kinds

are mopi available— calcareous, or that large

class which are generally called putrci^cent ma-
nures ? And then what i,s the most suitable

lime lor their application, in winter, when the

ground is naked, or to the growing cro[)s ?

And hoiv are they to be applied, as a top-dressinof

or immediately to be covered with the plough 7

Alter worryin<r and vexing myself witfi these

and many other points connected with manuring,
I have concluded to di(=pope of the whole atl'air

in the following summary way— take such ma-
nures as you can get, and apply them at such
time and in such manner as you may find most
convenient, and I have never seen any lands but

would be benefited by the process. If, however,
I were 10 recommend one mode above another,

it would be, to lop-dress the grass lands, and the

next year or the year Ibllowing, to submit the

same fields to a corn crop. Good farnting then
mainly resolves itself into this one thing— to

possess yourself every year, of a large amount
of valuable manure; and if this be all, I Jiave

no doubt that everyone now present /ec/s that

he can be a good farmer. Among the many
anecdotes which are told of the celebrated John
Randolph, of Roanoke, I have heard this as

one—that whilst a member of the United Siaies

Senate and actually delivering one of his eccen-
tric speeches, he suddenly paused, and fixin<j his

burning eye upon the presiding officer of that

body, he exclaimed— "JVlr. President, I have
discovered the philosopher's stone— it consists

in four short words

—

pay as you go.'''' I think I

have made the same discovery. It consists in

making, every year, a larn;e pile of manure, in

distributing it in the proper season over our
fields, and then, in a course of neat, careful, and
diligent culture. It follows, therefore, that the
philosopher's stone is no longer a fiction, existing
only in the brains of deluded alchymists. John
Randolph discovered it in the Senate of the
United Stales ; and from traces I have seen I

verily believe that if lies concealed somewhere
close by my farm pen, my stables, and my hog
aties. And the beauty of the thing is, that it is

not confined to any particular locality. If you
look for it, I doubt not, you will find it in the im-
mediate vicinity of your farm pen also. Yes!
the farmer, the judicious farmer has at last disco-
vered the long sought-for, the renowned philoso-
pher's stone, the macic touch of which changes
every thing into gold !

The great mischief, amonn; us farmers, is that
we are in too great a hurry to get ricii. We
seem to forget, (hat the golden age has passed

by, and that we are living under the hard influ-

ence of the iron age. We greatly mistake too,

as I think, as to that in which our true riches con-
sist. One man considers himself rich, because
he has a large sum of money to lend out at a
usurious interest, ami thus takes advantage of
the distresses of the limes. Another is accounted
rich, because he owns a large amount of stocks

in some moneyed institutions. But the farmer's
wealth consists, not in his stocks, not in his

houses, but in his rich lands. I recollect that

when I began farming, an old friend and acquaint-
ance, JVlr. John Carter, gave me a piece of very
valuable advice—"make your lands rich," said

he, " and in proportion as they become rich,, you
will be rich." The old man spoke the truth.

The Bible tells us that man was made out of the
dust of the earth. 'I'his is true of all ; but the
farmer is identified, in a peculiar manner, with the
ground ihai he cultivates. Wi en that is poor,

he IS poor, and when il)at is rich, he is rich too.

I have also known many lidrmers to be serious-

'

ly injured, and some of them ruined, by indulging
in a spirit of speculation. Tliey contrive to get
hold of a lew liundred dollars, (honeelly 1 hope,}
and instead of first i)ayiiig their debts, and then
laying out the balance in manures and other
tilings by whicli they might improve their farms,
they go away and lay it out in bank stock, or gold
mine stock, or in some other humbug foolery of
the same kind. Presently slock fluctuates and
the gold mine prospects are blown sky liigh, and
the poor man's capital vanishes into smoke.

I hope it will not be ascribed to vanity m me,
but I cannot relrain li-om detailing an incident

which actually occurred in my own case a I'cw

years since. During the rage lor gold mine
speculations I was visited by a substantial and
highly valued friend of a neiifjiboring county.
He came to me in my corn field. At that lime
the plants were about a loot high, and I was
busily engaged with my hoe in helping up the
hindmost hand with his row. He looked at me
with a det/ree of surprise, and I doubt not felt a
real compassion for me. At lengih said he, alter

the usual salutation, why toil tiere in this dull,

slow way? And taking from his pocket some
beautiful specimens of virgin gold, he exhibited
them in all the conscious pride of superior intel-

lect. This treasure, continued he, is found in a
mine which I am now working to very great
profit, and I advise you to abandon this dull pur-

suit and embark in the same enterprise. The
dazzling spectacle had, I confess, its eftect upon
me ; and to cover my mortification I replied, I

too am digging for gold, but wiih this difference

—

you goto the depth of many leet, I to the depth
of a lew inches—and ihe event has proved, gen-
tlemen, that more gold is to be obtained near the
surliace than far below it.

And here, perhaps, I ought to close my ad-
dress, but there are still a tt;w circumstances
connected with the character of the good ma-
nager, to which I think it important to call your
attention. And first, our fiarmer is a man of
strict economy in the proper acceptation of that

term : not that he is stingy or niggardly in his

disposition, but he so contrives to manage hia

afl'airs, that every thing has a plenty and nothing
is wasted. The best story I ever read was writ-

ten by Miss Edgeworth, and is enlited " Waste
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uoi, want not." It is essential then to good

inauitijeniem to Witsie nothing, not even a crust

v)!' hiead, lor lliedoix will eat it, or il'lid ha|)|)en

ti) lie a i)an)|)erod lavorile, tlie hog will eal it.

And iiere 1 can at last reverse my text, and

say ill confidence, do as 1 do. IT there be any
thing which I do most cordially abominate, it

)s that of wanton waste. I can say in truth,

thai I waste noihing, not even a weed, lor when
jilaced in my great, manure woitishop, my liogs

and cattle very suun manulacture it into a va-

lual»le article. Above all, our good manager ii^

a great ocunomisi in his use ol tune. lie bi--

lieves, with Dr. ^'rankliu, that '• time is muney,"
and in his estunation it is a coin of inestimable

value. It IS, therelbre, his liabii to rise early,

and to get a goud start at his business in the

inorniiig, lor this he finds will make his work
iight during the wliule day. Not even a rainy

day is lost t)y him ; lor now he shells corn and

beats homnuny, and thrashes out his jieas, and

makes brooms and lootmats, lor which the yood

vvil'e will thank liim ; and puts a uew handle to

his hoe and axe ; and mends and oils his old

liarness, by which they will last twice as long;

and does a great many other jobs, which good

management will readily diciale. Jt is, there-

lore, needless to remark, that you never see ihis

man luiiering abcnjt the court house, or the mus-
ter Held, ur uiber places of public resort, unless

he has business tlure. On the contrary, it i^

his habit to stay ai home and du his duty there,

unless business cedls him away. Bui whilst I

record my testimony against all waste, I would
by no means recommend the contrary extreme.

Some people here, in endeavoring to avoid Scyl-

ja, lall on Cliarybdis, ami are etjually cerlam oC

being engull'ed. Whilst, iherelore, they stu-

diously avoid all waste, they practise the siintiug

or even starving sysiem at home. This^ ol' all

aconomy, I (;un^lll^T the worst. The laci is, that

mi man ought to keep ail animal unless he can
l<eep it well. It' Ibod is too scarce to leed ilie

iiog, the proper remedy is to send him to the

butcher, and when you can no longer leed your
horse or cow, dwn't turn them out upon the com-
mon to starve, liul send them to market.

Some time ago, in visiting a li'iend and neigh-

bor, whom I highly esteem, my attention was
called to his hogs. They looked well, (lor my
Iriend is a good manager,) but i thouglit ihey

would look siill belter, if th«y had a hllle more
corn, and ventured to suggesi this to him. Corn
is scarce, was his ready reply. That may be,

said I, but if you proceed on this plan, meal
will be still scarcer. Besides, continued I, the

hog when he eais, don't eat lor himself, he eats

lov you—he don't waste your corn—be just turns

it into meat, and this you know, is a very useful

article in your Camily. The idea seemed lo strike

him as a new one, and whether it is owing to

this little incident or to some other cause, the

fact is, that my friend's slock of hogs has since

that been celebrated as the finest in all the

neighborhood. A little anecdote occurs here,

which I beg leave to relate. Cufl'ee came in on
a very cold day almost frozen, and that he mitiht

enjoy the full comlbrt of the fire, placed himself
very near to it. His iriend, Sambo, presently

observed his loot smoking. Cutiee, said he, your
ibct is burning ! Taint my foot, you tool you—

j
he massa foot. From ihia, some of you may

I

think Cutfee a fool—but he was very far (i-om

it. He went on the same principle that other
pliilosophers do, that ihe it"Ao/e includes its yx/r^s,

and ihat, therefore, as he was liis master's properly
! so was h\s foot. When, theielbre, I see my ho*'

eat, I find no fault with him—he eats for me.
Again—our good manager is a man of reot/-

iiig. And here permit me to remark, tliat we,
of the present day, ought lo be far better liirmers

tlian our irrandliii hers were, "^riiey had no Uuflin

of the Farmers' Register, nor Skinner of ihe
American Farmer, nor Buel of the Cultivator,

nor J}oilsol the Southern Planter, to tell them
of the immense im[)rovemeiils in the farming
world. The floods of' liglit, wliicli we now en-

joy wer« all darkness lo ihem. I would mn be
without my agricultural [)eriodicals lor ten limes
their cost. I scarcely ever receive a number,
but ( consider it worth more than the price of
the whole series. Go then and subscribe for at

least one of these works. Take one, and my
word for it, in less than six months you will feel

that you must have another. The gl-eat bene-
fits arising from tlie one, will enable you to pay
lor the whole.

Further, our good manager is a man of ob-

yercation. His duties and [lis (ileasure call him
lie(|uenily lo his fields, and whilst there, he keeps
both eyes wide open, watching the results of the

various processes ni which he is engaued ; and
there is no variety in manuring, or dtfi'erence in

the mode of culture, liut he marks it, and is

itNuly to profit, liy an}' t^uperiority which one
plan has over another. And, lastly, his reading
and observation combined, make him a man of
llitiiking. You see, then, the compound which
I have endeavored to present—economy, indiis-

iiy, reading, observation, reflection ; and when
you see all these concentrated in the same indi-

vidual, you may set that man down as a gocd
manager.
Von now have, gentlemen, a sketch, and, I

confess, a very imperlect one, of what I conceive
to be a well managed, a well cultivated farm.

But defective as it is, suppose its counterpart
could be found in any one case ? Suppose that

this scene covered ihe limits of our whole socie-

ty? Suppose that all our farms were lastefufly

and judiciously divided into their several fields,

and that every field was so enriched and so cul-

tivated as to produce ail abundant crop? Sup-
pose that all our enclosures were neat, and
slraiiiht, and substantial'? Suppose that all the
buildings, as well for the servant as for the mas-
ter, together with the shelters for the brutes, were
so constructed and kept in such order as to make
all comfortable? Su|)pose that neatness, and
industry, and economy, and good order pervaded
our whole limits, and that in all these respects,

there was a manili^-st improvement from year to

year 1 What might we not sav in regard to it 1

Might we not exclaim, with the Bible," Happy is

that people that is in such a cat^e?" But sup-

pose we allow our fancy to take a more extensive

flight, and instead of confining this goodly pros-

pect to a single county, you allow it to cover the

whole of our beloved mother slate; how beauti-

ful the eight? how lovely the picture 7

And may not all this be realized 1 I answer
with confidence that it may— and I hereby pledga
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myself, that, if God please to spare my life, I

will use my best entleavors, year after vear, to

brintT my farm to this staie of things. Brethren

of the Asrieulturai and Horticultural Society of

Henrico County, will not you pledire me to the

same? Then the work is in a j^reat measure

done. If each individual will act, tlie whole

mass must necessarily be moved.

I close with one more remark. Citizens of

Richmond, who are no tarmers, hut who are

deeply interested in the events of this day. You
see the objects of this society— it is to make our

country smile with beauiy.— it is to make it leem

with pleniy and atynndnnce -it is lo elevate the

characier of our lartDi^rs, and to make them, in

all instances, intelligent and useful members of

society. Will you not come Ibrvvard and aid us

in this tjood work 7

HOW DOES CLIMATE AFFECT THE STAPLE
OF WOOL?

From tlic Farmers' Montlily Visitor.

Hopkinton, N. B., jlug. ls<, 1840.

Hon, Isaac Hill.— iu the Visitor of yesterday,

now before me, 1 find a very interesting account of

Col. Jaques, his larm, and his stock—but more
especially intereating is the account of the ma-
nagement of his slock, and his theory for its im-
provement. I wiU touch only u|)on his theory

respecting his flock of South Downs. Ho, states,

that " to give them the finer and unilorm quality

of wool down to the ietlock, and an ini-,reased

quantity over llie whole body, he had so disposed

pf their breeding that they should present their

lambs in the fall, instead of the spring." He
Ibunds the improvement of the wool of his sheep
on the principle, " that the economy and provi-

dence of nature are such, that animals clothed in

wool or flir will increase or diminish the quaniiiy

of eiiher, according to the climate, which requires

more or less wool or fiir to warm the body."

It is on this san)e principle of the ' economy
and providence of nature," that I found the im-
provement of the wool of my sheep ; but my man-
ner ol doing it is the reverse of that ol Col. Jaques.
If my views are right, ihey may be of some ser-

vice to wool growers, who would be likely to

/oilow a principle laid down and reduced to jirac-

tice by a person of so much influence as Col.

Jaques. iVly reasons for adopting a different

manner of improvement, may be seen in the fol-

lowing account.

In the fall of 1821, I bought a small number of
full-blooded JVlerino sheep, for the purpose of in-

creasing my flock and raising fine wool. For a

number of years I allowed the buck to go with
the flock the year round, in order that my lambs
should come in the winter, supposing birth at that

season would have a natural influence in produ-

cing a more'ubundant quantity, and a mucli finer

quality of wool. In breeding in this way, with

the nicest care as to male parentage, I found all

my young sheep bore wool of an inferior quality

lo my original stock. I had nearly made up n>y

mind that our country was not suited to the growth
of fine wool, and that in the course of time the

oflTspring of fine Spanish sheep would become as-

similated \o, and loiL in, our native breed. From

conversation and reflection on the snf.jpct, I con-

cluded to chanire my course, and let the month
of May be the yeaning month, and a few years

only were needed to produce a change for the

belter, as apparent as day from night. All agree

that a cold climaie is calculated to produce a finer,

softer and more abundant covering for the animal

creation, than a hoi one; and for that reason a

lamb that is dmpped in May, or th^ lore part of

June, will produce more and better wool ilifm one
which comes in the Dill or winter. By allovving

the male fogo to the female in Decentber, we have
the whole of the winter lor the formation of the

animal, and with all the other parts, evt-ry fibre

of the wool is formed, and the lamb is fitted lor a

cold climate wiih a fleece of ihe finest and warm-
est kind. After the perfect formation and pro-

duction of the animal, the heat of our summer
produces no change in the quality of the wool, or

if any, it is so slight as to be wholly nnperceived.

Sheep that are at all times kept in a perfectly

healthy condition, continue to produce wool equal-

ly fine, soft and beautiflil, year alter year, till vi-

sited by old age, and then, like the hair of an
aged person, it becomes in some degree more
harsh and rigid. By providing lor the birth of

lambs in the fall, gestation is going on during the

heat of Slimmer, and nature, true to her work,

prepares the lamb with a hairy, coarse covering

suited to a warm climate. Stephen Sibley.

THE CURCULIO.

From the New Genesee Farmer.

We are but partially acquainted vviih the

curculio. Its manner of providing for its young
by depositinu the nit in our stone fruit, may be

familiar lo most of our readers,— to^jeiher with

several other particulars: but its Ibod after it has

passed into ihe perlect state, its place of abode
during the autumn and win'er, and the age it

may attain, are things which appear to be very

imperfectly known.
It the life of this insect extends to several years,

the chief advantage to be derived from having

hogs and geese under the trees, must be to prevent

its increase. A few of the old ones, indeed, may
be trampled to death ; but in a large fruit garden,

it is likely that most of the young ones will escape
;

and il to these we add such as immigrate from

other places, there will be an increasing array of

them in the trees, beyond the reach of the hogs,

geese, and poultry.

That such has been the case in our fruit garden,

we are much inclined to believe. Six years ago,

the hogs were not permitted to run there: and
without doubt many hundreds of young curculios

were added to those already in possession. We
have lately undertaken to lessen their number by

catching them on sheets ; and we now have
about 1700 on the list.

From their difference in size, we infer a differ-

ence in age. Further proof, indeed, is wanted
;

but some of them are not less than four or five

times as large as others. It they live through a

period of years, they must continue lo provide for

their offspring in some kind of stone Iruit. If we
exclude them from the plum tree, the apricot, and
ncctaiiae, they will attack the peach and the
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cherry. The huicr imleetl suHers annually lo

some extent; and ii lew \ears ago, owinjr lo a

scarcity of oilier Iruif, our peaches were almost

entirely destroyed hy ilieni.

Thetse coni-iderations have induced us this eea-

eoii lo pay more attention to them than in years

past ; and we have been surprised to find them so

numerous. In a late article on this subject, we
proposed to jar the trees helbre tiie tin iroughs

were put up ; but one, or even a dozen jarrinirs

are not sullicient to get them all down. The
iroiighs, therefore, shoukl he fixed and filled, very

early in the season, before the insects ascend the

trees, or the labor may be vain. We offer some
proof of this remarU : For nine mornings in suc-

cession, some of our trjt;es had been repeatedly

struck with an axe, 60 as to produce violent con-

cussions, each lime obtaining a goodly number ol

curculios ; and yet on the tenth morning, Irom the

same trees, we caught more than double tlie

number that we had at any other time, owing to

the cold which benumbed them, and rendered

ihem less able to hold on. From the same trees

we have since obtained many more.
Some persons have doubted the efficiency of

water troughs ; but from what we have seen of

Ihem, our confidence lias not been diminished in

the least. We have frequently caught curculios

on the rim, as if wailing lor a passage ; and have
sometimes found them in the water perlecily help-

less. Now to prevent ihera Irom climbing u[), is

all that we can reasonably expect from a water
trough. It cannot bring them down.
For lari^e trees, (he expense of these fixtures

will be greater than on small trees, the amount ol'

materials to mal<e them being greater. If a

sufficient space be left between the trough and
the tree, however, it may remain several years
without being taken down— a hole being made in

the bottom as soon as the curculio season is over,

to let oH the water which might collect there,

from rain or Irom melting snow. A small chisel,

culling ihrough ihe tin into a block of wood held
firmly under, would make a sufficient aperture,
which might be closed the next spring, and
secured by a drop o( solder. Three or more
wedges pushed up between the trough and the tree

fisstened by small nails, support the trough : and
rags or tow stop up the remaining vacancy. We
cap the whole with a coat of mortar to prevent
the insects Irom working their way through the
crevices.

Hogs sometimes neglect to eat the fallen fruit

when it is very green ; but shorter commons will

generally bring Ihem to their duty. If the fruit

hes long under the tree, the worm escapes into the
ground.

SHELL, MARL UNDER PEAT, IN VERMONT.

To the Editor of tlie Farmers' Register.

Woodstock, Vermont, 3'Jarch 6, 1841.
* * * Our marl I think is very ditlerent Irom

that with which your experiments were made,
containing probably a greater per cent, of lime.

It lies in the bottom of a " lime pond" of about
fifteen acres in extent, and varies in depth from
two to twelve leet and upwards, and is covered
with a layer of peat from two to seven feet in

thickness, with the exception of a pond covering

about three acres, which is supplied in part with
water by P()riiigs in the bottom, and partly by
small streams in the: edge of the meadow, which
can beconducied off by ditches.

A great portion of the m^iss is reduced lo an
impalpable powder, cuntaining ii[)()arenily much
animal mailer ; and when wet has a very olea-

ginous leeling. The lew shells, whose Ibrms are
discernible, are very small, and completely friable ;

!hey are very free from any admixture of eanh
or other lorei</n substance, and are of a very
while color. The deposite consists principally of

snail shells, iniei mixed with a few bivalvular

shells, rarely as large as a kidney bean.

It has noi been used lor agricultural purposes,

but has been burned lor lime, which was of a very
superior quality. Charles JVIarsh, Jr.

SHEEP POISONED BY THE COMMON RED
CHERRY.

From tlic New Genesee Farmer.

Messrs. Editors—Some six or eight years
since, while carrying on farming at Rock Stream,
one of my orchards, in which was a variety of

Iruit trees, including a number of the common red
sour cherry, became covered with a luxuriant
growth of grass, to destroy which, I turned in,

about the first of September, filiy or sixty Merino
sheep. The animals seemed umjsually lond ol

eating the young cherry sprouts which had sprung
up very thick under and about the cherry trees.

In less than an hour a larire proportion of them
were discovered to be diseased, and tliey were
immediately turned out. They staggered continu-
ally, piiching Ibrward upon their heads, and olien
turning eniirely over upon their backs. In the
course of two or three hours several of them had
died

; the remainder gradually recovered.
Post mortem examinations proved that their

stomachs were compactly filled wiih the leaves of
the cherry sprouts, containing, I presume, prussic
acid sufficient to destroy animal lile.

E. Barnes.
Note—A neighbor of mine lost a cow Irom her

eating the leaves of a cherry tree, which had
been blown down by a wind storm. E. B.

Geneva, May 29, 1841.

mistakes OF THE names AND CHARACTERS
OP GRASSES.

To the Editor of the Farmers' Register.

West- Chester, Pa., July 5, 1841.
I have to acknowledge the leceipt of some ad-

ditional numbers of the Farmers' Register, lor

which you will please accept my thanks. I am
much pleased to observe the spirit of inquiry
which you have roused among the farmers and
planters, in reference to the various grasses in
which they are interested, and particularly the de-
sire manilested to ascertain more accurately the
identity of the several species of which they treat
in their communications. This is certainly the
first step towards a useful discussion, and the only
way to arrive at satisfactory conclusions. It is

worse than labor lost, and leads to endless confu-
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sion, 10 be arijuing ihe merits or liemerits ofplanis

undar popular local names, wiilioul knowing whe-
ther we mean the same thing, and when, in lact,

the parties, (as is ollen the case,) are treating of'

entirely distinct species. I am led to these re-

marks, which have been substantially made on a

Ibrmer occasion, and cannot be too ol'ien repeated,

by observing, in your May number, page 295, a

misapprehension which originated in the very evil

alluded to—namely, theuseol'local popular names.
In my communicaiioii to the ' American Farmer,'

of the 8th February, republished in your February
number, page 114, I mentioned thai our blue grass

{poa compressa, L.) is olien called " wirt grass^''

in this district; and I supposed it might be known
by the same name in Virginia. You, however,

corrected that error, and showed that the "wire
grass," of Virginia, is the triticum repens, L., or

"couch grass," of the English. This "couch
grass" is not much known in Pennsylvania; and

hence I was hd into the mistaken supposition that

it might be rare, also, in Virginia ; and that the

name of " wire grass" might be applied, there, to

the poa compressa, as it often is here. A corre-

spondent, in your May number, who signs "J. D."
seems to ihink that I relerred to your " wire

grass," (triticum repens, £,.,) and that I sup-

posed it to be the same as our " wire grass" {poa
compressa, Z<.) Now, I was only misled by the

local, common name J and it is that error which 1

wish to correct. 1 am well acquainted wiih both

grasses ; and never dreamt, lor a moment, of con-

lounding our Pennsylvania blue grass (poa com-

pressa, L.) with the triticvm repens, or "couch-
grass," which, it now appears, is the " wire grass"

of Virginia. They are entirely distinct plants :

and I hope that, hereafter, there will be no dan-

ger of any fun her conliision between them,

among the readers of your highly respectable

journal. This little explanation is another evi-

dence of the importance of calling things by

their right names, and of understanding exactly

what it IS we are talking about, in our discussions.

While on this subject, I may as well add, that

the \a.\\id\\\& poa pratensis, L., or smooth meadow
grass, is sometimes conlbunded with another spe-

cies, nearly allied to it, called by the botanists

poa trivialis. Thus, in the Kentucky Farmer of

June 5, Mr. John Lewis, in an interesting descrip-

tion of the " Kentucky blue grass," says it is

" by some called poa praiensis, by others P. tri-

vialis.'^ These are distinct species ; though much
resembling each other. The P. pratensis is quite

smooth, however ; and the little skinny membrane,
at the top ol the sheaih, or base of the leal-blade,

called \he ligule, is short and obtuse; while the

stalk and sheaths of P. trivialis are sensibly

rough, and the ligule elongated, and tapering to an
acute point. These characters are constant ; and,

on comparison, will serve readily to distinguish

the two species. They often grow together

;

though the P. trivialis is more usually lound in

moist situations. They are both much esteemed
in Europe ; but, with us, I think the P. pratensis

decidedly the more valuable of the two. English
writers speak often of another poa, which they

call P. angustifolia ; but it is scarcely distinguish-

able from P. pratensis; and is in fact considered,

by the best botanists, as nothing more than a

variety of that species. So, likewise, in our own
country, we sometimes see the Poa viridis men-

tioned, which is only a luxuriant stale of the same
P. pratensis, and is often called " u'reen grass."

I trust you and your readers will excuse these
hasty remarks. They are merely oHered with a
view to aid in clearing up some little obscurities

which occur in the essays of our agricultural

writers. A little atleiilion to these matters, on
the part of essayists, will soon remove the diffi-

culties now existing, and render all plain and
intelligible. Wm. Daklingtoiv.

COTTON AND CORN. A DIALOG UK.

h'roiii llie Liverpool Mercury.

The following clever lines, by Mr. Thomas
Moore, are so peculiarly appropriate at this crisis,

that, although we believe they have already ap-
peared twice in the Mercury, we shall ofler no
apology for their repetition :

—
Said Cotton to Corn, t'other day,

As they met and exchanged a salute

—

(Squire Corn in his cabriolet.

Poor Cotton, hall lamish'd, on foot;)
" Great Squire, if" it isn't uncivil

To hint at starvation before yoii.

Look down on a hungry poor devil.

And give him some bread, I implore you !"

Quoth Corn, then, in answer to Cotton,
Perceiving he meant to make free,

" Low FELLOW, you've surely forgotten

The distance between you and me!
To expect that we, Peers o( high birih,

Should waste our illustrious acres,

For no other purpose on earth

Than lo fatten cursed calico makers !

"That bishops to bobbins should bend.

Should sloop from their benches' sublimity I

What ! spinners and weavers befriend,

Contemptible dealers in dimity?
No; vile manufacturer, ne'er harbor
A hope to be fed at our boards

;

Base offspring of Arkwright the barber.

What claim can you have upon lords'?

" No ; thanks to the taxes and debt.

And tlie triumph of paper o'er guineas,

Our race of Lord Jemmies as yet.

May defy your whole rabble of Jennies I"

So saying, whip, crack, and away,
Went Corn in his cab through ihe throng.

So madly, I heard ihem all say.

Squire Corn would be down before long.

asubstitute suggested fob green crops
for turning down.

From the Farmers' Cabinet.

Mr. /Editor—We hear much of sowing
crops for the purpose of ploughing them down
while green. Did it ever occur to the minds
of our farmers how many and what heavy
" green crops" may be cut from their rushy
bottoms, their ditches, their woods, ; but, above
all, Irom the margins of their rivers and creeks

;

and which, if buried in the bottom of their ILir-

rows, would ferment and become as valuable

manure as any that could be grown for the pur-
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pope at the expense of plou^liinff and sowing, and

which would enable iheni to mow these tor tlieir

cattle, and thus obtain iVorn tliein an addition to

their cattle keep, instead of rohbinir them ol so

many acres of fodder ? 'I'liere is npoti record

an account of an experiment on jTrowing po-

tatoes, when it was Ibund that a Rinyle cab-

bajre-leaf laid on every set of (he potatoes

while planting, produced as large a crop as

was taken from the rows dressed with stable

manure. Then what would he the result of

a thick covering of water-lilies, reeds, or the

rushes and weeds from our boggy bottoms 7

I am at present a slave in a dry-goods store

in Market street, but shall be free in the spring,

when I will ascertain if agricuHure will not pay

\'or capital expended, as well as trade. J. D.

Philadelphia, June 20, 1841.

ON TOP-DRESSING.

From tlie Farmors' Cabinet.

Mr. Editor,—When I first read the arti-

cle at page 84 of the present volume of the

Cabinet, on top dressing, I thouLfhi, indeed,

that it was all thtori, as my friend and neigh-

bor Parnell calls it, and was astonished that

any one could advocate a iJoctrine so foreign

to all our past experience, and in the very teeth of

every work on asrricullure, all of which inculcate

the absolute necessity of keeping our dunghills

covered with earth, to prevent the escape of the

gases, and the loss of about one-half the value ol

the manure ; and upon spreading, to turn it in

immediately, ((3r the same best of all reasons;

and, as I say, I did heartily despise the notion of

top-dressinii, much as your correspondent A. had

to say ir^ its behalf. This was in the autumn
of last year, and up to February of the pre-

sent spring, I had not changed one jot of my
opinion or lost an atom of my prejudice ; but,

turning again by chance to the article, as I

sat by the fire-side one cold and comfortless

evening, when I had leisure to examine and
reflect upon what he had advanced five

months before, a thought struck me, that I

could try lor myself the truth or error of the

scheme, and that I ought to do so, for the

benefit of those who had it not in their power
to make the experiment so easily as I could

;

and I therefore came to the resolution to give
the thing a fair trial and report upon it in the
Cabinet, which I am now prepared to do.

In the upper part of one of my fields I

have a gravelly bank with scarcely two inches
of mould upon it ; there the crop, of whatever
kind, had always been poor, even after the

most careful cultivation—the hungry subsoil

permitting whatever dressing was buried in

it, quickly to pass away : I therefore ploughed
it as deep as I was able, and immediately
sowed upon it a portion of oats ; 1 planted
Lima beans on another portion as also some
of the emur, mentioned in the late pages of
the Cabinet, and immediately covered the
surface with the sweepings of the streets, to

the thickness of an inch or an inch and a

half^ and "said nothing to nobody," as 1 was
fearful my neighbors would have enjoyed a

lauch at my expense, had they seen me ex-
pose a coat ol manure " to be dissipated by
the winds of heaven,'" &c. This was late in

the nionih of April, and on this, the 20ih day
of June, I find upon this hitherto worthless

portion of my land, crops that fiir surpass any
that I have ever grown on land of ten times

its value, and which have borne the late

drought without flinching in the least. On
turning up the dung, 1 find the earth under-

neath always moist— it seems to operate as a
sponge, to hold the evaporation which rises

from the subsoil, and to prevent its escape
;

and the weeds which were indigenous to the

soil, appear not to have vegetated, but are

kept in abeyance by the heavy crops with

which the ground is covered. 1 need not say
that I visit very often my experimental plot,

and am more and more convinced of the su-

perior value of top-dressing, on such soils at

least, and am free to confess that my mind is

now open to conviction. On the most care-

ful examination, I cannot perceive that the

coat of manure is at all lessened in bulk by
either the rains or exposure ; but 1 can per-

ceive that a shower, which carries the water
impregnated with the dung to the roots of
the plants, causes them to start away in a
most remarkable manner—indeed the imme-
diate eflect is surprising. I am, therefore, so
far as the present experiment has taught me,
convinced of the great advantage of top-dress-

ing: will others try it ? I am preparing to sow
tieet after rye, and shall cover the rows where
the seeds are sown, with well-rotted street manure
as a top-dressing, instead of burying, it in the
rows, as heretofore directed, and have no fear of
obtaining a good crop. John Kinson.

cows, UEFORE AND AFTER CALVING.

From the New England Farmer.

My father's practice until last autumn
was to feed his cows for a short lime before

calving higher than they had previously been
fed in order to have their bags well filled at

the time of calving, when it was his practice

also to give them warm water thickened with
meal. The consequence was, this extra feed-
ing caused the udder to fill too soon, and the
milk continuing to press in, produced inflam-
mation, and the cows were much troubled
with hard and swollen bags. Observing this

I last spring requested my father to try an
experiment on a cow that the year before
had given us much trouble, by reducing the
quality of her food, instead of increasing it,

and the result was, she calved before her bag
was full. At first she gave but little milk,
but in a short time her milk increased, and
the udder remained soft and pliant. We have
had no trouble on this score since, except
with a heifer which calved about the first of
July, when the grass was abundant ; and this

would probably have been prevented, had she
been ted at the barn for eight or ten days with
hay before calving, and she would then have
been saved much pain, and we much trouble.
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This subject has received put little conside-

ralion ; but who can tell what effect, one week
of pain and suffering:, arising Ironi an inflimed

udder, miiiht iiave upon the healih of the cow,

and the quantity and quality of the milk dur-

inij; her whole Hie alter ?

CARRIER PIGEONS.

From tlie Kariners' Cabinet.

On the 12th day of the 6th month, (June,)

1841, K. Bison, son of Evan Bison, of Gwyn-
.edd township, Montaomery county, Pennsyl-

vania, about 21 miles N. W. of Philadelphia,

sold a pair of common lame pigeons in the

Philadelphia market, lo a per.^on who was a

stranger to him ; six days alter, one of them

returned to its Ibrmer owner, and on the lol-

jowing morning, the other returned also ; and

they are now, the 20lh of 6ih month, (June,)

enjoying their old place ol residence, very

lovingly, 21 miles li-om the city. Durmijr

their absence, another pair took possession o!

-their coie, and the first employment they

.engaged in after iheir return, was to oust -ihe

interlopers, and repossess themselves of their

domicil ; which they effected much sooner,

and at less cost than a lawyer would accom-

plish a similar business ; and they are now
in the quiet, peaceable enjoyment of the

premises, without, as yet, any appearance ol

an appeal to a higher tribunal.

Should the purchaser sec this article, he

Azau repossess himself of his property, by a

call at the pigeon cote, above staled, without

paying !br this advertisement, or being at the

trouble or expense of an action of trover.

The Ibllowiug extract from a Ibreign pub-

lication is appended, to show that the earner,

or express piueon, performs feats far surpass-

ing the above; thouirh.it is very remarkable

that the common tame pigeon should find its

way lijr such a distance unaided by instruc-

tion.

Expresses.—"The modern system of pigeon

expresses possesses an extraordinary inieresi, as

well on account of its rapid means of communi-
cating the most important events as of the

curious and laborious mode by which it is eel

in operation. The birds, by lar the most

valuable for this purpose, are of the Antwerp
breed ; ah hough it is not uncommon to train

the English pigeons, called dragoons, to carry

expresses.

They are trained when very young, or, as

they are technically called, squeakers, to

fly between different towns and villages, com-

mencing first at a space of only a few hun-

dred yards, and so on, gradually increasing,

until they accomplish the required distance.

They are usually trained to fly to intermediate

stations, between Dover and London, at which

they are succeeded by other relays, but fly,

in many instances, the whole distance from

other places. The number lost in training

is immense. This trade is principally in the

hands of the Jews, and the emoluments arising

therefrom are very considerable.

There are a few instances in which capi-

talists and others having extensive moneyed
and mercantile operations throughout Europe,
nuiiniam an esialilishment nf iheir own,
arnong.-^t whom is the Baron Rothschild, who,
at Dover, rears and trams his own flight of

pigeons expresses, with connecting branches
throughout Germany, and others parts of the

contineiii.* The esiablishn^ent at Dover con-

sists of about 400 birds, with a keeper, whose
wages are 35 shillings a week.
The expense of feeding the birds is con-

siderable, as much as 25 shillings a week
being consumed at Dover, in beans alone,

whilst the entire collection is supposed to have
cost at least £2000 sterling. The express is

sometimes tied to the middle leather ol the tail,

by passmg a thread with a needle through the

siem. but more commonly attached to the leg im-

mediately above the spur. The rapidity ol these

imporiant expres>ps n)ay be esiimaied by the

lolliiwing intormation obtained from a trainer and
proprietor. His pigeons have arrived in London
with ihe news of the vvmrier ol the Ascot cup, in

fifteen minutes ;— from New Market, f in sixty

minuies ; and iVdm Chichesier.J bringing the win-

ner of the Goodwood cup, in one hour and fifteen

minutes.

At the Ascot races, last year, her Majesty hav-

ing expressed a wish to see one of these beauti-

liil birds, a carrier pigeon was flown, in her

Majesiy's presence, Irom the royal stand, and, to

the greai delight of the spectators, after indulging

in sundry gyraiiuns, daried onwards wilh its

winged intelligence to the metropolis." R.

June 30, 1841.

Por tlie Farmers' Register.

THE BOARD OF AGRICULTURE.

To the Gerdlemen lately appointed members of the

Virginia Board of jlgi {culture.

Without douhi you have read, (as I have,)

the law under which your appointment has been

made. But being utterly at a loss niyself to de-

termine what is best lo be done, I nmst ask per-

mission of our friend, Mr. Ruffin, who is " one of

us,"— thus, publicly to consult you on the subject,

and 'o solicit a brief expression of your opinions

through the Register.

The preamble of the law states very truly,

" That the agricultural community have various

interests, requiring thefostering care of the state,

which should be extended to them according to soine

system approved by observation, and regulated by

experience.'" And the sysiem which the bene-

ficent guardians of these interests have thought

proper to adopt is— to require of eight individuals

the discharge of more numerous, diversified, and

arduous duties than ten limes that number of ihe

oldest, most skilful and talanted planters and farm-

ers in Virginia could possibly execute, without a

It may not be unnecessary to state that the object

of these pigeon expresses, is to obtain the earliest

news of changes of the money market, in aid of

stock-jobbing operations.

—

Ed. F. R.

t New Market, 60 miles.

I Chichester, 65 miles.
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previous aizriciiltor,)! survey of our whole stale
|

heiiiir m iii<' hy some one or m^re oC their own
j

bo(l\\ All iliest' (iijlies too iin^ requireti l" he

performed lU tiieir own expensf', hs if the ho- 1

nor alone of beini; a inembcr of the Virginia]

linard of ./grirultiire were quite sufficient coiu-

1

l>eusMii('>n ! Now ilihere lie :iry pimil ir •' system
,

approved by observallon and remulated by experi-
j

f/icf." known to uny one ol' you, 1 will Irike it
j

cifi a ppecial favor, it" you will publish it ; tor I

fuyseli have never heard ofany (eat, of leij;ie!lation

alall like ttiis act.

Airain, admitiiuir ihni, the honor alone he all-

sii|]icient 111 P^iiisiy those who are niot^i ambitious

of sucii (lisiuiciion, I would respeciltjlly ask you

10 gay— if you decide upon accept ini!: this honor

—

how the third enactment is to he executed'? Ii

runs thus. '' Aiitl be it luriher enacted, that it

shall be the duty of the said board to hold one

session in eacli year, at such lime and place as

may be fixed ufjon by ihe board, with the conseui

ol the executive."

Hence ii seems that you are not at liberty even

to meet, nor to choose either the time nor place ol

nieetintr, without first askinir permission of the

j/ovefnorand his council, althoutrh any man ol

common sense would probably thuik that it would

puzzle not only the executive, hut the most sa-

pient of the framers of this extraordinary law to

point out how this execuiive consent is to be ob-

tained without a previous and unauthorized meet-

inir of the board— the said law havinix omiiied

to tix on uny time or phce for the first nieetincr.

Accortlini^ to my simple understandiiiir, this last

enacimcui completely nullifies the two which

precede it ; and unless it has isome menninor, en-

tirely (lifieient from any that I can discern, nmst

render this precious specimen of ^' the fostering

care of the state of llrginia over the " uarioHs

interests (flier agricultural community. ^^ a sul'jfct

ol universii and well-mcrued ridicule lhrou<_4ioiit

the United States.

But CHii tiothinir be done to remi^dy the errors,

—may I not say the absurdiiies and injustii'e ol

this law as it now stands? Mi'^lii not itie mem
hers of the board, if willing to act provided the

law can be amended, take upon themselves the

responsibility of holding a meeting, say in the

city of Richmond, for the purpose of memorializ-

ing the next legislature 1 If you approve of this

proposal, I will lake the liberty to name Octotier

next as the time, and on the first day of the next

show and fair of the Henrico Agricultural and flor-

licultural Society. Such members as could not

a'tend might forward, by some friend, letters ex-
pressive of their wishes in regard to the course
they desired to be pursued, and thus no time
would be lost in attempting to accomplish an ob-

ject alike demanded by the crying wants of Vir-
ginia husbandry and the united voice of all its

best friends. One of your own Body.
June 26th, 1841.

P. S. Should the time and place of meeting
not suit the majority, how shall one more conve-
nient be fixed upon"? Four or five years have
already been lost, since a bill to establish a Board
of Agriculture was first proposed in our legisla-

ture, and surely that inexcusable and shameful
withholding lor such a long period of •' thefoster-

|

ing care of the state, for the various interests of,

the agricultural commimitu requiring'''' that care,
'

Vol. IX.-41

aa the last legislature themselves have acknow-

ledged, ought to siuis'y the mosi invelera'e [irocras-

liiiiitor among us. Our law-makers liave been

(il my memory is correct) most diligen'ly en-

gaged, ever since 1798— to the great amusement

of inOS t of the other states—m abortive attempts

to regulate the aHairs of the general government,

instead of laboring constantly, as their duty re-

(|uired, to promote tlie interests of their own state
;

and the fatal consequence has been, thnt poor

old Virginia bus been sinking in character and

relative influence ever since. Will the cultiva-

tors of the soil who certainly have the power to

remedy this crying evil, never apply it? All that

is necessary lor the purpose would be to choose

lor a \'ew years oniy, a set of legislators who
would attend to tht'ir own business, and cease to

occupy almost their whole time, with matters

over which they have no power whatever.

[We think that the members of the Board of

AL'riculture cannot do better than to act upon the

sugfestion of our correspondent, and hold an in-

formal preliminary meeting.

—

Ed. F. K.]

Baldwin's patknt stock mill or c()Kiy

AND COB CRUSHER.

The machine described in the firillowing article

(by the editor of the Kentucky Farmer,) is the

invention of a native and resident of Rockbridge

county, Virginia. We have heard it well spoken

of elsewhere.

—

Ed. F. R.

Kroin tlie Kentuclty Farmer.

We beg attention to an advertisement in our

columns this week, of a machine to grind corn

and cob together. One of these machines has

been put in our hands liir trial. We attached it

to a small drum which gave it about half speed,

by which motion it ground up the grain and cob

in the most efffctuid manner, rendering them in-

to a meal rather finer than the hommony we use

on our tables. Not a single grain escapes being

thoroughly cracked and crushed. There is no
dispute in the country as to the economy of feed-

ing stock with ground food ; the only question is

as 10 the economy and efficiency of the means
used for grinding. Ol this machine, though we
have an instinctive distrust of such things with-

out trial, we have a favorable opinion, from the

small experiment already made with it. It re-

quires a one or two horse power to propel il, and
gr.nils out about ten bushels an hour. It is

made in the most durable manner of ihe best ma-
terials, all the most impoiiant pans being of cast

iron. As those desiring such a machine are in-

vited to examine this in operation, it is not deemed
necessary to make a detailed description of it.

It is not, however, at all after the tiishion of the

ordinary bark mill crushers. Its crushing power
consists of two pairs of fluted cylinders of harden-

ed cast iron, one pair of which roll upon a cast

iron fluted concave. It I'oes Ihe whole busitiesa

of crushing and grinding ihe grain and cob at one
operation, a great advantage over those machines
which only crack the grain and cob to be after-

wards ground by another operation.
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We think this machine one promising great ad-

vantaires to those enoatred in feeding sioci( ;
and

we feel the more wiiiiiiir to recommend it as it is

warranted, and those not hkiniz it on a fair trial

are at liberty to return it. Tiie price §85 to

SllO.

ON THE WAX PROCURED FROM SUGAR CANES.

BY M. AVKQUIN, DRUGGIST AT NEW OR-

LEANS.

To the Editor of tlie Farmers' Register.

Patent Office, July 1. 1841.

The day alier your depanure from the city, I

received my periodicals from France, and among
the interesting^ articles coniaitied in them, noticed

one upon the subject of vetjetable wax, or "cero-

eie." I send you a translation, regret I ins I could

not, while you were here, give you some beiier

account of the process by which this new com-

pound is obtained.

The inventor represents the wax as superior to

ppermaceti, and at the same ti'me much cheaper.

Yours, respectfully, H. L. Ellsworth.

[Translated from L'Echo du Monde Savant. Paris.]

The sugar-cane, like many other plants, exudes

a substance resemblinsr wax, to which the name
of vegetable wax has been given.

This matter presents itself under the form ol

a white powder, adherinir to the bark, and may
be verj' easily detached from it, by scrnping with

the blade ol' a knile, or any other cutting instru-

ment, in order to purify it, maceration in cold

alcohol is employed, at 35° or 36"^, by which
means it is separated from the '' chlorophylW''

with which it is mixed. It is insoluble in water,

but soluble in boiling ether, from which it is de-

posited in cooling, under the form of grained

crystals ; it melts at 82°, and solidifies, at 80°,

into a crystalline mass ; its density is 0.961 to

10 ; it is without odor, and combines easily

with the alkalies. To procure this substance, to

which the discoverer has given the name of
" cerosie," the process by scraping would be loo

lengthy, and not sufficiently economical, M.
Avequin proposes to subf^titute the lollnwing.

By passing the canes though the mill, to extract

the juice, it fioatsupon the surlace of the troughs,

under the form of a white powder. The liquor,

is gradually heated to the boiling point, without

adding lime ; the scum is carefully collected, and
macerated in weak alcohol, to extract all the

particles of sugar, and to destroy the viscidity

which would otherwise present obstacles to a

thorough washing with pure water ; it is then
allowed to drain upon cloths, and thoroughly dried.

In this slate it is reduced to powder ; and treated

with cold alcohol at 36°* in order to separate the
" chlorophylky This process having been
renewed several times, the portion which remains
is treated with boiling alcohol at 36''* which ex-

tracts the " cerosie." The solution, collects in a

mass during the cooling, from which the alcohol

is separated by distillation. .Nevertheless the
" cerosie," thus obtained, always retains a small

proportion of " chlorophylle.

* So in the manuscript.

—

Ed. F. R.

About 30 quarts of juice from ribbon canes

have produced about 22.5 grains of impure cerosie.

In another trial M. Avequin procured by scrap-

ing, more than iwo grains of cerosie, in a violet

cane.

One acre of canes, produced about 18,000, and
consequently about 72 lbs. of cerosie. A plan-

tation which rolls out ye^irly 300 acres of canes

will then tuniish 20,000 lbs. of cerosie.

M. Dumas has made an analysis of this sub-

stance which is well worthy of fixing the atten-

tion ol'chcmisis. Three combustions, produced him
lor its conij)usilion, C'"", H'"", 0-. In represent-

ing the rerofcie, by the lormule C-"*, H"", H', O".
an alcohol will be produced, which will take rank

next to ether, a substance which cerosie very
much resembles in ad cases.

Aote.—The i=taie of heat used is that of Reau-
mur, in which 80" corresponds to 212°, or boiling

water of Fahrenheit.

ARTESIAN BORING AT PARIS.

From Silliman's Journal of Science and Arts.

Many years ago, near the Barriere de Grenelle,

one of llie highest poiiils in Paris, a boring was
begun to obtain water. It was discontinued after

some years, and again resumed about seven
years ago. The result has been successful. We
have room only for the lollowing facts, recently

communicated by a friend in Paris. The water
was at last obtained below the clialk, at the depth
of nearly eighteen hundred feet. The torrent of

water, about three cubic yards per minute, rises in

a copious fountain in the grounds of an abat-

toir, (slaughter-house,) and is verj' pure. The
column rises from a source one third of a mile

below ground, and it spouts ihiiiy leet above the

surliace. The teniperalun' at the bolKtm of the

boring* was nearly 83° of Fahrenheit, (that of a

hot summer's day, such as is rarely known there

on the surface,) thus confirming lully ihe increase

of heat in the interior ol'lhe earth, by the average
gen'^rally observed in similar cases of about 1°

for fifty leet of descent, which, at the same rate of
increase, would give a fountain of boiling water
at two miles from the surface— full ignition of rocks

at ten miles, and fusion at two hundred miles;
thus leaving a firm crust to preserve the good
citizens of Paris from being disturbed by the lear

of breaking through, or by the danger of the
immediate outburst of the fire.

DISCOVERY, IN VIRGINIA, OF THE REGULAR
MINERAL SALT FORMATION.

From Silliman's Journal of Science and Arts.

As salt springs and fountains are very numerous
in Ihe western and south-western parls of the
United States, it was natural to expect that

mineral salt would, sooner or later, be discovered.
Indeed, sirala of salt, in regular position, and
roofed and floored by beds of sandstone, were.

* Which is over eighteen inches wide at the top,

and from seven to eight at the bottom, and lined with
a metallic tube.
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eome few years since reported by ihe Ut-v. Mr.

Parker,* a ruissionary iunotiL' ilie liuii;u)s ol' the.

Tar west, as exisiinu; in abuiulance in a inuunlain

on (he Salmon river, anioniillie Rocky mountains
;

hut no n)ineral salt, in ihe solid (orm, had ever

been discovered in the Uniied Slates proper. Now,
however, we have the pleasure of aniiouncitiir

this discovei^' on the authority olthe Rev. Stephen

Taylor, of At)inixdon, Va. His letter to us is

dated March 4. 1841, and was soon followed by a

large box of sail of the most indubiiable

character.

It was taken from a well which is "siill in the

process of beini; dunr, at the salt works about

eijfhieen miles from Ahinifdun, in the county of

\Vashingion,'' now jif-rhaps wiihin the bounds of

Sn)yih couniy. From Prof. VVm. B. Roi^'ers, as

Ihe geologist of Virginia, we mus: expect a full

scieniific account o! this salt Ibrmaiion, which,

however, appears to have been discovered, as we
are inlbrmed, since he visited that pari o( Vir-

ginia. The following particulars are derived

Irom a correspondent of Mr. Taylor, and they

may not be unimeresting in anticipation of ihc

geological report of Prof. Rogers.

DiHerent persons vary in their report of the

depth of the diflerent wells. That ol the sali-

rock well does not vary mucli-froni two iiundred

and sixty (eet. At about thirty lijet gypsum has

beensiruckin all the wells, and in ihe salt-rock

well has continued down to the solid bed of salt-

rock, occasionally changing to slate and thin

veins of blue soft clay. At about two hundred
and thirty leei, they arrived at ihe first sympioms
ol salt, which (rom plaster, slaie-rock and salt,

giadually changed, the salt-rock assuming the

jiredominant part.

The writer remarks, " we have, for thirtj' feet,

cont.niied through ihis substance, and now find

the slaie-rock gradually intermixing with it."

Several wells have been bored at difteretil times,

within short distances of each other. It is said,

that Irom one of them, some years ago, salt t)or-

ings were extracted ; salt water was Ibund al two
hundred and twentj -six (eet deep.

From a single well, sufficient salt water is now
extracted in twenty lour hours, to afibrd one thou-
sand bushels of merchantable salt, which more
than supplies ihe demand in that region ol

Virginia.

The salt forwarded to us by Mr. Taylor, is

highly crystalline in i's struciure, aim except a red

color, (obviously derived from iron,t) and oc-

casional fragments of rocks mixed wiih it, a()pears

to be very pure. Its taste is decidedly and purely
saline, without bitterness ; when pulverized, the
red color almost disappears, and it is tolerably

white. Some small pieces were perleclly white.
Specimens ol gypsum were enclosed in our box

;

they are of a very decided character—are finely

granular in structure, and of a grayish white.
We have no account of the other rocks Ibund with
the salt, but from the fragments intermixed

* In conversation with the senior editor, Mr. Parker
mentions (see his Travels, p. 108) seeing the salt a

mile off on Ihe left ; he was too ill to climb up to

it, but the Indians procured some for him, which was
pure and crystallized.

t It is now ascertained that rock-salt is sometimes
colored by animalcules.

presume that sandstone and marly clays are

among them.

P. S. A second letter from Rev. S. Taylor,
dated May 31, states, on the authority of Mr. W.
Findiey, who is the pro()rietor of the well in

vvhiih the salt is Ibund, that in sinking the well,

they penetrated earth and rock about fifty or sixty

leei. when ihey came upon the plaster through
which they passed about one hundred and fifty

or one hundred and seventy leet. They then
struck upon ihe bed of salt, and penetrated it

about filiy or sixty lt;et without reaching the salt

water ; they then abandoned the digging, applied

the auger, and bored about ten ftiet more, as he
supposes, through the salt, but the mixture of salt

water renders it uncertain. The roof then appears
to be gypsum but the floor is unknown.

liebig's organic chemistry.*

This work of Professor Liebig has received
more respectful attention and applause than any
on agriculture that has issued from the press; and
whether judiciously ap[)lieiJ in this case, or other-

wise, this reception is indicative of greatly in-

creased appreciation of agricultural chemistry.
From the investigation of that branch of agricul-

tural science, the best results must Ibllow." And
no work have we yet seen that furnished to agri-

culiunsts a more abundant siore of scieniific fiicts,

and more subjects for thinking, and for further in-

vestigation, than the work now under considera-
tion. But highly as we estimate the author's
scientific researches, and his chemical facts, we
are compelled to dissent from his theoretical views
thence deduced. And yet, it would seem, from
the several highly eulogistic notices which have
preceded or immediately lollowed the republica-
tion of ttie work in this couo'ry, that the theoreti-

cal and new, and, as we deem them, the unsus-
lained views, had chiefly served lo command
applause; and iiad eclipsed, in the eyes of Ihe
greatest admirers, the many interesting and impor-
tant chemical fleets, which (though used sometimes
lijr wrong deductions) nsay serve, upon better un-
derstanding and more careful application, as the
•oundation of the most useful and important steps

towards agricultural improvement. We therefore
earnestly recommend to scientific agriculturists

and 10 chemists to study Liebig; and while they
should not receive his theoretical deductions with-
out well weighing his train of reasoning, that
they will treasure up and profitably apply the
many important and unquestionable lights which
he has lurnished lor reasoning, and lor practical

application.

In the first sketch of the ' Essay on Calcareous
Manures,' which was published in lS21,t was
the earliest assertion made in this country of the

* " Organic Chemistry in its application to Agri-
culture and Physiology. By Justus Liebig, M. D.,

Pb. D., F. R. S., M. R. I. A., &c., Professor of Che-
mistry in the University of Giessen. Edited from the

manuscript of the author, by Lyon Playfair, Ph. D.
First American edition, with an Introduction, Notes,
and Appendix, by John W. Webster, M. D., Professor
of Chemistry in Harvard University. Cambridge,
1S41."

t In Ihe American Farmer, vol. iii.. page 312.
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doctrine ol' acid soils—which doctrine was set forth

still more at length in 1832, when that essay was
republished, and enlarged to a volunie. The doc-

trine was belbre that time not only unsupported by

auihorily, but utierly condemned t)y all that could

be considered as good euilioriiy. It wae advanced

by the author hesitaliniciy, becaus.e oi'his want ot'

the scientific attainments needed to pursue the

discovery, and to establish it by prool direct and

beyond dispute. And the asssertion was met,

by the lew men ol' science who condescended to

notice ii at all, by flat denial ol any acid int^te-

dienl exisiing in soil, or hy a jeering demand ol

the prool to be f'urnislied by exhibition ofthe sepa-

rated acid.

But belore another edition Dplhat essay had

been issued (in 1^35) some ol the most distinguish-

ed European chemists had ascertained the now
generally conceded existence of an acid ingredi-

ent of soils in tfcneral, which was at tirst called

humic acid. And now there are as lew persons

who would deny or even doubt I iie existence ol'acid

in soil, as previously could have been Ibund to

give it credence on all the proof that could be ad-

duced. It would be even amusing to compare the

laborious indirect mode orproo('(lor want of direct

evidence) brought ai first to sustain the new posi-

tion, with the now universal aiimission of the

general existence ol humic acid, or some acid prin-

ciple, in soils.

But, after all, it was not that a new constituent

part of soil was discovered in humic acid, or hu
mm, but that acid properties were Ibund in the

previously well-known ingredient, called by Davy
"vegetable extiac'," autl "humus" by earlier

French authors. This substance is the product of

vegetable matter decayinix in soil, and which ne-

cessarily must show as many shades of dilierence

of texture and condition as ihere are minute steps

in the progress of vegetat>le decomposition and
decay. The chemists, however, were delinhied

with the discovery, when announced in Europe
by Berzelius, Boullay, and oiher scientific names,
and hastened to make its lurther invesiigaiion.

Each gave a new name to every newly observed
difference ol condition, or chemical composition;
and the consequence is, that so many new names
have been applied, and as many different substan-
ces claimed to exist, that the whole subject is now
as much involved in the conlijsion of knovvlediie,

as belbre in ignorance. Thus, this substance,

known to and described by Davy as but one, ve-

getable extract, and considered by him as the di-

lect nutriment of planis, is now treated of under
many names, and each claimed to designate a
diffierent chemical sut)stance. Thus have been
brought into use, and used to obscure and confuse
rather than instruct, the terms humin and humic
acid, geine and geic acid, ulmin, coal ofhumus,
extract of humus, carbonaceous mould, apotheme,
crenic and apocrenic acids, &c. &c. We would
preler to go back to the older and more simple
nomenclature, and therefore approve of Liebig's.

He says

—

" The modifications of humus which are soluble in

alkalies are called humic add ; while those which are

insoluble have received the designations of humin and
coal of humus." (p. 57.) " Hiimus is described by
chemists as a brown substance, easily soluble in al-

kalies, but only slightly soluble in water, and produced
during the decomposition of vegetable matters by
the action of acids or alkaUes."— (p. 57.)

The humin and humic acid produced by
chemical and by natural decomposition have the

same constituent pans, but varying much in pro-

portions; and thus even the same naine (many as

are the names) does not indicate the same chemi-
cal compound.

" Humic acid formed by the action of hydrate of

potash upon saw-dust contains, according to the accu-

rate analysis of Peliicot, 72 per cent, of carbon, while

the humic acid obtained from turf and brown coal

contains, accordinir to Sprengel, only 58 per cent.

;

that produced by the action of dilute sulphuric acid

upon sugar, 57 per cent, according to Malaguti ; and
that, lastly, which is obtained irom sugar or from
starch, by means of muriatic acid, according to the

analysis of Stein, 64 per cent. All these analyses

have been repeated with care and accuracy, and the

proportion ot carbon in (he respective cases has been
ibund to agree with the estimates of the dilferent

chemists above mentioned; so that there is no reason

to ascribe the diiference in this respect between the

varieties of humus tu the mere difference in the me-
thods of analysis or degrees of expert ness of the

opera'tors."— (p. CO.)

In a case where the most learned chemis's so

much differ and dispute, we shall not be so

presumptuous as to offer an opinion in competi-

tion. But, until they .<hall settle their differences

on this subject, and come to some general agree-

ment which may be considered as received

authoriiy, it may be permined to us, in common
Willi the unlearned, lo reject all these refinemenis.

VVeshall tlu'ielbre consider /tumus as vegetable

exitaci and decayinir matter </eiierally; and humin
as the less soluble, and humic acid as the more
soluble portion.

Ail planis and vegetable [jroducts are compos-
ed principally of carbon, o.xytren and hydrogen

;

of a very small proportion of nitrogen, (or azote,)

and of small proporiions of earibs, alkalies, and
metallic oxides.* The firsi three, and bylarlhe
larger of ib.Hse constituents, are furnished in un-
liniiieif quantities bj' the atmnsfdiere ; that is,

carbon by the carbonic acid of the aimosphere,

and hydrogen and oxygen are the two consntuenis

of waier. Nitrosjen was not supposed until lately to

be a constiiuent of hut lew veiretable matters. But
now, and by Liebig, it is supposed to be univer-

sally present, though in very small proportions,

and to be essential 10 their existence. This con-

stituent is also furnished in profusion by the at-

mosphere, of which, nitrogen Ibrms 80 per cent.

It is then only the other very small constituents,

the earths, alkalies, and meiallic oxides, left in the

ashes of |)lants alter burninir, that are not furnished

by the atmosphere, and in unlimited quantity; and
these only must necessarily have been supplied to

growing plants ahoL'ether and directly by the soil

which the roots pervaded.

* The most important and very far the larger con-

stituent parts of all plants, are furnished by or found in

the atmosphere, and are there, of course, in a gaseous

form, or presented as aeriform ff uids. Oxygen and ni-

trogen, two gases, in certain uniform proporiions, com-
pose the atmospheric air. Carbonic acid, a gas, and al-

ways present in small quantities in the atmosphere, is a

compound of carbon and oxygen. Hydrogen, which
when separate is known only in gaseous form, when
combined with oxygen forms water, which is held dis-

solved, and also as an aeriform fluid, when in the at-

mosphere. Ammonia, which Liebig consideis so im-
portant a supporter of vegetable growth, is also a gas,

and is a combination of nitrogen and hydrogen.
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In former times there was mucli dispute as to

wnm was Ihe food of plants. Some coiiiemiecl

that it was water alone; oihers air. Tull main-
taiueil, aiul liis ditsciples ihou^rhi lie li.ui proved,

thai finely divided earth was ihe lood ol plaiils,

and tliat |)loui;hiiii;; imi^lit serve as a perleci sub-

siiute lor manure. D.ivy laid down that vegeta-

ble extract, soluble in water, was the Ibod ol |)lanis;

and this seecned to be clearly etlaUlithed boih by

his reasoning and experiinenls. 'J'liis vei;etab!e

exiraci, when alterwards known iiiuicr llie names
of humin, liumic acid, and all ilie rombinaiions

of tiie hiiter with alkaline earths, &c., was still

supposed to furnish directly to the roots much the

greater part of the lood o) plants; the balance,

not so received, beiiiif ilie iMibona; acid absorbed

by the leaves Irom the aimos|)here, and ol which
the plant leiains and assinnlates the carbon, and
dischartjes its other eonstituent, the oxygen, to

puiily lite atmosphere. It is one of the nioii ad-

mirable provisions ol nature, that wlule the

breathinir ol animals, and the exhalaiions of all

decayinii; mailer, furnish carbonic acid to the at-

inospbeie, plants are continually absorbing it by

iheir leaves, and returning oxygen instead. For
Uiough the leaves give out nitrogen gas in some
oases, and carbonic acid gas alwuys at night, still

the discharge of oxygen gas is very lar the great-

est. And thus stood received ofiinions—that plants

received pari of their sustenance Irom the atmo-
sphere, through their leaves, but a larger part by
directly drawing, liom the soil the soluble vege-

table (or animal) mailers, there present.

But Liebig maintains (and it. had indeed been
previously maintained by son)e others recently,)

that vegetal)le extract, humus, or putrescent

manures, whether naturally or artificially applied,

and all of which change to or suf)ply humiu and
humic acid, do not act directly, in the slightest

degree, as the lood of plants ; but only, by com-
bining with '.he oxyaeii of the atirrosphere and
iormiiig with it carbonic acid, which is received

only in the early siage of growth, and in but

small quantity, by the roots, and much more
abundantly, and then exclusively, by the leaves ol

plants afier iney are formed. Now if the au-

thor meant that humus was first decomposed,
and furnished carbon to the roots of plants by the

carbonic acid evolved, ihe practical results would
not be materially diHerent. For it still wouKI be,

as upon the other supposition, that the greater

the quantity of humus, (or manure serving to lorm

humus,) ihe itreaier the sup|)ly of carbon to the

growing plants. But not so. It would indeed
seem that the auihor consideis the supply of car-

bon through the roots as so small, as lo permii

the inlerence that it is of very little importance.
And the main and indeed almost entire supply
being from the atmosphere, and lhrou<fh the

leaves, it seems also to lollow that the vegetable
matters or manure, acting by first evolving car-

bonic acid into the atmosphere, would be almost
as likely lo give it to plants on the adjacent field,

or adjacent farm, as to plants growing immediate-
ly above the place of extrication. For, when
evolved, and loose above the surface of the eaiih,

the carbonic acid gas must be carried off and dif-

lused by the slightest breeze, and still more rapid-

ly by high winds. Yet we all know that the be-

neficial effects of manure will show on, and be

limited to plants standing on almost the precise

space to which the manure was applied.

It is only while plants are very young, indeed
belbre their leaves are developed, that Liebig
supposes the roots lo draw carbonic acid from the
t'arth.

" Humus acts in the same manner in a soil permea-
ble to air as in the air itself; it is a continued source
ol carbonic acid, which it emits very slowly. An
atmosphere oi carbonic acid, formed at the expense
of the oxygen ol the air, surrounds pvcry particle of
ilt'ca) iiig liumus. The cultivation of land, by lillini'

and loosening the soil, causes a free and unobstructed
access of air. An atmosphere of carbonic, acid is,

therefore, contained in every fertile soil, a.-id is the
Ih-t and most important food for the young plunts
which grow in it."— (p. 105.)

" J5y loosening the soil which surrounds young plants,
we i-ivor the access of air, and the formation of car-
bonic acid; and on the other hand the quantity of
their lood is diminished by every difficulty which
opposes the lenewal of air. A plant itself etfects
this change of air at a certain period of its growth.
The carbonic acid, which protects the undecayed
humus from fuither change, is absorbed and taken
away by the fine fibres of the roots, and by the roots
themselves; this is replaced by atmospheric air, by
which process the decay is renewed, and a fresh por-
tion of carbonic acid formed. A plant at this tune
receives its food, both by the roots, and by the organs
above ground, and advances rapidly to maturity.
"When a plant is quite matured, and when the organs,

by which it obtains food from the atmosphere, are
formed, the carbonic acid of the soil is no further
required.

"Deficiency of moisture in the soil, or its complete
dryness, does not now check the growth of a plant,
provided it receives from the dew and the atmosphere
as much as is requisite for the process of assimilation.
During the heat of summer it derives its carbon excha-
sively from the atmosphere."— (p. 106.)

" Substances, containing a large proportion of car-
bon, are excreted by the roots and absorbed by the
soil. Through the expulsion of these matters unfitted
for nutrition, therefore, the soil receives again the
greatest part of the carbon, which it had at first yield-
ed to the young plants as food, in the form of carbonic
acid."— (p. 116.)

" Plants do not exhaust the carbon of a soil, in the
normal condition of their growth ; on the contrary,
they add toils quantity. But if it is true that plants
give back more carbon to a soil than they lake from
it, it is evident that their growth must depend upon
the reception of nourishment from the almosiihere.
The influence of humus upon vegetation is explained
by the foregoing facts, in the most clear and satisfac-
tory manner.

"Humus does not nourish plants, by being taken up

I

and assimilated in its unaltered state, but by presenting
1
a slow and lasting source of carbonic acid, which is

j

absorbed by the roots, and is the principal nutriment

I

of young plants at a time when, being destitute of

I

leaves, they are unable to extract food from the atmo-
I

sphere."— (p. 116.)

In a previous passage it is said

—

" The facts which we have stated in the preceding
pages prove, that the carbon of plants must be derived
exclusively from the atmosphere."— (p. 72.)

These passages show clearly that the author
considers the carbon furnished through the roots

(or directly from the soil) as very small. But
other passages show that he supposes even
the small quantily of carbon so taken up by the
roots, to be more than replaced in the soil by sub-
sequent excretions of the roots; and thai under
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culture and the continued srowlli of plants, the

humus in the soil may even increase.

" It is certain that the f;iimniy and resinous excre-

ments observed by Maaiire-Fiincep cou\d not have

been contained in the soil; and as we know that the

carbon of a soil is not diminished by culture, but, on

the contrary, increased, we must conclude, that all

excreirients which contain carbon must be formed

from the food obtained by plants from tlie atmosphere."
" Both views [of the excreting; action of the

roots of plants] explain how it happens that after

corn, corn cannot be raised with advanfaj^e, nor alter

peas, peiis ; but they do not explain how a tield is

improved by lying fallow, and this in proportion to

the care iviih which it is tilled and kept freefrom veeds ;

nor do they show how a soil gains carbonaceous mat-

ter by the cultivation of certain plants, such as lucerne

and esparsette.
" Theoretical considerations on the process of nutri-

tion, as well as the experience of all agriculturists, so

beautifully illustrated by the experiments oi' Ma caire-

Princep, leave no doubt that substances are excreted

from the roots ot plants, and that these matters form

the means by which the carbon received from humus
in The early period of their growth, is restored to the

soil."— (pp. 210, 211.)

"Each of these [successive crops of] plants, during its

growth, returns to the soil a certain quantity of sub-

stances containing carbon, which are gradually con-

verted into humus, and are for the most part equivalent

to as much carbon as the plants had formerly extracted

from the soil in the state of carbonic acid."— (p. 216.)

The author endeavor?: to prove his position,

that humus turnishes no Ibod to plants directly,

or oiherwise than by evoiviiig carbonic acid, by
several infrenious iirithnietical calculations, Ibund-

ed on the chemical proportions of the diderent sub-

stances in question. 'Mius. taking as data the

slight solubiiuy ol humic acid, (us ariifii'ially pro"-

duced by chemists,) he infers thai all the known
quaniity of rain, that lalls on an acre, could not

possibly dissolve enouiih humic acid to furnish

the carbon contained in the vegetable growth.
He shows, by the like kmd ofcalculation, Ibiind-

ed on the iime am) o'her substances lound in the

ashes of plants, wi:h which humic acid migHt
have (brnied humates and thus entered ihe plants,

that such sup[)lies are necessarily so small as to

make good his f)osiMon. But this mode of calcu-

lation, or reasoning, is altcgether in.idmissible—
and if admitted, would lead to the rncsi absurd
conse(]uences. For exan)ple- ii has been calcu-

lated (by Dundonald) that all the lime taken up
by the growth of an acre i[i a year does not ex-
ceed 80 pounds in the l()rm of caibonate. Now
it would be as legitimate a d duciion Irom this

(act, as are the arithmetical deductions of Liel)ig,

that 80 pounds of carbonate of lime, equally and
thoroughly diffused, would be enough to manure
an acre lor one crop, and that any increase ol"

quantity would be in excess. Yet we know that

10 times 80 pounds would scarcely be perceptible

in effect, and that 50 or 100 times as rpuch would
give no excess.

Again—by using ihe like data and mode of

calculation, it might be shown by the chemical
analysis of the products, that all the Ibod of

plains derivable from a ceriain soil in one year,

upon any particular theory of nutrition, did not

exceed the quaniity that 20 loads (lor example)
of putrescent manure would supply. Yet the

vegetable matters, decomposed or in the course of

decomposition, previously in the soil, might have

amounted to 40 loads; and yet not only would
the 20 loads applied be not in excess, and there-

lore useless, but twice or thrice as much would
have been siill n)ore beneficial. According lo the

calculation, the addition of manure, in any quan-
'iiy, ought *o be superfluous, and therefore useless.

'I'he author also endeavors to maintain his

ground by the assumed lact, that culiivated
lands, from which crops are taken oil, and no mi(-

ficient return made, still increase in their siock of
carbon, notwithstanding the removal of it in the
crops. It is thus he sjieaks :

" Let us now inquire whence the grass in a meadow,
or the wood in a forest, receives its carbon, since there
no manure,—no carbon,—has been given to it as

nourishment.' and how it happens, that the soil, thus
exhausted, instead of becoming poorer, becomes every
year richei in this element?

" A ceitain quantity of carbon is taken every year
from the forest or meadow, in the form of wood or
hay, and, in spite of this, the quantity of carbon in the
soil augments; it becomes richer in humus.

" It is said, tint in fields and orchards all the carbon
which may hdve been taken away, as herbs, as straw,
as seeds, or as fruit, is replaceci by means of manure ;

and yei; this soil produces no more carbon than that of
the tbrest or meadow where it is never replaced. It

cannot be conceived that the laws for the nutrition of
plants are changed by culture,—that the sources of
carbon for fruit or grain, and tor grass or trees, are
diiferent.

" It is not denied that manure exercises an influence

upon the developement of plants; but it may be
affirmed with positive certainty, that it neither serves
lor the production of the carbon, nor has any influ-

ence upon it, because we find that the quantity of
carbon produced by manuied lands is not greater
than that yielded by lands which are not manured.
The discussion as to the manner in which manure
acts has nothing to do witli the present question, which
is the origin of the carbon. The carbon must be de-

rived from other sources ; and as the soil does not

yield it, it can only be extracted from the atmosphere."
— (pp. 68, C9.)

Now, in the first place, it is not correct to say
that land receives " no manure," because foreign

manure is not brought and applied to it. A forest

or a meadoiv, though yielding lor removal part of

the produce yearly, yet, lioni the [)oriion left lo

lall and roi, may receive more carbon than is taken

away. For so much carl.'on is certainly derived

Irom the aimospiiere throui_'h the leaves of grow-
ing plan's, (according lo 'every different theory,)

that mere than half ihe whole products may be

taken away, and the other half may supply as

much humus and carhon, or perhaps even cause

an increase oi both. But if 'he draught upon the

land he carried beyond the amount of the sup[ilv,

the stock of humus (and of productive power)

will be reiluced in proportion. Ol this result, how-
ever rare in Germany, and on all well-regulated

farms, Prolessor Liebig could have thousands ol"

prools ou the severely cropped lands ol this coun-

try. We have also known (orest land to be much
reduced in productive power, even belbre being

cleared for cultivation, by its being partially and
continually robbed of its wood lor fuel, during

many years previously.

But however we may differ as to the immediate

source, or mode of supply of carbon to plants,

eitl'.er theory will teach that the supply is un-

bounded. The atmosphere contains about one

per cent, ol" carbonic acid gas, which offers an
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Inexhaubiiltle supply lo rrrowin^ plants. The
luriiit^hinir of the iwo oilier hiriretfl coiisiiiuen'

p;irts ol all plants, uxyizen and hydrouen, is also

easy, ami the supply nnlinntcd, as water is coin-

1

pcsed of them, and is drawn up hy the roots in'

any requisite quantity. Bui siill, a very small i

proportion of the waier received hy a plant is
1

decomposed by it, and the hydro<j:en and oxyiren

assimilated, and made pari ol' its solid substance. :

Just as much however is so assimilated as is

needed, and as the viijor ol" the fdant can make
|

used, and appropriaie. The nitroL'en is as car-

1

tainly and as bouniilully supplied in diHerent I

modes; and the small quantity of the earthy,;

alkaline and metallic suhsiances necessary lo ilie!

existence of plants are generally present in suffi-

cient quantity.

And here let us glance at a difficulty which at-

tends the view thus taken, and which difficulty is-

lar greater upon Liebiji's doctrine ol the exclusive

supply of' caihon through the leaves, and which

he does not attempt to remove. If to plants are

offered by the atmosphere unlimited supplies ol

carbon, and also of nitrogen (as will be shown
presently,) and of hydrogen and oxygen in rain

water—and as the earth and air rarely fail to fur-

nish enough of the essential earthy or other

salts—why is it that exuberant productiveness is

not shown on every soil— and that, on the contra-

ry, the product of each soil is strictly limited by

the measure of its own lertilizing ingredients?

We cannot explain this mystery to our own satis-

faction. But the nearest approach to ex[)lanation

perhaps is, thiit the Ibrce of growth given by the

soil enables the plant to seize upon and appropri-

ate a certain increased but dtfiniie proponion of

the inexhaosiible treasures of the atmosphere.

And thus, even though three parts out of (our of

the growth may perhaps be due to principles

furnished by the atmosphere and by water, still

that the benefit tltence derived is nevertheless

strictly limited hy, and in proportion to. the mea-
sure of the leriiiiiy of the sod. For every addi-

tion of" fertility, then, made to the soil, by manur-
ing, three times as much effect will be added by

the bounty ol nature; and if man giveo nothini:,

and removes ail, then the richer bounties of nature

are necessarily also withheld.

But whether furnished altogether tiirough the

leaves, or partly through the roots, the carbonic

acid is decomposed, and is carbon fixed in the

plant, and its oxygen evolved, through the leaves

as i;as.

Hydrogen and oxygen are usually found in

plants in the precise proportions in which these

two elements Ibrm water. But in some plants the

hydrogen is in excess, and more rarely the oxyg^^n.

In all cases, the plant decomposes the water need-
ed lor combination and assimilation, fixes its ele-

ments, and discharges into the air the excess of

gas not combined.
Next will be considered our author's views ol

the source and manner of the supply of nitrogen
to growing plants.

Nitrogen forms but a small proportion, but yet

an essentia! part of all plants. As it is a large

constituent of all animal bodies, so it seems to

furnish qualities lo vegetables wtiich are similar

to those of animal matter, and is most abundant
in the parts of vegetables (as the seeds) which
are most nutritious, as food to animals, and as ma-

nures to other cultivated plants. It Ip a constitu-

ent part of the veijetable albumen, and the t-'luien

of wheat ; and i.renerally, because of ihe richness

it indicates, it is a constituent of plants much
more important in proportion to quantity tlian

their other clemenis.

As nitrogen gas is one of the two constituents

of the atmosphere, it would seem, at first view,

that ihere was the most unlimited and universally

pervading supply of this essential and ncliesl of

the elements of vegetables. But the laws of na-

ture do not permit 'his one of her bounties to be

thus directly drawn upon. Liebig says

—

" We have not the slightest reason for believing that

the nitrogen of the atmosphere takes part in the pro-

ces.-es of assimilation of plants and animals; on the

contrary, we know that many plants emit the nitrogen

which is absorbed by their roots, either in the gaseous
form, or in solution in water. But there are, on the

other hand, numerous facts, showing, that the forma-
tion in plants of substances containing nitrogen, such
as gluten, takes place in proportion to the quantity of
this element which is conveyed to their roofs in the

state of ammonia, derived fiom the putrefaction of
anima! matter."— (p. 126, 7.)

"Plants, as we l<now, grow perfectly well in pure
charcoaf, if supplied at tfie same time with rain-water.
Rain-water can contain nitrogen only in two forms,

either as dissolved atmospheric air, or as ammonia.
Xow, the nitrogen of tne air cannot be made to enter

into combination with any element except oxygen,
even by employment of the most powerful chemical
means."— (p. 126.)

" Ammonia, too, is capable of undergoing such a
multitude of transformations, when in contact with
other bodies, that in this respect it is not inferior to

water, which possesses the same pi operty in an emi-
nent degree. It possesses properties which we do not
find in any other compound of nitrogen; when pure,
it is extremely soluble in water ; it forms soluble
compounds with all the acids ; and when in contact
With certain other substances, it completely resigns its

character as an alkali, and is capable of assuming the
most various and opposite forms."— ^p. 127.)
"We find this nitrogen in the atmosphere, in rain-

water, and in all knids of soils, in the form of ammo-
nia, as a product of the decay and putrefaction of
preceding generations of animals and vegetables.

We find, likewise, that the proportion of azotized
matters in pfants is augmented by giving them a larger

supply of ammonia conveyed in the form of animal
manure.

" No conclusion can then have a better foundation
than this, that it is the ammonia of the atmosphere
which furnishes nitrogen to plants."— (p. 146.)

Thus reasoning that the vast magazine of ni-

trogen in the atmosphere, though the only source
of the supply, furnishes none directly to plants,

I and that they are supplied iinniediaiely only from
the soil and through their roots, the author pro-

;
ceeds to point out the true sources of ilie necessa-

I

ry supply.

" Let us picture to ourselves the condition of a well
I cultured farm, so large as to be independent of assist-

I aiice from other quarters. On this extent of land
i there is a certain quantity of nitrogen contained both
t in the corn and fruit wliich it produces, and in the

men and animals which feed upon them, and also in

their excrements. We shall suppose this quantify

I

to be known. The land is cultivated without the

j

importation of any foreign substance containing nitro-

' gen. Now, the products of this farpi must be ex-

;

changed every year lor money, and other necessaries

I
of life, for bodies, therefore, which contain no nitro-

1

gen. A certain proportion of nitrogen is exported
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with corn and cattle; and this exportation takes place
|

rain and snow water lo bn one-lourlh of a ^nnm
eveiy year, without the .smallest compensation

;
yet

after a given number of years, tiie quantity of nitro-

gen will be found to have increased. Whence, we
may ask, comes this increase of nitrogen .' The ni-

trogen in the excrements cannot reproduce itself, and
the earth cannot yield it. Plants, and consequently
animals, must, therefore, derive their nitrogen from
the atmosphere.

"The last products of the decay and putrefaction of
animal bodies present themselves in two ditlerent

forms. They aie in the form of a combination of

hydrogen and nitrogen, ammonia, in the temperate
and cold climates, and in that of a compound, contain-

ing oxygen, nitric acid, in the tropics and hot climates.

The formation of the latter is preceded by the pro-

duction of the first. Ammonia is the last product of
the putrefaction of animal bodies ; nitric acid is the

product of the transformation of ammonia. A gene-
ration of a thousand million men is renewed every
thirty years : thousands of millions of animals cease
to live, and are reproduced in a much shorter period.

Where is the nitrogen which they contained during
life ? There is no question which can be answered
with more jiositive certainty. All animal bodies, du-
ring their decay, yield the nitrogen which they con

to the pound ol water; and then, by arithmetical
calculaiioii, (lounded on the annual f]uantny of
rain,) he deduces thai 6-5 Hessian [)Ounds of arn-

tiionia would tie ihe annual sup|)ly lo the Hessian
acre ; which quantities, reduced to American
weighi and measure, are equal to 116 pounds of
ammonia to the acre, derived solely from the at-

mosphere. This would furnish more nitrogen
than a crop on the same land of wood, hay, or

beets, but less than would he coi.tained in the
roots, straw and grain ofa crop of wheat, (p. 132.)

This is a most imporiant fact—and is siill so,

even if the quantity of ammonia thus siifiplied to

Ihe soil tie reduced to less ihnn half of Liebiur's

estimate, as ia done upon the authority of other
chemical experiments, as is staled in ihe June
numtier of the Quarterly Journal of Agriculture,
by an intelligent writer and chemist. Ujion either

Supposition, it is a bountilul additional supply,
I'rom loreign sources and materials, of hiiihly (er-

tilizi.ng princij les, to every cultivator; and who,
at the same time, may by proper care prevent the

tain to the atmosphere, in the form of ammonia. Even escape of ammonia from the materials on his own
in the bodies buried sixty feet under ground in the

churchyard of the Eglise des Innocens, at Paris, ?11

the nitrogen contained in the adipocire was in the

state of ammonia. Ammonia is the simplest of all

the compounds of nitrogen ; and hydrogen is the ele-

ment for which nitrogen possesses the most powerful
affinity.

"Tlie nitrogen of putrefied animals is contained in

the atmosphere as ammonia, in the form of a gas
which is capable of entering into combination with
carbonic acid, and of forming a volatile salt. Ammo-
nia in its gaseous form as well as all its volatile com-
pounds is of extreme solubility in water.* Ammo-
nia, therefore, cannot remain long in the atmosphere,
as every shower of rain must condense it, and convey
it to the surface of tfie earth. Hence, also, rain-wa-
ter must, at all times, contain ammonia, though not
always in equal quaniity. It must be greater in sum-
mer than in spring or in winter, because the intervals

of time between the showers are in summer greater;

and when several wet days occur, the rain of the first

must contain more of it than that of the second. The
rain of a thunder storm, after a long protracted drought,
ought for this reason to contain the greatest quantity,

which is conveyed to the earth at one time."— (pp.
128, 130.)

And here let us observe the remarkable con-
trast presented by the two principal new positions

of the author, in regard to two of the most im-
portant supplies of this material to plants. Nitro-

gen, which, as part of the atmosphere, surrounds a

plant always, and is present in the greatest ima-
ginable profusion, cannot enter its body directly,

or even indirectly (in the form of ammonia) ex-
cept from the soil and through the roots. On the

contrary, the humus, or decayed vegetable matter
or putrescent manure, in the soil, as Liebig main-
tains, furnishes only carbonic acid to plants, and
that almost exclusively through the atmosphere
and by way of the leaves.

Though chemists have not been able to detect

ammonia in atmospheric air, because of the very

small proportion, it is found with certainly when
collected from the atmosphere by the descent of
rain and snow and therein condensed. Liebig
estimates the usual proportion of ammonia in

* " According to Dr. Thomson, water absorbs 780

times its bulk of ammonia."

larm into the general atmosphere.

" It is worthy of observation, that the ammonia
contained in rain and snow water, possessed an offen-

sive smell of perspiration and animal excrements,

—

a fact which leaves no doubt respecting its origin."

—

(p. 13.3.)

"Anyone may satisfy himself of the presence of
ammonia in rain, by simply adding a little sulphuric

or muriatic acid to a quantity of rain-water, and
evaporating this nearly to dryness in a clean porcelain

basin. The ammonia remains in the residue, in com-
bination with the acid employed ; and may be detect-

ed either by the addition of a little chloride of plati-

num, or more simply by a little powdered lime, which
separates the ammonia, ami thus renders its peculiar

pungent smell sensible. The sensation which is per-

ceived upon moistening the hand with rain-water, so

different from that produced by pure distilled water,
and to which the term softness is vulgarly applied, is

also due to the carbonate of ammonia contained in the

former.
" The ammonia, which is removed from the atmo-

sphere by rain and other causes, is as constantly re-

placed by the putrefaction of animal and vegetable

matters. A certain portion of that which falls with

the rain, evaporates again with the water ; but another

portion is, we suppose, taken up by the roots of plants,

and, entering into new combinations in the different

organs of assimilation, produces albumen, gluten,

quinine, morphia, cyanogen, and a number of other

compounds containing: nitrogen."— (pp. 133-4.)

Carbonic acid gas, which also is always dif-

fused through the atmosphere, is readily absorbed

by water; and hence all rain water contains car-

bonic acid, which of course must unite, according

to its quantity, with the ammonia present therein.

This would furnisii to the soil and to plants car-

bonate of ammonia, which is a very volatile solid,

dissolved, instead of pure ammoni.i, a gas absorb-

ed and temporarily condensed by water. How-
ever, if growing plants were ready to take up Ihe

supply of either as last as Itirnished by rains, the

ultimate result would probably not, be affected by

the different conditions of the ammonia. But, if

no plants were ready to receive the supply, we
infer that much the greater part, in either case,

would be lost by evaporation and going ofl into

the atmosphere.
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"The employment of animal manure in the cultiva-

tion of fiiaiii, and the vcgetabk's vviiich serve ior

foililer to cattle, is the most convincing proof that

the nitro2;en of vegetables is derived from anunonia.

The qnantiiy of gluten in wheat, rye, and barley,

is very dilierent ; these kinds of grain also, even

when iipe, contain this compound of nitrogen in very

different proportions. Proust found French wheat to

contain 12-5 per cent, of gluten ; Vogel found that the

Bavarian contained 2 1 per cent. ; Davy obtained 19

per cent, from winter, and 24 from summer wheat

;

from Sicilian 21, and from Barbary wheat 19 per cent.

The meal of Alsace wheat contains, according to

Bou.ssingault, 17.3 per cent, of gluten; that of wheat

grown in the '• Jardin des Plantes" 26.7, and that of

winter wheat 3 33 per cent. Such great difierences

must be owing to some cause, and this we find in the

ditferent methods of cultivation. An increase of ani-

mal manure gives rise not only to an increase in the

number of seeds, but also to a most remarkable dif-

ference in the proportion of the gluten which they

contain.

" Animal manure, as we shall aftenvards show, acts

ihj by the formation of ammonia. One hundred parts

of wheat grown on a soil manured with cow-dung (a

manure containing the smallest quantity of nitrogen,)

alforded only 11.95 parts of gluten, and 64.34 parts of

amylin, or starch ; whilst the same quantity, grown

on "a soil manured with human urine, yielded, the

maximum of gluten, namely 35.1 per cent. Putrefied

urine contains nitrogen in the forms of carbonate,

phosphate, and lactate of ammonia and in no other

form, than that of ammoniacal salts.

" Putrid urine is employed in Flanders as a manure
with the best results. During the putrefaction of

urine, ammoniacal salts are formed in large quantit}',

it may be said exclusively; for under the inlluence

of heat and moisture urea, the most prominent ingre-

dient of the urine, is converted into carbonate of am-
monia. The barren soil on the coast of Peru is ren-

dered fertile by means of a manure called guano,

which is collected from several islands on the South

Sea.* It is sufficient to add a small quantity of guano
to a soil, which consists oiily of sand and clay, in

order to procure the richest crop of maize. The soil

itself does not contain the smallest particle of organic

i matter, and the manure employed is formed only of

urate, phosphate, oxalate, and carbonate of ammonia,
together with a few earthy salts."— (pp. 136, 137.)

" The urine of men and of carnivorous animals con-

tains a large quantity of nitrogen, partly in the form
of phosphates, partly as urea. Urea is converted du-

ring putrefaction into carbonate of ammonia, that is

to say, it takes the form of the very salt which occurs

in rain-water. Human urine is the most poweiful

manure for all vegetables contaiiiing nitrogen ; that

of horses and horned cattle contains less of this ele-

ment, but infinitely more than the solid excrements of

these animals."— (p. 138.)

" The solid excrements of animals contain com-
paratively very little nitrogen, but this could not be

otherwise. The food taken by animals supports them
only in so far as it offers elements for assimilation to

the various organs, which they may require for their

increase or renewal. Corn, grass, and all plants,

without exception, contain azotized substances. The
quantity of food, which animals take for their nourish-

ment, diminishes or increases in the same proportion,

as it contains more or less of the substances contain-

* " The guano, which forms a stratum of several feet

in thickness upon the surface of these islands, consists

of the putrid excrements of innumerable sea-fowl that

remain on them during the breeding season.
" According to Fourcroy and Vauquelin it contains a

fourth part of its weight of uric acid, with ammonia
and potash."

Vol. 1X.-42

ing nitrogen. A horse may be kept alive by feeding

it with potatoes, which contain a veiy small quantity

of nitrogen ; but life thus supported is a gradual
starvation ; the animal increases neither in size nor
strength, and sinks under every exertion."— (p. 139.

J

The deductions and priiciicrii apfilicalioiis to be
made from Liebiix's cliemical lacts in regard to iii-

Iroiren and aninionia are so imporiarit, thai we
may be excused from quoting siill more at length.

" As it is evident that the nitrogen of the plants

and seeds used by animals as lood must be employed
in the process of assimilation, it is natural to expect
that the excrements of these animals' will be deprived
of it, in proportion to the perfect digestion of the lood,

and can only contain it when mixed with secretions

from the liver and intestines. Under all circumstances,

they must contain less nitrogen than the food. When,
therefore, a field is manured with animal excrements,
a smaller quantity of matter containing nitrogen is ad-

ded to it than has been taken from it in the form of grass,

herbs, or seeds. By means of manure, an addition

only is made to the nouiishment which the air supplies.

In a scientific point of view, it should be the care
of the agriculturist so to employ all the substances
containing a large proportion ol nitrogen which his

!aim atfbrdsin the form of animal excrements, that

they shall serve as nutriment to his own plants. This
will not be the case unless those substances are pro-
perly distributed upon his land. A heap of manure
lying unemployed upon his land would serve him no
more than his neighbors. The nitrogen in it would
escape as carbonate of ammonia into the atmosphere,
and a mere carbonaceous residue of decaying plants

would, after some years, be found in its place.

All animal excrements emit carbonic acid and am-
monia, as long as nitrogen exists in them. In every
stage of their putrefaction an escape of ammonia
from them may be induced by moistening them with
a potash ley ; the ammonia being apparent to the senses

by a peculiar smell, and by the dense white vapor
which arises when a solia body moistened with an acid
IS brought near it. , This ammonia evolved fiom ina-

nme is imbibed by thd soil either in solution in water,
or in the gaseous form, and plants thus receive a larger

supply of nitrogen than is afforded to them by the

atmosphere.

But it is much less the quantity of ammonia, yielded
to a soil by animal excrements, than the form in whicU
it is presented by them, that causes their great influ-

ence on its fertility. Wild plants obtain more nitro-

gen from the atmosphere in the form of ammonia than
they require for their growth, for the water which
evaporates through their leaves and blossoms, emits,

after some time, a putrid smell, a peculiarity possessed
only by such bodies as contain nitrogen. Cultivated
plants receive the same quantity of nitrogen from the
atmosphere as trees, shrubs, and other wild plants

;

but this is not sufficient for the purposes of agriculture.

Agriculture differs essentially from the cultivation of
forests, inasmuch as its principal object consists in

the production of nitrogen under any form capable
of assimilation ; whilst the object of forest culture is

coufinea principally to the pioduction of carbon. All
the various means of culture are subservient to these

two main purposes. A part ordy of the carbonate of

ammonia, which is conveyed by rain to the sod, is

received by plants, becau.'^e a certain quantity of it

is volatilized with the vapor of water; only that por-

tion of it can be assimilated which sinks deeply into

the soil, or which is conveyed directly to the leaves

by dew, or is absorbed from the air along with the

carbonic acid.

Liquid animal excrements, such as the urine with

which the solid excrements are impregnated, contain

the greatest part of their ammonia in the state of

salts, in a form, therefore, in which it has completely

lost its volatility when presented in this condition

;
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not the smallest portion of the ammonia is lost to the

plants, it is all dissolved by water, and imbibed by

their roots."— (pp. 140, 141, 142.)

The next passage, immediately succeeding, is a

most interesting and valuable application ol the

action of chemical affinities to the preservation of

ammonia and fixing it in tlie soil, for the future

use ol plants, by means ofcypsum. But we deem
the explanation thenoe deduced, ol'the modus ope-

randi ofgypsum as manure, as entirely unsupport-

ed by experiment, or even by plausibility.

"The evident influence ofgypsum upon the o-rowth

of grasses,—the strikinf; fertility and luxuriance of

a meadow upon which it is strewed,—depends only

upon its fixinsiin the soil the ammonia of the atmo-

sphere, which would otherwise be volatilized, with the

water which evaporates. The carbonate of ammonia
contained in rain water is decomposed by gypsum,
in precisel)' the same manner as in the manufacture
of sal-ammoniac. Soluble sulphate of ammonia and
carbonate of lime are formed ; and this salt of ammo-
nia possessing no volatility is consequently retained

in the soil. AH the gypsum gradually disappears, but

its action upon the carbonate of ammonia continues

as long as a trace of it exists.

" The benficial influence of gypsum and of many
other salts has been compared to that of aromatics,

which increase the activity of the human stomach
and intestines, and give a tone to the whole system.
But plants contain no nerves; we know of no sub-

stance capable of exciting them to intoxication and
madness, or of lulling them to sleep and repose. No
substance can possibly cause their leaves to appro-
priate a greater quantity of carbon from the atmo-
sphere, when the other constituents v.hich the seeds,

roots, and leaves require for their growth are wantiijg.

The favorable action of small quantities of aromatics
upon man, when mixed with his food, is undeniable,

but aromatics are given to plants toithoiit food to be

digested, and still they flourish with greater luxuriance.
•' It is quite evident, therefore, that the common view

concerning the influence of certain salts upon the

growth of plants evinces only ignorance of its cause.

"The action of gypsum or chloride of calcium
(bleaching sal's) really consists in their giving a fixed

condition to the nitrogen,—or ammonia which is

brought into the soil, and which is indispensable for

the nutrition of plants.

" In order to form a conception of the effect of gyp-
sura, it maybe sufficient to remark that 100 Hess. lbs.

of burned gypsum fixes as much ammonia in the soil

as 6250 lbs. of horse's urine would yield to it, even
on the supposition that all the nitrogen of the urea
and hippuric acid were absorbed by the plants without
the smallest loss, in the form of carbonate of ammonia.
If we admit with Boussingault, that the nitrogen in

grass amounts to 1-100 of its weight, then every
pound of nitrogen which we add increases the produce
of the meadow 100 lbs., and this increased produce of

100 lbs. is effected by the aid of a little more than
four pounds of gypsum.

" Water is absolutely necessary to effect the decompo-
sition of the gypsum, on account of its difiicult solu-

bility, (1 part of gypsum requires 400 parts of water
for solution,) and also to assist in the absorption of

the sulphate of ammonia by the plants; hence it

happens that the influence of gypsum is not observable
on diy fields and meadows.

" The decomposition of gypsum by carbonate of am-
monia does not take place instantaneously ; on the con-

trary, it proceeds very gradually, and this explains

why the action of the gypsum lasts for several years.

"

--(pp. 142, 143, 144.)

These facts should teach the farmer the im-

mense importance of saving, by immediately
mixing and combining with gypsum, all the urine

of man and beast that is usually almost entirely

wasted ; and which in towns lorms u nuisance la

its waste, and would be a commercial commodity

ol great leriilizing value, and ai the same time be

kept free liom all oiiensiveness, li so treated.

This pan ol the instruction cannot be loo strongly

mipressed on country agriculturists, and upon

town guardians ol healui and police. But we
utterly deny that the mysterious action ofgypsum
as manure iu hereby accounted lor ; though this

view oi Lieiug's has been readily received by

other revievveis in this country, and set Ibrih as

entirely saiislaciory. Our objections cannot be

here presented at length, auu will be merely an-

nounced as concisely as possible.

In the first place, in all the vaiious attempts

made by theorisis and by chemists to explain the

modus operundi of gypsum as manure, not one

has been scUislaclory, or has served to meet all the

common and well known cases of opposiie re-

sults. Davy's opinion, to lar as ii goes, seems

the most sound, and the only one thai does not

lead manilestly to error, lie su|)poses thai gyp-
sum IS a necessary though always a very small

ingredient ol cerlain plants, as clover, and there-

lore 11 musi be a specific manure lor such plants,

unless gypsum be already present in the soil ; and

if so present, in the very small quantity required,

that more gypsum ajiplied as manure would be

superfiuous, and of no efieci. We lake this opi-

nion 10 be sound and true. But ii does not explain

what almosi every iheorizer on the subject has al-

lempied lo explain, ichy and how gypsum is a ma-
nure at all, and still less thai il should have such

woiiderlul efi-cis when lully operative.

ill another place, we have iorraeriy endeavored

to show, not indeed why or how gyjjsum acts as a

manure, but vvliy u does not and cannot act on the

many soils where it is always lound lo be inopera-

tive. Our view was, thai the gypsum was speed-

ily decunqjosed by the acid ol .lie soil, and a new
salt of lime lormed, which might be, and proba-

bly was, usetui as manure to some extent ; but it

was no longer gypsum—and ol course could not

exhibit the peculiar and vvonderlul productive

power which gypsum alone, of all mineral ma-
nures, has shown in such very light dressings as

a bushel to the acre.

Now, as complete a decomposition, and change

of |)riiiciples, is supposed by Liebig, in ihe double

decom|)osition and re-composition of the elementa

of the two substances of which he treats. The
separate salts, sulphate of lime (gypsum) and
carbonate of ammonia, exchange principles, and
become two other separate salts, carbonate of

lime and sulphate of ammonia. And in the lat-

ter, ihe ammonia being fixed instead of volatile,

(as in carbonate of ammonia,) it is to this quality

of being fixed that Liebig ascribes all the benefits

produced by the application of gypsum. It is not

gypsum, according lo his view, which acts, but am-
monia j and thai, not by being supplied anew, or

in addition, but merely by being made more fixed

and permanent in the soil.

We have no doubt but thai the sulphate of am-
monia, as ol every salt of ammonia, must be va-

luable manure. Bui before claiming lor it all the

wonders produced by gypsum, it would have con-

formed more to inductive science, and would have

* Essay on Calcareous Manures, 2d ed., pp. 57, 92.
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been easy of trial, if Liebii^ Iiatl iiseJ the sulphate

(iC ammonia, ready lornied, as manure, ami in as

small quantiiy to ihe acre as it is Itirnishetl through

fiypsum. If such experiment is made, and ihe

results like those known from jrypsum are pro-

duced, then the docrrine of Jjiebiir will have the

support of ftcts. Wiihout this, it is unsupported

both by experiment and by reasoning. IC adaiit-

tin<r it to be liiily true, then, ammonia, heinij a

universal manure, uypsum, by fixinij ammonia,

would he beneficial on all soils and to all plants.

But nothing is belter known of irypsum than that

it is almost, and generally, entirely inoperative on

the greater number ol' .-^oils or localities, and also

(or the greater number of cultivated plants.

Atrain—when any application oi manure to

land serves lo increase iis pro(hjct as much as 100

per cent., (as is not unusual from one bushel of

gypsum sown on an acre of clover,) it must be

inlerred that there was before in the soil either

none, or a much less quantity, oC the same ma-
nure. But accordinii lo the calculation of Liehitr,

belbre reterred to, 116 pounds of ammonia would

be the annual supply of an acre, brought I'rorn

the atmosphere by rain and snow. Of this quan-
tity only about 17 poimds could be united with

the sulphuric acid of a buslipl, or 85 pounds of

gypsum,* and be thereby fixed in the soil. It is

beyond all question, ihat the benefit ol' the annual

and gradual supply of 116 lbs. of amnionia by rain

to a crop like clover, which is always ready to im-

bibe it through its living roots, could not be in-

creased 100 per cent, on the eHeci of that and

of all other existing manures, or causes of pro-

ductiveness, by merely, making more fixed 17

pounds of '.he 116 pounds of ammonia otherwise

lurnished.

Liebig accounts for the fertilizing quality ol

burnt clay, which has been so mysterious, to the

chemical power it exerts to combine with ammo-
nia, and also to attract it from the atmosphere
and hold it for the use of growing plants. Oxides
of iron have the same chemical power in regard

to ammonia, and theiefore the author places them
in the same class as fertilizing ingredients of soil.

But ferruginous soil, of itself, is noi fi;rtile, but the

reverse ; it is only when they are a!so enough cal-

careous that ferruginous soils seetn to he the more
fertile because of their iron. Thus the author's

position is rendere<l unicnahle by covering; too

much ground. After stating that all rusts of iron

and all minerals containins iron, absorb and hold

ammonia, he says

—

"The peculiar odor observed on moisteniii<^ mine-
rals containing; alumina, is partly owing to their ex-
haling ammonia. Indeed, gypsum and some varieties

of alumina, pipe-clay for example, emit so much am-
monia, when moistened with caustic potash, that even
after they have been exposed for two days, litmus
paper held over them becomes blue. Soils, therefore,

which contain oxides of iron, and burned clay, must
absorb ammonia, an action which is favored by their

porous condition; they further prevent t^ie escape
of the ammonia once absorbed, by their chemical pro-
perties."— (p. 145.)

" The ammonia absorbed by the clay or (erruginous
oxides is separated by every shower of rain, and con-
veyed in solution to the soil.

* 100 sulphate of lime composed of ."2.] lime, KJi
sulphuric acid (dry) ihkI 21 water. TOO carbonate of
ammonia, 43i ammonia ami 5fU carbonic acid.

" Powdered charcoal possesses a similar action, but

surpastes all other substances in the power which it

possesses of condensing ammonia within its pores,

particularly when it h?.s been previously heated to

redness. Charcoal absorbs 90 times its volume of

ammoniacal gas, which may be again separated by
simply moistening it with water {De Smtssure.) De-
cayed wood approaches very nearly to charcoal in

tins power; decayed oak wool absorbs 72 times its

volume, after having been completely dried under the

air-pump. We have here an easy and satisfactory

means of explaining still further the proprieties of

humus, or wood in a decaying state._ It is not only

a slow and constant source of carbonic acid, but it is

also a means by which the necessary nitrogen is con-

veyed to plants."— (p. 116.)

It would seem to us, as a necessary deduction

from the foregoing extract, that powdered char-

coal ought to he the richest fertilizer, and theri'-

fore best manure, that could he applied to soil,

and rotten wood not much interior. Yet all larnt-

ers know that neither of these substances possess

any thing like such value.

We have remarked at sufficient length on our

author's views of the modes by which plants are

supplied with their larger and more important and
indeed essential constituent parts, carbon, hydro-

gen, oxyiren and nitroi^en. And all these are fur-

nished to vegetation either remotely and indirect-

ly, or immediately and directly, from the atmo-
sphere, in gaseous f(:)rm, and from sources uniimit-,

ed and inexhaustible in quantity. The only other

constituents of plants, and which are of inorganic

origin, and not necessarily belonging to air or wa-
ter, but which must be necessarily furnished by
the soil, are the solid matters indestructible by
burning, and left in small quanuiies in the ashe.=!

of plants. These, though altogeiher formins but

!
a very small proportion of plants, are of sundry

j

kinds and varying proportions of earths, alkaline

j

salts and metallic oxides. Some of these, as salts

I of lime and of potash, from their being univer-

1
stilly found in plants, must be essential to their

healthy existence ; and of course these substances,

or their elements, are indispensable to every soil,

and should he supplied as manure if exhausted
by cropping, or otherwise niiiurally deficient. But
almost every natural soil possesses these elements
in the small rjuantity necessary lor crops; and
they are re-supplied to the soil in ordinary pu-
trescent manures, containing animal admixtures.
Carbonate of lime in large quantity is beneficial

as manure, lor other and more im|)ortant purposes
ihan lo furnish the small ingredient required by
growinar plants. The sulphate of lime (gypsum)
has been already spoken of. The phosphate of
lime (the material of bones) is essential to wheat
and certain other plants, and is o!"ten deficient in

long cultivated and exhausted tends. Hence the
great efiect of bone dust as manure, even in small
quantities. There can be no doubt but that the

other usual inorganic constituent parts of plants,

are necessary or beneficial, and should be supplied

if deficient in the soil. Of this no doul»t is enter-

tained as to potash. Muriate of soda (common
salt,) and oxide of iron, are also certainly benefi-

cial, and perhaps are also essential ingredietiis of

soil and of' plants. And it may be that if one of
these substances be essential lo vi getation in the
smallest pro|)orlioti, and ye! absent, that a few

I

ounds of that substance miiiht be an ample and
most producive manure \hr an acre. But very
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little is yet known on this subject, and it offers a

fertile field for investij^ation to agricultural^ che-

mists and scientific agriculturists. Liebigs re-

marks on these elements of plants supplied from

inorganic nature, present less of what is either

new or important than the other branches of his

researches.

"Most plants, perriaps all of them, contain organic

acids of very different composition and properties,

all of which are in combination with bases, such as

potash, soda, lime or magnesia."— (p. 148.)

"The acids found in the different families of plants

are of various kinds ; it cannot be supposed that their

presence and peculiarities are the result of accident.

The fumaric and oxalic acids in the liverwort, the

kinovic acid in the C/iiiia nova, the rocellic acid in the

Rocella thictoria, the tartaric acid in grapes, and the

numerous other organic acids, must serve some end

in vegetable life. But if these acids constantly exist

in vegetables, and are necessary to their life, which

is incontestable, it is equally certain that some alkaline

base is also indispensable in order to enter into com-
bination with the acids which are always found in the

state of salts. All plants yield by incineration ashes

containing carbonic acid ; all therefore must contain

salts of an organic acid.

" Now, as we know the capacity of saturation of

organic acids to be unchanging, it follows that the

quantity of the bases united with them cannot vary,

and for this reason the latter substances ought to be

considered with the strictest attention both by the

agriculturist and physiologist.
" We have no reason to believe that a plant in a con-

dition of free and unimpeded growth produces more
of its peculiar acids than it requires for its own exist-

ence ; hence, a ])lant, on whatever soil it grows,

must contain an invariable quantity of alkaline bases.

Culture alone will be able to cause a deviation.
" In order to understand this subject clearly, it will be

necessary to bear in mind, that any one of the alka-

line bases may be substituted for another, the action

of all being the same. Our conclusion is, therefore,

by no means endangered by the existence of a parti-

cular alkali in one plant, which may be absent in

others of the same species. If this inference be cor-

rect, the absent alkali or earth must be supplied by one

similar in its mode of action, or in other words, by an

equivalent of another base."— (pp. 149, 150.)

This view is illustrated by statements of the

alkaline contents of the a.'jhes of different speci-

mens from different soils of the same plant ; in

which, ihougii the proportions ri\' the salts of pot-

ash, lime, and magnesia, varied considerably, yet
there was a remarkable equality in the total quan-
tities of oxygen (the acidifying principle) Ibund
in the ashes of each different specimen.

" Firs and pines find a sufficient quantity of alkalies
in granitic and barren sandy soils, in which oaks will

not grow ; and wheat thrives in soils favorable for

the linden-tree, because the bases, which are neces-
sary to bring it to complete maturity, exist there in

sufficient quantity. The accuracy of these conclu-
sions, so highly important to agricidture and to the
cultivation of forests, can be proved by the most evi-

dent facts.

" All kinds of grasses, the equisetacea, for example,
contain in the outer parts of their leaves and stalk a
large quantity of silicic acid and potash, in the form
of acid silicate of potash. The proportion of this salt

does not vary perceptibly in thesoU of corn-fields, be-

cause it IS again conveyed to them as manure in the

form of putrefying straw. But this is not the case in

i a meadow, and hence we never find a luxuriant crop
of grass on sandy and calcareous soils which contain

little potash, evidently because one of the constituents

indispensable to the growth of the plants is wanting-
Soils formed from basalt, grauwacke, and porphyry
are, ccBteris paribus, the best for meadow land, on ac-
count of the quantity of potash which enters into

their composition. The potash abstracted by the

plants is restored during the annual irrigation. That
contained in the soil itself is inexhaustible in compa-
rison with the quantity removed by plants."—(pp.
158, 159.)
" The most decisive proof of the use of strong manure

was obtained atBingen (a town on the Rhine,) where
the produce arid developement of vines were highly in-

creased by manuring them with such substances as

shavings of horn, &.c., but after some years the forma-
tion of the wood and leaves decreased to the great

loss of the possessor, to such a degree, that he has
long had cause to regret his departure from the usual

methods. By the manure employed by him, the vines

had been too much hastened in their growth ; in two
or three years they had exhausted the potash m the

formation of their fruit, leaves, and wood, so that none
remained for the future crops, his mjinure not having
contained any potash.
" There are vineyards on the Rhine, the plants of

which are above a hundred years old, and all of these

have been cidtivated by manuring them with cow-
dung, a manure containing a large proportion of
potash, although very little nitrogen. All the potash,

in fact, which is contained in the food consumed by
a cow is again immediately discharged in its excre-
ments.

'• The experience of a proprietor of land in the vici-

nity of Gottingen offers a most remarkable example
of the incapability of a soil to produce wheat or

grasses in general, when it fails in any one of the ma-
terials necessary to their growth. In order to obtain

potash, he planted his whole land with wormwood, the

ashes of which are well known to contain a large pro-
portion of the carbonate of that alkali. The conse-
quence was, that he rendered his land quite incapable
of bearing grain for many years, in consequence of
having entirely deprived the soil of its potash."— (p.

161.)

"It is thought very remarkable, that those plants oi

the grass tribe, the seeds of which furnish food for

man, follow him like the domestic animals. But
saline plants seek the sea-shore, or saline springs, and
the chenopodium the dunghill from similar causes.

Saline plants require common salt, and the plants

which grow only on dunghills, need ammonia and

nitrates, and they are attracted whither these can be

found, just as the dung-fiy is to animal excrements.

So likewise none of our corn plants can bear perfect

seeds, that iy, seeds yielding flour, without a large sup-

ply of phosphate of magnesia and ammoida, substan-

ces which they require for their maturity. And hence,

these plants grow only in a soil where these three

constituents are found combined, and no soil is richer

in them, than those where men and animals dwell to-

gether; where the urine and excrements of these are

found corn plants appear, because their seeds cannot

attain maturity uidess supplied with the constituents

of those matters."— (pp. 162, 163.)

Although it is now usually admitted that all

these salts, oxides, and earths left in ashes after

burning plants, are drawn by the roots from the

soil, still it has not been long since even scientific

investigators maintained that they were produced

by the growth of plants, and were to be found

in their structure even when not present in the

soil. Schrader, a German chemist, says Profes-

sor Daubeny, " was honored with a prize from

the Berlin Academy, for having, as was thought,

established this position."

How then does it happen that so many of these
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inorgfanic substances and generally in such small

quantity, but ye^suffici(M)t for vprrptation, are dif-

I'used throiijj;h all known soils ? This is an inter-

esting question—which though not directly con-

sidered by our anlhor, receives important lights

I'roni his lacis. lie shows clearly in the Ibllow-

in<j passages, that portions of the salts held in

solution by sea and other water are carried ofi

into the air by evaporation, and thus are furnished

to soils at very remote distances.

" The experiments instituted under Lavoisier's guid-

ance by the Direction dcs poudrcs et salpetrrs, nave

f)roved that during the evaporation of the saltpetre

ey, the salt volatilizes with the water, and causes a

loss which could not before be explained. It is

known also, that, in sea storms, leaves of plants in the

direction of the wind are covered with crystals of salt,

even at the distance of from 20 to 30 miles from the

sea. But it does not require a storm to cause the

volatilization of the salt, for the air hanging over the

sea always contains enough of this substance to make
a solution of nitrate of silver turbid, and every breeze

must curry this away. Now, as thousands ol tons of

sea-water annually evaporate into the atmosphere, a

corresponding quantity of the salts dissolved in it, viz.

of common salt, chloride of potassium, magnesia, and

the remaining constituents of the sea-water will be

conveyed by wind to the land.

"This volatilization is a source of considerable loss

in salt-works, especially where the proportion of salt

in the water is not lartre. This has been completely

proved at the salt-works of Naubeim, by the very in-

telligent director of that establishment, M. Wiliielmi,

He hung a plate of glass between two evaporating

houses, which were about 1200 paces distant from

each other, and found in the morning, after the drying

of the dew, that the glass was covered with crystals

of salt on one or the other side, according to the di-

rection of the wind.
" By the continual evaporation of the sea, its salts*

are spread over the whole surface of the earth ; and

being subsequently carried down by the rain, furnish

to the vegetation those salts necessary to its existence.

This is tlie origin of the salts found in the ashes of

plants, in those cases where the soil could not have

yielded them."— (pp. 165, 166.)

Liebig does not say whetiier part of some only,

or ol' all these different salts are taken up by

evaporation and " spread over the whole surface

of the earth ;" but as no exception is stated by
him, we may inler that ail these salts, in minute
proportions, are continually so resupplied to all

soils. And here then are ample resources whence
soils and plants may receive not only common
salt (chloride of sodium, or muriate of soda,)
and of soda, but also of potash, magnesia, and
some little sulphate of lime. The lands within
20 or 30 miles of the sea coast must be much
more plenlilully supplied with salts, as violent
tempests will carry sea water in vapor, and un-
changed, many miles through the air. Hence it

may well be believed that the lands of the
Eastern Shore of Virginia are maintained in their

productive condition by continual supplies of sa-
line manure, furnished both by storms and con-
tinual exhalation. And as all these salts ope-

* According to Marcet, sea-water contains in 1000
parts,

26.660 chloride of sodium.
4.660 sulptiate of soda.
1.232 chloride of potassium.
5.152 chloride of magnesium.

I 1.6 sulphate of lime.

rate as manure in very small quantities, the great-

er or less amount of the natural and unknown
supply, may well be the cause of the contradic-

tory results of salts artifiiially applied. An appli-

cation of a salt which would be very beneficial

to a soil much in want of that particular ingre-

dient, might be totally useless, or even hurtful,

where the soil was belbre sulTIciently supplied.

ON THE BEDS OF LIMESTONE AND CALCA-
REOUS EAKTH IN THE PEE DEE COUN-
TRY.

From the Farmers' Gazette.

SocieUj mil, July 27, 1841. •

Yours ofthe 15th was duly received. In proceed-

ing to answer you, I must premise that 1 cannot

give any information worth publishing in the

Farmers' Gazette. It is known to many that ex-

tensive banks ofshells are Ibund on the south-west
side of the Pee Dee (rom Port's Ferry to Burch's
Ferry. These banks wherever the river washes the

bluff are lound Irom 10 to 12 leet below the surface

and irom 6 to 10 leet thick, and extend back in

places several hundred yards. At Burch's Ferry
the bank approaches the pure limestone of a

gray color; at Witherspoon's old place tlie lime-

stone or shell bank is harder and purer than it is

at the Bluffs above ; at Savage's, Giles', Erviu's

G. Witherspoon's and Allison's old places the

shell bank is a light yellow. It seems composed
of decayed shells, sand and earthy mailer. The
most common of the shells not decomposed are

flat pieces from 3 to 4 or 5 inches long and as
broad, and ^ of an inch thick. Not being a chon-

cologist I cannot give you the name of this shell.

It is evidently but the remnant of some large

shell fish, and as I have understood considered as

extinct. The next most prevailing shell is the

fluted clam of various sizes, periwinkles, &c. &c.
I do not know that any of the banks above men-
tioned have ever been analyzed. A bank of the

same appearance as the yellow bank ofthe Pee Dee
has been found on the plantation ofthe late John
Gibson, near Darlington Court-house, and I un-
derstood from him that he had sent a lump of the

shell bank to Dr. Cooper to analyze, and upon
analysis, he (bund it to contain, I think, about 70
percent, of pure lime. Large beds of limestone

are found at Legget's, and at Meyers', on or near
the road to Georgetown. Samples of this stone
or rock were pronounced by the late Col. Bland-
ing to be the burrstone. I understand Dr. Harllee
of Marion District has leased or purchased Mey-
ers' bed of stone, and has commenced burning
lime and offers it for sale at i§l per barrel. Large
beds of this limestone are found also on Willow
Creek, in the Marion District, 5 or 8 miles from
Myers'. From this quarry, old Captain William
Wilson, in old indigo times, burnt lime (or indigo

making, tanning, and brick work, &c. He had a
kiln to burn the rock in, but how constructed 1

cannot say. Mr. R. Gordon, who now owns a
part of this quarry or bed of limestone, told me
he had tried the old country plan of burning oys-

ter shells, and found it would not burn the rock
sufficient to decompose it.

In the Carolina process ofmaking indigo, lime-
water was considered necessary to settle the color-

ing matter. My father at limes I know used the
yellow limestone rock, and burned it into lime.
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My father's process was to have wood cut four

leet long, and when partly dried, to place two
pieces of this wood at tour leel apart, and a piece

in the middle, then he placed a piece across each

end and side, naaking an open pen of lour or five

inches deep. This was ihen filled vviih the rock

broken inio Iragaients from lour to six inches dia-

meter, another layer of wood as above, then rock

again, till he got the pile five or six leet high ; fire

was then placed underneath the pile, and when
the wood was consumed the rock, was found sul-

ficienlly burned to decompose. In the improved

process ol' indigo making in the East Indies and

South America, J underi^iand they do not. use lime.

I hope the East Indians may not supplant us as

eflectually in raisiiig cotion as they did in indigo.

Some twenty years ago, when I had more
youth and energy than I now have, [ had a boat

built wiih a view lo bring up linie from the banks

below. It so hap[iened that my crop the year I got

my boat ready was a light one. The fiist down
load was taken, and on ihe boat's return I ordered

my people to bring up a load ot limestone. Be-

fore they returntd as high as the iimesione banks

the river was up, and my people Ibund it difficult

to get at the rock, and got only the surtacc or up-

per part of the rock, which Was interior to that

which is Ibund deeper. This load 1 had hauled

to my plantaiioi^ burned in my lather s plan as

above described, and Ibund the rock sufficiently

burned to decompose. The lime I ordered to be

sprinkled in the drill where I intended to plant

cotton, and drilled thick enough to see it some
distance, but how much to the acre 1 cannot say.

1 thought 1 could perceive the good etiecis lor tlie

first and second years; but the spot where the

rock was burned was very visible lor many years.

Whether this effect was produced bylhe increased

quantity oC the Cragments ol' the rock and lime,

and the ashes from ihe wood used in burning the

rock, or liom the combined causes, I cannot say.

Belbre the next sca.-cn, my boat met with some
accident, and thus ended my visions ol enriching

my plantation Irom lime. It is not necessary for

me to say to the editor of ihe Farmer's G^izette,

that lime, from the earliest agricultural records has

been Ibund a ieriilizeror promoter ol vegetation.

The modus operandi ol lime, gypsum and ashes is

still I believe a debateable question. 1 have used

all these in the same way and quantity by rubbing

my cotton seed and seed corn belore planting,

with about equal success. In dry years the etfect

wiih me was visible in the color and increassed or

hastened growth of the plant. In wet years I

could not perceive the eli'ects. The result of my
hmited reading and experience is that lime, gyp-
sum, ashes and salt act as solvents of the atmo-

sphere. I preler wood ashes to either lime, gyp-
sum or salt. Whether a more general, saler,

and cheaper use of steam will ever enable boat

owners to brinji up lime and deliver it cheap
enough for the Pee Dee farmers to use extensively,

is a question for another generation or generations

to decide. All I can say is, that inexhaustitile beds

of limestone exist on the banks of the Pee Dee,

Black River, Sanlee and Savannah,
A PlSli DeK Pr.AXTER.

KXPERIMENTS TO SHOW THE PROPER STATE
OF WHEAT FOR REAPING.

[At page 35, vol. ii., of the Farmers' Register,

we, presented at length our views and personal

experience in regard to the advantage of reaping

wheat before it is fully ripe. Our opinion has

been settled 01.1 this still disputed point since 1821,

and our |;ractice made conformable to the opinion.

Within that time, a very general change has

taken place, by somewhat advancing the time of

reaping. But still, there are but few farmers who

will venture to reap as soon as the time we advo-

cated, that IS, when the grain is quite soft, or in

the " douflh state," or but just passed the previous

" milky state ;
' and much loss is yet sustained by

what remains of the old prejudice in favor of the

wheat being "dead ripe." In the following arti-

cle, from the last number of the British Quarterly

Journal of Agriculture, (lor June, 1841,) the

writer has arrived at the same deductions that we

did, by a dilTerent and more accurate course of ex-

periment and calculation ; and perhaps this difier-

ent mode ol treating the subject may aid the con-

viction ol those yet in doubt. In this hope, we

venture to present an article, of which the length

and scientific lbr.m, we fear, may be repulsive to

most readers, as the general taste of readers seems

to be lor mere results, rejecting all the steps of

reasoning or evidence by which the results were

reached, and by which the truth or Jaisehood of

the coiM.'lusions might be judged.

What the writer calls the " raw" state of wheat,

agrees with what we called the " dough" state,

and recommended as the best lor reaping. The
interval of 14 days between that and the ripe

slate, which he (bund in the cool autumn climate of

Britain, would not be more than half as long, and

usually still less, in our hot and dry summer.

—

Ed. F. R.]

In lelerring to his " 6ooA's," during the commu-
t:ition of the tithes in this parish, a very near
connexion of mine (vvhose aurirultiiral experienre
ex'endsover a period of more than half a centurj',

and who. when in the active management of land,

w.iii locally noied lor producing good samples of

wheat) showed me a list of all the corn lie had
produced and sold. Observing that the prices he
had obtained for wheat were nearly always above
those of the neiirhhoring markets at the same
time, he inlbrmed me that he was in the habit of
commencing harvest a week or ten days belbre

the generality of farmers, it beincr his practice

to reap his wheat before it became quite ripe.

Thinking that custom must be the best guide
on this point, and that age often looks upon the

past, as youth upon the future, through a glass

that invests objects and thoughts with a parti d

hue, this explanation did not make much impres-

sion upon me, till some months after (how many
I cannot exactly say,) when 1 observed, from a
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notice in the newspapers, that a certain learned

proles-sor had proposed reaping wheat quite green.

Tiie result was a determination lo take ilic lirst

opporiunity of jrivinir boili sjsienis a lair trial.

Of liiis trial the lollovving are the details and

results :
—

Havitifi selected a field of " old squarcheadcd

red wheaV lor the experiments, on August 4,

1810, I cut a sheai: At this time it was quite

green, i. c, both straw and ears were in full vigor,

and ILili of sap. Though the grain appeared

perfecily formed, the chaff still adhered so firmly

to ii that it was scarcely pot^sihle to separate tiiem

by li-iction in the hands. When separated ii was
large and pitiajp, but so lull oi'milk that ihe slight-

est pressure reduced (he whole lo a juicy con-

sisiency or pulp.

This sheaf stood in the field for a fortnight,

when it was housed. On the same day, August

18, I cut another. The wheat was of course yet

"green," speaking positively, or " not ripe," if we
epeak negatively,— heing what farmers commonly
term " raio." That is, the si raw, though appear-

ing at a distance green, when examined closely

was of a hue fast approximating to yellow; while,

for about a loot upwards i'rora the ground, it was
quite yellow. The ears, too, were more open,

the chaff tinged wiih various shades of yellow

and green, and the grain itself, when separated,

soft and pulpy, but not near so full of fluid as be-

fore. The judcment of the farmer will, however,

best tell him ihe conditions of ihe wheat, boih at

this and at the preceding cutting, when 1 say,

thai in another fortnight the whole field was ripe.

At the end of this fortnight (September 1) I

housed the sheaf cut on August 18, and which

had remained exposed to the weather in the inter-

val, and cut a third. This 1 have said was
" ripe ;" but by the term I don't mean that degree

of ripeness when the straw breaks, the ears curl,

and Ihe iirain shakes out; but that condition in

which it is customary to commence reaping it,

—

when the straw, (rora the roots to the ear, is

uniformly yellow, and has lost all symptoms of

vivid health.

On the 14th of September the third sheaf was
taken from the field and carefully preserved, along

with the other two, till the Ist of November,
when, out of each shealj I selected 100 ears, and
put each parcel into a separate bag. The straw

from each of these parcels of ears was preserved

carefiilly.

The ears i"n one bag (No. 1, or that cut very

green) were now thrashed, the chaff' carelijlly

separated, and the gross weight of the corn yield-

ed ascertained by an extremely accurate balance.

The weights of a fixed measure of a certain

number of grains Avere next found. To avoid

error, this was repeated several ti7)Les.

No. 2 (cut raw) and No. 3 (ripe) underwent
the same process : for the results of which see

the following table.

Comparative weights ofwheat reaped at different

periods.

Time of reaping and
condition.
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1st, In weight of gross produce g'V'j, or 13\ per

cent.

2d, In weight of equal measures 3',, or nearly

-^ per cent.

3d, In weight of equal number of grains g\, or

nearly 2\ per cent.

4th, In quality and value ^^-^, or above 3^ per

cent.

5th, In weight of straw -g, or above 5 per cent.

On I he other had, that reaped a month before it

was ripe, has an advantage of 22 per cent, in

weight of straw, compared with ihe ripe, but in

every other point has the disadvantage : thus,

1st, In weight of gross produce 3^5, or 11 y^g per

cent.

2d, In weight of equal measures og^, or rather

more than ^ per cent.

3d, In weight of equal number of grains if, or

beiier than 13^ per cent.

4th, In quality and value j\^, rather more than

^ per cent.

h may be here necessary to mention that the

sample No. 3 fripe) was very bold, but rather

coarse, feeling rough in the hand ; while No. 2

(raw) was quite as bold, butvery fine and thin in

the skin. No. 3 (green) was also a good and

clear sample, but much smaller than either of the

other. This will account lor the apparently

anomalous lact of there being scarcely any diti'er-

ence in the marketable value of the green compa-
red with the ripe, while there is a diHerence of 13

percent, in favor of the ripe in weight of equal

numbers of grains ; for the sample being dry and

good, the buyer lost little by this inferiority in the

size of grain as the weights of equal measures

were the same,—the difference of 253 scarcely

making 5 lb. in the sack.

Belbre venturing to draw my deductions from

these experiments, let us put their results in a still

more practical point of view.

Suppose we have three acres of wheat, one of

which, reaped when ripe, yields us 30 bushels of

corn and one ton of siraw ; what will be the

gross value of the same 1 And what the value

of the other two acres, according to the data

furnished by the foregoing experiments, supposing

each acre to be exactly equal in crop, and the one

reaped afortnight 'diid the other a monfA before

the ripe?

Belore answering this, we must fix a value for

the straw—say 2d. per stone, which, taking into

account that used by the farmer himself^—and

many cannot sell any— is as much as it is actually

worth. Whence we have, for the acre of ripe.-

30 bushels of wheat, at 61s. 6d. per

quarter (the price of sample
No. 3,) £11 10 7i

1 ton of straw, at 2d. per stone, . 16 8

Gross produce, £12 17 3^

Let us next take the acre cut " raw.''^ Before

we can come to its value, we must first resolve

the question, How much, in measure, will the

acre produce us, supposing it to produce 30 bush-

els, if cut when ripe?

In solving this, as we must assume each crop

to be exactly equal if cut at the same time, it is

obvious that if we would determine the difference

caused by reaping at an earlier period, ve cannot

found our calculations upon the gross weight ol

the two samples (Nos. 2 and. 3); for, all hough
there is no doubt but that ihis weight was mate-
rially affected by the condition of the wheal at

the time of reaping (indeed the diffiirence in the

weight of equal numbers of grains proves the

fact), It is possible that, in selecting the 100 ears

from the sheaf, I might take out of one sheaf ears
with a greater number of grains in ihem than

those taken out of the other. This, then, would
aflect the total or gross weight ; and, therefore,

it cannot be taken into account in the present case,

where both acres are supposed to have an equal

number of grains.

To the weight of equal measures, and of equal

numbers of grains, both the result of many care-

fiil trials, this objection cannot be urged ;, and
they are amply sufficient to enable us to tell the

produce of an acre of " raw," when that of the

"ripe" is 30 bushels. Thus, in the first table, we
have.

Wgt. of eq. measures. Wgt. of eq. Nog. of grs.

No. 2 (raw,) 580 - - 23.25

No. 3 (ripe,) 570 - - 22.75

Now put m= this measure, and n = the num-
ber of grains weighed of each sort; then

22.75

n : 22,75 : : 1 : = the weight of one
n

grain of No. 3, whence
22.75 570/1

: 1 ; : 570 : = the number of

71 22.75

grains of No. 3 in the measure m.
23.25

Again, similarly, n : 23.25 : : 1 : ,

n
weight of one grain of No. 2, and

23.25 580 n
: 1 : : 580 : = the number of

n 23.25

grains of No. 2 in the measure m.
570/1 22.75m

Andm-^ = = the space occupied
22.75 570 n

by one grain of No. 3 (ripe ;) and
580 ft 23.25 m

m- = :=; the space occupied by
23.25 580 n

one grain of No. 2 (raw.)
Now, as there are the same number of grains

upon each acre, and as the acre of ripe yields 30
bushels, we have

22.75 m 23.25 m
: : : 30 bushels : 30.1307313

570 ft 580 ft

bushels, the produce of one acre cut a fortnight

before the ripe.

Again, by reference to page 27 in the second
table, we have 1 and lA as the relative weights

of the straw No. 3 and No. 2 ; whence, as No. 3
is supposed to produce one ton,

1 : Ifg : : 160 stones : 168| stones, the weight
upon the acre reaped when raw. And lor the

whole produce ol' the acre, we have
30.1307 bushels of wheat, at

63s. 6d. per quarter, - - £11 19 1|

168 stones of straw, at 2d. per

stone, 18 If

£13 7 3^
Adopting the same course for the produce of the
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acre cut fir&t, i. e. n monili before the ripe, and

which corresponds with sample No. 1, we gel

568 rt

= ihe number of grains of ihe green in

19.75

the measure nt;

19.75 VI

whence = the space occupied by one
5G8 71

(Tain of green.

22.75 7/1

But (^v'uh above,) = spnce, by one grain

570 71

of the ripe
;

22.75w 19.75

whence : : : 30 bushels : 26.1356

570 71 568 71

bushels, the pro:luce oC the acre cut a month be-

fore the ripe. And {vide "Table of relative

weights," &c., paire 27.)

1 : If : : 160 stones : 195? elones of straw,

the produce ol' the same ; wht^nce we have
26.1356 bushels of wheat, at

61s. per quarter, - - - - £9 19 3^

195| stones of straw, at 2il.

per stone, - - - - - 112 7

£11 11 lOi

The total products of the three acres stand thus :

No. 3, Reaped when ripe, . £12 17 3|
No. 2, do. a (brtnight earlier, . 13 7 3^
No. 1, do. a month before the ripe, 11 11 10|

Showing a loss of £l : 5 : 5, or about 10 percent.,

by cutting very green ; and a gain nf 10s. per acre,

or nearly 4 per cent., by reaping in a raw state, or

a fnrtniirht before it was ripe.

From the above details, it would appear that it

is the farmer's interest to cut his wheat before it

becomes ihorouahly ripe. Many, no doubt, will

be dispo.«od to doubt deductions ofsuch importHrice

drawn Irom such limited experiments. This
objection the writer anticipates, because it is a

natural one, which he felt himself, when he con-

sidered the most important conclusions which
resulted ; when, however, he retraced, step by step,

hia invssligatinns, without any variation in that

result, he could no longer refuse to believe it true

till he proved it untrue. He is aware that there

are other points of consideration in this subject

—

thai there are f)eculiarities in the nature of land,

of seed or of season, and that there is, as in all

man's investigations, a possibility of error ; anv
of which circumstances miifht materially aflec;

the result of experiments upon so limited a scale

as the present one ; and for this leasori he will, if

all be well, give the subject a iri»l in the ensu-
ing harvest, on a much more comprehensive scale,

Tliat the results of these experiments will be

corroborative in the main points, he has no doubt,

and for this cause he feels no hesitation in layiiiL'

the preceding " details" before the agricultural

world ; moreover, as he has in no case given a

deduction without the grounds upon which it rest-

ed, the degree of" acceptation" which the reader

may give it rests with himself The most scepti-

cal, he however flatters himself, will think it

" worthy" ol being tested, if of nothing more.
In testing, however, the conclusion which the

foregoing experiments warrant, there are some
other advantages which strcDgthen that conclu-

VoL. IX,—43

sion, which must not be foriroiien. That ihey
have not been con>iidered in the preceding pages,
i.^ not because they are of no import, l)ut, on the
contrary, because .they are of such consefpjence
that Ihe writer could not assign them nii adequate
momentary value. And had he attempted to do
^0, lie would have at once made ih>' details of
his experiments valueless, by mixing the real

results of practice with the imaginary ones of

opinion. Before the subject, liowever. can be
thoroughly sifted, they must be considered. The
circumstances are the.-^e :—independently of the 4
per cent, gain (according to the foregoing experi-
inentf-) by reaping our wheat afbrinight before it

is ripe, we have
1st, Straw of a belter quality.

2d, A better chance of securing the crop ; and,
3cZ. A saving in securing it.

\st, ''Straw ofa beitpr(]uality." This iseasilyde-
monstraiedbolh lor the purpose of food and manure.
As an article of food the value of any vegeta-

ble depends upon the gross quantity, or upon the
combination of certain substances termed soluble,

from their entering into union with water. This
rule applies particularly to the grasses which are
used for the purpose of feeding stock.* The
substances generally found in these grasses are
saccharine matter or sugar, mucilage or starch,

and gluten or albumen, and bitter extract and
saMne matters. Of th' se the cugar is no doubt,

the most, and the extractive nsatter the least,

nutritive; the latter having been found, by experi-
ment, to come away in the dung of the animal
consuming it. while the o her matters were absorb-
ed by the body.

Now wheat is a species of grass, and the value
of the straw, as an article of food, depend-j upon
the quantity of nutritive matter contained in it.

"Thisnuiriiive matter must be very small in straw,
as now generally used," the practical farmer will

say, " for straw per se is but poor food, and scarce-
ly able to sustain lile." This is true; fmm 400
grains o\' dry barley straw," says Sir H. Davy,
"[ obtained 8 grains of matter soluble in water,
which had a brown color, and tasted like muci-
lage. From 400 grains of wheaten straw, I ob-
tained 5 grains ol a similar suhsiance." With
this paticity of nutritive matter in the straw before
us, how can we account tor the fact that, in the
sap of wheat, the straw, and in all succulent
plants, there is naturally a great proportion of
mvcilaginous and saccharine viatter ?t The an-
swer is this. In all gras.ses and succulent plants,
the greatest proportioti of this i<; present before
the flower is dead ripe.J So in ivheat, when we
allow the straw to remain till thoroughly ripe, a
portion of the sugar is converted by the action of

* " Tfie mode of determininsj the nutritive power
of grasses by the quantity of matter tfiey contain
soluble in water, is siifTH-iently accurate for all the

purposes of agricultural investigation." Sir Humphry
Davy in his " Account of the Results of Experi-
ments on the produce and nutritive qualities of differ-

ent grasses and other plants, instituted by John, Duke
of Bedford."

t
" The fluids contained in the sap-vessels of wheat

and barley afforded, in souie experiments which 1

made on them, mucilage, sugar, and a matter which
coagulated by heat." Sir H.Davy. Agricul. Chem. 142.

t Vide Agricul. Chem, Sec. 6, p. 264.
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lijrlit, lieat, &c. into mucilage,* ami a great pro-

puilion of the nuiriiive powers of the grass absorb-

ed by the atmosphere, or lost in some man-

ner : for, as Mr Sinclair observe?, in his ^^ Report

of Experiments on Grassfs,'* " iheni is a great

(liflerence between straws or leaves that have been

dried afier they were cut in a succulent state, and

those which are dried (if 1 may so express it) by

nature while growing. The (ornier retain all

their nutritive powers, but the latter, if completely

dry, very little, if any.''''

As a manure, too, the straw cut " raio'''' is

equally superior to the ripe ; for, as it is an agri-

culiural axiom that the better the Ibod of an ani-

mal is, the betier the manure liom it, the ma-

nure fi-om a slock consuming' this straw, con-

taining a fair proportion of nutritive matter,

rnusl be more valuatile thnn that from stock

consuming the ripe with scarcely any in it.

But a yreat profionion of the farmer's straw is

converted into manure without undergoing the

process of mastication atid diirestion. For this

purfiosp the unripe straw is equally preferable, as

ail unripe vegetables are manures without prepara-^

iiun'\— the eolui'le and nutritive extracts which
they contain, being the principal agents in forming

vegetable manure ; as they not only combine
to render the process of decomposition the more
rapid, by breaking down the woody fibres, f &c.

in the manure heap, but are also in their pure

and separate states sMmulants to vegetation.

§

* The inferiority of the quantity of snpjar in the

summer crops, probably depends upon the agency of

lisht, which tends always in plants to convert saccha-

rine matter into mucilap;e. Ibid. p. 414.

t
" Green crops, or any kind of fresh ves:etabie

matter, require no preparation to jit them for manure.
" All green succulent plants contain saccharine or

miicilaiiinous matter, with woody fibre, and readily

ferment. They cannot, therefore, if intended for

manure, be u-sfd /oo soon after their death.
" When green crops are to be employed for enrich-

ing a soil, they should be ploughed in, if it be possible,

when in flower ; for it is at this period that they contain

the largest quantity of soluble matter, and that their

leaves are most active in forming nutritive matter."

Sir H. Davy, Agricul. Chem. p. 264.

J
" Vegetable manures, in general, contain a great

excess of fibrous and insoluble matters, which must
undergo chemical changes beibre they can become the

food of plants. It wdl be proper to take a scientific

view of the nature of these chanfes, &c.
" If any fresh vegetable maiier. which contains

sugar, mucilage, starch, or other of the vegetable com-

pounds soluble ill water, be moistened and exposed to

air, at a temperature from 55° to 80°, oxygen will

soon be absorbed, and carbonic acid formed ; heat

will be pioduced, and elastic tluids, principally car-

bonic acids, gaseous oxide of carbon, and hydro-

carbonate, will be evolved ; a dark-colored fluid, of

a slightly sour or bitter taste, will likewise be formed

;

and if the process be suffered to continue for a time

sufficiently long, nothing solid will remain, except

earthy and saline matter, colored black by charcoal.
" In proportion as there is more gluten, albumen,

or matters soluble in water, in the vegetable substances

exposed to fermentation, so in proportion, all other

circumstances being equal, will the process be more

rapid." Ibid. p. 257.

§ " Mucilaginous, gelatinous, saccharine, oily, and

extractive fluids, and solution of carbonic acid and

water, are substances that, in their unchanged states,

contain almost all the principles necessary for the life of

plants." Ibid. p. 256.

It may be urged that the increased value of the

straw is more in liivor of that cut very green (No.

1) than that cut a lortniglu later (No. 2.) This

is true ; but, to |)roduce this increase of value,

if we cut our wheat so early as No. 1. we have a

desiccation of the grain to such an extent as to

diminish the measured produce above 12 per cent.;

while, by reaping with No. 2, we are, so far Irom

injuring eilhersample or measure, actually improv-

ing both, and at the same time gaining above 5

|)er cent, in the weight, and at least as much in the

qualiiy of the straw. Fur the increase of weigiit

in the latter is not produced by a greater produce,

but by the presence of a greater |)ortion of those

soluble sub.-tances which are alike necessary la

animal and vegetable lile—are alike the nutritive

part of food and the quickening principle of ma-
nure.

2d, We come now to the second advantage,

the " better chance of securing the crop."

This is self-evident. We gain a fortnight at

the commencement of harvest. If the weather

be good, we can secure a great portion of our

wheat beibre we should scarcely have begun upon
the old system. If not, we cnn wait; so, under

any circumsiances, our chances of securing the

grain must be greater. Moreover, if we take a
retrospect of the harvests for a number of years,

we shall find that nearly all the early harvests

have been what we term " good" ones, i. e. good
as regards weather and the condition in which the

grain was secured. When the peculiarities of

our climate, its general fickleness, and its still

greater liability to change as the autumn ad-

vances, are considered, this will require no explana-

tion.

If we look, loo, at ihe later harvests, we shall,

I venture to say, find that, in nine cases out often,

the grain which was cut first was secured in the

best condiiiiin. As an example of this, the crop

of 1S39 will suffice. The cro[)s were late, ihe

beginning of reaping the same, and the result

was that in the north of Engtand/u// 75 jser cent,

of the whole wheat crop was damaged. And lull

75 per cent, of that which was uninjured, I will

also venture to say, was that which was cut the

first. In Yorkshire this was especially seen ; for

the earliest wheat was with the greatest difficulty

secured. In this village CNo.Mh Deighton) not a

sheaf was in stack till the day before, and on some
farms, the very day on which the rainy weather

set in.

The frequent recurrence of such years as this,

will teach the value of even a fortnight better

than any thing that can be said here. And that

they will recur is beyond a doubt. What has

happened orice may happen again, but what has

frequently happened, (as this sort of harvest has,)

with the same causes in operation, we are war-

ranted in saying, will happen again and often.

Zd, The saving in securing the crop is a double

one. In the first place, there is less waste in

moving or reaping, and no danger of " shaking"

or " necking " in strong winds. In the second

place, there is an absolute economy in the ex-

pense of reaping the crop, which may be thus

illustrated.

The busy period of harvest with the farmer

generally extends over four or five weeks. In

this month a certain portion of his work is done by

his own hands, i. e, by the regular laborers and
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servants of the farm ; therelbre, by beginning a

Ibnnight sooner, and extending the season of

harvtst over six weeks inslead ol lour, it is evident

that these regular servants would cut a nrnicli

greater proportion ol his crop— in lact, one-half

more. By this he is rendered ies'j dependent on

those extraneous ''helps''' or " takers,'''' who, imhe
seasons ol' hurry and anxiety, fix their own
terms.

How often do we, especially in the north, be-

hold a force of reapers in almost every field. The
reason is this : the wheat, oats, and t>arley, are

olteji ripe at one time, and aware as the (armer

is of liie injury which strons winds and showers

would do them, he has to hunt up laborers at

any price. And, after all this extra expense, ii is

extremely probably that, having the whole of his

harvest upon his hands at once, he is compelled

to let some part of his gram have too Utile or

some too much weather. By commencing his

wheal harvest a loriniirht earlier, these evils

would have been prevented ; by the time that

his barley and oats were ready, most or all ol' his

wheat would have been cut, and some ol it fit for

the stack, and that, too, by the exertions of his

regular workmen only. And being neither pressed

lor lime nor laborers, his harvest would have

been finished at a less expense, and his grain

secured very probably in a much better condi-

tion.

To assign a value for these advantages i;!, as

has been said before, lor the farmer himself ; and

it will not be an insignificant one. For ii begin-

ning harvest a fortnight earlier enables him to

save a crop from spoiling once in a lileiime,— il

the improved quality of his straw as Ibod lor his

Slock allows him to plough out an acre more, or to

pasture anoiher acre of clover with leeding stock,

instead of mowing il lor his lean stock, every

grain saved, every extra bushel of corn produced,

and every extra head of slock fed, is a benefit lo

the wliole commumiy as well as to himsell^— is so

much added to ihe gross produce and wealth ol

llie country. There being, in fact, an increased

return without an increased outlay.

BONE-DUST.

From Jackson's Treatise on Agriculture.

Bones, which have now become a very import-

ant manure, are composed ol earthy salts, chiefiy

phosphate of lime, with a little carbonate of lime,

phosphate ol magnesia, and abuut one-hall of

decomposable animal mailer. Those of fat younu
animals are allowed to be the best.* They are

less beneficial lor clay lands than light soils, and
less efficacious in wet than in dry seasons. In

the improved districts ol Scotland, bone-dust if

coming inio very general use as a manure lor tur-

nips, and mills lor crushing bones are general in

many parts ol the country. There has been no
improvement in Scoiiish agriculture so universally

adopted as that of applying bone-dust to land in-

* The following table gives the ordinary proportions

of the ingredients composing bone-dust:

—

Earthy and saline matter - 40
^

Cartilage and jelly - - 40 > parts in 100.

Fatty matter -. , - 20

)

tended for the production of turnips, and it seems
better qualified than any manure hitherto tried (or

biingiiig waste land into cultivation. It is light,

and can be carted lo a great distance at linle ex-
pense, one wairon load ol 100 bushels being loiind

nearly equal lo 40 cart-loads ol liirm-yiird manure.
It is asseried by some, that its efficacy remains
diirinir the whole roiaiion, and even alier it. On
I)asioral farms it will be Ibund exceediuL'ly n.-elul

;

as, raising a ttener crofi of lurni[)s, it will greatly

improve the condition of the stock.

in corroboration ol' the above remarks, we quote
ihe following :

— " A farmer obtained a lorty years'
lease of a tract of poor land in a hiLrh eiiuaiion

near Hociidale in Lancasliire, on which, afier fenc-

ing and draining, he erected a bone-nnll, and be-

i^an manurinif the hind at the rate of from 100 to

130 bushels per acre. The consequence of this

was, that he let off, in a \e,w years, more land than
paid the rent of the whole, and retained a large

lamiin his own hand.'"*

In the wolds of York and Lincoln shire?, it is

stated that " before tiones were extensively used
in turnip husbandry, many thousands of acres
were annually sown for iliat crop wiihoiit any
manure whatever. The turnips upon such unma-
nured land were consequenily very indifferent, and
the benefit of lee<iing sheep on their tops was
very trifling. But since ihe use ol bones has
hecome general, the turnip crop has increased
lenlold. All the succeeding grain crops have been
much larijer, and upon the l()uror five shift system,
there is no doubt the land will go on progres-
sively improving, requiring a less quantity of
hones annually, from iis increased fertility and
power."t
From experiments made regarding the efficacy

of bone-dust contrasted with farm-yani dung, on
soils of a light sandy nature, the result has been
unilbrmly in favnr of Ihe first, one and a half
tons of bones being equal to twenty tons of dung.
To ascertain the eH'ecis of large and small quan-
liiies, from 20 to 100 bushels per acre, in various
fimounts, have been applied, and it has been found
that the crops are not increased when laid on be-
yond a certain quantity. By being applied in

large quantities, alihi)iigh not immediately benefi-

cial, bone-dust has been found to render land

exiraordinartly produciive (br a great length of

time. We quote the Ibllowirig rules (br its appli-

cation :

—

" 1. On drylands, limestone, chalk, light loams,
and peat, bones are a highly valuable manure.
2. That they may be applied to grass with great
rood effect. 3. That on arable lands, they may
he laid on fallow for turnips, or used for any other

subsequent crops. 4. Tliat the best method of
using them when broad-cast, is previously to mix
ihem up in compost with earth, and let them lie

and ft^rment. 5. That, if used alone, they may
he either drilled with the seed or sown broadcast.

6. That bones which have undergone the process

of fermentation, arc decidedly superior in their

immediate efTects to those which have not been
fermented. 7. Thai the quantity should be about
twenty bushels of dust, or forty of large bones,

increasing the quantity if the land be impover-
ished. 8. That upon clays &nd heavy loams,

* Journal of Agricultbre.

t British Husbandry.
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it does not yet appear that bones will answer.

On this latter observation, however, a farmer

near Nantswich in Cheshire remarks, ihat he

'occupies a larm in the township olPickmore, the

Boii of which is a clay loam scarcely twelve mches
deep, the subsoil a gray sand mixed wilh coarse

clay, on a bed of jzood clay marl. Two years

ago he covered a field with bone manure, previous

to which the grass was so sour as not to be worth

ten shillings an acre ; but it is now full of most

excellpnt herbage, consisiinij ol white clover, anii

treibil.' To this he adds, ' that on anoiher of this

fields with a clay soil, a small portion of it was
manured thirty-two years ago by a former tenant

with bones, and that although it has been twenty

years in tillaire, yet that part still shows a superi-

ority over the rest.' At Clumber Park, the seat

of the Duke of Newcastle, 600 bushels ol small

bones were in 1822 spread upon 24 acres of grass

land in the dairy farm, consisting of dry, sandy,

and gravellv soil, which had been laid down about

ten years. Their efleci upon the pasture improved
the condition of the cows so materially, that about

twice the quantity of butter was made li-om them
than from covvts grazed on land of a similar quali-

ty, but not boned ; and this effect, it is said, still

continues. The time for laying-them upon the

land as a top-dressing to grass, whether seedling

or pasture, is generally recommended to be early'

in spring. Seeing that the lenilizing qualify of

bones is improved by fermentation, it has led io

the supposition that they may he usefully applied

in compost with earth and other substances ; by
this mixture it has been Ibund from experiment
that they soon become decayed and pulverized.

It is stated in the Doncaster Report, ' that this

method of using bones in the Uirmation of com-
posts is recommended by several intelliirent farm-
ers, thirteen of whom, solely from their own ex-
perience, described its effects as superior to those
of bones used sinirlv. With some of these, it is

the practice to mix fifty bushels of bones with five

loads of burnt clay or good earth per acre, by
which dressing, the crops between fallow and
fallow, except clover, appear to be increased one-
filth in value."'*

RKD CLOVER, KTC, IN FRANCE.

(Translated from Le Bon Jardinier, for tlie Farmers' Resister.]

Trifolium pratense, red clover. The plant

mostly in cultivation on the natural meadows of

France is the trefoil, owing, without doubt, to the

facility wilh which it is brought into the rotation

of three years, without deranging the order, a

practice still generally followed, and under which
system, it is said, this plant has rendered and still

renders more service than any other, in contribut-

ing to the suppression of the efiects of the fallow

year, and in showing that the land can be entirely

renovated by a productive year for clover. But it

is Io be regretted that this mode of using the clover

is not replaced by another less defective ; for the

lands where ihey remain, with only a single

year's rest for a long time, must wear out. Clover
delights in soils new and deep ; it succeeds on
clay lands suitably manured, and pretty well on

those of a sandy nature, if the land does not fire

it. It is most generally sown in the spring, on
the oats and barley, and frequently on the green
wheat ; sometimes in the autumn ; but that season
suits only where the land is in fine heart, and
where the (rosts will not disturb it. When it is

sown on crops already up, and it is wished not to

tiarrow it, a time should be chosen when tliere is a
prospect for rain. Great care should be taken to

cover the grain very lightly, on account of its ex-
treme fineness. The pasturage of clover charged
with dew and moisture is very dangerous, as well

as that also which is cut and led green. It

should only be given to the cattle when sufficiently

cured. Plaster is excellent manure lor this plant.

The quantity of seed to an acre is about 16 pounds;
but the praciice in different places is very various

on this poini. In one place they put only three or

lour pounds, in another twenty, and someiimes
more. Gilbert has taken the average of a creat

many cantons which he has (ound to be fifteen

and a half poimds to the acre.

Trifolium repens, lohiie clover. The species is

hardy, and very well adapted to the pasturage of

sheep. It is sown in some parts of Germany to

mow ; but its produce in this manner is very in-

considerable. While clover grows well on light

and dry lands, and can be employed very usefully

there. It will grow also on moist lands. I have
seen it very fine on meadows so moist that the

fetuque flothante, [cat-tails, I believe] grew there

in abundance. It requires about twelve pounds of

seed to the acre.

Melilot de Siberie, Melilotu^ alba.* Many
plants of this species have otten been tried lor

Ibrage, without any being yet established in cul-

ture. Even the Siberian melilot, so beautiful, so

vigorous, and so luxuriant, notwithstanding the

commendations of Daubenton, and of our cele-

brated Andre Thouin, has not come into general

use. Its stalks, too succulent when young, and
too hard when more advanced, render its conver-

sion into Ibrage difficult ?nd not advantageous.

Its use as pasture would be best, but the want o!'

precaution and vigilance causes the melilot to be

more dangerous ihan trefoil or lucerne. Cattle

permitted to graze upon it alier a rain, or before

the rays of the sun have dispelled the humidity of

the dews, swell, and often perish. JVlelilot is bien-

nial, and can be introduced into the rotation of

crops as treli)il ; it grows more readily than that

on indifJerent and dry lands. One reason why it

should be cultivated is, that it affords bees, from

its numerous flowers, an abundant pasture, which
they seek with avidity. Sow from twelve to fif-

teen pounds to the acre.

British Husbandry.

TO THE FRIENDS OF A NATIONAL AMERICAN
SOCIETY OF AGRICULTURE THROUGHOUT
THE UNITED STATES.

From the National Intelligencer.

Fellow- Citizens .-—The object of the present

address is to ascertain whether there is, at this

time, a sufficient number of the friends of this

great measure in our Union willing to lend their

* Is this the plant of vphich two of your correspond-

ents lately wrote ?— TV.

We presume it is, crone of the varieties.

—

Ed. F. R.
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influence to warrant the rail of a primary meeting

to ortranizc siicii an institution. Should the indi-

cations appear fuvorabie, a comminee oC the

friendsol'the cause will tai<e upon tiipmsoives ihe.

responsibility of naming a time and place (or the

meeting.

We earnestly hope that some of you will

promptly lend your own names, and procure a

lew others in your vicinity of such persons as

desire to promote American Husbandry : and that

you will transmit them hy mail in time to reach

'Washington by the lOih of August, addressed to

H. L. Ellsworth, esq., Commissioner of Patents,

for Solon Robinson.
We remain, leliow citizens, your agricultural

friends and humble servants,

Solon RoBtNSON, of Intliana.

Jamks M. Garnett, of Virginia.

July 2A\h, 1841.

DISPUTED QUESTIONS IN AGRICULTURE.

To tlie Editor of the Farmers' Register.

j^ugxist 2d, 1841.

Dear sir :— It may perhaps be deemed a very

useless, if not presum[ituous, attempt in any in-

dividual to suggest any n^eans ol seillini: lor ever

even a small portion ol those apparently mter-

minable controversies in regard to ct-rtain agri-

cultural maiters with which our agricultural pa-

pers have been and still are ollen filled. But the

very circumstance of their being continued is, 1

think, a conclusive proof that each disputant be-

heves thai they may be brought to a conclusion,

provided a proper course was pursued (or the pur-

pose. In the hope ilieielbre of recommending
such a course, I will proceed to notice a lew ol

these controversies, together wiih the manner in

which the quesiions that gave rise to them have

been treated. This has been such, in most in-

stances, as to serve scarcely any other purpose

ihan to crowd our books of husbandry witli com-
munications, ihe authors of which ap[;ear (ar

more anxious to put each other in the wrong,
than to set the agricultural public right, in regard

to the subjects of controversy. The effect ol

most of these articles has been to aggravate the un-

reasonable prejudices against agricultural works;
to perplex greatly all young (armers' who read

lor information ; and immeasurably to weary old

ones, in witnessing such a waste of words—uttered,

professedly, to give light, but, in reality, often

making conliision worse conlbunded. Instead ol

giving us accurate details of experiments, most
carelully made, together with their results, which
alone can satislaciorily settle such matters, we
find, in much of what they write, little else than
speculative opinions and theoretical arguments,
or ill-digesied and unsound conclusions (rom some
ihinos which they call experiments, but which
are really deficient in all the particulars that it is

essential to notice most accurately, before they
can be entitled to any weight.

This, I think, may truly be affirmed of nearly

all that I have read of what has been written on
the (bllowing controverted subjects:

Whether vegeto-animal manures should be turn-

ed under in their freshest stale, or lelt on the sur-

face of the land, until it is cultivated 1

Which is the most productive variety of Indiar*

corn in each section of country, where the cli-

mate, soil, and situation is iw^arly the same?
At what distances is it best lo plant, and by

what modes of culture corn will produce most net

profit'?

Whether it i.« injurious or beneficial lo cut t!ie

roots of corn, during its growth?
And last, though not least, what is the true

opinion in regard to that ijreat '^ pons asinorum''''

in airriculture, the convertibility ofwheat into cheat

or chess 1

Now, in my humble opinion, all these still un-

determined questions might have been settled

many—many years ago, if those who were most

interested in them had taken the trouble to make
a (cw such perlectly accurate experiments as any

cultivator of his own or others' land might very

easily make ; and lo publish the results of the

same, in our agricultural journals, instead of the

numerous vague speculations and inconclusive

statements on the Ibregoing subjects, with which

these journals have so olten been filled. Whether
I am right or wrong in this opinion, let your

readers determine, after considering the Ibllowing

queries to which F respectfully invite their at-

tention.

How easy would it have been, in order to set-

tle the first controversy, (or all who (elt sufficient

interest in it to desire that it should be settled,

lo spread vegeto-animal manure equally, over a

small determinate quantity of land, and then, al-

ternately to plough it under, and leave it on the

surlace of exactly equal portions of this land, and
to compare, by accurate measurement, the i)ro-

duce of each portion ?

Would it not have been equally easy to settle

the second controversy, by planting a like deter-

minate quantity of land with as many varieties of

Indian corn as the experimentalist wished to com-
pare together, giving to each exactly equal por-

tions of the land, the same distances between
the hills and rows, the same number of stalks

in a hill, and precisely the same culture ; and then

accurately to measure the produce of each por-

tion ? To prevent this produce from being much
aHected by intermixture, an oblong form might be

given to the land on which the experimenl was
made, and the rows planted across, to the num-
ber, say, of 12 or 15. Then, by comparing an
equal number of the middle rows only, the ex-

periment would approach sufficiently near abso-

lute accuracy to satisfy even the most sceptical.

To ascertain the best distances at which to

[)lant corn in the richest, the pooresr, and the me-
dium quality of land, what difficulty would there

be in iryi.^g all such as are most approved by
practical men, on an ascertained quantity of land

ol either of the Ibregoing qualities, giving to each
distance exactly the same sized portion, and then

measuring accurately the produce of eacli portion, i

as ill the other experiments'?

With a view to ascertain the best modes of

culture, can it possibly be satislaciorily done with-

out comparing them at the same time, on exactly

equal portions of land which is the same in soil,

fertility, and situation ; and can there be any great

difficulty, expense or trouble in making this

comparison. Yet who, among our numerous
writers on the cubjcct, has ever reported any such
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experiment 1 This, if it ever had been properly

made, would have eeiiled for ever, vvheiher it

benefits or injures corn to cut the roots, sinre

cut they will be, more or less, by every mode ol

culture which has ever yet been tried. If the

portion of land on which fewest roots had been

cut produced the most corn, and that portion

yielded the least where the rooi-cuitinn; had been

greatest, then surely the first mode of culture

would be preferred by every body, but the ob-

stinate (bols who have no belter reason for any
thine; they do, than that they have always done
the same.

With respect to iJie cheat or chess controversy,

I am almost afraid to open my lips, for most of our

brethren who maintain that cheat is the produce
of wheal, seem to have worked themselves up
into such a choleric and bellicose humor on the

subject, against us who maintain the negative in

this matter, that it is quite a perilous thinijto offer

any argument in support of our opinions. I

will iherelbre content myself with only askins a

few simple questions. Is it among the unknow-
able, things of this world to ascertain the trudi

in regard to this controversy ? If it is, why should

anoiher word be ever s^id, or written about it?

I/' it is jjoi, can anyone ohliae me so far as to

name a single experiment, among all which have
been so called and stated as proofs that wheat
will turn to cheat, which is noi most palpably de-

fective in several essential particulars'? I can
tj-nly say that I have never seen even a solitary

one, but that which was made in 1833 by Messrs.

Thomas and William J. Cocke and yourself.

This is to be Ibund in the first volume of your
Register, on the 83d and 84ih pages ; and to my
mind is most conclusive proof, that il^r wheat to

produce cheat, is quite as great an impossitiiliiy

as for " thorns to yield grapes," or for thistles to

produce fi js. i will liirther ask, if any experi-

nteiit maile wiih less particularity and accuracy
than the one just, relerred to, ouurht to be regard-

ed, even in liie sliL'hlest deirree, ns contributing

towards seitlincr this much and lonu aiiitated con-

troversy, or indeed, should be emitted to a place

in any of our agricultural paper? 1 None, I ihink,

who really desire to come at the truth in this

matter could reasonably object to the editors of

these papers recjuiring equal or even orreater ac-

curacy and minuteness in the experiments which
they may be required to report lor either of the

parlies concerned. If the zeal of those who
maintain the affirmative in this controversy, be

not sufficient when stimulated by the hope of vic-

tory, to impel them to take the troiifile of making
such experiments as have just been euL'izested,

1 would beg leave hereby to call their attention

to your pledge—made a lew months ngo, to pav
one hundred dollars—not " in rags," but in good
lawful money, to any one who can prove by
similar experiments, well authenticated in all their

particulars, thai he has succeeded in converting
wheat into cheat.

I could mention several other subjects upon
which much difference of opinion has been ex-
pressed, lor many years past, and which still oc-

casionally appear in our agricultural papers. Serv-

ing no other purpose than to show the great

disproportion in number between the multitude
vvho prefer writing out and publishing their con-
jectures on these topics, and the few who choose

the less easy, but more troublesome road of ac-

curate experiments to solve their doubts. But
until this be generally done in res^jard to all mat-
ters which can be settled by the experimental
process, the readers of our agrictiltural journals

(good as I admit most of ihem to l)e) will have
to pay for much that affords them little, if any
satislactory inlijrmalion. If ^-action, action,

action," be esseniial to (brm the finf-hed orator, I

would say that

—

experiments,- experiments, accu-
rate experiments are equally, nay, more import-
ant, to lorm the coiTiplete fiirmer. I remain, dear
sir, youis very sincerely,

James M. Garnett.

THE CANKER-WORM.

From the Albany Cultivator.

Newport, Feb. 28, 1793.

Hon. Justin Ely, esq.— I was the last even-
ing favored with yours of the 14th inst. "It is

with real pleasure I communicaie to you, sir, the

inlbrmatinn I have had of the efficacy of quick-

silver in destroyinir the canker-worm, so destruc-

tive to our apple trees. Haviui? been infbrined

of an instance in which the trial had a complete
effect, I was induced to examine into the facts

personally. I wailed upon the gentleman who
had declared the success of his experiment :—

A

Mr. McCurrle, a gentleman who owns and im-
proves a good tariii on iliis island,—a man of
good obsprvaiion, an excellent farmer, and on
whose credit the uimost reliance may be had.
He had several orchards, but the one the experi-

ment was made in was an old orchard of very
large trees. Nine trees, the most central in the

orchard, he bored with a spike gimlet about lour

or five leet from ihe groimd, an inch and a half

or two iiudies into the tree, rather slanting the bor-

ing d«wri wards. He procured an ounce ol" quick-

silver from an apothecary— half an ounce he in-

seried into one of the trees, a fiuarier of an ounce
he inserted into three trees in equal quantities,

and the other (]uarter o'' an ounce as equally as

he could, he divided into five othfr trees. He
then plugged up the holes light. This was done,

I think, in December. Some weeks alter, lie

lookout the pluas, and found the quicksilver in

the same state he had put it in. He again plug-

ged up the holes, and some time after the sap of
the trees had begun to ascend, he again took out

ihe plujrs and Ibund the quicksilver was gone,
leaving behind something like the slime of a snail.

The worms came as they had done the year be-

fore, and totally destroyed all the verdure, &c., of

all the trees except those nine, which were in as

irood order as ever they had been, and yielded

their common pleniy of apples, about one hun-
dred bushels. The boughs of some of the nine

trees interlayed, and were interwoven with the

branches of the other trees ; and he said the fruit

upon them was equally good, while the branches
of the other trees so interwoven amongst them,
appeared as though ihey had been fired. The
trees with the leqst quantity of quicksilver were
equally protected or preserved, as the one which
had hall an ounce. He inserted the quicksilver

with a quill open at one end and the side of it cui
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in Ihc maniipr we make a pen, the more readily

to let the quicksilver into the quill.

As to the Palmer woruis, I know nolhins^ ol

ihem ; he made no complaints ol' them. IT they

are a worm which always follow (lie other, ihcy

misiht have been equally aHeciei). It seems tl\e

quicksilv.)r mi^hl have been diti'used by the sap

to the very extremes of all the ramifications ol'

the trees. •

! should think it mavnoi yet be too late to try

the experiment, thouuh I should prefer the latter

end of January or bejrimiini; ol' February, ftr

insertiriiT the quicksilver. Perhaps credit miu;hl

be tjiven to the effect of such an experiment, by

reasoning from the effect which mercury has upon
the human body. But I leave that province to

oihers, whose professions, and abilities are more
adequate to the underiakinur ; ever preferring lact.--

lo theory, and that humble track to the labyrinths

of fancy and imagination. At any rate, facts

and successful experiments are most encouraging
to the farmer, who ought to be led by a certainty

of success or gain, as too many can illy bear un-

successfullabor or expense. I have heard of an
attempt ol' the like kind as the foregoing, made
without success ; but this was attributed to an im-

proper time of inserting the quicksilver, viz. in

June. Henry Marchant.

OF THE MOISTURE OF THE SOIL.—WATERING.

From Lindley's Horticulture.

It has already been shown that water is one of

the most imponant elements in the food of plants,

partly li-om their havinff the power of decompos-
ing it, and partly because it is the vehicle through
which the soluble matters found in the earth are

conveyed into the general system of vegetation.

Its importance depends, however essentially upon
its quantity.

We know, on the one hand, that plants will not

live in soil which, without beuig chemically dry,

contains so little moisture as to appear dry ; and
on the other hand, an excessive quantify of niois-

lure is, in many cases, equally prejudicial. The
great points to deteridne are, the amount which
is most congenial to a given species under given
circumstances, and the periods of growth when
water should be applied or withheld.

When a plant is at rest, that is to say, in the

winter of northern countries and the dry season ol

the tropics, but a small supply of water is required

by the soil, because at that time the stems lose

but little by perspiration, and consequently the

roots demand but little food ; nevertheless, some
terrestrial moisture is required by plants with
perennial stems, even in their season of rest, be-

cause it is necessary that their system should, at

that time, be replenished with food against the

renewal of active vegetation : hence, when trees

are taken out of the earth in autumn, and allowed
to remain exposed to a dry air all the winter, they
either perish, or are greatly enleebled. li', on
the other hand, the soil in which they stand is

filled with moisture, their system is disiended with

aqueous matter at a time when it cannot be de-

composed or thrown off, and the plant either be-

comes unnaturally susceptible of the influence of

cold in rigorous climates, or is driven prematurely

into (;rowlh, when its new parts perish from the

iinfiivorable state of tiie air in which ihc.y are then

developed. The most suitable condiiiun of the

soil, at the period of vegetable rest, seems to be
that in which no more aqueous matter is contain-

ed than results from the capillary attraction of the

earthy pariiclcs.

.^ evertheless, there are exceptions to this, in

the case of aquatic and mar^h plants, whose
[)eculiar constitution enables them to bear with

impunity, during their winter, an immersion in

water ; and in that of many kinds of bulbs, which,

durinir, their season of rest, are exposed to ex-

cps.-;ive heat. The latter plants are, however,
constructed in a peculiar manner ; their roots are

amiual, and perish at the same time as the leaves,

when the absorbent organs are all lost, so that the

bulb cannot be supposed to require any supply of

moisture, inasmuch as it possesses no means of

taking it up, even if it existed in the soil. This
will be again adverted to in a future chapter.

It is when plants are in a state of growth that

an abundant supply of moisture is required in the

earth. As soon as young leaves sprout forth,

perspiration commences and a powerful absorption

must take place by the roots ; the younger the

leaves are, the more rapid their perspiratory ac-

tion ; their whole epidermis must, at that time,

be highly sensible to the stimulating power of
light; but as they grow older their cuticle hard-
ens, the stomaies become the only apertures

through which vapor can fly off, and by de-

grees even these apertures are either choked
up, or have a diminished irritability. As a gene-
ral rule, therefore, we are auihorized to conclude
ihat the ground should be abundantly supplied

wiih moisiure when plants first begin to grow,
and that the quantity should be diminished as the

organization of a plant becomes completed. There
are, however, some especial cases which appear
to be exceptional, in consequence of the unnatu-
ral statejien'vhich we require plants to be preserv-

ed for C. Iiivn peculiar purposes. One of the

effects of K aiojKtensive supply of moisture is to

keep all th^i'iy-vly formed parts of a plant tender

and succulent 'J therefore such a constant sup-

ply is desirab'e when 'he leaves of plants are to

be sent to table, as in the case of spinach, lettuces,

and other oleraceous annuals. Another effect is,

to render ail parts naturally disposed to be succu-

lent much more so ttian they otherwise would
be ; thus we find market-gardeners deluging their

strawberry plants with water while the Iruit is

swelling, in order to assist in that, to them, impor-
tant operation. While, however, in ihis case, the

size of the fruit is increased by a copious supply of
water lo the earth, its flavor is, in proportion,

diminished ; lor, in consequence of the rapidity

with which the strawberry ripens, and, perhaps,
the obstruction of light by its leaves, the excess of
aqueous matter taken into ihe system cannot be
decomposed, and Ibrmed into those products which
ifive flavor to fruit ; but it must necessarily re-

main in an unaltered condition.

It is lor the reason just given, that the quantity

of water in the soil should be diminished when
succulent fruit is ripening ; we see this happen in

nature, all over the world, and there can be no
doubt of its being of great importance. Not only

is the quality of such li-uit impaired by a wet soil,

as has just been shown, but because of its low
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perspiratory power the fruit will burst (rom excess

oC moisture, as occurs to the plum and jSTrnpe in

wet seasons. The melon, although an apparent

exception to this rule, is not really so
;
that fruit

acquires i»s highest excellence in countries where

its roots are always immersed in water, as in the

floating islands ol Cashmere, the irriffated fields of

Persia, and the springy river-beds of India. But

it is to be remembered that the leaves of this

plant have an enormous perspiratory power, aris-

ing partly from their large surface, and partly

from the thinness and consequent permeability

of their tissue, so that they require a greater sup-

ply of fluid than most others; and, in the next

place, the heat and bright' liL'ht ol" such countries

are capable of decomposing and altering the fluids

of the fruit with a degree of rapidity and Ibrce to

which we can here have no parallel. In this

country the melon does not succeed if its roots are

immersed in water, as I asceriained some years

ago, in the garden of the Horficultural Society,

by repeated experiments. Melons were |)lanted

in earih placed on a tank of water, into which

their roots quickly made their way ; they grew

in a curvilinear iron hot-house, and were trained

near to the glass, and consequently were exposed

to all the light and heat that can be obtained

in this country. They grew vigorously and pro-

duced their fruit, but it was not of such good quality

as 11 would have been had the supply of water to

the roots been less copious. Thus, in the tropics,

the quantity of rain that falls in a short time is

enormous ; and plants are forced by it into a rapid

and powerful vegetation, which is acted upon by

alight and temperature bright and high in propor-

tion, the result of which is the most perfect or-

ganization of which the plants are susceptible:

but, if the same quantity of water were given to

the same plants at similar periods in this country,

a disorganization of their tissue would be the re-

sult, in consequence oi' the absence of '

,^
in sufficient quantity. .acc^^

The effect of continuing to make /T^e r/'
^'^ •y

a soil more wet than suits them is^onf^ ijowh to

be not only a production of leaves-tgitj ill-tbrmed

shootSj instead of flowers and frdJ ^ but, if the

water is in great excess, of a genet'i^i yellowness

of appearance, owing, as some chemists think, to

the destruction by the water, of a blue matter

which, by its mixture with yellow, forms the ordi-

nary verdure of vegetation. If this condition is

prolonged, the vegetable tissue enters into a state

of deconj^posiiion, and death ensues. -In some
cases the joints of the stem separate, in others the

plant rots off" at the ground, and all such results

are increased in proportion to the weakness ot

light, and the lowness of temperature. De
Candolle considers that the collection of stagnant

water about the neck of plants prevents the free

access of the oxygen of the air to the roots ; but

it seems to me that much more mischief is pro-

duced by the coldness of the soil in which water is

allowed to accumulate. It seems also probable

that the extrication of carburetted hydrogen gas is

one cause of the injury sustained by plants whose
roots are surrounded by stagnant water ; but upon
this point we want much more satisfactory evi-

dence than we yet possess.

It is because oi' the danger of allowing any

bibulous eoil.^ this contrivance is unnecessary
;

but in all those which are tenacious, or which,

from their low siluaiion, do not permit superfluous

water to filter away freely, such a precaution is in-

dispensable. No person has ever seen good fruit

produced by trees growing in lands imperfectly

drained ; and all experienced gardeners must be
acquainted with cases where wet unproductive

borders have been rendered fruitful "by contrivances

which are only valuable because hi' their effi-

ciency in regulating the humidity of the soil. JMr.

Hiver (Gard. Mag. v. 60) speaks of the uti-

lity of mixing stones in great quantities with the

soil, " as they prevent the accumulation of water
in very wet weather, and retain sufficient moisture

for the purposes of the plant in dry seasons ;" and,

when we hear of such precautions as are detail-

ed in the following good account of preparing a
vine border we only learn how important it is to

proviile eflectually for the removal of superfluous

water from around the roots, and hovv useless a
waste of money is that which is expended in form-

ing deep rich beds of earth.

" In preparing a vine border," says Mr. Griffin,

of Woodhall, a successful grower of grapes, " one
foot in depth of the mould from the surface is

cleared out from the whole space; amain drain

is then sunk parallel to the house, at the extremity

of the border, one loot lower than the bottom of

the border ; into this, smaller drains are carried

diagonally from the house across the border. The
drains are filled with stone. The cross drains

keep the whole bottom quite dry ; but if the sub-

soil be gravel, chalk, or stone, they will not be

necessary. The drainage being complete, the

whole bottom is covered with brick, stone, or lime

rubbish, about six inches thick, and on this is laid

the compost for the vines." {Hurt. Trans, iv.

100.)

The practice of placing large quantities of
potsherds or broken tiies at the bottom of tubs, or

.
pts or other vessels in which plants are rooted,

IS only another exemplification of the great neces-

sity of attending to the due humidity of the soil,

and to the prevention of stagnant water collect-

ing about tiie roots ; and the injury committed by
worms, upon the roots of plants in pots, is chiefly

produced by these creatures reducing the earth to a
plastic state, and dragging it among the pots-

herds so as to stop up the passage between them
and destroy the drainage.*

One ol the means of guarding the earth against

an access on the one hand, and a loss on the

other, of loo much water, is by paving the ground
with tiles or stones ; and the advantages of this

method have been much insisted upon. But it

IS certain that, in cold summers at least, such a
pavement prevents the soil (i-om acquiring the

necessary amount of bottom heat ; and it is pro-

bable that, what with this effect, and the obstruc-

tion of a free communication between the at-

* [Glazed flower-pots are totally unfit for most
plants, except with the most careful attention to drain-

ag;e, and even then they are much inferior to common
unglazed ones. The latter permit the excess of wa-
ter to escape throuo;h their porous sides, which is

impossible in the £i;lazed pot; in which, if the aper-

u - u ^ - - 1 ture at the bottom become stopped, the earth is sodden
accumulation o( water about the roots of plants with water, the plant suffers and soon perishes. A.
that drainage is so very important. In very! J. D.]
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mosphere and the roots of a plant, the practice is

(iisacivantageous rather than the reverse.

More commonly recourse is had to ihe operation

ol'simplp. watering, /or the purpose of maintaining

theearlh at a due state of humidity, and to render

plants more vigorous than they oihervvise would

be; an indispensable operation in hot-houses, but

ol less moment in the open air. It is, indeed,

doubtful whether, in the latter case, it is not olten

more productive of disadvantage than of real

service to plants. When plants are watered natu-

rally, the whole air is saturated with humidity at

the same time as the soil is penetrated by the rain
;

and in this case the aqueous [)ar(icles mingled with

the earth are very gradually introduced into the

circulating system : lor the moisture of the air pre-

vents a rapid perspiration. Not so when plants

in the open air are artificially watered. This ope-

ration is usually performed in hot dry weather,

and must necessarily be very limited in its effects
;

it can have little if any influence upon the atmo-
sphere : then, the parched air robs the leaves

rapidly of their moisture, so long as the latter is

abundant ; the roots are suddenly and violently

excited, and after a short time the exciting cause
is suddenly withdrawn by the momentary supply
of water being cut off by evaporation, and by
filtration through the bibulous substances of which
soil usually consists. Then again, the rapid eva-

poration from the soil in dry weather has fhe effect

of lowering the temperature of the earth, and iliis

has been before shown to be injurious (p. 113) ;

such a lowerintr, from such a cause, does not take

place when plants are refreshed by showers, be-

cause at that time the dampness of the air pre-

vents evaporation from the soil, just as it prevents
perspiration from the leaves. iVIoreover, in stiff

soils, the dashing of water upon (he surface has
altera little while the effect of" puddlinc;" tlie

ground and rendering it impervious, so that the

descent of water to ihe roots is impeded, whether
it is communicated artificially or by the fall of

rain.* It is, therefore, doubtful whether artificial

watering of plants in the open air is advantage-
ous, unless in particular cases ; and most as-

suredly, if it is done at all, it ought to he much
more copious than is usual. It is chielly in the

case ol annual crops that watering anilicially is

really important ;
and with them, if any means

of occasionally deluging ground can be devised,
by means of sluices or otherwise, in the same way
as we water meadows, it may be expected to be;

advantageous.* Mildew, which is so often pro-

duced by a dry air acting upon a delicate surliice

of vegetable tissue, is completely prevented in

annuals by very abundant watering.f 'J'he ra-

vages of the boirytis effusa, which attacks spinach;

of acrosporiuni vionUioldns, which is Ibuiid on
ilie onion ; and the mildew of the pea, caused by
the ravages of enjsiphe commvnis, may all bii

stopped, or prevented, by abundant watering in

dry weather. Mr. Knight first applied this litcf

to the securing a lalf. crop ol [leas lor the table, in

the Ibllowing manner :

—

The ground is dug in the usual way, and Ihe

spaces which will be occupied by the luture rows
are well soaked with water. The mould upon
each side is then collected, so as to lorm lidjres

seven or eight inches above the previous level of
the ground, and these are well waiert^d ; alter

which, the seeds are sowed, in single rows along
the tops of Ihe ridges. The plants very soon ap-
pear above the soil, and grow with much vi<ror,

owing to the great depth of the soil and abundant
moisture. Water is given rather profusely once
in every week or nine days, even if the weather
proves showery ; but, if the ground be thoroughly
drenched with water by the autumnal rains, no
liiriher trouble is necessary. Under this mode of

* [No error is more common in this country than

surface-watering newly transplanted trees ; and we do
not hesitate to affirm that full one half the failures, in

our dry summers, arise from this injudicious practice.

By pouring water daily on the fop of the <;round, under
a powerful sun and strong wind, the surface becomes
so hard that access of the air to the roots i.s almost

precluded ; and the water rarely penetrates more than

a couple of inches : while the operator imagines he is

supplying the thirsty roots with abundant moisture, he

is doing them an injury by the application of a very
transient stimulus, which is followed by an increased

sensibility to the drought. In late spring planting, it

is always preferable to icater abundantly in the hole,

while planting the tree, before filling in the u]iper liiyr

of soil. This will in most cases suffice, until the tree

becomes suihciently estatjlished by the emission of
new rootlets to support itself ; and also serves fr> r>n

sure ils growth by filling up all the small hollow
around the lesser fibres. In seasons of coiiiinued

drought, when it becomes absolutely necessary to

water flagging trees, two or more inches of the surface

soil should always be removed, the trees watered
copiously, and the earth replaced before tlie surface

dries. This will prevent evaporation and (he encrust-

ing of the ground, and the moisture will be retained

for a much longer period,— A. J, D.l

Vol. IX.-44

* [" In the vicinity of Liegen (a town in Nassau,)
from three to five perfect crojjs of grass are [annually]
obtained from one meadow ; and this is eiti-cted by
covering the fields with river water, which is conduct-
ed over the meadow in spring by numerous small
canals. This is found to be oi such advantage, that

supposing a meadow not so treated to yield 1000 lbs.

of hay, then Irom one thus watered 4-5000 lbs. are
produced. In respect to the cultivation of meadows,
the country around Liegen is considered to be fhe best
in all Germany." Liebig, Organ. Chcm. p. 105.—A.

t [The mililevv which attacks the young fruit of
the foreign grape, when reared in the open air, is one
of the most troublesome to the cultivator in this

country. An effectual remedy is the flowers of sul-

ph.ur dusted over the bundles with a dredging-box
(or the solution applied with a syringe,) when the
grapes are of the size of small peas. But the most
certain prevention ol this, as well as most diseases to

which plants are subject, consists in keeping the vines
in a thrifty and vigorous condition. The first croj)

or two of a young fhrilty vine is almost invariably fine

and (iee from mildew ; hut every subsequent year ^if

Ihe common mode of pruning is Ibllowed,) as [h>:

plant jrrows older, Ihe proportion of fair fruit is .smaller,

uiilil at last nothing but shrivelled and mildewed bun-
ches are seen. By lairing down half of the long shoots
of each vine annually, tiin-i forming new plants, and
tK'vcr allowing the same to bear more than two yeai>,
a lull crop, free from rust or mildew, may he obtiiined

amaialiy. E\ t:ii the finer native sorts, as the Isabella,

are sometimes liable to mildew on old vines : when
this occurs, they should be headed back, to bring uj) a
supply of young wood, and plentifully manured. The
young and thrifty snoots v, ill th?n have sufficient

vigor to withstand the attacks of fhe mildew, to

which the enfeebled iruit produced from the old wood
losohable.—A. J. D ]
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ihanaofeQient, the planis will remain perfeclly

gr»en and luxuriant till their blossoms and young
seed-ve-ssele are destroyed by Irost, and their pro-

duce will retain its proper flavor, which is al-

ways taken away by mildew. (^Hort. Trans.,

ii. 87.)

SAVING GRASS SEEDS.

From the Kentucky Farmer.

Mr. Editor :—During the first and second years

of the publication oT your valuable journal, (here

appeared in it several articles recommending to

farmers in Kentucky, the policy and propriety of

savirjg our own grass seeds, and the best mode
ol' doing it, especially ol' saving clover seed. As
I had lelt the annual purchase of grass seeds a

heavy tax, I was encouraged by your articles to

make the experiment of saving my own, and 1

have been entirely successl'ul. For the want ol

other means, in saving timothy, orchard grass,

and blue grass seeds, 1 used the common grain

cradle, with the fingers set a little closer to the

scythe than lor cutting wheat. The cradler

makes his stroke, then holding the cradle with

his right hand gathers the straws (which are cut

above the blades) with his left, until a handful

is gathered, when it is dropped, and bound m
small bundles: one binder to two cradlers ; the

bundles are shocked without capping, and remain
until they receive three or four rains, after which,

when entirely dry, they are moved to a floor and
trodden out by horses, or thrashed on a sheet

and fanned with a common wheat fan, by turning

it very slow. Blue grass seed may be cleaned,

after being trodden, by rubbing it through a com-
mon meal silter ; and is worth twice as much
|)repared in this way as the stripped seed is, be-

cause each seed tails separate in sowing. The
seed thus saved from good grass, will generally

sell ibr more than would the hay from the same
ground. Alter thus cutting oH' the seed the hay
may be mowed in the usual way. The best in-

strument Ibr saving clover seed is also in the hands
of every farmer, viz. : the scythe, to be used as

Ibllows : mow, or graze off close and clean, a

thick set, smooth clover field, about the first of

June, (not later than the tenth,) ta!<e all stock

off, and it will spring up immediately with a fine

growth of short straw with many heads well

filled with seed. When the leaves begin to die,

and the heads have generally turned brown,
(which is generally about the middle of July,)

put in all your scythes of a damp day, or dewy
morning; cutting close to the ground. Let one
hand to two mowers follow immediately with a

rake, and rake into small piles of size convenient
to be thrown with a pitch fork into your wagon;
let it remain in these piles until it takes three or

lour good rains ; after it is dry it may be hauled

in, the wagon passing between two rows of piles,

with one hand to throw from each side, and one
to tread it in the wagon. A wagon body with

side boards, thus filled will make about half a

bushel of clean seed. A moderate treading or

flailing will separate the heads from the straw,

which last may be raked out ; alier which the

clover is ready for sowing in the chafT ; and sowed
at the rale of a bushel and a half to the acre,

is as good, if not better than clean seed. If you
wish to clean it, keep putting down and raking

out straw until the floor is about three inches deep
with heads and bowls; tread with six or eight

horses one day, and fan out by turning a common
wheat (an slowly ; then tread two days more, and
Ian out again, and pass the whole thiough a meal
sifter. These last operations are laborious, disa-

greeable and tedious, and should be perlbrmed in

dry cold weather. From about sixteen acres thus

managed, year before last, I saved enough seed in

the chaff to sow about one hundred acres for my-
selfj and sold sixty-seven dollars' worth of cleai:i

seed. For the last lour years I have sold all these

varieties o( seeds, besides having enough to sow
bountifully Ibr myself, and this last is one of the

greatest advantages of saving your own seeds, as

they thus cost you but little you sow more bounti-

fully, which is abundantly repaid by heavier crops

ol' grass. 1 believe a bushel of clean seed to five

acres is nearer the proper portion than a bushel lo

ten acres. I have sown a large field with clover,

timothy and orchard grass in the following propor-

tions for ten acres : one bushel of clover, one of

timothy, and six of orchard grass seed. ! find it

an admirable mixture, either for mowing or graz-
ing, and though very thick, still it is not too

much so.

In conclusion, it is but Justice to say that I

think the articles in your paper, above alluded to,

have been the chief causes of my saving and
making enough by grass seeds, to pay Ibr all four

ol' my agiicullural papers as long as I live.

^ Robert VV. Scott.
Locust Hill, near Frankfort,

July 20, 1841.

MODES OP TRANSMUTING WHEAT TO CHEAT.

From the Cultivator,

Mr. N. Sutherland, a stanch believer in the con-

version of wheat into chess, gives the following

methods by which that conversion may be efiisct-

ed. As the most of them are not difficult of trial,

perhaps some may have the curiosity lo prove

them ; and by performing the feat, entitle them-
selves to Mr, Ruffin's premium :

—

" Wheat may be transmuted into chess by
taking a lew heads at harvest, and laying them on

the ground to grow where they will not be dis-

turbed, the land to be rather poor; or some heada

may be taken that are scattered at harvest in the

stubbles and grow, taking them up late in the fall,

and setting them in a wheat field ; or some wheat
may be put in a dish, and wetted and dried as it

is sprouting several times, and it will come up
chess ; or it may be led or mowed off' when eight

or nine inches high ; any of these methods will

change wheat lo chess. There is another cause

that is frequently operative, and that is the fre-

quent freezing and thawing of the surface in moist

lands, which, by drawing the roots partly out of

the ground, so injures the plant that it cannot pro-

duce wheat."

[We thank Mr. Sutherland for thus descending

from loose generalities to particulars, and pointing

GUI so many different and easy modes by which
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wheat may be converted to cheat. We trust now

that believers will try some of the most easy and

eure of these experiments; and ihen, (if Mr. S.

is riirht,) the diHiculty will not be to find some one

entitled to our offered premium ol' ^100, but who

shaW first present and prove his claim. We very

readily abide the issue. All the steps of several

of the modes of experiment indicated above are

susceptible oC the clearest proof; and all we re-

quire is that full proof of the (acts shall be made

out and exhioited.—Ed. F. K.]

EXPERIMENTS ON NITRATE OF SODA AND
SALTPETRE. BY W. STRATFORD Dl'GDAr.E,

M. P.

from the Journal of the Royal Agricultural Society of England.

Many communications having been forwarded

to the socieiy on the value of salipeire and niliate

of soda as manuies, perhaps the result of an ex-

periment I have made upon two fields of wheat,

eight miles distant from each other, may not be

uninteresting. One field is of a licht gravelly

soil, whirh was manured with a coat of marl in

the autumn before the wheat was sown. The
other field is of a stiff clayey soil, and was ma-
nured with lime in the autumn. About the mid-

dle of last April I measured off three quarters of

an acre in the field of gravelly soil, and sowed
one quarter with saltpetre, one with nitrate of

soda, and left the remaining quarter with nothing
but the, marl.

I also measured off four quarters of an acre in

the clayey field, and sowed one quarter wirh salt-

petre, one with nitrate of soda, one with soot,

and lef\ the remaining quarter with lime only.

In both cases the quantity of saltpetre and soda
was as one hundred weight to the acre. In the

gravelly field the produce of thequarter of an acre

wnh nitrate of soda was, of

—

Wheat , . . ISbush.apecks, weighing63 2 31bs. per busli.

Straw ... 9 cwt. 72 lbs.

Chaff and waste, 2 qrs. 27ibs.
Saltpetre,

—

•

Wheat . . . lObush.2 l-2peck.s,w'ging64 1 4lbs.perbiisli,

Straw . . . ,8 cwt. 56 lbs.

Chaff and waste, iJ qrs, 24 Ibb.

Marl only,

—

Wheat . . . 10 bushels 2 pecl<s,weigliin!,'t;4 lbs. per bush.
Straw . . . 8 cwt. 54 lbs.

Chaff and waste, 1 cwt.

-The produce o( half anin the clayey field

acre, manured with

—

Bsh.
18
17

17

16

pk.
1

2
I

lbs.

weighing 64 per bush.
63
631-3
62 2 3

Nitrate of soda, wheat
Do. with saltpetre ,

Do. with soot .

Do. with lime only

In ihis experiment my bailiff' did not measure
the quamilieti of straw and wasie.

I also sowed some soda and saltpetre, to ilie

same amount per acre, on some grass-land.

I was not at home when the hay was cut ; but

am informed that the crop was greatly increased,

particularly by the nitrate of soda.

2. Trial (f nitrate of soda. By Joshua Rod-
well, es(/.

1839, July 12.— 1 cwt. per acre upon lucerne,

after the first mowinir, the first year. Benefit not

equal to the cost, and much inlerior to the same
(•().<i in soot, by which it was tested : the eool at

8(/. per bushel.

.July 20.— 1 cwt. per acre upon beet-root ; every

alternate stetch 6 acres. Hoed in with the se-

cond hoeing. Benefit not equivalent to the cost
;

scarcely apparent, except in the color of the

leaves.

.July 26.— 1 cwt. per acre for Swedish turhips
;

partalier the first, and some alter the second hoe-

ing. 4 acres. The effect scarcely apparent ; by

no means equal to ihe cost.
^

July and August.— 1 cwt. per acre for white

turnips, in every staiie of their growth after being

well up, belbre and alier hoeing. No benefii.

1840, May 23.— I cwt. per acre upon pease,

2 acres ; barley, 2 Hcres ; wheat, 2 acres. Bene-
fit not equivalent to the cost, but the greatest upon
the barley.

N. B. The white clover after the barley failed

where the nitrate was used.

June 1.—Wheat, 2 acres; barley, 10 acres.

1 cwt. an acre. The barley increased in quan-
tity equal to the cost, but layer not so good as

where no soda was sown ; the wheat increased

in quantity, but not equal in quality. I have
since Ibund that the layer of white clover is al-

most destroyed.

N. B. In the above the experiments are made
upon dry soils, with sand, sandy loams, and crag
subsoils, and the lands in the common course of

husbandry. The nitrate of soda 26s. per cwt.

;

and expenses of carriage and sowing 2s. per

acre : and the experiments tested by very close

observation, but not in weight or measure.
Alderton fVoodbridge, May 10, 1841.

3. I'rials of nitrate of soda. By Charles Newman.

To the secretary— sir,—I am induced to offer

you a Hew observations and a statement of the

result of my experiments on nitrate of soda, as

though not extensive, they may tend in some
degree to confirm the interesting reports on the

same subject in the last and Ibrmer numbers of

the Society's Journal. The first trial I made of

it was in 1839, on wheat, oats, and grass ; as far

as Ihe eye could discover, each of them made a

j

very salislactory progress in a lew days alter it

was applied. Thus encouraged, I determined to

j
make another trial, on a larger scale, the follow-

ing year. I purchased my nitrate of soda at 2U.
per ton, including cariatre, an<i used it on all my
crops :

—

1. On part of a field of barley ; in which I could per-
csive but little .ditierence, the whole of the field

being a heavy crop, and much laid.

2. On clover; the result was the same, which I attri-

buted to the high condition of the laud.

3. On spring-tares : two weelvS after they were up
the crop increased considerably, and was cut green
for the horses.

4. On meadow : not qift4e so .vatisfactoiy as in Ihe

(brn;eryear; tliis I considered arose also from the
lii<;b condition of the land.

.5. On wheat ; this was an exceedingly thin crop, pro-
duced by the unfavorable autumn, the land being so
wet when the seed was sown that half of it rotted ;

indeed the plant was so thin that I had determined
to plough it up, but considered it an excellent op-
portunity to try the mevit.* of Ihe nitrate Havino-
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sown it on a part of \he field, I was much surprised

at seeing not only the wheat improve, but also the

wire-weed, which continued to increase up to the

time oi harvest, and was so strong as to render

reaping dilficult. Consideiably more than a load

of this weed to the acre was left on the land. 1

mention this circumstttnce merely to prove the

power of the nitrate to force even weeds, the natu-

ral produce of the soil, when the corn is not suffi-

ciently thick on the ground to take up its nutritive

properties.

6. On a field of oats which had been under the pro-

cess of draining, but where, in consequence of a

continuation of rain, the operation had been sus-

pended for a considerable time ; the land, being

continually saturated, was much out of condition.

This I considered an excellent opportunity for ex-

periments. In six days after the nitrate was sown
it began to surpass the other part of the field, and
continued to do so until harvest.

On each of ihe two last crops I hou.sed and
thrashed, separately, one acre that was pown with

nitrate, and one that was not so sown, and 1

luund the result as lollows :

—

One acre of wheat sown with

nitrate of soda

One ditto without

Ditto str.ivv vviih nitrate

Ditto without . .

bl. pk. bl. pk. £. s. d.

20

14 3 Increase 5 1 at 8s. 6J. per bushel 2 4 7^-

truss. truss.

72

5U Increase 20^ at 11(?. periruis 18 9^

Expense of nitrate and'sovving

Profit on nitrate per acre of wheat

bl. pk.

60 3
One acre of oats sown with

^
nitrate of soda . . . S,

Ditto without ... 46

truss

Ditto straw with nitrate . 120

Ditto without ... 84

bl. pk.

increase 14 3 at 3s. Qd. per bushel

truss.

Increase 36 at lOJ. ()er truss

Expena6 of nitrate and sowing

Profit on nitrate per acre of oats

1 16 6

2 11 74

1 10

4 1 7i

1 7

2 14 11

By this statement it will be seen that the in-

crease on the wheat and on the wheat-straw is

more than one-fourth ; on the oats nearly the

same, and on the oat-straw almost one-ihird.

In my experiments the nitrate of soda was only

beneficial on land that was out of condition; if

this should prove to be its General character, it

will indeed be a valuable auxiliary as a top-dress-

infi in the spring. Tliere are but lew farmers

who have not a small portion of their land to

which it may become useful. You are aware
that a very great breadth of land in this island

requires a stimulus to produce even a moderate

crop, while, to land which is naturally fertile and
in a high state of cultivation, such assistance

would prove injurious.

1 purpose using a greater quantity of nitrate

this season, with a view of trying its properties
;

and as it is very important not only to know how
far it, may prove beneficial to the first crop, bur

to examine the stale of the land in the following

season, I trust every member who may have
the opportunity will not fail'to make a report ac-

cordingly. Chas. Nkwman.
Cnurt Farm, Hayes,
March 13. 1841.

MOUE DISPUTES AMONG THE SELLERS OF
BERKSHIRE HOGS.

Prom tlic Iventuciv}' Farmer.

The following, over an anojriymous signature, is

from a farmer of Rourbon, vvhose proper name
Mr. Bement has no right to know, since he has
chosen to recognize him under his fictitious one.

But we intend no ollence to Mr. Bement (as it

would be no compliment tft X. Y. Z.) when we
say that, whatever mav be the standing of Mr. B.
in New York, that of X. Y. Z., to say the least,

is quite as respectable in Kentucky.
In relation to the matters in controversy, we

wish it understood we shall take no other part than
that which we deem will l>e of justice and impar-
tiality to the parties. The controversy, we hope,

ifcontinued, will dip deep into the true merits of the

several varieties ol'swine, so that our readers may
derive some usclul information from it.— En. K. F.

Bourbon county, July 24, 1841.

To the editor of the Kentucky Farmer— I have
read in your last number a letter addressed to you
by Mr. C. N. Bement, from near Albany, New
York, in which he charges a correspondent from

New York, ' X. Y. Z.,' with incorrectness ; as he
did not examine his fiogs. Mr. B. would lain

make your readers believe that my statements

were incorrect. It was not my design to convey
the idea that I had examined all the inferior lots of

Berkshire hogs in the vicinity of Albany. No,
they were such as had obtained celebrity abroad

and favor at home, that i had designed to examine,
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and of which I have written. The information

iriven to nie in New Yorii in relation to Mr. JBe-

meni'e hoi's was such liiat. 1 iiiul no desire to see

them. Wheiher or not injustice has been done

him I cannot determine. Mr. 13. wishes ihe devil

to liave his due. Suri-ly he is as much entitled lo

it as any other individual, but not. more tiian ids

advocates. I leave him and Mr. Ijossiii;; to settle

the matter as to the size ul tliuir liuys ; and there

is no doubt he will irilbrm Mr. U. by what system

ut" breeduii^ he lias obiained tliose larjxe Berk-

shires, that Kentucky farmers so justly prize.

Your correspondent does not think it requires

great acumen to discover the difference between
the large and the small Berkshires. The dissimi-

larity is so great that any one at ail acquainted

with them can immediately detect each kind, [f

he will examine Lossing's piggery he will readily

perceive the difference. He says in England they

know of but one variety. Sliould Mr. B. pay a

visit lo Kentucky he will find lour varieties, viz.:

the lame black Berksfiire of Losslnir, a white
Berkshire imported by Letion, and another by Dr.

Martin, and the small Berkshire purchased of C.

N. Bement by Mr. Letion ; all of which are appa-
rently of very different breeds, but all claiming to

be Berkshires.

As to large Berksldre sows being more prolific,

B. says is all a /ol de rol. I suppose the English
oi' that is, it is all a he. Now he proves by his

own statements that it is true. He ren)arks it is

not unfrequent lor sows of this breed (and he
states his are as large as Lossing's) to have from

12 to 16 pigs, and in one instance as high as 18

living pigs at one litter. Mr. B. says your corre-

spondent omitted to inform you how many pigs

Irom these great litters are raised. That, sir, is

not my look out ; all depends upon the attention

the sows receive at pigging. In answer to Mr.
B.'s charge that your correspondent would lain

make the public believe that ihey (McFerren's
hogs) were all purchased of Lossing, that charge
is entirely sratuiioiis. I was inlbrmed that the

most of them were either purchased of Lossing or

descendants of his stock. Be that as it may, no
censure can rest upon X. Y. Z.

NOTES ON SANDY POINT ESTATE. NO. III.

To tlic Editor of ttie farmers' Register.

Sandtj Point, July lOth, 1841.
In "Notes on Sandy Puint Estate, No. 1," it

was stated that '' all of the soil of the arable land
was suscepiible of the highest degree of im-
provement, and that, in its oriarinal and virgin

state, it must have been highly productive."
From a severe system of cropping, close grazing,
and little attention to manuring, lor a long suc-
cession ol years, its original fertility has been
greatly reduced. For the past 10 years, efforts

have been made to restore to the soil a portion of
its lost fertility ; little grazing has been permitted,
during that period, on any portion of the estate

now under tillage. Clover has been extensively
and successlully cultivated, and returned to the
soil as a manuring ; and considerable attention

has been paid to the collection and application

of [intreecent manures; the residls, however, of

the genera! application of this latter manure have

proved but little satisfactory. For 10 years, prior to

1840, all of the manure which could he collected

from the stables, winter larm yards, &c., up lo the

first of March of each year, was a()plied to the

lield to be planted in corn ; all made in the sub-

sequent spring months was piled up and allowed
to rot and lerment until the spring of the lijllow-

ing year, when it was also applieii to the corn

crop. For the number of years during which the

application was .made of the winter collected ma-
nure, consisting chiefly of unrotied and nearly

entire corn-stalks, straw, shucks, &c. Mr. Boi-

ling is of the opinion that little or no benefit

was derived by the corn crop to which it was
applied, and that liom its coarse texture it formed

a serious impediment in the alter cultivation of
the crop. The lollowing wheat crop derived as

Utile benefit as did the preceding corn crop. !So

far as I have seen this mode practised, my own
opinion and experience coincide with that of
Mr. Boiling. From the application of rotted

manure lo a corn crop, I have seen decided bene-
fits ; but from the usual mode in which it is piled

up and unprotected from the influences of the

hot summer's sun, drying winds and washing
rains, and li-om becoming fire-langed or moulded,
a very large proportion of manure thus [)iled up
becomes a mass of dry, worthless vegetable fibre,

scarcely worth the expense of hauling out, and
can impart benefit to no crop. Such a mode is, at

best, especially in a climate sucli as this, a most
injudicious and wasteful one ; a very large bulk
of manure is lost, and so lar from its strength

becoming concentrated, all its gaseous, if notall its

lei tilizing properties are lost, and there is little left to

compensate lor the loss ol bulk, labor, and time oc-

cupied in piling it up, and hauling and spreading it

on tlie soil. From my own experience i have Ibund
the application ol recent or unrotted manure to

clover the best and most profitable application

of it": laying it on early in the spring, when the
leaves ol the clover speedily cover and protect

the manure. While the clover derives much
benefit from this top-dressing, its greatly increased
growth, well ploughed under in proper season,
proves an excelleni manuring, either lor a wheat
lallovv, or ensuing corn crop. Last year (1840)
ihe manure on this estate was applied as follows,

60 cart-loads of rotted manure were applied as a
top-dressing on wheat, in January of that year.
Nearly all ofthis was stable manure, and almost en-
tirely covered with white mould. Little ifany bent' fit

resulted from the application. 316 loads of rotted

cow-yard manure of the preceding spring were
applied to an oat lallovv. This was also very much
moulded. Very little benefit was observable either
10 the preparatory oat or following wheat crop,

as compared with that on which no manure had
been applied. 959 loads, also of rotted mixed
manure, being a pile of the preceding year's
accumulation, was applied to corn ground. Much
of this was also moulded ; the bottom of the pile,

being generally under water, was free from mould,
and good. From this application the corn derived
considerable benefit. 3070 loads of unrotted or
recent manure from the stable and cattle yards
were applied on clover intended lor a wheat fiil-

low, and also on clover intended for the corn crop
of this present year. When applied on clover for

wheal fallow no lime or calcareous matter had
been applied to the soil. A small proportion of
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that intended (or corn had been limed. In both

cases ihe increased growth ol clover and weeds
plainly exhibited the benefits of the application,

as did also ihe improved crop of wheat this sea-

sun, distincily marking the hmits of the manur-
ing, as does also the now superior growth of

young clover. So far as the corn crop has yet pro-

gressed, there is an evident in)prove.menl in iis

growth, as compared with that on similar soil on

which no manure had been applied ;
but not as

yet so decided or obvious as on the wheat crop.

When prevented from h^iuling out all the manure
collected during the winter and early spring

momhs, prior to the middle of April, I have

repeatedly applied it to clover, together vviih all

collected during summer, so late in the season

as the munihs of August and September, on

young clover with very evident benefiis. In this

case no piling up was resorted lo ; leaving ihe

accumulation of manure in the yards, to lay

with a surface as little broken as possible, and

protected by a covering of straw or other coarse

litter, and keeping it as much as possible saturat-

ed vviih water. By ;his mode manure will be

prevented from becoming moulded, decomposiiion

will proyjress slowly, comparatively little bulk

will be lost, and little if any of its lierlilizing

properties. So lar as my observation and experi-

ence have led me in this climaie, the application

of all putrescent manure to young clover, is ihe

most economical and profitable application that

can be made of ii. And the less ihe degree o!

lermentaiion which has taken place previous to

its application the better. When unrotied straw,

cornstalks, shucks, &c., have bt-en applied to a
good slaiid of clover, early in the spring, 1 have
never experienced any uitRculiy m ploughing

ihem uniJer in the fail or winter mouths, and

have generally lound them almost entirely de-

composed. W lien not completely covered and pro-

tected by a lull growth ol clover and weeds,

decomposition will progress more slowly ; the

underkiy ing toil will however derive considerable

beiiefii, but not equal lo thai dtrived Irom an in-

creased giowih of clover, when applied to that

valuable leriilizer. In lulure years it is contecn-

plaied that this will be the general mode ol

applying all putrescent manures on this estaie,

securing first a good stand of clover, i have
invariably lound clover manurea m the spring lo

vviihsiand the summer droughts of this climate

much belter tlian that on which no such applica-

tion had been made ; and as the increased breadifi

ol land rendered calcareous by the applicaiion ol

lime or marl progresses, a preference will be

given lo soils wind) have received such applica-

iious, and on which manures will douliiless prove

the most profitable.

The ploughing under of green crops (other

than clover) lijr manure has been only recently

attempted here ; experience has yet lo test their

value. No doubts however are enleriained as to

their profit and utility. Pine leaves applied to

limed soils have here proved beneficial.

Belbre the year 1831 very little lime Iiad been

used on any portion of the estate ; and from

ihat period up to the beginning ol 1840, 170

acres un the Rowe larrn, 260 on Teddington,

and 90 on ihe Neck larm, equal in all to 520

acres, had received a dressing ol' oyster shell lime,

at a rale pe!r acre varying Irom 90 to 120 bush-

els, or in all, as near as can now be ascertained,

equal to 3000 hogsheads of shells. The annual

applications were given to the fields planted in

corn ; and seleciinu the poorest or least produciive

portions of these fields, and consequently on de-

tached portions ofeach farm. The benefits resulting

Irom tiie application have been most decided
;

the increased growih of weeds, clover, corn and
wheat, point out each application as distinctly as

if each were separaiely fenced off. The increased

products on these particular spots have not been
accurately ascertained or noted ; but when, by the

eye comparing ihem with surrounding land not

limed, the increase is not less than double in corn

and threefold in wheat and clover, and gives

ample encouragement to persevere in its applica-

tion. In addition lo the above quantities of shell

lime used during the period above mentioned,

Irom 1000 to 1200 bushels of marl were brought
over from the opposite side of the river, in Surry
couniy, where there are extensive deposites of marl,

and were applied to a corner of a field on Teddini;-

ton. The quantity of lime contained in the marl

was not known, nor is it now recollected how
much was applied per acre ; supposed to have
been a slight dressing ; and as probably all of the

corner of land so marled, Irom Us near vicinity to

several house.--, has had ashes applied to it oc-

casionally, it is doubilul how much improvement
may justly be aiiribuled to the application ol' the

marl. The crop ol' clover on it of this season is

equal, if not superior, to that on adjoining limed

laud.

In 1840 the purchase of calcareous matter was
largely eniered into on this estate. 76 hhds.

of oyster shells were purchased at 75 cents per

hhd., .S57.00, and 1962 hhds. ai 70 cents, ^1373.40,
in all 2038 hhds., cosimg ^1430.40. In addition to

these, 90 casks of northern stone lime were pur-

chased, costing 90 cents per cask, $81.00; and
early in the season, a contract was entered into lor

a supply of 40,000 bushels of marl, Irom a bank on
the Suiry side oi" the river, distant about 7 miles,

lor 4 cenis per bushel, and of which 20.000 bushels
were delivered during the year, making the cost

of marl lor the year ^800.00 ; and in all, (or marl,

stone luiie an.i shells, a total of ^2311.40. Of the

at)Ove quaniities not more than 300 hhds. of

shells were burned, and applied to the soil in 1840,

at ibe rate of from 100 to 120 bushels per acre,

all of the s'nne lime at the rate ol 60 bushels per

acre, and 5200 bushels of marl, at the rate of 130
bushels per acre. (A large application of lime

and marl was made early ihis year, and which
will be relijrred to in a suhtiequent communica-
tion.) The above (juantiiy ol marl will appear
to many a very slight a()plicaiion. When the con-

iracl was eniered luio, Ihe contractors stated the

sirengih of the marl to be 85 per cent, of lime
;

and no doubt ihey were correct, so (ar as a particu-

lar selected specimei" was concerned ; but not so

as regards the general body of marl, which,
Irom subsefjuenl analysis, proved to be only yj,^„.

Our subsequent applications have consequently

been increased so as to give upwards of 100 bush-
els of lime per acre ; ihe object lor the present

being to give as large a surface as possible a

speedy dressing. Improvement to the soil will in

the meantime be progressing ; and an increased

application will immediately lollow. Considering

Ihe lacililies, which the deposite of marl presents
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from which this enpply is obtained, lor di^yin^,

the RJiort distances it hits to he iijzhlered, jis

also the liiciliiies afforded for speedily discharging

a cartTO. on various poinis ol' the estate, 4 cenis

a bushel may jti&ily be considered a high price tor

this marl. The then exisiintr circumstances which
induced the conlrad, however, justified the wivini^

of tiiat price, rather than suller disappointment

by not obtaininji a necessary supply in due season.

The same marl, of equal quality, and from the

same deposite, is now oHered at a reduced price.

The application of siiell lime on this estaie is

very expensive. The wood necessary lor burnin<^

the shells has to be caned a distance of Irom

iwo to three miles; and it is estimated that each
bushel of lime, when ready for application to the

soil, costs not less than 12 cents per bushel ; and it

is also estimated that an equal quantity of lime

per acre will be I'urnished from marl at .,%\, cost-

ing 3 or 3.| cents per bushel at about one-third the

expense of shell lime. Ii is in contemplation to

discontinue the use of the latter here beyond the

supply of shells now on hand, and use the marl in

prelerence, if it shall be found, alter a fair trial, to

act equally well on ihe soil, and marl of that

strength can continue to be procured, in sufficient

quantities lor the demands of the estate, at not

more than 3 cents per bushel.

A dressing of calcareous manure was given to

a twenty-acre lot previous to planting corn in

1840. On one half of the lot shell lime was ap-

plied at the rate of 100 bushels per acre ; on the

other half marl at the rate of 130 bushell contain-

ing
-pi^jy

of hme. The crop of corn was much in-

jured by the ravages of the cut worm. Until laie in

June no difference was observable on the crop be-

tween the shell lime and marl, nor was any ob-

served on the succeeding crop of wheat, recently

reaped ; and the young clover now stands equally

well over the lot.

On another portion of land, of little over 12

acres, immediately in front of Teddington barn,

after a dressing of rotted manure, shell lime, al the

rate of 120 bushels per acre, was applied previous

to planting corn, also in 1840. This portion of

ground, though of fine texture of soil and well lo-

cated for receiving occasional aid from manure,
had failed comparatively for several years to pro-

duce a crop ol either corn or wheat. The crop of

corn last year whs judged to be equal to 30 or 35
bushels per acre, and the crop of wheat reaped
this season as being not less than 15 bush-
els per acre. The benefits to this portion of

ground have consequently been highly satisfac-

tory; the stand of young clover is now very fine.

In preparing the corn field on the Neck farm in

1840, 20 acres on one side of the field, considered
as being too poor to produce a crop of corn, had a

dressing of manure from the stable yard applied to

it, and a crop of oats sown. This crop resulted

miserably, not even sufficient to cover the ground;
what was of them were ploughed down soon af-

ter ripening, and from which a scanty volunteer

growth presented iiself In the fall, previous to sow-
ing wheat, 15 acres of it received a dressing of

shell lime al the rate of 100 bushels per acre. On
the 7lh November wheat was sown on the portion

limed, as also on that not limed, and which had
the ecjual benefit of manure, and on a portion of
it a tolerable crop of pea vines ploughed under.

The adjoining land, which had been in corn, and

separated only by a water lurrow, was also sown
on the same day. From the earliest stage of the
growth of the wheat, that on the limed portion
kept liir in advance. The crop reaped liom it this
treason was heavy, and considered to be e(|nal to
25 bushels per acre ; while that on the poriion of
the 20 acres not limed has certainly not produced
an averatre of more than five bushels per acre,
and was considered as being Ibrnierly the best
poriion of the 20 acres, all of which previous
10 liming would not probably have produced an
average of 4 bushels. The crop of wheat from
the adjoining land which had been in corn, and
Ibrmerly considered as beincr greatly superior to
that poriion limed, produced a crop whose average
will little if any exceed from 8 to 10 bushels per
acre. A more striking instance of the benefits
resulting from the application of lime I have
never seen. Can the most sceptical desire a strong-
er proof, or its advocates a more gratilying re-
sult? Other results will subsequently be report-
ed. In the mean time, I remain your humble and
obedient servant, A. Nicol.

GROWTH OF PLANTS WITHOUT MOULD.

From Webster's Appendix to Liebig's Organic Chemistry.

" Some account of a suspended plant of Fictis
j^usiralis, which was grown lor eight monihs
without earth in the stove of the Botanic Garden
at Edinburgh. By Mr. William Macnab, Super-
intendent o! the garden." (From the 3d volume
of the Edinburgh Philosophical Journal, p. 77.
Slightly abridged.)

'• Ficus Jlustralis is a native of New South
Wales, and was introduced into the British gar-

I
dens in 1789, by the Right Honorable Sir Joseph
Banks. The plant is not uncommon now in
collections in this country, where it has been
usually treated as a greenhouse plant ; and in a
good greenhouse it thrives tolerably well, although
it seems rather more impatient of cold than many
of the plants from the same country.

" When I came to superintend this garden in
1810, I found a specimen of it among the green-
house plants, where it remained lor some time
alierwards; but owing to the bad construction
of the greenhouse here, and the very hardy way
in which ] was obliged to treat the plants in that
department, I did not find the^cu.s- thrive so well
as I had been accustomed to see it do. «l conclud-
ed that it required more heat, and in the spring
of 1811 1 placed it in the stove, when it soon began
to grow as vigorously as I had ever seen it do.°

" The stem of the plant was about a loot in
height before any branches set out ; on one of
the branches, above two feel from the junction
with the stem, a root was put out. As soon as
this had grown about a loot long, I placed a pot
under it. As soon as I (bund this pot filled with
roots, I determined to try whether if supplied
plentiliilly with water it would support the whole
plant.

" In August, 1816, I left off' watering the ori-

ginal large pot, and supplied the smaller one very
freely with water ; I kept it in this state lor about
eight Hjonihs, till the earth in the large pot was
so completely dry, that I was satisfied the plant
could receive no nourishment from it. The shrub
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continued quite as healthy and vigorous as when
supplied with water at the orifjinal root. In the

spring of 1817, I took off the large pot in which the

original roots were, and exposed the roots to the.

full rays of the sun, by gradually shaUinff off the

dry earth from among them ; this had no ill effect

on the plant, as it still remained perfectly healthy
;

it, however, had the eH'ect of makino; roots be put

out freely all over the plant, much more so than

had hitherto been the case.

"In the latter end of the summer of 1817, I

placed a root in a third pot, which was put out

from a branch about three feet from the junction

with the piem, and on the opposite side of the

plant from thatwliich had supported it for some
time past. As soon as I Ibund this pot filled with

fibres, I supplied it freely with water, and kept

the 01 her small pot dry, as I had done before with

the original root, i found the plant still continue

equally vigorous as belbre. In the spring of 1818,

I took away the second pot, which I had for some

time kept dry, and exposed the roots gradually,

as I had formerly done with those in the origi-

nal pot,

"The third pot, which now alone supported

the plant, was four feet from the lower end of the

stem, and very near to the extremity oi'the branch,

the original roots, and the second set of roots,

both hanging loose in the air. The plant, how-
t^ver, remained in this state for nearly a year in

perlect health. In May, 1819, 1 took a very small

pot, about two inches in diameter, and filled it

with earth as I had done the others, and set it on

the surface of the earth in the third pot which

now supported the plant. Into this small pot i

introduced a root which came from the same
branch, a little below the one which was in the

larger (third) pot. As soon as the small pot was

filled with roots, I supplied it (reely with water,

and gave the larger pot none but what might hap-

pen to run through the small one. After remain-

ing in this state lor near two months, I cut the

branch off between the two pots ; I still supplied

the small pot only with water, but occasionally at

this time threw a little water over the whole

plant. It continued to look as well as it had done

before.

"In July last, 1819, I examined the small pot

(the fourth used) and found it completely filled

with roots, very little earth remaining in the pot.

By this time the plant appeared to me to be very

tenacious of life, and I determined to try whether

it would live wholly loithout earth, I accordinsly

took the small (fourth) pot off, and gradually

worked off what little earth remained among the

roots. I at this time, however, threw plenty of

water over th*e leaves, generally twice in the day

:

this was done about the latter end of July, when
the weather was very warm, but it seemed to

liave no bad effects on the Fleas.
" What may appear rather remarkable is, that

ihouiih this Ficus is a plant by no means free

in producing fruit in the usual way of cultivatinof

it, this specimen, quite suspended without a par-

ticle of earth, was loaded with figs during the

months of September, October, and part of No-
vember. Two fruit were produced at the axilla

of almost every leaf, and these were quite as large

as I had ever seen on the plant in the hot houses

of Kew Garden. The plant is beginning to grow
or extend, although it has now been suspended

for eight months without a particle of earth, and

during that lime we have had very hot weather,

and also very cold weather. Roots have been

put out very freely all over the stem and branches

during that time. The plant now (February,

1819,) measures 7| feel between the extremity

of the root and the top of the branfhe.'^, and the

stem at the thickest part is 5^ inches in circum-

ference."

EXPKRIMKNTS AND OBSERVAT lOiVS 0!V THE
ACTION OF CHARCOAL FROM WOOD ON
VEGETATION. BY EDWARD LUCAS.

From llie same.

" In a division of a low hothouse in the botani-

cal crardeii at Munich, abed was set apart for

young tropical plants, but instead of being filled

with tan, as is usually the case, it was filled with

the powder of charcoal, (a material which could

he easily procured.) the lar<jc pieces of charcoal

having been previously separated by means of a

sieve. The heat was conducted by means of a

tube of white iron into a hollow spai^e in this bed

and distributed a gentle wnrmth, sufficient to have
caused tan to enter into a state of fermentation.

The plants placed in this bed of charcoal quickly

vegetated, and acquired a healthy appearance.

Now, as always is the case in such beds, the roots

of many of the plants penetrated through the

holes in the bottom of the pots, and then spread

themselves out ; but these plants evidently sur-

passed in vicror and general luxuriance, plants

wrown in the common vvay, fov example, in tan.

S'jveral of them, of which I shall only specify

the beautiful Thunbcrgia alatn, and the genus
Peireskia, throve quite astonishingly : the blos-

soms of the former were so rich, that all who saw
it affirmed they had never belbre seen such a

specimen. It produced, also, a number of seeds

without any artificial aid, while in most cases it

is necessary to apply the pollen by th:^ hand.

The Paireski(B ;rrew so viijnrously, that the P.
aculeata produced shoots several pIIs in lenirth.

and the P. grandtfolia acquired leaves of a foot

in lenirth. 'Fhese facts, as well as the quick ijer-

minaiion of the seeds which had been scattered

spontaneously, and the abundant appearance of

younir Filices, naturally attracted my attention,

and I was (jradually led to a series of expRrimenls.

the results of which may not be uninteresting
;

for, besides being of practical use in the cultiva-

tion of most plants, they dfmonstrate also several

facts of importance to physiology. " The first

experiment which naturallv suggested itself was
to mix a certain proportion of charcoal with the

earth in which different plaints grew, and to in-

crease its quantity according as the advantage of

the method was perceived. An addition off of

charcoal, (or example, to vegetable mould, an-

peared to answer excellently for the Gesnerin,

and fiJoxynia, and also for the tropical jlwidea;

with tuberous roots. The two first soon excited

the attention of connoisseurs, by the great beau'y

of all their parts and their general Mppearance.

They surpassed very quicklv those culiivated in

the common way, both in the thickness of their

stems and dark color of iluir leavps ; liieir blos-

soms were beautiful, and their vegetation lasted
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much longer than usual, so much so, that in the

middle of last November, when other plants o(

the same kinds were dead, these were quite fresh

and partly in bloom. .droidecB took root verj'

rapidly, and their leaves surpassed much in size

the leaves of those not so treated : the species,

which are reared as ornamental plants on account

of the beautiful coloring of their leaves, (I mean
such as the Caladiinn hicolor, Plctum, Pcucile,

&c.,) were particularly remarked for the liveliness

of their tints; and it happened here, also, that the

period of their vegetation was unusually long.

A cactus planted in a mixture of equal parts of

charcoal and earth throve progressively, and at-

tained double its former size in the space of a few
weeks. The use of the charcoal was very ad-

vantageous with several of the Bromeliacecs, and
Liliacea, with the Citrus and Begonia also, and
even with the PalmcR. The same advantage was
found in the case of almost all those plants for

which sand is used, in order to keep the earth

porous, when charcoal was mixed with the soil

instead of sand ; the vegetation was always ren-

dered stronger and more vigorous.
" At the same time that these experiments

were performed with mixtures of charcoal with
different soils, the charcoal was also used free from
any addition, and In this case the best results

were obtained. Cuts of plants from different ge-
nera took root in it well and quickly; I mention
here only the Euphorbia fastuosa and fulgens
which took root in ten days, Pandanus utilis in

three months, P. amarylUfolius, Chamcedorm
elatior in four weeks. Piper nigrum, Beggnia,
Eicus, Cecropia, Chiococca, Buddleja Hakea,
Phyllanthus, Capparis, Laurus, Slifftia Jacqui-
nia, Mimosa, Cactus, in from eight to ten days,
and several others amounting to forty species,

including Ilex, and many others. Leaves, and
pieces of leaves, and even pedunculi, or petioles,

took root and in part budded in pure charcoal.
Amongst others we may mention the foliola of
several of the Cycadem as having taken root, as
also did part of the leaves of the Begonia Telsa-
iricB, and Jacaranda Brasiliensis ; leaves of the
Euphorbia fastuosa, Oxalis Barrilieri, Ficus,
Cyclamen, Pnlyanthes, Mesembrianthemum ; also,

the delicate leaves of the Lophospermum and
Martynia, pieces of a leaf of the j^gave Ameri-
cana; tails of Pinus, &c. ; and all without the
aid of a previously formed bud.*

" Pure charcoal acts excellently as a means of
curing unhealthy plants. A Dorianthes excelsa,

for example, which had been drooping for three
years, was rendered completely healthy in a very
short time by this means. An orange tree
which had the very common disease in which the
leaves become yellow, acquired within four weeks
its healthy green color, when the upper surface
of the earth was removed from the pot in which
it was contained, and a ring of charcoal of an
inch in thickness strewed in its place around the

* The cuttings of several of these plants being full

of moisture, require to be partially dried before they
are placed in the soil, and are with difficulty made to
strike root in the usual method. The charcoal is pro-
bably useful from its absorbing and antiseptic power.
The Hakea is extremely difficult to propagate from
cuttings. All the Laurus tribe are obstinate, some
of them have not rooted under three years from the
time of planting.—W.

Vol. IX.-45

periphery of the pot. The Bame was the case
with the Gardenia.

"' I should be led too far were I to state all the

results of the experiments which I have made
with charcoal. The object of this paper is mere-
ly lo show the general effect exercised by this

substance on vegetation, but the reader who takes

particular interest in the subject, will find more
extensive observations in the '^Allgememe deutsche

Gartenzeitang^'' of Oito and Dietrich, in Berlin.*
" The charcoal employed in these experiments

was the dust-like powder o( charcoal from firs and
pines, such as is used in the Ibrges of blacksmiths,

and may be easily procured in any quantity. It

was found to have most effect when allowed to

lie during the winter exposed to the action of the
air. In order to ascertain the effects of different

kinds of charcoal, experiments were also made
upon that obtained from the hard woods and
peat, and also upon animal charcoal, although I

foresaw the probability that none of them would
answer so well as thai of pine-wood, both on ac-

count of its porosity and the ease with which it is

decomposed.
" It is superfluous to remark, that in treating

plants in the manner here described, they must be
plentiliilly supplied with water, since the air hav-
ing such free access penetrates and dries the roots,

so that unless this precaution is taken, the failure

of all such experiments is unavoidable.
" The action of charcoal consists primarily in

its preserving the parts of the plants with which
it is in contact; whether they be roots, branches,
leaves, or pieces of leaves, unchanged in their

vital power for a long space of time, so that the
plant obtains time to develope the organs which
are necessary for its further support and propaga-
tion. There can scarcely be a doubt also that The
charcoal undergoes decomposition ; for afier being
used five or six years it becomes a coaly earth

;

and if this is the case, it must yield carbon, or
carbonic oxide, abundantly to the plants growing
in it, and thus afford the principal substance ne-
cessary for the nutrition of vegetables. In what
other manner indeed can we explain the deep
green color and great luxuriance of the leaves
and every part of the plants, which can be obtain-
ed in no other kind of soil, according to the opi-
nion of men well qualified to judge 1 It exercises
likewise a favorable influence by decomposing and
absorbing the matters absorbed [query, excr'eted]
by the roots, so as to keep the soil free from the
putrefying substances which are often the cause
of the death of the spongiolcB. Its porosity as
well as the power which it possesses, of absorb-
ing water with rapidity, and after its saturation, of
allowing all other water to sink through it, are
causes also of its favorable effects. These expe-
riments show what a close affinity the component
parts of charcoal have to all plants, for every ex-
periment was crowned with success, although
plants belonging to a great many different families
were subjected to trial." Buchner's Repertorivm,
ii Reihe, xix Bd. S. 38.)

[The foregoing article is part of Professor Web-
ster's Appendix to his late edition of Liebig'e

"Organic Chemistry." The results stated show

* See an account of these experiments in Loudon's
Gardener's Magazine, for March, 1841.
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clearly that carbon must be rurnii=hed to plants, (in

earbonic acid,) and in large proportion ihrqugh

the roots, as well as through the leaves of" plants .

and, as clearly, that Liebig is wrong in supposing

ihe former mode of supply to be so very small,

and furnished almost entirely in (he early growth,

or before the leaves are developed, and enabled to

draw the supply of carbon from the atmosphere.

—Ed. F. R.]

THE BEE-MOTH.

From the Farmers' Cabinet,

Mr. Editor,— It would appear that "Bee-
breeding" is to share a large portion of the atten-

tion of tlie community the next year. Ii is a de-

serving object, and might be made boih profita-

ble and agreeable, in proper situations and under

careful management ; but neither will that or any
other pursuit suci-eed, unless ii be well attended

to and made a regular business. Already there

are numerous contrivances to stop the ravages of

the bee-moth, but to me, in this, as in most other

cases, it seems by far better \o prevent the evil by

keeping the bees strong and healthy ; and it is

only a part of the system which I have laid down
for myself, to consider the moth the effedi rather

than the cause of the destruction complained of.

1 believe tliat the moth has no desire to deposite its

eggs in a hive, until it knows by instinct that the

swarm is unhealthy ; by the putridity which is

then engendered, it is taught that its services will

soon be required, according to that beautiful theo-

ry so well set forth by Agricola, " wherever ani-

mal or vegetable substances are in the pronrress of

decay, mouths are found ever ready to convert

dead matter into food for living things."

And this is no new idea ; I knew, many years

ago, a person who kept from 20 to 30 hives of

bees with uniform success, but he was peculiarly

attentive to the moths, and when he saw them
flitting around the entrance ofany particular hive,

he knew that the bees were sickly, and he would
immediately remove them to a clean hive, by
turning the box which contained them, placing

upon it an empty hive; and by giving the lower
box a lew gentle blows, the bees would ascend
and take possession : this was done in the even-
ins, after the bees had returned from their labors,

and the next day they would be found busily em-
ployed on their new premises, without any fear of

the moth. Now it is all very pretty—these in-

genious contrivances to deceive the moths by
furnishing them with large and convenient en-
trances to sham boxes, brushed over with honey
or wax, while the bees are restricted to one small
and inconvenient hole of entrance—but I do not

consider that nature is so imperlect as to be so

easily bamboozled ; I believe the moths know
full as well as the man, when they are inside the
hive, and that they will not be induced to deposite

their eggs in an out-house where there is no food

for their young when they come into existence.

I beg therefore to repeat, I consider the moth
the ej^ecif and not the cause of the mischief; the

sickness of the bees and the ptjiridity of the inter-

nal atmosphere of the hive being the true cause
teaching them that the labors of their progeny
will soon be required to act the part of the turkey-

buzzard. Remove the cause, therefore, and the

effiect will cease—depending upon it, that " when
the constitution is in a healthy state, there is little

liability to infection of any kind."

Let, then, all those who enter the race of bee-

breeding be attentive to this, and by shifting the

swarms to other boxes so soon as they perceive

them attacked by the moth, they will, I am per-

suaded, find that prevention is much easier than
cure. With me, there is no doubt, the cause of
sickness often arises from the system of withdraw-
ing the honey by means of boxes and glasses pla-

ced on tfie top of the hive reducing the bees to the
necessity ol ever breedmg in the same cells, by
which tliey become filthy and putrid ; I therefore

much pretier to add another box below, on remov-
ing one from above, according to the plan propos-
ed in that interesting little work, " Bee-breeding
in the West." which is quite a manual of the art.

In Weeks' late work on the same subject, the evil

here pointed out is admitted to its full extent, but,

strange to say, it is proposed to lie remedied only
by transferring the bees to another hive; it ig

said, " when bees have occupied one tenement
ibr several years, the comb becomes thick and
filthy by being filled up with the old bread and co-

coons made by young bees when transformed from
a larva to the perfect fly ; and are so contracted

that the bees come Ibrlh but mere dwarfs, and
cease to swarm ;" and yet, l>y the use of the Ver-
n)ont hive, they are compelled to breed in the

same cells continually. It would appear, there-

lore, that these patent palaces are constructed on
false principles. Vir.

"AGRICULTURAL STATISTICS CORRECTED.

For the Farmer's Register.

An article with the caption ^^ Agricultural sta-

tistics furnished in connexion with the late census

of the United States.'"' having been published

over the signature of X. in the July number of

the Farmers' Register, which is calculated to

make false impressions, relative to the statistical

inlormation otitained in connexion with the late

enumeration of the people of the I'nited States,

it is deemed proper to reply and inform the public,

through the same medium chosen by X., that the
extracts from the agricultural statistics, which
were sent to the senate on the 24th February last,

by the secretary of state, were intended as mere
samples of the unexamined and uncorrected re-

turns of the marshals, and are published as such
only. See Senate Document 219. Those returns,

owing, it is presumed, to the short time allowed
the marshals to make up their aggregates, have
been found to abound with errors, all of which
are undergoing the process of examination and
correction at this time, in the proper department
of the government.

In the attempt to mislead the public, X. has
either himself made an egregious blunder, or

falsified a public document. It will be perceived

by referring to his article, page 437 July number,
Farmers' Register, in the paragraph relative

to tobacco, he there states (hat Tennessee produce
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26,542,443 pounds, and V^iiij;iiiia only 14,157,-

S41 |)ouiids, or about 11,000 hogsheads of tobac-

co. Turn to the senate document, page 10, and

you will find the number of pounds of tobacco

returned I'rom Virifinia 74,157,841 pounds accord-

ing to the marshals' returns ; but an error of up-

wards of 3,000,000 lbs. omitted has been detected,

which have to be added to the marshals' numbers.

Having made an error to the extent of 60,000,-

000, X. then proceeds to base his calculations

upon the remaining 14,000,000. The fact is the

58,000 hogsheads inspected in Virginia in 1840

corresponds with sufficient accuracy, to (he 77,-

000,000 pounds returned by the apsistant marshals.

The corrected returns show 77,187,845 lbs. which

on an average of 1300 lbs. to the hogshead are

exclusive of York county from which no returns

had been received, equal to 59,375 hhds. 345 lbs.

In the senate document no additions were made
because of the inability at that time to include

North Carolina, Kentucky, Michigan, and the

Territories.

X. has attempted to show his skill in figures and

Upon examining the returns of Permsylvania
and comparing the marshal's with the assistant

schedules, it was discovered that the marshal had
set down by mistake the quantity oif sugar in the
adjoining column of cocouns. This has been
corrected and the quantity of silk cocoons report-

ed by the assistants is (bund to be 7262.^ lbs. for

east and west Pennsylvania. The astonishment
of X. is expressed, at what he deems the incredi-

b'e amount of hay produced, aggregate 9,641,225
tons. He asks is this probable? or possible?

The truth is, 10 millions is lar below the amount
produced in the United States. If the amount did
not exceed 10 millions of tons how should we be
able to leed our 40 millions of domestic animalf,
horses, neat cattle and sheep? The 4 millions of
horses consume more than half the amount, and
we can inlbrm X. if he be not aware of the fact,

that a different winter provision is made for the

cattle of the states he has quoted, than is provided
in the pine lands of Eastern Virginia or JNorlh

Carolina.

It is a matter of sufficient notoriety that besides
as a statistical writer, and very properly commences supporting their own animals through their long
with simple addition. He takes the column ot

"pounds of tobacco gathered" and gives as the sum
total ol his labors, 78,070,803 pounds. Be pleased,

Mr. Editor, to run over the addition yourselfj and
see whether our addition or that of X. be correct,

We assert that the total should be 138,070,806
pounds, and as we differ 60,000,000, it may be

worth your while to see who is right. We en-

close you a copy of the document lor the purpose.

If after this specimen of the fitness of X. to

make statistical calculations for the public eye, he
be still desirous of enlightening his countrymen
upon the subject of tobacco, we will inlbrm him,

that in addition to the 138,070,806 pounds reported

in Sen. Doc. 219, Kentucky has returned 53,-

998,090 lbs. Michigan 1,602 pounds and Norih
Carolina 16,773,359 pounds. In the returns Ironi

Virginia an error has been detected of 3,030,004
pounds, which amount is to be placed to ihe credit

of Virginia, making a total of211,873,861 pounds
of tobacco returned by the assistant marshals.

Notwithstanding that in the Senate Document,
a note was appended, see pages 11 and 12, to the

effect, that, " some of the marshals have returned

pounds of ginned cotton, others in the seed, and
that in the printed document the discrimination

will be made," X. has thought proper to assume
thai the 10,767,451 lbs. of cotton are equal to

30,000 bales, or more than double her (Virginia's)
actual product.

As soon as it was ascertained at the depart-

ment of slate that the marshals had returned cot-

ton differently, some as ginned cotton, and others
m the seed, a circular was addressed to the re-

spective marshals in the cotton growing states, call-

ing for information upon the subject. The result

has been, that the cotton returned from Virginia
in the seed, upon being reduced to ginned cotton
is equivalent to 3,504,795 lbs. and from North
Carolina to 14,841,783 lbs. the sum of which
divided by 400 lor each bale will give 45,866 bales

the product of Virginia and North Carolina. It

is unnecessary to follow the gentleman through
the remainder of his cotton statistics, as they will

only prove to be bags of wind instead of bales of

cotton, he having estimated 400 lbs. of seed cot-

ton, equally with ginned cotton to the bale—

a

thing unheard of before.

winters, large quantities of pressed hay are

shipped annually from the eastern states to the
southern ports. The wonder of this extraordinary

commentator upon what he deems an extraor-

dinary document is greatly increased upon finding

sugar reported among the products of New York,
and becomes to the eage conclusion that they are

pounds of sugar " on paper." Is this writer on
the statistics of his country to be informed, and
leurn (or the first time, that such a tree as the
sugar maple exists, and that vast supplies of sugar
are obtained from that source in the mountain
regions of his own state? Well, sir, we can tell

him that Viginia produced in 1839, according to

the returns of the marshals, 1,530,541 lbs. of ma-
ple sugar, an amount which may be almost inde-

finitely increased if Virginia chooses to put (brih

her energies. If New York should have availed

herself of that gill of Providence to the extent of
10 millions, it is only a reproach to our people,
that they have not been equally indusiriou.-^,

possessing the same means and (iiciiities.

When ihe extracts Irom the agricultural statis-

tics were sent lo the senate, a note explained at

the (bot of the tabular statement, why North Ca-
rolina was not included ; see note, page 8, " the
aggregate not yet made." In other words the
marshal had not summed up the total of the coun-
ties in his district, and time was not allowed to do
it in the department. This affords grounds for a
sneer that, " Louisiana is Ihe only state in the
table which produces any considerable quantity of
pitch, far, turpentine and rosin, say 12,233 barrels.

We presume," says X., " they are produced from
some other tree than ihe pine;" and with this

(act (the omission of North Carolina) belbre his

eves, he ventures to give the "Total o( the
United States, 31,689 barrels."

Do twenty-three states consiiiule the union,
Mr. X.? And if so, when did North Carolina
cease to be one of the number ? The fact is, up-
on summing up the returns of North Carolina, we
find reported 593,451 barrels of tar, pitch, turpen-
tine and rosin. Nearly twenty limes the amount
assumed by X., (or his total of the United States.

X. having thus noticed what he is pleased lo

term our " most egregious errors," he is pleased
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to close his remarks with a summary of the other

prmcipal products, and " leaves the reader to

judge of their accuracy," with the observation,

that " some of them are not over-estimated." We
have followed this writer so far, exposing his

blunders and proving his ignorance, with all due

patience ; but the last of his remarks, with its af-

fectation of knowledge, we confess is unbearable.

How does X, know, or how is it possible lor him

to know, whether the returns of the assistants to

the marshals be over-estimated'? The fact is,

there is no estimation about if. The numbers

were obtained from the heads of families ihrough-

out the union, in answer to the interrogatories put

by the assistant marshals, and are only so far er-

roneous, as they may have misstated ignoranlly,

or falsified their business, in answer to the ques-

tions so put.

It was a novel attempt in this country to obtain

statistical information on an extended scale, and it

is with deep regret we are compelled to say, that

but for the opposition of evil-disposed men, who con-

trolled a portion of the public press at the time, the

work would have been much more perfect. There
can be little doubt, from the tone of X., that he

was one of those who himself set an example of

contumacy, and advised others not to submit to

the perquisition of the government of the United

States,who bade the laws defiance, and, of course,

he has the best right to find fault, if they were
not executed to please him.

In sivina an opinion of the statistics as obtain-

ed under the, 13ih section of the act of 1839, it

will not be pretended that the work is perfect ; but

we will say, that notwithstanding the errors of

omission, from individuals refusing to answer, and

the misconceptions which have sometimes taken

place, that when the work is published at large, it

will excite surprise and attention, both at home
and abroad, and upon the whole present a gratify-

ing resuh. W.

[To save time, we have submitted the foregoing

letter of correction to our correspondent, X., and

present his rejoinder in connexion, as it will ap-

pear below.

—

Ed. F. R.]

REJOINDER.

For the Farmers' Register.

X. denies that he intended to make false im-

pressions. On the contrary, his object was to

prevent their being made, by the statement which
took the rounds of the newspapers, as emanating
from an official source, and which is now admitted

by W. to be crude, imperfect and erroneous, " a

mere sample," and a very bad one, which ought
not to have been published. The public prints,

adopting without reflection the false premises of

the statement, have made comments which are

calculated to mislead ; and even that erudite work,
" the North American Review," has adopted, as

correct, the Louisiana return of 249 millions

pounds of sugar, which is about treble the quanti-

ty produced in the most favorable year, and more
than quadruple the average annual product.

The reviewer may well say " it will excite univer-

sal surprise." W. passes over this error without

remark, and fixes on the 10 millions maple sugar

in the New York return, to found his charge of

ignorance against X., who still believ'es this to be
an exaggeration. Those who are acquainted with
the process of making maple sugar, who know
the period of time during which the sap can be
obtained, and the quantity which a hand can col-

lect and boil down, may calculate the number of
persons it requires to produce 10 millions of
pounds.

X. was actuated by no illiberal or improper
motives in making his strictures, and he not only
furnished to the marshal a correct return, but en-
deavored to have them furnished by others. He
had never seen the Senate Document, and did not
know of its publication. He based his remarks
on the tables which were exclusively published
in the newspapers, additions and all. He did not
falsify them, and the blunders are not of his

makmg. This item of tobacco is precisely as he
stated it and the addition of 78,070,806 as printed
in the tables is correct. The line for Virginia is

14,157,841 and he is not responsible lor the error

in it of 60 millions, as there was nothing to

indicate such error when the items and the sum
total corresponded. W. admits that an error of
3 millions has since been discovered. The omis-
sions of returns from several states was specially

noticed by X., particularly in regard to the to-

bacco and hemp of Kentucky, and the naval
stores of North Carolina. So that here was no
intention to mislead ; and as to the product of naval
sto'res in Louisiana, W. does not and probably
cannot assert that it la correct, and he is silent on
the subject of hemp and flax, conscious no doubt
of the magnitude of the errors, 843,000 tons ex-

clusive of Kentucky! More glarinir than even
the 281 millions pounds of sugar. The produce

of the whole globe is estimated at 18,080,000 cwt.
It is admitted by W. that there was an error in

the returns of silk cocoons in Pennsylvania, in-

stead of 238,939 pounds it is 7262 ! Who falsi-

fied the document in this item 1 X. did not

charge falsification, but error.

The indiscriminate returns of ginned and seed
cotton were mentioned by X., and the inutility of
such returns pointed out by showing to what
erroneous deductions they might lead. As the

marshals returns " were found to abound in

errors," the publication of them without correction

is the less justifiable ; but the present incumbents
are not responsible for the blunders of their prede-

cessors, and instead of undertaking to defend,

they would have acted more wisely to have
cautioned the public against them, with a promise

to correct them.

X. is charged with •' ignorance and blunders,"

and asked " how it is possible he should know
whether the returns of' the assistant marshals

be over estimated." He replies by referring to

the returns of hemp and flax, sugar and silk, the

over-estimates of which are too obvious to be mis-

taken.

Thus it appears that the errors as exhibited to

the public were not of X.'s making, and if his re-

marks have caused more attention to be paid to-

wards rendering the tables accurate, he does not

regret having made them, and he can bear the

sneers of W. without mortification.

P. S. The July number o f Farmers' JMagazine,

published in London, contains the " Agricultural

statistics of the United States compiled from the
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returns of the marehals" and the product of to-

bacco in Virginia is there put down at 14,157,841

pounds. How came the London editor to lulsily

the document? The extravagant returns of

hemp, sugar, silk, &c. are thus already circulated

in Europe. Does W. need stronger proof of the

impropriety of the crude and incorrect publication

of the "mere samples," and is il not calculated to

mislead, as charged by X ?

THE TARE CULTURE.

From tlie Farmers' Cabinet.

At a late meeting of the Philadelphia Agricul-

tural Society, a member inquired if any one pre-

sent could speak experimentally on the culture

and value of the tare or vetch, which is in such
very general use in England, where the eummer-
eoiling system is adopted ; remarking, that from all

accounts the plant must be astonishingly produc-
tive as well as nutritions. Having myselfemploy-
ed it for that purpose very largely, and for many
years, I would say, its productiveness has never
yet been overstated, or its value overrated, as food
for all kinds of cattle. Horses, milk cows, fatting

beasts, sheep and hogs, will grow fat while feed-
ing on it, and the older it grows the more valuable
it becomes, as the seed when formed in the pod, is

far superior to oats or any other grain for the pur-
pose of cattle feed ; the seeds are black, and the
size of very small peas. The crop is used for soil-

ing, by cutting while green and taking it to the
stables

; it is sometimes fed off by sheep, confin-
ing them on it by means of temporary fencing or
hurdles ; cattle are not liable to become hoven
while feeding it in any stage of its growth ; on
good land it has been known to reach the height
of three leet and even more, producing as much
as 12 tons of green food per acre, which, when
well dried, will yield 3 tons of the most valuable
hay on the farm. The first sowing takes place as
soon after harvest as possible in England, upon
land designed forthe wheat-crop the next autumn,
witfi the winter variety of seed, which can easily
be distinguished from thesummer tare, as it is small-
er, rounder, and blacker ; these will bear the se-
verity of the winter ; rye is often mixed, to ena-
ble the crop to stand up, when it attains a consi-
derable height, but a sprinkling of wheat has been
found best for this purpose, as it remains longer
succulent in the summer. The crop from this sow-
ing will be fit for cutting for soiling in May, and
the stalks, if left in the ground, will afford a second
growth for sheep feed ; but as the tare is a fallow
crop it is the best management to cut all off and
plough the land deep as soon as the crop is re-
moved, well working and cleaning it during the
summer, preparatotry to wheat- sowing early in
the autuiTin, after a dressing of well-prepared
compost, if this has not been given to the tares—
a far better arrangement for both crops. The next
sowing is with the summer variety of the tare, as
early in March as the season will admit, on land
that has been ploughed preparatory in the autumn
or winter ; again in April another crop is sown,
and if necessary, two other sowings might take
place, the last so late ae the end of June, that so
a succession of this most valuable crop might be

secured for the whole of the summer, and until

the end of September.

Such crops produce immense quantities of ma-
nure, which is carried from the sheds and compost-
ed [or dressing o\here ; turnips, for instance, which
may be sown on the land from which the first

crop of tares has been carried, and fed off in time
for wheat-sowing in the autumn. It must not
be forgotten, that the richer the land, the greater
will be the crop of tares, and none will pay so
amply for manure; but when the crop is very
heavy, there is less chance of obtaining good
seed, and if that be the object, it is recommended
to mow the first crop early for soiling, and permit
the second growth to stand lor seed, which is

sometimes a precarious business, nothing being
more uncertain ; I have purchased seed at a
guinea and a half a bushel, and sold the next
year's produce, obtained from it, at six shillings

a bushel I When the price of seed is moderate,
the quantity sown is two bushels or two and a
half per acre, but whatever the price may be,

it will be repaid in the crop, if the land be in
good heart. As much as 30 bushels of seed
per acre has been obtained, but 15 bushels, and
often half that, is more common. Under a
heavy crop of tares, the land will be found per-
fectly clean and mellow, and will turn up like an
ash-heap: and there is no question with me,
that the crop may be raised with success in this

country, if well cultivated on good land, rather
stiff in its nature, and lying cool.

With regard to the value of the tare for soil-

ing, it has been calculated that ten times the
slock might be kept on them than on any other
commonly cultivated crop ; horses require no corn
or any other food, and cows give more butter
while feeding on them than on any other food
whatever. Is it not strange, that no regular expe-
riment on an extensive scale has yet been made on
such an invaluable crop in this country 1 D.

HENRICO AGRICULTURAL AND HORTICULTU-
RAL SOCIETY.

From tlie Richmond Wliig.

The next exhibition of this society will com-
mence on the 20th day of October next, with stock,

agricultural implements, &c., and be continued
from day to day until completed.

Thefarmers of the state, and all others who take
an interest in the cause, are respectfully invited to

attend. The arrangements of the society, with its

advantageous location, justify us in expressing our
confidence, that the exhibition and fair will amply
repay a trip to Richmond from any part of the
state.

The following premiums will be awarded:
No. 1. For the best stallion, for harness, the sad-

dle, or draught (the premium not having been
awarded at the spring exhibition) .^15 00

Committee—Gen'l. Bernard Pevton, Richard B.
Haxall and Charles Marx.
No. 2. For the most highly improved and best

cultivated farm, a premium of ^25.
For the second best g20.
For the third best ^15.
For the fourth best $10.
Reference being had to the means (as well
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pecuniary as others) ofihe proprietor for improve-

ment ; the amount of labor employed upon it;

the means resulting from the vicinity of the farm

to the city, &c. The object being to place the

industrious cultivator, with limited resources, and

no other labor than his own, upon the same foot-

ing as the largest cultivator with ample resources.

It is to be distinctly understood, that not only the

actual fertility of the soil will be considered, but

special attention shall be paid to the means which
are in actual operation (or enriching the farms ; to

the condition of the enclosures ; to the mode of

cultivation, whether conducted with neatness,

system and economy; to the condition of the

stock, and, especially, whether provision has been

made lor their comlbrtable accommodation in bad

weather. The buildings also, farming utensils,

garden, and every thing connected with the com-
fort and prosperity of the establishment will come
under review of this committee.

Committee—Wm. H. Richardson, Richard G.
Haden and Francis Staples.

No. 2. For the best garden, not less than two
acres ^15.

For the second best ^10.
Committee—John Carter, Richard Hill, jr. and

Joseph Sinton.

No. 4. For the best field of corn, not less than
five acres ^15.
For the second best $12,
For the third best $10.
For the Iburth best ,S8.

Com^nittee— Mapr Ed. Christian, Edwid Hill

and Wm. A. Gay.
No. 5. For the beet field of tobacco, not less

than one acre ^\0.
Committee—John C. Hobson, Frederick Brans-

ford and Wm. Anderson, Jr.

No. 6. For the best crop of turnips, not less

than half an acre $8.
For the second do. $6.
For the third do. ^4.
No. 7. For the best crop of beets, carrots or

parsnips, not less than half an acre $S.
For the second best $6.
For the third best $4.
No. 8. for the best crop of potatoes, Irish or

sweet, not lees than half an acre $6.
For the second best $5.
No. 9. For the best crop of cabbages, not less

than half an acre $6.
For the second best $4.
No. 10. For the best crop of pumpkins, not less

than one acre $6.
For the second best $4.
Committee—Ro. Carter Page, Wm. Miller and

I. A. Goddin.
Persons who intend to compete for any of the

foregoing premiums, except No. 1, will please
give notice to the committees appointed to award
the premium or premiums for which they will be
competitors, by the 15th of September next—after

which it will not be practicable to attend to any
application.

The foregoing premiums will be awarded on
the first day of the meeting, immediately after the

annual report of the society, when the several

committees are required to hand in their respective

reports to the president. The exhibition of stock
and agricultural implements will then be made;
after which a fair will be held for the sale of such

stock and other articles as may be offered ; and it

will be continued on the second day, if not con-

cluded on the first. The succeeding portion of
the exhibition will be in the city, in the largest

room or rooms that can be obtained, when the

following premiums will be awarded ; after which,
a second lair will be held ibr the sale of such of

ihe articles as may be ofiered.

No. 1. For the neatest and most substantial

counterpain, a premium of $6.
For the second best $4.
No. 2. For the neatest and most comfortable

mattress, filled with hackled shucks, or cotiot),

and made at home i§o.

For the second best, $3.

No. 3. For the best comfort or comfortable, ^6.
For the second best, $4.

No. 4. For the best bed quilt, $6.
For the second best, $4.
No. 5. For the best table cloth, $6.
For .the second best, $4.
No. 6. For the neatest and most substantial

carpet (not less than 10 yards,) $10.
For the second best, .$5.

No. 7. For the best hearth rug, $6.'

For the second best, $4.
No. 8. For the best specimen of stockings,

socks, gloves, or mittens, of Virginia raised silk,

thread, wool or cotton, worsted or mixed, $7.
For the second best, $6.
For the third best, $5.
For the lourth best, $4.
No. 9. For the best specimen of fruits—apples,

pears, &c., $10.
For the second best, $5.
No. 10. For the best specimen of dried fruits,

not less than half a bushel, .$5.

For the second best, $3.
No. 11. For the best specimen of preserves,

not less than one gallon, $5.
No. 12. For the best specimen of pickles, not

less than one gallon, $5.
No. 13. For the best specimen of flowers, the

production of the exhibitor, $10.
For the second best, $5.

Premiums will be given in money or plate, at

the discretion of successful competitors.

The society hopes to have the aid of the ladies,

to award the thirteen last mentioned premiums.
The committee have thought it expedient to

make the premiums large in number, rather than
in the amount, to afford the gratification of a
premium to as many as possible.

It is to be understood, that all the articles on
which the thirteen last premiums are ofiered,

must be the production of the exhibitor.

The mechanics and artisans of the city, and
others to whom it may be convenient, are respect-

fully invited to send to the first day's exhibition,

such specimens of their own industry and skill, as
they may think proper to have exhibited.

The most ample and particular arrangements
will be made for the accommodation of stock, for

any number of days that may be necessary, and
it is recommended that it be generally on the

ground by the evening preceding the first day's
exhibition.

The following additional committees are ap-

pointed, viz :

To select a place for, and to conduct the first
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day's exhibition, the preeiJent of the society,

Charles T. Botts and Kichard [lill, Jr.

To select a place (or, and to conduct the suc-

ceeding portion of the exhibition, \Vm. B. Chit-

tenden, Gustavus A. JMyers, J)r. Henry Myers,

Thomas A. Rust, Wm. McCrery, and Henry
Ludiam.

Jesse H. Turner,
Thomas S. Dicken,
Rich. G. Haden,
Wm. H. Richardson,
Joseph Rennie,
Wm. D. Wren,

Executive Committee.

A SUGGESTION TO AGRICULTURAL SOCIETIES.

For the Farmers' Register,

To the jfgricultural Societies of the U. States.

One who has long deeply li?lt the imporiance to

human comfori and welfare of the great cause to

which you have devoted yourselves, takes the

liberty to address you in regard to the best means
of promoting it by your associated efforts. If you

are all actuated, as he sincerely believes you are,

by the true spirit of such institutions, you will at

least take in good part the suggestions which 1

am about to offer, whether you adopt them or

not ; and you will do me the justice to irnpute no

other motive to me than an earnest desire to con-

tribute my mite towards an object which all who
truly love our country have much at heart. That
object is, the improvement of American husban-

dry in all its branches. But I have not the vain

presumption even to attempt an enumeration ot

any of the direct means by which this improve-

ment could be best accomplished. Were I fully

capable of making such enumeration, it would
lead me too far from my present purpose, which
is merely to invite your attention to the serious

consideration of a plan by which it seems to me
that much greater interest could be given to the

meetings ol all the agricultural societies through-
out the United Slates.

This plan is, for each society occasionally to

invite some rfiember of another society to address

them at their annual meetings, and, when such
invitation was accepted, to give public notice

thereof. Perhaps it would sometimes happen
that the stranger's address might not be better

than that of the individual wh« usually addressed
them. Still the novelty of the thing would cer-

tainly attract a larger number of attendants than
ordinary; lor we all know, that the disease of
"itching-ears''^ which prevailed so much in St.

Paul's day, is very far from having ceased in our
times. Nay, it would seem to be on the increase.

Why else do we every where see such crowds of
people collect together at any place where it has
been announced that a stranse preacher from a
distant part of the country will hold forth ? No
one believes that it is either religion or a regard
for public worship which draws together the
greater portion of the assemblage. It is neither

more nor less than to allay the itching of their

ears. Now, 1 verily believe this ancient disease
to be incurable, and therefore most earnestly re-

commend, (if you will pardon me for the liberty,)

that you will endeavor to extract good out of evil.

Apply to this malady the unction of good words
from strange lips, and most confident do 1 feel

that you will soon experience the beneficial eflfects

of such treatment.

The circumstance which suggested this plan to

my mind was, the recollection of the admirable

addresses delivered by the late lamented Judge
Buel before the Fulton County Society, the State

Agricultural Society of New Jersey, the Agricul-

tural Institute of New London and Windham
counties, and the Agricultural and Horticultural

Society of New Haven, by each of which he had
been invited to address them. The newspapers

of the day represented the concourse of people,

on all these occasions, as being far greater than it

had ever been belbre. This, beyond doubt, was
caused in a great measure by the deservedly high

character of that most worthy, talented, and truly

patriotic citizen. But 1 still believe, that even if

he had been an entire stranger to the great majo-

riy of the attendants, each assemblage would
have been greater than at any ordinary annual

meeting, when it was known that they would be

adddressed only by one of their own society.

Generally speaking, the benefits of such ad-

dresses, (supposing them to be nearly or quite

equal in merit,) will be in proportion to the num-
bers who hear them. Consequently any fair

means to increase these numbers should always
be adopted : and more, I think, will be lound of
greater efficacy than for all our societies to recipro-

cate such invitations as are here proposed. That
they would generally be accepted I cannot doubt,

any more than I can doubt that such acceptance

would give much additional interest to the meet-
ings of all our agricultural societies, and thus indi-

rectly augment their power to do good. They
might not always nor often succeed in procuring a

gentleman to address them who was nearly equal to

Judge Buel. Indeed, I believe it would be a hard

matter, among all our societies, to find his match in

all respects. But the search should certainly be

continued, unless we decide beforehand that it

would be fruitless. Even to be ranked second to

such a man would be great praise, and enough to

crratify the ambition ol any one, who was not in-

ordinately vainol his own qualifications.

Should the editors of our other agricultural pa-

pers generally approve of the plan here suggested,

their republication of it will much oblige a true

Friend to American Husbandry.
Aug. nth, 1841.

A DISCOURSE ON THE CHARACTER, PROPER-
TIES, AND IMPORTANCE TO MAN, OF THE
NATURAL FAMILY OF PLANTS CALLED GRA-
MINE^, OR TRUE GRASSES.

Delivered as a lecture before the class of the Chester

County Cabinet of Natural Science, Feb. 19, 1841.

By William Darlington, M. D.

Gramina ubique terrarum snciatitn vigent,laeta praebent pecu-

dibus pascua et humano generi annonam. Bndlicher, Ge-
nera Planta'fum.

The late David Douglas—an enthusiastic vota-

ry of Flora, and finally a martyr in the cause

—

was so long engaged in exploring and collecting
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the botanical treasures of our western wilde, that

he became familiarly known to the red men of the

forest, by the co<inomen of the " Man of Grass."

Although 1 have i ut slender pretensions to the

significant title conferred by our aboriginal bre-

thren, on the unlbrtunate Scottish botanist,—

I

have an idea, neveriheless, that those best ac-

quainted with my vegetable |)redilections, will be

prepared to expect, on this occasion, a discourse

on some such humble and terrestrial objects,

—

rather than a Phaeton-like attempt to imitate my
successful colleagues, in traversing the ethereal

regions of intellect. They will doubtless con-

clude, that if it was sound advice to the cobbler,

not to venture beyond his last,—the culler of

simples should in like manner profit by the admo-
nition, and confine himself to his plants, I have
therefore selected a topic, for the evening, in ac-

accordance with these suggestions. Nor do I

consider the change in the entertainment—un-
palatable though it may be—altogether without

its advantages. There is a kind of analogy be-

tween the mind and stomach, in relation to their

sustenance: and, as the epicure finds it salutary,

at times, to substitute bran bread lor his habitual

dainties,—so the mind, which has been feasting

on intellectual delicacies, may peradventure be

benefited by an occasional transition to coarser

fare. At all events, it may enhance the gratifica-

tion of a return to its wonted enjoyments.

I propose to attempt a cursory notice of the

character, properties, and importance to man, of

a single tribe, or family, of the vegetable crea-

tion—known to the naturalists by the name of

GraminecB, or the true Grasses : and while I

calculate with some confidence, upon a fellow-

feeling among '.he botanical portion of the audi-

ence,— I am not without a hope, that— in a district

so distinguished for its agricultural advancement

—

the subject will also be found to possess a degree

of general interest.

Before entering into particulars, however, it may
be useful to make some preliminary explanations,

—or, as the politicians say, to " define our posi-

tion.'- The term grass, in our vernacular tongue,

is frequently used in a vague sense—to designate

every kind of herbage found in our meadows and

pastures ; hence, we often hear people speak of

clover, lucerne, and other plants—which have
no botanical affinity whatever with the true grass-

es—as though they really belonged to that re-

markable tribe of vegetables. But such is not

the language of naturalists ; and ought not to be,

of any well-informed person. An accurate know-
ledge of objects can neither be acquired, nor com-
municated, without precision in the use of terms.

The distinctive characters of that family of plants,

of which we propose to treat, are now well un-

derstood, and have been salisfiiciorily defined.

Whenever we meet with a plant, having a cy-

lindrical, jointed siem, with the joints solid, and
the intervening portions hollow—or, in a i'ew in-

stances, filled with a pith-like substance—the

leaves alternate, one originating at each joint, em-
bracing the stem with its base, and forming a

sheath which is slit on one side down to its origin

—and the flowers protected by those peculiar en-

velopes, known by the name of chaff—we may
take it for granted that we have before us a true

grass. Brief and simple as is this definition, it

will be found to contain the most obvious charac-

teristics of the tribe ; sufficient, it is believed, to

distinguish it from all others. While we are on
the subject, however, a few additional traits may
perhaps be adverted to, with propriety. The
cuticle, or skin of the grasses (lor they have no
bark, properly so called) contains a considerable

portion of silex, as is shown by its vitrification,

when stacks or other dense masses of unthrashed
grain, are burnt. A sort of glass is produced fi-ora

this silex, vvh.ich preserves the form of the plant,

even to its minutest parts. The nerves, or veins,

in the leaves of this family, are all nearly parallel,

in consequence of which, those appendages (i.

e, the leaves) are entire, generally narrow,
enlongated, and more or less linear in their

form. The y?o?/!ers are mostly small, disposed in

little clusters of spil;eleis, and these spikelets are

variously arranged, in spikes, racemes, or loose

panicles. Each spikelet,—consisting sometimes of
one but more commonly of two, three, or many flo-

rets— is usually embraced, or supported at the base,

by two chafiy pieces, called glumes ; and each

floret is immediately protected by two somewhat
similar chaffy coverings, which for the sake of
distinction, are denominated palem. These chaf-

fy coverings of the flowers and seeds of the

grasses, are wholly unlike the delicate and showy
floral envelopes of most other plants,—and seem
to be, in fact, the mere stunted vestiges of
abortive leaves—or rather of their sheaths—close-

ly crowded together. Hence we find them,
like the leaves, consvan{\y alternate : for, although
approximated in pairs, they are never exactly

opposite—or originating in the same plane— as

we see to be the case with the sepals, and petals,

of other tribes. The number ol^ stamens is usually

three—rarely six, or some multiple of three—and
occasionally, Irom abortion, some intermediate, or

smaller number. Each fertile flower produces a
single seed,*—the chief bulk of whicli is called

albumen, and is that nutritious portion of our cul-

tivated grains, from which the miller prepares

flour. The embryo, or living rudiment of" the

iLiture plant is comparatively a mere speck, or

minute point, in the seeds of the grasses,—snug-
ly situated, on the outer side, near the base of the

albumen ; where it lies dormant, until the concur-

ring causes of vegetation (namely, warmth, moist-

ure, and oxygen,) excite it into active life. This
embryo—which is, in fact, an entire plant in

miniature—may be distinctly and satisfactorily ob-

served in a grain of wheat, or Indian corn; es-

pecially at the moment of sprouting, or incipient

growth,—when it will be found that the principal

mass of the grain consists of the apparently

inorganic matter, already mentioned by the name
of albumen. It is this large, farinaceous or 7nealy

portion, of the seeds of grasses, which renders the

cerealia, or cultivated grains, so valuable to man
—as furnishing the chief material for bread.

Wherever the albumen of seed is found to be

* Tfie fruit of the grasses, generally, appears to be

a simple naked seed, in each fertile floret,—but the

seed is, in fact, invested with a pericarp, or covering,

as in most other plants. The pericarp in this family

however, is thin and membranaceous,—and is usually

so completely adherent to the proper coating of the

seed, as to be undistinguishable from it. In some

species—such as oats, barley, rice, &c.—there is found

an additional envelope, formed of the palece, or inner

i chaff, which closely embraces the fruit.
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mealy, it is always innocent and nutritious—even

vvlien the residue of the plant is poisonous. In

some instances, it is replete vvitii oil—as in tiie

po|)py tribe ; and in (he seeds of the coffee plant,

the albiinien is ol' a huriuj texture. There are

other and large tribes, again,—such as the Icgu-

tninoas pianls— including our common garden

beans, peas, clover, &c.— in which the seeds are

wholly ileetitule of the appendage called albumen;

— the miniature plant completely filling the iti-

tegumenis of the seed, and its chief bulk consist-

ing of two thick, flestiy lobes, called cotyledons.

These lobes, or cotyledons, are llie crude /)rtm«n/

leaves of the future plant (appropriately called

protophylles, by the French botanists,)—and doubt-

less serve, in some degree, as substitutes for albu-

men in supplying nutriment during the first stages

of vegetation.

Having thus hastily glanced at some of the

more striking ligatures of the extensive tribe,

technically denominated grasses—and the charac-

ters by wliicli ihey are distinguished from other

plants— I flatter myself we shall have, no difiicul-

ty in recognizing any number of that liimily which
may l)ereafter come in our way. It will be no

news, indeed, to any of us, to be told that " red-

top," "timothy," and "Ibx-iail," are grasses;

and we all, perhaps, may be aware, that our

cultivated oats, barley, wheat and rye—and even
rice—belong to the same category : but tlie fact

may not be equally familiar to every one, that our

Indian corn, and broom corn—the sugar cane, and
the bamboo—are also true and genuine grasses.

JVluch as these last-mentioned |
lants may seem to

differ (i"om the multitude of common grasses, the

disciplined eye of the botanist perceives at a

glance, that they all belong to the same family:

and indeed, so eminently natural is the whole
tribe

—

i. e., so strong is the general resemblance
in the characters and habits of its members— that

superficial observers, finding it so much easier lo

adopt, than to verily the crude notions of the

vulgar, have actually supposed several species to

be continually, and reciprocally, changing into

each other!* It is to be hoped, however, that

* It is a curious circumstance, in the history of this

vulgar error, that, in former times, when tlie occult

sciences flourished, the peasantry of Europe imagined
all our cultivated small giains to be subject to this

kind of transmutation ;— that wheat was often changed,
first into rye, then into barley, from barley to ray
grass, or lolium, from lolium to bromus, or cheat, and
finally, from bromus to oats ! They supposed, moreo-
ver, that by the agency of a fertile soil, the degene-
rate grass could be gradually restored to its original

form ; or, at least, that it could be brought back as far

as rye !
—" Veteres credebant frumentum per gradus

degenerare in macriori terra, atque triticum in secale,

secale in hordeum, hordeum in bromum, bromum in

avenam et sic per gradus descendere, immo ciedebant
etiam seminabromi vel hordeiin fertiliori terra produ-
cere secale."— Carolia Linne, Jmanitates Academica,
torn. 5. Even in oui own enlightened age and coun-
try, as we are wont to phrase it—there are yet many
persons strongly tinctured with the notion, that wheat
is frequently transmuted into bromus, or cheat;—
though I have not met with any so full in the faith, as

to believe they can bring the degenerate offspring

back again to its pristine state. It is remarkable,
also, that this obsolete notion—so entirely exploded
among scientific naturalists—has lately found an advo-
cate in a gentleman of some pretensions, as a geolo-

VoL. IX.-46

our ingenuous youths will yet learn to discriminate

between truth and error, in the objects around
them ; and not be content—as a [)opular writer

expresses it
—" lo wander among the productions

of nature with little more perception, or enjoyment
of her charms, than a cow on a common, or a
goose on a green." In this hope, and under this

impression it was, that I thought a rapid sketch

of tjo important a tribe of the vegetable cieatiou

miiiht be found in some degree interesting.

The whole number of flowering plants, already

known lo the botanists, has been estimated at

,\hoiMforty thousand species,—of which it is sup-

poi^ed the gra.^^ses constitnle one twentieth part:

but if we take into the account, the immense
number of individuals of many species, the pro-

portion of grasses to vegetation in general will

be greatly mcreased. The known grasses of

Chester county,— native, naturalized, and cultivat-

ed—amount to about one hundred species, or

one-tenth of the whole number of flowering plants,

inhabiting the same district. A large portion,

indeed, of this vast liiniily, is not known to pos-

sess any properties which man has yet been able

to convert to liis own immediate advantage : But
it becomes us to be cautions how we decide upon
the value of objects, li'om the imperlect views
of their utilily, afforded by our limited knowledge.

Many created beings, which appear to us as nui-

sances, may be important agents for good, in the

general economy of nature. The most worthless

grasses—or the veriest weeds that annoy the

husbandman—ma?/ be the instruments of a wise

Providence, for collecting fertilizing principles

from every falling shower, or passing breeze,

—

and imparting them, in turn, to the soil on which
ihey are finally decomposed. These silent and
imperceptible pioce^^ses may doubtless be extend-

ed, and their benefits enhanced, by human in-

genuity and co-operation ; but their spontaneous
occurrence, in the ifreat laboratory ol nature, can
scarcely elude the notice of the scientific ob-

server.

With respect to locality, or peculiar places of
(rrowth, affected by this numerous tribe, there is

but little to remark.* We find grasses growing
on dry land, and in water; but none that are pro-

perly marine plants. They occur in every kind

of soil ; both in society with others, and alone;

sometimes occupying considerable districts, to the
almost entire exclusion of other forms of vegeta-

tion, and thus Ibrming the beautiful turf, so much
admired in lawns, and meadows. Sand appears

to be less favorable to their growth; but even

gist,—and who has, more recently, acquired conside-

rable notoriety, by his researches concern! ng/errt'/onV/i

limits : I mean Mr. Feathcrstonehaugh. As that gen-
tleman has been so astute in detecting the mutability

of the laws of nature,—we ought not, perhaps, to be

surprised at his discovery of the extraordinary mula-
iion in our north-eastern boundary, since it was esta-

blished by ttie fathers of the republic ! It is quite as

likely that landmarks should change their locality, as

that objects of natural history should lose the distinc-

tive characters impressed on them by the hand of the

Creator.
* A number of the facts and observations concern-

ing the graminecB, here presented, may be found in

Prof. Lindley's Natural System of Botany,—a most
valuable and interesting work, to the student of that
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this produces species which seem almost peculiar

to itself.

The diffusion of this family has almost no other

limits than those of the whole vegetable kiiiLuiom.

Grasses occur under the equator ; and are among
the few plants to be met wiih in the Irozeii re-

gions ol Spitzbergen. On the mountains o/' the

south ol Europe, and on the Andes, in our own
hemisphere, they ascend almost to the line ol'

perpetual snow.
The most striking diflerences between tropical

and extra-tropical grasses are the tijllowing :

1. The tropical grasses acquire a much greater

height, and occasionally assume the appearance

ol trees. Some species of bamboo, are li'om 50

to 60 feet high.

2. The leaves of the tropical grasses are broader,

and approach more in form to those of other lami-

lies of plants.

3. The flowers, in tropical grasses, are more

frequently imperfect, or diclinous,— i. e. the sta-

mens and pisiiis are otiener Ibund in distinct and

separate envelopes : they are also usually softer,

more downy, and elegant,—as may be seen in

the sugar cane, and others.

4. The extra-tropical grdssp.s, on the other hand,

far surpass the tropical in respect of the number ol

individuals. That compact grassy turi; which,

especially in the colder parts of the temperate

zones, in spring and summer, composes the green

meadows and pastures, is almost entirely wanting

in the torrid zone. The grasses there, do not

grow crowded together,— but, like other plants,

more dispersed. Even in the south ol Europe,

they are less gregarious,—and meadows are sel-

donier to be seen than in the north.

As to the distribution of individuals, the gene-

rality of species are social plants. The distribu-

tion of the cultivated grasses is determined not

merely by climate,— but depends partly on the

civilization, industry, and traliic of the people

—

and often on historical events. Within the north-

ern polar circle, agriculture is found only in a few

places. In Siberia, grain reaches at the utmost

only to 60 degrees— in the eastern parts scarcely

above 55—and in Kamtchatka there is no agri-

culture, even in the most southern parts, lat. 51

degrees. The polar limit of agriculture on the

northwest coast of America, appears to be some-

what higher ; lor in the more southern Russian

possessions (57 to 52 degrees,) barley and rye

come to maturity. On the east coast of America,

it is scarcely above 50 to 52 degrees. Only in

Europe—namely, in Lapland—does the polar

limit reach an unusually high latitude, viz : 70

degrees. Beyond this, dried tish, and here and

there potatoes, supply the place of grain. The
grains which extend larthest to the north, in

Europe, are barley and oats. These, which in

the milder climates are not much used for bread,

ati'ord to the inhabitants of the northern parts of

Norway and Sweden, of a part ol Siberia and

Scotland, their chief vegetable nourishment. Rye
is the next which becomes associated with these.

This is the prevailing grain in a great part of the

northern temperate zone ; namely, in the south

of Sweden and Norway, Denmark, and in all the

lands bordering on the Baltic, in the north of

Germany, and part of Siberia. In the zone where
rye prevaiU, wheat is generally to be (bund,

—

barley being here chiefly cultivated lor the ma-

nufacture of beer, and oats supplying food for the
horses. To these there follows a zone in Europe
and western Asia, where rye disappears?, and
wheat almost exclusively furnishes bread. The
middip, or the South of France, England, a part

of Scotland, a part of Germany, Hungary, the

Crimea and Caucasus, as also the lands of middle
Asia, where agriculture is (bllowed, belong to this

zone. Here ihe vine is also found ; wine su|)-

plants the use of beer, in many places ; and bar-

ley is consequently less raised. Next comes a
district where wheat still abounds, but no longer

exclusively luru'shes bread,—rice and maize be-

coming frequent. To this zone belong Portugal,

Spain, pan of France, on the JVlediterranean, Italy

and Greece ; also the countries of the East, Per-

sia, nothern India, Arabia, Egypt, Nubia, Barba-
ry, and the Canary Islands : in these latter coun-
tries, however, the culture of maize or rice,

towards the south, is always more considerable
;

and in some ol' them, several kinds of Sorghum
(kindred sjecies of our broom corn), and poa
^bijssinica (a plant related to our meadow grass)

—come to be added. In both these regions of
wheat, rye only occurs at a considerable eleva-

tion ; oats still more seldom, until at last they
entirely disappear,—barley aflbrding food for

horses and mules. In the eastern parts of the

temperate zone of the old continent, in China and
Japan, our northern kinds of grain are very un-
(requent,—and rice is found to predominate. The
cause of this difference between the east and the

west of the old continent, appears to be in the

manners and peculiarities of the people. In North
America, wheat and rye grow as in Europe,

—

maize is more reared in the western than in the

old continent, and rice predominaies in some of

the southern districts of the United Slates. With-
in the torrid zone, maize predominates in Ameri-
ca— rice in Asia—and both those grains in nearly

equHl quantity in Africa. The cause of this dis-

tribution is, without doubt, historical: for Asia is

the native country of rice, and America of
maize.

In some situations— especially in the neighbor-

hood of the tropics—wheat is also met with, but

always subordinate to these other kinds of grain :

In the high lands of South America, there is a
distribution similar to that of degrees of latitude.

Maize, indeed, grows at the height of 7200 feet

above the level of the sea, but only predominates

between 3000 and 6000 feel of elevation. Below
3000 feet it is associated with other vegetables pe-

culiarly tropical ; while from 6000 to 9260 feet,

the European grains abound,—wheat in the lower
regions—and rye and barley in the higher.

To the south of the tropic of Capricorn, where-
ver agriculture is practised, considerable resem-
blance with the northern temperate zone may be
observed. In the southern parts of Brazil, in

Buenos Ayres, in Chile, at the Cape ofGood Hope,
and in the temperate zone of New Holland,
wheat predominates ; barley, however, and rye,

make their appearance in the southernmost parts

of these countries, and in Van Dieman's Land.

—

In New Zealand the culture of wheat is said to

have been tried with success: but the inhabitants

avail themselves of a species o?fern [Acrosti-

chum lurcatum] as the main article of sustenance.

Hence it appears, that, in respect of the predo-

minating kinds of grain, the earth may be divided
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into_^t'fi grand divisions, or lvin<^doms : the kino;-

dom of rice—of maize—ol" wheal— ol' rye,—and

lastly of barley and oals. Tlio first three are

the most extensive ; the maize lias the i^realesi

range of temperature; but rice may be said to

support the greatest number of the human race.*

With relerence to the properties, and uses, ol

this comparatively humble trit)e of plants, it iiiiiy

be observed, that it probably contributes

—

directly

and indirectly—more largely to the sustenance

and comlbrt ol'lhe human lamily, than any, if not

all, of the other groups of ihe vegetable creation.

Those numerous specits which are regarded as

mere weeds,— which even the browsing herds ne-

glect, and trample under foot,—ni^y yet, as has
been intimated, be operative, in gradually lertiliz-

ing (he soil. Some have been found of great va-

lue, simply in fi.xing and keeping together the

blowing sands of the sea-coast, by their creeping

suckers and tough entangled roots. Among
these, the j-lrundo arenaria, L., and the Cynodon
dactylun, Pers., are the most remarkable. The
roots of the latter are also employed in India, ui

the preparation of a popular beverage. The
culms or stems of the grasses, have been put in

requisition for various economical, and even orna-

mental purposes. The arundo, just mentioned,
is extensively used in the Hebrides, lor making
ropes, mats, bags, &c. The brar.ches of ihe pa-

nicle, at the summit of our cultivated broom corn
(^Sorghum saccharatum, Pers.) furnish a large sup-
ply—as every one knows— of those convenient
implements, called besoms, and brushes. The
culms of rye afford a good material lor roofing,

and are much employed, by the farmers in Lancas-
ter and some other counties of this slate, in

thatching their barns. The Chinese manulacture
a delicate paper from the ri'ce plant; and in our
own country, a course but very uselul paper is

made from oat straw—and even from the husks ol

Indian corn. In the country of the bamboo, (Bam-
busa arundinacea, fVilld.) the culms of that

stately grass ILirnish spars lor the equipment of

sad-boats, and walking canes for the aid ofpedes-
trians ; while some of its slender congeners afibid

rods, lor our anglers, which honest Izaak Walton
himself might have envied. Large quantities of
paper, also, are made in China from the bamboo.
Some ol the reeds of Brazil are described as
living Ibuntains : they grow from 30 to 40 feet high,
with a diameter of six inches, form impenetralile
thickets, and are exceedingly gratelul to hunters

;

for on cutting off such a reed below ttie joint, the
stem of the younger shoots is found to be full of
a cool pleasant liquid, which immediately quenches
the most burning thirst. The fashionable world,
moreover, is indebted to the gramineous tribe, lor

some favorite anicles of dress. The well-known
head-dresses, from leghorn— so highly prized by
the ladies—are manultictured from the straw
of a delicate variety of wheat ; and in our own
country, many beautiful imitations of leghorn
hats and bonnets have been made from the slen-
der culms of the grasses,—particularly the mea-
dow, or green grass [Poa pratensis, L.] In the
days of our grandmothers, loo, this family of
plants contributed to the decoration of ihe rustic

lair: for even in those unsophisticateil limes, de-
corative appendages were not entirely eschewed.

* Schouw, in Lindley—ubi supra.

An humble eubslilule for necklaces of coral, and
pearl, was found in the fruit of an oriental grass,

olien seen in the gardens, whose hard and polish-

ed involucres are known by the name of Job^s

tears [Coix lachryma, />.] But it is not only the

means of adorning the person, that are to be de-

rived from this source. The fislular stem, or

culm of the grasses— especially of the oat-|)lani

—

appears to have furnished the shepherds ol antiqui-

ty with the material for an instrument of music !

—

a.-:, in Virgifs first jiastoral, we find one of these

swains reclining under the shade of a spreading

beech, wooing his rustic muse, and wakening the

sylvan echos, with a slender oaten pipe,— or, to

adopt the language in which he is accosted by
Melibaus,—

" Silvestrem icnui miisam meditaris avena."

In an agricultural point of view, the superior

value of the grasses as materials for pasture and
hay, is owing to the large quantity of saccharine

matter with which they abound, about the time

of flowering; and which is the source of that

rich, sweet odor, observable in well-preserved

hay. This saccharine matter, which pervades

the whole plant belore flowering, and is most per-

Itjctly elaborated at that epoch, is desicrned to be
ultimately concentrated and deposited in the

seeds,—chiefly in the form oi' fatina; and hence
we find the herbage of comparatively little value
after the fruit is tully matured. The skilful ag-
riculturist, therefore, when he wishes to have
good hay, cuts his grass at the moment when the

liutritious juices are most perfect—and while they
are diffused throughout the plant. But when
his main object is the seed,— as in our cultivated

grains,—he of course postpones his harvest until

the career of vegetation is finished. It is need-
less to enlarge on the importance of the herbage
of the grasses, in supplying the food of our do-
mestic animals—^and, indirectly, the animal por-

tion of our own food. I will, however, mention
those species which are deemed of chief value in

our meadows and pastures,—naming them in

what I consider the order of their excellence,!.
The meadow, or yreen grass, erroneously called
" blue grass," in Kentucky [Poa pratensis, £,.]—
2. Timothy, or the " herd's grass,' of the north-
ern states {Phlcum pratense, L.)— 3. Orchard
grass {daclylis glomerata, X.)— 4. Meadow fescue

[Festuca pratensis, L.'\— 5. Blue grass \_Poa
compressa, Z.]— 6. Ray grass \_Lolium perenne,
//•]—7. Herd's grass, of Pennsylvania, often called

"red top,"—the "bent grass" of the English
[jjgrostis vulgaris, />.]—And, 8. Sweet-scented

[

vernal grass [/Inthoxanthum odoralum,L.'] There
are a lew other grasses—native, or partially na-
turalized— to be fljund on our liirms,—and which
are more or less,eaten by cattle, when the better

ones are wanting : But they are of comparatively
little value,—and good larmers are always de-
sirous to supersede them, as eoon ae possible, by
some ol those above named, it is remarkable,
that all the grasses here enumerated are believed
to have been introduced into our country. They
are all more or less extensively naturalized ; but
some of them require to be regularly sown, to

insure a full crop,—and are tlierelore known as •

artificial grasses. Those generally cultivated,

here are the timoihy, and orchard grass,—and
occasionally we see the ray, and lierd's graee, or
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red top ;—though these last are not eo njuch
esteemed. The others are completely naturaliz-

ed ; and when the soil is either originally fertile,

or adequately improved, the best of them,— viz.

the meadow grass, and i he fescue,—soon appear
spontaneously in our pastures, and supersede the

artificial ones. Now and then, we hear of attempts

to introduce neiv grasses to the notice o( our agri-

culturists,—accompanied by exagcjeraled state-

ments of their value ;—such as the taller oat-

grass {j^vena clatiar, L.)—sometimes called

"grass ot the Andes" : and a lew years since,

one of our coarse indigenous grasses, called

" sesame", or " gama grass" (^Trip^acum dacty-

loides, //.), was so extravagantly lauded in the

journals, that many lovers ol novelties were in-

duced to try the experiment of cultivating it, in

place of the old approved plants ; but, like some
other "experiments" that we wot of, in our day,

it resulted in a total failure.* It is, indeed, ex-

ceedingly doubtful, whether any other tirasses are

Eo vvell adapted to our climate, and our wants,

as those old and long-tried acquaintances of our
farmers, which I have already enumerated.

I have thus endeavored to give some idea of
the uses to which the roots, stems and general

herbage of the grasses are or may be appropri-

ated, in the arts, and in domestic and rural economy.
But it is from the .seecZs of the srass tribe—with

one exception—that we derive the most eminent
and immediate advantages. To them we are

indebted Ibr what has been emphatically called

the staff of life. The cliief bulk of those seeds

being made up o\' farinaceous matter, which, as

has been stated, is always innocent and nutri-

tious—they are consequently well adapted to the

sustenance of man. They not only supply us

with bread, but with all the countless variety of

dishes which ingenuity has prepared, both from

the flour and the unirround grain ; and if but few
species are commonly employed lor that purpose.

It is because the larjie size of their seeds, com-
pared with those of other grasses, renders them
more eligible as objects of culture. There is but

a solitary instance alleced of the unwholesome-
nefes of the seeds, in the entire family of the

grasses, viz.: those of the darnel {Lolium temulen-
turn, //.,)—a common weed in many parts of

Europe— but scarcely known to the United States:

and even in this case, the deleterious etiecis are

probably much exaizgerated. It is only when the

seeds are damaged, or diseased, that they become
injurious to health ;—as when putrefaction has
commenced—or when that peculiar disease and
enlargement of the grain occurs, which is known
by the name of ergot.* This kind of diseased

* We cannot but remark, says the botanical editor

of Rees's Cyclopoedia, what extraordinary celebrity is

attached, every now and then, to one grass or other,

and how their fame passes away 'like the morning
cloud,' while the best grazieis scarcely know, perhaps,
better than their fat cattle, any thing of the nature of

the common never-failing herbage, to which they are
both so much indebted.

—

./Irt. Panicum.
* The quality of grain, and of the flour manufactured

from it, may be materially injured by incipient vege-
tation : The process of germination produces a
chemical change in the seeds, and renders the farina

unfit for culinary purposes: Hence it is impossible
for the miller to make good flour from grain that has
sprouted.

grain (the effect, it is believed, of a parasitic

(iingus,) has been found to exert a powerful in-

fluence on the animal system ; and hence, instead

of being a nutriment, may become either a poison
or a medicine,—according to the quantity taken,

or the manner in which it is employed. Indeed,
the remaik may be made general,— that the chief

distinction between a poison and an active medi-
cine, consists in the size of the dose, and the skill

of the doctor. A drug that has no power to do
mischief, or to disturb the system, can possess but
feeble medicinal virtues; and, if it deserve notice

at all, should be classed among the aliments, ra-

ther than in the materia medica. Accordinely,
we find the poisonous plants furnishing the
multifarious inizrcdients of the apothecary's shop,
—while Ihe simple grasses, in iheir sound and
unsophisticated condition, yield nothing but !he
wholesome materials lor lood and nourishment.
It is true, that human injzenuily has extracted a

potent medical ao-ent, in the lorm oi^ alcohol, from
the lermenied seeds and juices of the graminete,—
and if is equally true, that man has wickedly
converted that extreme medicine into his daily

beverage: but this is only a signal instance of

his depravity, in perverting the blessings bestow-

ed on him,—and arnrues nothing against the in-

trinsic value of Ihe material thus abused, it

merely illustrates ihe ancient truth

—

corrvpiio

optimi pessima,— that the |)rostitulion of the best

things produces the vilest results.

(To be continued.)

THE PEACH—IMPORTANT EXPERIMENT.

From tlie Albany Cultivator.

3Iessrs. Gaylnrd and Tucker— In the eprinij of

1837, I wrote to Judge Biiel, asking him to join

me in experiments on the peach tree with salt-

petre, and proposed to give the result through

the medium of the Cultivator to the public. 1

gave as my reason for that request, that as far

as mv observations extended, I had always ob-

served that on soils containini? nitre and muriate

of soda, the peach tree lives luxuriantly to an
advanced nse, while upon soils inimedialely ad-

joining, immature decay takes place, and the tree

seldom attains the age of seven years. As in-

stances in vindication of this occur so frequently,

I have been astonished to see them passed over

without notice, and now advert to some of them
to establish the truth of this position. Peach
trees growina in the site where once stood a
dwellinsr, generally live to an old age, the soil of

which, by analysis, will give a proportion of

nitre. The same thing occurs in many districts

of the west and south-west; upon one farm the

occupant has no difficulty in having good peaches,

while his neighbor finds it a laborious task to

prolong the lile of Ihe tree to a few years, and on
well cultivated farms near the seaboard. I have
been informed, they have but lillle difliculty in

growing this tree. Having these and other in-

stances for my guidance, I commenced experi-

ments with salt and salt-petre, in the year 1836,

upon an orchard six years old ; clover was sown
upon it that spring, and it remained in grass till

last fall, when it was ploughed and sown in wheat

and clover this sprinrr. The trees in '36 were
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full of worms; some of the trees were dead,

others apparently dyinjj, and but very few put on

the appearance of healih ; such wns iia distem-

pered condiiion that some ol' my Iriends advised

ine to cut down about onehidf of those that yet

showed life, sayino: that such was the practice ol'

peach growers. I thought it would be a bad

practice (or a physician to destroy one or more

of a lamiiy to prevent disease fiom spreading,

and after cutting down those thai were dead, I

commenced operations on the balance with equal

quantities of suit and saltpetre combined, apply-

ing about a half a pound upon the surface and in

contact with the trunk of the tree ; then sowed
it broadcast over part of the orchard, at the rate

of about two bushels per acre. The result ol'

tliis application, to the surprise of my Iriends, was
the appearance of perfect health, with new and
vigoioiis shoots, the trees full of fruit, which ma-
tured with increased size and improved flavor.

Towards the last of March, and again in May
and September, 1837, I applied the same ingre-

dients m different proportions without observing

much difference in the effect ; though I have
since thought that where I applied the saltpetre

alone, and where the largest portion of the mix-
ture was nitre, the effect was best ; but in conse-

quence of (he price of saltpetre, I have endea-

vored to ascertain the smallest quantity that should

be used, and I would not advise less than one-

eiirhth, though I should preler onelburih or more.

My trees this (all (1837) were free (i-om worms,
all doing well, and I have (bund no further use

(or the axe in the orchard. In the year 1838, I

applied the mixture to a part of my orchard in

March, the other part received the application in

June and September; upon that part done in

March, 1 had an abundance of Iruit, while those

done in the 6ih and 8ih months were compara-
tively destitute of Iruit, it having been killed by
a late frost. It occurred to me that I was indebt-

ed to the salt, &c., for the abundance of fruit on
the trees done in March, by iis retarding vegeta-
tion ; and from an experiment made in '.39, it ap-
peared to be the case, though I have never con-
sidered it of sufficient importance to repeat it, for

the purpose of testing it fiirther.

in regiird to the best time to make this applica-

tion, I would say about the first of April, and to

those trees having worms in them again in June
or September, as the appearance of the worm
may indicate its necessity, using about two-thirds
of the usual quantity for the June or September
dressing, and to be used only in contact with the

trunk of the tree. I have not discovered any
great benefit from sowina it broadcast over the

orchard every year; I prefer lo do this every se-

cond or third year. If the tree is injured very
much by the worm, to wash the bark of' the trunk
with a solution of this mixture and water might
be of service, being careful not to apply too much

;

this should not prevent its application in a pow-
dered state. To my trees, planted in the fall and
spring, i apply as soon as done planting in the
spring about one ounce upon the surface, in con-
tact with the trunk ol' the tree, and repeat this

quantity again early in June or September, the
peach worm at these two last periods, being in

their infancy, are destroyed.

In August, after one application of this mixture
to my young trees in the spring, I have taken

several worms from off the outer bark of a tree,

bedded in gum, they having punctured it in a
number of plnces, but did not penetrate lo do any
injury lo the inner bark, while the next tree lell

without the above mixture was nearly destroyed,

the inner bark being eaten for more than two-
thirds around the tree. It might, be supposed
that the salt and saltpetre would jiroduce instan-

taneous death, but this is not the case ; I have
kept them hall covered in a solution of salt and
water, and saltpetre and water, and in these two
articles combined lor several hours without caus-

ing death ; they will avoid its approach, and
will not remain in it unless compelled by necessity.

In compliance with the promise heretofore

made, I have endeavored to give in a brief man-
ner my practice on the peach tree (or five years,

from which I have no reason (o make a change,
but many inducements lor a continuance of the

practice. If you consider it sufficiently important
ibr publication, it is at your disposal, and i( any
benefit should arise therefrom, be assured it would
be the highest reward lor any services of mine
that could be tendered to, yours,

Lyttleton Physick.
Ararat Farm, Cecil county, Md.,

July 6, 1841.

THE ALPACA.

From t)ie (London) Farmers' Magazine.

The Alpaca is being attempted to be natural-
ized in Britain, and is now possessed by several
noblemen and gentlemen in England and Scot-
land. A memoir on the subject has been aditress-

ed to the proprietors of waste lands by Mr. Wal-
ton, and is now published in the shape ol a pam-
phlet by Smith and Elder, London ; and Coiinell,
Liverpool. The animal is a native of the Andes
Cordilleras, of Peru, and inhabits the cold regions
elevated 8,000 to 12,000 feet above the levef ol the
sea. There they find their favorite and peculiar
beverage, the ichu plant, one of ihe gramineous
tribe, which grows to a considerable height, and
produces in suitable places some good natural
meadows. The naturalists place them in the nn-
tural order of " Ruminantia,'"' but they also lear
a comparison with the " Capridee ;" and in some
properties approach the camel. The constitution
is iiardy, and adapted to cold, mountainous re-
gions. The only doubt entertained with regard
to our climate is the humidity, our latitude pro-
ducing that noxious quality, though the degree of
dry cold is less intense. The wool is fine and glossy,
and resembles silk more than common wools'; con-
siderable quantities have been imported, and in
the custom-house returns it is included under
the article " mohair yarn," which is manufactured
into camlets and moreens. Many persons think
alpaca wool will suit the manuliiciure of Cash-
mere shawls. Fine goods are mixed with alpaca
wool, and in many cases it passes for silk.

The flesh resembles that of the deer, and is

well adapted for hams. The skin is useful in
book-binding, and in making belts and straps.
The average weight of the carcass of the alpaca
is about 200 lbs., and many of them much exceed
that weight. In our country the carcass is rather
more regarded than the wool ; and, under our
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present habits of living, any animal less useful for

producing animal food would not compete with

our known breed. But it appears the alpaca is

recommended for situations not used for sheep

—

or, at least, very rarely—and if they succeed in

parks and enclosures in the first place, the trial in

exposed situations will be very interesting. Such
experiments, with a view to add to produciion,

and the employment of labor especially, claim the

attention of the wealthy and the support of the

community. At present the few attempts do not

warrant any general conclusion, but are favorable

so far as they have gone. The patriotic indivi-

duals who now possess the animals will no doubt

bring their capabilities to a just and satisfactory test.

BLISTER FLIES.

From the Kentucky Farmer.

We are sorry to hear that these insects are do-

ing much mischief in various rjuarters. We hear

of their ravages in Clarke and Woodford, and

have seen a specimen of their labors in this county.

They attack a crop of beets, potatoes, or other

plants having soft succulent leaves, and they de-

spoil them utterly of their foliage. The conse-

quence is, great damage is done to the crops at-

tacked.

We are not entomologist enough to describe

the fly technically ; but believe it is a species of

the cantharides genus. At any rate, we are ad-

vised by Dr. Parker of Shelby and Dr. IMartin

of Clarke, that they make a capital blister. Dr.

Parker asserts this upon late experience ; and
we suggest that, as some small indemnity for their

ravages, it would be well to set the children of a

farm about gathering them for sale to the apothe-

caries. They are supposed to be worth quite as

much as the Spanish flies, and owing to their

great number, it would be a lucrative business to

get two, three or four dollars a pound lor them.

A farmer told us he shook at least 500 of!" one beet;

and they could nearly all have been taken in one

minute and bottled, being sluggish in their action.

It is a black or dark-colored fly, near an inch

long, with a small head proportioned to the size

of the body, which enlarges towards the tail.

There is a white stripe along the back. We
have had but little opportunity of making any
observation on the ' black bug" as some call the

insect; and would be thankful to anyone for a

description of it as well as a suggestion of the

means of preventing its ravages. They have
been increasing of late years.

TOMATO FIGS.

From the American Farmer.

Patent Office, July 10, 1841.

Dear sir,—The medicinal qualities of tomatoes
have greatly increased their cultivation, and every
new preparation of the article is deserving consi-

deration. A sample of " tomato figs" has just

been deposited at the patent office of a very supe-
rior quality,—from the taste I should suppose all

the good qualities of the fruit are retained. In

appearance the drum of tomatoes resembles one

of figs so nearly that they might easily be mista-

ken lor the same.
The sample is deposited by Mrs. Steiger, of

this city, and the recipe transmitted with it is

enclosed lor publication. It is deeply to be regret-

ted that since the periodicals of the day are

open to communications, so many valuable im-

provements are lost to the world barely for the

want ol' publicity. Others may have dried the

tomatoes with a recipe, however less successful.

Very respectfully. H. L. Ellsworth.
Hon. J. S. Skinner.

Take six pounds of sugar to one peck (or IG

lbs.) of the fruit. Scald and remove the skin of

the fruit in tlie usual way. Cook them over a fire,

their own juice being sufficient without the addi-

tion of water, until the sugar penetrates and they

are clarified. They are then taken out, spread on
dishes, flattened and dried in the eun. A small

quantity of the syrup should be occasionally

sprinkled over them whilst drying ; after which,

pack them down in boxes, treating each layer

with powdered sugar. The syrup is afterwards

concentrated and bottled for use. They keep
well Irom year to year, and retain surprisingly

their flavor, which is nearly that of the best

quality of fresh figs. The pear-shaped or single

tomatoes answer the purpose bejSt. Ordinary
brown sugar may be useti, a large portion of which
is retained in the syrup.

TABLE OF MANURES :—THEIR PROPERTIES
AND MODE OF APPLICATION; FOR THE USE
OF THE AGRICULTUniST ; BY JOHN ROBIN-
SON, M. B.

From the (London) Farmers' Magazine.

Manures are intended to supply food to plants

and ultimately to become consiituent parts of

them. Thus, when we wish to apply manure in

the case of wheat, it will be proper to ascertain

from the stalk and grain, what substances are

required. In the stalk we have potash combined
with silicious acid; if the soil, then, contain

neither of these constituents, we must supply

them by artificial means or by manuring. In the

grain, again, we find, on analysis, phosphoric

acid in combination with magnesia and potash.

In like manner, these mu?t be supplied, if de-

ficient in the soil. The usual manures give these

substances, though the subject is not scientifically

understood by mere practical men.
In the cultivation of the turnip this is striking-

ly clear. As that vegetable contains phosphoric
acid in quantity, phosphoric acid, if not present

in the soil in sufficient quantity, as it rarely is,

must be supplied to it. For instance, bone duet

answers this purpose, as bone is composed chiefly

of phosphoric acid and lime. The excrements
of man and animals contain also phosphoric acid;

fish manure acts precisely in the same way, as

fish contain phosphoric acid in abundance. Fish
oil is proper lor turnips on the same grounds.
The instances might be multiplied to a great

length. It may not here be out of place to re-

mark that all substances, whether organic, earthy,

or saline, which are employed to fertilize the soil,

or become the food o| pinnis, can only be render-
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ed thus serviceable to vegetation when they are

presented to the roots in a Huid stale ; and such is

the (act, that the compost of the I'arm-yard, the

crushed bones of the turnip cuHivator, the oil and

bones of fish, the <rypsum of the grazier, the

earths, lime, magnesia, and even silica, and all

the saline manures, are dissolved by son)e process

or other, belbre they can be absorbed by ve-

getables.

SOURCE OF THE CARBON OF PLANTS.

From Joiinston's Lectures.

We have already seen reason to believe that

carbon is incapable of entering directly, in its solid

state, into the circulation of plants. It is sene-

rally considered, indeed, that solid substances of

every kind are unfit lor being taken up by the

organs of plants, and that only such as are in the

liquid or gaseous state, can be absorbed by the

minute vessels of which the cellular substances

of the roots end leaves of plants are composed.
Carbon, therefore, must enter either in the gaseous
or liquid Ibrm, but from what source must it be

derived 1 There are but two sources from which
it can be obtained,—the soil in which the plant

grows—and the air by which its stem and leaves

are surrounded.

In the soil much vegetable matter is often pre-

sent, and the farmer adds vegetable manure in

large quantities with the view of providing food

for his intended crop. Are plants really fed by
the vegetable matter which exists in the soil, or

by the vegetable manure that is added to it 1

This question has an important practical bear-

ing. Let us, therefore, submit it to a thorough
examination.
We know, from sacred history, what reason

and science concur in confirmintr, that there was
a time when no vegetable matter existed in the
soil vyhich overspread the earth's surface. The
first plants must have grown without the aid of
either animal or vegetable matter—that is, they
must have been nourished from the air.

It is known that certain marly soils, raised

from a great depth beneath the surlace, and con-
taining apparently no vegetable matter, will yet,

without manure, yield luxuriant crops, i'he
carbon in such cases must also have been derived
from the air.

You know that some plants grow and increase
in size when suspended in the air, and without
being in contact with the soil.

You know also, that many plants—bulbous
flower roots for example,— will grow and flourish
in pure water only, provided they are open to the
access ol" the atmospheric air. Seeds also will

germinate, and, when duly watered, will rise into
plants, though sown in substances that contain
no trace of vegetable matter.
Thus De Saussure found that two beans, when

caused to vegetate in the open air on pounded
flints, doubled the weight of the carbon they
originally contained.

Under sitnilar circumstances Boussingault found
the seeds of trefoil increase in weight°2i times,
and wheat gave plants equal in weight, when dry,
to twice that of the original grains.* The

Ann. de Chim. et de Phys. Ixvii. p. ].

]
source of the carbon in all these cases cannot be
doubted.

When lands arc impoverished, you lay them
down to grass, and the longer they lie undisturbed
the richer in vegetable matter does the soil be-
come. When broke up, you find a black fertile

mould where little trace of organic matter had
previously existed.

The same observation applies to lands lono-

under wood. The vegetable matter increases',

the soil improves, and when cleared and ploughed
it yields abundant crops of corn.

Do grasses and trees derive their carbon from
the soil 7 Then how, by their growth, do they
increase the quantity of carbonaceous matter
which the soil contains 1 It is obvious that, taken
as a whole, they must draw from the air not only
as much as is contained in their own substance,
but an excess also, which Ihey imparl to the soil.

But on this point the rapid growth of peat may
be considered as absolutely conclusive. A tree
falls across a little running stream, dams up the
water, and produces a marshy spot. Rushes and
reeds spring up, mosses take root and grow.
Year after year new shoots are sent forth, and the
old plants die. Vegetable matter accumulates; a
bosr, and finally a thick bed of peat is formed.
Nor does this peat Ibrm and accumulate at the

expense of one species or genus of plants only,.
Latitude and local situation are the circumstances
which chiefly affect this accumulation of vegetable
matter on the soil. In our own country, the
lowest layers of peat are formed of aquatic plants,
the next of mosses, and the highest of heath. In
Tierra del Fuego, "nearly every patch of level
ground is covered by two species of plants
lastdiapumila oi Brown, and donaiiamagellanica),
which by their joint decay, compose a thick bed
of elastic peat." " In the Falkland Islands almost
every kind of plant, even the coarse grass which
covers the whole surliice of the islands, becomes
converted into this substance."*
Whence have all these plants derived their

carbon? The quantity origmally contained in-

the soil is, after a lapse of years, increased tea
thousand fold. Has dead matter the power of re-
producing itself? You will answer at once, that
all these plants must have grown at the expense
of the air, must have lived on the carbon it was
capable of aflbrding them, and as they died must
have left this carbon in a state unfit to nourish the
succeeding races.

This reasoning appears unobjectionable, and,
from the entire group of facts, we seem justified
in concluding that plants every where, and under
all circumstances, derive the whole of their carbon
from the atmosphere.

In certain extreme cases, as in those of plants
growing in the air and in soils perfectly void of
organic matter, this conclusion must be absolutely
true. The phenomena admit of no other inter-
pretation. But is it as strictly true of the more
usual forms of vegetable life, or in the ordinary
circumstances in which plants grow spontaneously
or are cultivated by the art of man ? Has the

Darwin's Researches in Geology and Natural
History, pp. 349-50. Dr. Greville informs me that
the astelia approaches more nearly to the juncea or
rush tube, and the donatia to our tufted saxifrages
than to any other British plants.

'
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vegetable matter of the soil no connexion with

the growth of the trees or herbage 1—does il yield

them no regular supplies of nourishment? Does

nature every where form a vegetable mould on

which her wild flowers may blossom and her

primeval Ibrests raise their lofty heads'? Has the

agricultural experience of all ages and of all

countries led the practical tarmer to imiiate nature

in preparing such a soill Does nature work in

vain?— is all this experience to be at once reject-

ed ?

While we draw conclusions, legitimate in kind,

we must be cautious how, in degree, we extend

them beyond our premises.

Theconsidcniion of one or two facts will show

that our general conclusion must either be modi-

fied or more cautiously expressed.

Il is true that plants will, in certain circum-

stances, grow in a soil containing no sensible

quantity of organic matter— but it is also true,

generally, that they do not luxuriate or readily

ripen their seed in such a soil.

his consistent with almost universal observa-

tion, that the same soil is more productive when
organic matter is present, than when it is wholly

absent.

That if the crop be carried otf a field, less

organic matter is left in the soil than it contained

when the crop began to grow, and that by con-

stant cropping the soil is gradually exhausted of

orgnnic mailer.

Now it must be granted that tillage alone, with-

out cropping, would gradually lessen the amount
of organic matter in the soil, by continually ex-

posing il to the air and hastening its decay and

resolution into gaseous substances, which escape

into the atmosphere. Bui two years' open fallow,

with constant stirring of the land, will not rob it

of vegetable matter so effectually as a year of

fallow succeeded by a crop ot wheat. Some of

the vegetable matter, therefore, which the soil

contained when the seed was sown, must be

carried off the field in the crop.

The conclusion, therefore, seems to be reason-

able and legitimate, that the crop which we
remove from a field has not derived all its carbon

directly from the air—but has extracted a portion

of it immediately from the soil. It is to supply

this supposed loss, that the practical farmer finds

it necessary to restore to the land in the Ibrm o(

manure—among other substances—the carbon
also of which the straw or hay had robbed the

soil.

But how is this reconcileable with our previous

conclusion, that the whole of the carbon is derived

li-ora the air? The difficulty is of easy solution.

A seed germinates in a soil in which no vege-

table matter exists ; it sprouts vigorously, in-

creases then slowly, grows languidly at the ex-

pense of the air, and the plant dies stunted or

immature. But in dying it imparls vegetable

matter to the soil, on which the next seed thrives

better—drawing support not only li-om the air,

but by its roots Irom the soil also. The death of

this second plant enriches the soil further, and
thus, while each succeeding plant is partly nou-

rished by food from the earth, yet each, when it

ceases to live, imparts to the soil all the carbon

which during its life it has extracted from the air.

Let the quantity which each plant thus returns to

the soil, exceed what it has drawn from it by only

one ten-thousandth of the whole, and—uniesa

other causes intervene— the vegetable matter in

the soil must increase.

Thus vi'hile it is strictly true that the carbon

contained in all plants has been originally derived

from the air— it is noi irue that the whole of what
is contained in any one crop we raise, is diredly

derived Irom the atmosphere— the proponion it

draws from the soil is dependent upon nuaieroua

and varied circumstances.

The history of vegetable growth, therefore— in

so far at least as the increase of the carbon ia

concerned—may be thus simply slated :

—

A plant grows partly at the expense of the soil,

and partly at that of the air. When it reaches

maturity, or when winter arrives, ii dies. The
dead vegetable matter decays, a part of it ia

resolved into gaseous matter and escapes into the

air, a part remains and is incorporated with the

soil. If that which remains be greater in quan-
tity than that which the plant in growing derived

from the soil, the vegetable matter will increase
;

if less, it will diminish.

In warm climates the decay of dead vegetable

matter is more rapid, and therefore the portion

left in the soil will be less than in more temperate
regions—in oiher words, the vegetable matter in

the soil will increase less rapidly—it may not in-

crease at all.

As we advance into colder countries, the decay
and disappearance ofdead vegetable matter, in the

form of gaseous substances which escape into the

atmosphere, become more slow, till at length,

between the parallels of 40* and 45°, it begins to

accumulate in vast quantities in liivorahle situa-

tions, forming peat bogs ol greater or less extent.

While the living plant here, as in warm climates,

derives carbon both from the earth and from the

air, the dead plant, during its slow ami partial

decay, restores little to the atmosphere, and
therefore adds rapidly to the vegetable matter of

the soil.

Again, in one and the same climate, the decay
of vegetable matter, and its conversion into

gaseous substances, is more rapid, in proportion

to the frequency with which it is disturbed or

exposed to the action of ihe sun and air. Hence
this decay may be comparatively slow in shady
woods and in fields covered by a thick sward of

grass ; and in such situations organic matter may
accumulate, while ii rapidly diminishes in an un-
covered soil, or in fields repeatedly ploughed and
subjected to frequent cropping.*

Being thus fitted, by nature, to draw their

sustenance—now (rom the earth, now from the

air, and now from both, according as they can
most readily obtain it— plants are capable of

living, though rarely a robust life, at the

expense of either. The proportion of 'heir food

which they actually derive from each source, will

depend upon many circumstances,—on the nature

of the plant itself— on the period of its growth

—

on the soil in which it is planted—on the abun-

dance of food presented to either extremity—on
the warmth and moisture of the climate— on the

duration and intensity of the sunshine, and other

* In removing a crop we take away both wfiat

the plants have received from the earth and what

they have absorbed from the air—the materials, in

short intended by nature to restore the loss of vegeta-

ble matter arising from the natural decay.
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ciicumsioiicee of a similar Kind—so tliat the only

<'eiieral law seems to be, liial, like annuals planis

have also the power ol' adapiini; ihcnisi^lves, to a

certain extent to the ceinhlions in which they are

placed ; and of eupporiinfi; liti; hy the aid ol' snch

sustenance as may be within their reach.

Such a view ol the course of nature in the

vejietable idngdoni is consistent, I believe, with

all known facte, Anil that ihe Deity has bounti-

luily fitted the various orders ol plants— with

whicii the surlace ol'the earth is at once beautiHcd

and rendered capable ol' sup|)orting animal lite

—

to draw their nourishment, in some spots more
from the air, in others more from the soil, is only

in accordance with the numerous provisions we
every where perceive, lor the preservaiion and
continuance of the present condition ol" things.

By taking a one-sided view of nature, we may
arrive at startling conclusions—correct, il' taken

as partial truths, yet false if advanced as general

propositions—and fitted to lead into earror, such

as have not the requisite knowledge to enable

ihem to judge for themselves—or such as, coubl-

(iil of their own judgment, arc willing to yield

assent to the authority of a name.
Of this kind appears, at first sight, to be the

statement of Liebig, that " when a plant is quite

matured, and when the organs by which il ob-

tains (bod Horn the atmosphere are formed, the

carbonic acid ot the soil is no farther required"'

—

and that, " during the heat of summer it derives

its carbon exclusively from the atmosphere."*
A little consideration will show us that, while

the proposition contained in the former quotation

may be entertained and advanced as a matter oj

opinion—the latter is obviously incorrect. In

summer, when the sun shines the brightest, and
for the greatest number of hours, the evaporation

from the leaves of all plants (their insensible per-

spiration) is the greatestf—the largest supply of

water, therelore, must at this season be absorbed
by the roots, and transmitted upwards to the

leaves. But this water, belbre ii enters the roots,

has derived carbonic acid and other soluble sub-
stances from the air and from the soil, in as large

quantity at this period, as at any other during the

growth ol the plant ; and these substances it will

carry with it in its progress through the roots and
the stem.

Are the fijnctions of Ihe root changed at this

stage of the plant's growth ? Do they now ab-

sorb pure water only, carefully separating and re-

fusing to admit, even such substances as are held

in solution? Or do the same materials wliich

minister to the growth of the plant in its earlier

stages, now pass upwards to the leaf and return

again in the course of circulation unchanged and
unemployed, to be again rejected at the roots?
Does all this take place in the height of summer,
while the plant is still rapidly increasing in size ?

The opinion is neither supported by facts nor con-
sistent with analogy.

But such an opinion, however the words above
quoted may mislead some, is not intended to be
advanced by Liebig; for in the Ibllowing page he
eays, that " the power which roots possess ol

taking up nourishment does not cease so long as
nutriment is present." In summer, thererore, as

* Organic Chemistry applied to Agriculture, p. 18.

1 Lindley's Theory of Horticulture, n. 49.

Vol. IX.-47

well as in spring or in autunm, the plant must be
ever absorbing nourishment by these roots, if the
soil is capable of afiording it—and thus, in the
general vegetation of the globe, the increase ol
carbon in growing plants must, at every season of
the year, be partly derived from the vegetable
matter of the soil in which they grow.

MOVEMENT OF THE PEOPLE FOR PROMOTIN(;
BANKING REFORM AND THE RESUMPTION
AND MAINTENANCE OF SPECIE PAYMENTS.

In this number we are much gratified to pub-

lish the early transactions of Ihe recently lormed

Association for promoting Currency and Bank-
ing Reform. All persons who are friendly lo the

great objects proposed, and opposed lo the ex-
tension of the present and long continued pro-

cedure of the irresponsible banks of Virginia, and

esjjecially to ihe pennanent policy of an irredeema-

ble and depreciated paper currency, are earnestly

requested lo aid the efllbrts of the Association, by

forming other branches, and procuring siggatures

to petitions for the resumption and maintenance

of specie payments.

ASSOCIATION FOR PROMOTING CURRENCY
AND BANKING REFORM.

By order of the Executive Committee for Peters-
burg.

An Association for promoting Currency and
Banking Reform has been organized lor the town
of Petersburg, and lias commenced operations
The Executive Committee thereof respectliilly

inviie the co-operation of all those who are will

ing to do any thing /or the great and all-import
ant objects of tlie association ; and lo (acilitaie

such co-operation, some general recommenda-
tions will here be submitted to the public.

It is recommended that the Ibrmation ol' branch-
es of the association be (brthwith commenced in

every county and town ; each branch lo choose
its own constitution and rules, its own officers,

and determine its particular mode of operation
;

but all the branches to form one general associa-
tion, and to act in concert for the great common
object, by means of a common representative bo-

dy, or Central Executive Committee.
It is also recommended that petitions be pre-

pared and offered (or general signature in every
county and town in Virginia, praying for the re-

sumption and maintenance of specie payments by
the banks.

The form of consliluiion of the Petersburg As-
sociation will be copied below,, and also the Peti-

tion adopted to be offered (br general signature in

Petersburg. These, as mere forms, may facili-

tate similar movements elsewhere, and may be
altered to any extent, or wholly substituted, where-
ver other forms may be preferred.

Until other branches of the Asdociaiioii are in

operation, and a Central Executive Committee
shall 'have been formed, those persons who may
desire to aid the cause, and lo act in concert, may
communicate with the Executive Committee of

the Peleieburg Association.
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Constitution.

We, the undersigned, hereby unite to aid in

forming an Association for promoting Currency

and Banking Reform; and agree to be governed

by the following constitution. 'I'he means to be

used for the objects of the association, will be to

aid the diHusion of correct information in regard

to the uses and abuses of banking and currency,

through the circulation of cheap publications, and

by any other available mode for spreading know-
ledge and truth on this subject.

§ 1. Any person, friendly to the objects of the

Association, may become a member by siirningr

this eonstiiulion, and paying to the Treasurer an

entrance fee of" one dollar.

§2. The oilicers shall be an Executive Com-
mittee of seven members, to be elected by ballot

in general meeting of the Association, to serve

one year, or until a new election shall be held.

The Executive Committee shall choose, out of

their body the President, Secretary and Treasurer

of the Association, who shall have the powers,
and perform the duties, usually belonging to these

several officers.

§ 3. The Executive Committee shall act ac-

cording to its discretion, for furthering the objects

of the Association, in all matters not otherwise

directed or controlled by the Association in gene-
ral meeting.

§ 4. Each member shall pay (besides his en-

trance fee before mentioned,) one dollar at each
annual meeting.

§ 5. Seven members shall constitute a quorum
at any meeting of the Association ; and three

members a quorum of the Executive Committee.

§6. This constitution may be amended or al-

tered by a majority of the members present at any
meeting of the Association, after notice having
been given of the proposal to amend at the pre-

vious meeting, or, otiierwise, to the Executive
Committee one month or more previous to the

amending.

TO THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF VIRGINIA*.

7%e petition of the subscribers, voters or residents of the town df Petersburg, respectfully showeth
;

That the general currency of any country being in irredeemable and therefore depreciated paper
money, must always cause great and still increasing evils to the properly interests, habits and morals

Df the people.

That the losses and in|uries caused by such depreciated currency, are principally and necessarily

borne by the producing classes, whose earnings and products are either directly made by honest labor,

or derived from real capital which is itself the i)roduct of previous labor ; while the profits and bene-
fits of the irredeemable paper system accrue to other classes, and especially to the banks.

That since the banks stopped payment in May 1837, the people of Virginia have been suffering

under the evils of an irredeemable and depreciated paper currency, and that forming the entire cur-

rency—with the exception of the short intervals of lime, when the banks truly and liilly paid their

notes and other dues in specie.

That immediately after the first stoppage of payments by the banks, the General Assembly was
convened for the purpose, and hastened to pass an act of indemnity for the violation of law, and of
indulgence for the continued denial of payment by the banks, to a certain future limit of time ; and
that like indulgence has been again since extended, and before being extended, the privilege was
assumed and acted on by the banks, in violation of the then existing law.

That though the last such legislative act of indulgence to non-paying banks is to expire by its

own limitation next January, still, judging from past experience, your petitioners fear that the indul-

gence will be again and again extended by law, to the continued and increasing injury of the cona-

munii}'.

Therefore, we pray of your honorable body, that no further extension may be permitted of the

indulgence to the banks in their denial of payment of their notes and other debts ; and that such
enactments shall be made as will hereafter effectually prevent any bank of this state from withholding

payment—or, at least, shall prevent the banks making profit (as heretofore and now,) by refusing to

pay their dues, and inflicting on the community all the evils of an irredeemable and depreciated

paper currency.

SEASON AND CROPS.

On the evening of the day when our last re-

marks on this subject were printed (July 30th)

the much desired rain fell here in abundance, and

generally in all the neighboring counties within a

few days thereafter. There have been repeated

and abundant rains since, almost every where in

this region ; but still there are exceptions. The

corn crop will be a good one.

The wheat crop so far as known, seems to have

fallen short of even the last stated expectations.

On the lower James River, however, the product

has been better than was supposed after harvest.

We regret that the facts communicated to us

on this head have been very lew. A farmer of

Fauquier, and one of our subscribers, wrote as

follows, on August 12th : " The crop [of wheat]

in Fauquier, from the best information I can obtain

is greatly below an average ; in very many in-

stances it yields little more than half the estimated

quantity, in very few instances more than two-

thirds. Quality good."

Within a week after our last month's elateraent

that the i)rices of wheat here and in Richmond

were too low compared to those of New York

I

i
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and Baliiaioro, the prices loec here liom 110 (i)r

red wheal, and 115 (or white, to 125 and 130, ai

which prices eome of the river crops were sold.

Most of the large crops however have been

held /or higher prices, and as we thought injudi-

ciously. However the last news irom England

eeems to indicate that wheat will be higher,

though there is no advance here yet on the pricen

Btaied above, to this date.

Judging merely from the season, we inler that,

notwithstanding the very bad early and planting

season, an average crop of tobacco may be expect-

ed, provided there should be a warm autumn

and no early frost.

—

Ed. F. R.

August 25th, 1841.

P. S. On 27th, the price of wheat, as we anti-

cipated above, has advanced—to ^1.30 for red, and

81.35 for white.

[Not having room for the communication to

which the Ibllowing was appended as a postscript, ia

the cause of presenting this alone.]

" Queen linn's, Aid., Aug. 14, 1841.
" For the last filteen days our grounds have

been saturated by rain. In consequenne ol' our

cold spring, our corn was planted late ; it was
scarcely checked by the drought, much of it is

now ici fresh silk, and should the lall be (avorable,

we shall make enough to serve us, and some lor

market ; but should there be a cool month of Sep-
tember, or an early frost in October, the crop will

be email.''

on their bills, or lor us to take ihe trouble of

writing them, for tlie very small chance of re-

ceiving any compensating return. These are

some hundreds of the subscribers to the Carolina

Planter, transferred to our list, and who did not

discontinue their subscription, and who received

the substituted Farmers' Register for 6 months

(until it was stopped by our own act,) without

making any compensation.

On the cover of this number will be marked

the amount due (if any thing) from such existing

subscriber, for the current or any previous vo-

lumes.

With a subscription list larger than at any

previous lime, and of more value according to

the amount which should have been paid by

subscribers, our publication has never been of

so little profit as for this year. If this is owing

to the " disordered state of the currency," we are

heavily punished by the operation of the swin-

dling banking system for the efforts we make to

put it down.

SU1VEIMEAH7 OF ITE-WS.

A SAMPLE OF EDITORIAL AND PUBLICATION
PROFIT.

Ill June and the early part of July we perform-

ed part of our annual task of sending bills for ar-

rears of subscription money, due li"om one class

of debtors only, that is, those whose names had

been erased from the list, at the end of the last

volume and previously for non-payment. These

bills amounted to between ^4000 and ^5000.

Now how much does the reader guess haa been

since received, from the many individuals thus

reminded of their neglected obligations'? A no-

vice in such business would perhaps guess a thou-

sand dollars—certainly not less than five hundred

—or one more experienced may suppose §100 to

$200. But the true product of the problem is

surprising even to us. The fact is, thai to this

25th day of August, not one of these bills or one

cent thereon has been paid ! !

!

There is another large class of debtors to whom

DO bills have been yet sent, and we scarcely think

it worth while to subject them to pay the postage

Fridaij, August 6, 1841.
The Great Western steam-ship arrived at New York

on the 31st of July, bringing accounts from England
to July 14th.

The results of the elections of Great Britain hatl

been so nearly all reported, that it was certain that the
Tory or Conservative party will have a strong majority
in the House of Commons. Of course the present
Whig ministry will go out. Sir Robert Peel will be
the head of tiie Tory ministry. The corn laws will not
be repealed, nor tree trade otherwise greatly forwarded.

Daniel O'Connell had lost his election for Dublin,
but will be in parliament as member elect of Meath.

The insurgents of Candia have had several sangui-
nary contlicts with the Turkish forces, and are still

gaining strength.

The emperor of Russia has assumed the title of
" Defender of the Christians of the East." This as-

sumption is full of meaning.

The soldiers who formed the garrison of Albucerres,
in Spain, had mutinied, overcome all authority there,

and committed the greatest excesses, which continued
for more than a week. The last report stated that the
mutineers had submitted.

The report of the English corn market and prospects
was such as to raise the price of flour in New Vork
fifty cents the barrel.

In Georgia the proper steps are now taking to oppose
the swindling banking system, and compel banks
either to resume payment, or cease to defraud the pub-
lic by keeping their depreciated paper money afloat.

The Augusta Chronicle contains the following notice.

The frauds of banks and of the paper system must in-

deed be enormous, when the commercial community
stands up against them. This movement commenced
at Macon, and is called the " Macon specific."

"Public notice.—In consequence ofthe great inconve-
nience and loss attending the circulation of a depreciat-

ed and fluctuating currency ; believing it to be thejnte-
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rest equally of the planter, as of the merchant, to

have a sound currency of uniform value ; and be-

lieving that this can be secured only by encourag-

ing the circulation of the notes of such banks as pay

specie for their issues, promptly, to all demands
;

and also believing that it will result to the mate-

rial interest of the whole state ; by reducing the

price of merchandise, and enabling the planter to

receive a sound circulating medium for his crop,

the undersigned, merchants, factors and citizens

of Augusta, have determined that from the opening

of the fall market, for the present growing crop,

say after the first of October next, they will not re-

ceive in payment, or pay out, the bills of any

of the suspended banks, except at their current mar-

ket value, taking the bills of specie paying banks as

the standard. [Signed by 134 commercial firms, fac-

tors and citizens of Augusta.]

" Resumption.—A gentleman from Alabama in-

forms us, that there the people are coming very

generally to repudiate all bank notes which are not

payable in specie on demand. They have suifereil by

the depreciation of bank notes, and by the failure of

one bank after another, and have been wronged in so

many ways by the banks, that they are becoming
determined in their resistance to the farther continu-

ance of the fraudulent system. Gold and silver are

coming again into circulation, for the people

will part with their property for nothing else. A
few private banks, paying specie, are getting in-

to operation, which furnish a sound paper cur-

rency ; but they are not much known. From Georgia

and from Michigan we have published the proceed-

ings of public meetings repudiating the paper of sus-

pended banks. From three states, therefore, we have

learned that the principles of liberty, not regulation,

are purifying the currency. Another year of the

uninterrupted operation of these principles would pro-

bably restore soundness to the currency in most of the

states ; and when so restored, the currency would
remain sound. The laws of nature cure evils, but

legislative quackery plasters them over, so that the

first time the patient takes cold, they break out again.

If the people could see the operations of nature for

another year, the doctors would be compelled to throw
away their pills, and allow the patients to get well.

—

Journal of Commerce.
Specie.—The packet ship Albany, at New York,

from Havre, brings 1,052,800 /rancs.

The steam-ship Acadia arrived at Boston on the 2d,

bringing accounts to July 20th, 6 days later than those

by the Great Western.
The election returns were nearly all received. The

Conservative or Tory party will have a majority of

about 80 in the House of Commons.
The cotton market remains as before.
" London, July 17. Cotton—There has been a fair

demand this week, and full prices paid. The private

transactions amount to 1340 bales Surat at 4d to 5|d,

<t00 Madras at 4'[d to 5d, 60 Bengal at 4:5 to 4.^d, 300
Boweds at 5} to (jj in bond, and 150 WeLt India at7d
to Sd per lb. duty paid."

The prospect of crops was favorable.

A very threatening riot or insurrection had taken
place in Toulouse, (France,) on the 12th, which was
quelled on the second day by military force.

The town of Villa da Prain, in the island of Ter-
ceira, has been destroyed by a series of earthquakes,
from 12th to 15th of June.

The Greeks in Gandia have suffered severe losses in

recent skirmishes. The Turkish force there is eight
thousand strong.

Samuel Swartwont, the great defaulter, has returned
from Europe in the Acadia. We presume that he has
heard of so many defalcations and robberies by officers

in trust, that he supposes he will now find a large cir-

cle of such associates and companions in misfortune,
and all of them gentlemen of hi^h character and re-

spectability. It is reported that Swartwout's suc-

cessor, Hoyt, though so short a time collector of New
York, has managed to be a defaulter for $150,000.

The Jacksonville (II.) bank robbershave been dis-

covered and arrested, and, as we ventured to assume
at first, they prove to be an officer of the bank—to wit.

Town, the teller. Mather, the president is implicated

in the charge. Nearly all the stolen money had been
recovered.

A tegular and extensive conspiracy for insurrection

among the slaves, on many plantations on the lower

Mississippi, was lately detected, a few days before the

intended outbreak. Forty or fifty slaves have been

arrested, and await their trials. White men are im-

plicated, one of whom is in jail.

Matthias, the pretended prophet or Messiah, who
made so much noise some years back in New York,

died lately in the western part of North Carolina.

The levee across the river from New Orleans is still

giving way. "The slide has extended a distance of

about 200 feet, and the water where the caving has oc-

curred, is 32 feet deep."

—

Neju Orleans Bee.

Houston. Texas, which was settled five years ago,

has now four thousand inhabitants, and within the

same period there have been six thousand burials, an

average of nearly four for every day in the year.

The faculty of Amherst College, Massachusetts, a

seventh-rate institution, have endeavored to add to

their dignity (and something more perhaps) by insult-

ing President Tyler with the offer of a diploma of

Doctor of Laws.

An ./Issociationfor provioiing Cuyrertaj and Banking
Reform has just been organized in Petersburg ; and
although commenced in a ioum, under the chilling

shadow of three banks, and of course obstructed by all

the influence of the banks and dread of their hostility,

the effort has already succeeded beyond all previous

expectation. The list of members shows the names
of men of all parties, (except of the party of thorough
bank slaves, or advocates of a permanent irredeemable

currency,) including some of the most respectable mer-
chants, and also the delegate of the town of Petersburg,
who was recently elected by so su7-prising a majority.

The first acts of the Association are published on the

previous pages of this number. It is expected that more
than half the voters of Petersburg will sign the peti-

tion for resumption of bank payments, in spite of all

the power and indirect influence of the banks, to the

contrary. But in the country, where bank terrors are

as yet but little felt or dreaded, far greater success

may be counted on, wherever any one zealous indivi-

dual will make an effort for the purpose. In the coun-

try there are very few slaves to bank power, and al-

most as few apologists for the swindling features of the

bankinsT system. The petition for resumption of pay-
ments, if properly presented, will obtain the signatures

of four-filths of the voters of lower and middle Vir-

ginia; and the banks will not dare to ask, nor the le-

gislature to grant, a further suspension, termed and pre-

tended to be temporary, but which in factw'ouldbe de-

signed to be but one more of the years of the perma-
nent poliqi of an entire currency of irredeeiiiable and
depreciated bank notes. Every bank measure and law
for the last four years have been but preliminary steps

to this general policy ; and every argument and state-

ment made in favor of confirmed temporary suspension
of payment, serve as well for the permanent stoppage,
and which will be openly supported, as soon as the

irredeemable paper advocates are strong enough to

venture to tell the truth in this respect, and avow their

designed object. Let a branch of the Association be
forthwith formed in every county, and a petition for

resumption be signed by all who approve the measure,
and before next March the present fraudulent banking
system of Virginia will be controlled by law, stripped

of its overwhelming power, and have infused into it

something of honest and useful tendencies in relation

to the public intere'st'!
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Besides the e:reat Swartwoiit, another abscomled
defaulter has i-ettirnod, and is at lar>je at home in Con-
necticut. This is tlie lion. Asa Cliild, wlio took only

$60,000 of the rail-road fund in his charge.

Letters from New Orleans say that the sudden
death of one of the tellers in the Canal Bank had
caused an investigation into his accounts, which, as

far as the exainiiu'tion had proceeded, had disclosed a

deficit of over ,ffS0,O00.

The report of a conspiracy for insurrection among
the slaves of Louisiana turns out to be as false as such
reports usually are. The slaves charged with the of-

fence have been tried, and ail acquitted. The white
man has not yet been tried, but is expected to be ac-

quitted.

Three ministers of the Gospel, or students for the

ministry, belonging to an abolition institution in Illi-

nois, lately attemjifed to entice some slaves across

the Mississip[)i, (in Missouri,) to avail ot their assist-

ance to enable them to escape to Canada. The slaves

agreed to the proposal, and to the appointment of a

time when the deliverers were to cross'the river in the

night, to carry off the slaves to the Illinois shore. The
slaves informed their master of the scheme, and the

missionaries were arrested in the fact, and are in jail

awaiting their trial. It is a states-prison crime, and if

proved guilty, the holy emancipators may have ten or

twelve years to play the characters of persecuted apos-
tles and martyrs, while laboring as convicted felons.

United States Bank stock lately fell to 14J
. It has

since recovered a little, and was at lA^ in New York,
Aug. 9th.

The ship Akbar has arrived at New York direct

from Canton, bringing accounts to April 16, and 16
days later than before.

The English forces had made some further success-
ful but not very important advances, but serving to

confirm tlie impression made by preceding accounts,
that Canton was in etf'ect in their power and posses-
sion, and the Chinese unable to present any effective

resistance to further encroachments. The trade was
open for the present, under the British authorities
over Canton. In the various affairs, from 2.500 to

3000 of the Chinese troops have been killed, and 800
pieces of their cannon taken. The loss of the British in

killed and wounded is almost nothing. The supply of
tea by the Akbar, and the news, have reduced the
price of teas, which had risen, in expectation of the
trade being suspended.

The Savannah Republican of August 7th, has the
following good news of the Florida war :—By the
United States steamer Gen. Taylor, Capt. Peck,
arrived here yesterday, we have the gratifying in-

telligence from Florida, that the war for the ninety-
ninth time, m-ay now be considered as at an end.
Wild Cat's whole band, men, women, children and
negroes, lOO in all, have come in at Tampa, and 40
more Indians of another band were on their way, and
were expected at Tampa in two days. A gentleman
who came on in the Gen. Taylor, says that he does
not think another rifle will be fired by the enemy."

Col. Worth, as commander in chief in a Floridian
summer campaign, seems to be worth more than all

of his sundry predecessors put together. We rejoice
to award to him due honor; but we protest in advance
against a claim being thereupon set up to make Col.
Worth president of the United States.

The Macon Specific.—" This great move of Georgia
is destined to work a complete cure of the evils ot the'
currency. Already exchange on Augusta is (pioted
in New York 1 to

1:J instead of 1.5."—"All notes of
the banks of Georgia are hereafter to be roceivrd
and paid away at their specie current value only. All
banks who resume and stay resumed, their bills go at

par ; all others at their current discount ; acceptances

paid, and drafts bought accordingly. Every price cur-
rent should note the above."

—

Charlcslon Mercury.
VVe trust that " the Macon specific," or some

equally active and operative remedy, will be adminis-
tered to all the non-paying banks, and that every mem-
ber and branch of the whole great swindling paper
system may be soon forced to compliance with legal

and moral obligations.

The statements rendered by the three principal
banks of Virginia show their respective amounts of
notes in circulation and specie to be as follows on
July 1:

Bank of Virginia and branches.

Notes in circulation, - - f2,649.798
Specie on hand, ... 821,442

Or $\ specie for ^'3.22 of paper in circulation.

Farmers'' Bank and branches.

Notes in circulation, - - ^'2,339,01.5

Specie 677,530
Or $1 specie for $3.43 of paper in circulation.

Exchange Bank and branches.

Notes in circulation, - - $774,085
Specie on hand, ... 233,839

Or $1 specie for .$3.31 paper in circulation.

We have not yet received the report from the smaller
western banks, but presume they are no better off.

The general proportion of all the Virginia banks on
January 1, 1841, was $\ specie to every $3.05 of paper
in circulation, which was being something better pre-
pared to pay specie than after another half year of
pretended "preparation" to pay. At this rate of jjrc-

paring, the banks of Virginia will never be ready to

resume payments ; and they never will resume, unless

compelled by some stronger action than has yet
operated on them.

.By this morning's mails, .August 13ih.

The amount of loss sustained by the robberies,
frauds and failures of bank officers and banks, within
the last few months, i? enormously large. Few would
believe the astounding aggregate which they form,
until they should see them enumerated and footed,

which we here do, so far as we can now recollect

:

U. S. Bank, suspended debt, lent to

politicians, . - . . . $20,000,000
U. States Bank, taken by officers—no

vouchers, 1,200,000
Schuylkill Bank, Levis, 1,200,000
Manhattan Bank, Newcomb, 50,000

do. do. Officers and family, 500,000
Virginia Bank, Dabney, 500,000
Georgia Bank, Barker, 80,000
Frederick Bk., Maryland, 186,000
Norwich Railroad, President, 10,000
Bank of Louisiana, Teller, 60,000
Hank of Orleans, do. 80,000
Canal Bank, New Orleans, do. 100,000
Bank of Michigan, Officers, 100,000
Illinois Bank, Mr. Town, 90,000
Merchants' Bk. Bait., Clerk, 10,(t00

Tenn. Bk., at Nashville, do. 7,000
Frankfort Bank, President, 10(),()()0

State Bank, Arkansas, Fayettevillc, 64,000
23 N. Y. Free Banks, 1,500,000
Penii.^ylvania Bank, Smith, clerk, 100,000
Western Bank, Israel, cashier, 15,000
Camden Bank, N. J., Peterson, clerk, 13,000

.$.34,615,000
These are but a small part of the losses that have

rectntly occurred. That the pul)lic may be fully on-
lightened ;is to the real amount of cost in this ]iaiticulnr

which the ])pople bear for the bcnrfita o( |)aper money,
we trust that the press in various sections of' the coun-
try will make such additions as come within their
knowledge and here omitted.— P// (7 Ledger
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Richmond Prices Current.—" Grain—Wheat 120 to

125 cents per bushel, and 130 could we think be had

for good crops. Corn ^ettinfr scarce—we quote 62 to

65 cents per bushel. Oafs—in vessels 40 cents, and

42 cents from depot."

—

Compiler of 13th.

The Washington papers of yesterday contain no-

thing as to the President's disposition of the bill for

establishing a national bank; and it may be presumed

now, with a great degree of confidence, that he will

send it back to congress with his veto. Tlial result is

indeed almost certain. The bill to repeal the independ-

ent treasury law has passed both bouses, and likewise

abides the decision of the President.

jfnoiher Bank Robbery.—Wm. M. K. Ball, cashier

of the bank of the State Bank of Arkansas, at Fay-

etteville, recently absconded leaving the bank minus

some $64,000.—^Mg-. Chron.

Friday, August 20, 1841.

Another horrible steamboat disaster has occurred on

Lake Erie. The Erie, from Buffalo to Chicago, took

fire and was burnt. Nearly 200 persons were burnt

or drowned, and only 27 saved, by the timely arrival

of the steamboat Clinton, which was in sight of the

fire, and hastened to the relief of the survivors. Most

of the passengers were immigrants newly arrived from

Germany. Their property, and specie, 'with the other

cargo of the Erie, supposed to amount altogether to

3,000, was a total loss.

Mr. Justice Wiley, of New York, the celebrated

compounder of bank robberies, has been arrested on

the suit of the Fredericktown Bank, and bailed for

^30,000.

There have been some indications, in the stealing of

a piece of artillery near the Canada line. Sic. of some

new outbreak of " Canadian patriots." This may ex-

plain the movement of troops stated below

—

" Four companies belonging to the 4th Regiment U.

S. Artillery, Colonel Crane commanding, came by

the Buffalo to day. Company B, Capt. Washington,

and company F, Capt. Smead, rpmain at this post.

D and K companies go on to Sacketts Harbor. The

Buffalo came directly through in twenty hours from

Detriot, and will be followed by the Illinois with the re-

mainder of the troops, horses, he."—Buffalo Mv. \2th.

A financier suitably rewarded at last.—" A. C. Far-

mington, late president of the Gallipolis Bank, alias

swindling concern, has been convicted, and sentenced

to the penitentiary for fifteen years."—Phila. Ledger.

Mr. Lyell, the distinguished English geologist, has

arrived at Boston.

Another president of the United States Bank (Col.

Drayton) has resigned. James Robertson, formerly

cashier of the United States Branch Bank in Rich-

mond, has been temporarily appointed to the place.

The murder of Mary Rogers, a beautiful and re-

spectable girl, has attracted the earnest attention, and

horrified the feelings of the city of New York for

several weeks. The circumstances so tar as known

were too shocking to be stated. It is enough here to

say. that after having been over|)Ovvere(l and brutally

violated by 6 or 8 villain.^, she was murdered, and

thrown into the Hudson. So far the perpetrators have

escaped detection, if not even suspicion.

The Veto to the Bank Bill.

August \Sth. The Veto of the President has been

put upon the bill to establish a national tinnk, and the

message was sent yesterday to the Senate. It is a strong

and full state-rights' declaration, that leaves no ground

on which to erect another bank bill of any kind. In this

most important matter. John Tyler has nobly maintained
the giound on which our anticipations (published on
his first accession) placed him, and on wliich only he
can stand.

Previous to standing this veto on the bank bill, the

president had signed the act repealing the independent
f rensury law. We are not yet sure what system of

treasury |)olicy now actually exists. If the requisitions

of the earliest revenue law (of 17SJ),) are again

brought into force, the general policy is still essen-

tially that of the independent treasury plan, and will

even be more strict in excluding bank paper fiom the

treasury. If the later law (of 1816) is the one now
brought into force, that also will be a " sub-treasury

system" for Virginia, and ail other states whose banks
refuse to pay specie ; as by that law, the notes of

specie paying banks only will be receivable as money.
We are on the eve of most important political

changes, if not of party revolution, the developement
of whicti will be commenced at Washington in a few
days. Most important events mtist soon occur, though

no one yet may foresee what will be the great result.

The petition for the resumption of specie payments
by the Virginia banks, commenced in this town but

14 days ago, has already more than 200 signatures of

voters or residents. We have no doubt that our

former prediction of the signing by " more than

half the voters of Petersburg" will be fulfilled, and

with a considerable majority. This movement has al-

ready had some good effect in drawing forth the before

concealed opinions of many of the supporters of con-

tinued suspension, or the still longer continuation of the

present currency of irredeemable paper, from year to

year. Before, all such persons were as silent as the

grave, in regard to tlie necessity of another exten-

sion of indulgence to the banks. Now, opposition to

the petitioners and their object is raised on the ground
that tlie banks ought not to be required to pay next

January. The reasons for still another year of sus-

pension are quite ))!ausible ; and, moreover, they will

serve as well for all future time as for the next year,

and as they have served for the last four years. We
should be much pleased if there could be a counter

petition starfpd in this town, asking for the continued

suspension for another year, or of purport just the re-

verse of the other petition. We would warrant that

for every signer it could obtain in Petersburg, the re-

sumption petition would have at least five.

{By this morning''s mails, {Aug. 20th.)

From the National Intelligencer of the 19th, we ga-

ther the following items : The bankrupt bill has pass-

ed both houses, and also the bill for rechartering the

District banks. In the night after the veto message,

an assemblage of riotous persons entered the enclosure

of the President's house, and disturbed his family by
insulting noises and language. A public meeting of

the citizen* of Washington is called by the Mayor, fo

express their disapprobation of this outrage. [All such
use of this species of bank argument, however discre-

ditable to our country, wdl render good service to the

chief ma'i-istrate. and the cause, designed to be thus

opposed.—Ep. F. R.]

The " money article" of the New York Herald of

the 18th says :—
" Intelligence from Savannah states that the banks a

of that city have arranged to check on the North at m
one per cent, premium—the same as the Charleston '^

rate—alter the first day of September. It is thus seen

that the exchanges between the several commercial
points of the country are gradually becoming equal- J
ized and regulated without the aid of a National Bank. I
On New Orleans exchange is declining, in consequence '

of the near ajiproach to resumption by its banks.

Nothing but the healthy action of trade is wanted to

equalize exchange throughout the country, and if

well enough is let alone we shall soon be sound and

strong."
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" One hundred thousand dollars in specie have been

shippud to Etis^hmd in (he Acadiii, which saiii d IVoni

Boston yesterday."

—

lb.

It socins from many indications in the papers that

anotiier Oa"'^ l^'H ^^'" ^'^ prepared, and passed by

Congress, wjiicii the friends of the measure supposi;

may obtain tiie signature of the president. If this can

be so, it must indeed be a very poor bill for the purpose

for vvtiich it is mostly desired to be etii-'cted, that is, to

expand still more the paper currency, to furnisli more
loans to the borrowing class.

No steamer arrived, though momently expected at

Boston.

Friday, Aug. 27, 1841.

The steamship Columbia arrived at Boston, via Ha-
lifax, on the 19th, in fifteen days from Liverpool,

bringing accounts 16 days later. No political news of

importance. " Cotton had slightly declined, and the

state of trade was dull. American tlour had advanceil

in price to 28s. 6d. for the best brands, and American
wheat sold at 10s. to 10s. 4d. This was in conse-

quence of the unfavorable state of the weather, and
the consequent fear of a short crop."

The late collector of New York, Jesse Hoyt, has

been sued by the government, damages laid at

$(400,000. A like suit has also been brought against

Phillips, formerly assistant cashier under Swartwout,
damages laid at ^'600,000. The defalcation now
charged against Swartwout having dwindled down to

$400,000, he seems to be considered as almost inno-

cent, and contmues at lar^e.

" The Banks of New Orleans being compelled to

redeem their circulation in coin, or in default to pay
12 per cent, interest on judgment, suits are rapidly

thickening, and it is thought probabla there will be a

speedy resumption of specie payment,—that the

banks will be compelled to return to honesty, in self-

defence." The same remedy has worked well on the

banks of North Carolina, and will on those of Virginia,

after January 1, unless the law should previously again
suspend the penalty of 12 per cent, interest. Every
note-holder who wishes to aid in compelling a return

to specie payments by the banks of Virginia ought
to make them endorse their notes to carry interest,

though the rate is but 6 per cent, until January 1.

The operation of the North Carolina 12 per cent,

penalty has given an increased value to their bank
notes, and thereby has withdrawn them from circula-

tion here, to give way to the now worse currency of

Virginia notes. South Carolina notes (being specie-

paying) were lately worth 1^ per cent, m Richmond
over the best Virginia bank notes.

The " Macon specific" is working well in the south,

and will force the solvent banks to resumption and the

others to bankruptcy. The like remedy has been ap-
plied in Michigan, and is now operating to good pur-
pose in Ohio. The people have been there so cheated
with depreciated or worthless paper, that very many
have come to the determination to receive no depre-
ciated bank notes, except at their market price in

specie. This is what is called the " Macon spe-
cific." These and sundry other movements of the
people are almost every where bringing nearer the

prospect of a general resumption of specie payments.
But nothing is to be hoped from legislative action,

or from banking honesty, if left alone to operate.

The legislature of New Hampshire, by a vote of

138 to 99, passed a bill which makes the private pro-

perty of the stockholders in all the banks hereafter

to be chartered, liable to a certain extent, for the debts

of the institution.

—

Argus.

" Merril B. Sherwood, we now learn on the best

authority, left the country with a fine young lady, not

his wife, in the ship Renown, at Philadelphia, bound
for Hamburg. This distinfruished man got up the

Erie County Bank, swindled the state of Indiana out

of ,f540,000, purcha.^ed the Dry Dock Bank, was made
president, lliiMi resigned, and is now out of (lie cnnntiy
with his paramour, leaving his wife and children in
Hutlido, fo shift for themselves. It is supposed that
f^herwood has taken .'if'20(),000 with him, the proceeds
of all the Indiana bonds equal to half a million."

—

N. Y. Herald.

The little steamer Germ, which steamed by sea from
Norfolk to New York, has gone thence through the
Erie canal and the lake to Kingston, U. C. This re-

niaikable voyage speaks well for the value of Lieu,t.

Hunter's invention.

The bankrupt bill has become a law. Unluckilj?^
it does not operate on banks.

Wheeling bank notes are at 15 per cent, discount
below the other depreciated Virginia bank notes.

Another bank bill (or as now called, a bill to.

establish a " fiscal corporation,") has already been,
hurried through the lower house of congress, and will
no doubt pass the senate. We guess again, and with,
very great confidence, that this bill also will be vetoed.

In a fire at Syracuse New York, a keg of gunpow-
der exploded, and 29 persons were killed outright,

and about 50 dangerously or severely injured.

It is now said that there were nearly 300 persons
on board the Erie, all of whom perished except 27.

The commission which has been for more than-,

three months engaged in investigating the alleged
frauds and malpractices in the New York Custom
house, has at last adjourned to Boston, to make there
a like scrutiny.

According to the report of the post office auditor,
there were on the 4fh of March last 3337 postmasters
in arrears to the government.

The Circuit Court of Rankin county. Miss., at its

late session, decided that a loan, made by a bank, of
depreciated bank paper, being an usurious transaction,,

is mill and void, and that no collections should be e/i-

forced on debts thus contracted.

At the meeting of some of the banks of this city,,

which was recently held for the purpose of consider-
ing whether the "Relief Bill" should be accepted by
them or not, it was urged that if the banks did accept:
the bill, every loan they made in the currency autho-
rized by the law would be void as an usurious trans-
action, and could not be collected. This view of the
matter is now declared to be law by the decision iii=

Mississippi. In the same state it was recently direct-

ed that the public officers should not receive depre-
ciated paper in the payment of debts due the stat«v

They are getting upon the right track in that quarteB^
—Phil. Led.

Down ! Down ! ! Down ! ! .'—The stock of the
United States Bank sold in New York on Monday
for 12 per cent, for 100.—id.

England has now on the stocks or preparing, twen-
ty-seven large steam vessels in addition to her present
naval force.

—

lb.

The new Steubenville Bank (Ohio) has broke, and
its effects are placed in the hands of commissioners em-
powered to wind up its affairs.

By this morning^s mails, (Friday 27th.)

The steamboat Louisiana, on the lower Mississippi
had one of her boilers to burst, on the 12th inst., by
which 5 men of the crew were scalded to death, or
blown overboard and drowned, and several more
severely injured. 12 or 15 of the United States'

soldiers, of a party on board, were missing and sup-
posed to be dead.

The land distribution bill had not finally passed the
senate on the 25th.

It is now reported that the explosion at Syracuse
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was of 25 kegs of gunpowder, and that it was ammuni-
tion provided for the designed outbreak of a new set of
" Canadian patriots."

The most extensive swoop of "• f^ynch law" yet
known, has lately occurred in Arkansas. A numerous
and desperate gang of counterfeiters had established

their quarters in a place of secure concealment near the

Mississippi. A party of 100 men volunteered for the

purpose, and by disguising their boat as a common
trader, decoyed 27 of the gang ©f counteifeiters on
board, who were secured a.nd forihwUh drowned ! !

!

The packet to France carries $62,000 of specie
from New York.
The war in Florida, or the hunting and catching of

Indians, is going on well. Two hundred and seven
more Indians, who have surrendered or have been cap-
tured, are to be shipped from Tampa bay to the west
on the 27th inst. Col. Worth expects the war to be
ended in three months. His expectations are of some
account.

The Danville branch of the Farmers' Bank of Vir-
ginia has been robbed by means of false keys to the
vault, of $92,135 in bank notes, of which $72,000
were cancelled. These robbers, though successful,
could not have been the " real Simon Pures" for such
operations, (i. e. the bank officers,) or they would not
have been such fools as to take cancelled notes, or any
notes, if there was enough gold to be had instead.
The president of the bank has advertised $5000 re-
ward for the detection, and the ])ublic are "cautioned
from faking" the cancelled notes, " as they will not be
redeemed by the bank." This '' caution" goes too far
--for if that is good ground for refusal,' the public
ought to refuse all the notes of the bank, as they are
not, and (as long as possible to avoid it,) "will not
be redeemed by the bank."

We beg to call attention, of the farmers of Viiginia

especially, and of the public in general, to one remark-
able incident of recent and current banking history,

to wit : that with all the indignation excited, and utter-

ed, by and among the advocates or apologists of the

banks, every thing has been directed to extraneous

matters, altogether irrelevant to the main question of

the etlects of banking procedure ; and not one fact, ar-

gument, or even one word, has yet been put before the

public to defend or deny any abuse, or fraudulent ope-

ration of the system, of the manj' which we have en-

deavored to expose. The opposition, verbal or print-

ed, to our facts and arguments in regard to the evils ol

banking, has been compounded principally of every

possible charge that falsehood, calumny, envy ami ma-
lice can rake up against ourprivale as well as public life.

How miserably weak must be any cause that is

supported by such a course of argument as this

!

How utterly destitute must be the cause of the banks
of every ground for defence, on the score of truth,

honesty, and public utility, when from all the ready

tongues and pens and presses at their command, not

one word ot reasoning, disproof, or even simple and
plain denial, has been stated in their defence against

any or all the many charges brought against them !

Every dreaded opposer ol the o|)t!ration of the bank-

ing system may expect (for his sole reward, and as

indirect testimony of the value of his services to the

cause of truth,) to be denounced, slandered, and injured

in every possible manner. But even if every such vic-

tim were, in his private life, as villanous and infamous

as his worst enemies and slanderers would desire to

have believed of him, Ids sins, certainly, would be no

refutation of the (acts and arguments brought against

the actual operations of the banks, and the bankiiig

system of Virginia.
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self, in importance. Those who are not in the

habit of regarding the vegetable kingdom with a

botanical eye, may possibly be eurpnsed to hear

this plant enumerated among the grasses ; yet, if

they will advert to the definition already given,

they will find the Indian corn to be a genuine

member of the gramineous iribe. It presents,

indeed, one of the few instances in which the stem

is solid with pith, instead of being hollow, or

fislular between the nodes ; but in every eesenlial

ieature, it will be found, on examination, to be a

true and undoubted grass.* The same remark

applies to the broom corn, the sna:ar cane, and

some others, in which the culm is filled with pith.

In a district like this, where every occupant of a

field, or garden, cultivaies his crop of Indian corn,

it would be wholly superfluous to dwell on the

excellence and manilold uses ol' this universal

favorite. Suffice it to say, that, while it is the

most productive of our cultivated grains, every

portion of the plant has its value, in rural and

domestic economy. The large pithy culm, about

the time of flowering, is replete with a rich sac-

charine juice,—from which, no doubt, a considera-

ble quantity of sugar might be extracted. The
entire herbage is therefore highly esteemed, as a

nutritious food for cattle,—the ears or spikes ol

fruit afford a choice treat to the epicure, even be-

* The position and structural aspect of the fruit

bearing spike, or ear in this plant—though so differ

ent from the prevailing arrangement, in other grasses

—

are yet rendered perfectly intelligible by the Goethean
theory of the developement and modification of the

vegetable organs. As the natural or normal termina-

tion of zW stems, and branches—when fully developed

—

is in flowers and fruit,—it will be obvious, on exami-
nation, ttiat, while the culm, in this instance, termi-

nates as usual—though bearing only staminate flowers,

the ears of Indian corn are, in reality, lateral power-
ing branches, on which the numerous pistillate flowers

are concentrated into dense spikes ; each spike being
completely invested by the sheaths of abortive leaves

which originate at the crowded nodes of the short,

peduncle-like branch. That this is the true character

of the involucre or husks is appearent from the fact,

that several of the lower, or exterior sheaths, are of-

ten tipped with the laminea of imperfectly developed
leaves (analogous to the awns of the paleae in many
smaller grasses) ;—indeed, in some instances, those
sheaths may be seen bearing large foliaceous expan-
sions—almost as perfect as the leaves of the main stem.
I have also observed culms which put forth a flower-
ing branch of every node,—a little ear protruding
from the axil of every leaf, from the lowest to the
uppermost ;—though the usual number is two, or
three, about the middle of the culm. The branch
which supports the spike, is sometimes so much
elongated that it becomes too weak to sustain its

burthen erect,—in which case the mature ear is found
drooping or pendulous by the side of the culm ; and
occasionally, we find the spike itself ramifying,—i. e.

secoiidaiy branches, or spikes, issue from the axils of
the sheaths composing the husk,—so that there is

formed a compound spike, or cluster of several small
ears, on the same primary branch. There is also a
variety of maize, in which the flowering spikes are
still further developed ;—each floret and fruit on the
receptacle, being completely segregated, sub-pedun-
culate, and provided with its own proper husks, or
involucre,—while the whole are included in the com-
mon external envelope. Sometimes, even the flowers
of the tassel, or racemose panicle at the summit of the
culm, are so fully developed as to become perfect,
and produce fruit.

lore they arrive at maturity, and when fully ripe

yield copious nourishment, in many forms, both

for man and beast ; while the very receptacles of

the seeds long considered as mere refuse, may
be either ground with the grain as food for stock,

or reserved as a convenient auxiliary fuel, in

lighting up our anthracite fires. In Pennsylvania,

and generally to the north, the larina of Indian

corn is not extensively used by itselfj in making
bread,—probably for want of skill and usage : but

whoever has experienced the hospitality of our

fellow-citizens on the southern side of Mason and
Dixon's Line, knows that corn bread is there

admirably prepared and almost universally pre-

ferred to every other kind. The inhabitants of

the west Indies, also, derive a large portion ol their

subsistance from our crops of Indian corn. It

must be added, moreover, that a vast amount of

this yrain, in conjunction with rye, is converted

by the distilleries into alcoholic poison, and its

wholesome properties transmuted into the pesti-

lent ministers to a depraved appetite. There are

two other grain-bearing grasses yet to be noticed
;

each of which is so eminently valuable to the

human race, that it is not easy to say which ia

entitled to the highest position in the scale of

importance. It will of course be understood ihat

I refer to wheat, {Triticum sativum, L.), and rice,

Oryza saliva, Z.) In point of intrinsic value, !

think there is no doubt that wheat may justly

claim the precedence ; but as rice is believed to

aflbrd sustenance to a larger portion of the human
family, than any other grain, we may allow it, on
this occasion, to take rank as the first among the

cerealia, and therefore, according to our arrange-

ment of the subject, the last to be treated of!

Wheat however is clearly the most important of

the grains in the temperate zones, especially in

the higher latitudes. The Romans gave the nama
of Frumenium, to all the grains which furnish

bread, and in England the same grains are

designated by the name of corn ; but these names
were gradually, and by way of eminence, applied

more particularly to ivheat—as the great staple of
breadstuff's. So the term /Vomenf, is employed
by the French, in a similar sense ; and there was
formerly a dish, made of wheat boiled in milk,

which the English called Furmeniy, or Frumenty
;

names evidently derived from the Latin word,
Frumentum. Our colonial ancestors brought

with them the English term, corn, as applicable

to the European grains, and for the sake of dis-

tinction, they gave to the maize—which (hey
found here—the name of Indian corn. In process

of time, however, as the other grains had each a
proper name, the generic term, corn, has come to

be almost exclusively employed in the United
States to designate the maize : and thus the

word, like many others in our language, has by
usaije acqyired a somewhat different meaning, on
different sides of the Atlantic. I shall not trespass

on your patience by enlarging on a subject so

tiimiliar to all, as is the value and importance of

wheat. You are all aware, that in the greater por-

tion of our happy country—especially in the middle
and western states— it is one of the prominent
objects of our agriculture. So long, therefore,

as our people shall apply themselves to the till-

age of the soil, we may reasonably hope to be ex-

empted from that fearftil calamity, a want of

bread. In addition to the supply of food furnish-
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ed by wheat,— I may remark, that our laundresses l The laet member of the gramineous tribe,

are chiefly indebted to its (iirina lor that important whicii remains lo be noiiced on this occasion, is

article in iheir operations, known t)y the name olj the sugar cane, {Saccharum o§icinarum, /,.)

starch: and in the olden time—when, whatever
j
This interesting plant more nearly resembles the

may have been the interior condition of the head, I Indian corn, in its structure and general haliit,*

fashion required the exterior, at least, to be con- I than any o( the other grain-bearing grasses ; hut,

epicuously decorated,—the same amylaceous ex-
|

uiiidie them all, its value consists, not in its teeds,

tract supplied the hair-dresser with his poivder. \ bul in the rich saccharine juice contained in its

j

pitliy stem. It is found only in warm climateg,

j

and flourishes best in the deep rich soils within
the tropics, or in the lower latitudes of the tempe-

As we have neglected the external finish, so ela-

borately besiowed on the pericranium, by our

ancestors, ii would seem to be but reasonable that

we should give the more attention to the lurniture

within! Although capable of yielding alcohol

—

like all the farinaceous seeds—wheal is generally

too valuable, as an article of food, to be desecrat-

ed by the process of distillation.

In our notice of the cerealia, the last in order

—and, as is supposed, the first in importance, by
reason of its extensive use,—is the rice plant.

(^Oryza sativa, L.) The beautiliil grain which
this grass aflords,—though considered by us, here,

more as a delicacy than as a standing dish,— is

the principal sustenance of millions of the human
race. Being a kind of semi-aquatic plant, rice

flourishes best in grounds that are low and marshy,
or so situated that they can be overflowed—though
there is a variety, called upland, or mountain rice,

which is much cultivated : and every where.

rale zones. It is propagated by cuttings of the
jointed stem, planted in rows somewhat alter the
manner of Indian corn. The diameter of the
culm does not much exceed that of good speci-

mens of maize,—while it varies in height li-ora

8 or 10 to 20 leet, according to the character of
the soil. As it is not cultivated lor its seeds, it

is of course rarely permitted to flower; but is

gathered while the rich juices are yet dili'used

throughout the stem. When these juices have
acquired the proper degree of maturity, the culms
are crushed between rollers,—the saccharine liquid

is expressed—and conveyed into boilers, for the
purpose of driving ofl", by evaporation, the redu-ii-

dant watery portion. This being done to the
proper extent, and the impurities duly removed,
the sugar is precipitated in crystals,—leaving a

within the tropical, and adjacent regions, where |

dark rich syrup above, which is familiarly known
circumstances are favorable to its culture, this ad-

j

to us all by the name of melasses. These crys-
mirable grass is to be Ibund. In the southern '^^'s, when separated and drained of the syrup,
parts of India, as I have had occasion to witness, I

are lelt in various conditions of purity,—and con-
the dense and squalid population is almost exclu-

I

stiiute the different sorts of our common brown
sively subsisted upon rice. The elegant prepara-
tions of this grain, which crown the tables of the
wealthy in oriental climes, must be seen, and
tasted, to be duly appreciated. It is also much
used as food, in Roman catholic countries, in the
time of Lent. This plant belongs to a small sub-
division of the grass tribe, in which Ihe flowers
are often lumished with the extraordinary number
of six stamens—OT possibly they may each con-
sist of two florets concentrated within the proper
envelopes of a single flower, by which crowding
process, all the parts of one of the florets, excep"
the stamens, may be suppressed, or abortive; a
phenomenon, of which it is believed there are
many analogous instances in the economy of ve-
getation. The seeds are closely invested by the
inner chafiy envelope, or paleaj, after the manner
of oats and barley; and while thus coated are
known in the east by the name of padda. They
are deprived of this covering by passing them be-
tween millstones properly adjusted for the purpose,
and are thus prepared for the culinary department,
much in the same way that hulled and pearl bar-
ley are manufactured. The albumen, or farina-
ceous portion of rice, is of a remarkably pure white,
almost translucent; and of a very bland, nutri-
tious quality. The gluten which it contains, ena-
bles the Chinese to manufacture from it various
ornamental articles of great beauty and delicacy.
This gluten is also said to be an important ingre-
dient in the preparation of Japan paper. The art
of extracting alcohol firom the seeds, has been ap-
plied to rice as well as to the other cerealia. The
fiery liquor called arrac, the generic name in the
east for alcohol, is obtained by distillation from
rice, in conjunction with sugar, or the juice ol

some species of palm: and in China, an amber-
colored wine is also made from that grain.

sugar. Subsequent boilings of the syrup aflbrd
a crude precipitate, of inlerior quality, known
in commerce by the name of Muscovado sugar,

—

a term corrupted from the Spanish word Mascaba-
do,—and which, itselfj is derived from the phrase,
mas aca6a4o—signilying more done, or finished

:

— i. e. the sugar, in this case, is the result of a
further and concluding process.f Our loafsugar,
and candies, are obtained simply by re/i?iJ7ig- the
aforesaid saccharine crystals still further ; viz.

by dissolving them again—separating all foreign
matters fi-om the solution, by means of lime,
alum, white of egg's, and other clarifying mate-
rials—and then reducing the purified liquid to the
proper state for a second crystallization. Thus
are we furnished, by this magnificent grass, with
the purest, most nutritious, and universally pala-
table, of all the ingredients that enter into the
composition of our food. The large portion of
the globe adapted to the growth of the plant,
and the copious product of its juices, render it

probable that the cane will ever be our principal
resource for the supply of sugar. The maple
may furnish a tolerable substitute to foresters,
who live remote Irom the channels of commerce,
—and systems of policy, or other considerations,
may induce a pariial resort to the beet, to obtain
this delicious and indispensable commodity:

—

* Although in the structure of the culm, and gene-
ral external appearance, the sugar cane has some re-
semblance to Indian corn, the botanical characters of
the inflorescence are more allied to those of andropo-
gon, or what we denominate Indian grass ; and hence
it is arranged in the subdivision of the grasses, called
andropogoneee.

j"Mascabado, adj. que se aplica al azucar infe-
rior que sale de la ultima cochura." Diccionario de
la Jicademia Espanola.
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but it may be doubted whether any, or even all

the other species of the vegetable kingdom, can

rival this single grass, in the production of sugar,

—either in the quality, the quantity, or the cheap-

ness of the supply. That the history of the

plant and its products is closely interwoven with

a melancholy tale of oppression, and human
misery, is unhappily as true, as it is reproachful

to our race ; and it is no less true that the choice

product of the cane—like that of its grain-bearing

kindred—is often prostituted to the vilest and most

mischievous uses : yet we must recollect, that

these evils are the results of man's own folly and

wickedness,—and are no more chargeable upon

the blessings thus perverted, than they are im-

putable to the design of a bounteous Providence.

From the sketch now presented,—which I fear

has been tedious, though extremely superficial

and imperfect, I think it may be perceived, that

the simple tribe of plants, technically called

grasses, is not only one of the most abundant,

but decidedly the most valuable, and important

to man, of all the many natural families in the

vegetable creation. That while its peculiar cha-

racters cannot fail to interest the lover of natural

science, its uses, abuses, and manifold relations

to the welfare of society, must ever give it a

strong claim to the attention of the agriculturist,

the philanthropist, and the political economist.

REMARKS ON DIFFERENT GRASSES FOR HAY
AND PASTURE.

To the Editor of the Farmers' Register.

My crop of hay this year was composed of red

clover, orchard grass, and green grass, separately

grown. I have, lor some time past, held red clo-

ver, lor hay, in small estimation, and the experi-

ence of this year has increased its disfavor.

I finished cutting hay before the heavy rains in

June, and had my hay cocked according to the

method recommended in the first volume of the

Farmers' Register, by raising the cocks on stakes.

After the rains, I found that much of my clover

hay had taken wet, and though I dried and
housed it, as soon as I could, I sustained much
loss. No injury was incurred by my orchard or

green grass, though some of it remained out in

cock lor a month.
I am much pleased with my crop of green

grass; it is the first I have seen cut, on the East-
ern Shore, for hay ; the season was not propitious,

and the hay crop was not a full one. it is my
purpose to improve the grounds on which it grew,
to ascertain the product when compared with
other grasses. I think there has been some sug-

gestion in the Register about sowing and setting

green grass, and perhaps it will be acceptable to

your readers to know something of the production

of green grass in my grounds. Some years ago
I sowed a lot of seven acres in orchard grass,

from which I cut crops regularly, and as the or-

chard grass has declined, the green grass has suc-

ceeded, and this year the green grass greatly pre-

dominated. The lot, preparatory to sowing it in

orchard grass, was highly marled and manured,
and has been since once top-dressed with barn-
yard manure. Mr. Stevenson informs us, that

green grass (which he calls blue grass) delights

in the naturally calcareous soils of Kentucky.
Dr. Darlington, that it grows in the lands of

Chester county, on which lime has been freely

used, and I think it is not assuming too much
when I say that, by the same means, green grass

may be produced on the Eastern Shore of Mary-
land. Indigenous grasses of equal production

and quality are always to be preferred to exotic;

there is no cost in seed or sowing, and, above all,

we avoid the pernicious weeds which come in

foreign grass seeds.

I was induced to cut red clover this year to ob-

tain seed iiom the second crop. When judicious-

ly used as pasture, it is certainly a great improver
of the soil ; whether white clover would not an-
swer as a substitute is still a subject for experi-

ment. Last year I cut wheat from a field which
for the most part had been marled ; I permitted

no stock to run on it till the middle of October; it

was then rich in white clover, and some red, from
former sowing. The field was pastured till the
month of December. The stock was then ex-
cluded till the middle of May, and it was a fine

pasture till late in July, when it was greatly in-

jured by a drought, uncommon here at that sea-

son of the year. I entertain no doubt that for

pasture white clover is greatly superior to red ; in

confirmation of my own experience 1 rely on the
opinions ol" some Chester county farmers, and I

am inclined to think that if the same attention

was paid to our native grasses and our native

stock, we should find them as valuable as the re-

cently imported. One of my friends sent me last

fall two Berkshire pigs ; I put them in a sty, and
had them well attended to, and turned them out

when the grass was in fLiil growth ; since, they
have been led with my other hogs, and are now
fat. A gentleman, who professes to be a judge,
saw them a few days since, and he thought some
of my other hogs, the common breed of the coun-
try, both in size and condition quite equal to them.
If our breeding cattle were well selected, and well

reared, from tfie stock of the country, perhaps we
should have but little need of imported stock.

I entertain no hope that Maryland can at pre-

sent do any thing by way of agricultural experi-

ments. The internal improvers and projectors

have laid upon her a debt of ,$15,000,000. Some
of the schemes have proved abortive, and [ ap-

prehend time will develope more. The local au-
thorities, by an act of the last legislature, are pre-

paring to impose heavy taxes ; whether there will

be hereaftermuch alleviation, from the profits of
rail-roads and canals, is a matter of doubt. Ma-
ny of the improving companies are now issuing

scrip to a large amount; and, upon their insol-

vency, it is probable Maryland will be called on
to redeem it ; and I suppose the meritorious con-

sideration will be, that the money was expended
on projects in which the state held a deep interest.

Wm. Carmichael.
Wye, Queen yfnil's county, Md.,

August Uth, 1841.

ON TURNIPS.

From Johnston's Lectures.

The raising of turnips is of such vast import-

ance in the prevailing system of husbandry, that
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any improvement in the nioile of culture must be

ofextensive and immediate benefit. Experimenis

go numerous and so varied liave been made wiili

this view, that it may ahnost seem superfluous in

me now to make any ILirther suggestions on the

subject. But when experimenis have been made

with a view to one object only, it often happens in

all departments of natural science, that as new

views are advanced or more precise methods

pointed out, it becomes necessary to repeat all our

Ibrmer experiments—either for the purpose of

testing the results they gave us, or of observing

new phenomena to which our attention had not

previously been directed.

I. Numerous experiments, for example, have

been made upon the use of bones in the raising

of turnips, but they have been chiefly directed to

economical ends, and so tar with the most satis-

factory results. But among fifty intelligent and

thinking practical men, and who all agree in re-

gard to the profit to be derived from the use ol

bones with the turnip crop, how many will agree

in regard to the mode in which they act—how few

will be able to give a satisfactory reason for the

opinion they entertain ! The same is true ol

theoretical chemists, some attributing their effect

more especially to the earthy matter, others to the

gelatine they contain. Dry bones contain about

two-thirds of their weight of earthy matter, the

other third consisting chiefly of animal matter re-

sembling glue. Of the earthy matter five-sixths

consist of phosphates of lime and magnesia, and
the rest chiefly of carbonate of lime. Thus a ton

of bone dust will contain

—

Animal matter -

Phosphates of lime, &c.
Carbonate oi' lime, &c.

746 lbs.

- 1245 lbs.

249 lbs.

2240 lbs.

On which ofthese constituents does the efficacy

of bones chiefly depend 1 Does it depend upon
the animal matter.?—This opinion is in accord-
ance with the following facts :

—

P. That in the Doncaster report it is said to be
most effectual on calcareous soils,—for in the
presence of lime all organic matter more rapidly
decomposes.

2°. That horn shavings are a more powerful
manure than bones,—since horn contains only
one or two per cent, of earthy matter.*

3°. That before the introduction of crushed
bones, the ashes of burned bones had been long
employed to a small extent in agriculture, but
have since fallen almost entirely into disuse.

4*^. That old sheep skins cut up and laid in the
drills, have been found to yield as good a crop of
turnips and after-crop of corn, as the remainder
of the field which was manured with bones.

5". That "40 lbs. of bone dust are sufficient to

supply three crops of wheat, clover, potatoes,
turnips, &c., with phosphates,"! while a ton or a

* This, I believe, is rather a matter of opinion
than the result of a sufficient number of actual trials.

Some trials made by Mr. Hawden (British Hus-
bandry, I., rp.;395) gave results very unfavorable
to horn shavings.

t Liebig, p. 84. The acre here spoken of is the

Hessian, about three-fifths of the English acre The
English, therefore, will require 66 lbs.

ton and a half of bones, containing from 1200 to

IHOO lbs. of phosphates, is the cjuanliiy usually

applied to the land.

On the other hand, the quantity of animal mat-
ter present in a ton of bones (74G lbs.) is so small,

and its decomposition so rapid during the growth
of the turnips—while at the same lime the effects

of the bones are so lasting, and so beneficial to the

after-crop of corn—that many persons hesitate

in considering the great excess of phosphates ap-

plied to the land, as really without any share of
influence in the production of the crops.

Thus Sprengal, an authority of the very highest

character both in theoretical and practical agri-

culture, is persuaded that the phosphates are the

sole fertilizing ingredients in bones ; and he ex-

plains the want of success from the use of crushed

bones in JMecklenburgand North Germany, on the

supposition that the soil in those countries already

contains a sufficient supply ofphosphates, while in

England generally they are deficient in these

compounds.
Further, if the animal matter be the fertilizing

agent in bones, why are they not of equal efficacy

on (Trass land as upon turnips?

With ihe view, therelbre, of leading to some
rational explanation of the relative effects of the

several constituents of bones, it would be desira-

ble to institute comparative experiments of the

following kinds :

—

1°. With a ton of bones per acre.

2°. With seven or eight cwt. of horn shavings

or glue per acre.

3°, With three cwt. of burned bones per acre.

40. With thirteen cwt. of burned bonea per

acre.

The quantity of burned bones in No. 4 is that

which is yielded by a ton of fresh bones ; that in

No. 3 is upward ol" five limes what should be

taken up by the crops— as great part of what is

added must be supposed to remain in the soil,

while some must be dissolved and carried off by the

rains.

The results of such experiments as these, if

made accurately on diflTerent soils, will lead ua

sooner to the truth than whole volumes of theo-

retical discussion.

II. Nitrate of soda has also been applied with

great benefit in the culture of turnips. Some ex-

periments, exceedingly favorable in an economi-
cal point ofview, have been made by IMr. Barclay,

of Eastwick Park, Surrey,* who found that one
cwt. per acre, drilled in with the seed, gave as

great a return of Swedes as 15 bushels of bones

with 15 of wood ashes per acre ; and when the

nitrate of soda was sown broad-cast, from 20 to 25
per cent. more. In every part of the country,

therefore, this substance ought to be tried. And as

this nitrate is very soluble in water, and may
therefore be readily carried off' by the rain, and as

only that which is within reach of the plant is of

any avail, I would suggest that not more than

one-fourth of the whole should be drilled in with

the seed, for the purpose of bringing away the

plant ; and that after the thinning by the hoe, the

rest should be strewed along the rows by the hand
or by the drill. In this way the whole energy of

the salt being expended where it is .required, the

greatest possible effect will be produced.

* Journal of the English Agricultural Society, I.,

p. 428.
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HI. I have already elated the reasons which lead

me to anticipate highly beneficial effects to vege-

tation from the use of sulphate of soda ; I would
suggest, therefore, a trial of this salt on the turnips

also, at the same rate of one cwt. per acre, and
applied in the way above recommended for ihe

nitrate of soda. Of course ihe intelligent farmer

vvill vary the proportions and mode of application

of these substances, as his leisure or convenience

permit, eras his better judgment may suggest to

him.

THE GREEN SWARD AND BLUE GRASS OP
VIRGINIA.

To the Editor of the Farmers' Register.

Farmville, June 16, 1841.

Though I have not the pleasure of a personal

acquaintance with you, 1 hope I shall be excused
for the liberty taken of sending to you, (or your

inspection, specimens of blue grass and green

evvard
;
grasses which have recently, to a con-

siderable degree, attracted the attention of your
readers. Upon these grasses I have no learned

remarks to oiler. I will merely state that they

are both good pasture grasses; the blue grass

decidedly superior on accotmt of its hardihood,

its weight and richness. The green sward of

Virginia may be the blue grass of Kentucky
;

but the blue grass of Virginia, as you see from

the specimens, is very dilFerent from the green

sward. The green sward is seldom, in Virginia,

mowed for hay. It is too light for this purpose.

In the Valley of Virginia, the blue grass is often

mowed, and makes the best of hay. In the mar-
ket it brings a higher price than any other hay.

From a residence of several years in the Valley

of Virginia, I had an opportunity of becoming
acquainted wi'h the facts above slated.

I will further state that the green sward runs to

seed early, and in a short time matures its seed,

after which the straw or stalks are, as you per-

ceive in the specimen, very light and chaffy.

The blue grass, though equally early as pasture

grass is later in running up and seeding, and
retains its properties for hay to a very late period

in the hay-making season. It affords a good and
heavy swath, and well repays the husbandman.

It is due to you, sir, that I give you my name,
and this I do without reluctance, as my hasty re-

marks are not designed for publication. Very
respectfully yours, J. H. C. Leach.

As we do not understand our correspondent as

forbidding the publication of his letter, and as

there is certainly no other reason why it should

not be published, we have taken the liberty to

do so, although he had not so intended.

Not having any botanical knowledge, and

not being accustomed to distinguish any grasses ex-

cept as they are seen growing, we preferred to wait

and submit these dried specimens to a friend who

is much better informed. The one grass, of which

only we had any doubt, is the poa compressa, or

blue grass of Virginia and Pennsylvania, and the

other (he poa pratensis, or green sward of Vir-

ginia and blue grass of Kentucky. Of course

they are correctly characterized by our corre-

spondent, according to the vulgar names of Vir-

ginia.

These specimens are of uncommon size for

eastern Virginia. One of the green sward stalks

we found by accurate measurement to be very

nearly 2 feet 8 inches above the ground ; and a

stalk of blue grass to be nearly 2 feet 4 inches.

They wanted less than a quarter inch of these

precise lengths. Now if these grasses had been

described as of such size, without exhibiting the

actual specimens, few persons would have recog-

nized them as the same grasses which are general-

ly seen of so much smaller growth. Many of

us are thus frequently misled even by the most

accurate descriptions of plants, when the greatest

heights are mentioned, as these so much exceed

the ordinary and generally observed sizes. Of

this, a remarkable case recently fell under our own
observation. If 100 different farmers were se-

parately asked what was the tallest sheep sorrel

that they had seen, it is probable that very few

would name a size more than a foot, and not

one exceeding 18 inches. Yet we pulled and

measured a bunch this summer, of remarkably

luxuriant growth, of which the highest seed stem

was 3 feet 4 inches above the ground—which we
should be almost afraid to tell, except that we had

a witness to the measurement. Now if any one

were to describe this plant as growing sometimes

above 3 feet high, it would cause every reader to

pronounce at once that it could not possibly be

the usually diminutive but powerful weed which

is such a pest on acid soils.

—

Ed. F. R.

ON THE CONSTRUCTION OF ICE HOUSES.

From tJie Kentuclcy Farmer.

Lexington, Aug. 9, 1841.

Dear sir : The desire to cor:tribute my mite,

however small, to the support of your valuable

paper, prompts me to send you the following re-

marks on the construction of ice houses ; which,
however, I beg you not to publish unless you
think they are worth the space they would occupy
in vour columns.

The principles which should be kept in view
in the construction of houses for the preservation

of ice, are few and simple. The sole object of the

structure being to prevent the passage of caloric,^

from the earth, the air or the sun, to the ice ; for

if we could completely prevent the passage of that

* A definite term employed to designate the cause of

the sensation called heat ; which latter word is applied,

in common parlance, both to the cause and to the sen-

sation, leading sometimes to ambiguity.
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BO'ent into the ice, it would retain its solid iurm

for any lengih ol' lime.

Tlie temperature ol" ice, when at iis nieltinir

point, is 32"^, Falirenlieil ; in order thai it may mell

into water, it must absorb 110 degrees ol" caloric,

Bulficieni lo raise its lemperaiure to 172 deji. but

which only changes ils lorni, Irom solid to liquid,

without rendering it any warmer than it was be-

Ibre. The water draining Irom the nieliing ice

being always at the same temperature with ihe

ice iiseif. SViihout the accession ol" these 140 de-

grees of caloric, therefore, ice would never be

melted into water.

Could we consyuct a house of materials that

were perlect non-conduclors of caloric, the pre-

servation of ice contained in it would be complete.

As, however, we have no perlect non-conduciors

we must select for our purpose those substances

which conduct most slowly. The materials which

experience has selected for articles of clothing,

to preserve the natural temperature of our bodies,

stand at the head of the list of these substances,

and would also be the very best that could be used

to protect ice from the surrounding caloric, were

they not too dear and too perishable in their na-

ture. As these, however, cannot be employed,

for this reason, except in preserving small quan-

tities lor immediate use, we are obliged to resort

to others less perfect but cheaper and more inde-

structible. Among these are the Ibllowing, which

I have placed in the ordei of their relative resist-

ance to the passage of caloric, as determined by

Count Rutnfbrd and others ; those which oppose

the greatest obstruction to its passage being placed

first ; viz

:

Charcoal of light wood,
Dry wood ashes,

Tan bark,

Wood,
Sand,
Bricks,

Porous earth,

Porous rocks,

Dense rocks,

According to our data, one of the best modes of

forming the walls of an ice house would be to

make a frame work of timbers, say from 6 to 12

inches thick, to board it upon both sides of the

timbers and fill the spaces between the boards

with powdered-charcoal, dry wood ashes tan bark

or saw dust ; the floor and covering of the struc-

ture being protected in the same manner ; and on
filling it with ice a considerable thickness of straw
should be placed at the bottom, sides, and lop.

Where these materials are not easily to be ob-
tained, logs of wood, built up in the pit, like a log

cabin, make a very good substitute ; more espe-

cially if filled on the outside, next the ear'h, with
charcoal, ashes, saw dusi, or tan bark. For this

purpose charcoal and ashes are preferable to saw
dust and tan bark, in consequence of their inde-
structibility.

Bricks and stones, although often employed in

the construction of ice houses, are iess proper
than wood, unless lined on the outside with a suffi-

cient thickness of charcoal, ashes, or other im-
perfect conductors.

Ice houses are frequently made, partly above
and partly below the general surface of the
ground ; the top being arched over and the earth
which was dug from the pit being thrown on the

top of the structure in the form of a mound. This
is a very good form, provided all the sides are
|)rotected, by non-conduclors, Irom the caloric of
the soil. The caloric of the sun's rays, absorbed
by the surface of the porous earth in summer,
pusses through it with considerable difficulty, and
navels slowly to the interior

; passing olf again in

part, by the same t^lovv process back to the surlace

to t)e dissipated during the cold of winter. In
consequence of the difficulty with which it pene-
trates porous earthy matters, the daily changes
of temperature cannot be observed at a greater

depth than 3 or 4 ti-et, and the great annual vicis-

situdes are entirely lost belore they descend 100
\'eel below the surface. The earth's surface,

therefore, does not become heated or cooled ra-

pidly to any considerable depth, and deep caves

and excavations in the earth, preserve a scarcely

varying temperature, which approaches that of
the mean temperature of the region. This is the

temperature of the water of deep wells, or of
springs rising from some depth, which by compa-
rison appears cold in summer and warm in win-
ter. The mean temperature of this region is some-
where between 52 and 56 degrees, Fah.; twenty
or twenty-four degrees about the melting point

of ice ; so that there is always caloric enough in

the soil, below the surface, to melt ice, even du-

ring the winter season, and deep ice houses,

whether covered or not with a mound of earth,

hence require the protection of walls of non-con-
ducting materials.

One of the most common causes of the rapid

melting of ice in ice houses, is the want of suffi-

cient drainage. If the water which drops from

the ice or sinks from the surface of the soil, can-

not drain away, but remains at the bottom of the

house in contact with the ice, it serves as a me-
dium though which the caloric of the earth pass-

es with facility, causing the rapid melting and
sinking of the ice. At the bottom of every ice

house, therefore, if it is not in a very sandy soil,

there should be a well of sufficient magnitude, or

the floorshould be raised to such a height above
•he earth as to prevent the water from ever com-
ing in contact with ihe ice. Decomposition, and
the Ibrmaiion of mephitic gases, as suggested by
one of j'our correspondents, cannot take place

under these circumstances : the most fermenta-

ble liquids do not begin their fermentation until

iheir temperature is raised above 32 deg. which is

that ol the water dripping Irom ice.

Those houses which are not covered with a
mound of earth, should have a good roof, or what
is better, a tight room built over them, to prevent

the circulation of air as much as possible, and the

roof and sides should be rendered as nearly proof

against the passage of caloric as straw, or other

substances of the kind, fixed on the inside, as

stated byMr. Mentelle, can make them, and to pre-

vent as much as possible the absorption of the ca-

loric of the sun's rays, the whole exterior, roof

and all, should be well whitewashed; it being a
well established fact that much less is absorbed by

a white surfiice than by a black one.

A great deal may be gained in the preservation

of ice, by putting it up during the very coldest

weather. For example, if ice be cut and expos-

ed for a sufficient time to the air, when the ther-

mometer is at zero, and packed away at that tem-

perature, it must become heated up to ils melting
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point, 32 degrees above zero, before a panicle of

it will liquefy, liut if packed in the house on a

mild day, when in a thawing condition, it being

already heated up to its melting point, the first

degree of caloric that passes into it melts a por-

tion. It has been already stated that 140 degrees

are necessary to the liquelaction of ice, and it

will be seen, therelore, that 140 pounds of ice,

put up at the temperature of zero, is equivalent

to 172 pounds which is packed in a Oielting condi-

tion.

The form of an ice house is by no means a

matter of indifl'erence. That which presents the

smallest external surface is theoretically the best;

therefore, other things being equal, a globular

form would be the most proper. This, however,

is not a convenient one to construct and hence the

truncated cone, or square, are those most fre-

quently adopted, and answer suthciently well.

The worst possible ibrm would be a long narrow

one. RoBT. Peteu.

WHEAT STKAW FOR IRISH POTATOES.

From the Kentuclcy Cultivator.

The best use I have ever made of wheat straw,

and I think it the most profitable use that can

probably be made of it, is as follows: and al-

though this way of using it is not new, yet many
have not tried it.

The ground being well broke up, run it off in

rows of the usual width, just sufficiently deep to

cover the Irish potatoes
;
plant them as usual, and

cover them. Now cover the ground with straw

about three feet deep, and if the straw will not hold

out to cover them all this deep, the deficiency may
be made up with leaves. In this way the pota-

toes may be planted very early. It is known that

when potatoes are bitten by frost, they never do
well. In this way, however early they are plant-

ed, they will seldom come through the straw be-

fore the danger of the frost is over. If they

should, however, all that is necessary is to cover

them over as they come out with more straw or

leaves ; the ground being covered three feet with

straw, a kind of hot or forcing bed is produced,

and although the tops do not come through the

straw, yet they are growing finely a long time be-

fore they would grow if planted in the common
way. Once planted, they require no working or

Jiirther trouble; the produce is astonishing; those

who have not tried could not believe that such a
bountiful crop could be made with so little labor.

They can betaken away as required, there being
no danger of their remaining as they are till plant-

ing time, perfectly sound. I have noticed, in tak-

ing up a whole square of them to plant, that I did

not see one unsound potato. It is a common
opinion that potatoes will not do well unless the

planting potatoes, are brought from the north.

Seed potatoes planted in the common way I have
no experience of, but if planted and saved as di-

rected above, we can make and save as good po-

tatoes at home, either lor planting or eating, as

any part of the world can. Many believe that

whole potatoes do better when planted than cut

potatoes. I have tried this several limes, both
planted as usual and with straw. I have planted

one row with the largest whole ones I could find,

and another row of potatoes cut very small ; the
tops of the whole potato will grow very large,

but I never could distinguish much if any differ-

ence in the produce. I have thought the rows of

cut potatoes best, but the difl^erence was so small

that I do not feel certain. It matters not how close

the tops of plants are, so (he roots have sufficient

distance.

Now although we have, by thus employ-
ing our wheat straw, made the largest crop of

potatoes with the least labor, yet we have only

got part of the benefit to be derived from the

straw. When all the potatoes are removed, if all

the straw was also taken awa})^ the ground, from

being so long covered, will be found rich. The
quantity of straw on the ground , after taking up
the potatoes, is so great that it cannot be plough-

ed ; one half or more should be carted away,
this might be used to cover another crop of pota-

toes, or put in (he manure lot ; now sow some
corn on the ground and turn in the flock of hogs.

They will, in searching for the potatoes and corn

on the ground, root up the straw and earth and
mix thein together, so that the plough will go
through it without difficulty ; this planted in corn

will make such a crop as will fully pay for all the

labor. The best corn I have ever made was thus

produced. But, alas ! all the ground receives

from this management this one crop of corn takes

away ; the next year, when planted in corn, the

produce is little better than common. Eut how
shall we make a better disposition of our straw?
In the first place we get a most bountiful crop of
potatoes without the trouble of working them

;

we then take away sufficient straw to cover nearly

half as many potatoes for another crop, and then

the ground put in corn will make a splendid crop.

Robert R. Harden.
Clarke, Ga.

[When residing in the country, we raised oue

small crops of potatoes for the table on the gene-

ral principle of the plan above mentioned, that is,

by covering with straw, or pine leaves, and using

no tillage after the ground had been well broken

at first, and the potatoes planted. We preferred

pine leaves to straw, not only lor being cheaper,

but because being poorer and less putrescent,

they lasted longer unrotted, and therefore operated

better mechanically. But we never covered as

deeply as three feet, nor perhaps more than a foot

at one time, and therein we doubtless erred.

This plan was also described l>om practice, and

recommended by a correspondent at page 214,

vol. I. of Farmers' Register. Our own practice

was only for the (qw last years of our residence

in the country. The products were never ascer-

tained by actual measurement, being mostly con-

sumed at table while growing, or remaining in

the ground ; but no question existed of the su-

periority of both the quantity and quality of the

crop, and of the greater cheapness of the mode

of culture.

For the first commencement, the seed potatoes
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may be planted and covered with earth very

slightly, (and periiaps no such covering is neces-

sary,) on well broke ground, at any titne from

November to March, lor the early crop ; and

then cover the whole* thickly with straw, pine

leaves, or any such open material. (Might not

saw -dust answer well, where obtained in plenty

from a saw-mill 7) Nolhing more is needed until

the largest potatoes are fit to be eaten. Then,

instead of having to dig them, and to waste the

smaller to get a few of the largest, the litter may

be gently lifted, and each cluster of'potatoes be seen

and handled, and the largest plucked from the

stalk, leaving the smaller undisturbed to grow.

Each cluster will be found above the ground,

and appearing like a bunch of grapes.

For the second crop, when removing the first

in October, no preparation was made except to

leave in place, as seed, enough of the smaller

potatoes. The earth was so soft and mellow as

to need no breakmg. The old litter was replaced

as each row was gathered and again planted, and

enough of additional litter added afterwards.

£ven when it was designed to remove all the

crop, and to change the planting ground to ano-

ther place, so many plants sprang up through the

litter next spring, from the many small tubers left

by carelessness or accident, as to produce a mid-

dling crop in quantity, (it being too thin set,) and

of roots much earlier and larger than the new and

designed planting. Indeed there might be thus

kept a perpetual potato patch, with very little

planting, no culture, and no subsequent manuring

other than the leaves, but for one objection, which

will usually be found to be serious to the third

successive crop. This is, that the field mice, and

other such vermin, will have so increased in the

excellent and safe quarters furjiished to them by

the litter, that the crop will be much injured by

their depredations.

This plan must be better for southern than for

more northern regions, as the thick cover of leaves

preserves both more moisture and a much cooler

temperature in the heat of summer ; both of which

are so necessary to the best condition of the Irish

potato crop.—Ed. F. R.

VATS FOR WATER ROTTING HEMP—THE IM-
PORTANCE OF THE BUSINESS.

From the Kentucky Fanner.

Lexington, j^ug. 9th, 1841.
Dear sir :—I beg leave to lay before you a

few suggestions relative to the promotion of the
great object I have in hand—the water rotting of
hemp.

Vol. IX.—49

Those farmers who have not the convenience
of water in small spring hranclK'3, streams or
ponds, can obviate the dillicuiiy by consiructing
vMis made out of plank, at a ret;pecil'ul distance
liom their dwellings. Let them make two vats,
siiy 20 by 40 leet and le^ve an incline, that when
the hemp has undergone its solution in the upper
the water can be let into the lower. By this

means one vat of water will rot three vats full of
hemp.
To obtain the water to these vats 1 would re-

commend a small lifting pump which has been
invented by Mr. Warner of this city^; also a pump
that is manulactured in Cincinnati, which the firm
of Messrs. Dudley have on Main street. Either
will answer the [)urpose to draw the water out of

a well or a spring and convey it to the vats by
small wooden troughs.

A farmer having fifty acres of hemp, can with
ease, and with no interference, water rot say one
half of his crop, the largest of his hemp, and dew
rot the balance, which will increase the amount
of his crop of hemp in value 33J per cent. For
instance, a crop of hemp of fifty acres averaging
600 pounds to the acre, dew rotted, at $5 per
112 lbs. will amount to ^1300. The same crop
one half water roited, will amount to iijl900.
This can be done with little trouble, and divide
their business in the preparation of their hemp
crop, and will bring their staple earlier to market,
which will also produce them an established price,
and enhance the value of their lands.
These small pumps can be obtained with a

proportion of hose to them, for $75. The cost of
this is trifling in comparison to the gain of water
rotting.

The hemp grower not only gains by the ad-
vance in price, but he has many advantages.
His hemp before the spring is open, is out of his
way, and delivered, and he is prepared to attend
to the necessary arrangements of his farm ; such
as repairing his fences, and many other matters,
which from my observation, as I pass through
the farms, are very necessary,
A farmer can prepare for water rotting a crop

of hemp upon the plan I describe, and it will not
cost more than #125 including pump. This is for

the first year. The second, the cost is nothing,
and with two hands this quantity can be rotted by
commencing the first of September, After it is

rotted, (which will be about the middle of Octo-
ber) by the first of December, with additional
hands for breaking, he has his hemp delivered
and is in possession of its value. What an im-
portant matter this is to The farmer. If they
would enter into it with spirit, there will be always
a steady market at not less than $9.00, as the
amount required for our navy and commercial
enterprise is about 12,000 tons yearly. Indepen-
dent of this, it will cause eastern capitalists to

embark in the enterprise of establishing factories

for the manufacture of sail cloth, &c.
I submit this to the hemp growers' considera-

tion, and trust it will encourage them to prompt
action in the promotion of this great national ob-
ject

; viewing it not only as promoting national

independence but as a means of domestic inde-

pendence to the present and future generations.

David Mverlei.
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PARTICULARS RELATIVE TO WATER ROTTING
HEBIP.

From the Flcmingsburg Keiuuckian.

After cutting young hemp let it be tied in small

bundles with two bands, one at the buls and the

other at the tops. Rye straw for bands is prefer-

able.

Allow your hemp to lay two or three days for

drying, if the weather is favorable, before putting

into the pools, say a sufficient time to beat the

leaves ofi".

Select all the large hemp by itself, it will pro-

duce a more regular rot. I recommend the short

or that under five feet to be dew rotted for bag-

ging purposes.

Avoid getting your hemp wet with rain. If

your pools will not receive your whole crop, haul

it near your pools and have it stacked.

Place your hemp in the pools carefully, but and

tops to the height of your poo! ; lay small plank

and weight it with rock or timber, then let your

water in.

To ascertain when your hemp has a sufficient

rot rub your hand on the surface of the stalk, and

if the roughness has left, it may be taken out.

When rotted, spread it carefully upon the

ground, turning it, and when perfectly dry place

it in shocks or ricks. It is then ready for break-

ing at any time. A temporary shed near the

ricks would be found a great convenience, as the

hands could brake out all weather; cracking it in

wet weather and cleaning it in dry.

Do not apply your brake too frequently'to the

hemp, but shake it. By beating it too much it

produces tow. David JMyerle.

OF atmospherical BIOTSTURE and TEM-
PERATURE.*

From Lindley's Horliculturc

The constituent parts of the atmosphere that

surrounds us are either the same in different re-

gions, or the differences, ifany, are not appreciable

by chemical processes. It is far otherwise as re-

gards temperature and humidity, which are so in-

timately connected that they cannot be considered

apart from each other.

From what has been already sta'ed it is ap-

parent that of the vital functions of plants none
are more important than those of perspiration

and evaporation ; and that, while a certain

amount of loss of their fluid particles is neces-

sary, a great excess or diminution of the loss

must be injurious. Although the solar rays ap-

pear to be the immediate cause of perspiration,

which proceeds in proportion to their intensity,

yet this action is necessarily modified by the

state of the medium, that is, of the atmosphere,

which surrounds them : in proportion to its heat

* This subject has already been fully treated by
Professor Daniell, in his excellent paper, " On Cli-

mate with regard to Horticulture," published in the

Transactions of the Horticultural Society, vol. vi. p. 1.

It is impossible for any one to discuss the same topic

without profiting largely by this important treatise,

which I have very much followed in the present

chapter.

and dryness will their power be augmented, and
in proportion to its cold and moisture diminished.

The physiological effect of an excessive augmen-
tation of perspiration is to dry up the juices and to

destroy the texture of the leaves ; on the other

hand, an excessive obstruction of that function

prevents the decomposition and assimilation of
the fluids, and the formation of new organised

matter, as well as of the secretions peculiar to a
species. A state of the atmosphere, therefore,

which is most favorable to the maintenance of
the perspiratory action in the most healthy state,

is that which it must be the business of a garden-
er to secure by all the means in his power.
Among the hygrometers intended lor measuring

the quantity of elastic vapor in the atmosphere,

the most convenient lor use is that invented by
Professor Daniell. In this instrument, the amount
of moisture in a given atmosphere is indicated

by what is called the dew-point j that is to

say, by the point of the therraometric scale at

which the cold is sufficient to cause a deposition

of dew ; the amount being calculated by the dif-

ference between the natural temperature and an
artificial temperature created for the purpose of

determining the point at which the elastic vapor
of the air is precipitated by cold. " The natural

scale of the hygrometer," says Mr. Daniell, " ia

included between the points of perlect dryness

and perfect moisture ; the latter, of course, being

that stale of the atmosphere at which the dew-
point coincides with the temperature of the air.

The intermediate degrees may be ascertained by
dividing the elasticity of vapor at the tempera-
ture of the dew-point, by the elasticity at the tem-
perature of the air : the quotient will express the

proportion of moisture actually existing to the

quantity which would be required lor saturation
;

lor, calling the term of saturation 1.000, as the

elasticity of vapor at the temperature of the air

is to the elasticity of vapor at the temperature of

the dew-point, so is the term of saturation to the

actual degree of moisture."

By means of this and similar contrivances,* we
are at all times able to ascertain exactly the quan-
tity of water that exists in an elastic state in the

air.

In this country, the changes of moisture are

said to extend from 1.000, or saturation, to .389, or

even so low as .120, under a south wall, for a short

space of time ;
" n state of dryness which is cer-

tainly not surpassed by an African harmatfan."

but one which produces less disastrous conse-

quences, because it is accompanied by a far lower

temperature and a weaker solar radiation. The
mean degree of moisture of the air near London
has been Ibund by Mr. Thompson to be, .897, on

an average of ten years, while the mean tempe-

rature is 50.62 :t in other parts of the world it ia

very different ; and the amount of those differ-

ences, together with the means of imitating them
artificially, constitutes one of the most delicate

and difficult parts of the gardener's art. All that

relates to this subject, however, to be treated use-

* Other hygrometers have been invented to answer

the same end ; but, as Mr. Daniell's is that most

eligible in this country, I have thought it more con-

venient to confine my observations to it.

f See the various meteorological journals published

by the Horticultural Society, in their Transactions,

from the year 1826 inclusive.
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fully must be considered in a very special way, i Mr. J)aniell (ells us that the " moisture of the air

and in such detail as can only be expected in a llovvin«,' from any point between n. e. and s. e.

An idea of the inclusive, is, to that o( the air from the other
separate work upon the subject

difference between the atmospherical moisture ot

London and that of other parts of the world may,

however, be collected from the fbllowingltat)le,

showing the amount of rain that jails in a lew

different countries :

Inches per annum
London
St. Petersburg

Algiers
Fattehpur (E. Indies)

Madeira
Sagar (E. Indies)

Bahamas
Calcutta

Ceylon
Macao
Equator
Coast of Malabar
Grenada
Leogane, St. Domingo

24.01 average of 10 years.

16.

27.

35.94 average of 4 years.

31.

from 31.15 to 64.76

54.99

from 59.83 to SI.

84 3

from 4S.8 to 107.3

96.

123.50 average of 14 years.

126.

150.

Bengal, 20 to 22 inches in a single month.

Bombay, 32 inches in 12 days.

Tavoy, 203.5 inches in six months ; as much as

8.5 in a day (July 31, 1S31.)*

We possess, to a certain extent, the power of

modifying the moisture of the air even in the open

air, and have almost complete control over that of

glazed houses.

li is found by experience that the effect of wind
is to increase the dryness of the air, and, conse-

quently, the perspiration of vegetable surfaces.

" Evaporation," says Mr. Daniell, " increases in

a prodigiously rapid ratio with the velocity of the

wind ; and any thing which retards the motion of

the latter is very efficacious in diminishing the

amount of the former. The same surface which,

in a calm state of the air, would exhale 100 parts

of moisture, would yield 125 in a moderate breeze,

and 150 in a high wind." Hence the great im-

portance, in gardens, of walls and screens, which
break the wind, and keep the air in repose in

their vicinity. The difference between the effect

of a given amount of cold upon the blossoms of

exposed fruit trees, and those of the same species

trained upon walls, is well known ; and appears to

be owing to this circumstance much more than to

any difference of temperature in the two situa-

tions.!

It is to be remarked that the easterly winds are,

in this country, both the coldest and the driest.

quarters ol the compass, in the proportion of .814

to .907, upon an average of the whole year ;" and
Mr. Thompson has (bund the hygrometer to indi-

cate not uncommonly from 20"^ to 30° of dryness,

during the long prevalence of the north-easterly

winds in spring. At the same time, the air is

very cold, the effect of which is to cause the sap-

vessels of the stem to contract, and refuse to con-

vey their fluid ; so that the blossoms of fruit trees

in a north-east wind, while they are robbed of

their fluid contents by evaporation, can get no as-

sistance from the roots through the stem, and

[necessarily perish. I find, however, from Mr.
Thopmson's observations, that the greatest dryness

we experience in this climate is not when the

wind is in the east, but when it is in the south.

For example : in nine years, between 1826 and

1834, the four driest days were, in the year 1834,

in June, when it was 33^ on the 1st, 35® on the

2d, and 31° on the 21st ; on the 1st of June, 1833,

it was 30°, and always with a south wind ; and,

during the whole of those nine years, there was
but one other day on which the dryness was
found as high as 30°, namely, on the 10th of

April, 1834, with a north-east wind. The dura-

tion of dryness with a south wind was, however,

very short, not exceeding one or at most two days,

and was invariably accompanied with great heat

and followed by heavy rain ; while the north-

easters last for weeks, without rain and with a
comparatively low temperature. The following

statement by Mr. Thompson puts this in a clear

light. There occurred between 1826 and 1834

inclusive,

—

Wind North . . 7 days above 20° of dryness.

N. East . C 39 do. do.

East 114 ^48 do. do.

S. East . ( 27 do. do.

South . 35 do. do.

S. West . SO do. do.

West . 35 do. do.

N. West . 22 do. do.

* [The average fall of rain ('and snow) in the

state of New York, for 14 years (1826— 1S39 inclu-
sive, (as deduced from observations made under the

direction of the regents of the University, and col-

lected in their Report, presented March, 1840, is

34.40 inches. The highest average (from 54 stations)
for any single year is 44.40 (A. D. 1827) ; the lowest
(-for 1839) 32.10 inches. A. G.]

t This has been illustrated by Mr. Howard, in the
results of some interesting experiments made by him
on the annual amount of evaporation. During three
years, in which the evaporating gauge was placed for-

ty-three feet from the ground, the annual average re-

sult was 37.85 inches ; during other three years when
the instrument was lower and less exposed, the average
was 33.37 inches ; and when the gauge was upon or

near the ground, the annual average was only 20.28
inches, or little more than half the amount evaporared
in a free and elevated exposure.

These facts sufficiently explain the fatal effects

of certain winds upon vegetation, the small com-
parative value in this country of walls with north

and east aspects, and the general want of success

that attends late spring planting. Here, also we
in part discover an explanation of the utility of

shades interposed between the sun and planta

newly committed to the earth ; they not only

cut off' the solar rays, but also intercept currents

of air, and thus diminish the amount of perspira-

tion by two opposite methods.

As to temperature in the open air, unconnected
with atmospherical humidity, there seems to be

no means ol regulating or modifying it to any
considerable extent. In some respects, however,

we have even this powerlul agent under our con-

trol ; but, in order to exercise such control, it ia

necessary to understand correctly the theory of

what is called radiation, which cannot be better

explained than in the words of Mr. Daniell.

"The power of emitting heat in straight lines

in every direction, independently of contact, may
be regarded as a property common to all matter;

but differing in degree in different kinds of matter.

Co-existing with it, in the same degrees, may
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be regarded the power of absorbing heat eo

emilted from other bodies. Polished inetais and
the fibres of vegetables may be considered as

placed at ihe two exiremilies of the scale upon
which these properties in difiierent substances
may be measured. If a body be so situated that

it may receive just as much radiant heat as itself

projects, its temperature remains the same; if the

surrounding bodies emit heat of greater intensity

than the same body, its temperature rises, till the

quantity which it receives exactly balances its

expenditure, at which point it again becomes
stationary ; and if the power of radiation be
exerted under circumstances which prevent a
return, the temperature ol' the body declines.

Thus, if a thermometer be placed in the focus

of a concave metallic mirror, and turned towards
any clear portion of the sky, at any period of
the day, it will fall many degrees below the tem-
perature of another thermometer placed near it,

out of the mirror; the power of radiation is ex-
erted in both thermometers, but to the first all

return of radiant heat is cut off, while the other
receives as much Irom the surrounding bodies,

as itself projects. This interchange amongst
bodies takes place in transparent media as wellas
in vacuo ; but in the former case, the effect is

modified by the equalizing power of the medium.
" Any portion of the surlace of the globe which

is fully turned towards the sun receives more
radiant heat than it projects, and becomes heated

;

but when, by the revolution of the axis, this por-
tion is turned from the source of heat, the radia-
tion into space still continues, and, being uncom-
pensated, the temperature declines. In conse-
quence of the different degrees in which different

bodies possess this power of radiation, two con-
tiguous portions of the system of the earth will

become of different temperatures; and if on a
clear night we place a thermometer upon a grass-
plat, and another upon a gravel walk or the bare
soil, we shall find the temperature of the former
many degrees below that of the latter. The
fibrous texture of the grass is favorable to the
emission of the heat, but tlie detjse surface of

the gravel seems to retain and fix it. JBut this

unequal effect will only be perceived when ttie

atmosphere is unclouded, and a free passage is

open into space ; lor even a light mist will arrest

the radiant matter in its course, and return as

much to the radiating body as it emi\s. The
intervention of more substantial obstacles will

of course equally prevent the result, and the ba-
lance of temperature will not be disturbed in any
substance which is not placed in the clear aspect
of the sky. A portion of a grass-plat under the
protection of a tree or hedge, will generally be
found, on a clear night, to be eight or ten degrees
warmer than surrounding unsheltered parts; and
It is well known to gardeners, that less dew and
frost are to be found in such situations, than in

those which are wholly exposed." {/Jort. Trans.,
vi. 8.)

These laws plainly direct us to the means we
are to employ to moderate atmospherical tempera-
ture. A screen, of whatever kind, interposed be-

tween the sun and a plant, intercepts the radiant

heat of the sun, and returns it into space ; and
thus, in addition to the diminution of perspiration

by tfie removal o( a part of the stimulus that causes
it, actually tends to lower the temperature that

surrounds the plant. In like manner, the inter-

position of a screen, however slight, between a
plant and the sky, intercepts the radiant heat of
the earth ; and, instead of allowing it to pass off

into space, returns it to the ground, the tempera-
ture of which is maintained at a liigher point than
it otherwise would be. Hence it is that plants

growing below the deep projecting leaves of

houses, or guarded by a mere coping of thatched
hurdles, sufier less in winter than if they were
fully exposed to the sky.

It is also obvious from what has been stated,

that plants growing upon grass will be exposed to

a greater degree of cold in winter than such as

grow upon gravel : but it does not therefore follow

that hard gravel is, with respect to vegetation, a
better coating lor the surface of the ground than
turf; it has its disadvantages as well as its ad-

vantages, and the former probably outweigh the
latter. Its superior heating power is its only ad-
vantage ; the objections to it are, its dryness in

summer, and its comparative impermeability to-
rain, eo that it causes the force of perspiration to

be inversely as the absorbing power of the roots.

It is well known that blackened surfaces absorb
heat much more than those of any ottier color

;

and it has been expected that the effect of black-

ening garden walls, on which fruit trees are train-

ed would be to accelerate the maturation of the

fi uit : but, notwithstanding a lew cases of apparent
advantages, one of which, of tlie vine, is mention-
ed in the Horticultural Transactions, vol. iii. p.

830, this has been, in general, found either not to

happen at all, or to so small an extent as not to be
worth the tiouble. It is true that so long as tlie

wall is but little covered by the branches and
leaves of a plant, the absorbent power of the black-

ened surlace is brought into play ; but this effiect

is lost as soon as the vvall becomes covered with
foliage. Ill the early spring, however, before the

leaves appear, the flowers are brought rather more
forward than would otherwise be the case; and in

the autumn the wood certainly becomes more
completely ripened, a result of infinite conse-

quence in the northern parts of the country-

It is rather to a judicious choice of soil and situ-

ation that tlie gardener must look for the means of

softening the rigor of climate. Wet tenacious

soils are found the most difficult to heat or to drain,

and ihey will, therefore, be the most unfavorable

to the operations of the gardener ; extremely

light sandy soils, on the other hand, part with their

moisture so rajjidly, and absorb so much heat,

that they are equally unfavorable ; and it is the

light loamy soils, which are intermediate between
the two extremes, ttiat, as is well known, form
the best soil for a garden. Situation is, however,
of much more consequence than soil, for the lat-

ter may be changed or improved, but a bad (that

is. Cold) situation is incurable. Cold air is heavi-

er than warm air, and, consequently, the stratum

ol the atmosphere next the soil will be in general

colder ilian those above it. VVlien, therefore, a
garden is placed upon the level ground of the bot-

tom of a valley, whatever cold air is formed upon
its surface remains there, and surrounds the herb-

age ; and, moreover, the cold air that is formed

upon the sides of lo\v hills rolls down into the val-

ley as quickly as it is formed. Hence the fact

which to many seems surprising, that what are

called sheltered places are, in spring and autumn,
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the coldest. We all Unow that the dahlias, pota-

1

toes, and Uidney-beans of the sheltered gardens!

in the valley of the Thames, are killed in the au-

tumn by frosts whose efi'ects are unleli on the low

hillsof Surrey and Middlesex.* Air J)aniell says

the has seen a difference of 30^, on i he same night

between two thermometers, placeii the one in a

valley, and the other on a genile eminence, in fa-

vor of the latter. Hence, he justly observes,

the advantages of placing a garden upon a gentle

slope must be apparent ;
" a running stream at

its foot would secure the further benefit of a con-

tiizuous surface not liable to refrigation, and would

prevent any injurious stagnation of the air."

In addition to this, it has been said that, to ob-

tain the most favorable conditions of climate in

this country, a garden should have a south-eastern

exposure. This, however, has been recommend-
ed, I think, without full consideration. It is true

that in such an exposure the early sunbeams will

be received ; but, on the other hand vegetation

there would be exposed to several unfavorable

actions. There would be little protection from

easterly winds, which, whether south-east or

north-east, are the coldest and driest th»t blow :

in the next place, an exposure to the first sun ol

the morning id very prejudicial to garden pro-

ductions that have been frozen by the radiation of

the night ; it produces a sudden thaw, which, as

gardeners well know,t causes the death of plants

which, if slowly thawed, would sustain no incon-

venience from the low temperature to which they

had been exposed.| It is probable, as I have

* [A contrary etTect is experienced in the valleys

of our large rivers and lakes in the United States.

On the banks of the Hudson a margin of land from
half a mile to a mile in width on each side is very
effectually protected from the late spring and early

autumnal frosts ; while beyond that limit vegetation

is blackened by them. In autumn the warm vapor
which rises on a cold night from so large a surface

probably protects the adjacent shores : and even when
moderate frosts actually occur, the morning fog, which
lasts an hour or two, by softening the sun's lays and
causing a. gradual thaw, often prevents any injurious
result to vegetation. Some of our large inland lakes,

the surfaces of which are never frozen, have a decid-
ed effect upon the local climate, rendering it much
more mild than it otherwise would be. A. J. D.]

t See Hort, Trans., iii. 43.

X [In the northern and eastern sections of the union
many beautiful shrubs and plants, which are the or-

naments of our gardens in summer, but perish if

exposed to the rigorous cold of winter, are easily pre-
served upon this principle. The first impulse of the
novice in gardening is to place such half-hardy plants
(as the more delicate China roses, carnations, &c.)
in some warm sheltered spot, open to the genial rays
of the sun in winter ; a practice invariably followed
by their destruction. Our sun, even in mid-winter,
often shines with gieat brightness, and the thawing
and distention of the tissue of tender plants which
therefore follows, causes certain death. If, on the
contrary, the same species are placed in a cool shaded
aspect, or, what is preferable, if they are shielded
from the sun by a loose covering of straw, mats, or
even boards, ami thus kept from thawing except in

the most gradual manner, they will be found to have
sustained no injury whatever. We have seen a firge

number of the choicest camellias preserved without
any artificial heat through a cold winter, v.'hen the
mercury ranged below zero for several weeks, simply
by covering them with a common glazed frame, well
clothed with mats to exclude the direct rays of the

el-'ewhere endeavored to show, that this singular

effect may be accounted lor as follows :
— " In such

cases, it may be supposed that the air, forced into

parts not intended to contain it, is expanded vio-

lently, and thus increases the disturbance already

produced by its expulsion from the proper air ca-

vities ; while, on the other hand, when the thaw
is gradual, the air may retreat by degrees from ita

new situation without producing additional de-

iMtigement of the tissue. It is also possible that

leaves Irom which their natural air has been ex-

pelled by the act of freezing, may, from that cir-

cumstance, have their tissue loo little protected

trom the evaporating force of the solar rays,

which, we know, produce a specific stimulus of a
powerful kind upon those organs." {Hort.
Trans., n. s., ii. 305.)

In our glazed houses, we have full control over
the state of the atmosphere, as regards both its

moisture and temperature, by means familiar

to every gardener ; but the manner of applying
those means, and the causes that oppose their

action, deserve to be the subject of inquiry.

It will have been seen, li"om what has been
already stated upon that subject, that in general,

in warm countries, the air is occasionally at leasf,

if not permanently, filled wiih vapor to a much
greater extent than in northern latitudes*, and,
as in our glazed houses, we cultivate exclusively

the natives of warm countries, it is also obvioua
that, as a general rule, the air of such houses
requires, at certain periods, to be damper than
that of the external air. Those periods are when
vegetation is most active. On the other hand,
countries nearer the equator are subject to seasons
of dryness, the continuance of which is often

much greater than anything we know of here
in the open air, and consequently artificial means
must also be adopted to bring about, in glazed
houses, that state of things at particular periods

;

namely, those of the repose of plants. These
lacis afford abundant proof of the necessity of
regulating the moisture of the atmosphere with
due precision.

Ijy throwing wafer upon the pavement of glass
houses, by means of open tanks of water, by re-

servoirs placed upon them by syringing, and by
other contrivances!, the quantity of water in the
air may be easily increased even up to the state of
saturation. But there are some circumstances,
easily overlooked, which interfere very seriously
with this power, and which, it may be cbnceived,

sun, or prevent sudden variations of temperature.
For the same reason, orchards of peach trees in the

middle states, on the cold north sides of hills, are often
more vigorous and of greater longevity than those in

a full southern aspect : the heat of our summers being
sufficient to ripen their fruit and wood in such situa-

tions, while they are thus secured l>om the evils of
great and sudden changes of temperature in winter.

A. J. D.]
* " Captain Sabine, in his meteorological researches

between the tropics, rarely found at the hottest period
of the day so great a dilierence as 10° between the

temperature of the air and the dew-point; making
the degree of saturation about .730, but most frequently
5° or .8.50

; and the mean saturation of the air could
not have exceeded .910." {Daniell.)

t A discharge of steam intp a glazed house has oc-

casionally been employed ; but the method requires

much attention on the part of the operator, and seems
inferior to"other contrivances.
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may reduce it very much below the expectations

of the cultivator.

The most unsuspected of these is the desrruc-

tionoC aqueous vapor, by the hot, dry, absorbent

sur(ace of flues. The advantages derived Crorri

hot-water pipes, or sleam pipes over brick flues,

are so well known, as not to require any evidence

to prove the fact. Gardeners explain the difler-

ence in the action of the two, by saying that the

dry heat produced by hot-water pines is siceeier

than that given off' by flues ; which is not a very

intelligible expression. The (act is, that the air

of houses heated by flues is under equal circum-

etancee, much drier than that where hot- water

pipes are employed ; because the soft burnt clay

of the brick flues robs the air of its moisture,

while theunabsorbent surlace of iron pipes ab-

stracts nothing.

Another source of dryness is the coldness of the

glass roof, especially in cold weather when its

temperature is lowered by the external air, in con-

sequence of which the moisture of the artificial

atmosphere is precipitated upon the inside of the

glass, whence it runs down in the form of " drip."

Mr. Daniell observes that the glass of a hot-

house, at nijJht, cannot exceed the mean of the

external and^ internal air; and, taking them at

80° and 40°, 20 degrees of dryness are kept up

in the interior, or a degree of saturation not ex-

ceeding .528. To this, in a clear night, we may

add a? least 6° for the eflecis of radiation, to

which the glass is particularly exposed, which

will reduce the saturation to .424 ; and this is a

degree of drought which must be very prejudicial.

It will be allowed that this is not an extreme case,

and much more favorable than must frequently

occur during the winter season. Some idea, he

adds, may be Ibrmed of the prodigiously increas-

ed drain upon the functions of a plant, arising

from an increase of dryness in the air, from the

following consideration :— If we suppose the

amount of its perspiration, in a given time, to be

57 grains, the temperature of the air being 75°

and^'the dew-point 70«, or the saiuration of the

air being .849, the amount would be increased to

120 grains in the same time, if the dew-point

were'^to remain stationary, and the temperature

were to rise to 80°
; or, in other words, if the

saturation of the air were to lall to .726 (Hort.

Trans., vi. 20.) It is well known that the effect

of maintaining a very high temperature in hot-

houses at night, during winter, is frequenilyto

cause the leaves to wither and turn brown, as if

scorched or burnt , and this is apparently ovying

to the dryness of the air, in consequence of the

above causes.

It is evident that the mode of preventing this

drying of the air by the cold surface of a glass

roof will be either by raising the temperature of

the glass, which can only be effected by drawing

a covering of some kind over our houses at night,

so as to mtercept radiation, or by double glass

sashes ; or else by keeping the temperature of the

air of the house as low as possible, consistetiily

with the safety of the plants, and so diminishing

ttie difference between the temperature of the ex-

ternal and internal air.

A bad system of ventilation is another cause of

the loss of vapor in "the atmosphere of gla/ed

houses, to which reference will be made in the

succeeding chapter.

It is, in all appearance, fo the attention that,

since the appearance of Mr. Danieli's paper, in

1824, upon this subject, has been paid to the at-

mospherical moisture of glazed houses, that the

great superiority of modern gardeners over those

of the last generation is mainly to be ascribed
;

there are, however, traces of the practice at a
much earlier period, although, from not under-
standing the theory of the practice, no general

improvement took place. In the year 1816, an
account was laid belbre the Horticultural Society

of a very successful mode of forcing grapes and
nectarines, as practised by Mr. French, an Essex
farmer, with very rude materials, and under unfa-
vorable circumstances. It is not a little remarka-
ble, that, alihough Mr. French himself correctly

referred his success to the skilful management of
the atmospherical moisture of his forcing-houses,

the subject was so little understood at that time,

that the author of the account not only shrank
from adopting the opinion, but evidently, from the

manner in which he speaks of Mr. French's ex-
planation, had no idea ofits justness. The method
itself is sufficiently remarkable to deserve being
extracted.

" About the beginning of March, Mr. French
commences his forcing, by introducing a quantity
of new long dung, taken from under the cow-cribs

in his straw yard ; being principally, if not entire-

ly, cow dung ; which is laid upon the floor of his

house, extending entirely li*om end to end, and
in width about six or seven feet, leaving only

a pathway beliween it and the back wall of the J

house. The dung being all new at the begin- Ij

ning, a profuse sieam arises with the first heat,

which, in this stage of the process, is found to be

beneficial in destroying the ova of insects, as

well as transfusing a wholesome moisture over

the yet leafless branches ; but which would prove
injurious, if permitted to rise in so great a quantity

when the leaves have pushed Ibrih. in a few
days, the violence of the steam abates as the

buds open, and in the course of a fortnight the

heat begins to diminish ; it then, becomes neces-

sary to carry in a small addition of fresh dung,
laying it in the bottom, and covering it over with •

the old dung fresh forked up: this produces a
renovated heat, and a moderate exhalation of

moist vapor. In this manner the heat is kept

up throughout the season, the fresh supply of

dung being constantly laid at the bottom in order

to smother the steam, or rather to moderate the

quantity of exhalation ; for it must always be

remembered, that Mr. French attaches great

virtue to the supply of a reasonable portion of" the

vapor. The quantity of new dung to be intro-

duced at each turning must be regulated by the

greater or smaller degree of heat that is found

in the house, as the season or other circumstances

appear to require it. The temperature kept up
is pretty regular, being from 65 to 70 degrees."

(Hort. Trans., i. 245.)

In this case, which attracted much attention at

the time, it is evident that the success of the prac-

tice arose principally out of two circumstances:

firstly, the moisture of the atmosphere was skil-

fully maintained in due proportion to the tempera-

ture ; and, secondly, a suitable amount of bottom

heat was secured. This is, as will be elsewhere

remarked, the principal cause of the advantages

tbund to attend the Dutch mode of forcing. The
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reporter upon Mr. French's practice speaks with

surprise ol the rudeness of tiie roof oC liis Ibrciiitf-

houses, and of the numerous openings into the

air through the laps ot tlic glass and the joints ot

the sashes ; but these were points of no impor-

tance under the mode ol' management adopted.

The imposibility of preserving any plants ex-

cept succulents, in a healthy state, lor any long

period, in a sitting-room, is evidently owing to the

impracticability of maintaining the atmosphere ol

euch a situation in a state of sullicient dampness.
An excess of dampness is indispensable to

plants, in a state of rapid growth, partly because
it prevents the action of perspiration becoming
too violent, and partly because under such cir-

cumstances a considerable quantity of aqueous
food is absorbed from the atmosphere, in addition

_to that obtained by the roots.

-But it is essential to observe that, when not in

a state of rapid growth, a large amount of moist-

ure in the air will be prejudicial rather than ad-

vantageous to a plant ; if the temperature is at

the same time high, excitability will remain in a

state of continued action, and that rest which
is necessary will be withheld, the result of

which will be an eventual destruction of the vital

energies. But, on the other hand, if the tem-
perature is kept low while the amount of atmo-
spherical moisture is considerable, the latter is

absorbed, without its being possible for the plant

to decompose it ; the system then becomes, in

the younger and more absorbent parts, distended

with water, and decomposition takes places, fol-

lowed by the appearance of a crop of microscopi-

cal ftingi ; in short, that appearance presents

itself which is technically called "damping ofi'."

The skilful balancing of the temperature and

blister flies for sale to the apothecaries. We
have observed, since writing the previous notice,
that some of the Hies have but one stripe on the
back, while others have three, by vvhicli we con-
je-(ure, the dilierent sexes might be discrimi-
naied.

There are now two material remarks to make
upon the sulijecl of this destroyer. The first is

that his ravages may be arrested by the use of
lime, as directed in an excellent communication
from Mr. Pindell which we publish to-day ; and
the other is, that the destroyer himseli, may be
easily caught and made a profitable object of com-
merce. We have now recorded to opinions of
J)octors Mitchell, Parker and Martin, in favor of
the excellent qualities of the fly lor producino-
blisters.

"^

Near Lexington, August lOth, 1841.
Bear sir;—The article in your last number,

on blister flies, has claims to further notice.
They have completely riddled my sugar beets
and potato vines. They appear to preler the su-
gar beet, to the common kind, the latter being
comparatively but little injured. On examinatiorT,
alter reading your remarks, [ perceived consider-
able variety in the bugs, as 1 find them among
my beets. Some are almost entirely black, while
others have several yellow streaks, runnino-
lengthwise. They are all about three fourths
of an inch in length, do not attempt to fly,

but fall to the earth readily when the leaf is
shaken.

The flies are all known as potato flies, because
found in patches of that vegetable, but they are
varieties of the genus cantharis. The species
already known amount to seven or eight, thoufh

moisture of the air, in cultivating different kinds lour only 1 believe have been employed medi
of plants, and the just adaptation of them to the cinally.

various seasons of growth, constitute the most The most common species Ib the cantharis vit-
complicated and difficult part of a gardener's art. tala, called also lytta vittata, potato fly, 8)-c. It
There is some danger in laying down any general was first described in 1781 by a foreio-ner' but
rules with respect to this subject, so much depends in 1S05, its properties were noticed in a° memoir
upon the peculiar habits of species, of which the furnished by Dr. Isaac Chapman, of Bucks coun-
mnflinPFlt inno arA onrtlfJac? If mci\r tir\uroi7or f t\7 Pc»nncii7li7o*-i!fi ; .^ #U„ XT "IT"-.-!- i*;i i- . -»modifications are endless. It may, however, I

think, be safely stated, that the following rules

deserve especial attention :

—

1. Most moisture in the air is demanded by
plants when they first begin to grow, and least

when their periodical growth is completed.
2. The quantity of atmospheric moisture re-

quired by plants is, cceieris paribus, in inverse
proportion to the distance from the equator of the
countries which they naturally inhabit.

3. Plants with annual stems require more than
those with ligneous stems.

4. The amount of moisture in the air most sui-
table to plants at rest is in inverse proportion to

ty, Pennsylvania, in the New York Medical Re-
pository, vol. 2d, page 163. During the last war,
Spanish flies rose to an extravagant price, and at
letigth could not be had at all, in some parts of the
country. This emergency led to the extensive
use of the potoio fly, above named, in the East-
ern hospitals, dispensaries, and in private prac-
tice. I made several trials of this American fly.
in 1811 and 1812, with entire satisfaction.

Dr. Chapman caught the flies in a common
quart mug, which he placed in boiling water, to
destroy the vitality. He says, " as no difficulty at-
tends gathering them, children may be profitably
employed in the business, and as cantharides of-

ihequantijyof aqueous matter i hey at that time
;

ten sell at from ten to sixteen dollars per pound
contain. (Hence the dryness of the air required
by succulent plants when at rest.)

THE BLISTER FLY.

From tlie Kentuclty Fanner.

We are very much obliged to Professor Mit-
chell for the following ; and we think his remarks
go to encourage the suggestion we threw out, of
the propriety of employing children in gathering

they will be an object worthy of attention.'
The ash colored fly, described first in 1801 by 11-

liger, I have not seen. It abounded in Massa-
chusetts in 1808, and excited a good deal of in-
terest m the medical profession. It infests the
potato vine, bean vines and wild indigo, and
some mistake it for the vittata, which is mainly
black, but has yellow lines on the breast and
back.

The Cantharis marginate was examined by
the late Prof. Woodhouse, and afterwards by Dr.
Harris, of Massachusetts. It is black, with two
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lengthened lines of a brisrht clay color. It is

rather larger than the vitlata, and of a different

form.

The Cantharis atrata, or black fly, is the most

completely black of all the species. But it is not

the fly we have among us, lor it is not more than

a halt" inch in length, nor is it found so olten on

the potato vine, as on some other plants.

Besides these, Messrs. Say and Miichell, found

eome other species near the Rocky Mountains,

though they have not been submitted to satisfac-

tory trials.

These flies are not annual visitants, but come

here and there occasionally. In the heat ol' the

day, they descend into the soil, and operate

on the vegetable fibre in the morning and eve-

ning.

If you think these notices worthy the atten-

tion of your readers, they are at your service.

Thos. D. Mitchell.

AMERICAN BLISTER FLY AND PEACH TREE
GRUB DRIVEN OFF BY LIME—FISH OIL FOR
PEACH AND PLUM TREES.

From tlie Kentucky Farmer.

Lexington, Ky. 16ih yfug'"; 1841.

Dear sir :— I saw, in your last paper, a short

notice of a fly that has been very destructive to

some kinds of vegetation in several counties^ It

has been noticed for some veara, but is greatly in-

creased in the present. The common name is

the American blister fly, and it is raid to be even

superior lor blisters to the Spanish. They first

attacked the potato fops in my garden, and utter-

ly demolished them, treated the beets in the same

way, and next commenced their depredations

upon cabbages and tomatoes, and would have

swept them in a lew days. They proceeded in

large numbers, and in a lew hours would strip a

cabbaae or tomato vine to shreds,

i succeeded in slopping them and confipletely

driving them ofl' from every thing they attacked,

after I discovered the effect of the application,

which was very simple. I took common slacked

lime and sprinkled it early, before the dew was off

the plants and when damp from rain, upon all the

vines and cabbages, &c. upon which the flies

were feeding, and the instantaneous effect was,

to produce a great stir and early abandonment of

their quarters. In this way, 1 completely drove

them off, and have no doubt but that my potatoes

and beets might have been saved if I had applied

the lime in time. I of course made the same ap-

plication to any thing I thought it probable they

would attack, and I have been unable to discover

any injurious eflect of the lime. And while my
pen is in hand, I will give you the result of an-

other successful experiment with lime. I had

some young peach trees of fine kinds and last fall

noticed them turning yellow and preparing to die.

On examination, 1 tbund they were beset by the

orrub, and some of them with nearly all the bark

at the root eaten off. In the winter, during a

thaw, I removed the earth around the tree to the

lowest point I could find a grub, and destroyed all

1 could find, and applied lime Ireely where I had

taken out the earth, and left them in this way
until spring, when the removed dirt was returned.

Some of the trees were so far gone that I thought
no medicine could heal them. This summer,
they are all green and as healthy as they can be.

I have heard of a successful protection from this

grub by using, spring and fall, an application, in

the same way, of the scrapings (rom ourcomnion
limestone turnpike roads. This is used by the

same person as an application to other fruit trees,

and with the finest effect. Fine crops of peaches

and plums are produced every year, by a gentle-

man of this place, and his trees are treated in this

way: In the fall, common fish oil is applied, (rom

a pint to a quart, to the root of each tree. In the

spring, before the bud starts, the same application

is made and the body of the tree rubbed with oil,

two or ihree times, at intervals of a week or ten

tlays, A piece ol flannel or cloth is tied round

the tree and saturated at the same time with the

oil. The whale oil soap, mentioned in some of

the papers, may be a more eflisctual remedy ; at

least I will try it.

1 have spun this out longer than I intended.

Though to you and me a very interesting subject,

i am very sorry to say that the great bulk of your
readers care nothing about any remedy li>r the

ravages ot the grub, and would not use one ever

so simple and certain. R. Pindell.

HIWE—MARL—TOP-DRESSING.

Extracts from the Address of Gen. Tliomas Emory to tlie Agri-
cultural Society of Queen Ann's county, Md.

I have frequently been jeered with the inquiry

of what possible benefit will internal improve-
ments be to the Eastern Shore of Maryland? and
making a long argument a short one, I have an-
swered—they will give vs lime for the improve-

ment of our worn out lands, if nothing else.

Men are apt to deride things from a want of

knowledge; particularly are they so prone, when
a lack o( this useful commodity causes them to

believe they have all knowledge.
I here, before this respectable society, at a mo-

ment of the deepest odium from taxation, levied

for the purpose, renew and proclaim my adhesion
to necessary works of internal improvement for

the whole state, with the Eastern Shore inclusive.

In doing this, I do not mean to give approbation

and approval to the humbug of certain offices in

the state, nor to the propriety of the expenditure

of many heavy sums of money which have been
disgracefully squandered by the legislature, or by
the corporations on worthless individuals, who
employ their wits only to learn how to fatten on
the public money. The people of the state,

moreover, cannot be too strict in watching the

conductors of the public works, and holding them
to the strictest accountability. This being done,

notwithstanding the losses and waste sustained, I

believe all the great works will hereafter, when
finished, pay a lair interest on their outlay. 1

have already glanced at some of the effects of

these public works, in restoring to Baltimore by
artificial means its lost trade, in arresting emigra-

tion from our borders, and in enhancing the value

of our lands, 1 will now come nearer home, and

add that it is a moderate estimate to suppose that

within the last twelve months, and at the begin-

ning of the trade, from one hundred to one hun-
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(Ired and fifiy thousand biishfls of lime have been

clisinhiiU'd lor manure on ilie eliorfs ol' Clu'sler

river and its tributaries. I have seen as niucli as

8000 bushels at one lime alloat in siixhl ol' my
house, and the trade is constant and mcreasiutf.

It will be borne in mind ihat not one bnsliel of

this hme could have been sold here at prices to

justily its being used as manure, liad not it been

ibr the works oC internal improvement, buili or

patronized by the state ol' Maryland. We are

indebted to the Chesapeake and Delaware canal,

and Tide Water canal, and to ihe rail-roads lead-

ing 10 Briliiraore, (or all the stone lime we can or

ever shall use here as manure. 1 would beg to

put the question to any farmer now present, who
has not on his (arm a full supply of marl or oyster

shells, and who has tasted ol the value of lime,

whether he would not preler that the present tem-

to winter fafiing stock—who lo gather up and
send 10 market in the leisure season of winter,
the various little articles, the aggregate proceeds
of which are all clear profit, and amount lo eo
much ready money ? none of us, because those
markets are as effectually closed against us in the
winter season, as if there waa an ocean inter-

vening.

The people on our shore do not yet sufRciently
estimate this heavy deprivation, this terrible draw-
back upon the intrinsic value of their lands

; but
light on this subject will increase with every re-

volving year, until public sentiment will award to

the treachery or the ignorance of those Eastern
Shore legislators, who have greedily surrendered
the power we had of relieving ourselves from this

difliculty, Ihat niche in the temple of fame to

which they are now (lilly entitled. 1 have con-
porary tax, about to be laid to pay the interest (or

|
tended (or this important matter of relief (or our

expenditures on internal improvements, should

be fixedybr ever upon his property rather than ihat

he should for ever be denied the use of lime as ma-
nure ?

Our lands have gone up, and they are still des-

tined 10 go up much higher, within striking dis-

tance of navigable water. The first inquiry now
made by an intelligent farmer desirous of buying,

is, has the land marl or oyster shells, or is it ac-

cessible to lime? This is a precnant inquiry, and
the value of the farm is found to depend much
upon the manner in which it can be answered.
For my own part, so thoroughly am I convinced
of the indispensable necessity of lime for the re-

suscitation and permanent improvement of our
exhausted soil, (after an experience of over thirty

years, and abundant reflection on the value ol

lands and their productive power, and on the com-
parative value of other business,) were it possible

lor me to live my days over, and were I offered

one of the best farms in the state destitute of the

calcareous material, and required to live on it and
work it to the end of my days without the privi-

lege of procuring lime, I would not accept it as a

gift. This you will say is a bold assertion, but I

make it after full reflection and deliberation. My
experience teaches me to believe, that the calca-

reous and alkaline ingredients are the basis of the
fertility of all soils, and that the best apparent
soils, without this sine qua nan, may be easily ex-
hausted, and that they cannot, by any system ol

tillage, be held to permanent fertility without it.

The use of lime and good (arming will ere long
revolutionize and fertilize this whole shore within
reach of navigable water. But when our lands
are thus improved, they will not reach their just

comparative value, because their possessors will

not be able to use them for the best and most
valuable purposes, until they adopt the right sort

of steam boat navigation, and take it under their

own control—and, above all, till they have a cheap
and expeditious highway, running through the
shore, and connecting with the public works
which lead to Baltimore and Philadelphia, and
open those markets to them, in the winter, the
most profitable of all seasons of the year. With-
out this, these markets must remain closed to

them for all valuable purposes. Who now, on
this shore, having the most ample necessary
means to accomplish it, dreams of establishing a
dairy on a large scale—who undertaking to raise

hay on an extensive scale, either to sell or to feed
Vol, IX.-oO

shore, till I have been brought to the verge of
ruin, and am wholly unable to proceed further.

I leave it to others, well assured that the lime will

come when it will be a source of regret to the
people of the whole shore, that the effort has so
(ar been unavailing.

I regret that in consequence of other engage-
ments, of which I was not aware, I did not suc-
ceed in my effort to have a meeting of the board
at my house on the first day of this month. The
board had, just twelve months before, witnessed
an experiment that I was making, by turning un-
der for wheal fallow an oat lay, which had it been
harvested would have given me 45 bushels to the
acre. The experiment was on about five acres,
with the oats taken off fi-om two of the contigu-
ous sides of the square. I wished the board to
see this experiment for themselves, when thoy
would 'have seen a fair crop of wheat on all the
field; but I am persuaded no human being could,
from the visible effect of the oafs turned under,
have discovered where the operation began or
ended. This is the third experiment I have made
ol turning under a heavy crop of oate on recently
limed land, just at the time they were beginning
to change color, and now being satisfied it will
not do, I shall repeat it no farther. No green
crop that 1 ever have turned under for manure, ex-
cept clover, has realized my expectations. Even
clover lay I preler with the top mown or grazed
off. The future effect upon the land I yet desire
to witness in the after cultivation, but the oats
turned under this season having been completely
decomposed by the quantity of rain, I do not ex-
pect to have my opinion changed, and expect
confidently to remain where I now am, and have
been (or a long time, a firm believer in the propri-
ety of surface manuring, rather than turning it

under. I have never been disappointed in weeds
or other manure spread upon the surface and al-

lowed to decompose there, and thus become ab-
sorbed by the soil. When turned under the soil,

it bleaches, seems to become neutralized, and its

effects are lost and go I know not where. It may
be that the direct action of the atmospheric air is

essential to give vigor and fertilizing effect and
action to substances known to be manures, f

know that, when turned deep in a thin soil, dark
substances lose their color, and on my land they
do not act as manures when thus placed. I have
recently seen an account of the succeseful experi-
ment of a North Carolina farmer, who, rolling
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down an oat crop, allowed it to waste on the sur-

face, which I much desire to see repeated here.

This experiment much better accords with the

theory of surface manuring, which seems rapidly

to be gaining ground every where.

SALT LIE, OR SPENT LIE.

From the New England Farmer.

In (he manufacture of hard or bar soap, much
lie is run off. Ashes, lime, salt and grease are

put into the boiler, and the lie contains a portion

of each of these ingredients. Each of these may
be a fertilizer. And may not the lie be servicea-

ble on the land? We were told last winter, that

Hon. Wm. Jackson, of Newton, had used the

lie from his factory for several years upon grass
lands, and that he had furnished his neighbors
with the article for use upon their fields. Upon
inquiry, we learned that several farmers who have
tried it, continue to put it upon their grounds. In

past years they have used it only upon the grass;
but this season it has been applied where corn,

potatoes, carrots, and the like have been planted.
We have recently visited some fields where it

has been used, and the result of our observation

18, that crops upon it, excepting where the land
is quite dry, grow very well ; but since other ma-
nures were used with this it is not easy to say
precisely how far the lie is beneficial. More
good would result from its application in wet times,

than in dry : lor its influences apparently resem-
ble those of the urine from the cattle when in the

pasture. Every farmer knows that in a hot and
dry time, the grass perishes, where the urine is

voided ; and he knows equally well that the urine

in wet weather increases the growth of grass.

So it is apparently with this lie. Generally no
harm has resulted, even in the drought of the

last month, to the crops in Newton, which are

upon land that had the lie applied to it in May.
There need be little apprehension of harm, unless
the lie be put in the hill, or directly under the

seed. Where it has been spread upon corn land
and harrowed in, the corn grows well—but in

one place in Wenham, where /odder corn in drills

was put upon the lie in June, the corn failed to

vegetate well, and much of what came up wither-
ed and perished ; though the stalks which sur-
vived are now doinfj well.

We are using this article. Having procured
a tight box, made of pine plank, 10 ft. long, 4 It,

wide, and 2 ft. deep, and fixed it upon the wagon
axletrees, we procure loads of about 600 galls.

each. This we cart 5 miles. In one side of the
box is a plug filling a two-inch auger hole. For
the purpose of unloading, this plug is taken out,
and the lie is run into heaps of soil or of muck.
The load of 600 gallons will saturate li-om 1 1-2
to 2 1-2 cords. This is thrown over once or
twice, and at any convenient time is spread upon
the land. We have not yet had opportunity to

ascertain its eflects. but are so well persuaded
that it will be beneficial, that we shall continue
through this season to haul all that is run into the
cistern from which we draw. The manufac-
turer of soap put down a cistern which holds 2400
gallons, and put into it a pump, placed so high
that the liquid is pumped directly into the wagon

or box. On the top of the box is a slide, about
one foot square, through which the lie is admit-
ted. We pay for the article at present, $2 per
load of 600 gallons. Whether this article is

worth iie cost, we do not yet know ; and we
should have made no mention of it at present,

but (or our wish that attention may be drawn
to whatever promises to be serviceable as a ma-
nure, and that its virtues should be proved by
all who are willing to make experiments.

EXTRACTS FROM REPORTS OF THE EXECU-
TIVE COMMITTEE OF THE " ASSOCIATION
FOR PROMOTING CURRENCY AND BANKING
REFORM."

Published by order of the Association.

Earliest effects of theforming of the Association.

* * As short as has been the time since this

Association was commenced, its establishment
has already produced some novel and excellent ef-

fects, in inducing inquiry, and eliciting information

from sources before dark or hidden. Before our
movement to sustain the operation of the existing

suspension law in its requisition /or the resumption
of bank payments next January, who among the

apologists lor, and advocates of the banks, had
uttered a word to complain of the shortness of the

limit of suspension, as fixed by that law? Who
among them had even whispered the opinion that

the banks ought not and could not pay specie next
January, as required by that law? Who had
dared to confess, or permit the necessary inference

from other assumptions, that this law, like its se-

veral similar annual predecessors since 1837, had
been passed but to deceive and to cheat the ex-

pectations of the people of Virginia founded there-

on, and was designed to be re-enacted, and its

operation postponed, before next January, and af-

terwards again and again ? Not one. All who
held any of these opinions were as silent as the

grave in regard to them, until the petition of our

Association, (or the observance of the limit of the

existing law, provoked opposition, and (breed the

opposers either to utter their objections, or, other-

wise, by their silence, seem to admit the justice

and propriety of our declared purpose. But now,
many persons are ready to advocate the object

that before was kept so effectually, if not design-

edly, concealed. Now, nearly every apologist

for the recent and present procedure of the banks,

and who therefore is opposed to the object of our
petition, assumes as premises, that the limit of

bank suspension, fixeil by the last law of in-

dulsence, is too near at hand—that the banks will

not be then ready to pay specie—and that to com-
pel ihem will be ruinous to the banks, and greatly

injurious to all debtors, and the public interests.

We will not now stop to consider and oppose
these objections ; but will merely remark that, if

they were as sound and deserving of respect and
submission, as in (act we deem them otherwise,
those persons who now assert these opinions

ought to have been the first to speak, for the purpose
of calling attention to and condemning the limit

of the existing law, and to urge the people to

unite to petition for (uriher extension of the limit,

although (as it is understood) the law was pro-
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posed and written, and (he limit of suspension
|
operation, eo treacherous to the object of the law

fixed, by the highest authorities of the banks i ol indulgence, and most injuslifinble in every
themselves. But no doubt the banks and their iispcct, was so enormous in the Farmers' Bank
most thorough supporters desired that no suspicion

i
during the first three months, that its net profits,

of their intended game should be awakened, until' (which of course are increased in proportion to

so short a time beibre the arrival ol the legal limit
|
(he excess of paper over specie,) were as hi"h

of suspension, that the legislature would be again

compelled, by the then necessity of the case,

(though the necessity were to be produced by the

bad faith and improper conduct oi' the banks,) to

give them another year of indulgence and conti-

nued suspension.

1/ our Association were to do no other good
than to induce these developemenfs, this alone

would be worth all the trouble, taken, and all sa-

crifices made or required. The issue between re-

sumption and re-suspension of specie payments
has now been made, and put fully beibre the peo-

ple, six months in advance; and the arguments
are presented, on both sides, on the important

question whether the banks shall at any time, or

never, pay specie lor their notes and other debts.

We use the word ^' never'' advisedly, and to be

taken to the very letter. For, the facts (so called)

asserted, and the arguments used by bank advo-

cates, to show the necessity for again postponing

the resumption of specie payments for another
year, have already served for the three preceding

years, and will serve as well lor every successive

year hereafter, and, consequently, for all lulure

time. We therelbre clearly have the right to in-

fer, that any one who is well inlbrmed on the sub-

ject, and who is not deluded in regard to facts, (as

are most of the disinterested supporters of and
apologists lor the banks,) and who advocates con-
tinued suspension of payments on merely such
grounds as these, is in fact contending, whether
he so designs or not, for the policy of permanent
stoppage of apecie payments, and an entire curren-
cy of irredeemable, and therefore n^esarily de-

preciated currency, as the fixed futore policy of

our country.

TTie banks of Virginia not preparingfor or in-

tending to pay specie next January.

It would be a valid and conclusive objection to

the above inference, if the banks were indeed ma-
king any efficient progress in their pretended pre-

paration to pay specie. But it is certain that such
is not the case. The banks are not getting ready
for a return to specie payments, because they ex-
pect again to put off the requisition of law for

another year ; and, according to the rate of their

recent progress, they never will be more ready
than they were last winter, or the winter before
that. The first six months of the current year,
they have even increased their average paper
circulation compared to their specie.* And this

* " The statements rendered by the three principal
banks of Virginia show their respective amounts of
notes in circulation and specie to be as follows on July 1.

Bank of Virginia and Branches.

^ Notes in circulation, . . $2,649,798
Specie on hand, .... 821,442
Or $1 specie for $3.22 of paper in circulation.

Farmers^ Bank and Branches.

Notes in circulation, . , $2,339,015
Specie, 677,530

Or $1 specie for $3.43 of paper in circulation.

as 10 per cent, per annum. And so lost to all

sense of shame vvere the authorities of that bank,
that the official report, furnished to the newspa-
pers, was prelaced with a boast of this great pro-
fit, as if it vvere a notable evidence of their merit.*

'J'hus, according to our view, opposition to our
petition, whether the motives of opposition be
virtuous thouizh mistaken, or of less defensible
character, and the willingness to accord to the
banks a re-extension of suspension for 1842,
amount to an efficient support of the permanent
policy of an entire irredeemable and depreciated
paper currency. Are there any persons, except
those interested in the existence of banking
abuses, and the greatest possible extension of
bank loans, who will consent, for any considera-
tion of present convenience or profit, to fasten thia

fatal policy on our country? Probably none as
yet ; and even of the partizans of the banks, not
one would yet venture openly to recommend or
delend the permanent establishment of an exclu-
sive and irredeemable paper currency. But, ne-
vertheless, unless the movement of this and other
associations shall prevent, or in some other way
the people shall take the remedy in hand, this

general and destructive policy is as certain to be
established, as that another year of bank suspen-
sion will always be required "for the banks to get
ready to resume," after the end of each preceding
year of indulgence.

The actual course, and the proper course, of oppo-
nents from good motives.

We readily admit, and incidentally and indi-

rectly have already stated, that many of our op-
ponents are impelled by motives as honest, as
patriotic and as disinterested, as we claim lor our
own. We fully believe that very far the greater
number of those who, because deceived by false

pretences, will now oppose our petition and advo-
cate still another term of indulgence to the banks,
and suspension of payments, are truly enemies to

this and to all other of the known fraudulent ope-
rations and tendencies of the existing banking
system of this country. It is ^nly because of
their having been misled and deluded, that all

these good citizens and disinterested and indepen-
dent as well as well-meaning and honest men,
and who in principle and in general opinion are
with us, yet lend their influence and weight to

Exchange Bank and Branches.
Notes in circulation, . . $774,085
Specie on hand 233,839
Or $1 specie for $3.31 paper in circulation.

We have not yet received the report from the smaller
western banks, but presume they are no better off.

The general proportion of all the Virginia banks on
January 1, 1841, was $1 specie to every $3.05 of paper
in circulation, which was being something better pre-
pared to pay specie than after another half year of
pretended "preparation" to pay."

—

Farmers'" Register,

Jug. 13.

* This statement, and the preparatory boast ap-
peared in both the Richmond Whig and the Compiler,
at the same time, and in precisely the same viords, so
as to prove a common soui'ce.
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further the designs of the ultra irredeemable pa-

per partizans. It is by these, our honorable and

patriotic but mistaken opponents, that we are

most anxious to be heard. And if our arifuments

and statements fail of all effect in changing their

course, we would beg leave to suggest a mode bj'

which they can maintain their prmciples and yet

oppose what they deem the too hasty exaciion of

specie payments. All such persons are in lisvor

of the banks resuming specie payments at some

future time—and very lisw would now agree to an

extension of more than (ihe always needed)
" one more year,"' They would then sustain their

position and principles, oppose our greater preci-

pitancy, and at the same time test the sincerity of

their leaders and allies, by putting lorih another

petition to the legislature, to extend the permission

to the banks to suspend and withhold specie pay-

ments to such certain named time as may be now
deemed ample—but to make the resumption, at

that named time, certain, and under sufficient le-

gal penalties in case of tiiilure. If oar proposed

limit to suspension is deemed too short, (though

fixed by the law and by the banks,) let the other

petition fix any more distant lime for resumption.

Let 6, 12 or even 18 months be added to the

limitation which the present law fixes, and which

our petition asks to be held sacred. But what-

ever be the extension of the limit, let it b& final.

If acting on this plan, our opponents upon pa-

triotic and disinterested grounds would then find

that many of their present allies would desert

them, and will either never advocate resumption

of bank payments at any certain time that can

be named, or, otherwise, will change their lan-

guage and their position before any such time

shall arrive. These our well-meaning opponents

would* then see that they themselves had been

placed in a (alse position; and that to support

their own principles and desired public policy,

they ought to be on our side, instead o\', by op-

posing us, subserving mere banking and borrow-

ing inierests. And all sincere and true advocates

for resumption ot payments, in general, might

easily compromise upon the mere matter of the

proper time. For though we hold, with the law,

that the existing limit is remote enough, yet it is

comparatively of little importance whether (he

limit be then, or 6 or 12 months later, provided

when the time shall arrive, that then specie pay-

ments shall be surely resumed and maintained.

The general deficiency of specie in the United

States not the cause of the bank suspensions—
but the continuation of suspension a causefor
a continued decrease of specie.

One of the sundry fallacies which are continual-

ly assumed and set forth as if they were axioms

in banking, is that there is not enough specie in

this country to serve the banks to resume pay-

ment—and that it could not be procured Irorn

abroad, except at much too great a sacrifice to

the people at large. It was not because of the

deficiency of specie, in the United States, that

the banks all suspended payment in 1837, and that

they still continue their suspension. It was be-

cause their circulation of paper was enormously

expanded in proportion to the specie kept lor its

redemption ; which disproportion was caused,

and always will exist as greatly as the laws will

permit, by the simple operation of the universal

rule,' that the more paper a bank keeps in circula-

tion, and the less specie it keeps on hand for re-

deeming the paper, the greater will be the profits

of the bank. Besides—ihe banks of Virginia, as

generally elsewhere in this country, by their long
continued and repealed acts of bad faith, have
justly Ibrleiled much of the confidence of the

country which they formerly enjoyed, and there-

lore a much larger stock of specie is now necessa-

to meet the expecied demands of note-holders

than would have been previously. These difficul-

ties have been entirely caused by the misconduct
of the banks—and the longer they continue to

suspend the perlbrmaiice of their just obligations

Ihe more will these difficulties increase. The
banks cannot possibly return to doing justice, and
at the same time continue to receive the full pro-

fits of their injustice, and course of violation of

moral and lesral obligations. The general sus-

pension in 1837, we repeat, was not caused by
the general deficiency of specie ; but the certain

eHect of bank suspension and the consequent re-

jection of the use of specie as currency, 's to cause
it to be sent away to countries that still use it as

currency. There is no rule more indisputable

than that two kinds of currency, of different rates

of value, cannot circulate or even exist (as cur-

rency) in any community, at the same time.

This, one of the most important truths and prin-

ciples of political economy, is susceptible of such
(iinuliar illustration for each particular case, that

it can be made perfectly clear to every one.

Suppose the currency of a town (say Pe-
tersburg) and its trading country lo be of irre-

deemable bank notes, depreciated in value 5 per

cent, below the market price of specie; and sup-
pose, by some extraordinary circumstance an
individual becomes possessed of a sum in specie.

What will he do with if? Will he use it, indis-

criminately with his paper money, in paying his

ordinary deite of account, or in making purchases
for cash ? Certainly not. For these, and every
other ordinary expenditure, he will use his depre-
ciated paper money, which was the kind of cur-

rency charged for and expected to be received

by those with whom»he dealt. He will not spend
a dollar of his specie for any thing for which pa-
per will serve as well. This is the first, imme-
diate, and universal effect of suspension of pay-
ments by banks, and of their paper being de-
preciated below the value of specie. And as
every individual would have the like strong in-

ducements so to act, there would be an almost in-

stantaneous disappearance of specie throughout
the country. It would only be seen to form that

small part of circulation for which paper money
would not be received at all, or could not serve;
such as for change smaller than the smallest

denomination of the current paper money, or for

duties lo government, or any other payments for

which specie only would be received. But, on
the supposition just made, the specie thus hoard-
ed would not remain in the first hands, useless

and profitless. As it would sell for a premium
of 5 per cent, over the general currency, it would
gradually but certainly be sold, and sent by the

purchasers to places ivhich used speciefor curren-
cy, and where therefore only there was an effec-

tive demand for specie. The non-specie paying
banks here would not buy it, of course—for that

would be just the reverse of their actual and
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general procedure, and be just so much lessening

of their profits maJe by their su!jpen>ioii of pay-

ments, and depreciatfoii of their bills. Individuals

would not buy the specie, because, as above slated,

it is the interest of no individual to use specie,

when depreciated paper will pay all his dues as

well, or necessity then, under such circuiu-

etances tlie specie, soon or late, must leave such a

country, and be sent to New York, or to Europe,

where it will command its value as currency.

Thus specie is continually fiassing li-om the

states which permit their banks to suspend pay-

ment, and where consequently specie is not used

as currency, and going to New York or oiher

places where the currency is baped on specie.

But the specie-paying policy of New York has

already served to supply it to the trade oC New
York abundantly. The banks there have as

much as they desire to keep in their vaults, ami

all the channels et' trade and circulation are filled.

Of course the surplus receipts ol specie must be

sent abroad, as a commodity, to be exchanged for

other commodities more needed there than specie

—and so it is sent continually. More than 7,000-

000 of dollars in specie have been shipped from

New York to Europe within the last ten nionihs.

The last packet adveriised to sail from that pori

to Havre was to carry ^62,000 in specie. And
thus, as long as bank suspension is permitted, as a

regular or permanent jiohcy of Virginia and other

stales, it operates constanily to lessen still more
the stock of specie that is in the country. How
absurd then is ihe belief that the extension of the

limit of suspension serves to facilitate the resump-
tion of bank payments !

There are but two poseibie modes by which
suspended banks can prepare to resume specie

payments. The one is, to draw in and lessen

their amount of notes in circulation—the oilier by
buying or otherwise procuring and retaining an
increase of specie, to meet the expected demands.
As may be seen liom the official report of the

banks themselves, they have been doing neither,

but the reverse, during the first six months of the

present year of indulgence to their suspension
;

and it is equally certain and notorious, that no-

thing had been done by them, effectively, orto any
important extent, in either mode of preparation

during the previous year ; and nothing ever will

be so done by them, until imperaiively command-
ed and ybrcec? by the popular will and indignation,

acting through the laws. And in thus failing

to prepare for resumption of payment, the banks
are guilty, in the highest degree, of bad faith to

the community, inasmuch as every successive
extension of indulgence has been granted to them
by the legislature, and acquiesed in by Ihe credu-
lous and deluded people, because of the under-
stood promises, expressed or implied, that such
extended lime of indulgence would be faithfully

and honestly used by the banks to prepare them
to resume specie payments at the end of that
limit of time. Instead of that, these repeated
acts of indulgence have been used but to increase
the illegitimate and dishonest profits made by
the very act of suspension, and the violation
of legal and moral obligations by the banks.

The selling of specie by the banks.

But, in addition to this failure to increase their

stock of specie compared to the amount of their

notes in circulation—a designed and systematic

failure vvhirh well deserves to be called treache-

rous to the iiidulueni legislature and confiding

people— what would be thought if it were cliarired

ihat these banks have been and are regularly en-

gaged in selling specie, fiir their own or oilier de-

preciated bank notes, lor the profit ofsuch premium
or difi'erence of price, as is caused solely by the de-

preciation, and that from these sales the richest of

the present large and unrighteous profits of suspen-

sion are derived by the banks? Every disin-

leresled hearer of such a charge would pro-

nounce such conduct to surpass every thing of

itad Itiith belbre known of the procedure of soi-

vent banks—and most of the apologists lor

the present bank policy would cry out against the

charge as a monstrous and <frouiuiless calumny.

Yet we maintain it to be true, lo rtie letter as well

at! in the spirit. Such traiisaciions, indeed, are

not called by so ugly a name as "selling of spe-

cie;" they are known, in common parlance, as

the "selling of drafts on New York;" but it is

nothing more nor less in each case than selling

ihe amount if specie which the draft or check com-

mands, and which amount is, at the time of the

&ale. in a New York bank, ready to be paid in

specie. The specie is not Ihe les- beloniiinff to

the Virginia bank, becatire it is lying in the vault

of a bank in New York, instead oi' one in Rich-
mond or Petersburg; nor is it worth any less, as

specie, to the hank here owning it, because of be-

ing in New York— but the reverse. Drafts for

specie payable in New York will be worth more
to most of those persons who may demand specie

here, than would be specie paid here. And,
therelbre, the fund of specie in New York need not

be brought here to be used for resumption.

In another place the evils of this general sys-

tem of the banks dealing in exchange have been

shown. As they use their power over the bor-

rowing class to drive hard bargains with the first

holders of the drafis on New York, an unfair and
usurious profit is usually made in the first pur-

chase by the banks. But, after having made that

profit, if the specie, which these drafts at their

maturity will command in New York, were but

held there, every one of these numerous pur-

chases would strengthen our banks, and prepare

ihem the better to resume specie payments. But
they cannot bear to yield so mucli present gain

lor such an oliject ; and therefore iheir fund of

specie in New York is regularly sold at such pro-

fit of premium as is regulated by the degree of
depreciation of their own nole.^—and which de-

trree of depreciation is itself in a direct ratio to

the supposed discredit or bad faith of the banks.

Their self-inflicted dishonor is thus made the most
productive part of tlieir trading capital.

Bank usury, in principle and in effect.

As was explained more fully in another report

to the Association, the individuals with whom the

banks carry on this profitable trade of "dealing

In exchange" are subjected to the payment of

what is in effect a grinding rate of usury. And
there ate still other kinds of extortionate usury,

in point of fact and in a moral view, continually

practised by banks, though the acts may be legal-

ized ,by the unjust indulgence of law. Of this,

we will offer an illustration that any one may
see the truth of, and which none will venture to

deny.
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As the existing law of the land fixes the 1st of

next January as ihe limit of time lor the bani<s

to pay specie, we have a ri^ht to infer Irom the

law, and rroni the silence of the bank authorities

to the contrary, that on that day they loill truly

resume specie payments, and of course ihat their

noies will then be at par with specie. (Whatever
we may lear or believe to the contrary is nothing to

the purpose.) Now, on September 1, the notes

of these banks are depreciated at least 3 percent,

below the value of specie. If then, on this day,

an individual has discounted by the bank a note

for ^100 due January 1, for a real business trans-

action, and lo be paid at maturity, he will in

fact get but ^97 lor his $100 (deducting tlie loss

by depreciation,) and on his note will be paid to

the bank ^100, at its maturity. Besides thus

paying the legal and proper interest (at 6 per cent,

per annum) of .$2 for (he use of the 4 months

loan, the borrower pays, 3 percent, more in depre-

ciation, or 5 per cent, for 4 months, equal to 15

per cent, per annum, lor the loan of $100. And
if the rate of depreciation were 5 per cent, as it

was but recently, or 10 per cent., as at an earlier

time, the process would be the same, and the

usury increased in proportion to the greater rate

of depreciation. This business of lending depre-

ciated bank notes by a bank, as lawful money,
at their noniinal amount, has been declared by a

judicial decision in Mississippi, to be usury in

the legal sense, and the lenders to be subject to

all the penalties of usury. There can be no

doubt of the correctness of the general principle

of this decision and its universal appiicabiliiy

;

but we do not undertake to say whether the parti-

cular interlerence and indulgence of the law of

Virginia may not have effectually screened the

banks Ironi the danger of loss Irom these usurious

irunsactions.

PLAN TO REMOVE STUMPS.

From the Western Farmer and Gardener.

Mr. Editor :—Although I am not myself a

practical larmer, yet I love to see all the operations

on a farm carried on with neatness and economy.
I own a small farm of two hundred acres in

Champaign county ; and when 1 purchased it,

the fields were greatly disfigured and encumbered
with dead trees standing, and vviih stumps, i

wish that I might have the pleasure of your com-
pany over the [arm, or indeed at the house ((or

every field can be seen from the door) to show you
the excellent condition which it is now in. There
is scarce a stump or bush to be seen, except some
very handsome shade trees purposely left lor shel-

tering the cattle in the heat of summer.
The removal of these stumps has been accom-

plished by a very simple and economical process,

which I will attempt to describe, in the hope that

it may be beneficial to those who have their lands

encumbered with trees and stumps. Procure a
dry red-elm lever, about twenty leet long, and
about six to eight inches in diameter—a good
stout log chain, with two yokes of oxen ; this is

all the machinery that is necessary. The mode of

operation is thus : wrap the log chain around
ihe stump a little above the ground, and make

what is called a log-hitch ; lay the lever horizon-

tally on the ground, the large end next to the

chain and against the stump ; make the other

end of (he chain liist to this end of the lever,

drawing the lever tight against the stump; the

cattle are hitched to the small end of the lever,

and driven around the slump in a circle, of which
the lever is the radius. One revolution of the ox-

en around the stump will generally twist out the

largest of them ; but should not the power thus

applied be sufficient to move the stump, the side

roots may be uncovered and cut partly off'; after

this is done, the stump will be easily removed.
You will find this plan much preferable to any
'' patent stump extractor" thai you may have
seen puffed in the papers. D. L.

ON THE EXTERMINATION OF NUT-GRASS.

From the Southern Agriculturist.

Mr, Editor:— T)o yon know nut-grass? And
do you know how to get rid of itl Without
waiting for your answer 1 will tell you. Hoe it

from the beginning lo the end of the season, at

such short intervals as to prevent the upper vege-

tation from coming to maturity, i. e. from flower-

ing. Your enemy, if he have been in long pos-

session of his ground, will wage a hard contest

with you for the greater part of the season, in-

deed you will be frequently tempted to believe

him invincible ; but towards the end of the cam-
paign, if you have continued your attacks with-

out wavering, you will perceive his courage and
strength drooping, and by the end o( it, that he
is fiiirly on the retreat. But on the opening of

the next campaign you will again see him, though
in diminished numbers and in scattered positions.

If you recommence your attacks, and continue

the same practices as before, about the 10th or

15th July, you will receive his final capitulation.

I have in this manner exterminated a great deal

of nut-grass.

The best way of hoeing this grass is to chop it

an inch or so below the surface, and go over it

once in every three or lour days. I have never

tried the plough expressly for this purpose, but 1

have no doubt that it would be equally efficaceous

—perhaps more quickly so. Indeed, I regard the

plough, when steadily used, as the most certain

eradicator of the nut-grass, while as to the joint-

grass it is the best means in the world for propa-

gating it. The reasons in both cases are, 1 think,

too plain to require explanation. As to facts, we
know that in the section where the plough is the

common and chief implement, nut-grass is un-
known, except in yards or inclosures, where the

plough never comes ; while joint-grass is the
universal and growing pest.

The nut-grass shoots up in the spring from solid

tubers, or nuts. The roots immediately after

developing a certain length of leaf, form a little

below the surface of the ground an enlargement
or tumor, from which radiate on every side two
distinct kinds of offsets—one a small black filiform

radicle on which the nut is formed eubsequenlly

to the inflorescence—the other a whitish succulent

brittle sprout, which after running a little way
horizontally comes up another plant, which com-
mences imniediatelv to dc the game as the first
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eprout ; and this process is continued in quick

eucceppion (o the. end of the season. JSoon Hlter

the s''veral plants po lo flower, '.he hIacU radicles

which ifjsne Irom them begin to (orm the nuts,

which remain in the cround as the parent sources

oCthe vegetation of the next season. The o!d tu-

bers die soon alier brinjiins out tlie new vegetation.

The object ol' the Coregoing treatment is to pre-

vent the nut from being Ibrmed, and the repre-

eentation I have made gives the rationale of it.

With respect, &c. F.

Id reply to our esteemed correspondent " F."
we would inlbrm him, that it has been our misfor-

tune to form a very intimate acquaintance with

the common enemy of the southern planter

—

nut-
grass. We will also suggest what we think a

more successful, and certainly a tar more econo-

mical me'hod of exterminating it, than that pro-

posed in his communication. Our remedy is deep
winter ploughing, followed by the free use of the

harrow or cultivator, and the frequent and diligent

employment of the latter implement during the

growth of the subsequent summer crop.

When we purchased our farm in the fall of
1839, we (bund one portion of it— about five acres

—so badly infested wiih nut-grass, that the stand-

ing crop yielded a miserable return for the labor

that had been expended upon it. One part of the
five acres was in sweet potatoes, and the indivi-

dual who cultivated the farm informed us, tha» he
had been utterly unable to keep down the nut and
joint grass, although he had hired additional force

during the summer, expressly for the purpose of
exterminating these common nuisances.

Jn the month of December we had the whole
farm thoroughly and deeply ploughed by a large
plough, and a pair of strong horses. To do this,

we employed a laborer from the state of Maine,
who had been accustomed to puch work, and who
performed it most effectually, notwithstanding the
ground was very rough.
The plough was followed by the harrow, first

in the direction—then across the furrow. By
these means a large proportion of the tubers of
the nut-grass were brought to the surface, where
they were exposed to the frost of winter.
Early in March, about one half of the five

acres was manured broadcast, ploughed again,
seeded in oats, and thoroughly harrovved, so as to

effectually cover the grain. The oats grew w^ll,
but just before it had attained its full growth, it

was attacked by the army-worm—the larva of

a small night moth (of ihe genus noctua,) by
which it was cut down as effectually in a few
days, as it could have been done by the hand of
man. About the first of June this same piece of
ground was prepared for slips in the following
manner: Furrows were drawn four and a half
feet apart, with a large two horse plough in
which a good supply of manure was scattered,
after which, with iwo bouts, with the same im-
plerueiiis, (or Ibur furrows,) beds were formed
upon the manure, in which all the stubble and
sward were completely turned under. The hoes
followed, and by a slight touch, made the beds
smooth and even, after which the whole was
planted in slips, chiefly yams. The slips grew off

beautifully, and yielded beyond our most sanguine
expectations. But it should be slated, in re-

gard to the subsequent cultivation, as it may have

an important bearing upon the nut-grass, that as
scon as the slips bad taken, ihe sides of the beds
were ploii<rhed down, by taking a slice from each,
with a niui^le mould-board plough, alter which the
dirt was thrown back by the same implement,
ihe work being completed by the hoes. The
same process was repeated once, except that at

Ihe second working, after cutting the slice from
Ihe beds, Ihe cultivator was passed twice in Ihe
middle, so as to pulverize the ground thoroughly,
and |iut it in condition to be hauled up readily by
the hoes.

In the winter of 1840 this ground was again
ploughed, although left in fine condition after the

potato crop, and in the month of December and
January Ibllowing, was planted in dwarf marrow-
fat peas, which yielded a most abundant crop.

As soon as the peas were off, one part was put in

wa'er-melons—the remainder in corn—both of
which have succeeded well.

We have already staled that only one half of
the ground was seeded in oats. The other half,

afler thorough ploughing and harrowing in the
spring, was put in melons, which, during the early
part of their growth, were repeatedly worked with
the |)lough and cultivator. After the melons
were off', this piece of ground furnished a most
abundant crop of hay— not nut-grass,— but luxu-
riant crab-gr^ss, which grew so rank as to be
mowed with considerable difficulty. It was then
cleared off, ploughed ihree times, harrowed as
often, and ridged lor turnips,—one half ruta-baga,
the other half red-top, snow-ball, and Pomerania.
In putling in this crop, the ridges were Jbrnied

twenty-eight inches apart, and the manure de-
posited in the interval. The ridges were then
reversed so as to cover the manure, and the tur-

nips drilled upon the top. The crop was kept
clean, and the ground well pulverized, by means
of a small plough, the cultivator, and the hoe.
There was probably never a better crop of turnips

raised near Charleston.

The same ground has yielded, the present sea-
son, a good crop of melons; will be ready for mow-
ing in a fisw days ; and will then be prepared
again lor turnips.

It may be stated, in general terms, that the
nut-grass has disappeared, its place being supplied
by a luxuriant growth of crow-foot (Eleusine
indica,') and crab-grass (digitaria sanguinalis.)
Some time after the first winter ploughing, the
dead, dry, and partially decayed tubers of the
nut-grass were seen thickly disseminated over
the whole surface of the soil, and as those which
were not brought to the surface by the first opera-
tion have been subsequently exposed by frequent
siirringand other acts of tillage, they have been
submitted to the same destructive processes, and
the ground formerly so much infested, although it

may here and there exhibit a few plants of nut-
grass, may be said to be as clear of this trouble-

some enemy of the farmer, as any land in the low
country.

To all those who are troubled with nut-grass,

our correspondent amongst the rest, we would
recommend as the best means of exterminat-
ing it .

—

1st. Deep winter ploughing—not scratching
with a small single horse plough, with a lazy ne-
gro to guide it— but ploughing to the depth of at

leasteight inches—even twelve, or more if posei-
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ble—also frequent and thorough harrowing, or the

use of the ciihivalor during the winter months, so

ihat the tubers and stolonilerous fibres oCthe plant

may be broiiiiht to the gurlace, and exposed to

the Irost. They need have no fears of injuring

their lands tiy deep plouirhintr, provided they fur-

nish them with an adequate supply of manure.
'I'he common prejudice atrninst the plough, and
the deleciive use of it. are the greatest cur^^es upon
low country agriculture,

2d. To put such crops upon the ground as will

admit of its being frequently stirred during (he

growing season, with the plough and the cultiva-

tor—especially the latter insirument.

By the adoption of this course, we will venture

to predict, that in a l(?w seasons they will have
the satislaciion of seeing one of tiieir most trou-

blesome enemies eHectually vanquished.

—

Ed.
Southern Agriculturist,

AMERICAN COTTON PLANTERS IN INDIA.

The Mobile Journal publishes the following ex-

tract from a letter from a native of one of the cot-

ton growing slates who is now in India under a
contract vviili the Government, or a company
who are making an attem[)t to in)pt;ove the cul-

ture of cotton in that country. The letter contains

information which is curious, and deserving of

attention from the aulheniicity of the same.

—

Jour,
vj Commerce.

Calpee, May Wth, 1841.

I am now about six hundred miles from Cal-

cutta, in the district of Bundlecund, and have
conmienced business after a sort of fashion. As
to labor, I can get plenty, such as it is ; one of our

negroes will do more work than five of the na-

tives. They are something like our Choctaw
Indians at home, only much inferior in strength,

courage, and energy.

There is no forest for them to roam in here, as

the Coctaws have, and they are therefore com-
pelled to make a living, such as it is, by labor, and
the rent to the government eats out the profit of

all they do cultivate. The land here all belongs
to government, and the natives have to pay rent

for using it. The rent is from three to nine rupees
per begha, accordmg to situation ; the nearer a

well the higher the rent, three beghas make about
one acre ol our measurement. This grinds them
down so hard that they rarely attempt to make
more than a mere living, which is nothing but a
little rice. There are lew of them that ever get
animal food at all, so you may judge what sort of

creatures they are for labor, cocnpared with our
negroes ai the south. [ do say that this is greater
slavery than that of the slaves in North America.
You may say they have no masters to order them
to their work as you do slaves, but they are no-

thing like as well provided for or as happy. You
can hire the best men here for five pice a day,
women and boys at two to three pice—there are

43 pice in a rupee, and a rupee is worth about 45
cents of our money—so you seethe free laborer

here gets less than five cents per day, or one dol-

lar and a half a month, with which to clothe and
feed himself and pay rent to government.

Besides this, there are other circumstances
against this being an agricultural country. There

is hardly any timber fit for use, I have seen no
tree, since 1 have been here, higher than 30 feet

to ihe top branch. There are no horses fit for

work, except the Arabian, brought from Persia

and sold at high prices from hundreds up to two
thousand rupees, which is too much for any farm
horsp, and so we have nothing to depend upon
for ploughing, but very small oxen, much inltirior

to those in America, We may make about 200
pounds of cotton to the acre, and three acres to

the hand, which will be about 600 pounds, or a
bale and a half of our weight, to the hand, but I

have not yet heard of more than 100 pounds to

the acre, and that of very inferior siufi compared
with Mississippi cotton. Siill, as this is much bet-

ter than the native cultivation, I may do quite as

well for myself as at home, for I am disposed to

think the government will be liberal, I shall,

nevertheless, return to America at the close of

my engagement.

SAWDUST,

From the Albany Cultivator.

"A. VV, L., of Hempstead, L. I,, in a commu-
nicalion says

:

"My predecessor was in the habit of putting

large quantities of sawdust, straw, &c., in hia

pig pen, let it get thoioughly incorporated and
rotten, and then use it as a manure. On the pur-

chase of the place last spring, I /bund on it a
quantity of this sawdust manure, horse manure
and long manure, which three kinds 1 separately

put in difierent pans of my corn field. The
result is this ; the part with long manure is very

poor, (by the way would not poudrette help it 7)
the horse manure good, and (he sawdust first

rate?''

This method of using sawdust has been prac-

tised by the Shakers with great success. Rotted

sawdust of itself would be a good manure, but

put in a pig pen it not only decays, but it absorbs

and retains much of the most valuable part of

the manure, that would otherwise be lost. Of
the great value of hog manure lor the corn crop

there can be but one opinion. It is decidedly

superior to any or all of the ordinary manures
for this crop, and a farmer should use every ex-

ertion, by frequently replenishing his pig pen with

refuse matter, to increase the amount or prevent

waste.

GARLIC, A CURE FOR KIDNEY WOR»I.

From tlie Western Farmer and Gardener,

Bloom'mgton, Ind., July 9ih, 1841.

Sir:—In the ninth number of your valuable
periodical, under the head " kidney loorms,^^ the

use of corn boiled with ashes is proposed as a
remedy.

This remedy in recent and slight affections, I

believe ofien proves successful ; and so does
arsenic, given in a dose of a teaspoonful or more

;

but this poisonous drug should never be given,

except to stock hogs. The most certain plan of

treatment, however, is to make an incision through
the skin, about an inch long, parallel with, and
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on eacli side of the backbone, immediately over

the kidneys—and after separating the skin slight-

ly (rom the parts beneath, iiiscrtinjj; two or three

cloves ol'garhc. The hair of the hog should be

shaved oil' where the skin is to split, and alter

ihe garlic is put in, a stitch should be taken with

a needle and thread, about the middle of the in-

cision, so as lo prevent the garlic Irom (ailing out.

For thirty years past I have known this plan ot

treatment loliowed, and it rarely ever lails, even

in the worst cases. Vours, &c.
D. H. Maxwell.

SKOW-STORMS IN MOUNTAIN DISTRICTS.

From the Penny Magazine.

Those who have never witnessed the great

accumulation of snow which takes place during

some severe winters in the mountainous districts

•ol the north ot England, as well as of Scotland,

would scarcely credit the extent, the length, the

breadth, and the depth of some of the immense
masses ol snow that accumulate in certain situa-

tions among the mountains ; and many persons

there are, no doubt, who are totally ignorant

of the lacf, that in every mountain district of the

north there are snow drifts that riever wholly

dissolve and disappear, but fragments of which
remain Irom season to season, and from year to

year, in the hollows and declivities of the moun-
tains (lor ihe most part where the aspect is north-

erly,) notwiihstanding the copious and frequent

falls of spring and autumn rain, to which these

mountain districts are peculiarly liable, and the

dissolving influence of the gentle breezes of sum-
mer. These fragments of the winter snow-drifts

are seldom visible Irom the roads and highways
leading through the open and more distant part

of the country, or even along the adjacent valleys,

and consequently their exisience is known only

to those who are familiar with the situations they
are known to occupy. In these upland districts

but small quantities of grain are grown, the soil

for the most part being unsuited to corn crops,

while the climate is even more so. Hence the

farmers turn their attention to the breeding

of sheep and black cattle, the mountain districts

of the north of England being mostly sheep-

farms ; while in various parts of the hilly country

in Scotland large numbers of black cattle are

bred and sent to the southern markets.

In the sheep districts in the north of England
the farms are seldom large, and yet many of the

farmers manage to keep pretty numerous flocks

of sheep, varying from three or lour hundred to

the same number of thousands. This, however,
is effiected only where population is scanty, and
where the commons (usually called fells) are very

extensive, and upon which the owners or occu-

piers of the enclosed land or (arms enjoy an un-
limited right of pasturajre, or common right, as

it is generally called. Hence it frequently hap-
pens that the occupier of 80 or 100 acres of en-

closed land, and much of it of but an indifferent

quality, if he possess sufficient capital, and the

iarm be conveniently situated, will keep a flock

of sheep of 1000 or 2000 of the small black-faced

or mountain breed, the whole of which he sum-
mer-pastures on the fells or moors : but a con-

Voh. IX.-51

siderabie portion of which, particularly the young-
er and weaker part, he has to send out, at so

much per head, into some more congenial part of
the country, during the winter season. He could

not, however, aflijrd to pay lor winter pasturage
lor the whole of his flock, and therefore the great-

er portion remains in his own enclosures, or on
the lower ranges of mountain land contiguous

thereto, during the winter, endeavoring to pro-

cure a scanty subsistence among the heath, the

rushes, and the bent grass, in the best way they

are able. But when the snow lies deep, and the

weather is very severe, these animals, hardy as

they undoubtedly are, would absolutely starve

were they not supplied with a little hay from the

homestead. The hay is commonly borne on the

heads or backs of the shepherds, in bundles as

large as they can possibly wade through the snow
with ; but occasionally on the backs of horses,

where they can travel without much danger or

dilficulty. The hay is secured into a species of

rude net-work formed of withies, and known by
the local appellation of creels, in which loose hay,

as well as that which is more solid, may be pack-

ed firmly and securely. When a snow-storm

is of long continuance, the shepherds have enough
to do in preventing their flocks straying away,
and in supplying them with hay once or twice

ill the day, according to the severity of the wea-
ther ; lor wading through deep snow, with a
heavy load on the head or shoulders, and often

where the ground is hilly and broken, is a very

laborious business.

Though there are neither fences nor other

landmarks on those extensive mountain-ranges,

from long usage, or some supposed right or claim,

almost every sheep-larmer appears to consider

that he possesses some peculiar privilege to the

pasturage of that part of the common on vphich

his flock usually feeds. Hence these flocks are

rarely much intermixed with each other, the

owners or their shepherds taking the liberty to

drive or frighten away such of their neighbor's

sheep as chance to mix among their own. Al-
though this sort of arbitrary exclusiveness occa-

sionally leads to bickerings and animosities be-

tween the parties whose flocks come thus in

collision, .it certainly prevents a great deal of trou-

ble in separating and assorting at the seasons of

sheep-washing, sheep-shearing, sheep-salving,

&c., wben each flock has necessarily to be divest-

ed of all intruders. It does not often happen that

these extensive commons are overstocked, not-

withstanding there being no limit to the number
of sheep in any farmer's flock ; but since the

pasturage is of so poor a nature that, even when
there is abundance of-room, and to spare, for all

the sheep that may be kept, the flocks never arrive

at a high state of condition—nothing like that

of fitting them for the shambles,—in case of any
crowding or overstocking taking place, the reduced

condition of the whole would be a serious conside-

ration to all the parties concerned.

Though sheep, like most other animals, appear

to be endowed with a certain degree of instinct,

yet It does not follow as a matter of course, that it

always operates towards ensuring their safety.

Persons who have had the most frequent oppor-

tunities of observing them generally appear to

have come to this conclusion, that when a storm

is approaching they are seldom taken by surprise
;
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or, in fact, before it actually eomes on, ihey have
endeavored to find a place to slieller ttiemselves

from its fury : but in cases of snow-storms among
tiie mountains, it very generally happens that the

places of shelter from the bitter and piercing blast

are places fraught with the greatest danger, lor it

is there that the drifting snow accumulates in vast

masses ; and while the flocks that have sought

shelter are comparatively warm and comfortable,

probably before they are aware ihe drift will have

become piled up in such a manner as to render all

attempts to retreat impracticable even were they

inclined to do so. Thus it sometimes happens

that in the space of a very lew hours some scores,

nay, perhaps hundreds, of sheep become buried

beneath the enow to a depth of several feet. In

most parts of these mountain-regions, where the

hills are pretty steep, their sides are usually fur-

rowed by several clefts, or deep and narrow ra-

vines, down which trickle the waters of small

springs that commonly have their rise in the upper

parts of the mountain. The spaces along the

sides of the hills, between these respective furrows

or dells, for the most part are smooth and bare ; so

that at the approach of a snow-storm, should

these places be resorted to by the flocks as places

of shelter, they are soon buried to a considerable

depth, since all the snow that lalls on ihe smooth
portions of the mountains is hurled into these

dangerous ravines.

When a snow-storm comes on unexpectedly,

the losses in the flocks of sheep are generally tiie

greatest ; tor when it is foreseen, the shepherds

are on the alert ; and though it may not be with-

in their power to prevent some portion of the flock

being buried (overblown, as they call it) beneath
tiie snow, yet, in most cases, they are aware of

the situation the missing sheep occupied when the

storm came on, and consequently know pretty well

where to search the drills lor them. When the

snow falls extremely light and feathery, the drift

will hardly sustain a person's weight lor a day or

two afterwards but in such cases there is not much
danger of the sheep being suffocated under it;

but when it falls in a softer state, but yet light

enough to be drifted by a strong wind, the drift at

once becomes consolidated and heavy, and then
it is that there exists great danger of the sheep
being quickly smothered.

There are two methods pursued in searching
for the missing sheep when a snow-storm has
subsided ; one of them with dogs,—sheep-setters,

or, as they are sometimes called, sheep-finders
;

the other, thus : three or four persons go in com-
pany, carrying with them a couple of long smooth
poles, and also some spades or shovels. Those
that carry the poles, walk along the drifted snow
beneath which they suspect some of the sheep
are buried, frequently pushing their poles gently
through the snow, in order to ascertain, by the
touch, the presence of the missing sheep ; when,
having made the discovery of one or more, the
shovels are employed in opening a way by which
to liberate the innocent prisoners. Persons accus-
tomed to this prodding (probing) for sheep, as it

is called, can readily distinguish by the touch of
the pole the woolly coat of a sheep from any other
substance— even from the bushy and elastic heath,
or the softer bent and mountain mosa. This mode
of search, however, is a slow and tedious process
where there is a considerable breadth of drift, a

great deal of lime necessarily being consumed in

carefijlly examining a comparatively small space.

Besides, it sometimes happens that the drifts are

so deep that an ordinary pole will hardly penetrate

them to the bottom, and in that case the system
becomes altogether useless.

The employment of dogs to find the lost sheep
is by far the better plan, wtiere it can be effected.

The sheep-setter is of no particular breed, though,
for the most part, these dogs belong to the cur
species. But there are so many varieties of the

cur—or, al all events, so many coming under that

very general term, ihat it would be impossible to

define what peculiar class my father's dog, Corby,
the sheep-finder, belonged to. He was large and
black, strong-limbed, long and lean bodied, shag-
gy-coated, with a little white on the breast, as
well as between the eyes. His ears were precise-

ly those of the common cur, and his tail— for he
was not tailless—was both large and long. Corby
Irom his puppyhood was a favorite in the family,

certainly not on account of personal attractions,

for these were by no means in his favor, but from
sundry good qualities that he was early discover-

ed to possess. He was docile, sagacious, cour-

ageous, and faithful, and when he grew up he
exhibited an extraordinary sense of smelling,

particularly as regarded sheep, and hence he soon
became the most renowned sheep-setter through a
wide range of country. This rendered him of so

much account that it in a manner changed hie

destiny, for having been brought up with no other

view than that of his being employed as an ordi-

nary shepherd's dog, his superior qualities soon
procured lor him a higher distinction, and he be-

came a privileged character in the sitting-room

and parlor ; scarcely any services were required

of him, except afler a severe snow-storm, when
he was called upon to exercise his vocation, which,

during many years, he lived to do, and with won-
derful sucoess.

It was not only upon our own farm and flock

that Corby exercised the extraordinary powers
nature had endowed him with, for his fame as a
sheep-finder extended through all the surrounding
parishes ; and many were the messages and re-

quests that his owner would permit him to be
taken to the distant parts of the upland country,

where portions of the sheep-flocks were often bu-

ried beneath the snow. We had a servant-boy,

to whom the dog was much attached, and when
it was convenient to spare the latter to exercise

his abilities for the benefit of our neighbors, the

former usually accompanied him, for it was not to

be supposed that so faithful and sagacious a
creature would voluntarily accompany entire

strangers. Money, of course, my father would
never accept for Corby's services, but the boy that

used 10 accompany the sheep-finder was not so

rigidly scrupulous, and many were the shillings

and half-crowns that he pocketed in the course of
a stormy winter.

The sagacious animal always took advantage
of the wind, where that was practicable, and the

moment he was told to ' seek the sheep—be care-

fiil,' his whole attention was bestowed upon those

parts of the snow-drilis that the parties pointed

out to him. With his nose close to the surface.of

the snow, his eyes beaming with intelligence and
anxiously watching every motion of the person

that accompanied him, his ears in an attitude oi'
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listeninf^, as if he expected to assist the sense of

smelling by that oriiearin<x. would he traverse the

hard, soil or slippery snovvdrilt. When he first

ascertained that there v^erc buried sheep some-

where in the vicinity, he would then examine,

with peculiar caution, every part of the surround-

ing surface, until he appeared to have satisfied

himsell' regarding the precise locality, and then he

would commence scratciiing away tiie snow with

all his might. This was a sure signal Cor those

who carried the shovels to commence digging, but

the dog was never satisfied unless he were allow-

ed to continue his scratching, as if he were anx-

ious to set the imprisoned sheej^ at lit)orty as soon

as possible. Many dogs, and particularly those

that have a cross of the terrier breed, that are oc-

casionally employed in searching lor sheep that

have been overblown, the moment they get a

eight of the sheep will endeavor to seize upon

them with as much savageness ae they would

attack any wild animal ; but Corby knew better

than to act thus. In a single severe winter this

dog has been known to have set (as finding the

sheep in thif! manner is called) upwards of three

hundred sheep, and though it may be true that a

portion of them might have been discovered

through other means, the- probability is that he

was the means of rescuing several scores that

otherwise inevitably would have perished.

It might be supposed (hat where sheep are

buried beneath eight or ten (eet ol compact snow,

they would be crushed beneath the surround-

ing weight, if not to immediate death, at least in

so severe a manner that ihey could not long sur-

vive. This, however, is rarely the case ;' and ex-

cept when the fall ol' snow is immediately suc-

ceeded by a thaw, and suffocation or drowning
naturally ensues, very few, comparatively, perish

on account of the great depth of the drift, the

snow being soporous that respiration is carried on

without much inconvenience. Experience has

shown that, for the most part, when sheep that

have sought shelter in some ravine or hollow per-

ceive the snow rapidly increasing on and around
them they get upon their feet and attempt to

shake it from their fleeces ; and consequently in a

standing position become finally enclosed in the

drift. With the weaker portion of a flock this is

seldom the case, for they commonly continue

motionless where they have first lain down, in

some sheltered situation, until the snow has ac-

cumulated so much that it would be impossible

for them to rise did they make the attempt. The
consequence of this is, that if they are not rescu-

ed lor several days, they either perish through ac-

tual starvation, not being able to move at all or

obtain the smallest particle of sustenance, or

their limbs become stiff and paralyzed before

death actually takes place. Those, however, that

have been buried in the snow in a standing posi-

tion, should they continue undiscovered several

days, are generally found to have acquired suffi-

cient room to turn themselves, and to be able to lie

down and rise at pleasure ; and where a fiew

have happened to stand close together while the

drift was forming, owing to the united warmth of

their bodies, as well as their frequent movements, a

rather considerable open space is commonly found
surrounding them.

Instances have occurred of sheep being under
the snow, for three or four weeks, and still surviv-

ing, and even for longer periods. But in all such
cases they have had the power of nibbling the
short grass, grass-roots, and even a portion of the
soil, on a space of a lew superficial leet, through
which means life has been sustained tlirough'so
protracted a period of confinement. It has been
ascertained also that, where sheep have actually
been starved to death before they were discovered,
extreme hunger had driven them to tear the wool
from each other'd hacks, which only goes to prove
the powerful influence of hunger even over these
meek and innocent creatures. When sheep are
discovered that have euffiered a long confinement
under the snow, on their being liberated it is ne-
cessary to administer food in small quantities,

otherwise fatal consequences might ensue ; and
notwithstanding they n)ay partly regain their wont-
ed vigor in course of time, it rarely happens that
such sheep ever afterwards appear in a perfectly

healthy condition, and in the enjoyment of all

their faculties.

"disputed (QUESTIONS IN AGRICULTURE."

For tlie Farmers' Register.

A writer in the eighth number of the Farmers'
Register, after commenting with some asperity

on the confused notions which prevail among
agriculturists on certain important, but at the same
time easily ascertained truths, proposes five in-

quiries, and gives under each head the best means
of arriving at satisfactory conclusions respecting

them.

Of these, I will select two, and give to the

readers of the Register what information I have
collected fi-om the results of several years' atten-

tion to those subjects, though 1 do not know if

that information will be of any service to the wri-

ter of the article, gathered, as it has been, from a
point very distant from the place where his expe-
riments have been made. But it may avail others,

i( not him.

The first inquiry I propose to examine is the

third in the order in which they are made ; it

is, " at what distance is it best to plant, and by
what modes of culture corn will produce most
net profit 1"

On the first head of this inquiry, I have
satisfied myself, from my own experience and from
all the observation I have bestowed upon the

management of others, that, in the middle region

of South Carolina, corn on upland will, one year
with another, on manured and unmanured lands,

produce most at the distance of four feet by five,

and one slock to the hill. This may seem to

most planters too far apart, and that too much
ground is lost thi rehy. If the object with the

planter is to produce the greatest number of ears,

and not the largest quantity of grain, I will admit
that the distance is too great, but not otherwise.

Thirty bushels of grain to an acre of Indian corn,

on upland, is a large yield—far above the average
with the best planters, and above the largest yield

to any one, with most. It is easily proved, that

an acre of corn planted four leet by five, and one
stock to the hill, will produce over that quantity,

if each stock will produce an ear that will measure
a pint, and it cannot be a difficult matter to make
land rich enough to yield a pint to the etockj if
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Bufficient distance isf given. By lessening the dis-

tance, or leaving two stocks to the hill, a portion oC

the nutriment that would otherwise be imparted

to the ear will be drawn away to support the in-

creased quantity of stock and the blades thereon,

and more fodder but less corn will be made there-

by.

Added to this is another reason why I give

that distance to my corn. I never take oti' the

suckers, and I leave it to nature to relieve each

siock of any superabundance of nutriment in the

soil, by throwing off as many suckers as it can

support. This last reason may be a very in-

sufficient one to most planters, and I may have

given rise to another ^'disputed question in agri-

culture,^'' but I am fully convinced that nothing

is gained by removing the suckers from corn, of-

ten injury is dooe, and always time is lost in the

operation. So that though I leave my corn very

wide apart at first, it becomes somewhat thicker,

and just where I want it—in the best spots ; and

I have the distance better regulated by that means,

than by the most judicious management of my
own. On the propriety of leaving the suckers on

corn, I could supply some interesting details, and

perhaps some useful information, but I would

thereby extend this article to two great length;

and I will now, very briefly, in reply to the second

branch of the above inquiry, state my method of

cultivating corn, without, however, claiming lor it

the best mode, or that which will produce the

greatest net profit.

The land intended for corn should be broken up

deep, some time belbre it is planted. Just before

planting, it should be thrown up in three furrows

(with the shovel plough) and crossed (deep) with

one furrow of the same plough. If manured, it

should be trenched as follows. The hands em-

ployed in dropping the manure should use a

basket for that purpose that will hold about a

bushel. They should walk upon the three fur-

rows, and at each check place one foot, and drop

the manure on each side of the foot, and then

gently ease up the foot, which will leave an open-

ing in the manure at the bottom of the furrow

for the reception of the corn, which should be im-

mediately dropped, and covered. This may all

be useless detail to most planters, but I have often

seen corn drupped on the manure or covered with

it, with decidedly bad effect.

As soon as (he corn is fairly up, and attains

some three or four leaves, it should be ploughed

as deep as it will admit of. All the subse-

quent lending should be superficial. After the

first ploughing it should be moulded with the

hoe, and then ploughed four times afterwards with

the sweep plough, and bedded with the hoe, when
the corn is just getting in ear. This may seem
a very great deal of work to many, who tend

their corn with much less, but I have endeavored

to answer the question, according to my own me-
thod and my belief, " by what modes of culture,

corn will produce the most net profit."

I had intended to reply to the inquiry, "Whether
it is injurious or beneficial to cut the roots of corn

during its growth?" but I have already extended

this puper to a greater length than I thought I

would do in setting out, and I must reserve for

soaie future numbers the result of my experience

on that "disputed question." Cotton.

STATISTICS.

From the Kentucky Farmer.

We copy from the Farmers' Register an arti-

cle, alleging great errors in the census returns

taken under authority of the general government.

We have heretolbre hinted our own doubts of the

correctness of those returns, and have, conse-

quently, been rather shy of publishing tables

drawn from them. Of the utility of lull and ac-

curate statistics in relation to the multifarious ar-

ticles of production and consumption, every intel-

ligent man is perlectly convinced ; and there is not

a statesman in the nation who has not deplored

the want of this valuable kind of inlbrmation.

But the essential value and utility of statistical

tables depends upon their fulness and accuracy.

As they are taken for guides in legislation and in

beginning, enlarging and reducing numerous im-

portant branches of productive industry, they do

a positive disservice, it not substantially correct.

It is better even to grope in the dark than to be

misled by a false light ; as in the former case there

is a possible chance of hitting the mark, while in

the latter there is none. When legislation is

guided by false facts, mischiefs and miseries must
ensue. So, if an enterprising merchant, manu-
facturer, or larmer embarks in some new, albeit le-

gitimate pursuit, under the guidance of statistics,

presumed correct but really false, his prosperity is

extremely precarious, if indeed his pecuniary ruin

is not inevitable.

In reference to the census returns, we are well

satisfied it will not do to rely upon them, especi-

ally in regard to the various productions of the

country. There are probably some districts accu-

rately reported, but the mass of errors in others

must vitiate the whole. Possibly the returns of
population may be sufficiently accurate for gene-
ral purposes ; but those relating to other matters

ought not to be relied on. We do not mean to

specify particular items of error when there is so

much reason to doubt the correctness of any por-

tion of the returns. We may however allude to

the returns of hemp and corn, on which no intelli-

gent man could lor a moment rely.

Whether the incorrectness of the returns be due
to inherent delects in the system of their collection,

or to extraneous causes impossible to be foreseen,

and consequently not guarded against in framing

the necessary laws, is not for us to say ; but that

there are errors, of a character so serious as to

render the returns dangerous, rather than useful

guides, admits of clear and indisputable proof.

We are fully aware of the great difficulty of

framing and executing efficient laws for the pro-

curement of statistic information, and that the

most correct returns are to be regarded only as ap-

proximations to truth ; but still they may be made
to approximate so nearly as to serve as useful

guides for general purposes.

SEVEN TONS OP GREEN FODDER TO THE
ACRE.

From tlie Maine Farmer.

At first blush, one would suppose that an acre of

ground which at any one moment should yield

seven tons of green fodder, must be exceeding
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rich ; but there are a great number of acree, not

only bearinii this amount now, but which miijht

very easily be made to produce lour tmies this

amount, or twenty-eight tons of green succulent

IboH.

We, last May, measured ofT just one acre of

land, and planted upon it Indian corn, making the

rows, as near as we could without actually mea-
suring, lour leet apart in one direciion, ihree (eet

in another. This, iC we mistake not, will allow

us four thousands hills.

Last week, (Aug. 2,) we cut up a iiill which

had (bur stalks in it, being, as near as we could

judge, an average as to size, and weighed it. The
kernels were just beginning lo blister or form out,

but by no means larae enough lo boil. It weigh-

ed three pounds and a halK This you will say

is nothing extra. Bui if you calculate right,

you will find that at this small rate there was
actually growing upon that acre of ground seven

tons of excellent green fodder, every particle

of which, as it should be, would be greedily eaten

by cattle. This weight will increase up to a

certain point, vvhen it would probably diminish

by the drying off of the stalks and husks. This
acre of corn may be called "middling" as to

growth and luxuriance. There are thousands

of better fields in the country.

Our friend I. Bowles, of this town, has a field

planted so as to have sixteen thousand hiils upon
the acre, and we have no doubt that he has nearly

that amount of hills. He marked ofi' the rows

with a machine so that the hills should be an
equal distance apart, and to make the above

number of hills per acre. But making allowance of

two thousand, for the ravages of worms and miss-

ing hills, computing the number at 14,000, and
supposing that the average weight is four pounds
to the hill, it being a larger variety of corn than
ours and highly manured, and you will have
66,000 lbs. or twenty eight tons of green fodder

per acre. Now can a person, who has not a

sufficient range of pasturage tor a cow or two,

more profitably employ an acre of land than by
planting it to corn, even in the ordinary way?
It is true that it will not, when cut, spring up
like clover, or the grasses, nor will it come into

use until the first of August. But that is the

period of the year when pastures oftentimes be-

gin to fail. It would supply a cow for two months
in the year, August and September, with 90 lbs,

of food per day. We have never had any practi-

cal experience in feeding out green food lo cattle,

or soiling them as it is called, but if 20 pounds of
dry hay will be sufficient for a common-sized cow
per day, we should think that 45 of green food

would be sufficient. This plan may be objected
to on the score of its expense. Perhaps more
fodder would be obtained at the cost by planting
the horse tooth or soutliprn corn in drills, and cut-

ting it as wanted. This variety might not be
ready to cut quite as early as our own, but it

would continue until frost came, and while it

would on the whole yield more fodder upon the
acre, planted in this way it would continiie green
longer.

From llie Temperance Advocate.

REPORT ON HOGS.

Read before the Agriculturral Society of Newberry,
S. C, by Dr. J. N. Herndon, on tbe 25th July, 1841.

In pursuance of the direction of this society,

we beg leave to present some few facts and ob-

servations on the subject of raising hogs ; and in

doinir so, we are not so much influenced by the

hope of enlightening this society, as by a belief

that it is the duty of every member of it to con-

tribute whatever he is able, no matter how small,

to the advancement of the objects for which it

was created, as well as the importance which we
attach to the subject which has been assigned us.

And we feel certain, that none will suppose we
have magnified its importance when he reflects

on the large amount of nearly one million of dol-

lars, which we pay to the western states for the

the single article of pork, according to the accounts

kept at the mountain toll gates, a few years since,

exclusive of large quantities of bacon imported to

Charleston, via New Orleans, and from the

northern slates. It appears to us a strange infatu-

ation, that could induce a state or people lo make
themselves dependent on other countries for one of

the necessaries of life, when they possess all the

facilities for procuring it at a much cheaper rate.

Though we feel satisfied that it would be a waste

of lime and argument at this late day, to attempt

to convince any member of this society of a fact,

which experience has already taught him, that it

would contribute greatly to the interest and inde-

pendence of the people of this state, to produce

their own supplies of meat, instead of buying it

abroad, and from countries which do not recipro-

cate the advantages Qf the trade, by receiving in

exchange some ol the products of our country.

To the attainment, therefore, of so desirable an
end, we shall briefly recommend the plan which
we consider best calculated for that purpose.

One of the first and most important considera-

tions should be to select a breed suitable to our
purpose. According to our present plan of econo-

my and management, we require a variety which
are disposed to grow large, and which attain a
tolerable size, even with the scanty allowance
which our hogs are accustomed to receive ; and
not such as require the liberal treatment, and high
feeding, which grain countries are able to afford,

which could not be allowed them in a cotton grow-
inff country, without enhancing their cost to more
than their value. We are of opinion the desired

breed may be produced, either by crossing our
common stock with the large class of improved
hoffs, which have been introduced, or by crossing
the large class, with some of a small class which
have been introduced. The large class alluded
to include the Woburn, the Calcutta, and the By-
field, all partaking of the same general character-
istics. That is, they are all large, coarse, ugly,
flop-eared, and of jazy, indolent habits. The
small class, before mentioned, comprises the po-
pular Berkshire, the Cobbett. and the once ad-
mired but now abandoned Guinea. This class,

especially the Berkshire and the Cobbett, are re-

markable lor beauty and symmetry of form, hav-
ing great length and thickness, with small head
and standing ears, and small and well turned legs,

not so short as to render locomotion diflicult. With
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those materials, we think it would not be difficult

to produce hogs of any form, size or liabits we
may desire.

Having procured a suitable breed, the next

object will be, to produce and keep up a eutficient

number (or our purpose. To this end, six or

eight good breeding sows will be sufficient tor a

Slock of 100 hogs. They should be separate

Irom the other hogs, particularly about (arrowing

time, and not too many ol iliem together, for

Tear of over-laying or smothering the pigs ; and
care should be taken to exclude them li'om lying

under houses or shelves, wiiere there is dust,

which being inhaled by the young pigs, is very

destructive oi' them, producing irritation and in-

flammation ol' the lungs.

Now, having a sufficient number of hogs, of

the right siock, the next object will be, raise them

in such a manner as to make them cost us less

than to buy them. The plan which part ol your

committee have pursued, and which we beg

leave to recommend, though far from perfect, we
believe will fully accomplish that purpose. It is

as follows : commencing at the first of the year,

we are under the necessity of feeding our hogs,

through January and February, either on raw
corn, or on boiled corn meal, which is far prefera-

ble, particularly for the sows and pigs ; and if the

sweet potatoes could be preserved until that sea-

son of the year, and ted to them boiled, with a

small addition of corn meal, it would cheapen

the cost of the first two months' feeding, very

materially. The next two months, iVlarch and

April, which is much the most difKcult season

of the year for hogs ; they should be fed on fer-

mented slops, m?de either of corn meal, or the

refuse parts of flour, alias shorts. We think

fermentation superior to boiling, because it assi-

milates and prepares the 'food more completely

fiir digestion, and also, because it is less trouble

which witli us, is an important consideration; the

only trouble necessary is to prepare a vat or tub,

of the required size, then put in it one third of meal

or shorts, and two thirds of water, and let it stand

until fermentation takes place, which, after the

first time, it will do very soon, provided a small

quantity is left in the vat as a leaven.

Now, by the first of the next months. May
and June, the oats will be large enough to graze

on, which, with a small addition ol lermented or

boiled slops, will keep your hogs in growing order,

until your stubble fields are opened, about the 1st

of July. And to assist and cheapen the feeding

of May and June, we recommend the cultivation

of the different kinds of squashes, and also the

sugar beet. They may either be led raw, or

boiled, which is preferable.

Now, having brought your hogs to the 1st of

July, the difficulty is passed. If you can keep
them in growing order until this time, they will

fatten to the end of the year, provided you bow
as much small grain as every planter in his coun-
try should do ; that is, at least one-third of the

land which he has in cultivation, leaving the

other two-thirds for corn and cotton. This amount
of stubble land, by the grain and grazing which
it affords, will keep your hogs growing and thriv-

ing until the pea fields can be opened, from
which time until Christmas, they can be kept

(at on a succession of pea fields. We are aware
that there is a prejudice with some, against feed-

ing stock hogs on peas, but we are convinced,

from experience, that it is entirely unfounded, and
that with plenty of salt, and plenty of water,

there is nothing better or cheaper lor feeding hogs
;

and we earnestly recommended to every planter,

to plant at leat^t a hill of peas for every one of

corn ; they will not only keep his stock hogs in

good order, lor near three months, but will al-

most entirely supersede the use of corn, in fat-

tening his pork.

Let us now compare the cost of pork, raised

upon the plan which we have proposed, with the

price we are compelled to pay the Kentuckians,

and we think it will not appear strange that those

planters, who raise their own supplies of pork,

are more prosperous, and get rich faster, than

those who buy it.

We have proposed that the hogs should be fed

on corn or its equivalent in value, for the first

lour months of the year, and that some corn

should be given for the next two months ; but

allowing for bad management, we will suppose
that they are led for the first six months. We
have found, on trial, that two bushels of corn in

the ear per diem, will be sufficient to keep a stock

of 100 hogs in growing condition for the first six

months in the year, (together with the adjuncts

before mentioned,) which is the only portion of

the year in which the expense of feeding is

felt; the two bushels of corn in the ear will

be equal to one when shelled, and allowing 100
ears to the bushel, which is nearly correct, it

would be giving one ear per diem to each hog
;

It would thus require 300 ears, or little more than

three and a half bushels to bring the hog to two
years old, which we think is the proper age for

liiitening, because then they fatten kinder than
when younger, and beyond that age, they do
not improve sufficiently in weight to warrant the

expense of keeping. In addition to which, we
think that after a good run on a pea field, one
and half bushels of corn will be sufficient to

complete the process of fattening. A part of
this committee have found, that with the ma-
nagement herein recommended, a hog of the

right stock, may be made to weigh at two years

old, 200 lbs, neat. The stock alluded to is a cross

of the Cobbett and Calcutta, though we have no
doubt but that any of the crosses before men-
tioned would do as well ; so that 200 lbs. neat

pork, instead of costing ^12 to be paid in cash

to the Kentuckians, costs you five bushels of corn

and the run of your stubble fields, which would
be lost, if you had no hogs ; and the run of your
pea fields, which only cost you the trouble of

planting ; for they require no gathering, and of
very little injury to your corn crop, and of great

service to your land. 13ut to insure success in

raising hogs, it will be necessary that their health

should be attended to. The diseases, to which
they are most liable are inflammation of the lungs

and throat, poisoning by mushrooms, kidney
worms, and mange and lice. The first is gene-
rally produced by lying in dusty situations, though
very often it exists as an epidemic, affecting the

hogs of a whole neighborhood at once. The
symptoms are wheezing, and a drooping, sluggish

appearance. We consider tar given in the feed,

or by drenching, as the best remedy to prevent

or cure this aflection, by its stimulating action on

the exhalents of the parts afiected. The poi-
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Bonous effects of mushrooms are much more
easily prevented than cured, for which purpose

they should be either kept up durinif the wet sea-

sons, which promote tlie growih of nujshroums,

or salt and tar should be <iiven frequently at those

times, with the view ol' invigorating and iruardmg

the stomach against the pernicious influence of

the mushrooms; and salt should l)e given at least

once a week through the whole year, Ibr the pur-

pose of promoting the general health of your

hogs. The kidney worm may generally tie

cured by applying a tar or pitch plaster over the

region of the kidneys, first having shaven oH

the hair and lacerated the skin. The best man-
ner of getting clear of mange and lice, is to ex-

dude your hogs (rom lying at)out your barn-yards

and stables, and giving fhem sulphur, and anoint-

ing them with sulphur or mercurial ointment.

There are some other points coimected with this

subject, which we intended to have noticed, but

feared that we might be trespassing on your pa-

tience, though we hope ihat we have said some-

thing which may aid and encourage our people

in freeing themselves Irom the dependence which

they have long (ell on the west, (or one of the

principal necessaries of lite.

THE PRINCIPLES OF BREEDING CATTLE.

From tlie Franl<Iin Farmer of 1838.

The number of agriculturisis who are devoting

themselves to improving their cattle is so great,

and increasing so (ast, that aulheniic information

on the principles of breeding cannot (ail to be

highly interesting and useful.

I have therelore concluded to present to the

f)ublic through the columns of your extensively

circulated and popular journal, five or six short

articles upon the subject, arranged under the (bl-

lowing heads

:

1st. The grand principle that like produces like.

2d. The comparative influence of sire and dam.
3d. Breeding in and in.

4th. The value of good keep in breeding.

5th. The proper age for breeding.

The principles and facts which will be present-

ed in these articles, will be almost entirely select-

ed and arranged from that most elaborate and au-

thentic treatise on cattle published under the su-

perintendence of the British Society (or the dif-

lusion of useful knowledge. On this account the

writer may ask for these articles the greater at-

tention, as this work is of the highest authority

both in England and America. From this work
(which should be in the hands of every (armer)

I will extract largely in the present article, which
will be devoted to the illustration of

1.

—

The grand principle that like produces like.

That which lies at the foundation and improve-
ment of every stock, or the successtlil manage-
ment of it, is the fact, the common but too much
neglected axiom, that "like produces like," This
is the governing law in every portion of animated
nature.

There is not a deviation from it in the vegeta-

ble world, and the exceptions are few and far be-

tween in the lower classes of animals. When in

the higher species the principle may not seem at

all times to hold good, it is because another pow-
er, the intellectual—the imaginative—somewhat
controls the mere organic one; or in many in-

stances the organic prmciple is still in full activity,

Ibr the lost resemblance to generations gone by is

pleasingly and strongly revived.

This principle extends to (brm, constitution,

qualities, predisposition to and exception (rom
disease, and to every thing that can render an
animal valuable or worthless. It equally applies

to the dam and to the sire. It is the Ibundaiioa

of scientific and successful breeding.

Let it be supposed that the cattle of a certain

farmer have some excellent qualities about them,
but there is a delect which considerably deterio-

rates their value, and which he is anxious to re-

move. He remembers that like produces like,

and he looks about Ibr a bull which possesses the

excellence which he wishes to engrail on his own
breed, he tries the experiment, and perhaps to his

astonishment it is a (allure, and his stock may
have deteriorated instead ol improved. The cause
ol this every day occurrence was that the new
bull had the good point which was wanting in ihe

old stock, but he, too, was deficient somewhere
else, and therelbre, though his cattle had in some
degree improved by him in one way, it was coun-
terbalanced by the inheritance ol his delects.

Here is the secret of every lailure. The new-
comer, while he possesses that which was a de-
sideratum in the old stock, should likewise possess
every good quality which they had previously ex-
hibited; then, and then alone, will there be an
improvement without alloy.

This principle was the secret spring and the
ground work of all JVlr. Bakewell's proceedings
and success. The prompt adoption of this prin-

ciple enabled that distinguished breeder to build

up the famous family of new Leicester long
horns. By judicious crossing, the excellencies of
several animals were happily united in one indi-

vidual, and the good points were confirmed and
rendered constitutional, by uniting animals which-
contained them. The skeletons or separate joints

or points of some of the more celebrated of his
animals were preserved or pickled, and hung side

by side for the purpose of inspection and improve-
ment. Some joints of beef, the relics of Old
Comely, the mother of the stock, were particular-

ly observed ; the fat of the surloin on the outside
was lour inches in thickness. A Ibur year old
steer of this family weighed three thousand lour
hundred and seventy-two pounds. The lour quar-
ters of another of this breed weighed nineteen
hundred and eighty-eight pounds, tallow two
hundred pounds, and hide one hundred and seven-
ty-seven pounds.

2.

—

The comparative inftuence ofthe sire and dam.

If the preceding number established the princi-

ple that Zi/ceproc/uces like, il is obvious that the
farmer who has a good slock of cattle to breed
frorn will rear good stock, and will improve them

;

but if he has a bad stock to start from, the produce
will be indifferent, and will grow worse. How
obviously important is it then that his stock, both
male and female, should be of the best quality
which he can possibly obtain.

The question as to the comparative influence
of the sire and dam is a difficult one to decide.

That farmer will not err who applies the grand
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principle of breeding equally to them both. In

the present system ol breedinjj, most importance,

(and that very justly,) is attributed to the male.

He is the more important animal on account of

the more numerous progeny that is to eprincf from
him, and thus his greater general influence ; and
therelbre superior care should be bestowed on the

first selection of him for rearing. He should, if

possible, always be, in point of blood, ofa superior

degree to the stock (o which he is to be bred
;

and besides, the farmer should study him closely,

and be assured that he possesses, in more than

a usual degree, the characteristic excellencies of

the breed which it is wished to imparl (o his slock.

When this case, as to the possession of such

combination of good points, has e.xiended from

sire to son through several successive generations,

it may readily be supposed that he will possess

them in a higher degree than the female can.

They will be made, as it were, a part and portion

of his constitution, and he will acquire the power,

of more certainly, and to a greater extent, com-
municating them to his offspring.

In this way the influence of the sire may, in

well bred animals, be considered as superior to

that of the lemale ; but her's is always great, and
must not be Ibrgotten. In Arabia where the mare
is the object of chief attention, and her good
qualities are carefully studied and systematicallj'

bred in her, the influence of the female decidedly

preponderates ; and on the same principle, that

of the highly bred cow will preponderate over

that of the half bred bull. Her excellencies are

an hereditary and essential part of her, and more
likely to be communicated to her offspring, than

those which have been only lately and acciden-

tally acquired by the bull with no pedigree, or

with many a blot in it. Custom and convenience

however induce the generality of breeders to look

most to the male.

The question whether the sire or dam has the

more influence in controlling the sex of the off-

spring, is perhaps not less difficult of decision.

Cows generally breed males and females alter-

nately; but their habit in this particular is not so

uniform as to contravene a principle which has

lately been promulgated chiefly by French writers

on breeding. One of them mentions a great

number of cases which establish satisfactorily the

principle, that the animal which is in the greatest

vigor, (health, age, constitution and flesh being

considered,) at the time ofcommerce will generally

fashion the sex. For example, an old and declin-

ing cow is bred to a young and vigorous bull,

other things being equal, the produce will be male,
because the bull was in the greatest visor.

These principles lead to the statement of ano-
ther, which is equally as important, and if possible

better established, and perhaps less understood.

If a man has a superior milch cow and wishes
to raise milking stock from her, the common plan

is to save her heifer calves. But according to a
principle ot breeding, sustained by liicts as well as

theory, by far the better plan would be, to save a

bull calf from this cow, and his slock when he is

put to breeding will have the excellent quality of

his dam, and be, like her, superior milkers. For
example, Cleopatra was an extraordinary milker,

according to this principle her heiler calves may,
or may not, make good milkers ; but her bull calf

Frederick, having her character and qualities bred

in him, will communicate them to his stock ; and
his heiler calves will be, like his dam, superior

milkers.

This last principle suggests an important con-
sideration in selecting a breeding bull, viz: that

he be descended from a superior milch cow.

3.

—

Breeding in and in.

The judicious breeder will not too long confine

himself to his own stock, unless it be very large.

The breeding Irom too close affinities,—the breed-

ing in and in as it is called, though it has many
advantages to a certain extent, in the hands of

most skilful and judicious breeders; though it may
be pursued until the excellent lorm and quality ofa
breed is developed and established, and was the

source whence sprung the superior cattle and sheep
of Bakewell, and to some extent of the superior

short horns of Mr. Colling
;
yet to it also must

be traced the speeily degeneracy—the absolute

disappearance ol the new Leicester cattle, and,
in the hands of many an agriculturist, the impair-

ment of the constitution of the new Leicester

sheep.

Bakewell was a master spirit in breeding, and
it cannot be denied produced a breed ol cattle

worth the efforts of such a skilful agriculturist.

The principle on which he seemed to act was
novel, bold, and for a time a successtiil one.

Some of his caiile were extraordinary illustrations

ol the harmlessness of such a system ; but he
had a large stock on which to work : a veil of
mystery was thrown over the most of his proceed-
ings and no one knew his occasional deviations

fi-om this rule, nor his skilful interposition of re-

moter affinities when he saw, or apprehended
danger.

But what has now become of the new Leices-

ter or Bakewell cattle 7 where are they to be
found '? It was a bold and successful experiment,
and seemed lor a while to answer the most san-

guine expectations of that skilful and spirited

breeder.

In districts, in which experiments were carried

on, it established a breed of cattle equalled by
few ; and it enabled the long horns to contend,

and often successfully, with the heaviest and best

of the middle horns. But no sooner had the

master spirits of the day disappeared, than the

character of the breed began imperceptibly to

change. It had acquired a delicacy of constitu-

tion inconsistent with common management and
keep ; and it began slowly but undeniably to

deteriorate.' Many of them had been bred to a
degree of refinement, that the propagation of the
species was not always certain. The breed itself

gradually diminished; in some places it almost
disappeared. The reader may scarcely give
credit to the assertion, but it is strictly true, that

in 1833 there was not a single improved Leicester

on the Dishleylarm; nor a dozen within the
circuit of as many miles. It would seem as if

some strange convulsion of nature, or some
murderous pestilence, had suddenly swept away
the whole of this valuable breed.

The above remarks are in substance taken from
that valuable treatise on British cattle, before

alluded to. In Kentucky, though the principle

of breeding mi and in has met with general dis-

approbation, yet it has been more or less prac-

tised by many breeders. To one of whom allu-
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eion will he mnde, not from nnkindnees, hut merely

lor exiirn|)le ; lor he, like Mr. JJ.iUevveii of Enij-

larul, is h tnc^iiiiucni lo illiisMaie ihe iniprupneiy

of the praciice. This hreeiler (now less noto-

rious) had, several years siiiee, one ol tlie finest

herds ol' niilkinj? nnii hreedini; blooded caiile in

Keniucky, and deservedly had tiijjfli reputation

as a t)reeder. But, vainly imaiiiniiiiT that they

were lar superior lo all others, proper crossinjr

was neglected ; the sloo.lc be<jan to diminish in

eize ; many of them became hornless ; and their

constitutions were impaired, in consequence of

which they suHered more from cold in winter, and
were more liable lo disease in summer; the mur-
rain soon n;o; among them, and played such sad

havoc in one short se;ison, that at present, only

a lew venerable animals remain, ol' that once su-

perior but ill-lated lierd.

With this short digression we will again quote

our valuable author. " It has therelbre become a

kind ol' principle with the agriculturist to effect a

change in his stock every second or third year
;

and that change is most conveniently effected by

introducing a new bull. This bull should be as

nearly as possible of the same sort ; coming from

a similar pasturage and climate; but possessing

no relationship,—or at most a very distant one

—

not related to the stock to which he is introduced.

He should bring wiih him every good point

which the breeder has labored hard to produce in

his stock, and if possible some improvement

;

and especially where the old stock may have
been somewhat deficient ; and most certainly he
should have no manliest delect of form, and that

most essential of all qualifications, a hardy consti-

tution, should not be wanting."

4.— The importance of good keep.

In the rearing and improvement of a stock
of cattle, nothing, perhaps, is of more import-
ance than the subject at the head of this article.

Even the powerliil excellence of blood and lamily

are unavailing and insufficient long to sustain a

valuable herd, without this indispensable accompa-
niment. Upon this subject our valuable authority

has only a few remarks, but they are very com-
prehensive and decisive.

" There is one circumstance, however, which
the breeder occasionally forgets, but which is of

as much importance to the permanent value ol

his stock as any careful selection of anim.als can
be—and that is, goodkeep. All good stock must
be both bred with attention, and well fed. It is

necessary that these two essentials, in this species

of improvement, should always accompany each
other; lor without good resources in keeping, it

would be vain to attempt supporting a capital

Block. This is true with regard to the original

stock; it is yet more evident, when animals are
brought from a better to a poorer soil."

Jjet it not be iniagined that good keep is thus
indispensably necessary, only lo the improved
blooded cattle, lor it is invariably true that mean
feeding will produce mean animals, no matter
what may be the breed. The owner of ihe hardy
Bcrubs cannot reasonably expect ihem to produce
large and well fatted carcasses, or abundant secre-
tions of milk, without rich pasturage in summer,
and bountiliil sup, .lies of nutritious lood in the
winter. I believe it is conceded that blooded cat-

VoL. IX.-02

tie require more luxuriant pasture and richer food,

to cause them most fully and most rapidly to de-
velope theirexcellencies, than the scrubs usually
receive, nor is it matter of wonder or regret ; lor

how can it be expected that an animal which
secretes two gallons of milk, or gains two pounds
of fieeli daily, should t^ubsist ufion as lidle as one
which secretes or gains but hall that quantity!
This great necessity of good keep begins with

the very existence of the animal ; and nature, as
if to leach us the lesson, ere its entrance into the
world, iias provided lor its use a su[)erabundant
store. As the first year of the animal's existence
is naturally the period of most rapid growth, so
also it should be the peiiod of most luxuriant leed-

ing. As the most liberal provision is now most
amply repaid, so also is the slightest neglect ifie

cause of irreparable loss. Instances are not
uncommon of calves which have gained a hun-
dred pounds a month, lor several months, upon
kind feeding; and thus, in a It^w months, attain a
size, which, perhaps, is not attained in the whole
existence of those v;hich are consigned lo a scanty
allowance ol milk, and the more scanty grass of
the yard or orchard.

The kind feeding of the calf is scarcely more
bountifully repaid than good keep to the dam. If

she is kept in good condition she will not only be
more healthy, but will conceive more quickly and
more surely : wilt bring a better, and a more
thrifty calf; will pass through the dangers of
parturition more salely, and will cleanse herself,

and be restored, more speedily than if she is

emaciated and exhausted by poor or scanty
feeding.

Neither is good keeping without its genial in-

fluence even upon the sire of the herd, ft is

unquestionably true that a bull which is fed upon
generous lood will he a surer and a better breeder,
than if his subsistence was poor and scanty.
True, he neither stands to the pail, nor draws at
llie yoke ; but when fully engaged his labors and
excitements are scarcely less exhausting than are
the duties of the cow or the ox

;
generous diet is

therefore necessary to sustain him in imparting a
vigorous constitution and fine spirit to his off-

spring. The observing farmer will readily avoid an-
extreme in this matter, by which heifeis are some-
times made too fat to breed, and bulls too fat to

be useful. But this is an extreme far less to be
shunned, because lar less dangerous than the
other.

5.

—

The proper age for breedings

"The proper age at which the process of
breeding may be commenced will depend upon
circumstances. Even with the early maturity of
the short horns, if the heifers could be suffiered

to run until they were two and a hall, or three
years, they would become larger, finer, and more
valuable; and their progeny would be larger and
stronger. But the expense of keep for so long
a time is a question that must be taken into serious
consideration.

"The custom, which at one period was begin-
ning to be so permanent in the breeding disiricta

of putting the heifer to the male at one year old,

or even at an earlier period, cannot be too mucfi
reprobated. At the time when they are most
rapidly growing themselves, a sufficient quantity
ofnutriment cannot be devoted to the full develops-
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ment of the foetus, and both the mother and the

calf must inevitably sutfer.

" From two io two and a half years old, accord-

ing to the quality of the pasture, will be the mosi

advantageous time for putting the heifer to the

bull. In fair pasture the heiler will probably have

attained sufficient size in two years. If the period

is prolonged after three years, and especially with

good keep, the animal will often be in too high

condition, and there will be much uncertainty as

to her becoming pregnant; though, in general,

putting on more scanty subsistence for a short

lime will set all right. At an early age there will

often be danger in calving, from the heifer not hav-

ing attained her proper size.

" It is evident from this that the bull should not

be suffered to run with ihe young stock ; and it is

becoming more the practice, and often advan-

tageously, to separate him irom the cows altoge-

ther, except when in season. That which has

been said of the best age for breeding the cow,

will equally apply to "the bull. It is absurd and

dangerous to begin to use him as some have done

when a yearling. He will come into season at

two years old—he will be better at three; and

although the farmer may not deem it prudent to

keep him more than three years, he may then be

sold advantageously, in his full prime, to another

breeder."

The above extract is taken, verbatim, -from the

invaluable treatise on British Cattle ; the princi-

ples stated, are no doubt drawn from the exten-

sive experience of English breeders. They are

so totally at variance with the practice of most

Kentucky breeders and farmers, that it may not

be amiss to confirm them by the following ex-

tracts Irora Lawrence's Farmers &. Graziers'

Guide.
" These remarks apply with the greatest force

to those inconsiderate persons who, anxious to

anticipate their most sanguine hopes, injure their

stock by putting their heifers prematurely to

breed ; and who, did they but endure another sea-

eon ol necessary delay, would give time lor na-

ture to perfect the work of maturity, and ensure

a healthy offspring; but those persons by an in-

judicious haste destroy the stamina of the animal's

constitution, entail a feeble and unhealthy issue,

exhaust the powers of the devoted animals, and
and not only shorten her life, but occasion many
and serious disorders.

"Heifers should not on any account be put to

bull before they have passed the second year of

their existence ; indeed if three years be allowed,

the much better condition of the calves will amply
repay the one year's delay." R. W. S.

PRESERVATION OF TIMBER.

From the Pliiladelpliia Ledger.

We perceive that a committee of the House of

Representatives have suggested the employment
of mineralized timber, in the construction of the

proposed bridge over the Potomac, between
Georgetown and Washington. The process of

mineralizing mentioned is that of Dr. Edward
Earle, of this city. We can scarcely say whe-
ther this suggestion on the part of the congres-

sional committee has occasioned us the more
pleasure; jot the more surprise.

We eay surprise, for we have come to this

pass, that it is really a matter of astonishment to

see Congress enter upon the considei^tion of even
the most obvious improvements in science. Not-
withstanding all that has been said of the nation-

al enterprise in such matters, we are one of the

most dilatory people upon the (ace of the globe,

in availing ourselves of authenticated and esta-

blished inventions. In such things as morus
muUicaulis, we are prompt to a fault; but where
the new scheme is a point of certainty, and not
of speculative attempt, we are the most intolerable

laggards in Christendom.

Here, lor example, is this proposal of Dr.
Earle (or the preservation of timber by the pro-

cess of mineralization. It is spoken ol by the

press, generally, as something new under the

sun ; and Congress, looking wise, takes it up
with its thumb and forefinger, very much as a
naturalist would take up a nondescript insect

which had escaped the scrutiny ofSwammer-
dam, or a quartz not to be found in Henwood or

Carne—mentioned neither by Lyell, Philips,

Murchison or Featherstonhaugh.
We are not prepared to say, just now, what is

the precise nature of the claims of Dr. Earle;

but if these claims are to supersede those of
Sir Humphry Davy, or of the French chemist,

M. Boucherie, they must be of an importance
truly wonderful. These eminent gentlemen have
demonstrated (the former long ago, and the lat-

ter of late days) a mode of so preparing timber
by mineralization, that it shall be impossible to

destroij it by rot. They have shown that the

process is exceedingly simple and cheap, and
that, by its means, qualities of the highest value

(besides that of durability) are imparted to the

wood. The plan of Sir Humphry Davy has

been long in operation in Europe, and that of

M. Boucherie has engaged the attention of the

French government lor some time past. In the

face of these fiicts, (and we will show them to

be fiacts) does it not appear unaccountable that

we should continue, day after day, in the absurd
practice of building houses and fences of unpre-
pared timber, and of laying with it railway struc-

tures, requiring a continuous repair that absorbs

a great portion of profit 1 Does it not appear
especially remarkable that our government will

persist in building ships of unprepared wood,
which fall to pieces belore a launch can be effect-

ed, (as in the case of the vessel now on the

stocks at our navy-yard,) when, at an equal cost

or at a less, we might have men-of-war, to whose
duration it would be impossible to assign a limit?

Of course it does appear ve7-y strange, and rather

than suppose ourselves or our government guilty

of such supineness, or of such imbecility as is

here imputed, the reader of this article will be
inclined to fiiU back upon the belief that there

is some error in our statement—in short, that

some good reason exists for continuing the old

fashioned practices.

Now this is a subject of manifest importance.

It is important, whether we regard the supposed
improvement itself—an improvement which comes
immediately home to the bosoms and business

of every man in the community—or whether
we look to the conduct of that government which
is bound to encourage the true and the useful,

without reference io party or Io fijvoritism.
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Thinking thus, we will recur to this subject

Rgain, aiui endeavor to eiiow, as concisely ;i8

possible, what is the exact nature of the iiiinc-

ralizing process of Sir lluniphroy Davy and ol

M. .Rouclierie—also, n)ore lully, what are the

advantages to be derived from mineralization,

with the data and authoriiies in support of the

process. It will be lound that, althougli the

public mind in America is absolutely umnlorni-

ed upon this whole topic, there is really no

question whatever among ihe scieiuific in regard

to the importance ol the discoveries alluded to,

,or the feasibility of their practical applicaiion.

EREEDIXG OF STOCK.

From tlie Franklin Farmer (of 1838.)

Having, to some extent, been engaged in this

business lor the last thirty-five years, and not

altogether an inalteniive observer of the various

fluctuations which have occurred durinijthat time

in this important interest, I have thought it might
not be entirely useless to address a lew reflections

on this subject, to those interested in breeding
and raising stock, through the columns ol your
useful paper.

The abundant yield of the rich soils of the

valley of the Mississippi, under a proper course

ot culture, enables the grazier and feeder of stock

to increase his operations to an extent unequalled
by that of any oilier section of our union. The
grand desideratum then is so to use his means
as to make them most productive. I will eni:^

merate some of the errors which have fallen

under my own notice. About thirty-five years
ago, great exertions were used to introduce the
thorough-bred horse, and various fine animals
were brought to Kentucky, of English importa-
tion. But few of them were purchased there, ol

celebrity, until they became so old as to have
fallen into disrepute. It is a matter there of ge-
neral notoriety, that between the age of ten

and twenty years, is the time of life, when the
immediate descendants of the horse are most
powerful, muscular, vigorous, and capable of
endurance. But alter he has reached twenty, it

rarely happens, however celebrated may have
been hia produce, that they have afterwards any
claims to celebrity, as runners.) Those interest-

ed in the success of the importation of that day,
had the address to convince the popular mind
that the mixed blood which were then raised

should be abandoned, and the thorcugh-bred take
their places. All who were able to raise the
means of breeding to the full-bloods did so, and
the consequence was degeneracy ensued

—

their

produce were weakly, delicate, and restive

—

possessing few, if any, of the qualities requisite

for the saddle, or farm. Such as were no*, run-
ners, (and of that number there were very few,)
were unfit lor any other valuable purpose ; many
at lour years old would not command the money
it cost to have them sired.

Disappointed with the bad succees attendant
on this experiment, another sllll worse was resort-

ed to. Large, coarse, clumsy horses, of the
|

Conestoga breeds, were then brought ; they also

were freely patronized, and the opposite extreme
followed, their produce were of unwieldy size,

clumsy, deficient in wind, hard to keep, and ut-

terly unfit liir domesiic use or foreign market.
Next came the Jack, and breeding of mules Ibr

many years was attended with great success,

owing to the extensive demand and high prices

paid lor them by the planters of the South. But
this, like most other pursuits which the great
body of western producers turn their attention

to, is now overdone. Nearly all the breeders are
either raising the blood horse or the mule, neither

of which are suited to the saddle, carriage or

stage ; the one being too restive and weakly ; the

other too obstinate and slow. The object of the

foregoing remarks is not to discourage breeding
of either of the classes of stock above enumerated
or to detract from the great merits of the blood

horse, but to sugjrest the advantage of dividing,

and equalizing this business, so as to insure suc-

cess to all. It is idle to suppose that mares of
coarse blood and clumsy, or of diminutive size,

will produce racers. Equally so would it be to

expect small, delicate, blood mares to produce
large and saleable mules. The large, coarse

mares should be bred to the choice Jacks of the

country ; the smaller mares to the substantial,

well formed, active half-blood horse, and the
thorough-bred (of good size only) to the full

blood, and proven race-horse. By attentively

observing these rules of breeding, great improve-
ment would be made in each variety of stock,

and a sufficient number ot all kept in the country,
to supply the home and foreign demand, all com-
manding fair prices. The great error <o be avoid-
ed is that of running with the popular current
from one extreme to another, unmindful of the
inevitable consequence of increasing the supply
beyond the demand. S.

THE NECESSARY CONSEQUENCES OF ADMIT-
TING THE PLEA FOR THE CONTINUED SUS-
PENSION OF SPECIE PAYMENTS.

Since the publication of our preceding number,
there have appeared, for the first time, several

articles in the newspapers protesting strongly

against the resumption of specie payments by the

banks of Virginia, at the time fixed by the existing

law ; and indeed at any time before the banks of

Pennsylvania and Maryland shall pay specie.

We do not propose to notice any articles which,

judged either by their manner, or their source, or

both, are obviously part of the bought services of

mercenary bank hirelings. But there are writers

whom we believe to be, and respect as, disinterest-

edly speaking in behalf of what they deem the

public good
; and in regard to i/ieir objections, and

strictly to the question only, we shall make a few
remarks.

And first, let it be observed that no one has
pretended to advocate or justify the general pro-

cedure of the banks of Virginia in any one thing

ol the numeioMs particular abuses that we have
condemned, as being right per se, proper, or bene-

ficial to the community and to general interests.
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Nor has but one act, or particular course of ac-

tion, been justified and defended, even as a matter

made necessary l)y tlie extraneous and unjustifia-

ble action of foreign banks. This particular mat-

ter, wbich alone, among the host of banking

abuses, is thus de/ignded, is the suspension of spe-

cie payments by tlie banks of Virginia, and (as

now for the first time avowed by any defenders)

for the indefinite time that other states may per-

mit the payments of their banks to continue sus-

pended. Therefore, we wish it to be observed,

the defence of the banks is limited to one charge

only—leaving, as it would seem, all the other and

far more important grounds of charge unan-

swered and untouched. When so much has

been said and published in defence on one point

only, is not such silence an indication of the other

alleged abuses being allogether indefensible?

We wish to treat the subject fairly, and our op-

ponents respectfully; and we shall aim to present

the purport of their objection in its full force. It

is said that the notes of the banks of Virginia are

received, in the ordinary course of trade, m Balti-

more, Philadelphia and other places, whose banks

are not paying specie; and if our banks were to

resume payment while the banks of these places

in other states still refused payment (or their own

notes, that brokers would collect the Virginia

notes, demand the specie lor them from the banks,

and drain the banks of specie as long as notes

could be thus obtained for the purpose; and, as

the notes of our banks in circulation amount to

more than thrice their stock of specie, and as it is

impossible for one dollar to pay a demand for

three, that the foreign brokers, and the other de-

mands which their action would induce, would

draw all the specie, leaving two-thirds of the

notes still unpaid. And hence the conclusions to

which these reasoners come, (and which, whether

named or not, are unavoidable on these premises,)

that the banks of Virginia ought not to be com-

pelled 10 pay, until those of Maryland, Pennsyl-

vania, &c., shall also pay.

There are two ways of meeting this essump-

tion. One is to show that the premises are un-

sound, at least in part, and therefore that the de-

ductions, if not altogether illegitimate, at least re-

quire much abatement. But though this may be

done, and we trust t^aiisftictorily to unprejudiced

minds, it is not properly incumbent on us to prove,

or offer to prove, negative propositions. 1 1 belongs

to those who assert these propositions to prove

the existence of the premises and the extent of

their operation in results. Until that be done, or

at least attempted, it is enough for us, on the op-

posite side, to deny that the premises, and of

course the concluBione, are correct, or that their

importance is such as to justify the continuance of

the weighty evils of an irredeemable currency for

an indefinite time. Whenever 'he advocates of

ihe t/ariks, and of non-resumption, shall abandon

mere loos^e assertions of disastrous results, and at-

tempt to fully exhibit facts as premises, and thence

draw proper conclusions, w« shall be ready to

meet their argument. But there would be neither

propriety nor utility in our undertaking to prove

the negative of their unproved and unargued posi-

tive propositions—which indeed are but loose un-

supported assertions of greatly exaggerated facts.

At this time we will merely take a rapid and

concise view of the question in a different aspect.

For the sake of argument, and to save useless

words, we may even admit as sound and true all

the premises above stated ; and then the mere ex-

hibition of the result, to which the argument in-

evitably and confessedly leads, will be enough to

upset the whole policy advocated, in the opinion

of every unprejudiced and disinterested advocate

of the wellare, and especially of ihe independence,

of the commonwealth of Virginia.

Aduiitiing then all that is claimed as premises

for the oppisite side of the question, it comes to

ihis conclusion : The policy of Virginia in the

important matter of the currency—its stable-or its

fluctuating value— its rate and extent of deprecia-

tion, if depreciated—the fluctuation of the apparent

value of land and other property caused by real

depreciation and fluctuation of a vicious paper

currency— all the losses to the ignorant and honest,

and gains to artful speculators—the enormous

moral as well as political and pecuniary evils thence

certainly accompanying such a condition of things

—all these important elements of the policy and

the welfare of our commonwealth are to be always

totally dependent upon the legislation, not of Vir-

ginia, but allogether upon that of Blaryland,

Pennsylvania, and other states !
'. '. And we the

people of V^irginia, claiming to have equal rights

with, and certainly separate interests from, those

(^quoad hoc) foreign states, are to submit, now and

always, to be pillaged and oppressed so far as

fraudulent banking and depreciated paper currency

can serve to pillage and oppress, at the will and

pleasure of the legislatures of foreign states, that

have, or believe they have, an interest in continu-

ing the system of pillage and oppression!!!

This is the general proposition, or statement of

the general principle ; and independent freemen

will not rest their decision of a[iproval or rejection

on the mere balance^!' the possi6/e pecuniary pro-

fit to be derived from such submission. It would

be a matter of universal conviction, that no pecu-

niary gain to the commonwealth could compen-
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sate for euch an unlimited aiui unkoowii extent ol

vaeealage to foreign states.

Let us illustrate this state of vassalage.

When the constitution of Virginia was under

revisal and amendment, suppose that (brmai pro-

posals had been submitted to the Convention, Irom

the governments of Pennsylvania and Maryland,

offering each to pay to Virginia $ 100,000 a year,

for the perpetual privilege of those states making

the currency of Virginia, its depreciation, the

•market value of property, the fluctuation of value

&c. &c., to accord precisely and fully to such ex-

tent as those states might choose to do for them-

selves by means of their irredeemable paper.

And even limit the monstrous supposition of the

rate of the extent of evil (though it is indeed

unlimitable,) to just what has existed in Virginia

for the last five years, and what must exist tor

the next five, or until the resumption of Pennsyl-

vania shall cease, if her existing law be indeed

held sacred. We may safely assume that not

one voice in the Convention of Virginia would

have been found in favor of yielding, for the con-

sideration of ^200,000 a year, those rights and in-

terests of Virginia which are yielded for nothing

by the argument of our present opponents. And

such yielding would have been deemed as unprofi-

table in regard to the mere pecuniary interests of

the people of Virginia, as it would be degrading

and inlamoua to an independent commonwealth.

But this argument lor continued supension does

not go as far as it admits of being fairly carried.

If the example of Pennsylvania and Maryland

in the general matter of suspension ought to be

always followed by Virginia, so the extent of

such suspension, as to mode and legal limit of

time, should also be conformed to.

Now Virginia preserves, by the act of last ses-

sion, something like a specie currency of small

change, by compelling the banks to redeem their

small notes (for ^1 and ^2) in specie. These

small note? are carried in for specie, much to the

annoyanrc and diminution of profit of the banks
;

and doubil''ss all of these notes that reach Balti-

more and Philadelphia are collected for that pur-

pose by the brokers. To avoid this one remaining

feature of specie- paying by our banks, and its

certain consequences in the presenting them by

brokers for redemption, our legislature certainly

ought (to carry out the argument !br the banks,)

to make these small notes irredeemable ; and, to

supply the want of email change, permit, as in

Maryland, bills to be issued by corporations or in-

individuals as low as for 6 cents. Then, no specie

could be drawn li-om our banks, and there would

l)e none of it in circulation ; and the nuisance (or

the blessing) of a discredited and greatly depre-

ciated "shin-plaster'' currency, such as exists in

Maryland, would be universal in Virginia. With-

out this to complete the benefit, the existing

partial redeeming law of Virginia leaves the

banks and the country fully exposed to at least a

part of the alleged evils of resumption of specie

payments.

Again : As the argument for continued suspen-

sion claims that ihe banks of Virginia ought not

to resume payments until those of Pennsylvania

and Maryland resume, (we omit all other neigh-

boring states, to which the rule will also apply—

)

let us see what is the shortest time at which such

permission to resume may be expected. By the

very infamous law of Pennsylvania, passed by

the gaining of bribed votes in the last hour of

a long session, the legislature of the bankrupt

commonwealth of Pennsylvania made a bargain

and league with her fraudulent banks, by which

both the state and the banks were to aid each

other in cheating the community. The banks

were allowed by this law to continue their sus-

pension of payraents_/f;r five more yearsfrom that

time; and as a condition of this unheard-of

measure of fraudulent privilege, the indulged

banks were to lend to the state three millions of

dollars, for the same five years; with the proviso,

that if the loan should not then be paid, the bank

suspension shall still continue, until the loan shall

be paid. Here, then, is a suspension of payments

certainly fixed on Pennsylvania, and of course (ac-

cording to the argument we oppose) upon Mary-

land and upon Virginia, for five years at least ; and

that merely that a government, which is afraid to

lay taxes to pay the interest of its debts, might be

enabled to borrow irredeemable bank notes for that

purpose. But that is not all, nor half. Can any

man believe that a government acting thus, and

(or such inducements, will pay the principal so

borrowed within 5 years'? And if not, then the

suspension is to be continued, not only on Penn-

sylvania, but as a consequence on Virginia, until

the debt shall be fully paid. And now, we put

it to the farmers of Virginia, to the people in

general, and even to our honest and disinter-

ested opponents, (who have received from the

bank organs as true, and have used this argument,

and wish to apply the rule lor the continuation of

suspension in Virginia,) whether they are willing

to abide the time, the pleasure and the interests,

ofihe siovernment and the banks of PennsylvaniH,

for the commencement of the resumption of pay-
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ments in Virginia 1 If they are not willing to

abide ihefull time, it will be useless to wait for

a part; for if we wait four years for Pennsylvania

and Maryland to resume, and then resume beCore

them, all the evils which it is alleged would occur

from resumption next January, would occur as

certainly and as injuriously (if indeed at all) at

the later time.

In a word— this argument against resumption

nt any fixed time, and before other states shall

resume, leads but to one conclusion. It is in fact

(though not so meant by most of those who urge

or submit to it,) as full and imperative lor a per-

petual irredeemable paper currency as it is lor its

continuance during the pleasure of Pennsylva-

nia and Maryland.

And if the people are not prepared for a sus-

pension to be continued as long as five years

more—and still less for ever—and lor the perpetual

policy of irredeemable and depreciated paper cur-

rency, they should act speedily to compel resump-

tion of bank payments as early as possible. The

longer it is put off, the more difficult it will be to

be brought about. Almost every packet that

sails from this country to Europe carries a -large

amount of specie, which as a regular commercial

business is a necessary consequence of the non-

specie paying policy of this country ; and, so

far as the quantity of specie in the United

States has a bearing on the ability of the banks

lo redeem their notes, every month's additional

delay will increase that obstacle to resumption.*

* In addition to the sundry facts before published in

the newspapers, and of which enough have been co-

pied into our summaries of news, on which the above

general statement was based, the following have reach-

ed us within a few days after the above article was

written, and before it could go to press.

" The last London packet from New York took out

more than $200,000 in specie."

—

[Bait. Sun.'\

The last National Intelligencer has the following

passage in the letter of its regular New York corre-

spondent, who is a thorough bankiie, and advocate for

the paper system :
" The rate of exchange is gradu-

ally becoming higher. As a necessary consequence,

specie is shipped. The Havre packet, which sailed

this morning, [Sept. 16,] took out $240,000." (Ac-

cording to the " Money Article" of the Herald, it was

$250,000.)

Now, if the whole issue of the proper time to re-

sume specie payments were to be made to turn on

this one point alone, we ask was there ever a more

gross deception in the pretence, or more gullibility in

the belief, that the continued delay of resumption,

which confessedly causes specie to be exported conti-

nually, will serve to make more easy the future re-

sumption of specie payments by the banks ! ! !

The non-paying banks (if really solvent)

could prepare to resume specie payments, and

beneficially for the community, in two months.

For (his assumption we have the authority of

Mr. Appleton, (in his recent pamphlet on this sub-

ject,) which, as that of a most enlightened bank

advocate, and long experienced bank president,

must be respected by those who would count our

opinions as nothing. The great difficulty of

getting ready to resume is in fiact a mere trifle.

It is merely to draw in the excess of circulation ;

.

and, to do this, it would not even be necessary to

compel the payment of existing debts to the

banks faster than ought otherwise to be required.

It would be enough that they should make no

more new debtors to the banks, until the payments

of the existing debts, (as coming in every dis-

count day, according to the ordinary course of

business,) had reduced their circulation and liabili-

ties within their means of meeting them. Of
course the banks should stop selling specie for the

premium, (as they do now, in drafts on New
York payable in specie,) and should even buy

more specie, if necessary. The community

would not suffer at all, or any thing worth naming

in comparison to the suffering from the opposite

cause. There would be only two minor classes

who would suffer a loss of present illegitimate

gains ; and for their gain, all the present general

evils of an irredeemable paper currency are en-

dured. These are, first the banks, or the stockhold-

ing interest, which of course would lose the pre-

sent large and unrighteous profits made by their

violation of all legal and moral obligations—by
their greatly expanded issues and loans, and by

trading and practising indirect usury upon the

depreciation, thus produced, of their own notes.

And secondly, the speculators and traders on fic-

titious capital, who depend on bank loans and

accommodations to carry on business, would ne-

cessarily have to contract their operations—and

of many, perhaps, it might be found that in fact

they had nothing to trade upon, except the credit

thus furnished by the bank, through the irredeem-

able paper system. If the insolvency or bank-

ruptcy of any such persons were to occur, it would

not be caused by bank resumption, but simply

thereby brought to light. But let the loss to these

two classes (stock-holders and bank borrowers,

and we may add stock-jobbers and speculators,)

be what it may, we submit the question to the

people, whether, to prevent these losses, incurred

as they will be solely by the participation of the

losing parties in the long continued abuses of

banking, and aiding their injurious operation on
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the public interests, the people are willing to con-

tinue to bear all the evils they have long sudertul

and will still more sutier, I'rom this inifjuitous and

fraudulent system 1 If so, indeed, then we have

nothino' to do but submit, in common with all

others, to be thus oppressed through all future

time. But, while there remains a hope for suc-

Cessliil resistance to this tyranny of avarice, moral

*raud, and legalized swindling, we will be among

those who will struggle to throw off the yoke,

even if the impending consequences of such

emancipation were ten times as costly in a pecu-

niary point of view as they are asserted to be by

the predictions of bank advocates, and apologists

for banking frauds.

EXPERIMENT OF PT-ANTING CORN WITH ONE
OR MORE STALKS AT A PLACE.

To the Editor of tlie Farmers' Register.

Louisa Co., Va. September 4, 1841.*****
While my pen is in hand I will give you the

details of an experiment in planting corn which
I made in 1839. It may be of some interest

to your readers.

My object was to ascertain how the product of

the crop is affected by the mode of planting:

as, with only a sini^le stalk in a hill, or with more.

A piece of land of good quality, and pretty well

manured, I laid off' by stakes in straight rows or

drills 5 feet apart. Thirty of these rows of equal

length, were divided into three parcels of 10 rows
each. One of these parcels, 1 planted wiih a sin-

gle stalk in a hill, the hills being placed one and a

hair feet apart in the drill ; one with two stalks in

a hill, the hills three leet apart in the drill ; and
the other with three stalks in a hill, the hills four

and a half feet apart in ihe drill. By this arrange-
ment it will at once be perceived that each parcel,

occupying exactly the same space of ground,
(which was just a quarter of an acre,) had pre-

cisely the same number ol stalks of corn on it—the

only difference between them being in the mode of

planting; viz., one with one stalk, one with two,

and the other with three stalks in a hill. The
distances between the hills were taken by mea-
sure ; the whole lot was planted at the same time,

wiih the same variety of corn, cultivated alike,

and harvested alike, and the product of each par-
cel, carefully kept to itself, was as follows:

No. 1., one stalk in a hill, the hills one and a half
feet apart, 14^ bushels.

No. 2., two stalks in a hill, the hills three feet

apart, 16^ bushels.

No. 3., three stalks in a hill, the hills four and a
half feet apart, \i^ bushels.

Thus it would appear, that on such land as I

experimented on, corn is more productive with
two stalks in a hill, than with either one stalk or

with three ; and that there is no difference in pro-
duct between that with one etalk in a hill and that

with three.

My lot of three-fourths of an acre produced 45
bushels, or at the rate of 60 bushels per acre

while the quarter of an acre which was planted
Willi two stalkp in a hill, produced 16.^ husheld, or
at the rale ol 66 bushels to the acre, lieing a clear

giiin of 6 bushels to the acre, merely lium Ihe
inotie of planting—a most important and vnliiable

gain truly. There were some stalks missing in

each parcel, but 1 thought not more in one than in

iinoilicr; and though there may have been some
shade of difference in the quality ol' the soil, or of
the manure applied to it, I did not perceive any.
1 thought the experiment was (as it was intended

to be) a very fair one. I was induced to make it

from reading in the Register a very valuable arti-

cle on the culiivalion of corn, from the pen of Mr.
William P. Taylor of Caroline, He advanced
the opinion, as the result of his experience and ob-

servation, that corn produces more when planted

with two stalks in a hill than with one. Knowing
that his experience and intelligence entitled his opi-

nions to great respect, and having myself observed
that one corn-maker of my ac(]uainiance, who al-

ways plants wiih two stalks in a hill, (to save hoe
work, which it does to a considerable extent,) ge-
nerally made better crops than his neighfiors, I

thought it would be well to test it by accurate ex-
periment. The result tends to confirm Mr. Tay-
lor's opinion. The corn which I planted was a
variety of the twin-eared prolific corn, and the

.-eason was a good one. The conniion opinion in

ihis part of the country is in liivor of planting wiih
a single sialk in a hill ; and I know it is in aeneral'

unsafe to trust to a single experiment, or to ihe-

opinions of a few, in opposition to Ihe common
o[)inion of the world, founded on general expe-
rience ; but so few accurate experiments have
been made on this subject, that I have not hesi-

tated to rely on Mr. Taylor's opinion, confirmed
by my own experiment and observation; and I

now plant my corn wiih two stalks in a hill, and
recommend it lo others to do the same. It cer-

tainly saves labor in planting, and weeding with
the hoe, and I think there is a gain in the product

of the crop.

Should this meet the eye of any who have made
experiments on the same subject. I hope they will

give the results through the Register.

The wheat crop in this region gives scarcely

half the usual product. Corn, which was back-
ward and indifferent in the early part of the sea-

son, now promises about its usual return. To-
bacco, though later in starting to grow off than
usual, is now doing v/ell, and, if it escapes an early

frost, may make a lair crop. The oats never were
worse. John Z. Holladay.

SOIL PROPER FOR THE VINE.

From Hoare's Cultivation of the Vine.

One of the principal causes of grapes not ripen-

ing well on open walls in this country is the great
depth of mould in which the roots of vines are

suffered to run, which, enticing them to penetrate

in search of food below the influence of the sun's

rays, supplies them wiih too great a quantity of

moisture ; vegetation is thereby carried on till lat&

in the summer, in consequence of which ihe ripen-

ing process does not commence till the declination

of the sun becomes too rapid to afford a sufliciency

of heat to perfect the fiuit. To prevent this, the
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subsoil should be composed of dry materials. It

is almost impossible indeed to make a vine border

ofmalerials that shall be too dry or porous. It is

not mere earth that the rooie require to come in

contact with, to induce growth and extension, but

air also, which is as necessary to them as to the

leaves and branches. The excrementitious mat-

ter discharged from the roots of a vine is very

great, and ifthis be given out in a soil that is close

and adhesive, and through which the action ol

the solar rays is feeble, the air in the neighbour-

hood ofthe roots quickly becomes deleterious, and

a languid and diseased vegetation immediately

Ibllows. But if the roots grow in a soil composed
ofdry materials, mixed together in such a iTinnner

38 to possess a series of cavities and interstices,

into which the sun's rays can enter with Ireedom,

and there exert their full power ; the air in which

the roots perform their lunciions becomes warm
and purified, they absorb their Ibod in a medium
which dissipates their secretions, and a healthy

and vigorous vegetation is the never-lailing conse-

quence. All borders, therelbre, made expressly

lor the reception of vines, ought to be composed
of a sufficient quantity ofdry materials, such as

stones, brickbats broken moderately small, lumps

of old mortar, broken pottery, oyster shells, Sfc.

Jiones, however, on account of their prolonged

effect, are by iar the roost valuable manure that

can be deposited in a vine border. They should

be buried in the soil whole, and as fresh as possi-

ble. Every variety of size may be procured,

from the smallest bone of a fowl to the largest

bone of an ox. The small bones will decompose
in a ie\f months, but the largest will remain for

twenty, thirty and even fifty years, belore they

are entirely decayed while the intermediate-sized

ones, according to their respective kinds, will be

continually decomposing m succession Ibr a great

number of years, yielding thereby a constant

supply of nutriment of the most valuable descrip-

tion. It is worthy of remark also, that every

bone, whether small or large, after it has been

deposited in the soil a few weeks, will begin to

yield, by the decomposition of the gluten on its

surface, a steady supply of nutritious matter, and

contmueso to do until it be resolved into its con-

stituent parts and form part of the soil itself.

FACTORY BATHS.

From ttie Peuny Magazine.

In the autumn of last year I established some
warm baths, which have been brought into very

general use, and have contributed materially to

the health, comfort, and cleanliness of the people.

The bathing-room is a small building close be-

hind the mill, about twenty-five feet by fifteen.

The baths, to the number of seven, are ranged
along the wails, and a screen about six feet high,

with benches on each side of it, is fixed down the

middle of the room. The cold water is supplied

from a cistern above the engine-house, and the

hot water from a large tub, which receives the

waste steam from the dressing-room, and is kept

constantly almost at boiling temperature. A pipe

from each of these cisterns opens into every
bath ; so that they are ready for instant use.

The men and women bathe on alternate days,

and a bath-keeper for each attends for an hour
and a half in the evening. This person has ihe

entire care of the room, and is answerable for

every thing that goes on in it. When any one
wishes to baihe, he comes to the counting house
for a ticket, for which he pays a penny, and with-

out which he cannot be admitted to the bathing-

room. Sortie families, however, subscribe a shil-

ling a month, which entitles them to five hatha

weekly ; and others hold a general subscriber's

ticket, which always gives ihem admittance to

the room. I think the number of baths taken
weekly varies from about twenty-five lo seventy
or eighty. During the first four months (from
November to February inclusive) the average
was about seventy-five weekly. Ipaythebaih-
keepers two shillings and sixpence and two shill-

ings a-week ; and i believe this amount has been
more than covered by the receipts. The first cost

of erecting the baths was about eighty pounds.

PORK RAISING— EXERCISE USEFUL FOR
SWINE.

From the Maine Farmer.

Mr. Phinney's remarks and experiments (no
guessing) prove that swine kcpi in ordinary grow-
ing condition only, for the first nine months, or

half their life, have exceeded in weight fifty

pounds those kept high and fat the whole time,

I hough at nine months old the latter were the

heaviest. They were all one litter. Three were
kept so as to exercise and root in the compost
heap, or in squealing condition, as some farmers

would say, for nine months, while the other three

were kept fat and in a close pen for the same
lime. They were all slaughtered in one day at

18 monihs old, having the last nine months been
kept precisely alike. Mr. Phinney, like a man
wfio reasons and thinks, attributes the increased

weight mostly to exercise. The benefits of ex-
ercise are well known in all animals, man not ex-

cepted. If all were to bring up their children on
rich lood, without exercise, our race would soon
become Lilliputians ; and so with all other ani-

mals. This is worth knowing, as it saves much
expense, and in swine 50 lbs. of pork into the

bargain. It must also aid in making manure ; if

mud, thistles, bushes, &c., &c., are placed lor those

which are kept ordinarily to root over.

Pork cannot be afforded at 6 or 7 cents per

pound by any one who does not raise roots, squash-

es, pumpkins, and who does not let liis swine
run out to pasture, or on a clover patch three or

four months in summer, or does not mow clover

grass for them and place it in their yanJ, or on
the compost heap, &c. I suggest these ideas for

those who may fee! interested m the subject.

N. B.—Were I asked, what farmer could afTord

pork lowest, and make the raising of it a good
business 1 I would answer, in a word, he who
makes the most manure from his swine, and who
raises the most roots, squashes, pumpkins, apples,

&c., and who looks well to the breed.
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FRONT YARDS—SHRUBBERY—FLOWERS.

From llic Franklin Farmer.

While the farmers are viirorously preparinir lo

p.ncrage in tiie important cind busy operations ol'

spring, they should not netrlet't. those employ-

ments of the iasie thai contribute so much to the

beauty, pleasure and comlbrt of a country resi-

dence. Don't suppose Ironi the caption oi' this

article, that we are ixoing to advocate an inutile,

unproductive expenditure ol" time and labor; I'm

if you do, we shall address ourselves to your

wives and dauchters—Gon bless them. We
hold it the duty of every good liarmer to render his

ho7nc as happy and agreeable as possible; to

combine the solid comlbrts of lile, with the elegant

pleasures of taste. We do not urge the sacrifice

of substantial enjoyments to those of the taste or

fancy—we would secure both ; and he who is

most successliil in obtaining the one, is most likely

to secure the other. Let every farmer, therefore,

appropriate a liberal allowance of ground (or a

fiont yard to his house. It should be expansive

enough to permit the execution of a regular

design, in laying out the lines for walks, groves,

rows of trees, shrubbery and flowers. It should

be handsomely graded, sloping downwards from

the house, in front and on each hand. Set it in

blue grass, and of course enclose it by a neat,

substantial paling or fence, painted while. In

the selection of the trees, shrubbery and flowers,

consult the taste of your " better half;" and don't

spare any expense she may require, in order to

gratify her taste. If she even fancies exotics,

send abroad for them, though we should like to

see our native botany more appreciated ; for, be

assured, every tree, shrub or flower, will give

you and your family a joy and gladness more
exquisite than any derivable from the sordid

enjoyments of wealth. A taste for trees, and
plants, and flowers, is the love an enlightened

mind and a tender heart pays to nature ; it is a

peculiar attribute of woman, exhibiting the gen-
tleness and purity of her sex; and every husband
should encourage it ; lor his wile and daughters

will prove wiser, and happier, and belter by its

cultivation. Who does'not venerate and love

some tree, or rose, or honeysuckle, planted, it may
be, by the hand of some absent or departed mo-
ther, or sister, or brolherl and who would not

protect them with a holy reverence, as mementoes
of a hallowed love as well as contributors to the

gratification of an elegant taste? The writer

remembers well the vine planted by his mother's
own hand, when he was a little child. Its ten-

drils now cling to the topmost branches of a

tall tree in the front yard ; and he never revisits

the scene of his childhood, without gratifying

some of the holiest emotions of his nature by
sitting under its shelter and recalling the earliest

and happiest associations of his life. And there

too, clinging about the columns of the porch, is

the coral honeysuckle, shading the evening win-
dow, with its rich and delicate clusters of flowers

;

and at every footstep along the border, are the

many-hued flowers, planted by a sister. And
there also, along the line of the enclosure, are

the rows of peach, pear, plum, cherry, apple,

quince and ornamental trees, planted by his own
hand, when but a boy. They now, Hke the wri-

ter, who planted them, have grown to maturity.

Vol. IX.-5.S

Every year they pay rich return of delicious fruif,

or beautiful and fragrant foliage and flowers; and
every returning summer, as he pays the accus-

tomed visit to the homestead of his youth, he
enjoys a rational pleasure in the mere sight of

tlii'm, infinitely greater than the gratification of

the most fastidious palate. It is a great joy, to go
to each tree, and, as it were, renew an acquaint-

iuice begun in the earlier years of our youth, and
rejoice in the full strength of manhood—'tis the

very poetry of a gentle and gladsome and nature-

loving heart. And these are modes of enjoy-

ment which every one should provide for himself

and for those who are to come after him.

We have deemed such an article as this ne-

cessary to many of our Kentucky farmers. There
are too many of them who sacrifice to a supposed

utility all the enjoyments of which we have
spoken. We have known some plough almost

up to the walls on all sides of the house, which
seemed to have been taken from some other

place, and set down in the midst of a corn field.

Such a taste is extremely vulgar.

We have but two or three suggesliona further

on the subject, leaving lo the taste of the farmer
the plan of the improvement we desire all to

adopt. The row of trees next the yard fence

should be large forest trees, such as the black

locust or elm. The passage from the front to the

road should either be through a woodland pasture

or a grass lawn, neither of which should ever
be devoted to the plough. Be content with the

pleasure and the pasturage afl'orded by such land
—they are profits enough. The woodland pas-

tures of Kentuck}', are doubtless more beautiful

than the classic groves of Arcadia. Where there

is but a lawn in front of the house, the farmer
should plant an avenue of trees. For this pur-

pose, we recommend the elm ; but the utilitarian

will prefer the locust, a handsome ornamental
tree, indeed, and producing a most valuable tim-

ber. But who is the Goth would think of felling

the trees of an ornamental avenue for their

t'nnber?—none but one thrice-steeped in barba-
rism. The elm is the finest ornamental tree of
our forest, lis venerable trunk, its graceful

boughs, its early, rich and beautilul foliage, and
its entire freedom from the least appearance of
stiffness, should render it the classic favorite of
the woods. It is surprising that it is not more
prized as an ornamental tree.

We will add but one remark more, fearing our
readers may deem the length of this article an
encroachment upon more important topics. Never
permit the suggestions of a momentary cupidity

to induce you to graze your front yard. The
grass may look luxurious and tempting, and it

may seem '-a sin'''' to lose it ; but better to mow
or shear your yard than to graze it. A cow or

horse will, in one hour, destroy the growili of
years. Nothing is more provoking, to tliB man
of taste, than to see the trees he has planted, the

vines and the flowers he has nurtured fijryeais,

destroyed as fodderfor beasts. O, 'lis horribly

vulgar.

BLUE WASH FOR WALLS.

Two pounds blue vitriol, 1 pint slack lime,

small piece of glue. Dissolve the vitriol and glue
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in boiling water, and wet your lime with the blue

water. Have it the consistence of white- wash,

and put it on in the same way.

A BRILLIANT STUCCO WHITE-WASH.

From the Genesee Farmer.

Many have probably often heard of the bril-

liant and lasting white-wash upon the east end of

the President's house at VVasliington city. The
following is the recipe for making it:

" Take clean lumps of well burnt lime, say five

or six quarts, slack the same wiih hot water in a

tub, covered, to keep in the steam, pass it in the

fluid (brra through a fine sieve, add one Iburih of

a pound of whiting or burnt alum, pulverized

—

one pound of good sugar, three pints of rice flour

made into a thin and well boiled paste, and one

pound of clean glue, dissolved by first soaking it

well, and then putting it into a sm.ali kettle, which
should again be put into a larger one fi!!ed with

water, and placed over a slow fire. Add five gal-

lons of hot water, the whole mixture.
" This wash is applied, where particular neat-

ness is required, with a painter's brush. It must
be put on while warm, if upon the outside of the

building—if within doors, cold. It will retain its

brilliancy for many years. There is nothing of

ilie kind that will compare with it. About one
pint of this mixture will cover a square yard upon
the outside of a house, if properly applied. If a

larger quantity than five gallons is wanted the

same proportions must be observed in preparing.

Coloring matter may be added to give it any re'

quired shade."

NKW EDITION OP LIEBIG's ORGANIC CHE-
MISTRV.

[The following letterfrom Prof. Webster, though

not sent to us for publication, will best serve to

announce what he wishes. We shall be gratified

if he can be aided as he desires.—Ed. F. R.]

To the Editor of the Farmers' Register.

Cambridge, Mass., Sept. Sd, 1841,
1 am greatly obliged to you lor your politeness

in forwarding the numbers of the Register and
the Essay on Calcareous Manures. I have read
them with great interest, and have been much
struck by many of your remarks on Liebig's
views.

The publisher has requested me to attend to
the publication of a second edition immediately,
as he has orders for many copies. I should prefer
delaying, until I hear from Liebig, in reply to the
communication I have made to him ; but the call

for the work is such, that the publisher will not
wait. I expect however to receive matter in time
for insertion in the appendix.
Any results of the application of Liebig's prin-

ciples which you can furnish me with, will be re-
ceived with thanks; my only object in causing
the work to be published here, being to have it in
the hands of those who will put the principle to

practical test, and to aid in advancing our agri-

culture.

Should you see fit to insert a short notice

that a second edition is in press, and that the com-
munication of any results, li-om persons who have
engaged in any experimental operations, are

much desired by me, you will perhaps increase the

usefulness of the work. They may be addressed
to Mr. John Owen, University Bock Store,

Cambridge, Mass. 1 am, very respectfully, yours,

&c. J. W, Webster.

CHARCOAL FOR DISEASED LUKGS IN HOGS.

From the Franltlin Farmer.

3fr. Editor :—As the rearing and fattening of

hogs has become a business of great importance
to the west, and especially to our own corn grow-
ing state ; and as new and terrible diseases have
made their appearance within the last ^&w years,

among that class of our domestic animals, I, as

a common sufierer with my brother farmers, have
been trying to ascertain the cause of, and remedy
for, the one which I have suffered the most by,

and which I shall call your attention more par-

ticularly to. It is admitted I believe by patholo-

gists, that diseases may and do change their

type in the same latitude, and become more and
more malignant as the population becomes more
dense and the country becomes older; thus our
own intermittent has degenerated into the more
deadly typhous fever; thus that which we once
called quinsy or swelling of the throat in swine,
has now assumed a more malignant type, and
requires a diflierent treatment ; the cause is the

same, but the effect is not always instantaneous

or accompanied by the same symptoms or results.

I think it may be safely assumed that most of the
diseases, if not all, that hogs are liable to, are

produced by sudden traneitions from heat to cold
;

and as they do not, like most other animals, per-

spire through the pores of the skin over the whole
surface of the body, but through small orifices on
the legs and throat, vv^hich are constantly liable

to obstruction, and especially in the winter season,

when the animals in large numbers bed together,

producing great heat and free perspiration for a
short time, but from the restiveness of their na-
ture they are often changing the position first

assumed, all tending to clot the mediums of re-

spiration, and thus lay the foundation of disease

and death, by alternating between heat and cold

through the winter. Ordinarily the weak of the

herd are the first to die. This may be chargea-
ble to their inability to change positions, subject-

ing them to the crushing weight of the whole
number in the bed ; or to their long subjection

to the great heat engendered by the common
mass, until they are called to partake of the
morning food. This, as we have stated, formerly
produced enlargement of the glands of^ the ani-

mal's neck, which often ended in inflammation and
death. Now, the same cause produces a very
different eflfect, and although it is still strangula-

tion, yet the inflammation falls with its whole
weight upon the lungs, and if both tubes of that

organ are affected, death instantly ensues; if

only one, the animal may live a long time, but

never recovers unless the remedy that I shall pre-
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spiiily sujri^est, or one equally potent, be applit-cl. I lionet! extent of surlace. On a wall only twenty-

Tlie sympioiiis where liie aittick is violent, are live inches in height, and eighteen leei in length,

a seeming sense of sutrocaiion, great iiuiisposilion I have lor years trained a vine that is a perlect

to move, a deep crimson color, a()|iroachiiig to |)icture of leriiliiy, the whole surliice of the wall

purple, all over tiie body, and if forced to move being every year literally covered vviili fine grapes

onlv a liiw paces, the animal will pant as if wor- [close down to the very stem of the plant. It will

rieii by dogs in hot weaiher. If the attack is le

violent they will lake more exercise with seem-

inurly less pain, will throb in the flanks in much
the same way that a horse will when exhausted

by (iiiigue and hard usage, are generally inaiten-

live to iheir company, are inclined to eat earth

rather than their accustomed Ibod ; such general-

ly live a long time, but never recover. 1 now
proceed to point out the way to prevent the dis-

ease, and to cure it if taken in time : Do not suf-

ler your hogs to herd together in large lots in

cold weather; never sufler them to sleep in hollow

trees ; if you have sheds lor them to sleep under

let them be set so low that they cannot in great

numbers heap together; in dry hard-lreezing

weaiher let them have some succulent food, such

as apples, potatoes or turnips, but especially let

them have plenty of salt and charcoal ; this last

is a cure lor the disease above described, if ad-

ministered before they entirely refuse to eat. It

is known to almost every one, that charcoal is a

powerful antiseptic and absorbent, and that hog?
will search for and eat it with eagerness, and
especially in banks of leached ashes, and so they

will unassociated with ashes, if at fiist you will

break it up into small lumps and pour a little salt

and water over it. 1 have tried the various means
in common use, such as tar, antimony, sulphur,

&c., and never had one to recover its health until

I tried the charcoal, and I have every confidence

that it will succeed with others as it has with

me, and if it does, I shall be well paid for this

communication, feeling as I do, that no n:ian

ought to live for himself alone. W.

GROWTH OF THE VI^E IN ENGLAND.

From Hoare's Cultivation of tlie Vine.

It is not too much to assert that the surface of
the walls of every cottage of a medium size that

is applicable to the training of vines is capable of
producing annually as many grapes as would be
worth half the amount of its rental. Every
square foot of the surface of a wall may, in a
short space of time, be covered with bearing wood,
sufficient to produce, on an average, a pound
weight of grapes, and I have frequently grown
double that quantity on a similar exientof surface.
Nor must it be supposed that a single vine re-

quires lllpits training a large portion of walling.
That very common notion has, no doubt, arisen
from the universally defective method of pruning
and managing

; whereby the wood is suffered^
and indeed encouraged, to extend itself most dis-

proportionately beyond the capability of iis fr-uit-

bearing powers. I scarcely ever allot more than
from forty to fifty square leet of surface for one
vine

;
and, unless the soil and situation be very

superior indeed, a single vine will require a space
of lime, not less than twenty years at leasi, be-

fore it will possess a suflicient degree of strength
to enable it to mature annually a greater quaniily
oi grapes than can be trained on (he Itsi-men-

ihus be seen that small detached portions and
vacant spaces of the surface of walls, which in

innumerable instances are deemed of no value,

and are therefore neglected, may be turned to a
most beneficial account.

WHEAT AND PEAS, ALTERNATELY.

From the Franlilin Farmer.

Professor Eaton states, in his Agricultural

Survey of Rensselaer County, that on the Knicker-
backer estate in Schaghticoke, the soil of which
may be considered as the standard of excellence,

containing 15 per cent, of animal and vegetable
matter, and a large proportion of carbonate of
lime, the Ibllowing simple system of rotation is

pursued :

The rotation method which has always been
adopted by this family, (they have occupied it

one hundred and twenty years, and five genera-
tions have been born upon it,) has been in the
Ibllowing simple order. Certain fields have been
alternately devoted to wheat and peas. Those
fields are sowed to peas in April. Immediately
after the peas are harvested, it is ploughed three
times, and sowed, from the lOlh to the 20ih of
September, to wheat. Alter the wheat harvest
it is pastured, until winter ; but no grass or clover
seed is ever sown upon it, as these grow up spon-
taneously in great abundance. Sometimes oats
and flax are substituted for peas. Thus a crop is

harvested on each wheal field every other year,

—

one year wheat, the other peas, oats, or flax.

Though no manure is ever applied to this land, it

has yielded from twenty-five to thirty bushels of
wheat per acre every other year, for ages past.

Certain other fields are devoted to Indian corn,

potatoes, &c. In the culture of these there has
been nearly the same uniformity. 1st. Corn and
potatoes. 2d. Spring-sown grain. 3d. Wheat.
Thus corn returns every fourth year.

The whole of Seaghlicoke flats, consisting of
almost two thousand acres, is very similar in

quality, and cultivated in a similar manner. It is

wholly river alluvion, in which the Hosick and
the Tomhanick unite their waters.

THE EIDER-DUCK IN ICELAND.

From ttie Dillon's Winter in Iceland aud Lapland,

The whole of ihn hill to the west of the house
was strewn with nesis of ducks. So much do
ihese interesting birds feel their security in Vidoe,

that five of them had choisen as Iheir location the

ground under a narrow bench that runs along the

windows of the house; and so perfectly fiiarless

were they, that, wiifiout moving away, they
would perk ai ihe hand that disturbed them.
The rising ground is particularly favorable for

ihe birds to build on, being covered with hollows
and inequaliiies, mat serve to protect them from
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the weather, and only require the addition of down
to convert them into nests. The drakes are easily

known by their white and black plumage ; but the

dark hue of the females makes it difficult to dis-

tinguish them from the holes in which they sit.

Owing to their lying close, I have frequently

trodden on them, without their warning me of

their presence till the mischiel' was done. The
drakes, though by no means wild, will not allow

themselves to be handled so freely as the ducks,

and mostly keep together on the top of the hill.

As soon as a nest is completed, it is usual to re-

move the greater part of the down, while the bird

is away feeding ; and this operation is repeated a

second, and occasionally a third time. On her

return, the bird makes up the deficiency thus

created by stripping her own breast; and, when
her stock is exhau^sted, she calls on her mate to

add his portion, which will bear no comparison

with the sacrifice she has made. The same sort

of spoliation is practised with regard to the eggs,

care being taken that three or lour are left ; for

should the bird on her return find the nest empty,

she will desert it, and not breed again the same
season. About six, considerably larger than those

of tame ducks, and of a light green color, are

found in each nest. Their flavor is very inferior

to that of hens' eggs, but they are not so strong

as to prevent their being made in'o omelettes.

Tiie average quantity of down obtained fiom

three nests is hall' a pound, so mixed with grass

and foreign matter, that forty pounds in that stale

are reduced to fifteen, after it has been thoroughly

cleaned. Vidoe and Engoe together produce, 1

believe, about three hundred pounds weight year-

ly ; which would, if the above calculation is cor-

rect, make the number of ducks that come to

these two places fall not far short of ten thousand

every year. The number, however, that breed

in Faxefiord is small compared to those that bend

their course to Breidefiord. The innumerable
little islands that fill that bay aH'ord ample shelter

and security to eider-ducks, who seem to avoid

nothing so much as any place accessible to foxes.

These cunning animals are particularly fond of

their eggs ; but though we will give them all cre-

dit lor ingenuity in getting at them, we can hard-

ly be expected to put much faith in the story told

about them by the Danish travellers, Olavson
and Paulson. When, say they, the Icelandic

foxes have detected any crows' eggs in an inac-

cessible place, they take one another's tails in

their mouths, and Ibrm a siring of sufficient length

to reach the nest, and let one end of it over the

rock. They have, however, forgotten to tell us

how the eggs are passed up by these craftiest of

Reynards. The separation of the down Irom the

grosser feathers and straws occupies the women
during winter. It is then thoroughly divested of

particles loo minute for the hand to remove, b^
being heated in pans, and winnowed like wheat.
Should it become matted and dead, it is again
Bubjected to a brisk heat, which restores its origi-

nal elasticity, and increases its bulk. As in the

case of ostriches, the down taken afier death is

interior to that which the living duck tears Irom

its breast, which prevents their destruction through
wantonness. They are besides protected by the

law, which punishes the shooting of them by a
pecuniary penally and the forfeiture of the weapon
used. Nor are guns allowed to be fired in the

neighborhood during their sojourn ; and even the

corvette that brought the prince abstained in the

spring from saluting him.

[After making large allowance in the following

article for the exaggeration witfi which most new

agricultural improvements are usually described,

it is still a remarkable and valuable fact that

animal manure has been and can be profitably

imported into England from so great a distance as

the eastern part of the Pacific Ocean.

—

Ed.F. R.]

From tlio London Farmers' Magazine.

The importation of this substance, by Messrs.

W. J. Myers and Co. of Liverpool, is maini}',

if not entirely, owing to the spirit of agricultural

improvement which has of late been diffused

through the country. A retrospection of the

state of agriculture in Great Britain shows

—

that while arts and manufactures have made
daily, indeed, hourly strides to perfection, the fiir

more important interest, the production of food,

has received nothing but neglect; and in truth,

the tillage of the soil has, until necessity compel-
led a change, been considered as an employment
beneath the notice of science, and as such, been
conducted by those from whom knowledge could

not he expected nor new ideas obtained.

Wiihin the last ftjw years, however, the increas-

ing population and their improved condition have
called imperatively lor a larger supply of food,

and inquiry once commenced, the magnitude of

the subject became apparent to all.

Chemistry, of which every agriculturist is the

unconscious professor, so intimately connected
with the progress of vegetable life, that the sim-
plest duty of the farmer is dependent on its laws

;

chemistry is at length recognized as the readiest

key to knowledge, and to carry'out the advantages
offered by its mighty aid, associations of all classes

in the country have been formed, and assistance

given on a scale to which no other empire in the

world can afford a parallel.

The object 1 have now in view is to introduce

to the agricultural world of Enuland, a manure,
which in another climate lias been of long use,

and niost beneficial effect.

Guano (the name it bears) is the deposits of

sea-birds on islands in ihe Pacific Ocean, and is

found therein large quantities, being the accumu-
lation of ages past.

Its component parts are in fact a cajection of

valuable manures, and the effects resulting from
its use, though only what must follow the nature

of its composition, are beyond all other manures
whatever extraordinary.

It would far exceed the limits of this letter to

detail all ihe experiments which have been made,
or to mention all the proofs that have been record-

ed of its worth. It has been tried upon sixty dif-

ferent farms, and on every different crop ; and I

may say, that, not only in no instance has failure

attended its application, but in every case, its pro-

duce has astonished the farmer who has tried if.

A gentleman of the name of Smith, farming
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larjicly iil Guiilon Park, in Norfolk, was induced I

lo "try it on Ins land, lie applied li)ur Inisliclt;,
j

about 200 lbs. weight, to a statute acre ; and on '

the same field aionir^ide on an equal quanlily ol

land, applied 15 bushels oT bone dust. Both were

drilled into frround with ihe seed wheat ; the

fiuano iiave li (irs., 2 bush., l.\ peck; the bone

dust, 4.\ (jrs. ol wheat.

I mi-iiu multiply exanjples, but the diffusion of

knowledge on these subjects is now so general,

and so n)any able lectures are given by which the

virtues ol' this substance must be noticed and

made known, that I prefer leaving their promul-

gation in abler hands than mine ;
and il' all who

come forward to aid the advancement of agricul-

tural improvement, bring to the task the practical

and scientific skill of Professor Johnston, of Dur-

ham, with the simplicity of composition which

makes the study of his lectures so pleasing, the

attainment of a perfect system of liirming is
|

nearer than might be reasonably looked lor or;

supposed. i

The system o( its use is easily explained and

adopted. It is in appearance a dry powder, and

its weight is about 52 lbs. to the bushel. Four
bushels mixed with one bushel of powdered
(wood) charcoal, form the supply for one acre.

The charcoal has the power of holding ammonia
in its pores, and it has been found that the mixing

and applying it with guano, has rendered the

second year's crop almost as abundant as the

first.

1 would recommend it to be applied by different

means to the earth. By drill with the seed, as

shown in Mr. Smith's experiment, and from

which such a favorable return was obtained ; and

also broadcast over the land, being afterwards

lightly ploughed or harrowed in.

It should be remembered, that its diffusion

amongst the earth round the roots of plants, is

the object to be attained. Its composition, I re-

peat, is of that nature which must, under any
circumstances, do good ; and the trials of diffe-

rent modes of using it, will soon establish the one
to be preferred.

For wheat, the experiment of Mr. Smith is a

type of its action. On clover, turnips, barley,

oats, and hops especially, it is, if any thing, more
evident still; while to form a judgment from the

past, the book lately published by the German
chemist, Liebig, and which contains a beautiful

exposition of the principles of vegetable existence,

says:—"^ smalt quantity of guano tmll, on the

barren shores of Peru, produce an abundant crop

of maize.^'' On those barren shores, it has been
used from time immemorial.
The day is near at hand, when if '' sufficient

manureJor an acre be not carried in a toaistcoat

pocket,'''' which was the prophecy of a clever wri-

ter some years back, at least its concentration
will be better understood, and the application ol

particular food to particular plants (which when
correctly understood and practised, is the founda-
tion of successful farming) will soon be appreci-
ated as reasonable in theory, and found on trial

to be correct in practice.

And for the prosecution of improvement, how
advantageous is the position ofihe farmer. Pesti-

lence may sweep over the land, wars may ravage
it, fire may consume, but from each calamity o(

man, as from every blessing he enjoys, there spring

new causes to excite his gratitude ; and in thede-
siruclion of the vilest herb atourfi-et, as in the

linirering decay of objects the most l)eautiful, and
which we mourn lo wilnes?!, we shall find but the

chauixe of condition necessary loreiurn their nou-
rishment lo the earth, that, in its turn, il may
bruiif forth fresti food for the liviiiir creatures that

are upon it; and from the enterprisinjr spirit of the

Hriiish merchant, anil the knowledge wh ch makes
il available as well to his lellow countryman as to

himself, the farmer will obtain all tfie assistance

he can require. I might cite many proofs, but

that ihe.goano, which is more immediately con-

nected with these observations, affords the sirona-

esl evidence of the fact. When we consider tliat

the great body of the English agriculturists were
ignorant even of its existence—that it was the

opening of a new trade—under circumstances of

at, least some doubt and risk, the greatest credit is

due to the Messrs. Myers, by whose exertions,

and through whose instrumentality, this new and
valuable auxiliary has been obtained. From the

union thus efl'ecied between commerce and agri-

culture, there cannot fail to spring the happiest
results, and at this particular juncture more espe-

cially, such partnership of advantage will be of
use.

It is a circumstance most gratifying to me, that

being the first lo introduce the nitrate of soda
among the farmers of England, the guano should
likewf-e pass through my hands. I believe it

will be found of great benefit, and it will lead

those who use it to refiect upon the condition and
composition of matter, when they will find that

there is scarcely a substance which the eye can
rest on thai is not available to their use. That
such inquiry may arise should be the earnest

wish of all who would maintain the happiness,

and preserve the high standing of their country.

A. Macdonai.d.
3, St. Mildred's Court, July 30.

Analysis of guano— 100 parts.

Bone earth . - . . .30^

Sulphates and muriates - - 3
Liihic acid - - - - 15
Ammonia - - - - 15
Other orijanic matter - - 36A

100.0

OBJECTIONS TO THE OAT AND TOBACCO
ROTATION.

To tlie Editor of tlie Farmers' Register.

September 11, 1841.

A communication in the May number ol' your
journal, over the initials H. M., in which I recog-
nize an old and esteemed friend, recommends a
system of tobacco after oats under a two-field ro-

tation. Taking this, together with a former essay
from the same excellent pen, I perceive that H.
M.'s opinions are based upon the practice of one
of the most intelligent and successful agricultu-

rists in Virginia, VVm. Old, esq. But with this

accumulated weight of just claim to high and in-

disputable pretension opposed to me, I must never-
theless be permitted to dissent to the system.

II. M. tells you, as I understand him, that in

entering on this course, il is important to the

judicious application of labor in the tobacco crop.
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you should first make your lots ricli, hy manure, of

course. 'I'hey are to he ilien kept up, alter tohac-

fo, iniieed improved, hy oats. Ila certain amounl
of tobacco mitsi be made annually, and you are

limited by invincible circumstances to 2 luts, !

admit the propriety of the praciice: but. il' this

id not the case, and there is room for three, why
g'we an oats lay the prelerence over a lieavy one

ot'clover, which will rarely lail to succeed tobacco

il" sown in February ; and i consider that clover,

on account of its early protection lo land Horn sun

and evaporation, as well as its leriilizing proper-

ties, has no equal as a lay. Oais, maturing rapidly,

with an exhausting crop ol seed, and drying up

at once, can not be so considered ; and if turned

under at ntaturity, as they must be to produce the

most leriilizing e fleet, a naked lallow is exposed to

the injurious itifluence of the isun at the hottest

sea-on of summer. Again, the rota;ion is too

short to allow ol an eHbrt ol'nature in the reform-

ation of soil. But the crowning objection with

me 10 the system is, that you give up a large por-

tion of the profits of your labor m preparing for

and cultivating this expensive crop, in losing the

best preparation known lor wheat and clover.

Why not then, Iriend H h, stretch your rota-

tion to three lots, even if they are a little rolling,

(which 1 agree is objectionable,) clear an addi-

tional one, or buy of a neighbor? or, if these are

inadmissible, divide by three insiead of two, and

bring yourself to the at)jiired and scouied system

.of three fields— tobacco, wheat, clover?

A. M. H.

ON tVIAKING SUGAR FR03I INDIAN CORN
STALKS.

To Dr. J. W. Thomson, President of the Agricultural

Society of New Castle County.

Wilmington, 2d mo. 25, 1841.

Having been requested to furnish some account

>of the process lor manulijcturing sugar li'om

corn, I cheerfully comply in giving all the inlbrm-

.ation on the subject so lar as I am at present

acquainted wiih it. The introduction of every

'iiew manufacture must necessarily be a work of

time; errors and difficulties continually obstruct

our course, even where we have all the advan-
tages of experience to direct ii. The making of

sugar from beets in the large way commenced in

France about 30 years ago
;
yet not more than

one-third of this period his elapsed since the busi-

ness has become important from iis extent and
profit. These remarks are introduced as some
apology lor the imperlect state of the communica-
tion I have now to offer. Scarcely one year has
passed since ihe first idea was suggested in rela-

tion to this peculiar plan for making sugar ; and
there has not been sufficient time for those exact

experiments necessary to satisly the careful cal-

culator. In one case 1 obtained Iron) a small

piece of ground at the rate of 100 pounds of

sugar per acre; but other experiments, made since,

have conclusively shown, that had a different

mode of planting been adopted the product would
have been increased ten lold. The manner of

raising the corn and making the sugar is as lollows:

The corn is planted in rows 2^ leet apart, and

the stalks are left to stand in the row 3 inches one
from another, il is then cultivated in the usual

manner. Some time in August or as soon as the

stalk shows a disposition to form grain the ears

must lie taken off, this operation must be carefully

attended to. as upon it entirely depends success.

Alter this there is nothing more to do until the

crop is ready to be taken up, which will generally

happen in September, the stalks are then cut up
at the root, siiipi of their leaves, and taken to the

mill, where the juice is pressed out between iron

rollers, in the same way usually employed with
the sugar cane. Lime water about the consis-

tency of ihin cream is then mixed with thejuice,

one spoonful lo the gallon, il is left to settle one
hour, and then poured into boilers which are co-

vered until the liquid approaches nearly to the

boiling [loint, when the scum must be taken ofi.

It is then boiled down as rapidly as possible, tak-

ing off the scum as il rises. As the juice ap-
proaches the slate ofsj'rup il is necessary to slacken
the fire to avoid burnint);. The boiling is gene-
rally compleied when 6 quarts are reduced to one,

it is then poured into coolers or moulds and set

aside to ciystallize. When this process is gone
through the sugar is to be separated from the

molasses ; and ihe whole operation is finished.

The process here detailed gives ihe quality of

sugar you see in the samples, if required it can
be afierwards refined as other sugar. The use
of animal charcoal and the employment of steam
in the process of evaporation, as is common itj

the manulacture of beet sugar, would, I am confi-

dent, produce while sugar at one operation.

From what is known on ihe subject, I fully be-

lieve that an acre of good ground treated as above
described will yield at least 1000 pounds of sugar

—probably more. The value of the fodder taken

from the stalks and of stalks themselves after

passing ihrough the mill, will be more than an
equivalent lor the whole expense of cultivation

and keeping the ground up. The fodder produced
in this vvay is much superior to that usually made,
I'rom its containing a greater quantity of saccha-
rine mailer.

The project for introducing the manufacture of

beet sugar into the United States is one which
has received much public as well as private at-

tention. Government and people have united in

their efforts and worked zealously to bring it

about, but apparently without the least success.

How is this? must we admit that we are inferior

to the French in any thing whatever? this will

not be allowed. There is another supposition

which if correct wilt account for our failure : per-

haps their beets are better than ours. French
writers tell us of obtaining 4, 5, and even 6 per

cent, of sugar from the roots, but these results are

4, 5, and even 6 tinies better ihan any which I

have been able lo obtain. In short, the whole
business of making sugar from corn contrasts so

favorably with ihe manulacture from beets, that

I cannot but ihink it will obtain the prefiirence

wherever the climate will bring ihe former plant

lo perfection. Some of the ditlieiences may be

enumerated as follows : 1st, the corn is clean and
agreeable lo work with, while the beet is not.

2d, the machinery for extracting thejuice from

beets IS not only more cosily, but is more liable

10 get out of repair. 3d, the beet juice contains

a much greater proporlion of foreign and injurioa^!
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matter, decomposition commences almost imme-
diately alter it is pressed out, and it" nllowed to

go on to any extent will entirely defeat the niakinij

ofsugar. 4ili, the preparation ot saccharine matter

contained in equal quantities oC corn and beet

juice is as 3 10 1 in favor ot" ttie (brnier, iherel'ore

the same difference will be ("ounii in the amount
ot fuel necessary in evaporation. 5ih, beet su^ar

when obtained is inlenor in quality and loses a

larirer per cent, in refinini^. 6ili, corn is a native

ol our country, perlectly suited to the climate,

a true American, and is in fart the finest pliini

in the world; the author of " Arator'" (Col. Tay-
lor ol Virginia) used to call it our " meat, meal

and manure." We now add sugar to the list

ol" its valuable productions.

We only need a full developement of the re-

eources of our own country to render us perliecily

independent of every other. Respectfully, yours,

Wm. Wkbb.

From tlie Soutliern Agriculturist.

LIST OF THE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETIES OF
SOUTH-CAROLINA.

Udingsville, June \bth, 1811.

Dear sir

:

—I believe the Ibllowing lu be a cor-

rect list of the Agricultural Societies of South
Carolina, vviih the names of their Presidents:

—

1. State Agricultural Society of S. C. ; Whit-
marsh B. Seabrook, President.

2. St. John's, Colleion, Agricultural Society;
William G. Baynard, President.

3. Beauford Agricultural Society ; William
Elliott, President.

4. Agricultural Society of South Carolina;
, * President.

5. Agricultural Society of Barnwell; Hon.
Angus Patterson, President.

6. Agriculiural and Police Association of St.

Andrew's; (name of the President unknown.)
7. Agricultural Society of Sumter; Hon. John

P. Richardson, President.

8. Agricultural Society of Pendleton ; Edward
Harleston, President.

9. Monticello Planters' Society, Fairfield; Hon.
William Harper, President.

10. Agricultural Society of St. Helena ; Jos.
J. Pope, President.

11. Cambridge (Abbeville) Agricultural So- ^

' ciety
; Gen. Gdlman, President.

12. Fairfield Agricultural and Horticultural So-
ciety

; Osmund VVoodward, President.
13. Wateree (Kershaw) Agricultural Society;

Colonel James Chesnur, President.
14. Agricultural Society of Abbeville : George

McDuffie, President.

15. Fishinff Creek (Chester) Agricultural So-
ciety ; Alexander Pagan ; President.

16. Agricultural Society of St. Luke's ; Dr.
Jeremiah Fickling, President.

17. Greenville Agricultural Society; H. G,
Johnston, President.

The last seven societies have been formed with-
in a few months. Respectfully, yours,

Whitmarsh B. Seabrook.

* Lately deceased.

RENEWING OLD HANDSAWS.

From tlie Fraultlin Farmer.

I am in possession of an improvement which,
if you think worth cummutiicaiirig to the me-
chiuiics and farmers, is ai your service. In the
year 1813, in Harrison county, ivy., I had a very
fine handsaw, which Bome ol my afiprentices
rendered unfit lor use. She had what is termed
by mechanics a spring or broken back, or joint in

her, and was thrown by. i tried several experi-
ments to remove the spring and at last lell on the
iollowinir plan :— I took a l)1ack.*niith's hand-ham-
mer with a smooth lace, and laid the saw on a
pmooth anvil, and liammered it lenfjthwise where
the spring or joint seemed to l)e. I hammered it

111 the centre olthe width, which removed the joint,

and she was straight and stiff as ever, and was no
more liable to have a spring or joint than any new
saw, and performed as well as usual, if the
hummer and anvil are smooth, no one will ever
oliserve that it has been done. 1 have straight-
ened a great number of useless saws thus and
made them good as new, and have communicated
this method of doiuir it, to many ot my brother
mechanics in Kentucky and other states. And
now, as a mechanic and farmer, have thought (or

several years of having this information published
to the world, (or 'here are thousands of handsaws
thrown aside as useless, (or want of a knowledge
how to restore ihem to usefulness.

J. H. Wentworth,
Milhoright of Kentucky^

A THIBETAN YAK.

From tlie London Farmers' Magazine.

The Thibetan yak brought to Calcutta by Mr,.
HufTnagle is one ot the most curious animals that
we have ever seen. It is at present on the pre-
mises of Mr. Adam F. Smith, and the proprietor
courteously permits those who are fanciers of
such objects to inspect this tenant of the Himala-
yahs. It seems a connecting link between three
very different zoological genera. It has the head
ol an ox, the body of a goat, and the tail of a horse.
Its osteology differs from that of the ox, having
one more rib. The cold climate ol" which it is a
native, its resting place being among the snow,
renders Calcutta particularly trying to this animal.
It is a mere object ol curiosity, but on the same
premises Mr. Hufhiagle has four L"pcha cows,
from Darjeling which we consider likely to im-
prove our breed of" low-land cattle far more per-
manently and effectively than any importation
that has yet been made. A bull of" the same stock
would be a still more valuable gift to the vicinity.
These cows have the siighlest possible rudiment
of" a hump, and the ears are rather large, thin, and
pendulous, as in the Nagore breed ; otherwise in
Irame, in fineness of head, lightness of bone, and
superiority of udder, they approach closely to some
of our best English breeds. To look at the black
cows a casual observer would conclude that they
were of the best kind of the Welsh breed: whilst
the one which is brindled white and brown, looks
much like a Devonshire. They are altogether a
most promising source from whence to derive im-
provement 10 our Bengalee cow and ox ; and the
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remark naturally arises to the mind of every one
who inspects tnis really very su|it'riur breed, how
has ii arisen that these animals have until now
remained unknown within a journey ol seven or

eignt days Iruin Calcutta I The only answer is

—

must people go ihrough life wiih tlieir eyes shut.

We hope Mr. Hutinagle will lully cmry out his

intention of breeding Irom these cows not only by
a Nagore but by an English bull, and our desire is

siill greater, that a Lepcha bull should be brought
to the presidency. We saw the cows during the

hottest period of the day, and, though in not he
best sheltered of sheds, they did not seem to sutler

Irom the heat ; whilst the Yak, though in a much
cooler place was panting extremely.— Calcutta

Courier, May 22.

A day or two since we noticed the yak, or kash-
gow, brouglu to Calcutta by JMr. HuHiiagle, and
which may be seen on the premises ol JMr. Adam
F. Smith. At that time we iiad been unable to

meet with any notice of its habits, but since then

we have found the following highly interesting

particulars in a work just published— " Lieutenant
Wood's Journey to ilie Source of the Oxus."
" The yak is to the inhabitants of Thibet and

Pamet, what the rein-deer is to the Luplanderin
norihern Europe. Where a man can walk, a

kashgow may be ridden. Like the elephant, he,

possesses a vvonderlul knowledge ol what will

bear his weight. If travellers are at fault, one ol

these animals is driven belore them, and it is said

that he avoids the hidden depths and chasms
with admirable sagacity. His looting is sure.

Should a lall of snow close a mountain pass to

man and horse, a score of yaks driven ahead
answer the purpose of pioneers, and make, as

my inlormanl expresses it, ' a king''s highway.''

In this case, however, the snow must have re-

cently lallen, lor wlieii once its sutface is Irozen

and lis depth considerable, no animal can force its

way through it. Other cattle require the provi-

dent care ol" man to subsiat them through the

winter. The most hardy sheep would lare but

badly without its human protection, but the kash-

gow is lelt entirely to itself. He freciuenis the

mountain slopes and their level summits. Wher-
ever the mercury does not rise above zero, is a

climate lor the yak. II" the snow on the elevated

Hats lies too deep lor him to crop the herbage, he
rolls himself down the slopes and eats his way
up again. When arrived at the top he perlbrms
a second summerset, and completes his meal as

he displaces another grove of snow in his second
ascent. The heat of summer sends the animal
to what is termed the old ice, that is, to the re-

gions of eternal snow, the calf being retained
below as a pledge lor the mother's return, in

-which she never fails. In the summer, the
women, like the pastoral inhabitants of the Alps,
encamp in the higher valleys, which are inter-

Bpersed among the snowy mountains, and devote
their whole time to the dairy. The men remain
on the plain, and attend to the agricultural part

of the establishment, but occasionally visit the
upper stations, and all speak in rapture of this

summer wandering. The kashgows are gre-
garious, and set the wolves, which here abound,
at defiance. Their hair is clipped once a year in

the spring. The tail is the well known chowry
of Hindustan, but in this country its strong, wiry,

and pliant hair is made into ropes, which, lor

strength, do not yield to those manufactured from
hemp. The hair of the body is woven into mats,
and also in a strong fabric, which makes excellent
riding trousers. The milk of the yak is richer
than that of the common cow, though the quan-
tity it yields be less."

ON BRAK AS MANURE.

From tlie London Fariiiers' Magazine.

To the Editor of the Mark-Lane Express.—In
confirmation of a letter that appeared in your pa-
per on July 19, respecting the analysis and use
of bran as a manure, I beg to slate the Ibllowing
lacts :— In 1839, some bran had been thrown on
a meadow carelessly and inconsiderately, and
wherever so thrown, the marked improvement in

the cut of the grass was so great as lo draw at-

tention to the lact ; indeed, the benefit was
greater than I ever saw Irom any other manure,
when applied in such quantities, and at a cost

that would be likely to leave a return /or the
outlay. This induced my giving it more atten-

tion in 1840, when I applied one-third of a ion

to an acre, at a cost, at the lime, of 37s. ; the
return was an increase of half a ton of hay to an
acre over the ground not so manured, equal last

year in value to 3/., and the after- math was
doubled, which I consider was worth 10s. per
acre to me, and to all persons short of lijed (which
was generally the case in that year) it would
have proved of still greater value. Thus the
account stands :

—

Cost of bran

Profit per acre

£1 17

1 13

3 10

Increased value of
hay - - £3 00

Do. of after-math \(i

3 10

On the whole, it appeared so beneficial and
remunerating, that I have this year drilled some
with my turnips ; the soil is a sandy loam; the
qnantiiy used is a quarter o( a ton per acre, at

present worth 1/. 2s. M., being at the rate of 4/.

10s. per ton, whilst other portions of the field

have been dressed with yard manure. Unto the
present time, I am not able to detect the slightest

difl'eience ; the portion where the bran is used be-

ing quite equal to the dunged ground ; but when
the crop is matured, and in its greatest perfection,

1 will not fail of making a fur;her report.

In applying the bran, I have damped it to pre-

vent its blowing away, or else have chosen a
damp day without wind ; but since the letter

above alluded to appeared in your paper, I have
heard of its being drilled with the turnip seed
quite dry, and that ii has run remarkably well.

On the whole, I (eel pretty certain that the mo-
derate cost, the great liacility of many farmers ob-
taining it from his neighboring miller, its easy
application, and its good result, will soon induce it

to be reckoned among the most economical, and
therefore the most beneficial of the manures that

has lately called for the consideration of the agri-

culturist. J. Welch.
ISteep, near Petersfield, Aug. 1841.
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FECUNDITY OF RATS.

From Fotliergill's Philosophy of Naturiil History.

The principle ot'increase is much more powerlul,

active and eHeclive in tlie common gray rat, (nu/s

decinmnus, L.) ihan in any other animal ol e(iual

size.

This (leelructive quadruped is continually under

the furor of animal love. The lemale carries her

young (or one nionih only ; and she seldom or ne-

ver produces a less number than twelve, butsome-

(imes as many as eighteen at a liner : the medium
number may be taken for an average ; and the |)e-

riod of gestation, though of so short continuance,

is confined to no particular season of the year.

The embraces of the male are admitted immediate-

ly after the birth of the vindictive progeny ; and it

is a tact which I have ascertained beyond any
doubt, that the female suckles her young ones al-

most to the very moment when another litter is

dropping into the world as their successors.

A celebrated Yorkshire rat-catcher, whom 1

have occasionally employed, one day detected and
killed a large lemale rat that was in the act of

suckling tioelve young ones, which had attained a

very considerable growth; nevertheless, upon open-

ing her swollen body he found thirteen quick young,

that were within a lew days of their birth ! Sup-

posing, there/ore, that the rat produces ten litters

in the course of a year, and that no check on their

increase should operate destructively for the space

or four years, a number not lar short of three mil-

lions might be produced Irom a single pair in that

time!
Now, the consequence of such an active and

productive principle of increase, if suffered conti-

nually to operate without check, would soon be fa-

tally obvious. But the same Almighty Being
who perceived a necessity lor their existence,

has also restricted their numbers within proper

bounds, by creating to them many powerful ene-

mies ; and still more effectually by establishing

a propensity in themselves, the gratification of

which has continually the effect of lessening

their numbers, even more than any of their liDreign

enemies. The male rat has an insatiable thirst

for the blood of his own ofispring. The lemale,

being aware of this passion, hides her young in

such secret places as she supposes likely to escajie

notice or discovery, till her progeny are old

enough to venture forth and stand upon their

own energies; but, notwithstanding this precau-

tion, the male rat frequently discovers them, and
destroys as many as he can ; nor is the delence of

the mother any very effectual protection, since she
herself sometimes liills a victim to her temerity

and her maternal tenderness.

Besides this propensity to the destruction of

their own offspring, when other food fails them,
rats hunt down and prey upon each other, with the

most ferocious and desperate avidity ; insomuch,
that it not unfrequently happens, in a colony of

these destructive animals, that a single male, of

more than ordinary powers, alter having overcome
and devoured all competitors, with the exception
ofalew females, reigns the sole, bloody, and much
dreaded tyrant over a considerable territory, dwell-

ing by himself in some solitary hole, and never ap-

pearing abroad without spreading terror and dis-

may even amongst the femalcB whose embraces he
Beeks.

I

Vol. IX.-54

In this relentless and bloody character may be
found one of the most powerful and |)osiiive checks
which operate to the depression of this species
within proper bounds,— a character which attaches
in greater or less degree, to the whole mus genus,
and in which we may readily perceive the cause
of the extirpation of the old black rats of England,
(?/ms raltus, L.) (or the large gray rats having su-

perior bodily powers, united to the same carnivo-
rous propensities, would easily conquer and destroy
iheir black epponents wherever they could be
lound, and wherever they met to dispute the title

ofpossession or sovereignly.

MANAGEMENT AND DISEASES OF HOGS.

To Cliilton Allan, President of the Kentucky State

Agricultural Society.

From the Franklin Farmer (1838.)

1 have seen, in a late number of the Franklin
Farmer, your circular address, calling upon the
li^iends of improvement for essays upon a number
of important subjects relating to the agricultural

interest and pursuits of the state. Approving
heartily the noble objects of the State Society,
I read your address vfith great satisfaction ; and
I cannot but believe, that tfie action of the society

will bring about the most gratifying results in

improving the science of agriculture and hence
the condition of the husbandman ; for I cannot
doubt, that every one who desires improvement
himself and who would derive useflil information
Irom others, will hold himself bound to contribute

something to the general stock of knowledge.
There are lew intelligent farmers who do not
know something unknown to others, and it is by
an interchange of sentiment and opinion as well

as of experience and practice, that the farmers of
the country will be able to see and reject the er-

rors of their husbandry and adopt those modes
instead, which lead to improvement and success.

In this view, I offer an humble tribute, which at

least has the merit of a well meant design of

benefiting others in some respects.

The commencement of our prosperity may be
dated firom the period when our agriculturists

turned their attention to the raising of stock (or

export; and as the consumption and demand
have increased in a ratio with the increase of
population and wants of the people of the United
States, the business has become a source of
wealth to Kentucky. And no where has the
improvement of stock been so great and so gene-
ral, nor more zeal and perseverance raan'ilijsted to

improve the breeds of horses, asses, cattle, sheep
and hogs. In enumerating these descriptions

of stock, the last is not the least important in

bringing wealth to tlie state, and should be looked
to with a fostering care and attention.

Under this belief, I humbly 6;ubmit to the pub-
lic through you, the following observations on the

management of hogs, with some remarks on
some of their diseases.

In giving my views on these subjects, I deem
it important to state some of the various ways of
raising, feeding and fattening hogs in different

sections of the country, which, according to cir-

cumstances, soil and climate, will differ; and
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conclude with my views as to the best mode to

be adopted by the farmers of Kentucky under her

peculiar circumstances. In Europe and many
parts of the United States, hogs are indispensably

kept in pens or sties, and as the numbers raised

are comparatively small, there is no great ex-

pense attending the manner of leeding them;

indeed, this is the most economical, cheap and

convenient method of fattening that could be

adopted in any country where the number led

is small. In some of ihe New England states

large buildings have been erected lor raising and

fattening hogs on an extensive scale, led almost

exclusively on vegetables produced on a few

acres of land, which gives a profit of 50 per cent.

more than any other way in which the products

of the land could be disposed of. On this exten-

sive scale, the business is unconnected with any

other, having for its object, ihe raising and fatten-

ing of hogs alone, for it requires the most strict

attention which daily habit and the most scru-

tinizing observation, in time reduced to a perlect

system, can give. It was ascertained to a frac-

tion, what each hog would eat at a meal, which

was measured out to him three times a day, the

quantity according to age, allowing six of the same

age to occupy a sty, which was regularly littered

and cleaned out once a day. The amount ol ve-

getables required per day, and the necessity of

the different varieties coming on in due season,

would require great attention. At the first view

of the subject, we would conclude that a piggery

conducted in lilce manner in KenJucky, would be

equally profitable. But not so—there would be

this difference :—The price of pork and lard in

Boston is more than 50 pr. ct. higher than in

Louisville ; and the profit accruing from the super-

abundance of manure, which is worth Irom two

to three dollars a load in the New England stales,

will amount to a large sum, which with us would

be excluded from the estimate, as it will bring

nothing here on sale, though uselul to the land on

which the hogs are fattened. In 200 hogs annu-

ally sold, these causes would produce a difference

of perhaps three thousand dollars in lavor of the

New England piggery.

Say 200 hogs at 200 lbs. each, 40,000

lbs. pork at 10 cents in Boston ^4,000

For their manure .... i^oOO

$5,000

40,000 lbs. pork at Louisville at 5 cents 2,000

Leaving a difference in favor of the N.
E. piggery 83,000

In no way could an extensive piggery be made
profitable to us but by being connected with a

distillery. The expenses would then be much
lessened ; for it would require but a lew vegeta-

bles or a little meal added to the slop of the dis-

tillery to make the swill highly nutritive. They
might be put to graze in the summer and swill

given them occasionally, and again put up in the

fall.

The manner of feeding and fattening hogs now
generally adopted in this state, seems lo me to be

well calculated for our method of cultivation.

Taking into consideration the products and the

great number of hogs fatted for other markets, to-

gether with the great number of beef cattle annu-
ally grazed and fed, the system is complete. In

winter they are amply supplied with food from the
reliised corn and pudding of the cattle—two or

three hogs to each head of cattle finding thus
abundant sustenance. In the spring, when the

cattle are no longer fed, the hogs are put on the

exuberant clover field, which was sown for the

double purpose of enriching the land and supply-

ing rich lood for the cattle and hogs. In due
lime, when the clover becomes hard, and unfit

lor the hogs, it is given up to the earth, and they
are removed lo the rye fields, there to fatten and
complete another system of manuring, so ad-

mirably adapted to our lands and our wants. So
soon as the rye field is consumed, the corn field is

ready to receive them* and in due time they are

ready lor market, leaving the fields and pastures
richer than they were.

Although this arrangement is good for feeding

and fattening, yet there are other important mat-
ters in relation to their raising and health, which
in no wise should be neglected. Experience has
taught me, that no matter how many pigs a bow
has over six, they should be reduced to that num-
ber, always retaining the large and healthy ones;
lor I can and will demonstrate that six piga wiM
make more pork at 12 or 18 months old, than eight

would of the same litter—and eight will make
more than ten. Give to the six the food which
you would give the eight or ten and you will find,

in the result, the truth of my statement proven.

It is essential that pigs be kept fat while sucking,

and to have them so, six is a better number than

eight or ten. At weaning time, or when sixty days
old, the lime when the sows decline in milk, par-

ticular attention should be paid to the pigs, hav-

ing them regularly fed either with corn or swill,

lor at this juncture, they are unaccustomed to root

for themselves and will rapidly lose their flesh and
their health, and their growth will be retarded, if

left to shift lor themselves. If they are kept fat

during tlip fall, when provisions are plenty and
cheap, they will keep thriliy and well through the

winter, on very moderate feeding; but I prefer

liberal feeding throughout. The food is by no

means thrown away, as you will have more pork

and not any more corn consumed in the end.

Hogs should be kept free from diseases
;
parti-

cularly the disease of worms, which is very per-

nicious and a constant attendant on poor hogs.

Liberal feeding at all times is the best preventive;

but when it is not in the crib, brimstone, spirits of

turpentine, or tar mixed with their food will reme-

dy the evil. All hogs are more or less subject to

worms ; but some are so overcharged, that their

intestines are literally filled with them, and unless

they are extirpated, it is throwing away corn lo

(eed them, for in this condition it is almost impos-

sible to fatten them ; they will consume twice as

much as a hog will not troubled with them, as the

nulricious juices are taken up by the worms, and
their fetid excrement is all that is left as a misera-

ble substitute for sustenance.

* We presume our writer does not intend to be un-

derstood, that the hogs are turned into the corn field
;

lor though this practice may be adopted by some, the

more general custom is to put them in a large pen ad-

joining, into which the corn is thrown. If the corn is

not sufficiently ripe when the rye is consumed, old corn

is fed to the hogs ; and indeed, the feeders generally,

we believe, prefer beginning to feed them on old corn

after they are put up—introducing the new rather

cautiously and gradually.

—

Ed. F. Farmer.
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The most fatal disease of hogs is the swelled

throat orquinsy. This too, is easily prevented.

1 have long been o( the o|)inion iluii it proceeds

from indigostion, caused by leeding on hard grass-

es or clover in their declining state ; and my suc-

cesslbl practice as a preventive lor the last eight

years is a strong confirniation. Yet it maliera

not concerning the cause, (trovidcd there is a re-

medy. The disease in the last stage is highly

inflammatory, but at no time in ectioue. It is an
accumulation ofmatter tbrmed between the glands

of the jowl, which continues to inflame till the

hoa dies by suflocation. The disease may be

cured before and after the matter begins to Jurm
;

but as it may be more satisfactory to state my
experience and knowledge on the subject, I will

give an instance as coming under my observation

and conclude wiih my practice as a cure and pre-

ventive, in 1830, 1 discovered the disease among
my hogs by llie death of one of my liittest. As
soon as possible, 1 had them removed from the

clover field, and put in a spacious pen, where
they were fed with as much corn as they would

eat alter it was glazed with tar and as much
ashes put on as would adhere to the grains. They
still continued to die, till I lost to the number o!

fifteen. 'I'his great number dying out of eighty,

caused me to doubt the efficacy of the remedy or

that the disease was too rapid lor its effect.

Shortly after, they were put up to fatten, which
they did very readily, and I was left in doubts as

to the effect of the medicine, until the day I

butchered, when 1 found lumps of coagululed
matter in the jowls of many, about the size ot a

hazelnut or larger, without any signs of inflam-

mation around them. I then came to the conclu-

sion that they would have died had it not been lor

the remedy applied, and that the disease of those
that died had advanced too far to be cured by any
remedy. Observing that hogs kept in sties ne-

ver had the quinsy, 1 attributed it to the whole-
some quality of Ibod they ate, and on the contra-

ry, the cause of their having it out of sties, to the

pernicious qualities of hard dry grasses. Since
1830, I have invariably given my hogs during the

spring and summer months, when grazing, slop or

swill once a week or oftener, consisting of kitchen
slop with cooked vegetables of various kinds,

apples, &c., with bran or a little meal, mashed to

a paste, salted and cooled off by adding a quan-
tity of water, and occasionally brimstone or salt-

petre. Since the above date, my attention has
been directed to the raising and fattening of hogs
on the products of a small larm, and I have never
yet lost a hog by this disease nor in my recollec-

tion by any other. My opinion is still further

supported as to the cause of the swelled throat, by
its being less frequent since the practice lately

adopted in putting the hogs to graze when the

clover is young and tender, and taking them off

when it is old and tough.
Every body knows that the young and old hogs

should be kept apart in winter ; and yet how
shamefully this important matter is neglected by
many. Young and old, great and small are crowd-
ed together, day and night, mashing and smo-
thering ; and yet many will look on with heed-
less regard at the great destruction of the young
stock, without separating them. When young
and old are fed together, the old will always get

more than their share, thereby the young become

poor and diseaeed, making little or no progress ia

growth.
The breed of hogs best calculated for our gene-

ral purposes is yet to be ascertained. Within a
few years, great exertions have been made, at

considerable expense, to procure the best breeds,

but whether any of them answer our expectations,

I think very doubtful. The breeds imported here,

were impiovemems made to suit the purposes of
others under different circumstances, different soil

and climate, different food and management and
under a different method of disposing of the pork

;

and according to our present mode of farming,

thus differing from the methods abroad, whence
these hogs have been brought; and our surplus

pork being chiefly driven to the south, I think

ultimately they will not do except in the event of

the successlul comfletion of the rail-road from
Lexington to Charleston. Then the smaller and
earlier matured hogs, the Byfields, the Berkshire,

the Bedlords, &c., will be more profitable than
the larger breeds. But should this all-important

improvement to the west prove abortive, the hog
thai will be best calculated for our interests is yet
to be improved by some judicious cross from our
present great variety of breeds. The fat varie-

ties, as the Bedlbrd, Berkshire, &c., from their

early propensity to fatten, are best lor family use
and home consumption ; but owing to their inca-

pability to travel, they must measurably give way
to the longer legged hog, until the rail-road

Irom Lexington to Charleston is complete.

Bird Smith,
Member Ky. State Jg. Society.

RKIUARKS ON THE SOILS OP PART OF SURRY
COVNTY.

By the Editor.

A large proportion of the lands of the lower
part of the county of Surry (or that part east of
the Court-House,) have some peculiar features,

which are but little known to strangers, and seem
to be but little appreciated by the residents; and
which ought to render these lands interesting and
profitable subjects for agricultural improvement.
The eastern half of the county, to which these

remarks will be mostly confined, is bounded by
James river or the north, and by Blackwater
river, or swamp, on the south. The general sur-

face is remarkal)ly level ; but in the northern part,

from which the water flows towards James river,

the streams generally pass through pretty deep
ravines or valleys, the sides of which form short

and sleep hill-sides, which intersect the table land,

and form exceptions, and in strong contrast, to

its general level surface.

The level of the much obstructed Blackwater
river is much higher than that of James river,

and therefore the descent to it much less from
the intervening ridge, or highest table land. Hence
the tributary streams are more sluggish, and run
through shallower depressions ; and the water
therein forme swamps, or " siashi' land," more
often than Irc'ly running streams. The heads
of the small streams which are discharged to-

ward these opposite directions leave in the mid-
dle a dividing strip of higher land, which will be
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termed the ridge—though it is the most level

land, and not perceptibly more elevated than the

other tableland.

The soil of all this body of land (disregarding

email exceptions on the river banks and other pe-

culiar localities,) may be divided into two gene-

ral classes, ol light sandy soil and the close and stiff

soil. Large tracts of there two kinds are inter-

mixed throughout the whole surface of table

land and gentle slopes ; and the transitions from

one to the other are ofien quiie abrupt. Many
farms are almost entirely of the one soil, and
others of the other; but most of those which are

more than 3 or 400 acres in size have a poriion of

each kind of these soils of very different texture.

None of the land, of either kind, could have
been rich, before cultivation ; and all, alier long

and the usually exhausting cultivation, is quite

poor, or otherwise unproductive. The light land,

ii-om its greater ease of tillage, has been most
worked and most impoverished.

The stiffest lands are there called pocosons, and
all inclining to stiff approach more or less to the

stronger characteristics by which a real pocoson
tract is known. Before being injured by cultiva-

tion, all this kind of land was abundantly supplied

with vegetable matter, but was rarely productive,

even under its earliest or best cultivation, because
of the want of draining, and the want of calca-

reous matter in the soil. The universal excess
of surface water, through winter and spring, ne-
cessarily caused bad tillage and poor products,

even where the Ibod for plants was present in

excess ; and the deficiency of calcareous ingre-

dient completed the destruction and waste of the

vegetable food of plants as early and completely
as possible. Yet both these defects might be sup-
plied with as much ease, and profit, as could
almost be desired. *

The pocoson land, in its natural state, is covered
by a heavy forest growth, of large and excellent

pine timber, and of oak; the white oak being
most abundant as the land is stiffer or welter, and
red oak as the land is less stiff and wet. The
surface is closely covered with an undergrowth
of very tall whortle-berry bushes. These marks,
of themselves, would sufficiently indicate a highly
acid soil, greatly needing, and greatly to be im-
proved by, the application of calcareous matter.
But draining is absolutely ueceesary ; and, strange
to say, it is scarcely attempted, or thought of, as
a necessary general system, on these lands.

They are even generally cultivated flat, or with-
out ridges and waier-furrowe, which would alone
serve to vent much water, if merely run in a
proper direction. Some small parts of the pocoson
land are naturally drained, by having more inclina-

tion of surface, and being bordered by lower land,
serving aa channels to convey away streams.
And some of these spots have been very produc-
tive and durable under cultivation, though of pre-
cisely the usual texture and objectionable qualities

(except wetness) of the pocoson land in general.
It is not subterraneous water or springs that

affect this land in the least. It is merely the ex-
cess of rain water, which cannot flow off, because
of the almost perfect level of the surface of the
land, and cannot sink, because of the perfectly

impervious nature of the subsoil. Hence, all this

land, though dry, and generally much too dry
in summer and the early part of autumn, is either

saturated or inundated with rain water in winter
and spring, 'i'here could be no more effectual

causes for most laborious tillage, and unproduc-
tive and speedily exhausted fields; and also, as it

would seem, lor a sickly region—though this last

effect is not so apparent as ihe others.

The soil of the stiff land is not clay, but a
gray loam, of which the sandy portion is so finely

divided as to render the soil stiH'er and closer than
clay alone would be. But this would not be a
cause of wetness, by retaining two much water,

if the subsoil were pervious. This is however
a yellowish, close and adhesive clay, for the depth
of 10 to 15 ieet, or more. Below lies quick-sand
(or almost pure sand filled with water,) into

which the shallow wells are sunk. If our climate

were as moist and cool as that of Scotland, these

lands could not be tilled at all, as is now done in

Surry, and would in time be converted into a great

peat moss, more like the Dismal Swamp than
arable land.

The most valuable thing connected with this

region is the great quantity of very rich and easily

accessible shell marl ; with which most of the

the lower Surry lands might be covered at a
very small cost—and to the least accessible of
which it might be carried cheaply enough to make
Ihe operation profitable. The effiact would be
abundantly striking, even on the most worn and
impoverished lands, where the benefit of marling
would of course be the least. But if applied to

the wood or virgin land, before cultivation, and
combined with proper drainage and tillage, the

degree of permanent fertility induced would be
beyond the belief of those who are content to

work these lands without either means of im-
provement.
The marl generally shows at the surface (or it

"crops out'') on the hill-sides of all the ravines

and valleys leading to James river, and is found on
almost every farm on the space between the sum-
mit ridge and the river. The ridge alone, making
a strip usually of 3 to 4 miles wide, has no marl

in sight, or other than lying too deep for use.

Between that strip and Blackwater, the marl is

also very abundant, though not often exposed
to view, owing to the absence of deep ravines

and steep hill-sides. But the general surface

is so level, and the marl to be had is so rich, that

it would be as cheap to apply marl to fields two
miles from the pits, as in many usual cases at

half a mile. Moreover, when the tract passes

through forest land, temporary wooden rail-roads

might be cheaply constructed, on which the labor

of draught would be greatly reduced.

Though marl has been but little used in Surry,

in general, compared to the inducements for its

more extensive use, still particular individuals

have done enough, even if not the most judicious-

ly, to show excellent and remarkable effects, to

gain great increase of farming profits, and to in-

dicate clearly to those who understand the mode
in which marl acts, the much greater profits

which would be certainly gained from a more
judicious mode of application. Many proprietors

have marled extensively, and have been for years

reaping the profits.

Both the light and the stiff soils have been
generally much improved in product by marling.

The former however are too light for wheat and
clover, even after being marled. On the stiftest
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ai)d wettest lands, neither marl nor any thing

else can do much gooii, until draining has re-

moved the great evil of excess o( suriace water,

which prevails lor hall the year—and which

serves to increase the injury Iroin drought, and a

hard sun-baked surlace, in the other halll

There is but little draining atieuipied on these

lands, and that liitle is of very little etiect. It is

only to remove ponds and tlie longest standing

water. The great body, which is merely a muck
ol' mire through winter, and is neceasanly plough-

ed wet in spring, and o; which every acre needs

draining, is lelt to be dried by the sun ; and less

than hair a crop is obtained by the regular appli-

cation of at least a double amount ol' tillage lattur.

And this excess of labor is lar more costly than

would serve to drain the land etieciually. All

that is necessary lor this end, (on land already

long cleared and tilled,) would be to plough the

land when in good stale as to dryness, into good

beds or ridges, ol width suitable to the designed

culture, with deep and clean water-lurrows, and

in the directions best suited to discharge the water

into lower levels. We go upon the supposition

that the larmer is inexperienced in draining ope-

rations, and does not know (iracticall}' the use

ol' levelling instruments. Alter the land has been

so ploughed, (which ploughing ol course should be

the preparation lor the next succeeding crop, and

which, therelore, would be no additional cost,) he

may wait lor the next heavy ram to show, by the

standing and the flow of' water, where the cross

ditches are needed, and where ihey should lead

the water. More knowledge and experience

would direct a better mode of procedure; but

even this alone would save enough subsequent

labor, and add enough to the products, to pay lor

the improvement in the first year.

In the newly cleared pocoson land, incumbered
by stumps and filled with roots, the drainage, to

precede cultivation, would require more judgment,

and very much more labor. But the increase ol

reward would be still greater than of the difficul-

ties. We entertain no doubt, that ifsuch land as

we heard described were both well marled belbre

being cleared, and well drained before being culti-

vated, it would yield lor ever alter, to judicious
and easy tillage, lour times as much product as it

usually does to the most laborious, disagreeable,

and disheartening tillage operations. We know
of no subjects lor agricultural improvement more
inviting, and promising better profits, than the
improvement and proper management ol these
lands. But, without marling and draining, we
would deem the land not worth accepting as a
gift, on the condition of its being held and culti-

vated.

The prices at which the Surry lands are held
are in general high enough lor the usual condition
and products of the lands ; but very low if com-
pared to the facilities and inducements for im-
provement. They range Irom Sl-50 to $10 the
acre. And the higher estimates do not seem to

be BO much determined by the intrinsic value of
the land, as by favorite location, or something
else other than calculations of products and pro-
fits. Some of the best river farms would sell

higher than §10, and some small and poor tracts,

even lower than $1.50. But these are rare ex-
ceptions. The demand of particular individuals

serves to fix prices more than the real advantages

of the land. Thus a tract sold at public auction
may command $6 ilie acre, because one or two
lu'ighboring land-holders may wish to add it to

liieir estates—and if the same land had been a
lew miles distant, without such adjacent neigh-
buis, but in all other resfiects as desirable, it

might not have commanded above ^3 the acre.

In a word, there is no regular demand lor land,
in general, but only such as is caused by the un-
certain and varying wants of a lew indivi-

duals. And there is very little inducement to a
non-resident to [)urchase even the chea|)est of the
lands, which are sold at auction at almost every
court day, because they are generally loo small,

poor, or, under other disadvantages, to be worth
bettling upon or of holding alone.

COLLECTING FOSSIL SHELLS.

Being desirous of making a collection of the

shells and other fossils of the marl beds of lower

Virginia, (or elsewhere,) we request of our friends

and readers who have carried out marl this au-

tumn, to collect and send to our office the most

pertect specimens of all varieties of shells and-,

bones which their pits may furnish. Each shell,

should be wrapped separately in paper, to prevent.

injury from rubbing in transportation, and the;

whole packed in a box or keg. The locality of

each parcel should be staled. As some small re-

turn for the trouble thus incurred by our Iriends^

any specimens of marls of which they may desire

to know the strength, and that may be put up,

properly labelled and sent with the shell?, will be

analyzed, and the results reported to the pro-

prietors.

When the shells are very small and nuraerous,

it will be well to send some lumps of the marl

containing them. It will be saliest not to clean the

marl from the larger shells very closely, lor lear

of injuring their surface.

—

Ed. F. R.

BOARD OF AGRICULTURE.

To the Editor of the Farmers' Register.

Seeing, in a late number of the Farmers' Re-
gister, a proposition to arrange some plan for the
commencement of the meetings of the Board of
Agriculture established by the last legislature of
Virginia, I take the liberty of suggesting that each
member of the board lately appointed by the exe-
cutive should propose to the executive such a
plan as he might think proper, and request the
executive to convene the board as may be thought
best by the majority. The meeting of the legis-

lature will afford an opportunity of obtaining any
aid that may be thought necessary by the board
to efiect the contemplated object : therefore I

would propose that the first meeting of the board
should take place at an early day of the next ses-

sion of the legislature.

^ug. 19, 1841. One of the Board.
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OIL SOAP

—

WILlIs' SYRINGK.

From the New England Farmer.

Mr. Putnam,—Sir :— I have lately noticed

advertisemenis and communications on oil soap,

lor destroying insects upon rose bushes, small

trees, &c. It ought to be known by those who
cannot obtain the oil soap, that strong suds made
ol" common solt soap will answer most ol Kie

purposes attributed to the lormer. It kills the

snail, keeps oH' the rose-bug, and I have preserved

my plants by it, lor several years, against the at-

tacks ol' the curculio. In sprinkling the plant, it

is necessary to do it early in the morning, while

the dew is on, because it is difficult to wet a dry

green plum.
Willis' brass syringe is recommended for using

the soap. 1 would not willingly be instrumental

in discouraging the use or sale of that almost in-

dispensable implement; but, for the purpose of

throwing suds upon small single trees and shrub-

bery, a smaller syringe than any I have seen ol

Mr. Willis' make, is much more convenient and
economical. Go to a tin-shop and get a tube

made ten or twelve inches long, which will hold

I'rom a gill to half a pint, with three or lour small

holes in the end to produce as many streams, and
the jack-knife of any Yankee of common ingenu-

ity will make a good piston in a lew minutes.

This will save your suds, is managed more readily,

and with equal if not greater effect upon such
treeg. R. Newton.

Worcester, Aug. % 1841.

LATE WHEAT.

To the Editor of the Farmers' Register.

Berkeley, Sept. IGth, 1841.
# * » * #

JVly last effort with seed wheat procured from
Winchester was a decided failure. The grain was
obtained last fall, and was as fine as I could have
wished ; but I had at the time doubts as to its suc-
cess, as I have rarely succeeded on the Berkeley
lands with bearded wheat ; and 1 was unable to

procure any lof the smooth-headed kind, such
as 1 approved. That which I purchased was ex-
ceedingly slow in maturing, and my experience
satisfies me, as a general rule, that all late wheats
with us are worthless ; if not ripening at the usual
time, they mvariably are affected with rust. In-
deed my own observation leads to the conclusion
that, be the season what it may, the wheal which
ripens first is nine limes in ten'lhe best.

Marl is doing much for our lands ; but operates
much more efficaciously on the solt, friable lands,
than on the stiffT, tenacious clay.

Benj. Harrison.

A SIMPLE MEANS OF PREVENTING THE FAIL-
URE OF THE POTATO CROP.

By Mr. Robert White, Farm-overseer to David Ander-
son, esq., of St. Germains.

From the Quarterly Journal of Agriculture, for September.

It will be allowed by all practical farmers that
the potato sets when cut discharge a large quanti-

ty of fluid or juice, the loss of which has a ten-

dency to weaken the germinating powers of the

sets, and at the same time exposes them to under-
go fermentation in the heap.

In 1833, we had our seed-potatoes from the pa-
rish of Penicuik. When cut, 1 desired the wo-
men to riddle a shovelful of hot lime on every
basketful of new cut sets. They were turned
over and over again, until the lime was taken up
by the sets, when they were put into a heap three

or lour feel thick, where 1 have kept them lor two
or three weeks. The hot lime had the effect of

stopping the flow of the juice, and of encrusting

a strong skin on the sets. This crust, on the

one hand, preserves the sap being drawn away
Irom the sets in a dry season among dry soil, and
of repelling wet in a wet season among damp
earth. The sorts of potatoes experimented on
were dons and blues. The land was in a fine

moist state, well worked, and the dung well made,
and they were ridded in the last week of April.

There was a regular braird, and the crop was
fine.

In 1834, our seed-potatoes, dons and blues,

were obtained from the same parish, and treated

in the same manner. The ground was very dry,

the dung dry, and the heat great when they were
planted ; so dry that the dust was flying li"on»

the strong clay-soil when drilled up. The braird

was regular and the crop fine, with the exception

of eleven drills which were planted without the

sets being limed, and which proved a complete
lailure, and of some ox-nobles which also tailed.

In 1835, we did not change our seed- potato.

One- halfof the land was dunged on the stubble

in October, and the other half in spring, part of it

on strong clay, and part on light loam. The
dung was very dry in spring, the land not well

worked, and the planting finished in May. The
braird was regular and the crop fine, allliough

there was a general lailure of the crop throughout
(he country.

in 1836, the seed-potato was obtained from the

neighborhood of Edinburgh. They were buffs,

and treated in the same manner as described

above. The land, a fine dry light soil, was in

oat stubble after old grass, and full of wire-worm.
The dung was very dry, the land well worked,
the braird regular and the crop fine. There was
none planted without the lime this season.

In 1837, the seed-potato was obtained from
Leader Water dons and blues. A fine light loam
was well worked, and dunged with well made
dung. The crop was planted in the second week
of May, and proved a fine one. None planted
without the lime this season.

In 1838, the seed-potatoes came from Gala
Water, dons and blues, which were planted in

the last week of May, on land not well worked,
and the dung very dry, but the braird was with-

out a blank, and the crop fine. Two bolls ofseed-
potato from Peeblesshire were tried without lime
and proved a complete failure, the insects having
eaten the sets to a shell. These were planted in

the last week of May.
In 1839, the seed-potatoes were from Gala

Water buff's, and which were planted in the last

week of April, in strong clay soil, not well work-
ed, and the dung very dry, but the braird was
very regular, and the crop fine. There were
none planted without lime this season.
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In 1840, again, the seed-potatoes were from

Gala Water, dons and hlues, which were planted

in ihe end of May in a light loam lull ol' wire-

worm, but well worked, and the dung very dry.

The crop was fine. A few drills were tried as

en experiment wiihout the lime, and they were

80 complete a failure that they were ploughed

down.

OPERATIOKS OF LICHENS.

From the British Farmers' Magazine.

To the lichens may well be applied the title of

vernaculi, or bond-slaves ; which Linnieus lanci-

lully gave to the sea-weeds, regarding ihem as

lettered to the rocks on which ihey grow. For
the lichens seem, as it were, chained to the soil

which ihej' labor to improve, (or the benefit of

others, although they derive no nourishmenl from

it themselves. The mode in which they prepare

the sterile rock for the reception of plants which
require a higher kind of nourishment, is most re-

markable. They may be said to dig for them-
selves graves liar the reception of their remains

when death and decay would otherwise speedily

dissipate them ; (or, whilst living, these lichens

form a considerablequantity of oxalic acid (which
is a peculiar compound of carbon and oxygen,
two ingredients supplied by the atmosphere,) and
this acts, chemically, upon the rock (especially if

of limestone,) Ibrming a hollow which retains the

particles of the structure when their term of con-

nected existence has expired. The moisture

which is caught in these hollows finds its way
into the cracks and crevices of the rocks ; and,

when frozen, rends them by its expansion into

minute fragments, and thus adds more and more
to the forming soil. Successive generations of

these bond-slaves continuously and indefatigably

per(brra their duties; until at length as the result

of their accumulated toil, the barren and insulated

rocks, or the pumice or lava of the volcano, be-

come converted into fruitful fields. For, when
Flora's standard has once been planted on tracts

thus claimed, they are soon colonized by plants

of other tribes. The mosses, ferns, and other

cryptogamia Ibllow them ; and at last, by the

growth and decay of successive generations of

plants, a sufficient thickness o( soil is produced

lor the nourishment of the luxuriant herbage and
the support of the lofty forest-tree. And thus,

by the labor of these apparently insignificant

plants, men are enabled to reap their harvest and
to supply themselves with timber (rom the forests

;

and cattle increase and multiply on what was
formerly but a naked and desolate rock.

actual real transactions, whose particutare "are

known to the party discounting. The merchants

of Holland have never been charged with any
want of enterprise, or deficiency in spirited specu-

lation. They have, on the contrary, been at all

limes ready to engage in any adventure, however
hazardous or however remote, provided there was
held out a reasonable prospect of even a mode-
rate profit. We are, therelijre, entitled to infer

that commercial enterprise among the Dutch does

not necessarily depend on long credits as an origi-

natingor sus'ainii'g stimulus. It gives us a strong

proof of the well-working of this syelern, that

bankruptcies are extremely rare in Holland

—

gieatly more rare than in any other mercantile

community. As an instance of this, in point,

notwithstanding the loss and interruption to all

snris of business occasioned by the French, in

1795, the bankruptcies in that and the subsequent

season were not, comparatively, so numerous as

in England in ordinary years; while, during the

hubsequent convulsions arising from the separa-

tion of Belgium, no suspicion was ever entertain-

ed of the solvency of any considerable mercantile

house in Holland or Flanders. Bankruptcy in

Holland is tantamount to mercantile death ; (or no

bankrupt can again go into or carry on any
respectable business.

THE DUTCH COMMERCIAL SYSTEM.

From the European.

One of the leading principles of the Dutch
merchants is short credit. It is extremely diffi-

cult for a bill-broker on the Bourse, at Amsterdam,
to obtain discounts for paper unconnected with

PROTECTION or THE HOP-PLANT FROM
INSECTS.

From the British Farmers' Magazine.

Mr. John Hobbs, of St. Ives, Cornwall, effects

the destruction of all the small insect tribes which
infest the hop-plant, by the erection of rails of a
particular construction, smeared over with coal-

tar, or the saturation of the poles with a solution

of copperas.

COAL DUST.

Mr. Webster, of Ipswich, filled garden pots

with fine coal dust, and placed a variety of plants

in them, such as potatoes, onions, &c. ; in all of
which the vegetation wais vigorous and luxuriant.

Strawberries, onions, and a variety of useful and
ornamental plants thrive extremely well in this

material, which is clean, neat, inoffensive, with-

out odor, incapable of harborinir insects, well

adapted (or in-door floriculture, and enduring for a

long period.— TVans. of Society of ^rts.

PRELIMINARY REMARKS ON THE FOLLOWING
NOTICES OF GRASSES.

Having very recently had the benefit of the

company and aid of a friend, M. Tuomey, esq.,

who possesses that knowledge of botany of which

we have often before confessed our entire defi-

ciency, we have been enabled thus to be inlbrmed

and to have determined the botanical names and

characters of grasses and other plants of which
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belbre we knew, at most, only the vulgar or pro-

vincial names used in this particular region. It is

true, that the scientific names of most of the valu-

able culiivated grasses had been correctly deter-

mined belbre, and have been treated of in differ-

ent articles in this journal. Still, of some other

grasses and other plants, remarkable for good or

bad qualities, as much ignorance remained as to

names as in other respects.

The few and irregular notices which we may

offer, (only in the absence of information from

others beuer qualified to aff'ord it,) will consist

merely of statements of such qualities and charac-

ters of the plants in question as are deemed inter-

esting or useful to be known to farmers, because

of the bearing on agriculture. And, even in these

respects, we may be expected to fall into many

and great errors, owing to mistakes, to the want

of suflicienily careful foregone observation, and

perhaps also from Ibrgetfulness of things Irom

which we have been almost entirely absent for

the last nine years. Therefore, we beg that our

own contributions to the work of fixing the no-

menclature and characters of grasses may be con-

sidered as both wanting and open to correction

li-ora other persons ; and we shall be gratified to

have knowledge on the subject extended by the

pointing out our mistakes of ignorance, if they

exist, as well as in any other way.

For the botanical names, and for every scien-

tific fact, which may be used in our own contri-

butions, we shall be indebted to Mr. Tuomey.

The manner of our combined investigations was

this : His attention was requested to such parti-

cular grasses or weeds as information was most

needed upon,- and he gathered the specimens, if

they were to be Ibund so late in the season, (after

the 10th of September,) or if not already contain-

ed in his previously gathered collection of dried

specimens of grasses. Not having expected such

useliil and ready assistance, we had gathered but

very few earlier specimens; and not only for that

reason, but also for want of opportunity, and still

•more for want of the knowledge to distinguish

species with the absolute certainty necessary for

their selection. Indeed, upon such previous trials

as our scant opportunities off^ered in the summer,

we found uncertainty even as to particular speci-

mens of grasses, which we had long well known

as seen growing in quantity. And still another

difficulty we have but recently learned from Mr.

Tuomey, which we had not before suspected.

This is, that of some common grasses, which had

been supposed to be of but one kind, there are two

or more species or varieties, either of which (and

perhaps the least important of them) we might

have gathered, and lurnished to a botanist as the

only known grass of the kind.

We should have been better pleased to follow

than to precede the first promised labors of Mr.

Curtis and others, for this general object. However,

we trust to have something from them before long.

In the mean time, the notices which we shall offer

will be presented as in continuation ofthe communi-

cation of Dr. Darlington, published at page 114

of this volume of the Farmers' Register. In

these remarks there will be no attempt at formal

and regular description; and in any others, from

other sources, there need be none. If Jacta are

presented, and errors corrected, it will be unim-

portant as to the Ibrm in which the infbrmation

may be presented.

—

Ed. Far. Reg.

KOTICES OF GRASSES AND WEEDS.

(Subject resumed, from p. 114 of Farmers' Register.)

WIRE GRASS.

Synonymcs and provincial names.— Wire grass, in

lower Virijinia

—

Cane grass, in New Hanover,
N. C.

—

Joint grass—Bermuda grass, of Soutfi

Carolina? Botanical names given below.

To ttie Editor of the Farmers' Register.

The grass you pointed out to me as the " wire
grass" of lower Virginia is not the Triticum re-

pens of the botanists, but the Cynodon dactylon of

Persoon, the Digitaria dactylon of Elliott, and
Panicum dactylon of Linnseus.

The Ibllovving description, from Eaton and
Wright's Botany, is very accurate.

Cynodon. Glumes tvvo-valved, lanceolate,

spreading : paleee 2, longer than the glumes, the

outer valve larger, somewhat oval, and surround-

ing the inner one: rudiment minute, pedicelled :

scale truncate : spike digitate and fascicled

:

flowers solitary.

C. dactylon, creeping : spikes digitate (4-6)
spreading : keel of the glume scabrous : leaves

hairy on the margin antl base : sheaths hairy

(glabrous 1)

The C. dactylon is a native of Cornwall, Eng-
land, the south ot Europe, the shores of the Le-
vant, the East Indies, and New South Wales,
Sir W. Jones, in his Asiatic Researches, mentions

the beauty ot its flowers, and its sweetness and
nutritious quality as pasture lor cattle.

Dr. Darlington, p. 499, Farmers' Register,

classes the Cynodon dactylon among the grasses

valuable " in fixing and keeping together the

blowing sands of the sea-coast, by their creeping

suckers and tough entangled roots." He also

says, "The roots are employed in India in the

preparation of a peculiar beverage." Perhaps it

would be difficult to give a more concise and ac-

curate popular description of this plant, than the

one given by Dioscorides, who describes it as a

plant with "jointed creeping shoots, throwing

out sweet roots from their joints ; and pointed,

hard, broad leaves, like a small kind of reed,

which are the food of cattle."* The digitate

* Rees' Cyclopcedia. Art. Panicum.
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spikes of the plant resemble those of Digitaria so

closely as to be easily taken for a species of the

latter, so that a person observing the flowers,

without attending to the general habit of the

plant, would be likely to pronounce it " crab

grasSy'^ the name applied here to the diHereni

species ol Digilaria, two of which are common,
the D. sanguinalis and D. fililbrmis.

M. TUOMEY.

Hemarks.

The account above sufficiently points out a

very great mistake into which I had lallen in

regard to " wire grass ;" and my confident as-

seriion of that mistaken opinion served to mis-

lead ihose much better inlormed, and who knew
wire grass only by loose description. At page

115 of this volume, in the commencement of my
account of the wire grass of lower Virginia, which

Dr. Darlington had spoken of as the poa com-

pressa, it was stated (as a correction of his mis-

lake) that the wire grass was the couch grass of

England, or irilicum repens. I was long ago

led into this error by the many general notices

of couch grass by English writers, which seemed

^ to apply exactly to wire grass ; and I was con-

firmed 'n ihe mistake by having made the inquiry

of an intelligent larmer, who was a native of

and had been a cultivator in Great Britain, and
being answered that these grasses were the same.
Upon showing the wire grass to Mr. Tuomey,
he saw at once that it was not the triticum repens,

of which he had a dried specimen in his herba-

rium which he gathered on the Eastern Shore
of Maryland, and which is altogether different in

appearance. His views, presented above, and
ray previous remarks at page 115, leave nothing
for me to supply here except the correction of my
own errors, and omissions.

In the account referred to, it was stated, rather

too broadly, that this grass " will scarcely grow
> except where there is enough of lime to consti-

tute a good and fertile soil." There should have
been stated a further exception, viz : that on the

most sandy and dry soils, which qualities of soil are

very favorable to this grass, it may be sometimes
found in scattered and feeble growth, even though
the soil be acid, or very deficient in the calcareous

ingredient.

The power of vitality in the wire grass is very
remarkable. Every cultivator of good light

loams, or rich sandy soils, in lower Virginia, knows
the great difKculty of killing the roots by plough-
ing, harrowing, and even by exposure on the sur-

face of the ploughed earth. And I have known
the gathered and removed roots, which had been
kept sunk in a deep pool of water, in the middle
of a barn-yard, remaining a long time, and being
part of the time covered there with several feet

,
thickness of the barn-yard litter, to vegetate when
taken up and exposed again on the surface of the
ground. E. R.

DARNEL—LOLIUM TEMULENTUM.

Synonymes.— Lolium temulentum,—Darnel and
Bearded darnel, in Eogland—Spelt, in lower
Virginia.

Botanical description.

Lolium. Spikelets many flowered, alternate,

Vol. IX.-55

distant, sessile at right angles with, or the edge to

the rachis. Glume a single bract, except at the

terminal spikeiet, where there are two. Palece her-

baceous, nearly equal ; lower one awnless, or

sometimes with a short bristle at the tip.

—

Nutt.

Gen.
The L. temulentum can be readily distinguish-

ed from the L. perenne [rye or ray grass] by the

glume which in the L. temulentum is longer than

the spikelets, in L. perenne shorter. M. T.

General Remarks.

Darnel, or spelt, is a hardy annual, that grows
much in the same nrtanner and under like circum-

stances with wheat, rises to about the same height

on ordinary and poor soils, and ripens at the same
time. The plant and the seeds are larger than

those of the English rye-grass, which otherwise

very much resembles spelt. The seeds also, as

enveloped in their close and inseparable husk (or

glume,) are nearly of the same size with Ihe

smaller grains of wheat, and not much varying

from wheat in epeeific gravity. Therefore they

cannot be entirely separated from wheat, either

by the fan or the screen ; and this, added to the

peculiar deleterious qualities of the grain of spelt

as food, cause it to be the worst weed that infests

the crop of wheat. Luckily it is but a new im-
portation to the United States, and is known as

yet but in few places, it is common in Europe,
and its poisonous qualities were known to the

Romans, as appears from a passage in Virgil.*

Still, darnel does not seem to be much regarded
as an injurious weed in England ; and therefore

it may be inferred that it is better suited to our
warmer climate, or to our bad tillage. Where it

has been permitted to become abundant, it is, aa

the writer has fully experienced, the worst of all

the weeds that injure wheat by the admixture of
their seeds.

I remember well that the first plant of spelt I

ever saw, was about 30 years ago, in the county
of Prince George. Its novelty induced me to

gather the bunch, as a rare and beautiful, and
what perhaps might prove a valuable forage

grass. It must then have been very scarce in

that neighborhood where it has since become, on
particular farms, so abundant, and is no where
entirely wanting. But though so recently a
stranger, spelt has gained long ago the same
character that cheat {bromus secalinus) possesses,

of being the degenerated product of wheat. In
addition to all other reasons against this belief,

it would seem as enough to overthrow it, that

this supposed conversion of wheat to spelt could

have occurred on but few and limited locali-

ties—and if such a change took place any where,

* " Infelix lolium," &c., noxious lolium, &c.

—

Gear.

lib. i., I. 154.

"The bearded darnel is frequent in some countries,

but it is comparatively rare in this [England], It has
been condemned as a poisonous plant for more than
2000 years."

—

Low's Practical .Agriculture.

" There is but a solitary instance alleged of the un-
wholesomeness of the seeds in the entire family of the

grasses, viz.: those of the darnel, {Lolium temuleri'

turn, L.,) a common weed in many parts of Europe,
but scarcely known in the United States ; and even in

this case, the deleterious effects are probably exagge-
rated."

—

Darlington's Essay on Grasses.
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it ought to be every where that wheat grew, and
spelt could grow. Still, the absurdity ot the

opinion, more surprisingthan that ol'ihe same belie!"

ae to cheat, did not prevent its being very gene-
ral where spelt was known.' And to this was
added anotlier ridiculous and yet common belief;

which served to spread these pesis still more.

This was, that spelt and cheat, being produced

Irom wheal, did not spring at all from their own
seeds—and therefore no care was laken by many
persons to destroy seeds which they had no thoughi

would germinate. Such iblly and carelessness in

a i'ew farmers, and the danger not being enough
feared by others, caused the pest to spread rapidly,

and Btill more by the change of seed wheat from

larms so infected to others. It was by a purchase

of seed wheat from a crop so mixed, that my own
farm was set with spelt, so ae to be a serious evil

for twenty years after.

When the cheat controversy was carried on

actively in the agricultural papers in 1831 and

1832, I sent to Gideon B. Smith, esq. then editor

of the American Farmer, a specimen of our

epelt ; and from him, lor the first time, learned

its botanical and its vulgar European name. It

was the first time he had seen the plant, and had
not known that it was in this countr}'. Our cor-

respondence on the subject drew forth these in-

teresting facts from Gen. Th. Emory, that the

plant was known on Kent Island, and only there

(as he believed,) in Maryland ; and not there

until alter the last war, when the British had pos-

session of the island, and kept cavalry horses

there for some time. This, added to the (acts

that at City Point, in Prince George county,

nearly all the race horses imported from England
had been landed, with the remains of their En-
glish provender, and that spelt was abundant in

these two neighborhoods, renders it almost certain

that in this manner the seeds were brought from
England. My volume ol the Anjerican Farmer
for that year has been lost, and I here repeat the

facts there stated from recollection ; but believe

that there can be no material variation, in that,

or other circumstances that will be here added.
Though all the seeds of spelt cannot be removed

from a crop of wheat, by the most laborious or

wasteful tanning and screening, the greater part

may be separated by throwing ofi with it as

much or more of good wheat. Of such "tail-

ends'' of wheat, the refuse remnant of a crop

in Prince George, very much mixed with spelt,

some flour was made, and bread of it eaten by
two negro men belonging to the farmer who
raised the crop. They were both attacked the

same night with such violent spasms, or convul-
sions, that their lives were despaired of. How-
ever, both recovered. Another farmer, who had
part of his crop left, because much intermixed with
spelt, though warned by knowledge of this oc-

currence, used the flour lor his negroes, as only a
small part of their food, and as he thought, cau-
tiously enough to prevent any harm. Still, some
of his slaves were made sick, and though much
less violently, in such manner as to leave no doubt
of the spelt being the cause. These proofs ol

the grain being poisonous convinced me of the

fact, before having heard of it upon any other

authority. My wheat left on hand because adul-

terated with epelt, was boiled to prevent the

sprouting of the spelt, and led cautiously to hogs.

No evil eHecl was observed on tht;m.

Whoever has not yet had his fields and wheat
crop contaminated by this abominable weed,
should use every care to prevent any of the seeds

being introduced in purchased wheat or otherwise.

If the injury has been already sufl^'ered, every
care should be used to lessen it, by sowing only

clean seed wheat, and preventing the increase of
the growth of spelt. Making the land productive,

and having the wheat to stand thick and vigorous,

is the most certain mode of keeping down the

growth of spelt when the seeds are actually in

the land, or are necessarily sown with the wheat.
And when the growth of wheat is thin and feeble,

the spelt will be in proportion flourishing and
productive. The same remarks apply to cheat.

And hence it is that the wheat of bad and slo-

venly larraers, and on poor or unproductive land,

is so generally believed to be changed to spelt

and to cheat ; while, under reverse circumstances,

such conversions do not appear to take place,

and perhaps the possibility of the conversion is

even denied, by the raisers of these better crops.

Since writing the above, I have heard, from
Richard Furt, esq., a well informed flour miller

of Petersburg of long experience and extensive

business, some facts in regard to spelt, which are

important as confirmation of some of the views

presented above. Mr. Furt, as a purchaser and
miller, has been receiving and examining a con-

siderable proportion of the wheat that has come
to this market for about 40 years. He is confi-

dent that he never observed any grains of epelt

in wheat brought lor sale until in 1816, and then

(as he well remembers) in a particular large crop

of a farmer of Dinwiddle. Since, it has been gra-

dually increasing inthesamplesofwhcai in general;

and now, more or less spelt is found in two out of

three of all the wagon loads of wheat that come to

this market. In Prince George, (the county adjoin-

ing Petersburg, and Dinvviddie,) where I suppose

that spelt was first introduced from England, the

crops of wheat were the most mixed with spelt

at an early period of the time since 1816 ; but

latterly and now, no neighboring county sends

wheat entirely clear of spelt. The wheat of

Lunenburg county, of all vviihin its distance

from Petersburg, Mr. Furt thinks is the least

affected by the contamination. What gives va-

lue to the liacts stated by Mr. Furt, in addition to

his long experience and means lor observation,

is that, notwithstanding this and all other testi-

mony to the contrary, he is still a believer in the

convertibility of wheat to spelt—and supposes

that spelt here was at first the product of degene-

rated wheat, and the degeneracy caused by poor

land and bad tillage. E. R.

RYE GRASS—LOLIUM PERENNE.

Synonymes and provincial names.—Lolium pe-

renne—Bye grass, and Ray grass, in England
—English greensward, by some seedsmen in

London and in the United States. For botani-

cal description, see above.

This is a perennial grass, commonly cultivated

and valued in England, sown either alone or

mixed with red clover for mowing. It has been

but little tried in this country, and was not enough
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approved, from any known trini, for iis culture to

be continued. It is meniiontul here merely be-

cause of its resemblance in appearance lo J^oliiim

tcviulcntum, and lor another reason, its luiviii<;

been recently introduced and spread abroad \n tliis

country (either I'rom ignorance or designed decep-

tion of seedsmen) as "English greensward,'" and

as such sown lor a good yard or lawn grass. For
this purpose iis manner of growth is altogether

unsuitable; and those persons who have thrown
away their labor and expense in the trial, are addi-

tional examples of the many who have been de-

ceived and put to loss by the application ol' impro-

per nan)es to grasses, which ought to be, and

otherwise would be, well known by name as well

ae by qualities. E. R.

FATTENING SWINE.

From Eliott's Husbandry, 1747.

I find by experience the best time to fatten

ewine is to begin at the first of August, if you
liave old corn. Hogs will fat slowly in very cold

weather : they will eat much and latlen but little :

if you make a very warm house, they heat in bed

and catch cold when they come out into the cold

air.

To save corn, steep it in water or swill till the

corn grows very soft ; this opens the parts : give

ihem the corn to eat and the water to drink in

which the corn has been steeped : the hard dry
corn, a great deal of it, passeth through them
undigested ; this is the hardest part of the corn

and that which principally makes the flour. There
is a tradition that if you leed one hog with corn,

the dung of the first hog wdl fat another hog, and
his dung a third. Although I believe the story

to be (abulons, yet it serves to show that the sense
of mankind is, that in the manner we feed swine,
there is a great deal of loss.

I took ihe hint of steeping corn, from the ad-

vantage I once found by some corn I bought that

had been shipwrecked, and lain in the v/ater till

it was grown soft.

Such is the difference in corn and in swine,

that it is impossible to fix it absolutely and know
certainly how much there is saved by this method.
It is better than grinding, besides what we save in

the toll and the time and charge of the carriage
;

for it is found by experience, that even bran, when
steeped in water a long time, is much the better.

I asked an honest, and judicious neighbor of
mine, who had leisure to try this method ofsteep-
incr corn longer and with more exactness than I

had done, how much bethought was saved by it?

He said, at least one bushel in seven—he believed

more.
Since the foregoin? was written, a person of

good credit informed me that there being in his

neighborhood a dealer in horses, who was famous
for skill in making horses fat in a short time ; he
desired the jockey to tell him how he did it: the

secret was to mix Indian corn and oats together

and soak it in water till it was soft ; that in cold

weather he steeped it in a cellar, that it might
be kept from freezing.

My informant told me, he had made trial of it

and found it did well, giving it to his horse in the

same proportion as he was wont to do of dry pro-
vender.

suivcivrAHir of nuvts.

Friday, September 3, 1841.

An individual named Thomas M. Harlup, has been
committed to prison at Washington, on the charge
of having been one of those concerned in the mob
that insulted the President.

—

Phil. Led.

R. C. Knapp, brother of the Cashier of the Mineral
Point Bank, has been arrested and held to bail in the

sum of #120,000. This is the bank in which the

Commissioners could find no money. Knapp was
found to be in possession of about $100,000 in drafts,

checks, certificates of deposit, bank bills, &.C., belong-
ing to the bank, most ingeniously secured under the

blank or fly leaves of some books. The amount is

supposed to be sufficient to render the bills of the

bank worth 75 cents to the dollar.—76.

The greatest fall of water ever known in Charles-
ton, came upon us on Tuesday (Aug. 2.3) afternoon

and night—principally between 11 o'clock in the

evening and daylight. The continuous roar of the

rain was like the thunder of the ocean in a storm.
The quantity of water which fell from 9 A. M.
Tuesday to 9 A.M. Wednesday, we learn from the

Citadel, was 7 24.100 inches. The actual period
during which this deluge was pouring, was not over
7 hours. The cellars in all the lower situations of
the city were flooded, some to the depth of two feet,

and much loss was sustained by those who had va-
luable groceries in their cellars. The city drains in

some places were burst by the press of water. The
damage to the crops from this frightful flood cannot
but be great, as there was every appearance that the

rain was general, and it was also accompanied by
considerable wind. The business prospects for the
coming season are very gloomy. The health of the
city, however, continues good—probably it was never
better at this season, and we have now a fair prospect
of escaping the visitation of yellow fever."

—

Ch.
Mercury.

The bark Eugenia, from Vera Cruz, brought $81,000
in specie to New York. But no matter how much
specie is brought into the United States by the course
of trade, as much and more will as fast be sent abroad,
by the necessary operation of the bank suspension
and irredeemable paper policy.

The bill for distributing the proceeds of the public
lands among the states has passed both houses of Con-
gress. But by an amendment of the senate, its gene-
ral and worst practical operation is restrained. This
amendment provides that the distribution shall not
take place when the tariff' of duties is made to exceed
20 per cent. Thus the land distribution must either

serve to keep down the exnrbitancyof a protective tariff,

or such a tariff will nullify the land distribution. The
operation of the new bankrupt bill does not com-
mence until next February. This will allow time
for amendments at the regular session.

The revenue bill is still before Congress.

It is now considered doubtful whether the last bill

to establish a national bank will ever, by passir)g the

senate, reach the president. Should it be so however,
his veto may be deemed certain—and a dissolution

of the present cabinet is^ certain to follow.

United States bank stock sold this week in Phila-
delphia as low as 8 J dollars for the 100—but has since
risen to 10|.
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" Captain William K. Latimer, late commander
of the United States sloop of war Cyane, has been

sentenced by a general court martial to five years

suspension, with loss of pay and rank, for cruelty and

tyranny to his crew of the grossest kind."—Good

!

And sundry more such examples of deserved punish-

ment are yet needed.

The Union Bank of Montreal (Canada) a swin-

dling and bankrupt concern which had neither credit

nor character, and was scarcely known of at home,
had an agency office in the city of New York osten-

sibly to redeem its notes, but really, by that pretence,

to get them into circulation, and then cheat the hold-

ers. This has just been done, by the redemption be-

ing declared at an end, and the notes becoming utterly

worthless. This is merely doing completely and

throughout what all suspending and irresponsible banks

do in part, and to greater or less extent, in effect, if

not by intention, according to their opportunities, and

to the degree of submission of the community.

Frequent inquiries are made to know what has be-

come of the assets of two or three of our swindling

and broken moneyed institutions ; to wit, the Phila-

delphia Loan Company, the Philadelphia Savings

Institution, and the Schuylkill Bank. It is now some
two years since these several institution^ ceased to

exist, and were placed in the hands of assignees for

settlement; at least it was so with the two former.

Promises were then made by the presumed honest

men who took this duty upon themselves, that there

would be a half or more of the amount due to credi-

tors realized. But this, we are assured, has not been
the case. The creditors, or at least some of them,
and we presume all, have not received a cent, and that

they ever will is a questson as much in the dark as it

ever was. The affairs of the Schuylkill Bank are

involved in equal mystery. The veryfew who have
control are doing business in their own way, or are

doing nothing, and the great body of the stockholders

know not whether their stock is worth any thing

or not.

—

Ph. Ledg.

By this morning^s mails, Sept. 3.

A wonderful occurrence (if not a very elaborate

and foolish hoax) has recently taken place in Davidson,
Tenn. A shower of what seemed to be blood and
finely divided flesh fell from a small red and low-flying
cloud. The space sprinkled by the shower was nearly

half a mile long and about sixty yards wide. It was
principally over a tobacco field, and the leaves of the

tobacco furnished specimens abundantly of the sub-
stance, and also showed the course of the shower and
perpendicular direction of the descent. Portions of the

substance had been sent to Professor Troost, to be ana-
lyzed. The editor of the Nashville Banner, who saw
them, says " they appear to be animal matter, and the
odor is that of putrid flesh."

Effigies of President Tyler have been publicly
burnt, with every accompanying solemnity of insult, in

Louisville Ky., and at several places in Ohio, on ac-

count of his veto to the first bank bill. So much the
better for the president, and the cause for which he is

thus insulted. Such procedure is only to be deplored
Hs being disgraceful to our country, and tending to de-
grade the government abroad.

Private letters, received in New York, give some
account of alarming disclosures being made in respect
to the Union Bank of New Orleans. A correspondent
of the Commercial says that " in addition to the over
drafts previously known, it appears that about ^800,000
more have been discovered ;—one firm alone, Oo-den
and Southgate, having abstracted $100,000 ; another
individual $50,000 ; and Mr. Woodrufl', one of the

directors, some $15,000. Every thing, however,
connected with banking in this city is kept so secret

that the public is left to conjecture the amount of the

various defalcations." It was in agitation, it is said,

to place an injunction on the bank.

—

Phil, Ledger.

Friday, Sejytember 10, 1841.

The steam-ship Britannia arrived at Boston on the

2d, brineing accounts from England 15 days later,

to the 19th ult.

Great alarm has been produced throughout Great
Britain of a failure of the wheat crop, in consequence
of the cold and wet weather during harvest, so far a3

it had been heard from. Still, by private advices received

here, accounts differ much as to the prospect. The
price of wheat however was rising in England and
the duty of course lessening. This must raise the

price of grain in the United States.

" Accounts of commercial distress reach us from all

parts of the country. Trade is in a deplorably de-

pressed state ; and failures in manufacturing districts,

to amounts, are aff'airs of daily occurrence. From
Manchester, Leeds, Bolton, Bradford, Glasgow and
Paisley, we receive, by every post, harrowing details

of the sufferings of the poor, thrown out of employ-
ment and obliged to subsist on an allowance of the

coarsest food, falling short of what is allotted for the

maintenance of convicted felons in our jails and peni-

tentiaries."

—

London Sun, \lth.

It was reported by London papers that 15 ships of

the line bad been ordered to our coast on account of

the McLeod affair. Doubtful.
" The Paris papers speak in gloomy terms of the

harvest."

A most destructive fire has occurred at Smyrna.
From 9 to 10,000 houses were burnt, including 8

Jewish synagogues and a number oi Turkish mosques.
From SO to 40 persons lost their lives by this disaster,

and more than 20,000 are left without food or shelter.

In a trial of speed on the Great Western Railway,
(Eng.) the "Hurricane" locomotive passed over

within two hours, which was at the rate of more than

60 miles an hour.

The price of cotton has declined.

Free Negroes.—In New Orleans and almost every

town on the waters of the Ohio and Mississippi, mea-
sures are in progress to send off the free negroes, in

consequence of the disturbances, murders and rob-

beries, which have been committed or are alleged to

have been committed by them.

Lynchers indicted.—" Judge Pryor, at August term of

the Circuit Court, held in Grant county, Ky., called

the attention of the grand jury to the unlawful execu-

tion of Maythe and Couch, who were taken out and
hung by a mob. The Judge pronounced all unlawful

and deliberate killing, murder. The executions that

had taken place, were without trial, and under no law
but the law of a mob, and all who were present, ad-

vising or aiding in the act, the law regarded as alike

guilty. The jury entered upon the discharge of their

duty, and returned into court with nine bills of indict-

ment of murder in the first degree, against individuals

concerned in the execution. The remarks of the

judge in the charge to the Grand Jury show him to

be a sound lawyer and a fearless public officer. It is

to be hoped that the clergyman who so far disgraced

his calling as to lend his official services to the atrocious

ceremony is among the numberindicted."

—

Phil. Ledg.

It seems we were mistaken, in acquitting all the

officers of the Danville Bank of the robbery lately

committed. The money (i. e. " promises to pay,")
has been recovered, and the teller, Mr. Joseph Terry,
has been arrested as the thief. Of course, as in all

such cases, Mr. Terry was a highly respectable gentle-

man. Hereafter, to make amends for this one mistake
of ours, whenever any bank robbery occurs, we shall

take it for granted, until the contrary be proved, that

the undetected thief learned his trade of dishonesty
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behind the counter of the bank, anil by execufinj; its

regular operations and spoliations on the community.

Another bank vault tapped and the leak discovered.—
The Cape Fear Branch Banlc at Raleifjh has had a

portion of its funds appropriated (the reader maysiij)-

fi\y

any more appropriate word.) by tlie cashier, K.

[. Wingafe, to the acknowledged amount of about

$10,000—and how much more, the directors have

since been trying to find out. The first suspicion and

his confession came together on last Monday, (6th,)

and up to the 8th the deficit was ascertained to be

about $12,000. Mr. Wingate was not only cashier,

but head and chief of the Branch Bank, there beins:

no president except of the mother bank at Wilming-
ton. 0/ course, he was of the highest respectability.

No suspicion had been excited ; but the president of

the mother bank, finding that the times were squally,

and defalcations being brought to light plentifully, and

even where least suspected, thought !ie would make a

general tour of inspection to all his branches. The
Raleigh defalcation was the first fruit of his investiga-

tion. The newspapers of Raleigh say not a word
about the matter. Our information is derived from

gentlemen just arrived from Raleigh, and who well

know the facts as there reported and believed. Would
it not be a good plan to have a geneial official

search into the accounts and funds of all unsuspect-

ed banks? If it were done, our summary of news
and the whole " Bank Refbrmer" to boot would
scarcely be able to present all the interesting disco-

veries.

Another swindling financier caught.—" E. Whiting,
late Cashier of the Galliopolis Bank, has been arrest-

ed at Lowell, Mass., and there awaits the requisition

of the Ohio authorities.

The Augusta (Georgia) Chronicle of the 2d inst.

says, that rumors are in circulation that two bank
clerks in Columbus have decamped, being defaulters

to an amount not known, but not over probably $100,
000, nor less than $40,000. The Sentinel attributes

aH|these delinquencies to the suspensions. The direc-

tors set an example of dishonesty in suspending pay-
ment, and it is but too readily followed and improved
upon by their servants. Nearly all of the late rob-

beries have been perpetrated upon suspended banks.
The Augusta Chronicle says—" The Columbus

Enquirer contradicts the report published by us some
days since, relative to the removal of the assets of
the bank of Columbus across the river to Gerard, Ala.
The Enquirer says—" We repeat the assurance, that

the assets of the Bank of Columbus remain where
its charter placed them, under ilie control of its able

and responsible direction, who stand ready in good
faith to discharge their obligations to the community
and to the stockholders. " The bank of Columbus,
and the Planters' and Mechanics' Bank, are both going
on with their regular business as usual, redeeming their

bills with other current bank notes. [A pretty mode of
redemption truly! One broken and dishonoied pro-

mise, redeemed by another just as bad !

—

Ed. F. R.]
Their course in resisting the action of receivers
has thus far proved not only wise but fortunate, to

one of them at least. No receivers have, however
qualified, or attempted in any manner to take control

of any of our banks. Appointments were made which
were not accepted, and there the matter ended, and so

we presume will stand ended." [The plain English of
all this is, that the broken banks of Georgia put at de-
fiance not only the general law, but also the judicial
decision which directed their assets to be taken pos-
session of; "no receivers have qualified," and that is the
way that the judgments of the court are nullified.—Ed.
F. R.]

We learn that the state officers are in trouble about
Wheeling notes, which are receivable for taxes, and

which, nevertheless, stand at ten per rent, discount
here. [Is it not 15 per cent .>— Ed. F. R ] The result

of this awkward state of things will be that the wes-
tern folks will pour these notes into.the statj trea-

sury ; which will suffer a loss of one-tenth on its

inp;iii,s : a thing which its resources, already cramped,
will not admit of. Some action will, we believe, be
attiMnpted to avoid this consequence.

—

Richmond Star.

This is one of the beauties of banking. The peo-
ple pay a tax of ten cents for every dollar of these

Wheeling notes paid into the state treasury! This is

truly republican—to tax the whole people of the state

for the benefit of a few bank corporations. We heard
the other day the case of a plain farmer, on whom a
bank palmed off one or two hundred dollars in these

depreciated Wheeling notes.

—

Petersburg Statesman.

The revenue bill has passed the Senate. The pro-
posed duties on tea and coffee had first been stricken

out.

The (old) United States bankfinished atlast ! ! ! On
the 4th. inst. it was announced that all the remaining
effects of this institution had been assigned to trustees

to wind up its affairs and pay its debts [if that be
possible.] The stock, which had before recovered
and gone above 13, immediately fell to $8.50 the share.

(Since, on the 6th.it sold for 7,50.) And this, we
suppose is the last of this most infamous and most
powerful, and most predatory on private interests and
injurious to general interests of all banks that have
ever existed.

There are no less than 15 private shin-plasfer

bankers in Frederick, Md. engaged in manufacturing
" money" for the " dear people."

—

Bait. Sun.

The President has been also burnt in effigy in St.

Louis, and hung in effigy in Nashville, for his first veto.

What is in store for the second ?

THE SECOND VETO—By a private letter (of

unquestionable authority,) written after the mail

closed at Washington, we have just learned that the

Veto of the President to the second bank bill (we beg
pardon, "Fiscal Corporation") was sent in to Con-
gress yesterday, and that the message was then in the

printers' hands. Laus Deo! There will be no United
States Bank established, (or even "Fiscal Corpora-
tion,) during the presidential service of John Tyler.
Therefore the burners and hangers in effigy, &c. &c.
will not succeed, unless they take to a more direct and
vital remedy. The scheme which has been avowed,
to buy John Tyler, will not answer; the only way to

get rid of him, his objections to committing perjury,

and his constitutional scruples, will be to kill him !

No mail from Raleigh, and of course no more par-

ticulars of the bank investigation than we learned 24
liours before.

At the Washington Navy Yard, (7th.) By the acci-

dental explosion of a 32 lb. shell, filled with detonating

powder (a new invention of Lieut. W. D. Porter,)

Capt. Jacob Bright, the Master Armorer, was killed,

and his body scattered in fragments.

An awful riot occurred at Cincinnati on the night

of the .3d inst., by which several lives were lost, and
many persons wounded. Its commencement was a

quarrel and fight between a few negroes and whites,

and in which one of the latter was mortally wounded.
The whites assembled to the number of several thou-

sand, attacked some of the houses of the negroes,

who defended themselves with muskets. A cannon
loaded with slugs was fired several times by the whites.

The military finally quelled the riot, and order was
restored.

The "Missourium," or skeleton of a double-sized

mammoth, which has been exhibiting in the western

cities, turns out to be a counterfeit, or at least so far
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factitious as presenting a larger size than the well-

known mastodon, of which this is in truth a specimen.

Friday, September 17, 1841.

It will be remembered, says the Philadelphia Times,

that a book-keeper in the bank of Pennsylvania,

named Smith, disappeared very mysteriously some

time ago, with a large amount of the floating capital

of that institution. The sum lost was at first stated

to be $.'100,000, but within a few days it has been

ascertained that the old gentleman carried off one

more 0, making the snug sum of one million I The
Bank is making some effort to recover this, but we
don't know how. Smith is in Texas.

Another Bank Stvartwouter.—The Albany Atlas

says it has information that the teller of the Mechan-

ics' and Farmers' Bank of Troy, named Jones, sud-

denly disappeared from the city, leaving his account

minus about $10,000.

In addition to this, the Norfolk Herald publishes

an extract of a letter from Columbus, Ga., dated the

3d inst., which gives the following information:—
The Western Branch Bank of Georgia, at this place,

closed to-day ! Thomas Moore, the teller of the

Bank of Columbus, has cleared out with about $75,-

000. He checked out the money of depositors by
signing his name for them—" Thomas Moore, for A.

B. C, k.c."—Phil. Ledg.

The Augusta (Geo.) Chronicle of Thursday last

says ;
—" Rumors have been afloat in this city, for a

day or two, that two bank clerks in Columbus have

decamped, being defaulters to an amount not known,

but not over probably $100,000, nor less than .$40,000."

The German Bank of Wooster, Ohio, has blown

np, to the loss of holders to the amount of more than

one hundred thousand dollars ! This explosion falls

with most severity, indeed almost entirely, on the

farmers of the neighborhood, many of whom have ex-

changed almost their entire crop of wheat for the

trash. Thus is the result of the labors of a whole

year plundered from them in a moment. Almost the

entire circulation was put afloat within the past two

months, and, as would appear, for the express purpose

of plundering the farmers of their crops. A corre-

spondent, speaking ol the scene presented the day suc-

ceeding the explosion, says:— " It has been a most

afflicting spectacle since this morning, to see the crowd

of poor mechanics and laborers around the bank,

pleading for something in exchange for their faithless

promises, that would procure the necessaries for the

sustenance of their helpless families." A paper cur-

rency has its convenience, it is true, but whether

losses like this do not render its cost more than it is

worth, we will leave those swindled farmers, and

those who are capable of sympathizing with them, to

decide.

—

Phil. Ledg.

The Bank of Steubenville, (N. Y.) has made an

assignment of all its eflects, and will now wind up its

affairs.

The Western Bank of Georgia, at Rome, Ga., has

closed its doors.

Among several favorable circumstances in reference

to our currency, we notice the unfavorable fact that

almost all the packets which leave this country carr)'

away with them large quantities of specie. Notwith-

standing the New York press look upon this relieving

of their banks of their specie as tending to strengthen

them, we confess our dullness in not comprehending

their reasoning, and are quite sure that a directly op-

posite course of treatment would strengthen ours.

—

Phil. Ledg.

The last London packet from New York took out

more than $200,000 in specie —Bait Sun.

We observe, in the Philadelphia Ledger of the 14th
inst., a call for a meeting of the "Anti-Charter Mono-
poly Association, No. 6," for the purpose of discuss-

ing the question, "Can we obtain specie enough, in

the natural course of trade, to conduct all the business
of the countiy, so as not to use the notes of chartered
hanks?" An invitation is extended to the public to

attend and participate in the discussion.

Two companies of United States troops have moved
upon the disputed territory of Maine.

The city of Cincinnati was under the dominion of
the mob, in the riot stated last week, for more than
24 hours. The negroes, when subdued, were carried

to prison, as much for their protection as for their

offences. Tlieir houses were torn down, and an
abolitionist printing office destroyed, and also the pro-
perty of another abolitionist. About 50 of the white
rioters have been arrested.

The tenants of the Van Rensellaer property, near
Albany, are again refusing to pay rent, and more
trouble is commencing.

Lett, the Canadian refugee, who attempted to blow
up a Canadian steamboat at the wharf at Oswego, and
who escaped on his way to the states prison, has been
retaken, and sent to suffer his imprisonment for 7
years.

Naval.—The Norfolk Beacon says orders are about
to be given to have the frigate St. Lawrence, now on
the stocks at the Navy Yard, Gosport, launched.

The second veto message of President Tyler arrived

the next mail after our last week's publication. In

tone and manner it is not so firm and decided as was
to be desired. However, we trust the final result will

not therefore be doubtful.

On the 11th inst., the Revenue Bill, and the Bill

prohibiting the investment of government funds in

state stocks, received the approval of the President.

The members of the "Harrison Cabinet," with the

exception of Mr. Webster, sent in their resignations on
Saturday last. On the same day the President nomi-
nated tile following gentlemen :

Judge Upshur, of Virgioia, Secretary of the Navy.
Justice McLean, of the Supreme Court of the

United States, Secretary of War.
Hugh Legare, of South Carolina, Attorney General.

Walter Forward, of Pennsylvania, Secretary of the

Treasury.
Charles A. Wickliffe, of Kentucky, Postmaster

General.

Florida.—Advices from Col. Worth, received at the

department of war on Saturday last, announce the sur-

render of Coacoochee's people, the seizure of the

chief Hospitaka, with 15 of his chiefs and warriors,

and the promised surrender of all his people, amount-

ing to 320 more, on the Uth of this month.

The steamboats Patrick Henry and Rappahannock
came in contact on the 9th inst., between Baltimore

and Fredericksburg, Both boats sustained considera-

ble damage.

The members of Congress, with the clerks, &c.,

have, during the present session, consumed fifteen

barrels of ink, 83,000 quills, and 483 groce of steel

pens. [How large a proportion of these has been sold ?

—Ed. F. R]

Threatened general Indian war.—The North Wes-
tern tribes exhibit much ill will towards each other.

The Burlington (Iowa) Hawkeye states that the

Winnebagoes have been for some time making exten-

sive preparations for attacking the Chippewas on the

north, and that the Pottowatomies have obtained the

assent of 30 odd villages of the different tribes on the

south and west, including the Pawnees and several
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tribes on the other side of the Missouri, to eno;at>;e

in a war of extermination anjainst the Sioux. They
have sent the wauipum to the Sac and Fox villages

on tlie Des Moines, and the prospect of soon receiviiii;

their annuity only prevents them from joining the

coalition. Gen. Chambers has promptly taken mea-

sures to put down hostilities between the tribes.

The Harrisburoj (Pa.) Inteliiejencer states that there

are at least 200 acres planted with tobacco in York coun-

ty this season. The crop is said to look well, much
better than any between Baltimore and Washington.

Important from Havana.—The correspondent of

the Philadelpliia Gazette, writing from Havana on

the 2ath of August, says that a rumor was circula-

ting that England had ilemanded from the Spanish

government a fulfilment of the treaty of 1828, for

the suppression of the slave trade, and required the

government of Cuba to give up all slaves imported
since that date. Also, that 6000 troops were to

embark immediately at Cadiz for Cuba, and that the

fortifications of the island were to be put in a state

of efficiency. It was reported, also, that the Canary
Islands had declared themselves independent of Spain.

The " Extra Session" adjourned on Monday. The
Senate was occupied the whole day in the considera-

tion of executive appointments. In addition to the

members of the new cabinet, given above, the follow-

ing important appointments have been confirmed

:

Edward Everett, to be minister to Great Britain.

Wm. Hunter, (now charge d'atfaires,) to be minis-

ter to Rio de Janeiro.

Wm. Boulware, of Virginia, charge d'affaires to

Naples.

James D. Doty, Governor of Wisconsin.
Bela Badger and Mr. Ritner have been rejected by

the Senate. The appointment of Isaac Roach, as

treasurer of the mint at Philadelphia, has been con-
firmed, vice Joseph Ritner, rejected.

Friday, September 24, 1841.

News of the arrival from England of two steam-
ships, the Great Western and the Caledonia, has
been received since our last week's publication.

The new parliament had met, and the Whig minis-
try had been defeated, by a majority of 91, and had
consequently resigned. The forming of the new
Tory ministry was confided by the queen to Sir Ro-
bert Peel, who will of course be its head.
A debate had taken place in the house of Com-

mons, on the case of McLeod, in which it ap|)eared
that the British government were content to let things
take their course, being assured of the ultimate dis-

charge of McLeod. The previous rumors of war
impending, on this score, had no foundation.
The prospect of the harvest in England was much

more favorable, and of course that of continued high
prices for wheat here less so.

The cotton market has been getting worse. Great
losses are expected to fall upon the buyers, and ship-
pers from the United States. There is great distress

among the manufacturing population of Great Britain.

The war of Russia against the Circassians is push-
ed with vigor, but with very little success to the arms
of the former power.
"The Stuttgard Gazette states, under date of Vienna,

that the finances of Austria were in a most embarrassed
situation, and that all commercial enterprise was com-
pletely paralyzed." [Austria is a paper money coun-
try.]

A German commercial firm, Essenwein and Co.
which had houses in New York, Philadelphia an^
Liverpool, lately failed for $900,000 and the principal
had absconded and gone to Europe before the explo-
sion took place. We are sorry to learn that many
tobacco dealers in Virginia will lose by this bankrupt-
cy, and particularly the tobacco manufacturers of the

smaller towns, who had trusted principally to this

concern.

The executive of Virginia are in a diiTiculty, or
have created one, about the Wheeling Bank notes
(which had depreciated as much as 15 per cent, or
iDore,^ for taxes, and have the matter now under de-
liberation. Tiie executive have no power in the
c\se. The law has declared all the notes of the banks
of Virginia receivable for taxes to the state—and so
it must remain until that law be repealed, even if the
depreciation of Wheeling notes were 50 per cent.,

and the sheriti's were to pay in the whole revenue (or
its nominal amount) in those notes. We trust that
the present lesson and loss to the state will be severe
enough to compel the repeal of this general security-
ship by the people for all banlc notes of Virginia,
even if it should be of broken and totally discredited

banks.

"The public are cautioned by the Buffalo papers
against issues from the Butler County Bank and Ha-
milton County Bank. They are represented as not
worth a cent."

A New-Orleans paper says—" Intelligence has
been received here that an individual calling him-
self John P. Caldwell has forged a letter of credit for

$25,000 from the house of Maunsel White & Co. of
this city, upon the banking house of Brown, Bro-
thers & Co. in New York, which latter firm is a
branch of the English firm of that name in Liver-
pool." He obtained the money.

" The New York American states that Caldwell,
the man who committed the successful forgery upon
Brown, Brothers 8t Co., of that city, also operated
upon another house in the same way, and for the same
amount. The agent in New York of the Liverpool
house of Fletcher, Alexander & Co. was induced by a
letter of credit similar in all respects to the one re-

ceived by Brown, Brothers & Co. to advance to the
same man Caldwell precisely the same amount,
$26,000, upon the same number of bales of cotton.

The rogue has succeeded in getting already about
$52,000, and perhaps may have repeated the operation
in other quarters. Both letters of credit were receiv-
ed by the same jpail." [Qne of these amounts of
$25,000, the financier chose to receive in southern
paper, and had regular and correct checks on the
Richmond banks which he drew in person.]

The Havre packet which sailed Sept. 16 from New
York took out $240,000 in specie. So writes the
New York correspondent of the National Intelligencer.
And the New York American, another ultra bankite,
reports that the whole amount of specie exported from
New York to Europe during the first two weeks
of the present month of September, was $718,443—of
which $267,736 went toHavre, and $456,704to London.

The following extract is from a letter from a gen-
tleman in Baltimore who is well informed as to bank-
ing operations. It was written September IS, 1841.
" There is probably no point in the United States,
where there is such regular and systematic effort to

depreciate its currency as in Virginia, considering the
extent of the trade."

It has been ascertained, by a steam expedition sent
by the British government, that the Euphrates is navi-
gable more than 1000 miles ; and by using that river

for steamers and the Orontes, emptying into the
Mediterranean, and only 45 leagues of easy land car-

riage between, that this new route to India will be
greatly the most to be preferred. This information
must have important effects on the interest and com-
merce of England, and the world.

The news from Canton (to April 20,) adds nothing
material. Negotiations were still proceeding very slow-
ly. No more warlike operations since the previous
accounts.
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It is rumored that the interest due on the bonds

of the state of Maryland will not be paid on the first

day of October. The treasurer of the state has not

succeeded in borrowing the money required.

—

Bait.

Republican.

A forgery of $20,000 has been discovered on the

Merchants' Banlc in Baltimore.

—

lb.

The magazine near Lockport, New York, was bro-

ken open at night, and 65 kegs of gunpowder taken

off by the burglars. This is another " premonitory

symptom" of a " patriotic" or piratical movement on

the Canada border.

By this morning^ mails, (Sept. 24.)

As we feared, the effects of the late freshet in the

Savannah river, have been very disastrous to the

prospects of the river planters, and every day only

but developes additional losses. As yet we have heard

from a few farms near the city; on some of which nearly

the whole cotton and corn crops have been covered in

water, and are consequently destroyed, besides the

Joss of considerable stock that could not be got out

ill time to save them from destruction.

—

Jug. Chron.

The "Money Article" of the New York Herald,

September 22, has the following passage:—"The
money market here is now beginning to feel the effects

of the suspension at the South, the operation of

which upon bills we endeavored to exhibit yesterday.

The failure of the cotton houses abroad, the precarious

situation of the houses here, and the conseq<ient discre-

dit attaching to bills, have produced a similar effect

upon sterling bills to that created in francs by the

stoppage of S. V. S. Wilder, and specie has become
very much in requisition for shipment ; so much so,

that many of the banks are selling their silver. Near-
ly $150,000 has changed hands this morning at J per

cent, premium for shipment—one half the amount
was disposed of by one bank."—" There will no
doubt, be a good deal of specie go by the Great West-
ern on Saturday. This is the result of southern sus-

pension. If the banks of that section had paid specie,

the surplus in this market would long since have spread
itself over the south, and furnished the people with a
currency."

More indications of border warfare.—Two British

steamers, provided with cannon (contrary to the spirit

of the treaty between Great Britain and the United
States,) are moored between Navy Island and the

Canadian shore. A cannon was fired at one of the

vessels in the night, but did no damage. Another
att<^-Jlpt was made on the night of the 9th, to blow up
by gunpowder a lock of the Welland canal. The
explosion had but slight effect.

Lord Sydenham, governor of Canada, died on
Sept. 19, at Kingston, of lock-jaw produced by in-

juries suffered from a fall from Lis horse.
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PCBLICATION OF THE BYRD MANUSCRIPTS.

We have so often complained, and to eo little

purpose, of the dearth of communications to the

B'armcr*' Register, that it is perhaps useless to

renew or even to advert to such complaints. 1

1

it were oi' use, we could again fill pages with

the most cogent and obvious reasons why, Ibr

their own interest, (independent of more general

and important considerations,) our many old cor-

respondenis, who have ceased to confer such

favors, should again contribute articles lor publi-

cation to our work ; and that the far greater num-

ber of well qualified persona who have never

commenced to render such services, should forth-

with begin and continue lo furnish agricultural

information. But, we iear, it is useless to say

anain what has been already said in vain so often

before. And, in the mean time as there is nei-

ther much original matter furnished, and as our

broilaer editors of agricultural journals seem to be

as poorly supplied, so that it is almost as difficult

to find good articles for selection and republication,

we shall attempt to supply the deficiency with

other original and good and interesting matter,

and such as will accord with our original plan,

and will not be out of place in the Farmers' Re-

gister ; but which will certainly be less appropriate

than would be useful articles on practical agricul-

ture, which will always be the most desirable and

valued, and which, when offered, will have pre-

cedence of all others.

With this view, we shall commence in this

number the publication oftheByrd manuscripts,

and first the "History of the Dividing Line betwixt

Virginia and North Carolina, run inihe year 1728."

There has been no publication previously made
of these curious and interesting writings, and nei-

ther is there in existence any copy of the time-

worn original manuscripts, which were placed

at our disposition by the owner, the late George

E. Harrison of Brandon. In publishing and

presenting this work lo our readers, we trust that

we shall render a service as acceptable to them

as we know it will be valuable to the literary

public. It will be best both for the appearance

of the work and the convenience of readers, that

the separate sheets of this work shall be placed

together, and be so bound at the end of the volume

of the Farmers' Register; and with that view,

the pages will be numbered separately.

Vor,. IX.-56

HAY BEKD UPON INVERTED SOD.

From tlic New England Farmer.

Many of our moist lands upon our dry uplands
and the bog meadows, (hough natural to grass,

occasionally need renovating. As long as a com-
mon top-dressing will call a good crop, nothing
more should be done than to apply the n>anure on
the surlace. But when the better grasses have
run out, and when moss begins to collect upon the
surlace, it is necessary to plough such land. But
where the plough will do its work tolerably well,

it is not necessary to plant. Those lands which
are wet and heavy in the early part of the season,

and which bake in the scorching months of July
and August, are not profitable Ibr tillage. They
may yield a crop of potatoes, and possibly of corn,

but the chances (or this are snlall, and it is usu-
ally bad working these wet spots in the early

part of the season. The best way to treat them
is, to turn the land over as soon as it can conveni-
ently be done after the crop of hay has been re-

moved ; to plough in such direction that the dead
lurrows shall come in suitable places for surlijce

drains, to roll well ; and then put on a dressing of
compost. When this has been done, sow hay
seed, and harrow thoroughly. Then use the
roller again, and the next season you may obtain

a fair crop of hay, and the following year you
probably will get a heavy burthen. Herds-grass
is better for these moist grounds than clover or red

top. No one who has been accustomed to this

process will ever think of tilling any wet lands

that can be laid over smooth by the plough.

The process here recommended has been re-

peatedly urged upon our farmers, by Mr. Buck-
minster, editor of the Boston Cultivator; and as

Ikr as he has influenced them to comply with his

advice in this matter, he has rendered them good
service.

This is the proper season of the year for work-
ing ail low lands, and it is by attention to them,
that our farmers generally must hope to thrive.

They repay the labor and expense bestowed upon
them better than most of the high grounds.

DRIVING NAILS INTO HARD WOOD.

From the New Genesee Farmer.

We have lately seen another experiment of
driving nails into hard seasoned timber, fairly

tried. The first two nails, after passing through
a pine board, entered about an mch, and then

doubled down under the hammer ; but on dipping

the points of the other six or eight nails into lard,

every one was driven home without the least dif-

ficulty.

Carpenters, who are engaged in repairing old

buildings, sometimes carry a small lump ol lard

or tallow for this purpose on one of their boots or

shoes.
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OF SEED-SOWING AND SEED SAVING.

From Liiullcy's Horticulture.

When a seed is committed to the earth, it un-

dernroes certain chemical changes be(6re it can

develope new parts and grow. These changes

are brought about by heat and water, assisted by

the absence of light. In many seeds the vital

principle is so slroni?, that to scalier them upon

the soil, and to cover them slightly with earth,

are sufficient to insure their speedy germinaiion;

but in others the power of growth will only mani-

fest itself under very favorable conditions; it is,

therelore, necessary to consider well upon what

the circumstances most suitable to germination

depend.

Moisture is necessary, but not an unlimited

quantity. If a seed is thrown into water and ex-

posed to a proper temperature, the act of germina-

tion will take place ; but, unless the plant is an

aquatic, it will speedily perish ; no doubt because

iis powers of respiration are impeded, and it is un-

able to decompose the water it absorbs, which

collects in its cavities and becomes putrid. There
must, therelore, be some amount of water, which
to the dormant as well as the vegetating plant is

naturally more suitable than any other ; and ex-

perience shows that quantity to be just so much
as the particles of earth can retain around and
among them by the mere force of attraction. To
this is to be ascribed the advantages derived from

those mixtures of peat, loam, and sand, which
gardeners prefer lor their seedlings ; the peat and
sand together keep asunder the panicles of loam
which would otherwise adhere and prevent the

percolation of water; the loam retains moisture

with force enough to prevent its passing off too

quickly though the wide interstices of sand and
peat, n during the aelicate action of germina-
tion, the changes that the seed undergoes take

place without interruption, the young plant makes
Its appearance in a healthy state; but, if by irre-

gular variations of heat, light, and moisture, the

|)rogress of germination is sometimes accelerated

and sometimes stopped, the fragile machinery
upon which vitality depends may become so much
deranged as to be no longer able to perform its ac-

tions, and the seed will die. It is for the purpose

of securing unilbrmity in these respects, that we
employ, in delicate cases, the steady heat of a

gentle hot-bed, shaded ; and, in all cases whate-
ver, the assistance of a coaling of earth scattered

over the seed.

Under what depth of earth seed should be
buried must always be judged of by the expe-
rience of a gardener : but it should be obvious
that minute seeds, whose powers of growth must
be feeble in proportion to their size, will bear only

a very slii>lit covering; while others, of a larger

eize and more vigor, will he capable, when their

vital powers are once put in action, of upheaving
considerable weights of soil. As, however, the
extent of this power is usually uncertain, the

judicious gardener will take care to employ, (or a

covering, no more earth than is really necessary
to preserve around his seeds the requisite degree
of darkness and moisture.* Hence the common

* It may perhaps, be as well to notice, in this place,

an erroneous opinion, not uncommonly entertained,

that seeds must be " well" buried in order that the

practices of sowing small seeds upon the surface

of the soil, and covering them with a coating of

moss, which may be removed when the young
seedlings are lound to have established them-
selves. In other cases, very minute seeds are

mixed with sand before they are sown.
The latter practice is not, however, merely

for the sake of covering the seed with the smallest,

possible quantity of soil, but has for its object the

separation of seeds to such a distance, that when
they germinate they may not choke up each other.

If seedlings, like other plants, are placed so near
together that they either exhaust the soil of its

organizable matter, or overshadow each other so

as to hinder the requisite quantity of light, some
will die in order that the remainder may live

;

and this, in the case of rare seeds, should, of course,

be guarded against very carelully.

With regard to the temperature to which a seed

should be subjected, in order to secure its germina-
tion, this, undoubtedly, various with different spe-

cies, atid depends upon their peculiar habits, and
the temperature of the climate of which they are

native. So far as general rules can be given up-
on such a subject, it may be stated that the tem-
perature of the earth most favorable for germina-
tion is 50'' to 55° for the seeds of cold countries,

60° to 65° lor those of " green-house plants," and
70** to 80*^ for those of the torrid zone. No seed,

however, has been known to refuse to germinate
in the last-mentioned temperature, although those

to which such a heat is necessary will not, in ge-

neral, grow in a healthy manner in a lower tempe-
rature. We have no exact experiments upon
this subject, except in a few cases recorded by
Messrs. Edwards and Colin, by whom there is a
very valuable set of observations upon the tempe-
ratures borne by certain agricultural seeds. {^/In-

nales des Sciences, new series, vol. v. p. 5),
the result of which may be thus stated :

—
At 44 6°, wheat, barley, and rye could germinate.
95° in icater, for three days, | of the wheat

and rye, and all the barley, were killed.

104*^, in sand and earth, the same seeds sus-

tained the temperature for a considerable

time, without inconvenience.

113°, under the same circumstances, most of

them perished.

122°, under the same circumstances all perished.

But it was found that, for short periods of time,

a much higher temperature could be borne.

At 143.6°, in vapor, wheat, barley, kidney-beans,

and flax retained their vitality for a quarter

of an hour; but in 27| minutes, the three

last died at a temperature of 125.6°.

167°, in vapor, they all perished.

167°, in dry air, they sustained no injury.

It will be presently seen that some seeds will

bear a much higher temperature.

The foregoing observations apply to seeds in a

perfisct state of health ; when they have become
sickly or feeble, from age or other causes, some

young: plants, when produced, may have "sufficient

liold of the ground." The fact is, that, a seed, when
it begins to grow, plunges its roots downwards and

throws its stem upwards from a common point, which
is the seed itself; and, consequently, all the space

that intervenes between the surface of the soil and

the seed is occupied by the base of the stem, and not

by roots.
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precauiions become necessary, to which, under

other circumstances, no attention recjuires to be

paid.

When the vital ener»jips of a seed are dimi-

nished, it does not lose iis power ofabsorbiiig wa-
ter, but it is less capable of decomposing it. The
consequence of this is, that the liee water intro-

duced into the eysteni collects in the cavities of

even to the boilint; point of Fahrenheit's scale,

poured over them, leaving them to sleep and the
water to cool /()r tweniy-(bur hours." Subee-
(juently, the practice has been adopted by other
persons with perlect success ; and, some years
ago, seedlings oC Acacia lopliantha were exhibit-
ed belbre the llorticuliural Society by the late

IMr. Thomas Cary Palmer, which had sprung
the seed, and produces pulreliiciion ; the sign ofj (iom seeds boiled for as much aa five minut
which is the rolling of seeds in the ground. 1 am also acquainted with other cases, one of the

The retuedy tor this is to present water to the seed ! n)ore remarkable of which was the germination
in such small quantities at a time, and so gradual- of the seeds of the raspberry, picked from a jar

Jy, that no more is absorbed than the languid
!
of jam, and which must therefore have been ex-

powers of the seed can assimilate; and to in- 1 posed to the temperature of 230'^, the boiling

crease the (luantity only as the dormant powers point of syrup. It is difficult to understand in

of vegetation are aroused. One of the best means what way so violent an action can be beneficial

of doing this is, to sow seeds in warm soil tolera- to any thing possessing viiahty ; the fact, how-
bly dry ; to trust lor some time to the moisture

\
ever, is certain. As such instances of success

that exists in such earth, and in the atmosphere
j

are confined to seeds with hard shells, it is possi-

fbr the supply required tor germination ; and only

to administer water when the signs of germina-
tion have become visible ; even then the supply

should be extremely small. Jf this is attended

to, carbonic acid is very slowly formed and liberat-

ed, the chemical quality of the contents of the

seed is thus insensibly altered, each act of respira-

tion may be said to invigorate it, and by degrees

it will be brought to a condition favorable to the

assimilation of food in larger quantities. Mr.
Knight used to say that these effects were pro-

duced in no way so well as by enclosing seeds

between two pieces of loamy turf, cut smooth
and applied to each other by the underground
sides ; such a method is, however, scarcely ap-

plicable to any except seeds of considerable size.*

Other expedients have occasionally been had
recourse to successfully. Where seeds are enclos-

ed in a very hard dry shell, it is usually necessary
to file it thin, so as to permit the embryo to burst

through its integuments when it has begun to

swell. Under natural circumstances, indeed, no
such operation is practised : but it is to be remem-
bered that such seeds will have fallen to the
ground as soon as ripe, and before their shell

acquired the bony hardness 4hat we find after

having become dry.

Sometimes it has been found useful to immerse
seeds in tepid water until signs of germination
manifest themselves, and then to transfer them to

earth : but this process cannot be applied with
advantage to seeds in an unhealthy stale ; and it

is only of use to healthy seeds, by accelerating the
time of growth, a practice which may, in out-

door crops, be sometimes desirable, when applied
to seeds which, like the beet, the carrot, or the
parsnip, will in dry seasons, lie so loniy in the
ground without germinating, that they become a
prey to birds or other animals.
Of late years, the sinijular practice has been

introduced of boiling seeds, to promote germina-
tion. This was, I believe, first recommended by
Mr. Bowie, whostateci, in the Gardeners Maga-
zine, vol. viii. p. 5, (18.32,) that " he found the
seeds of nearly all leguminous plants germinate
more readily by having water heated to 200*^, or

• [The sowing of very small and delicate seeds in
the open air should be deferred until the season is so
far advanced, that all probable danger from cold wea-
ther is past. In case of drought they may be shaded
during sunshine, and watered with a tiiie-nosed wa-
tering-pot in the evening. A. J, D.]

hie that the heated fluid may act in part mecha-
nically by cracking the shell, in part as a solvent
of the matters enclosed in the seed, and in part
as a stimulant.

Mr. Lymburn, nurseryman at Kilmarnock,
has lately called attention to the effect produced
upon germinating seeds by alkaline substances.
He states that experiments made by Mr. Charles
Maltuen, and narrated in Brewster's Journal of
Science, having shown that the negative or al-

kaline pole of a galvanic battery caused seeds
to germinate in much less time than the positive,

or acid pole, he was induced to observe the effects

on seeds of acetic, nitric, and sulphuric acids, and
also of water rendered alkaline by potash and
ammonia. " In the alkaline, the seeds vegetated
in thirty hours, and were well developed in forty;

while in the acetic and sulphuric they took seven
days; and, even after a month, they had not
begun to grow in the acetic." This experiment
led to others upon lime ;

" a very easily procured
alkali, and which he inferred to be more efficient

than any other from the well-known affinity of
quick or newly slacked lime for carbonic acid.

Lime, as taken from the quarry, consists of car-

bonate of lime, or lime united to carbonic acid
;

but in the act of burning, the carbonic acid isdriven
off; and hence the great affinity of newly slacked
lime lor carbonic acid.

He depended, therefore, upon this affinity, to ex-
tract the carbon from the starch, assisted by
moisture," ( Gard. Mag., xiv. 74); and it if?

stated that the results were exceedingly striking,

OJd spruce fir seed, which would scarcely ger-
minate at two years old, produced a fine healthy
crop when three years old, having been first damp-
ed and then mixed with newly slacked lime ;

and under the same treatment, an average crop of
healthy plants was obtained when the seed was
four years old. Unfortunately, the manner in

which the original experiments upon acids and
alkalies were conducted is not explained, (it is to

be presumed that the water employed was only
acidulated with the acids spoken of,) and I am
not aware of the experiments having been repeat-
ed. The last method of promoting germination,
to which it is necessary to advert, is the mixing
seeds with agents that have the power of liberat-

ing oxygen. It has been shown that a seed can-
not germinate until the carbon with which it is

loaded is to a considerable extent removed ; the

removal of this principle is effected by converting
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it into carbonic acid, for which pnrpose a large

supply of oxygen is required. Under ordinary

circumstances, the oxygen is furnished by ihe

decomposition of water by the vital forces of the

seed ; but when those forces are languid, it has

been proposed to supply oxygen by some other

means. Humboldt employed a dilute solution ol

chlorine, which has a powerful tendency to de-

compose water and tet oxygen at liberty, and, it

is said, with great success. Oxalic acid has also

been used for the same purpose.

Mr. Otto, of Berlin, states that he employs
oxalic acid to make old seeds germinate. The
eeeds are put into a bottle filled with oxalic arid,

and remain there till the germination is observa-

ble, which generally takes place in from twenty-
four to forty-eight hours ; when the seeds are

taken out, and sown in Ihe usual manner. Ano-
ther way is to wet a woollen cloth with oxalic

acid, on which the seeds are put, and it is then

folded up and kept in a etove ; by this method
email and hard seeds will germinate equally as

well as in the bottle. Also very small seeds are

sown in pots and placed in a hot-bed ; and oxalic

acid, much diluted, is applied twice or thriive a
day till they begin to grow. Particular care must
be taken to remove the seeds out of the acid as

eoon as the least vegetation is observable. Mr.
Otto found that by this means seeds which were
from twenty to forty years old grew, while the

came sort, sown in the usual manner, did not

grow at all {Gard. Mag., viii. 196): and it is

asserted by Dr. Hamilton (76., x. 368, 453,) and
others, that they have found decided advantages
from the employment of this substance. The-
oretically it would seem that the effects described

ought to be produced, but general experience
does not confirm them : and it may be conceived
that the rapid abstraction of carbon, bv the pre-

sence of an unnaturally large quantity of oxygen,
may produce effects as injurious to the health of

the seed as its too slow destruction in consequence
of the languor of the vital principle.

The length of time that some seeds will lie in

the ground, under circumstances lavorable to

germination, without growing, is very remarka-
ble, and inexplicable upon any known principle.

If the hawthorn be sown immediately after the

seeds are ripe, a part will appear as plants the

next spring; a larger number the second year;
and stragglers, sometimes in considerable num-
bers, even in the third and fourth seasons. Seeds
of the genera ribes, berberis, and pajonia, have
a similar habit. Mr. Savi is related by De
Candolle to have had, for more than ten years, a

crop of tobacco from one original sowing ; the
young plants having been destroyed yearly, with-
out being allowed to form their seed. This mat-
ter does not, perhaps, concern the theory of horti-

culture, for theory is incapable of explaining it

;

but it is a fact that it is useful to know, because it

may prevent still living eeeds from being thrown
away, under the idea that, as they did not grow
the first year they will never grow at all.

The maturation of the seed, being a vital action
indispensable to the perpetuation of a species, is,

in wild plants, guarded from interruption by so
many wise precautions, that no artificial assistance
ia required in the process ; but in gardens, where
plants are often enfeebled by domestication, or ex-
posed to conditions very different from those to

which they are subject in their natural stale, the

seed often refuses to ripen, or even to commence
the formation of an embryo. In such cases, the

skill of gardeners must aid the working of nature,

and art must effect that which the failing powers
of a plant are unable to bring about of them-
selves.

Sterility is a common ma'ady of cultivated

plants; the finer varieties of fruit, and all dogble
and highly cultivated flowers, being more fre-

quently barren than fertile. This arises from
several different causes.

The most common cause of sterility is an
unnatural developement of some organ in the

vicinity of the seed, which attracts to itself the

organizable matter that would otherwise be appli-

cable to the support of the seed. Of this the

pear, the pine-apple, and the plantain are illus-

trative instances. The more delicate varieties of

pear, such as the Gansel's bergamot and the

chaumontelle, have rarely any seeds ; of pine-

apple, none, except the Enville now and then,

have seeds, and that variety, though a large one,

is of liitle value for its delicacy, and probably
approaches nearly to the wild state of the plant

;

of- plantains, few, except the wild and crabbed
sorts, are seedful. The remedy (or this appears
to be, the withholding from such plants all the

sources from which their succulence can be en-
couraged. If, in consequence of any predisposi-

tion to form succulent tissue (on which the ex-

cellence of fruit much depends,) the organizable
matter of the plant be once diverted from feeding

the seed to those parts in which the succulence
exists, it will continue, by the action of endos-
mose, to be attracted thither more powerfully

than to any other part, and the effect of this will

be the starvation of the seed : but a scanty sup-

ply of food, an unhealthy condition of the plant

itself, or withholding the usual quantity of wa-
ter, will all check the tendency to luxuriance, and
therefore will favor the developement of the seed,

whose feeble attracting force is, in that case, not

so likely to be overcome by the accumulation of
attracting power in the neighboring parts. Thus
we see that pine-apples are more frequently

seedful under the bad cultivation of the continent,

than in the highly kept and skilfully managed
pineries of England. Abstraction of branches,

in the neighborhood of fruit, has also been occa-

sionally Ibund favorable to the formation of seed;

evidently because the food that would have been
conveyed into the branches, having no outlet, is

forced into the fruit.

Another cause of sterility is the deficiency of

pollen in the anthers of a given plant, as in

vegetable mules which usually partake of the

spermatic debility so well known in similar cases

in the animal kingdom. It has often been found

that sterility of this kind is cured by the applica-

tion, to the seedless plant, of the vigorous pollen

of another less debilitated variety.

In some plants, such as pelargoniums, when
cultivated, the anthers shed their pollen before

Ihe stigma is ready to receive its influence, and
thus sterility results. All such cases are provided

for, by employing the pollen of another flower.

(See Sweet, in the Gardener's Magazine, vii.

206.)

An unfavorable state of the atmosphere ob-

structs the action of pollen, and thus produces
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sterility. Pollen will not produce its impregiiat-

1

ing tubes in too low a temperature, or when the

ains cliarjied with moisture ; neiiher, in the ab-
I

Bence of wiml or insects, have some plants die
j

power of conveying the pollen to the stigma, i

their anthers having no special irritability, and
j

only opening for the discharge of the pollen, not
|

ejecting it with Ibrce. If we watch the hazel,
j

or any of the coniferous order, in which the enor-
j

nious quantity of pollen eni[iloyed to secure the
'

impregnation of the seed renders it easy to see I

what happens, it will be lound that no pollen is ,

scattered in damp cold weather ; but, in a sunny,

warm, dry morning, the atmosphere surrounding '

such plants is, in the impregnating season, filled !

with grains o!" pollen discharged by the anthers,
j

In wet springs the crops oC fruit fail, because
[

the anthers are notsufficienlly dried to shrivel and

discharge their contents, which remain locked up

in the anther cells till the power of impregnation
is lost. In vineries and Ibrcing-houses generally,

into which no air is admitted to disturb the foliage,

nor any artificial means employed for the same
end, and when the season is too early for the pre-

sence of bees, flies, and other insects, the grapes
will not set: and in the Irames of melons and
cucumbers, from which insects are excluded, no
seed is formed unless the pollen is conveyed by
hand, from those flowers in which it is formed, to

others in which the young fruit alone is generated.

In all cases of this kind, the remedy for sterility

is obvious enough where plants exist in an artifi-

cial condition ; but, when they occur in the

orchard or the flower-garden, in the open air,

science suggests no assistance.

It sometimes happens that particular parts of

plants, distant from the fruit, are so constructed as

to attract to themselves the food intended lor the

fruit, and thus to prevent the formation of seed.

For example:—The early varieties of potato do
not readily produce seed, owing to the abstrac-

tion by their tubers of the nutritive matter requir-

ed for the support of the seed. Mr. Knight lound
that by destroying the tubers in part, as they
formed, seeds were readily procured from such
varieties.*

But perhaps the most frequent cause of sterility

is the monstrous condition of the flowers of many
cultivated plants. It has been fully explained
that the floral organs of plants are nothing more
than leaves, so modified as to be capable of per-

forming special acts, for particular purposes; but

they are not capable of performing those acts any
longer than they retain their modified condition :

and therefore the stamens cannot secrete pollen,

when, by accidental circumstances, they are

changed into leaves, as happens in double flowers

;

then, there is nothing to lertilize the stigma, and,
of course, no seed is produced. Or the carpels

themselves may be converted into leaves, and
have lost their seed-bearing property. Double
flowers in the latter case cannot possibly bear

* [ Vice versa, the produce of the potatoes may be
much increased by plucking off the blossoms, in which
case the nutritive matter which would have been ex-
pended upon them and the berries, or fruit, serves to

increase the size of the tubers, for which ^alone the

plant is cultivated. This fact, so perfectly consistent

with theory, has been completely confirmed by expe-
riment. See Liebig's Organic Chemistry, p. 125.

A. G.]

seed ; but in the condition first mentioned they
may, and often do. To bring this about, the
cultivator plants in the vicinity of his sterile

flowers others of the same species in which a part
ai least of" the stamens are perfect, and they I'ur-

nish a siifliciency of pollen lor the imprejznation
of the other flowers in which there are no sta-

mens.
In some cases, principally in those of compo-

site flowers, the seed is formed and advanced
towards perfection, and then decays ; this is owing
to the flower heads of such plants being compos"^
ed, in a great measure, of soft scales, absorbent
and retentive of moisture, to which, in their own
country, they are not exposed in the fruiting

season, but by which they are affected unde7
the hands of the cultivator. When the heads
of such flowers are soaked with moisture, which
they cannot get rid of, the scales rot, and decay
spreads to all the other parts, and thus the pro-
duction of seed is prevented. The Chinese
chrysanthemum is a familiar instance of this.

Such plants seed readily if the flower heads are
kept warm and dry ; and it is thus that the sterile

chrysanthemum has been made seedful ; that is

to say, by growing it in a dry warm vvinter border,
protected li'om showers by a roof of glass, or
by using some such means of guarding it ; or by
rearing it in a warm dry climate.

When seeds are freely produced, it is not alto-

gether a subject of indiflierence in what way they
are saved, if it is desired that their progeny should
be the most perfect that can be obtained. Weak
seeds produce weak plants, and therefore recourse
should be had, in all delicate cases, to ariifictal

means (or giving vigor to the seed. In general,
thecullivator trusts to his eye for separating the
plumpest and most completely formed seeds ; or
to floating them in water, selecting only the heavy
grains that sink, and rejecting all those which
are buoyant enough to float.

-But the energy of the vital principle in a seed
may be, undoubiedly, increased by abstracting
neighboring fruits, by improving the general
health of the parent plant, by a full exposure of it

to light, and by prolonging the period of matura-
tion as much as is consistent with the health of
ihelruit. It is a constant rule that seedlings take
after their parents, an unhealthy mother pro-
ducing a diseased offspring and a vigorous parent
yielding a healthy progeny, in all their minute
gradation? and modifications ; and this is so true,

that, as florists very well know, semi-double
ranunculi, anemones, and similar flowers, will

rarely yield double varieties, while the seed of the
latter as unfiequently give birth to semi-double
degenerations. Independently of these things, it

is indispensable that the seed of a plant, when
saved, should be perliicily ripe, if it is intended
to be laid by lor lijture sowini;. The effect of
ripening is to load the seed with carbon in the
Ibrm of starch, or some such substance and to

deprive it of water, conditions necessary for its

preservation : but, if a seed is gathered before
being ripe, these conditions are not secured ; and,
in proportion to the deficiency ofcarbon and super-
abundance of water is the seed liable to perish.

The complete matur:ition of the seed is, howe-
ver, a disadvantage, vvhen it has to be sown im-
mediately after being gathered ; lor the embryo
is Ibrmed, and capable ofgerminating, long belbre
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the period of greatest maturity. There are two
periods in the latter part of ihe orirnnizfition of a

seed which, alihough separated hy no hniits, re-

quire to be distini^uished. The first i.'S that when
the embryo is completed ; and the second is when
nature has, in addition, lurnished it with the

means of mainlaininor its vitality lor a long pe-

riod. It is just as capable of growing at the ex-

piration of the first period as of the second ; it

will do so immediately iCcommitted to the ground,

and we see it actually happening to peas, beans,

corn, and other field crops, in wet summers ; but,

at the end of the second period, it cannot germi-

nate (ill it has relieved itself of all the carbon

which, during that period, was deposited in its

tissue.

If seeds are to be preserved for a length of lime,

a slate of complete dryness is so necessary to

them that it has been recommended to increase

it by artificial means ; not, however, by tlie ap-

plication of heat, or by any process like that of

kiln-drying, for that would destroy their vitality;

but by some of those chemical processes which
dry the atmosphere without raising its tempera-

ture. It occurred to Mr. Livingstone, that air

made dry by means o( sui|)huric acid might be

advantageously employed lor this purpose, and
he says iha' the success of his experiments was
complete. He placed the seeds to be dried in the

I)ans of Leslie's ice machine, and carefully re-

placed the receiver without exhausting the air;

small seeds were sufficiently dried in one or two

davs, and the largest seeds in less than a week.
(^Hort. Trans., iii. 184.^

Other contrivances might easily be adopted.

Muriate of lime, for instance which has the pro-

perly of absorbing the moisture of the atmosphere,

might, perhaps, be employed with advantage in

drying the air in which seeds are placed after be-

iuir sathered.

The reason why it is so important that seeds

which have to be long kept should be thoroughly

dried, is, partly because seeds have the power of

decomposing water, which causes the commence-
ment of germination, and, if this happens while

they are cut oH' from the other means of exist-

ence, the process of growth must be stopped,

and their death will follow ; and, in part, from

the tendency of vegetable matter in contact with

water to putrefy, if the actions of life are not in

play.

THE PEAR TREE.

From the New Genesee Farmer.

We are told that many persons are afraid to

plant pear trees, lest they should die with the^re
blight; that they have done their best to save the

trees, but all to no purpose ; and that they now
settle down in despair. In reply to this melancho-

ly account, however, we can repeat the assurance

that we have not lost a single tree by ihe fire

blight in twenty years. It has been in our fruit

garden several times, but always seemed to walk
out again as last as we did ; for we cut off the in-

jured branches without delay, and burnt them
immediately, destroying, as we believed, the

whole colony of insects that had commit'Led the

depredation.

As soon as the leaves begin to blacken on the

branches, lor two leei or more near their extre-

mities, let the owner waken up at once, lay aside

all other business, and proceed with as much zeal

10 the task as he would drive the pigs from his

garden. We are satisfied it is Ihe putting off till

a more convenient season in such cases, that

proves so fatal to the pear tree. The stable door
may be locked when the iiorse is stolen ; and the

limb may be cut oft' when the insects are gone to

another part of the iree. Did you cut off' the

limb below where it was dead, say a loot or more?
" No, we only cut off the dead part"—leaving

the insect at work below. Did you burn it when
it was cut oii'l '• Why, no, we left it under the

tree"'— (or the insect (if there) lo go up again at

his leisure.

THE CURCULIO.

From the New Genesee Farmer.

Every person who owns a plum tree, ought to

feel an interest in the history of the curculio, lor

it has been the chief obstacle to raising plums,
apricots and nectarines, where there were trees.

We believe it is not known in Jiiirope, though
other species of the same genus there have their

peculiar mode of annoyance.
Of the benefit of our circular tin troughs, we

can say nothing decisive, because they were not

applied till alter the curculio had ascended the

trees, and we jarred the trees that had those ap-
pendages, as well as the others. To ihe slaugh-

ter that we made of this insect in the early part of

summer, we ascribe much of the abundance that

our trees have yielded ; and in confirmation of

this opinion, we may mention that a tree in the

Iruit garden which had been forgotten, bore Ihree

aprico's, while another young tree, of rather less

size, bore half a bushel ; and we know of no
other reason lor the difference.

iJelbre this summer we had believed that the

young curculio continued in the fruit till it lell, and
only escaped Irom its habitation after it had lain

for some time on Ihe ground. Late observations,

however, have shown that impression to be in-

correct. We found both plums and apricots on
the trees, from which the insect had taken its de-

parture through a small orifice cut in the side of

the fruit.

We have had some curiosity to ascertain the

whereabout of the old curculio, after if had ceased

to deposile its nits in Ihe fruit, (which is said by
Judge Darling of New Haven to be early in the

seventh month.) We iherelore spread a sheet

under several plum trees, about the middle of the

eighth month ; and, on jarring them violently,

caught several, though in far less number than

when we last examined the trees aliout two
months before. Indeed, under some trees where
we most expected them, we found none. This

fiiilure, however, may have been chiefly owing to

the hot weather, so favorable to the activity of all

insects, and which doubtless enabled them the

better lo hold on. We hope to repeat the experi-

ment in cooler weather, t
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For tho FarmcrB' Register.

PATER NETS FOR CLEAKIKG AND VENTI-
LATING SILK-WORMS.

Believins this admirable labor-savinc and vrn-

tilrtiin^ fippariUiis to he the most valuable inven-

tion lor ihai purpose that has been n)a(ie since

this noble insect was first domesncaied, I should

deem myself fzuiliy ul unpardonable nerrleci, il' I

did noi urire its ailopiiou on American sill<-cul-

turisis. Belore 1 describe these nets, ihe method
o( makinir and the manner of usinir then), i will

make a short quotation lioni the 'Journal of Ihe

American Silk Society." This will show the

opinion entertained of their value in a country

where the rearinu; of silk-worms is pursued as a

profitable branch oC husbandry, and where the

management ol' silk worms is well understood.

Persons unacquainted with the hal'its of silk-

worms, are generally incwmpeient judtjes ol the

value o( fixtures used lor their accommodation.
Hence thousands ol' dollars have been thrown
away by inex|)erienced theorists, in the United

Stales, lor the purchase ot fixtures that have ul-

timately been thrown away. By the way, 1

roust state explicitly, that I have neither paper,

Jalhs or nails, fur sale.

" It appears, from the pages of the ' Propaga-
teur,' that the operation ol' cleaning the worms is

now perlbrmed in all the principal French co-

cooneries by means of what are termed paper-
nei.s (papiers filets.) It appears that nets made
of twine were first used, but they are now uni-

versally superseded by these paper nets, which
are much cheaper and are said to be better adapt-

ed to the purpose. 1 regret that I have not been
able to find any description of these nets in the

'Propagateur'— all the communications take it

for granted that the reader is already acquainted
with their construction. As far as I can learn,

however, from the difierent articles on the subject,

I think they are made by punching a great number
of small holes in a sheet of strong paper with an

' instrument constructed for thepurpose. The invent-

or of this apparatus is M. Eugene Robert. In a
letter to the editor of the 'Propagateur,' he re-

marks: 'The use of the j5fi:;)er7jeis in the cocoon-
ery of Saint Tulle, and in a great number of large
and small establishments in the neighborhood,
has been attended with such entire success, that

I will hereafter confine myself to a simple pre-

Bentation of the testimony of those cuilurists who
have made use of them, in order to recommend
the adoption ol my economical net.'

"

I have now 250 paper nets in use ; and after

the ihird moulting they may be laid over the
worms daily, if the culturist desires it, up to the
time of mounting, and the worms may be kept
as clean as the most careful could desire and wi;li

little labor. The nets must not be laid over the
worms when they are torpid. But after the third
and fourth moulting, when nearly all the worms
are roused, they may be laid over them daily, and
when the leaves are scattered over the paper,
they will speedily extricate themselves from the
litter, ascend through the holes, and commence
eating. The nets may be used with or without
shelves under them. If without shelves, they
can be supported by parallel slips of limber,
about twenty inches apart ; if placed on shelves,
they must be raised about two inches, by placing
blocks of timber under each end.

These nets are made by providing a frame-
work of light laths, three leet lonir and two wide
(this size IS most convenient)

; the two pieces of
laths, three leet long, being united by ttiree pieces,
two leet long, one at each end and one in the
middle. Holes, five-eighths ol an inch in diame-
ter, ate punched in sheets of strong brown |)aper,

three leet long and two leet wide, and these are
pasted on the frames. The distance between the
holes may be al)()ut an indi. With an instru-

ment, called a load-cutter, twenty sheets of paper
may be [lunched at once. Double seis of these
nets will cost but little more than shelves of rouiih
plank; and if the frames are well put together
with wrouiiht nails, they will last more than 20
years. The paper would require renewing in

every period of six or seven years.

From passages in the letter of Dr. J. S. Bell,

in the 'Journal of the American Sid( Society,' it

appears that the use ol these nets is rapidly ex-
tending in France; and as silk culture advances
in the United States, I have no doubt they will

be generally adopted. They accommodate them-
selves to the means of every farmer, who can
buy a tew dollars' worth of paper and nails, and
who is capable of using the saw and hammer.

If this paper v^hould be read by any who are
almost persuaded lo dig up their mulberry trees, i

entreat them to spare them one or two years
longer, and make trial of these nets, by rearing
the worms from one or two ounces ol' eggs.

Layton Y. Atkins.
P. S. My rearines of silk-worms during the

past summer, have not been ae siiccesslul as I

expected when I wrote about the muscardine. 1

have now a large parcel, nearly ready lo s(iin,

that look very well." Such lacts," drawn from the
experience of the season, as may be deemed use-
ful, I will communicate hereafter.

September lOth, 1841.

WHEAT AND INDIAN CORN IN FRANCE.

For tlie Farmers' Register.

Mr. Editor :— I place at your disposal some
more translations from " Le Bon Jardlnier;"
relating to wheat and Indian corn in France.
Froment.—Wheat. Not being able to give

here a work sufficiently extended on the different
kinds of wheat, 1 shall content myself with mere-
ly mentioning some of the most valuable, and
which are best known to me by the experiments
which I have made. Beardless winter wheat,
white wheat of Flanders, is one of the most
beautiful of the varieties that are cultivated in
France. Ble blanc de Hongrie. White wheat
of' Hungary is remarkable (or the very round form
of its grain. Ble de Talavera has been very
much multiplied within some years in England.
Its straw is tall, ear lontr, fine white grain of a
long shape. Ble de Haie, hedge wheat, has a
large head, the chaff of which is covered with
down. This wheat was sent me from England,
and appears to be a very fine kind. Although it

was sent me under the name of hedge wheal,
I am not certain that it is the same which is de-
scribed under that name by Mons. Tessier, Ble
Lammas, Lammas wheat, is red, Ibrward and pro-
ductive. It should be sown early, and will not
succeed on moist land. It is apt to shatter, and
requires on that account lo be cut before it is en-
tirely ripe. Ble d hiver barbu. Bearded winter
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wheat. Head very long, grain hard and heavy,

straw large and yet apt to lodge. This wheat is

remarkable lor its great forwardnesp, and can be

sown in the spring as well as in the autumn. It

has a variety which is red and beardless, and

which only differs Irom the bearded in these two

respects. I owe both to Mons. Durand of Metz,

a distinguished farmer. BU poulard blanc, while

poulard wheat. This grain belongs to the spe-

cies of large bearded wheat called poulards, the

grain of which is generally of an inlijrior quality

and but little esteemed. But the white poulard

is decidedly better in this respect than the rest,

while at the same time, it has with (hem the

merit of being very productive, boih in grain

and straw, and is more hardy than the finer

wheat. Its straw is full and hard. J3U bleu

conique, conical blue wheat, is one of this same
species of poulards, and is distina^uished lor the

great size of its grain and the abundance o( its

yield. Ble de miracle, Trltkam, compositum,

or Egyptian wheat, is remarkable for its branch-

ing head, that is composed of many heads united

'intone large head. It has a very large round

grain. Alihough this wheat has been at diffierent

periods very much extolled, and has the merit of

being very productive, the culture of it is but lit-

tle extended, because it is difficult to suit it with

a proper soil, and it makes a coarse and indifferent

:flour. It is extremely apt to degenerate and to

dwindle to a single head. The straw is full and

very hard. Ble de Pologne, Polish wheat, is

distinguished for the great length and size of its

heads, the meshes of which are of an extraordina-

ry dimension; it is also remarkable for the form

of the grains, which are very long and as hard as

glass. Its appearance causes it to be called Po-

lish or Russian rye. This wheat is ol a good

quality, but I have always found it of a small

yield. It can be sown in the spring, although

autumn is prelerable; in the last case it fears

humidity more than the other kinds of wheat.

It is less exacting than the most of them in re-

spect to the quality of the soil that it requires. It

succeeds quite well on sandy lands suitable for

rye. The straw is long, full, and hard. Froment
de Mars, Triticum sativum vernum, spring wheat.

This grain is not cultivated as much as it de-

serves to be. If excessive rains, an inunda-

tion, or insects have destroyed, or very much in-

jured the fields of wheat sown in the autumn, or

if the farmers by an unfavorable and wet season

have been prevented from sowing their grain,

it results in a deficit sometimes considerable in

the crop of wheat, which could be obviated by the

different kinds of spring wheat, if their culture

was more general and extensive than it is. This

resource could the more easily be exiended be-

cause spring wheat will grow on much land too

light lor those kinds sown in the autumn. Among
the varieties of this grain we will name the fol-

lowing. Froment de Mars d epi blanc, sans bar-

bes. White beardless spring wheat, is the most

cultivated about Paris, but it is more frequently

found mixed with the following kin<l than pure.

ji epi blanc barbu, white bearded, is a little more
forward than the preceding. Rouge sans barbes.

Red beardless. A variety which I have received

Irom the north, and which appears to be very

pood. Carre de Sicile, red, short, stout and
beardless. Trimenia barbu de Sicile is Ibrward

and yields well.

JBle Fellemberg, straw and head as long as in

the winter wheat. It is subject to shatter and for

that reason should be cut a little before it has
matured.

BIk Pictet, is a variety of the preceding ; its

chaff retains the grain better and it is equal if

not superior in other respects. Ble d' Odessa et

de Taganrock have in the numerous experiments

made in France succeeded generally very well.

It is however difficult to class them, because most
frequently the parcels imported under these names
have been ibund to be a mixture of many varie-

ties. That which predominates resembles the

Trimenia barbu de Sicile.

Ble de Cap, Cape wheat, has a nice, yellow,

h'ard and full grain. In my experiments in 1822

it withstood the drought better than alm.ost any
of the other kinds of wheat.

These different grains should be sown in the

middle of April, and if necessary even on the first

of May, but they should not be sown so late as that

through preference. Those which have appear-

ed to succeed best when sown so late are the

white bearded, he Carre de Sicile and the

Trimenia barbu. For many years there has

been recommended under the name of ble de Mai
(May wheal) a variety of grains which are said

to be sown in that month with entire success.

Some comparative pxperimenls have proved to

me that these are only the spring wheats already

known, and 1 am convinced that we passes no
wheat exclusively adapted to late sowing and
which really merits the name of ble de Mai.

Epeaiitre, Triticum spelta, spelt wheat,*' is

on account of its hardihood a useful species in

cold and mountainous regions, or in very tenacious

lands, where it succeeds better than any others.

Flour from the spelt wheat is superior to all other,

but the grain is very difficult to extract from the

chaff-.

There is a spring variety which is esteemed in

some parts of Germany ; it is called Epeautre de

Mars.
La petit Epeautre, Triticum monococcum, ia

equally remarkable for the facility with which it

grows on indifferent lands, even on those suita-

ble for rye. Il is the plant cultivated in some
cantons under the name ol'Jtiz sec, (dry rice.)

Mais, Ble de Turquie, Ble d^Indie, Indian

corn.

The utility of this grain for man and beast ia

well known. Corn delights in good ground, but

will grow tolerably on those of an inferior quality,

which however must be manured. It may be

planted li-om the end of April, to the last of May,
at pleasure, in straight rows about three feet apart,

and about two feet apart in the row. Some plant

it closer in the row, but then it is necessary to

increase the distance the other way. They give

it two or three workings, placing fresh earth about

the plant at each, and at the last they hill it up
entirely. They pull off the shoots and suckers

that come near the root. They cut the tops above

the last ear after the fecundation has taken place,

which is known to be the case when the pistils

which hang from the top of the ear, like a silken

beard, become dry and black. These parts taken

* This is the principal wheat of Saubia and the north

of Switzerland, and is also a good deal grown in

Spain.
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oli make cxcelleni looJ (or ihe caiile. The ina-

lurity ol' ilie ear is readily liiBcovered by ilie dry-

ness ol" llic eiivelojie vviiloh eiiclutes lU They
ilieu gel il up at a dry season, cuiiint!; llie slalks

;

ii is pui in a granary, or what is belter iC ilie

}ear lias iioi been a warm one, they lie it m bun-

tWes, and hang ii up in the snn, or in a covered

|)lace, that it may become as com|ilelely dry iif.

possible. The cultivation ol' corn has the ad-

vantage ol' ameliorating* the land, by the dimi-

nution ol the wa^ie lanas (jacheres) and by ihe

(requent plouizlnniis and vveedings that it re-

quires. Tile varieties ol this grain are very nu-

merous, they are ol' all colors ; those most esteem-

ed aie yelioiv and whiic. The niosi coinmun
corn in France is ycHovv and lias large grains.

They cultivate in the depatiaient ol Landes a

beautil'ul white corn with an ear stouter and more
conical than tlie aiore-meniioned variety. It is

more Ibrward, and ol' an excellent quality. There
has been recommended in the lasi lour years a

Pennsylvania corn, apparenily more forward than

ours, and on thai account is ol" more value to our

centre departments. 1 have received lately from

the United Stales, under ihe name ol' <S'to»a;corn,

a variety similar to the preceding, but wiili

ears and grains much larger. Also a pearl corn,

wliile, very small and very nice, but ripening

badi)'' and which appears peculiarly adapted lor

Ibrage on account of the great quantity of stalk?;

and leaves. Among the earliest varieties we
will mention the two lollovving as the most worthy
of notice.

3Ja'ls quaraniain, quarantine corn, is not so

tall, and not so productive as the common corn,

but much more precocious ; Ibr instance, in Pied-

mont it comes to maturity when planted in June
and July on the eiubble hdlds from which a crop

of grain has been reaped. This quality permiis

it to be cullivaied much more to ihe north itian

the larger varieties, and renders il truly interesting

to our country.

Mats a poulet. chicken corn. We owe this

preity kind to Mons. le Comie Leiieur who
brought it from America. 1 1 differs Irom the last

named in that it is smaller in all its parts, and
Btill more piecocious. The smallness of its grain

and the use to which it is put are indicated by ihe

name. In respect to iis [iroduct, ii cannot be

compared to the quarantain, bat it possesses in

a still greater degree, all the advantaires attached

to a remarkable precociiy, which renders it truly

valuable. These two varieiies should be planted

thicker than the larger species.

In the norihern pans of France, corn, consider-

ed only as forage and without any view to the

gathering of the grain, offers one of the most pre-

cious resources imaginable, tor green food in the

Btables of oxen, cows, and even horses. By
planting it successively, every fifteen or !wenty
days on the waste lands, Irom the firsi of May lo

tlie middle of July, they procure during three of

four months an abundance ol the best green food

that can be grown. It is necessary lor ihi^ to

manure the land in the sprins, or the corn in the

hill. Plant it in rows about two leet apart, and
with the plough and the hoe care should be taken
lo keep the land in perfect order, in which case

( an excellent C'op of wheal may be obtained alter
' ihis crop. Il should be cut when ilie male flow-

ers (the lassel) begin lo show their points at

the top of ilie plant, and j on may continue lo cut

alttr il IS in lull lassel. Il there is a pii|ieif]uity

ol il, tne surplus should be dried, and will make
a good lood lor catile in the wiiuer. I can-
not, aficr my exiierienie. too highly recomiiieiid lo

f.rmeis this mode of using com, which adds
to tlie advaiiiage of maintaining the caille lor

many months, that of a great augmentation of
manure.

PHKSKKVATIOK OF DUTTKR.

From tlie Agiieulturist.

Henry Wood, of England, has transmitted lo

the council of the Ri<yal Agricullural Softiel}, a

jar of butler, as a specimen of the successful muje
adopted lor its preservation when the article is in-

lemled for e.xp.iit lo Ibreign climaics.

Mr. Wood informed the council that this bulier

i hhd l>een prefiared on the 19ih iiisi., according lo
' the process adupied in easiern counlries, where it

! was used lor culinary purposes instead of hog's

1 lard, which the Mahomeian law prohibited, ami

i

would keep lor any length of lime in a fierlect

'state of preservation, alihough il contained no

I

salt, or oiher adiiiional substance. This pre-

iservative stale of the builer was induced by the

!
removal of scum, and tfie dissipation of the

I

watery panicles of fresh butter, effected by the

\

gentlest possible application of sufRcieni heat to

I produce the result. Mr. Wood slated ihat in

Asia this ijenlle heat was obtained by the naiiveB

I

by tilling a large open eanhenware pan witli pow-
Ideredand weli-dri.d cow-dung, ami then selling

fire to it, introduciniT into ihe midst of the burn-

iiiii cow-dung an eanh^^n vessel coniaining the

l-uiter, which became melted ; and when the

SiUin, as it rose, had been successively removed,

i

and the waiery particles driven c>ff by the heat, it

j

was poured imo ajar, and preserved lor use. Mr.
1 Wood suizgesied that a sand-baih, (iroperly regu-

; lated, mij^ht answer the same purpose as the dried

covv-du:ig, and as ihe process was so very simple,

i
there could be no difficulty in preparing ii ; and

I

that, when once prepared, the butter never " be-

1 came lainied." Mr. Wood slated that he car-

! ried with him lo ihe Cape of Good Hope some buf-

!ter prepared in ihe same way, at Col. Skinner's

I

farm at Hansi, lo the westward of Delhi, a year
' previous!)', and whiidi was pronounced by the

agriculiorisi, Mr. Duckett, and others, to be su-

I
perior lo ihe salted butter of the colony ; and, fiD'."

I
culinary purposes, far fcupeiior to lard.

This does not tally, I think, with the experience of

Virginia corn planters.

—

Trans.
Vol. IX.-57

INCOM BTSTIBLK WASH.

From '.lie franli'm- Farmer

Slack stone lime in a large lub or barrel, with

boilinij water, coverinor the tub or barrel, to keep
in all Ihe sieam. When thus slacked, pass six

quarts of it through a fine sieve. It will then be

in a state of fine flour. Now, to six quarts of this

lime, add one quart of rock or Turk's Island salt,

and one gallon of water, then boil the mixture

and skim it clean. To every five gallons of this

skimmed mixture, add one pound of alum, ball'
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pound of copperaB, by slow dejjrees add ihree

Iburths of a pound of potash, and four quarts of

fine sand or hickory ashets Bifted. We suppose

any kind of good hard wood ashes will answer

as well as hickory. This mixture will now admit

of any coloring matter you pleaee, and maybe
applied with a brush. It looks better than paint,

and is as durable as slate. It will stop small leaks

med off, and then rolled in lime. With the ex-

ception of 20 acres of fallowed land and about 40
acres of corn trround, where the land was previ-

ously ploughed, and the seed sown and covered

with the heavy iiarrow, the entire crop, both on
tallow land and corn ground, was first sown and
then covered with two-horse mould-board ploughs,

followed by heavy harrows as frequently as occa-

in the root, prevent the moss from growing over I gion might require. The wheat was thus deeply

and rotting the wood, and render it incombusiible covered, and I think suffered much less injury

from sparks {"ailing upon it. When laid upon from the frequent frosts and thaws of winter and
brick work ii renders the brick impervious to ram
or wet.

NOTES ON SANDY POINT ESTATK. NO. IV.

To the Editor of the Farmers' Register.

Sandy Point, October 3d, 1841.

1 had purposed in this communication to have

given you an account of the stock of cattle, hogs,

&c., on this estate, but have delayed it until pre-

sent arrangements are more fully matured ; and,

in place, proceed to give a tew memoranda con-

nected with the wheat crop, sown in the fall of

1840, and reaped 1841. Ploughing upwards of

400 acres of clover and weed fallow tor this crop

(covering of vegetable growth heavy, and land

of good quality,) was begun on the 25th of July,

and finished on the 19th of September; (during

this period wheat thrashing had to be perlbrmed,

tvhieh of course caused necessary delay in lijllow-

ing). The whole was perlbrmed by three- horse

ploughs. With very lilile exception, the season

throughou* was dry, and the larger proportion ot

the ground consequently dry and hard, which
very greatly increased the labor and time occu-

pied in this important operation. The whole was,

however, finished in generally good condition
;

heavy harrows, having 25 teeth, passing over

and levelling the whole, going once or oftener

over the ground as its condition might require.

In addition to the above quantity of clover and
weed fallow, were 36 acres of oat fallow, the oats

having been ploughed under early after ripening.

On 20 acres the crop of oats ploughed under was
very inferior, as was also the after growth. On
the other 16 acres the crop was heavy, and the

second or volunteer growth thickly and regularly

set, but, in consequence of the drought, vvas short.

Sowing wheat was begun on corn ground on
the 10th of October; the weather and ground be-

ing very dry, induced some days' delay, in hopes
of having rain. On the 13th left off sowing on
corn ground, and commenced on fallowed land.

No rain fell until the 20th of the month, when we
had a refreshing, and much needed, but moderate
rain, which greatly facilitated our operations;

and again on the 29th, a heavy fall of rain, which
entirely retarded all operations connected with
sowing, lor a day and a half. On the 9th of No-
vember sowing was completed. On clover and
weed fallow were sown 380 bushels of mountain
purple straw wheat, and 315 bushels of " white
turkey" =695 bushels. On oat fallow were sown
34 of purple straw and 42 of white turkey z=76
bushels. On corn ground were sown 192 of pur-
ple straw and 281 of white turkeys; 473; being
in all 606 bushels of mountain purple straw, and
638 of white turkey wheat = 1244 bushels, the

total quantity sown. All the wheat before being
8own, was previously washed, light grains ekim-

early spring, than that merely covered by the

harrow in the usual mode. Water furrows were
carefully opened, and the whole left in as good
condition as could be obtained. Sixieen two-

horse ploughs and seven harrows, having three

yoke ot' oxen to each, occasionally aided by an
extra harrow and two horses, were employed du-

ring the whole time of sowing, and occupying in

all 24| days, being an average of rather more
than 51| bushels of wheat per day. The vi^heat,

with the exception of the Bowing of the last two
days, vegetated freely, and presented a beautiful

and regular appearance. The exception above
staled presented little appearance of vegetation

for some week^, the weather having been unfa-

vorable, nor did it present a promising appear-

ance until the following month of March. So far

as could be observed, there was no fall attack of

Hessian fly. The winter, as will be recollected,

was unusually wet, and, in consequence, on some
portions of the wheat injury was sustained, par-

ticularly in bottoms liable to be flooded by each
successive heavy rain ; but altogether it stood the

winter remarkably well, and at the end of March
the general appearance of the crop was very pro-

mising. The rains and cool weather, which pre-

vailed during the early portion of April, caused
the crop to assume a generally yellow appear-

ance. From the 24ih o( that month until the

first of JVlay, the weather was mild and favorable,

and which soon restored the crop to a healthy and
vigorous appearance. After that period frequent

frosts occurred, with cold north and north-west

winds, which again inflicted injury on the crop,

nearly all the extremities of the leaves being kilt-

ed, and imparting to the whole a yellow tinge.

About the 3d of May, Hessian fly made its ap-

pearance on most of the wheat sown on corn

ground, and by the 10th of the month, was found

generally over the whole crop. From this date,

however, the wheat began most rapidly to im-
prove, and by the 17th presented a pleasing and
gratifying appearance. The flowering season

passed over under highly favorable weather, af-

ibrding every prospect of a profitable and remu-
nerating crop. It was at this period of its growth
estimated that the then probable return from the

crop would not fall below an average of ten

bushels for one bushel of wheat sown, and the

uniformly promising appearance of the crop cer-

tainly justified such an estimate. Several gentle-

men, who had opportunities of seeing the crop

from this period until harvest, estimated the pro-

bable return at a much higher rate. The sequel

of this communication will show how far such ex-

pectations were realized. The weather was now
very favorable to the properly maturing of the

crop, but liom the above date to the 24ih of June,
(when harvest was begun,) frequent showers oc-

curred, as also warm, damp and cloudy weather,
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during which rust made iis appearance in several , near negroes' quarter,^, of IG acres, while turkey

poriioiis ol' the crop ; hui, as lar as could then be »heat, alier oai lallow
; crop here very heavy,

judged, not lo an exleni iikfly to prove very se- portioiiu^ul' it nsucli lodged, and some injured by

rious. |iust. From 32 to 30 cradles were employed. Of
I will here add a daily journal ol' our harveer

operations, which will |)erhaps best show what

were the hopes and lears induced during this in-

teresting operation, and which you may either in-

clude or omit as you may judge proper.

June 2-lih. Ai hi'lf past 7 A. M., commenced
wheal harvest, on Upper Quarter, with 27 cradles,

(he necessary gleaners and a sufficient number ol'

hands lor shocking. Wheat sufficiently ripe, and

presenting a liair crop generally; some of it hea-

vy; all on lallowed land; wheat, mountain pur-

ple straw. Progress, alier getting over the usual

delays ot' a beginning, satislactory ; weather

warm, moderated by a gentle breeze I'rocn the

JUSt.

ilie 56 acres reaped lo day, Irom its generally su-
perior growl li, there may reasonably be expected
an average yield ol li'om 25 to 30 bushels per
acre ; the ajipeaiance ol' the grain is good. The
weather ihroughout the day has been most favor-

able lur our operations; /or three hours in the
evening, very lioi. The laborers, however, stood
iheir very hard labor well, and in good spirits.

The weather has now Ibrtunately become pro-

mising and lavorable, and 1 hope may continue
so until we flnish.

29ih. liegan reaping this morning at 6unrise,

on Upper Quarter, lallow field, purple straw
wheal; irom 37 lo 40 cradles employed. Wheat

south. Evening slightly clouded ; increase oljolthis day's reaping rather light, but quality o{

wind ; indications of rain.

25lli. A shower ol' rain early in the morning,

prevented our resuming reaping until hall past 8

A. M. Wheat still d imp and unfit tor shoL-kinir.

Twenty-seven cradles employed. Wiih the ex-

ception of about two hours in the evening, the

entire day, from frequent showers and continued

cloudy weather, was highly unfavorable lor hai

grain apparently guod ; all shocked up. The
weather lo-day lias been clear and warm ; a lew
hours very hot. Laborers suHered considerable
inconvenience in consequence ; lour reapers be-
came unwell and unable to work during a portion
ol the evening, three of ihem hirelings who be-
gan this morning. A large portion of ground
tias been gone over lo-day, I think not less than

vest operations, causing several protracted delays. 90 acres, ail of it less or more injured by rust, yet

The wheat cut to day was chiefly the white tur-

key, on corn land at Kowe, and the earliest sown.

A portion of this was a heavy growth, the larger

proportion a medium crop, the sample of grain

good, straw generally short. Rust hiid slighily

injured a small portion in a bottom, where ihe

wheat was not so fully naatured. Only a small

portion of this day's reaping has been shocked

up. A heavy shower slopped all work about

half an hour before sunset; night wealiier still

clouded and threatening.

26th. Started reaping tlii-^ morning at half past

8 o'clock. Having added our ploughing force ul

15 hands lo aid in harvest operations, the number !
considerably

the grain looks plump and good. Wheal now
very ripe. A gale of wind would now do seriou3
injury lo the larger propor ion of our uncut
wlieat. And nearly all is luily ripe, and is the
cause of much uneasiness, as ii ripens liister than
it can be cut down, rapid as is uur progress.

30ih. Thirty-three to thirty- eight cradles em-
ployed lo-day. Finished reaping at Upper Quar-
ter early ihis morning, and resumed reaping white
turkey wheat on Rowe lot ; the crop here excel-
lent. The whole of this day's reaping very ripe,

and all i-hocked up as reaped. The weather all

day clear, dry and very warm ; laborers suffered

of reapers were increased to 33 cradles, and to

aid in shocking, were frequently reduced to 27, in

order to avoid wheat getting wet Irom passing

showers. Operations of this day were confined

to turkey wheat on fallowed land at Rowe. The
crop apparently excellent, much of it of very hea-

vy growth; the sEim pie of grain also looks well.

A considerable space of ground has this day been

gone over. Wheat fully ripe; all shocked as

reaped. The whole of the crop is now ripening

rapidly
;
probably not less than 300 acres are now

fully ripe. The weather continues extremely un-

favorable lor harvesting this valuable crop, and
causes deep anxiety as to the saliity both of what
is reaped, (a portion of which is not yet shocked,)
and that which is yet standing. Add to this that

where not fully matured, wheat is becoming t-e-

riously affected by rust ; and if this unfavorable
stale of weaiher should continue, the most serious

injury is in many respects to be apprehended.
27th. Sunday. First half of this day, continued

showers. Cleared off' at noon ; evening clear, with

a good drying breeze.

28th. Morning, slight dew
; resumed reaping at

sunrise on Brickhouse lot, fallow, of 20 acre?
;

purple straw wheat ; crop very heavy. Reaped
also House lot of 20 acres, after corn

;
purple

at raw; crop here also good, but seriously affected

by rust. Reaped also that portion of the crop

Hussey's reaping machine was received early
this morning, accompanied by himself, and after

some little delay was got into operation about 3
P. M., and after a short trial and some experi-
ence on the part of the laborers and teams em-
ployed, performed its work beautifully. Cleaner
reaping I have never seen. That portion of the
crop, on which this first trial was made, was of a
lair medium growth, (our heaviest wheat having
been nearly all reaped,) in which, inclading seve-
ral delays fiom the awkwardness of the hands
employed, it very nicely reaped fully at the rate of
one acre per hour, laying the wheat in nice and
handsome sheaves lor binding. All the opera-
tions connected with reaping it performed infinite-

ly belter than that done by the cradles.

July Ist. Began reaping on fallow wheat on
Rowe; 34 cradles employed. Nearly all of the
wheat of this day's reaping has been rather light,

lor two hours in the evening the growth was hea-
vy. The whole would average a fair crop; qua-
lity of grain good. A quantity of wheat remain-
ed at night unshocked. The whole very ripe and
liable to very serious injury, in the event of rain

or high wind. Our harvest operations are now
I

hastily drawing to a close. The weather to-day
1
has been very fine, though very warm ; towards

:
night elighily clouded and rather cooler.

I
Hussey's rea|)ing machine was again started
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ihig morninjj so soon as the dew had dried off,

and afier some liule delay, cuiised by a bolt be-

coming loose and dropping out, perlbrmed its

work admirably. After ^^=aping the piece of

wheat where first tried, it was put lo reaping a

heavier growth, which it perlbrmed with great fa-

cility and neatness. Three horses were harness-

ed to it, with a driver, a raker, and eight hands to

bind up the sheaves. So liir as the trial has yet

progressed, it fully promises to come up to the an-

ticipations formed by the invenior. The quanti-

ty ol 2''onnd trone over to day is nearly equal to

one acre per hour, and it is evidently capable ol

performing from one-third to one-half more, as

the laborers become more efficient,

2d. Finished reaping at Kowe this morning at

half past 10 o clock, ami be^an on the Neck farm
a liule belbre noon, and finished heloie sunset.

On the corn land on the Neck larm, ihe crop was
light and more inflected with rust than any yet
reaped. The grain did not look much injured, so

far at least as coi;ld be judgeil by the e\e. On a

portion of oat fallow ground, and which on the

preceding year (1840) was considered too poor to

produce a corn crop, but on which lime had been
applied in the fall of the year previous to sowing
wheat, at the rate of 96 bushels per acre, never
have I seen the benefits of lime more sitongly

exhibited. The growth was here heavy, and
was judged woidd yield 25 bushels of wheat per

acre. From 35 to 38 cradles were employed
during the day, and a large portion of ground has
been gone over. The vveaiher throughout the

day was warm, but not so oppressive as Ibr seve-

ral days previous. A shower early in the even-
ing passed over the upper portion of the estate,

but none fi^.ll wht*re we were rea[iing.

Hussey's reaping machine was again started

this morning, but had perlbrmed very little work
when the large propelling wheel became loose,

and shitled its posiiion, and beiore it could be
again put to rights, caused the loss ol'a half day's
work. Alter remedying this defect, the machine
perlbrmed well Ibr the latter half of the day.

3d. Early this morning a heavy shower of
rain ; belbre which got up all r&aped wheat into

shock. Forty-two cradles started reapinor, as soon
as the shower passed over, at Teddin<rton ; and,
after some partial delays from rain, finished reap-
ing all, with the exception of about one acre, left

for reaping with Hussey's reaper, on Monday.
The weather throughout the day has been very
unlavorable Ibr harvesting; and, from nearly con-
tinued slight rain all day", nearly all of the wheat
cut is yet to shock. Our harvest operations may
now be considered as nearly completed, and on the
whole have been satisfactory. Alter deducting
delays from rains, during the first three and this

last day, the time occupied will be about eight
days. The laborers, including hirelings, have
wrought well and cheerfully. 'As was lo be ex-
pected, amongst so many negroes, frequent re-
proofs and admonitions were necessary

; it is,

however, a graiifyinsr retrospect that in no in-

stance was corporeal punishment deemed necessa-
ry, or iiifficled. The crop has proved, so far as can
now be judged, a good one, and I gladly hope may
not subseqenlly disappoint in its expected results.

5fh. Finished reaping remnant left with Hus-
sey's reaper, which perlbrmed well. All wheat
now shocked up, presenting a total of 2501 shocks,
judged to average from 4 to 4J bushels each.

Thrashing out of this crop was begun by two
machines respectively on the 21st and 24lh of
July. With the exception of occasional showers
at night, the weather proved favorable until the
9th of August, when a succession of heavy rains

and cloudy warm weather occurred, until the 16th,

causing a delay of five days, and during which
period the wheat in the shocks, where exposed,
sprouted considerably, exciting serious fears of a
heavy loss Irom ihat cause. The weather and
condition of the wheat having again become fa-

vorable, thrashing was resumed and continued un-
til the 21st of August, when completed. During
this operation the extent to which rust had pre-
vailed, over nearly all of the crop, was alarmingly
exhibited. Never have I seen as much rust in

any crop ; every portion of the barns and laborers

employed presented the appearance of having
been heavily powdered with red lead, and where
left to accumulate undisturbed, could have been
taken up in handfuls, frequently causing sickness

and vomiting among the laborers. These appear-
ances, together with Ihe rapidly increasing piles

of straw, and slowly increasing bulks of wheat,
too plainly foreboded a serious falling off in the

crop. The following results will show to what an
unexpected extent these fears were verified.

Bushels.
Sold of white turkey wheat 2697^2_

" purple straw " 2234|»
Retained Ibr seed of white 600

purples. 1000

ffn
=4931|3

=1600

6531i
In the above statement are not included 85

bushels of sprouted wheat, nor a small quantity ol

inferior wheat, which may yet be fanned out Irom

tailings. It presents, however, a truly mortifying

result: being at the low average of 5g4| busliels

(or one sown of white turkey wheat, and 5§g|
bushels of mountain purple straw for one sown.
During harvest and the operation of thrashing,

the prevalence of rust excited fears lor the result,

hut no idea was entertained of such a falling ofi'.

Since I have been in Virginia, I have not seen a
crop which altogether presented so promising an
appearance belbre and during harvest, nor have I

ever seen a result which lell so far below reasona-

ble expectations. The causes producing such a
result were evidently beyond hOtnan control ; rust,

in my opinion, being altogether, or very nearly so,

the sole cause, though Hessian ffy was generally

over the crop, as also chinch bug in some places
;

yet, so liir as could be judged from frequent and
careful observation, they efiected little or no injury.

The white wheat weiglied per bushel Irom 56^ to

58^ pounds, the purple straw from 58 to 61^ lbs.

The heaviest white wheat was from limed land,

on clover fallow, and the heaviest purple straw
from fallowed land, but which had not been limed.

The results, low as they are, are in favor of the

purple straw variety, though not, in this instance,

to an extent which would warrant the giving to it

a decided preference, but yet sufficient to have in-

duced our altering of the amounts of each variety

retained for seed this fall ; as during the reaping
and thrashing of the late crop, it had been con-

cluded to reserve 900 bushels of white wheat, and
700 bushels of purple straw for seed, as it was
then considered ihat the former variety was likely

to prove the most productive. The results, how-
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ever, province in favor of the bitter variety, 1000 i tlian enonfrh (or their families, if tliey ivould'only
learn to econoiiiiz(! space, ill this pHriiculcir. But
purely, in towns, where iraniena are necessarily
s-rnHJI, Ilie clillerence brlween the product of a
well siipfKMled and culiivatcd vine, and one left to
Hprt-ad on ih*- irroimd, is well worth ascertaining.
Judifinir lioni my own observation, and the in-
lormaiioii obtained (rom others, I helieve that a
Kiiiijle vine supported by sticks (our or five i'eet

hijih, or hy a (rame ol' the sanie heiti;ht, which
may easily he made t>y four or five upriL^ht sticks,

about 15 inches apart each ivay, with a twine
strina; passed spirally around them five or six
limes, and tied at each end, woul(( produce nearly
or quite double the quantity that another vine

bushels have been reserved, and 600 oC the (6r-

mer. There appears to me to he a want o(" prac-

lic«l information as to the best, most produc-

tive, and profitable varieties of wheat. Could you
not itiduce some of your t-xperienced corres((ond-

ents to I'urnish some itilbrmation on this matter of

imporiatice ? Too late now, (or this season ; but

would be valuable in future. I could mention ilie

names oC some gentlemen who could wt^ll furnish

eucli information ; but as the introduction of their

names hy an individual so hutnhle mi>/tit. look like

presumption, I leave the request lor others more
influential, and none more so than yourself. Ill

have not already exhausted your patience, and o

ciipied loo much olyour space, you shall si>on again would which was left without support. Brid<^man
hear from me. A. Nicor..

|
in his ' You 1112: Gardener's Assistant," asserts
that "a single vine has been known to produce
upwards of a bushel of fruit.'" At this rate, or
even at three pecks [ler vine, half a dozen of them
occupying no more than 32 square diet, would
produce an abundance lor a whole family of ordi-
nary size. This excellent vegetable is now seen
on almost every table, whereas it was hardly ever
used fifty or sixty years asjo. Then, it was general-
ly called "iove-apple," (roin ignorance, perhaps,
of itsothernarae. But even now, there are some
who are still very wide of the mark, in aiming to
hit its foreign title, " tomato," for they pronou'nce
the word as if it were spelt " chu-mar-tus-iz."
The Indian pea is still more valuable than the

tomato , since it is not only prepared by many for

the table, but, as a marketable article, some of its

numerous varieties, of which I myseil know at
least twenty,* sell readily at an average price of

GUI-TUUK OF THK TOMATO AND THE INDIAN
PEA.

To the Editor of ttie Farmers' Register.

Among the multitude of matters both in atrri-

culture and honicuiture whicli are well worth
knowing, but still unascertained, I have thought
it might be useful to invite, the aiieniion of our

brethren to two, wherein all of us are more or less

interested : I mean the culiure of the umia'o and
the Indian pea. Boih are favorite veiieiables on
all southern tables; and hoih, especirdly the lat-

ter, are very valuable lor other purposes. There
is no leguminous plant yei known to us, compara-
ble to the Indian pea lor leeding siock ; and many
farmers believe that, when fed in the dry state

they wi;l fatten eilhei horses, cattle, sheep or hogs
sooner than Indian corn. The ripe tomato i

* Eight of this number bear the general natne of
'' crowder,'" from the circurastance of their growing

,-„ 1 r 1 1 K II I r , 1

"^

i

SO much closer in the pod than the neas of a lono-greedily devoured hy all domestic owls, and cow. ,^ n^e ,he snap-bean, that each pefS Pod con°
will eat the vmes with grea av,d,ty_to say no-

j

tains usually about one-third more pel than aCquaU
thing ol the good medicinal qualities imputed to ly perfect pod of any of the long-shaped varieties.
the fruit. These are (acts, I helieve, which all

I

Of the crowders I have seen the following kinds, viz.:
will admit. Yet, strange to say, I have never yei >

the black, the white with black eyes, the pale, yellow-
niet with any larmer or gardener who had ever

I

'^^ ^^'^y colored, the gray, the sugar, the purple hull,

taken the trouble, little as that would be, to ascer- *^^ '^'^'•^^ colored, commonly called the red tory pea,

lam how either lomaioes or peas could be render- ^"*^ ^^^ ^*'^'^"' reddish-yellow crowder. Of the other

ed most productive ; or which amon" our nume- rY';^'^"', ^^,°^ crowders,) I recollect four that are

rous varieties of the latter ripens the^soonest ; or
^^'"f%^'"! ^'^^'^ %''' if

varying chiefly in size, the

which will yield most ; or how many busf'els p"r 1

1""^"'' ''""^ consKlerably largerthan any other pea

acre may be calculated on as the average product
(irom ordinary land, oi any one variety of the
whole. ,

The usual management of the tomato is, to

rely on volunteer plants, which will certainly pro-
duce degenerated (ruit in a lew years. These
plants are set out in vacant s[)ots about our gar-

have ever seen. There are two kinds which may be
called white, but less so than the four first named : one
has a pale greenish eye, and with us is called the
North Carolina pea; the other is of the same shape
and size, but has a reddish eye. Then there are the
white and red mottled pea, the cow pea, the black tory
pea, the small lady or gentleman pea, and the green or
Chickasaw pea, which is. the smallest of all, and the

dens, where they are Sufiered to grow with little i ,1 ?"? whose vinesdo not run. Hence they are pre

or no culture, and without frames or sticks to sup-
port them. Now there are very lew if any of us
who do not know perfectly well, thaf the vines
when properly supported, in good garden ground,
and planted single, about lour or five feet apart,
according to the fertility of the ground, will grow
to the height of five or six (eet, and produce far
belter than in the common, careless, slovenly way.
But none of us, 1 believe, has yet troubled him-
self to ascertain how much more a single vine so
treated will yield, than one left as usu'al, almo'st

to take care of itself. Country gardeners, perhaps,
will deem this of little or no importance, lor they
always assign to the kitchen garden more ground

ferable to all, where the purpose is to use pea vines as
a green dressing. Each of the above-mentioned va-
rieties has several local names, which I do not recol-
lect, or I would give them, as it might make all the
kinds, perhaps, better known than my general de-
scription. For instance, one of them (the gray
crowder) I remember to have heard called "the Jef-
ferson pea," although that gentleman probably knew
as little of Indian peas, as he did of many other agri-
cultural matters, having been nearly all his life engaged
in the public service. But the title, I presume, was
bestowed from that same degrading, contemptible spe-
cies of man-worship which has, at different times,
conferred the name of every president that we have
since had, on gentlemen's hats, boots and shoes, and
on ladies' caps, bonnets, shawls and ribands, &c.
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one dollar per bushel. When, moreover, we es-

timate its lattening qualities lor stock, its superior-

ity on land too poor lor clover, to any thing yet

tried among ns as a green dressing lor ihe soil,

and the fact that no kind oC long lorage is belter

lor farm horses, mules, cattle and sheep, than the

pea vines properly cured, as they easily may be.

we surely ought to lake more trouble than any ot"

us, I believe, have yet taken, lo ascertain every

thing in regard lo this highly valuable plani that

can be certainly known about it. For instance,

we mighi cerlainly ascertain which is ihe earliest

ol all ihe varieties that are cultivated in Virginia.

We might also ascertain with certainty, bj'^ a lew

comparative trials, which oC all ihe varieties was
most productive ; and how many, or nearly how
many bushels, on an averaae, each kind would
yield per acre, when cultivated in ordinary land.

Another point, loo, which is of some imporiance,

at least in ihe irarden cullure of the Indian pea,

might readily be dete^aiined, and this is, Ihe dil-

lerence in quantity between the vines eiuck like

pole beans, and those suffered to run on the ground
without support. I have reason to believe that

;he Ibrmer would produce double, and Irora a

smaller surliice of ground. This practice would
be too expensive for field culture, but certainly it

would be lar preferable in a garden, lor a small

square in Indian peas would ihen yield full as

much, and probably more, than one ot the same
size in pole beans.

The old adage, '' de gustibus nil disputandum,^'

there is no disputing about tastes, forbids me to

make any positive assertion as to which variety is

best for eating. But I will venture to add, for the

benefit ol those who may not possibly have met
with the particular variety which I have called the

Norlh Carolina pea, that every (lerson ( have ever
met with who has tried it, prefers this kind to all

others. A gentleman from that state informed
me the other day that the same prelerence is

given lo it there also. For my own part, I deem
all good, and I have tasted all, except the black

and red lory-pea, and the Chickasaw. This being
the only one whose vines do not run, is best for a

green dressing to land, as they can more easily be

plouixhed in than any running vines. They will

grow in land of medium quality, to the height of
about four feet, each plani throwing out numerous
long, succulent branches, the leaves of which are

uncommonly large, and when planted from three

to four leet apart each way, with two or three

stalks in a hill, they will completely cover the

ground, as soon as they attain their lull growth.
This they will not do sooner ihan some time in

September, as they ripen laie, and of courtc should

be planted early.

I will close this letter by a brief statement of a

method of curiner the vines, recommended to me
by one of your old correspondents, the late Mr.
fierbemoni, ofSouth Carolina, a iientleman highly

distinguished, as you well know, for his intelli-

gence and zeal in the cause of American hus-

bandry. This is the method : pull up the vines

when fully grown, expose them lo the sun until

they are somewhat wilted, but not dried ; then

stack them in alternate layers with straw, either

of wheat, oats, or rye, sprinkliuir a little common
ealt on each layer of the vines, and top the whole
with a sufficient quantity of straw to prevent the

stacks from leaking. This process converts the

layers of staw into a provender nearly equal to

the vines themselves ; and the whole soon be-

comes a richer long forage lor larii) horses, cattle,

and sheep, than any kind of hay or corn-(bdder

;

and n)ay easily he made on larms destitute of
meadow land. The vines of all the varieties of
Indian pea might be thus cured ; and since all

will produce, on poor land, a heavier growth than
any other plant whicli we could cultivate for hay,

oil such land, no farmer need ever lo want long

lorage enough lor his slock, unless he keeps more
than he ought to do. But this is an error, that

almost every Virorinia fiirmer commits ; and what
;s most remarkable is, ihat none are more guilty

of it, than a large portion of those who declaim

most against the practice. Thus endeth all that

you will hear at present, li-om your old friend,

James M. Garnett.

P. S. Our eastern brethren, 1 believe, are

generally ignorant of what we call Indian peas;

(or none of the varieties are cultivated in any of
the eastern or northern stales, at least I have
never seen anv growing lariher north ihan Mary-
land. That they would succeed well in a higher

latitude seems to me highly probable, and I am
sure they would be much valued, as a vegetable

for table, were ihey once inlroduced.

TOMATO TART.

Froni the Boston Cultivator.

A lady sends ihe editors of the Saturday Cou-
rier the following recipe for making tomato tart

:

" Roll out your dough very ihin, and place it on
the plate in which you intend baking your tart,

and slice your tomatoes very thin, spread them
over the dough very thinly, take about two table

spoonfuls of brown sugar, and one of ground
cinnamon bark, spread the two over the tomatoes,

bake it well, and you have a delightful tart.

A TRAL OF FATTENING QUALITIES OF WO-
BURNS AND BERKSHIRES WHEN FED ON^

THE SAME ALLOWANCE.

From ttie Kentucky Farmer.

'' There was put under my care on the 13th

August, by Dr. Martin and James F. Taylor,
two Woburn* and one Berkshire sow, for the

purpose of being fed ; and I received directions

lo iiive each one five pounds of corn a day, and to

increase the (luaniity until I should find what
quantity the smallest eaier of ihe three would
consume.
On ihat evening, I gave to each one of them

two and a half pounds of corn, and the next day
five pounds each, and on the 15th, nearly six

pounds each ; one of the Woburns (Patience)

lailed lo eat all of her allowance, and the next

day was very lame, (I suppose slightly founder-

ed,) and their Ibod was again reduced to five

pounds each per day, until the 20lh, when Pa-

* Mr. Duncan, who first accepted the proposal, was

sick at the time, and his sow had met with some acci-

dent, so she was not fed.—M.
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tience havinfj recovered, if wns crrnHiially increased

eo OP 10 s\vr. enrh one {iCiy-iwo (uniiulg ol' corn in

ihe len diiyp. when they were weighed, and llie

fbllowinir is the resnll :

—

Mr. Taylor's JJIack Berkshire eow
Beh'nda, trained - - - 21 lbs.

Dr. JVlariin's Woburn Patience,

sainfld 21 "

Dr. Martin's Woburn Courtenay,

gained - - - - - 30 "

Jamks Weathers, Jr.
Clarke County, A'y., .4ug.23, 1841.

A PHENOMENON IN GRAFTING.

From the Yanltee FaritiRr.

Van Mons, one of the most intelligent horticul-

turists that ever lived, once tried an extraordinary

experiment in grafting ; that of inserting an entire

tree on the stump ofanother.

A neighbor having in the spring season cut

down an apple-tree, about fifteen feet high, which
Van Mons considered a desirable kind, and a

good healthy tree, he immediately selected a

stock of similardimeneions, and cutting it off near

the ground, placed on it, by the mode of peg
grafting, the foster tree ; supported the tree by
stakes ; and excluded the air from the place of

junction, by plastering it with clay, and afterwards
heaping earth around it. The experiment suc-

ceeded perfectly ; the tree becoming in the course

of the second season nearly a.s vigorous as ever.

This experiment was more carious than useful,

but as a fact in natural history it is deserving of

notice. Few men would probably succeed in the

attempt.

CULTIVATION OF THE PINE ON THE SHORES
OF GASCONY.

From the New England Farmer.

Economy is the welfare of states, as of individu-
als. By economy, in its best and widest sense, is

meant that just and wise distribution of means
and efforts, which, out of the given conditions, pro-
duces the largest sum of good and happiness.
To spend little, is but one and a very meager

branch of economy—in many instances no econo-
my at all. In states, especially, to gather much is

at all events equally important. When we look
around upon the world, survey the numbers in

vyani almost of their daily bread, while the earth
given to man to be subdued and rendered produc-
tive by the labor of his hands, is still, in an infinite

number of cases, totally without culture, and
never, with a lew rare exceptions, producing what
it is capable by skill and industry of being made
to produce, it is impossible not to believe that our
knowledge of the science of political economy is

in its very infancy— its true principles little prac-
tised or understood. Man is seen on all sides in

that most affiecting of all situations, willing to

labor, crying for the privilege of being allowed to

work, starving in want of the merest^necessaries
of life, while the bounteous earth is spread
around him, offering her liberal rewards for labor,

and not finding hands.

What inexhniipiible mines of wealih, yetiinex-
plored, does the; eiirlncc <<von ofour own well-peo-
pled and vvellciiliivaied Briiish islands present

;

what sources of richer', sirength and happiness lie

buried in the bogs of Ireland alone !

Soils (hr more ungrateful have, by a judicious
and economical cnlinre, been made the Iruitlul

source of wealih and (elicity, and perhaps there is

no contemplation more useful and agreeable, than
I hat of such a picture.

The manner in which sand hills, such as those
which, covered wit!) wiry gras.s, line many of our
shores, have on the souihwesiern coasi of France
l>een rendered useful and productive in a high de-
gree, is a striking example ol well-directed and
successful efforts of this nature.

In the departments of the Gironde and of the
Landes, on the shores of that stormy ocean which
raves between the mouth of the Gironde and Bny-
onne, the most magnificent pine forests are at this
day waving, where not many years ago was
nothing but a dreary and threatening desert of
sand.

These forests cover an immense extent of land
round Teste and the basin of Arcachon, and might
be extended so as to cover the whole of the above
mentioned coast, an extent of sixty French
leagues, or about one hundred and filiy English
miles.

Teste and the basin of Arcachon will be fotind,

on consulting the map, to lie on the shores of the
ocean, in the southern part of the department of
the Gironde, from which the department of the
Landes extends southwards. Every one in the
least acquainted with French geography has
heard of the Landes; of those immense level

plains—and has pictured to himself their dreary
monotony

—

their shepherds elevated on stilts and
wrapped in gray sheep-skins, leaning upon their
staffs, and watching, motionless, the flocks scat-
tered over the measureless pasture.
The force of the western wind has raised upon

litis coast, as upon many others, hills of sand,
li-om thirty to sixty metres in height, (a metre is

something more than an English yard.) The
French give these sand hills the name of Dunes :

they are composed entirely of the dry sea sand,
driven inwards in various places, as upon some of
our own coasts.

These sand hills having attained a certain ele-
vation, fall—are driven (hrward by the wind, and
invading the plains behind them, menace the
Landes with inevitable destruction.

Populous towns have fallen victims to the ad-
vance of this slow, but as it was long thought,
irresistible enemy. The Dunes advanced annual-
ly, and the gradual destruction of the productive
plains might be predicted with mathematical cer-
tainty. Even the city of Bourdeaux itselfseemed
doomed, sooner or later, to perish under this de-
luge of sand.

This state of things at last excited public at-

tention, and towards the end of the last century,
the means of arresting this fatal progression were
sought (or, and, as is the usual consequence of
being sought !br, found.
A man of the name of Bremontier, we do not

know whether he is yet living or not, imagined a
method of staying the plague, and of rendering
this element of desolation and despair a source oi

wealth and population. He formed and executed
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the project of covering these movinfr 'li'ls with

lorests ol pine (/e pin maritime,) the, rods of

which, by conglomerating together ihese light

particles, and lorming liiem inio lienps ol' solid

earih, might fix them permaneniiy in iheir place,

and arrest their further progress.

Fifteen thousand hectares are now covered with

the pine : those plantaiions which date from the

lime when Bremoniier hegan hi^ operations, now
present to the eye, in place of liie desolate sand

hills, magnificent luresis, waving majestic above

the restless ocean.

The Dunes extend sixty leagues, being in

breadth Irom iliree quarters of a league to three

leagues: tiie hills are^ntersecied by valleys, called

in the couniry Z<edes.

Tiie trees are raised Irnm seeds, cast on the spot

on which ihey are nitended to grow—they are

not transplanted : when the seed is sown, the

movHig of the light sand is prevented by cover-

ing the ground with brambles or young [)ine

branches, fifteen hundred laggois of these being

necessary to cover one hectare : the seeds are

sown thick, and when the young plants are of

seven or eight years, the first thinning is made.

If there were any means of cheap transport, these

thinnings, sold at Bourdeaux, would be extremely

profitable. After this thinning the remaining

plants grow with increased vigor, and in ten years

reach the height of fifteen to twenty leet ; at the

end of twenty-five years they produce turpentine.

A hectare of pines produces this article to the

value of from 25 to 60 francs, (tiiat is from £ 1 to

£2 8s. sterling,) according to the age ol the

plants—a pretty considerable profit from land,

which were once an unprofitable, and worse than

unprofitable desert.

REPORTS OF THE MASSACHUSETTS AGRI-
CULTURAL SOCIETY.

The answers of Abel Moore, of Concord, to the

questions proposed by the Massachusetts Society

for the promotion of Agriculture.

1. My farm contains about 130 acres, exclusive

of woodland.
2. The soil consists of sand, gravel, peat and

loam.
3. To reply in general terms, I consider the

best method of improving my lands to consist in

an interchange of soils ; that is to carry the peat

and mud from the low and wet land to the light

upland, and in return, to carry the sandy loam
on to the peat land and bogs. This method 1

have unilormly found to be beneficial. Both lands

are benefited by the exchange. Each seems to

supply what the other lacks. A (lew years ago, I

had, in the mi^st of a piece of mowing land, a

eandy knoll, entirely barren, containing about hall

an acre. This I covered with refuse peat, and
sowed grass seed with rye. 'I'liis grass immedi-
ately took, and I have had a good crop of grass

on it for three years without manure.
4. I till about 16 acres, and put from 20 to 40

loads of compost manure on an acre, depending
upon the kind of crop.

5. My manure is usually applied in a compost,

but sometimes lor potatoes ii is applied in a green

state.

6. Sometimes I spread and sometimes I manure
in the hill.

7. I turn the sod over as flat as possible and toll

it down smooih with a heavy roller, then harrow
it, spread on the manure, and harrow or plough it

in lightly.

8. I mow liom 5 to 6 acres of ujiland, which
yields about two tons of hay to an acre, 'i'he great

bulk of my English hay grows upon reclaimed peat

or meadow land, which 1 do not Cciif upland.

10. 1 manure all my Engl;.=h mowuii.' [arlifici:il

grasses] about once in three years. I put aoout

25 cart loads of compost manure to an acre. I

seldom make use of any exce|)t compost nianurf,

and for thi' last lour years 1 have purchased none,
but made it all on the place.

11. I mow Irom 25 to 30 acres of low meadow
land, pari of which is situated on Concord river.

The quality o!' the hay cut on this lund is nearly

one half of it swail hay, whsch is very trood and
s|)ends well ; the remainder is con)mon meadow
hay, some ol which is of an ordinary quality.

The quantity of this kind of hay is nhwut forty

ton?. The greater part of this t^wail hay grows
on the meadows thai 1 have paitially reelaiiTjed,

but do not manun^
12. The better to explain my answer to this

question, i must be permitted to eny a word with
reference to the situation and former condition ol"

my (arm. It is situated aiiout half a mi e east of

the Concord meeting house, on the great road lead-

ing to Boston. Its extent on the road is perhafis a

quarter of a mile. On the north side of the road

it runs back over the hill Ii"om three quarters of a
mile to a mile. On the south side, with the ex-
ception of about two acres, it embraces all the

piece of flat land lying between the great road

and the turiipd<e, and perhaps 25 acres on the

south side of the turnpike. The greater part of
this land 1 purcliased in 1825—6. Alter I had
purchased, I found that I had on my hands a

large quantity of unproductive land, part ol which
would produce noihing, because it was so wet
and marshy, and the rest would produce noihing
herause it was so dry and sniuly. The land back

of the hill, where I now have some 30 acres or

more occasionally under cultivation, was so much
run out, that it was hardly considered worth cul-

tivating, and a neighbor, who had the use of it

one year, paid me no rent, because it was not

considered worth any. It is true, that it sometimes
produced blackberries, but if the season happened
to be dry, even these could not be relied upon,

The flats in front of the house, where I now cut

my English urass, were composed of swamps
covered with bushes, miry boire, and pond holes,

full of lily pads and flags, where the muskrats
and bull frogs seemed to hold undisputed pos-

session.—while on the higher land, the wood-
chucks made their burrows nnmoiesied. This is

not mere fancy. I once set an Irishman to clear

up some bushes and briers there, and he was actu-

ally driven ott by one of these animals. Be-
tween these bogs and the hill, there was a little

strip of upland, which might have produced hay
enough to keep a horse and cow, (! do not think

it did more,) and this I verily believe constituted

the most valuable production of the Prescot Farm
as it was then called.
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My first object was to render this land produc-

iive ; but how to do it was the question. I had
no works on tiie subject, and all ilic inlormation I

oould get was what I could occiieionally ffjean

liom the New England Farmer. One thing was
evident, that the land must tirst be drained, 'i'he.ie

was a gridt mill in the cenirc olthe town, supplied

by a stream that run through ilie land. 1 exerted

inyseir to get this mill discontinued and it finally

was discontinued. This however was insuiticieni

10 drain the land. In 1827 I commenced ditching

u, and cut my ditches so low that the water would
liow back to the head of them ; that is, I com-
menced digging at the lowest pan, and dug so low
that (he water would follow along after. I take

especial care to level and slope down the banks of

my ditches, so thai now the grufs grows down to

the water's edge. This effected the object so far

as draining was concerned, but it did not bring it

into English grass. This was the next thing to

be eliiected, and to do it I have tried various me-
thods. I thought ihat 1 might plant a crop of

corn and potatoes, and then lay it down lo grass

;

but this did not work well, as most of it was too

miry to be ploughed, and the ground even after

bearing a crop would not become firm. I tried

burning, but this did but little good, except to rid

me ol' the bushes. Indeed, I once felt learfui that

the fire would communicate to the peat below, and
burn up the whole meadow.
Convenient to this meadow there is a hill com-

posed of sandy ioam. I carted on some of this,

manured it, and sowed grass seed. This answered
the purpose. The ground very soon became firm,

(lie grass seed took, and the yield was altogether

beyond my expectations. This plan I have pur-

sued ever since, and it has now grown into a sys-

tem with me. My whole method consists in this.

i first ditch and drain the land, cut oH the bushes,

and if they are large, pull them up by the roots,

and level it down, then spread on about 400 cart-

loads of sandy loam upon an acre, and 20 carl

loads of compost manure, harrow it well, and
(usually in the month of September,) sow half a

bushel of herds-grass and a half a bushel of red

top, harrow again, and roll it down smooth with a

heavy roller. Should the wild grass make its ap-

pearance, as it sometimes will after five or six

years, I turn it over after taking off the crop, give

it a top-dressing of about 20 loads of compost

manure to the acre, sow grass seed, harrow aiid

roll it down as before. I have one piece which
has been reclaimed 12 years, it has not been

manured since it was first laid down. The wild

grass has not yet made its appearance, but

it still continues to bear as great a crop as ever.

This land has been reclaimed at odd jobs, wiien

my men and teams cpa\d not do nther work to

advantage—some of it in foul weather, and much
ol' it in the winter. Indeed I was obliged lo do

much of it in the wimer when the meadows were
frozen, on account of the mire. I verily believe

that the first two crops have, in every instance, re-

paid the whole cost and expense of reclaiming.

I have now from 20 to 2.5 acres, wliich have thus

been reclaimed, (not including some 8 or 10 acres

of swail hay, partially reclaimed, as staled in my
answer to question 11.) The success that 1 have
had may be judged of by the value of the crops

produced. Every year since this land has been
reclaimed, whether wet or dry, it has produced on

Vol. IX.—58

an average not less than three tone of English hay
to an acre, which brings the highest market price.
In 1838, at the request ofMrCoIman, the Agricul-
tural Commissioner, I weighed the first cropofhay
on one acre of this land, and it weighed 7610 lbs.
About three acres of it, during the present season
1 have no doubt produced five tons lo the acre. It
was mowed twice, and the second crop was so
large that it was considerably lodged. One other
lact may be stated. A lew years ago I built a
barn 30 feet by 40, and some ol' my neighbors
laughed at me lor it. and said " it is a good barn,
bui what are you going lo fill it with ?" That
barn, as Mr. Allen has aeen, together with one 40
by SOIeet, which I have since built, as well as my
others, are now full, and I shall soon have lo build
more, or else stop reclaiming peat meadows. This
land during the present season has produced from
75 to 80 tons of good English hay, and it certainly
alfords no little satisfaction to be able lo obtain
such crops (rom land which fifteen years ago pro-
duced nothing.

13. I have planted about 6 acres of corn during
the present season. On 3 1-2 acres, the soil being
very light, I spread from 20 to 25 loads of comport
manure to the acre and harrowed it in. This pro-
duced about 30 bushels to the acre. On the two
acres, which was better land, I put the same quan-
tity of manure per acre, part spread and part in
the hill. This produced at least 65 bushels of
very handsome corn to the acre. On one half
acre I raised 40 bushels of the handsomest corn
that I ever saw. It was ihe Brown corn, which is

the earliest and beet corn that I have. The seed
was not prepared.

14. I planted between 3 and 4 acres of potatoes
in one field. I have others around the cornfields,
but how many I am not able to tell. They were
all planted in hills and manured in the hill. They
were ploughed and hoed twice. I am not able to
tell the quantify per acre, but I raispd about 1500
bushels in all. The kinds were Ihe Chenango, long
red, St. Helena, Rohan, and some white. Tiie
long reds and Rohans were the most productive.

15. The other vegetables that I planted were
1-2 an acre ofcarrots, which produced 450 bushels,
1-4 ' ' sugar beets, ' • 320 '

1-10 ' ' mangel wurlzel, ' 165 '

1 acre of ruta bagas, « 200 '

This same acre was planted with ruta bagas last
year and produced 1132 bushels, which shows the
utility of a rotation of crops, so far as this vegeta-
ble is concerned.

In addition to the above, 1 have of turnips
which grew in thexornfields, 225 bushels, and 12
cart-loads of pumpkins, besides 22 bushels of
onions and other garden vegetables.
These vegetables ar,e mostly fed out to the cat-

de and swine.

16. I sowed three acres of barley, half an acre
ol tea wheat, and one acre of oats in the spring
with grass seed. The quantity is not yet ascer-
tained, as the grain has not yet been thrashed.
One and one-third of an acre of buckwheat,
which produced 30 bushels. Two-thirds of an
acre of Indian wheal, which produced 21 bushels.
I used no lime with any of it, except the tea
wheat.

,

17. I have laid down 1 1-2 acres to grass', etftv-

ed about the Hist of June without grain. I put
half a bushel of herds-grass seed and half a
bushel of red lop (c an acre.
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18. I make my manure Irom loam, peat mud
and litter put into the hog sties and barn-yard.

Part ol' my hog etiea are siiuaied under my barn,

BO that all the manure Irora the cattle and horses

in the large barn is dropped into ihem. When
taken Irom the sties it is mixed up with loam and

peat mud in heaps, where it remains until wanted
lor use.

16. I keep 7 yoke of oxen, 13 cows, 4 young
cattle, 4 horses, and no sheep. 1 winter 33 head

of cattle, but in the summer part of them are sent

into the country to pasture.

I have 4 barns ; one 30 feet square, one 30 by

40 teet, one 30 by 70 leei, and one 40 by 80 leet,

with a cellar under the whole ol it. In this cellar

are part of my pig sties and manure, which of

course is covered.

20. My cows are mostly native, though some
are a mixed breed.

21. I am not in the habit of raising calves.

22. I have made 600 lbs. of butter. From
the first of November to the first of June I sell

my milk. I make no cheese.

23. 1 keep no sheep.

24. I keep from 50 to 75 swine. I raise pigs

to sell. 1 fatten about one ion of pork. My
ewine are nearly all a cross of the JBerkshiie and

Mackey. I have one breeding sow of this breed,

7 years old, which has raised 111 pigs in 11 litters

and is now just ready to pig again. One lull

blooded Mackey 4 years old, which has raised 8
litters of Irom 8 to 10 av a litter. My swine were
originally obtained from E. Phinney, esq., of

Lexington. I am now about erecting a piggery

with boilers set, &c.
25. During the summer months, I feed my

ewine upon weeds, which are freely thrown into

the pens, slop Irora the kitchen, skimmed milk,

(particularly for the pigs,) boiled potatoes, apples,

pumpkins, carruts and Indian meal, all boiled to-

gether, 1 use the same kind of lood to liiiten ihem,

with the exception that it is thicker and contains

a greater proportion of meal. 1 occasionally,

particularly when I wish to have them root and
work over the manure in their pens, throw ihem

a few ears of corn.

26. FrotH all my hog sties I take not less than

700 cart-loads of manure per year, part of which

ofcourse comes from the cattle and horses. The
quantity of manure made on ihe place during the

past year, was not less than 1200 cart-loads.

27. 1 employ sometimes only two and some-

times eight hands on my larm. I have paid du-

ring the past year ^750 lor labor, but it was not

all confined to farming—$200 should be deducted

for other work.

28. I have 150 young engrafted apple trees and

50 old ones partly engrafted, mostly with winter

fruit. Some of my apples I boil up for the hogs.

29. I have 10 pear trees 6 quince, 6 cherry, 6

crab apple, 8 plum, 10 peach and 1000 young trees

of various sorts in a nursery.

30. My trees for several years have not been

troubled by canker worms, and not at all by

borers.

31. I do not allow the use of ardent spirits on

my farm, nor do I intend to hereafter, although I

did last summer till the latter part of August.

The above statement is as accurate as I can

make it, and I think it nearly correct.

All of which is respectfully submitted.

Oct. 26, 1840. Abel Moore.

fVm. Salisbury''s statement.

1. My farm consists of 130 acres, exclusive of

woodland, and embraces loam, clay and some
peat, or, as we call it, meadow.
To reclaim my meadow lands, I find it neces-

sary to drain them, and invert the sod by the

plough or some other implement, in such a man-
ner as to completely kill out all the wild grass :

when that is accomplished, I carry on a compost
made of as fine loam as I can obtain—say Irom

12 to 25 loads to ihe acre. My meadows are

generally so solt belore 1 get them brought into

grass, that I cannot goon to them with a team
except there is Irost in the ground. 1 therefore

prepare my compost in summer or tall, and heap it

up pretty well, no that 1 can lake it when the

meadow is eutficiently frozen, and carry and
spread it on the meadow ; and when the frost

gels out 2 or 3 inches, I go on wiih a good pair

ui' horses and sharp harrow, and harrow till 1

make the surface as smooth as 1 can get it. 1

then sow on oats or some other grain, and give
another harrowing. 1 then sow on about one
peck of herds-grass, half a bushel of red lop,

and as I commonly raise my own clover seed and
sow it in ihe chatl, 1 do not know how much seed
1 put on ; do not think we often hurt land by
sowing clover seed on it. My upland f prefer to

stock down in the fall, as 1 can then turn the

stubble under, which 1 think is of service to the
ground : I sowed two pieces on my meadow last

spring ; the one I harrowed after sowing ihe grass

seed—the other 1 did not ; and the piece that

was not harrowed took the best. 1 sow southern
clover seed on my land in the spring; the next
season it will be ready to cut early, which 1 do,

and lay it up lor my milch cows. The second
crop will usually start up very soon, and with
me, as it will commonly fill with seed, I let as

much of this crop stand till it gets ripe, as I think

1 shall want to sow the next spring. I do not

think it good policy to sow clover seed in the lall

as the frost would probably kill it out. On the

lands 1 laid down this fall, I intend to sow clover

chati' next spring. After cutting clover intended

lor setd, 1 let it lay on the ground about a week,

to take ihe dews and rains, which will render it

much more easily thrashed. I have been thus
pariicular, thinking that the method of saving

clover seed might not be understood by all my
brother farmers in this section of the country.

I have tilled this season about 18 acres ; I usu-

ally put on about 20 loads of manure to the acre,

where I spread it, which I generally prefer to do.

I usually mix meadow mud with all my stable

manure: my siraw manure I usually cover up in

potato hills. I have usually, carted my manure
on to my grass land that 1 intended to plant to

corn, and as I plough my land with what is com-
monly called a side-hill plough, and turn the fur-

rows all one vvay, I have but one row of heaps

spread at a time, prelerring to cover it before it

dries. The laud that I intend to plant to potatoes

I plough before I cart the manure on ; then spread

and harrow well, and cover the manure nearly

all up when I plant.

There was so much said last year by a gentle-

man at the south, about its being the best way to

put the manure on the top of the land, wliich has

always been contrary to my theory, that I this
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year caused three loads to be spread upon the top

of the lafld and well harrowed in, and three loada

ploughed under as usual, and siaked the land oui

(equal quaniiiies) and planted it to corn; the

result this year is in lavor of turning the manure
*inder ; but it remains to see which piece will pro-

duce the most grass and hold out longest ; which

it will take several years lo determine.

I mow about 25 acres ol' upland. 1 think I cut

(ronj I to 1 1-2 tons per acre. 1 have no laml that

I can irrigate, except some low meadow, wiiich I

tiow by means ol dams that I cause to be made
by ditching and laying the sods and mud above

^l)e dilch. I put down my gates in the lall t»elore

the swamps get lull, and keep iheni down till

April. The last year was the first ol my experi-

ment in this way. I therefore cannot so well tell

what the result may be, but I think it will be la-

vorable, as there appears lo be considerable

sediment settle. 1 do not manure the land ihai

1 irriiraie. I put compost manure on meadow
Jand thai has been reclaimed, say I'rom 12 to 20

loads per acre. 1 mow about 20 or 25 acres ot

low land that is not suitable lor the plough; on

thai part which I have properly reclaimed I cut

(rom 2 to 3 tons per acre oC a good quality ; on

about 10 acres thai I have not iniproved, I should

think that I did not cut more than half a ton per

acre; and that not worth halt" as much per ton

as that which grewon the reclaimed meadow. (My
method ol reclaiming low bog is given in the

previous part of my statement.)

I have planted 3 1-2 acres ol' corn this season.
• Some part of the ground was prepared by spread-

ing manure on the grass and turning it under; on

about one acre of which we also put a small quan-
tity into the hill ; on some we ploughed the land

and spread manure on the top and harrowed it

well. When I plough the manure under, I put

about a gill of ashes round the corn alter it is up :

on the two pieces where 1 planted tor experiment,

I put ashes equally alike on both parl-s. I plant

my corn without soaking. From 3 1-2 acres of

corn we husked 300 bushels of ears, which we
think will yield 150 bushels of shelled corn. The
principal part ol my corn this year was planted

on low moist land. On one fourth of an acre of

good corn land containing 680 hills, we spread 8
loads of stable manure and ploughed it in, and
put about 3 loads in the hill : the corn was planted

near the house and the fowls injured it some, but

we husked 1368 pounds in the ear, which would
be but a Iraction short of 19 bushels, allowing 75
pounds to the bushel, on about one quarter of an
acre.

We planted about 4 acres with potatoes, they
are not all dug, and ot course 1 am not able to

state how much they will yied to the acre. My
banner of planting I have heretofore in this re-

port stated : 1 plant calico, orange, pink-eyes,
lady-fingers, blues and long reds.

I planted this season to ruta baga, English tur-

nips, cabbages and carrots, abonl 1 1-2 acre

:

they are not all gathered yet—ol course 1 am not
able to say how many bushels I shall have. I

do not think I have made it profitable to raise

turnips this year: my carrots look belter, i also

sowed nearly an acre of corn lor the purpose of

feeding to cows when the pasture grew short

:

I this year found it very convenient. I expect
also to feed out ray turnips and carrots principally

to my milch cows.

I sowed about 14 acres of ground this Beason.
I sowed rye, peas, rye and oats mixed together
lor filed for hoga ; rye and oais also, and barley.

The peas, rye and oats sowed very early : rye I

also sowed the first part of April ; the barley I

did not sow till some time in May : I sowed about
one bushel of rye to the acre ; about two of peas,

rye, and oais, and about two and a liall of barley.

I last lall ploughed up about 2 1-2 acres of grass
land, thai was too wet to hoe; I rolled the land
clown, and in the winter and s[)ring I carried on
from 15 to 20 loads of compost made by my hogs
and spread it, and sowed on about two bushels
per acre of peat, rye and oats mixed together, and
harrowed it in and sowed on my grass seed, and
it now bids lair to produce a crop of good hay
another year: the land that F sowed my rye on
I did not plough in the spring, as I did not wish
to disturb the sod that was turned under last year

;

I went over it with the cultivator. The land
that 1 sowed barley on I ploughed this spring.

Did not raise wheat this year.

I have laid down 14 acres to grass this season,
on 8 of which 1 sowed the grass seed in the spring
at the time ol sowing the grain, and on 6 acres I

sowed it by itself this fall about tlie first week in

September, (quantity of seed stated before.)

My means for making manure are meadow
mud, loam from the road side, leaves, &c. Me-
thod of making manure : first my barns stand a
little elevated ; the yards form a gentle declivity.

I have ploughed and taken out the earth near the
lower side, also raised the lower part so that the
hole would probably contain about 20 loads of
muck or loam ; I fill that with meadow mud or
loam, as best suits my convenience ; when laken
out, which I do about twice a year, if filled wvh
mud, carry it on to upland ; if with loam, carry it on
lo the meadow. Below the yard 1 have excavated
anotherhole, which 1 fill also; and when there is

enough water to run out ol the yard, I conduct it

with spouts over any part ol the place that I wish.
I used to be in the hi hi; of cleaning up my yard
every morning and pulling the droppings (rom the
cows into a pile and throwing mud or loam over
them ; but have for two years past adopted adifier-

enl method, which 1 think augments my manure
very much ; every morning, Sunday excepted, I

throw about two shovelluls of mud or loam over
every dropping of a cow, and by this means I not
only save the droppings, but also a great part of the
urine. I havealso dug under my stables and carried
the dirt on to my meadow, and now fill under them
with meadow mud ; also lay as much mud as is

convenient under t e barn windows where I throw
out my manure. 1 have also dug into the side-
hill and placed my hog pen in such a way that
my hogs lie almost underground: have dug the
yard down so as to make it level ; laid a bank
wall 6 or 8 leet hi<rh on the north side of my
yard, and made a road round so that I can drive
and tip as many loads of any thing that I wish
into the yard as I please; I do not, however,
at this season of the year put more than one or
two into the satne yard at a time. I also deposile
hack of the hog yanls large quanlitips of mud,
and as soon as ii begins to thaw in the spring I

begin lo shovel into my hog yard and cover up
the droppings of my hocjs. I have also dug a
hole a short distance from my house that will con-
tain 12 or 16 loads ©f meadow imiik. and with
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spouts from mj' sink spout and back door, I con- 1 other youngster. 18 years old, (or 8 months, Tor

duct all the waste water and suds over the de- } which I paid $10 per month ; 1 also have a

grandson about the same age that lives with meposite.

1 have kept this summer and through the last

winter 4 oxen, 12 cows, 6 two years old, 9 year-

lings, 2 horses, 1 colt, no sheep.

1 have one barn 82 by 30, one 52 by 30 feet

;

one barn built by my predecessor, lor sheep, which

I have convened inio a hay and siocU barn, 60 by

20 (eet : have no cellar under them, ^except as

staled above ; have a shed between two barns,

under which I put meadow mud and throw the

manure li'ora two stables.

I have been (or a considerable time trying to

improve my breed of cattle by mixing English

and French with the best natives 1 could gel.

Those calves which I intend lo raise 1 lei suck

two or three days and then take them oS and

learn them to drink. 1 have this year raised six

calves, which ! have pastured. I have also kept

lor my neighbore seven cows nearly all the sea-

son. We have this year milked two old cows,

seven 3 years old, and one 2 years old that calved

in July. My family are pretty numerous, and

of course make use o( considerable milk. We
have made up lo this date 465 lbs. of butter and

40 cheeses—a small proportion of them new
milk; nearly all of ihem better than (bur-meal

cheese.

[ have kept no sheep for some years. I usually

keep one breeding sow, and have her produce

one litter of pigs, say in March or early in April,

which 1 usually kill the next winter lor my own
use : she will commonly have another litter by

August or Ser.teriiber ; these 1 keep over winter

and latien the next winter to sell. I killed ten

last winter: ihe oldest weighed I think from

225 to 300 ;' the shoats weighed from 200 to 225.

I have also endeavored lo improve my swine by

mixing wiih the best breed that we can get in

our section of the country. We have had in this

neighborhood a boar from Mr. Phinney, of Lex-
inofton, so noted lor keeping good hogs : the pro-

bability is if v^e had his corn chamber too, it

would improve our pork very much. 1 have
fenced off with boards about 2 1-2 acres of the

thickest part of my orchard, and let my hogs
liave access lo that (rom spring lill about Sepiem-
ber, which I think helps the hogs and orchard

too, very much : my hogs have been in but (wo
or three years, and many of my apples have
nearly doubled their size in that time, and are

less wormy. My hogs, with the wash from ihe

house, get their living in my orchards : in num-
ber six old ones and four pigs that came the first

of March. Afier shutting t^hem up I (eed them
wiih raw pumpkins and apples as long as these

last ; I then boil or steam potatoes a while ; I

then mix some provender with Ihem ; at last

make a pudding of corn and peas, rye and oats

ground together; also occasionally give them a

lii'Ie corn in the ear.

I make from 60 to 75 loads of manure per year

:

in the season (or it, I cut what brakes I can find

on my farm and cart into the hog yard
;
get turf

and loam from beside my walls ; and use meadow
mud ; I suppose I have now from 3 to 500 loads

of meadow mud thrown out, ready lo cart or

sled, if I want it, all the coming season.
I have employed this season one man (or four

months, for which I paid ^12 50 per month ; one

all the year, and a small boy 10 years old. I am
not able myself to do hard word; do not mow,
chop or shovel ; but can put up the bars and

spread hay.

Have about 400 apple trees, most of them graft-

ed; my Winter (ruii goes to markei, except what
we want ibr (amily use. The ordinary apples are

principally given to my hogs in a raw slate, but

are sometimes ground in my cider mill, when a

little provender is put with them and they are

suffered to (ermenl ; which mixture the swine eat

very greedily. The last year we made but about

two barrels of cider, which more than supplied

us (or the year.

1 have about 20 pear trees, as many peach
trees, some plums, and some cherries.

My trees have not been attacked by canker
worm. I think I have lost a (ew peach trees by
the borer. 1 sometimes dig round my peach trees

in the spring and- put ashes about them.
We do not use ardent spirit at all as a drink on

m.y (arm.

In conclusion, the subscriber would say that he
came on to the farm eleven years ago ; lound it

very much run down ; the pasture all run over to

alders and bushes, some of them 6 or 8 (eel high
;

the meadow very much run over with hatisocks;

(rom one half acre we took ofl 25 heaping cart-

loads. For several o( the first years 1 could not

raise my bread nor (odder enough to keep my cat-

tle, summer or winter. 1 have now pretty much
subdued the bushes ; (enced ofi ten acres of the

pasture ; tore up the alders and bushes ; manured
the land and converted it into productive mowing
fields ; have eradicated the principal part ot the

hassocks on the farm, and reclaimed a considera-

ble portion of my unproductive .meadow, as your
agent will see. I have had lo work my passage,

as the saying is, almost against wind and tide :

[ had to run in debt (or a considerable part of the

(arm, and without means lo buy much manure,
1 have had lo make it principally (i-om the mate-
rials which a wise Providence has so amply pro-

vided. On a farm so large as mine, I do not

think it so much an object to raise a large crop on
a small piece of land, as to make a large piece of

land productive.

All which is respectfully submitted by your
ob't. servant,

Witt. Salisbury.
Groton, Oct. 2lst, 1840.

THE OYSTER TRADE.

From the Baltimore American.

The extent of the oyster trade in this city can-
not be ascertained from any exact returns or esti-

mates, since no account is kept of the quantities

annually brought (or sale to our market. But that

it is a business of considerable importance, may
be known (rom the large number of vessels em-
ployed in it, from the vast quantities sent every
year to the west, and from the extent of the do-

mestic consumption, which is perhaps greater

here than in any other city in the union. Oysters

are also sent in considerable quantities to Phila-
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tlelphia niiH New York in a legitimate way ; to

say nolhina of the carijoes which are carried oil

hy marauders— interlopers I'rom the north, who
pounce down upon our testaceous eeitiemcnts

]

with draijs and rakinir irons, contrary to the act

ol" assenibly in such ca?es made and provided.

The line quaiiiy of the Chesapeake oyster is

well know. Persons who have eaten no other

oysters than such as are native lo liie Delaware

bay, the Jersey coast, or the waters neiwlihorinjj

to New York, have no adequate idea oC tiie true

nature ol this fish. We make no attempt to ac-

count philosophically lor its superiority ; the fact

is enough. But there seems to be some peculiari-

ty about the waters of the Chesapeake and its

tributary streams—a peculiarity, whatever it may
be, which epicures should hold in high veneration.

Where else \s \he canvass back to be (bimd ? or

the so/i 6r«6 in its best estate? or the terrapin?

Bur to return to the oysters. The trade in this

commodity between Baltimore and the west is

carried on with great activity in the winter season.

A species of vehicle has been constructed for (his

particular purpose well adapted ti3r speed as well

as (or burden. Let it be on record that, oysters,

on their route to the west, have beaten the mail

stages. We shall probably hear before long that

terrapins have done the same.
With the opening of the rail-road to Cumber-

land the transportation of oysters westward will

become a still more extensive business. There
will always be a demand lor them over the moun-
tains—a demand that must ever outrun the sup-

ply. For ihe people of the west are not only

people of taste, but there is also among them a

traditionary regard for the oyster—a sort of here-

ditary respect transmitted from the first settlers,

who could not omit to place this fish first in the

place of luxuries which they had left behind them
when they bade adieu to tide water to take up
their abode in the great interior where there were

no oysters. Of course the fish was much talked

of in domestic circles ; his uncouth appearance
so unlike that of other fish-^perhaps the question

was mooted whether he was a fish or not—and all

this kind of speech to those of the rising generation

who had never seen an oyster, together with the

fervid description of his choice flavor, so superior

to that of any other delicacy, could not but en-

hance the reputation of the animal to a most ex-
traordinary degree.

In view of the probable increase of the trade

in this article it becomes a matter of some import-

ance to inquire into the best means of preserving
the oysters in their native beds from undue de-

struction—also for increasing their quantity and
keeping a constant supply. We notice in a Boston
paper that much care is devoted to this end in

some places along the North Atlantic coast. At
Wellfleet, near the extremity of Cape Cod, there

is considerable trade in oysters, although they are

not native to that locality. The oysters are mostly
obtained from Staten Island, Little Egg Harbor,
and sometimes from the Chesapeake and Dela-
ware ber^'s. They are selected of small size and
planted ; and after some seven or nine months
they are taken up and carried to market, having
increased during that, period to a size suificiently

large. About thirty vessels, averaging 40 tons

each, are employed a portion of the year in this

business. The time ibr planting is during the

months of March, April and May— but in this

latitude' it might be earlier.

If the farmers, country gentlemen, and others,

living on our Chesapeake rivers and bay side

would lake a little trouble in this way, and plant

out large beds of the best oysters, there is no

doubt liut they would find their account in it.

During most of the year good oysters will bring

in this maiket seventy-five cents a bushel—

a

belter price than corn. The trouble of planting

is very litik— as nothing more ie required than to

drop the oyster on the bottom in any selected,

convenient place. There is not a resident on the

bay and its rivers that might not add handsomely
to his income by taking a little pains in this— be-

sides always having for his own use a ready sup-

ply of Ihe choicest product of our waters.

POISONING WOLVES.

Krom tlie Union Agriculturist.

Walworth, W. T. July 2Wi, 1«41.

Sir,—As this section of country was much
inlested with wolves during the winter of 1839,

i gave to a neighbor who had lost a cow, a lew
grains of strychnine (made from the strychnos

calabrinum,) instructing him to cut out small

baits, and insert into each, under a flap cut very

thin, 1-8 of a grain of the poison. The body
of the cow was drawn to a convenient spot on
the banks of our Lake, and the prepared baits

dropped at difi'erent distances around the car-

cass. The stratagem resulted in the death of

six wolves besides a number ol loxes, rackoons

and birds of prey. When these lacts became
known, I had many applications ibr the article ;,

and so uniformly successful were these trials,,

that I can enumerate twenty-six wolves and
one panther which have been destroyed by the

strychnine, (only 60 grains,) which I furnished

that winter. One farmer in this town had ^40
bounty tor the wolves he killed with but one
dollar's worth of the poison. In this case the

flap was sowed down with colored thread, so

that on opening the stomach he knew his own
bail again ; and was tfiereby enabled to take-

the necessary oaths for obtaining the bounty-

It is a good practice, under all circumstances,,

to sew down the flap over the poison, lest the

animal should taste and reject it
;

(it is exceed-

ingly bitter ;) but then the flap should be as

thin as possible, that it may ihe sooner come ia

contact with the nerves of the siomach. Strych-

nine causes death solely by its action on the

nerves, and therefore no traces of phlogistian, or

even of cerebral congestion can be discovered on

dissection.

Winter is the most convenient season /or

using this poison to advantage ; not only on

account of the bait being more easily obtained,

and kept, and the animal more easily tracked

to the spot where he finally falls, (this varies

from one rod to one mile,) but also because the

poison is more fatal in cold weather.

Strychnine may be made from any of the

strychnos family of plants, but the best is made
from the St. Ignatius bean, or the f/pas trente

of Java. That which is made from the mix
vomica is comparaitvely weak, requiring hall u
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ffrain to kill a wolf; hut as it is more easily ohtain-

ed, I will describe ihe method ol' exiiaciing the

elrychnine I'rom it.

Boil lour pounds of the nut in two (rallons ol

water as long as possible without burning ; strain

and evaporate to the consistence ofrnolasses ; add

lime enough lo saturate the acid, and set the

strychnine Tree ; dissolve this last in alcohol, and

evaporilie till the salt is crystallized. In this man-
ner the poison may be obtained vviih very little

cost, but such as consider this process rather trou-

blesome, can send to some wholesale druggist

where a tolerable article can be had for three dol-

lars per drachm of 60 grains. It may be kept

any length of time, and is not injured by ex-

posure to the air.

I will now close, by stating my conviction,

that should but 60 grains be purchased and

properly used, by each town in VViskonsin and

fllinois the ensuing winter, sheep might be pas-

tured in the thickest woods, without risk, the Ibl-

lowinf summer. J. Macnish, M. D.

From the Southern Agriculturist.

RKPORT OF THE COMMITTEE OF THE BARN-
WELL, AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY, ON THE
CULTURE OF COTTON.

Read at their annual meeting, on 11th November, 1840.

In reporting on the cultivation of cotton, the

great difficulty wiih the committee, has been to de-

termine what topics to exclude, so as to he as brief

as is requisite for the occasion. To discuss, at

largethe different qualities o( soil, best adapted

to this plant—the various methods oC preparing

the land, and plantiuff—the working, gathering,

and preparing lor market— the making and apply-

ing manures— the rotation of crops, raisincr stock,

and manatrement of nesroes—all of which miijht

be embraced, as intimately connected with the

subject— would be more fatiguing than improving.

The committee prefer 10 touch only here and there,

upon these topics, and at the risk of appearing

somewhat desultory and unconnected, will refrain

from a full and systematic investigation.

It must be premised, that there are two very

different plans of applying labor to the culture of

cotton, both of which are followed successfully, as

is supposed, in our district. These may be called

the upper and lowercountry system, from the sec-

tions in which they originated, and are in general

use. The one goes upon the principle of econo-

mizing labor, by applying animal power, and

developing the full resources of the soil : and

where provisions are easily made, and land

abundant, it has been found to woik well. The
other dispenses, as much as possible, with animal

power, economizes in provision, and husbands for

a future generation the vigor of the soil—or aims

to do it. Both include manurintr, as much as can

be done conveniently, but more is propably done

by planters who adopt the latter. That more cot-

ion is made by the up country plan, experience

has demonstrated beyond question, in both sec-

tions : whetherit is made more cheaply, and (what
is niosi important,) brings more clear money to

the pocket ol the planter, depends so much upon

til'- pariicuirir circu islnnres of each individual

proprietor—the character and extent of hia land

—

the adaptation of the climate to provision crops

—

the number and training of his laborers—and hia

own tasiesand habits, that it is almost impossible
(or any general rule lo be laid down. One of
your coaimittee has used and discontinued the

lower-country system, the other has done the
same with the up-country one. Perhaps it is

worth the while of every individual, to make the
same experiment once in his life, and we recom-
mend it particularly to all, who are unsuccesstijl

under their present system, whichever it may be.

Your committee agree, that with any kind of
culture ttie mulatto pine-land, (as it is commonly
called,) with a clay bottom, is the best in our sec-

tion of country, for cotton, or perhaps any thing

else. The Indians, even, seemed to have agreed
on this ; for most of the Indian old fields, are of

this kind of land. It has been lately analyzed by
Professor Shepard, at the request of the Agricul-

tural Society of St. John's, Colleton, and found to

contain a large comparative proportion of carbo-

nate of lime Iroin which, no doubt, its fertility in a
great measure, results. The clay bottom to this,

and all ottier land, is certainly an advantage, as it

assists in preserving the salts of manure, and to

keep up, in ordinary seasons, a due degree ofmoist-

ure. In very wet ones, such as this, however, it

retains too much lor Ihe light soil above, and in

very dry one?, such as the last, it seems to arrest

the moisture which might otherwise arise from

the depths of the earth. This land and any land,

is better lor cotton, when a little undulating. The
sun. the great chemical agent in vegetation, has
then more efiect on it.

The ground cannot be too well prepared for
cotton. If it has rested one year, it should be bro-

ken flush, as early in the previous fall as possible,

and bedded just before planting. If it has rested

two years, or been plan'ed the preceding year, let

it be listed, as early as it can be done, and two
lijrrows thrown upon the list. Immediately upon
planting let two more furrows be thrown up, and
the balk broken out completely. The common
method ol running three furrows, and planting on
it, throws the winter's portion of the crop-work
upon the laborer, during crop time, and is inex-

cusable, unless heavy clearings are absolutely re-

quired. The reason for not listing after one year's

rest is, that the vegetable matter will be too

abundant, and too coarse to form a substratum to

receive the tap-root.

Cotton should be planted early. It may increase

the difficulty of getting a stand, and give the plant

for a long time, a puny appearance, but every

stalk of cotton, planted in March, or the first week
in April, that survives, may be readily distinguish-

ed, in any field that has been replanted later. It

bears more, and earlier, and stands all the vicissi-

tudes of June, July, and August, better. There
are several methods of planting. Your commit-
tee recommend planting in spots, regularly mea-
sured bv the hand dibble. It is somewhat tedious,

though less so than generally supposed, and cer-

tainly does not take as much time as both to drill

and chop out ; nor is lime so valuable at that pe-

riod, as when the latter operation is required,

while a better and more regular stands may be

secured. There is no land, or but little in our dis-

trict, in which coiton rows should be over three

feet apart, or the coiton further than Iburteen in-
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ches in '.he drill—one plant in a place. To make
a large crop, there must be an abuiiiJani sui)|)ly ol'

stalks. When the weather is too vvei to |)i;iiii,

lime may be ol'ien saved, by drop|)injr the seed,

but not covering until the ground is drier. 1
1,

however, it cannot be covered in three or lour days,

il is time lost, lor ii must be replanted. Always
cover lightly, under any circumstances. And
always plant on something ol' a bed, m any land.

It keeps the cotton drier and aflords mure air

when it is young. It enables yon to get at it in

working. JBy increasing the surlijce, it absorbs

more moisture, it' it is too dry ; and gives out

more il' it ia too wet, and in both cases gives you
the advantages of a vertical sun, on the tap-root,

which hastens the maturity of the boils— a vast

desideratum in our climate. On this account the

i^ed can hardly be drawn too high at the last hoe-

ing, in any season.

in cultivating cotton, whether with the plough
or hoe the chiel object is to keep down the grass,

which is its greatest antagonist, bringing all, or

almost all other evils in its train. It is not so es-

sential in the opinion of your committee, to keep
the ground stirred, as is generally supposed, and
by no means requisite to stir it deep—at all events

not in our light soil. Il it be well prepared, deep
ploughing is not only unnecessary for any of our

crops, but often highly injurious lo them, while it

rapidly exhausts the land, by turning it up fresh,

under a burning sun. JVluch unnecessary pains is

usually taken, and lime lost, to work the plant in

a particular way, under the supposition that it is a

peculiarly delicate one. If il survives its infancy,

lew plants are hardier. It is often Ibund to reach
maturity in the alleys, where the mules walk, with
the ploughs following and the laborer tramps back-
wards and forwards. Sometimes it. will bear fruit

in turn-rows used frequently tor wagons, while it

really seems to derive benefit frotn being bitten

down almost to the ground by animals— it will

bear almost any usage, better than it will that

mortal enemy—grass.

The most critical operation in working cotion

is thinning. It should be done with great care,

and if early, with the hand. In a dry year, it

cannot be done too soon afier the plant i?- u|i. In

a wet one, it may be profitably delayed, until it

has begun to form, or later everi. On the experi-
ence, observation, and judgment of thn planter, in

this matter, every thing dejiends, as each year
brings its own rules with it. Where circum-
stances are favorable, early thinning is ofcourse the
best. Some planters always top their cotton.

Others never do. Your committee are of opinion,
that it seldom or never does harm, to do so. But
whether it is worth the trouble, is adoubtlLiI ques-
tion. Those who have no clearings, or other
important employment for their hands, would lose

nothing, by devoting three or four days to this

operation early in August. Those pressed for

time, might gain by omitting it.

Too much pains cannot be
.
taken in preparing

cottonfor market, for they are all well remunerat-
ed by the additional price. The first thing to be
attended to is to have it gathered free of trash.
With a little care, wonders can be effected in this

way ; and hands with a short training, will pick
almost if not quite as much without trash as with
it. It should never be gathered when wet. And
here it may not be out of place to remark, that one

of the very best sanatory rules of a plantation i?,

never belore frost to send out your hands to pick,

until ihedevv has nearly or quite disapi)eared. Il

saves time in the long run, as well as health and

life. Cotion should never be ginned, until the seed

are so dry, as to crack between the teeth. II'

damp, it is pielerable to dry il in the shade, as the

sun extracts the oil and injures the staple. If by

accident, however, it gets wet, there is no alterna-

tive but 10 put it on the scaHold. It is of great

importance to sort the cotton, carelully, into its

several qualities, in ginning and packing, lor by

mixing all kinds together, tlie average of the price

IS certainly lowered. A lew old hands, or very

young ones, breeding women, sucklers, and inva-

lids, will earn excellent wages in a gin house, at

this occupation. Neat packing is of no small im-

portance, in the sale of cotton, and no little taste

may be displayed, in making the packages. The
advantage of square bags, is universally known,

and the committee are astonished that any other

should ever be made now.

Every kind of manure is valuable for cotton.

Every kind of compost, green crops turned in, cot-

ton seed, and even naked leaves lisied, and le/t

to rot, improves this crop. When planted on cot-

ton seed, and sometimes on strong stable manure,

It is more difficult lo retain a stand, owing proba-

bly to the oversumulus of these manures. So, on

leaves, unless well rotted, the cotion will long

continue to die, in consequence of the leaves

decaying away and exposing the root too much to

the sun and rain. These difficulties may be avoid-

ed, by a little pains, and by no means justily ihe

opinion entertained by some, that cotton should

never be planted on fresh manured land. The
only question is, the cost of the manure. A great

deal may be made on every plantation, without

much trouble or expense, by keeping the stables

and stable-yard, hog and cow pens, well supplied

wiih leaves and straw. And also from pens of

corn-cobs, sweepings Irom negro and fowl-house

yard, and the rank weeds that spring up about

ihein, collected together and left to rot. When-
ever the business is carried further, and a regular

lorce detached, to make manure, at all seasons,

and eniirely left out from the crop, it becomes the

owner to enter into a close calculation ol'lhe cost

and profits. In many agricultural operations, such

a course, the experience of all countries has

proved tobe profitable, but these operations partake

more of the liArming and gardening, than planting

character, and whether the same method will do

lor the extensive planting of short staple cotton,

remains, in the opinion of your committee, yet to

be tested. If any thing like an average of past

prices can be mainiamed, it is certain that more
can be made by planting largely, than by making
manure as a crop. If, however, prices continue

lo lall, and the growing of coiton be confined to a

lew rich spois—those suscepiible of high manur-
ing—then our whole system must be changed, our

crops must be curtailed, and staple-labor losing-

its past value, the comparative profit of a cotton

and manure crop will preponderate in favor of the

latter. As a substitute for manuring on a large

scale, resting and rotation of crops is resorted to.

In our light level land, the practice of resting can-

not be loo highly recommended, and by a judici-

ous course—such as resting two, and planting

two, or at most three years, our lands may not on-
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ly be kept up for ever, but absolutely improved.

From rotation ol crops but little advantage is

gained lor cotton. Alter small grain, whether
Irom the exhausting naiure ol iliatctop, on light

lands, or because the siubble keeps the ground al-

ways rough and j)orous, cotton will not do well.

Alter corn it is difficult to tend, as liom our usual

manner ot cultivaiing corn, {.aass ii5 always lelt in

lull possession ol' the field, li dues best alter cot-

ton, or alier a two years' resi. Rest is the grand

restorer, and the rotation chiefly required in the

cultivation of cotton.

It may not be out of place to state here, that in

the opinion of your committee no oiher kind of

labor can be profitably employed in ilie culture of

cotton, thans/aue labor in ihis country. The ex-

pense of machinery and carrying to niarkei, ren-

ders it unprofitable, with but one or two laborers,

which are all that one Iree laraily, can in general

supply, while it is almost impossible, to carry on

the steady and unvaried operations of a cotton

plantation, with such hirelings as can be obtained

here. An irresistible necessity must fix iheni in

the occupation. Whether that necessity be the

open and legalized slavery of this country, or the

ecjually imperative exigency which lorcesthe Irish

peasanr, and the Indian ryot, to labor without

ceasing, as the sole condition of existence, makes
but little difierence. It is said that Iree labor, by

which, no doubt, is meant such labor as this latter,

is tlte cheapest. It would seem, indeed, where
the labor of an able-bodied man can be command-
ed at any moment, lor a pittance that barely suf-

fices to keep soul and body together, that il would

cost less than to support the same man in sickness

as well as health, in good or bad seasons, to nur-

ture him when young, to support him when old,

and at all times to furnish him with good Ibod,

comlbrtable raiment, and salie medical assistance,

and to do likewise lor the leeble and decrepid of

his family. It is undoubtedly the case, so lar as

the agriculturist, only, is concerned. But what is

done by him lor his negro slaves, must be done to

some extent by the community at large, lor the

equally helplessyVee laborer. Poor laws and alms-

giving shift Irom the agricultural to the other

classes, the burden of keeping him alive, and sup-

porting his iamily, when his services are not need-

ed, or he is unable to render ihem, and it is only

inasmuch as he is worse lodged, clothed, and fed,

than the negro slave, or is cut oH by starvation or

disease, before he has ceased to be able to work,

that the cost of his labor, is in realiiy less than

that of the slave, to the community at large.

Let the philanthropists of other countries, enjoy

the advantages of such economy as this, and

thank God that they are not as other men. We
are content to follow the example of the ancient

patriarchs— to uphold the institutions regulated by

the inspired lawgiver of the old, and neither abo-

lished nor condemned, by the immaculate Author
of the New Testament ; well pleased to pay a

hieher price for our labor, if it goes to prolong the

lite, or increase the comiorts of that invaluable

class, which has exisied, and is destined to exist

- in all times and countries, whose lot It is, literally,

" to earn their bread by the sweat of their brow."

Your committee cannot conclude these desul-

tory and incomplete remarks, without adding,

that with every care and attention, in the cultiva-

tion of cotton, after the adoption of every im-

provement, and using the utmost economy in every
arrangement, there is no [jlanier in our section, il

there be any in the stale, who can make the legal

interest of 7 per cent, per annum, on Ins invest-

ments, by planting coiion, at present prices.

There are very lew of them, on our best lands,

who can realize this much, at 10 cents per lb. net,

and not many who can do it at 12 cents. If

prices do nut improve, most of us will become com-
pelled to abandon cotton. Il they lall lower, it

will be difficult to say who can plant, in this sec-

tion, at least. A very lew years more, will decide

our tiite. It will be the part of wisdom to go on,

and endeavor to perlect the art of planting, that

we may tje able, if it is possible, to compete with

richer soils, and more congenial climes ; but it

would be lolly, if we did not, at the same time,

look around us to see what our country is capable

of yielding, and encourage liberally every efiort

to develope our resources, diversily our produc-

tions, and introduce new staples.

J. H. HAMflioND, Chairman.

GUNNY BAGS AGAINST IvliKXUCKY BAGGING.

—

From the iVatchcz Free Trader.

We noticed on Saturday last, ilie arrival at New
Orleans, of a vessel direct from Calcutta, with bags

enough to cover 300,000 bales of cotton. The
gunny bag is a strong fabric, of which large quan
titles are manuliietured in the East Indies, where
labor is very cheap. Large quantities of them are

carried to Calcutta, Irom as lar back in the interior

as Thibet. The new demand which has sprung up
lor them in the United States, growing out of the

high duty laid on loreign bagging, lor the protec-

tion of Kentucky hemp, will give a great impetus

to the East India manulacture, and we may
reasonably expect herealter to get a lull supply ol,

perhaps, an improved article, unless the tariff par-

ty in congress should seek still farther to oppress

the cotton planters, by laying a duty on gunny
bags. These bags, as the name implies, come
here in the shape of sacks, to avoid the duty laid

on roll bagging, and they are easily cut and sewed,

so as to make a neat and substantial envelope lor a

bale, capable, we believe, of resisting the boat-

hooks, quite as well as the ordinary hemp bag-

ging. They are decidedly cheaper. Let us sup-

pose five gunny bags to a bale, (each bag hold-

ing about 2.^ bushels,) at 12 cents each, would be

60 cents per bale.

Kentucky bagging, at 30 cents, 6 yards to the

bale, would be igl.80 per bale ; being a difference

of iBl-20 per bale.

Now, if the planter is so situated, as to be able

to adopt Mr. Joseph Dunbar'' s recommendation,

to substitute hoop-iron lor rope, there would be a
still greater saving. This iron can be had at 7

cents ; rope costs 12^ cents. Allowing eight

pounds to the bale, there would be a difference in

iavor of iron hoops, to say nothing of neatness

and durability, of 44 cents per bale. So that, ac-

cording to this calculation, if we substitute gunny
bags for hemp, and hoop-iron for rope, there will

be a savings to the planter, of §1-64 per bale

—

a sum more than sufficient to cover the expenses

on a shipment of cotton to New Orleans, and its

sale in that market.
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We understand also that a northern manufac-

turer has coiilracleii to dtliver in iliis city, lor sun-

dry gentlemen, a heavy article ol' cotion bagying

made of our own raw material, at 23 ceiiie;.

Hemp haggling is now, we believe, about 2y ceuis.

Here then is a cheaper article, equdlly substantia',

otlered to the planter, made oi Itie interior cotion,

grown perhaps on his own larm. It is cheaper

ihan hemp ; but even il sold at the same rates or

a cent higher, it would be wise in the planter to

purchase it; and thus increase the consumption ol

our own |>roducts.

MR. LAW S ESTABLISHMKNT.

From the American Farmer.

Having, unforiunatcly, more leisure upon our

hands than is either prohtable or pleasant, we
visited, a lew days since, the stock establishment

of Mr. Geo. Law, and were highly gratified at

the admirable economy of his airangemenis, aa-

well as with such ol his stock as we saw. As
most ol' his blooded cattle have been removed to

the estates oi several ol' his I'riends, we only saw
ten of hisDevons and one Durham, the former he
is about shipping to the south, where trora their

fine qualities we are sure they will find lavor, the

latter is a good animal imported lor his own
use.

Of hogs, we had the pleasure of witnessing

such an exhibition of sorts and sizes, as would
have satished any hog-ologist in the couniry.

There may be seen the improved Ulster Irish

grazier, the white Berkshire, the black Berkshire

and the Woburn or Bedfords, each in their purity,.

and of ditierent lamilies, Ol" these several breeds

let us speak more in detail.

First. The imported Ulster Irish grazier. Ol

these Mr. L. has 4 boars and 10 sows, which
were imported by him through confidential agents

from Ireland. His agents were not limited as to

price, but instructed to get the best, and to take

particular care in selecting them from difiiereni

lamilies, so as to preclude the necessity of breed-

ing in and in. These hogs are either black, or

black and white, sometimes being spotted and at

others listed, the hair thin and somewhat fine, the

body is of great length and barrel Ibrmed, the mid-

dling of immense depth ; haras well shaped, ex-

pansive chest, well turned shoulders, ears large

and projecting over the eyes, neck and head of

proportionate dimensions, legs such as may be

supposed to belong to animals of such huge mag-
nitude, calculaied alike ibr the support of tiieir

ponderous bodies and lor the ILicilily of travel.

We have said that Mr. Law's agents in Ireland

were unrestricted as to pr'ce, and m corroboration

of that assertion, we will mention the luct, that

lor a boar and a sow Mr. L. paid £100 sierling.

But these two animals are of great size, and wc
are certain, if thoroughly I'aitened, would weigh
1000 lbs. each. The boar some time since weigh-
ed, when in thin condition, upwards of 700 lbs.

The sow is fully as large as fier consort. She
has at present a litter of fine pigs, and as she laid

down to ofier the aliment of her paps to her off-

spring, we could but remark the elephantine re-

semblance which her recumbeiU position pre-

seoted.

Vol. IX.-59

Among Mr. Law's importation of improved
Irish graziers, there is a young sow about 12

months old, whose mother weighed 900 lbs. She
IS a beuutilul animal, and promises to do no dis-

credit 10 her lineage.

The reader may suppose iliat this variety of

the hog, from the immense size, is hard to keep,

and requires large quantiiies ol nourishing Ibod
;

but we were assured by Mr. Law that such is

not the fact, and in corroboration of his assertion,

he showed us a pen, in which there were about

thirty Berkshires, Irish graziers and Woburns,
whose only leed, since the first of June last, has

been the ofi'al of the garden, all of which were in

good condiition. With ihe easy keep of the Berk-

Jhires and their disposition to take on lat most
persons are familiar, and we do not disparage the

merits of this popular breed, nor do we do more
than justice to the Irish graziers and Woburns
when we say, that on the meager fare, described

above, they have done full as well as their com-
panions, and would lose nothing by a comparison

of coiidttion with them, thriity and kind as they

are known to be.

As we looked at the Irish graziers and the

bl xk Berkshires, side by side, it struck us very

Ibrcibly that they would make an admirable ciose

:

that while the Berkshires would curtail the size

of the ear, length of legs, and coarseness of the

Irish grazier, the latter would impart size to

the former, without materially interfering with

the beautiful symmetry of form and accuracy of

proportions of the latter. But of the correctness

of this opinion let those who may visit Mr. Law's
establishment judge ibr themselves.

Secondly. The white Berkshire is a round,

compact-bodied hog, with sufficient length of side

to give sightliness to his figtire : he is easily kept,

comes early to maturity, and will weigh, if well

kept, 200 lbs. at nine months old ; his hams,
middlings and shoulders are of fine form and size,

legs short, ears pricked, bearing strong resem-

blance to those of its sable namesake, and is just

such a hog as the farmer should have, who dis-

likes trouble in the procurement of food Ibr his

swine ; for unless we are egregiously mistaken in

our estimate of his qualities, he would puzzle

even such an owner to keep him poor, and would
come to the slaughter at a year old, if only allow-

ed the privilege of a range in a clover field, from

2 to 300 pounds in weight. Of the white Berk-

shires, Mr. Law imported seven, 2 boars and 5

sows.

Thinlly. The black Berkshires, as you all

know, are the crack hogs of the day, and as their

excellence for luscious hams, shoulders and mid-
dlings, has been so often sung, we are loath to

enter on a theme so worn-out and thread-bare,

as to be like that of a iburth of July oration,

which has long since set its face against licvelty

and defied genius itseli; to embody a new thought.

They are of docile disposiiion, and such is their

indomitable propensity Ibr taking on fat, that it is

impossible to repress it even by stinted fare and
unldnd treatment. They arrive at early maturity,

and if well kept will weiijh from three to four

hundred pounds at 18 months old.

Fourthly. The Woburns or Bedfords vary in

their color, some being nearly white, with small

blue or black spots interspersed over back and
sides— others black and white Epoited, or black
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and white listed, while others are mostly white

with large bluish spots on them. Ol' these Mr.

Law has several boars and breeding sows, selected

from Maine and Pennsylvania from dilierent liilers

and lamilies. Those Irom Maine were bred by

Mr. Hayne, a gentleman ol' great celebrity for

his VVoburns, and as ranch may be said ol the

Pennsylvania breeder. Pigs of this variety have

been made to weigh al 7| monihs old, 238^ lbs.

This fact is sustained on tlie authoriiy ol the Hon.

Levi Lincoln, Ibrmerly governur oi Massachu-

setts. In speaking ol ihis; breed 'hat genllemiin

says: " The expense of keeping and laiiening

these pigs, I am satisfied, was lees than with any

oiher breed I ever raised, and the proportion oi

bone and oflal to the valuable pans, was surpri.«i-

ingly small.'" We will not atiempt a minuie de-

ecripijon of the Woburns, and shall content

ourseif wiih observing that they are finely loimed,

evidencing great capacity lor size, fat, and travel.

That they arrive at early maturity is anested by

experience, and that they will give good weight

at a very early age is proven by the trial ol" Guv.
Lincoln, alluded to above. One of these sows
which I saw at Mr. Law's, a white and blue one,

is the most perfect specimen of pig- beauty we
have ever seen.

Mr. Law has two piggeries, one nearly adjoin-

ing his tasteful residence on Hollins street, the

other hall a mile larther west. The fir.=;t though

small ii judiciously arranged and neatly kepi
;

but why need we tell this, as those who know ltd

owner, know that neatness and order must be

preserved within the limits of his domains. His
second is on a much larger scale ; the little larrn

on which it is situated coniains IS acres of land,

which is in part appropriated to the culture of roots

for the sustenance of his stock.

Some months since, Mr. Law imported from

Ireland, three improved Durham short-horn cows,

the which being on the estate of a friend at some
distance, we did not see ; but Irom representation,

we learn, that they are very superior animals,

combining iioodness of points and handling with

imrcense size.

As Mr. Law's location in the city, and business

engagements, do not allow him those tacilities lor

breeding of cattle essential to success, he would
dispose of this iroporiation at lair prices. To
gentlemen who may desire to possess themselves
of genuine and superior animals, without the

hazards of a transatlantic voyage, the present
opportunity of being gratified, is one of rare oc-

currence, and should be promptly embraced.
Mr. Law has in his two piggeries about a hun-

dred of the several breeds, which he will sell at

$20 a pair at 3 months old, and %\ lor the pen-
feed to be provided at the cost of the purchaser.

Persons disposed to purchase from this establish-

ment can have their orders promptly filled by
forwarding their money to the publisher of the

American Farmer. Also lor the Durham cattle.

BLACKBERRY JAM.

From the Southern Agriculturist.

Though a common, wild, and generally despis-

ed fruit, the blackberry makes an excellent jam,
the use of which is fouod very serviceable Id dis-

orders of the kidneys and bladder, besides being a

very agreeable sweetmeat. Put into a stone jar

a quantity of blackberries not ripe, but of full size

and of a rich red color. Cover the jar and place

it in a kettle of water. Set this over the fire, and
make it boil. Let it so boil during six hours, sup-

plying the water in the kettle lost by evapora-

tion. At the expiration of that time, take it off

the fire, put it into a preserving-pan, and to every

pint of liie mashed fruit, add a pint of water, and
two pounds of lump sugar, clarified together as

belore directed. Set it on the fire, and stir it

aboui unil ot a proper consistence. Then put it

Into poisin the usual manner.

ARRANGEMENTS OF FLOWER-BEDS, ACCORD-
ING TO M. chevreul's essay on colors.

From the Gardener's Chronicle.

M. Chevreul has demonstrated, in an ingenious

et^say upon the subject, that the contrast of colors

is of' the greatest consequence, whether for good
or Ibr evil ; and that, il to dress a brunette in sky-

blue nirikes her sallow, or a blanch in orange
iiiaki 6 her ghastly, or a Iresh-colon^d girl in white

makes her red, so, to place discordant colors near

each other, produces just as disagreeable efl'ectSj

though not quite so personal, in a bed of flowers.

We shall not, just now, laligue our readers with

the philosophy of this mailer, for whirh we refer

them to Carson, and other divinities of the toilet

:

it will be sufficient to point out what the garden-
ing results are to which M. Chevreul's inquiries

have led. He says, that whai are called com-
plimentary colors, always suit each other. Now
the complimentary color of red is green ; of orange,
sky blue ; of yellow, violet ; of indigo, orange
yellow ; and, consequently, blue and orange
colored flowers, yellows and violets, may be placed

together, while red and rose colored flowers

harm-onize with their own green leaves. White
suits blues and oranges, and, better still, reds and
roses ; but it tarnishes yellows and violets. In
all cases, however, where colors do not agree, the
placing white between them restores the effiecl.

The following combinations are also said to be
good,—orange yellow with pale blue, greenish
yellow wiih deep rose, deep red with deep blue,

and orange with violet ; white suiting all these

combinations more or less. On the contrary, we
should always separate rose from scarlet or

orange, orange from orange yellow, yellow from
yellow green, blue from violet blue ; and even
red from orange, rose Irom violet, and blue Irom
violet. Applying these conclusions to the dahlia,

which is now about to be planted out, the follow-

ing arrangement of colors is recommended. In

lines, the Ibllowing succession, viz., white, reddish

scarlet, white, rose lilac, yellow, violet or purple,

orange, white, reddish scarlet, purple tinged with
green, rose lilac, yellow, violet or purple, orange,
white, red scarlet, deep purple, rose lilac, white,

yellow, violet or purple, orange, white, &c.
To produce the best effect in patches of seven

arranged together thus,

—

O O
O O O we may haveGO

1, six orange, with a purple or violet centre ; 2.
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six purple or violet, with a yellow centre; 3, six

yellow, with a purple or violet centre; 4, six

scarlets, with a while centre; 6, six while, wiih

a scarlet centre ; 6, six ruse, with a while ctMitre
;

7, six blackish green purple, wiih an orange centre.

These seven patches forming a straiglii border,

may be then repeated in an inverted order, which

would give thirteen patches, and there should be

a patch ol seven whiles at each end. It' the

border is circular, wiihout any centrii [)oini ol

view, the foregoing arrangement should be re-

peated ad infinitum, wiihoui inverting the order

alter the seventh patch.

Another advantageous disposition would be

ihe ibilowing ;

—

White. Pink, Wliite. Orange. Violet. Yet,

O O O O
Pink. Yel. Whi, Or. Vio. VVlii. Yel. Whi. Vir..

O 000000 o o
White. Rose. White. Orange. Violet. Yel.

O O o o
Scarlet, White. Bl purple. WHiite.

o o o o
White. Yellow. Scarlet. White. Pink. Bl. purp.

o o o o o o
Scarlet. White. Bl. purple. White.

o o
In this arrangement, violet may be substituted

for purple.^ These are points that richly deserve

the consideration of those who are now about to

plant out beds of verbenas, pelargoniums, and
other lender annuals, lor they will be found to

afliect e-sentially the display of agreeable colors.

It may be difficult to apply ihem at first, but ihe

attemp,t should he made at once, and such notes

prepared during the flowering season, as will ena-

ble the principles to be carried out another year.

In dressing and adjusting the stands of flowers

in a florist's exhibition, the harmonious contrast

of color can always be kept in view, and the im-

portance of attending to the efl'ect of complimen-
tary colors observed advantageously. The ground
color ol such stands should be most especially

consulted ; and it should be remembered, that the

nearer colors are brought together, Ihe more de-

cided is their mutual effect.

THE DAHLIA.

From the Gardener's Chronicle.

The dahlia is subject to vary so much in differ-

ent situations and seasons, that great difficulty

exis's in gaining an accurate knowledge of the

merits of each kind, especially of those which
have been only seen for one season. The cir-

cumstances under which it is arown are also so

various, that unless you see the plant, you cannot

fairly judge the merits of the flower. A great

deal of attention is requisite, in order il possible

to find out what particular culture a given plant

has been subjected to ; lor example, whether the

shoots have been much thinned, the flowers

shaded, a great deal of manure given, or none
at all, &c. All these circumstances should be

jncjoired into, or how can we expect to get fine

flowers from new kinds? The followintr lacts

with regard to new kinds of dahlias, should al-

ways be borne in mind belbre condemning them
the second year :

—

1. That the seedling plant is much debilitated

by propagation, and iherelbre the flowers are
rarely as good the second season as they are the

first and third. This circumstance alone accounts
in a great mefsure for the dissalislaction express-

ed of late years concerning the meriiB of new
dahlias.

2. That Ihe best flowers are obtained from those
plants struck from the first cuttings produced by
the mother plant, notwithsfandin<r that they are

seldom a.-j strong as the cuttings that are after-

wards produced.

3. That exciting Ihe roots by means of a strong

heat early in ihe spring, and striking the young
plants on a strong dung-bed, lend to weaken the

plants so treated to such a degree, that thoy fre-

quently require two or three seasons to recover,

;ind regain their original character. Thus ii is

lound that good flowers are obtained with the

least trouble from those plants kept in pots the

first season after striking, (termed by the tradrf

pot-roots,) planted out the following season, and
allowed to start of their own accord.

4. That in wet seasons manure is frequently

very injurious, Irom its causing the plant to grow
loo luxuriantly, and thus to produce but few
flowers; while in very dry seasons, it is equally

beneficial. Much more depends on a change of
soil, than on its composition and quality; with
moderate attention, good flowers may even be
obtained from plants growing in brick rubbish.

5. That water is a point which cannot be too

much attended to ; a great difference exists be-

tween hard and soli water; but still more depends
on the manner in which it is applied : lor one or

'wo good waterings are much belter than a small

quantity given three or four times a week, which is

but too common a practice among amateurs : and,

6. That taking up the roots immediately after

a frost has destroyed the lop, is the principal cause
of so many roots dying durinir the winter season.

We recommend the young dahlia grower al-

ways to reaiember these facts, which n.ay not

only be taken as rules for judging new dahlias

by, but may also save him the vexation and dis-

appointment consequent on the production of bad
flowers from new and expensive sorts of dahlias.

APPLE GATHERING AND KEEPING.

From the Worcester (EngJ Journal.

We have long been of opinion that a sreat
efror is com mi' ted by persons in general in gather-
ing their apples for winter store before the fruit

is sufficiently matured ; also that it is -unwise to

make a general gathering, instead of effecting

the operation by degrees and in detail according
to the kind of apple, whether more or less hardy,
of an early or late sort, a short or long keeper,

&c. In other harvestings judgment its exercised;

one species of pea ripens later than another and
is lelt longer to mature ; one variety of wheat is

garnered belbre ano'iier is ready for the sickle
;

one sort of potato retains its haum green to a
later period than another, and is allowed to remain
longer in the ground, and without doubt wisdom
and experiencejdictate the operation! But in an
orchard of winter apples, no matter how many
sorts forjn the store, how various their kir.d>-j or
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what state of maturity the fruit, ail are taken
from the trees, although from some the leaves are

falling fast, and on others they should not be off

till the middle of December. We can adduce
better authority however than mere opinion ; v^
have results of our own experience to vouch lor

the correctness of these remarks. During the

early part of the winter of 1839, that is, in the

month of December, after the trees had been laid

bare of their leaves, a peck or two of apples oi

a keeping sort were discovered, which had un-
designedly been overlooked ; they were gather-

ed, and in fine condition, the bulk ot the crop
havmg been housed five or six weeks, and un-
dergone the processes of healing and " sweating,"
which are supposed to be essential preliminaries

to their safe keeping. Those off the same tree

were j ellow, looked shrunk and shrivelled, and in

flavor had become, by comparison, rank and
coarse; while, to our surprise, those af the

newly-culled portion of the crop were sound,
hard, firm, full, juicy, not mellow, and with all

that freshness of flavor and texture which is never
to be (bund in an apple that is not recently pluck-
ed. We regretted then that for so many years
we had followed in the wake of others, and had
not exercised a little judgment and discrimination,
since it was evident that )o suffer them to hang
longer would bean advantage hitherto unima-
gined. Having purchased our experience, we
have this season retained every kind ol' apple
and pear (though contrary to the received opuiion
respecting the propriety of early culling this latter

fruit) nearly a month later upon the trees, in

many cases until the leaves had entirely lelt them
;

and we have lound the results to be such as we
anticipated. Every species is in better condition
than we have ever known. Every scheme for

keeping apples we have made trial of for many
years, and put ourselves to an infinity of trouble
in order to ascertain the best ; we have " shelfi

'

them ; buried them in the earth like potatoes
;

laid layers in sheets alternately of apples and
straw : spread them on the floor of a lolt separat-
ed from one another, with an un^lazed window,
which admitted Ireely the " winter's flaw ;" tried

that of covering them up in bran: also in fine

dried white sand; warmth in closets; cellar tem-
perature; total darkness; leaving them in heaps
10 sweat; storing them immediately from the
trees; wiping and looking over and removing all

those which were specked every week, packing
in barrels with a linen covering over them, to

abide the alternations of host and thaw, as is the
practice in America, and alter all have arrived at

this conclusion—that very little troi\ble is requisite,
if caution is exercised in gathering them that
they may not be bruised; they should then be
laid in heaps for a few days in an airy spot, a
barn floor lor example, and afterwards packed in
chests, barrels, &c. ; and if care be taken to look
them carefully over at the time of storing, no
other attention will be requisite, excepting'^ that
once or twice more in the course of the winter
arid spring the same attention should be repeated

;

of course they must be kepi secure (rom frost, and
no English lincloth will suffice for this desirable
end.

To those persons who may intend to purchase
young trees of the most useful kinds, and who
may not have " Lindley's Orchard," or other

book to consult, and who are so unfortunate as

to possess no opiiaion of weight on which to rely,

and are therefore compelled to trust to the recom-
mendation of a nursery-man, it may not be un-
acceptable to meet with a linv names of apples

suitable for all seasons, of which we can speak
from experience in unqualified praise. First, that

delicious apple, the Havvthorndeu. The next
that ripens and is fit lor ail purposes is the

Keswick codlin. Then follow Caraway russet,

iiolden pippin, Downton pippin, a lovely little

fruii, of a shape and color unequalled, keeping
until January, and although not so full a yellow.
Tar more mellow; Nof;lblk beaufin, (Biffin,) fine,

firm, juicy, and large, fit lor all purposes, of a
very deep red purple hue, and celebrated for a
local purpose, though meriting general culture;

nonpareil, Downton nonpareil, Downton russet,

small, and delightful vvhen baked in the months
of March and April ; Winter pearmain ; Scarlet

pearmain
;
golden Hervey, Downton gilliflower,

Rib'.sion pippin, French ciab. Here are fifteen

kinds, quite sufficient in number and various in

qualities lor any private gardens, and certainly

of the highest merit. Those with Downton
attached to tiieir appellation have been raised by
Mr. Knight, president of the Horticultural Socie-

ty, and sent by him to us. We therefore can
attest the excellence of those which we have
named.

AN EXCELLENT REGULATION—PRESERVA-
TION OF BIRBS.

From Uie Albany Cultivator.

A friend has forwarded us a law passed at the

last session of the Pennsylvania legislature, pro-

viding for the salety of certain kinds of birds du-

ring the early part of the season, or while they

are most serviceable to the farmer, to take effect

in the county of Chtster, and parts of the coun-
ties of York, Lehigh, Delaware and Montgomery.
The act declares it to be unlawful lor "any per-

son to shoot, kill or destroy, during the months of

April, May, June, July, and the first ten days of

August inclusive, in each and every year, any
robin, flicker, bluebird, woodpecker, thrush or other

insectivorous bird, other than blackbirds, under a
penalty of two dollars for each and every offence."

The act does not prevent any person.Jrom killing

such birds as are I'ound attacking ncu'ly planted

grain crops ; and it is to he hoped it will prevent

that indiscriminate and wicked slaughter of these

useflil little birds, that are our most effectual aids

in destroying the multitude of insects that destroy

the fruit and the crops of the farmer.

APPLE JAM.

From tlie Southern Agriculturist.

The apples, which should be ripe, and of the

best eating sort, being pared and quartered as lor

making apple jelly, are put into a pan with just

wa'er to cover them, and boiled until they can be

reduced to a mush. Then liar each pound of the

pared apples, a pound of silted sugar is added, be-

ing sprinkled over the boiling mixture. Agitate it
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well, unlit reduced to a jam. Then pui it imo
pois.

Ttie above is ilie moijl simple way oi' iiuikiiiii

il ; but lo have il ol the best possible clearuest;,

make a iluck syrup Willi iliree pounds ol sugar lo

each pint ol water, and clarily ii vviih an t>^u, as

beiore Uirecicd. 1 hen add one pinl ol this s^rup

lor every three pounds ol apjdcs, and boil liie jam
lo a projjer ihickueso.

NEW UTENSIL FOR CUTTING DOWN CORN.

To tlie Editor of the Farmers' Register.

September 20th, 1841.

Dear sir :—As the season is lasl approaching

for culling up corn, 1 send you a skeicli ol a very

eiiiiple tinpleaienl lor ihal purpose, whicli t deem
prelerable to the hand-lioe in evc ry resjjecl bui

one, and this is— it makes the arm slightly sore

at. lirsi, until ilie laborer gels accustomed lo the

unusual luoiion, which he soon does. One ol

these implements was given to me several years

ago by a very good larmer, who recommended it

highly, and 1 have lound that he did nut sciy too

much m ils lavor. If ilie culling edge be made
ol well tempered steel, and always kept sharp,

I believe no one could witness the use tor an hour
without admuiing us superiority lo the hand-hoe,
even il" that also was kept perlijcily sharp.

But one great obstacle to the imroduciion ol

new tools and implements, however superior they

may be to old ones, used ior similar purposes, is,

that too lillle attention is paid, by those who are

prevailed on to try them, m the hrst place, to

having them well made ; and secondly, to keep-

ing them in good order. This negleci olien

brings the best of them into disrepuie, and ihey

are not unfrequenlly thrown aside as worthless,

when the Jiict is, that they never have been lairly

tried.

The manner of using this corn-stalk culler (if

I may give it a name) is, lor the laborer lo com-
mence with two rows at a time, thus : let him
take hold of the sialk or stalks, either on the right

or lelt hand, with his left hand, and cut with the

right. The man next to him does ihe same vviih his

two rows and both throw their sialks together be-

tween them, taking care that their but-ends shall

all lie the same way. This enables one picker up lo

serve two cutters; whereas, when the hand-hoe
is used, each cutter must be Ibllowed by one to

pick up after him, as the staiks liall in every direc-

tion, so as to require to be taken up one or two at

at a time, beiore the lollower can get an armlul.
In the other case it is obtained at a single grasp,
and the stooking goes on nearl.dr quite as last

as the cutting up. Another advdniage winch
ihis method has over the common one is, thai

the jar of the stroke of the hand-hoe often shakes
off the ears of corn, which increases llie labor of
the pickers up. This very rarely if ever happens
when the corn-stalk culler is used. But as the
old adage admonishes us that " ihe proof of ihe
pudding is in the eating," let ihe two modes be
fairly tried by the same hand, and if the prefer-

ence be not given by all impartial witnesses to

the new, rather than to the old method, then will

1 cheerfully submit to whatever censure I may
deserve Irom those whom I may have induced to

make the comparative trial. In order, however,
to make it a fair one, the decision should not be
leli, either to the laborers themselves, or to their

overseers, most of whom are generally too much
prejudiced in liivor of all their old practices to

judge imparlially of new ones. Lcl the owners
of the larms, on which Ihe trials are made, be
the judges, and lei them notice accurately, by
their w.itches, which method consumes most lime.

Let ihem also take special care that the laborers

in each case move as nearly at the same place
as ihey can be made to do. Without this pre-

caution, they will be very apt to exert themselves

niosi with the hand-tioe, that they may produce

a decision in favor of the " old way."
in conclusion, 1 beg leave to suggest ihat ihe

san}e hands should be employed in both trials,

on land of unilorm quality, on an equal quantity of

corn, planned at the same distance, and liaving

the same number ol sialks in a hill. Nothing
will then be wanting lo make the comparison
as liiir as possible ; and if any will make it, let

me beg that they will report the result lor your
paper. I remain, dear sir, yours, very sincerely,

Jabiks M. Garnett.

N. B. I would remark, that six laborers is ihe

most convenient number to employ, if the two
modes of cutting up all the corn before it is

siooked, or il cutting and stooking at the same
lime he tried, because in the latter case they must
be ditierently divided. That is, when ihe hoes

are used there will be 3 cutting up and 3 follow-

inir, but with the other imjilement, there will be 4

lo cut up and only 2 lo Ibilow them.

Description of the corn-stalk cutter.

1
The handle should be from 21 to 24 inches long,

aiul about the thickness of a hoe-heive.
The shank of the iron 5 or 6 inches long, as broad

as the helve is thick, and confined therein by two
small rings.

The blade 2 inches wide,.3-S thick on the back, and
the cutting edge sharp. Its length from the joint to its

insertion in the handle, as indicated by the dotted hne,
should be 7 or 8 inches.

JN'. B. The curve being sketched from memory,
may not, perhaps, be quite as crooked as it should be.

ir not, the defect can easily be corrected.

We should have had lo regret that the laie

recej)iion o) ihe foregoing communicaiioMi would
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alone have prevented its appearance, in the last

month's number, evfn if an engraving could have

been procured in a few days—which is impossi-

ble in our inconvenient locality. As soon as cir-

cumstances have permiited, the publication is

made. For articles designed for a particular

time of publiCHtioii, i; is jjenerally necessary ihai

they should be in hnnd as early as the 20ih ot

each month ; and if an engravinir is rt-quired,

several more weeks of previous time will be re-

quired.

Though not able to judge of the superior ad-

vantages of the particular operation described

above, not having seen the operation or the uten-

sil, we have long known that the general princi-

ple was correct ; that is, that the same laborer

should cut the stalk with some light utensil,

worked by one hand only, and hold and dispose

of the stalk of corn with the other hand. Such

a course was described fully in our first volume,

by Major Steger, of Amelia, his utensil being a

email hoe, with a short handle. And this we

tried, and were satisfied of the benefit ; but could

not persuade overseers and negroes of the pro-

priety of changing the old plan for the new—and

the small hoes were soon laid aside, and the old

plan resumed. Fiom our trial, we should prelcr

a small hoe to the new utensil ; but ihat is proba-

bly because of our want of acquaimance with

ihe latter.—Ed. F. R.

STRAWBERRY JAM.

From the Southern Agriculturist.

Put the fruit into a jar, and stand this in a pan of

boiling water over the fire. As the boiling pro-

ceeds, keep mashing the strawberries with a wood-

en spatula until they are all bruised to a pulp.

Then put them into a preserving pan, and to

every pound add three quarters of a pound of

sugar clarified in half a pint of water. Boil the

whole until of due consistence, which will occupy

more than half an hour ; keeping ihe jam in con-

stant agitation, lest the bottom should bum.
When done enough, take it off the fire and put it

into pots.

CRAB APPLE JAM.

From the Magazine of Domestic Economy.

Pare the crab apples when quite ripe. Put

them into a stone jar, cover it well and put it in a

pan of boiling water lor an hour and a half

Then prepare the syrup wiih two pounds ot sugar

in half a pint of water, fir every pound of the ap-

|)lee. Clarily the syrup. Then put the apples

jnt(» it, and boil ihe who'e lo a jan).

PROTECTION OF WRENS, AND THEIR USE-
FULNESS.

Tiie wren, I had always supposed, was a de-

stroyer of bees, until I was told, a short time since,

by a very imeiligent lady from the city of New
York, that her /iiiher used to encourage their build-

ing about his hives, by putting out all the horse

skulls ihat he could obtain. She said that her
lather raised his hives about two inches, by means
of small blocks under the corners, that the wrens
nii^hl go under to clear the hives from moths,
worms and dead bees, which they did effectually

wiihout disiurbing the bees.— Union .^gricult.

BERMUDA GRASS.

To the Editor of the Karmers' Register.

Dear sir:—In perusing the July number of
your Register, my attention was called to an arti-

cle upon the subject of the *' Bermuda grass,"

exiracied from the Milledgeville Recorder, and I

beg leave, tiirough your publication, to add my
fiieble testimony to the great value of this grass

to our southern states. Where our lands have
become exhausted Irom long cultivation, and im-
proper management, and where there is nothing

ieli us but our barren clay hills, this grass has
proved to be the only one that can withstand the

excessive droughts that of late we occasionally

have, and which are becoming more frequent and
ol longer duration. It is emphatically a sun grass,

and will flau ish wherever the rays of the sun

can freely reach it. There is no grass which
spreads so rapidly, and I believe none so easily

eradicated when required. It soon perishes in the

shade ; and I believe when the surface of the

ground can be protected from the sun for one
summer ii would be destroyed, but this is only an
opinion, not derived li-om any actual experiment,

but merely from observation.

But niy principal object is to call your attention

to one very important error, which I think the

writer of the article above referred to is laboring

under—that is, in regard to its bearing seed. He
states that it does not bear seed. Now, sir, this is

a great mistake, or the grass which has for years

in this slate borne that name is entirely a differ-

ent grass. But I believe he is wrong, and that

the Bermuda grass does bear seed; and moreover I
believe every grass, loithout any exception, does the

same. To convince you of the truth ofmy asser-

tion in legard to this particular grass, I send

you enclosed a lew sprigs of it, some of them
pulled when in bloom, and others pulled when
quite matured, and let you examine lor yourself.

At the same time, I believe this grass does not

go to seed, when closely grazed, and think the

writer ol the article relerred to above, who signs

himsell a 'Clodhopper,' must have been deceived

in this manner. He also states as another fact,

which also conflicts with my experience on the

subject, that this grass is never spread from place

to olace by ptod'. I will merely state a fact which

'J .iiink \viii suffice to show that this is also an

error. The Bermuda grass was introduced into

this neighborhood some 8 or 10 years since by a

neighbor of mine, who is in the habit of riding to

our villtige, 7 miles distant, occasionally, and whose
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horse is generally suHered to run in iiis yard

where ihis grass is growin<j;. In a (ew years after

its introduction i his same grass was seen to spring

up all along the road from his house to town, and

has, at this linie, in some places spread over con-

siderable ground.

Let this suffice, and let me close by saying, I

concur entirely in ihe high encomiums upon this

grass given it by my brother Clodho[)per, and

urgently recommend it to the attention ol all those

in our county who are desirous of" having fine

grass pastures, or who have old lands they wish

to turn out ol" cultivation. And I may here stale,

that the best method I have tbund of getting it tn

grow upon our lands, is during any rainy spell of

weather in the spring or summer, to dig patches

of it up, and then to chop it up fine, root, stem,

and all, and sow it broad-cast over the ground
where it is desired to be grown. In this way I

have succeeded in spreading it over Ihe whole
surface of a lot of ground in one summer, although

that summer was so dry that every other grass

died in our pastures. Very respectfully, yours, &c.

Another Clodhopper.

Jefferson county, Miss., Sept. 15, 1841.

The specimen of Bermuda grass from Missis-

sippi is identical with our " wire grass," Cynodon
dadylon.

The general appearance of the specimen, how-
ever, was so different from that of ilie C. dady-
lon gTow\ng on our cultivated land, that, at first

sight, I was inclined to believe it at least a variety

of that grass. But. on examining the C. dady-
lon growing where it has been mown or grazed,

1 find that it presents a similar habit to that of

this specimen of Bermuda grass. The leaves

are narrower, culms shorter, and the plant altoge-

ther more slender than when growing on plough-
ed land.

The C. dadylon has in the United States a

wide range—extending as it does from New York
to Mississippi.

M. TUOMEY.

[We learned also from a private letter received

from Mr.' Curtis, that he considered Bermuda

grass and wire grass to be the same. It is very

remarkable that a grass so highly eulogized in

one region should be deemed one of the .worst

weeds elsewhere.—Ed. F. R.]

OBSERVATIONS ON THE SECONDARY AND
TERTIARY FORMATIONS OF THE SOUTHERN
ATLANTIC STATES. BY JAMES T. HODGE.

From Siliman's Journal.

water several inches deep, by which the roads
are flooded. # # # »

ill the very western part of Jones county, i

first met with the limestone of the ppcnndary (orm-

aiioii. . It is on tfie f)lant,iiiiin of Mr. Iliiin-

|ihivys, at the heads ol'New river and Trent river.

The rock lies in a heavy ledge on the borders of a

swamp; its surface is much worn and ratrged. It

is of a straw color, and afiparenily of good quality

lor making lime ;—on submitting a piece to

chemical examinaiion, I find it as yood as the

hmt'stone of this formation usually is. It yielded

in 100 pans

:

Water,
Silica,

Iron and al

Carb. lime,

Carb. mag.

1.00

5.60

5.60

87.00
trace

99.20

Near the Roanoke, some miles above William-
8lon, I observed the marl by the road-side, and
although it was hard frozen and nearly covered
with snow, I recognized in it many individuals of
our common recent shell, the Venus mercenaria.
This is a very poor part of North Carolina ; the

land is quite flat and sandy, and during the winter

eeasoD one frequently rides for miles through white siliceous sand.

Several springs come out at its edge, which
bring up small fossil shells and pieces of coral.

Among the shells, which are generally very im-

perfect, may be recognized the Pecien membran-
osus, a cardium, and others common to the same
formation in New Jersey. The water seems well

adapted to the recent Planorbis trivolvis. Physa
heterostropha, and Paludina inlegra, which in-

habit it in profusion, and also to the luxuriant

water-cresses, which equally abound in it.

Around the limestone is a deposiie of calcareous

mnrl of a light yellow color, affording a very con-
venient and rich natural manure ; but it has been
entirely neglected, as well as the limestone, the
little lime required for the country being brought
from Thomaston, Maine, although they have
enough of (he rock, wood at the expense of cut-

ting it only, and a suitable sandstone for Kilna

scattered through this region. This stone belongs
to the same formation, and has been used some-
times lor making millstones. Having fortunately

some plans of kilns with me. I was happy to leave

them, with the advice that the people make the-

attempt at least to supply themselves with their

own lime.

Not far from this place, is that interesting locali-

ty in Duplin county, called the " natural well.^'

It is two miles west of the rail-road, (forty-seven-

miles from Wilmington,) on the road from-

Kenansville to Elizabeth, Baden county. Before
reaching it, one may notice by the side of"the road

a large sink-hole, fifteen feet deep, overgrown by
trees and bushes ; a little beyond this, a path turns

off to the lefl: to the cabin of a Mr. John Smith,
within two hundred yards of which, in the woods,
is the well. It is a large circular basin, about
twenty yards across and sixteen feet deep to the

surface of the water ; its banks are nearly vertical,

although the strata are entirely obscured by the

loose sand, trees and bushes that have covered

them, excepting in one narrow spot, where a cor-

rect section may be obtained and specimens col-

lected. The soil, which is sand and yellow loam,

a little clayey al bottom, is from three to four feet

thick. It rests on the shell marl, which is about

four feet thick, and under this is a tough blue clay

from six to eight feet thick, overlying a sandstone

like the clay in color, the lowest visible rock. The
marl consists entirely of shells and fragments of

shells, with a very small quantity only of fine

The shells are of a great
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variety of species belonging to this Ibimation, and

they he promiscuously together in great conlusion
;

single valves ol" the Divalves are more irequentiy

lound than the two together, and even the strong-

er univalves are most ollen seen in Iragmenis.

So abundant are they, thai in cleanmg out some
of the larger shells a great number of small and

more perlect specimens were Ibund in iheir inte-

rior, and added to my collection. A Pectunculus

quinque-rugatus, in particular, enclosed between

1 s two valves a mulutude ol shells and Iragments

closely imbedded in a fine clear (|uartzsand. The
contents when picked out occupied a space lull

iwicp that in winch they v/eie so closeiy packed.

Ahhougii the diameter of ihe Pectunculus was
only two inches and one lourili, ihere were in it a

Cyiherea reporia, beautiliilly preserved wnh its

natural polish, one and one-third of an inch long,

and itsell filled with other smaller shells and a

purer sand than that which surrounded it—several

email Ostreas, Corbulaa, and duplicates ot twenty

or thirty oilier species. Tiiere are, as seen by the

accompanying catalogue, about 80 sj)ecies lound

at this locality. Of these 12 are recent, and 20 at

least heretolore undescribed. Some yet undeier-

, mined remain in tiie hands of Mr. Conrad, and of

these only the genera are given. The Olivaido-

nea has been previously described by Mr. Conrad
;

it is one of the most beautiful shells lound here,

being finely preserved, and most of the specimens

not having lost iheir natural polish. The people

iivirjo' in ihe neighborhood know them by the

name of " key shells," Irom their procuring them
to attach to a bunch of keys. The cones are of

the species adversarius, so named Irom their being

nearly all reversed ; one of mine is the only ex-

ception known. The bivalves are only occasion-

ally met with entire.

It is remarked that the water in the well never

varies in freshets nor droughts, and tales are told

of inefl'ectual attempts having been made to sound

it, and of a strong current setting through it, suck-

ing down whatever is thrown in ; that there is a

current I doubt not, it being nothing unusual lor a

stream of water to sink suddenly under ledges of

limestone, as at the Eutaw springs in South

Carolina, and the limestone of the secondary

Ibrmatlon I believe to be not far below the surface

of the water, perhaps directly under the blue

sandstone at the surlace, which is very likely the

upper rock of that formation, and the blue clay

the lowest of the middle tertiary, as it often is (the

lowest tertiary is wanting in this part of ihe coun-

try.) The limestone of Jones couniy is not far

oH', and such sinks as these are frequent over

limestone beds ; in Georgia they are called

"limestone sinks."

With my valise and saddle-bags well stored

with specimens, and a keg lull strapped behind

the saddle, I proceeded to South Washington, on

the way to VVilmington. In this neighborhood 1

discovered again ihe secondary formation on the

N. E. banks of Cape Fear river. The rock

is a blue sandstone, containing the characteristic

Exogyra cosiata, Belemnites, Plafjiostoma pala-

gicum, Anoinia ephippium, &c. The existence of

this rock between the tertiary deposiies on the east

and tlie west, seems to indicate an anticiinai axis

here, which extending north, accounts lor the

elevation of the secondary throughout Jones coun-
ty, and the broad extent of country on each side

occupied by the tertiary marls. The axis must
be low, and the dips very gentle, causing at most
a slight undulation of the strata.

To the east of South Washington are large

tracts, called bays and swamps, one of which,
called on the map Angola bay, was described to

me by one who had crossed it. Alter traversing

its margin, which was a broad swamp covered
with thick trees and bushes, my informant and
his companion came out upon an open heath,

spreading as far as they could see, and destitute

of all vegetation, save a thick covering of moss
and a lew scattered bushes. Through this moss
they travelled on with great difficulty, plunging ui

at every step nearly knee deep. Procuring a pole

Irom the trees on the border he sunk it down eight

leet mio the mud without finding bottom. The
moss and mud of these swamps would thus seem
to be those al\t?ays due lopeat swamps. At night

they reached an island in the swamp with a lew
trees upon it. Here they remained till morning,
and then continued their course aciose, and reach-

ed the other side about noon, greatly liiiigued.

He thinks they are called " bays" from the quan-
tity of bay trees that grow around them. Holly
Shelter swamp is similar to this. These swamps
remind one of those in the southern |)arts of Geor-
gia, the islands of which were once inhabited,

according to an old Creek tradition, by a superior

race of beings, whose beautiful women, called
" daughters of the sun," occasionally condescend-
ed to help out the poor bewildered traveller, lost in

their intricacies, but who, with their liouses on the
islands, were never to be found by man, though
eagerly sought after.

At Wilmington 'is arlother interesting locality,

where not only the tertiary marl corresponding to

that at the natural well is Ibund, but the seconda-
ry sandstones and conglomerates below it are well

exposed on the banks of Cape Fear river. The
lower tertiary is wanting, and this marl bed, which
is ti-om two to three leei thick, is seen resting up-

on the sandstones, containing shells belonging
altogether to the upper secondary Ibrmation.

Above the marl, and resting on it, the upper stra-

tum observed is of sand and loam, containing a
few layers of small white pebbles. The marl is

nearly as prolific in shells as the same formation

at the natural well. * * * #

* * * Comminuted shells and fine

sand form the marl stratum, and these are either

converted into a solid mass not easily broken, or

remain unconsolidated. The sandstone beneath
is in one place a compact siliceous mass, but a lit-

tle way off it changes to a coarse pebbly rock,

consisting of small, rounded quartz pebbles of a
dark color ; and then again it becomes so calcare-

ous that with proper care it might be burned to

tolerable lime. The pebbly rock or conglomerate
contains shells, and corals, and small sharks' teeth,

in abundance. Large teeth are rare, as are bones
which are said to have been found in it. The shells

themselves have generally disappeared and left

only the casts ; these, though very abundant and
perfect, render it extremely difficult to determine

the species. The uenera are principally Cyprea,
Cirrus, Gryphea, Ostrea, Anthophyllum, Nauti-

lus, &.C.

The proximity of this locality to the wharves
and the town of Wilmington, would render it

easy for strangers to obtain specimens thence.
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The marl is not here esteemed as a manure, pro-

bably because the soil is so sandy that the shelU

must decompose very slowly in it. By first apply-

ing larse (]uaiiiities ol' cliiy to it, and tl)p.i\ the

marl, no doubt very beneficial eliecis would re-

sult.

To the south of Wilmington I noticed the marl

again on Little river, near its mouth, jiist over (he

boundary line in South Carolin;). The sliells

closely resemble those at Wilmington, the most

abiiDiiant being large Areas ; but they were all

tightly'cemented together by a ferruginous cement,

Ibrming a solid ledge on the edges ol' the water.

This is the larlhesl point to the south where 1 ob-

served this deposile ; but 1 was told it occurs ag tin

on the Waccamaw river.

In treating ol the tertiary formations of our

country, I have preferred using the conventional

names adopted by Mr. Conrad, of upper, mediid,

and lower tertiary, to those of pliocene, miocene,

and eocene, applied to similar formations in Eu-
rope. The former merely indicate relative posi-

tion, and are therefore sufficient at present; the

latter imply a relative proportion, of courc^e not

very exact, of extinct and recent sliells ; and

though oufown formations may now each give

about the same proportion with the English form-

ations, still when two hours' work may discover

more than twenty undescribed species in one
locality, besides some recent species not- before

noticed in the formation ; and when our know-
ledge of the living shells of our coast is so im[)er-

fect, it certainly proves that the adoption of these

new names would now be hasty. It would be at

once faking it (or granted, (as it is certainly not

proved,) that our strata will be readily divisible

into the same three formations as those of Europe
;

and all difficulties, if any are hereaf'ier encounter-

ed, will be too apt to be made to bend or to be

neglected, for the sake of keeping to this favorite

but unproved system of classification. This sub-

ject, 1 hope, will be more fully discussed by Mr.
Conrad, and sustained by more complete details

than I am able lo furnish.

At the locality last mentioned, near the bound-

ary line, are found through the fields singular de-

posites of'oyster .ohells, each extending over several

feet square and about ivvo feet deep. No account
is preserved of the time or cause of these collec-

tions. They were made centuries ago, probably

by the Indians. Corn does not grow well by

these heaps, at which I was rather surprised.

There is a v/ell knov/n locality of ihe seconda-
ry limestone at the Eulaw Springs, near Nelson's
ferry over the Santee, in the western part of

Charleston district. The siriKingsimilarity of this

rock to that in Jones county, N. C, first attracted

my attention. Like it the limestone roee above
the surface in heavy ragged ledges, here at least

fifteen feet high ; it was of the same light ye'lovv

color, and contained similar fossil shells. Similar
springs too rise among the ledges of the rock, and
they contain the same recent shells, and water-
cresses in greater abundance. But the water, I

noticed, was lukewarm, and one of the largest of

the streams, after running only about fifty yards,

suddenly disappeared under the limestone, and
was no more seen. The rock does not contain a

great variety of fossil shells ; the most abundant
are some large Ostrese, of what species I know
not, the specimens being lost. On this account.

Vol. 1X.-60

too, I cannot speak so decidedly as F wished to

have done ol' the quality of Ihe iiinesione, which
ouizht certainiy to be ol .sonie practical importance,
being on a river navignble by steamboals, and in

a region where lime bears a high [irice and wood
\s very cheap. A little enterprise and skill only
are requisite lo creaie an extensive business iiere

in the manufacture of lime. But though its good
effects as a manure force it upon the notice of
those who use the adjacent fields, eiill noanem|)ts
have been made to extend its use lariher than na-
ture has seen fit to spread the rock, and the calca-
reous deposites formed from it.

So on ihe Edisio, in Colleton district, this rock is

equally available, and equally neglected ; and
though lime enough might be made on tliesetwo
streams to supply the whole of the eastern parts

of South Carolina and Georgia, at an expense
not exceeding fifieen cents a bushel, yet the iidia-

bitants prefer to import their lime fmrri Thomaston,
Maine, and pay at Charleston $2 per cask, or

wlten brought up to the neighborhood of ihese
vast quarries it sells lor ^3 per cask! In Ches-
ter county, Penn., while on the geological survey
of that state, I have seen lime made and sold lor

ten cents a bushel, where ihe natural laciiities are
no greater than here. And when on the same
business in Maine, and employed at Thomaston
in obtaining the statielics of the lime business, I

came to the conclusion that the southern stales

must be remarkably deficient in limestone; that

notv/ilbslanding the difficulties the Thomaston
people had to contend with, in the high price ol

iuel, a bad harbor, that frozen up one third ol the
year, and their remoteness, still they manaired to

monopolize the lime business of the A tiantic coast,

of the Gulf of Mexico, and up the Mississippi to

Natchez. The average cost of a ca?k of lime at

the wharves at Thomaston, was, as near as we
could estimate it, about seventy cents, and this

included twenty cents for the cask. But unfor-

tunately the term " cask" represents no definite

measure. By law it should hold " forty gallons,"

five bushels, but every mason of whom I have
made inquiries, and who has measured them, says
their capacity is continually changing ; that most
of them coiitain less than a common flour barrel,

and that three bushels and a half is probably near
the averaye measure of their contents. Their
large size is made up by enormously ihick slaves,

and heads about an inch thick, and frequently

large empty spaces remain in the cask. Yet for

this meager amount of lime the people of South
Carolina are willing to pay a son* for which they
themselves might make lull eight times as much

;

and by thus rendering it cheap, the labor lost lo

their favorite crop would not be missed, when
thereby a bale of cotton to the acre would not be
considered a maximum product, nor turn ears of
corn to each of the widely separated hills a sub-
ject won by of remark.
The prejudice of workmen—their not liking to

use a difiierent material from that they have been
accustomed to—is one reason why the Thomas-
ton lime has successfully competed with all other
lime made on the Atlantic coast. The name of
that is favorably known and deservedly so, and it

will sell when another equal to it from another
locality will not bring even a very inferior price.

There was a remarkable instance of this a short

time since in New York, eome excellent lime from
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Rhode Island hardly finding a market at any

price. Most of the Pennsylvania lime contains

magnesia, and yet celebrated as is the Philadel-

phia mortar for whiteness and durability, and as

are the finelarms of Chester and Lancaster coun-

ties, which are enriched almost entirely by liriie,

there is a universal prejudice against magnesian

limeslones. But this cannot last ; and now that

the Tide- water canal is opened, the Susquehannah
river lime must soon rival that from Thomaston

in our southern ports ; the home-made lime

must here come into extensive use, though pre-

judice and a want of enterprise may long keep it

unused and unknown. This rock belongs to the

same formation, and precisely resembles much
of that "Which 1 have seen in the western part of

New Jersey. Its composition is no doubt the

.same, and this is seen in Prof. Rogers' Geologi-

cal Report of that slate, to vary as to the propor-

tion of carbonate of lime from seventy-live to

eighty-eight per cent., the residue being chiefly

silica, with a very small amount of carb. m^igiie-

sia, iron and alumina. This too corresponds with

the analysis given above of the limestone I'rom

Jones county, N. C. The silica is the least in-

jurious ingredient, its principal effect being, unless

the roek is burned at too intense a heat, merely to

render less sand necessary in tempering ii for mor-
tar, while the magnesia is not only of small quan-
tity but doubtful tendency, and the oxide of iron is

generally in loo minute proportion lo seriously in-

jure the lime by giving it a very dark color.

Besides the lime that will herealter add to the

mineral wealth of this region, there is near Poca-
taligo, on navigable tide water, a deposite of the

purest quality of quar'z sand, suitable ibr the

manufacture of glass. The pebbles of which it

consists are small, sharp, angular (ragmenis of per-

fectly pure quartz without any foreign mixture.

It may be obtained in any quantity, and would
probably pay for transportation as ballast under
the cotton loads, either to the northern glass-houses
or across the ocean. The locality is just halfway
between Charleston and Savannah, by the turn-

pike, on Mr. Spike's plantation.

There is one more locality of the secondary
limestone I visited, which is near the Savannah
river, in Georgia, at a place called Jacksonboro'.
The perfect similarity of the rock with that in

Jones county, North Carolina, and on the Santee
and Edisto in South Carolina, admits of no doubt
that it is the same with them, and continuous
through this wide extent of country. Even to

the straw color of the rock, the brooks flowing out
at its base, the lukewarm water, and the little

shells that inhabit it, they are all nearly alike.

This has been partially quarried, and the limestone
burned. On opej:iing the bed it is found to be
about twelve feet thick, and within from the sur-

fiice, the stone is of a much whiter color, closely

resembling chalk, and appearing as if it had alrea-

dy been burned. The heanol'rock in a hot south-
ern sun presents so dazzling an appearance that

one's eyes and head seriously suffer from closely

examining the pieces. They contain a great
variety of fossil shells, affording most beautiful

specimens ; but I have not succeeded in obtaining
those I collected. A rude kiln has been construct-
ed of the coarse sandstone belonging to the same
formation, and a considerable quantity of lime
made. It is very white and good lime, such pro-

bably as the other localities described would af-

ford, if worked as extensively. It is packed in

boxes, which hold about three bushels, and these

are sold along the river at the same price as a
cask of Thomaston lime, three dollars ! The
locality is probably injudiciously selected as it is

eight miles from the river, up a little stream called

Brier's creek, which is navigable Ibr boats and
rafts but a short time in the year, while the same
bed might no doubt be found and opened on the

river.

The inferior limestone at Shell Bluff belo'ngs fo

a higher formation, and cannot be so important,

though here too a great deal of cheap hme might
be made from the rOck and the tojsil Ostrea.

The specimens 1 collected at Shell Bluff, and on
which 1 depended to describe the locality, having
been lost, I will attempt no account of it, as it

could now be only a repetition of what others

have said.

CULTURE OF THE SWEET POTATO.

From tlie Soiitliern Agriculturist.

It is the rule of the Beaufort Agricultural So-
ciety, to appoint at each meeting, a subject

for conversation and discussion at the subsequent
one—and the " best mode of planting, cultivat-

ing, digging in, and preserving the sweet pota-

to," having been under consideration at the meet-
ing held on the 21st August, the foHowing
may be set down as the results of their consulta-

tion.

It was the opinion of a majority of the mem-
bers present, derived from actual experiment, that

the sweet potato should be planted whole, instead

of the seed potatoes being cut, as is commonly
done in this section of country—that, besides yield-

ing as much when planted whole, this method has
the advantage of giving a certain stand, more
vigorous growth, and earlier vines. It was fur-

ther the opinion of one experienced member, that

potatoes planted whole and covered deep—say
five inchec—would grow well, and be secure

against crows ; he pursued this plan, and put out

no field minders.

The best method of preparing the soil, was by
passing a cow-pen over the land, six months or

more beibre the time of planting. The ground
was to be listed soon after the pens were removed
—to be banked heavily when planted, and the

seed inserted deep—say four or five inches in the

bank. Early in March was the time decided on

by the majority, as the most suitable for planting

—and it was held judicious culture, to shave off

the tops of the beds by a sharp hoe, as soon as the

early shoots were making their appearance.
Wiih respect to the important siSbjecl ofpreserra-

tion, ihere were advocates for each of the plans

usually resorted to, but the majority were in favor

of the bank in j^reference to the potato cellar. It

appeared, however, that with care, the potatoes

might be perfectly well preserved in either mode.
If iu banks, not more than thirty bushels were to

be put into each bank, they were to be covered

with corn-stalks in preference to pine-trash, and a

stake was to be placed in the centre of the bank,

which being wiihdrawn afier some days, left an
opening for ventilation. The orifice was to be
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stopped in wet or severe, vvealher lo exclude rain

or frost. If the potato cellar was adopted, it was
material that the puncheons ol' whii-h it was built

should not be wet, or unseasoned— that ilie house

should not be filled to the rid<;e pole—that air-

holes should be lel't in the roof to let ott'thc moist-

ure exuding Ironi the potato, and that a portion

of the Iront'part of the structure should be parti-

tioned oH, as a place for the watchman, and the

smoke from whose fire would thus be carried by

the wind tluoughout the cellar, and exert an im-

portant influence in preserving the potato. The
air-holes to be stopped in heavy rains, or severe

li-ost. The fittest time for digging in the potato

was after the first white frost—and it was thought

best, where banks were used, to leave the banks

uncovered by earth lor some days, protected by
corn-stalks merely, from the weather, until some
of the superabundant moisture should escape. It

was thought that the use of the plough in gather-

ing, and the wagon in transporting the potatoes,

would be injurious to increasing the chance of being

bruised, ami the liability to decay. Kespectlul-

ly, &c. ' W. E.
Beaufort, Sept. 10th, 1841.

NOTICES OF GRASSES AND WEEDS.

(Subject resumed from page 570.)

[Since the last publication on this subject, a

private letter has been received, from a much es-

teemed correspondent, who therein expressed his

gratification at the effort thus making to remove

the confusion in regard to the many difterent

names of common grasses. But he qualifies his

approbation by an objection that may seem va-

lid to many others of our readers, and which

therefore will be mentioned to be removed here.

The identity of the much debated " wire-grass"

was fixed by Mr. Tuomey, by ascertaining that

it was the " Cynodon dadylon of Persoon, the

Digitaria dadylon of Elliott, Panicum dadylon

of Linnaeus." Our correspondent fears that by

thus presenting three names instead of one,

the " confusion will be worse confounded," and

that these three, because of their foreign structure,

would be even less significant, to general readers,

than as many or more provincial or vulgar names.

A provincial name teaches nothing, and more

often leads a remote reader to error than to truth.

But each of these three botanical names applies

to the same plant, and would be so recognized

by every botanist, or other person referring to a

botanical catalogue. Besides, any botanical work

which gives either name would state its authori-

ty, as Persoon lor the first above, and at the

same time mention the other names and

the authority. Such superfluity of names is

indeed some slight inconvenience, but can lead

to no mistake—and it is not often that more than

one botanical name is required to be given for

one plant.

On the other hand, compare with these means

of certain identification, the number of provincial

names among which the agricultural public have

been floundering for years—and which all attempts

of the unlearned (including ourself) to rectify

served but to make worse. Thus, even Dr. Dar-

lington, on our misinformation, supposed wire-

grass to be the Tritkum repens, or couch grass,

and on previous and as incorrect information,

that it was Poa compressa, or blue grass. Now
with either one of all the three names given, in

the ^e\v lines of botanical description annexed,

not only would an able botanist like Dr. Darling-

ton know, and leach correctly, which is any dis-

puted species, but others almost unacquaint-

ed with botany, and merely having access to any

common botanical work, could either reach the

same truth, or at least avoid falling into any such

gross mistakes as have been common and long

existing. Thus, it may still be doubted by many

of our southern readers, who are deeply interest-

ed in the issue of the question, whether their

much -prized Bermuda grass and our odious wire-

grass are the same. But any of them can deter

mine the matter for themselves, properly, by ob-

servation of the grass next summer, and referring

to the description.

—

Ed. F. R.]

EASTERN SHORE BEAN—CASSIA CHAM.aS
CRISTA.

Cassia. Sepals five, unequal. Stamens most-

ly ten, free, unequal; three lower ones longer;

lour middle ones shorter and straight ; three up-

per ones with abortive anthers, jlnthers dehis-

cent at the apex.

C. chamcecrista, Linn. Smoothish ; leaflets in

ten to fifteen pairs, oblong-linear, raucronate;

gland sessile on the petiole
;
peduncles two to

Three flowered, above the axils, shorter than the

petiole ; two of the petals spotted ; legume pu-

bescent.

Habitat. Sandy places. New York to Caro-

lina, west to Mississippi flowers from June to

August.

—

Stem a foot or more high. Flowers

yellow ; sometimes the base of all the petals spot-

ted .—^ecfe. M. T.

Synonymes.—Magothj bay bean—Magadaba bean

—Sensitive pea—Partridge pea, (which last

name is more generally applied to another

common plant.)

This is a very remarkable and valuable plant

—

valuable as a meliorating green crop furnished

perpetually by nature—and remarkable and sin-

gular in this respect, that art has not yet been

able laimprove, or alter the benefit offered there-

in by nature. The luxuriant and abundant growth
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of thi8 bean, aa fortniuf; a cover to entire fields, 1 sprinkled by the spray oC the broken waves in

is almost confined to tlie sandy peninsula, called

the Eastern Shore, between the Chesapeake bay

and the Atlantic ocean— and, especially to the

lands cultivated alternate years in corn and oais
;

which however is ihe almost universiil roiation ol

crops in the Virginia part of the peninsula.

The Eastern Shore bean is an annual plant of

the pea tribe. The stem is upright, with spread-

ing branches ; both are strong, hard and woody

in texture. The leaves are slianed like those ol

the locust tree, (and most oilier plants ol the

pea kind,) and the flowers are yellow. Alloge-

ther, it is a beautil'ul plant, if viewed singly, and

eiiil more in the mass when covering thickly the

whole surlace et'a field, and in liill growth. The
eeeds are in pods, and are black, flat, and shaped

like a rhonibus with the angles slightly rounded.

They are very hard, so that ihey may remain, il

covered loo deeply, for years in the earth without

sprouting. To this is owing ihe subsequeni per-

petual succession, in spite of the many successive

young growths killed by the plough during a year

of tillage. The plants grow usually from one to

two feet high, on poor and middling soils ol the

Eastern Shore, but form a heavier coat of herbage

than would any other green crop, natural or ar-

tificial, without the aid of tillage, on the like soils.

When a field covered by this plant is ploughed

in the winter or spring lor corn, seeds in abun-

dance are buried. Many young plants spring

up, but are easily and effectively destroyed by the

ordinary tillage of the corn. A lew bean plants

standing close to stalks of corn only escape the

plough, and are left to mature their seed. The
next February oats are eown on the same land.

The beans, from seeds recently brought near the

surface by the ploughing, come up so much later

as not to injure the oat crop; and, when the latter

is reaped, early in July, the thick under-growth of

beans is not more than 4 to 6 inches high. In

August it is in full growth and luxuriance, and re-

mains so until the plants are killed by Irosf, after

which the land is ploughed for corn aaain, ;ind

llie same severe course of cropping is kept up [)er-

petually. It is one of the excuses given lor that

scourging system of tillage, that the benefit of

the fertilizing bean crop can not otherwise be had.

For if a year of rest (ollovv the oat crop, (as in

the three-shift rotation) the bean growtli gives

way on the third year to other volunteer growths
—and if the change be made permanent, that

tlie growth of beans becomes thinner and thinner

every rotation, until its important use and value

are lost. The cleaning tillage of a ploughed
crop, (as corn,) as often as every other year, seems
to be essential to the best growth and certain

succession of the bean crop. I have tried in

vain (by sowing the seeds) to obtain a good co-

ver of this plant on land under the (bur-shift ro-

tation. A very thinly sprinkled growth only
stood, even on land as sandy as the general cha-
racter of the Eastern Shore lands. On such
sandy larul, in Prince George, Surry, and proba-
bly elill more in other lower counties of eastern
Virginia, the plants are furnished by nature, but
60 sparsely as to be scarcely noticed, and not of
any appreciable value for the quantity or size.

It seems to me that the saltness of the soil, which
13 continually subject to be covered by ihe vapora
of •tl>e Atlantic ocean, and sometim£s even

violent storms, is as important to the growth ol

this plant, -ds iheeandiness of the land, and its

peculiar rotation of continually recurring grain

crops. This opinion has not been advanced
by any of those better acquainted with the plant,

but has been Ibrmed upon ray own failures to pro-

duce a good growth far from the influence of the

sea, and from the superior growth seen on the

lands most exposed to that influence, even though
the most unproductive under any other growth.
On one of the sea islands which is so sandy that all

cultivated crops were very mean, and where the

highest storm tides swept nearly over the whole
island, I saw the general bean growth was far

more tall and luxuriant than on the richest lands

of the peninsula. At the time, I attributed this

to the excessive proportion of sand in the soil

—

but since, its saltness has seemed a more probable

cause. If this interence be correct, salt must be
a specific manure for the Eastern Shore bean;
and through thi-^ green manuring crop, the ma-
nuring effect of salt is produced indirectly upon
the cultivated crop.

' The correctness of this supposition, that salt is

a specific manure to the Eastern Sfiore bean,

miirht be easily tested by applying a very light

dressing of salt to some ol' the growth in a place

far remote from the sea.* E. R.

SANDY BEACH BEAN.

Cassia aspera, Muh. Strigose, rough: leaves in

many pairs, linear, lanceolate, ciliate : peduncles

lew flowered, above the axils: stamens seven to

nine : three longer.

Habitat. Sea-shore. Annual. Flowers from

July to September. Can be distinguished fi-om the

other species of cassia by the hispid stems. M. T.

Of this plant I know of no name applied by
any other person, and of course have no eyno-
nymes to furnish. I have never seen it except as

growing on the Coggins Point beach, and that of
the adjacent larm, in Prince George county, and it

IS not more than seven or eight years since I first

observed it there. To my eye, it was in appear-
ance precisely like the Eastern Shore bean, and
in every respect, except in being of much taller

and stronger growth, and forming a much heavier
cover on the land where it stood thickly. It

stands generally above ihree feet high, often (bur;

and a plant standing alone has been (bund five

lijet high. The plants grew in the almost pure
river beach sand, barely above ordinary high
water mark, and reached by high tides. This
locality was not supposed to be that preferred by
the plants, but (urced upon them because the

seed had floated there on the river. But subse-
quently facts induced me to change ihat opinion.

I was so impressed with the supposed value of
this plant, (or a green crop, and its apparent su-
periority in product to the Eastern Shore bean,
that with great labor I saved about a gallon of
seed, and sowed them with wheat in autumn on
a sandy marled field. The next year showed a

* Tfiis plant, and its value in connexion with till-

age and improTement, were noticfid at lengtli at page
234, 5, vol. iii. Farmers' Register, in an account of a
visit to the Eastern Shore of Virginia, by the editor.
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very scanty jrrowih of small |.lunls conipared to

tliose 01) tlic siuid beach—ami since not one hns
appeared where sown. On the beach ihey con-

tinue to grow luxuriantly on detached spots, and
maintain their earliest ground. The parncuiar

sand beach on which only this growth is known
has some ad m ix tare ol broken sliells, and also oT rich

mould washed Ironi higher land. There can be

no suit in it, as the river water is very rarely brack-

ish, and only in remarkably dry summers.
This plant would not serve as well as the East-

ern Shore bean, which it so nearly resembles, lor

a green manuring crop on land regularly cultivat-

ed ; lor, if the Ibrmer would grow on the fields

as luxuriantly as on the sandy beach of James
river, no plough could turn under the cover ol

the land. But, if a salt soil is not injurious to its

growth— still more, if salt be beneficial to it, as I

have supposed of its well-known kindred plant—
then the sandy beach bean would serve admirably
well to be set on sea-coast islands and beaches ol

almost pure sand, which are in daniier of being
encroached upon and washed away by the sea.

Such a thick and heavy growth as this, being
fixed where scarcely any other can live, would
bind the before loose and shifting sand, and pre-

vent its being carried oH, either to the sea by the

violence of the waves, or by the winds, when dry,

to gradually spread over and destroy cultivated

farms in the interior. One or the other, or both ol

these destructive operations of storms are continu-

ally in progress on some of the sea-islands of Vir-

ginia, and on every other low sandy sea-coast.

E. K.

POVERTY GRASS. ARISTIDA GRACILIS, AND
ARISTIDA DICHOTOMA.

Aristida. Glume tvvo-valved, membranous,
unequal. Paleaj two pedicellate, subcylindric

;

lower one coriaceous, involute, three awned at

the tip ; upper one very minute ; or obsolete.

Scales collateral. Panicles contracted.—^ec/c.
1. ji. gracilis, Ell, ; stem very slender : flow-

ers in spikes : spikeleta lew flowered, somewhat
remote, appressed ; lateral awns short, erect ; the
intermediate one longer, expanding.

2. y/. dichotoma, Mx. cespitose : culm dicho-
tomous : flowers racemose, spiked ; lateral awns
very short, intermediate ones contorted.—j^ai.

M. 1',

Synonymes.— 1. Aristida gracilis—HerCs nest
grass.—Hen grass.—Poverty grass, the name
adopted in ' Essay on Calcareous Manures.'

This annual grass in its size and appearance is

as email and contemptible, as it is worthless to

agriculture and in every other respect. It is how-
ever well deserving of observation as being one
of the most striking and unerring indications of
the quality and chemical constitution of soil,

and thereby serving to direct what kind of ma-
nure is wanting, and is essential to its improve-
ment.
The poverty grass usually grows to about six

inches high. Its stem is straight, hard, and not
larger near the ground than a small pin, or mid-
dling sized sewing needle. Altogether, except
in its diminutive size, its general appearance, in

stem and leaves, is much like that of broom grass,

(aiulropogon scoparius,) belbre the latter blooms.
As small as is thirf grass, and perhaps uimoiicea-
ble il standing singly, it lorms in the mass, and
covering as it does entire acres and even fields,

one of the must nnitorm and striking lealures of
the poor lands of lower Viiginia. Under the or-

dinary three-shift rotation, of 1, corn, 2, wheal,

3, pasture, this grass is the general growtli ol' the
poor land on the third year ; and by winter, it re-

mains almost the only vegetable matter on the
grazed land. For it is rejected as Ibod by the

cattle, and its very hardness and elasticity prevent
its being much destroyed by being frampl<'d upon.
After being killed by frost, its color changes (i-om

green to a dingy white, which gives a general
and unitbrm light color to the fields through win-
ter, and serves to show, in strong contrast, any
spot of belter or improved soil, by the diflerent

color. Next to sheep sorrel (jumex acetocella)

the presence of poverty grass is the surest indica-

tion of acidity of soil, and its natural poverty : and
consequently (according to my views) that the
application of calcareous manure would be there
litghly advantageous—and indeed that, without
it, the soil can never be durably or profitably en-
riched. Wherever a field is whitened in winter
by the abundant growth of this grass, there can
be no mistake as to the soil being of the bad
character just described. And when such land
is mailed, this growth disappears immediately
and entirely. This efiect, and the change of ap-
pearance thence caused, are so certain, that if

marl has been scattered irregularly and no marks
left of its outlines, or of vacancies, the subsequent
growth of poverty grass will show precisely the
limits of all the omiiled spots. In this manner
1 have discovered, years alierwards, in fields gene-
rally marled, small spots left unmarled by the ac-
cidental omission of a few loads wanting to finish

a row. Thus, in the general, the growth of this

grass, or its subsequent disappearance, will show
with absolute certainty to the farmer the chemi-
cal constitution of his soil, in regard to its acidity
or alkaline (or neutral) quality—and, accordingly,
its unfitness or subsequent fitness lor receiving
benefit from putrescent manures,

2. Aristida dichotoma. No provincial name
known.

As common as this grass probably was in the
region where I have long lived, and on the fields
which I had tilled, its existence was not known to
me until very lately, as distinct from the common
" poverty grass" last described. The grass now
under notice is a kindred species, very like the'
other in growth and general appearance, and, if

ever iiciore observed by me, had been taken lor
the larger plants of the same. When gathering
specimens lately, as supposed of the iijrmer kinds
to be examined by Mr. Tuomey, he remarked the
differerice, and first drew my attention to it. If
but a single specimen had been selected to send to
a distance, it is more than probable that it would
have been of this larger growth, chosen as a fine
and well developed specimen, and thus I should
have misled the botanist to whom it would have
been re/erred lor classification, by presenting one
grass for another supposed to be perfectly well
known. Thus a new cause of error would have
been brought to increase the existing confusion
of names. The circumstance is mentioned to
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iilusirate the difficulty of selecting specimens o(

even what are supposed to be well-known grasses.

Knowing so little uf this grass, it would not

have been described or meuiioiied, but lor its near
resemblance to the common poverty gra-s. The
j1. dichotoma was first gathered intermixed with

^/. gracilis, growing on poor light land in Surry
county. And wlien its distinct charac.eristics

had been pointed out, plants were observed stand-

ing singly and widely scattered, on almost every
untrodden part ol the clay roads, where no other

plant grew, or perhaps could live. From this

single (act alone it was inferred that the growth
of this grass indicated a still gieatesr degree of

poverty in soil than the poverty grass. This
species grows from 10 to 15 inches higli, with haid

wiry stalks and narrow leaves, like the smaller

poveriy grass, but differing not only by greater

size, but also in the stalk diverging slightly horn

a straight line at every joint, making at each a

very obtuse angle, E R.

ON THE NECESSITY OP A PROPEU UOTATION
OF CROPS.

To the Editor of the Farmers' Register,

To improve agriculture is to discharge a duty
which we owe to ourselves, our posterity, our
eouniry, and our God. If the suggestions o/'sell-

intereit be attended to, we are admonished to im-
prove our land. If the claims of posterity are ac-
knowledged, we are bound to improve our soils,

Jf philanthropy has an abiding-place in our
bosoms, and the welfare of our common country
beat heart, we may render her a permanent benefit

by turning our attention \o the improvement of
agriculture. If we feel grateful to a kind and be-
Jieficent Providence lor the many blessings that

we enjoy, we should improve our lands as an im-
perative duty. The individual that exhausts the
soil by an improper course of tillage, not only dis-

regards his own interest and the claims of posteri-

ty, but he inflicts a serious wound on the prosper-
ity of his country, and assists to choke up that
channel through which so many blessings are
made to flow. These reflections might be follow-
ed out to almost any length, but 1 forbear. My
object at present is to point out the way in which
(as [ think) the agriculture ofthe country may be
improved—and in no way more sjjeedily than by
the adoption of a proper rotation of crops.

No branch of our business seems to be less un-
derstood than this. It must be obvious to every
one thai the selection of suitable crops to succeed
each other is a subject of the greatest importance
to the practical agriculturist, and one upon which
essentially depends the improvement ofthe larmer.
It appears to be a well-established fact, that there
are certain juices or substances contained in the
soils, either in a liquid or gaseous form, that
are taken up or consumed as food by certain
plants, while those same substances would be re-

jected by certain other plants. If tjiis be admit-
ted, we at once see the necessity of so arrancrinc
our crops that all the juices ofthe soil may at'pro'^

per times be taken up by valuable crojj's. The
propriety of this course seems to be fully under-
stood by farmers generally in regard to the man-
agement of their slock. Our barns cou:ain Ibod

highly nutritious to stock ; but while we find the

corn greedily devoured by hogs, they reject the

corn leaves, which is found to be excellent food for

cattle. We therefore introduce cattle to consume
that which is rejected by hogs, well knowing the

litter from the cattle to be good food lor acorn
crop, and besides, the cattle of themselves are

valuable. It requires but little penetration to dis-

cover the analogy between the two cases. At the

expense of a great deal of labor we cultivate and
gather in our crop, which is all profitably con-

sumed by diflerent kinds of animals ; but if we
were confined to one species alone, and that part

of the crop which it rejected was an entire loss,

larming would indeed be a poor business. It also

requires a great deal of labor to amass any consi-

derable stock of manure or food for plants, it

seems equally plain, if we have but one or even
two kinds of crops to consume this stock of food,

we have every reason to believe that a large pro-

portion of that would be rejected by these crops,

consequently a heavy loss is sustained by the

farmer.

Ifthe subject was exhausted, and nothing more
could be said in support of a piojjer rotation of

crops, 1 see no reason why every farmer should

not immediately turn liis attention to the accom-
plishment of this object, but theVe are other argu-

ments that might be used, and strung ones too,

and if used by a competent person they would be
irresistible.

1 shall now attempt briefly, in my feeble and
imperlect way, to point out those crops, and the

manner in which they should succeed each other,

to form what I conceive to be a proper rotation

of crops. And to enumerate some of the advan-
tages that will arise therefrom. I wish not to be

understood as ofliering any thing new, but only

recommending alter a partial trial its superiority.

And I fancy my opinions will have more weight
with some farmers, who may entertain an old fash-

ioned preliirence for that which falls from the pen
ofthe practical farmer, when 1 inform them that I

am a |)ractical farmer. My only means of sup-

port are drawn from ttie soil, and I have, within the

space ol seven years, nearly doubled the product

of my land, without the aid of any other means
than those within the reach of almost every tiller

of the soil. The reader, may here wish me to

stop, and answer the question, how have you
eflected this? I will answer it. I have used

sand on some lands, clay on others, and lime on
nearly all. Thereby improving the texture of

the soil, and forming a permanent basis (or im-
provement. All the vegetable matter within my
reach is also bestowed on the land. But the im-

provement has been eflected mainly through the

instrumentality of a proper rotation of crops,

which places at my disposal a liberal supply of

vegetable matter, vvhich is as follows : 1st, Indian

corn, which receives nearly all the manure, and
prepares the land for a broad leafed or green crop,

2d, peas, which keep the land in a good state for

the reception of wheat and clover, or oats and
clover, and obviate the very serious disadvantages

of two narrow leafed or white crops succeeding

each other, 3d, wheat and clover or oats and
clover. 4ih, grazed, Thegrazingof land, so much
abhorred by some persons who esteem themselves

good liirmers, may be introduced to gre^ ad-

vantage. It supersedes the necessity of a standing
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pasture, likewise of the trampIin<T roller, furnishcB

a more abundani pupply ol' milk, biiiUM- iind meat,

checks or completely ileslroys the growth o(

hushes, anil ilestroys uiyriads ol' insects that prey

upon our crops. 6ih, * a valuable crop lor the

land. Such is the rotation ol crops, which lam
disposed 10 believe uniies more advanlaijes than

any other Ihat I have; yet seen oliercd to the pub-

lic. It is true, some situations may not be so well

puited toihe adoption ofiliis course; butofthis Tact

F am lully satisfied, the texture ol our soils may be

made perlcct. The seemingly abundant supplies of

vegetable matter maybe exhausted ; yet anever-

failing and cver-incrcasins; supplij of vegetable ma-

nure can only be obtained through the medium

of a proper rotation of crops. J. S.

From the London Fanners' Magazine.

JMudisthe sediment, slime, or uliginous mat-

ter (bund in the bottom of ponds and of all

stagnant waters, and is mostly composed of the

earthy particles collected by the water from the

neighboring grounds, and deposited in tliR hollow

places where the waters congregate and lose Ihe

power of further progress. Leaves of trees, and
various collections of animal and vegetable mat-

ters, will be added in many situations, and the

composition of mud will in every case be regulated

by the nature of the substances that come within

the reach of the waters that flow into the pond.

In the vicinity of woods much vegetable matter

will be found in mud ; near (arm-yards, both dung
and urine will be (bund in the ponds, while in open
situations, earths and sands will be the principal

materials washed down and carried along by the

rains and currents. Mud in any (brm is an ex-

cellent manure ; the particles are in a minute slate

of reduction, and are in the fittest possible form

lor blending with the soil— becoming a part, and
addingtoils fertility. Pondsare most conveniently

emptied during summer, when the mud may be

laid in a heap in a convenient place, and be fre-

quently turned over in order to bring into life and
destroy the seeds ofvegetables that may have been
deposited by the water, and which will lie many
years in a dormant state, and again vegetate on
being exposed to air and light. W hen this purpose
has been effected, a good mixture of slaked.or dead
lime or of stable dung may be added ; and after

being again turned over and mixed, the heap ivill

be ready for being applied as a top-dressing, and
may be used at the rate ot 20 to 30 cart-loads to

an acre of grass land, and must be bush-harrowed
and rolled during the first dry weather in the

spring after application. Ail such compost used
on grass lands should be spread by shovel from
the carts without laying it in heaps, the bottoms ol

which are usually left, too rank, and require much
pains to spread abroad ; by spreading from the

carts, the work is finished at once and (or thai

purpose a man will be required to assist the cart-

er in spreading on the land, and to keep the carts

moving as quickly as possible ; and that little time
be spent in standing, two or three or more carts

may be used as distance may require.

Mud may be laid on (allows or on corn lands

This word is illegible in the manuscript —Ed.

previous to ploughing for a crop, or on any grass

iatuls in a lie.sh unmixed state, and bcnelit will be

derived in all cases ; but it is more agreeable with

our notions of the action of manures, and with the •

resnlis of onr most approved practice, to allow it

a lime to dry, and to turn the mass repeatedly,

and by thus reducing and blemling the terrene

particles, facilitate the mixing with the soil, and

consequently the action of the various substances

in producing (iiod lor plants. 'J'he dry state is also

nuich preferable tor equal distribution and in-

corpora'ion ; while, in a moist state, it will adhere

less or more, and be spread in lumps. The earths

in mud, being in a reduced state, do not require a

destructive solvent, and caustic lime is not re-

quired, as it would corrode and dissipate the vege-

table matter.

The mixing of mud or any earthy substances

with farm-yard dung, may not be advantaoeous,

though it has been much recommended ; the fine

earths and straw mixed together, make the iijiure

management inconvenient, and if the latter sub-

stance^ be decomposed to the fineness of the earths,

much loss of bulk will ensue. Earthy materials

are best mixed with similar substances.
" Fleech" ouse, or sea mud, is (bund at the

mouths of rivers which admit the tide, and is

usually deposited in bays and corners where the

easy motion of the waters allows it to settle.

Spaces of land are also covered by the flowing of

the tide, and in many cases the soil (ijrms a good

manure. It has been conveyed by water to consi-

derable distances, and mostly applied unprepared

on land being ploughed (or crop, where it not only

yields immediate support to the crops, but adds to

the staple of the soil.

It has been (bund very useful in improving

mossy lands, but in other instances the repetition

of heav}' doses was not attended with any benefit;

and in many places, the use is entirely neglected

from the substances producing no effect on any
crop where it has been fairlj' tried. The quality is

various, the carriage heavy, and the effect very

uncertain. J. D.

ON LUCERNE.

Kroni tlie London Farmers' Magazine.

The cultivation of this plant is extending since

its valuable qualities have become better known,
and the foddering of horses "and cattle in enclosed

yards has been adopted. It succeeds well upon
any description of land of deep staple, provided
the subsoil is dry ; but this is not always an ex-
ception, as upon some of the strong clay soils of
good quality it succeeds as well as upon most others,

which is not in accordance with its general habits,

as no drainage except that effected on the surface

can be siven ; and as far as my experience ex-

lends, I have found all descriptions of soil that will

produce mansel wurlzel and Swede turnips in per-,

lection, will likewise produce ihis excellent plant

in perfection. I have also found it invariably suc-

ceed well after a crop of mangel wurizel, and it

is rarely if ever injured by the flv upon such ro-

tation, from the facility with which I obtain a plant

under my presem system, which is by sowing
every year and ploughing up a portion (hat is

wearing ou<; or has become overrun with grass.
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My process is simply as follows :—The land is

first Runimer-tilleii, with or without turnips, Cor

barley or oat?, and ail root weeds are thereby

destroyed. Alter the barley or oat crop is har-

vested, the land is immediately ploughed, and

if the weather permits, one or two more plough-

ings are given before the winter ; the land is then

put upon ridges for the mangel wurizel, and du-

ring the winter or in the spring months from six-

teen to twenty loads of good compost marmre are

added, and the land afterwards planted with man-
gel wurixel ; alier that crop is gathered in No-
vember, the land is again carelully ploughed, and

in the Ibllowing spring, if perfectly dry and fria-

ble, another ploughing is given, or it is scarified

so as to produce a fine tilth upon the surface;

and about the middle of April the seed is drilled

in, at the rale of about 16 lbs. per acre, in rows

ten inches distant from each other, or it may be

sown broadcast with 20 lbs. and lightly harrowed.

The sowing may take place at any lime alier the

middle of April until the nnddle of June, but

should not be sown earlier ; the late frosts being

equally injurious as the fly, which frequently de-

stroys it altogether. Upon the young plants ap-

pearing and becoming well established, the land

should be kept free from weeds by hand -weeding

and repeated hoeings ; at midsummer or soon

after, it should be mown, and again m.own early

in September. In this process the scythe should

have a keen edge, and upon no account should it

be cut with any but a sharp instrument, as, if

bruised by that operation, the next shoots will be

weakened and dwindling. In ihe autumn, after

the cuttings have been completed, sheep should

be closely folded upon it ; and if fed upon the spoi

with turnips, cake or corn, so much the better.

The manuring on this plan is better adapted to

ensure a full crop than by any other mode ; and

whilst it prevents the grass increasinor, it tends to

increase the produce in the greatest possible degree;

but if sheep cannot be available, a dressing of well-

mixed compost, consisting of stable dung and fresh

maiden earth, should be applied. Fn the following

spring little requires to be done, further than pick-

ing off the loose stones, pieces of vvoo'l, &c., that

may have accumulated so as to retard the scythe

during the process of mowing. If any weeds ap-

pear ihey should be carefully removed in March,
but the hoe should be used sparingly, lor at this

season the slighest exposure of the roots lo frost

will injure it greatly. The first mowing will be

ready to commence in the latter part of April or

the beginning of May, and from its growing ra-

pidly at this season may be cut early, as the suc-

cession will be better maintained ; three or four

cuts may be taken altogether durinij the sum-
mer. In the autumn of every year the folding

with sheep must be repeated, or a dressing given

by the compost will be quite sufficient ; and if thus

early repeated, the lucerne may be ke|)t in vigor-

ous growth from eiizht to ten years ; but as it is

jar more nutritious in the first five or six years, il

other land is available, and a succession of pieces

is once established, it ought never to remain long-

er from one sowing. To those, however, who
may wish to convert the land to permanent pas-

ture, perhaps no better mode can be adopted than

bv letting the lucerne continue until the natural

grasses supersede it. It is not necessary literally

«o follow the plan I have laid down ; I only state

it as my practice, and by that I succeed. The
essential points are— First, that the land should be
thoroughly cleaned, but the lucerne does not suc-

ceed well immediately after the fallow until a crop

of turnips, mangel, or some o'her crop has been
taken, that has also been kept free from weeds.
Secondly, it should not be sown too early, and Ihe

seed should be new. Thirdly, clean thoroughly
the first summer, and regularly fold upon it with

sheep afterwards, disconiinuing the hoe altoge-

ther. As the produce must vary according to the

nature and quality of the soil, no statement can be
liiriiished of the quantity other than by stating the

weiirht of that which has already been produced
;

three cuttings from good land will yield from five

tosixcvvt. per square rod. Upon two acres 1 have
kept six horses and colts from the middle of April

to this time, besides a portion used for weaned
calves. Upon another farm, six acres have sup-

ported ten cart and two nag-horses during the

same period. And a friend of mine, who has a
very strong clay land farm of nearly 400 acres,

has kept sixteen powerful horses upon eight acres,

Irom April lo October, for several years past, with
the exception of three weeks between the first

and second cuttings when fed upon tares. I find

thai my horses mainiain themselves in condition

wiihout corn, and perform iheir work better than

others that are fed upon cut clover, lares, &c., and
one bushel of oa's each per week. A fine piece

of lucerne I calculate to be worth from 20Z. to 25Z.

per acre ; if cut for hay it should be thoroughly

made, as heating upon the stack spoils it, and
makes it mouldy. Robt. Baker.

fVrittlc, Essex.

ON STORING TURNIPS.

from tlie London Farmers' Magazine.

iSJr,— I have observed in different agricultural

publications many methods recommended for the

storing of turnips in winter ; and amongst all those

plans I have never seen any thing so simple or so

efficacious as the one I have adopted with great

success lor several winters. I am only a small

farmer, and usually store for winter and spring use

about 30 tons ofSwedish turnips. My method is, to

make a long heap of turnips about a yard and a

half wide at the bottom on a dry piece of ground,

and pile them up in a triangular form as high as

they will stand ; then cover them with sods cut

from a moss, which I procure about half a yard

square. The sods when properly cut and taken

care of will, from the quantity of heath in them,

last several winters. Those I intend for covering

my winter stock of turnips this season having been

cut from the moss in 1839. ^

I have not found in my stock of turnips, since I

adopted this mode of preserving them, 20 lbs. of

rotten or decayed turnips ; and I usually have some
as late as the end of May or beginning of June, at

which time this year they appeared as fresh and

juicy almost as when they were stored in October

last.

Any farmer living near a moss has a ready,

cheap, and most eflicacious covering for his tur-

nips ; and I recommend all who have it in their

power, at least to try this plan one year.

yfugust 3, 1841. A Cheshire Farmer.
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TARTY POLITICS AM) IMllVATIC MATTERS.

We giv« a place to the followinij leiU'.r eniire,

(omiiiinir only the niuue nrul resilience of the

writer,) lor the /bHovviiii» eeveral reasoiie:: it sets

ioTih in ihe strooizesi lanuunije eome ohjectione lo

our eilitorial course, which have been slaipcl also

by oilteis in diHerent aiodes ; ami while it ofl'ers a

fair occat'ion lo answer ami rernaik on such olijee-

tions, it also iierniita us to show ihai we (clifleren'

ill ihat re^jpeci li-om our opponents) are noi nlriud

to let the public see opinions staled ihai are (he]

most strongly in conflict wiili our own. And,
j

while designing to con/esa such course as we

deem right, and are proud ol' pursuing, we will

use this occasion to deserve, for thefirst time, (and

it will be aU-o the last time, unless again forced lo

il by the like operation ol' groundless charges of

such offence,) the charge ol' treating of party

politics in ihe Farnieis' Register.

But let our friend and correspondent speak first

for him-elf We will not imitate the almost uni-

versal unfair editorial practice of answering an

opponent in advance of presenting his argument,

(and often taking care not to present it either firsi or

last ;) but, as it will conduce to clearness, and pre-

vent the necessity of repetition, and in no way

weaken the force of his attack, we shall annex our

particular replies as notes to his particular charges.

-, Oct. 12, 1841.

Dear sir— I think some of liie promises of the

earlier numbers of the Farmers' Register seem to

have been foruotien by the September number, if

not by several oihers. I allude to the ahstaininfr

from poliiics. Il political economy do not include

al this lime all the subjects ol most violent discus-

sion of this (lay, i have been nmch mieiaken;
banking generally, especially the le^jrulation of

the currency through the medium of the banks,

being (as I take it) the most fruitful source of po-

litical vijuperaiion of all which curse this distract-

ed country. (o)

Now I am one of those who believe banks have
done, are doing, and are destined to do more good,

morally, politically, commercially, and asxricultur-

ally, than all ihe 7narl banks between the ocean
and the mountain3.(6) I believe the suspension
of specie payments by our banks to have been a

wise and salutary measure in every aspect. (c) I

believe that our banks are not corrupt institutions

in any point of view ; because the men at the

head of them are known by you and by me
to be incapable of lendinj; their aid to the

coi\duc\it\g of corrupt institutions, and because no
corruption has been proved upon them, or attempt-

ed to be proved. ((i) You will perceive that,

holding these sentiments, I cannot agree to assist

in disseminating the errors contained in the

Farmers' Register, particulnrly in the summary
of news, many articles of which are taken !rom

papsrs that I consider vehielee of falsei nod.(e)

You will therefore oblifje me by placing my nc-

count in the October number of the Register, ami

Vol. IX.-61

withdrawing my n nno from your eubecripiion liaf,

unless you sliall see proper to keep every political

article- out of (he paper; in wliicii case, from
considerations persqnal lo myself, and to you, I

shall desire to continue to take it.(/ ) You will not

take this objection lo ibe paper as exieniding lo you
personally, because some of my nearest friends are
to the lull »(> abstract, I was going to say as distract-

ed, about ihe banks, as you are; and because [

always knew your propensity lo lake your own
views on every suhjeci, and therelore am not at

ii'\ surprised at your present position in resard to

this one. But I am, with the sincerest reuard,

very truly yours, (g).

EDITORAL KEMAJBIKS IN REPLY.

(o) Our correspondent here explains what he
means by our duty and pledge of " abstaining

from politics," in a manner as favorable to us as

we could desire. It requires, in his view, that we
should abstain from questions of "political econo-

my," and especially that portion relating to bank-

ing and tlie reL'ulation of ihe currency, and of

course the effect ol' these questions on agricidiural

ihteres's. Now, however much we might enlarge

on our very difleren' view of the duty or the pledge

of abstinence, its meaninq:, and its fulfilment, we
will here merely refer to the Iburih class of subjects

designed to be treated of in (be Farmers' Regis-

ter, as staled in the original prospectus, and re-

peated in the work, and which class has been

treated of in every volume of the work. The sub-

ject is thus slated :
—" 4. The discussion of such

subjects of political economy as are connected

with the preservation and support of the interests

of agriculture.''^ Thus, so far from being pledged

to abstain Irom discussing such questions, the

pledge given (and our correspondent, as one of

ihe earliest subscribers, was one of the fitsi to

hear and receive it with at leai?t tacit ;ipproval)

wa?' directly the reverse. The only doubt on this

point that can remain, is, whether Ihe present

banking policy of this country 6e a question "con-

nected with ihe preservation and support of the

interests olagriculiure." Ami that it is such, and

in a degree as hiiih as even we would place it, (in-

deed it is our only point of per'ect agreement in

the whole quesiion,) our correspondent fully ad-

mils, and very strongly asserts in a subsequent

passage.

But, when driven from the above stated ground

ofobjeciinp, our correspondent and every other

thorough bankiie will still object that we argue

in support of the wrong side. Well! if so, it

happens luckily lor the other side of ihe quesiion

that we stand among publishers almost alone in

this error; and that when nearly all the powerful

influence of the newspaper press is exerted in the

support of what we oppose, our correspondent

and others might tolerate the attempt to enable

the public to hear something nn the other side, by
means of our feeble and unsupported voice. If

we are so much in error as to the operation of

what we deem and will still call Ihe fraudulent

banking system of "Virginia, why has not our cor-

respondent, or others like him, opposed our nume-
rous arguments and alleged lacts, by countervail-

ing arguments and lacs'? Yet. in all the four

years of bank suspension, and, still more remark-

ably, in the last nine months of our strong de-
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nunciation oC ihe system and its train oT Irauds

and evfla, not so much as one argument or fact

has been brought lorvvard to maintain the piinci-

ple, or delend ihe abuses ol the sysiem. Plenty

oi other and strongly operative means have been

used to put down and destroy opposers of this

despotism ollraud. But no bank dignitary or bank

advocate, nor even any one ol'the most servile and

shameless of bank slaves, has been " so soft" as

to attempt to maintain ai length belbre the public

either that the alleged abuses of banking did not

exist, or that they ought not to be relormed.

If mdeed we have violated either pledge or

duty in this respect, as charged, it must have been

by discussing prohibited questions, and not taking

the wrong side. N«w we put it to our corre-

spondent's own sincerity and candor, whether he

would have thu:s denounced our alleged improper

meddling with banking and politics, if we had

sustained the policy which he approves, instead of

that which he opposes.

(b) The uninlbrmed reader might inler from

this compaiisoii and strongly expressed prelerenca

iha^ our correspondent nieant lo convey thai he

thought but lightly o\ marl banksj but we happen
10 know that he thinks very highly vt' their value,

and iherelore tnat his estimate of the agricultural

value of irredeemable paper money banks is so

much the more exalted in proporiion.

(c) We admit fully our conviction that such is

our correspondent's own opinion ; lor we know him
to be an upright and honorable gentleman, and one

who, however ultra as a bankite, is no more a

bank slave than we are. But, while thus admit-

ting every thing that could be claimed lor our

friend's sincerity and truth, and entire honesty,

we must say that his opinion of the salutary

efi'ecls of the existing banking system (including

non-specie paying of course) is opposed, not only

by all high aulhori-iy among political economists,

but also, and not less so, by the wisest practical men
of the bank paity ; lor example, by Albert Gallatin

and Nathan Appleion, as shown in their recent

able pamphlets, which we earnestly recommend
to his perusal and consideration. We do not

name any anii-paper-money authority— but leave

the question to be settled entirely by the best

and most undeniable authorities on the other and
his own side ol the general question.

(d) We are not sure that we know the precise

force that our correspondent means 16 give to the

word "corrupt" as he uses it applied to the banks.

We think them rather ihe agents than the subjects

of the wide-spread and general work of corruption

;

thai they are the corruptors, much more than the

corrupted. But there are other words more
definite, which in common parlance are often

comprehended under the general term "corrupt,"

and m such sense it is probably used above. If

then our correspondent means that term to imply
either or all the several characters ol' false, un-

faithful or treacherous to trust and duly, fraudulent

m principle and in general operation, then we as-

sert, in opposition to him, that our banking sys-

tem and the banks are each and all of these. Bat
it would be Q non sequititr, which we have never
asserted, that the officers and directoTs of these

institutions are therefore or necessarily corrupt.

And it is a still more gross non sequitur, that be-

cause the " men at the head of them" are honest

and honorable, (for we ca're hot to claim any ex-

ceptions,) thai the banks are pure and honest, and
trust-worthy. The world is lull of institutions

and of systems which are corrupt, and of immo-
ral tendency and operation, of which many or

most of the agents are or may be good and ho-

nest men. Our correspondent douhiless views
with abhorrence the African slave trade as it was
formerly legalized by the British government.
Would he iherelore denounce as a villain every Bri-

tish minister or statesman who legislated, and
every military or naval commander who Ibught

(0 maintain, or carry on the slave trade? If so,

his denunciation would include halfof the eminent
men in England, during that time. Or if claim-
ing that these men were as virtuous as most
other people—or if believing, as we do, that John
Newton was a pious and sincere Christian while
employed lor years as the regular master of a
slave ship, would it be a logical dedui tion ihat

the slave trade was a just, virtuous and Christian-

like institution? At this time, most good and
thinking men consider piivaieering as a sysiem
of robbery and murder. Would the expression
of such general opinion convey Ihat all who had
been concerned in privateering were robbers and
murderers'? Or, if persons so engaged, and even
leading the enterprises, have been, as many
doubtless were, patriotic, honest, generous, and
mreciful, is that a proof that the system and
operation of privateering have the like charac-
teristics'? One of every two nations engaged in

war must be necessarily in the wrong; and many
wars of Great Britain (lor example) have been
without even color of justification, and vpere com-
menced lor conquest, or other unlawful gain. But
no one would condemn as a robber and murderer
every officer who commanded in such wars, nor
even the states ncn who directed them. And yet,

according to the reasoning of our correspondent,
the piety ot the prime minister of England, and
the honorable character of her military and naval
commanders, would be sufficient ground to prove
the justice of the attack on Copenhagen, the
conquest of India, and the present opium war
with China !! ! We protest against all such ille-

gitimate deduciions, and against none more strong-

ly than ihat particular one ofour correspondent, and
which is so generally used, and which amounts to

this, that because bank presidents and directors,

or many of them, may be of high and honorable
character, patriotic, moral, and even religious.,

that the principle and the operation of the institu-

tions they manage must therelbre be honest, and
beneficent. We might admit the private characters

of the bank authorities to be as good as our corre-

spondent's argument may require, and still the sys-

tem under which they operate may be corrupt and
abominable, and its operation on the interests of
the community may be fraudulent, plundering,

and even ruinuus.

(e.) We admit, and regret, that most news-
papers are indeed "vehicles of falsehood" lo

greater or less extent. As a matter of mere
curiosity, we should like to know which paper

our correspondent reads and confides in, as free

Irom such ground of reproach ; lor, without know-
ing, we much suspect that he has had in especial

favor, and will continue to have as a monitor

and guide, some one paper which is among the

most willing and operative among the " vehicles of

falsehood." For our own little weekly "summary
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of news," we can only 6ay thai we have ainied to

lurnish the earhest known news, and true eiate-

nients ol' lads. And, lor so concise and meajier
a compendium, still trust, that we have eucc2t*dt'il

in telling tlie truth as jzenerally as any ol' hi.s

more favored newspapers, deleclive us may ho

some of the sources ol' our inlbrmaiion. We
admit no newspaper and no man as oui/toriUj'

(or all things; but will reject no snpjily of lijrlu

or information, however distrusifLil in general ol

the channel through which it may come. State-

ments ol' facts should be judged by iheir agree-

ment with truth in results, and not altogether by
their sources.

(/.) According to the understanding of our cor-

respondent ol the term "political articles," (and
which was answered in the first note,) we can pro-

mise no such amendment. The Farmers' Register

may be deprived of all remunerating pecuniary

euppori, and even be put down, ultimately, for sus-

taining agricuhural and general interests against

banking and borrowing interests. 'We know well

what we are to expect from those who may ho-

nestly ihink and act like our correspondent—and
still more from the far greater number of bankites

whose motives and acts will not bear compari-

son with his. There can not be many, if indeed any,

of the class of servile bank slaves among our

subscribers ; but others of that class will not the

less exert themselves in every possible way to

put down an uncompromising opponent to the

power they serve. We have not ovetlooked this

threatened consequence—and are not moved by

its terrors. It will not be easy loforce us to silence
;

and while wecontinueto publish, we shall not cease

to maintain the contest with the fraudulent bank-

ing system, until it is either reformed, or its for-

merly possessed power shall be restored, and ren-

dered impregnable. In the etioft, we may be

made to break under the storm of bank power, but

we shall not bend to it.

As our correspondent has treated and denoun-
ced as "politics" only our articles on political

economy and banking, it is perhaps superfluous

•to extend our defence liarther than his assault has

reached. But as we know that other persons, in

a less formal manner and less friendly spirit.

have affixed the similar charge, of treating of

party politics, we will take this occasion lo deny
the charge and defy the proof In giving any
proper epitome of news or current events, it

would be impossible to avoid stating sometimes
the most important party events, which belong to

(he history of the time, and are like to have im-

portant results on matters which we are bound to

state or discuss. But when interesting mcM'ely

as party movements, or party successes or defeats,

we have generally passed them over, or simply

given the facts without comment.* We belong to

no existing political party, and have very little

respect for the general course and measures of

any party now or recently having power lo rule,

and to abuse their trust. Personally, and in our

private capacity, none can be more unreserved

and open in expressions of approval of or hos-

tility to political measures—and our course in

* The publication of a general summary of news
in the Farmers' Register, has been found to be of

more trouble than utility, and was designed to cease

with the current volume. The designed omission

however, will not be influenced by any such objec-

tions as are made above.

that capacity has been, and will continue to be,

to approve vvfiat we deem right, and condemn
and denounce what we deem wrong, no matter
which of the opposisg partie* m^y be the

agents. Our correspondent knows this—and also

that we have sometimes battled by his side,

against what we concurred in deeming abuses
of power, just as strenuously as we now differ

with him, and oppose certain abuses which he
upholds and cherishes,«s the greatest of public be-

nefits. Jiut in our editorial character we have
been entirely free from parly adhesion. If

it were worth the while, we could adduce proofs

of our freedom from the charge of bias by party,

in facts showing that persons of every party have
at times inferred that we belonged to the parly of
iheiropponenis, and that they have condemned our

publication and course, on that ground. And these

mistakes were caused by the usual intolerance

and bigoted feeling of party men ; for as every such
man expects unanimity of approval for the acts

of his leaders, from all of his side, he deems the

slightest expression of censure of any measure of

his party, as indicating the utterer lo be as bigot-

ed a member of the opposite parly. And a like

mistake has probably been avoided by our present

correspondent, and we have therefore escaped hi,"

rebuke being extended to that point also, simply

because he better knows our free political opinions,

and independence of party rule.

For more than twenty years we have had no

great or abiding confidence in any dominant party,

while exercising power—and tear that our own
stale' rights republican creed and principles will

hereafter, as heretofore, be professed only by
parties out of power and seeking its aliainnient.

But we also deem the destruction of the irredeem-

able and irresponsible paper banking system as

of importance to agricultural interests and lo the

public weal, paramount to (he temporary success

and rule of any party that has existed. But
no party yet, while in power, has truly op-

posed and restrained the growth and power of

the fraudulent paper system—and we therefore

I^ave but lillie confidence in present more than

past professions on that point. We look to the

great body of the people at last to rise in their

mdignation and compel iheir leaders to do this

work of reformation ; and not otherwise to party

action, party leaders, scarcely more than lo the

banks themselves, to reform Iheir abuses and

frauds.

(g.) We value highly the assurance of our cor-

respondent's continued personal friendly regard,

because we most truly reciprocate the sentiment,

and could extend in words much further the

grounds of our appreciation of his worth. In

condemning ihe course, and withdrawing his aid

from the Farmers' Register, he acts, as he always

does, honestly, and independently of all improper

motives. It does not abate in the least our esti-

mation of his good qU'iliiies, nor our fiiendly dis-

position towards him. Of course, we consider

him as wrong-headed in regard lo banks, and

as obstina'e in his errors, as he can possibly sup-

pose of us. But we may both be content to ba-

lance these derogatory oninions of each other, as

an account settled and done with ; and we trust

that in every other respect our mutual opinions

may continue as they are, favorable and altoge-

ther kind and friendly.—Ed. F. R.
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PRESERVATION OF VINES FROM THR RAVAGES
OF BUGS.

From the ICcutuoky t'arraer.

A friend has named to us thai the rollovvins is

the most effectual method to preserve young vines

from the ravages of the bugs:

TaUe a few branches ol cedar top, boil them in

water so as to make a pretty elrongdecoclion—-and

alter it is cold, with a vvaterins pot., wet the vines,

and not one bug will touch them. This must he

repealed every few da\s, parncu^u-iy after a ram

shall have washed off the decoction.

SUIMEIVEAH'? or KTEWi

Fnday, October 1, 1841.

Judge Tenney of Louisiana has been killed in a duel

with rifle and bowie knives. The quarrel was pro-

duced by a judicial decision made in court by the judge.

This is a beautiful illustration of the "independence

of the judiciary."

A convention of slaveholders was held in Maryland

on the 15th. Resolutions were passed that a state

convention of persons favorable to the protection of

the slaveholding interests of the state [against northern

philanthropists and abolitionists,] should* be held at

Annapolis on the first Monday of January next. The
convention will be composed of 480 persons.

The difficulties of the Helderberg district continue,

and have increased. The tenants of Van Rensallaer

have put the law at defiance. A sheriff" who went to

execute a legal process was seized, tied, and barely

escaped with his life. The lawless residents of the

district are organized for resistance to law.

The sub- treasury safe at Chicago, in the office and
charge ofE. S. Prescott, Receiver of the Land Office,

was opened on the 11th ult. and robbed of nearly

$11,000, mostly in gold. It is presumed that the re-

ceiver's bond will cover thi? amount, and of course

the government will not be the loser.

A sudden and unusually high iiunidation has lately

taken place of the Savannali river, which has done
much injury to crops and other property. At Augus-
ta and Hamburg, the river rose 20 feet in one night.

The site of the latter town was barely above the flood.

During the week ending on the 11th, there had been
245 deaths in New Orleans, of which 164 were by
yellow fever.

The barque Florida, from Canton, was wrfcked on
the coast of New Jersey, on Wednesday the 22d inst.

Vessel and cargo totally lost. The cargo was of tea

and silks, worth ^-200,000. Crew all saved. The
accounts by the Florida were to 19th ot May from
Canton, and add nothing material to the previous in-

formation, except rumors.

Governor Cannon, of Tennessee, died on the

8th inst. of paralysis.

The St. Louis papers slate that the three men
(Burr, Walsh, and Thompson) taken in Missouri and
charged with enticijig away neijro slaves, had been
tried at Palmyra on the 10th and 12th inst., convicted
and sentenced to the penitentiary for twelve years.

There are strong reasons for believing that an armed
force consisting of several thousand men have been
for some time organized within the state of New
York for the purpose of co operating witli the Cana-
dian patriots, as they are called, in another attempt at

revolt. We are informed on good authority, that the

organization of these men within our own territory

was never so complete as it is at present ; and that

it comprises a body of fifty or sixty thousand persons,

who are ready to march at a moment's warning across

the frontier, and to carry fire and sword into the

heart of the Canadas. Whether the United States

government is aware of this alarming state of affairs,

we are unable to say ; or whether General Scott in

his recent visit to Buffalo and Detroit succeeded in

discovering what was actually going on in the vicinity

of those places. It is very evident, however, to ob-

serving men who reside near the Canadian frontier^

that Ufiiisual jueparations have been making for some
time past among those who are friendly to the cause

of the patriots, and the most disastrous consequences

are apprehended unless this conspiracy against a

nation with whom w^* are at peace, is broken up in

time. The recent robberies of powder and arms were
doubtless committed by persons in the employment
of the conspirators, and similar seizures will be at-

tempted by them herealtcr, from time to time.— Troy
Whig.

A proclamation has been issued by the President of
the Unifed States, warning citizens against making
any hostile movements against Canada.

There has occurred another border difficulty in an

outrage committed by Canadians. Col Grogan, for-

merly a "Canadian patriot" noted for his active par-

ticipation in the insurrection, but since a resident in

the United States, was seized in his bed, some miles

within the American line, wounded, and carried in

chains to Montreal, where he is imprisoned.

An unsuccessful attempt was made to blow up the

British armed steamer lying in the Niagara river. The
floating fire apparatus exploded too soon, when within
about 300 yards of the vessel.

Thirteen steam boats have been lost during the last

four months between St. Louis and the City of New
Orleans, most of them with valuable cargoes. The
water at this time between here and the mouth of the

Ohio is exceedingly low, aad navigation consequently
attended with great risk and danger in consequence of

the snags. dlton (II.) Tel.

By ifiis morning's mails, ( Oct. 1.)

President Tyler has ordered that editors of politi-

lical newspapeis shall in no case be appointed post-

masters, and that all such now in office shall be turned
out. Good ! This evil thus corrected has been a
shameful and unjustifiable abuse and means of cor-

ruption.

Another revolution has broken out in Mexico, and
Gen. Santa Ana is again in the ascendant.

The Congress of Yucatan has met and declared the
entire independence of that former province of Mexico.

An Anti- Slavery Convention of Connecticut have
" respectfully" asked of President Tyler to emancipate
his slaves.

The "shaving institution," known as the Exchange
Bank of Indianapolis, stopped payment on the 15th
inst. It is not known what amount of its trash is in

circulation, but it is said to be very considerable.

Every man who holds any of it will, of course, lose it.

This is a severe remedy, but it is one that will be sure

to work a cure.

The stock of the broken United States Bank is still

gradually getting lower in price. The last quoted
was $0.75 tor the share of #100, which is just $5.75
more than it is worth.

The shipments of specie from New York continue
to increase in amount. The Philadelphia Ledger of
24th says—" [t is now ascertained that the amount that

will leave that city in all this week will not fall short

of one million ol dollars I The consequence already
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is a dirterence betwewi specie and cmrprn'v Hwrc ol'
;]

to 14 percent. "—"About )if;:j()(l,()0() lelt tli.''MorclianI'.s

Bdiik on Wednesday for tliat destination [China
]

Larpe drafts were also made on other banks to t;o by l!ic

Louis Philippe, lor Havre, on the 24th, and marly
$300,000, it IS stated, are already engaged to go by the

• Great Western."

The exportation of specie has been going on for

souio weeks past, and tliis week much more libsraMy

than at any time before. We presume the .'^amc

tendency will continue through next month, and per-

haps longer. It would not be strange if five millions

should go off, clearing the market of tlie quantities of

Mexican dollars and other silver which is held merely
as merchandize, and perliajis drawing from the banks
most of their American half dollars at a premium ol

a half to one per cent. The banks have a large

amount of gold, which is not wanted lor exj)ort;ition

at the present rates of exchange, and is not likely to

be called for. The banks therefore are not called

upon lor specie to supply the foreign demand, by the

presentation of claims upon them. The operation

now going on is altogether healthy, for specie had
accumulated here until it had becouie burthensomc.

—

New York Jour. Com.

The specie shipped in masses last week was as fol-

lows :

Gladiator for London - - - $230,000
Louis Phillipe for Havre - - - 346,OOo
Great Western for Bristol - - - 271.340
Akbar lor Canton via Liverpool - - 250,000

$1,097,340
An injunction served upon the Commercial Bank

of New York city, by the Commissioners, closed its

doors on Monday. Cause, overliading, or lei;t too

large an amount to persons connected with its ma-
nagemenl.— {Phil. Led.) It is understood that the as-

sets of the bank are now sufficient to render its debts

safe, but not to leave n.uch tor the slockliolders.

This was a safety fund bank. Its capital was $.500,000.

Its circulation 1st January last, was $121,-370.

—

Jour. Com.

The Herkimer County Bank (New York) has been
robbed by Anson C. Brown, the book-keeper of the

bank, of more than $70,000. The financier escaped
with the proceeds of his "operations," but was soon
pursued, and his capture expected. [He has since

been taken, and nearly all the money recovered.]
The cause of the depreciation of Wheeling bank-

notes, so much below those of the other bank notes

of Viiginia, has been a mystery. We had no doubt
but they are just as good as the others— or to speak
more correctly, that all the others are as bad as tliose

of Wheeling. But though not able to fatliom the

mystery, we were sure that the Wheeling banks were
in some way making an extra profit by the extra de-

preciation of their notes. The following article from
the Argus, a paper published in Wheeling, may serve

to throw some light on the subject. Alter having
announced in a previous paper, the depaiture of
Messrs. Brady and List, the cashiers of the two
Wheeliiig banks, the Ai-gus of the 23d adds—"We
have been informed that the cause of the above
gentlemen's departure, was to make some arrange-
ments in Richmond, to bring the value of their pa;)er

to a par with the banks of that city. Then, as we
before said, " may not an appreciation in the value of
their paper be expected ?" We hope so Since writ-

ing the above, we have received further information,

that the principal business of this delegation is to

sell specie—two stage loads of which our in-

formant says, they took with them. Banks can ship

off, and speculate in specie ; at the same time, farm-
ers and mechanics must receive and put up with
'• shin plasters" and depreciated currency, for their

sweat and toil." I

In the mean time, th" Wheeling notes will mnke a
hn^ic part oi" the revenue, and the Irea.suiy vrill lose
llio amount ol depreciation. We trust the loss may
be as great as jiossible, >o that the peo|)le of Virginia
ni.iy no longer submit to be securities general for all

Ihe banks of the state. The greater the lo-s sulf-'r-

ed now, the greater will be thi? saving hi iciiltor. A
bankrupt treasury, caused by bankrupt banks, would
now be a blessing, compared to the continuance of
Ihe permaninco of the fraudulent paper system, up-
held by state securityship.

Resumption ! Resumption ! !—This cry is besinnin"-
to be heard, and it is full time that it should be"*.

Some of the banks profess to be able to resume ; then,
if Ihey do not resume, they are guilty of dishoncsli/,

and the people must not rest satisfied until they aie
punished.

—

Baltimore Republican.

The Richmond Enquirer, says.—" The whole bank-
itig system in the states must be radically relormed.
Tile suspended institutions (we mean, those that are
not bankrupt,) must resume specie payments, by a

ivise concert and at as early a day as is practicable."

j

Friday, October 8, 1841.

I
According to the report of Mr. Ewin^, the late

i
secretary of tlie treasury, the sum ot $319,318 re-

I

mains due from the United Statts Bank to the treasii-

I

ly of the United States. (Senate Document, No 121.)

j

Judge McLean of Ohio has declined the appoint-
ment of secretary of war, and J. C. Spencer of Nt:W

j

York has been appointed to, and has accepted the place.

I

All the other persons recently nominated for the cabi-
; net have accepted, and all are at Washington, except
I

A. P. Upsher of Virginia, secretary of the navy, and
i Ch. Wicklifie of Kentucky, postmaster general. The
former is detained at home by the illness of his bro-

!

ther. It is understood that all the new members of

j

the cabinet (who form the whole, except the state de-
Ipartment,) are opposed to the establishment of a na-
1 tional bank.

! It is yet a matter in dispute whether the kidnapping
of the Canadian "patriot" or incendiary, Grogan,.

i from within the United States line, was by military

!

authority, or by unauthorized volunteers. Grogan is

still in jail in Montreal. His case is before the go-
vernment, and he will no doubt be demanded and

' released.

Samuel S. Fitch, a merchant of Philadelphia, sup-
posed to be worth between one and two hundred
thousand dollars, has been arrested for forgery, al-

leged to have been committed 17 years ago.

The trial of McLeod has been commenced, at

Utica.

The great swindler who lately got $26,000 by a
forged draft on the Biownsof New York, and as much
on another lions... L: .• i;een discovered and arrested.

He is, or had passed tor. ;: Col. Monroe Edwards, of
Iberville, Louisiana, and 's a native ol Kentucky. .$44,-

000 of the money has been recovered. He had been
playing the character of abolitionist on a grand scale,

and altempling lo swindle the leaders of that sect,

which attempt led to his detection. He was arrested

in Philadelphia.

We understand that the crops on the plantations

alon^ the Savannah are seriously injured by the late

freshet. The corn crops generally in Beach Island

are destroyed.

—

Georgia paper.

The ship Shenandoah arrived at Philadelphia on Mon-
day night, bringing accounts 5 days lat( r (to 9th of
September,) from England. No news of impor-

tance.

Duiing the last week, 5 failures had occurred in

Manchester, to the amount of £300,000.

By the last accounts from Canton, the emperor ol

China continued determined to yield nothing to the
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demands of the British government, and Wiis putting

to death his commandeis for ill success, and his

couBsellers for advising peace.

L. S. Cornweil, a cieric in the State Bank of Illi-

nois has been detected in a " defalcation" effected by
makinu false entries in the accounts. This is quite

a small affair—only j^'SOO taken before deli-ction. As
usual, the highly respectable clek was bailed, and
is off—probably for Texas.

Sundry of the noilhern newspaper editois are much
at a loss as to what sins of authoiship to charge upon
Judge Upshur, the new secretary of the Navy. We
will tell them. He is the author of "A Brief En-
quiry into the true nature, &-c.of our Federal Constitu-

tion," which volume is a most able exposition and
maintenance of state-rights doctiines, and to lel'ute

which, or even to impair the force of the argument,
would greatly perplex any one, or all, of those who
are so anxious to fix some charge upon this " Virginia

abstractionist" and stout defender of strict construc-

tion and state rights.

By the steamer Acadia, arrived at Boston, London
accounts are brought to September 18th.

The harvest had been secured, except i:i the northern

part of the island, and prices were rather lower. The
average prices of wheat, as stated on September 10

were for week ending July 24—(iSs. 3d. per quarter.
" 31—70 5

" " Aug. 7—72 5 " "
" 14_74 7 "
" 21—76 1 " "
" 28—74 1 " "

Aggregate 72s. Sd. making the duty 2s. 8d. per quar-

ter. The next week reduced the duty to lowest point

viz. Is. per quarter. The speculators will succeed
completely.

—

Jour. Com.

An unsuccessful attempt had been made in Paris

to assassinate the Due d'Aumale, one of the sons of

the king of France.

A serious popular disturbance had occurred at Cler-

mont in Auvergne, and several of the military had
been killed by the lioters.

The harvest was finished in France, the product
considered a fair average.

^ 7ioble cojnpliment.— \Ye understand ihat the

citizens of Woodford have purchased the fine farm, in

that county, on which the Hon. J. J. Crittenden was
born, and made him a present of it. The price paid

was $17,000.

—

Louisville Journal.

The iron steam-ship, now building at Bristol, (Eng.

)

will measure 3600 tons. The iron, (all wrought,) is

more than half an inch thick. The steamer will cost

something like $'500,000. It will have 5 masts, and
4 engines of 300 horse power each.

Friday, October 15, 1841.

Grogan has been released from prison in Montreal,
and brought to and dismissed at the United States

line, by the Canadian authorities, on requisition of

the United States government.

A collision of two trains, meeting in rapid pro-

gress, took place on the Western Railroad, (Mass.)
Two locomotives and several passenger cars were
completely smashed, and nearly 40 persons severely

injured. Three have since died, and others expected
to die, from injuries received.

Gen. Samuel Houston, the vulgar blackguard and

rowdy, and notorious common drunkard, has been
again elected, and from private life, president of

Texas. Tliis is a strong indication of the low state

of manners and morals in this young republic.

The great forger and financier. Col. Monroe Ed-
wards, alias John P. Caldwell, has been removed to

New York for trial, by requisition of the executive
of New York.

The general elections for Maryland and for Geor-
gia have just been concluded, and in both the demo-
cratic party have gained the victory. Francis Thomas
has been elected governor of Maryland, and Gov.
McDonald leelected in Georgia. The election in

Maryland was made to turn on the resumption of

specie payments by the banks, the candidates of
the successful party \y<iv\n°^ promised to vote for re-

sumption. We hope, (bid cannot yet trust,) that the

promises and pledges to this end may be of more
stability and worth than heretofore on this subject,

from that party. At any rate, the fact is gratifying

that to that ;o/c(/gc the successful paity owed th.eir re-

cent success. In Georgia, it may be inferred that

the same question of resumption or non-resumption
0])erated oii the election; for we leain from the Au-
gusta Chronicle (whig paper,) that " already has the

dread of such an event had such an effect upon our
currency, that to day [Oct. 9] it has been impossible

to .fell the bills of the Central Bank at any discount."

This (to us) graiilying result could only be founded
on the expected compulsory " winding up" or other-

wise " blowing up" of such rotten banks.

The bark Amanda, from Limerick, bound to Que-
bec, was wrecked on Little Metis Point on the

26th ult. Twenty. nine passenger;, and 12 (out of 18)
of the crew were drowned.

" In all sections of the country, 'he community has

become aroused to the iniquities <ii the b-mking sys-

tem, as practised both by the late National Bank and
the State Banks. In Georgia, Mississippi and Michi-
gan already a strong movement has been made to clear

the markets of the depreciated paper of the suspend-

ed banks. Anrl in the last mentioned state, so suc-

cessful have been the efforts of the people, that no
banks exist in that state, and the currency is as sound
as any in the union. A similar movement is going

forward in Ohio with every prospect of the most emi-

nent success. In that state there are now 30 banks,

the charters of which nearly all expire in January,

1843, and the legislature of next winter will be called

upon to decide on their recharter. The present char-

ters are nearly all forfeited by their suspension, and
the indications are that they can in no case be renew-
ed, more especially as the operations of the bankrupt

law during the next year, will deprive them of a large

portion of their assets. The instant those fraudulent-

ly suspended banks are wound up, a sound currency

will flow in upon the people, and put an end to the

fluctuation in exchanges, and the extortions that they

now suWcv."— Money Article, New York Her.

Bellville, the splendid mansion house of Mrs. Mayo,
near Richmond, was burnt last Friday night.

By this morning's mails, {Oct. I5th.)

From the Utica Observer of Oct. 12, we learn that

the trial of McLeod was then still undecided. There
seems however no longer any doubt as to his being

acquitted. There was conclusive evidence that

McLeod was not present at the attack on the Caroline.

The king of financiers. Col. Monroe Edwards, has

been operating in England, and has got £250 out of

Lord Spencer by means of a forged letter of introduction

from Daniel Webster, and by forged securities. Col.

Edwards concentrates in himself the business talents

of Nicholas Biddle and all the directories of all the

existing swindling banks put together. If he had

been president of the late United States Bank, it would

still have been in triumphant progress and in good

repute ; and President Edwards would have been deem-

ed a still greater man and more a public benefactor, than

was President Biddle.
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Fresh fi^li (tuibot) was spivpiI up at P-arl stioel

House, Boston, bioiiglit Irom England in the Acadia.

The National Inteliigencpr (hani<ite) of yi'stenlay,

says—" The Baltimore Republican ascribes the liite

triuiiipi) of its parly in Maryiaiui, to ' Mc Iwo vetoes.'

This we do not deny." This is excellent -.uUliorily

in such a case ; and it shows that Uie picsident's veto(>s

have operated indirectly, to reform the swindling and

rotten banking system in gonerni, as well as to pre-

vent one particular branch of it being again connect-

ed with, and fixed upon the federal government.

The New York Herald of the 13tli announces posi-

tively upon certain, though secret information, that

McLeod, had been acquitted. "Secret and confiden-

tial information" of the verdict of a jury is some-

thing new under the sun. We have no doubt of the

truth of the acquittal of McLeod, but believe that

the Herald anticipated it by such inferences as any

person iniiiht as well draw, and not by knowing a

passed result.

Last sales (or report of sales) of United Staff's

Bank stock in Philadelphia (October 13,) at .5;^. In

New York " entirely unsaleable, and should be struck

off the list," says the " Money Article" of the New
York Herald. Having in our summaries noted its down-
ward progn^ss thus to no//; i??g, or to the mere nominal and

fictitious rate of speculators, we now bid farewell

to this remnant of political iniquity, wide-spread

fraud and plunder, and colossal engine of corruption

of public and private morals.

Friday, Oct. 22, 1841.

As anticipated in our last week's summary, McLeod
was acquitted by the jury almost as soon as the case

was referred to their decision. There was no popular

outbreak, nor the least ground of fear from that source

to the prisoner, who was immediately released, and

remained unguarded, and perfectly safe from all

offence.

Young Semmes, charged with the murder of Prof.

Davis, and bailed for $25,000, has failed to appear

to take his trial. The next thing to be expected i-^

that some flaw will be found in the bail bond, or

other part of the procedure, and the criminal will not

even pay the money price of blood. This bail pro-

cess is a shameful part of the very defective criminal

law of Virginia.

A slave plot for insurrection, near Purysburg, was
discovered in South Carolina a few days ago. Nine
of those concerned were arrested, four of whom, it is

saicf, will be hung.

Millingion Bank.—We learn t>om the Baltimore Sun
that Mr. Ellis, president of that swindling concern, tiie

Millington Bank, was tried last week at Chesfertown,

Md., and convicted. He was placed in prison after his

conviction, and a motion for a new trial made by his

counsel prevailed, and his trial is to take place at the

next tern]. The charges against him are aiding and

abetting in swiiuding, &c., while president of the

Millington Bank.

Redfield.—Mr. Redfield, cashier of the Commercial
Bank, New York, lately enjoined, has been ascertain-

ed to be a defaulter to the amount of #.56,000. ./?«

usual, Mr. Redfield was a gentleman of the highest

character and respectability.

The elections in Pennsylvania, as well as those of

Maryland and Georgia, have gone decidedly in favor

of the democratic party, claiming to be the anti-fraud-

ulent paper money party, and the contest there has

turned, and the victory has been gained, as in Mary-
land and Georgia, on the question of bank r^sumfjtion

of specie payments. We earnestly hope, but in '

great fear of the reverse, that the successful party

will redeem the pledge thus given.

As one of the striking "signs of the times" the

National G>r/ette of Philadelphia, one of the most able

and thorough baiikite na|)eis, has taken new ground,
and on the above subject utters such language as the

following :

"The Baltimore Clipper, speaking of the result of
\\\i\ late election in Maryland, claims for the whigs
a majority in the Senate, and expresses the belief, that

no opposition will be ottered by that body to any
measures which may be proposed by the [lower]
house, touching the finances of the state ; the public
del)t, regulation of the banks, &c. -It adds, ' It is now
generally understood, that the banks will be compelled
f(» resuniR specie payments ; to which we suppose
there will be little objection by either parly, as that

measure had its influence in producing the result at

the election which has just terminated.'
" The banks cannot fail to perceive (hat the questions

of resumption and a sniuui currency are becoming
pai-amount to all others with the peo()le. Political

contests are determined vpon them, and the party that

advocates or vpholds the banks in their present course is

overthrown. So unpopular is this ]ualonged bank sus-

pension becoming, that ere long there will be "none
so poor as to do them reverence,'- if they persevere
in it. We see daily evidences that the people are

resolved not to tolerate the existing state of things

connected with the circulating medium much longer.
" The people are becoming dissatisfied with the con-

duct of corporate institutions, or what may more pro-

perly be termed monopolies. The opinion is obtaining
very extensively, that it is far better to abolish bank
charters, and leave the business of banking open and
free to every one who chooses to engage in it. We
fully concur in these opinions, At another time we
shall go fully into this subject."

—

Nat. Gaz.

There was some drawing of specie from the debtor

banks to-day for remittance, and the amount ship-

ped will not be far from $.500,000. The Wellington
has on board for London #•208,000. This is a mere
trifle, however, and will in no wise inconvenience the

banks, which are overflowing with specie, and must
continue so to be, while the specie of the whole
union is driven here by the irredeemable currency of

the south arid west. The people of those sections

continue to prefer the depreciated paper of fraudulently

insolvent banks to the currency of the constitution.

The consequence is that New York having a super-

fluity of specie, it goes to Europe, because it is more
in demand there than in those states where the com-
munity reject it in favor of bank rags; at the same
time they complain of what they call high rates of

exchange. Nearly ,#.50,000 arrived here yesterday

from New Orleans, where the people tolerate the

shin plasters.

—

Money Article of N. Y. Her.

Currency and Business.—The New York Sun, a
neutral paper, has the i'ollowing very just remarks
with res^ard to the effect on ciurency and business of

a defeat of the [national] bank bill. It says :

" As regards the efl'ect upon currency and business,

it will be nothing at all. As we have repeatedly

shown, the currency and exchanges are regulating

themselves much more effectually and soundly than

any bank could regulate! them, and trade is reviving

as rapidly as the laws by which it is and must be go-

verned will sanction. Had a bank been created, it

would have made endless mischief. Having escaped

this danger, business will go on, as it has been aoing

on, in its steady, regular and natural channels. Such,

as far we can learn, are the opinions of the discreet

and honest men of all parties."

From Florida.—The St. Aueustine News, of the

8th inst., contains advices from Tampa to the 1st. On
the 6lh, Col. Worth was to ship fioin 2.50 to .'500 In-

dians westward, of whom 95 were warriors. There
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are still maratiding parties straggling thron;,^h ihe inte-

rior, occapionally murdering tlio.?e whom they may
chance lo encounter.

The East College, at Williamstown, N. J., was de-
stroyed by fire on Sunday last. The building was 100
feet long, 40 wide, and 4 stories high.

Another explosion.—An explosion, it appears, has
jr.st occurred in the Morris Canal Barking Compan}',
which has caused the company to remove both the

president and vice president of the concern, E. R.
Biildie and E. Lord. The reason for this act is stated

in the newspapers to be, that thrse officers had lo;ined

their friends or themselves .$'180,000 of the funds of
the bank, to establish or improve certain iron works
in Danville and Wilkesbarre, besides various other
financial operations. The Directors called upon them
to resign ; they refused, and were accordinoly turned
Out.

—

Phil. Ledg.
Female industry in MnssachuscUs

.

—The number
of females employed in Mas.sachusctt-: i 40.000, of

whom about 24,000, are in the woollen factories. The
aggregate amount of their earnings, annually, is esti-

mated at $4,000,000.—P/i. Ledger.

Friday, Oct. 2.9, 1841.

The steamer Columbia arrived at Boston on the
21st, bringing accounts 16 days later from England,
and to 5th inst.

The consideration of the corn law by parliament
had been postponed to next se=sion, which will begin
in February, 1842. A loan of £3,000,000 had been
voted and advertised for.

Trade continues to remain in a very depressed state

in Eniiland, and the sufferings of the operatives are
excessive in consequence.

An arrival direct from Canton brings important
news. The city has been bombarded by the British

squadron—40 war junks of the Chinese blown up,
several thousands of the Chinese troops killed, and
negdTiations again entered upon. $6,000,000 had been
offered to the British commander for the ransom of
Canton.

John Forsyth, of Georgia, late s-cretary of state,

died on the 21st, at Washington.

Two of till' great financiers, Hassinger and Wright,
are under trial in Philadelphia for swindling. They
were the president and secretary of the Norristown
Railroad Company, and, as usual, men of the highest
respectability. Their joint operation was committed
long ago. it consisted in fraudulent issues of certifi-

cates of loan and stock of the company for about
#250,000.

The London packet Quebec, which sailed from
New York for London on October 26, took $272,000
in specie.

Orders have been given to build three more war
steamers—one at Norfolk, to be propelled on Lieut..
Hunter's plan of paddle wheels, one at Philadelphia, -

on Capt. Stockton's plan, and one at New York.

By later accounts from Canton, (kept back for the
purpose of speculation,^ it appears that the articles

between the commanders had been agreed upon, and
that the ransom of six millions of dollars had been paid
by the Chinese.

It is said that the North Am. Trust and Banking
Co. paid its lawyer ten thousand dollars for drawing

1
up its articles of agreement ; and that the Commer-
cial Bank has been in the practice of helping its ba-
lance with the other Banks by handing over every
morning the checks of certain brokers to the amount
of fifty or sixty thousand dollars. These checks were
procured in exchange for an equal amount of Com-
mercial Bank notes, which were paid out at the bro-

kers' counters during the day, and the brokers allowed
a commission.

The Havre packet, Iowa, carries out from New
York, $82,000 of specie.

Another defalcation —We are informed, from the
proper source, that Mr. Sylvester Spencer, who for

many years past has had charge of the pension office

attached to the Mechanics' Bank in this city, turns out
to be a defaulter to the amount of about $11,000. The
president of the Mechanics' Bank has promptly caused
Mr. Spencer to be committed.

—

Journ. Com.
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ed and stopped in its growth, the other becomes

stronger ; and this is one of the most useful lacts

connected vviih pruning, because it enables a skil-

lul cultivator to equalize the rate of growth of all

parts of a tree ; and, as has been already slated,

this is of the greatest consequence in the operation

of budding. In fact, the utility of the practice,

so common in the management of fruit trees

when very young, turns entirely upon this. A
seedling tree has a hundred buds to support, and

consequently the stem grows slowly, and the i)lant

becomes bushy-headed: but, being cut down so

as to leave only two or three buds, they spring up-

wards with great vigor, and, being reduced

eventually to one, as happens practically, that one

receives all the sap, which would otherwise be

diverted into a hundred buds, and thrives accord-

ingly, the bushy head being no longer found, but

a clean straight stem instead. In the oak and

the Spanish "chestnut this is particularly conspi-

cuous.
Nothing is more strictly to be guarded against

than the disposition to bleed, which occurs in some
plants when pruned, and to such an extent as to

threaten them with death. In the vine, in milky

plants, and in most climbers or twiners, this is

particularly conspicuous ; and it is not unliequent-

]y observed in fruit trees with gummy or mucila-

ginous secretions, such as the plum, the peach,

and other stone liuits. This properly usually

arises from the larger size of the vessels through

which sap is propelled at the periods of early

growths, which vessels are unable, when cut

through, to collapse sufficiently to close their own
apertures, when they necessarily pour forth their

fluid contents as long as the roots continue to ab-

sorb them irom the soil. If this is allowed to

continue, the system becomes so exhausted as to

be unable to recover from the shock, and the plant

will either become very unhealthy, or will die.*

The only mode of avoiding it is to lake care

never to wound such trees at the time when their

sap first begins to flow ; afier a time, the demand
upon the system by the leaves becomes so great

that there is no surplus, and therefore bleeding

does not take place when a wound is inflicted. f
• All these thmgs show how extremely necessary

it is to perform the operations ol pruning wiih

care and discretion. But in addition to the gene-

ral facts already mentioned, there are others of a

more special kind that require attention. The

* [A solution of gum shellac in alcohol, of the

consistence of thin paste (put on with a brush), is an
admirable application to wounds of stone-fruit trees,

and others, which are disposed to bleed profusely. It

is readily applied, adheres closely, excludes the air

completely, and is less offensive to the eye than large

plasters of clay, composition, &.c. A. J. D.]

f "The vine often bleeds excessively when prun-
ed in an improper season, or when accidentally wound-
ed ; and, I beUeve, no mode of stopping the flow of
the sap is at present known to gardeners. I therefore

mention the following, which I discovered many
fears ago, and have always practised with success :

—

f tu four parts of scraped cheese be added one part

of calcined oyster shells, or other pure calcareous

earth, and this composition be pressed strongly into

the pores of the wood, the sap will instantly cease to

flow ; so that the largest branch may, of course, be
taken off at any season with safety." {Knight, in

Hort. Trans , i. 102.)

first thing to be thought of is the peculiar nature

of the plant under operation, and the manner in

which its special habits may render a special mode
of pruning necessary. For example, the fruit of

the fig and walnut is borne by the wood of the

same season ; that of the vine and filbert by

that of the second season ; and pears, apples,

&c,, by wood of some years' growth ; it is clear

that plants of these three kinds will each require

a distinct plan of pruning lor fruit.

The pruner has frequently no other object in

view than that of thinning the branches so as to

allow the free access of light and air to the fruit ;

and if this purpose is wisely followed, by merely
removing superfluous foliage, the end attained is

highly useful ; it is clear, however, that in order to

arrive at this end, without committing injury to

the tree which is operated on, it is indispensable

that its exact mode of bearing fruit should be in

the first instance cleaily ascertained.

The period of ripening fruit is sometimes chang-
ed by skilful pruning, as in the case cf the rasp-

berry, which may be made to bear a second crop

of fruit in the autumn, after the first crop has been
gathered. In order to effect this, the strongest

canes, which in the ordinary course of things

would bear a quantity of fruiting twigs, are cut

down to within two or three eyes of the base ; the

laterals thus produced, being impelled into rapid

growth by an exuberance of sap, are unable to

Ibrm their fruit buds so early as those twigs in

which excessive growth is not thus produced
;

and, consequently, while the latter fruit at one
season, the others cannot reach a bearing state

till some weeks later. Autumnal crops of sum-
mer roses, and of strawberries, have been some-
times procured by the destruction of the usual crop
at a very early period of the season ; the sap
intended to nourish the flower buds destroyed is,

after their removal, expended in forming new flow-

er buds, which make their appearance at a later

part of the year.

The season for pruning is usually midwinter, or

at midsummer ; the latter for the purpose of re-

moving new superfluous branches, ihe former for

thinning and arranging the several parts of a tree.

It is, however, the practice, occasionally, to per-

form what is called the winter pruning early in the

autumn, as in the case of the gooseberry, and of

the vine when weak ; and the efliect is found to

be, that ihe shoots of such plants, in the succeed-

ing season, are stronger than they would have
been had the pruning been performed at a much
later season. This is necessarily so, as a little

reflection will show. » # * # #

With regard to pruning plants when transplant-

ed, there can be no doubt that it is more frequent-

ly injurious than beneficial. It is supposed, or

seems to be, that when the branches ol' a trans-

planted tree are headed back, the remaining buds
will break with more force than if Ihe pruning had
not been performed. * * * # l(g roots are

not fully in action, but from the injuries sustained

in removing they are capable of exercising but

little influence on the branches. The great point

to attain, in the first instance, is the renovation

of the roots, and that will happen only in propor-

tion to the healthy action of the leaves and buds :

if, therefore, the branches of a plant are re-

moved by the pruning knife, a great obstacle is

opposed to this renovation; but, if they remain,
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new rools will be formed in proportion (o their

hcaliliy action. The danger to be feared is, tluii

liie perspiration ol' the leaves n)ay be so great as

to exhaust the S3stem of its (luid contents tiister

ilian the roots can restore tiiem, and in careless

transplanting; this may doubtless liappen : in such

cases it is certainly requisite that some part ol tiie

branches should be pruned away; but no more
should be taken oft than the exigency ol' the case

obviously requires ; and, il the operation of trans-

planting has been well perlormed, there will be no
necessiiy whatever. Inthecase of the transplan-

tation of large trees, it is alleged that branches
nmst be removed, in order lo reduce the head, so

that it may not be acted upon by the wind ; but in

general it is easy to prevent this action by artifi-

cial means.
In the nurseries it is a universal practice to

prune the roots of transplanted trees ; in gardens,

this is as seldom perlormed. Which is right '? If

a wounded or bruiseJ root is allowed to remain
upon a transplanted tree, it is apt to decay, and

this disease may spread to neighboring parts,

which would otherwise be healthy ; to remove
the wounded parts of rools is therelbre desirable.

But the case is different with healthy roots. We
must remember that every healthy and unmulilal-

ed reot which is removed is a loss of nutriment to

the plant, and that too at a time when it is least

able to spare it ; and there cannot be any advan-
tage in the removal. The nursery practice is pro-

bably intended to render the operation of trans-

planting large numbers of plants less troublesome
;

and, as it is chiefly applied to seedlings and young
plants with a superabundance of roots, the loss ui

their case is not so much felt. If performed at all,

it should take pface in the autumn, for at that time

the roots, like the other parts of a plant, are com-
paratively empty of fluid ; but, if deferred till the

spring, then the roots are all distended with fluid,

phich has been collecting in them during winter,

and every part taken away carries with it a por-

tion of that nurture which the plant had been lay-

ing up as the store upon which to commence its

renewed growth

rounding composition in suflicient abundance, and
lor a suflicient length of lime, is separated from

the tree, and planted in a shallow earthenware
flower-pot, of an oblong square shape ; it is some-
iimc» made to rest upon a flat stone. The pot is

then filled with small i)ieces of alluvial clay, which
in the neighborhood of Canton is broken into

bits, of about the size of common beans, being

just sufOcient to supply the scanty nourishment

which 'he particular nature of the tree and the

process require. In addition to a careful regula-

tion ol'the quantity and quality of the earth, tho

(luantity of water, and the management of the

plants with respect to sun and shade, recourse ia

had to a great variety of mechanical contrivances,

to produce the desired shape. The contain-

ing flower pot is so narrow, that the roots push-

ing out towards the sides are pretty effectually

cramped. No radicle can descend ; consequently

it is only those which run towards the sides or up-

wards that can serve to convey nourishment pro-

perly, and it is easy to regulate those by cutting,

burning, &c., so as lo cramp the growth at plea-

sure. Every succeeding lormation of leaves be-

comes more and more stunted,— the buds and

radicles become diminished in the same propor-

tion,— till at length that balance between the roots

and leaves is obtained which suite the character

of the dwarf required. In some trees this is ac-

complished in two or three years, but in others it

requires at least twenty years." {Hort. Trans,,

iv. 229.)
Wehaveslill to consider that peculiar kind of

pruning which is technically called ringing.

This consists in removing from a branch one

or more rings of bark, by which the return of

sap from the extremities is obstructed, and it ia

compelled to accumulate above the ring. Mr.

Knight explains the physiological nature of the

operation so well, that I cannot do better than

quote his words.
" The true sap of trees is wholly generated in

their leaves, from which it descends through their

bark to the extremities of their roots, depositing

n its course the matter which is successively add-

pruning may be prejudicial in transplanting trees,

it may be of the greatest service to such establish-

ed trees as are too prone to produce branches and

leaves, instead of flowers and fruit. In these cases

the excessive vigor is at once stopped by remov-

al of some of the stronger roots, and consequent-

ly of a part of the superfluous food to which their

" rankness" is owing. The operation has been

successfully performed on the wall trees at Oulton,

by Mr. Errington, one of our best English gar-

deners, and by many others, and, I believe, has

never proved an objectionable practice under judi-

cious management. Its eflect is, pro ianto, lo cut

oH' the supply of food, and thus to arrest the ra-

pid growth of the branches ; and the connexion
between this and the production of fruit lias alrea-

dy been explained. It is by pushing the root-

pruning to excess that the Chinese obtain the

curious dwarf trees which excite so much curiosi-

ty in Europe. Mr. Livingston's account of iheir

practice is so instructive, and contains so much
that an intelligent gardener may turn to account,

that 1 think it worth repeating here

It must now be obvious that, although root- ed to the tree ; whilst whatever portion ol such

sap is not thus expended sinks into the alburnum,

and joins the ascending current, to which it com-

municates powers not possessed by the recently

absorbed fluid. When the course of the descend-

ing current is intercepted, that naturally stagnates

an'd accumulates above the decorticated space
;

whence it is repuUed and carried upwards, to be

expended in an increased production of blossoms,

and of fruit: and, consistently with these conclu-

sions, I have found that part of the alburnum

which is situated above the decorticated space to

exceed in specific gravity, very considerably, that

which lies below it. The repulsion of the descend-

ing fluid, therefore, accounts, I conceive, satisfac-

torily, lor the increased production of blossoms,

and more rapid growth of the fruit upon the decor-

ticated branch: but there are causes which ope-

rate in promoting its more early maturity. The
part of the branch which is below the decorticated

space is ill supplied with nutriment, and ceases

almost to grow ; it in consequence operates less

actively in impelling the ascending current ol sap,

which must also be impeded in its progress

" When the dwarfing process is intended, the I through the decorticated space. The parts vvhich

branch which had pushed radicles into the sur- 1 are above it must, therefore, be less abundantly
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supplied wiih moisture ; and drought, in such

cases, always operates very povverlully in accele-

rating maturity. When the branch is small, or

the space li-om which the bark has been taken off

is considerable, it ahuost always operates in ex-

cess ; a morbid slate of early maiurity is induced,

and the Iruit is worthless.
" If this view of the eti'ects of partial decortica-

tion or ringing, be a just one, it Ibllows that much
of the success of the operation must be dependent

upon the selection of proper seasons, and upon

the mode of performing it being well adapted to

the object of the operator. Il'ihat be the pro-

duction o( blossoms, or the means of making the

blossoms set more freely, the ring of bark should

be taken off early in the summer preceding the

period at which blossoms are required : but, if the

enlargement and more early maturity of the fruit

be the objects, the operation should be delayed till

the bark will readily part from the alburnum in the

spring. The breadth of the decorticated space

must°be adapted to the size ol the branch ;
but 1

have never witnessed any except injurious effects,

whenever the experiment has been made upon

very email or very young branches, (or such be-

come debilitated and sickly, long belbre the fruit

can acquire a proper slate of maturity."

The effects ol" ringing in altering the appear-

ance of the Iruit is very striking. In the Horti-

cultural Transactions, iii. 367, tlie following cases

are reported :—In a French crab, the fruit, by

ringing, was increased to more than double the

size, and the color of it was much brightened.

In a Minshull crab the size was not increased,

but the appearance of the apple was so improved

as to make it truly bcautilul ; its colors, both red

and yellow, were very bright. In the courtpendu

apple the improvement was still more conspicu-

ous, the colors being changed from green and
dull red, to brilliant yellow and scarlet. Many
olhers of a similar kind are to be found recorded

in books on horticulture. It is, however, by no

means alone to the maturation or produciion of

fruit that this operation is applicable ; it will, of

course, induce also the production ol flowers, and
it has occasionally been used (or that purpose, as

in the camellia. It is best performed in the early

spring, when the bark first separatee Ireely Irom
the wood.
This operation has, however, the disadvantage

of wounding a branch severely ; and, if performed

extensively upon a tree, it is very apt, if not to

kill it, at least to render it incurably unhealthy ;

for if the rings are not sufficiently wide to cut off'

all communication between the upper and lower

lips of the wound they produce little effect, and if

they are they are difficult to heal. For these

reasons the operation is but little employed, other

means being used instead. By some persons

ligatures are made use of, and they would be pre-

ferable if they answered (he purpose of obstruct-

ing the sap to (he same extent as the abstraction

of a ring of bark. In Malta, one of the objects of

ringing, that of advancing the maturation of the

fruit, is practised upon the zinzibey, or jujube

tree, by merely fixing in the fork of a branch a

very heavy stone, made fast with bandages ; its

weight forces the branches a little into a horizon-

tal direction, and thus, independently of the pres-

Bure it exercises upon the parts it touches, ob-

istructg the free circulation of the eap.

MANURE APPLIED TO THE SURFACE.

To tlieEditor of llie Farnicrs' Register.

South Carolina, Oct. 19th, 1841.

Having lately made a report to the Agricultural

Society of the district in which I reside, in which
1 stated my belief that the surface application of
manures, especially to the corn crop afier it is

up, to be covered by the first working, was decid-

edly prelerable toanyoiher mode oJ applying it,

the derisive stare of incredulity was plainly le-

gible upon several countenances. Not that any
seemed to doubt that I believed so, but a very large

majority of the gentlemen present disbelieved the

fact itselfl

In the report I detailed and experiment of my
own made in 1838, the result ol which was suf-

ficient to satisly the most skeptical, had they

witnessed it, and which, of iisell^, was abun-
dantly so to justify me in coming to the conclu-

sions I did, I also, in support of my opinion,

made some extracts from an article in a number
(10) of the second volume of the Register, pp.
643-4, over the signature of J. M. G , which, il I

am not greatly nii=(Hken as to who the wriier

was, is surely good authority vviih the whole
reac/mg agricultural communii\'. Will he please

to inlbrm us through the Register wheiher he has
made any further experiments, and what his pre-

sent opinion is on that subject?

I happened to have only the number of the

volume in which his article appeared, nor have
I any volume of earlier dale than the sixth, or

1 might in all probability find corroborative testi-

mony Irom other writers, or fioai J. M. G. him-
self. My 6ih, 7th, and 8th volumes are at the bind-

er's, consequently 1 cannot refer to them. But in

the last number of the Register, I had the satis-

faction of finding, in the exiracts Irom G%(
Emory's Address, the very thing, of all others,

I most desired to see. He says, (after giving an
account of some experimen's in turning in the oat

crop in its green state,) " I do not expect to have my
opinion changed, and expect confidently to remain
where I now am, and have been lor a long time,

a firm believer in the propriety of surface manur-
ing raihf r than turning it under. I have never
been disappointed in weeds or other manure
spread upon the surface and allowed to decompose
there, and thus become absorbed by the soil."

Again, "This "experiment much better accords

with the theory of surface manuring, which
seems rapidly to be gaining ground every where."
Now, sir, I would not take the price of the Re-
gister for one year, for this single article. As I

heard a political liiend once say, after going from

one district, in which he expected but a very few
votes, into another where he was well received

and counted on all :
" It made me feel like

going out of a snow storm into a warm bath."

Gen. Emory has even gone farther than I have;

fori did suppose that \he turning in of green

crops was the ne plus ultra of improving our

land with putrescent manure; and in my report

recommended it, in preference to the tardy and
laborious practice of making and hauling out

such as is usually applied.

Is it best to " (bilow nature," and allow our

green crops to rot on the surface? Do, sir, give
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ua (hat are in the dark " more li<j;hl" on this

subject. Invite such as have hud any experience

in llie mailer to come out and " show their liatids."

Let us not be content to carry our pumpkins in

one end ol" llie saclc, with a rock in the oiher end

to balance iheui, because our liithers did so be-

fore us.

There was a resohition passed at our meclitifr,

to forward ihe reports that were read un various

subjects, (amounting to lour in all,) to tlie editors

of the Farmers' Kefiister and Temperance Ad-
vocate lur publication, but us some ol us have
come to the conclusion since, tliat, as the reports

were elicited by a call Irom the Siate Agricultural

Society, through the district society, ihey are

their legitimate properly, to do wiiat they may
think proper witli, and, consequently, it would
not at present be proper to publish them, the

resolution will not in all probability be complied

with. These are the principal reasons why this

communication is made. For if my report liad

been published, it most probably would have
drawn out all the uiformalion nowsouj^ht lor.

In conclusion, sir, permit me to congratulate

you, and all those lor whose interest you have

so ably contended, on Ihe lesult of your ho'd and

daring advenlure ol" " bcarJing the lion," the

"great monster bank," in his den. S.

SWEET POTATOES.

From llie Soutli Carolina Temperance Advocate.

The best plan of rait;ing sv\eet potatoes, agree-
ably 10 my experience, is as Ibllovvs :

Some warm spell in March, 1 would say, about
the middle, take your seed potatoes from the

slack, cellar, or where they have been preserved
during the winter. Sort out such seed as you
would like lo plant, and bed then) in fresh earih,

some potatoes and some eanh, uniil you have as

many as you need. Then leave tlie bed exposed
ta the weather until plantinir lime. In so doing,

the potatoes will sprout. Prepare your ground,
which should be sandy soil if you have it. Old
land is best if manured. Covvpen land is prefera-

ble. Any other manured land will do, except
hog-pen. I have tried hog- pen and hog manure
three times, flnd it has liiiled every time. The
potatoes will come up very bad, and directly begin
10 fire, and finally die. You should |)lough your
ground by the middle of March, and continue to

plough it about every ten days until the 15th or

20ih of April ; then check your land three and a
half feet, and make your hills small ; then raise

your seed carefully, about three in a hill. I be-
Ueve cutting the potatoes in small pieces to be
injurious. Plant them whole. If you should
wish to plant in lidges, cut a channel on the top
of the ridge and lay in it a potato every 10 or

12 inches. Planting at this season, the potatoes
will come up in a few days, and grow finely

;

whereas, if planted early they will not.
When they want work, plough and draw up

dirt with a hoe. Which of those two plans
is beet, I can hardly say, although 1 believe the
ridge will make the mast, but the hill the largest.

1 have planted yam potatoes for several years,
and generally bed my seed in March. In doing
thisj I scrape a little of the surface ofl about 2

inches, and lay the potatoes thick on the ground,
and cover with the soil very liuhi

;
plough your

patch as belore directed, until ihe planis come
up from 4 to inches high. When there is ap-
pearance of rain, make as many ridgea as you
liave plants lor. When you get a season, set

your plants in as you would cal)bage or any other
plants, 10 inches apart, and as the planis become
large enough, set out as before dnected. I be-
lieve they will bring a tolerable good crop, when
planted as late as the 4ih of July. 15ut the
sooner the belter. Sometimes, however, we
get no seasons, and can hardly raise them
in this way. Therelbre, I have tried planting
ihem in the hdl and ridge as other potatoes,

and have been successful in raising tliem in this

way. I raised the largest ones last year I ever
eaw ; they weighed as high as seven and a half
pounds. I have the red, Spanish and ihe yam

;

the red grows large, but of them all, i thmk most
of yam.
The next is how to preserve them during the

winter. 1 have tried several plans, and the plan
most successful is in hill or stack. Scrape out a
hole about 4 inches deep, and as round as you
well can, large enough lo hold 25 or 80 bushels

;

then place heart pine boards in ihe bottom; then
pine straw, u good layer under and over the pota-
toes. Then stand corn stalks very closely all

around the straw. Then cover vviih din. The
stacks should be covered so as to keep Ihe rain
and cold from them. Perhaps I should say some-
thing about the time and manner of digging!
The vines should be well frost bitten before dig-

ging, and 1 am of the impression that Ihey ought
to be let stand several days after fj-ost. The po-
tato, hull or peeling will harden very much by
standing, and the potato is not hall" so apt to

bruise and injure in putting away, and I believe
if the potato vines were all cut oil' as soon as
frost bitten, it would be an advantage to the po-
tato ; lor when the vine is frost biiten, the sap is

inclined to run back to the potato, and if the vines
were cut ofl, it would prevent the sap's returning.

The potato would be diier, and perhaps not rot

so soon.

My common mode of gathering them is with
Ihe plough, first dragging the vines away, then
[)lough the hill or ridge followed with hoes.

July 22(1, 1841. George Bozey.

MELILOT AGAIN.

To the Editor of the Fanners' Kegister.

Dear sir

:

—The pressure of cares and business,

and a greater portion of ill health than has ever
before fallen to my lot, have long prevented me
from attempting a contribution to the pages of
the Register. To tell the truth, sir, I got such
a castigation the last time any of my efforts ap-

peared there, that I have doubted much whether
I ought not, in future, to keep my shoulders out

of the reach of such a cat-o'-nine tails, as your
correspondent "Commentator" wields. But, sir,

I love the Register, and the objects which it is

intended to promote, and while its editor encour-

ages me to write, I shall feel it a privilege, when
circumstances allow, to exert my humble efforts

in the noble cause.
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Some time last Tail or winter, 1 wrote you a
private letter, oC some length, containing state-

ments, and (as I believe) some inquiiie.--, on the
subject of melilot, an extract Ironi which was
j)ublished in the Register. Tiie number contain-

ing this being mislaid, I can recollect nothing ol'

it, but what is alluded to by Commentator. Ii

may appear strange that 1 should'- choose to

thus pursue a matter which" 1 " did not designed-
ly commence," or, that I should be so dispoiicd to

inagnily melilot—a thing of which I have proless-

ed to know so little—as to trouble your readers
vvitli it again. In so far as I or n)elilot maybe
concerned, I believe— in gambler's phrase— that

the game is not worth tlie candle. But, sir, I do
think that it is very important, both to agricul-

ture and the Register, that the kindest courtesy
Bhould be ielt and employed by your contributors.

Whenever our agricultural ijcriouicais become
arenas for gladiators ol the quill to light uj)on,

he who never reads them will |'r(;bably be the
best and happiest man.

1 do not charge upon Coinmenlator the use of
any rude expression. Eut, in his remarks on my
slaiements with regard to meiilot's growing only
in calcareous soils— to its being easily turned
untier with ploughs made by Clute and Reagles,
and its ali'ording line grazing lor sheep and cows
in wmter—he insinuates very strongly a charge
of incredibility. Now, sir, these " assertions"
were made in a hasty letter to a friend ; but 1

find only one word, which needs the slightest

qualification, and that is the word "easily." It

certainly is not very easy work to the team, but
in comparison with tiie beneficial results, almost
any one would say it may be easily done. It is

true Commentator does quality his skepticism in

this particular, by supposing that I mean that

1 can plough this plant under belbre it reach-
es half its ordinary growth in good land. I nei-
ther claim, nor need the benefit oC any such sup-
position. 1 reside in a region where the melilot

grows to the height ol six leet, and sometimes
higher, having an undergrowth of tender, luxu-
riant, and not very strongly odorous branches,
which live through winter here

—

latitude about
37| north, according to our maps—although they
may be as " dead asdoor-nails" with you and with
Commentator. As soon alter sowing wheat as

practicable, I begin to break up my next year's
tobacco ground. On a part of one of my lots

melilot grows most luxuriantly. With one ollhe
large ploughs made by Clute and Reagles of
Schenectady, New York, 1 turn it under, and
it makes bigger and better tobacco, without any
other manure, than the remainder of the lot will

do, with all the manure lean put upon it. This is

more remarkably the case with one of my neigh-
bors, who has much more melilot than I have.
1 do not leel at liberty to use any man's name,
without his consent—he is now far from home

—

lest I might hold him up, to be pelted by some
commentator. But, I will, in a private letter,

which I beg you to keep private— reveal to you
his name—and no authority can be better—and I

trust that you will visit us this fall, and see him,
with a ploijgh made by Clute and Reagles, bury
his grand crop of melilot.

As to my sheep and cows eating melilot, they
may be great .'bols, for aught I know, or have very
bad tastes—they certainly eat it, whether from

lOve of it, or from sheer mischief, I cannot say,

but they most certainly have exterminated a line

patch of it in my standing pasture, in less ihan
two years—leaving not a sprig. Nor is this from
starvation, lor they are never very poor. 1 can-
not say how they might compare with more
dainty competitors, a hlile liirther north, which
probably are lurnished with more savory Ibod ; but
I love to see them eat—even melilot, and some-
times brag of them. Indeed, shame on their

master to let Commentator know it though, I

have lately ascertained that my horses will eat

melilot, while in bloom, in summer, (when cut

and a litde willed,) discovering no pielerence

between it and clover when put together in a
manger. It was wondrous kind in Commentator,
alter ridiculing my poor sheep and cows lor eat-

ing melilot, to give them leave—-and that in Latin
too— to continue the practice, as long as their

wiseacre of a master may imagine that they en-
joy it. It n)ight be entirely out of lashion, in

the present day, to defend ihe odor of melilot ;

but I can recollect very well when our grand-
moihers, who— in matters of taste as well as

in many other things

—

knew lokat was ivhat, l\il\

as well as some of our very well informed and
accurate commentators, were pretty sure to per-
fume their salve with it.

But it seems that I said, that melilot " will not
grow in other than calcareous lands." I dare think
so still. In this region, il my observation be cor-

rect, it only grows about old settlements, which
have doubtless been rendered calcareous by ashes.

You have stated, that ihere are also occasional

veins of calcareous land in the state, particularly

in its tide-water region. Such I should expect to

find at Todsbury, and elsewhere, occasionally, in

ihe Gloucester flats. i know nothing ol the
mail indicator of the lower country, but I should
look upon melilot as an indicator of lime, wher-
ever I might find it. And in this, I think, you
would bear me out. It probably.may not grow
on calcareous lands wiien poor; but we have
abundant evidence in this neighborhood, that alter

such lands have become lertile, il will retain them
in that condition? We might judge, a priori,

that it would do this, being ot the trilblium fami-
ly, and aiibrding a prodigious quantity of vegeta-
ble matter. Is such a quality of no value? Would
not any vegetable which can enaUie land to re-

tain fertility, also cause it, if we could learn to

make such vegetable grow upon poor land 7 Were
gypsum properly applied to melilot, might it not

secure its lile, on poor land 1 I am ignorant, and
hope there is no harm in asking a lew questions.

It cannot hurt even a young larmer, to try a \evf

small experiments. I have entirely failed in mine,
upon what I consider poor calcareous land, as it

etferveeces with acii's and has a great many
calcareous concretions in it. However it might
be with wheat larmers, it certainly would be an
acquisition to us tobacco planters, to be able to

grow melilot, at pleasure. Out soils do not gene-
rally produce clover kindly. We need some har-

dy grass, and if a trelbil, so much the better, to

aid in furnishing vegetable matter to the land. I

have tried a variety, such as English rye-grass,

tall oat-gras3 and orchard-grass, as yet without

much success. The wild rye, which grows vo-

luntarily, in rank patches, all over my (arm, and
which I thought promising, has, like the melilot
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60 lar, refused to come under anificiul manage-
ment. It has not come up, when sown, 'i lie

Guinea and ihe Gania grasses are too exjien-

sive lor extensive operations. 1 have conclud-

ed, unless you can teach me to raise melilut, to

rely mainly upon clover, herds-grass and timoiliy.

Should I luipiien to consult you, in luture, ahoui

some poke-root projeci, i jjray you to keep it a

secret Irom " Commentator."
What 1 supporc to be about the true state ol

the case is, that melilot was not only an old

acquaintance olj but was regarded by (.'ummen-

laior with the prejudice which usually lulls to ili'.:

lot ot an old enemy. It stunk in his nostrils,
j

He could ati'ord to it neither thought nor leeling,
I

except hatred, and was probably cjuie ready, as

is now tlie lasiuon among writers, to brand as an

agricultural heretic, or compare with the looliiih

old doll ol a poke root farmer, any one who might

even make ii an otijecl of inquiry. Now I, sir,

was never an extravagant admirer of meliloi, but

having acquir d the knowledge of some lacis

which disposed me even to give it its due, I,

very harmlesslyj as I think, wrote a pivate leiier

to my friend and agricultural adviser, in which

i made some statements and inquiries, which lie

thought proper to publish. For ihis i ceriainly

did not blame him. It was rather an evidence that

he considered the matter wonh aliention. I lelt

as eaiti under the cover ol the Register, as my
person would have been under the sanctuary ol

his jirivaie dwelling. But I was hauled out and
drubbed as unmercilully as if 1 had vvriflen a

partisan letter to the ediior of a political, or any
other newspaper, Floggjng is by no means a

pleasant operation to iis subject, at any lime. But
when a poor wight, who deems himself both in-

nocent and sale, is caught and thrashed at an im-

proper time and place, lor the mere sport of the

executioner, it comes rather tighter than when
he is kindly told and leels that it is all for his

own good. My object in writing Ihis, is, by no
means 10 quarrel with Commentator; but most
earnestly to remonstrate against the admission

into the Register of attacks upon its contributors,

whether voluntarily so or not. Kind and liberal

strictures ought to be made upon their erroneous
opinions, but personal asperities should, by all

means, be avoided. I repeat that I love the Re-
gister, and look upon it as almost the last spot ol

public ground lelt, in this country, Ibr heavenly
peace to rest her loot upon. Now, il Commenta-
tor will pardon such presumption, in one who
ever gave a liivorable thought to melilot, 1 will

venture very humbly to advise him most care-

fully to read "an Address lu ilie Farmers and
Planters of Virginia," by Janu.s M. Garnett, esq.

It is in the very same April number iu which 1

got my killing. He will there find what deep in-

dignation has been excited in the bosom of that

amiable and venerable patriarch, by the mischief
(and 1 lear ruin) produced by the swarms of

demagogues in the land, and " their vile pariy-

newsjjapers." And, 1 trust, he will be ready to

unite wUh that benevolent lather in agriculture

in his endeavors to protect larmers and their

beloved Register, (rom the slightest infusion of
such bitterness. The truth is, as 1 believe,

that Commentator, liowever long he may have
known melilot, was not so well acquainted wiih

it as he himself] or you, sir, thought him. He

seems to have been ignorant ihai ilie young
growth lives ihrougli winter, as well as young
clover— ihat stock are Ibnd at that season oi'

grazing il—that aliliougli, in summer, it (orma
almoslan impenetrable thicket, yet, as soon as iia

vegetable^ lile deparis, it becomes very brittle,

antl by the last of November, especially il slock
roam through it, many of its branches lie in
broken (iagmenls, like half rotten twigs ol brush-
wood, on the ground

; and that, iu this slate,
with a good lour-hurse plough, tjic monster
can be easiiy [iloughed in. He moreover ap-
pears to consider il only in the light of a crop
precedent to small grain. However " indestruc-
tible an occupant," it may appear to be in sum-
mer, any tobacco planter may find that it can be
subdued in the fall, and that it will rot in time to

be an excellent manure (or the succeeding tobacco
cro|). I suspect that neither Commeritator nor
! would sustain injury by reading over the fable
of the chamelion and the iraveilere.

I will not say that Commentator intended to

jeer me Ibr mentioning Clule and Reacrles'
plough; but, in his singularly lelicilous style Ibr

satire, he has referred to il with a fiequency, and

I

in a way, which led me to suspect a taunt was
! designed. In writing to a friend, ulio (as I be-
lieved) knew my high opinion of this kind of

' plough, I mentioned it, without intending to boast

j

the possession ol' a rare implement. Ii is indeed,
in this region, too rare an implement. But, I

trust it will not long remain so, as our larmers are
beginning to inquire after if, eagerly. It has the
rare quality of being made /or use, as well as for

I

sale, and, I judge, it is made by men o\' rare ho-
i nesiy. 1 think if you knew it, you would sironglv

I

recommend it. Its ground-n-ork is made of cast

I

iron, of great strength and durability, and its

I

wood-work is of excellent timber, excellently put

j

together. It turns the sod admirably, and is so

j

constructed that the near-horse is always on the

;

firm ground, while the ofi-horse walks in the
furrow-track. There is consequently no scuffling

Ibr firm looting, which often wearies the horses
more than—without this

—

their day's labor would
do. In our light high lands, two horses can draw
a plough intended lor four in the stiff grass lands
of middle New York, with less fatigue than is

produced by the draught of any other two- horse
plough I have ever tried, culling, at the same
time, a furrow-slice at least one-third wider.

I have now endeavored to reply to the com-
mentaries of your correspondent, except in so far

as relates to my name. In this matter, I think

I have very good reasons for keeping profound
secrecy. I ceriainly signed my name to that un-
loriunate ??ie/i!7onelter, for which I got thrashed
while hoised upon your shoulders. I, of course,

am known only to you, I have no idea of imitat-

ing a wild young springal, whom I once knew.
For the perpetration of a nightly prank, he blacked
himself, and being detected by a negro, was so
severely flogged by him, as to (eel compelled to

avow his name. Rumor began very speedily

and unpleasantly to spread the report of this

Itjat. Whereupon, by way of counteraction, he
resolved to expose his back in public. When
behold, the stripes and bruises stood as thick and
indisputable witnesses of a fact, which before

was thought to be a mere joke. II Commentator
wishes to whip me again, I must beg, that it be
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done slill in the dark. Besides, sir, as you speak

ol' him in such high and doubtless merited terms

of respect, and as 1 also ied confident ol' your

/riendship, I could wish, for all our sakes, that

''quoad" meiilot, (and certainly no farther,) we
may remain perl'ect strangers. I consider that

he has sinned much more aaainst the Register

tlian against me. If he prefers a fictitious name,

10 no name at ail, and ti)inks he has not whipped

me enough, wliile I would wish him much better

employment, he may try me again as

The old Poke Koot Farmer.

PRAIRIES OF ARKANSAS.

From tlie Agriculturist.

Messrs. Editors .-—In a former communication

I promised some general remarks upon tiie prai-

ries of Arkansas ; at present these remarks will be

confined to those near the Red river. Itis known
that a prairie is a field or tract ot land destitute of

trees or even shrubs, generally covered with a thick

coat of grass or weeds. These fields are not con-

fined to any peculiar kind of soil or degree of de-

pression or elevation—they are met with in the

rich alluvion of the large rivers of the west, and

again they form an immense plane siretcliing from

the valley to the highest point of the surrounding

hills. VVhat cause has produced these immense
plains destitute of trees, is the question proposed

to be examined into. There are but three promi-

nent preventives to the growth of trees in every

region of the earth : absolute sterility, such as pijre

sand, chalk or pure marl ; when water occupies

permanently a space, trees will not grow : where

there is a sufficient qunniity of combustible matter

/or the action of fire, trees are not permitted to

grow, and if they have succeeded in any way to

gain a footing, this powerful agent is capable ol

destroying them while young. Sterility cannot be

the cause liom which the prairies of the west

have sprung; they are very often the richest soils

known in the United States. To the action of

the two opposite elements, water and fire, they

must be attributed. This will appear moresatis-

/iactory by a minute examination of some of the

smaller prairies. At the present I shall confine

my remarks to the small prairies on the Red ri-

ver. These prairies are small, and present a strik-

ing contrast, as far as soil and general appearance

is concerned. A chain of these fields stretch Irom

the Louisiana line to the great western prairies

immediately on the margin of the river. The low

grounds of Red river are generally lium lour to

ten miles in width, nearly level, though if a line

should be drawn across the valley it would show a

gentle declension from the centre to the edges of

the valley, the river invariably occupying the apex

of a ridge formed by the continual deposiie of

earthy matter suspended in iis waters. Tliis chain

of prairies is situated in the valley and commonly
in the curves of the river—they present a contrast

with the woodland immediately surrounding them.

The soil of the prairies is a deep rich mould

—

the woodland ie a stiff aluminous soil, with a por-

tion of impalpable silicious and calcareous matter.

The size of these prairies varies from one hundred

acres to several thousands, and from one to lour

leel higher than the woodland, and are (or the

most part gently rolling, the highest part being
the centre. In shape they are quite irregular,

though commonly elongated, in conformity to the
course of the river.

Those prairies that are the finest cotton landa
in the state and perhaps in the world were once
the beds of lakes. What has produced so great a
change as to render the basin of a lake fit for a
cotton field, is the question before us. When
occupied by water, they of course were lower than
the surrounding woodland—at the present they
are liighcr. There is undoubted evidence that
that portion of the stale has once been aheseat ol"

extensive eruptions from eaithquakes. The
pressure caused by such an agent would affect the
crust of the earth ; that poriion of the surface
covered with water being more soft than the
woodland, would more readily yield to the pres-

sure, which has given them eucli an elevation

above the surrounding woodland that the water no
longer finds a basin to rest in. The water being
removed, their rich surtace wou'd soon become
thickly set with what is called prairie grass, that

is /bund on all prairies from Canada to California,

and by the immense amount of combustible mat-
ter it produces, forms ample means lor keeping off

intruders—a single spark of fire is sufficient to set

the whole in IcarlijI conflagration. It happens
that the action of fire is suspended or prevented,

adbrding an opportunity for the growth of timber;

in this manner, in the course of a lew years, a few
hundred or thousands of acres have been wrested

from the meadow and appropriated to the pro-

duction of timber. So soon as settlements are

(brmed near to prairies and the aciion of fire pre-

vented, trees spring up rapidly and in a kw 3'ear3

Ibrm a Ibrest. The opinion ofii^red above as to

the formation of these prairies, is sustained by a
(iict known to some of the present generation.

The earthquake of 1811, which had its seat near

New Madrid in the slate of Missouri, produced

similar effects, eievaiing the basins of lakea

and emptying their contents upon the surround-

ing country— in one case there was a mill upon the

drain of a lake ihat was elevated several feet.

There is a second class of prairies near the

Red river, occupying high land—these differ in

many respects from the former, though only a \'cw

miles distant from them. The soil of the latter is

highly calcareous, resting in every instance on a

deep deposiie of carbonate of lime of different

degrees of purity. This deposite has been pene-

trated to the depth of from 60 to 80 leet without

any apparent change, being filled with fossil shells

from the surface to the greatest depih. The sus-

face of these prairies is uneven and generally

much higher llian the adjoining woodland.

These prairies are situated on a ridge considerably

elevated. There can be no doubt entertained but

that the whole space they occupy has, at some
anterior period, been the bed of some vast body of

water, doubtless the Gulfof Mexico. The shells

that are found on the surfiace are marine shells, in

a high stale of petrifaction. To account for their

formation it is only necessary to admit that which

is self-evident, that the lime formation which con-

siiiutes ihe foundation was once in a soft state rea-

dily yielding to verticle pressure, but as some parts

would be more dense than others, these sections

would of course be Irss afl'ected by such pressure ;

this has caused the inequality of the surface. The
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detritus and decomposition of the mass of lime

and decay ot vegetable matter, has spread a rich

coveriof^ ot soil highly calcareous, rich and well

adapted lo the cultivation ol' cotioii, corn, wheat,

and many other ariicles of consumption and
commerce.
What lias heen attempted to he proved respect-

ing these small iracts ol prairie land, may be sale-

ly asserted with regard to all ^in)ilar phenomena
;

where absolute sterility prevails, as in the deserts

of Asia and Africa, the question is at once settled
;

but this is not the case in regard to our prairies
;

they are oiten more Itjriile than the land upon
which timber is growing, so that wo must seek lor

an adequate cause in some other agent or agents.

Water and fire are by far the most powerful agents

that act on the earth. They are i'ully competent

to produce the effect now under consideration.

The former of the agents has at one time asserted

almost universal dominion over the American
continent, leaving only a lew peaks of the higher

mountains ; these waters have been removed by

some powerful cause to other and distant locations,

leaving their bed lo become the nurturing spot lor

vegetation. By the action of fire, no plants but

annuals have been permitted to assert their domi-

nion over these immense plains. There can be no
doubt that the same cause that has produced the

American prairies, has caused those extended

plains in the south of Europe and the north ol

Asia.
I h^ve not seen any theory respecting the for-

mation of prairies ; there may be those far more
plausible than the one so briefly sketched above;
if so, the writer is ignorant respecting them and
their authors. In conclusion, it is but jusi to our

new state to add, the prairies, mountains, rivers,

springs, minerals and plants of Arkansas, present

a wide field for investigation. The geologist

would find an ample field for observation. There
has yet been no survey made, except a running
trip by Feaihersionhaiigh, in which he could see

but little, and of that little he said almost nothing,

except that he met with liie old red sand stone.

W. W. Stevenson.

MALARIA.

From tlie Edinburgh Pliilosopliical Journal.

On the spontaneous evolution of sulphuretted

hydrogen in the waters of the western coast

of Africa and elsewhere.

In the course ofa lecture on this subject, delivered

at the Royal Institution, by Professor Daniell, he
observed, that it was curious that the impregnation
ofthe waters ofWestern Africa with this deleteri-

ous gas had so long escaped attention. In water
seaward forty miles its presence can be detected

;

and it exists in considerable quantity in the Volia,

in Lopez Bay, in the Grand Bonny, &c. ; it

spreads over an area of 40,000 square miles, from
about 8° north to 8° south latitude. The origin ol

this vast accumulation of sulphuretted hydrogen,
Mr. Daniell attributes, not to volcanic action, not

to the decomposition of pyrites, nor to the process

of the decay of animal matier, but to the action

and reaction of the vegetable matter carried down
by the tropical rivers, and the sulphates always

Vol. 1X.-63

more or less present in sea-water. This, more-
over, he has proved by experiment. Last winter
he placed some lidlcn leaves in a jar of new
river-water; also a simihir proponion in a second
jar, with three ounces of salt, and in a third, with
a like quantity of the sulphate of soda

—

all closely

stopped, and a card-bouril, with acetate ol' lead',

over each. Alter having been kepi three months
ill a warm closet he examined them. The first

emitted the common smell of decayed leaves ; the
second that of a pleasant conserve ; but the third,

no words could convey the slinking odor, nause-
ous beyond all description. This of itself was
sufficient to establish the generation of sul-

phuretted hydrogen ; but furiher, the usual black-

ening ofthe lead of the card-board in this Jar only
leli no doubt on the matter. Wherever, then, sea-
water holding sulphates in solution mixes with
fresh water and vegetable matter, this gas must
be produced, and its effects on animal lifeare well

known. It is a record in Italy, as well as in Essex,
that where the sea has been prevented flooding

the marshes, that locality, previously very sickly,

had become perlectly salubrious. To sulphuretted
hydrogen,^ therefore, Mr. Daniell ascribes the
dreaded malaria, as also the deadly slinking

miasma of Africa, producing languor, nausea, dis-

gust, and death. The jungle-fever of India, also,

he thinks attributable to its presence. The soil

abounds with sulphates of magnesia and soda;
must not, therefore, quantities of suiphuretted
hydrogen be generated in the jungle-swamps %

Besides the direful consequences to the health of

man visiting the deadly shores of Africa, this sul-

phuretted hydrogen does him great injury in a
commercial point of view. The copper-sheathing
of vessels is rapidly desirojed. Mr. Daniell ex-
hibited a sheet taken from the Bonelta in August
1840, on her return tlom the African station.

Although new not many months before, it was
eaten into holes, with a deposite on the one side of
the protochloridejof copper, and of the black sul-

phuret of copper on the other. A plate exhibited,

taken from the Koyal George, was in a good state

in comparison with it. The latter had been acted

on for sixty years by sea-water, but, be it remem-
bered, by sea-water alone, not impregnated with
sulphuretted hydrogen. On it there was no trace

of a sulphuret. These, then, were the two prin-

cipal and important points illustrated by Mr.
Daniell ; and the question put by him, and answer-
ed in the affirmative, was. Can science indicate a
remedy finr these evils? For the former, lumiga-
tion with chlorine. Chlorine and sulphuretted

hydrogen cannot co- exist. Chemical action in-

stantly takes place ; sulphur is thrown down,
hydrochloric acid formed, and malaria and miasma
nowhere ; the destroyer destroyed. For the lat-

ter, the destruclive agent is not decomposed, but

its action is directed \o a less costly material. Cop-
per is to be protected by zinc, for which suljdiuret-

ted hydrogen has the stronger affinity ; and so

long as the laiter metal is present, ilxe Ibrmer is

free from the attack of the gas in solution. This,

it will be readily seen, is SirH. Davy's pr nciple,

which involved the use of zinc or iron ; but in the

case of su'phuretted hydrogen, zinc and noi iron

must be employed. Mr. Daniell regretted that

Davy's zinc-protectors had been so soon abandon-
ed, and only because the copper, not acted upon

,
by the muriatic acid, became a nucleus for earthy,
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vej^etable, and animal matter, and ihe ship's bot-

tom was in consequence (buIeJ, as it is termed.

The remedy for this, he said, was moat simple.

Let the protectors be so arranijed iliat contact may
be broken and renewed at will. The zincs and

copper separated lor a short time, the earthy de-

posites would soon be removed. In consequence of

Mr. Daniell's report to the xldmiralty, clilorine has

been lurnished the Niger Expedition, and no ship

hereafter will proceed to the Al'rican siaiion with-

out that purifier in store, nor without ziiict- protec-

tors lor her copper. It is to be hoped that all ship-

owners will lollow the example of the Admi-
ralty Board in this respect.

—

Literary Gazelle,

No. 1272.

EXTRACTS FROM GEN. EMORY S ADDRESS
BEFORE THE MARYLAND STATE AGRICU L-

TURAL, SOCIETY.

You will see to-day, gentlemen, a great display

of fine stock
;
perhaps many if not all the favou-

rite varieties now so highly esteemed in Europe
and this country. Of the horse, which justly

stands at its head, as the noblest and most gene-

rous of the quadruped creation, you will see seve-

ral varieties from the high bred racer, which im-

parts in all his crosses spirit, activity, power and
endurance, down to the nimble and sure-footed

Canadian—crosses between the two varieties will

give you (always excepting the thorough-bred)
perhaps the quickest, the hardiest, the most tracta-

ble and best horses for light draft, or for the saddle, I

to be obtained Irom any other source.

You will see the noble and beautifully formed
Durham short horned cattle, bred in England by
judicious and scientific farmers from the Teeswater
and the Holderness varieties, through so long a

period that they liave acquired much ol the fixed

characteristics of a native or original breed. For
great size, and beauty in the eye of the butcher,

so keen to detect the value of neat bceli with little

ofTal, and for the quantity of milk they give, they
stand unrivalled. There is a prejudice against

these cattle among some who do not consider the

necessary relation which exists between the size

of an animal and the quantity of food which is re-

quired for his subsistence— between the waste Crom

a very great secretion of milk and the necessity

which exists of regularly and abundantly repairing

this waste by nutritious food. These cattle re-

quire generous treatment in the pasture and in the

stablBj and withthis, they&hine pre-eminent above
ail others. In my opinion it is a great mistake to

suppose them more tender than other breeds of

cattle ; with plenty of rough provender regularly

supplied, they are able to rough it in inclement

weather, with any other race with which I am
acquainted.

The Ayrshire cattle are regarded by some as an
original race, but the best information leads us to

believe they derive their lineage from much the

same source as the Durhams—these they resem-
ble much in color, form and qualities, and their

diminutive size may very probably be the result

of a more rigorous climate and a more scanty sup-
ply of food.

Of the Herefords, very few have been intro-

duced into this country, and 1 shall ihereliere pass

them by and proceed to the consideration of the

North Devonshire caWle, as the race which in

many parts of Eiicland and this couniry are re-

garded as the rivals in exce'lrnce of liic short

horns. ']"lie Devon?, as they are calleci, ate neat,

well lormi'd animals of a beautiful tnahogany red

colour, without any while; they are muscular and
strong and of about two thirds the size olllie short

horns. Like the latter they are proverbial both
for their early maturity and aptitude to take on lat,

and t^ese high qualities alone are sufficient to in-

duce any respectable breeder of cattle to incur the
expense of acquiring the one or the other race.

Tfie gain from these advantages in a series of
years is very great indeed, and the society will he
surprised to know that at least three-fourths of the
improved cattle of England go into the hands of

the butcher belbre they are three years old. The
Devons are not as deep milkers as the short home,
but their milk is considered to be of richer quality

than what is taken from any other cattle except
the Alderneys, a race, inferior (brail other pur-

poses except as milch cows. When the union of
the three qualities for nrilk, beef and work, are

desired in ihe same breed of' animals, none is su-

perior to the Devons, and none other will bear
even a comparison with them, except the Here-
fords. Beiwepn the short horns and the Devons I

am at this time making a course of experiments
and observation on my own lands, with the view
of ascertainincr which ofthe two, under all circum-
stances, are the most suitable for the section ofthe
country where I reside, which 1 hope may not

only be useful to myself but to others.

Fine woolled sheep are unfortunately not now
in re()uest in the country, although lew things, at a
lair price for wool, v/ill afiord a more profitable

return for the capital employed and the current

nec^essary expenses, tiian fine woolled sheep. We
all recollect how profitable Merino sheep were for

a short time (or their wool, and how suddenly they
fell to be wonh scarcely any thinir. If there is-a

areat fault in the management of our people, it is,

that as soon as it is ascertained that any thing is

profitable, every one is disposed to go into it, and
it is soon run to death. If there is a grievous

fault in our political system, it is the uncertainty

and the unsteadiness of our laws. The law to-

day may justify a man in embarkinij his whole
means in a particular pursuit, and a change of the

law to-morrow, may leave him ruined and a beggar.

These instances are unfortunate exceptions in

our system to the general rule of wisdom and
prosperity.

Fine woolled sheep beint? now out of the ques-

tion, I will confine my remarks to the South
Down, and New Leicester sheep, now the favo-

rites of the day. Having myself the three races,

including Saxonies, in great purity and carefully

kept separate and bred in distinct fiocks, what I

shall say of them is the result of my own observa-

tions corroboratory of those of others.

The South Down sheep are beautifully formed,

hardy, strong and active ; the wethers when well

raised averaging, at three years old on grass, over

a hundred pounds in the carcass— having flesh of
great juiciness and delicacy, and the fat well mar-
bled through. No mutton is superior to it—none
other perhaps is its equal when quantity as well

as quality is taken into the account. The wool ia

short and fine, too fine and light to be as valuable
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as that Crora some other breed?, particularly the [that there are some practical farm'ers who, (losing
Leicestors, wliich have in qirintity about one-ihiicl sijrhi or earlier niaiurity, frrcater aptiiude to fat,

more. Tlic South Downs are early ai maturiiy,
j

and superiority in liie qualiiy of the meal) deny
iroved breeds of stock of Euffland areapt to (at, and leed alike well on hilly as on (lai

Jan Is. They are considered in Eiiirland as a na-

tive or oriijiiial broeil, only improved by breeding

in, and I am persuaded the root liom which ijiey

tiave e(>rung is the breed ol'epeckled leirged sheep

imported into this country some fil'iyyears ago—
some ol' which I have now on my lands unmixed
and pure, and not much irilerior to the present

isuu'h Downs, having much the s;mie qualuies.

The New Lpiccstershire sheep were first called

Ihe Bakewell's, lro.Ti the name of the breedrr,

then the D.shleys, Irom the name of Bakewell's

residence, and lasily, Uie Leicesteishires, from the

county which has now almost >mivers,illy ado()ied

them. - They are also beautii'ully formed sheep,

having very large carcasses, well covered with

wool. They arrive early at maturity, ami are

wonderfully prone to fat— but ihey do not alibrd

mutton fit lor the table of the epicure—The quan-

tity of lean or muscle of these sheep is dispropor-

tionately small, and is so covered with fat that it

cannot be roasted. L'ke the Chinese hog and Mr.
Bakewell's cattle, the fat is chiefly laid on the

outside of the frame, and hence the meat is not

marbled. Like Mr. Bakewell's cattle they are

also an artificial race, and are not hardy. His
cattle have gone out and are extinct, but his sheep,

standing the test ol time and trial better, remain,

and they have been so long bred in, that accord-

ing to my experience they are not now so inclined

to breed back, as it is technically terme<i, as they

were twenty years df^o, and have assumed Irom

long breeding in, like the shorf-horns, much of

the fixedness of an original race. They are pani-

cularly suitable to flat rich lands, like the county o(

Leicestershire, and are wholly unsuiied to hilly

lands where they have to climb and work fur their

sustenance.

There is unfortunately a sort of mania which
pervades our country once in a while in favor of a

particular thing or A particular kind of stock,

which is scarcely limited within the bounds of

reason. The Merino sheep have had their day

—

the blood horse his day—improved cattle have
had their day—the mulberry (ever has raged and
it has left the patient in a complete state of col-

lapse. 'I'hese over- zealous efforts might even pro-

duce benefits by disseminating a good thing

through the country ; but sometimes they are so

overdone, as to produce destructive and revolting

reaction. The pig, the hog, is now lord of the

ascendant, and more particularly attracts the atten-

tion of Ihe whole country than any thinir else in

the farming way. Mr. Lofsing, Mr. Bement,
Mr. Mal-iin and Mr. Hurlbui, not lorgeiiing our
worthy friend in Hollins street, are the great men
of the day, and if they do not quarrel too much
among themselves, we may yet chance to elect

one of them to the presidency. You will see here
all thelavorite varieties of that useful animal the
hog, now become so universally popular. The
amateur in good hams, and the speculator in pork
and lard, may least their eyes here to-day, to their

hearts' content. The truth is, it would seem, we
have been so long required by rescript " to go the
whole hog," that we now go him voluntarily and
from pure choice.

It ia very strange, but it is nevertheless a fact,

that the imj)

any belter lor our purposes, than the old stock
found upon our estates some thirty or forty years
ago. I (eel able to speak from some experience
on this suliject, and to say that the ox or the
wether averages now, upon my (arm, at least

twice the weight they did forty years ago, and the
meal being of much better quality, they will sell

Ibr nearly three times the prices they sold for at
ihal time. But in proof of the gross error of such
opinion, I will offer you far belter testimony than
that of my own experience.

By the estimate of " Dr. Davenanf, made in

tlieyear 1710, ti.e average dead weight of black
cattle, (so called because most of them were then
black,) was only 370 lbs., that ofthe c dfSO lbs., and
those of sheep and lambs, taken promiscuously,
28 lbs."

Mr. M'Culloch, in his Dictionary of Commerce,
a book having the accuracy of a law book, makes
an estimate 120 years al'ierwarda in the same
(Smithfield) market, and puis the weight ofcattle
"at 550 lbs., sheep at 50 lbs., and calves at
105 lbs."

Mr. Youatt, who has recently prepared a most
valuable t)ook on cattle, published by the Society
for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge, estimates
the present average to be 656 lbs. for cattle, 90 lbs.

for sheep and lambs, and 144 lbs. for calves : being
about double the weight of those animals as esti-

mated by Davenant, one hundred and thirty years
before.

More conclusive proof could not be adduced,
and it should be borne in mind that all this won-
deiful improvement commenced with the celebrat-
ed Mr. Bakewell about 60 years ago.
Mr. Youatt ve^y properly remarks, " that if

was a disgrace to the agriculture of the limes, that
Bakewell should have been suffered to pass away
without some authentic record of what he effected,

and the principles that guided him, and the meana
by which his objects were accomplished." It is

greatly to be regretted that he who had thus work-
ed out such wonderliil results as almost to be able
to breed his cattle and his sheep to any pattern
which his imagination might sugirest as desirable,

should have passed away without leaving behind
him the disclosure of the secrets of his great art.

That he was governed himselfj however, by an
extraordinary judgment in the application of the
soundest philosophical principles has never been
denied. Afier his death, this omission excited the
scientific men o( the time to an inquiry into the
principles which had governed him—the subject
of procreation became for the first time an object
of analytic inquiry and investigation, and among
many other speculations, the valuable and scienti-

fic essays of Mr. Surgeon Cline and Sir John
Sebright were elicited and given to the world.
Thesa essays are to be found republished in the
3d and 7ih vols, of the old American Farmer,
and are worthy of perusal, because they are
li^aught with a large store of practical knowledge,
as well as sound philosophical speculation. Since
then and very recently, a new theory upon the
subject of breeding has been started by Dr. Wal-
ker, who, availing himselfof the light already shed
upon the subject, makes new suggestions well
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worthy of the consideration of all invesligaiing

minds. This bold, but ecieniific innovator, ex-

plodes the old aiistocralic noiion of,ihe qualities of

6/ood, and lays down some principles in breeding

as novel as they are instruciive.

Does ii then admit oT a question, 1 would ask,

whether the American larnier shall avail himself

of the improvements made in England during the

last fil'ty years in live stock ofalmost every descrip-

tion, and of the lights which have governed her

people in reaching their present point of improve-

ment 1 1 should think not. Proud as we may be

of our own country, and of our own prowess, it

cannot discredit us to avail ourselves, whenever in

our power, of the labor, the improvements, and

the skill, i( you please, of others—even ilihey had

originated with a people, having less clainis upon

our respect than our ancestors have.

The course a young farmer desiring to get a

good stock should pursue is to inquire first at home
into the character of his climate, the quality of

his soil, and the extent and quality of the suste-

nance which he will be able to supply—Then the

next inquiry should be into the properties and quali-

ties of the different varieties of improved stock,

and select such as are likely to suit him be>t, all

circumstances considered. Alter selecting he
should confine himself strictly to the object of his

choice. It is no way desirable that a beginner

shall import stock, or purchase here the highest

priced of pure blood—unless it be the blood horse,

then he cannot begin too high.

It is a great mistake to suppose that animals of

the same breed and reared in the same manner
are better in England than they are in this coun-

try : the reverse, I verily believe, to be the case,

having all the choice varieties of England now in

the country. A man may buy in this country

the best of pure bloods, selected by his own eyes,

for less money than he will be required to pay lor

inlerior animals of the same race if he import

ihem I'rom Europe. No man can therefore import

stock advantageously or profitably from abroad,
unless he has been breeding the same race ol

animals at home lor many years, and requires a

new cross from a distant laniily ; and then his se-

lection should be well made from the flocks of the
best breeders, regardless of cost—such men only
ought to import, and such only can do it advan-
tageously and profitably to themselves.
Our state I have belbre said is happily circum-

stanced nnd located as a breedinu state for every
variety of stock, not only (or our own, but for the
purposes aUo of other states, and not doubling
that the efforts so s icoeesfully already begun will

be continued, I must beg to be permitied ]o warn
the members of our society asainst mixing to-

gether in breeding tlie different varieties ol" the
same species of animals.

Keep them entirely distinct, and bring in your
crosses from distant flimilies of ihe same race, and
do not give them even one cross of another breed
unless you have a definite object

; some specific

point of (orm or quality which you wish to correct
or improve, and then you must be sure that you
do not introduce at the same time another defec-
tive point, and pursue the object with undeviating
Bteadiness. If you do not upon trial like the race
you have adopted, change it and get another, but
do not jumble them up together, lor it is wholly
inconsistent with, and contrary to the true princi-

ples of breeding ; and will not fail to land you in

the cheerless position of disappointment and dis-

gust. The first cross between different races will

sometimes give you fine animals lor the butcher,
and may prove some deficient point, but the next
admixture if you do not take care will leave you
wi'h nothing which you can call by any other
name than mere sheep or cattle. Like poor land
made rich without changing its constituent parts,

ever struggling to get back to poverty ; so live

stock bred Irom a jumble of ditfereni breeds are
perpetually inclined to breed back to their original

races, under deteriorating circumstances. Occa-
bionallyyou may get what naturalists term an
accidental variety, but when you do get an animal
of this description which you may desire to perpe-
tuate, the experiment is a dangerous one, and to

transmit its good qualities requires no ordinary de-
gree of judgment and intelligence, and also indo-

mitable perseverance.

AN ESSAY ON THE IMPORTANCE OP LIME IN
SOILS.— NO. I.

By Darius Lapham, Civil Engineer.

From the Western Farmer and Gardener.

The farm on which my father resides, in

Champaign county, in this slate, lies in one of
those beautiful glades branching off' northwardly
from the main valley of King's creek, a large

tributary of Mad river. We came into possession

of a part of the present farm in 1830. Previous to

thai time, this part had been "cropped" for many
years with corn, wheat, &c., without any regard
10 a rotation of crops, or the addition of manure,
until the soil had become almost exhausted, or

worn out, by this constant drain upon its resources.

Since it has been in our possession it has been
divided into rectangular fields, of nearly equal
area, and the " lour crop" system of rotation has
been pursued in the cultivation throughout, until

each fiekl has had at least one crop of clover

ploughed into the soil, and several of them have
received two crops of clover. Very little stable

manure has been used ; but whatever else the

farm afforded, such as refuse straw, cornstalks,

weeds, &c., have been added to the soil as ma-
nure. Some lew experiments have been made
with gypsum, and also with leached ashes, but

tonogient extent— sufficient, however, to show
ihe benefit which clover derives from the appli-

cation ol' these substances. The experiment was
likewise made of the application of gypsum to

Indian corn, by putting a small quantity in each
hill at the time of planting, without producing

any sensible effiect on the corn ;— but two years
afterwards, when the same field had been laid

down in clover, the places where the gypsum
had been applied to the corn, became very
conspicuous by the greater luxuriance and in-

creased height of the clover at those places.

Although by this system of management
there has been an evident improvement in the

fertility of the soil, on Ihis part of the farm, since

we have occupied it, still it cannot be called lertile,

as it will not raise good wheat, and corn crops

are below an average both in quantity and quality.

Oats and barley seem to do better than corn or

wheat ; but it is necessary that the soil should
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be rendered still more productive, before we can

expect to realize much profit Iroiu ii. Despairing

iherelbre ol restoring leriiiity by the meuns hi rc-

lolore pursued, it has been an object ol conatani

incjuiry and itrsearch with me to ascertain iht;

btst mode ol increasing the [)roduciivfetiess and
lertility ot' this pan of ilie larm. Tlie fiisi siep

in ilie improvement ot" any soil, is to obtain an
accurate analysis ol its component ingredients.

Accordingly 1 sent a specimen ol the soil, taken

Irom ihe middle of acniiivated tieid, to my Iriend,

Dr. J. L. Kiddell, whilst he was employed m
making a geological survey ol' the norih-vvesiern

part ot the state; and by a care ul analysis he

ibund that one hundred grains contained the Al-

lowing substances

:

Water, . _ . _ 6 grains.

Organic maiter, - - 3 "

Silicious " - - - 80 "

Aluminous " - /- - 8 "

Per-oxyde of iron, - - 3 "

Total, 100 "
He likewise observes, that lime could not be de-

tected in this soil ; and tlie amount of saline mat-
ters was inappreciably small. He lurther slates

that the soil seems to be a sediment Irom turbid

water. Ii has usually a dark brown, or reddisli

brown color, consisis of rather fine particles, and
exhibits to the naked eye numberless giimmenng
grains of eand.*

Having procured the foregoing analysis, ihe

next step in this inquiry was to ascertain which
of the component paits of the soil required to be

increased or diminished, or whether any other

substances were required to be added in order

to increase the lertiliiy of the soil. The prosecu-

tion of this inquiry led me into the extensive

and almost inexhaustible subject of agricultural

chemistry; and the pages of Davy, Chapial,
RufRn, and Professors Hiichcock, Dana, Jackson,
Liebig, and several others, have been consulted
during my investigations.

Ail lertile soils throughout the known world,
are compoied essentially ol the following ingre-

dients:

—

Water, by absorption.

Humus, decomposed animal and vegetable
matter.

Silicious maiter, or sand.
Aluminous maiter, or clay.

Calcareous matter, or lime.

Magnesia, manganese, and oxyde of iron, are
likewise frequenily lound in soils; but they are
not deemed essential to (ertiliiy ; and in certain
states of combinaiion with other substances may
be either injurious or beneficial to the growth Oi

plants.

The greatest degree of lertility which it is pos-
sible for any soil to attain, may be produced by
a proper admixture in cerlain proportions, of the
five substances above named ; but the proportions
of the various ingredients may be infinitely
varied, (avoiding extremes in any one substance,)
and still the soil may be deemed fertile ; but,
nevertheless, there is a limit beyond which the
fertility of a soil cannot be carried. What the
exact proportions are, and what degree of ad-

See Riddell's Geological Rep. to the Gen. Assem-
bly of Ohio.

mixture and combination of the panicles are
requisite, to obtain the greatest produciiveness,.
has never yet been precisely ascertained

; and
Ml order to lorm some idea of this point, it is use-
lul lo have recourse to the analysis of toiis of
acknowledged leMiliiy and produciiveness.

Prolessor Charles T. Jackson, m his ilcport
on the geological survey of Rhode Island, has
given the analysis ol ninely-lour diilereni culti-

vated soils, taken Irom various localities iti nearly
all pane of the state, and in eighly-nine of them .

lime was present as one of the ingredients. Se-
lecting, promiscuously, the results of ten dilferent
cultivated soils, Irom the tables in the geological
report, and making an average, we find that the
proporiions of the live essential ingredients com-
posing the soils, are in one hundred grains, ad
lollows

:

Water, 2.0 grains.
Humus, - - . . . 5Q ((

Silicious maiter, (soluble,) - 3.5 ««

Silicious " (insoluble,) - 85.0 '«

Aluminous " and iron, - - 3.5 »'

Calcareous " (salts ol'lime,) - 1.0 "

Total, 100.0 "
A cultivated alluvial soil, taken from the banks

of iheMiciSissippi, 100 miles above New Orleans,
gave the lollowing results by analysis of 100
grains :

Water, - . . .

Humus, - . _ .

Sdicious matter, -

Aluminous matter and iron.

Calcareous " (sails of lime,)

3.9 grains.

3.6 "
81.4 "
7.0 "

2.8 "

Total, 98.7 "

The analysis of one hundred grains of dried
soil from the banks ol the Nile in Egypt, a soil
celebrated from the remotest anliquiiy~ior its lux-
uriant vegetation, aflorded the li^llowinj? results

Water, - - . . - -

Humus, - _ _ .

Silicious matter,

Aluminous " - - .

Calcareous '•' -

iron - . _ .

0.00

6.90

47.39

32.10
2.02
11.20

Total, 99.61
The following is an analysis of a very rich soil

from Batavia. The analysis was made by Mr.
Henry Sumner, of Boston, under the direction of
ProC Jackson. 100 grains of this soil yielded,
Water of absorption, - . 7.8 grains.
Humus, 24.9 «
Silicious maiter, - - . 43,0 «
Aluminous " - _ . . 14*3 n
Calcareous " (phos. and crenate of

lime,) 2.0 "
Per-oxyde of iron, ... 7.9 n
Magnesia, . . . . 0.3 '<

Total, 100.7 <'

The foregoing analysis of some of the most
lenile soils of the world, will serve to instruct us
as to the nature and amount of different matters
that ought to be introduced into a given soil, in
order to render it more fertile. It is not expected
that this will be done at a single operation : but
it IS important that we should know the proper
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course of improvements, and then we can gradu-

ally effect them, according io our means.*
By n)Hking, a comparison between the results

of the Ibreizoing analyses of cultivated soils re-

markable lor their <ireat (enility, and tlie consti-

tuent parts of our soil in Champaign county, u'e

at once discover a striking difference iti the total

nbsencc of lime in our soil, as well as a deficiency

in the proportion of humus, or organic n)aiter.

The sum of the silicious and aUiminous matters

n eacii being very nearly the same. It is, there-

fore, highly probable that an artificial aiidition

ol" the requisite proportion of lime and organic

matter to our soil will restore its fertility, and

render it equal to the general average of the soils

above noted. But there are other considerations

which render it still more probable ihat the de-

ficiency of lime and organic matter is the princi-

pal, if not the sole cause of the unproductiveness

of our soil. These considerations I shall proceed

to notice.

If there is any one principle settled in agricul-

ture, it is that some convertible salt of lime is

essential to the fertility of soils, and that certain

crops cannot be raised upon a soil destitute of

lime. When we consider the most favored grain

regions of the earth, it cannot fail to be remarked,

that the soils are invariably charged with a nota-

ble proportion of lime. On the other hand, we
note that where the soil is deficient in this respect,

such crops are invariably meager, blighted and
unprofitable. A soil destitute of lime may pro-

duce straw, but it never can yield grain !

It is an important question, at present much
discussed, whether salts of lime are essential to

the nourishment of certain cereal grains, and
whether the amount of calcareous matter is dimi-

nished in a soil by raising upon it successive

crops. It is evident, since all vegetables contain

lime in their constitution, that if they are raised

on and removed from the soil after their growth,

a certain proportion of the salts of lime must be

abstracted. No one, I presume, will in modern
times, contend that plants create any elementary

substance. If they contain lime they must have
drawn it from the soil, or from the manures that

have been spread upon it.

One hundred grains of the ashes of the grain

of wheat were analyzed by Sir H. Davy, and

he obtained 44.5 per cent, of the earthy phosphates,

chiefly phosphate of lime. The ashes of the straw

of wheal contain six per cent, of the phosphate,

and one per cent, of the carbonate of lime ; Indian

corn contains the phosphate of lime, its ashes

yielding no less than thiriy-six per cent. Clover

contains [he sulphate of lime; an^i nearly all the

plants known yield a sinall proportion of calca-

reous matter.'\

It is thetelbre proven beyond all doubt, that

lime in some of its various forms is an essential

ingredient in allfertile soils j first, from the fact

that it is almost universally present in the most
productive soils throughout the world ;

—

second,

i'rom the fact that all known plants contain more
or less calcareous matter in some form as an es-

sential constituent.

It is likewise proven that lime, in some of its

forms, must be continually abstracted Irom the

* Jackson's Report.

t Jackson's Report on Rhode Island.

soil, by the constant growth and removal of those
plants which contain in Iheir constitution any
notable proportion of the salts of lime ; and hence
it may be inlerred, that by constant cropping,
the lime contained in the soil will in time become
exhausted ; and unless it be again added artifi-

cially to the soil, it v/ill become incapable of pro-

ducing those plants which contain any considera-

ble proportion of lime. This liict is likewise prov-
en by universal experience, in the cultivation of
wheat, Indian corn, clover, and other plants con-
taining in iheir constitution lime in large pro-

portions.

Until very recently, it had not been suspected
that any soil was wholly destitute of calcareous

matter ; and more especially soils resting immedi-
ately upon limestone formations. Indeed, most of
the wruers on agiicullural chemistry, by the man-
ner in which they have treated of soils, and their

constituent parts, would induce their readers to

inler the general presence, in very large propor-

tions, of this ingredient, i?i all soils. Mr. Ed-
mund Ruffin, ot' Virginia, was perhaps the first

to discover the general absence of this substance
in all soils which are naturally unproductive.

He states that in 1817, when first attempting to

analyze soils, it was with surprise and some de-

gree ol distrust, that he found most specimens

destitute of calcareous earth. And after repeated
trials, made with great care and accuracy, he
concludes that no naturally poor soil (below the

falls of the rivers in Lower Virginia,) contains

the smallest proportion of carbonate of lime. After

having made extensive experiments on both rich

and poor soils, from various parts of the country,

Mr. Kuffin arrives at the Ibllowing conclusions :

" That all calcareous soils are naturally fertile

and durable in a very high degree."—And,
"That all soils, naturally poor, are entirely

destitute of calcareous earth."

It, then, can scarcely be denied (continues'Mr.
Rufi^n,) that calcareous earth must be the cause •

of fertility of the one class of soils, and the want
of it produces the poverty of the other. Qualities

that always thus accompany each other cannot
be otherwise than cause and effect.*

But however deficient the soils in some parts

of Virginia may be in calcareous matter, many
persons will be surprised to learn, that a large

proportion of the soils of Ohio are likewise desti-

tute of this essential ingredient.

In the second Geological Report of Ohio, Dr.
Locke states that the soil formed by the disinte-

gration of the under-lying limestone formations,

in the south-western parts of the state, rfocs not
contain at the surface so much lime as we should

anticipate ; and rarely W ever, where undisturbed,

does it effervesce or foam with acids. On the

tops of the hills around Cincinnati, the loam lies

seven to nine feei deep, belbre any stone are

mingled with it, and this loam is not effervescent

with acids.

The veoreiable acids, (observes Dr. Locke,)
which exist in the natural juices of plants, be-

come saturated with lime as they pass through
it, and form soluble sahs, which are washed away
by the rains. These causes, operating for ages,

have evidently leached the surface, especially on
the table lands, till, in my opinion, there is an ab-

* Ruffin's Essay.
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solute want of calcareous matter. II' this is (he
liuM, llie clay-iiiiirl, Ibuiiii every where between
the layers ol rocks, vvoulii be a beneliiMal inaiiure ;

and liuiiii slaked lime would l)e siill more uselul,

aiiil would uiidoiibiedly renovate the wheat and
prass land?, which, on the table lands, arc to some
ejctent worn out.

In a (irevjous Geolosical Report ol' Ohio, Dr.
jRiddell eayp, the botiotn lands near the nioudi

of the Biir Miami, are in gome plaees destitute of
carbonate of lime. The dduvial soils of the ex-
tensive plains of Cliampaign and Logan counlies,

as I learned from I'rcquenily repeated cxperimenis,
are usually destitute of carbonate of lime. I have
often noticed, by repeated observation, while tra-

velling north in Ohio, that the inner tracts of all

large plains, whether the margins are bounded
by hills of limestone or not, present a soil in. which
carbonate of lime cannot be detected. Belvveen
Clarksville and Sprinsfieid, the soil does not often

contain any appreciable amount of carbonate of
lime. Near Upper Sandusky I tried with acids,

portions of the upland soil Irorn several places,

but no carbonate of lime was indicated. Neiilier

would the black mould effervesce, when submitted
to the same experiment. The soil about Monroe,
in Huron county, does not effervesce with acids

;

and would probably admit ol improvement by the
application of calcareous maiter.*

Farmers' of the west ! We beg of you to

reflect upon these facts. Is it ti-ue, that your soils

contain little or no lime or calcareous earth? A
fip's worth of nitric acid, poured upon the soil,

will inform yon. Is it.also true, that the presence
of lime, in some of its forms, is essential to the
proper growth and perfection of nearly every
vegetable known, and more especially of those
that are cuhivaied and used as food for man and
animals'? If you should not be convinced ol

this fact, from the brief considerations above
given, read the invaluable works of Davy, Chap-
tal, and many others, on agricultural chemistry.
And should you succeed in convincing yourselves
of these important truths as. I have done, you
will naturally inquire, what is to be done to reme-
dy this defect in our soils. In the next number, I

propose to aid you in your researches lor the pro-

per remedy, as wellas to offer some further and
more important I'acis and reasons upon the neces-
sity ol the application of calcareous earth to poor
and exhausted soils.

ADBRESS TO THE AGRICrLTURAL SOCIETY
OF CUMBERLAND, BY THE PRESIDENT, W.
S. MORTON, DELIVERED StH OCTOBER, 1841.

Published by order of the Society.

Gentlemen:— In previous addressee I have at-

tempted to give you my views of the improve-
ment of land, and the modes by which it may
best be effected, of the importance of raising
slock, and espec-ally of attending, most particular-

ly, to their pedigree, to their comfort generally,
especially as regards shelter from bad weather,
and providing lliem bountiful supplies of /bod

adapted to their necessities, during the various
seasons of the year. I have also made some re-

marks on the rotation of crops and the culture of

See Riddell's Geological Report.

some of their varieties. It has been your pleas-
uie (0 retain n)e in the olfice which now renders
it my duty to address you, noiwiihdianding my
urgent solicitations to be excused, and euicerc
desire to see it filled by some other individual, and
i)>y -convictions of the proprie'y of rotation in
olllce. i conlet^^s that the choice of a subject, lor
occasions like lhi^-, is beconimg wnh me a matter
of some dilliculiy. 1 have thoutihi it iniglK not
be incompatible with the otjecis ol our instiiulion,

or disagreeable to you, vveie I to withdraw from
the mere machineiy ol our noble science, and make
some remarks, at this time, on what I would call
the morals of agriculture.

It has pleaseil a beneficent Providence to con-
duct us through another agricultural year, in the
enjoyment of blessings which none oiher than
he can bestow. In casting our views around, we
find abundant cause lor thankfulness, that " our
lot has been cast in pleasant places," and that
" truly we have a goodly heritage." Our causes
for gratitude are indeed great, and they are nu-
merous. We have civil, religious and physical
privileges, which are our boast throughout the
world. Our climate is uncommonly salubrious,
our soils freely productive, and capable of high
improvement. In recounting (he blessings poured
out on us by a kind Providence, well may we ex-
claim with the Psalmist, "He hath not so dealt
with any nation."

But emidst all our civil and natural advantages,
we are obliged to see and to conless much that ia

wrong. Man is perhaps most restless, and most
prone to err, when njost blessed. Boasting him-
self to be the lord of God's heritage, he is aliswer-
able for all the error and all the wrong in its

management. Doomed by his Maker, soon alter
his creation, to eat his bread in the sweat of his
lace, he has ever since been exerting himself in
unavailing eHorts, to liberate himself (rom the
literal fulfilment of his curse. But in proportion
to the breach of this law of his nature, so does
he invariably fail of success, in the issue of his
labors. VVe generally are able to trace the cause
of our failures to ourselves, and to recollect that
the means of success were in our power, but Ibr
vvant of attention or of exertion were not applied.
Knowledge unemployed is not power—time
misspent is not money.

It is lamentable to observe the many and di-
versified subterfuges, to which multitudes in our
country resort, in order to escape the endurance
of this ancient curse upon our race. Many re-
move to the fertile wilds of the west, merely to
escape from labor. These, like their ancient pro-
totypes among the children of Israel, are prone
to regret the flesh-pots left behind, belbre they
pass through the wilderness to the promised
land. iMany, almost as quick as thought, turn
merchants, vainly dreaming that the very name
oi' merchant will make them rich. We all know
how speedily men who get to be merchants, with-
out the requisite mental and moral training, be-
come broken ones. Indeed, these are becoming
so numerous, as a class, and public sentiment so
charitable towards ihem, that it is a matter of
some doubt, whether such retired gentlemen do
not thus fix their casle, and establish themselves
in a higher order o\' gentility, than,, with their

feeble energies, ihev possibly could have done
in any other way. By '.his remark, far be it Irom
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me to design the slightest imputation on the ac-

complished, the meritorious, but unloitunate mer-

chant, who, in these untoward times, has lost

his all.

What were formerly called the learned and

liberal prolessions ingulf multitudes In prolouiid

oblivion, who, like the Ibregoingcldss, have vainly

imagined ihat a name or a license, coolened by

persons in authority, would make their loriunes.

These persons serve only to degrade their [>roles-

eions, and to destroy public conridence in the /ew

of their brethren who have the talent and learn-

ing to comprehend, and the conscientious iniegri-

ty honestly to discharge, the duties ol their calling.

Kven the sacred I'unciions ol the clerical office are

sometimes rudely seized by unhallowed hands,

which have proved recreani to the handles of the

plough, and irom no beiler motive, than iliai they

imagined ihe labors oi ihe pulpit to be less irk-

some. Far be it from me, again 1 say, to speak,

or even to think unkindly, ol ihe amiable, the mo-
dest, the excellent young men, who, from mis-

taking their calling, or, from some other unlore-

seen impediment, lail of success. My remarks

are designed lor those who have killed from

sheer haired ol' labor.

Many oiher instances might be pointed out,

of persons who have avoided the pursuits ol

agriculture, from the vain hope of averting that

doom, which requires of man, that " in the

sweat of his face he should eat his bread."

These might be drawn, from high officers, who
gormandize on the stores of government, and the

whole tribe of vermin, who nibble in the public

crib, down to the miserable vagabond, who skulks

/rom house to housCj like a stray dog, sponging
daily subsistence Irom the reluctant charity of his

neighbors.

But even the class devoted to agriculture is, by
no means, exempt Irom the lear of labor. The
truth ol this proposition is so manliest, that it is

somewhat difficult to decide, where we should be-

gin with its proof. Who has not heard many of

this class lamenting their lot, as hard, and wish-

ing it had been cast in some other occupation'?

Let us suppose a traveller passing among us,

whose design is honestly to learn ihe present

condition, and future prospects of our agriculture.

In the first place, perhaps he would be struck

with the perishable nature and imperlect structure

of our lences, and their unfitness, in many cases,

lor the protection of our crops. On inquiring lor

the reason of this, he might learn that there is

some excuse (or it in the tact that our law ren-

ders it necessary that every man should barricade

his crops against destruction from the cattle of

other people, instead of requiring the owners of

animals to prevent their trespassing on the crops

of neighbors. But still, he might wonder what
other reason, beside the trouble of it, could pre-

vent us Irom making this protection a better one.

And he would suspect there must be some hard
thoughts, if not hard words, among neighbors.

He would also find, in this neighborhood at least,

a great many gates, and the most of them in

such bad order, as to cost honest people much
trouble in shutting them. He would observe,

that the plan long since antiquated in England
and Scotland, of -in-JieW and out-field, is still gene-
rally kept up. The out-fields in which the growth
of corn and oats is attempted, not manured, not

clovered, and almost as poor as the patches of
land and fields thrown altogether out of cultiva-

tion, which produce nothing but poverty-grass,

broom-siraw and young pines. The in-fields, or

tobacco lots, on which all, or nearly all the ma-
nure of ihe larm is applied, and which siill gene-
rally r» ceive not half enough, and which produce
tobacco, wheat, and generally, of late, clover,

serve to show what the land is capable of under
complete management. On learning the reason
lur this arrangement, he would find, that we deal

on credit—that the big bill of the merchant, or

part ot it, and many other bills have to be paid,

out ol the proceeds of the tobacco crop, and thai

were it not lor this sort ol compulsion, many mighi
not manure half as much land as they do. Well
might he conclude, that this sweating must be a
terrible operation, in this land ot .our's, and that

whatever our lormer talented representaiive* in

congress may have done, we are verj' lar Irom
havmg discovered the philosopher's stone, " pay
as you go."

Lei our traveller now come about the home-
stead, and he will find the dweiling-house, good,
bad, or indilfereni, as the case may be. The
same may be said of the granary. The stable is

apt to be indifferent, in many instances very
bad— with a wet and filthy flour, and sometimes
with mire so deep, at the door, as to require some
hunger to induce a horse to encounter the en-

trance. Perchance, near the door, there may be
piles of manure, long rinsed by the rains, not ac-

tually put there to spoil, but thrown out to pre-

vent the horses Irom being half buried, on lying

down. This is admitied to be an extreme case,

but lor its slovenliness and cruelty deserves re-

buke. Imagine our traveller gazing at an ani-

mal which might have stood, in bold relietj

among Pharaoh's lean kine, begrimed with filth,

and covered with ice, its hollow eyes mournfully

turned towards the Ibdder-stack, with its hinder

legs almost crossed, to present the sharpest edge
possible to ihe wind, while its lore ones are

siretched, wiih almost dying energy, as props.

Were he from Yorkshire, England, or, our own
South Branch of Potomac, he might feel some
doubt about the species ot this poor beast ; he
would leel certain, however, li-om its horns, its

mournful lowing, and chewing its cud—if cud it

had to chew—that it belonged to the genus
" Bos." Such a picture as this, also, is very

rare, but, I think, I have seen something like it.

The owner of this animal means to improve his

stock when he gets ready. But what is that

our stranger is inspeciing so narrowly? Its lace

IS sharp, and it is sharp ail over. It looks as if it

had just passed through a rolling mill. He has

read of the opossu.m, and he would like to take a
look at iis pouch. It roots, however, most furious-

ly, and if it only had ears he would suspect it

must belong to the hog lamily. Perhaps the

owner of tliese animals sells corn. Some lew
instances of such misguided, left-handed econo-

my may be Icund in our country, and as no other

punishment can be inflicted on them except ridi-

cule, they should have enough of that. I am
happy, gentlemen, to feel assured, that such ex-

treme cases ol mismanagement are not to be

Ibund in our vicinity, or among our members,

* John Randolph of Roanoke,
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and to think that I perceive evidences of some-

thing like improvement. Let us earnestly en-

deavor to make these much more manilest. We
have lost perhaps our best example oT sniin; and

judicious manntrement, in every department of

his business. You will readily perceive that I

QJIude to our much valued and lamented friend,

the late Edmund Eggieston. His example should

long be remembered and imitated.

But let us introduce our traveller to the people.

If he be fit to make observations at all, he has

already observed, that success in agriculture, or

indeed any thing else, depends much more upon
them, as agents, than upon any thing on which
they may operate.

. Permit me to premise, that whatever reflections

may be made, in relation to the young, arises from

no unkind leeling towards them, but Irom a deep

and mournful conviction, that their faults are pro-

duced, mainly, by errors of their parents and
teachers, and errors in public sentiment.

The time was, when our boys were drilled in

the rudiments of education, by sound scholars

among the Episcopal clergy. Afterwards, by well

qualified clergymen of other denominations.

—

These gentlemen rigidly inculcated on their pu-

pils, that while they were boys, they certainly

were not men, and, when necessary, they made
them Bensihly jfeel the truth of this. The imfires-

sion was so deep, that even after they became
men, they couk||_hardly believe it. But, the con-

viction of the truth, in this instance, had a much
better foundation in reality than it would, had it

been assumed in advance of the fact.

(n more modern times, somebody discovered

that the clergy had too much important business

to occupy every moment of their time, to spend
any part of it in the education of youth ; even
before any safe and well adjusted scheme for

their education could be devised.

Since this discovery, parents and teachers have
got together by advertisement, and every oilier

conceivable mode, except the right one, that of a

thorough knowledge of character. These teach-

ers have, generally, been knowing ones enougli,

to find that the best way to become popular, and
to get the most scholars, was to electioneer among
the boys. Since then, the boys have been know-
ing ones too, have had their day—have been men
—and some of them great men at fourteen. And,
now, who does not see that they, in a great mea-
sure, rule the country?

It would be needless io give a detailed account

of female education, in this country, in former
times. Suffice it to say, that girls learned but

very little at school. They were taught to read,

write and cipher a little, by a matronly lady, in

the family, or at school in the neighborhood,
while very young; after which their educniioii

was chiefly domestic and maternal. The best of

books were put into their hands, and they acquir-

ed a taste for them, and such women as they

made immeasurably greater men than he who
addresses you have told the world.
Our stranger in forming acquaintances begins

with the young ladies. lie first sees them at

church. JHe is struck with their mode of getting

there. He has somehow learned that their mo-
thers were not too proud to ride to church, two
on a horse. But now he sees a single eylph-like

being, whom he could have easily imagined to

Vol. IX.-64

liave flown there, issuing from q fine carriage,

which cost her father more money than he can
leave her as a legacy. He is a bachelor, and
wishes to take the grand master's degree in life.

He has a great horror oi' carriages, as their intro-

duction brings with it all manner of luxury into

a community. He begins to think this is not the

country for him, but, like a prudent man, re-

solves to look further. Her dress, probably, cost

more than her mother thus expended in five

years, or her grand- mother in her life-time. He
finds that they all come to church, in carriages,

and that there are more of these on the ground
ihan can be readily counted. He thinks he can-

not settle in Virginia. But, the ladies are so

beautiful ! He must look further. On getting

better acquainted, he finds that they are very ac-

complished in novel-reading, know something

of grammar, geography, astronomy, geology,

mineralogy, chemistry, in short, of almost every

thing, except, perhaps, self-denial in expenditure,

the source whence money comes, and the art of

house-keeping. He makes his auguries of the

future prospects of agriculture in our dear old

dominion. "What a pity," he thinks, "that

these fine girls have not been well grounded, in

a thorough taste for the British classics general-

ly, and especially such poets as Milton, Thom-
son, Young and Cowper!"
He turns to the boys. Many of these he

might have taken for young Indians, had their

skins been red, and their persons wrapped in

blankets. Their hair, dressed a la mode Chero-

kee, hangs to their throats. Their velvet hands

are covered with silk or kid gloves. Their dress,

of the most costly materials, is fashioned in that

style, which, but a few years ago, fixed upon the

few who had the firm hardihood to assume if, the

appellation of dandies. The supercilious glance

and magnificent stride proclaim, more loudly than

words, " who but we 1" " We are the lords of

creation !" And many of them carry out this

sentiment; for they rule all about them. Such
marvellous precocity amazes our stranger. But
he perse^'eres in his investigations, and finds that

they really are men, for they have their wine-par-

ties, and card-parties, and sometimes spend more
money in one of their nightly orgies, than their

fiithers make—as clear profit—in a whole year.

And that they swear in oaths as long, and as

senselessly arranged, as their own dishevelled

locks. " What are their calculations'?" he asks

in amazement. Why, they expect, as soon as

they become legally men, they will, by instinct,

or, in some other mysterious way, be perfect pro-

digies, and feeling that they have, indeed, tasted

of the tree of knowledge, they threaten, that if

the old man, as the (iithcr is irreverently calle^l, un-

dertake to control them, they will march to Alaba-

ma or Mississippi, or be off to Texas. But

how comes such deep depravity, at so early an

agel It is found, oh horrid! that these par-

ties are generally contrived by one or more older

boys with the same profusion of hair on their

heads, either natural or artificial, and a perfect

mop of it on their faces and throats—and that

all this is their diabolical work. Now, as to the

fashion of the hair, I am not very particular, but

when it becomes so perfectly the rage, as to give

an impress to character, and exert an influence

on morale, it deserves rebuke, it is true, i hav»
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not learned that, eince the days of Samson,
length of hair had any connexiion with strength,

either of brawn or intellect, and if one does not

fall into some delusion on this subject, it matters

not much how he wears his hair. Jt would be

very pleaging, however, to see our boys dressing

in a style becoming the relation they sustain to

society, and giving fair promise that they will

prepare, in the best manner, for ihe high and re-

sponsible destinies which await them. They lit-

tle think with what deep afiection, and absorb-

ing interest, they are regarded by their seniors

and parents.

I have now, gentlemen, passed over, in a hur-

ried manner, some of the remarks which 1 in-

tended for this occasion. I designed to have
said something about the condition of the poor,

and their education, and the literary fund and its

management. But, having neglected to prepare

while leisure was allowed me, and being inter-

ru|»(ed, in the short space which I allowed my-
self for preparation, I must now draw to a close,

without finishing as I intended.

The picture, as far as presented, confessedly

bordering on caricature, gives no bright prospect

of the future condition of agriculture. The im-
press on the character of our youth, doubtless

stamped by the wild schemes of vvealih and ag-

grandizement, but recently indulged by their

seniors, from the great expansion of credit, from
magnificent speculations in the south-west, and
from multicaulis—should cause us deep concern.

The subject is full of pain. 1 tnay have ened,
in attempting to alleviate this, by occasionally in-

termingling levity with my remarks. You doubt-

less all agree vviih me, in the opinion, that the

prosperity of agriculture, and all the interests ol

our beloved country, depend more upon the cha-
racter of the people, than on the physical advan-
tages enjoyed, great as these are acknowledged
to be. 1 intended also to present some remarks
more directly applicable to ourselves, as the ac-

tors and conductors in the passing scenes of life.

But lime fails me. I have said enough, however,
to show the awful magnitude of the subject, and
its touching and intense connexton with every
thing dear to our hearts.

May I, belore closing, touch once more on a
matter, which deeply concerns us all. The busy
and malignant spirit of party seems to be diffus-

ing gall and bitterness through almost all the ra-

mifications of society. Not only is the ocean
rolled by the high functionaries of government
and distinguished leaders, but every pool is mud-
died, according as the petty agitator may desire

to obscure his own designs of personal aggran-
dizement, or (as the phrase is) "manulacture
capital" for his own purposes. Mighty whirl-
winds are raised or a little dust kicked up, accord-
ing to the protency and skill of the operator.
Agitators in the north, and agitators in the south,
are constructing a hedge of thorns and briers to

sever our glorious union. Their occupation would
perhaps be harmless, were their labors not drawn
into requisition, and eagerly used, by men who
seevi to be belter. Can agriculture flourish, when
those, who should be its friends, are madly en-
gaged in other things, which must tend to its

ruin? I conclude, gentlemen, lervently trusting,

that we will all earnestly lay these things to heart,
and strive, through this society, to do much good
to our country.

Note.—Having culpably procrastinated Ihe

commission of my thoughts to paper, until bare-

ly time enough remained lor the purpose, and
being interrupted by the necessity for an effort,

which produced indisposition, 1 was thrown into

such embarrassing hurry, as to produce confusion,

in the developement of the plan proposed. I

have nothing now left me, having consented to

its publication, but to iuriiish the address, as it

was delivered, for printing, app^ nding a note, ex-

plaining the plan rather more clearly than could

be drawn from the body of the address.

The leading idea was, that man, by a law of

his nature, was doomed to labor. That obedience

to this law generally insured him success. That
disobedience or evasion ol it was the usual cause of
human lailure. To this source may be traced Ihe

miserable condition of our agriculture, as well aa

of our commerce— (lor it is evident, that if our
products and, of course, our export staples were
greater, the current of exchanges would, so far,

turn in our favor.) To this source may be traced,

the giddy pliability of our grown men, to be se-

duced into wild schemes of enrichment—and our
boy?, into alarming indolence, effeminacy and
dissipation. The hardy sons of toil, who per-

formed their own work, or attended to their own
business, have mostly gone to the grave. Gen-
tlemen nowadays, in moderate circumstances,
who have neither public nor professional duties to

perform, that they may lake their own pleasure,

employ what are called overseers. This, with
most of the class, is a misnomer, for they often

need more to be overseen than the negroes. An
industrious, attentive, faithlul overseer, is an hono-
rable man, too seldom found. It is by the way
becoming an object worth inquiry, where' over-

seers are to be obtained. The sons of our worthy
two and three hogshead men have, like the other

boys, got to wearing broad -cloih coats, hair like

Indians, and become gentlemen at fourteen. It

may soon be deemed an insult to ask any man to

be overseer. Most evils work their own cure.

This may compel every man to be his own over-

seer, and thus bring good out of evil.

The subject of education and the condition of

ihe rising generation is also one of thrilling in-

terest. An ardent friend of the boys, I am fop

their own good, plotting rebellion against their

government. I cannot abide the idea of an in-

Cani king. I could most cordially wish them to

be laboriously preparing for the theatre of man-
hood, and lor incomparably surpassing the deeds

of their liithers. The example of Phaeton is too

vividly recollected to trust them as yet with the

reins. When they get ready, I shall most hearti-

ly unite in cheering them into the ranks.

For the girls, I feel the most delicate and the

deepest anxiety, and am assured, that whenever
their fathers and brothers shall fall into the right

track, they will sweetly glide into that course to

which the public welfare so loudly calls them.

The conclusion of the whole matter is, that the

best agricultural periodicals may be published,

the best essays may be written on the improve-

ment of farming, the best implements of" husban-

dry may be invented, the best races of stock in-

troduced, philosophers may speculate, the minis-

ters of our holy religion may preach, yet after all,

appalling as the thought may be, we must
WORK ! Yes, we must WORK.

W. S. M.
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IMPORTAKT DISCOVERY IN AGRlCULTUUli:.

I''rom tlie New York Evening Post.

Ill the Phalange, a Fourier paper pub-

lished at Paris, September 8tii, a novel disco-

very is described, whicii iC true will work a great

change in an important department of agricultur-

al labor. Ii is comiuunicated to the Paris [jriiii

by Chas. Poillard and JVI. Bernard, wlio daie

tlieir letter at Brest, August, 1S41. It appears

that while they and some of their friends, who
farm their own estates, were engaged in conversa-

tion on tiie subject ol' agriculture, it was observed

by one o( them that that branch of industry was
euHering more from the want of" capital and enter-

prise than any other, and tliat nothing was to be

done without manure, which was every day be-

coming more scarce and expensive. This remark
led to an inquiry into the properties of manure,
and panicu arly as to what provision nature liad

made in those uncultivated regions where there

eeems to be a vigorous and luxuriant growth,

without artificial assistance.
" In observing nature unassisted, or unihwart-

ed rather, by The hand of man, in vegetable

reproduction, it is found that when the seed is

ripe it falls upon the ground, and then the plant

which has produced it sheds its leaves or falls it-

self upon it in decay, and covers and protects it

from the weather until generation has com-
menced, and the young plant is able to grow upin
health and strength and full developement, to

recommence the same routine of seeding and of

reproduction.
" From this it Ibllovvs that, in nature, every

plant produces its own soil or humus, and that the

earth only serves to bear the plant and not to aid

or nourish it in vegetation. The nuurishment ol

plants is thus supposed to be derived from air and
water, heat and light, or electricity in different

proportions, adapted to the different varieties of

vegetable nature."

With this general notion in their minds, and
considering wheat to be, in present circumstances,

one of the most important vegetable substances,

they agreed to try experiments, and in October
last undertook the following operations :

In a field which had been sown with rye, be-

cause the land was deemed too poor for wheat, a
plot of twelve square yards, unlilled and left with-

out manure, was carefully strewed over with the

grains of wheat, and wheaten straw was laid upon
it closely, and about one inch in thickness. In a

garden, also, which had been neglected several

years, a few square rods of earth were trodden

over, and the surface being made close and hard,

some grains of wheat were scattered on this har-

dened surface, and a layer of straw one inch in

depth was carefully laid over it, and left, as in the

former case, to take its chance without ulterior

attention. And in order to make doubt impossi-

ble concerning the mere secondary functions of
mineral earth in vegetable reproduction, twenty
grains of wheat were sown upon the surface of a
pane of glass, and covered with some straw alone,

as in the other case.

The germination of the seed was soon apparent
and most healthy in developement. " The winter
has been rigorous," eay these correspondents, " for

this part of the country, and the earl h has some-
times been frozen ia one solid mass to a depth of

six inches in the garden where the wheat was
sown, and this has happened several times during
the winter, to the great injury ol many plants and
even the entire destruction ofsome ; while the spots
protected by the straw were never thoroughly
congealed, nor were the grains of wheat, though
lying on the surface under the straw, at all affect-
ed by the cold. During the spring excessive
droughts, prolonged and several times repeated,
having prevented vegetation on the common plan
from Hourishing in healthy progress, while our lit-

tle spots of wheat have hardly felt the inconve-
nience of excessive dryness, for the earth, protect-
ed by the siraw, has never been deprived entirely
of moisture, and our blades of corn were flourish-
ing when all around was drooping and uncertain.
To conclude, then, we have thoioughly succeeded
in our practical experiment, and the' wheat pro-
duced is of the finest quality. The straw was more
than six feet high, and in the ears were 50, 60,
and everi 80 grains of wheat of lull developement,
the admiration of all who saw them, and particu-
*larly those which grew upon the pane of glass,
and whxh were quite as healthy and as large aa
those which grew upon the common earth. It
must be observed also that there was not the
smallest particle of earih upon the glass, and that
the plants were left entirely to themselves, with-
out being watered or attended to in any way
whatever fi-om the time of sowing to the lime of
reaping."

The cause of this success they think may be
explained in the following manner :

" Straw being a bad conductor of heat, and a
good conductor of electricity, maintains the root
of the plant in a medium temperature, and pre-
vents the earth from being deprived entirely of
moisture. The moisture of the earth, or the sub-
stratum, being continual, facilitates the gradual
and consuvnt absorption of carbonic acid gas fi-otn

the surrounding atmosphere, and hydrogen and
carbon, the chief elements of nourishment to ve-
getables, are thus economized in regular supplies
where they are constantly required, and pass in
combination with oxygen from the roots up to the
stems and branches of the plants in which they
are assimilated, and the oxygen throws off in ex-
halation fi-om the leaves. The straw decays but
slowly, and thus furnishes its substance by degrees
to the young plant in due progression and propor-
tion, (such as the siliquous ingredients, for in-
stance, of the pod or capsule,) so that the de-
composition of the straw corresponds to the lour
phases of fermentation in progressing from the
saccharine to the alcaholic, the acid and iheptitrid
states, analogous to those of infancy, budding,
youth, and seeding o[ the plant.

" We observe that our blades of wheat have
but a very few roots, and those are short and hard,
something like a bird's claw ; and this agrees willi
the remarks of Mons. Raspail, who states that
the most healthy plants in ordinary vegetation
have the least exuberance of roots and fibres.

" Another important observation also, is, that
weeds, and parasitical vegetation are prevented
by this method, for the straw chokes every other
plant but that of its own seed. JNlany other inter-

esting observations might be made on these ex-
periments, but we refrain at present from obtrud-
ing on your readers ; but if any of them wish foe

further information on this subject we shall will-
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ingly afford Ihem every i'aciiity. The importance

oHhe general result will easily become appa-

rent without further comment, and a revolution in

the present modes of agricultural labor is a neces-

sary consequence of this discovery. No tillage

will now be required, nor any artificial stitnu-

lants in manure and other more or less expensive

combinations with regard to soil and culture. In

fact, it would be tedious to enumerate the various

advantages that may result in practice Irom this

casual experiment, and therefore we proclaim it

simply to the world that all may profit by it."

As this experiment can be easily tried, we hope

Bome of our farmers will put it to the test, and

communicate the result. We shall certainly try

it on a small 7 by 9 lot of ground, which is the

largest that is vouchsaliid to a dweller in the

city.

GROWING POTATOES UNDER STRAW. •

For tlic Farmers' Register.

Some remarks in a late number of the Farm-
era' Kegister, relative to growing potatoes under

straw, induce me to make the Ibllowing state-

ment:
JMany years ago, my father had a bank in his

meadow (near Philadelphia) which could not be

irrigated in the common way, on account of the

thin, porous soil resting on a bed of loose sand-

stone. The water from a fine spring had been

turned on, but it sunk down and disappeared.

Recourse was then had to flooding. An em-
bankment sufficient to hold all the water that

could collect in twelve hours, was constructed ; so

that, every night and morning, a tide swept over

the surface, and good crops were obtained. In

process of time, however, the flood-gate ceased
to perform well, and weeds of little value for hay
got possession of the bank. A new plan was
determined on. Late in spring, when vegetation

was well advanced, we laid potatoes among the

grass and weeds at proper distances, and then co-

vered the whole with straw about a foot in thick-

ness. The product was good, though the season
was dry; the grass and weeds were smothered
and destroyed ; and the year after we had a fine

crop of clover. D. T.
Greaifield, Cayuga co., N. K, 11 mo. 2, 1841.

aristida oligantha. poverty grass.
hek's nest grass.

(Subject continued from p. 613.)

For the Farmers' Register.

In addition to the two species oi" jiristida de-

scribed at page 61.3 of the current volume of the

Farmers' Register, jf. oligantha is entitled to

notice as being the poverty grass of the district

of country above tide water. Its specific charac-

teristics are that the flowers are solitary and dis-

tant ; and the awns very much elongated, and
divaricate rather than contorted. It is the most
conspicuous and luxuriant species of the whole
genus. In the month of September it attains its

full size, which is about 15 to 18 inches in height;

covering whole fields of impoverished land, and,

apart li:om the asiociations with which it is con-

nected, exhibiting a pleasing and wavy appear-
ance. It flourishes on the same soils which pro-

duce ^. dichotoma, ul. gracilis, A. purpuras-
cens, 4'c.

When the seeds have become matured, they
are exceedingly annoying to persons walking
through patches of this grass. They insinuate

themselves into one's clothes, from which they
are with difficulty detached. When the plant

is in flower, it has been supposed by some farmers

to aflbrd nutritious grazing to stock. It is then,

at any rale, very tender and luxuriant. It is

an annual, and flowers in September.
All the species of Aristida are doubtless includ-

ed in the provincial name of poverty grass : for

to an unpractised eye it is only by a somewhat
careful examination that the specific differences

are detected. And before the period of flowering,

it is still more difficult to distinguisii them.
The range of this species is not well defined

by botanists. According to Eaton it is a southern
plant, though it is not described in Elliott's Botany
of Georgia and South Carolina. From the pre-

vious notices published in the Farmers' Register,

it is probably not common in the tide water region

of Virginia. In Chesterfield, Goochland, and
the adjacent counties, it is by far more common
than any of its congeners. T. S. P.

Chesterfield county.

GROUND OF PREFERENCE FOR DIFFERENT
KINDS OF WHEAT. SURFACE MANURING.

Absence from home during the latter part of

October, and continued indisposition since, have

prevented our paying attention to several of the

past communications at the lime of their appear-

ance, Vv^hen comments would have been better

timed, and perhaps more satisfactory than now.

These several omissions will now be supplied.

We entirely agree with our valued correspondent,

Mr. A. Nicol, in considering it an important rfe-

sideratum, that some of our most experienced

and successful wheat farmers shall present their

opposite views of preference for each of sundry

diflerent kinds of wheat as the supposed best

crop. And without designing to exclude, or to

slight such information or opinions from any other

source, we would especially request the opinions

of iVlessrs. Hill Carter of Shirley, John A. Selden

of Westover, and William B. Harrison of Bran-

don, because understanding that these gentlemen

prel'er diflerent wheats, and because the judgment

of each of them deserves high respect. We could

name many others from whom opinions on this

subject would be no less valued, but of whose

preferences of kind nothing has been heard.

In our own general practice for more than the

twenty last years, we have adhered to the " moun-

tain purple straw wheaf," and, on the whole,

have preferred it to any other kind. Sundry othe
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kinds have been tried as part ol" the crop, because

supposed at the time to be preferable ; but each

has been afterwards abandoned, and the mountain

purple straw again sown exclusively. Our pre-

ference was ibunded on the belief liiattliis kind,

on a general average of years, was at least as

productive as any, and that the grain was better

able to withstand wet weather during harvest,

than any white wheat, and perhaps most of the

red wheats. Any later wheat would be more

liable to be injured by rust ; and any bearded

wheat is less manageable or sale in reaping, ehock-

ing, and thrashing by machines. The grain is

supposed by experienced millers to make the

richest and best flour—though of course not so

white, and therefore not so high-priced as the

flour of the thin-skinned and more tender white

wheats. These, our grounds of preference, are

stated to invite correction of our judgment, and

opposing views from better sources of information.

If the writer of a recent communication (signed

S. at p. 628,) had been a reader of the earlier vo-

lumes of the Farmers' Register, he would have

seen many confirmations of his opinion, (though

still deemed in his region both novel in practice

and heterodox in theory,) of the propriety of

applying putrescent manures to the surface. We
have for seven or eight years considered the ad-

vantage as settled by sufficient experience ; and

the rationale or theory as being perfectly satis-

factory. And if it be as improving to soil or crop,

or even nearly so, to apply manure to the surface

as to plough it under, it offers a gain of 50 to 100

per cent, in the value of the general manuring

operations of a farm, in the greatly increased con-

venience. Under the formerly supposed neces-

sity for ploughing under manures to prevent their

waste, they could be applied but at certain

times, and under certain conditions of manure,

and of crop. But, if it be permitted to apply to

the surface, the application is not only almost

always more easy and convenient, but the ma-

nure may be laid on v/hen too coarse to be easily

ploughed under, or when the state of the land

or the crop would not permit ploughing. For

cultivated crops, and short or partially rotted ma-

nure, we should care very little whether it were

ploughed under just before planting, or given as

top-dressing very soon after ; and considerations

of mere convenience would induce the choice

of either mode. But, perhaps the very best ap-

plication of coarse manure is on clover, (or other

grass) not designed to be grazed, or mown. The
manure gives as much and aa early benefit to the

clover as it could to any tillage crop ; and the

increased growth of the clover serves to speedily

cover and shade and keep moist the manure, so

aa to induce its speedy rotting ; and as fast as

it rots, its enriching parts are taken up by the

growing crop, and through its increase, the quanti-

ty of manure is multiplied for the use of the next

grain crop. If pine leaves are laid over wheat

after the sowing and harrowing, and before the

plants come up, there is not only a slight early be-

nefit from this coarse and poor manure, but a valua-

ble protection from the winter cold, both to the

wheat and the clover seed sown thereon. So far aa

this can be done, at so busy a season, it is the best

mode of using the rakings of pine land. The-

trash might be raked up and left in heaps during

the previous autumn and winter, as it rots very

slowly in heaps.

The greater economy of applying the manures

to the surface flirniehes the explanation of all

that is (rue and beneficial reported in the article

at page 643, as a new and wonderful discovery

made in France. We have no question that the

facts therein stated are much exaggerated, and

some of them altogether mistaken, or falsely

stated. Of these, are the statement of the growth

of wheat on a pane of glass, and without the

aid of soil, and that oftwo inches thickness ofwheat

straw serving to prevent the growth of all weeds.

But, rejecting such exaggerations and false state-

ment, there is no doubt of the established truth

of the general principle which is there presented

as a new discovery ; that is, that a covering of

vegetable matter will serve well as manure, and.

also (if thick enough) preserve the moisture and.

mellowness or tilth of the soil, and smother

weeds. Two inches thickness of straw could

not however effect any of the latter objects.

—

Ed.

F. R.

GREEN-SAND OF JAMES RIVEK.

For llie Farmers' Register.

I yesterday saw, at Evergreen, a striking proof
of the beneficial efi'ect of the application of this

manure. About 10 years ago, a strip of land,

about 15 or 20 steps wide, running through a por-

tion of a field quite unilbrm, there being no per-

ceptible difference of soil on either side, was
dressed with green-sand at the rate of about 30
bushels to the acre. The field had been previ-

ously marled, and since the marling never a
bushel of putrescent manure has been applied in

any shape. The green-sand was applied for ex-
periment's sake, and, as well as the proprietor re-

members, in the fall succeeding a wheat crop, on
the first year's growth of clover. The land has
been for several years back cultivated principally

in wheat and clover. The clover seed has not

been sown for several rotations, this strip is now
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well set wiih a unilbrm ihick and vigorous growth

of young clover, while on eilher side, the clover

is much more scattering and far inlerior. The
wheat stubble (wheat was cut from this field

this summe-r) would show that the wheat in this

strip was decidedly better, I may almost say 50

per cent, better without the Tear of exaggeration,

than outside ol' it. The carrot weeds stand al-

most twice as high as on the neighboring land,

and though the vile fbx-tai< rears its dingy head

in great prolusion on either side, little or none is

perceptible here. The above observation may
be interesting to those owning deposites oT green-

sand. Edmund Ruifin, Jr.

November 4th, 1841.

AGUICULTURAI. AND HOUTICU f.TU « AI^ SO-

CIETY OP HKNUico— (.2(i meeling.)

(Extracts from the proceedings.)

Report of the commiitcc on staUiojis.

The committee appointed to award the pre-

mium to the stallion best suited lor the get of

saddle or harness horses, beg leave to report, that

six were exhibited, and thecommiltee unanimous-

ly agreed that the bay stallion Cleveland, the pro-

perty of Gen. Carrington, and got by imported

Cleveland out of a Roanoke mare, was entitled

to the award. R. B. Haxall, Chairman.

October 20th, 1841.

The award ol'S^S was therefore accordingly

paid.

The following reports were then presented:

• Report of the committee on gardens.

The committee on gardens respectfully repre-

sent, that of all the fine gardens in the vicinity of

Richmond, only one has been ottered (or their ex-

amination, and they sincerely regret that they

are compelled to decline awarding a premium to

that. John Carter, Cluiirman.

Richmond, October 20,19,A\.

[And accordingly no premium was awarded

upon the subject of gardens.]

Report of the committee on corn.

To the Executive Committee, of the Henrico

Agricultural Society:

The undersigned, a committee appointed to ex-

amine the fields of corn, of such members of the

society, as might be disposed to compete lor the

premiums to be awarded, state, that they were

requested to view the fields of the following per-

sons, to wit

:

The Rev. J. H. Turner, JVlessre. G. VV. Bas-

set, Walker Tomlin, R. C. Page, Jas. Gordon,

Isaac A. Goddin, Josiah Smith, John N. Shields

and Sterling I. Crump. Having examined the

corn fields of the gentlemen aloresaid, we now
report : That it is our unanimous opinion, that

Mr. VV. Tomlin's is the best field of corn, Mr,
S. I. Crump's the second best, Mr. I. A. God-
din's the third, and Mr. J. N. Shield's the fourth.

We deem it proper to state, that Parson Tur-
ner's corn field has been visited by a violent wind,

and was very much injured, and it gives us pleas-

ure to state, that all the corn fields, viewed by us,

are considered very fine.

Edmind Christian,
Edwin Hill,
William A. Gay.

Henrico, October 20, 1S41.

Whereupon the premiums were accordingly,

paid— viz. : sgilS to Mr. Foster— ^12 to Mr.
Crump—SIO to Mr. Goddin—and i$8 to Mr. J.

N. Shields.

Report of the committee on roots, Sfc.

To the Executive Committee of the Henrico
Agricultural and Horticultural Society:

Yourcommittee to award the premiums on roots,

&('., here beg leave to state, that they have view-
ed the crops of every individual who has ex-

pressed a wish to compete for the premiums, (at

least so far as has come to their knowledge,) and
report as (bllows :

"

That the crops of turnips that came under their

observation, were those ol Messrs. Francis Sta-

ples, Thos. S. Dicken, Joseph Reniiie, William
H. Richardson, and New and Hydecker ; and
they give it, as their decided opinion, that Fran-
cis Staples, esq., is jnstl\' entitled, to premium
No. 1 ; General William 11. Richardson, to i)re-

mium No. 2 ; and Thomas S. Dickin, esq., to

premium. No. 3. The crops, taking the premiums,
were really very fine, (being the ruta baga turnip,)

and so were the others of their kind very good,

being the red top and while Norfolk.

Your committee (tirther report, that their at-

tention has been drawn to but one crop of beets,

which crop, in their estimation, was, in every re-

spect, richly deserving ol'a premium—having ob-

tained an immense size, notwithstanding the ra-

vages of its enemy was marked heavily upon
them— premium No. 1, on that crop, they award
to Rev. Jesse H. Turner.

Yourcommittee have farther to state, that they
^

have been called upon to notice the potato crop 4

of Messrs. John Carter, Fsaac A. Goddin, Edwin i

Hill, Thos. S. Dickin, James Gordon, and Wil-

liam H. Richardson ; and, after the most critical

examination in their power, by digging in vari- J

ous places, (lor they were mostly in the ground,) \

they decide that, in their judgment, John Carter,

esq., is entitled to premium No. 1, on that crop
;

and General William H. Richardson, to pre-

mium No. 2. Of this crop, your committee would

observe, that the yield appears to them to be or-

dinary, both as? it regards size and quantity.

On the catihage crop, your committee regret to

say, that they cannot award either of the pre-

miums, as ofllered by you on that crop, to any

person. The prospect of Messrs. New and Hy-
decker, for a large and fine crop was very flatter-

ing, until the worm attacked them, which almost

totally destroyed them.

On the pumpkin crop, your committee would

report, that they vvcre highly gratified with tho

exhibit made by Messrs. Robinson and Turner,

their eyes having never before beheld a heavier

and more abundant crop than that of Mr. Robin-

son, throughout his entire field. Your commit-

tee think they would hazard little in saying, that

the pumpkins in the cornfield, is fully equal to one-

third of that of the corn crop, which certainly

does Mr. Robinson great credit, being a very
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fine one. Your commiilee ihereCore, with plea-
]

added beeie and nirnips

sure award lo Anthony Robinson, esq., pieniiuiii ' tivated land (say 80 acres) is in j^rass o

No.'l, andlo Rev. Jedse II. Turner, premium kind, mostly clover, linioihy and herds gi

No! 2.' RoBEUT Cautku Page, Chairman. which the usual product is somewhere

Jikhmund, Oct. 20 //t, 1841

The premiums were awarded and paid accord-

ingly, viz: lor turnips, !^S to JNIr. Staples, $G lo

Mr. Richardson, $4 to Mr. Dickin ; lor beets,

^8 to Mr. Turner; lor potatoes, ><6 to Mr. Carter,

and !*5 to Mr. Richardson; and lor pumpkins,

$6 to Mr. Robinson, and ^4 to Mr. 'I'urner.

The 2J premium lor beets, equal to ^6, was

awarded to Mr. Ed. Hill, on the Ibllowing certi-

ficate.

At the request of Mr. Edward Hill of King

William, I have this day laid oti hall an acre ol

his lot, (of 3 to 4 acres,) now in beets, a part of

which 1 saw pulled up; and having taken the

lops off, weighed them, and find the product to

be on the half acre, 16,044 pounds, or 32,088

pounds to the acre, equal to 534^ bushels (of 60

pounds to the bushel) to the acre. Given under ujy

baud this 18th day of October, 1841.

John Lujipkin.

Gen. Wm. H. Richardson, from the select

comaiiltee, presented the lollovving interesting

report, on the best cultivated tarms:

Report of the committee onfarms.

Wm. H. Richardson, Warner W. Gay, and

Francis Staples, Committee.

This committee having discharged the duties

About half of I he cul-

f some
rass, of
about

3,000 pounds to the acre. The balance is one-

half in corn ; the other in oats. The usual pro-

duct of corn is about 8 barrels to the acre, and of

oats about 3,000 pounds. 'J'his year the product

ol the latter has been much Icbs.

" My preparations lor taking care of my crops

are ample, so much so, that no part of them, not

even the corn tops, or shucks, are exposed to the

weather; but all are put under shelter. In this

I find great convenience, both in putting away,

and in taking out lor use.

"The (brce employed on my farm consists of

five regular hands. Besides these I have a sixth,

but he is employed almost exclusively wiih the

wagon, or in the garden. I also hire labor to the

amount of about four addiiional hand-, during

harvest.
'• My stock consists of three horses, six mulea,

four work steers, three milch cows, a bull, and

lour other young cattle. Of hog^i, 1 have a con-

siderable number ; but not having taken a census

of them lately, I cannot, at present, state how-

many. Of the condition of my etock, and of the

provisions made for their comfortable accommoda-
tion, the committee will judge for themselves. I

will just add, that 1 am still manuring with all

my might. For this purpose, I resort lo my
farm pen, my stables, my hog pens and cattle

shelters. All these I endeavor to keep well liiter-

assigned them, respectlully ofler the following ed. How much manure 1 get from these sources,

report :

The first farm visited by them was that of the

Rev. Jesse H. Turner, president of the society,

who handed us a written statement, which we
here insert

:

" Te the committee appointed to inspect farms,

and to award premiums on the same.
" Gentlemen : I oti'er my farm for the premium.

You will of course inspect the premises, and

judge lor yourselves. But it has occurred to me,

that it will aid you in your arduous duty, if I, as

the proprietor, state some of the leading lacts

pertaining to the same.
" My operations as a farmer began in the year

1827. In that year I bought 30 acres of very

poor and even exhausted land, intending at that

time never to own another loot of land. But,

after improving the above piece, I became interest-

ed in larming ; and by additions time after time,

generally of other small pieces of similar poor

land; my larm now consists of 192 acres. Of this

about 180 acres are cleared. My object and elJbrt

has been to improve my land, and get it in cultiva-

tion as last as I cleared it ; but in this I have lail-

ed by about 20 acres of low and very wet land.

I now have about 160 acres in actual cultivation,

all of which has been iiuproved, and most ol' ii

highly.

•'In improving my lands, I have used lime to

a small extent ; but my main de[)endence has
been putrescent manures. At first 1 applied

about 50 cart-loada to the acre ; I now put on
about half that quantity. I always apply it broad-
cast, and I greatly prefer that this should be as

a top-dressing to the grass lands.
" My crops from the beginning have been

grass, corn and oats, to which I have recently

I cannot state precisely, but it is very conside-

rable. Last year I tasked myself with the ma-
nuring of 10 acres from my home resources. I

more than did it. This year I have given my-
self a task of twenty acres, and I think I shall do

it. Besides this, I haul a large quantity of ma-
nure or coal ashes li-om town, so that, with the

whole, I usually manure from Ibrty to fifty acres

during the year. Under this syslem, my lands

so far from deteriorating, are perceptibly improv-

ing. I greatly need an additional force to culti-

vate them. The inclosures, and indeed the gene-

ral condition of the farm, and all its appurte-

nances, are submitted to the inspection of the

committee. J. H. Turner."
To this we add, that Mr. Turner's farm, as

might be expected, is in a very high state of pro-

ductiveness ; it lies in the immediate neighbor-

hood of the city of Richmond, the nearest point

being little more than one mile, and the most dis-

tant, scarcely more than two from the town.

Th:s has afforded the proprietor great advan-
tages in obtaining manure, to which object, liora

the first, he seems to have devoted his ample pe-

cuniary resources, with jireat sagacity and energy
—insomuch that according to his estimate, not

less than 150 two horse cart-loads of manure,
has been applied to every acre in cultivation.

Buildings.—A very handsome and well ar-

ranged family mansion with all the requisite

offices for convenience and comfort, all in the best

order. Comfortable houses for domestic servants

and farm laborers. Stable pretty good. Hog
sties—two ranges containing 22 pens partly

roofed, erected during the last winter and spring.

Caitle sheds are now building, and will be com-
pleted in a short time. Three large houses con-
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eiructed for the purpose and capable ol' containing

we suppose 4 to 500,000 weight of hay.
A very good garden.
Crops—Detail given in Mr. Turner's statement,

to which we add, that the beet crop is superior to

any. The turnip crop, though good, inferior to

Bome we have seen.

Cultivation—Of the corn crop appears to have
been defective, ^but that crop is a good one, and

has growing with it a good crop of pumpkins.
Oilier crops and garden in good order.

Stock—Horses and mules good. Cattle ordi-

nary.

riogs—Two boars and three brood sows with

two litters of pigs, all of the Berkshire stock and

superior animals, obtained at great expense from

Mr. Allen's celebrated stock at Buffalo, with !he

exception of the premium boar President, which
was purchased oC Mr. A. B. Shelton. For one

of the sows 12 months old Mr. Turner paid ^100.

A large stock of other hogs, very good.

Fences—Chiefly of plank, with some thorn

hedge—the former, as we think, not sufficient

for complete security.

Keeps fiirm accounts—Agricultural papers

taken—Farmers' Register, Cultivator and South-

ern planter.

Farm ofRo. Carter Page.

287 acres—200 of which is in cultivation—the

rest in fine forest. Much of this farm is rich,

having been heavily manured by Mr. Shepherd,

of whom Mr. Page purchased it, and the im-

provement continued for some time by Mr. Page
—but the whole is susceptible of the highest

improvement.
Buildings—A spacious and convenient mansion

of brick, with all necessary offices, including

comfortable accommodations for laborers, a fine

barn and stables, good corn-house, with stables

for cattle underneath—Fences good.

Crops—Corn, oats, tobacco, turnips.

Cultivation of the corn crop very good, though
much of the fodder will be lost, from the necessity

of attending to the tobacco, which Mr. Page
cultivates this year for the first time. Turnip
crop ordinary. Tobacco—A large portion has

already been cut ; that which is now standing,

shows that the crop was luxuriant ; but it seems
to have sustained much injury from worms. Gar-
den appears to have been well cultivated during

the earlier part of the year, but latterly neglected

—the tobacco crop engrossing most of the farm

labor.

Stock—Four work horses, two carriage horses,

two saddle horses, and a very fine horse colt of

the Canadian stock. Cattle— six milch cows,

good—three oxen not seen by the committee.

Hogs—a large slock, including a Berkshire boar

and sow— the latter a fine animal.

Labor—Six men and one boy.

Keeps (arm accounts.

Agricultural papers taken

—

Cultivator and
Southern Planter.

Farm of James Gordon.

35;^ acres, 17 of which are cleared and in cul-

tivation.

Buildings—A neat and convenient dwelling,

good kitchen, corn-house.

Stable—An excellent cow-house, with loft

above it for forage.

Fences—Chiefly of plank, and very good.
Crops—Corn, oats, hay, pumpkins, cucumbersj

&c., Ibr market as pickles. Good garden.
Cultivation—Of the crops that we saw, very

good.

Labor—None but his own.
Family of six white persons—hires a woman

this year.

Stock—One good work horse, 2 milch cows
and a heifer—sells butter at a good price.

13 hogs, which will afford him a sufficient eup-
ply of pork for his family.

One breeding sow and 5 pigs improved stock.

Means in progress for raising manure very
good, and we were pleased to observe the atten-

tion Mr. Gordon is now paying to that important
branch of husbandry.
Mr. G. lakes no agricultural papers and keeps

no farm accounts. He cannot, therelbre, say
precisely what is the clear profit on his farm ; but
the entire support of his family is derived from it,

leaving him over and above all expenses more
than ^100 annually to lay up.
Here is an extraordinary instance (in our state

at least) of what the steady industry of one man
may effect. The committee as yet have met
with nothing equal to if, and they are satisfied

that Mr. Gordon has rather underrated hie clear

profits. It is evident, however, that he would
have been much aided by the experience and
practice of others, as we find detailed in our ag-
ricultural journals, arjd we accordingly recom-
mend to him to secure such aid without further

delay.

Farm of Thomas S. Dickin.

163J acres, about 100 cleared and in cultivation,

balance in wood.
Buildings—A comfortable dwelling, good kitch-

en and lodging room for laborers, dairy, poultry

house, barn, a large stable with spacious loft for

(orage, shed adjacent for wagon, cart, and for

work in bad weather, a large and excellent cow-
house with hay-lofi above, good corn-house, with
shed for tools and agricultural implements, " A
place for every thing and every thing in its place,"

good garden, good fences.

Crops—Corn with pumpkins, oats, clover, hay,

Irish and sweet potatoes, turnips, ruta baga and
white Nt)rfblk ; all the crops on the ground
fine.

Cultivation—Excellent. This farm is general-

ly in good condition and in a state ofsteadily pro-

gressive improvement, fully commensurate with

the means of the proprietor
;
plots of grass well

set, wherever the land is suitable.

Manure—A large supply raised on the farm.

Stables and cattle-yards well littered. Supplies

occasionally obtained from Richmond in exchange
for wood. Of this compost for top-dressing is

prepared.

Labor—One young man and 2 elderly men
;

one of the latter hired.

Slock-—4 horses and a colt, 4 milch cows, all in

fine condition, 4 sheep, 40 hogs of all sizes, in-

cluding 2 superior brood sows with litters of the

finest half Berkshire pigs the committee has seen.

Raises an ample supply of pork ; has sold this

year pigs to the amount of §82.75.
Takes I he Cultivator and Southern Planter.

Kept regular farm accounts until the last year,
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when, and during the present, the practice has

been interrupted by ill health. Cannot, therelore,

state profiis at this lime over and above the main-
tenance ol' his lamily ol' 8 while persons, which i.^

derived solely from his larm. The profits have
latterly been much reduced by the low price ol

produce. But he has annually a surplus of corn,

oats, hay, potatoes and turnips lor market, beside

the produce of the dairy, which is conducted by
his daughters, and is sufficient for their expenses.
Has purchaeed in the last 10 years, and paid lt>r

from it, 100 acres of his larm and 1 negro man,
besides repairing and adding to his dwelling and
building-, stable, cow-house, corn-house and
sheds.

Farm of Edwin Hill.

The committee not finding Mr. Hill at home did

not make a minute or particular examination of

his farm. He has lately purchased it, and 'his is

his first year's cropping. We Hoticed fine crops

of corn, tobacco, potatoes, with some good bnete

and turnips, also a good garden, and generally an
aspect of neatness and order which indicate the

good farmer and manager. This larm is evident

ly improving under good management.

Farm of IVm. AHller.

210 acres, 80 in cultivation.

Buildings—a good brick dwelling, kitchen and
laborere.' houses of wood.
Good garden—good barn and stables.

Cultivation—We noticed here the finest crop
of tobacco we have seen, especially a piece ol

probably one acre, which has been cultivated by
Mrs. Miller, with her domestic servants. So very

superior ie this portion of the crop, that the com-
mittee are satisfied it can scarcely be surpassed on
the finest tobacco land ; and, as it is now under-
stood, that the committee on this crop lias not

acted, this committee, although it is not within

their prescribed duty, unanimously recommends,
that the premium offered upon tobacco be award-
ed to Mrs. Miller.

Crops—Corn, oats, tobacco—Corn crop prelly

good—Tobacco, as already staled, very fine

—

Some good clover, and the farm is in an improv-
ing condition, though not so rapidly as, considering

its vicinity to the town, it might be ; means in

progress for making manure on the (arm good.

The tobacco here, as in other places, seems to

have absorbed a large portion of the farm
labor ; but that crop has been admirably
managed.
Labor—Five men and one woman.
Stock—Four horses, six head of cattle—includ-

incr three milch cows ; hogs.

Keeps no farm accounts, and takes no agri-

cultural papers. This farm not entered lor

premium.

Farm of Anthony Rohinnon, Jr.

When the committee came to inspect this beau-

tiful and highly improved liarm, they did not find

the proprietor at home, and consequently had not

the advantage of a detailed account of his Airm-

ing operations. Mr. Robinson is justly consider-

ed one of our best farmers, and we were much
disappointed at not meeting with him—but we
were received and conducted over the larm by his

faithful servant and foreraaa Charles, whose at-

VoL. 1X.-65

lachment to his master, zeal in his service, and
honest pride, were manifested in a manner ex-
cerdingly gratifying to the committee.
The lijilowing is the result of our examina-

tion :

Buildings—A neat and convenient family resi-

dence, with all requisite oflices for complete com-
Ibrt—including good (juarters for laborers and do-
mestic servants. Barn, stables, carriage house,
cattle sheds, several hog sties, hay house, all in

good order.

Excellent arrangements for saving manure, of
which a large supply seems to be raised upon the

place. A fine large garden, stocked wills fruit

trees and many choice varieties of foreign and na-
tive grapes.

Crops—A very fine crop of corn, with the
finest crop of pumpkins* we have seen. A large

crop of turnips, all well cultivated. Active pre-

parations for laying down grass land.

Stock—the largest and finest slock of hogs we
have seen, with the exception of Mr. Turner's
Berkshire, and Mr. Dickin'e best brood sows and
their pigs.

A large stock of cattle is kept, but the com-
mittee did not see them.
Fences—All of plank, and the beet we hare

seen.

This farm not entered for premium ; but it is on«
of the handsomest, best cultivated, and most high-
ly improved, that has fallen under pur inspec-

tion.

Farm of Isaac A. Goddin.

140 acres—About 90 open, and chiefly in culti-

vation.

Buildings—A large and excellent mansion-
house, with appropriate offices; barn, stables, cat-

:le sheds but ordinary—A fine spring, very neatly

and tastefully improved by walling and turfing,

&c., and covered by a good house.
Garden pretty good.
Crops—Corn, oats, haj', pumpkins, Irish and

sweet potatoes—all good. We saw here the most
productive species of corn, apparently, that ha«
iiallen under our observation—having generally

two, and often three good ears upon a stalk. It

was originally procured, as we learn, from the

county of Caroline ; and, in the opinion of this

committee, is emineiiily worthy the attention of

corn-growers.

Cultivaiion-Viry good iudeed--part-icularlyofthe

corn-crop. Mr. Goddin's meadow land lies beaCi-

tifully, and is all susceptible of irrigation, with
very little expense. Much ofil has recently been
ploughed up, and re-seeded in a manner which
commanded our admiral iuii. We cannot, how-
ever, forbear expressing our opinion, that the pro-

prietor would find it much to his interest to top-

dress his grass lands with coal ashes, which his

vicinity to the town seems to present great faci-

lities for doing. We obseived some marl on the

margin of the meadows ; but it has not been test-

*jThis pumpkin, of the largest variety, was intro-

duced into the neighborhood by Mr. Robinson, (as we
iearnfrom a member of the committee,) and obtained

from the lower country. It is an abundant bearer, and
worthy the attention of cultivators. We are informed,

that the sale of the seed is a perquisite allowed to

Charles, of whom a supply may be had.
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ed, and no applicalioa of il has yet been made

to his ("arm.

Labor—Six farm hands, a part of them said to

be inferior.

Stock—Four farm horses, one handsome young

stallion, eight head of cattle, generally ordinary,

tut among them we noticed a very fine young cow

and bull of great promise, about 15 months old.

Hogs inferior—does not attempt lo raise pork,

considering it more advantageous to purchase.

Mr. Goddin purchases no manure from (he city,

but raises a large quantity on the farm. His at-

tention is chiefly directed t© business which re-

quires his daily presence in town. Notwithstand-

ing this, his (arm is highly creditable to him as an

agriculturist.

Farm of Crutchfield Crump.

The proprietor not being at home, we did not

learn the number of acres, orsee any slock.

Buildings—Dwelling house, kitchen, stable and

one or two other houses, generally out of repair.

Fences tolerably good.

Crops and cultivation-Corn, oats, turnips, po-

tatoes, stubble land very well set with clover, and

the corn crop, taken as the labor of one man, very

fine and has been well cultivated.

Labor— (as we learn from a member of the

committee,) none but his own.
The proprietor seems to be aware of the

necessity for enriching his land, and we observed

a good deal ot manure Ibr the apparent means of

collecting it, though some of it was wasting from

neglect, supposed to be unavoidable. The gene-

ral condition of Mr. Crump's larm does not enti-

tle him to any of the premiums, but the crops af-

Ibrd evidence of great industry on his part, and he

seems to have the spirit of improvement. There-

fore, as a reward to his industry, and lo encourage

him in the improvement he seems disposed to

make, we recommend that the society award him
a gratuity of $10.

Farm of Major Miles Gardner.

—Acres—Finely situated for improvement, and
has an abundant supply of marl convenient to it.

We did not find the proprietor at home—nor any
thing particularly worthy of note.

Farm of Thomas Jennett.

12 Acres. The committee accidentally called

at this litile place on the last day of their exami-
nation, and found every thing upon it in such ad-
mirable order that they feel bound to report it.

Houses are comfortable and in good repair, his

land improved, and means in operation forcontinu-

ing and increasing the improvement. Good crops

of corn, pumpkins and potatoes.

Stock—Two good horses, tvvo cows and some
verjHIne hogs, especially a litter of three-fourths

Berkshire pigs. Makes corn and forage sufficient

for his family and stock.

Mr. Jennett is a cripple, unable to move about
without crutches, and cannot himself perform the

usual labor about a farm. But it is evident that
his time and attention are fully occupied and well

directed. He hires a colored man to do the work
that he is unable to perform himself, and employs
much cff his own time in wagoning wood to (he
city. The committee regards this as a case of

extraordinary merit, and they unanimously recom-

mend the worthy individual to the liavorable con-

sideration of the society, and that a gralu.ly of

^12 be awarded him.

Farm of John N. Shields— Poplar Vale.

130 acres—handsomely divided by live hedges

of cedar into convenient fields of meadow pastur-

age and tillage, with a fine lot of fbreel land.

Buildings—A handsome mansion house ofbrick,

brick kitchen, with all other requisite out houses,

in good order, including stables and cattle sheds, a

fine and well arranged tarm yard, and large heuse
Ibr forage.

Crops— Corn very fine indeed, and well culti-

vated, oats, hay, turnips, and potatoes ; fine

garden.

This beautiful farm has but recently come into

the possession of the present proprietor, whose
progress thus far indicates that he is soon to take

rank among the distinguished agriculturists of

the society. His fiarm is finely watered, and by
that and its vicinity to the town is convertible at

small expense into a dairy farm.

When the requisite time shall have been afford-

ed him Ibr improvement, if not sooner, we doubt
not the proprietor will be a successful competitor

Ibr more than one of the society's premiums.
The loregoing reports are given in the order in

which the farms were examined from time to

time, as we were enabled to devote ourselves to it

during a period of several weeks, and including

every farm entered for premium, besides several

that were not. We confidently expected and in-

tended lo extend our examinations lo the farms of
several members of ihe society resident in other

counties ; but it was finally impossible to do so,

and we therefore very reluctantly yielded to the

force of unavoidable circumstances which limited

our labor to the county of Henrico.

We particularly regret our inability to visit Ihe

farms of Mr. Corbin Warwick, in Goochland,
and Mr. Lewis F. Harvie, in Amelia—of the

improved system of husbandry on both which we
had heard so much as to satisfy us that a faithful

report upon ihem would have been highly accep-
table to the society.

We trust we may be permitted to eay for our-

selves, that we have endeavored to perform the

duty assigned to us in such a manner as lo pro-

mole Ihe objects of the society in advancing
agricultural improvement, and in rewarding
unpretending merit, industry, and good manage-
ment.

In awarding the premiums offered by the socie-

ty upon the most highly improved and best culti-

vated farms, this committee has been governed
by what Ihey believe lo be a principle of vital im-
portance laid down by the executive committee
in fixing Ihe amouni of the premiums, to wit

:

" Reference being had to the means (as well
pecuniary as others) of the proprietor for improve-
ment—the amount of labor employed upon it

—

the means resulting from the vicinity of the farm
to the city, &c. The object being to place the
industrious small cultivator with limted resources,

and no other labor than hie own, upon the same
fooling as the largest cultivator with ample
resources."

The committee, therefore, unanimously and
without hesitation award the first premium of $25
to Thomas S. Dicken.
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In like manner, we award ihe second premium
ol $20 10 James Gordon.
As lo the iliird premium, the committee were

unable to agree upon an award.
Upon a bulisequent and more thorough exa-

mination, which we lelt ourselves bound to naaUe
ol the larui ol' Mr. Edwin Hill, we award the

fourth premium ol'iglOlo him, and recoiimieiid

his coin as the same kind cultivated by Mr. God-
din.

We observed, in the course of onr examination
of several liirnis upon which we have not report-

ed, many evidences of great industry, directed

without judgment or skill, and in a great degree
neutralized, by reason ol total ignorance of agri-

cultural improvements and the application ol labor.

Still the spirit ol' industry is there, and some have
caught the spirit ol' improvement too ; are becom-
ing sensible ol the necesisity lor improving their

houses and enriching their lauds ; but are unin-

formed as to the best means within their own
reach of efieciing that object.

It must seem incredible to those who have not

witnessed it, that a man with a wile, and eight,

nine, or ten children lo provide for, and who, Ibr

that end, taxes his physical powers to the utmost,

Irom the beginning to the end ol the year, should
yet be, or appear by his practice to be insensible

lo the inconvenience, discomfort, and risk ol" liv-

ing in a house which has probably been occupied

been left to drudge an, generation after genera-
tion, without an effort to improve or to aid iheir
iigricultural labors. They do not want industry,
but they want the light ol agricultural science
and improvemeni, which the necessity (or con-
stant toil and their own limited resources place
beyond tkeir reach, but which could so easily be
imparted to them by those who are favored with
knowledge, leisure and wealth.
These, and other considerations which address

themselves forcibly lo the patriotism and liberality
of our more favored people, this committee would,
if in their power, most earnestly endeavor to im-
press upon the wealth and intelligence of our old
mother Virginia, throughout her extended bor-
ders. Give our people the lights of practical
knowledge, improve our system of education, our
agriculture and our mechanic arts, and the Old
Dominion will once more be in the ascendant.

Respectfully submitted, on behalf of the farm
committee,

Wm. H. Richardson, Chairman.
October 20, 1841.

The president then, according to the awards in
the said report, presented to Capt. T. S. Dickin,
premium No. 1, of $25— to Mr. James Gordon,
No. 2, of $20—to Mr. Edwin Hill, No. 3, of 810—and to Mr. Thos. Jennett a gratuity of $12.
But Ibr good reasons presented to the meeting,
it was determined not lo pay the gratuity recom-

by several generations, without repair, and which, mended to Mr. Crulchfield, and the subject was
with every thing around it, is in the most neglect- recommitted lo the same committee.
ed and dilapidated condition. Yet such is the

fact, and, in many instances, with industrious,

respectable, and meritorious men, who, it would
seem, have no conception of tlie importance, and
the economy too, ol first attending to the security

and comfort of themselves, and of every thing

around them.
It is not necessary for us to ofler a remark upon

this mistaken and destructive policy—we hope to

see the influence of the society applying the re-

medy, wherever there is industry and intelligence

lor 11 to act upon.
In conclusion, we are happy to have it in our

power lo report thai, in the course of our exa-

minations, we had ilie saiisliiction of noticing a

more general spirit of agricultural improvement
than we were aware of There is a fine field lior

the operations ol the society, and every encour-

agement to perseverance in the cause. But there

is much to do, and we believe one of the great

principles of success is to be found in the encour-

agement of a class of cultivators, who heretofore

seem to have been enlirely overlooked. It is the

men who guide their own ploughs, drive iheir

own produce lo market, and, in times ol danger,

shoulder their muskets and take the field.

A distinguished prose writer of our own coun-

try, satirically remarked of the people of a great

commercial, city of the north—that there, " the

lawyer looks down upon the merchant, the mer-

chant upon the grocer, ihe grocer upon the green

grocer, and the green grocer upon ihc apple

woman—who don't care a straw about any of

them." We trust it is not so among us— but

these sturdy citizens of ours who have as much
sterling merit and independence of character ae

any men on earth, who regard with indiflerence

or contempt the trappings of wealth and station,

and. aak no favor but of the Almighty—have
^

Captain Richardson, then, from the same com-
mittee, presented the following supplemental re-
port :

Supplemental report.

The undersigned feel bound in justice to the
objects the society has in view, lo ofiier the follow-
ing supplemental report, which they do without
the knowledge or concurrence of their colleague,
Mr. Staples.

It is slated in our general report, that the com-
mittee could not agree upon the award of the
third premium, and it is proper that we should
give the reasons Ibr that disagreement.
The undersigned, having heard much of iho

imjirovements on Mr. Staples' farm, wished lo

examine and report upon it. To this he objected
from feelings of delicacy as a member of the farm
committee, alleging, with much diffidence loo, that
there was nothing upon it worth reporting.

It was not until near the close of our examina-
tion, that the undersigned, calling for Mr. Staples
at his own house, were so much struck with the
almost magical improvement every whei'fe pre-
sented to view, that they felt it their duty to ex-
amine and report upon it. The following ia the
result

:

Buildings—A neat and handsome dwelling and
offices, excellent stables, corn-house and cattle

sheds, all recently erected by Mr. Staples, and
every thing about the homestead in fine order

;

enclosures good, partly of plank, very neatly
put up.

Crops— Upon a farm which three or four years
ago presented an aspect of hopeless sterility, there
have been produced this year fine crops of corn,

oats, clover and herds grass, kay, turnips and po-
tatoes. We observed aereral larye collections

of ashes and stable manure brought Ircwa tha
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city, which, wiih the preparations on the place

for increasing it, will aHord the proprietor a large

supply for his next year's operations.

Stoclt— Horses in fine order— calile we did not

see ; but we saw some half Berkshire pigs, equal,

ae we think, to any that can be produced, as also

a large and fine pen of store hogs for poik.

Hespecr for the leeling of delicacy niMiiifested

by Mr. Staples forbade our asking sui-h details,

as are embraced in the reports on other larms, and

were the less necessary. The evidences of his

merit as an improving and enterprising agricul-

turist were before and around us, and upon

these we have no hesitation in assigning to him

a rank with the first larmers of (he society.

The undersigned, therelbre, being a majority

of the farm committee, unhesitaiingly award to

Mr. Staples the third premium ol $15, assuring

the society at the same time, that it is much be-

low his deserts.

Wm. H. Richardson,
Warneij W. Gay.

October ^0, 1841.

The third premium of $\5 waa then unhesi-

tatingly paid t* Mr, Staples.

According to the recommendation in the report

on farms, the society also presented to Mrs. Wm.
Miller a premium of ^\0 for the best crop o( to-

bacco.

EURjOPEAN FARBIING.

From tlie Farmers' Montlily Visiter.

I think that the superiority to be observed in

British and Flemish agriculture is to be attributed

to the nice adaptation of crops—the perfi^cl sys-

tem that prevails in every deparinifnt— the free

outlay for manures to invigorate the soil—the

patience that never tires in the completion of a

task once undertaken, and the industry that in no

kind of weather, at no season of the year, fails

to remember and perform its tasks and duties.

England is remarkable for confining to certain

districts, the productions which flourish beet in

those soils. Thus the lig:ht sands of Norfolk are

best adapted to turnips, lijd ofl' and followed by

barley and clover ; therefore in that country the

rotation of turnips, barley and clover prevails. It

was by this course that Mr. Coke (Earl of Leices-

ter,) reclaimed from perlecl barretmees his splendid

estate at Holkham. Warwickshire is famous
for beans as a first course, fi)llowed by wheat.
Lancashire for potatoes as a first crop, wheat, and
timothy following.

Not less perlect is the system : each one has

his part and his duties assigned to him—he is

there at all tieies, and in all weathers, and he
stipulates to be only there. And this system
pervades all things on the farm.

Upon a farm in Surrey, where I spent six

pleasant and agreeable months, I had opportuni-

ty to see the use and the profits of systematic

farming. It was a hay farm, of less than two
hundred acres— the rent paid, about ,^2000. The
whole farm, except the garden, was mowed. Af-
ter the hay was taken care of, the fields were all

shut up until there was a good feed upon them.
Then Mr. R. went to the nearest fair and pur-

chased large beeves nearly fat. In these fresh.

luxuriant pastures, where the grass grew almost

last enough to render not fabulous Sir Boyle
Roche's story of the kite thrown into an Irish

meadow over night, hidden by the grass next
morning, the beeves became in a very short

time fit lor Smithfield or Old Leaden-hall. Alter

a few day's rest, the lair was resorted to lor a
second drove of cattle of smaller size, but in good
flesh, which soon shared the lot of all fat oxen,
and became the roast beef of old England. The
fields were no longer in a condition to make beel',

and therelbre were to furnish the predicament
" nearly fat" to take the " first bile" in some unfed

meadow. The fourth course was a herd of email

Welsh cattle to be merely improved. Fifth and
lastly came sheep to be kept till the meadows
began to start in the spring, when they were
sold, and the meadows shut up.

To recruit this farm, the carts which took the

hay to market returned laden with manures to be
used as atop-dressing. When not bringing back
provisions lor liirm use, I think i may say they
always came back with manures. I had some
years ago in my possession a book, which was
borrowed by some kind friend or other, who liked

it so well that he Ibrgot to return it. This book
gave the best account of the English practice

with res|tect to manures, of any 1 have ever seen.

It was said in that book that five thousand tons

of manure had been applied in one year on a
single estate. 1 know that the quantities are im-
mense, and that the lands in that country are

kept in a high stale of fertility by the axiom im-

pressed on the husbandman iha^food is as neces-

sary to the earth as to the human body. But do
not think iliat I have selected a pattern farm for

the subject of ihe lorcgoing remarks. It was in

all respects only a medium (arm. There could
not be the same opportunity for the more elabo-
rate practices of iiusbandry that there is in large

Yorkshire larms. It is my opinion that some of
the best managed farms in England were on the
estates of the Duke of Buckingham at Stowe, in

Bucks. It is, however, ihefashion in England to

patronize agriculture : heaven grant it may be-

come so here. You can form no idea with what
ease an American can introduce himself to the

English, if he is fond of farming. The gift of a
few ears of Indian corn to Ihe Horticultural So-
ciety, brought me tickets and invitations without
number to their gardens and fetes at Chiswick,

SUBSOIL PLOUGH.

From tlie Farmers' Cabinet.

Sir,—I, toi, was so fortunate as to be pre-

sent at the trial of ploughs at the late Exhi-
bition of the Philadelphia Agricultural So-

ciety, and can bear testimony to the superi-

ority of the centre-draught plough f(:)r the

purpose of cultivating the land preparatory to

sowing, but whether it is equally suitable for

stirring fallowed land, when it is necessarj'

that the furrows should be set more on edge
that the drag might take a greater hold upoa
them, re.mains a question, which ought, how-
ever, to be solved. Why does not Mr. Prouty

take means to sbcnv the powers of his plough

under various circumstances and in different
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Boils'? The premiums he has oblHined, and

ihe desire which ii is natural lie siiould feel

to bring his plouiih into nolice nnd couifieii-

lion with others, ought to operate as n siruii<^

inducement lo him lo use every means in his

power lor ihis purpose.

Jiut my present ohject is, just lo say, the

Bubsoil plough, with its operations, have con

vinced me that the sysieni oi siirring the

hard pan is ahout lo become the value of the

rent of our land to us ; and the ihing is ai

once so complete and manifest, that it niusi

have struck every beholder with surprise.

Many had their doubts as to the feasibility of

turning the next Currow-slice on to the loos-

ened earth ol the subsoiled furrow, ihinking

It probable that the work may be harder and
the land might not lie so smoothly ; but such
was not the case, for the ILirrow was turned

as easily and laid as evenly as though no sub-

soiling had been practised. But, only just

think lor a moment of the eflect which the

system will have on the tap-rooted filanis ;

and more especially on the growth of the po-

tato, when deposited on the loosened soil of

ihe furrow and covered vviih manure, vvliich

will be carried down by every rain to the ia|)-

roots of ihe plants imbedded in it, instead of

the sets being laid upon the hard pan of the

soil, at the depth of a lew inches only, as iliey

now are. I should expect that it will be ihe

means of adding many thousand bushels to

our crops, especially in a time of drought,
enabling us to cope with " ihe Green moun-
tain boys," who find it by no means an un-
common occurrence lo turn up from 1000 to

1800 bushels to the acre! Where are these
sjbsoil ploughs to be obtained 7 John Davis.

Lancaster County, Pa.

Pruning should be attended to, and practised

annually, sparingly at first, or great injury

may arise from ihe infliction ol" large wounds
and the ex|)osure of ihe trees to violent winds
during win'er, before the young wood had stiot

lorih to protect them.

FRUIT TR£E}S.

From tlie Farmers' Cabinet.

The practice of draining, so necessary for

the well-being of every species of vegetables,

is found of superlative importance to orchards

having unhealthy subsoils, the presence of

which is easily shown by moss growing on
the branches and a coarse and open bark.

The Boston Cultivator states, that a Mr.
Chinny has found by experience that the

water in a retentive subsoil was so injurious

to the growth of his trees, as lo jusiily the
expense of ditches cut fi-om two to three feet

deep to carry off the water, which, collecting
in the subsoil, paralyzed and comipied the
tender roots. At the botiom of ili.se drains
is left a water-course about eight ini-hes dee|),

covered with flat stones ; on these some brush
is thrown, and the whole is filled with the
earth that had been dug out in forming the
drains. Thus has he secured the most entire
success on land that before had baffled all his

attempts to raise an orchard. A periodical
liming is of the greatest benefit to an or-

chard ; 60 also is the washing of the trunk
and branches of the trees with strong soap-
suds, which also might be applied to their

roots, opening the ground for
"

the |)urpose.

niopioR artici>p:s FOR liXHinrrioN at agiii-
CUI.TUUAL. SHOWS.

From tlie Farmers' Cabinet.

Mr. Editor,—The remarks by Joseph Stille, iiv

ihe l:isi No. of the Cabinet, on the late Exhibition
of the Philadelphia Agricultural Society, contain

matter for serious reflection. Although not pre-

sent on that occasion, I have seen the same pro-

pensity lor large cattle exercise an undue influence

on Ihe minds of many elsewhere, ami in no place,

perhaps, are persons wholly free from that parti-

ality. The mosi likely thing to convince of Ihe

error that almost all have imbibed is, lo impress
upon them the axiom in etock-breeding, lo begin
with dam the best ; relying more upon the female
than the male lor the production of large cattle of
good proportions. It is easy lo obtain large calves

Irom overgrown bulls, but unless Ihe cows be large

also, the oflspring is scarcely ever well-formed
;

often indeed arelhey found of a cross-bred, coarse,

lanky character, as disgraceful to the breeder as to

the sire. And these remarks were exemplified
at the late Exhibition at Syracuse, where some of
the smallest and neatest of ihe thorough-bred
Devon bulls were best known and most highly
prized, as stock-getters of the greatest value

;

and I must say, I consiJer the breeders of short-

horns peculiarly blameablein this .respect— push-
ing on their animals by means of the highest
keep to mammoth siz-?.—all wrong, depend upon
it.

I have been much pleased with some very
judicious remarks contained in a late number of
the New England Farmer, on this subject, and
believing that a large proportion of your readers
would coincide with the writer in the view which
he has taken, if Ihey had the opportunity lo be-
come acquainted with them, I have copied them:
lor publication, should you approve. The editor
says

—

" Is there not reason for supposing that people
are accustomed to exhibit at these fiiirs the largest
squash, pumpkin, or ruta baga— the largest calf

—

ih(! largest steers, and every thing the largest of
its kind "? Is size Ihe principal thing regarded?
And do the members ol committees make size thf>

criterion of merit 7 Such questions should find

no place in our columns if we did not suppose they
must, in too many instances, be answered in the
affirmative. Now, what we wish to see is the
best, not the largest merely. And it often hap-
pens— it ordinarily happens— that the very large
calf is a coarse- made animal, unfit for a breeder.
There are exceptions to this remark, and yet it is

true as a general statement ; many members of"

committees regard form and fineness of make in

fixing upon their awards, still we never attended
a show where we could feel satisfied that size was
not too much regarded. If in our judgment we
are correct, the influence of cattle shows tends, in

some degree at least, to the introduction of a large
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and ravv-bonp.J breed of caitle, which no well-

wisher to the liirming interest would ever desire

to encournge. Other things being equal, we
should prel'er, as a mailer of profit, to be the ow-
ner of a cow or bull that was but little above ihe

medium size, rather than of one extraordinarily

large. Finenessol'bone, symmetry ol form, ap|iarei)i

ihril't and hardmess ol' consiituiion— ihese are '.lie

important points. And in relation to young ani

mals, intended to he kept as breeders, we should

reward it as highly important to know something
of the pedigree, so that we might guess wheiher

the good points were merely accidental, or whe-
ther ihey were fixed in the blood, and would be

likely to reappear in liie oHspring. A very finely

formed bull, which happens to come from coarse

parents, will, in but very lew instances, produce

his like ; and ibrihis reason we should make the

parentage a matter of importance ; not that we
should be anxious to encourajje in a n gion of

ehort pasturage, the general introduciion of
" Herd Book" aninials—but we should like to

know that ihe parents lor two or three generations

back had been well-lormed and profitable in our

climate, and upon such leed as is usual here.

" When we come to iVuits and vegetables, the

matter is still worse. II a squash, from bome
mysterious and unconjectured cause, happens to

become a mainmolh, or to be curiously distorted in

form, that is the one that must be earned lo the

show, while the cart-loads that are finely-lbrmed,

of good qualiiy, and the causes ol' whose excel-

lence can be explained and reapplied by the pro-

ducer and others— these are ielt at home. So it

is, io son\e extent, in relation to many other vege-

tables and to lluils.

" Now what we wish to see is, a fair specimen

of a good crop, and acconpanying ihai, we desire

a statement of ihe mode of culture, so that we
nmy obtain instruciion that will he of service to

us in our own agricultural and horiiculiur.il opera-

tions in future years. The mammoihs, the dwarfs

the defornjed, which nature has made in sport,

and which cannot be produced again by any par-

ticular processes of cultivation— ihese thinus are

mere curiosities, and convey no useful inibrmaiion.

The fairest, finest and best specimens (not in all

cases the Zarges<) are ihc proper ones to be ex-

hibited on these occasions." Z.

Nov. 10, 1811.

to enable him to declare—which he would do
learlessly, although he might seem to some to

have committed himself in the above expressed
opinion— which however cannot be his own, (iar

he ii a man who never makes up his raiud until

he has liad an upporiuniiy of Ibrraing a correct

judgment—that the bones are real, and go to

sliow an animal hitherto undiscovered and un-
known."

THE MISSOURIUBI, OR LEVIATHAN SKELl^TON.

The last number of the Farmers' Cabinet con-

tains a communication on this subject, in which

is the following passage :

" In the last number of the "Farmers' Register"

it is said: "The Missourium, or ekeleion of a

double-sized mammoth, which has been exhibit-

ing in the western cities, turns out to be a coun-
lerlieit, or at least so far factitious, as presenting

a larger size of the well-known Mastodon, of

which this is, in truth, a specimen." Now, Irom

what I know of the gil'ted editor and proprietor ol

that first of all our agricultural publications, I am
quite sure that it would only be necessary for

him to take one glimpse of the object in question.

However liiile deserved may be the highest

coinjjlimenis paid in this passage lo us and our

publication, the writer has done nothing more

ihan bare jusiice in acquitting us of all intention

of detracting Irom true merit, or being unwilling

lo make amends lor any such unintentional wrong.

The short statement which is quoted above was

part ol' our weekly summary ol news, and was
taken (in substance) from a paragraph in one of

the northern newspapers, which has been widely

republished, and of which a lull and trustworthy

relutation now is presented—and which we take

pleasure in admilling lo be such. The gigantic

skeleton has recently been exhibited publicly in

Philadelphia ; and the strict scientific scrutiny lo

which it must ihere have been subjected, as well

as the confirmation of two ariicle^ in the Farmers'

Cabinet, would alone be enough to saiisly us that

ihe enormous size and new character oi^ these re-

mains had not been increased by art and decepiion.

We regret lo learn thai this skeleton has already

been shipped lor Europe, in pursuit of a moie

eniighiened curiosity and of better pecuniary re-

ward, than this couniry has furnished.

A previous and longer article in the same num-

ber of the Farmers' Cabinet gave a portrait of the

skeleton, and an account of it from the pam-

phlet of its discoverer and proprietor, Mr. Al-

bert Koch, from which we extract the following

descripticn and statement of dimensions.

" This giixaniic skeleton measures 32 feet in

length and 15 in height; the head measures, from

the lip of the nose lo the spine of the neck, 6 feet

;

from one zyiromatic arch lo the other, 4 feet ; from

the lower edge of ihe upper lip to the first edge
of Ihe front tooth, 20 inches ; from the front point

of the lower jaw to the first edge of the front

tooth, 8 inches ; from the edge ol the upper lip,

measuring along (he roof of the mouth to the

socket of the eye, 3 feet ; from thence to where
the Alias joins the head, 10| inches. The whole
number of teeili is eight— tliat is, four upper and
four lower, not including the two tusks. The two
upper lore teeth are 4 inches broad and 4^ inches

in length, and are situated in the head in such a
manner that they slant towards the roof of the

mouth, insomuch that their outer edge is 1^ inch

higher than their inside edge. The back teeth

in the upper jaw are 7 inches in length, and where
they unite with the front leeth, they are, like

those, 4 inches broad, and from thence run nar-

rower back until they end almost in a point. The
formation of the nose is very peculiar : it consists
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ol a bony eubstance interwoven with cells, and
^

presents a broad, Hat appearance : it projects 13
'

inches over the lower jaw, and ends in two'

nostrils, which are somewhat raised on the lace.

Tliis nose rests partly on the root ol the niouih

and partly on tlic upper lip, which hitter is gonie-

what arched on both sides, and Ibrms a ridge in

the centre.
j

"As 1 was successful in finding the lighi tusk

solid in the head when 1 hrst dis^•ov•ert•d it, and
|

as it remained fixed in its socket during its exca- I

vatioTi and transportation over a very rough and !

wilderness country, I am enabled lo give a correct
j

and indisputable description ol the posiiion and 1

situation which the tusks occupied in the skull

of the animal during iis lilie. They were carried

by him almost horizontally, bending somewhai
down, and coming wiih their points up again

;

their length is 10 leei, exclusive ol' 1 loot 3 inches

which lorms the root, and is hidden from the eye

of the observer, as ii is concealed in and under

the skull. It is necessary here to remark, that

the tusks are remarkably large in proportion to

the size ol the head, and also that their roois are

perlectly firm and solid, so as to leave only space

lor the nerve. TUe body ol' those tusks has Iteen

a Ibrmalion ol' coarse ivory, partaking somewhai
of the nature o( bune—so much so, that it will

again unite and become whole alter an irijury
;

which is proved by the fact ol' ihe right tusk hav-

ing a large scar, where it had been severely in-

jured. As soon aslhi^Jusks leave ihe interior of

the head, which takes place opposite the chin,

they run parallel on each side of the nose, sinking

down to the edge of the upper lip, until they

reach the outer edge of it; (rom thence they

make a sudden bend and run Irom both sides In a

horizontal position, each Ibrming somewhat of a

semicircle. Measuring those tusks from the point

ol" the one to the point of the other, following the

curvature, is 21 I'eet ; the distance across the

head in a straight lice, from point lo point of the

tusks, is 15 li'et.

" Especially remarkable on the lower jaw is a

protuberance ; which is immediately situated over

xbe posterior mentalforamen, from whence it pro-

ceeds out of the ramus in a horizontal position
;

its point is somewhai bent down, inclining back
;

its length is 2| inches ; its diameter at the root

is 1^ inches. I consiiler this protuberance pecu-

liar 10 the Missourium, as 1 have never seen a

similar one on any of the great number and va-

riety of fossils 1 have disinterred or examined, or

of animals of the present race, and as yet I have
never heard it mentioned by other naturalists.

Another peculiarity of this protuberance is, thai

it possesses points resembling thorns. I am ofopi-

nion that the above described protuberance was
Ihe location of some remarkably strong muscles
attached to the lower lip, that gave it in a great

measure the strength and faculty of a proboscis.

This wise provision of nature has been necessary
to the animal, aa the upper part of the head is

destitute of this appendage, or, at most, has had
a snout not larger than thai of the South Ameri-
can tapir. The whole length of this, the lower
jaw, is 3 feet 1 inch ; the greatest height to the
condyle, 1 loot 7 inches ; the extreme height lo

the coronoidal process, 1 foot 5| inches ; the

height of the ramus, 7^ inches; the iengih of

the posterior molar, 7 inches ; its breadth, 4^

inches ; the length of the second molar, 5^
inches; its breadth. 4 inches.

" Measurement of the different bones contained

in the skeleton.— Each clavicle, 2 leei .^ inch ; and

7\ inches in its extreme breadih. 'I lie first rib,

2 leet 3 inches in length ; G inches in its widest

[)arl ; the longest rib measures 5 leet 6^ inches

in length ; the ehoriest rib, 2 leet 4 mehes in

length ; the large si of the dorsal vertebia;, 2^ fieel

;

the scapula, or shouKler blade, 3 leet 1 inch in

length, and 2 leet 7 inches in breadih; the hu-
merus or lore arm, length 3 feel 5,^ inches; iia

greatest circumleience 3 :eet 3 inches, and its

smallesi part measures 2 leet 7 inches i[i circum-

lerence ; ihe ulna is 2 leet 7^ inches long; the

rudiiis is 2 leei 3i^ inches long ; ilie carpal articu-

lating surl'ace is 5^ inches broad ; other articulat-

ing surface, G^ mclies. The pelvis measures Irom

ihe anterior superior spine to the edge of the pu-

bis, ai the sym|)li)sis, 3 leei 7 inches, which givea

a toial breadtli of the pelvis ol 7 leet 2 inches;

the circumlerence of each bone of the pelvis is 13

leet 4 inches.
" The lemur, or thigh bone, is 4 leet ^ inch long,

S| inches in diameter; m the middie of its shall

ihe neck of the thigh bone is 7;'^ inches in diame-
ter; ihe head of this is 8^ inches in diameter.

The transverse diameter oi ihe ariiculating sur-

faces or condyles of the lemur, i^ 10 inches; that

is, each condyle measures 5 inches.
" 77ie tibia and fibula, or leg bones.—The tibia

is 2 Itjet 4i| inches long ; 11 inches broad at its

superior portion, and 8 inches at the inferior part

;

its diameter in the middle of the shaft is 6^
inciies. The fibula— the whole length of this

bone is 2 feel 6^ inches.
'• There is a process connecting the tail with the

03 sacrum, which is 1 foot 8 inches in Iengih;
ihe said process is composed of six joints, which
are inseparably joined together. Each of these

joints is 3^ inches in Iengih ; the one adjoining

ihe OS sacrum is 7^ inches in breadth, but the
remaining five joints of the process are rather

narrower. The tail is composed of thirteen

vertebrae, and is very short in proportion to the
body of the animal, its whole length measuring
only 2 feet 7^ inches, but has been very broad
and fiat, and possessed of great strength.

" Tlie lore-loot has lour toes and a thumb ; the
longest toe measures 1 foot 8 inches ; ihe shortest,

1 loot: the thumb, 7 inches. Each toe is pos-

sesped of four joints, and the thumb of two. The
smallest and last of the joints of each toe, shows
plainly that it was armed with a nail ; the nails

of the right loot turned out towards the right,

while those of the lel'i were reversed, and turned
towards the left. The hind-loot is much smaller
than the /ore-foot ; it has also lour toes, but is

destitute of the thumb. Its longest toe measures
1 loot 2 inches ; its shortest, 9.} inches. Both the
lore and hind-leet have been webbed.

'^Peculiarities nfthe bones.—All the bones, with-
out exception, are firm, and contain no marrow

;

I believe the marrow was superseded by an oily

fluid, which circulated through the bones.
" All the vertebrae are remarkably narrow, and

must have given the animal a superior degree of
action in the back ; this is more particularly ob-
servable in the vertebra? of the neck, which gives

it the appearance of being very short. The two
posterior vertebrui adjoining the oe eacrum are
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united in one, which appears to have given the

tack more elasticity.
** The ribs are remarkably slender and short, in

proportion to the size of ihe animal, and have
had a great deal of cartilage aitached (o them :

the six first are the strongest, and all have ihe

smgular peculiarity of standing half-reversed in

the body ; that is, the edge ol the rib bends in

towards the intestineg, and ihe ojiposiie edge out-

wards, showing gr«al lateral action.
" Comparison of the leviathan with the masto-

don.—The most striking diHcrence between the

leviathan and the mastodon, are, Isi, the levia-

than had no trunk, therelisre could not be classed

under the probossa genus ; 2d, its toes were
armed wiih claws or nails, and this circuinstdnce

prevents its being clacsed with the hooled animals,

lo which class the mastodon belongs ; 3ci, the

leviathan has 24 dorsal verlebra- and 48 rib?:, to-

gether with two collarbones or clavicles; whereas,,

the mastodon has 19 dorsal vert( bru.' and 38 ribs^^,

and no clavicles; 4iii, ilie scapula or sliuulder-

hlade is mulenally shuiler in the Icvialliaii iliaii

in the mastodon, also the ribs are much smaller;

.Sih, the dental system at the first view somewhat
resembles that of the mastodon, but upon a close

examination, the observer will perceive that the

teeth of the leviathan are much smaller in pro-

jiortion to the maxillary bones than those of the

mastodon, and also better calculated for masticat-

ing softer substances.
•* Supposed habits and nature of the animal.

The animal has been, without doubt, an inhabi-

tant of water courses, such as large rivers and
Jakes, which is proven by the Idrmation of the

hones : Isi, his liset were webbed ; 2d, all Ids

bones were solid and without marrow, as the

aquatic animals of the present day ; 3lI, his ribs

were too small and slender to resist the many
pressures and bruises they would be subject toon
Jand ; 4th, his legs are short and thick ; 5th, his

tail is flat and broad ; 6th, and last, his tusks are

so situated in the head that it would be utterly

impossible lor him to exist in a timbered country.

His food consisted as much of vegetables as flesh,

although he undoubtedly consumed a great abun-

dance of the latter, and was capable of feeding

himself with the fore-loot, after the manner of the

beaver or otter, and possessed also, like the hippo-

potamus, the faculty of walking on the bottom of

waters, and rose occasionally to take air.

" The singular position of the tusks has been
very wisely adapted by the Creator for the piutec-

tion of the body from the many injuries lo which
it would be exposed while swimming or walking
under the water: and in addition to this, it ap-

pears ihat the animal has been covered with the

same armor as the alligator, or perhaps the

megatherium."

HIVING BEES.

From tlie Fanners' Cabinet.

I am glad that due attention is likely to be paid

to a very profitable and pleasing branch of hus-

bandry— I mean bee-keeping, and cannot but

approve many valuable articles that have lately

appeared in the Cabinet on that subject—the letter

from a bee-keeper in No. 2, for September, in

particular. But is it not strange that so httle has
been said by any of tliem on the beet mode of
securing ihe swarms on leaving the hive, as also

on offering them lacilitiee of colonization by which
they might be induced to " pitch their tenia" near-

er home, and thus prevent the loss of hundreds
of the finest and strongest of ihe swarms, which
are continually escaping into the woods, or enrich-

ing our distant neighbors with iheir treasures'?

At best, all the diiections which I have seen or

heard oij were most clumsy and uncertain, until I

happened to meet in an eastern paper with the IijI-

lowing, which are deserving record in your pages,

and will, I have no doubt, be practised the next
season wiih profit to many of your readers.

The author says: " As the season for swarm-
ing approaches i cut an evergreen, such as fir or

spruce, above 6 or 8 feet high, and trim otl all the

branches on one side close to the tree, so that it

may be laid flat on the ground ; the lower end, or

but, is shari eiitd like a stake, and set in a hole

niiidt! by an iron bar in the ground about lU or 16

led in Ironl of the hives. Swarms will very sel-

dom seek any other resting-place, when a bush
like this is at hand. When a avvarni leaves the

hive I say nothing, but stand and look on, until

they become siill and quiet en ihe bush. 1 then

carefully raise the bush from the hole, and lay it

flat on the ground, and place the hive over them.
If the limbs on ihe upper side inierlere, I press

ihe hive down and lay a stone or some heavy sub-

stance on to keep it in its proper place, till the

swarm takes possession, which is generally in

ten or fifteen minutes. In this way I have never

lost a swarm, and have frequently hived a swarm
and removed them to the bee-house among the

old hives in one hour from the time of their leav-

ing the hive.
" Another way is as simple, and, as far as I

have tried it, equally sure. 1 take a board wide •

enough to set a hive on, and 2 or 3 leet long ; bore

a hole in the centre, and drive in a pin, 1 or 2 in-

inches in diameter, and 8 or 10 inches long. I then

take two small cords, and fasten the end of each

to the corners of the board, so that they form a

loop at each end of the board, about 2 or 3 feet

long. This board, thus prepared, I suspend from

two stakes in front of the hives, with the pin

pointing downwards; taking care that the slakes

slope towards each other, so that the board may
not touch at the end. Around this pin the bees

will cluster, and when they get still, unhook the

cord from the slakes, turn the board over carefully,

lay it on the ground and set the hive over it. In

ihis way much ume and trouble may be saved
;

lor there is no need of watching for swarms—only

provide such resting places, and there you will

find them. I have left a swarm suspended under

the board, as last mentioned, through the day, and

found them safe in the evening, and hived them
after the other labor of the day was past. I think,

on the whole, this method the best, as they seem

more contented under cover of the board than

when more exposed, and not so likely to take

wing before they are hived." B-
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MEDIUM-SIZED VS. LARGK HOGS.

From tlic Wcslcrii Farmer.

Mr. Editor,—You are aware thai I am now,
and have been ever since 1S20, exiensively en-

gaged in pork-packing in ihisciiy ; and 1 leel thai 1

may without presumjuiori lay claim to not a little

experience in the business. It is lully as mucli 'o

my interest, and that ol every one else engaged
in curii]g pork lor market, as the interest ol' the

farmer, that the very best breeds ol hogs should

be scattered over the country.

When I first entered into it, the pork brought lo

us was produced Irom the same miserable race

yet to be lound through much the greater part ol

the West. Iijielded us little lard, and the sides

were unfit tor mess or clear pork— too thin, and
only fit for bacon. The first improvement we
had was the little chunky China hog—a perfect

mass of lard—hams light and too liit—though the

waste of offal was triflmg. The next we had was
the large Warren county hog, requiring years to

mature, and then coming to us of an enormous
weight—great waste of offal— the hams too large

and badly shaped, as was also tlie shoulder—and
the sides, nevertheless ol their great size, were
thin in proportion. They were still a great im-

provement. The crosses of these and tlie Russia

and Byfield, in the hands ol some of the more
judicious breeders, produced a very excellent hog

j—and vve who were the purchaseis, were anxious

for any improvement on the unprofitable wood
hogs usually raised. I

Though, as 1 have reiriarked, so long engaged
in the business of" packing, I had paid but little]

attention to the breeding ol hogs, though always
j

keeping a lijwofthe best I could find, on my farm,

and improving them to the best of my ability.

It was not until some of the pan-bred Berhshiies

were brought to us Irom Butler and Warren
counties, that I was struck with the great improve-

1

ment they were on any thing I had yet seen.

The perfect manner in which ihey were laiiened

—their extraordinary length of boJy, and the

thickness of the side meat

—

their small, yet thick,

fleshy shoulders—the great weight and handsome
form of their hams—the yreat yield of lard, and
little waste of offal, either of inside waste, or

head and bone, proved to me that they were a

something entirely difierent and altogether supe-

rior to any otlier breed within my knowledi^e. On
making lurther inquiry respecting them, I lound

them equally advantageous to the larmer and
drover, as to the pork-packer. Prolific and easily

kept ; maturing early and laiiening kindly to as

great weights as were desirable ; stamping their

own character strongly on any other breed with

which they might be crossed ; and travelling well

to any reasonably distant market.

I had before this been breeding hogs for sale,

and seeing, at a glance, the great advantage it

was going to be to me in my packing business, to

have such a hog as the Berkshire in general use,

I at once engaged in it largely.

True it is, that I cannot give up my farm, and

my attention and capital, to the breeding of fine

stock, without a prospect of making money by it
;

but tliat was the secondary object I had in view
—my poik-packins business was of the first im-

portance to me. I saw and dreaded the efiorts

that were made to introduce an extremely large

Vol. IX.-66

hog into Kentucky, for I had about this time trans-

lerred my pork business lo that state, and had
gone to very great expense in erecting an exten-
sive estat)lishment back of Covington, and intend-
ed making my etitire purchases in the state. We
can make no use in this market ol animals weigh-
ing from 400 to (300 Ibd., even though they may be
well latted. A liogol the proper form and quality
of meat, that matures at ten or tvvelye moniho
old, BO as to liitten properly, and then weighs
from 200 to 300 lbs., is the sort lor which we will

give the iiighest price, because it yields us tlie

greatest profit. And most assuredly it will also

pay the larmer best. We have no population to

sujiply, that will consume larife, coarse, indiffer-

ently cured meat. Our principal demand is lor

city arid family use, both here and in the cities of
the south and east. The ham is with us the most
valuable part of tlie hog, and the celebrity of
those cured in Cincinnati is now great. This part

must be heavy without being large— round, thick

and plump ; the flesh, though principally lean,

yet marbled with fat. Next to the ham the lard

and side meat yield us the grea est return—the

former must he abundant in quantity and fine

grained, which never is the case with any liog

until he has somewhat matured ; the latter must
carry its thickness throughout, having no thin

flanky parts, and must be f'ai-~and last vve rank
the shoulderand thejowl.

Many of the Boston and Richmond dealers,

and those from tfie otfier cities in the east and
south, come here annually to have tneat packed

;

they all prefer such a hog as I have described, and
will buy no oihor il tliey can help it. How the

drovers, who are represented as driving to Ricli-

mond and Charleston, and as preferring the largest

sized hogs, can possibly dispcise ol such ani-

mals there, I cannot understand. Nor how meat
of a size that I know from exptrence cannot be

cured, even with the aiti of cool cellars, here, can

be kept there, surprises me.. Think of a pair of

hams, Mr. Editor, wei<jrhiiig 148 lbs., in the cli-

mate of Charleston, or Richmond, or Baltimoie !

They would indeed require to be cut in two—and

then what a sightly object !

Still some regions ofcouiitry may require a larger

hog than oihes ; and lo supply those who may
think so, Mr. A. B. Allen, now on his way to

England, will import lor me some of a size sufli-

cient to suit any taste. For my own part, and lor

my use lor packing, I want neither an extrava-

gantly large hog, nor yet a very small one. A
hog that has lo be fed I wo winters, never will pay
first cost ; if he can be had of sufficient size with-

out winlerintr at all, so much the more profit. A
spring pig killed in the lall at 200 lb?., net, will

evidently pay better than if the same hog had

been kept over winter, and reached the second fall

500 lbs., net.

I have been speaking now as a pork-packer,

not as a breeder ; and what I have said, I say in

all sincerity. I have no desire lo injure the busi-

ness of any other breeder of improved hogs, nor

to prevent their continuing their improvements to

as high a point as they please. But I do regret

lo see gentlemen of science and expenencp going

back to a large, coarse hog, such as the Woburn,

Irish Grazier, or Leicester, when they can procure

a breed so infinitely superior—the unproved

Berkshire. John Maharu, Jr.
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MORN-AIL.

From the Farmers' Cabinet.

3Ir. Editor,—Having persuaded myself that

the practice of borintr the horns and applying

spirits oi turpentine, &c., in the disease called

horn-ail, (which is so very prevalent in Ameri-

ca,) is entirely wrong in principle, and has the most

pernicious consequences in practice, I deem it not

improper to recommend, by the means of your

valuable periodical, a system of cure by which,

during a long veterinary practice, both in France

and in Philadelphia, New York and Harrisburg,

I have been successful in most cases ;
while by

the common way of proceeding no animal is saved,

Bome either not having been attacked by that

disease, or getting cured by nature itself.

This disease is also called the " red water,"

or blood in the bark or loins, and arises principal-

ly from the cattle being at grass during the sum-

mer on lots which are very dry and without shade,

and from their being exposed to excessive heat ol

the sun, and to great cold in winter time ;
there

are various other causes, as moory pastures, moist

weather, &c., to all which cattle in this country

are generally exposed ; sour and mouldy hay,

the exclusive feeding on corn-stalks, also contribute

a good deal to this disorder.

As this disease is of an inflammatory character,

the application ol spirits of turpentine and the

like, which produce inflammation, is entirely

wrong. This is shown by the strong throbbing ol

the heart, the mixture of the urine with blood ; if

you stir with the fore-finger in the mostrils of the

animal, a good deal of blood will be discharged

from them, and if you insert your hand into the

Btraight-gut, you may bring out whole lumps of

blood. Boring the horns is at most curing symp-

toms and not the disease ; the farmer is unfor-

tunately confirmed in this proceeding by the fact,

that matter sometimes is discharged from the

bored horns ; but it is neither recommended by

any experienced veterinarian, nor mentioned in

any scientific work on the veterinaryart. I ihere-

fore feel myself bound to recommend to every

owner of cattle the following mode of cure, tried

by me a good many times with success :

When an animal is observed to be suflering

from this disorder, one or two quarts of blood, ac-

cording to the size of the animal, are to be drawn
immediately from a neck-vein ; then two table-

spoonfuls of the following powder ate to be given
three times every day, the powder being previ-

ously dissolved in a pint of lukewarm water ; this

is to be continued until the animal recovers.

Glauber's salts - - - 6 ounces.
Cream of tartar - . 2 "

Purified saltpetre - - 2 "
Powdered root of alihese - IJ "

It ie necessary besides, to rub the animal fre-

quently during the disease, principally on the

back. But if the animal should be costive, either

of the tbilowing clysters is to be given:

Take a handful of camomile flowers, two hand-
fuls of flaxseed ; boil them in two quarts of water,
strain them, and add eight ounces of linseed oil

and three table-spoonliils of common salt. This
clyster is to be applied by the means of a
syringe.

Should these articles Dot be at hand, take one

quart of wheat bran, pour two quarts of boiling

water on it, sirain, and add eight ounces of flax-

seed oil and two ounces of common safl. Thia

clyster is lo he lukewarm when a()plied to the rec-

tum, or sir;iighl-gut, by the means of a syringe

or a fit funnel.

N. B. The above cure is described in a small

work, published by me last year, in the English

and German languages, entitled, " A short Gene-
ral Adviser in the most common Diseases of

Horses and Cdtile, &c."— which may be obtained

at ihe corner of CallowhiU and Second streets,

Philadelphia, price 50 cts.

Joseph Fiehker,
Veterinary Surgeon.

Harrisburg, Oct. 6,1841.

A DAY AT RIDGEMONT.

By Matheio Marmaduke Milburn, Assistant Se-

cretary iu ihe Yorkshire ylgriculiural Society.

From tike London Farmers' Magazine.

Few things, perhaps, afford better opportunities

for the agriculturist to improve his knowledge of
the practice of his employment, than visiting

and inspecting the systems of cultivation, im-
provemeniSj and practices of other farmers, in

different districts of the country. And I know of
no recreation which so relieves the application re-

quired in the close supervision of the cultivation

of a farm, as a visit to a scientifically managed
estate, whether we agree with, or dissent from,

the plans of the cultivator. It was with uncom-
mon pleasure that I had an opportunity, recently,

of riding over that model of careful and excel-

lent cultivation—the farm of Williatn Stickney,

Esq., of Kidgemont, in Holderness. To a light

land farmer many things were necessarily new
;

and had I gone over a farm h.iving in general,
with a lew exceptions, abundant crops, stock of

good quality, and well ordered fences, doubtless

the reflections would have been delightful ; but it

was not the abundant crops of waving corn—not
too heavy lo lodge, and still not an)' thing want-
ing—that I lound to admire, but it was the mani-
fest spirit of inifirovement in the direction of the
whole—the

i
eriect system, order, and uniformity

which prevailed, and which reminded me, not of
improvements rapidly, and extensively, and fit-

fully commenced—not of rash experiments made
without judgment, which clearly must fail— not of
absurd theoretical views attempted lo be forced

into practice— but an extensive view of what is

excellent in cultivation, carefully adopted, and
carried out in its details with all the regularity

and care of well ordered machinery.
It is not my intention to give a report of Mr.

Stickney's general mode of culture, which would
be quite out of place, alter the lucid and interest-

ing report of the cultivation of this farm, publish-
ed by Charles Howard, esq., but simply to com-
mit to paper, lor the benefit of your agricultural

readers, what I saw going on in June last, the
period of my visit. The road to Ridgemont is

somewhat winding, and passes through a consi-

derable portion of the farm : the sides of the car-

riage road, carefully mown, clearly indicated that

while nothing was wasted that could supply food
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to the animals, it was carpfully conveyed away i lliick fences I saw, were the result of this system.
for the purpose of soiliiiij, that ilie manure made It ought to be known, however, that the quick-
irom it might be collected and use(i.illy applied, 'sets were not thrust in, and no more attended to;
instead oC evaporatinij and wasiinj;, po unsii^ihily

j

but planted wiih ihe soil in good order, and clean-
by the sides of the road. To the leli were some

! ed and ciillivalcd with as much attention as its

larwe fields of oals, lale indeeil, but beautilUliy

drilled, and having the most luxuriant and thriv-

ing appearance, (and every Carmer knows that

manifested in the rest of thecro()8.

The great quantity of straw grown by this ex-
cellent cuhivaiion has to be converted into ma-

very lale sown oats cannot look loo luxuriant.) nure ; and no more turnips are grown on the
Two men were employed in pushing a hoe belbre larm than serve ihe ewes in the sprinc. This
them between the drills, to desiroy every weed,
and open a new surlace ol soil lo the atmospheric
influence, to imbibe oxygen and carbon from the

air. i have long been of opinion that the great

frequency of fallows on strong land, generally

adopted, wa? not altogether necessary ; and the

practice at Ridgemont most triumphantly proves

it, for four, five, and six years intervene in the

rotations between the falk)vvs. But soon a fallow

field I did see, and in such condition. Advantage
had evidently been taken of the preceding fine

evil is met by growing a considerable quantity of
green crops in summer, especially tares, and soil-

ing ; by tills means a very large quantity of excel-
lent manure is made, and summer-made manure
is worth nearly double that made in winter, if

there is an equal quantity of green food consumed
in both cases. The drainage of the yard is con-
veyed into a tank or reservoir ; and as Mr. Stick-
ney has not found such beneficial results from the
application of the liquid to the soil in his farm
as to induce him to cart it away,* he conveys it

season, for its working was, so far as root weeds : to the driest pari of the straw and dun^ in the
were concerned, completed ; and I urged that ii

was fit to sow with rape, and thus get a green
crop in the fallow year of the rotation.

The next object was a field of beans in flower,

not indeed very tall and irrowinir, but beautifully

clean and beautifully level— the best criterion i

know ofi of a useful crop and good management:
to ihis, however, there was one exception. Mr.
Siickney pointed to one round portion of the field,

perhaps sixty yards in diameter, where the beans
were several inches taller than any other part of
the field. Of Ihis I should have been disposed
to take but little notice under ordinary circum-
Ktancps, imagining that it had been the site of
an ash heap or mixen in some previous year;

fold-yard. The liquid being thus constantly re-
turned, excites lermenlation in summer, but in a
wet season must be superfluous, and much of the
benefiis of it are lo?t by evaporation. 1 diflier

too, most entirely—and it is only fair to name it,

for it is the only " eye-sore" on the farm that I

witnessed—and that was the manure was carted to
the road-side instead of being conveyed into the
field at once. It requires a good reason to excuse
this under any circumstances ; for how carefully
soever ii is shovelled up, there is always much
wasted which ought to be applied to the field and
for the crop, for which it was intended.
The stack-yard, while it exhibited evident care

of the grain, and an excellent contrivance, sim-
but I was astonished when I was informed ihai

i

pie yet eflicieni, lor admitting ihe air to the stacks
it manifested this superioriiy every year, and had

|

by placing them upon raised clay platforms,
done so for centuries, or at least so long as any

|

bisected in ihe middle in connexion with an air
memory or legend could go. I; is invariably ma-
naged like the rest of the field, and no matter
what crop is grown, whether wheat, beans, oats,

or rape, it always exhibits the same superiority,

and lor the same circumference; and it did the

same when it was in grass, in the lime of the

present occupier's ancestors, whether mown or

depastured. The soil and subsoil, lo a considera-
ble depth, has been examined with some care

—

flue in the stack
;
yet there is nothing of that

foolish, lianfasiical dressing of the stacks, more as
if they were intended for permanent pyramids,
than preserves of grain from wet for a few
months.
The agricuilural implements are of the useful

casi— noihincj whimsical, nothing ridiculous

—

but such as the evident wanis of the district re-
quire. I saw, too, a Russian plough and harrow,

rather superficially I apprehend—and no perccp
,

certainly the rudest and worst constructed nonen
tihle diffierence exists from Ihe remainder of the titles I ever saw, only fit companions to the Rus
field. The idea suggested itself to me, that pos- sian loaf they were exhibiting during the elec-
sibly it might be ihe site of a Roman encamp- !

tions. I advised him to exhibit them at our exhi-
ment, and that, at a considerable depih, a large

!

bition at Hull, which he did, to the no email won-
quantity of bones might be inierred, which, by

\

der of the peisons who noticed them.
giving off ammonia in the process of their de-

composition, gave this decided superiority to the

crops growing in the place. Tfiis is, however,
quite unsupported by any evidence, and is per-

fectly gratuitous on my part.

The fences at Ridgemont are a perff-ct model
;

From the appearance of the grass land, it is

evident that no pains have been spared in laying it

down to permanent pasture. His own introduced
rye-gTHss forms a considerable part of the best
grass fields, and sustains the character, boih there
and elseivhere. which it had in 1817, and which ob-

all beautifully luxuriani, completely filled with
[

tained lor its introducer the medal of the Society of
thriving quicksets, and kepi in the tnosi beautifiji

|

Arts. Tiiere was, too, in one of the most beauti-
order. Mr. Siickney commenced quick-wood

[

iully culiivaied gardens I ever saw, a specimen of
planting in the ordinary way of three inches

^

his giani clover, (J.e/io/a 7l7a.Tm!a.) At the time
apart

; he observed, however, that those planted i

I saw ii, it was at least six and a half feet higR,
the thinnest were the most luxuriant, and he and a stem of it which remained of the previous
planted them six inches wide. Finding this an-
swer his expectations, he ultimately planted them
nine inches apart, with decided success ; so much
so, ind'ed, (hat the great part of the beautiful

year's growth was more than double that height
;

* I have found the most beneficial efTects from its

application to light soils.
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of course it would not be allowed to grow so high

in ordinary cultivation, but its rapid growth (se-

veral inches in twenty-four hours) renders it very

valuable, if it succeeds in our climate, ol' which,

from the specimen 1 saw, I have no doubt what-

ever.

It is time my lengthy paper came to a close. If

any one were to ask me where he could see excel-

lent practical, strong land farming, i would say

—

Go 10 Ridgemont.
Thornjield, Tliirsk.

ON PEAT.

From Uie London Farmnr's Magazine.

Peat of moss is one of the most recent deposites

of the alluvial formation, of the origin of which

various opinions are entertained. Six kinds have

been enumerated. Some reckon it a primitive

Ibrmation, and of antediluvian origin ;
others

think it a growing vegetable, which by its decay

causes the increase of the substance, and may
ultimately cover the earth ; and the more general

opinion ascribes it to the collection and decompo-

siiion of ligneous and aquatic vegetables brought

together by the destruction of Ibresis by wars, by

the axe, and by tempests, and accumulated by the

decay of those bodies, and of the plants, encou-

raged by their decomposition. Formations of

peat chiefly abound in moderately cold latitudes
;

they cover vast tracts of country in Scotland and

in Ireland, and are found in the different states of

solid peat, cut and dried lor fuel, and of a black

or brown color, extending to depths of lour to

twenty feet ; in boggy or flow moss, which is sup-

plied with too much water, and prevents the

consolidation ; and in many varieties of peat

earths of shallow depihs, lorming soils of that

name, sometimes cultivated and oltener unim-

proved—sometimes clad with a seamy covering of

heaths and coarse vegetation, and olien naked

and uncovered with any growing plant. The
theory of the Ibrmation of peat by the decomposi-

tion of the colleciion in hollow places of trees and

leaves, of veiretation, by the action of air and

water, and of the subsequent growth, has been

generally received as the most plausible; but we
find mosses of great extent on the tops of moun-
tains, and on high grounds, and even on decli-

vities, where no water can stand, and where no
collections could be formed. Trees of great size

have been found in mosses, and also shrubs of va-

rious kinds, and the leaves and Iruits are not un-

frequently met with in different stages of decay.

The mosses that are cropped as land are not

adapted for fuel, the composition is too friable

and earthy, and the circumstance of the fop of

many mosses being of a different color, and
spongy and fibrous, flavors the opinion that the

decomposition of the vegetable covering adds to

the bulk ofthe moss, as it appears to be in a more
recent state of decay than the bottom parts, which
have become a black, pulpy substance, from which
all traces of fibrous organization have com-
pletely disappeared. Formations of peat are found

in vast beds from four to twelve leet deep on level

grounds, and on declivities where no water stag-

nates, and where trees and vegetable matters suffi-

cient to form the moss can hardly be supposed to

have grown, and where no remains are ever
found. Mosses generally rest on clays and marls,

and very often on gravels and clayey gravels with

white sand ; and theorists are driven to the sup-

position that there exists a predisposing cause
towards the Ibrmation of that substance in the

woods on which the moss commenced growing,
and in the climate, and in the subjacent Ibrma-
tion, and also in the production of the plants that

are adapted by the decay of their constituent

parts to afford the peaty substances. But all the

reasons yet given, the conjectures, theories, and
suppositions, are unable to account for the great
variety of the formations of moss, a solid mass,
black and pulpy from top to bottom, is often found
adjoining a fbrmaiion of spongy fibrous materials,

alike at the lop and on the substratum of clay,

and both existing under no apparent difiierence of
circumstances ; the Ibrmer bare and uncovered,
and incapable of supporting weight ; the latter

matted over with a thick growth of vegetables,

supporting heavy weights, and atlbrdinga pastur-

age 1o animals. The varieties are numerous
;

some afford fuel wholly, others are cultivated,

while many are unfii lor either purpose, and de-

scend by many gradations to a shallow stratum of

a few inches in depth, and are called turfy, moor-
ish, and peaty soils. The antiseptic quality of

peat is well known, and preserves substances from
decay ; unlike fens and marshes, the air is healthy

and salubrious, which shows that the moss is not

in a state of putrefaction. Moss grows and en-
larges upwards after being dug and carried away,
supposed by the plants dissolving by the macera-
tion and decay of iheir parts, and not by any pro-

cess analogous to putrefaction, lor they remain
without undergoing the usual chemical change.
The sterility of moss is ascribed to the want of
the putrid fermentation, for it is inflammable and
phosphorescent, qualities wholly removed from
bodies that have undergone the process of ultimate

decay. Moss and vegetable mould are reckoned
homogeneous subsiances, altered by the different

circumstances in which they are placed, and the
external agencies to which they are exposed ; but

this fact, when granted, gives no reason for moss
and mould being produced in adjoining situations,

where little or no difference in external circum-

stances would be supposed to exist. No living

animals exist in moss ; to form it, dampness and
astringency are required, and the water must be
antiseptic, which is said or thought to derive that

quality from the subsoil. But we are equally in

the dark whether the astringent and antiseptic

quality be derived from the subsoil, the climate,

or from the plants that grow on the place of form-

ation, or from the combined influence of all

these causes joined together; the scientific reason-

ings of theorists are generally overturned by facts,

and by the appearances of nature ; and after all

the opinions and conjectures that have been put

forth, the more reasonable and natural conclusion

would seem to be, that moss is an original forma-

tion, augmented, like other formations ofa similar

nature, by physical agencies still going on, and
that it has been produced and located by causes,

for a solution of which our wandering imagina-

tions may ever search in vain. J. D.
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DR. BOXTCHERIE S PROCESS.

The following article from a French writer " on

the preservation, &c., of wood," was translated tor

the Savannah Republican :

Since the Academy o( Sciences and the Cham-
ber of Depuiies approved and recommended to

public attention the ingenious process, discovered

by Dr. Boucherie, of Bordeaux, (or the preserva-

tion, elasiic'ty, hardness, and coloration of various

kinds of wood, the learned and commercial world

await with imfiatience the result of the experi-

ments which are going to be instituted on a large

scale.

The learned doctor has received fi-om povern-

meiit amission to experiment on the fine forests

of the south of France, and every facility has

been att'orded to him lor thesuccesslul ap|)lication

of his discovery. Tlie process employed by him

is very simple, and he has made no secret of it.

It consists in using together vital force and press-

ure, in order to propel into the whole texture of

the largest bodies of a vegetable nature certain

liquids, conveniently prepared. These liquids,

insinuating themselves quickly through the whole
organization of the fibre, from the trunk to the

most delicate fibres of the leaves, drive before

them the aqueous parts of the sap, which either

evaporate or flow down, whilst the salts that they

hold in solution, combining with the mucilaginous

or solid panicles, destroy (or ever, if they are ol

an aniisep'ic nature, all tendency to fermentation,

and consequently to decomposition.

Numerous experiments have shown to Dr.

Boucherie that deliquescent salts and the primitive

waters of salt pits communicate to wood a very

great flexibility ; and this is such that a wooden
ruler, although exposed lor many months to the

compoeed of Meesrs. Mirbel, Arago, Poncelet,

Audouin, Gambey, and Boussingauli, members
of the Academy of Sciences. The authority

attached to such names is too great for requiring

any commentary on our part. We shall merely

extract from that remarkable report the following

passage

:

"The aim of Dr. Boucherie is to render wood
much more lasting, to preserve its elasticity, to

protect it against tliose variations of volume, re-

sulting from the influence of wet and dry weather

;

to diminish its combustibility, increase its tenacity

and hardness ; and, lastly, to impart to it colors,

and even odors, various and lasting.

" To aflirm that all these conditions have been

fulfilled, by means of common and cheap sub-

stances, is to fix the serious attention of the Aca-

demy on the very important subject which we
have just examined."

ON CIDER MAKING.

From tliG London Farmers' Magazine.

Dumbleton, August 2'ird, 1841.

My dear sir

^

— In confbrnnty to the request of

the Winchcomb Farmers' Club you kindly trans-

mitted to me, I give you the process of making
my best cider and perry, and in as few words as I

am able to convey it.

The apples being ripe and laid in a heap a
(brinight, exposed to the weather, uncovered,
about eighteen inches deep, they are then ground
in the cider-mill, which consists of a circular

stone in form of a solid broad wheel, about 4J
feet in diameter, 14 inches wide, and weighs about
18 cwt. : is supported on its edge, and drawn by a

changes of the atmosphere, preserves its elasticity,
j

horse in a circular trough of stone, about 8 feet

without undergoing any sensible alteration. He 9 inches in diameter, and about the depth of 12

has also (bund that pyrolignite of iron hardens a inches, including the wooden rim upon it, which
thin plank, so as to render it impenetrable to a

musket ball, and at the same time that it saves

it from decay ; and that fluids imparting color and
smell can communicate to wood t(>eir valuable pro-

perties, so that they make it fit for the heaviest

works, as well as lor the construction of the rich-

est and most delicate furniture.

But of all the public departments, the one
which is likely to derive the greatest advantages
from the beautiiul discovery of Dr. Boucherie is

no doubt the navy. Every one knows with what
rapidity the body and the masts of ships of war
are destroyed. By means of the new process the

durability of ships can be prolonged, ii' not inde-

finitely, at leasi in a very high proportion; and
also the wood used for railroads becoming incor-

ruptible, much expense may be saved, and great
benefits obtained.

Moreover, a new fact seems to show that it

might be possible henceforth to dispense with the

very heavy expense of coppering ships. Timber
prepared by Dr. Boucherie, and placed in constant
contact with sea water, during a long voyage from
Bordeaux to Bourdon, has been preserved from all

kmds of alteration.

The results of the experiments now in progress
will soon be known ; and, indeed, we cannot
doubt of the success when we consider those
already obtained and attested by the report of the

learned Dumas^ in the name of a commission

is three inches, and much like a bark-mill. In

this trough near two bushels of apples are ground
at a time, with a handful of charcoal strewed
amongst them, until the kernels and rinds are

broken small, as ?mit7j of Mc sirengh of the cider

depends upon it. This fact was proved in the Agri-

cultural Report of the Rev. John Duncorab, in

1813, by an experiment made by Dr. Symonds, of

Hereford. " He made one hogshead entirely from

the rinds and cores of apples, and another from

the pulp of the same fruii. The former was of

ihe most unusual strength, and high-flavored
;

the latter was watery, and possessed not one re-

commendation."
A horse with a man and boy will grind suflicient

pommage to make two hogsheads of cider in a day,

which is left in open tubg twenty-four hours. It

is then pressed between several haircloths by a

strong screw-press, and the cider is taken to the

fining house, and put into a hogshead or longer

vessel. In a few days it will ferment, and throw

up the must. When that appears, it is drawn off

into tubs, and about one pound of pulverized char-

coal is stirred in it, and is left for some hours, or

until the next day, when it is put into the drop-

ping bags to fine and to stop the fermentation
;

and with one dozen made with thin calico of six-

pence the yard, suspended from frames, the cider

is passed through, being previously dredged inside

wit'' pulverized charcoal. These dropping bags
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are in ihe form of ordinary jelly bags, and their

hoops are fourteen inches in the clear. For a

short time the cider will run muddy ihrouiih the

bags—by continuing to fill them it will soon be-

come clear. The muddy cider in the tubs is then

removed.
From one to two hogsheads a day will fine by

the process, but some (ruit fines much quicUcr

ihan other: the apples should not be too mellow;
and pears when quite ripe should be grouud as

soon as collected. Apples with yellow pulps, and
red and yellow make ihe best cider—green apples

the worst. The cider you call " delicious' was
made with pearmains, Blenheim oranges, and
bromleys, mixed in equal quantities.

The dropping bags must be replaced by clean
ones the next morning to filter the cider left.

The cider being now fine, with the full flavor

of the Iruit, it is put into a cask in a cool cellar

with the bung ort'. Wiihin a few days another
fermentation will commence, and the cider will

have a pearly whiteness, being the commence-
ment of the acetous fermentation. As soon as
perceived, it must be run through the charcoal
bags as before, but it will pass through four of

them quite clear in lees time than it previously
ran through the twelve. It is then put into the
cask, and left with the bung off until March, but
should any fermentation be afterwards perceived,

it must be drawn off to stop it, and returaed to

the same cask or another.

In making the common cider, if is carried to

the cellar direct from the cider mill, and is left to

its natural fermentations until December, when
it is bunged close. But if any part of the best be
wished to be preserved for the use of the family,

it can be filtered in the cellar after throwing out
the must.
Every vessel used must be quite clean, and

free from the acids of bad cider or other liquors in

the wood, or the whole will be spoiled.

The first fermentation is the vinous, the second
the acetous, and the last the putrefactive : the use
of the charcoal dropping bags ie to fine the cider

and stop the fermentation at the vinous process,

and which it does eflectually; and in the same
manner all wines can be fined and the fermenta-
tion stopped whenever required, and the flavor of

the fruit preserved. But these charcoal dropping
bags are also valuable to cleanse impure water at

sea, impure river water which supplies large

towns, and soft water for washing, by removing
the sooi and dirt from it. That they have been
only partially used since the years of iheir disco-

very, notwithstanding the cost of each bag docs not
exceed sevenpence, can arise, I fancy, only from
the common practice of rejecting every thing that

is new for a while, however good and useful for

general comforts, until good sense triumphs over
the prejudices of vanity.

Ever, my dear sir, j^our's sincerely,

James Richards.
To Edward Holland. Esq.,

Chairman of the Winchcomb Farmer's Club.

HISTORY OF THE WEATHER.

From Ihe Journal of Commerce.

With an old work published by Pilgrara, at

Vienna, in 1788, combined with the observations

made by Professor Platf of Keil, Offeff'or, of Ger-
many, has compiled a work, entitled The History
of Climates and Changes. For the gratification,

as well as iniormaiion of the reader of' the jour-

nal, I quoie various extracts made by Taylor, in

a work published by hin) in London in 1830.

"It is very difficult to ascertain the precise

condition of the weather in distant as^s. The
thermometer was not invented until 1590, by the

celebrated Sanctoria ; nor was that valuable in-

strument reduced to a correct standard till 1724,

by the skill of Fahrenheit. We havelon observa-

tions of temperature which go farther back than
a century. Prior to that period we must glean
our information ti-om the loose and scanty notices

which are scattered through the old chronicles,

relative to the stale of the harvest, the quality of
the vintage, or the endurance of the frost and
snow in winter. Great, allowance, however,
should be made for the spirit of exaggeration,

and the love of the marvellous, which inlect all

those rude historical monuments.
In A. D. 401, the Black sea was entirely frozen

over.

In 462, the Danube was frozen so thatTheode-
mar marched over the ice to avenge his brother's

death in Swabia.
In 545, the cold was so severe in winter that

the birds allowed themselves to be caught by the

hand.
In 763, not only the Black sea, but the Straits

of the Dardanelles was frozen over. The snow
in some places rose fifty feet high, and the ice

was so heaped in the cities as to push down the

walls.

In 800 the winter was intensely cold.

In 822, the freat rivers of Europe, such as the

Danube, the Elbe, and the Seine, were so hard
frozen as \o bear heavy wagons for a month.

In 860, the Adriatic was frozen.

In 874, the winter was very long and severe.

The snow continued to fall from the beginning of
November lo the end of JMarch, and encumbered
the ground so much that the forests were inacces-

sible for the supply of fijel.

In 891, and again in 893, the vines were killed

by the frost, and the cattle perished in their stalls.

In 991, the winter lasted very long with ex-
treme severity. Every thing was frozen, the
crops totally failed, and famine and pestilence

closed the year.

In 1044, great quantities of snow lay on the
ground ; the vines and fruii trees were destroyed
and famine ensued.

In 1067, the cold was so intense that most of
the travellers in Germany were frozen to death on
the road.

In 1124, the winter was uncommonly severe,

and the enow lay very long.

In 1133, it was very cold in Italy ; the Po was
frozen from Cremona to the sea ; the heaps of
snow rendered the roads impassable; the wine
casks burst in the cellars, and even trees split by
the action of the frost with immense noise.

In 1179, the snow was 8 feet deep in Austria,

and lay till Easter. The crops and vintage failed,

and a great murrain consumed the cattle.

The winters of 1209 and 1210 were both of

them very severe, insomuch that Ihe cattle died

lor want of fodder.
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In 1216, the Po froze 15 ells deep, and wine
burst the casUs.

In 123t, the Po wns again frozen, and loaded

wajj;ons crossed the Adriadc to Venice. A [)ine

Ibrest was killed by llie (rost at Kavenna.
In 123G, the Danube was frozen, and remained

lonjT in that state.

In 12G1, the frost was intense in Scotland, and
the ground bound up. The Categut was frozen

between Norway and Jutland.

In 1281, such quantities of enow fell in Austria

as to hury the very houses.

In 1292 ihe Rhine was frozen over at Breyeach,
and bore loaded wafrons. One sheet of ice ex-

tended between Norway and Jutland, so that

travellers passed with ease ; and in Germany, 600
persons were employed to clear away the snow,

lor the advance of the Austrian army.
In 1305 the rivers of Germany were frozen,

and much distress was occasioned by the scarcity

of provisions and forage.

in 1316 the crops wholly failed in Germany.
Wheat, which some years before sold at sixpence

a quarter now rose to two pounds.

In 1323 the winter was so severe, that both

horse and foot passengers travelled over the ice

Ironi Denmark to Luhec and Dantzic.

In 1339 the crops (ailed in Scotland, and such a

famine ensued, that the poorer sort of people

were reduced to (eed on grass, and many of them
perished miserably in the fields. Yet at this lime

wheat was so low in England as three shillings

andfoiirpence a quarter.

In 1344 it was clear frost from November, to

March, and all the rivers of Italy were frozen

over.

In 1392 the vineyards and orchards were de-

stroyed by frost, and the trees split to pieces.

The year 1408 had one of the coldest winters

ever remembered. Not only the .Danube was
frozen over, but the sea between Goihland and
Zealand, and between Norway and Denmark

;

BQ that the wolves, driven from their forests, came
over the ice into Jutland. In France the vine-

yards and orchards were destroyed.

In 1423 both the North sea and the Baltic were
frozen. Travellers passed from Lubec to Dantzic.

In France the frost penetrated into the very cel-

lars. Corn and wine failed and men and cattle

perished for want of food.

The successive winters of 1432, 1433 and 1434

were uncommonly severe. It snowed forty days

without interruption. All the rivers of Germany
were frozen and the very birds took shelter in

the town. The price of wheat rose in England
to twenty seven shillings a quarter, but was re-

duced to Jive shillings the following year.

In 1460 the Baltic was frozen and both horse

and foot crossed over the ice from Denmark to

Sweden. The Danube continued frozen two
months, and the river yards in Germany were
destroyed.

In 1468, the winter was so severe in Flanders,

that the wine disiribuied to the soldiers was cut

in pieces with hatchets.

In 1544 the same thing happened again—the

wine being frozen into solid lumps.

In 1548 the wii^ter was very cold and protract-

ed. Between Denmark and Bostock, sledges

drawn by oxen or horses, travelled on ice.

In 1564, and again in 1565, the winter was ex-

tremely severe all over Europe. The Scheldt
froze BO liard as to support loaded wagons for

three months.
In 1571, the winter was severe and protracted.

All the rivers in France were covered with hard
and solid ice, and fruit trees, even in Languedoo
were killed by the frost.

In 1594, the winter was so severe that the
Rhine and Scheldt were [rozen and even the sea
at Venice. .

The year 1608 was uncommonly cold, and
snow lay ofimmense depth even at Padua. Wheat
rose in the Windsor market from thirty six shil-

lings, to filty six shillings a quarter.

In my next article I will conclude the account
of cold and frost, and commence that of heat and
drought, and will then make some general obser-
vations as to the effect of frost, heat and moist-

ure upon the earth's crusts or siratas. E. M.

TO THE SUBSCRIBERS TO THE FARMEKS'
REGISTER.

One more monthly number will complete the

current (9th) volume of the Farmers' Register,

immediately after which will be commenced our

labors, expenditures, and performance of obliga-

tion to subscribers, for the next succeeding volume

and year. The •' Conditions of publication" for

the ensuing volume will be inserted in this num-
ber; and we respectfully and earnestly request

of every subscriber, whether old or new, punctual

or delinquent in paying his dues, to read and

mark the conditions, and the offers of different

premiums thereto annexed.

It need not be said that we desire the conti-

nued favorable regard and support of those wiio

have heretofore given their subscriptions to this

publication, and who approve its course and its ef-

fects. All such will give an additional and import-

ant value to their continued subscriptions by send-

ing early paymenis, thereby making themselves

entitled to one or other ofthe different premiums of-

fered for advanced or early payments. And though

many such subscribers, as heretofore, may be con-

tent to forego the extra premium copy, and yet

pay as if they had taken it, still we prefer that

every one shall make use of this privilege who
may have a right to require it. The extra copies

are not sent without being ordered ; because, if

not wanted, by sending even a single number,

a volume is destroyed, without benefit to any one.

Those subscribers who design or wish to dis-

continue receiving the Farmers' Register, are

as earnestly requested to give the proper notice

(according to the conditions,) as early as possible

after this publication ; and by no means to wait,

as so many do, until our expenditure for their

supply of the next volume has been fully incur-
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red, or, still worse, until the limit of time for dis-

continuance has elapsed.

THE REMEDY OF EACH INDIVIDUAL. AGAINST
NON-PAYING BANKS.*

Prom the Bank Reformer.

Having perused your first number, and con-

sidering your ot))ect to be one of general interest,

and highly praiseworthy, the writer readily con-

tributes the result of his observation and experi-

ence (or its promotion.

A continued suspension of the banks is an

abuse only tolerated by a depraved public opinion.

The circulation of the notes ol suspended banks,

as money, \s an absurdity. It introduces a cur-

rency ot fluciuatiug and imiefiniie value, or ol' no

value at all, destructive ol' all credit, and highly

demoralizing to the community which tolerates

it. In fact its evils are universally admitted m
theory. The great mistake is in so readily sub-

milting to them in practice. The greai error is

in relerence to the remedy. Every individual is

made to believe that he alone can do nothing, that

he has no alternative but submission, until the pub-

lic provide the remedy.

Now the fact is directly tlie con'rary. Every

individual has the remedy in his own hands.

That remedy is the refusal to receive broken pro-

mises in exchange lor property, or in payment of

contracts. This every man can do. And in the

latter case eventual payment, in the legal curren-

cy o( gold and silver, is secured to him by the

constitution of the United States. Ii is true in-

dividuals are unwilling to delend their rights by

law against a powerful public opinion, however

false and mistaken that opinion may be. But

in a case like the present, when a great public

evil is the result of such acquiescence, it becomes

an act of patriotism, an absolute duty, to enforce

the laws against the abuses of the banks. This

remedy, or I am much mistaken, still exists

against the banks of Virginia. The legislature

has most improperly relieved the banks Irom the

penalties of suspension, but has no power, to se-

cure them against eventual payment of their

notes with interest. Let a number of patriotic

individuals unite in the measure of bringing suits

on every bank note, or in whatever way will

make the suits most expensive in costs to the

banks, and you will very soon see the resump-

tion of every solvent bank. They will either pay

or break. This is not mere speculation. The ex-

periment has been tried in New England, with

* Were we permitted to give the name of tfie author,

it would command respect and attention for this com-

munication, even if its merit were not of itself con-

spicuous. We may however say thus far, that it is

the production of one who is friendly to the banking

system properly conducted, and to a currency princi-

pally of bank paper—and who, moreover, has learned

by long practical acquaintance as much of banking

and commercial business, as he has by study and

reasonino- of the theoretical truths and principles of

political'economy. We are proud of such a contribu-

tion to the Bank Reformer; and shall be gratified

hereafter to present through its pages the views of so

well-informed a bank-man, even should they come

in conflict with our own opinions.—Ed, B. R.

perfect success. In 1808, the country banks in

New England had adopted various expedients

to evade or delay the payment of their notes, in

consequence of which they became depreciated

to the extent of three or four per cent., and thia

very depreciation gave to them the entire circula-

tion for common purposes, even in the city of

Boston. Each bank justified itself as now by
the practice of others. A number of individuals,

viewing the matter in its true light as an abuse in

banking which ought not to be tolerated, from the

best motives united in the measure of bringing
separate suits on every note presented fur payn)ent,

relying on the coercion arising from multiplying

the costs. As the laws of Massachusetts imposed
no penalty at that time beyond the legal interest

of six per cent, per annum, some reams of blank
writs were prepared and notice given lo the banks
of the determination to resist their abuses. The
success was complete. The first bank on which
the experiment whs tried gave up the contest

after a lew days' resistance. The others cried lor

quarter. The relbrmation was immediate and
complete ; but soon revealed the actual insolvency

of many banks, which had (bund it easy to sustain

their credit under the former system of non-pay-
ment. Experience has hilly shown that there ia

no remedy lor bank abuses like the coercion of
the law. We recommend this specific to the

patriotic Association of Petersburg. A bank
which will not pay its notes alter a suspension of

four years, should be treated as the established

enemy of sound credit and honest dealing, and
driven from the community. The common error

put Ibrward in the school ol Mr. Biddle, and wide-

ly circulated by the needy Iriends o( a depreciated

currency, is that one portion or community of the

United States cannot maintain a sound currency
whilst a neighboring community tolerates a de-

preciated one— that there can be no resumption
unless it be general. Thus, the legislature of
Virginia is made to believe that the banks of
that state cannot resume specie payments, whilst

Baltimore is in a stale of suspension. So Mary-
land must wait ibr both Virginia and Pennsyl-
vania ; and as all can never agree upon the time,

there will never be resumption. Now this idea is

wholly false, the veriest of errors. Specie is whol-
ly out of use in a community where a depreciat-

ed currency is generally adopted. It commands
a premium for the purpose of being transmitted,

abroad or where it is properly appreciaied. Ita

tendency is to leave the community where the

banks are suspended, to go to that where the

banks pay specie. The result is as unilbrmly

true in practice as the theory is sound and reason-

able.

Boston, and the country of which it is the com-
mercial centre, found no difficulty in maintaining

specie payments in 1815 and 1816. When the

banks of every other portion of the United States

suspended, the banks of New Entrland ivere never
more at ease. So, since April 1838, Boston and
New York have maintained the integrity ofa sound
currency, without the slishtest difficulty. When
Philadelphia suspended, did her doing so make
specie payments more ditTiciilt to maintain in

New York? On the contrary, after the panic

aTising from a false public opinion was over, it

was found that the current of specie was wholly

/roHt Philadelphia, where it had ceased to be in
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dfumnd, iou-ard Npw York, wliere its vnUir was
iippreciiiieil in llie currencv. S^o in lact ilie brinks

of Virfrinia have iiotliini^ to leitr, by re.*umiriLr,

vvl)ilsi H.iliiniore retiirtiiic: suspeiulci). Tlio iioics

oi ilie Virifiiiia liaiiks will iii once bear a iircniiiiin

in IJiitiinoie, lor use in Viiiiini^i, equal lo ilie de-

precimion oi ihe J5aliinioie curiency- Bnl ihe

hanks ot'B.iliiniore will not be the purchasers, i»inre

by iloinir so, they are losers ol the sum which

iliov have to pay as preniiun). Tlie town of Pe-

lernburg can maintain a sound currency il it will.

Wiihoui the slightest diliicuiiy, every imiiviilual

may decide, that he will recoiziiize no cnrrency

Ity receiviiiij or paying i', but at ns specie value—
llicre lies ilie true remedy. Expiouikxck.
' Boston, October 15.

ROOT CULTURE IK FRAKCE.

For the Fanners' Recistcr.

Afr. Editor.— I senJ you an article on the culture

ol' potatoes, turnips, carrots, and beets in France,

translated from ' Le Bnn Jardinier.'

Pomme de terre. or Parmentiere, Solannm tube-

rosum—Irish potato.—This valnible plani Ibrlu-

nately needs no recommendation in France ; its

merits are fully appreciated there, and if some
parte of the kinadom are still behind-hand in the

cujiivaticm of it, that will not long be the case.

Care lor the future should be directed to the ame-
lioration of which its culuire is su^^cepiihle, care

as 10 the diflerent operations which i' requirf^s,

care in the choice of varieties in relation to the

difference of soils and climates. Want of space

prevents my entering into details sufficiently for

any of these objpcts ; I shall thereliire confine

myself to a few detached remarks. The methods
of cuhivatinir the potato are various, and one can

name none of them that are not advantageous

when the work has been done with attention and
assiduiiy. Whatever method one follows he

should never forget that, ihe oltener and better he

woiks his potatoes the greater and larger will be

their product. There is yet a dilfierence of opi-

nion as to the best method of manuring !iir ihem;

but the prevailinff custom seems to be to throw

the compost into the furrows, and to place the

potatoes immediately on it. In hard clay lands,

where crenerally the quality of the potatoes is

bad, one will find it better to nsp, instead of the

compos*, coarse litter, or even new straw, or the

leaves of any dry plants which serve to raise and

litrhten the ground. We will give here an idea

of the Irish method of cultivaiins the potato,

which differs widely from ours, and which they

eay is more productive, and which has in addition

the advantase of brinsinor good potatoes in land

naturally too wet for this plant. 'I^hey divide ihe

land into beds more or lees wide, but say five feet

divided by an interval of two feet. This interval

should not be planted, and will serve to furnish

eanh to lay on that which is plan'ed. They
work liorhtlv wiih a hoe or spade the surface of

the beds. They then spread the manure, on the

surface of which they place the potatoes at re-

gular distances of from nine to ten inches every

way. They then cover them with from two to three

inches of dirt taken from the aforementioned

unplanted intervals. When the plants are BOtne

Vol. IX.-67

inches higli iliey place about them another layer

of earth, lakcn Irom ihe same placcu ; ihie opera-

tion is to lie repealed rather later a third time.

It is unnecessary lo say that the eanh Irom the

iiiicrvals ^llould be well pulverized belore it ia

t.(>rea(i on the beds. ~'_

As ihe quesiiun of giving preference to large

tubercles or lo tmall ones, to quarters or to eyes,

cannot be discussed here, I will only permit myself
10 say ihat, from some comparative experiments,

It seems that with an equal number and on equal

ground ihe large tubercles will give the most con-

sideratile net product, and ihal the small (uberclea

or the bits of potato [)r 'duce a greater quantiiy

in |)roporiion lo ilie quaniiiy of seed that is plan'-

ed. Therefore one should preler either the one
mode or other as he finds il to his interest to ma-
nage lo advant.iire his land or his seed. The
eyes detached with a liule of the pulj) have been

v^ery much recommended. This is a sup[)'emeniary

means, very uselul in years of scarcity, but in ordi-

nary cases is not as desirable either as the whole tu-

bercles or as ihe quarters. The germs already put

out, detached !rom the tubercle which bears them,

and jilanted, give very good results. To obtain

ihem at the laiesl period it is well to plant some
time in June sli|)S taken Iroin stalks that aresuf-

(icienily firm and develo|ied. This mode is ad-

vantageous for replanting where they have failed

to come up, and appears suscepiible of very im-

portant applications, and deserves lo be studied

Willi atiention and interest. The seed irom the ter-

ry is another valuable mode of reproduction, which

It is desirable that every one should know, that

ihey may make use of il in case of need. It will

give, in the first year, if the land is I ghi and

suiiable, produce o\ good size, li is executed,

in two manners, first by sowing them in a nursery

in the garden, to replant at Irom fiiieen tocigh'een

inches'' between each plant, or by sowing ihem

in Ihe following manner, viz: The earth being

propel ly prepared, they make sliglii trenches at

the distance of from eighteen inches to two leet

apart. In March or April they sow it very thinly

in tlrese trenches, and cover it very lightly with

eanh well pulvenzid. When the young planta

cvtn be easily distinguished pull up the weeds wilh

the hand ; then when they are some inches high

work them anew and thin them in the places

where they are too thick, and with a hoe place

some earth about the plants which remain, to

]

sirength.m ihem. Rather later a second thinn'ng

lis necessary, which leaves the plants about one

Iboi apan, iliis time they should be moderately

hilled up. 'I'hey then continue to hill them as

they do planted potatoes. In an experimental

sowinc of an entire field, executed for the Society

of Ai/riciilture by M. Sageret and myself, we ob-

I

tained in this manner potatoes of which the

' largest moiety vvere •f the ordinary size and the

I
resi were as large as nuts. But the principal and

I
alntost only de^n'ri in sowing them i^ to obtain

t
new varieties. ]Mjriy vaiieiiea of potatoes differ

' very widely, some are very early and some very

late
J

f ome are distinguished for their great yield,

others lor their excellent quality; some have but

few stalks and leaves, giving free access to the

ravs of the sun, and in some species the leaves

form a thick cover that ellectually wards ofi the

SUB. These differences should have great in-

fluence on the eh«ice of the kind lo be culiivated
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in ditJercnt ciBCumslanees and soils. Thus ihe

leafless varielieis will be ol' a beiier qualiiy, and

will ripen belter in a cold and niois'i soil, wliiltfl

those which keep oh the sun Irora their lools will

proieef. theuiselveis belter in a drought on a diy

and scorcising eoil. The varieties whose tubcr-

c'e<3 itiid io ruise iheniseives ro the suruce ahould

Ott uilied more, ai.d consequently plauied more tiio-

lani, than the o;her kiridtf ; the irvanuiii ul iliose

V. ho.se tubercles naiuraliy grow downw anis should

be propoitionabiy .opposite. One sees i.y this that

liie study ol the vaiieties is lar Irom ueing in-

diticrent, and that to obtain in quaiuiiy and (luaiity

the best possible produce, ii is necessary to com-

bine local circunitiawces wilh the halms of the

variety, and lo modily the culture in con.'equence

ihereui; Among the numexous varieucts which

exist, 1 f-hall only mention son.e of the most va-

luable. Lecurmchonjaune, called the yellow Hol-

land in the Parisian markets, is very light and

tiigestible. La iniffe cVaciit is a pale reJ, tMiriy

and very good. La Descroiziile is ol a rose color,

jietiy long, of an excellent quality, and keeps

well. Thu early dwarf la yel;ow, round, and re-

markable lor its extreme precocity. It ripens in

June. Ti'.e fine early is a variety vvhick has

been latelj- brought horn the United JSlalee, and

is almost as lorward as ihe preceding, but more
mealy and ofa belter quality. La Chave, or Shaw,
is yeiiow, obluiig auj more Jorward, larger and
more productive ihan the triiffe cTaout. It is ihe

most valuable ol the early vaiieiies ibal 1 know.
The late Irish, called the j^mericanai Neulchalel,

m Swiizerliind, and ihe Swiss potato at Valen-
ciennes, is valuable because it can be kf'pt until

midsummer without sprouting. Many other va-

rieties might be men;ioned, paiiiculariy among
ilio pale led and the large jenuw. Many ot th:8

last variety have the merit ol being al the same
time productive and very good. The varieties

ol' the potato are not absolute, but defiend olien

on the climate and the soil, and ik is proper that

one should try many kinds belore he determines
which he shall cultivate. The seed can here be^

of great use in creating new- varieties in dih'erent

tiluaiioiif, more suiieU lo the climate in which
they aie originated, than those brouglu Irom a
distance.

I have received from M. Saline a wild potato,

the type ol all of our varieties, but its small ^nd
brown tubercles are inlerior to our good gpecies.

I iiive mentioned this vaneiy oniy on account ol

ilie inlercsi which it oHers m relation to natural
history and to the history ol' this plant, soimpori-
ani in our rural economy. To the dilieieni

viuieiits ijieiiiioned above 1 will here add the
Siinvitlc. h is'a yeiiow, oblong potaio, and wrs
)iained Irom ihe feed by M. Sainvlllr, a Ihrmer

01 disiinciion, who had ihe kindness lo communi-
cate it lo me, with many oiher good varieiies ob-
t lined in the same manner. It is one ol' the
tiesi potatoes thai 1 am conversant vviih, has'

a

lirie pul|), is dry, mealy, and has a line 9,ivor.

This and the iJescroiziile are, I ihink, the only
puiatucB which can without too much exair"eraiioii
he (^mpared to the chestnut. The fir^T working
'o be yiven to the potatoes nmy he done very
ulvantHgcously with a harrow, draguiig it irans-
ver;ely on the rows so.iie lime after planting,
when Ihe t-hools first begin to show ihemselves
above the ground ; they pass the harrow twice

over the rows, this is a good and economical
mode of working the potato.

Navet, turnip. Rabiouk. Brusica jRapa.—
The resources which the lurnij) lurnishes as lood

lor cattle through the winter are generally known.
From lime immemorial they. huve used this root

in France lor liitiemng beeves and to aid in the

keeping ol cows, sheep and hugs. Turnips like

a soil rather lighi and ory, than stili and moisi,

well prepaied, clean and manured. I'he ordina-

ry time lor sowing them is horn the first ol July

lo the first ot August, it however may in some
cases be delerred as late as ihe first of iSepiember

and in others may be much earlier. The usual

mode of sowing mem m Fiance is to sow ihem
broad-cast; that of sowing (hem in rows would be

ct^rtainly prelerable on account ol the greater lacihty

ol weeding and working them, il the implemenit!

suitable lor this work, such as the cultivator, the

small triangular harrow, andoiher similar instru-

ments, were more used among us. One can
even after having sown them bioad-cast trace

the rows with these instruments at the fiisl work-

ing. J3ut, in whatever manner one sows them,

il IS always advantageous lor the lurnips, and lor

tiie crop that lollows them, that they be thin and
well woiked. Aiihough it is generally very ad-

vantageous 10 give the culiure of turnips the

care which i have indicated, yei I should add that

they Irequently gel. very good crops of this root

with much less cme, and in sowing them after a
single light vvoiking given to the stubble fields

the seed will tlirne iI the season is lavorable.

Although this is t)y no means the best n-iode, yet

m coutuiits where iliis culture is but liiile advanced
ilolten renders good service to iheiarmers. It la

particularly in the rye lands, light and sandy, that

iliis manner of cultivaimg ihe turnip can be
practised uiih success. A I large varieties are

suitable lor the larmer ; ihe one principally used
IS the large turnip ol Limousin called ihe Jiabi-

oule. There are many varieties of the turnip.

That of y/uvergne with a red top is excellent, the

Norfolk is s iii fnore renowned, but it is slow in

coming lo maturity, and for that reason does not

suit lor late sowing, and n quires a carelul culture

to obtain iis lull develofienu in ; a third, originally

from Holland, and noticed in my collection as ihe

Turnep luUif, is valuable on account of the liicili-

ty of its success, ihe rapid advancement and the
great size of its roots. It is much better suited

than the other varieties lo be sown laie and under
untavorable circumstances. The round yellow fur-

nip is also a very good variety ; it grows less out ef
(he giound than ihe Jiabiuvle, and does not ac-
quiie such great size ; its |julp is close and firm,

and it can stand the host rather beiier. A new
variety, the yellow Scotch turnip, has lately spread
a liiile in Sioiland and Englanu, because it is said
10 be better able than all others to stand the cold.

Among ihe long turnips one of ihe most beautilul

and best lor the larmers is the long navet de cam-
pagne, from Alsace, sometimes known as the large
Berlin turnip. The turnips should be dug up
and put away belore the co:d weather, at least all

ihai you do not wish lo have eaten where they
eland, by ihe sheep, which is in some instances
rery advisable, 'i'hey sow generally six pounds
of seed to the hectare.*

* A hectare is equal to two English acres.
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Carotte. Daucus carota. The excelleni quali-

ty ol' the carrot as Ibrnge lor caille is well known,
and shoulii render its culture, in the fields more
general than it is. One ol' iis ailvantnyet! is that

it can make ehilt wiihoui manure. A eoil koIi,

deep, well luilverizt^d, and that has been mmured
durin<f the previou.-: year, suiis it best. IT one

sees fit lo manure lor ihem it i^ Ijest to use com-
post. They sow ihem at any liiue during Marcii,

April and May, and eomeiimes even in June,

accordini^ to ihe climaie and soil, at the rale oC

Crom S to 10 pounds |)er hectare, either broad-cast

or in rows, which is best. They cover the seed wnh
a light rake and a roller. Sometimes the carroi

is sown with oais, barley, (lax or some other

spring grain, or even on the rje and wheat with

a rake, the success is less certain thus than when
sown alone. In tiie last case they ihin them and
work them. They cut ofl the leaves a« they dig

them up or alierwards, they then put ihem in a

shelter to preserve them from the cold, or if the

soil is dry they place them in deep trenches, or in

a pit. Many kinds ol' carrois are cultivated lor

cattle. In England they preler the red, in Flan-

ders the pale red, wiih a large top, elsewhere the

yellow or white. There is some difference in the

varieties independent of the color, but all can be

uselully employed. The yellow of jJchicourt is

justly retrarded as one ol the finest kinds, the

large white of Breteuit is also a very fine and
vigorous Variety. Since 1825 I have liad a variejy

which was sent me jrom Brussels and which
seems to me very interesting to farmers; it is

white with a crreen top, and grows considerably

out of the ground, extremely large and remarka-
bly vigorous.

BeUerave champetre. Deselte Beta vulgaris

campestris.—All beeis are excellent food lor cat-

tle, especially lor milk cows, but they cultivate

particularly Tor this purpose the Betterave chain-

pHre on account of its great product, it requ.rcs

a good soil well prepared, and that has been ma-
nured during the winter. They sow it fi-om the

last of March to first olMay, ofien broad-cast, but

the culiure in rows is preferable at the distance

of fifteen to eighteen inches, which is necessary

to work the intervals with the hoe or the cultiva-

tor. They thin, weed and woik the plants with-

out hillinir them. The beet is also sown in hot

beds to tie replanted in the fields when the roots

have attained tiie size of the linger. At t!ie end

of summer, when they have nearly attained their

maturiiy, one can gather the leaves taking tiTose

which are at the bottom and always leaving a

good bunch at the top. In October and Novem-
ber, before the frosts, they dig up the roots, and alter

having taken off all of the leaves and wiped off

the dirt, they put them in a dry place, or in a pit or

trenches, in the ground, covered with coarse straw,

to defend them from the cold and dampness.
They can eat these roots during the whole winter.

There are many varieties of the field beet, but of

which the most esteemed and the most beautiful

is that which «:rovvs more tban half out of the

ground, and is lor that reason called Bctteravesitr

ierre. La Betterave blanche pure, generally

used for making sugar, deserves also to be used

as food lor cattle. From the interesting experi-

ments related in the Annals de Roville, by Mons.
de Dombasle, it appears superior to the Betterave

champHre in the proportion of two to one in

point of nutritious qunlities. La blanehe a collet

rose, also cultivated as a variety lor Kugar, is per-

ha|)s »till more valu.ible for cattle than the pure

white, because it is more vigorous and larger. I

will mention ns being one ol those used in mak-
Hii' comparative experiments, the Jaune blanche.

Tin- skm is yellow and the pulp is white. It is rich

in saccharine matter and at the sime lime strong

and vigorous. When they sow tlie beet in rows

they use six pounds of seed, and when broadcast

liom eight to ten pounds per hectare.

AMERICAN WONJ»£RS.

Two of the greatest natural curiositias in the

world are to be lound within the United States,

and yet scarcely known lo the best inlormed of

our geographers and naturalists. The one is a

very beauiiful waterfall, in Franklin county, in

the state of Georgia; the other a stupendous

precipice, in Pendleton district, South Carolina.

The Tuccoa lall is murh higher than the falls of

Niagara ; the column of water is propelled beau-

tilully over a peipendicular rock, and, wlien the

stream is full, it passe s down the steep without

being broken.

The Tatile mountain, in Pendleton district, in

South Carolina, is an awful precipice of nine hun-

dred feet. Very lew persons, wlio have once

cast a glimpse into the almost boundlc.-s abyss,

can again exercise sufficient fortitude to approach

the margin of the chasm ; almost every one look-

ing over, involuntarily falls to the ground sense-

less, nerveless, and helpless, and would inevitably

be precipitated, and dashed to atoms, were it not

lor the measures of caution and security that

have ahvays been deemed indispensable to a salie

indulgencelo the curiosity of the visiter or spec-

tator. Every one, on proceeding to the spot

whence it. is nsual to gaze over the wonderlul

deep, has in his or her imagination a limi^^iiion,

graduated by a relerence to distances with whiuii

Uie eye has been familiar. But in a moment,
eternity, as it were, is presented lo the astonished

senses ; and the observer is instantly overwhelm-

ed. He soon recovers from ilie first surprise, and

in wild delirium surveys a scene which, lor a time,

he is unable lo define by description or limitation.

—Philadelphia Inquirer.

TRAKSPI.AKTIKG TREES.

Most nut-bearing trees may be as much improv-

ed by transplaniingand graliingas liuii trec-^ ^>re.

The hickory and the chestnut may thus be male
to bear nuts far better flavored an ! three tim-a as

j

large as they produce in an uncultivated sta'c.

! In a good soil they will soon come to maturity
,

and, lor shade, fuel, or timber, tije chestnut, but-

ternut, and hickory are not inferior to the un-

i
productive horse-cliestnut, elm, ar:d maple. Late

1 in autuain or in spring is the time for transplant-

I ing, for which and for grafting the same conrse

I

is to be pursued as with the apple or pear tree,

care being taken to place the «oots about the same

1 depth in The earth that they naturally grow.
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SUlMEIVEAR'Sr or IJEWS.

Fridaij,Nov. 5, 1841.

A Spanish slaver, the Gabriel, from Havana, has

been captured by the British cruiser Acorn, and sent

into St. Helena. Seven other slavers had before been
sent in, and 1600 Ai'rican-!, taken i;i them, were then

on the island. Papers found en the Gabriel stated

that 23 slave vessels were fitting out at Havana.

The yellow fever has been very prevalent and fatal

at Vicksburg and New Orleans. Natchez and Mobile
have been very healthy through this season.

The ship Huntress arrived at New York on Novem-
ber 2, direct from Canton, brinf,^ing accounts 17 days
later than those published in last week's summary, and
which the papers by the Huntress confirm. There
have been no later military operations.

The English traders in China are much dissatisfied

with the terms of the ransom of Canton. They com-
plain that the ransom will be paid out of their own
money, and that the trade will fall into the hands of

the Americans and other nations, to the injurious ex-
clusion of the English. The English commander
held possession of the island of Hong Kong, and had
advertised many building lots for sale.

The blockade of Canton had been announced just

before the Huntress sailed.

Florida.—The United States steamer Gen. Taylor,
Capt. Gilham, arrived last evening from Florida.
From a passenger we learn that Tigertail and most of
his band, about 100 Indians, have been induced by
Alligator to come in at Tampa—where they aie sale
undu- the care of Col. Worth. It will be recollected
that Alligator is one of the Indians recently arrived in

the territory from Arkansas, for the purpose of in-

ducing ids brethren to emigrate to that country.—
Savannah Jlcpcblican.

Shipment of two hundred and fifty Indians, inchiding
Coacoochee aiid his entire band!— We have iniorma-
mation from Tampa Bay to the l-tth inst. which may
be relied on, stating that Colonel Worth had shipped
250 Indians to the West, including Coacoochee and
his entire band, Hospilarkee and 85 of his band, and a
considerable portion of Halleck's people ; and that
arrangements are in progress for extensive and ener-
getic winter operations, to follow up the active sum-
mer campaign with which our present indefatigable
commanding officer has "astonished the natives."—
Si. Augustine News.

In the case of the United States against the Bank
of the United States, in the Circuit Court of the United
States sitting at Philadelphia, in a suit to recover the
sum of $251,243 24, retained by the bank out of the
declared dividends upon stock owned by the United
States, as an offset for commissions, losses, ike. in the
negotiation of a draft of the Government upon France
some years ago, the jury on Momiay morning gave a
verdict in favor of the United States for the amount
claimed and costs.

—

Nut. Int.

In the important suit of the United States Bank
against Steenbergen and hi'; alleged endorser, (Col.
Andrew Beirne,) judgment has been given for the
defendants. The sum in suit was very laro-e.

The packet ship Oneida sailed from New York on
November 2d. for France, carrying away #151,830
in speeie.

Benjamin Green, the famous Richmond financier,

is now under trial.

Friday, Nov. 12, 1841.
Gen. Wingfield Scott has announced to the public,

(through a quasi private, but lithographed circular
letter,) together with an exposition" ot his political

opinions and principles, his ready consent to accept

the office of president of the United States. This

annunciation purports to have been called forth by

many private letters, none of which are given. It is

now in all the newspapers. It indeed Major General

Scott's ability to fill ihe exalted station were at all

comparable to his ardor in seeking the promotion, it

would be a dangerous and awful conjuncture, when
the actual and acting commander in chief of the ar-

mies of the United States, is also in the field as an

avowed, bold, and busy candidate for the presidency.

But, as General Scott is, this remarkable and singular

movement is rather an illustration of the old fable of

the ass kicking at the dying iioii. If the opinions of

Gen. Scott are indeed worth any thing, (which we
do not mean to assert,) this movement would clearly

indicate the belief, that the lion Clay is politically

dying— and that his claims to the succession no long-

er require respect or forbearance from the smaller

aspirants of his own party.

"One of the greatest frauds practised upon the com-
munity by banking institutions, is the declaration of

dividends by those that are suspended. The follow-

ing dividends iiave been declared by the Philadelphia

banks :

—

Capital.

Southwark 2.50,000

Commercial, l.OOM.OOO

Manuf. & Mechan. 401,300

Western, 500,000
Northern Liberties, 350,000

Moyamensing, 250,000

Mechanics', 1,400,000

Farm, and Mechan. 1,250.000

Girard, 5,000,000

#10,401,300

The currency issued by these

cent, discount for specie, owing
inability to pay their debts, yet in the face of this de-

claration, they come out and announce that they have
made profit of an average of nearly 2 per cent, in

six montlis, which they divide among their stockhold-

ers. Now, one of two things is certain. If the banks
are making money, they can afford to bear the loss

of converting a sufficient quantity of their assets into

active means, in order to redeem their circulating

notes. If they are not making money, and cannot
pay their debts, this process of dividitig up the capital

among the stockholders is a direct robbery of the

creditors of the bank. An association ofindividuals sub-

scribe, as in the case of the Girard Bank, $5,000,000;
on the credit of that capital they obtain credit of the

public and of other banks ; in process of time, they
find themselves unable to pay the debts so contracted,

and their notes sell in the market at 4 per cent, dis-

count. They then proceed to divide up among thein-

lelves, at the rate of 6 per cent, per annum, the capital,

on the strength of which they obtained credit. If
they can divide 6 per cent., why may not they divide
the whole, and leave the creditors to take care of
themselves ? The above banks are all insolvent, and
the Girard so notoriously bad, that the stock sells at

25, and yet the directors have the boldness to take
#50.000 of the money that belongs to the creditors of
the bank, and divide it among the proprietors. The
profligacy of this proceeding can only be equalled by
the supineness of the people that permit such a state

of things, or the corruption of the legislature that
permits such institutions to exist.

—

N. Y. Herald i¥o-
ney Article.

A British sloop of war, Iris, has attacked a large
slaver, in the Bight of Benin, and was beaten off with
loss.

The bank of Buffalo has finally stopped payment.
Of twelve banks in Buffalo a year ago, eleven ar»

Rates.
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broken, or at least have stopped operations, and (lie !

twelth is in bad credit.

Lima, /«/y 9///, IStl.—Between Ihe 8tli and 15th

ultimo, a complete transformation took place tliroii;;!)-

out Bolivia. Gen. Santa Cruz has been proclaimed

president by the people and army, and a deputation

has been sent to Guayaquil (whiue he at present

resides) to invite him to return to his native country

and accept the command.
A war between Equador and Peru now appears

inevitable, in which it is probable that Bolivia, with

Gen. Santa Cruz at lier head, will take a part, and

Peru will be invaded from the south and north si-

multaneously, when I conceive the fall of the odious

Gamarra horde to be inevitable.

—

Jour. Com.

The Washinu;ton Baidv of this city (one of the

Free Banks) has been closed by an injunction Trom

the Chancellor. Its circulation is small. In Maicii

last, it was .$14,02.'); to redeem which, there vi'ere

pledged with the Comptroller New York State Fives

to the amount of $'7000 and bonds and mortiraijes to

the amount of $10,0(10. It has never enjoyed a large

share of the public confidence.

—

lb.

The London packet ship Philad'-lphia takes .f.55,000

in specie, chiefly sovereigns.

—

lb.

There are indications in various quarters showing
that a general movement is in contemplation to u

There has been an insurrection in Spain.

France is in a disturbed state.

There is great excitement in the money markets,

both of London and Paris. The statu of trade is bad.

The heavy rains have injured the crops, and there will

be a scarcity of wheat. There is a slight increase in

the revenue. Cotton is steady.

All the English papeis are talking about the proba-

bility of a war, and active preparations are making
for it.—Public Ledger.

Philadelphia Money—There has been a groat change
for the worse within two or three days, in the discount

on Philadelphia money, and in fact iu all the money
of Pennsylvania and that part of New Jersey which
remains suspended. The discount yesterday was 5 1-2

to 6 pf'r cent., and the brokers were quite indisposed

to buy large sums at all. Suspension seems to be com-
iu"- to a crisis. The sooner the better. Pay, or wind
up, ought to be the only language held towards the

banks throughout the country.

—

Jour. Com.

The rate of exchange is increasing agaiast Virginia,

that is, the notes of our non-specie-paying banks are

becoming still more depreciated—and that not only as

to the specie currency of New York, but also as to

the irredeemable paper currency of Maryland and
Pennsylvania. The Virginia banks have stopped

their heretofore regular practice of selling specie—that

a resumption of specie payments by the banks. The i js, selling drafts on New York, which is the same thin

dominant party in this slate will probably t!~iiik them-
selves bound to make a stir in the matter, and we do
not think that the whigs will offer any obstruction to

the course which the other may choose to pursue.

—

Bait. Jin. (Bankile.)

Oct. 14.— Our banks,—We have previously noticed

the fact, that the Mechanics' Banic, and the Bank of

Augusta, were paying out their hills freely to pay for

our staple. Wo have now the pleasure of announcing
to our country friends, that all our banks have come
to a similar determination, and the planters may there-

fore confidently calculate on receiving a specie paying
currency for their crops.

—

Jug. Seniincl. [This re-

sult is entirely owing to the application of the " Ma-
con specific," or to refusing to receive any depre-

ciated bank notes, except at their real value. We
trust the same will be applied soon in Virginia, if the

legislature and the banks should maintain'Ionger the

existing fraudulent state of suspension and deprecia-

tion. In that case, "war to the knife" against the

banks should be the rule of action of every foe to the

fraudulent paper system.]

Gen. Santa Ana has become the master of Mexi-
co, in the recent revolution.

It is understood that the leaders of the Houston
party of Texas, now in power, are favorable to union

with this country—and that the measure will be

moved iu the next session of the Texan congress.

J. B. Terry, the teller who robbed the Farmer's
Bank at Danville, has been tried and acquitted without

difficulty. We have not heard the grounds of acquit-

tal; but as the proof was positive of his abstracting

certain bank notes, we can only infer that the jury

must have decided that paper promises to paij are not

money—and that when these promises are notoriously

broken, and not intended to be lulfilled, that they are

worth nothing, and are nothing more than lies and eviden-

ces of Craud, sanctioned by the legislature of Virginia.

J question for laicyers. The bardcs of Virsinia

have forfeited their charters more than once by re-

fusing to pay specie. Are any debts incurred to them
as corporations, while thus unchartered, recoverable

by law .^

The steam ship Great Western arrived at New
York on the 10th, bringing accounts from Bristol to

October 23. The Britannia, which started on the

2l9t., also arrived at Boston on the 7fh.

in effect.

"The movement in Philadelphia on the part of the

strong banks in favor of resumption, will no doubt be
successful, notwithstanding that dishonest prints, both

in this and that city, endeavor to discourage the mea-
sure." "The Philadelphia Banks have now been sus-

pended over two years, and exchange, that is the de-

preciation of their currency, is as high now as it was
in November, 1839. Will the sapient Courier inform

the public when, at this rate of improvement, ex-

clutngc will be at par?"

—

N. Y. Ilerahl

[This question will apply as well to the banks of
Virginia as to those of Philadelphia.

On Sunday night, about midnight, fire broke out in

a stable in Petersburg and consumed the First Pres-
byterian Church, PDVVell's Hotel, and several stables

and smaller buildings. About 30 horses perished.

The loss about .'if()O,OO0. The remote origin of the

fire supposed to be the drunkenness of a negro, and
the existence of numerous low tippling shops being
permitted. The certain cause of the progress of the
conflagration, is the refusal of the town to supply
water, which might be done for one filth of the cost

of this one fire—and for want of which easy supply
the town is always in danger from fire.

The yellow fever has ceased at New Orleans. To
the last accounts, it was still ragng at Vicksburg.

A light-house has been constructed entirely of iron,,

in England, to be carried (in pieces) and set up at
r^IiTan Point, Jamaica.

The Seminoles are continuing to come in and sur-

rendiT in small parties, and the total cessation of the
war seems to be at last at hand.

Specie to the amount of $150,000 was shipped on
the 9th inst. from New York, by the Patrick Henry,
for Liverpool.

Friday^ Nov. 19, 1841.
There is an increasing uneasiness in regard to the

bills of the western banks of New York. It is sup-
posed that many others will follow the Bank of Buffalo
into liquidation.

The shocking state of affairs evinced by the report
of the Girard Bank has astonished even the foes of
that concern, and has much increased the anxiety in

relation to the other banks, [of Philadelphia,] many
of which will undoubtedly soon make assignments, no
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other course seems lo be left to them. Their funds
are completely locked up in unavailat)le and constant-

ly depreciated assets. The banks of Baltimore seem
to be bound hand aod foot between the wants of the

state, city, and that stupendous shinplaster concern,
the Baltimore and Ohio Rail-road, and the financiers

of that city have been contriving? a plan ibr some
time, by which the Rail-road orders, payable only
in city stock, which is f.t 15 per cent, discount, may
be made worth par. The order Ibr a ]iroperty to be
worth more than the property itself. So ridiculous a

proposition would be a subject of amuseme:it, v\'ere

it not lor the intense suffering that the jieople endure
under such mar)aj,'ement.

The shipments ol specie continue from this port,

although there can be little gained by it as the opera-

tions are conducted. The cause of the shipment is

however owing, in a great measure, to the continued
suspension south, which has a great influence upon
the bills drawn for the coming year.

The cotton market at the south is about becoming
brisk, and j'et there are no signs of resumption on the

part of the New Orleans banks. There has been some
talk of resumption in different sections, as usual, at this

season of the year, in order to iniluce the dealers and
manufacturers of the north to extend their usual cre-

dit, in the hope that the currency of the south will be-

come better. We doubt, however, if any of the suspen-
sion banks have really entertaiiud the idea of resump-
tion. In Philadelphia, the ba!)ks that accepted of the

revenue law of last winter, have an immunity for four

years to come, and nothing but strong expressions of

public opinion can induce them to be honest. Their
suspension is made the cloak for the continued disho-

nesty of the southern banks. The trade of the south,

as conducted by the intervention of the banks, is tlie

main cause of the violent fluctuation of financial af-

fairs.

—

Money Article, Neiv York Herald.

The suspended debt of the New Orleans banks is

now $8, 00;),000. It has been accumulated mostly by
the course of business above described, and represents

the actual and irretrievable losses on cotloii. The
bankrupt law will extinguish the most of it, and the

only way that the institutions can save tlie remainder

of their capitals is by a prompt resumption.

—

lb.

The state of the southern currency' is becoming
every day a matter of more serious moment to tlie

people of Ihe United States. The institutions char-

tered by state legislatures, with the privilege of issu-

ing a paper currency, that has usurped and driven out

the cotjstitutional currency, have been, by most of the

slates, absolved from paying their debts, and, embold-
ened by success, they seem each day to increase in

audacity. The Banks of Virginia are an instance of

this absurd and blind disregard of the lights of indi-

viduals and the sanctity of contracts. It is well known
that the bills of all the banks of the union come to

this market, to a greater or less extent, in the dis-

charge of debts due here. These bills are for the

most part purchased by those who make that a busi-

ness, and are sent back for reaemplion. The price

at which they are bought and sold depends, like that

of every thing else, upon supply and demand. The
supply depends entirely upon the movements of the

banks themselves, and the demand during suspensions
upon those who have indebtedness falling due to the

banks, or those who wish to invest in southern pro-

duce. When the banks are paying specie, the mat-
ter regulates itself, because the bills, on being sent

back to the hank, may be drawn in s]iecie. These
bills constitute a debt against the banks of the dilFer-

ent sections, being transferred from the merchants to

the banks. The banks, then, having assumed the

debts of the dealers, refuse to pay. Their bills con-

sequently fall to a discount, in this market, according
to the credit of the bank. The Virginia bills were
for a long time stationary at four per cent, discount

;

within a short time, they have fallen to (}^, a loss of

2i per cent, on all the funds held by the purchasers
fiere. This is a ruinous loss in a business where ^
to ^ is called a good profit. Holders, in many cases,

being unwilling to submit to this loss, have directed

their correspondents to sue out the claims for payment
in specie. To counteract this, the banks of Virginia

have boldly thr<'atened with proscription any person
there who should assist this movement. High-handed
as this measure is, it will not avail them, as we are

aware that steps have been taken to compel payment
in specie of large sums held. This is the only way
in which the dishonest banks can be brought to terms.

When they are threatened, or the public mind becomes
excited on the subject, they state that they are " pre-

paring to resume," and will soon do so. In this way
they manage to stave oft' suits.

—

lb.

,$100,000 more in specie has been recently sent by
the bank of Chilicothe to New York. That is, thi's

bank which refuses to pay specie for its notes, con-
tinues to sell its stock of specie for the profit of 10 or

15 per cent, which its notes are depreciated.

On November lO/A.—The Argo, for Havre, carried

out, from New York, |;129,000 in specie. The Swit-
zerland, for England, took .$.80,000 in specie, on the

12lh.

JVovrmber JSth.—The d-prcciation at New York of

Virginia bank notes, (by tlie pi ices current,) was 6
to 7 per cent, while those ol Noith Carolina, also non-
specie-paying, were at 4 to 4J oijly.

The National Gazette saj-s— " We learn that suits

have been instituted by one of our citizens against

a number of the individuals who were members of

the Board of Directors of the Bank of the United
States in 1839. The last dividend declared by the

bank was in that year. The suits are understood to

be instituted for the purpose of recovering a claim

against the bank under a provision of its charter,

which is as follows :

" If the directors of the bank shall make any divi-

dends which shall impair the capital stock of said

bank, the directors consenting thereto shall be liable

in their individual capacities to such corporation for

the amount of the stock so divided ; and each director

present when such dividend shall be made, shall be

adjudged to be consenting thrreto, unless he forth-

with enter his protest on the minutes of the board,

and give public notice to the stockholders of the de-

daring of such dividend."

[If there be not the like provision in all bank char-

ters, there ought to be, as it is the only rule for honest

procedure. If the directors of the Bank of Virginia

were subjected to it, would they not have to pay (if

they could) the amount of the last declared dividend?

We earnestly hope that the directors of the United
States Bank may be made to feel the full force of this

provision of the charter.

—

Ed. F. R.]

Bank directors, look out!—"An indictment for a
high misdeme:iiior has been brought by the grand jury
of the superior court against the president ol the

Western I3ank of Georgia, for the refusal of the bank
to pay specie. There is a provision of the charter

of that bank, which declares that the bank shall not

at any time refuse to pay specie, and that upon sucti

refusal the charter shall be forfeited. There is also a
section of the penal code, which provides, that if any
bank officer shall violate any provision of the charter

he shall be indicted for a high misdemeanor."

—

Pub.
Ledger.

Friday, November 2(5, 1841.

The steam ship Caledonia arrived at Boston on the

18th from Liverpool in 14 days, bringing accounts 12

days later.

A great fire occurred on the night of the 30th ult.

in the Tower of London—from historical associations,
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tho most venerable and the most architectural mdnii- i

ment in En-jlaiut. The jt;\vi'ls of the ciowii wcie
'

jilaced III iiiiiiiiiuMit jcopanly by the catastiophc, ami

the tire was witii Ki'«''>t ditiicuily prevuntea ixtLiuliiii;

to the arsenal. Tlie aniiory, vvliich was consumed,

contained about 300,000 muskets, and the loss, with

the cost ot rebuilding that part of the structure, will
[

exceed jt 400,000.
I

A stupendous fraud has been discovered in tiie issue
i

of exchequer bills, which appears to luive been con-
j

tinned for sever;il years, and so lar as iiad appeared
|

amoitnted to about Jt 350,000. The cotton market
j

remained without any material alteration. There is
]

no later news from China. The Lords of the Trea-
,

sury have authorized the admission of the rough rice !

from the United States at Id. per quarter. It is suid

that the Irish jieasa-itry will this year be exposed to I

the terrible calamity of a failure of the potato crop,
j

It is also known that the wheat and oat crops are one
{

third below the average, and the price of meat is

rising on account of a d'stemper among the cattle.
|

The abortive attempt in Spain had been completely
j

crushed. A conspiracy had been detected at Brussels,
I

and a quantity of arms and ammunition seizeil. 'Jhe
j

ultimate object'of the conspirators was variously re-
]

ported—some alleging that it was a republic, otiiers
)

a restoration of the Dutch dynaiSiy.—Public Ledger.
|

All th'> banks of Buffalo, except a " red dog" one,

have exploded, and a gener^il suspension is anticijiated

in the Western New York Banking system. The
currency of Western New York has been ruined by

the mismanagement of the present state government.

In the old " iiil'ected district" both the state banking

systems, (the "safety fund" and the "free bank-

ing") have now exploded and become mere wrt'cks.

Throughout the last summer and autumn, up to the

day they blew up, these banks had been sustained

by4he state government, merely for political pur- i

poses—and they are now permitted to fall to pieces and

to cheat the hard working community, solely to em-
barrass the next legislature. From the time ot Rath-

bun, who is now expiating his forgeries in Auburn
State Prison, up to the present day, the banking:, poli

tical and commercial system of Western New Yoik
has been teriibly demoralizing. We see its results in

such spectacles as Kathbun in Auburn, Mitchell in

the court of sessions, and a general suspension of all

the Buffalo banks, and the probable downfal of many
now standing up like drunken men, in that region.

—

N. Y. Her.

P Gen. Santa Ana is now undisputed master of

Mexico. Having put down all o[)position by military

force, he was elected president of the republic ol

Mexico by a junta of his own appointment. Tins

is a very convenient and quiet mode of election, and

well suited for such a republic as Mexico.

The authorities of the New Orleans banks have
had a formvil meeting, and resolved that it was expe-
dient to resume specie payments a year hence!.'.'

They might as well have fixed upon the day of judg-

ment, which will be full as early as these or any other

banks will voluntarily resume payment. But though
we have no faith in any voluntary resumption by the

banks, or even of their being ever compelled thereto by
the legislative power alone, in Virginia or elsewhere,

yet there are numerous and strong indications of re-

sumption being speedily compelled by the popular
will, acting authoritatively on the government and
legally on the banks, to force a return to resumption
of payments. The question of early resumption is

now, and for the first time, fully before the public,

every where, and especially in Virginia. Tiie bankite

newspapers, are clamoring for continued suspension

—

and even some others that claim to be for resumption,
are for postponing it for nearly another year more.

But whatever the banks and the iegislativa power

may choose, they cannot much longer maintain the

reign of dishonesty in an irnilccmaldi! and deprecia-

ted i)a|)er curiency, alter its being borne for nearly

live yeais. We love especially to co|)y truths on this

subjei^ iioiii bankite news|)apeis, v\lien such rare

opportunities occur. The last mail brings something

in this way from our friends the editois of the Rich-

mond Compiler and the Augusta Chronicle. The
former say— " There has Jbeen such a continuation of

abuse ol banking, of erroneous legislatiou with re-

u-aid to it, and such a succession of disappointments

of just expectations, that we may well wonder that

the condition of things is not worse than it is. No-
thing but the iiulomitable spirit and recuperative

energies of our country could have sustained it so

well under such trying events." And the latter say—
" Our observation of Georgia legislation on the sub-

ject of banks and currency, has satisfied us long since,

that in the main, the currency is better when the

Legislature has least to do with it, for the body is

composed, generally of such a mass of ignoiance and

stupidity, on all subjects connected with banking and
currency, that a majority of them have not sufficient

capacity to prolil by the plainest lessons of expe-

rience." Now we heartily concur in these opinions,

and to the application of each one to both the legisla-

tures referred to. And when it is considered that almost

every thing d<iiie by both legislatures in regard to

bardis, and especially for the last five years, has been

to sustain and pamper them with exclusive privileges,

and to indulge their oilences and pardon their iniquities,

failures and frauds on tlie community—and that al-

most nothing has yet been done to restrain their evils

or to punish their misdeeds, tiie legislators and banks

could scarcely be more strongly condemned than i'l

the above quoted words of bankite editors.

" There was some hope that the legislature of Vir-

ginia would have compelled a resuiaption within the

limits of that state, but the example of New Orleans

will now be made the pretext for continuing to shave

i the public with depreciat^•d paper, under the pretence

1
of calling it exchange. .The banks will now without

' scruple ship their specie to New York, and buy up

j

their own paper at as high rates of discount as possi-

I ble. This can be done in two ways ; one is to keep
: an agent here lor the pur[)0se of using the funds of

the banks maturing in this city for the direct purchase

of the money, as it is olfered in Wall street by those

who bring it or receive it as a remittance from the

South. The other is, instead of paying the bills in

specie, when presented at their counters, they ship

iheir specie to the agent here and sell bills drawn
against it at ten to fifteen percent, premium, which

is in fact buying their own bills at their own counters

at 15 per cent, discount. Intelligent men are found

who submit to this robbery, and innocently complain

of the "high rate of exchange." The bank officer

laughs in his sleeve, and condoles with him on the

" ht'id times," and joins him in cursing "Captain

Tyler for vetoing the" bank," and sometimes persuades

him that the high rate of exchange is because the

New York banks " won't suspend." The man pays

his 15 percent, shave, and goes off, satisfied that no-

thing but universal bankruptcy can restore the currency.

So credulous are the southern people. Year after

year they permit themselves to be plundered on the

shallowest pretences. The banks send their specie

to New York. It accumulates here and goes to Eu-
rope. The banks then say they cannot resume, be-

cause the specie is leaving them."

—

N. Y. Her.

Pork.—The American publishes this morning a let-

ter from Kanawha, (Va.) which says that there are

about 20 or 25,000 hogs on the road leading from

Ovvensville, Kentucky, to Charlestown, Kaiiawha ; and

about 8 or 10.000 on'the road from Point Pleasant to

that place. Some 5 or 6,000 have passed through that

village to the eastern markets. Price in Charlestown,
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$3,00 per hundred, cash. The niimher of hogs

brought this (all to Virginia, will, it is supposed, be

larger than in any year tor the last lour or hve.

The Pittsburgh Daily American of the Sth. instant,

says, "we are told upon good authority, that poikran

now be contracted for, in the interior of Indiana, tor

$'1,50 per 100 pounds."

Specie on the move.—The Chilicothe (Ohio) Adver-

tiser states that the bank ol Chilicoihe, last week,

shipped between sixty and one hundred thousand dol-

lais in specie to New York.
Large sums have ulso lately been drawn from St.

Louis, (Missouri.) These shipments, Irom points so

remote, indicate the imperious character of the

foreign demand for coin, and are equally demonst.-'ative

of the ruinous nature of the trade in which the cou«-

,try is engaged.

—

Bullimore Patriot, {Bankiie )

The specie stiil having the country. The ship

:Swit7,erland from New York took out $,50,000 in

specie for England. On the 1.5th inst. $-.30,000 went
by the Sheffield. The Great Western, detained for

the 23d, had engaged (on the 17th) nearly .$500,000

mostly in gold. The Boston carried out .$100,000
;

The Francis the First took $109,000 lor Havre;
making for one we^-k, $739,000 shipped to Europe.
The New York Herald adds,—" The Bank of Chi-

licothe, Ohio, has recently sent about $150,000 [spe-

cie] to this city, for the purpose of drawing against at

10 per cent, premium (or its own bills. It is in this

way that specie is driven from the interior, to tliis city,

by the presence of irredeemable paper, and from this

£ity flows off to Europe."

—

Money Art. N. Y. II.

The Union Bank of Mississippi has assigned its ef-

fects for the benefit of its creditors. Messrs. James
Elliot, Charles Scott and C. W. Clifton are the As-
.signees, and are the President, the Cashier, and the

Attorney of the institution ! The salaries voted them
,are $4000 per annum each. The movement is said to

• -be a collusion between the officers and a few of the

.directors, and the object to plunder the bank of its

valuable assets. Much exasperation is evinced rela-

tive to the matter.

—

Ph. Lcdg.

In addition to Maryland and Georgia, the more
jecent elections of Pennsylvania, Ohio, New York
and Michiean have gone by large majorities in (avor

oi the loco-foco party, (we know not by what other

name to designate it, in the present strange condition

oi parties.) These results are a sure indication of

the triumphant majorities being opposed to the re-

establishiuent of the United States Bank. Perhaps,
also, they may be taken as evidence of as general a

feeling adverse to the whole fraudulent banking system.

But this we snll fear to believe, and can not trust any
existing party for that extent of honesty.

The last • elections, those of Mississippi, go still

further. The issue was made upon the policy of

paying or not paying the state bonds, or public debt,

and ihe anti-bond men are tiiumphant. It is a deplora-

ble thing that any [leople or government, however
cheated and abused in the manner of forming the

debts, (as Mississippi undoubtedly was cheated,)

should deny their obligation. But it is one of the

leyilimate results of the fraudulent paper credit sys-

tem, in its worst opeiaiion; and tins refusal of

Mississippi to pa}' her debts will be followed by other

of the most debt-burdened and bank cheated states.

Pennsylvania and Florida will follow the example

—

and piobably Illinois, Michigan and Indiana, if not
more. The public credit of- all the states will be
deeply affected.

At a large political meeting in New Orleans, on
November 13tli, the following resolution was passed
unanimously—'-Resolved, that we consider the sus-

pension of specie payments by the banks of this state

as having commenced in perhdy, and as being conti-

nued in fraud ; that the late determination on the part

of the banks not to resume until the first of November
1S42, is considered by this meeting as a violation of

common honesty, equally injurious to tiie moral cha-
racter and commercial interest of our city."

—

Char-
lestoji Mercury. •

Benjamin Green, the great Richmond financier was
acquitted upon Ins last trial. He was remanded to

jail, to be tiled upon the more than twenty still re-

maining indictments. No doubt he will be cleared

on all ; but at the same rat; of progress, he will be

forty years under trial. We would advise the losers

of the half million (the stock-holders of the Virginia

Bank) to diop Green and Dabney, and to sue the

then directors of the bank, who could scarcely escape
paying the legal penalty of double each suiter's loss

by the defalcation. See the general banking law.

I

As the furnishing a " Summary of News" was
; commenced with and principally for the issue of fhe

weeli'ly form of the Farmers' Rf'gister, so Ihe two will
' cease together with this number.
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As soon ns man attemptod to beautify his resi-

dence with trees planted round it, he would
naturally obtain ihern from the forest ; and lie

then would find that, of many that he removed,
all or some at least would die : if however he
persevered, he would at last discover that while

constant failure attended his efl'orts at one time,

comparative success would crown ilreni at another

;

and he would thus be led to investigate, accordinjr

to his skill, the causes ofsuccess and failure. Out
of this would grow in time the art of transplant-

ing, among the most important business of the

gardener.

1 fear, however, it is too generally practiseil as

an empirical art, without sufficient attention being

paid to the principles on which its success or fail-

ure depends ; at least, one hardly knows how to

draw any otherconclusion fi^om the opposite opi-

nions held by planters, the dogmatical manner in

which they are loo often expressed, and the obscure
and unintelligible phraseology of what are called

explanations of the practice by amateurs, to whom
it is not necessary to allude more particularly.

If there is any one part of the art of horticulture

in which jDosi /ioc has been mistaken Cor propter

/ioc more commonly than another, it is surely in

what concerns transplantation.* And yet the

rationale is sim|)le enough, if we do not labor to

render it confused by imaginary refinements.

When a plant is taken out of the ground for

transplanting, its roots are necessarily more or

less injured in the process, and consequently it is

less able to support the stem than it was before the

mutilation took place ; its loss of this power will

also be in proportion to the extent of the mutila-

tion, which may be carried so far as to amount to

destruction.

But the importance of their roofs to plants is not

alike at all seasons ; in the summer, when there

is the greatest demand upon them in consequence
of the perspiration of the foliage they are most
essential ; in winter, whpn the leaves have fallen,

they are comparatively unimportant, as is evident

from a very common case. Let a limb ofatreebe
felled in full leaf in Junr ; its lblian;e will presently

wither, the bark will shrivel and dry up. and the

whole will speedily perish ; but, ifa similar limb is

lopped in November, when its foliage has naturally

fallen off, it will exhibit no sign of death during
winter, nor till the return of spring, when it may
make a dying effort to recover ; but the means it

takes to do so, namely,- the emission of leaves, only

accelerates its end.

These two propositions really include all the

most essential parts of the theory of transplanta-

* It is scarcely necessary to say that these rpmarks
do not, in any way, apply to Mr. Macnab's Hints on

the planting and general treatment of hardy Ever-
greens in the climate of ,Scotland ; an excellent treatise,

which it is impossible to recommend too strongly to

the attention of the planter.
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lion, as will presently be. seen : it is necessary,

however, that they should be applied in some de-

tail ; for which pur[)ose it will be convenient to

consider, first, the season, and, secondly, the

manner, in which transplanting can be best

eH'ecled.

It is the powerful perspiratory action of the

leaves of deciduous trees which renders transplant-

ing them in a growing state so difficult, that for

practical purposes it may be called impossible ; (or

the operation is necessarily* attended by a mutila-

tion of the roots which fi^ed thi> leaves. At no
period, then, can the operation be performed if

such plants are growing. Even if the buds are

only pushing, the process should be avoided, be-

cause immediately after that period the demand
upon the roots is greatest ; for although in conse-

quence of the smallness of the surface of the

young leaves the action of perspirati©n may seem
to be leeble, yet the thinness of the newly form-

ed tissue will not enable it to resist the drying ac-

tion ofthe atmosphere unless there is a most abund-

ant afflux of sap from the roots. In England, too,

the months when buds begin to burst forth are

objpctionable, not only on account of their dryness,

but of their coldness, which prevents the free

circulation of sap; and their evil effects are felt

not only by the roots through the foliage, but

directly, as will be shown hereafter. The season,

then, whicI1*ought to be chosen is the period that

intervenes between the Ml of the leaf in autumn
and the earliest part of spring, before the sap be-

gins (o move and the dry cold winds of that

season to prevail. I entirely agree with Mr.
Macnab, that the earliest time at which planting

can be effected i?, upon the vvhole,the best ; a con-

clusion to which he has come from his extensive

practice, in which my own observation of a great

deal of planting for the last twenty-five years

coincides, and which is, in all respects, conforma-

ble to theory. As soon as a plant has shed its

leaves, it is as much at rest for the season as it

will be at any subsequent period, unless it is

frozen; its torpor, indeed, is greater at that lime,

becau-e i's excitability is completely exhausted by

the season of growth, and it has had no time to

recover it. If, at that time, 3^ root is woutaded, a

process of granulation or cicatrization will com-
mence, jusl as it does in cuttings, and from that

granulation, which is a mere developement of the

horizontal cellular system, roots will eventually

proceed. Now, it is obvious that since roots mvst
I be wounded in the process of transplantation, the

sooner the wound is made the better, because it

I has the longer lime in which to heal : and there-

i
fore the earlier in the autumn transplanting is

effected, the less injury will be sustained by the

plant submitted to the process; in the technical

language of the gardener, " it has the more time

to establish itself."

* Transplanting: from garden pots, in which the roots

are preserved artificially from injury, may be perform-

ed equally well at any time, if care is taken, and iSj of

courste, not included in this statement.
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Autumn and midwinter are, moreover, the best

eeasons, because of tiieir great dampness. It will

be seen by reference to Mr. Tiiompson's tables,

that the air is very generally in a state ol satura-

tion in the months ol October, November, Decem-
ber, January, and February, and that it is seldom

in that condition at any other season. Now,
alihough the perspiration of plants is grea'ly di-

minished by the removal of the leaves, it is not

destroyed, for they also perspire through their

young bark ; and therefore a saturated almo-

ephej-e, which prevents much of the perspiraiory

action which remains from beujg exercised, is a

condition, even when plants are leaflets, much lOo

beneficial to be overlooked. Nor is the action

upon the perspiratory power of the stem the only

mode in which a saturated atmosphere is import-

ant at the time of transplantation ; it exercises a

directly favorable influence on ihe roots them-
selves. Roots, at their spongioles, or most absorb-

ent points, are extremely delicate parts, unpro-
tected by a fully organized epidermi?, destined to

exist in a moist medium, and capable ol' being
easily killed by exposure to dryness as well as by
actual violence. The accidents to which the
roots of transplanted trees are liable, from the

very nature of the operation, are of such a kind
that it is impossible to prevent their being exposed
to the air, sometimes lor considerable periods of
time ; it is therefore obviously a point ol' the first

importaace, that the air should be as nearly of the
humidity of' the soil from which the roots have
been extracted as can be secured. How unfavora-
ble, in this point of view, the months of March,
April, and May are for planting, is apparent from
Mr. Thompson's tables above referred to; how
little the matter is attended to by nurserymen, gar-
deners, and laborers, all great planters know to

their cost. Mr. Mucnab, Vvfho thoroughly under-
Btandsall this, prelersa moist rainy day ; alihough,
as he says, he has " at times been as wet in plant-

ing evergreens, as when exposed for hours on the

windy side of Ben Nevis in a wet day, without
great coat and with a broken umbrella." It may
be very true that gpod plantations have been made
in March and April ; it may be equally true that

no such care as I have described is necessary for

all plants ; but no vvise man would, on that ac-
count, neglect the precautions which the nature of
plants shows to be necess;jry to insure success
with all things. Very wet and late springs may
prevent the loss of any considerable proportion of
the trees planted in March and April, especially

if succeeded by a dull, warm, wet summer ; and
a willow may be planted with success at midsum-
mer : but we cannot tell beforehand what sort of
spring is coming, and all plants have not the
tenacity of life possessed by a wflow.

If the months of November and December are
the most favorable for transplan'ing deciduous
trees, and March and April the worst, how much
more important must be those periods to ever-
greens. An evergreen differs from a deciduous
plant in this material circumstance, that it has no
season of rest ; its leaves remain alive and active

during the winter, and consequently it is in a slate

of perpetual groivlh. I do not mean that it is al-

ways lengthening itself in the form of new branch-
es, for this happens periodically only in evergreens,
and is usually confined to the spring ; but that its

circulation, perspiration, assimilation, and produc-
j

tion of roots are incessant. Such being the case,

an evergreen, when transplanted, is liable to the

same risks as deciduous phmis in full leaf, with

one essential dillerence. The leaves of evergreens

are provided with a thick hard epidermis which is

tender and readily permeable to aqueous exhala-

tions only when quite young, and which becomes
very firm and tough by the arrival of winter,

whence the rigidity always observable in the foli-

age of evergreen trees and shrubs. Such a coat-

ing as this is capable, in a much less degree than

one ol a thinner texture, such as we find upon
deciduous plants, of parting with aqueous vapor;
and moreover its stornates are lew, small, com-
paratively inactive, and chiefly confined to the

under side, where they are less exposed to dryness
than if they were on the upper side also. But
although evergreens, from their structure, are not

liable to be ?flected by the same external circum-
stances as deciduous plants, in the same degree

;

and although, iherelbre, transplanting an ever-

green in leal is not the same thing as transplant-

ing a deciduous tree in the same condition, yet it

must be obvious that the great extent of perspir-

ing surlace upon the one, however low its action,

constitutes much difficuliy, superadded to whate-
ver difficulty there nuiy be in the other case.

Hence we are irresistibly driven lo the conclusion,

•that whatever care is required in the selecti-on of a
suitable season, damp, and not too cold, lor a deci-

duous tree, is still more essential for an evergreen.

It is, therefore, most extraordinary that it should

have ever been the practice to deler the planting

evergreens till late in the spring, upon the supposi-

tion that it is the very best season lor ihem, and
that midsummer even is a proper period ; tis if

cold winds, accompained by Irom 20° to 30'' of

dryness in the air, which is not more than '500 or
•357 of moisture, with a bright sun beating on the
roots which are exposed, and exciting the action

of the perspiring surface to the utmost extent of
its power, were external condiiions with which
the gardener has no concern: and yet, as Mr.
Macnab justly observes, half a day's sun in spring

and autumn will do more harm immediately after

planting, than a whole week's sun from morning
10 night in the middle of winter.

The holly, says a writer in ihe Horticultural
Transactions, does not succeed well, if transplant-

ed ai any other season ol the year than the end
of April or beizinning of May ; at this time the

buds are just breaking open into leaf, and I have
rarely failed of success in transplanting small, or

even very large old trees, (ii. 357). Although
such statements cannot be too strongly contradict-

ed as guides to practice, yet it is not difficult to

explain their origin. As evergreens are never
deprived of their leaves, so ihey are never incapa-

ble of lorming roots ; on the contrary, they pro-

duce them abundantly all winter long, and rapidly

at any other period of the >ear which is favora-

ble to their growth : so that they are capable of

making good an injury lo their roots much more
speedily ilian deciduous plants ; especially as in

thamajority of cases the roots are numerous and
fibrous, and not sohable 'o extensive mutilation

when transplanted. Now, if an evergreen is

planted in the month of May, and the weather
happens to be cloudy, mild, and damp, as the plant

is jusf then commencing the renewal ol its growth,

and is forming fresh roots abundantly, if such a
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state of" weather lasts for a vvpeU or two, there is

no doubt that the plant will succeed very vve I
;

and so it will if removed at niidsunimer. In ihe

vear 1S''>2 in the month oC Aumisi, there, were

nianled in the Harden of the Horticultural Soeiely

or London above 6000 hollies, lioni two to liiree

(eet hi.'h, for the purpose o^" tbrming fences :
lew

nlanisTn all that number ever exhibited any traces

olhavinjr been removed, and I do not believe ihai

a hundred died. The weather waa dry
;
but the

plants were deluged with wt.tcr when placed in

Iheir holes, and they had been obta.ned rom the

KecTcni's ParU, where they grew in the sliH plas-

tic clay of that side of London ;
the consequence

of which was, that, when taken out o{ the around,

somuchearthadhere.no ihem, ihat they were

almost in the state of plan-s removed Irom pots.

Now, is this a case to justily planiinir hollies in

the month of Au-ust 1 Surely not
;
..only shows

that it may be done under a combination ot very

propitious^.ircumstBnces. There may be local

condiiionsof a permanent nature owing to Uie

peculiarity of climate, in which those advaniages

may be calculated upon ; but they do not .pisiily

the c'ardener in taking a season 01 great risk m-

stead of a season of perlect certainly. I have

«een tens of thousands of hollies planted late m

nie inn- in the county of Norfolk, and in the

quarlers.loo, of nurseries, where, from the p ants

shadins each other, they are lar more likely to

succeed than if exposed singly ;
and al hough it

somelimee happened that a good many lived, it is

nouoo muchlosay that three-filths at leas, would

die and it is perfect I v well known thai il planted

in the be<Tinningof November no such loss is

euslained? In short, I am ceriain thai il experi-

ence is looked to only, i. will give the same an-

swer as theory to the question ol what season's

the best for planting evergreen.^ namely, ttial

M-hich is best lor other trees ; and such cases to

the contrary as may appear to exi.i will always be

found exceptions to the rute, in consequence o

some peculiar circumstances attending them ;
not

unfrequently, i believe, from the operation hav-

incr been perlbrmed upon a very small number ol

nlanto, to the removal of which a degree o care

was given wholly incompatible wi;h general and

extensive f)rac;ice.*

* [These remaks must be received with great modi-

fication, especiaHy in the northern and eastern

states The moist or riiny winters ot England are

the exact opposite of our cold and dry ones, during

which, for two months at least, the soil is severely

frozen, and vegetation is nearly or quite dormant. Our

whole experience goes to prove that the practice ot

transplanting evergreens in autumn is, for this country,

extremely injudicious, as the damage which the trees

susfain in their removal greatly increases their suscep-

tibility to injury by the cold of winter. The early

spring is the most favorable period for the purpose;

since the abundant and long-continued rains which

occur from the vernal equinox to the middle of April

enable the plant to recovpr itself, and emit new roots

with rapidity. We have been very' successful in May,

but then so much depends upon the occurrence of rainy

weather, that the risk is greatly increased. Next

to the selection of the propertinip, the preservation of

the roots in a moist condition is the most essential

point, in removing all evergreen trees. These remarks

are not applicable to a different mode of transplanting

large evergreen and olher trees, which is very suc-

cessfully practised hi Has country; that ot rcmov-

Mr. JNlacnab rightly adverts lo the importance

of choosing a suiiable day, as well as season, for

the operaiion ; ai;d it must be evident from what
has now been stated, that this is very necessary

;

as, however, the theory of this is the same aa
that of the season, it will be sufficient lo quote
this excellenl practical gardener's rules. In win-
ter, you may plant wiili perfect safely in a dull

calm day, whereas in spring or autumn a moist
rainy day is preferable to any other ; but where
a (lerson has not the choice of such weather, thea
ihe work should be performed in the evening,
when the sun gels low, especially in spring or

Hummn planting.

Next in importance lo ihe selection of a fitting

season, is the preservation of the roots of trans-

planted trees ; the Ibrmer is of little consequence,
if the latter is not more carefully attended to.

We know, indeed, llial some plants will live with
ihe rudeai treatment, and bear the most severe
mutilation without much suffering ; but those are

special instances of extreme tenacity of lilij, and
do not ali'ect general principles. The value of

great attention to the roots, in the operation of
shilling, has already b^en pointed out, and trans-

planting is only shifting in another manner. It

would be ilie duty of the gardener to save ever/
minute fibre of the roots, if it were practicable

;

but., as thai is not the case, his care must be con-

fined to lifiing his trees with the least possible de-
struction of those importatnt organs ; rememBer-
ing always that it is not by the coarse old woody
roots that ihe absorption of food is carried on, but

by th.e younger parts, and especially ihe spongioles.

The mechanical means by which this is best eHect-

cd do not belong to the present subject; I may,
however, remark, without quilting the limits of
theory, that, as the greater part of the young
fibres is produced at the circumference of the circle

formed by the root, the earth should be first re-

moved at some distance liom ihe stem, so as to in-

sure, as far as possible, their being taken up entire;

if this is not done, but the spade is struck into the

earth near the stem, or if ihe rude nursery prac-

tice, justly enough called drawing, is employed, a
large pari of the most valuable roots must neces-

sarily be cut ofl' or destroyed by tearing. The
greatest difllculiy, beyond that of mechanical

removal, in traris()lanting trees of considerable

Size, i«3 this preservation of roots ; and, if it were
possible to carry without injury such heavy mass-

es as old Ibresl trees, there is no physical obstacle

lo transplanting them, if the extiicalion of the

fibrous part of the roots be secured, which is not

ing them with large frozen balls of earth in midwinter.

The Irof 3 to be removed are selected, and the holes

prepared for th^ir reception in autumn, while the

ground is yet open. When the grcJund is slightly

frozen, the operator proceeds to dig a trench around the

tree, at some distance irom its trunk, gradually un-

dermining it, and leaving the principal mass of roots

embodied in the ball of earth which is left to freeze

pretty thoroughly. At a favorable time during the

winter, the tree with the ball of frozen earth is rolled

upon a sled drawn by oxen, by which it is readily

transferred to the hole previously prepared for its re-

ception, and placed in the proper position ;
and as soon

as the weather becomes milder, the earth is properly

filled in around the ball. In this way, a tree twenty-

five feet high may be transplanted, so as scarcely to

exhibit, during tlie ensuing season, any ill effects from

the change ol location. A. J. ]
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impracticable. As, however, the lalter ia a trou-

blesome and very difficult operation, even when

trees arc only ten or twelve leei high, it has been,

from time out olmind, the custom of skiliiii plant-

ers to prepare such trees for removal by culling

back tiieir main roots one year belbre they are to

be transplanted ; il' this very simple operation is

properly performed, all the principal limbs, so am-

putated, will emit young fibres in abundance from

their extremities, and the gardener, (rom knowing

where to find those roots, can easily take them up

without material injury. In order lo eflecl the

eame end, but in another way, the following expe-

dient has been occasionally employed lor large

trees. A deep trench has been opened, in mid-

winter, round a stem, at such a distance as to be

clear ol the principal fibres; the tree has then

been carelully undermined, till, at last, the earth

belonging to it has (brmed a huge ball ; upon the

approach of frost, water has been freely poured

over the ball so that its whole surlace may be

converted into an icy mass ; in that slate it has

been raised by power! ul tackle, and conveyed

without disturbance to its intended site. 'I'his

operation, which is t-he Gist possible lor hardy

trees of great size, but expensive, and ihereiore

only capable of -application in a limited degiee.

owes its success entirely to the young and tender

fibres being placed in such a position that they

cannot be iijured by the act of transport.

Under all ordinary circumstances, the roots must

necessarily be injured more or less by removal ; in

that case, all the larger wounds should be cut to a

clean smooth liice ; not in long ragged slivers, as is

often the case, and wliich is only subs ituting one

kind of mutilation (or another, but at an angle ol

about 45°, or less. If the ends of small roots are

bruised, they generally die back a little way, and

then emit fresh spongioles ; but the larger roots;

when bruised, lose flie vitality of iheir broken ex-

iremiiy, their ragged tissue remains open to the

uncontrolled iniroduction ol' water, decays in con-

eequence of being in contact with an excess of

tills fluid, and often becomes the seat of disease

which spreads to parts that would otherwise be

healthy. When, however, the wound is made
clean by a skilful pruner, the vessels all contract,

and prevent the in'roduction of an excess of water

into the interior ; the wound heals by granulations

formed by the living tissue, and the readiness with

which ihis takes place is in proportion to ihesmall-

ness of -the wound. It may be sometimes advan-

tageous to remove large parts of the coarser roots

ot u tree, even il they are not accidentally wound-
fd when taken up, ihe'object being to compel the

i)lant to throw out, in room of those comparatively

inactive subterranean limbs, a supply of young
aciive fibres. This is a common practice in the

nurseries in transplanting young oaks and other

laprooted trees, and is one of the means employed

by the Lancashire growers of gooseberries, in or-

der to increase the vigor of their bushes ; in the

last case, however, the operation is not confined to

• the time when transplantation takes place, but is

practised annually upon digging the gooseberry

borders. The reason why cutting off portions ol

the principal roots causes a production of fibres

appears to be this : the roots are produced by or-

ganizable matter sent downwards from the stem,

that matter, if uninterrupted, will flow along the

main branches of the roots, until it reaches the ex-

tremities, adding largely to the wood and horizon-

tal growth of the root, but increasing, in a very

slight degree, the absorbent poweis : but if a large

limb of the roots is amputated, the powers of the

stem remaining the same, all that descending

organizdble mutter which would have been ex-

pended in adding to ilie thickness of the ampu-
tated part is arrested at the line of amputation; and,

unable to pass further on, rapidly produces granu-

lations, to heal the wound, and immediately after-

wards young spongioles, which soon establish

themselves in the surrounding soil, and become
the points of new active fibres.

'l"he"quesiioii of pruning the branches of trans-

planted trees has been already sufficiently adven-
ed to.

By many excellent planters, the advantage of

deluging the roots with water, when newly plant-

ed, is much insisted on ; and in the case of large

plants, particularly evergieens, it is, undoubtedly,

an essential process, partly because it causes the

flagging and injuied roots lo be immediately
surrounded by an abundant supply of liquid Ibod,

which, if the operation be skilfully performed, (s^^e

JVlacnab's Treatise, p. 24 and 25), will not subse-

quently fail them ; and partly because it is the

only means we possess of etnbedding with cer-

tainty all the fibres in soil. When the earth is re-

duced lo the state of puddle, it will settle round

the finest roots, and place them as nearly as pos-

sible in ihe same condition, witii regard to the soil,

that they were in belore the plants were removed.
But the operation ol puddling is unnecessary to

small plants, if removed at a proper season of the

year, es()ecially to deciduous trees of all kinds
;

and it may be very injurious. This was long

ayo staled by JVlr. Knight, (//ori. Trans., in.,

159), who found by experience that when trees

are very much out of health, in consequence of

having become dry, excess ol mo'siure to the roots

is oltcn latal. This appears lo arise from the

languid powers of the plant being insufficient to

enable it to decompose and assimilate the water
rapidly introduced into its sjstera through the

wounds in its root, and by the hygromeirical force

of that part ; under sjch circumstances, water
will dissolve the mucilaginous and other matters

intended lor the support of the nascent buds,

which matters then puirefy, lose their nutritive

quality, and rapidly destroy the tissue. The
substitute Ibr root-watering contrived by Mr.
Knight in such cases was, lo keep the plants in a

situation shaded from the morning sun, and to

moisten their bark frequently; by these means,
water is presented to them very slowly through

the young cortical integument which, partaking of

the nature of a leaf, slowly absorbs it, probably

decomposes it, and transmits it laterally through

the litier into the alburnum, where it finds itself in

the ordinary channel lor the ascending sap, and
thus enters (he system of circulation. In this way
JVlr. Knight originally preserved American apple

trees, which reached him in the middle of April,

in so bad a state that they seemed " perfectly life-

less and dry, and much better fitted for fire-wood

than for planting."
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STRFACE MAM rim;.

To ihe Editor of the Farmer's Register.

Nov. 20lh, 1841.

In your Weekly RegLsler, daleil ilie 12. Ii ol iliis

inoiiil), i liiiil ihrti one ol your South Carolina

coires|)uni.lenis has rt^quested me lo inlorin him,
^^ ivhether I have made amjj'urlher experiments^'

in addition lo those which 1 nientioni d in your

second volume, relative lo the surlace application ol

manHres ;
'^ and what mij present opinion is on

that subject V It gratifies me to rc|)ly thai i fiave

made some similar experiments smce that liine

and have witnessed several made tiy others—
j

all of which, wiihout a single exception, coniri-
|

bute to confirm the opinion there expressed—
j

that surlace manuring is best, it is true that

nearly all these trials were made on cow-penned
land, and in the Jcllowing manner. The pens
were made as early in the spring as il is cusiom-
ary to pen cattle ; during the whole season they

were kept ol' the same size, and the same num-
ber of caitle penned in them. They were re-

moved at regular intervals of time, when they

were alte'rnalely ploughed up and left unploughed.
In the tollowing spring they were planted in corn

— to be followed by wheat in the lall ; and in all

these cases both the corn and the wheat on ihe

unploughed pens were s.> much better than what
grew where ihe pens had been ploughed up, that

the lines of each pen might be traced as plainly

as if ihe lences had still been standing. These
are indisputable iacis, and are now so generally
known in my part of the country, that it is now a
very rare thing to see cow-pens ploughed up as
soon as the lisnce is removed.

Still I am aware ihat " ihe derisive stare of
incredubilily '' which seems to have so much an-
noyed your Souih Carolina correspondent, will

be equally excited against mysell, in sume parts

oi our country lar nurih of him. But il he will

take my advice, he will e'en let them deride or

Blare as may best suit their fancy; lor such per-

sons generally belong to a class of men lar too

happy in their own conceits to receive the small-
est benefit from any thing that eiiher he or 1 could
tay on this, or any other subject. For his own
satisfaction, however, I will respecllijlly suggest,
that if he will examine the matier further, ife will

find, that the " modus operandi" of manures ap-
plied to the surlace of land can be explained on
philosophical principles, in a manner quite as
satisfactory as any other fact in relation lo ma-
nures, notwithstanding the prevalent opinion
amongst his acquaintances may be directly op-
posed to his own. 1 remain, dear sir, yours, very
Sincerely, James M. Garkett.

WOOLLEN RAGS.

From Jolinson's work on Fertilizers.

These are almost entirely composed of animal
matter

; they are Idund to contain a very large
proportion ol albumen, (a substance similar in ap-
pearance to boiled while of egg,) minute portions
of lime and silica, and traces of various salts.
They form, therelbre, an excellent manure by
slowly decomposing in the soil ; and are found to
remain dissolving in it, and Ibrming soluble and

I

elastic matters (or the service ol plants, when ap-
plied at Ihe rate of twelve hundred weight per

j

acre, lor periods vaiyicg fiom two years on the

heavy clays. The lightness of CiiriiHge, and its

reatliness, as well as cleanliness o! a; plication,

I

lender il peculiarly eligible as a lenilizer; u keeps,

1 too, lor any length ol time, unul ilie larmer id

reatly to appiy it to his ground, and is much more

I

slowly decumposed and consumed, than either

!
biflibber ra[)e cake, irain oil, or bone dust.

;
Of these lags, ihe consumplion by the Berk-

shire and Oxloidshire larmers, and esjiecially in

Keiii lor the hop grounds, is very considerable.

j

I am inlorined by an extensive dealer in these

I

rags, that at least 20,000 ions are annually con-

I

sumed by the larmers of the south of England.
i i\ly mlbrmant himself has a sale of more than

!
5U0 tons per annum, which he delivers Iree oa

j

board a vessel, at any of the Lundon wharves,
i
lor five guineas per ion. The custom ol the
liirmtr is, 10 cut ihe woollen rags by means of a

i chop|jer and block, into pieces abou'. the size of
ja crown piece, and ihen spread them on iheir

j

fields by hand, out of a common seed basket,

;
as evenly as they can ; they find that this ma-

i
nure is admirably adapted lor hops, wheat, tur-

nips, &c., and that the beneficial effect is as great
the second year as the first ; it appears tiiat one
liirmer in Kent, JNlr. Ellis, ol Banning, purchases
annually lour or five liundred tons ol these rags,

almost exclusively ibr his hop grounds. Ihe
farmers of Kent think the apjilicauon of ihe rags
warms the ground ; they certainly, as they slowly
puirel'y in the soil, aflurd nounshmenl to the crop,

lor wool is composed almost entirely of a pecu-
liar animal mailer, with a slight portion of phos-
phate of lime, or earthy mailer ol bones.
The very cottager is interested in these fads—

.

lor every shred ol an old woollen garment is avail-

able lor his garden, is an admirable manure lor

his potato ground, or if he has not a garden, the
poor collectors of these rags, who travel about Ibr

the large dealers, will readily give him a larihing
per pound Ibr all he can collect ; and yet, judorinir

by the careless way in which very old cloihes are
often lo be seen absolutely thrown away, in some
country places, I should certainly conclude that
the inhabitanis were not aware ol their value.

CORN FROM SEED TWO THOUSAND YEARS
OLD.

At the annual dinner of the Southwest Middle-
sex Agricultural Association, held on Friday last

at the Adam and Eve Inn, Hayes, near Uxbridije,
Mr. H. Pownall, of Spring Grove, Hounslo^v,
while eulogizing the larmers of Middlesex on
their high degree of intelligence and practical
judgment, produced a head of corn, which he
said had been grown in the neighborhood of his
residence, and, as a proof of their meriting the

;

eulogy he had passed upon them, slated that he
I

had that day shown the head of corn to Mr.
,
Sherborn, of Bedlbnt, who, on examining it, im-
mediately said it was Egyptian corn, which Mr.
Pownall said was the laci, as it had grown Worn
grain Ibund within Ihe covering of an Egyptian

' mummy, within which it had been enclosed (br

upwards of 2000 years, a statement which pro-
duced a great sensation throughout the assem-

i
blage.

—

London paper.
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AN ADDRESS DELIVERED BEFORE THE AGRI-

CULTURAL SOCIETY OF FREDERICKSBURG;

At their annua! meetino;, cattle show and fair, on the

12th of November, 1841.

By James M. Garne.it, president.

Brotherfarmers and planters :—Eav\y in the

present year, I had prepared mycelt to make a

greater variety of comparative experiments than

usual ;— first,"\viih 5 varieties of yellow corn, and

4 of while ;— next, with 3 varieties of Irish pota-

toes—and lastly, with 12 varieties of turnips: and

until late in summer, I had sanguine hopes of

being able to report to you some interesting re-

sults? But at the critical period of that season, we

were visited by one of those excessive droughts

to which our climate has become much more

liable of late years, than Ibrmerly ;
and nearly all

my hopes were blasted in a very short time. It

furnished me, however, with two facts in regard

to corn, which I deem w'orth relating. The first

is, that in our climate, the brown corn, so celebrat-

ed to the north, begins to tassel and shoot about

a week earlier than the Dutton. Both are yel-

low- both early, but from the smallness of the

ears and grain, they do not appear to me well

adapted to our purposes. A variety of yellow

corn, called Dutton, has been cultivated in West-

moreland, and much approved ;
but I am very

sure that it cannot be genuine— at least if m ne

was so, which 1 procured from the patent office.

The other fact ip, that unsuckered corn suffers

much more from diought than that which has

been suckered, or has not produced any. This

opinion was formed Irom the following circum-

stance: I had planted two varieties of white corn

alongside of some twin-corn ; and had left one
j

stalk" in a hill—the distance 4^ feet by 2 feet, i

There were three rows of each kind, eleven

stalks in each, and I had determined not to sucker

ihem. Of the two varieties first mentioned, only

7 stalks of each kind produced suckers ;
but every

stalk of the twin-corn, except three, had from

one to 4 or 5 suckers on each. Not one sucker

of either variety produced even a nubbin, and

all the twin-corn began to fire a week or ten days

before the stalks of the other kinds, although

(here was scarcely any perceptible difference in

their tasselling and shooting. Add to this—the

ears of the twin-corn were much more imperfect,

than on the other two varieties—although all were

defective. As a general rule, applicable to most

fiirming operations, it is true that the result of a

single experiment should not be deemed conclu-

sive, either for or against any particular practice ;

but in a case such as I have just stated, one trial

appears to me as good as a thousand, to prove

the correctness of the conclusion deduced from it.

If, then, I am right in believing that unsuckered

corn will always suffer most from drought, would it

not be the safest practice never toomitsuckeiring
;

sii\ce by my observation, for twenty years past,

we have had many more very dry, bad seasons

for corn than good ones. Indeed, I am inclined

to believe, that the practice of suckering corn is

best at all timf s, for we may say of its origin as

of that of the common law, that " the memory

ofman runneth not to the contrary,'''' and I am so

far a friend to ancient usnges, that 1 would never

abolish them, until they were certainly proved lo

be wrong.
The only one of my corn experiments which I

hoped would not be (i-ustrated by the drought

was a comparative trial between the twin-corn,

and a variety obtained from North Carolina, under

the nameot the Garland corn, which bore a high

character in the neighborhood where it grew.

Both kinds happened to be planted in swamp
land, and, as I thought, had suffered very litile.

Tlie time of planting— the distance, soil and cul-

ture, were precisely the same in regard to both

varieties. But, when I came to gather if, such

was the clitlerence between the two kinds in their

degrees of maturity, and so much had the drought
afffcted both, that I determined to make no
farther report about them, as it could not be

sufficiently accurate to lead to any useful con-

clusion.

1 will take this opportunity to contradict the

common opinion in some parlsof our country, that

the twin and Baden corn are the same. They
are certainly very different at present— at least,

in our climate, as I have proved by two compara-
tive trials fairly and fully made. In both these,

the twin-corn ripcnetl first by 6 or S days, and
produced the most. To guard against future

mistakes, I would say, that the characteristics

of the twin-corn with us, are, a low growth com-
pared with 10 or 12 other varieties of large corn,

with which. I liave compared it—a thinner and
solier shuck—a much smaller cob in proportion

to the quantity of grain, which is always very
white, and rather flinty— the average number
of rows on an ear being about 14. Moreover, it

produces less unsound corn than any of the varie-

ties with which 1 have tried it, and more fodder,

if the suckers are left, of which it throws out a
much greater number than any of them. In
consequence of its growing less tall, it will bear
being planted 6 inches closer in the row.
Having spoken so favorablj' of the twin-corn,

ever since I began to cultivate it, five years ago,

I dare say that some of you, my friends, have
already concluded that I have made a hobby of
it. But, if I know myself, this is really not .the

case, for I have no hobbies nor pels in agricul-

ture, whatever I may have in other things. In-

deed, if ihera is any such thing as " the besV in

matters of husbandry, my opinion always has

been, that it is so hard to discover, as to justify a
farmer in persevering, during his whole life, to

search for it by continual experiments—provided

he does not make them at two great an expense.

And this too, I believe, he ma^' always do with

a reasonable hope of deriving such benefit from

some ol them as will amply compensate him lor

all the time and labor of making them. I beg you,

my friends, to think well of this, and should you
approve the opinion just expressed, then fail not

lo encourage, both in yourselves and others, the

dit-position constantly to make experiments on a

small and economical scale, in all the branches of

your profession. For you may rely upon it, as

a thing absolutely certain, that you never will im-
prove much in any of them, unless you will pur-

sue this course.

Two causes marred my potato experiment

—

the drought and the striped bug—ihey entirely

destroyed the leaves, not only of potaioes, but of

the garden beet ; although both put out freeh ones
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aficr a time, and the growth of the latter, c?p(>- | will bcnr cuttinii 3 or 4 times, during the anason,

rinlly, appenred only a little checked liy iheui. I
at an average heiyht of at least 3 leet, which no

Thee iH-stiferous insects appear penodic:dly, lor ' uther grass will do, of which 1 have any l(now-

1 have not known them, (as well as I recollect,) ' ledge. Alter the Krsi year, during whah it rc-

to do any material injury more than (bur times I quires some cultivation, the iirowlh soon lliicUens

durini' the course ol' my lile ; alihough 1 have ' so as to smother all oilier plains that may spring

not ascertained the intervals of time between ' up amongst ii ; and it is now so acclimated as to

those periods. They are. however, certainly very s|'read, not only Irom its roots, but its seeds, a

U'efullor one purpose, and that is to blister the large proportion ol which now ripen with us,

skin, which they will do (juiie as eirecually as
;

alihough it is still safest to propagate it Irom ihe

Spanish flies. JNlore than 30 years ago, I have ;
roots. These will bear transportaiion lor several

known them to be used in lieu lliereol, by two
;

weeks, without losing their vitality, il wrapi up

eminent physicians ol my acquaintance. Belore ,
eiiher in cotton, tow, moss, or solt puper. l hey

I quit this subject permit me to recommend an '"-" "'"" ^'^ ^^"'•'^''^ '" 'h« ''"''i''- """' ''^«

improvement of which 1 have lately heard, in the

garden-culture of potatoes, by which we can ob-

tain them earlier, and by much less labor thrin in

any other way. First plant them, either whole

or cut, in well prepared earth, about 15 inches

y
may then be buried in the earih, until the

season Ibr planting, which is as early as the

earth ceases to li'etze hard. The roots should

be cut into pieces an inch or two long, then

buried about 3 inches deep, 5 or 6 inches apart

one way, and 12 inches apart the other. Two or
or CUl, in wen iJie|)tiicu euiui, ciuuui lu mi.iico

,

^"^ "'v' - — — ' , , , , . ,

each way, and 3 in hes deep. Then cover ihemibree workings with the hand-hoe, during the

8 or 10 inches deep, with pine leaves— if you

can get them— if not, wiih straw or refuse hay.

AVhen fit for use, take them (rom under cover

without disturbing it any more than can be avoid-

ed. This practice is followed by nrany ; but the

improvement consists in leaving enough potatoes

lust year, will am|)ly suffice to insure their thriv-

ing, after which they require no more labor but to

cut the growlii for use.

And now, my Ii lends, having finished my
usual detail of experiments, which 1 fear haa

proved to many of my hearers more wearisome
llliprovcilieill cuDsisis iii icitviuu cmjuf^u jiuiaiucc i i" " •^" •- j -- --., --

i r i

under the same cover, in the fall, to pru.luce a than instructive, I will orice rnor.', perhaps tor the

second crop the next year, which they will do,

much earlier than you can procure them by any
other process.

AJy experiment wiih turnips waa somewhat
more successful— for the 4 varieties so-wn on the

1 .u.l ...v..,. u^i. . ^ , , I
- - ,

last time, veniure to offer you a few remarks

upon some of the topics which I have so often

and earnestly been pressing upon your attention,

fiom our first meeting, twenty odd years ago, to the

present moment. J3ut I confess that were I tomore successful— lor tne 4 varieties so-wn on tne
|

pit^em uiumcuu ^.ut i vv.„,vco ,..u. ,.^.^ .

7th of Aut^ust, came up well enough, and grew Ijudge by the apparent condition ol our society at

off- sufficiently to enable me to determine which ihi^ time, or to be influenced in renewing my ex-

produced the greatest quantity of roots, the most
I

hortations by the effects ot my previous eftorts

top, and most saccharine mailer, so far as the I

'o promote its utility, 1 should have but poor en-

concurrent tastes of 3 or 4 persons could decide a
[

couragement to proceed. II I have yet done any

thinff so questionable. The lour kinds were:jt^iore good than barely to keep our association

SincTair's white flat, the Aberdeen yellow, the 1
alive—although in a stats generally but, httle re-

purple top tankard, and Dayle'e yellow hybrid j

moved from absolute lethargy, 1 am still ignorant

turnip. Sinclair's white flat turnip produced the ol it. For I am not aware that any ol the meana

most roots, and the least tops; the Scoich-Aber- !

have yet been adopted, which I have rarely ever

deen proved the next best ; the purple top lank-
i

'"^'iied to recommend as indispensable to such im-

ard ranked third in the quantity of roois, but had
I

provement in the various branches of husbandry

more tops than either of the other, and Dayle's I

as every agricultural society would surely make,

hybrid was inferior to all, except in tops, which i

'I' t-nly a small majority ol its members vyouia

were the next largest to those of the tankards. 1

constantly do their duty. Such, lor example, as

In regard to sweetness, several who tasted them i

i>" annual fair, to which all our niembers, as well

concurred in pronouncing the Scotch-Aberdeen
I

"s any others of our agricultural brethren, wlio

best, Sinclair's white flat next, Dayle's hybrid I

wished either to sell or to buy something in their

third, and the tankards last. The oilier varieties particular line, might report with some certainty
^j — _ -— - -

were sown on the 17ih of August, and have not

yet attained their full growth, consequently they

are still in the ground,

of attaining their "object. Such lairs lorm almost

a necessary part of every similar society— not

only in all the countries of Europe, but in every
-e still in tne grouna. "'"> " "" >"<- v^u""-^- " 1-:

Belore I quit the subject of experiments, I will norihern and eastern state ol our own coumry-

once more offer you a brief notice of the Guinea- nny, there is scarcely a town ol any note on the

grass. The experience of the past season has continent, or in England, Scotland, or IrelanU,

confirmed me in the belief, that it is probably the (

without them Can you believe it possible that

very best grass we can cultivate in our high, dry i
that they would be kept up, and more anc. more

soils, especially such as are rather sandy than ' encouraged in all these countries, il they did no

Ellff. Indeed, I believe, that from latitude 39, as prove highly beneficial ? Or ,s it credible hat

far south as our government extends, it would 1

'hey can be wsc/u/ //(ere and wse/essAere. »u re-

prove our surest reliance as green Ibod lor horses i

ly not, my good Iriends
;
and yet riot a

^''^''l;^'y^^-

and cattle-particularly during seasons of great !
tempt have you ev^r made to hold one

;
ai' o"g'^

drought. My reason lor thinking so ia, Uiat ! in this very town, .50 or 60 years ago, a I. ir was

mine has been twice subjected, since I first plant- annually held in the month ol
J'^''^';;'''^'Y:;.'

'

ed the roots, to this severe test, and on both occa- liave heard,) usually lasted lor

<^J^'"'^' ''";;J^/J
Biona has remained green, while all the other enormously attended by the planters and farmers

plants on the farm were suffering extremely. It of all the surrounding countiee

SaTboth a fibrous and tuberous rl>ot, it will :grow Another ol ^ T^/^Xr^orrice "oward.
in ordinary land, lo the height of 5 or 6 feet, and ' that I deemed ol still moie importance .owards
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many ihings in ihe culture of our gardens relative

to the nature and uses ol' plants, jhe qualities and
best application ol' manures, the advanlage:s oi

neat, carelul tillage, together with the most profi-

table methods oJ managing each varieiy ol gai-

den-crop, that may Le very ad vamageoucly adopt-

ed in our larming oj)eratione. But there is a

ing himaelf "to improve in his vocation, (lor he I moral view which may bti taken ol' horiicuhurat

would be ashamed lo report tiial he had Ijeen a societies, that gives them a still stronger claim to

mere 'sleeping partner"'' m our concern,) but pro- i our regard and encouragement. They I'urnish to

accompliishing the beneficent objects lor which we
had associated together, but which lias been al-

mos. entirely disregarded, wa=--, that every mem-
ber who was a cultivator ol' the soil, should make
a verbal or writien report, at each ol our anniver-

eary meetings, of his agricultural experiences.

This would prove a means, not only ol stimulat

bably ol' inlorming us, his brethren, ol something

uselul that we knew not belore, and which might

add 10 llie general stock ol' agnculiural knowledge
throughout the portion ol' Virginia wherein the

proceedings ol our society have any inHuence.

A tliird recommendaiioii— indeeu 1 may almost

call it an earnest entreaty— was, that our town-

members should strive to persuade their (ellow-

lownsmen to join our society, ll' this were a

mere gratuity, I certainly should never have been

so mean as lo ask it in our behall ; but ii is clear-

ly demonstrable, that they are lar more beneliied

by our meeiings being held in this (jlace, ilian

any equal number ol' persons in any one or more
ol' the surrounding counties. And ye:, although

many ol them became membeis at first, they

have been withdrawing every year since, until

now, we can hardly musier enough of them lo

Jorm a quorum for business. The admirable pre-

cept to •' do as you louuld be done bif seems
never to have crossed their minds, at least as ap-

plicable m any way to oar society—although it

js probable, that there is scarcely a merchant or

mechanic in the place, who does not receive, at

each ol our anniversary meeiings, and in con-

sequence thereof, much more than would pay his

amiual subscii|>tion ol' two dollars, towards sup-

porting our association, ir it be not paid to him
directly, it is paid to some one with whom he ha-

business transaction-, and thus indirectly increases

his chance of being benefited theretjy. This
interchange ol" reciprocal benefits seems to be

ihe other sex, who are always ready to aid us in

every good word and work, a most innocent,

healthy, and delightlul out-doors employment;
one, which above all oiheie, is well caicuiated to

cnielhem o; thuse sedentary habits that bring such
vast numbers of our Virginia ladies to an early

grave. Notning affords a better, and more ex-

hilarating relaxation Irom those in-door occupations,

whicli are olten wearisome in a very great degree,

and not unlreiiuently painful ; all which they en-

dure lor our sakes with a degree of patience and
fonnude truly exemplary. For this we owe them,

not on y our constant gratitude, but every eti'orl in

our power to render their situations in hie, to the

full, as comlbrlable and happy as our own.
You, my friends, can best tell how far 1 have

succeeded in any one of the recunimtii:dations just

enumerated. My own impression is, thai 1 iiave

u-iterly tailed in all, except in obiaining agricultur-

al reports, and of these, 1 believe, it may truly be

said, that Irom the establishment of our society

to the present day, we have not had as many as

it is years old. Were I one ol' those jiersons who
are apt to despair, even in a good cause, I should

long ago (to borrow a nauiical phrase) have
" given up the ship.'" But i have been otherwise

taught. From my earliest recollection it was
my good fortune to be instructed by a most allec-

lionaie, intelligent and |)ious mother ; and among
the many admirable lessons tiial she labored

without ceasing to impress upon my mind, there

was one which all the experience of a long life

well undersiood by the good citizens of our city has proved to be universally true. It was, that

of Richtiiond, lor a large poriion of them have
become members, and very zealous ones loo, of

an agricultural and horticultural society lately es-

tablisned among tliem. And so liberally have
they patronized it, that, although it is not yet a

year old, it has already commenced operations

with such vigor and eciat as to become the theme
of universal applause among the numerous visiters

who witnessed their late exhibition. And now.

perseverance, piompled by a sense of duty, and
guided by inleliigiiice, is the mighty conqueror of

all difficuliies, not absolutely invincible, both in

the natural and moral world. Hence 1 have
al-ways deemed it our sacred duty never to be so

lar discouraged in the pursuit of any object which
we conscientiously believe to be conducive to the

general good, as lo relax in ouretiorls lo ailain it.

II placed in any situation wherein we are ex-

my friends, let me ask, IS there any good reason,
[

pected lo advise or persuade others, (and such is

why our society, which is the oldest, I believe

in Virginia, should lall so very lar short of a

young sister, (so young, indeed, that we may pro-

perly say, she is still an infant compared to us,)

in our etibris lo promote the great—the vital

cause of Virginia liusbandryl Surely, most
surely, we ought to take shame lo ourselves lor

such supineness on our part, and lonhwiih deter-

mine, one and all of us, to make up, il possible, for

pasi neglect, by exerting all the means in our

power to make our society an example of effici-

ency to all thai may herealier be established with-

in our state.

A fourth recommendation which I have pressed

upon you several times, was to establish a horti-

cultural society in connexion with our society.

The union of the two has been lound highly bene-
ficial wh' rever il has been tried; lor we learn

I he one with which you have so long honored
me) we should never be deterred Irom uitering

line upon line, and precept upon precept, in behalf

of ihe cause we have espoused, eo long as we
could prevail on any to listen to us. [ have never
yet been wiihout a sufficient number of good men
and true in this society, lo sustain my hopes in

the final success of our cause, and, with Heaven's
help, I will perseveie to the end of my hie, in ray

eliorts to efiect my purpose—this is, what it ever

has been, to promote, lo the utmost extent of my
power, the vital cause of husbandry, not only

within the limits of our society, but in every part

of my good old native siate, in which my voice

can be heard. Is it not, my friends, a cause of

sufficient magnitude and interest to Virginia lier-

self->ay, and lo every man, woman and child

wiihhi her limiiSj lo arouse us all lo increased
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exertions in its behalf? I am eiire you will an-

6vver ye?. Give me then your aid, jiive me your
hearty co-operation, ami we shall soon make the

Asiricultural Sucieiy of Fredericksburg, what every

association of the kind ouirht to ho, the prolific

Bource ol' increasins: propperiiy to every trride,

profession and calling within the sphere of iis

influence.

Can there be a man who ever reflected a mo-
ment on (he subject, prepared to deny the verity

of this brief eulogium on our profession'? Il

there ie, I have never yet met with iiim. Where-
fore then, it may reasonably be staked, does the

belief in its truth have so little influence on the

great majority of its followers? I will endeavor
to tell you why. They are not only ignorant of

its inseparable connexion with all the great in-

terests of society, of the direct dependence of

some, and the indirect dependence of others of
these great interests upon aaricultural prosperity,

but ihey Ibllovv their profession, not so much from
choice, as because their parents have been culti-

vators of the soil, and have made them eo, not

only without consulting their inclination or aptitude

for such business, but without giving them any i

preparatory education to fit them for it. The con- t

sequence in most of these cases is, either an
j

actual distaste to their profession, or a total apathy
in regard to the various means of improving in]

the knowledge and practice thereof
I

Another reason is, that becoming possessors
{

of a worn- out soil, (for the fathers of such sons I

are generally land skinners,) and knowing no-
j

thing of the science of agriculture, they are inca-

pable of so practising the art, as to inspire them
;

with any reasonable hope of renovating their
|

lands in such a manner as soon to render them i

a source of great and increasing profit. They
j

are utterly incredulous as to the capacity of these

exhausted soils for improvement, the only means
generally known to them being lew in number

i

and small in proportion to the necessity of the !

case, and therefore such as they deem it hardly
|

worth while to attempt to apply. This produces
— first lukewarmness, next despondency, and this

j

is soon Ibllovved by an abandonment of their
j

native homes, for new and far distant lands, which
j

they fancy will yield superabundant crops, almost
|

without care or culture. For this evil there is
j

but one remedy, and that, I fear, we shall never
j

learn to apply, (if we ever do,) until a very large
j

portion of our lands are nearly depopulated by
j

emigration. This remedy is— to make our sons

scientific as well as practical farmers. They
would then very soon learn, not only to have
entire confidence in a variety of easily accessible

means for improving their farms, of which means
they at present know nothing, but they would
also become thoroushly convinced, that to lay

out whatever money they could spare from neces-

sary expenses in purchasing and applying those

means, would be actually to lend it to their lands,

which would soon pay them a higher and far more
certain interest, (often cent, per cent,) than any

usurious or gambling process in which they could

possibly employ it, even if there was no law either

of God or man against such investments. Ol

this I could give you innumerable proofs, but let

three suffice lor the present. In an excellent ad-

dress by John Sanford, esq., President of the

Onondaga Agricultural Societv, which he was
Vol. IX.-69

so kind as to send me lately, there is the following
ptaipinent of the cnpacitv for improvpm»'nt of
the lands in thai pari of Nfvv Yoik. lie says

—

•' In our sl.ne 53 buslif k of wheal, 68 of barley,

.60 of peas. 132 of oatts, 135 of corn, 750 ol' pota-
loes, and 5 tons of hay, hav(» hern grown per
acre. In 1S37. I grew, (3iy.s he,) 1400 bushels
of potatofp on 3 acres, riita baga 1000, mangel
wurtzel 1150, carrots 1200, and sugar-lieei at the
rate of 2100 bushels per acre, making 6000 bush-
els; and in 1838, I cut 40 lojis of clover and
herds-grass from 10 acres." This proof is taken
li-om New York ; and now for the two within

my own knowledge. The first is, that several

years ago, I knew 108 bushels of wheat and a
fraction, 'o be made from only two acres of land,

manured from the cow-pens, and this too in the

county of Stafford, which is as remarkable for po-

verty of soil, as almost any in Virginia. And in

my own county, I have known 30 bushels of

wheat—at the rate of 604 bushels of Irish pota-

toes per acre, and 75 bushels of corn per acre, (0

be made from a soil similar to that which was
within a hundred yards of it, but unmanured, and
which produced barelj' 15 bushels. Here was an
increase of more than Iburlbld, at no other ad-

ditional expense than carting out and applying

the manure made on the farm, to land which had
certainly been cleared more than 70 years. I

could state many more cases of still greater pro-

ducts, but deem it needless, as this sufllces to

prove an increase of more than 4 hundred per

cent., which far exceeds any shaving that I have
every yet heard of. But instead of pursuing this

most obvious way to wealth, such of our furmers

as abide by old Virginia, and make any pruilid

Irom their farms, invest them in more land—much
of which lies unctiltivated, and of course produces

nothing, rather than a[)ply these profits to im-
prove what they already possess. The mevitable

consequence of this is, to increase their demand
lor labor, and the difficulty of employing it pro-

fitably over such an increased surfijce, wiihout

any proportionate augmentation of net income.

They never seem to reflect—even for a moment,
that to increase the quantity of their crops merely

by cultivating more land, is very often to decrease

their clear profits ; for such crops—when sold and
all expenses deducted, rarely, if ever, leave so

large a net balance to go to the credit of (he

farm, as would accrue from the sales of these

crops—had they been made—as (hey easily

mifjhi have been, from the same farms, before

their enlargemen(, if—instead of adding more
acres (o them, the purchase money had been judi-

ciously expended in (heir improvement.
Another reason why so many of our Virginia

brethren undervalue their profession and take eo

little interest in improving it— is, that a vast pro-

portion of us are (00 much in the habit of charg-

ing (he short comings of their income to 'he in-

creasing impoverishment of our lands, although

I am inclined to believe that the whole revenue
of the people of Virginia, li-om agricultural pro-

ducts, is greater in proportion to our population

tliao it ever has been. But the truth is, that the

disproportion between our expenditure's ;-.nd in-

comes has been incren^-ing tor n'aiiv years most
enormously the wrons way. If the fact could

certainly be ascertained, I am perfectly confident

that there is scarcely now a man, woman or child,
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especially in the old states, whose expenses have 1 ley, rye, or oats. For these experiments the agri-

not quadrupled in the last 50 or 60 yeare. But
|
cultural conimuniiy is indebted to Dr. Von Thaer,

we clap the eaddle on the wrong horse. In other

words, we blame our lands lor not yielding 7nore,

when we should blame ourselves lor not spending
less of their products in selfish and sensual indul-

gences. But this kind ofarithmetic suiis neither

our appetites nor our pride, and the poor dumb
lands must bear all the reproach, as they cannot

epeak in their own deience. In lbrn)er limes, with-

in my own memory, 2 or 3 plain family carriagres

sufficed lor a whole county, now there are at least

20 or 30 lor one, and at 3 or 4 times their former

cost. Our household furniture and house keep-

ing expenses have augmented at (he same extra-

vagant ratio, and have nearly extinguished that

true, sincere, cordial hospitality for which Vir-

ginia was once so justly celebrated, whilst the

adornment of our precious persons, not only makes
constant and most exhausiing drains Irom the liirm-

ers" purses, but occupies much of thai invaluable

time which was formerly devoted to domestic
duties and rural occupations. No wonder, then,

that our farmers themselves, together with their

wives, sons and daughters, are constantly studying
the ways and means of always showing them-
selves ofi' in a style to surpass that of iheir neigh-
bors, thereby verifying Dr. Franklin's excellent

adage, that " other people's eyes cost us more
than our own ;" the wonder is that so large a por-

tion of Virginia farms can bear such ceaseless

and most exorbitant taxation without utter ruin.

Another obstacle to our improvement in agri-

culture is, the existence among us of numerous
popular errors, which, so long as they last, will

certainly prevent the adoption of any new system
in opposition to them, however well proved may
be its superiority to such as prevailed before.

Nothing but a scientific knovt'ledge of agriculture
will cure this great and widely spread evil ; and
the total want of agricultural schools in our coun-
try will probably continue it for many years to

come. Some mitigation of it, however, miffht
be Ibund in patronizing, far more extensively than
we do, the excellent agricultural papers which
are now published in almost every state in the
union; but which still circulate much less ihan
they ought to do, compared to our political jour-
nals—many of which circulate little else but
moral poison ; the latter, I believe, would be found
to exceed ihem in the proporton of at least thirty

for one. The former contains much of the science
as well as the practice of agriculture ; and if

diligently studied would soon correct many of

the popular errors which constantly impede our
improvement. Among these I will here notice
one which probably prevails to a wider ex'ent
than any other ; and which is a very great ob-
stacle to that kind of improvement supposed to

result from a proper rotation of crop?. The error
in regard to which I will now offer a lew remarks
is, the very common notion, especially among the
despisers of ^^ book farming" that rye and%ats
exhaust land far more than wheat ; and, of course,
should be excluded as much as possible from
every rotation of crops designed to improve our
lands ; although, generally speaking, these anti-
book-farmere have little or no faith in any rotation
whatever. Now the truth is, that there is no fact
in relation to this matter more indisputably esta-
bliehed by a long course of accurate experiments,
than that wheat i$ mort txhausting than aitherbar-

whose reputation, both as a scientific and pracical

agriculturist, is e(]ual to that of any man in Eu-
rope, He has gone so fijr as to form minute

tables on this subject, by which it appears, that

whilst wheat exhausts ihe fertility of land in the

proportion of 4 per cent, per bushel of product,

rye exhausts in that of 3;^—barley of 2^—and
oats of only 1 6-10. Now, since it is reasonable

to believe, that all these crains require the same
kind of nutrition in the United States as they do
in Europe, their exhausting powers must bear

very nearly or quite the same proportion to each
other here as there; and consequently this parti-

cular fact is as well decided lor our country as for

Dr. Von Thaer's, by ihe experiments just stated.

Although I am well aware that my recital of
ihese experiments will make little or no impres-

sion on such of our agricultural brethren as know
nothing of the chemical analysis of plants, and
of Ihe soils in which they grow ; and that some
of ihem may even curl up their noses at it—with
their characteristic self-conceit, and cry out

—

" Oh ! Ws allfudge, we knows better ;" yet I con-

fidently hope, it will not be the case with all who
hear or read what I have said on the subject of

popular errors. It will do some good, if it has no
other effect than t^ induce them to examine, more
thoroughly, the origin of all their opinions rela-

tive to agriculture, since one which has been so

long and generally entertained, has been proved
to be totally erroneous. Such examination, il'

made with a sincere and earnest desire to come
at the truth, will soon convince them, that for the

correctness of many of these opinions, they have
nothing whatever which even resembles saiislac-

tory proof, unless it be mere hearsay evidence
transmitted from father to son, during an unknown
period of time, and adopted without examination.

This detection of groundless opinions in them-
selves will naturally lead them to test the truth

of all they adopt, by accurate and repeated ex-
periments, which are the only true and satisfac-

lory proofs of merit or demerit, in all cases of
doubt, relative to the various systems and prac-

tices in husbandry. And such experiments will

certainly coritribute more to their own im-
provement in their profession than any other

course they could pursue. Only one caution

would be necessary, and that is, never to be ex-
travagant in making them. It is true that their

progress would necessarily be gradual, for agri-

culiural experiments, to be of any great advan-
tage, require much time, patience, and care to

perfect ttiem. My recommendation, therefore,

will not suit that numerous class of our brethren

who are always making haste to be rich. Still

less will it suit the land skinners of our state,

who care not a straw about useful discoveries in

agriculture, so long as they can extort from their

lands any kind of crop that will bring money into

their pockets. When their fiarms cease to do this,

instead of striving to renovate them, as a little

care and perseverance certainly would do, these

vampires of the soil, who have not a particle of

that never-dying love which so powerfully at-

taches most men to their native homes, forthwith

run off in search of other far distant lands, on
vfhich they recommence the sameekinaing, blood-

sucking process; destroying, with reckless waste,

that natural leaility, which, with only a liitlt;

i
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judicious aid, miiihl be preserved to ihe end o(

lime. From all euch ciiliivalors may Heaven
speedily deliver our sufieriiiir state ; not, indeed,

by killini^ them ofF, but by eiilier ronvening iliem

into improvinsj larmers, or if that he utterly hope-

less, by inl't'ciing them with the budge-all-iiever,

belbre they cjuiie kill the lands which they now
occupy to the exclusion perhaps of those who
would take deliiilu in resiuscitaling their nearly

exhausted powers.

It is deeply painful, .my long tried and worthy

friends, for an old man, like me, who knew our

good old mother Virginia, in her most palmy
days, when her Washington, and many of his

compatr'ots were living examples of what her

children ought to be, now to witness the fast de-

clininir love of so many of her sons, for so good

and worthy a parent. Unless it can be revived,

unless it can be speedily made to g'ow with all

its Ibrmer ardour and intensity—she, alas ! must

soon sink to the lowest grade among her sister

Btates, in the midst of which she formerly held

the first and highest rank. Why should this bel
Her soil has all the capacity for improvement
which it ever had

—

that, thank God, is not yet de-

stroyed, whatever else she may have lost. Her
internal resources are even greater than they were
ever suppo>ed to be. For many of them have
been much developed of late years, which, form-

erly, v/ere not known to exist ; whilst the power
of her people to use them beneficially has been

considerably increased by education, although

that is still far, very far from what it ought to be
;

especially such education as will best fit an agri-

cultural people for that profession which nature

herself has pointed out as the one that a great

majority of our population ought to pursue. Why
then, let me ask, should any of Virginia's sons

desert her? la she not as worthy as ever of our

regard, nay of our warmest afl'ection ? Is she

not more in need than ever, of the sustaining

arms of her children to support her? Both
shame and gratitude answer

—

yes, yes, verily, her

claims of every kind upon us are not only un-

diminished in number, but far stronger in degree

than they ever were, and imperatively demand
that we should acknowledge them by as great

devotion to her service, as our patriotic Ibre-fiithers

evinced for her in the darkest days of her revolu-

tionary struggles.

I have reserved for the last—the notice of an

obstacle to our improvement in husbandry, which
I might, perhaps, as well have refrained from

mentioning, since there seems to be hardly the

most distant hope left, either of removing it alto-

gether, or of diminishing its power. Tlie cause

is the torrent like conversion of that large portion

of our female population, chiefly the wives and
daughters of our farmers and planters, who once
might justly be called, stay-at- homatives, into a

sort of nomadic tribe, or wanderers. Before their

conversion, they constituted the very file and soul

of every domestic establishment which had any
reputation for the abundance of its "creature

comforts," for the cordial hospitality with which
they were administered, and Ibr every thing which
made home delightful, not only to iheiiisHlves,

but to all the male portion of the family. But
since their lamentable change, go where you
will—north, south, east, or west, jou meet them
in countless numbers, many, even wiih infants in

their arms, fleeing to and fro, with (he vtlucity

almost of sky-rockets, and apparently with little

more consciousness of the propelling power which
is thus incessantly driving them over the face of
the earth, and the great waters thereof, in search
of something, ihey often know not what, unless

it be to kill their great eneiiiy

—

Time, and to see
sights. The mighty agent of this learllil revolu-

tion is that gigantic power—steam, a power
which, among numerous other most marvellous
(eats, has nearly accomplished that modest wish
of two lovers in one ofmad Nat. Lee's plays, who
besoutfht the gods to " annihilate both time and
i-pace." The instruments used (or accomplishing
this revolution are steam-boats and rail-road

locomotives ; and so constantly are they engaged
in the service of the new converts from the siay-

at-homative class, that should you wish to find

any of them, the particular spot which they
honor with the name of home, is one of the very

last places on the face of the earth in which you
should look for them, unless in the depth of win-
ter, when the enow and the ice preclude all tra-

velling, either by land or water. The almost in-

evitable consequence of the prevalence of this

absenteeism is, that when the females of the

homestead scamper off from it, their fathers am',

husbands, sons and brothers also must run with
them, either from an affectionate regard for their

safety, or, because they themselves have become
incurably infected with the wandering fever.

What follows 7 why the females abandon all

domestic duties, and the men give up their fiirms

during the busiest seasons of the year, to those

who have no other interest whatever in them thao
to use them exclusively fbr their own special be-

nefit. When the entire exhaustion of the wan-
dering fund compels the proprietors to a reluctant

return, they find, generally, that every thing has
gone wrong ; all their orders have been either

totally neglected or executed in such a way as

to do more harm than good. This state of things,

inevitably creates great disappointment, a few
renewals of which suffices to beget much luke-

warmoess, if not absolute aversion in regard to

agricultural occupations. Under such circum-

stances, improvements in husbandry are things

nearly as impracticable as the "extraction of
blood from turnips, or sun-beams from cucum-
bers,'' and it is almost folly to hope for any im-
provements, at least from our wandering farmers,

unless they and their families can learn once more
to resume the thrifty domestic habits of their

ancestors. But this resumption, I fear, will

prove infinitely harder on their part, than the re-

sumption of specie payments will prove on the

part of our banks; although the Ibrmer is still

more essential, if that be possible, than the latter,

to the permanent prosperity of agriculture.

I might have extended my enumeration of the

obstacles to our improvement in husbandry to a
much greater length, had time permitted me.
And there was one especially, in regard to which
I had a eirong desire to add something more to

what I have of>en said on Ibrmer occasions,—

f

mean the shameful neglect of our legislatures to

give any aid to agriculture. But the remedy for

this crying evil having been, at all times, in the

hands of the people themselves, if they do not

choose to exeit their curative power, it seems al-

most presumptuous in the few who see and deeply

feel this evil, to utter complaints against the It;-

gislative authors of it,
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And now, my friends, before I take my leave, I to operate,) and any extension of the loan will

I have only to express my regrets, that truth

should have compelled me to give you eo dis-

couraging a picture of what appears to me to l)e

our present coiidiiion and future prospects. But

if ii has the same effect on you, as the thoughts

which produced it have had on myself, it will only

rouse us lo greater exertions in our cause, than

we have ever yet made. This cause is far, very

farlrom being hopeless ; nay, the dawn of better

things is clearly visible to the mind's eye, in seve-

ral parts of our stale, especially in and around

our good city of Richmond, from which ought al-

ways to emanate good examples in every branch

of productive industry. Even with us, the pre-

sent effort is very encouraging, if it will but last.

Then, let us al'l determine never, no, " ?ieuer to

give up the ship,'''' but return to our respective

homes with hearts and voices always ready to

join in the animating cry of—onward, onv/ard let

us march in united eff'orts so to improve the agri-

culture of our good old mother, Virginia, that the

exemplary progress of her eons in husbandry

ffjay soon become as much the theme ol just and

universal praise in her days of peace, as were

their glorious deeds of patriotism and valor iu

the time of war.

THE QUESTION OF BANK RESUMPTION,
CONTINUE!) SUSPENSION.

Addressed to the Members of the Legislature

Virginia.

of

No. 1.

—

The operation ariu effects of the state be-

ing a borrowerfrom the banks.

Notwithstanding that the time fixed by law for

the banks to re,ume payment (or the limit ol

legal indulgence to their suspension) is so near,

and though theie are so many apparent indica-

tions of an intention to resume, we have scarcely

any expectation of its being done. The bank
presidents and the other most influential bankites

and merchants already pronounce early resump-

tion to be " impossible." The two principal ob-

jections to resumption generally urged are, first,

that the banks ol' Virginia cannot resume pay-

ment without ruin to the banks and to trade, so long

as those of Maryland and Pennsylvania refuse

to pay—and 2f)d, that the resumption of the banks

will force the payment of all debts, to the ruin of

the indebted class. Each of those two objec-

tions has been met and opposed at length in pre-

vious articles of this publication, and it is unneces-

sary here to repeat our reasons lor admitting nei-

tiier to be true or valid. But there is another ob-

jection whiih has not yet been presented promi-

nently, which we would be much more inclined

to acknowledge to be insuperable, and which cer-

tainly will render resumption very difficult to the

banks, if not " impossible," without being Ibllow-

ed by their absolute and avowed stoppage and
bankruptcy. This condition is the consequence

of the debt incurred by the state at the las' ses-

sion to the banks, of $360,000, and which it will

be proposed to renew and extend, and probably

to double, at this session. The fact of lending so

much paper to the state last winter was used by
the banks as a pretext lor renewing their suspen-

sion of payments, (which in fact had not ceased

be made the implied or understood condition of

the legislature's permitting the continuation of the

Iraudulent suspension for as Ions a time as the

loan shall remain unpaid : so that Virginia will be,

like bankrupt Pennsylvania, bound by its legisla-

tion, and implied contract, to maintain the con-

tinuance of an irredeemable currency. There-
lore, those anti-suspension members of the le-

gislature who will vote lor any such extension

or renewal of the loan, will be in eff'ect voting

lor coatinued suspension of payment, and plenary

indulgence to bank failures and bank fraud.

But ilj after such renewal of the loan, it will be
as the bankites will then claim, and as we are

inclined to admit, "impossible" for the banks
10 resume, (salely for the banks,) it will be be-

cause they never will be able; and that they must
break, or cease to operate, whenever compelled
to meet their debts and obligations. If so, indeed,

(which is not our assertion, but the inference from

the bankite arguments,) the unjust indulgence
afforded by the legislature merely now prevents

the evidence being exhibited, and the bankruptcy
being declared, wliich already exists. For a con-

tinued necessity for suspension and inability of

a bank to make payment, is a permanent stop-

page of payment, or actual bankruptcy. Were
we ever so well convinced of this being true, it

would only serve as an additional reason for

urging the v/inding up, or suffering to expire,

so rotten and incurable a system of irresponsible

banking.
If, upon the banks resuming specie payments,

bona fide, an exhausting and ruinous run were
made on them by the holders of more of their

notes than they could pay, it could only be the

result of the false and Iraudulent conduct of banks
having destroyed the former general confidence

in their truth., honesty, and ultimate solvency. It

would be impossible that any other cause than
such loss of confidence (and that loss thus caus-

ed by their suspension of payment) could bring

together at once even one-third of the widely
dispersed notes, to be presented lor specie. Such
large demands can never be made on any bank
believed to be solvent, and its notes truly re-

deemable. Therelbre, if such danger be now
impending, (independent of further loans being

made lo the state,) it is owing to the forfeiture

of credit and reputation by the banks ; and that

cause must grow in strength, and power of effiect,

with the longer continuance of suspension. And
it is obvious that if such loss of public confidence

would now be sufficient to make resumption dan-
gerous to the banks, every year, or month,
added to the delay, will serve greatly to increase

that danger. The only means of avoiding it

will be—what the leading and most zealous bank-
ites now aim a(, but dare not yet to confess—the

fixed governmental policy of an irredeemable
bank paper currency. Gentlemen legislators!

unless you design to go this length, it is perfectly

useless to permit a further extension of bank sus-

pension. No further delay, or indulgence, will

make the banks better prepared, either in will, in

money, or in credit and reputation, to meet the

more severe trial at a later time.

It is almost certain that this capital reason for

continued suspension will be afTorded by the mak-
ing a new loan (of irredeemable paper) from the

banks. The existing debt to the banke is paya-
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ble in DecembRr ; and if paid, there will be no
[

money lel'i in the treasury, by January, and the

easy, but ruinous mode of icplenishinjf it, by

acrain borrowin;^ what it costs the banks nothing

tofiirnish, vvill be doublieiis resorted lo again,

instead 01 siiffii-'ient taxation, or (what would be

far belter) the selling of bank stock owned by

the state. The great ohjeciion to borrowinu: ol

the banks is that stated above— its being equiva-

lent to a renewed indulgence to the irredeemable

paper currency. But independent of that all-

important objection, the policy is one of the most

absurd, stupid, and injurious to the borrowing

commonwealth, that could be devised by the

most ihorouixh-going and unscrupulous supporters

of a fraudulent banking system.

For the loan made last winter, of $360,000,

the treasury has lo pay, at 6 per cent., at the

yearly rate or.S'21,600ofinierest ; and the state or

peopit" have also lo suffer all the loss and damage
caused by a year of bank suspension, and depre-

ciated currency, which is very far more than both

the principal and interest of the loan. Now let

us see what the banks gain, and what they have

to pay, by making the loan. Their gain is all

the profit of a year's suspension, (if indeed, as

they pretended, the making the loan made the

suspension necessary,) and that profit is at least

equal to all the dividends declared in the year

on their whole capital stocks. For if they had

truly and honestly resumed payment, there cer-

tainly would have been no profits to divide. Now
to lend .^360,000 in irredeemable paper, or even

as many millions, would obviously cost to non-

paying banks not one cent, except the bare ex-

pense incurred -for the paper, printing, signing,

and delivering. If the constitutional objection

had not forbidden, the legislature might just as

well have manufactured and emitted the bills di-

rectly, and thereby saved paying the interest,

which is almost entirely a gratuitous boon to the

banks. And why should the state not have is-

sued so much in paper promises to pay, (either

redeemable or irredeemable,) without the useless

and costly intervention of the banks'? The uni-

versal answer will be, "Because a stale is for-

bidden by the federal constitution to issue bills of
credit.''^ Very true; we readily admit the force

and application of the prohibition, and acknow-
ledge its wisdom. But this we maintain—thai

what a state in this respect cannot do directly,

and by its own action, it cannot do indirectly,

through its own agent and creature, a bank. And
an emission of paper thus made, as a loan Irom
the banks, besides beinor a most cosily and absurd
policy, is just as unconstitutional as an emission

'

• of bills directly from the treasury. And rather

than this wretchedly stupid and dangerous mea-
sure should be repeated, or the last loan con-
tinued, we trust that a direct emission from the
treasury will be made, so as at least to avoid the

enormous cost of interest to the banks, and, what
is far worsf», the permission of continued bank
suspension as a super-added condition.

The making of any permanent loan is alto-

gether opposed to the principles of sound bank-
ins. And if the banks of Virginia were bona
fide paying specie, and had not lost reputation
by their prior and long-continued refusal to pay,
it would be not only contrary to sound banking
principles, but also dangerous to their standing,

lo lend a large amount to the state, or to any
other borrowers, on long lime. If not paying
specie, and not intending lo pay it, of course the
banks could lend niillions in irredeemable paper^
as easily and cheaply as ihey now violate all

other obligations. But our supposed case is ol

banks paying 6()ecie, or truly designing soon to

pay. In this case it id obvious that every per-

manent loan, made in paper, increases just so
nmch the liabilities of the bank, or claims on it

lor specie ; and as the loan is not returned speedily,

or at the will of the bank, or at any fixed time,

the debtor furnishes to the bank no resource lor

complying with the increased demand lor specie.

It is certain that the Virginia banks have not
lessened their loans to individuals because of the
loans lo the state—nor vvill they do so. There-
fore, the banks having lent 8360,000 to the state,

has created just so much the more of paper de-
mands for payment, and of lessened ability to

meet resumption, unless, indeed, the unlooked for

and supposed "impossible" case should occur, of
the state debt being promptly paid, and no other
incurred to the banks. In the following article

that contingency will be considered, and sugges-
tions submitted of means for that and other ends.

THE QUESTION' OF BANK RESUMPTION, OR
CONTINUED SUSPENSION.

No. 2. Plan for supplying the deficiency of the

state treasury, without renewed loans or in-

creased taxation.

At the last session of your honorable body, the
contingency of an empty treasury was in certain

prospect. There had not been before, and was
not then, a majority daring enough, and ready to

risk their popularity thereby, to raise the taxes
sufficiently; and still less was it thought of lo

use for the purpose the bank slock of ihe state,

though the entire and known loss of it would be
an absolute and great gain to the commonwealth.
The resort was to a loan from the banks, as
stated in the preceding article. The resort suited

the members who are too timid to impose even ihe
most necessary taxation ; and it still better suited

the concealed views of all advocates of the longest

continuation of bank suspension. V^ith the com-
bined support of these two classes, aided by all

the out-of-doors bank influence, it is no wonder
that the borrowing from ihe banks, abominable
as was its policy in every aspect, met wiih no
serious opposition. The loan fixed and made
legitimate the continued bank suspension of pay-
ments

;
and the bankites were sure that the same

means would be as much needed, and be even
more ready, at each succeeding session, to main-
lain suspension. It will be for the present legis-

lature to give certainty to, or to crush these ex-

pectations.

Wherever increased taxation is really needed
lor the current support of government, or the

performance of prior obligations, we will always
be among the most forward of the advocates for

heavier taxes. And such would have been our
position last session, and would be this, in prefer-

ence to borrowing from any quarter, if we deemed
the necessity for either lo exist. But there was
not, and is not, any such necessity, and will not

be, so long as the state ia a bank stockholder, and
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partner to the banks. Our proposed plan is to

dissolve the partnership between bank and state,

and withdraw (he state investment, or otherwise

gradually to sell off all the bank stocks held by

the commonwealth. By these means all present

necessities of the treasury would be provided lor,

all debts and obligations discharged, and the siili

greater benefit produced, of a release from the

controlling influence of a Iraudulent banking sys-

tem, and banking and borrowmg interest, which

release alone would be well woriU iha absolute

sacrifice oC all the state's share in the partnership.

Therefore we would earnestly urge on all of our

legislators who are opposed to the continuation ol

fraudulent banking, and of bank government, to

resort lo increased taxation rather than to loans;

but to permit neither, iC they can have power to

compel the sale of stocks.

That the banks and all their partizans should

be in the highest degree hostile lo any such plan

is oC course lo be expected. And their opposition

would be properly applied. For, when the pnii-

nership between the state and the banks is once

dissolved, there would be no longer any hope for,

or possibility of; the legislative permission to fraud-

ulent and pillaging banking operations. There-

fore, all true and thorough bankites would oppose

the first steps towards a sale of the state's stock,

as vehemently as they would a retu"'n to reduced,

responsible, honest, and therefore profitless bank-

ing operations. Wi'h such persons we do not

pretend to argue, as a chantre of their course

would be utterly hopeless. We address those

who are truly opposed to the evils of the banking
system, and who are indeed disposed to correct,

or control them.
We now write, of course, in advance of the

exposition ol" the financial condition of the com-
monwealth, which will soon be presented to the

legislature. Nor have we lately consulted any
past reports, nor do we profess any particular

knowledge of the various sources of income, and
of the amount of obligations of the treasury. But
whether the balance ol capital (in stocks) oveV the

whole indebtedness lo the banks be great or

small, the principle is the same, and ihe object

proposed is alike desirable. If the balance would
be heavy, it is important to secure it, and to use
it lo pay the state's debts and current expenses.

If, on the contrary, the balance be small, it is so

much the more necessary to get rid of so much
leeislative difficulty, and the expense of the entire

management, when the state's net interest is in-

considerable and of little value. And if the

state's net balance of value should amount to

nothing, (^as \t doubtless will be hereafter, if the
present partnership and borrowing system is con-
tinued,) then the state will bear all the enormous
cost of management, and all the evil influences

of the connexion with banks, for no gain or source

of revenue whatever. Therefore, no matter
what may be the present slate of the balance
sheet, the sooner the state stocks and interest

are disposed ofj the better for the state and the

people.

If this plan were advocated with any prospect

of successiul execution, it would be opposed by
the assertion that to put the state stock into

market would reduce the price grtaily below its

real value. If gradually done, we do not believe

that such would be the case ; though some reduc-

tion might take place, and that without bringing
the price below the renl value. But the object

might be best effected by simply dissolving the

banking partnership between the state and the

other stockholders, and withdrawing the state's

share of the capital, leave the other stockholders
to be the sole owners and the sole managers of
ihe banks. The right to do this is unquestiona-
ble, and upon two different grounds—either by
the preponderating vote of the state in the gene-
ral meeting of stockholders, or by the right re-

served by (he legislature, at each restoration of
the violated and forfeited bank charters, to amend
or modify them therealler at pleasure.

Another important incidental effect might be
produced by this course, serving to remove the
greatest alleged obstacles lo bank resumption.
The well v-ecured debts due by individuals to the

banks, which cannot be conveniently discharged
soon, might be transferred to the state, as part

of its share in the division of the stock in trade
;

and thus the pressure upon solvent debtors,

which must necessarily accompany bank resump-
tion, no matter how long deferred, would be
greatly lightened, and perhaps made as easy as

any indulgence to suspended banks could possibly

effect. We have formerly presented reasons for

believing that the actual distress to be thus pro-

duced, even if without any mitigation and rei-ief,

would be small, compared to the exaggerated pre-

dictions of the bankites, used to operate on the

ignorance and the fears of the debtor class in

general.

THE TRUE AND THE FALSE REASONS FOR
BANK SUSPENSION.

(To the Editor of the Bank Reformer.)

Dear sir :—In return for the numbers of your

Bank Reformer, with which I have been favored,

permit me to contribute my mite towards the ac-

complishment of the very praise-worthy object

that you have in view : a compulsory return of

the banks of Virginia to specie payments. I say

a compulsory return, because it is but too evident,

thai nothing short of legislative coercion, or rather

an inter7nission of legislative wrong, will drive

these balefiil institutions into a compliance with

their engagements. For no man, or body of

men, will ever want a pretext for consulting their

inclinations or their interests. And, according to

Franklin, it is an excellent thing to be reasonable

creatures, that we may find out reasons to justify

what we are determined lo do—or not to do.~

Now of all the shallow pretences put forth

when thus pre-rcsolved, none can be more shal-

low than the allegation that the Virginia banks,

beinf debtois, cannot resume, because the north-

ern banks, their creditors, have suspended. Were
the case reversed, something might be said, but

it is, I believe, a new thing under the sun to con-

tend, that A cannot pay B because B does not

choose lo pay C, there being no connexion be-

tween A and C.

But the reason now devised is novel rather in

form Ihan in substance. For I well recollect,

that when the question arose whether the banks

should resume after the suspension consequent

upon the late war, the consideration then urged
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was, " If we open our vaults we shall lose all

our dollars ihrou<^li the agency of the detestubie

brokers, and it will never do to part with our dol-

lars to such miscreants." " Certainly nut," said

the legislature of the day ; and so the dollars

were retained, and ;he money-changers, as ii

was thought, ibiled.

Alier the conclusion of the session, I had an
opportunity of conversing with one of the mem-
bers, a man of some eminence at the bar, and, as

he supposed, a political economist of no ordinary

grade. "How came you," said I, " to let the

banks take you in so finely?" "Take us in!

how, sir '?" " Why they declared their readiness to

resume specie payments, provided only they could

retain their dollars. For what reason then

did you not take them at their word, and say,
' Keep your vaults hermetically sealed ifyou please,

but reduce exchange forthwith to par, so that

every man shall receive his just due in what, lor

his purposes, is intrinsically as valuable as gold

and silver?' " "Oh! that could not be done wtth-

out reducing the amount of notes in circulation."
" Undoubtedly," said 1 ;

" but why not have a

true plea, or exact the penalty of raising a lalse

issue V
So at this time, let the banks bring exchange to

par between New York and Richmond. Every
essential benefit of resumption will then be at-

tained, and the actings and doings of Bait/more
and Philadelphia, will be of even less importance
to the good people of Virginia than what is now
going on in China.
But the moral view of the subject is incalcula-

bly the most important. Every where, and in

every company, you hear of the multiplication of
rogues, and the frightful increase of crime. And
what is to be expected from a community where
the legislative halls are themselves contaminat-
ed ? The "chartered libertines" daily enter into

engagements expected by both parties to be idle

as the wind, so far as literal lijifilment is concern-
ed. And if apprehensive of being pressed by
some person possessed of the requieiie nerve lo

comply with a solemn promise, an appeal is un-
hesitatingly, repeatedly, and, alas ! successHilly
made, to what is called the liberality of the legis-

lature. Liberality, forsooth, to authorize the habi-
tual disregard of justice, the constant violation

of law, and the total contempt of veraciiy ! As
a filling sequence, trick is then employed to evade
the provisions of the federal constitution. An
individual cannot, indeed, be directly compelled
to accept depreciated, or perhaps worthless paper,
in exchange for property parted with in good faith

and under the expectation of an honest remune-
ration. Oh, no! this cannot be accomplished by
an enactment to that immediate effect, but the
creditor is quietly and civilly told, "such paper or
nothing ;" and this in contravention of the very
object, the enforcement of right, for which civil

government was formed, and lo the prostration
of the most solemn obligations into which man
can enter.

Let, then, those who feel some regard, I will

not say for the good name of their country, but
for its most vulgar interests, let them, I say, com-
mence with the purification of high places. Let
the creators of the law be taught that they
must conform to the law, and let the enactors
of laws recollect, that when the plague spot of

mor;il obliquiiy is seen upon the forehead, it but

loo certainly descends lo the members, working
final and elieclual corruption throughout the body
('oliiic. Yours, &c. &c.

STATISTICS OF TOBACCO,

In 1708, the yearly exporis of tobacco from
America for the lasi ten years were 28,-858,666
pounds ; of which 11,269,659 |)ounds were annu-
ally cousu(ned in Great Britain, and 17,598,007
pounds in the countries of Europe,

In 1719, the Senate of Sirasburg prohibited the
culture of tobacco from an apprehension that it

would diminish the growing ol corn.

In 1724, Pope Benedict XIV revoked the bull

of excommunication published by Innocent, be-
cause be had acquired the habit of taking

.

In 1733, tobacco was made a legal tender in

Maryland, at one penny a pound.
In 1747, and the two years previous ihere was

annually exported to England liom the American
co.on'ies, 40,000,000 pounds of tobacco, 7,000,000
of which wasconaunied in England, 'i'he annual
revenue was about ^4,500,000,

In 1753, the King of Portugal farmed out the
tobacco trade lor about ^2,500,000, The revenue
of the King of Spain from tobacco amounts to

$6,330,000.
In 1759, the duties on tobacco in Denmark

brought in ^40,000.
In 1770, the Empress of Austria received a

revenue from tobacco ol $800,000,
In 1773, the duties on tobacco in the two Sicilies

amounted to $446,000,
In 1775, the annual export of tobacco from the

United States, lor the last lour years, was one
million pounds ; lor the last thirty years it averag-
ed 40,000,000 pounds, of which 7,000,000 were
consumed in Great Britain, and 33,000,000 in the
other European countries,

in 1780, ihe King of France received from to-

bacco a revenue of about $7,250,000.
In 1782, the annual export ol tobacco during

the preceding year's warof ihe Revolution, had
been 42,378,504 pounds. Of the total seven
years' expcrtation, 33,974,949 pounds were cap
tuied by the British,

In 1787, the quantity imported into Iieland was
1,877,597 ; in 1829,4,124,742 pounds.

In 1789, the quantity exported from the United
States, together with the two previous years,
averaged about 90,000,000 pounds.

In 1820, the (juantity oftobacco grown in France
had doubled in three years, being 32,887,500
pounds.

In 1828, the revenue of tobacco in the state of
Maryland was $27,275.

In 1830, the revenue on tobacco and snuff in
Great Britain was nearly $12,000,000.

In 1834, the value oftobacco used in the Uniied
States, was estimated at $16,000,000 ; of which
$9,000,000 were supposed to have been lor smok-
ing Spanish cigars

; $6,500,000 ibr smoking
American tobacco and chewing ; and $500,000
for snuff.

In 1838, the annual consumption of tobacco in

the United States was estimated at one hundred
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millions pounds, valued at 820,000,000 cost to the

consurnera— being seven pounds to each individu-

al of the whole population.

In 1840, it was ascertained by a committee

appointed to procure and report statistical informa-

tion on the subject, that about one million five

hundred thousand persons were engaged in the

manufacture and cultivation of tobacco in the

United S'ates ; one million of whom were in the

Sirites of Virginia, Maryland, Kentucky, and

Missouri. Allowing the population of the whole

country to be seventeen millions, it will be seen

that nearly one-tenth are in some way engaged in

the cultivation or manufacture of this arucle.

The value of the export during that year was

nearly S10,000,000.—iVor/Aern Light.

THE BOARD OF AGRICULTURE.

The Board of Agriculture was convened, for

the first time., by the governor, at Richmond, on

the 6th of December, aniJ on the 12ih adjourned

to the first Monday in December, 1842.

All the persons chosen by the executive to

form the board had accepted their appointments.

More than a quorum appeared the first day, and

all the members were present on the third day of

the session, and thereafter to its close. The mem-

bers are James M. Garnett and Edmund RufRn,

representing the Tide-water district, James Bar-

bour and Richard Sampson, of the Piedmont dis-

trict, Edward Watts and Nathaniel Burwell, of

ihe Valley district, and Peter H. Steinbergen and

Joseph Johnson, of the Trans-Alleghany district.

James Barbour was elected president of the

board, and Edmund Ruffin, corresponding secre-

tary.

The proceedings of the board at this first meet-

ing were of course merely preparatory for future

action. But as the law establishing the board

requires that it shall make a report to the legisla-

ture once in each year, it was necessary to make

a preliminary report, before adjourning. This

report, which will be inserted below, was laid be-

fore the legislature on the 5th day of the session

of the board, and was referred to a committee

and ordered to be printed. These papers will ex-

hibit the designed plan of operations of the board

so fully that no further explanation is required in

this place, except to add that the various specific

resolutions were passed, and orders made, which

were necessary for carrying into effect the plan

stated generally in the report below.

Every disposition exists on the part of the

members of the Board of Agriculture to perform

iheir laborious duties, so I'ar as they may be

enabled to act by the aid and favorable counte-

nance and support of both the legislature and

agricultural community. IVith such aid, the

board can do .much lor agricultural improvement.

fVithout it, nothing can be done, and nothing

ought to be expected.

—

Ed. F. R.

Report of the Board of ^Agriculture to the Gent-
ral jissembly of Firginia.

Richmond, 10th December, 1841.
The Board of Agriculture, established by an

act passed at your last session, convened at this

place on the (ith of the month, and is now sitting.

The members of the board yielded a prompt obe-
dience to the call ot the executive appointing
them to their present situations, li-om a long en-
tertained and sirong conviciion of the benefiis

which such an institution would confer on our
community, if it be conducted judiciously, and
with a zeal answering to the magnitude of the

interests committed to its care.

Every one whose atteniion has been turned to

the subject must be familiar with the great ad-
vantages derived from such establishments in

the old world. Great Britain, especially, exem-
plifies these advantages: long the pioneer in

whatever promotes the comfort of mankind, she
has, wiihiii the last fifty year.a, which just niea-

sures the existence of her Board of Agriculture,

increased the productions of her soil a hundred
per cent.—an increase owing, by general concur-
rence there, mainly to the laudable and well-di-

rected exertions of that board in the discharge
of its high duties. It is not assuming too much,
to promise ourselves the like happy results from
the labors of a similar institution, in a field of
more auspicious incidents and circumstances.

We have abundant material on which to com-
mence our work, and the firsf purpose of the

board is to draw together the vast mass of in-

formation connected with husbandry, which lies

scattered through the country, and being con-

fined to comparatively a lew, is thereby essentially

lost to the community. The fads and principles

so collected, subjected to the scrutiny and exa-
mination of the board, which in theory at least,

and it is to be hoped in practice too, will be com-
posed of the most intelligent husbandmen, may
be digested into an agricultural code, suited to

the moral and physical circumstances of Virginia,

and enabling us to avoid the evils which have
come from pursuing systems adopted succi'ssiiilly

elsewhere, but often inapplicable to our region

of country. Such a code, if fortunately prepared,

must be of inestimable value, especially to the

young farmer just entering on his course ; for he

is thereby at once put in possession of whatever
science and experience have developed in con-

nexion with his calling, and can go confidently

on, instead of laboring through life without a
guide, as without success, and not unfrequently

with the entire failure of all his efibrts. The
board hopes that the digest may be afforded to

the public at a price eo low, that every farmer

amongst us may be able to possess himtelf of it.

They would illustrate the value of diffusing correct

information bearing on agricultural practices, by re-

ference to our great staple tobacco, v^hich a visit

to the warehouses will show is selling at from

two to twelve dollars; and although other causes
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may exert a partial influence in producing this

wide ditierence, it may be salely ailirmed iliat ii

is chiefly owing lo unequal skill and laiowledge
in the culiivators. Now ihe average croj) ul

Virginia is 50,000 liogsheads : could tliese be

made of ilie best quality, l>y improved cullivalion

and treaia;ent, again of ufuvards of a million

a year to ihe state might be etiected. The same
considerations, in a less degree perhaps, are appli-

cable 10 all our great staples.

It is with unlieigned regret that the board feels

itsell' compelled to draw the attention of the legis-

lature to the condition of the commonwealth, and
especially of its eastern poilion. Ours is a case

unparalleled in the progress of human afi'airs :

a country once lertile, in a most genial climate,

Avilh advantages peculiar to ourselves in our

numerous and fine navigable sireams, and all

these blessings under the protection of order aiul

equal laws, becoming depopulated, is a spectacle

without Its like. Whatever other causes may
have contributed to this mournful result, all will

readily reler the principal agency therein to an
injudicious husbandry. To remove (his blighting

evil will be the great object of ihe board. It

does not disguise from itsellj however, that unaid-

ed and alone, its eflbrts will be unavaihng. li

must have the constant and cordial co-operalion

of all classes, and the fostering countenance ol

the legislature. Agriculture should be the first

object of civilized man ; its condition is a fair test

of the state of society ; when it is detective all

conditions sufl'er—when it prospers all partake of

its prosperity. Every patriot should esteem it

among his first duties to do all in his power for

its advancement : the apathy too prevalent every
where should cease—a new impulse should be
imparted by the zealous friends of agriculture

—

and the public mind, diverted from an engrossing
devotion to party politics, should be made to per-

ceive that this great interest has claims on its at-

tention ; (or while the bickerings, the rise and
fail of heated partizans, and their baneful influ-

ence on society shall be forgotten, or be remem-
bered only to be deplored, the achievements of

agriculture, by the aid of science and experience,

will endure for ever, and in their progress will dis-

pense blessings in all coming time to human
kind. The board indulges the hope that iis labors

will not be altogether unavailing in producing
this new direction of sympathies and leelings, so

propitious to the success of agriculture.

It will not have been expected by the legisla-

ture, because it was impracticable, that the board,

at its present convention, should report in detuil

on the state of agriculture. It has adopted, as

is hoped, measures that will enable it to do so at

its next session. Among other steps, they have
resolved to appoint in each county a committee
to be composed of the most succecsful farmers,

(in the selection of whom the boBrd asks the aid

of the delegates from the several countries,) to

whom inquiries on all branches of husbandry
will be addressed ; and further, that the members
of the board will, as far as practicable, traverse

their respective districts, convoking the people to

particular points, from the most intelligent of

whom much valuable information may be gather-

ed, and calling into action whatever of zeal is to

be found in the land. (See documents marked
A. and B.) i

Vol. IX.-70

The unpleasant, but unavoidable duty devolves

on the board, of eignilying to the legislature, that

an omission, wliich, unless speedily corrected,

may be a lalal one, occurs in the act creating the

board. Not a dollar was appropriated to defray

even its contingent and inevitable ex()enscs. Pa-
iriotism, to the extent of great sacrifices, may be

successfully ap[)ealed to, in perilous exigencies

of the state ; but it is a sacred lund, which should

be lelt untouched, to a fit occasion ; to harass it

in limes of peace, is believed to be as injudicious

as certainly it is unjust. It is~ enough (or the

citizen lo give his lime to ihe public service,

without reward ; but to require of him, that he
should leave his home, travel great distances,

and in addition bear his own expenses, is ico

much. Any undei taking must fail, which rests

upon such a basis. The sum requisite to cover
ihe expenses of the members ol the board, com-
pensation to the corresponding secretary, with
postage and stationary, is small, and utterly in-

significant, compared with the benefits which the

Board of Agriculture is calculated to dispense.

And the legislature may be assured, that every
dollar applied to the furtherance of agriculture,

wdl repay its hundred Ibid. Respectfully submit-

ted, James Barboiib, President.

(A.)

The committee to whom nas referred the con-

sideration of a general plan of early operations

lor the Board of Agriculture, have perlbrmed
that duty, and beg leave to present the result of
their deliberations in the (bllowing report

:

In considering the different modes of procedure
and of operation which might be beneficially

adopted by the Board of Agriculiure, your com-
miitee were bound lo have strict regard to the

peculiar circumstances of this body, and the en-
tire deficiency of all pecuniary aid from the go-
vernment (or (orwarding the great objects of the

establishment of this state institution. It was
tlierelbre proper to propose (or the adoption of
the board, not what your committee migbt deem
the best and most surely beneficial plan of ope-
laiioiis, but the best that can be availed of in the

present feeble condition of the board. It is ob-
vious that the unaided and unsupported efforts

of the board alone, or of its lew members sepa-
rately, even if exerted with all possible zeal and
energy, can efiecl very little towards attaining
the great objects sought in the institution of this

body. Therefore it is especially requisite to ap-
peal to, and ask the gratuitous as well as zealous
aid of the judicious practical agriculturisls of
every county of Virginia, if this appeal to the
patriotism and the public spirit of the agricultural
class is not made in vain, we may yet hope for

highly valuable results from the labors of the
board, when thus favored and sustained. The
general sketch of a plan of operations which
will be submitted, will rest upon the sup[)Otfilion

that such aid, (i-om very many of tfie cultivators

ol the soil, will be readily and zealously afl^brded.

if without such aid of labor and information,

and liberally bestowed, as well as without the
Ibstering care of government, then it may be ad-
mitted in advance that any plan and every efiort

of the board will be utterly futile.

Your committee consider that ih& great and
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most important early business of a Board of Agri-
culture is to collect the already existing agricul-

tural facts, which, though perhaps long known
and properly made use ol' by a lew individuals,

or within limited disiricis, are kept from general

knowledge and use, by the want of suitable

means lor communication and diHusion. If ihe

knowledge of such exisiing, but almost dormant
or concealed truths were merely exchanged among
the various possessors, and so far made public,

that one eflisot alone would be of very great

value to the general interests and improvement
of agriculture.

With the view to this end, and by the means
hoped (or and expected to be furnished in indivi-

dual labors, it is recommended that a general list

of queries, or of particular subjects for inquiry,

be prepared, and copies be sent to a liiw of ihe

farmers of each county who may be supposed
likely to be inclined to give their assistance; that

these individuals, together with any others invited

by them, shall, in each county, form a comtniilee
to obtain and report the inlbrmation desired Irom
that county, as fully as circumstances may per-

mit. In addition to this one service, others of

greater value and continued operation might be
performed, if the individuals in each county thus
associated temporarily for a special purpose,
would form themselves, and as many as possible

of their fellow farmers, into a permanent agricul-

tural society, constituted lor actual working— for

making and inducing the making of accurate
agricultural experiments, and lor eliciting and
reporting practical /acts and useful truths. A
society in each county thus constituted, and thus
working, would in every successive year add to

the great harvest of agricultural information, of

which our present aim is but to ffather the already
existing or first Iruits. And the total amount
of such acquisitions, if furnished from many so-
cieties, reported annually to the Board of Agri-
culture, and then published and disseminated
through every county of the state, would serve
to produce results of the kind and ihe value that
ought to be expected Irom a properly constituted
and sufficiently endowed Board of Agriculture.

It is proposed that the stale be divided into

eight districts, in each one of which a designated
member of the Board of Agriculture shall endea-
vor to carry into effect the objects of the board,
and as fully as the assistance rendered by otheis
and the other available means may permit. II

enough of particular information can be oiitained

in the course of the ensuing year, and in sufficient

time, from any such district, or portion of it, in

addition to such general examination and survey
as the member of the board superintending thai

district can make personally, then he shall prepare
a general report on the agriculture of the district,

or part—and also a more particular and full report

of any one county or smaller section, so liar as
his personal labors and other sources of inlbrma-
tion may permit. These reports of particular

counties, or smaller sections, might in like manner
be added to, as to other counties, in subsequent
years ; and the early and imperfect details of all

be coonected and enlarged as more matter may be
obtained. These reports would serve finally as
materials for a sj'stematic and general agricultural

report of the whole state.

As additional means for furthering these objects.

it is recommended that each member of the board,

when visiting the district assigned to his charge,

shall attend the meetings of any existing agricul-

tural societies, or where no society exists, that he
shall invite the attendance olj and free conversa-
tion with, the farmers of the neighborhood, at

suitable time and place, lor the purpose of obtain-
ing answers to the queries, and any other desira-

ble information. Each member, thus acting
separately, will collect, arrange and furnish to the
board the agricultural inlbrmation offered within
his district of operation ; and also, from these
materials and his own personal investigations,

make such general and particular reports as were
referred to above.

(B.)

The committee to whom ivas referred the se-
leciion of queries, have had the subject under
consideration, and beg leave to report the follow-

ing list:

I.— Geographical state.

1. General geographical description.

2. Climate.
3. Surface and soil.

4. Minerals.
5. Water.

II.— General management of land.
1. Quantity of arable land, of meadow, of

wood, of waste land 7

2. Size of farms.

3. Rotation of crops, and the kind of cul-
tivation.

4. Depth and manner of ploughing, for

preparation of different crops.
5. Tillage of crops, and general manage-

ment of each important one, from the
seeding to the consumption or mar-
keting.

HI.

—

Products and prices of crops.

1. Usual produce per acre of different
large crops, and general selling price.

IV.

—

Implements.
V.—Fencing and enclosing.
VI.— Tillage of growing crops.

1. General management, seeding, har-
vesting, marketing.

VII.— Grass and grazing.
1. Natural meadows.
2. Watered meadows.
3. Mowing and hay.
4. Artificial grasses, and their compara-

tive value for bay or grazing.
VI 11.

—

Live stock.

1. Teams, or laboring animals.
2. Animals raised for sale or farm sup-

plies.

3. Prevalent diseases, and their remedies.
IX.

—

Dairy management.
X.— fVoods and waste land,

1. Description.

2. Uses and product.

XL—jVew or recent processes, or improvedprac-
tices in agriculture.

XII.— Obstacles to improvement.
Including the operation of the laws or go-

vernmental legulaiions.

XIII.

—

Miscellaneous observations and statements

of any thing of interest, not included
in any query.
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rank's high as a paslure prass in soils adapted to

it ; such as peat bogs and lands that are deep and
moist. At the souih, I suspect that it ia rare.

I have never met with it, except a small patch on
the Cape Fear, wliere it was apparently intro-

duced
A. 9. Aristida oligantha. 10. A. gracilis. 11.

dichotoma. Hail's nest grass, hen gra^s, pover-

ty grass, of Virginia. These three species are

ESSAY TOWARDS THE Er..UCIDATION OF THE
POPULAR SYNONYiMY OF THE GRASSES.

For the Partners' Register.

The following notes are all that I can at pre-

sent oH'er towards liilfilling the promise, made
last spring, of doing what I could to clear up the

confusion in the popular names of grasses. I rx-

recled considerable assistance from those inime- _

diately interested in the suhject ; but, wiih the evidently conlbunded under the above popular

exception of Mr. T. S. Pleasants, of Bellona 'lames. Mr. T. S. Pleasants sent them all to me
Arsenal, Virginia, I have not received the least ' as poverty grass, though he at last fixed upon

aid from that class. I have been obliged there- ,
No. 9asihetrue one. Mr. Ruffin did not dis-

fore to depend principally upon books (br informa- hnguish Nos. 10 and 11, as mdeed none but a

tion, which will be serviceable as far as it goes, botanist would be likely to do, so that nothmg re-

yet must be far from accomplishing all that is
mains but to apply these popular names to the

desired. I here repeat what I have before urged, ^hree species. Mr. Pleasants in a letter says of

that if aariculturisis wish to see this project ac \

poverty grass, by which he intends No. 9 particu-

complished, they must themselves furnish the I'^rly, that ii covers impoverished fields in the lat-

principal materia! ; for botanist are too few, and
j

'er part of summer and forms not bad autumnal

too little acquainted with the popular names of Pf^e^nres.'' Vide Farmers' Register, ix. 613.

plants in different sections of ihe country, to he 12. Aristida stricta. ffire grass ot North

able to furnish much information upon this sub- !

Carolina. This grrass forms tussocks in the pine

jpct. In the following notes I have drawn preity
|

barrens of the southernstates, putting up numerous

largely from a similar article by Dr. Darlington, 1

straight and stiH convolute leaves, 12 to 18 inches

in the Farmers' Cabinet of October last.

It must be by essays of this sort at Ihe outset,

that the materials are to be gathered for the com-
pilation o( a Farmers' Botany, if such a thin? is

ever to be prepared. I judge from some articles

in this publication and elsewhere, that such a

work was expected from me. But this is more
than I dreamed of in the original offer of aid. F

am willing however to render such assistance as

I can towards it, provided a sufficient amount of
popular information can be gathered for making
such a work what it ought to be. Without this,

it would be but an ordinary Fiori. A publication

of this sort, however, should not be attempted be-

fore the completion of the N. A. Flora of Torrey
and Gray, which should be adopted as a standard

for the botanical nomenclature.

Let the subject be kept in agitation for a while,

and we shall see what can be done towards ac-

complishing the work. If the editors of agricul-

cultural papers in all parts of the country would
take an active part in the measure, it would not

be long ere it hastened to a conclusion.

1. Agrostis vulgaris. Herds grass of Pennsyl-
vania, and probably of all the states south ofthat.

Hed top of New England. Fine bent grass of

Great Britain.

2. Andropogon scoparius. .3. A. Virginicus.

4. A. argenteus. 5. A. tehastachyu^. 6. A.
macromus. These five species of Andropocron
are indiscriminately called sedge, broom sedge, and
broom grass, in North Carolina. They are com-
mon in old fields and are indicative of poor sod.

7. Andropogon nutans. fVood grass. Indian
grass, of Pennsylvania. Beard grass of Massa-
chusetts. Common in neglected fields, and along
the margins of woods. A grass of no value, and
not troublesome enough in this section of country
to have received a name.

8. Anthoxanthum odoratum. Sweet-scented
vernal grass. A very fragrant gras?, and seems
(0 be known by the above name wherever it is

cultivated. It is rather common at the north, but

Darlington says it is not much esteemed by the
farmers. Sir H. Davy represents it as not afford-

ing sufficient produce lor hay, but says that it

ong, and furnishing one of the peculiar features!

of that sandy region. This grass is quite in

keeping with the soil it inhabits, lor it is about as
arid as the sand from which it grows. After the
woods are burned over in the spring, which ap-
pears to be the common practice in the lower
part of the Carolinas, (to the great annoyance of
turpentine makers and fox hunters, as well as to

the destruction of much valuable timber,) the
young lender shoots are grazed by cattle, as I

suppose because they can then find nothing else.

13. Aristida purpurascens. Generally confound-
ed with No. 12, with which it grows, but is readi-
ly distinguished from that by its flat leaf;

14. Arundinaria macrosperma. Heed. Too
well known throughout the southern states to re-

quire further notice.

15. Arrhenatherum avenaceum, Beauv. Ave-
na elaiior, Linn. Oat grass, grass of the jfndes,
of Pennsylvania. Egyptian oats, ol North Caro-
lina. Tall oat grass, and tiller oat grass, of Great
Britain. This has been cultivated in this slate to

a little extent, and is esteemed by some, while
others disregard it. I have examined a small
field of it this month, (November,) which has
been twice cut the past season and still exhibits a
luxuriant verdure. Dr. Darlington says it is not
highly esteemed in Pennsylvania.

16. Biomus secalinus. Known throughout
the country as cheat or chess.

17. Calamagrostis coarclata. fVild oats. So
called in the mountains of North Carolina. Not
a common grass, and seldom noticed.

18. Cenchrus tribuloides. iSand s;Dur, of North
Carolina. Bur grass, hedgehog grass ol' Pennsyl-
vania. Common along the whole coast south of
New York, and a great pest in cultivated grounds.
It propagates rapidly by taking root at Ihe joints
of the stem. I's flowers are a small spiny bur
about the size of a pea, and are not easily over-
looked or (iirgotten by the barefooted, Not found
far from the sea-coast.

19. C^yiiodon dactylon. fJ^ire grass of Vir-
ginia. Cane grass on the Cape Fear. Bermuda
grass of Mississippi, Georgia and South Caro-
lina. Soiueiitjies called Cumberland grass^ ac-
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cording to MuhlenbtTor. This is No. Ixxvii of

Sinclair's list, in ihe Appendix to Sir E. Davy's

Agricultural Chemistry, and ia there called creep-

ing panic grass.

Mr. Pleasants says,—" The lolre grass has al-

ways been considered as Hffording most, excellent

herbage, and as a good improver of Ihe soil.

When It can be euhdued, the land produces fine

crops. But ilie difficullv is in destroying it."

For (tiriher notice of this grass, vide Farmers'

Rpffisier, ix. "295, 395, 568.

20. Cyperus lepers. Nut grass, of E. Flo-

rida.

21. C. hydra. Nut grass of North and South
Crirolina. Cocoa grass, of Lonisiana. These
two grasses are excessive nuisances where Ihey

get possest-ion of cultivated land, and seem to be
the most difiRcult of all grasses to exterminate.

They multiply by numerous luhers on the roots.

The firel is lijund from New York to New Or-
leans, the second is not found north of Virtrinia,

and is mi:ch more troublesome in the Carolinas

than the other. In E. Florida the first predomi-
nates. For remarks upon the extirpation of this

pest, vide Farmers' Reyi^ter, ix. 534. Elliott,

in his Botany of South Carolina and Georgia,
says that the only efTectual method of destroying

this plant (C. hydra) is by such continued ex-
posure of the tubers by ploughing or hoeins that

Ihey at las! lose their vitality in repealed fiuluros

to take root.

22. D.ictylis glomerata. Orchard grass.

Seems to be known in the United States exclu-

sively under this name. In Sinclair's list, it is

called Cock's foot grass. For renvtrks upon this,

see Farmers' Rciiister, viii. 227, 414, 626. ix. 54,

and Sinclair's acconnt in the Appendix to Davy's
Agricu'tiiral Chemistry,

23. Digitaria sanyuinalis. Crab grass of
Pennsylvania, Virginia, and the Carolinas. I^in-

ger grass of Massachusetts and Pennsylvania,

24. D. filiformis. Similar to the preceding and
sometimes confounded with if.

25. Eleiisine Indica. Goose grass In VWaiuln,*

(and North Carolina?) Crowfoot \n South Caroli-

na. fFiregrassin Mafsachusells. Dog'' stall grass

in Pennsylvania. Muhlenberg calls it crab grass,

crop grass and yard grass, but the two first names
are commonly appropriated to No. 23. Perhaps
these two grasses are sometimes confounded, as

there is a similarity in the formation of the fl )vver

spikes. Darlington says that cattle and hogs are

fond of it.

26. Elymus Virginicus. Wild rye in North
Carolina. A plant rather common and very ap-

propriately named, but nei'her valuable or trouble-

some, as I know of

27. Eriophorum Vlrginicum, Cotton gra$8 in

North Carolina and Massachusetts, Common in

low, grassy and wet lands, and readily distinguish-

ed by its head of dirty white floral appendages,
somewhat resembling a small mass of cotton.

28. Holcus lamatus. Feather grass, \n North
Carolina and Pennsylvania. White timothy in

Pennsylvania, Fe/we^gmss in Massachusetts. Dr.

* " Goose grass" is one of the vulgar names ap-

plied in Virginia to poa pratensis, described after-

wards, and numbered 86.—Ed. F. R.

Muhlenberg calls it Salem grass. In England,
calle(] meadow soft grass, and Yorkshire grass.

29. Leeisia oryzoides. Rice grass, of the

Carolinas. Cut grass, of Virsinia, according to

Muhlenberg. Cut grass, wild rice, of Pennsyl-

vania. Has some resemblance lo rice, and the

maririns of the leaves are extremely rough
;

hence the above names. Darlington calls it " a

worthless grass," but a different estimate is lorm-

ed of it by a writer in Farmers' Register, ix. 167.

30. Leersia Virginica, White grass, of Virgi-

nia, according to Muhlenberg. Very similar lo

the preceding, but more slender.

31. Loliuin temulentum. Spelt of Virginia, for

an account of which see Faimers' Register, ix.

569.

32. L. perenne. Rye or ray grass of England
and some parts of the United States. For a no-

tice of it, see Farmers' Register, ix., 570. I have
never met with these two grasses in North Caro-
lina.

33. Muhlenbergia diff"nsa. Nimble Will, of

Kentucky, according lo Mr. Lewis, iu the Ken-
tucky Farmer, vol. iv., no, 27,

84. Phalaris Americana. Spring grass, at

Wilmington, N. C. This is an early, luxuriant

grass, growing in the swamps and rice fielda

along the Cape Fear, and is brought^inlo Wil-
mington in small bundles in the spring, and sold

by the negroes from ihe rice fields. It would be
recognized by any one as near akin to the Canary
grass (Phalaris Canariensis) which it resembles.

35. Plileum pratense. Timothy, of Ihe stales

south of New York. Herd's grass, of New York
and New England. Meadow caVs tail grass, of
Great Britain.

36. Poa pratensis. Blue grass, of Kentucky
and North Carolina. Green sward, of Virginia-

Green, grass, of Pennsylvania and Maryland.
Spear grass and meadow grass, of Pennsylvania.
Smooth stalked meadow grass, of Great Britain.

For remarks upon this valuable grass, see Far-
mers' Register, viii., 198, 517, 650, 694, and ix.,

54, 115. 516, 518.

37. P. trivialis. Rough stalked meadoio grass,

of Great BritaiVi. This resembles number 36, but

can be distinguished by its rough stem. It is said

to be very valuable, but I do not know of its ex-
istence in the southern states,

38. P. annua. May grass, in some parts of
North Carolina. This appears like a reduced

form of number 36, and is a fine lawn grass. It

seems to be Ibund throughout the United States.

39. P. compre.-=s^. Blue grass, in England,
Virginia and Pennsylvania. Called wire grass

iu some places, but not in Virginia or North Ca-
rolina, English writers sometimes call it flat

stalked meadow grass. In Massachusetts 1 have
heard it called Leghorn grass, its flat stem adapt-

ing it to the manulacture of grass bonnets, for

which it has been used. See Farmers' Register,

ix.,513.

40. P. serotina. This plant I have never met
with at the souib, though it is common at the

north. Dr. Muhlenberg s lys it is called red top

in New York, but I suspect only by being con-

founded wiih the true red top, or No, 1 of this

list, I presume it is the red top described by Mr.
Welles of Ma.=sachusetts, (Farmers' Register,

ix. 129,) under the name &f Poa pratensis,

41. Scirpus triqueter. Sword grass on the
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Cape Fear, Readily distinguished from other

rushes by its three cornered stetii.

42. Seiaria glauca. ff'ild timothy, and hotlh

brush, of Yirgirua. Foxtail grass, oC Peniieyl-

field ; and, hke all oifiernight flies, will rush to

ihe light and in it. I have caught these flies and
pulled them asunder ; and [ suppose one, fly will,

rom appearance, contain (rom ihree to five hun-
vania and Massachusetts, very common in waste

|
dred eggs. I have also caught iheni when they

fields.
j

had but a few, and were small and eicUly, and they
43. Spariina glabra. Marsh grass. An in- I then soon die. From ihe fact that the worm

hatdtant of the salt marshes oi ihe whole sea
j

destroys so much of ihe square and boll, I have
coast. no doubt that a great saving may be had by

44. Tripsacum dactyloiiles. Gama grass. ;
worming the plant, ;ind detecting them at all ages

This grass, as far as J can ascertain, is now deem- and sizHg. This pltni [ adopted, and t am sure
ed a nuisance

45. Triticum repens. JVheat grass, and quake
grass, in JMassachuseits. Couch grass, and quildi

grass, in Great Britain. Mr. Pleasanis sent me
this fi-om Virginia, but wiihout a pnpular name.

46. Vilfa Indica. Blackseed grass oi ihe Caro-

linas. H^ire grass of Georgia, according to

Muhlenberg.
47. Zizania aqualica. JFild rice in North

Carolina, Mossarhupeiis, and aloiiw the great

northern lakes. Water oats in Massachusetts.
48. Z. miliacea. Wild oats [a the lower part

of North Carolina.

M. A. Curtis.

WORM IN COTTON.

From the Milledgeville Recoriler.

Greene County, Ga. Oct. 8, 1841.

I have made some experiments and discovery

of the worm in cotton. I have hearJ many per-

sons undertake to describe how the worn s were
generated, but no description seemed to saiisly

j

much earlier age, and is less liable to ihe ravages
me. My crop having a great quaniity of worm of the worm, which appears from the 20ih to ihe
in it this year, I was frequently in it and could see

j

last of August. As the worm season is over, I

a fly resembling the fly from a silk-worm. It was advise the reader to take care of this paper, and
rather smaller and more yellow. One evening, judge for himself nexi crop.

iVcm a C'dculalion that I made one day's work, that

I must have destroyed (rom forty lo fifty thousand
worms in the space of filieen days. These worms
destroy more coiton when small than they do
when they are nearly grown, because they mostly
prey upon the grown bolls, and frequently they
remain in one boll until they get ready to go into

the earth.

[ will describe ihe fly as nearly as I can : It is

about three-fourths of an inch long, and of a light

brown yellow— winirs spread out wide, pitched in a
leaf, and flies awkwardly when in the act of lay-

ing its egijs— has a small green head, and just be-
tween the socket of its wings is of a brown red,

and has a bill half an inch long, of a hard wiry
substance, which it carries in a coil.

I presume some may conclude that stubble or

corn land will not be attacked by them ; but this

iDakes no difference, as the fly can travel very
rapidly and will soon go to any part of the

plantation.

Coiton should be planted early, and thinned out
to 12 or 14 inches, and one stalk. This will give
the cotton air, and it will form its squares at a

between sun-set and dark, I lollowed one of these

flies laying iis eggs. Every branch of cotton

where the fly made a depositeof its eggs, I gather-

ed and put in a glass jar, from which the worm
hatched ; and while very small I put it into a small
coiton square, and it opened in a short time, Ii

passed fi-om one square to another, producinir ihe

eameeffect on the cotton as those in the field where
1 gathered the eggs.

These worms, after getting to a certain stage of

life, leave the cotton bolls and burrow in the

ground ; but how long they remain in that state, I

am unable to say ; but beyond all doubt they are
translbrmed into a fly, and this fly lays the eggs

;

and as soon as the fly depositee all iis effgs, it dies

similar to the silk-wo'-m fly. How the worm first

made its appearmce last year, I am unable to

AuGUSTiN Greene.

A CHAPTER ON CATS.

From tlie Maine Farmer.

There has been considerable excitement within

a fortnight in this neighborhood, caused by the ap-
pearance of a large animal of the cat species, in

Sidney. Messrs. Sumner Dyer, Edward Davis,
Zaccheus S. Purringion, and C. Reynolds, being
out on a fox hunting excursion, discovered a large

track on the light snow, which they thought was
made by a loup ccrvier {louservee.^ They
pursued on lor a while, when, what should they
find in a thicket, but an enormous panther. They
were not well equipped (or such game, having butdetermine, but am inclined to the belief that the}

fly was theorigiu.il last year, and was brought into
j

two or three balls with them—but they concluded
existence from some unknown process.

j

to give him what they had on hand. After a
One of these worms will destroy one half of the i

severe battle in which the vermint was well
squares and bolls in a stalk ofcotton, and frequent-

|

^^ peppered''^ with bails, shot and slugs, they suc-
ly more, betbre they burrow in the earth. Should

[

ceeded in breaking his back, and were thereby
this worm remain in the ground during the winter, enabled to go up and knock him on the head,
it no doubt would be a good plan in the dead of I He was brought here last week for exhibition,

winter to break op the bed in which the coiton
;

and we were employed to exercise a little " taxi-

grew, so that I hey will freeze. They seldom : dermy^'' by way of taking oH' his jacket and stuff-

enter the ground in the middle of the row. The
]

ing it, secundum artem. To be serious, however,
number of worms may be reduced by making i

we found the animal to be what is generally called

lights in diflferent parts of the fieldjust at twilight, ' a panther. Common consent has applied this

at which lime the fly commences flying over the I name to certain animals of the cat genus, bearing
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all the marks and eharacierislics of that animal,

but if writers on natural history are correct in

considering or calling ihe animal louncl in Mexico,
and known there by the name ol jaguar, a pan-
ther, ihis should be called a cougar. He answers
very nearly to Harlan's descrijjiion of the Felis

concolor, or American lion.

We will give H.jrlan's generic and specific de-

scription, and slate wherein this aniaial differs.

Tnelblowing is thisdesoripiionorihecai genus:

—

Superior or upper 16

Dental Formula, )

Teeth 30. 5

Inferior 14.

Incisor 6,

Canine 2

;

Molar 8,

Incisor 6,

Canine 2.

Molar 6.

Inferior incisors, forming a regular series.

Canine very strong. Four molars above, viz. :

—

two false or conical on each side, one carnivorous,

with three lobes and a small tuberculous tooth,

wider than long, (the last sometimes warning,)

below on each side, two lalse compressed, simple

molars, and one carnivorous bicusped. Head
round, lacial line short and slightly arched, zygo-

matic arches veniricose, jaws short, tongue cover-

ed with corneous papillai, their poin's directed back-

wards, nose terminated by a very small muzzle,

wiih the nostrils pierced inliiriorly and at the sides,

ears short, straight and iriangular, pupils contract-

ing sometimes in a vertical line and sometimes in

a circle, legs proportionably short, anterior leet

pentadaclyle {five toed) posterior leiradactyle (four

toed,) nails ot tile fore leet retraciile {drawn in)

in a state of repose, elavaied and lying oblnjucK'

between the fingers, tail more or less lung.

Habits.—Very savage, liieding in a state of na-

ture on living animals only, which they seize by

surprise and not by chasing as dogs are accustom-

ed to ; leaping and climbing with great tacility,

but running badly, sense of smell not very acute,

but that of sight very perlect.

The above is Harlan's description of the cat

genus. The denial formula in this is different, or

in other words the number of teeih in this fellow

is not 60 great, having only twelve molars or grind-

ers instead of lourteen as above described.

The description of the species of which this

animal is probably a variety, is as lollows :

Felis Concoior (Linneus) Pouwa, of travellers.

/American Lion,

or a deep yellow color, without a mane or tuft at

end of the tail.

Dimension. Total length, three feet six inches
;

length of tail, two leet three inches ; of the head,

seven inches nine lines.

(The animal killed in Sidney is larger.)

Description. Body long and slim ; head
small; legs sirong and ehori

;
tail long and turn-

ing ; color grayish about the eyes ; hairs within

ihe ears white, slightly tinged wiih yellow
; ex-

terior of the ears blackish ; those portions of the

lips which support the whiskers black ; the re-

maining portions of the lips, with the ttiroat,

while ; beneath the neck, pale yellow.

_^ote.— The cougar de Pennsylvania (as de-

scribed and figured in Bufibn's Natural History,

supplement, vol. 3, plate 2, fig. 41,) is most pro-

bably a variety. Collinson remarks, that it is

lower upon its legs and has a larger tail than this
;

it is described as being five feet six inches long
;

tail two feet six inches ; height before, one foot

nine inches
; behind, one fool ten inches. Habit,

carnivorous, ferocious and cruel without necessity
;

attacking principally sheep, calves, colls, &c.

;

living isolated or in pairs in the depths of forests
;

leaping with agiliiy and climbing trees with
lacility.

Inhabit Paraguay, Brazil, United States as far

north as Canada.
So much for the description in "books.''^ Tlie

specimen killed in Sidney is undoubtedly a variety
ol the above species, varying only in some parti-

culars, as animals of the same species sometimes
do. It is undoubtedly the animal which our
hunters and woodsmen caW painters and panthers,
and what is meant when we in this region lell

about catamounts, and probably what the Pe-
nobscot Indians call Lunkersoos or Indian Devil,
so you see he doesn't lack lor names.
The specimen before us may be ihus described :

f known by the common names of
Pouma,

Feils Concolor, 1

I

American Lion,
Cougar,
Painter,

Panther,
Catamount,
Lunkersoos.

Color, &c. dark or dirty yellow on his head,
back, sides and tail : ears blackish on the margin,
grayish white within, short tail tipped with black,

nose and inside of lips black, upper and under lips

grayish while—the part which supports the whis-
kers black—grayish white around the eyes—throat,

belly, inside of legs grayish while. Hair and fur

short and very thick or close, eyelids black.

Teeth—Three grinders or mashers on each side

of under jaw. Three oneach side of upper jaw,
the front one on each side of this jaw small and
conical. Tusks four, two in lower and two in

upper jaw, large and stout, incisors or li-ont teeth

small; six in lower and six in upper jaw. Tongue
rough with sharp papillce bent backward. The
partition between the upper and lower lobe of the

brain (cerebrum and cerebellum) composed of

thin plate of bone extending down usual distance

toward the base.

Dimensions. Length from tip of the nose to

tip of tail seven feet three inches. From tip of
nose to insertion of tail five feet three inches.

Height two feet.

Girt or circumference of head half way be-

tween ears and eyes, one foot eight inches ; ditto

of fore leg near the body one foot : ditto of body
near the fore legs two leet ten inches; ditto at

flanks three i'eeifnar inches. Toes on fore feet

with a dew claw, on hind feet five. Gland or

protuberance above ankle in lore leg bare and
black. Weight 200 lbs.

He was a male and very fat ; the fruits of good
living upon the rabbits and deer of the forest,

and occasionally a sheep or two.

It has been conjectured that he escaped from a
caravan. There is no necessity for resorting to

that to account for his appearance. He probably
strayed down from the forests on the frontier,

where there are more of there. They are occa-

sionally seen by hunters and lumbermen, but are

seldom molested or taken. It lakes the Sidney

boys to " nab" such kittens.
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no other species ot" the cat (It-lis) in Maine.
We have what are called Fisher cat and black

cat, but these are not of the cat genus.

TOBACCO A REMEDY FOR ARSENIC.

From Silliman's Journr.l.

A young lady in New-Hampshire fell into the

mistake, so often committed, of eating a portion ol

arsenic which had been prepared liar the destruc-

tion of rats. Painful symptoms soon led to the

inquiry : and her misiake was discovered. An
elderly lady who was present advised thai she

should be made to vomit as speedily as possible
;

as she had always felt a perlect loathing for tobac-

co in every shape, it was supposed that this would

at once etieci the purpose. A pipe was used, but

without producing nausea. She next chewed
a large portion of strong tobacco, and swallowed

With the exception of the common domestic
, be a source of real saiis!aclion, and of honest pride,

cat and the lynx, or loup ccrvicr, we have seen to every cultivator of natural ecirnce, however
irifling his contiibiitions may be to the general

slock ol'in'orinaiion.

Unimportant as insects may ai)[)ear to the

casual observer, they often prove awful visitations

when employed by the Creator as his armies to

I'ullil his ends. No one sufiers more from these

hosts than the agriculturist ; it is iherelbre impos-

t:ible that he can remain an indrilerenl spectator

vvhils! it may be in his own power lo palliate, if not

10 avert, the evil. 1 tliereloie hojie that these

memoirs, by calling the atleniion of ilie Itirnier to

so iniporiant a subject, may lead him lo useful and

profitable results ; and !^llould he derive as n)uch

advantage Irom their perusal as 1 aniici|)ate of

pleasure in tlieir detail, it will prove to ine a source

of unfeigned gratification.

I am aware that one of the greatest difficulties

ihe larmer has to contend with is, that invariable

law of nature which compels him lo change his

crops, from the exhausMon of certain elementary

pans of the sod, which are absorbed or neuiraliz< d

the juice, and that even without a seneation of I by the vegetable that is produced ; and with all

disgust

A strong decoction was then made of hot water,

of which she drank, perhaps, half a pint. Siill

there was neither nausea nor dizziness, nor did it

operate at all, either as an emetic or cathartic.

The painful sensations at her stomach however
subsided, and she began to leel well. On the ar-

rival of physicians, an emetic of blue vitriol was
administered, and produced one operation. One
or two days after there was a discharge of a dark

green color, approaching to black. No ill conse-

quences Ibliowed.

Another case occurred in the same place a few
years subsequently, in which arsenic was taken

through mistake, by a sick person, and she em-
ployed tobacco with the same success. She, too.

his art in selecting manure and resting the land, it

will become tired at last, and by deirrees refuse to

|)rnduce certain crops nearly alioirether : it is even
asserted of the turnip, that it certainly does not

grow so vigorously nor so readily as it did several

years ago. It is natural to suppose that as this

period approaches, the crops will become, from

ieebleness, more susceptible of disease ; and as

insects are intimately connected with this subject,

contributing in no small degree to the dissolution

of vegetables, and the failure of our crops being

frequently very justly attributed to them, this is a

matter well deserving of our attention, and in pur-

suance of this object we will first consider those

insects which attack the turnip, a root of the

greatest importance lo us all ; (or without turnips

had always loathed the article, but now chewed it our sheep and cattle would be deprived of one
and swallowed the saliva, without producing sick- 1 great resource, so that we should be almost unable
ness to the stomach. No emetic was administer-

ed nor any other remedy.

OBSERVATIONS ON THE NATURAL, HISTORY
AND ECONOMY OF THE DIFFERENT INSECTS
AFFECTING THE TURNIP CROP.

to procure fresh meat in winter, most essential to

the health of man : and the land again would lose

thai fertility which in feeding ofl the turnip we
secure for the succeeding crops.

No crop is subject to the attacks of a greater

number of noxious insects, &c., than the turnip.

First, the ants run ofT with an incredible quan'ity

of the seeds; then come two sorls of turnip-fly,

» T, n 4- jT-z-e 4
the striped and the brassy, which destroy the ten-

Ify John Vurtis, J^.I..:^., etc. ^^^ Ig^j^eg j^g g^^^ ^g ,|^^,y b^jrst from the ground
;

fFrom the Journal of llie Eoyal Agricultural Seciety of; at the same time we have the maggot of a fly and
England.)

,l,g vvire-vvorm, both living upon the young roots
;

Unless we collect facts on good anthorily, and
[
and also a large caterpillar or grub, when they are

conduct experiments with care and perseverance, ' more advanced ; then Ibllow armies of black caler-
our labor will be lost in studying the economy o: pillars, reducing the leaves to skeletons, and the
the insect tribes ; for in tlie investigation of such
living atoms, as they ofien are, the slightest error

may lead us far from the truth. It is not to be
expected that a taste for such studies will be uni-

versal, though all who can appreciate the value of
a good harvest will take, it may fairly be presumed,
an interest in our researches. Such a taste, how-
ever, where it does exist, is easily improved ; and
it is a truth admitted by all who have indulged in

such pursuits, that they never repented of the time
that had been given up to these laudable objects

;

and independently of the amusement to be derived
from the investigation of nature, any benefits con-
ferred on man by such knowledge ought ever lo

blight of the plant-louse, together with a minute
moth ; we may add also two weevils, which cause
the lumps or excrescences on the bulbs ; with

sluers, snails, and mildew brinamg up the rear.

Before entering upon iheir history, it vvdl be

necessary to make a few observations relative to

the economy of insects, which [ beg may be borne

in mind in the perusal ol these |)apers, as they will

be of service in the investigations I propose, and
in which I hope every practical man will lend me
a hand ; they will also smooth the road lo those

who have not a scientific knowledge of insects,

and are not skilled in 'he study of entomology.
Insects have been divided into large luasBCS,
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named orders; these are subdivided into lesser

groups, called families, which comprise smaller

companies, desijinaled genera; and each 0/ these

consists of more or lewer speci':s, or difl'ereni

sorts, which occasionally vary in size and color,

and such are termed varieties. Aiiolher still

more important lact to be remembered is, that all

insects pro)j;ress through several stages :*^rsi, the

lemale lays an egg ; tliis egg hatclies and produces,

secondly, a larva, which is a li tie anituHl cal.'ed a

maggot or gentle, a caterpillaK or canker, a Vv-orm

or grub, &c. Thus we have maggots in ciieese atjd

meat, called gentles by angleis; caterpillars on

cabbages, can&ers in roses, wire worms -dud silk-

loorms, and all sorts ol'grubs. When any of these

have fed until they are full grown, having been

compelled to cast their skins several times as they

increase in size, they change, thirdly, to a pupa,

chrysalis, aurelia, or nymph: they eiiher enter

the earth lor this purpose, as most naked mag-
gots do, or, like hairy caterpillars they spin a

web, in which ihey undergo their translijrmation

or change ; but the caterpillars of the cabbage,

butterfly, and many others, merely suspend them-
selves to a wall or rail, and there remain unpro-

tected during the winter. In this state they all

rest without any symptoms of life, except when
touched, until the substance of the enclosed larva

has become perfected into the various n)embers of

its first parents, when, fourtltly, out comes a flesh-

fly, a butterfly, a rose-moth, a click-beetle, a tur-

nip-fly, &c. ; and this i- called the i7nngo, or perfect

state.

The turnip-beetle, with whose history we vvill

begin, belongs to the order coleopiera, from
its wings, with which it flies, being Iblded beneath

two horny cases. It is included in the family
chrysomelida, or golden beetles, for certain

scientific reasons, in confbrmiiy with its structure,

and is one of about one hundred species, ibrming

the genus altica, sometimes written haltica.

Thestripedturnip-bcetle. or, as it has been called,

the turnip-fly, turnip-flea, earth flea-bertle, black-

jack, &c., is named in our catalogues altica ne-

morum.'\ The former word, derived from the

Greek, alludes to the leaping powers ofihe genus,
and the latter signilying that this species inhabits

woods and groves, which were more especially its

haunts before the cultivation of the turnip became
general.

The economy of this little pest has puzzled the

man of science, as well as the practical agricul-

turist, fur many years ; and lor want of that rigid

care which is indispensable in the investigation of

natural history, numerous errors have been adopt-
ed, which have led to the promulgation of many
false theories. Dr. Pearson believed at first that

the white spots or dots observable on more than
half the turnip- seeds were the eggs of the turnip-

fly ; but he was compelled to abandon that opinion,
" having had no flies where the seed was sown in

soil contained in pots covered vi'ith bell-glasses."
" Kusticus," however, a contributor 10 the Ento-
mological Magazine, f so strongly insisted upon it.

* Plant-lice often bring forth young instead of
laying eggs, so do blue-bottle flies, but not always

;

and there are a few other exceptions.

t Vide Curtis's Gu'de to an Arrangement of British
Insects, second edit., col. 74.

X Entomological Magazine, vol. i. p. 363.

that seed steeped in brine, or otherwisejprepared,
have been sold in London at the seed-shops, to

insure the grower against the attacks of the fly.

It is exceedingly likely that the white dots are

occasioned by minute flies alighting upon the

seeds whiit; ihey are drying, and deposiiing their

excrement ujion then), which is often white; or

Ihey may be particles of pollen from the flowers.

It was, however, (rom the careful investigations

of JN'Ir. H. Le. Keux * ihai we were first made ac-

quainted wiih the actual economy of this little

beetle.

If the spring be warm the sexes pair from April
to September, during which period the eggs
are deposited by the lemale on the underside of

the rough leaves of the turnips. She lays ap-
parently about one e^g daily ; and ten pairs laid

in a week oidy Ibriy-three eggs. This indeed
was under confinement ; but the correctness of
this esiimaieis supported by the fact, that in leaves
taken fiom the field, containing as many as six

larvfe, ijiey were ail of diflerenl sizes, indicating a
variety of ages. The eggs are very minute, oval,

smooih, and partaling of the color of the leaf.

They are hatched in ten days ; and the little

maggots immediately bei,Mn to eat through the

lower skin of the leaf, and to form winding
burrows by feeding on the pulp. These burrows
are visible enough to the naked eye when the

larva? leaves them, and the cuticles are withered
and discolored ; but in their early stage they are

discovered with difficulty: indeed it is only by
holding the leaf up to the light that they can be
well detected.

The larvce are pale, fleshy, and cylindrical, with
six pectoral feet, and a proleg at the apex : the

head is liirnished with jaws and large dark eyes
;

and the first and last segments bear dark patches.

They are full led in about sixteen days, when they
desert their burrows and bury themselves not

quite two inches below the surface of the earth,

selecting a spot near the bulb, where the turnip-

leaves protect them from the wet and drought.

In the earth they become immoveable c/irj/saZzt/es

which are brought to maturity, I believe,

in about a fortnight, when the beetle or fly, as it is

called, emerges fiom its tomb, again to ILilfil the

lavvs of nature.

The beetles are shining black, minutely

punctured ; the head is rather small, with two
prominent orbicular eyes, finely granulated ; the

mouth projects a little, the upper lip and fiielers

being visible : just above the nose are placed two
longish horns, each composed of eleven joints, tliH

three next the head ochre-colored, the first being

the longest, the remainder dull black, the terminal

one pointed : the thorax, or trunk, is broader than

the head, narrowed a little before, with the sidea

rounded : the two wing-cases are moveable, and

Ibrm an oval ; they are twice as broad as the trunk,

and lour times as long ; each has a distinct ochre-

colored stripe, sometimes approaching to white,

running down theceritre, generallj' winding a little

on the outside, near the middle, and curved inward

at the extremity : beneath are ample wings, twice

as long as the body, and Iblded up for protection

when unemployed : the legs are of a rusty ochre,

the thighs pitch-colored, the hinder being very

* Transactions of the Entomological Society of

London, vol. ii, p. 24.
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thick and formed for Icnpinir; their tibhp, or shaiike,
]

are also the stoutest, and ihiclily rrin<red on (he out-

side towards ihe end : the leel are all composed ol

(bur joints, the lips as well as those o( ihe shanlis

•lenorally pilch-colored; in ihe hinder pair ihe basal

foint is considerably ihe longest; Ihe third is (brmod

"ofivvo slii!;htly dilated lobes, rou<jhened beneath

with finehliirs, as well as the two preceding; joints,

li)r Ihe sake ol' adherin^r to smooth surfaces, and

they are thus enabled to ascend glass; the Iburih

joitu is sleinler and club-shaped, and always fur-

nished with two minute claws.

The mouth is composed of six parts ;
the

upper lip or Inbrum, is large, broader than long,

and a little narrowed before; the anterior margin

is slightly concave, and furnished with two

short bristles. The mandibles, or teeth, form

two sets, one placed on each side, so as to meet

;

ihey are strong, bony, and semilunate ; one

terminated by three, the other by four sharp

strong teeth ; the second being the longest,

the lower one smallest. The maxilla,, or

jaws, are two, placed on each side, beneath

the teeth : they are small, terminating in two

lobes, densely fringed with fine hairs at the

apex ; the inner lobe the largest, somewhat
orbicular; the outer one smaller, being an articu-

lated, somewhat ovate lobe : on the outside

of each jaw is attached a moderately long

and stout leeler orpalpus, composed offourjoints :

the basal joint is clavaie, Ihe second is obovate

and truncated, the third is much stouter and
similar in form ; the fourth is the lonsjest, stout

and conical, being somewhat pear-shaped. The
mentum, or chin, is somewhat quadrate, the sides

are convex, with the anterior angles acuminated :

the Za6mm, or under lip, is somewhat quadrate,

horny and truncated at the base, with a leathery

oval lobe in (ront ; the sides are excavated to

receive another pair of small (eelers, or palpi;

these are very short, stout, and composed of three

joints only ; the basal joint is cup shaped and
scarcely visible ; the second stout and oval ; and
the third is very slender, with the apex pointed.

The length of the beetle varies from ^ to 1^ of a

line ; the line being the twelfth part of an inch :

the longer ones are the females, which are con-
siderably stouter than the males, and this is es-

pecially the case after impregnation.

When the beetle is feeding, the different parts of

the mouth are all employed : the upper and under
lips open to liberate the other organs ; the two sets

oi" teeth, or the toothed mandibles, as ihey are

named, meet when closed, and from their sirengih

and horizontal action they readily break the

cuticle of the leaf. Indeed, some that I put into a

quill soon reduced the inside of the cork stopper to

powder. The jaws seem to be adapted for keepinor

in the food during the short process of masti-

cation, and the four feelers hold and steady any
portion of the leaf to be eaten, and assist in con-

ducting the detached morsels into the mouth.
From tlie experiments so successfully conducted

by Mr. Le Keux, it appears that the female beetle

lays but few eggs compared with most othf^r

insects, and that it requires a period of about

thirty days to carry the animal though its various

stages up to the time when it becomes a perfect

beetle again, viz., it remains an egg ten days, a
maggot six, and a chrysalis fourteen days : the

beetles themselvea are rather long-lived, for they

Vol. IX. -71

have been kept in that state from July until the

following February.

The turnip beetle, and all the species of alticcR

related to it, are readily known by the great

thickness of their hinder thighs, which gives

them the power of !ea[)ing, like fleas, to a pro-

digious distance, considering their small size.

fT"'htcen inches is about ihe greatest extent oftheir

leap, which in a straight line would be, averaging

their stature, 21G times their own length:

and when it is remembered that this leap is per-

'brmed in a curved line, it must be admitted that

a considerably greater distance is achieved. They
seldom walk, and when at rest sit with their hind

legs Iblded under them, ready to skip ofl in an

instant, if disturbed, or when even approached : in

warm weather, during sunshine, with the thermo-

meter standing between TO'* and 80° in the shade,

ihev fly with facility.

This little plague is not confined to our island,

for it is abundant in Gecmany, and common every

where in Sweden, where it is very destructive in

its perfect state. Probably in England no portion

of the country is perfectly free from these insects,

at least every bank and meadow harbors them
to a greater or less extent, and they have been

found also on grass lands which had not been

plouofhed for many years, and where there were

no turnips within half a mile. It will be ne-

cessary to consider this part of their history

before we enter upon a discussion of the

remedies. The turnip-beetles hybernate, or live

through the winter, in a torpid state, and may
be found under the bark of trees, as well as

beneath the fallen leaves, in the chinks of old

timber and paling, the slumps of thorns and of

other bushes, where the bark does not adhere

close to the stem, and ihe hollow stalks of grass

and stubble seem to afford them an asylum
during the inclement months of winter; but in-

active as they then are, the warmth of the hand
is sufficient to revive them in a few minutes,

I

so that an unusually mild day in January or

March will partially seduce them from their re-

treats, and will render them almost as active as

would the ardent sun of summer.
On the first indication of spring, if the weather

prove fine, warmed by the sun and cheered by his

rays, Ihey arouse from their slumbers, and perma-
nently leave their winter quarters for sunny situ-

ations, where they may be seen silling on walls in

coiisiiierable numbers, or sunning themselves on
dry banks and on clods of earth, protected from

the wind ; they have been observed in gardens on
turnips and calDbage- plants as early as March, and

1 in April on the crops in the fields, but May and

I

June appear to be the more usual periods of their

j

first and mo?t liital attacks. The autumnal crops

have been occasionally destroyed by them,* and
I in one instance I have seen recorded, as late as the

middle of September. They maybe said to be

abundant from May to October amongst the grass,

and in all fields, whether of wheat, oats, or bar-

i ley : a friend of mine observed myriads on turnips

!
in Surrey, on the 2nd of Sepiember, but they all

disappeared in two or three days ; and both sexes

u^ere common on the white turnips in Dorsetshire

last October.

* In 1826 a crop was destroyed at KnutsforJ after

the 2lst of Anp:iif.t.
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It eecms that ihe taste ofthe turnip-beetle is far

less laendious than is getterally imagined. This

might be lairly inferred Irom its abounding in

eituaiions where the turnip does not grow ;
there

can be little doubt, however, that it prefers those

plants which are teruied crucilerotjs, (iom tlie

shape of their flowers, of which cabbages and

turnips are exaniples ; of ttieee the leaves of the

horseradish, tl.e common turnip, and <he radish,

are its favorite Ibod, but cabbasfs, cauliflowers,

colewort, waiercresses, ladies'-smocl^s, and hedge
mustard, called jack-by-ihc-hedge, are often at-

tacked ; the charlock or wild mustard is also

sometimes covered with them at the end o( April,

and in May the leaves will be seen pierced with

holes, but as soon as the turnips come up they de-

sert other allied plants. Mr. Berry has recorded a

remarkable exception, for he says that after con-

suming the cabbai^c plants, the flies* attacked and
(festroyed the young hop?, which belong to a very

diflerent tribe of plan's. Kollar also states that

both summer and winter turnips left for seed

suffer in warm and dry weather, from the attacks

of the fly injuring the flowers, so as to spoil the

produce ol the seed.

The next subject to be considered is a remedy
against the attacks of the turnip beetle, which in

some years must cause losses amounting to an

enormous sum of money, for so long back as 1786

Mr. Young Slated that the turnip crop deeiroyed

in Devonshire alone was valued at 100,000/. Now,
with regard to the eggs, we see that they are laid

on the under side of the rovgh leaf, where they

are pretty well secured (rom rain, and also pro-

tected by the strong and projecting ribs that sup-

port the leaf from any injury that might occur

from the leaves being ruffled by the wind or other

casualties; and the inferior skin being the most
delicate, is best adapted for the eniry of the infant

and lender maggots into the substance of the leaf.

It is not, therelore, at this stage that much could

be done in destroying them.

The maggots, it is evident, live upon Ihe rough
leaf, and do little or no mischief to the growth of

the plants ; they dwell perfectly secure between
the two cuticles, unless il be when they leave the

burrows they had first commenced, probably not

of common occurrence, to form new ones at a
remote part of the same or upon another leaf. At
this period they are most probably aflecied by
parasitic enemies.

The cArj/sa/iS is buried only just beneath the

surface of the earth, but it is probably protected

in a slight web, forming a cradle for it to lie in

free from pressure. 1 think some efibrls might be
Euccessfully made for its destruction at this time.

It is, however, in its last and perfect slate that

the mischief is-done. It is the beetle which de-

stroys the two first smooth leaves, called ihe cotyle-

dons, and the heart of the plant between them, by
piercing them like a sieve, destroying the cellular

tissuf" and stopping ihe growth ofthe plant. They
also leed upon the rou<.'h leaves, drilling them full

of round holes, which are larger on the upper
than the under side of the leaf; and if the appe-
tite of the beetle be not satisfied, he enlarges the

aperture, and thus gives it an irregular form,

which dilates w'th the growth of the leaf : hence

* Might not these have been the Altica concinna,
or some allied species ?

the large holes we see at a later period. After all,

it is at this stage of their existence, I am inclined

to believe, that we can attack them with the best,

prospect of success, if they cannot be kept off by
other means.

In collecting the turnip-bceiles by sweeping and
various methods, large numbers of small carnivo-

rous beetles, belonging to I he Carabi^cB and Staphy^
linidtB,* are Ibund with them ; these probubly feed

upon the larvse ; but from the very recent dis-

covery of the early stages of the lurnip-beelle, we
are yet ignorant of the parasites, of which it may
be presumed there are more than one species, that

prey upon the niagt^ole and chrysalides ; for it ia

a wise dispensation oi Providence to keep every
animal in check by some other that is either more
powerful or more sagacious than iisellj and this

counteracting effect is produced in a degree equal,

or eventually sufierior, to the noxious animal, so

that in a greater or less space of time the destruc-

tive power may be rendered no longer formidable,

or be absolutely annihilated by the attacks of its

parasites. This natural process, though never
failing, is often too slow in its operation to secure

immediate relief ; ttie farmer must, therefore, de-

vise means, if possible, for the more speedy de-

struction ol the enemy.
The beetles are seldom found in shady places,

except during the winter season, and they cannot
bear cold and wet, which are great protections

against their increase ; it consequently follows that

warmth and sunshine are far more favorable to

their multiplication, and in such seasons they are

most to be dreaded. Showery weather, altera long
drought, and cloudy days with gleams of sunshine,

also render them abundant,! as such seasons do
the greater portion of insects, but, in a lew instan-

ces, they have been known to do much mischief
even in cold weather.
That the turnif)- beetle is endowed with an acufe

and powerful sense of smelling, is proved by his

flying against the wind, and deserting all other

plants as soon as a turnip-crop appears in his

neiuhborhood. Mr. Le Keux says that in May,
1836, when the thermometer was 75" in the shade,

during a sou^A u;ind, great numbers were on the

wing, and all proceeding southward; and again,

that eight acres, forming the summit of a hill in

Devonshire, were sown with turnips, and when
the young plants were just rising above the

ground, the wind being for more ihan a week at

south-east, wafting the scent to the north-west,

they were so destroyed on this side, that nearly an
acre was bare, whilst the souih-east side was not

touched, until the plants had attained a size to

render the attacks of the beetle of little conse-
quence.

From what has been stated, il appears that no
season will secure us entirely against the attacks

of the turnip-beetle, and that no soil is considered

safe from them is evident upon the best testimony
;

it is very destructive upon strong lands ; and not

less so on light ones. Neither is the period of

their attack limited, for as one pair of insects may
produce five or six broods in a season, there is a
constant succession, which renders any plan for

• Curtis' British Entomolog;y folios 446, 758, &c.

I A field of turnips is stated to have been destroyed

by the fly in a few hours before a thunder-storm at

Rockingham.
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extirpating the beetle in any of its three early

Blades scarcely practicable. As the turnip when
in rough leal' is not in any danger Ironi the at-

tacks ol the beetle, it is evident that our first care

must be to preserve the young plant, and this can
only be done by the pie|jaraiion ot the suii, or

using such speedy means, the instant the beeiles

appear, as will destroy or drive them away. The
primary object will be lo discover the besi manure
lor that purpose and a dressing that will render

it' possible the soil obnoxious to the insect.

it has been correctly said, "that the manure
which most efiectually promotes the growth ol

the plant will be the best delence from the insect
;

and that when the growth is slowesi, the danger
I'rom the insect is most serious." This arises m a

great measure Irom the advantage that insectii

have over vegetation ; a gleam of sunshine is

almost sufficient to call them into active lite, as we
have beloie observed, and as id evident from the

swarms of delicaie gnats that may often be seen
dancing in the air when Irosl is on the ground,
even in January ; but it requires the accumulaied
rays ol' the sun, and a much longer duration ol

warmih, to set in action the fluids of planis.

It will not be irrelevant to liie subject lo take a
cursory view of the recommendations suggested
by various eminent agiiculturiets ; and as the re-

Bulis derived Irom some of their experiments have
been greatly at variance, I may venture occasion-

ally to olier an oj)inion ; but as it is not strictly

within my piovmce to determine such practical

points otdiHerence, 1 can only hope that they may
be encouraged to prosecute their valuable re-

searches until such variations are satislaciorily

explained.

Wliether any direct protection against the beetle

can be expected Irom manure, since it is ascer-

tained that it 18 not upon the seeds that the eggs
are laid, now becoases a question ; lor when the

maggots escape Irom their burrows in the leaves,

and enter ihe earth, in order lo become chrysalides,

before changing to beetles, the manure, 1 should

think, seldom contains sutiicieni ammonia to de-

stroy them, and, li' 1 mistake not, any moderate
lermeniation would rather liiciliiate than retard

iheir metamorphoses ; moreover the instinct ol

insects is so perfect, that the maggot would
most assuredly avoid obnoxious spots, so that, if

any manure were spread that would injure them,

unless it formed a very unitbrm stratum, it would
not ensure success, although great advantage
might be derived Ircm its use.

Burning has been found the best preventive

against the beetle by some, which is readily ac-

counted for, since it would destroy any chrysa-

lides in the land, and as the beetles may be in

abundance in itie field when it is preparing for

turnips, burning would, ol course, be destructive

to ihem, and spreading ilie ashes af'ierwards over

the ground will prove an additional security ; but

6uch a system does not suit sandy soils, neither

can it be Ibliowed up regularly on any land.

Feeding oH'the turnips is siroiigly recommended

as an antidote to the heetle, as well as 'lom i.s

peculiar advantages of manormg ai.d picpa'iiig

the land tor the barley crop and succeeding seeds.

1 am disposed to attribute the advantages dtnvtd

from sheep-folding, as regards the beetle, to the

perfect stamping down ol the soil and herbage, by

which all insect life is destroyed, rather than to
,

any peculiar quality in sheep manure, unless it bo
contained in their urine.

However Mr. Sutton's " plan of preparing the

liillows for the seed, and leaving the land for ten

days or a fbrinight before sowing," may have
answered occasionally, as his hypothesis is nol

correct, we must look to other causes for his

success, and this is probably the exposure of the

chrysalides lo drought and change of tempera-
ture, which would naturally destroy them ; the

opportunity the weeds have of growing up and
overpowering the crop seems to be a fatal objec-

tion to this process. 1 quite coincide, however,
with Mr. Cowdry, that the destruction of the

beetle may be greatly facilitated by the mode of
ploughing he suggests, for if the chrysalides be
deeply buried under the furrow, they will perish

for want of sufficient sun and tnoisture to bring

forth the Utile beetles, or even if they hatched,

they would not be able to extricate themselvea

Irom the earih heaped upon them ; this is taking

it for granted that the chrysalides are in the soil,

which would depend upon the character of the

preceding crop. And here again we require in-

formation, lor if the maggot of the turnip-beetle

will live in the leaves of clover and other artificial

grasses, then such a process as deep ploughing
becomes an effeciive remedy ; if not, it would only
he useful where the first crop had failed from the

land being inlested with the turnip-beetles.

If the turnip-beetle were not common every
where in Sweden ii might be presumed that north-

ern latitudes were uncongenial to its habiis, lor

it did not appear to be known in Scotland until

1826, and it has done but little mischief, I believe,

since; but this is atiributed by Dr. Fleming and
others to the turn'ps being drilled in ; indeed,

broadcast is generally coneiderpd inlerior to drill-

ing, and the system of ridging for the drill is

recommended by most farmers. Cold and wet we
know do not agree with the perlect insect, and
such seasons may be still more pernicious to it in

its earlier states, which may account (or its rarity

in Scotland, where I do not remember to have
noticed it ; and in part of Fo.'-farshire and in East
Loihian the fly is said to be scarcely known. Mr.
Bowie, however, of Arbroath, seems to be well

acquainted with the effects of the fly, although he
only remembered its attacking the plants once in

rough leaf, and that was during the hot and dry

summer of 18'26. I see also that at Cramond,near
Edinburgh, it is now abundant. No notice haa

beentaT<en of it in Scotland, except on the eastern

side, where it may be expected, ns in the eastern

counties of England, that the fly would be most

fatal to the crops, as there is a much less fall of

rain on that side than in the western and south-

western quarters of the kingdom ; we see, how-
ever, from ihe destruction recorded in Devonshire,

that in a warm district, although subject to a great

deal of wet, its proijress is nol always impeded.

It is the opinion of a great many agriculmriste,

that raw and \oua manure harbors the beetle,

Hud if turnips be sown on a stubble-crop, they are

oden completely destroyed. I see Mr. Webb Hal!

sia'es that he lias had io sow stubt/le-crops three

times over, and seed sown on stubble late in

August has been taken off by the beetle in more

than one instance. Whether this arises from the

hollow straws aflTording a retreat lor the beetles, or

that the weeds had bupported them or the mag-
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gots, so that the chrysalides were lyir.g undisiurb-

ed in the land, is not easily explained.

Mr. Linton and many others recommended drill-

ing in not less than three or even lour pounds ol

seed to the acre, and six or seven pounds broad-

cast ; for he very justly observes that tiiiok sowing
causes the plants to grow much more rapidly when
young than thin sowing ; and by drilling in with

the seed a peculiar compost, containing the strong-

est animal manures, the fly, he says, has never

yet disappointed him of obtaining a good crop. I

think it probable that the ammonia in this potent

manure may be disagreeable, if not destructive, to

the insect ; and the rapid growth oI'lheplaDt, from

its stimulating efiects, defies their attacks. Tiie

vegetation of the seed may be accelerated by

steeping it in water for twenty-four hours; and

ihesurest way to obtnin a strong crop ia to sow
seed of the same age, otherwise the plants do not

come up simultaneously, and the fly will attuck and
destroy the crop in detail.

Mr. Linton also adds that he has found more
benefit from the manure he describes in the suc-

ceeding crops of clover-seeds than from three or

four chaldrons of lime to the acre. With regard

to the use of lime, a great deal must depend upon
the soil on which it is used, which may account tor

the conflicting opinions respecting its effects in

protecting the turnips against the fly. From six

to eight bushels of' quicklime per acre may be
sown over the young plants successfully, in dry
weather; but it must be repealed after rain or

dew ; and this, as well as soot, requires to be re-

gularly and evenly dusted over the plants. Mr.
Birk says that he used slaked lime with |)erlect

success ; and although profusely, it did not at

all injure the plants. It should be slaked at the
time of use, and ought to be spread in a very hot
state, when it burns the fly. Some danger to the

plant seems to attend this process, arising from
the heat generated by the lime—at least so I pre-

sume; but some little explanation is required in

these statements to distinguish clearly between
slaked and quick or unslaked lime. Very different

were the results from Mr. Le Keux's experiments.
Forty bushels of lime per acre were spread, he
says, immediately before the seeds were sown, and
did no good ; and when the plants came up, and
the fly was observed attacking them, lime-dust
was thrown over them, so that many of the plants
were quite white with a coat of it ; after which
as many flies were found upon those as upon any
that were free, and they were eventually devoured.
This is again quite at variance with the opinion,
that repeated dustings of ashes and soot, when
the plants are wet with dew, will keep off the fly,

and prevent their ftjeding. In another place he
states that the upper part of a field in a sheltered
situation, with a south aspect, which bus been
sown with barley, was well dressed with lime,
and sown early in May, with whitestone lurnips,
which were destroyed as soon as they appeared
above ground ; the land was sown again, and
harrowed, the surface being thickly strewed over
with wood ashes; the plants were, however, de-
voured as rapidly as before.

The growth of the turnips being stunted by loo
frequent repetitions, they become fingery on light
sandy soils, and are then more likely to fall a sa-
crifice to the fly. A good coat of clay or chalk
has the effeat in Norfolk and Suffolk of invi operat-

ing the land, and giving it the power of again
producing good crops once in lour years. The
culture of mangel-wurtzel is well deserving the

atieniion of the tarmer, when the land gets tired

of turnips ; and it has the additional recommen-
dation of not encouraging the increase of the
turnip-beetles. As it is quite certain, 1 should
say, that the beetles are attracted by scent, it ap-
pears to me likely that, if a field ol turnips were
planted round with a belt of mangel-wurtzel,
the turnips might escape their attacks, i!' not en-
tirely, to a very considerable extent; especially

when the insects are believed to come from a dis-

lance ; for at the early stage of the plants a lew
hours of respite may be of vital importance. The
Swedish turnip, or rutabaga, whether it be a
hybrid produced by the turnip and cabbage, or a
distinct species, has not the strong scent at an
advanced period which is so perceptible in the
Fnglish turni|) when in rough leaf; and if there

be as marked a difierence of smell in the seed-
leaves, it would give the former a decided advan-
tage in exposed situations, where the beetles are

attracted Irom distant localities : being sown in

May or June, however, is, I conceive, not a re-

commendation, as I believe that to be a period of
the year when the first principal brood is generally

at its maximum, as the second is in August or

September; but the temperature of the seasons
may in '.his respect make a variation of a fort-

night or three weeks on either side of the aver-

age: however this may be, it is admitted on all

sides that the beetle is weakest in July.

1 lear, on the other hand, that no early sowing
can insure the turnip-crop ; for as the beetles

hybernate, the same warmth and sunshine that

make the seed vegetate will bring the swarms of
beetles from their retreats; and it is worih con-
sidering whether by early sowing we do not entice

a hungry horde from their winter quarters, or

from the banks and meadows where they are at

fiist supported; whereas by not sov/ing until

midsummer, the beetles may in the mean while

be starved and drawn off to more favorable locali-

ties, or have lallen a sacrifice to small birds and
the casualties of the wet and cold of our spring.

Such seasons we know do not agree with the
beetles; and I have observed that when the dew
is upon the turnips in the .autumn, they keep
under the leaves, and appear to be asleep; and
windy weather has a similar effect in rendering

them quiescent. The crops being attacked and
destroyed in the autumn, does not altogether

militate against good success at midsummer, es-

pecially in forward seasons. Similar objections

10 the above may be urged against sowing the

white turnips with the Swedes ; lor if the quantity

of beetles be small, the Swedes may be preserved

in consequence of the turnip being their favorite

food; but on the other hand multitudes may
sometimes be thus attracted from a distance,

which would not otherwise, it may be presumed,
have detected the Swedes, from their scent being

less perceptible.

It is now three years since I intimated that
" some benefit might be derived from destroying

those crucilerous f.lante, erysimum alliaria and
cardamine pratensis,* to which these alticce are

* Curtis's Brit. Ent. pis. 569 and 179, called sauce

alone, or hedge-mustard, and common ladies' smock.
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so strongly attached, for they grow in abundance
in fverv hedge aiul nieiuiow : they appear ionii;

belbre ilie tiiriiii)3 cume up, and atiracl and tiivc-,

support to the |)arcnis oi tiie future swarms thai

are to sweep away ihe crops ol' the larmer."

As these plants olien (lower at the beginning oi

April, and produce iheir leaves al a much earlier

period, it is almost certain thai they nurse the liy,

and are its great resources lor Ibod and nourish-

ment in the earliest days of spring; but how to

eradicate the cardamine is lor future consideraiion.

The heilge-muslcrd, and other crucilerous plains

on banks and road sides, are quite under our

control ; and it is a duly whicl\ we owe lo our

neighbor as well as to our ourselves, lo keep our

fields and hedges clear of charlock and every

allied weed of that lamily, all of which hartjor

ihe turnip-beetle.

Belore dismissing this portion of Ihe subject,

two or three ren)arks will be uselijl. It is ceriain

ihat manure gives strength to the turnip-plant,

but it is doubtful if it will destroy the beetles.

Hoeing and rolling may harass and kill many ol

them ; and as this process promotes the more
rapid growth of the plants, it must be aiieiuled

with no slight advantages. I expect also lh;it if ii

were perlbrmed in damp da3's, or after tieavy

dews, the benefit would be increased; for if ihe

beetles leap in moist weather they ofien lall upon
their backs, where they stick, and afier being ex-

hausted, become torpid and apparently dead, if

the air be cold ; but they reanimate as ihey are

dried by the sun. In cold and wet weaiher it

might not prove less efficient; for muliitudes o'

the flies are then sheltered under and about the

clods, whicl) being broken down, the insects must
perish by-the pressure; and if there were any
chrysalides in the earth, they would in all proba-

bility sufier the same fate.

There are many who consider that turnips

should be sown immediately after ploughing, and
that much oi the success attending a crop depends
upon the diligence employed in getting in ihe

manure and seed ; whilst some maintain that the

land should lie undisturbed for a Ibrinight before

sowing. Such conflicting opinions, as far as the

fly is concerned, may ofien be reconciled by ihe

difference of the seasons when the observations

were made.* We know that turnips must not he

eown in too dry nor too wet a state of the soil,

yet this is precisely the state most fitied for the

production of the fly ; lor it is well ascertained that

a moderate degree of moisture is necessary lo

bring forth or to hatch almost all insects, and if

this be accompanied by a mild air, it is the better

suited to them ; it is therefore reasonable to

expect that altera fine early spring the turnip-

beetles will be found most abundant.
From the dislike the fly has to repeated wet, I

have always thought that watering the turnips

would be highly useful ; and this opinion is sup-
ported by Mr. Bayldon, who recommends them to

be watered every other day, four, five, and six

times if necessary. t Irrigating the land would not

*The perusal of the report in the Transactions of
the Doncaster Agricultural Society is strongly re-

commended, and in their " Analysis of the Returns,"
the date of every year is alone wanting to make it in-

valuable.

t How is this to be done ? In a garden it might

have so good an effect, I think, as watering, because
the beetles would only be lloated otl the leaves, if

they were detached at all ; and if ilicy were- left

thus lor two or three days, there would be a great

chance of their recovering when ihe |)lant8 were
left dry ; whereas tiy the watering they would be
lorcibly brushed oil, and get set lust in the earth

and die. The benefit would be most lelt, i con-
ceive, on heavy lands with regarb to the annilii-

lalion of the beetles ; but it would every wheie
have the advantage ofdebiroying the cliryauli=i, by
stopping up the pores ol the suii, and so |)revenl-

iug ihe exit of ihe fly.

Nitrate of soda has been tried in two instances

on crops of Swedish turnips with very beneficial

eliectd ; and it probably assisis, from its peculiar

(|ua!iiles, in checking ihe increase of the beetles,

'i'he nitrate was sown two or three da>s alter the

seed; audit may be used on all soils excepting
on chalk. It should be sown broad-casi, mixeil

Willi wood-ashes, which enable the sower to

spread it more regularly.

We now come to what may be termed direct

remedies.

The Paul-net, as it is called, alier its inventor,

all hough ii iias been considered as a toy, yet 1 am
of opinion might be usefully employed ; /or I have
seen a (juart Ooiilt; hfed with the lime turnip-

beetles that were all caught vviih ihis net. Il I

remember correcily, JMr. Paul's plan was to sow a
small spot wiih while turnips early, as a decoy, and
over that space to draw his net.* It always
struck me that vast quantities made their escape
by skipping out of the net, which was its greatest
delect, but ihis might be remedied by placing some
sawdust at the extremity of ihe bag, mixed with
lumps of common ammonia, sprinkled wnh
spirits of turpentine, which perhaps would be
better but either ol these would kill a great many,
and stupily the remainder, umil the contents of
the net were subjected to sufficient heat to deprive
ihem of lile. 'J'his process is no doubt trouble-

some, and requires to be repeated ; and unless,

perhaps, some alterations were made, it would
not answer on an extensive scale. This, however,
is no liatal objection lu ihe principle.

A board newly painted or tarred, and drawn
over the turnijis, wid caich muliiiudes of the
beetles ; for on being disturbed ihey leap against
it, and cannot release themselves. I should re-

commend while paint ; and tlie brighter it is Ihe
better, as all insecs are attracied by light colors.

Neilher wet nor windy weaiher would be suited
to these operations ; lor it is ascenained that the
beeiles are at such seasons disinclined to move;
neither would mid-day in fine weaiher do, as Ihey
are then active, a».u fl^ well ; Ibr ii is a well-known
fact, corroborated a!so by the flight of swallows,
that in hot days ai,d sunshine insecis fly high,
whilst in damp weaiher they keep upon or near
the ground.

I (jrobably have a good effect, but on a score of acres ?

,
If, indeed, a water-cart filled with brine could be

j

conveniently once run over a fieic!. it inijiht, as there
[stated, prove a partial remedy, and it certainly is

j

worth trying
; for even should it not h- effectual

on that point, it would, no doubt, prove beneficial to
the growth of the crop.— F. Burke.

I

* A very good representation of this net will be
!

seen in Kirby and Spence's Introduction to Euto-
I
mology. pi. 24, fig. 3.
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Fiimigalion by burning s'ubble, wee<!e, &c., lo

windwarJ of ilie field, so ihat the smoke drives

aloMi/ I he sround, has proved efledual ;
but I

should prefer burning lo leeward as a preventive,

tor as ihe beetles are attracted by the scent of the

lurnipe, and fly towards the wind, ihey would be

baffl'^d by such a nianceuvre.

VVatering the plants with brine suffiriently

strong to att'ect the insects but not strong enough

to injure the young plants, would, I expect, prove

a most successful remedy ; and when in rough

leal' it would also kill the larvaj, and even destroy

the ecgs that were exposed to its influence.

In Hanover, fields of white turnips have been

preserved from the fly by thickly sprinkling the

dust of chalky roads on the young plants at night,

vvlien the heavy dew is talliiiff, until they appeared

covered wiih the powder. The fly, ii is said, will

at once disappear, especially if the next day be a

hritrht sunshine, and the dust is dried upon the

leaves, which prevents their little teeih from

pnawinL' the leaf, or disgusts them in some other

vv'dv, and they depart to more agreeable quarters.

II the sprinkling be imiiiediaiely succeeded by

heavy rains, so that the dust is washed ofl", the

operation must be repeated. Several other means

are suggested by M. VVundram, which have

nroved To be useless in this country ; and his

reasoning induces a belief that he is not well

acquainted with the habits of the turnip-fly. An
infusion of wormwood sprinkled over the young

plants and seed-beds will, he says, secure them

from the attacks of, the fl es, as they dislike the

bitterness thus conveyed.

Drawing boughs of the elder over the field is

supposed 1^0 anniiy the beetles, and drive them
:

avvfay ; and the leaves of the elder, when fresh I

gathered, being covered wiih a glutinous lifjuor,
j

and those of the lime, &c., when the honey-dew !

is ufon them, are recomufended to be strewed in

gardens for the purpose of catching the turnip-

^eetles.
' confess that I have no faith in the plants

be ng rendered obnoxious to the fly from steeping

the "seeds in oil, brine, brimstone, or milk, as

practised by many. Such immersions may render

the plants stronscr, or cause iJnore of the seeds to

vewetate, which will at once account for the suc-

cess that is said to be derived from this proces--.

If, indeed, the eggs of the insect were laid upon

tiie seed, the oil and brine would be most effica-

cious ; but that notion is exploded.

Mr. Le Keuxsays that washinff over the plants

with sulphate of potash had no effect ;and he very

justly observes, that if the upper surface of the

leafcould be poisoned, ihe beetles might leed upon

the under side with impunitv. Powdered sulphur,

strewed one-tenth of an inch thick, did not deter

the flies from attacking the plants, hut it improved

their appearance. Snuff", assafoeiida, a powder

called aati-iinea, for preserving furs, proved

equ^llv powerless. They did retire from smplling

salts (Carb. am.\ and died immediately on being

exposed to the effluvia from it ; but a small bit

placed an inch from the plant would destrov it

also. This, or sorr.eihing that would overpower

the scent of the turnips, might perhaps hp advan-

ia</eou5ly employed in driving away or deceiving

the fly. One ounce of tar, one ounce of olive oi',

and two ounces of strong c tustjc potash, well

mixed together, and shaken up with the requisite

quantity of water, were next poured, the fourth

day alter sowing, over a patch on a hill swarming
with the ffy, at the end of August. Not many of
the seeds came up, but the (ew plants from thern

were of a healthy color, and acquired the rough
leal, a lew only on the winJwaid side being punc-
tureit; but several days' rain occurred at the

most critical time, which might be their best pro-

tection.

Such are the remedies proposed ; but I fear it is

not by the experiments of a lew philosophic men
lhat we can hope to discover any positive antidote

10 so great an evil. We want correct data from
every sort of soil under the various influences of
climate and effects of cultivation, before we can
fairly grasp the subject. Until we became ac-

quainted with itie economy of the beetle, we were
groping in the dark. That important discovery

has brought us a lew steps towards the light ; and
those who vvibh to follow in the path ol truth

should try and examine Mr. Le Keux's experi-

I

menis, which it is easy to do, by filling a garden-

j

pot with earth, carelully silied to take out all

I

worms, cemipedes, or other fiving anin)als, which
might destroy the chrysalides. When this is

done, plant in it a small turnip, in rough leaf,

having a fine wire-gauze guard, large enough to

enclose the plant, and fitting just inside the top of
the pot. One or more pairs of the beetles must be

placed, with a fresh turnip leaf, in a large-mouthed
transparent boiile, then lie over the end a piece

of mus'in to prevent the escape of the insects
;

for il the coik or stopper be put in, the bottle

will become wet inside, which will prevent the fe-

males from laying any eggs. I imagine they will

not adhere to the damp leaf. The leaf may be ex-

amined daily through a magnifying-glass, and as

soon as any eggs are discovered, they may be

plact'd in the pot where the turnip is growing,

that the little maggots may be able to get at the

living leaves as soon as they hatch. The progress

of the insect may thus be traced through its diffe-

rent stages ; and it will only be necessary to

place the garden pot in a saucer, into which wa-

ter should be daily poured, if necessary to nourish

and refresh the plant.

Let us not lorget that amongst our best ft-iends

are the small birds, a great number of which,

sucli as the gray and yellow wagtails, no doubt

destroy incredible numbers of these insects in

their various stages. Their nests ought to be

protected, and the birds themselves defended from

persecution.

There is another species of v^/<ica, whose ha-

bits are similar to those of silica nemorum, which

materially assis's in injuring Ihe turs.ip crops.

The habits of the brassy or tooth-legged turnip-

beetle are not known, but may be expected to re-

semble those of the striped turnip-flv. I will now
describe this insect, the ^Itica concinna, which is

the same as the j^ltica dentipes oi' I'oreign authors.

It is more oval, convex, and shining than Altica

nemorum. of a greenish-black color, more or less

tinged with a brassy or copper hue. The horns

are'only half as long as the body, and thickest to-

wards the extremity, of a pitchy color, with a

(ew rust-colored joints ne.%t the head : the trunk

or thorax is thickly but very finely punctured :

the wing-cases are scarcely twice as broad as the

trunk, but three times as longj having ten lines

of Btrongly-impresscd dots down each. The
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winyre are ample ; ihe legs .are black, ihe shanks

or libife are bright ru>^t color al ihe back ; the

hinder thighs are very stout; the ititfrmoth;i!e

and hinder shanks are armed oiiisi(h^ with a shori

acute loodi, below the middle,* and Irinired uiih

hairs and loothed wiih sfjines ; the leei iiri* du^sky,

wiih Ibnr joints, similar to those of A. ncmorunl.

Length Horn | to 1 line.

It inhabiis hedges, neltleg, grass ;ind tijrni|)

fields ; and i:^ abundant ihroiighuut E igland and

the south ol' Scotland in the spring and summer.
I had nearly forgotten to remark that there is

another little beetle of the same genu?, liir Iron)

uncommon upon the turnips, named Aliicaobsca-

rella ; but as I am ignorant of its economy I re-

frain ibr the present from describing it.

In the investigation of this subject [ have
thought it necessary to cmsidcr every bearinir

that connects the beetle or fly with liie turnip

crop, that neither its habits nor any circumstance

adecting its economy might be overlooked ; but in

treating ol the other insects 1 shall not have such

a variety of materials to digest, which will allow

me to render their history more concise. I am
now induced to recapitulite the leading features

contained in the Ibregoing account, that they m ly

be brought at one view belbre the reader.

There are at least two species of turnip-flies or

beetles, the striped and the brassy.

The habits of the latter are not known.
The eggs of the former are laid upon the under

side of the rough leai; from April to September:
they hatch in ten days.

The maggots live between the two skins or cu-

ticles of the rough leaf, and arrive at maturity in

eixteen days.

The chrysalis is buried just beneath the surface

of the earth, v/here it remains about a fortnight.

The beetles live through the winter in a torpid

state, and revive in the spring, when they destroy

the two first leaves, called the cotyledons, or seed

leaves.

There are five or six broods in a season.

These insects are most to be (eared in fine sea-

sons.

Heavy rains, cold springs, and long droughts,

destroy them.
Their scent is very perfect : the beetles fly

against the wind, and are attracted from a dis-

tance.

To extirpate them during the first three stages
is apparently most difficult.

The beetles are sheltered in hedges, banks, un-
der bark of trees, &c.

Their parasites have not yet been discovered.

First appearance ol the beetles to be punctually
observed, as affording' the best chance in applying
remedies.

Manure to render soil obnoxious to the insects

scarcely to be expected.

Rapid growth of the plant the best security.

To secure which, sow plenty of seed, and of the

same age.

Burning beneficial,by destroying the chrysalides.

Sheep-folding must destroy the insects in every
state.

Deep-ploughing excellent when (he chrysalides

are in the soil.

Drilling far superior to broadcast, and believed

in Scotland to keep away the beetles.

DaiT'eroudi tosow on a stubble crop ] and long

raw manure harbors the beetles.

Lime and sooi—the iicnefit derived from them in

this way very doubtful.
, . , ,

Mangel warzel tiot iavorableto the beetles ; and

5'u;ec/es''probaUly le=is atraciive than while turnips.

Mixiti"' white lurnii s wiih Sweden no" desirable,

as the be'iles may be attracted by the strong sceul

of the Ibriner.

Burly sowing attended with disadvantages.

Destroy charlock, and all cruciferous weeds in

fields and hedges, lis they aflord support to tiie

beetles belore the turnips cume up.

Hoeing and rolling harass and destroy the

beeiles.

IVatering the crops, especially with weak brine,

beneficial.

Paul-net and painted boards uselul in destroy-

ing the l^eetles.

Fumigation, by burtiiiig stubble, &c., will keep

off the beetles.

Tnere are many other remedies proposed, some

* From this circumstance
named Chcetocnema concinna.

it has been recently

of which it might be well worth trying; and il

we be deleated in our endeavors to vaiKjuish this

in-ecl enemy, we must take the field again with

fresh vigor until our efiorts are crowned with

success, and neither despair Irom disappointmen's

nor rest ill listless security Irom the apparent lu-

eriness of our Iocs. If we look back lor one in-

stant to experience, we shall fin'd that after violent

attiicks ol disease in the animal, or of blights in

the vegetable kingdoms, they are generally suc-

ceeded^ by a respite of many years, which throws

us so much off our guard, that when they return

we are not prepared with any proper remedies,

and not unfrequently they are altogether forgot-

ten ; thus, after a lengthened interval of tranquil-

lity, when we think the hordes of hostile insects

have departed (or ever, they suddenly make their

appearance, and take us by surprise and at advan-

tage. The intelligent farmer must therefore be

uifand stirring, to detect the first breath of infec-

tion, and be instantly prepared with his remedy.

TRANSPLANTING PEAS ANI> EARLY VEGE-
TABLES.

The method of rearing peas in pots or boxes in

hot-beds or hot-houses, and afterwards transplant-

ing them Hnto the open ground, is a common prac-

ticli, and olten succeeds well ; but I would recom-

mend a method not so well known, but far pre(er-

able to that of pots and boxes, especially when

they are to be raised on a hot-bed. This consists

in having a quantity of turf cut into strips, say ten

inches long and three inches wide, placing them

in a close and regular manner over the surface o(^

the whole bed, graes-side downwards. A row of

peas, &c., is sown on each row of turf and after-

wards covered with rich earth. When they are

fit for transplanting, nothing more is required than

to lift up the turf piece by piece, with the peas, &c.

growing upon it, and place them where they are

to produce their crop. By this means, the roots

receive no injury, nor do the plants sustain the

least check in transplanting. This method may
be adopted with similar success in the raising of

potatoes, beans, &c.— iV. F. Farmer.
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GALLATIN ON SUSPENSION AND RESl'MPTION
OF BANK PAYMENTS.

New York, ISth Oct., 1841.

Sir : I had the honor to receive your letter ask-

ing my opinion on the pro[)riety and effects o/' a

repunipiioi) oT specie payments by tl~.e banks of
West New Jersey.

B^nks liave been permitted to issue paper mo-
ney on the express condition that thev should sus-

tain its value at par with specie. Whenever the

condition ceases to be performed, the privilege

should likewise cease to exist, ll" that natural

principle was rigidly adhered to, if the banks

were expressly ibrbidden to issue the notes of

any suspended bank (including of course their

own notes when they had themselves suspended
j

specie payments,) this alone would, in most cases,
j

prevent a suspension, and when it did not, the
I

provision must necessarily enable the suspended

bank or banks, ilsolvem, te resume their payments
within a very short time.

A much greater indulgence has been Granted

to hanks in the case ol a general suspension

—

much ijreater certainly in this instance than was
necessary. Bui it is not the less an obvious moral

and legal duty on their part to resume, as soon as

possible. On that subject, as well as on the into-

lerable evils and immoral tendency of depreciated

currency, I have nothing to add to what I have

already published on several occasions, before,

during and since the suspension inthisciiy; and

I beg leave to refer you to my last Kssay and ap-

pendix
;
(particularly pages 20-24 and 59-62 ol

the Etfsay, and f)ages lOl-lU of appendix.)

If a sense of justice be not a sufficient motive,

it seems to me that their interest shouM induce the

banks to perform iheir duty. The patience of the

people is nearly exhausted. They have waited

from time to lime, always expectinff the promised

restoration of a sound currency. They now see

that nothing has been done in that respect by the

change of administration, that nothing can be ex-

pected from it. The opposition to banks, strength-

ened by the catastrophe of that of the United

States, and by numerous other failures or defalca-

tions, is daily gaining giound ; and the effect, on

the banking system generally and indiscriminate-

ly, cannot be otherwise averted than by a speedy

restoration of the currency. I would, indeed, my-
self preler a total exclusion of paper money to a

continuance of that system, as now organized

and administered west and south of New York.

In order to be able to resume specie payments,

(lie banks which have suspended must have

made the necessary preparations. It is not a

matter of opinion, but a mathematical truth, that

this can be effected in no other manner, than by

a diminution of the liabilities of the banks, and a

correspondinsr curtailing of their own loans and

discounts. This last measure is always inconve-

nient to the borrowers, who call it an injury to

the community. The continued suspension ol

specie payments, and circulation of a depreciated

currency, are the general evil and the true injury

to the community at large. The reduction in the

amount of discounts is a partial evil which falls

precisely on those who ought to bear it, since il

was the excess of loans which was the cause of

the suspension. Two years have elapsed since

this took place for the second time. If any of

the banifs have not, during a period so amply
sufficient for the purpose, gradually lessened their

discounts and their liabilities, so as to be prepared
for an immediate resumption, it is their own fi^uli,

and it is far better that some of them should, if'

necessary, wind up their business, rather than that

those which are sound and prepared should con-
tinue to suspend their payments, and that the
general interest should still be sacrificed lor the
benefit of the few. The interest of those bor-

rowers who oppose a resumption may be combin-
ed with that of some of the banks, either on ac-

count of their own embarrassment, as was the

case with the United Stales Bank of Pennsylva-
nia, jr because they make larger profits, so long
as they are not compelled to curtail their dis-

counts. In either case plausible pretences for

fijrther delay are never wanted; and of this we
had sufficient evidence prior to the resumption of
specie payments by the banks of this city.

It is notorious— 1st, that they did resume, not

onl}' without waiting for the co-operation olthe
olher banks, but notwithstanding the various rea-

sons or pretences alleged in opposition (o that

measure, ail which were founded on its presumed
impracticability, or on the pretended general dis-

tress which it would cause; 2d, that the resump-
tion was effected wiih great ease, and without
being attended with any of the fatal consequen-
ces which had been predicted ; 3d, that, within

lees than three months, the example was general-

ly liallowcd by all the banks of the United States :

4ih, that the subsequent suspensions were caused,

exclusively, in all but some of the souih-weslern
states, by the inconceivable and unparalleled mis-

management of the United States Bank of Penn-
sylvania. As far as I am able to judge, the rea-

sons now alleged for a continued suspension,

which are drawn from the supposed inconvenien-

cies of a partial resumption, are as unfounded as

those which were adduced for the same purpose

in 1838. I cannot, for instance, perceive how
the fact, that the produce of West New Jersey
is mostly sold in Philadelphia, and paid for in

Philadelphia currency, can, if your banks should

resume before Philadelphia, prove more injurious

to the producer, and to the country, than it now
is. The price obtained for the produce, that

given for the goods purchased in return, or the

amount of debt payable in Philadelphia, extin-

guished with the proceeds, will remain precisely

the same.
But the plea of expediency, whether well

founded or frivolous, is utterly inadmissible, when
the question is one, not of profit and loss, but of

justice. I cannot see any substantial difference

between an attempt to prove that the deteriorated

specie currency, issued by a coiner, is a public

benefit, and the assertion, that the suppression of

a depreciated paper currency is a public injury.

Repudiating, therefore, every objection to a re-

sumption, founded on presumed convenience, or

expediency, the fiict remains to be ascertained,

whether the sound banks of West New Jersey

have generally made such preparations, as will

enable them, at this time, to resume and to main-

tain specie payments'? Of this you are the only

competent judges. With their actual situation

I am unacquainted, and can at most only point

out, in a general way, the obstacles which, if they

have DOl l>een foreseen, might defeat the attempt.
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There^ are, always, in resuming specie pay-
ments alter a prolracied 6ue|)cnsion, dKIicultles lo
be eneouii'.ereJ, whicli vary in dillerctu places,
and at diHerenl limes ; in the intercourse between
two countries, or iwo districts ol' the same coun-
try, that which is possessed of the greatest circu-
lating capital will, generally, be creditor ol" the
other. The ciiy ol New York, partly on thai
account, and also liom its having become tlie

principal centre of the commerce and money
transactions of (he United Siatis, is generally
creditor in relerence to all the other sections ol'

the country; but, lor the sanje reasons, the Uni-
ted Stales are generally indebted to Europe, and
New York is the place where that debt is concen-
trated and must be provided lor. On that account,
it would have been very difficult lor the banks of
this city lo have resumed, so long as the foreign

exchanges were unfavorable ; and they must al-

ways be prepared lor such a contingency. At
this moment, there is a continued exportation of
specie Irora this port to Europe, amounting to

four or five hundred thousand dollars a week, and
which, in the opinion of men of business, may
continue six weeks longer. It has not, as yet,

affected our banks, the specie wanted having
been supplied by an influx Irora various parts of
the country. It must be admitted that this drain,

whilst it continues, renders the general resump-
tion somewhat more difficult ; but the portion

which you might be called on to supply would
be 60 small, that, so far as you are concerned,
^his can hardly be considered as an impediment.

West New Jersey is, however, in the natural

course of trade, generally indebted to Philadel-

phia ; and if, as q necessary preliminary to a re-

sumption, the portion of that debt which is pay-
able, not in Philadelphia, but in New Jersey,

has not been considerably diminished, money
dealers may, if you resume before Philadelphia,

compel your merchants to pay tha» portion in

specie. This may render it necessary lor your
banks to be better provided than would otherwise

be requisite ; and it seems to me that this is the

only special difficulty growing out of your com-
mercial connexion with Philadelphia, which you
have to encounter.

1 lake il for granted, that your banks have pre-

served the public confidence at home, and will

be supported by the community, so liar as to be

in no danger of a sudden run whenever you re-

sume. It was the total loss of that confidence by

the United Slates Bank of Pennsylvania, which
caused the failure of the attempt to resume in

January last. There would have been no diffi-

culty, had the other banks of Philadelphia re-

sumed alone, without making the vain atiempl to

sustain that bankrupt institution.

1 hesitated whether I would answer your letter,

partly because I had not the information necessa-

ry to form a correct opinion of the practicability,

which, in my view of the subject, is the only

question open to discussion
;
partly because nei-

ther this city, nor perhaps the country ai large,

can be materially affected by the course you may
pursue ; and I have no wish or business to inter-

fere with the local concerns of another state. Yet,

though-ihe evils of a protracted suspension on

your part may fall almost exclusively upon your-

selves, I am fully sensible of the moral effect

which your resuming, without waiting for the ac-

VoL. IX.-72

tion oflhe adjacent state, may have on public
opinion there and in other quarters.
There appears to br^ an increasing disposition

in Philadelphia and New Orleans, towards an
early resumption

; and I cherish the hope that it

will be found practicable in both places. That
event would, in its consequences, be decisive, and
restore the currency almost universally.

I have the honor to be, with great respect, sir,

your obedient servant, Albert Gallatiw.
To T. Abbott, Jr., Esq.,

Trenton, N. J.

Fertile Farmers' Register.

ON THE DEGENERATING, AND NECESSARY
CHANGES OF SEED WHEAT.

Shirley, Dec. lOth, 1841.
jDear sir :—l observed a call upon some of the

James river farmers in the last No. of the Far-
mers' Register to present their opposite views of
preference lor each of sundry different kinds of
wheat as the supposed best crop, and aa I was
named among them, I will proceed to give some
account of the different kinds of wheat which
have been cultivated in this neighborhood, and
the run they have had, for the last five and twen-
ty years during which I have been a farmer.

When I was a boy, about the year 1809, or 1810,
I recollect hearing a good deal about the Balti-

more bearded wheat, as it was then called, [or

golden-chaff.] which I believe had a great rup
about that time, and in 1816, when I began to

farm, I found it yet in vogue, and quite popular,

though the white May wheat was then the great
rage, particularly for good land. The white May
wheat had a run of some 10 or 15 years, and then

degenerated so much as lo be abandoned, and is

now hardly to be met with at all.

The mountain purple straw wheat next had its

run, and a most admirable wheat it was, and the

longest in degenerating of any wheat we have
ever had ; but, alas ! it has had its day, for it has

now degenerated very much. The next wheat
was the turkey wheat, or blue stem, as it is called

by some, which is a very superior wheat, and
next to the purple straw the beet wheat we have
ever had, and promises to continue as long a

favorite as the mountain purple straw did ; but it

will degenerate after a while no doubt, Ab all

wheats in our climate do. There have been

many other wheats which have been popular for

short periods during the same time with the

above wheats ; for instance, the yellow lammas,
(he goose wheat, the white flint wheat, the Law-
ler wheat, th red May wheat, and many others ;

but they were short-lived. There is one thing

I have observed in all new wheats, that they all,

or nearly all of them, succeed well for a short

period, and frequently belter the first year than

ever after; which has led me to suppose that our

climate and soil have the effect lo degenerate the

wheat plant, and that we should procure new
seed from a distance every five or ten years at

least, or resort to selecting our seed from the most

perfect and most forward heads every year, and

keep up the quality in that way, which was done

with the white May wheat form'erly, and kept it up

no doubt for a longer time than it otherwise
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would have been ; but even that proved ineffectual

at last, and nothing but the iniroduclion o\' new
wheats from a distance will, I believe, answer per-

lecily.

N. B. I omitted to say in the communication

above that I have (bund the turkey wheat lor

f'aliovv and early sowing, and the red bearded

wheat for late sowing, or corn-field, the best. The
red bearded wheat, until a few years back, was

not sown on my planiaiion tor 15 years, and i

ihinic succeeds belter in consequence of ii.

If the agricultural board could induce the gene-

ral government to impo t se d oT various kinds

irom foreign countries in our national ships, and

distribute them about the country, it would be one

of the best mvans of aiding agriculture they

Gould adopt; for it is impossible for private indivi-

duals to do it efiectualiy. I mysell a lew years

ago got a friend to bring me in a couple of bush-

els of seed wheat from England, and not a grain

of it came up ; but if it had been brought in by a

fine, dry, airy national ship, and proper precau-

tion taken to secure it from the damp of the ship,

it might have succeeded. Change of seed in

plants is as necessary as a change or cross in

animals; and as to preferring one kind of wheal
over all others for any length of time, it will [ie

found not to answer, at least that is the experi-

ence of your friend and obedient servant,

H. Carter.

P. S. By-the-by, talking of a change of seed,

reminds me of changing my seed oats. Can
you tell me how I can get some seed oats liom @
great distance, either west or north, as my own
seed has run out entirely 1

[The view taken by Mr. Carter, and which is

entertained also by other good farmers, is an ad-

ditional and important item in the list of compara-

tive advantages of different kinds of wheat. Ac-

cording to this view, the wheat which is best at

one time may be inferior and objectionable at a

later time—and thus there is need for continual

vigilance and unceasing successive experiments

of the farmer, to know when as well as hoiv to

change his seed. We doubt, but do not deny,

the entire correctness of the opinion. But it is

entitled to high respect—and we would be glad

to have it discussed more fully.

In answer to the inquiry in the poatsciipt we
have no particular informaticn to offer ; but pre-

sume that an order (or a few bushels of the best

esteemed oats, sent through a seedsman of good

reputation, would be successful. JVlr. William

Palmer, of Richmond, has connexions in Maine,

and we have no doubt can be as honestly sup-

plied by pthers, as he may be perfeclly relied on

for his own part of the agency.-~Ed. F. R.]

iron pot with two and a half gallons of water;

place it on a fire, and when the water begins to

simmer put ouithe top or lid of ilie pot and cover

it over close wiih mud. Keep it simmering lor

about thineen hours and let it remain in the pot

until cold ; ihen put it into a jug or other close

vessel ; it made right it will measure out about

two gallons.

Beibre usintr, bleed the patient in tlie mornins,

and at night give a purge of rhubarb ; when work-
ed off, give a gill of the decoction night and morn-
ing lor thirty days, then bleed and purge as above
and work off with water gruel. Let patient live

on light wheal bread (without salt) and molasses
during cure.

Sir:—Above is a receipt said to be very good
in scrofulous cases and is thought to be worthy
of a place in your valuable paper, as it may afford

relief to the suffering. Yours, &c.
A Reader.

For the Farmers' Register.

A CURE FOR SCROFUX^A, OR KlJfC's EVIL.

Take of sarsaparilla six ounces, of China root

et'x ounce?, well prepared ; put ihera into a clean

IMPORTANT IM PROVEMEKT IN SELECTING
SEED WHEAT.

t'rom the Maine Farmer.

Mr. Editor .-—Every thing that will advance
the interests of the grain grower o\ight to be made
known, especially in a country where the importa-

tion of bread stuff is as common a circumstance as

in the state of Maine. And no farmer who has

actually tried an experiment, and knows by expe-»

rience that the process will succeed better than

any fot-mer management, whether it be in the se-

lection and preparation of seed, or the manner of

preparing the ground on which it is cultivated,

ought to be backward in communicating the result

of his experience for the benefit of others.

But without further remarks I will proceed to

state what this important discovery is, and leave

it with those who are willing to benefit by the ex-

periments of others to go and do likewise.

In the selection of seed wheat, take at least 6
bushels of a good quality, then take a sieve or

screen wi'h holes sufficiently large, so that 5 bush-

els of the 6 will pass through it. The one bus"he[

that remains will be kernels of the largest size,

and this should be used for seed. When this seed

is grown and germinates, it will be found that the

blades which spring from it will be uniform, and
present the same healthy appearance, and will

maintain the same equality until the time of har-

vesting. Thus instead of having so great a pro-

portion of small weakly storks start from diseased

or pinched kernels, which can never produce any
thing but small straw and consequently wheat of
an infetior quality, the whole will stand a fair

chance to come to maturity, divested of many
evils which attend the sowing of grain where
sifting is neglected.

But, says the reader, this important discovery of
which you speak, don't amount to any thing after

all. It has been known for years, that to sift out
the small grains from seed wheal is a good idea,

and is now generally practised among our best

farmers. 1 will respectfully ask such, have you
ever known sifiing carried to the extent i propose?
If you have not, you know but little of the real

benefits that v.'ill reeult from this discovery, and a

practice in accordance with iie reasonable theory.
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( am in'brniej that Isaac Bowles, est]., of thit;

town, tried the experiment the past season, and
the result was what he had ^ood reason to expeci :

the most perlecl growth ol wheat lie has ever
raised. All the heads were about ihe same size,

the straw even, and no pari seemed to liave the

advanlafje from the lime it was sowed np lo liie

day o!' harvest. And here 1 express a wish thai

Mr. Bowles will make his views and experience
on this sulijeci known to the public, as he ctm
speak from his own experience in this maiier. I

believe il this practice should be adopied ijreneral-

ly, by tlie (aimers of this slaie, the qu:diiy and
quanlily of the wheat crop would in a vtr}' liiw

years be increased one quarter by the simple pro-

cess ofsifiing seed in the proporiion I have liamed,

and no farmer need he alraid ol injuring his seed

by carrying the principle to loo great an extreme.
Any one who candidly reflecta on ihe sulject,

must besaiisfied,! think, oC the propriety and rea-

son there is in the suggestions I have made. The
improvement is wiihin the reach of every farmer.

and he can satipfy himself on this point. P.

IVinihrop, November, 1841.

ROTATION OF CROPS—QUKRY.

To the Editor of the Farmer's Register.

In the October number of your periodical is a

communication on the subject of the roiaiion of

crops, by J. S., who claims to be a practical, and
f have no doubt is also a successful farmer. This
important subject has also claimed much of my
attention ; and as ihe scheme of rotation of J. S.,

in many respects, so far as I understand it, re-

sembles my own, 1 feel very anxious to train from

him a little more information, and therefore adopt

the only means I have of reaching him, namely,
through your publication, which, I am always
glad to see used as a medium of communication
between our practical farmers.

I am myself a young farmer, and live in a sec-

tion where wheal and corn are ihe principal pro-

ducts for market. My farming career was com-
menced, and 1 may add has continued wiih zeal.

My attention was particularly given to tfie collec-

tion and application of manures ; but, notwith-

standing the most strenuous exertions, I was al-

ways discouraged at the very small quantity of

land actually manured each year, in comparison
to the amount required to be put into grain.

This difficultj'- suggested the idea of manuring
by green crops.^ I accordingly tried sowing and
turning under rye, buckwheat, peas and clover.

My experience teaches me that the two former
are worthless as crops for manure. There can
however be no doubt of the enriching quality of

peas or clover turned under. J. S. introduces the

peas in his rotation just after the corn. I would
like to know whether he sows the peas ihe year
succeeding the corn, thus giving up a whole year
in the rotation to the pea crop, or does he sow the

peas amongst the growing corn and turn them
under the same fall that the corn is removed ? If

the latter, at what time, and at what stale of ad-
vancement of the corn, does he sow the peas'?

What kind of pea, and at what rate per acre,

does he sow 1

After trying the method of sowing peas

amongst the growing com, at the time of layhg
by, wMhoui success, I have adopted the other
mode ; viz. : lo plough the land the spring suc-
ceeding the corn crop and sow the peas. The
peas are turned under in the fall for wheat. I

liave only made one crop of \*heat in this way.
That was reaped this year, and was a noble crop
lor the season and land. The crop was so much
better than 1 had expected, that i have engrafted
the pea-fallow in my regular system, at any rate

until I learn from ihe contributors to the Register
some better plan.

The 5ih item in J. S.'s rotation which he pro-
nounces a valuable crop for the land is unlbrtu-
naiely omitted. May I ask him to supply it"?

His rotation resembles mine so closely, that I am
pleased to be supported in my practice by Ihe
authority of one who has nearly doubled the pro-

duct of his farm in the short space of seven years.

A Young Farmer.

ANALYSIS OF COAL, ASHES.

For the Farmers' Register.

The white inflorescence found on ihe coal from
the Appomalox coal pits, when it has been much
exposed to the atmosphere, together with the oc-
casional appearance of sulphuret of iron, led me
to look for some salt of alumina in its ashes.
With this view, a portion of the recent ashes
was lixiviated, and the solution thus obtained
concentrated by boiling. To a portion of this so-
lution liquid ammonia was added, which threw
down an abundant precipitate of alumina, whilst
the addition of muriate of baryta showed the
presence of sulphuric acid. The remainder of
ihe concentrated solution was slightly acidulated,
and a little potassa added, the whole was allowed
lo stand ten or twelve hours, when well charac-
terized crystals of alum were obtained from the
solution—leaving no doubt of the presence of
sulphate of alumina in the ashes.
As the ashes were just from the fire, it was

evident that lime, if present, must exist in its

caustic state. A portion of the ashes was ac-
cordingly treated wilh dilute muriatic acid, and
from the filtered solution lime was precipitated by
oxalic acid. The protoxide of iron was detected,
and thrown down by liquid sulphuretted hydro-
gen.

Thinking that ihe mntler might interest some
of the readers of the Register, ihe same experi-
ments were repealed on a known quantity of
ashes, with the following result, which is commu-
nicaied, not as an exact analysis, but as an ap-
proximation, believed to be sufficiently accurate
lor every practical purpose.
Alumina ---... 2.5
Lime - - - - - - 1.1

Oxide of iron - . - . . 1.2

Cinders, earthy and silicious matter - 95.2

100.0
As the ashes in towns are usually mixed with

animal matter, which during decomposition gives
out ammonia, the value of these ashes as a ma-
nure would, according to Liebig, depend greatly
on the sulphate of alumina, which is readily de-
composed by ammonia. The ammonia, which
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oiherwise would be lost, is converled into a eui-

phate, leaving tiie liberated alumina to absorb

more ammonia. The caustic lime is converted

into a carbonate by combining with carbonic acid

from the atmosphere, or meeting with acid in the

soil is thus n-euira!ized.

But my iiiteniidn was not to present theories,

but barely to state the fact that the ashes from

the bituminous coal used in this place, contain

sulphate of alumina and lime, and to indicate the

process by which any of the readers oCihe Regis-

ter might satisfy himself of the same fact.

JVl. TUOMEY.
Petersburg, Dec. 18th, 1841.

MR. Webb's process of making sugar
FROM CORN-STALKS.

Extract from tlie Farmers' Cabinet.

With regard to Mr. Webb's late experiments

on oorn-st-alks, I coincide with you in the opinion,

that the samples of sugar and molasses which

were exhibited at the Horticultural Society's

rooms in Philadelphia, were far superior to any

that I have seen made from the beet by first pro-

cess ; his published account of the mode ofraanu

facture is interesting, and the comparative yield

per cent, of sugar is very great, and not easily to

be accounted lor ; (or while he is obtaining one

quart of cryslallizable liquor from six quarts o(^ ex-

pressed jaice from the corn-stalk, the Louisiana

planters find that their richest juice from the cane

yields no more than one in eight, the average be-

ing from thirteen to filteen, and some as low as

thtrty or fifty for one. Mr. Webb's communica-

tion has found its way into many of the distant pa-

pers, and they have senerally made it appear that

he has obtained 1000 pounds of sugar per acre

from the corn-stalk, whereas, he only says his

opinion is that that quantity per acre may be ob-

tained by an improved mode of cultivation, &c.;

but I would ask, would even that quantity of sugar

pay the expense of manufticture and remunerate

the loss of the corn crop 7 I confess that I fear not.

You very properly compliment Mr. Webb on his

Burcese, and I am willing to award him a medal

for his ingenuity and perseverance, but, for what

part of the process he conceives he has a right to

a patent, 1 am at a loss to conjecture. II it be

upon the simple fact of having obtained sugar

from the corn-stalk, hundreds of old people will

tell him they accomplished that, many years ago,

and long before he was born, it being a common
practicein the time of the revolution

; the manu-
laelurere, however, contenting themselves with

the syrup, and not carrying the evaporation to the

crystallizing point, their object of procuring mo-
lasses being obtained. Or, is it in the simple ope-

ration of extracting the ear in its embryo state, by

which to concentrate the juices in ihe stock and to

prevent their dissipation? Now this has been
practised for ages on the cocoa-tree for the very

same purpose, and JNlr. Webb no doubt knew it,

and has merely adopted the process. We are lold,

" It is usual to deprive some of those trees of their

fruit-buds, in order that they may produce a drink

called ' paviah arrack,' and it is tlie employment
of some men to collect this article, which is sold

under the name of toddy." It cannot be for the

peculiar process of manufacture, for the very sim-

ple mode djescribed in Mr. Webb's letter, and the

stale of Ihe molasses exhibited, prove that the

operations must have been of the most ineffective

kind, or the molasses would not have held at least

60 per cent, of sugar in solution, a convincing fact

that the point of concentration had not been either

understood or practised, and that the whole pro-

cess of matmliicture had been most ineHectually

perlormed. Now, let it not be supposed that I

wish to detract an iota from the crdit which ia

Mr, Webb's due; but I wish that he would in-

form the readers of the Cabinet, what are the

specificaiions upon which he grounds his right to

restrict us (lom doing what has been done lor the

last age
;
poinling out what original principle or

new combination is exhibited in his mode of

manufacturing sugar from the corn-stalk.

J.M. C.

Eastern Shore, Md , Nov. 10, 1841.

STOCKING CORN. CASTING FOAL.

From the New England Farmer.

In the Farmer, of November 24, we have Mr.
Durand's method of stooking corn, from the Al-
bany Cultivator. With him I entirely agree, that

culling up corn is the easiest, safest and best way
of managing, both for grain and fodder; and also,

that laying down the corn, or binding it into bun-
dles, is tedious and unnecessary. I take five rows,
selecting two good hills on the centre row, and
twistisg their tops together for a foundation, then
cut and set round these two hills as much as wi:l

make a stook of a suitable size. Put your arms
round the stook, and lake hold of about half a
dozen good stalks, cross them, bring them for-

ward, and tie wiih a grain knot. Then double
down the tassels, and bind with one stalk, or

twist them together, and the stook is done. I

think my way rather the best ; for two hills stand

bracing, and give the stook such a support that

they cannot blow over. The space in the centre
gives the air a chance to circulate, and the corn'

will not damage in any weather, even if put up
green and wet. But I think the greatest im-
provement on Mr. Durand's mode is in tying
with the stalks; ihis, though diflncult to describe,

is done in an instant, and saves the trouble of
making bands. Doubling down the tassels is of
no great consequence, but adds to the neatness of
the siook, and a very slight fastening is sufficient.

Corn put up in this way will stand lor any length'
of time in any kind of weather, and be perfecily

safe from every thing but vermin. When you
wish to cart it, let one hand bend over the stook,

and another cut the standing hills with a sickle,

and both together throw it in the cart.

Now my hand is in, I wish to make an inquiry,

and state a fact, hoping ihat you, Mr, Editor, or

some of your readers, will favor us with your
opinion.

I have often heard that the sight of fi-esh beef
would make a mare with foal miscarry, but al-

ways considered it as a moon story. Is it true or

nof? Now for Ihe fact. We had a four-year old

mare which had brought a fine colt this spring,

and was again with foal. About three weeks
since, some beef was to be killed on Ihe barn floor
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near her stable. A neighbor, who was assisting,

said she must be lunied out ut the bum, or slie

would lose her colt. As it vvus cold and siorniy,

I would not consent, but to pacily him, |)ut her in

a renjole |)drl ol the barn, and mostly out ol sighi

ol our operations; and wiien the beel was earned

in and the Hoor cleaned up, siie was reiurncd to

llie stable, in a lew days, t perceived ihui soine-

thing was the mailer wiih iier ; she was dull and
sluggish, hair looked bad, and something was
evidently llie matter, though I did not suspeci ilie

real cause, but laid it lo her lampers and sliedding

her teeth, in just fourteen days she miscarrieU.

This one case esiablithes nothing, and tliongh

every body here is sure ihat the same ertett will

follow the same cause, jet no one can give me
anoiher instance in their own knowledge, i can

easily suppose that beei or any thing else that

would Irigluen a mare, might j)roduce this tllect;

but this mare was nut IrighteheJ, betrayed no un-

easiness, and kept eating the whole time. For
old traditions, unsupponed by evidence, I have
but hille respect; bui as all true theories are lorm-

ed by a collection of liicls, I submit tliis, vvtili ihe

hope it may prove in some way uselul. B.
Kennebec Co,, Me., Dec. 5th, 1841.

Our correspondent B., in Ins sensible remarks,

has said all that seems necessary, unless more
facte can be adduced. We never belore heard ol

the existence of the opinion he alludes to, and
have nothing to say either in its supjiurt or reluta-

tion. Can any one give us other lacis ?

—

Ed, N.
E. F.

COMPARISON OF MANURKS.

From tlie (Eng.) Gardeners' ChroDicle.

Messrs. Buussingault and Payen have lately

produced an elaboraie memoir upon the compara-
tive value ol different kinds of manure. An ab-

stract only of it has as yet reached us, the sub-
stance of which is as follows i^^These chemisis
regard nitrogen as the element whose presence is

of the greatest importance in manure, and every
substance capable of furnishing it becomes valua-
ble in an agricultural view, provided that sub-
stance can extricate azotised products in a soluble
or volatilizable state. If, however, the nitrogen is

incapable of entering inio putrid fermentation, and
of so furnishing ammoniacal sails and other
azotised combination, the substance containing it

can be of no use for manure ; as is proved by
the shale of the coal measures, which contains
considerable qunniiiies of niirogen, and yet has
absolutely no etic ct as a manure. Hence the

value of amanuie is to be determined by the

power if possesses of yielding ammonia
;
putrid

urine, for instance, one of the most energetic of

fertilizing principles, yields carbonate of ammonia
;

and guano, that rich compound which lor centuries

has given fertility to the arid sands of the Peruvian
coast, consists almost entirely of salts with an
ammoniacal base. The authors do not undervalue
the impertance of other substances, such as alkalies

or earthy salts ; on the contrary, they admit their

presence to be indispensable to the growth of
plants ; neverthelpps, it is to ammonia that they
assign by far the niosi importance. The follow-

ing table gives the result of their inquiry in re-

epeci 10 a considerable number of substances, and
snows how many loads of eucli are lequired in

order lo produce the same effect as 100 loads ol'

common '4arm yard dung. We have oruiited

liom tluse lablLS a lew subelances which, not

occurring in this countiy, have no inieicsi lor larm-

ers and gurdeneis in CI real Butuin.

Jj Table of Manures.

Showing the numbeis of loads required in both the

moibt, \ov ordinary) ana dried (_or pie(mred)

stales, lo e(|ual lOU loads ol farm yard dung, so

far ao the ciuaniity ol niirogen is concerned.
iVJoisi. Dried.

Pea straw - - - - 22 100
Suinluin siraw - - - - 83 361
Vetch straw - - - - 39 174

Wheal straw - - - - 166 650
Do. . - - - . 81 3(57

Do., lower joints - - - 97 453
Do. ujiper joints, with the heads after

thraslmig - - - - 30 137

Bye straw - - - - 235 975
Do., of 1841 - - - - 95 390
Oai straw - - ' - - 142 541
Bnrlev straw - - - - 173 750
Wiieat chatf - - - ' - 47 207
Jerusalem artichoke straw - 108 453
Broom 32 142
Green beet leaves, (Jams) - 80 43
Potato leaves - - - - 72 84
Carrol leaves - - - - 47 66
Heath leaves - - - - 22 102
Sea wrack - - - - 46 138
Do. 42 123
Do. . - - - - 28 85

Do. li-esh iiom the sea - . 74
8 39Malt dust

Buried clover ""o^'^

Flax cake
Bane cake
Fish cake
Grease cake
Beet root pulp "

Do. - - -

Potato pulp

Starch water
Do. ...
Starch refuse

Do. ...
Dunghill drainings

Sawdust ofacacia
Do. ...
Do. of fir wood
Do. ...
Sawdust of oak
Solid cow dung
Cow urine

Mixed cow dung ' -

Solid horse dung
Horse urine

Mixed horse dung
Do. pig dung
Do. sheep dung
Do. goat dung
Pigeon dung
Liquid Flemish manure
Do. ...
Belloni'a poudrette
Oyster shells

Marl - , -

24 110
7 32
8 35
74 322
11 49
35 154
105 154

76 100
571

645

111 107

24
67 126

137 513
173 629
250 886
173 629
74 256

125 84
90 51
97 75
72 88
15 15
54 64
63 67
36 65
18 49
4 21

210
181
10 44

125 487
78 377
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Moist Dried.
Dry muscular flesh - - . 3 13
Cod salted .... 6 17
Do., pressed and dried - - 2 10
JBlood soluble .... 3 12
Do., liquid .... 13
Do. ..... 14
Do., coagulated and pressed

Do., dry in-oluble . . -

Feathers ....
Cow's hair ....
Woollen rags . . . -

Horn raspings ...
Cockchalers . . . .

Bones, boiled (fondus")

Do., moist ....
Do., lat - - . • .

Glue refuse ....
Glue dross {rnare de colle) -

Graves - - - - .
-

Animal black of the manufacturers

Animalized black

Noir des camps (7) . . -

11

11

11

12

9

12
14
25

2
2
2
2
2

12
5

7
6
75 213
10 84
3 15

37 95
36 98
32 65

"THE STONE HOUSE.

For the Fanners' Register.

This building, whose history la now entirely

wrapped in the mystery of the past, after remam-
ing liar a century or more unknown to its nearest

neighbors or the oldest inhabitants, begins to

arrest the attention of the present day ; and nu-

merous and wild are the conjectures with regard

to the authors and the purposes of its construc-

tion.

The Stone House (for such it is now familiarly

termed by every one in the vicinity) is situated

in the upper part of James city county, on the

land (an uncultivated tract) of Major Edmund
Christian, on the right bank of Ware creek and
about 5 miles Irom its junction with York river.

Recently finding himself at leisure, while in a

visit to King and Queen county, the wri er deter-

mined to visit this object of growing curiosity.

A party of four persons accordingly, with this

purpose, left, the King and Queen shore in the

morning of the 21st of November, and after a

delightful row across the beautiful York, landed

at the mouih of Ware creek. A strong ebb tide

opposed the ascension of the creek in the boat,

the party thence proceeded on foot, and it was
well they did, for had ihey gone up the creek,

(which was their original intention,) without a

guide, they would not have found the object of

their search, though they thought that they had
received all necessary instructions. With the

help of a guide, after a circuitous walk of six

miles, through the most broken and depcrt country

to be found east of the Blue Ridge, they reached
the object of their visit.

The stone house is now in ruinp, more or

less of each wall having tumbled down, no trace

of either the roof or floor being left. It. was a
rectangular building 18J by 15 feet. The four

corners stand nearly at their original height, be-

ing 6 feet above the level of the floor. The
chimney rises in a good state of preservation 5
feet higher, but there is sufficient evidence that

it was originally still more elevated. Between

the corners, the walls are yet in a sufficient state

o) preservation to enable one to come at an.ac-
curate idea of tlie building as it stood entire. Its

elevation was only one etory, wiih a basement
room half below and hall' above the surliace of
the earth. It stands nearly north and south.
At the south end is the chimney, which [)roject3

outside of ilie wall, lias no fire place in the base-
ment, but a well finished semi-circular fire place
in the room above, 3| (eet wide and 2 feet deep,
with only one Hue 12 by 12 inches. On the west
end is the doorway giving entrance into the
upper and also into the baeement room ; this door-
way is 6 feet wide. For what purpose could a
door 6 feet wide be needed in a house 18^ by 15
ieet?

On the north there is a door 3 feet wide into
the basement, and on each side of the door a
hole through the wall (which is 2 feet thick) re-

sembling a small port-hole, measuring on the
inside 20 by 10 inches and on the outside 20 by 4
inches. Each hole is exactly the same size, and
constructed with care. If these holes were
merely intended for purposes of ventilation, why
were they made wider within than without, and
why were they both put on the same side with
the door? On the east side is seen one jamb of
a window or port- hole, and from its position not
being in the middle, there is every reason to be-
lieve there must have been a second opening cor-

responding there'o in the same side. A hall"

burned door lintel, which has recently fallen from
ihe door of the basement room, is the only rem-
nant of wood left ; it is of white oak and was
evidently sawed with a whip saw. The walls
of the house, which are 2 feet thick in the base-

ment, and 18 inches above, are constructed of
ferruginous sand stone, of which an abundance is

found in the hill on which the building stands.

The stones, which are not large, have generally

flat beds and are hammered to a true face, and all

the openings are finished with great care. The
cement used is lime mortar, and must have been
very good. The measurements are all very exact,

and the work bears ample testimony of great
care and nicety in its structure.

This ruin stands in an extensive waste of
woods, on a high.knoll or promontory, around the

base of which winds Ware creek. It is at

least 100 feet above the level of the water and
300 feet from its margin. The site can be ap-
proached by land only by a long, wild and circui-

tous route, winding along on the ridge or back-
bone of this promontory, which is sometimes so

narrow that two carls could not pass abreast.

When the fiact is mentioned that there are many
svic.h promontories, equally wild, circuitous, abrupt
and separated fi"om each other by deep and gloomy
ravines whose precipitous sides are covered with
the dark evergreen laurel, it can be easily imagin-
ed how very difficult it would be to find the place
without a guide. By water, the Stone House
is almost equally difficult to find, from its height
above and distance from the creek. It stands
amidst the original growth of trees, and is ren-

dered still more secret by their deep foliage for

half of the year. Just over it a large chestnut oak
spreads out its extended branches, some of which
approach so near the top of the luia, that they
must have been the growth of a period posterior

to the erection, perhaps of the desertion ol the
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house. Two small trees are al ihis lime slanding

vviihir\ ihe area of ihe walls.

What were the purposes ol" ihe erection ol" this

building ? Was it built lor concealment, lor de-

lence, or Ibr a iradin<^ post with the Indians? Ii

is too inaccessible lor the last. The wide door-

way would seem to militate against (he second

supposition, though the port-holes, if euch, would

seem to warrant such a conclusion. It was no

doubt erected by some one as a permanent place

of secret retreat and probably of defence: but

why such care \n its construction 1 Conjecture is

now vain. It may be connected wiih some
interesting passages in the lives of some ol' the

first settlers of the country, or may have been the

haunt of some of the followers of Bacon at a Inter

date. It IS to be feared that the mystery will

never be revealed, for the oldest inhabiianis have
descended to their graves without knowing iis

history and scarcely its existence. K.

[The most plausible supposition is, that "the

stone house" was one of the places of defence of

the unconquered followers of Nathaniel Bacon,

who still held out long afierihedeaih oftheir chief

had destroyed all hope of success for the rebellion.

-The interesting old account ol the rebellion, pub-

lished in the ' Virginia Gazette,' (and of which

we have but the part in the number of February

23, 1769,) has the Ibllowing passages, vvliich seem

to confirm this opinion. It is true that they do

not refer directly to any other fortification than

the main one at West Point, (the point of junc-

tion of the Pamunky and Mattaponi rivers,) but

that place is only seven or eight miles above " the

stone house," and the latter could be soon and

easily reached from the former. " The stone

house" might have been constructed as a place ol

last refuge and concealment, and also for despe-

rate defence. The wide door might have been

used for a small piece of field artillery. The very

broken face of the land thereabout makes the site

not only very diflicult of access, but even of dis-

covery. The land for miles in extent was, and

must ever remain, a forest waste, and scarcely of-

fers an inducement, saving this ancient structure,

to any one to encounter the labor of passing over

the continually occurring high and steep hills and

Ihe many ravines which separate theift. The ex-

tracts bearing on this point, and showing the ef-

fective resistance made to the royal government,

are as follow. It should be observed that the

narrator is unfavorable to the rebels.]

"Bacon's death, who was the life and soul of

the party, struck the rebels with the greatest con-
sternation; but Joseph Ingram, Bacon's lieute-

nant general, George Walklate, his major gene-
ral, and Richard Lawrence, the incendiary, reani-

mated them, and persuaded them to persevere in

their opposition to the governor. They now be-

came banditti rather than soldiers, carried spod
and devastation wherever they v/ent, and com-

mitted every kind of violence ujion the estates ol"

the loyalists, and that they might have a place
to secure their retreat in case of opposiijon, ihey
look possession of Wes-t Point, liiriified it very
strongly, and made it their place of arms."

After staling succeeding military operations

elsewhere, favorable first to the rebels and after-

wards to the royalisis, the narrative proceeds thus :

" While these thintzs were transactins on
Jiuiips liver. Col. Ludwell was very aciive upon
his side, and reduced all the coiinirv upon Yoik
river, except West Point, where Walklaie. In-

gram and Langston [Lawrence 7J definded iliem-
selves with a great deal of valor. These hanpy
incidents put the Governor in a situation to be-
siege that fortress," &c;.

"From that time all James river suhn)i:ted to

the governor, and he suon re-esiablished his au-
ihority through the cfluutry, except at Wtei Poiiii,

where ihe rebels madi\ a resolute defence, which
saved them.
"The governor, 'iro.l nut with filigne, wrote

a complaisant letter to Walklate, which he sent
by Cnpi. Gram ham, with orders to ofler him and
all the rebels in ihe fort a geneial pardon, upon
condition that they delivered up iheir arms and
ammunition, with every thing in their possession
which they had plundered from the loyalists and
the Indians. Walklate knew his case to be des-
perate, and cheerfully accepted the governour's
oflTer. The leriiis were kept on both sides, and as
a reward to Walklate lor his ready submission,
the governor presented him with the plunder be-
longing to the Indians."

From tlie Ediubingh Qiiaiterty Journal of Agriculture, for De
cembtr, 1841.

ON SAW-DUST AS MANURE.

By Henry H. Drummond, esq. of Blair-Drum-
niond, M. P.

The observations on saw dust as a manure, in

the March number of the Transactions of the
HigliL^nd Society, induce me to mention, that I

have for a number of 3 ears been in the practice
of using saw-dust in agriculiure. 1 have not,

however, used it with dung in the manner men-
tioned by Mr. Sim, but have kept it in composts
lor about tliree years, which time has appeared
to me necessary /or its proper decomposition.
This process is greatly facilitated by mixing the
saw-dust with lime in the proportion of about one-
lemh part of lime, and the compost is much im-
proved by the addition of road scrapings, or earth
of any sort that can be procured. The saw-dust
heap is a convenient place of deposite lor dead
animals, which are thus disposed of to ijreat ad-

^

vantage. A compost of this kind, which has
teen well mixed and decomposed, and turned over
by the spade at proper times, will produce an ex-
cellent crop of turiiii 1^.
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From tlie Loudon F.iriners' Magazine, December, 1841.

OF THE SUPPLY OF NITKIC ACID TO PLANTS.

(^From Professor Johnstone's Lectures.)

Fnregard to the aclion of nitric acid upon vege-
laiion, it is known

—

1°. That when, in the form of niirates of soda,
potash, &c., it is spread upon the soil, it greatly
pronioies (he growth and luxuriance ol' the crop,
and increases its produce ; and

2'-\ Thai, vvheii other circumstances are favor-
able to vegetation—as in certain districts m India— the presence ol'an appreciable quanuiy of these
niirates adds largely to the leniliiy ol the soil.*

The same eHecis are unquestionably produced
by the addition of ammonia or by its natural pre-

sence in the soil. Tlie beneficial inliuence of boih
compounds, then, being recognized, the relative

extent to which each operates upon the general
vegetation of the globe wdl be mainly determined
by the circumstances and the quantity in which
Ihey respectively exist or are reproduced.

In regard to the existence of niiric acid, it is not

known to form a necessary constituent of any of
the solid rocks of which the crust of ilie giobe_is

composed, but it is diflused almost nniversaliy
through the soil which overspreads the surface.

In the hotter regions of the earth, in India, in

Africa, and in South America, it in many places
accumulates in sufficient quaniiiy to Ibrm incrus-

taifons of considerable thickness over very large
areas, and in many more it can be separated by
washing the soil. Even in the climates of North-
ern Europe, it is rarely absent Irom the water of
artificial wells, into which the rains, after filtering

through the surlace, are permitted to make their

way.t

* For the following, and other interesting notices,

regarding Indian agriculture, I am indebted to Mr.
Fleming of Barochan, in Renfrewshire, whose long
residence in the districts to which he alludes, as

well as the interest he- takes in practical agriculture,

renders his testimony very valuable:—
" The districts of Chaprah, Tirhoot, and Shaha-

bad, near Patna, where a large proportion ot the

salpetre sent from BengaL is produced, are con-

sidered the most fertile in Bengal, producing two and
sometimes three crops yearly. The natives of these

districts, particularly a caste called Quirees) here-

ditary gardeners), who cultivate the best land, and
produce the best crops, are in the habit of irrigating

their fields with water from wells so strongly im-
pregnate<l with salpetre and other salts as to be

quite brackish, and they consider onions, turnips,

and peas, most benefited by this irrigation. Grain

crops also grow most luxuriantly on lai.ds yielding

saltpetre, where there is enough of rain within a

week or two after the seed is sown, but if a drought

follows the sowing, and continues for three weeks or

a month, the leal becomes yellow, and the crop fails.

"The Hindoos do not generally manure their lands,

as the dung of the cattle is used for fuel, but the

Quirees collect the p.shes of cow dung and of burned

wood, and use it as a manure in some cases, chiefly

foi- the poppy plant.

"The Hindoos have for ages been well acquainted

with the rotation of crops, and the advantage offal-

lowing land,—although a great proportion ot the land

is almost constantly in rice, Indian corn, or millet,

during the rainy season, and in wheat or peas during

the dry season."

t It occurs in the wells of the neighborhood of

Berlin, (Milscherlich,) in the form of nitrates of

On the whole, nitric acid and its compounds
appear to exist, ready formed, in nature, in larger

quantity than either ammonia or any of its com-
pounds.
Of these nitrates, as they do of ammonia, the

rivers must be continually bearing a portion to the

s_pa, but there are in nature unceasing processes

of re|)roduction, by which not only this waste of

the nitrates is repaired, but that further waste
also, which is caused by iherr absorption in the

roots and subsequent decomposition in the interior

of plan's. Let us shortly consider these processes

of reproduction.

1°. When a succession of electric sparks is

passed through common air, niiric acid (N O5) is

slowly but sensibly formed. The currents of
electricity which in nature traverse the atmo-
sphere must produce the same effecl, and the pas-
sage of each flash of lightning through the air

must be attended by the formation of some portion

of this acid.

Alter a thunder-storm, plants appear wonder-
fully refreshed ; in thundery weather they grow
mosfluxuriantly, and other things being equal,

ihose seasons in which there i.=i much thunder are

observed to be most fruitful. Some have ascribed

these results to the immediate agency of electricity

on the growth of plants,* Is it not equally pos-

sible that they may be connected with this neces-
sary production of nitric acid 1

In the rain which fell during seventeen thunder
storms, Liebig Ibund nitric acid always present,

and generally in combination with lime and am-
monia. In the rain which fell on sixty other

occasions, he could detect it only twice. In

minute quantity niiric acid is difficult to delect.

How much,, then, must be formed in a thunder
storm, even in our climate, to make the presence

of this acid rtZujai/s appreciable in the rain that

lalls—how vast a quantity in those warmer cli-

mates where such storms are so frequent and so

appallinir !

2°. When a mixture of aminonia with oxygen
gas is exploded by passing an electric spark

through ii, a quantity of nitric acid is formed,

even when the oxygen is not sufficient to oxidize

the whole of the ammonia t (Bischof). Hence,
if in the air, as we have seen reason to believe,

the ammonia given off from decaying animal mat-
ters, anil from other sources, be decomposed by
the atmospheric electricity, there will necessarily

be formed at the same instant a portion of nitric

acid, at the expense of the nitrogen of the am-
monia iiseif. This nitric acid will, as necessarily,

combine with some of the ammonia which still

remains in the air. Hence the existence ;md pro-

duction of nitrate of ammonia in the atmosphere,

and the consequent presence ol this acid along

with ammonia in rain water.

potash, lime, and magnesia, in the wells round

Stockholm, and may be expected in all wells that are

dug (Berzelius^.— Traite de Chemic, iv. p. 71.

* Sprengel, Chemie, i. p. 99.

t It was shown above, that one of ammonia N Hs
requires three of oxygen to decompose it, lorming

3 of water, and setting the nitrogen free. But, in

reality, as Bischof has shown, the nitrogen is not

wholly set free, but a portion both of its hydrogen

and nitrogen combine with oxygen (are oxidized) at

the same instant, forming simultaneously both water

(HO,) and nitric acid (N O5)
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Tlius llio very cause wliicli in llie preceilitii^

section WMs slioivii m oper.iu-. in consiaiiily diiiii-

iiishiniT ihii iiinuiinl oi aiiiniuiii,t in ilieair, wnJ
llie o|)t'r;iliuii ol' vviiitli cefMihly ri-njers iinproliii-

ble llie ('..xisleiice oi lliis coinpouiid in the alnio-

oi nitralRs, to the jjresence of which iheir eflect
on vei^claiion amy not uiilrcquenily be ascribed.
To iliis /act we siiail liereader leciir.

Tlie soil?, in tlie plains of India, and in other
similar &po;s in the Iropical regions, niav be re-

ephrre in ilie Kni^e (luaniity supposed by ecinie*— garded as natural nilre-beds, in which the decay
this same canst; is at llie same moment consianiiy

I
ol organic n)alter being vasily more rapid Ihan in

reproducing niirio acul. And, though much ul
|

our temperate regions, liie produciion of nitric
wliat is thus produced must necessarily, at, in tlie

j

acid is rapid in [)roporiion.*
case of ammonia, be carneti down to the sea by 4^- Eui in many localiiies in which the presence
the ratn-?, or be directly ahsorbed by the waters ol

|
ol organic mailer is not to be lecoirnized in sen-

the ocean themsflvee, yet il is otjvious that in sible quantity, ilie production of this acid is ob-
wliaitver proponion we may suppose the ammo- served to proceed wiih a constant and steady pace,
nia of liie air to reach the leaves and rools of Thus, fiom the walls of certain caves in Ceylon a
planis. in no less proponion must ihe niiric acid,

|

layer is yearly parfidoff, which yields an abundant
with which it is associaied, lie enabled to enter i ciop of saltpetre (Dr. John Davy). Tlie cele-
into the circulating sysiem of the various tribes brated Mammoth cave in Kentucky, situated in
of living vegetables, tliai rtourish on every quarter a limesione ridge, yields an inexhaustible supply of
ol' the glutie

3°. Again we have seen that, during the decay
of vegetatile substances in moist a;r, ammonia is

I'ornieii at the e-xpense of the hydrogen of the wa-
ter, and of the nitrogen of ineair. In lonsequence
of, or in connexion wiih siu h decay, niinc acid

is also largely protluced in nature.

The most liiiuiliar, as well as the most instruc-

tive, exan)ples of tins ((jrmation tf nitric acid is

in iheartiticial nitric-feds ol France and the north

of Europe. 'I'hese are lurinetl by mixing eariii

ol' ditlerent kinds with stable manure or other ani-

a)al and vegetable matiers, and ex[)osing ihe

mixture to the air in long ridges or conical heaps,

which are occasionally watered wiili I,quid ma-
nure, and turned over lo expose fresh portions to

the air. Altera time, perha! s once a year, the

whole is washed, vviien the. water which comes

nitrate of lirne. During the war with Great
Britain, fifty men were constantly employed in
lixiviating the earth of this cave, and in about
three years the washed earth is said to become as
strongly impregnated as at first. Through the
cave a strong current of'air is con'inually rushing,
inwards in winter and out wards during tlie summer
months. On the plaster of old walls, especially in
damp situations, an tffloiescence of this and other
nitrates is frequently observed over every part of
Europe, In China, according to Davis, the old
plaster of the honsps is so much esteemed as u
nicKiure, that pariies will often I'Uichase it at the
expense of a coating of new plaster. Old clay
walls, and especially the walls of clay-buili huts,
are said to be very lertilising to the land, when
applied as a lop-dressiiig ; and in --ome parts of
England, where the land is poor, the people are

oil is Ibund to I'oniain a variable quaniiiy of the
j

said to pile up the soil in the form o( walls, in

nitrates of potash, soda, lime, and magnesia, order to improve its qu'iliiy. These latter /acts

which are employed (or the manulacture of salt-
j
seem lo indicate that both In China and in Eng-

petre. In tiiese niiric-beds it has been observed
j

land nitric acid is produced in similar circutn-
that the produciion ol' niliic acid either does not

j

stances, and that to iis production the fertilizing

take place at all, or only with extreme slowness,
I action oftiie old plaster, and of'lhe weathered clay,

unless animal and vegetable matter he present in
j
ia alike to be atiribuled

considerable proponion. And yet the quantity o

nitric acid which is Ibrmed is much greater than

could be produced l)y the oxidation ol' the wliole

of the nitrogen contained in the organic matters

piTseni. in the mixiure.t It is also observed that

the nitre-beds are more productive when a poriion

from one outer lace of the heap is lixivia'eJ Irom

time to lime, and the washed earlh added to the

oilier side, than when the wliole is lixiviated at

once, and again Ibrmed int.* a heap and exposed

lo the air.

it a|)pears, therefore, that organic mailers are in

our ciimaie necessary to cause the lorraaiiori ol

nitric acid lo comrnence, but that after it has hegun

il will proceed in ihe same heap lor an indefinite

period, and ai the expense apparently ol the nitro-

gen (if the air only.

Compost heaps are in general only artificial

nitre-beds—often unskilfully prepar( d ami badly

managed—producing, however, a certain quantity

* £J^'e especially Liebig's Organic Chemistry ap-

plied lo J^iiciilture, p. 74.

t Diiijiiis, Traiie de Ckemie, ii., p. 725. He adds,

that 100 lbs. of niiro coiitjir. the nitrogen of 75 lbs. of

ordinary aiiimai matter, siipposetl in a dry sta'e, or of

300 or -100 lbs. in its ordinary slate of irjoisture,—

a

much greater relative proportion of animal matter

than is ever added to the heap.

Vol. IX.—73

In the cultivated soil, also, this acid is formed in
ordinary circumstances. Braconnot found liitrate

of potash in the botanic garden at" Nancy, in a
poriion of soii in which poppies (papaver soninifc-
runi) had grown luxuriantly for ten years in suc-
cession—in larger quantity in the soil surrounding
the interlaced roots of an esclepias incarnala,
growing itj an ordinary flovver-poi, wiih a fioie in
the boitom—as well as in moss-earth, in which a
l»lani ol' euphobia 6reo»i had been grown in a pni.t
There is liiile reason to doubt, indeed, that

nitrates are to be Ibund, in greater or less quantity,
in all cultivated soils.

I sliall not enter into a detailed inquiry how this

niiric acid is formed. It is probable ihat as in

* We are as yet too little acquainted with the

natural history of the district of Arica in South
America, in which, as already stated, the nitrate of
soda has been accuiniilate.d in such large quantity,

to be able to say to what special cause tlie accumu-
lati(Ki is due. But as, from the description of Mr.
Darwin, the locality appears to liave been the site of
an ancient lake, it is not unlikely that the nilrate

may have heen derived from Ihe successive washings
of a«oil similar to that of India, by rains or periodi-

cal floods which lor a long period emptied them-
selves into or fed the lake.

+ Jn. de Chim. et de Pkys., Ixxii., pp. 33 to 35.
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the atmosphere ammonia may be decomposeii and

give rise to thclbrmalion of nitric acid, so in ihf

Boil this acid may result from a similar decompo-

Gition, proceeding more slowly, but accordinji lo

the same natural laws. In warm climates, indeed,

it appears certain that the ammonia which is

evolved or lormed during the decay ol animal and

vege able substances, does speedily, and to a great

exteni, undergo oxidation,* and thus give rise to

the greater abundance of nitric acid with which

the tropical soils abound.

Thus, in the economy of nature, much ammonia

is decomposed in the soil also, and hence anoiher

cause lot the constant diminution of the quantity

ol this compound— in addition lo those already de-

tailed in the preceding section.

But, besides the portion of this nitric acid which

owes its existence to the decomposiiion of ammo-
nia, much—by far the greatest portion, in all pro-

bability—derives its origin from the union ol the

elements of tiie atmosphere itself This direci

imion is effected in the air, as has been already

shown by the agency ol atmospheric electricity;

but it also lakes place in the soil during the oxi-

dation of the other elements contained in the

oriranic matters which are i here undergoing decay.

The combination of the elements of ammonia in

euch circumstances proceeds on the principle—

that bodies, themselves undergoing oxidation,

dispose oiher substances in contact with them (in

this instance the nitrogen of the air) lo unite with

oxyiren also. The presence of lime, potash, &.C.,

in the soil, lurlher induces to this oxidation, hy

the tendency of these substances lo combini". with

the acid, which is formed by thi^ union ol the

elements of which nitric acid consists.

It IS impossible precisely to estimate the quan-

tity of nitric acid produced in these various ways,

through these various agents, and in these varied

circumsiances ; or to balance it accurately against

the amount of ammonia continually reproduced,

as we have seen, in nature, wherever the neces-

sary ccndiiions present ihemselves. But, as I

formerly concluded, that the amount of nitric acid

actually existing in the superficial deposiies of our

globe is greater than that of ammonia, so I ihink

that, in regard to the reproduciion also of these

two compounds, the balance is in liivor of the

former.

Since, then, nitric acid is fined by the eolubiliiy

of its compounds to enter into the circulation ol

plants in any quantity— since, when applied to

them, it does undoubtedly promote, in a remark-

able degree, the growth of plants—and since, in

nature, Tl is continually reprotluced in every coun-

try, and under such varied circumstances—

I

cannot withhold myself from the conclusion, ihat,

over the general vegetation of the globe, it ho'ds

with ammonia at least an equal sway, and is ap-

pointed to exercise at least an equal influence over

the <irowth of plants, both in their natural and in

their culiivated state.

Still the influence of each is not unvaried by

locality or by climate. The extent ol dominion

exercised by the nitrates probably diminishes as

• For the perfect oxidation of 1 of ammonia no

less than 8 of oxygen are required. Thus—
1 of 1 of 3 of

A mmonia. Nitric Acid. Water.

N H3 + 8 O = N 05 + 3 il O

we recede from the equator, while that of ammonia
increases— it may be in an equal proportion.

BONES—BOXE DUST—CUUSHED BOKES.

From the New England Farmer.

Our pages have contained for the last few
weeks, more articles upon bone manure than any
oiher topic. The reason ol this in simply a con-

viction that this means of enriching the sod ie not

sutTicienily regarded. Having made ute of crush-

ed bones lor various crops, and ajiplied them un-

der various I'lrcumstanccs, and ihis not in one
year only, but in 1838, '39 and '41

; and having
seen their effects not upon the first crop merely,

bui upon two and three subsequent ones, we set

a high value upon them. It is our Imeniion to

use them more extensively the next season than

we have done belore, and lor the single reason,

that v^'hen we sit down and with pencil and pa-

per figure up cost and efficacy, we find this a

chea()er manure than any other that we can buy.

The results of our experiments have in part

been made public in ilie Transactions of ihe Es-
sex Agricultural Society fur 1838, and in the back
numbers of the N. E. Farmer. There is no oc-

casion to repeat them here. Our purfjose in this

article is not so much to prove their vvorih, as to

give some cautions and directions in regard to the

use of them, and suggest a mode by which the

farmer may luin to good account those which he
is daily removing from his table, or which he ob-

tains irom the heads and legs of the animals which
he slaughters, or may gel Irom such animals as he
loses by death.

In England forty and fifty bushels of crushed
bone are applied to an acre. But it is unsafe for

us to tbilow their example. Their climate is vastly

more moist than our.j, and their cuhivaled soil is

generally much heavier. Heating manures may
profitably be applied by them in quantities which
would burn up the crop in our summers. Bones
are obviously verj' heating ; and we are satisfied

that where they have been used in this vicinity,

the quantity applied has been too great. We shall

not in future use more than twenty bushels upon
an acre, and generally shall use much less than
that. They nmst be used as aids to common ma-
nures, and 10 muck and sand. And that their in-

fluences upon the muck and upon the silex in the

sand may be liiirly brouijht out, ashes or the lie of

ashes should be one ol the ingredients in the com-
post heap. Let ihem be well lirmented, and then

apply them sparingly. The fermentaiion, how-
ever, is not designed to make the bones themselves
directly act with more power upon the soil ; but it

is to weaken them hy making them give out a por-

tion of their fertilizing properties to the muck, or

3oil, or sand with which they are mixed, and thus

enable you to spread the bone in a diluted state.

Such bones as are usually ground have pre-

viously been boiled, and as much of the oily and
gelatinous matter has been taken from them as

boiling can remove. One might at first imagine
that bones thus treated would be found of biit little

value. The matters extracted by the soapboiler

are unquestionably good fertilizers, but the phos-

phate of lime is the property in the bone that con-

I

slitutes its greatest value as a manure—aud this
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ihe boiliiitr does not reniovc. Exf)eritnenl8 in

Europe, liuve shown lliat the did'erence in cil' ct

upon ihe suil bf.iwoen thoPt- ih;\i hiivc been boiled

and tl>ose that have not is very sninM.

In Kngiiind ihey are lound uselui, p:\rliculiuly

on light soil?. Some Ciiend.'?, whoj-e eyes have
gazed upon fields of old Etigliind, tell us ihat

light soils ihere niiiihl be called heavy hero. Con-
sequently liones niny be Ibund hcneiiciii! vviili us

upon the srreater portion of the hmd ihai wi; cul-

tivate. Experiment alone can deterniitie.

How can farmers turn unbroken hones to good
account? In one ol'the back imml)ers uf our pa-

per is an article Irom one who subscribe? himsell
" A Mechanic," which gave us a valuable pug-
geslion, and which ntay be acted upon by every
(atniiy. According to our recollection this mecha-
nic remembered Ihat his mother, when she made
soap, put bones in the leach— atul thai the action

ol' the ashes softened and almost consumed tlie

bones. AJiuht not a tight bo.x or tub be prociu-ed

wltich mittht be set in tJie ground, in'o which
bones, and ashes, and waier could l)e pur from
lime to time, and thus the boues be eaten up. If

60, and we believe they might, then the Iwo or

three bushels of matter that could he taken Ir^m
ihis tub once or twice a year, would be Ibund an
exceedingly valuable addition to a compost heap
of 20 or 30 loads. Two bushels of boni s thus di-

gested would probat)iy lurnish as much phosphaie
of lime as the rula bagas on an acre of land

would require ; and this crop requires more ihan
any other.

ON SAVING LIQUID MAKUKK.

By Mr. Matthew Marmaduke Milburn, Thorpefudd,
Thiisk, Yorkshire.

It is an unaccountable circumstance, that vvhi!e

many thousands of pounds ate- yearly expended
by the agriculturists of Great Britain in the pur-

chase of artificial and extraneous manures, so lit-

tle attention is paid to the collecting, preparing,

and using of that which ia always within then-

reach. There can be little doubt, that, in one
shape or another, as much available manure i.=;

actually wasted and lost, as would have, ifappiied

to the land, have an effect equal to the whole of

the lime, bones, rape-dust, &c., which are an-

nually purchased.
With very lew exceptions, tlie generality ol

farmers allow the wiiole of the urine made by
their stock, the drainage of the Ibld-yards, and
the liquid from the mixens, [dung- hills, J to run

down some sewer and enrich the rank grass arrd

weeds which it approaches, or run into some dis-

tant river.

The writer of this report had his attention di-

rected 10 the utility of liquid manure from the fol-

lowing circumstance :—The liquid from the (old-

yard— which by the way was originally a quad-
rangular court-yard, is entirely paved, and lies

rather high—ran (or several years down an open
drain belonging to an adjoining neighbor. For a

considerable period the sewer was not cleaned
out, and in consequence of the yard-drains being
partly blocked up, permission was asked to clean

out the sewer. The contents, alter being allowed
to dry, were put upon a light, poor, sandy anil, as

a dressing for autumnal sown lares. The conse-
quence was, that though the soil had grown,
comparatively, nothing lor a long time, such a
crop of tares was obtained as is seldom witnessed.
The same piece was sown wiih tares the lollow-
iiig year,— contrary, it will perhaps be said, to
good farming,—and another bcauiilul crop was
ul)tained. Indeed the power of the sewer clear-
ings seemed to be double that of lermented farm-
yaid manure; and peculiarly adapted to promote
tiu: lull devclopemenl and vigorous vegetation of
iht> f)lan's.

The next object of the writer was lo save a
poriion af least ol" this ferlilizing niixture, and he
determined upon the consiruclion of a lank lo

colled a maiiure so valuable. There were one
or two slight difficulties to encounter,— first Ihe
situation of the farmstead was a dead level, and
contmued to be so fur several hundred yards from
tiie premises; and, in the next place, the soil and
subsoil were exceedingly porous, and at some
depth springy. These ditliculiies were, however,
overcome, and a liiil year's experience of the
elii-cis of the ap[)Iication has been had.

in order to methodize, he will tieat separately
ofihenaiure ol'the liquid manure, of the mode
ol its application, of the elFecis produced, and of
the construction of tanks and other receptabies lor

saving it.

The liquid manure which Ihe writer has ap-
plied coneisis of the drainage from the cow-house,
calf-house, pig-cot, and lold-yard. Grates are
placed in the different places whence it is derived,
and under-drains lo convey the liquor to the lank.
The cows are principally store animals, fed on
lurnips, wiih a little hay at night; the calves are

!

led on turnips, linseed-cake, or porridge and hay
;

j

ihe [jigs are lattening ones, fed priiici()ally on
barley-meal ; and the lold-yard has in it the dung
from every kind of slock : besides, a (ew stoie
cattle and pigs are kepi in it. The dung is mix-
ed indiscriminately, and remains a lew weeks
previously lo its being carted to the mixen. The
lold-yard is open lo the weather, and as the ham-
mels and some of the larm-buildings are not
spouted, a great quantity of the soluble parts of
the dung and decomj^osed straw passes off with
Ihe drainage. The writer is noi sure whether
this is as rich as the urine and such parts of the
dung as it carries in solution from the interior of
ihe buildings ; but it is a valuable manure which
would otherwise be lost, and, were it not in any
way applied to the land, would be entirely wasted.
Complaints have been made of the close drains
slopping up vvitli residuum. Mine are perfectly

open. Slopping arises either Irom the under
drains not having sufficient fall, or from the tank
not being empiied as soon as it is full.

Ilia dry season, of course, less d.'-ainage pro-
ceeds from Ihe lold-yard, but it makes no differ-

ence as respecis the "drainage Iron) the buildings
;

and in Ihe latter ca.se the fermeniation ol the
liquid manure [)roceeds much more rapidly than
when there is more drainage from the lold-yard.

When the len)perature is not too low, a white
creamy fluid covers the surface of Ihe liquor in

the tank, and a black sediment subsides lo the
bottom. This indicates the incipient fermentation
of the liquid, and adds much to its efficacy.

When the quantity of rain which falls ia very
greai, ihe tank is soon filled ; and of course must
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be emptied before it can have undergone any vegetalive power of ilie gross, or, und. r any

/ermenimivc process. The nrine in sucli case is

perfectly raw, but ii is so much diluted by liie ex-

cess of water as to coiioleract any injurious

eflects upon the crop to which it is iipplied. Al-

though there can he no doubt that, in its lerrncn-

lative sale, liie li(|Uor is much more concentrated

nnd powerlui in its effecis, still, as urine contains

food lur plants in a slate oT solution, and, when
eufficienily diluied, is of great service, from my
own experience it seems lo be necessary to apply

it in mucii g-'eaier quantities when unlcrmcn'ed

to produce llie same efitjcls upon the crop.

Unfortunately from its position the refiorier is

unable to colled the urine of the hordes; this is

a great disadvantage, as the ammonia whicli ihe

urme of horses contains would tend very mate-

rially to excite fermentation m the mass, wiiich, as

it is, contains too much of the excrements of

colder animals readily lo ferment.*

The liquid in summtr is somewhat diHercnl in

its character li'om that made in winter ; w depends

entirely upon the drainage from the Ibld-yard, the

wafcliings, It may be called, of manure gone
through the first stage of lermenlation ; but the

heiiiht of the temperaiure induces lernientation

rapidly; it becomcsspeeiidy puiresceni ; the black

residuum is even more liberally deposited than in

winter, as well as a green vegetablt: rnucus sus-

pended in the body ol the tank.

At ilie commencement of the application of the

liquid manure, the writer was anxious not to ex-

pend a large sum on the iniruments lor removing
the liquor, aileasl until he was eaiiffied of iis

practical utility 'n increasing productiveness. His
meiiiod of removing it was indeed a primitive

one, and one which required a great deal ol time,

and caused some inconvenience.. The liquid was
baled out of the tank by pails, \o which cords

were attached, and conveyed lo the field in two
large tubs in a cart, and again baled Irom iliese

and spread upon Ihe land. So satisfied is he now,
however, as to the value of the plan, that he has

had a Wiiter-cart constructed, on a very simple
and inexpensive plan, viz., a large pipe (ixcd on a

pair of low wheels and axleiree, lo which a pair

of shafts are attached. A large Tiole is made in

the lop of ihe cart lo pour in il;e liquid, anoiher
at the end, which is closed with a plug ; to this a

perlorated oblong box may be attached, which
spreads the liquid as the horse proceeds, and
removes any unpleasant effects lo which the

former rather primitive plan is necessarily liable.

A wooden pump with a leathern tube attached
might be added lo raise the liquid /rom the tank
into the water-cart.

The writer has used the liquid manure, hitherto,

invariably in dressing grass land, and Irom No-
vember till April. Since the last-named period
the liquid has been poured upon a compost- heap
consisiing of quitch roots, and some very imper-
fectly made manure, which plan he prelers to the
burning of the quitch. A fine rich con)post is

made, which he intends also to lay upon the grass
land. He was deterred Irom applying the liquid

0! mure 10 llie grass in the summer season, Irom
the idea that it might, in hot weather, destroy the

* The addition of so much as could be collected

oF the human urine and excrements of the farm would

be still more valuable.

—

Ed. F. R.

circumstances, render it so unpalatable lo the stock

as to prt'venl iheir eaiing n.

In detaiiiiig the results ol is application, the

wriier conceives he cmnoi ilo ii nioic simply llian

tiy Elating the lads of the experimcii's lie has
Inmscll conducied. Almost luiinedMiely alter

ihe lank was made a very heavy ili.iiider-stoim,

preceding a long succession ol heavy rums, oc-

curred ; the coiis quence was, thai having then

very liiile siock in the houses, and liiile manure
ill the lb!d yaid, the lank was shoiily lull of c'o-

lored water,— of rain-water very eliginly impreg-
nated with decomposed or excrenieutilious mat-
ter. The lank was necessarily at once emplied,

and ils conten's poured on a [msiure growing very

indillerent herbage ; the soil sandy, with a slight

mixture ol uudecomposed vegetable matter ; sub-
soil a sharp yellow and gray sand, iinpiegnated

with oxide ol iron. Ujj io ihe present time

(Sept. 11, lb4U,) I can perceive no oillerence be-

ivvecn the part of the lidd where the liquid ma-
nure was poured and the part wiiboul any appli-

cation. 'I'his exfieriment was made al)Out the

first of November; the quantity laid on was
about 800 to 1200 gallons per acre. The same
quantity, as nearly as can be estimated, was ap-
plied in every experiment made.
The second experiment was also tried on a

pasture, soil sandy, subsoil sandy gravel, and per-

lectly dry ihcugh undraiued. Two-thirds ol the

fielil were manured wiih rotien cliali, mixed wiili

horse-litter, and well rotted, in the uontli o; Fe-
bruary. The remaining third was watered vviih

ihe lank liquor, now coneisiing of ihe drainage
from the wliule of tlie siock as stated above in

the monihs of December and January. The
spring ap|)earance of ihe grass was aliogelher in

Idvor of the part manured with the liquid ma-
nure, boih in the deepness of ils green, in its

lallness, and in its thickness upon ihe ground.
The field was depastured wiili nnlch-cows. and as
soon as they were turned upon it, they eat up the
grass where the liquid had been applied long
belore the other was comparatively touched, and
have maintained a decided prelerence lo it up to

the present lime ; ii is close and even as a lawn,
while in some parts of the field the grass is quite
neglected. From this the writer inlers, ihal some
principle has been supplied to the grasses on this

[)iece much more favorable lo the developement of
iheir characteristic qualities iliaii on the remain-
der of the field, animals always choosing such
plants as are in the greatest perlection : be has
110 doubi, that, had ihe whole ol tlir grass been
cut, a most decided superioriiy would have been
manilesled on ihe piece watered wiih the tank-
liquor.

The next experiment was made on a meadow.
The liquid was applied in February ; it had fer-

mented, and black residuum had formed very
liberally. Pan of Ihe field was manured with a
rich mixture of aslus and night soil ; the remain-
der no manure whatever ; soil, a co'd gray sand

;

subsoil, adhesive silt, rather spungy, and not
efficiently drained. The precise spoi where the
liquid manure had been applied could be inaiked
to a yard up lo the lime of mowing, arwi ihe grass
was equally good with that manured wiih the
ashes and night-soil. Indee<l it had so overgrown,
that ihe bog was spoiled by over-luxuriance.
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Th"? last experiment wne on a piuidysoil, where
potMiiiej: Hiiil Sivede luriiips had lioeii Ibildered ij|i

to I he 13di ol' M.iy. Tut; i>r ifs wns enieii vc.ty

clofe, mid on a htrhl hurninjr sand liille. cm ol

ijrass cuii'({ he expected nlicr ihai period. P.iri

\Vi\s u'aipreJ uiili ihc I qiid manure. That pari

where it was apfilied foon <rave oui a rich Ujxnri-

nni herbiiL'e, and eunlaiiied three, limes jis much
fzrass as any o'lier pan ol' ihe fiehh li is refused.

Iiowever, Uy the smcK, heiiicj prohahly a[ip!ied loo

late. ?ome n!' the effluvia po.ssihly is siill delected

by the animals.

Perha()s the writer may mention, thai n rel.itive

of his lias a deep well in ihe midd'e ol hi^ (old-

yard, which is now a liind ol' receptacle lor a

portion of the drainaue ; ihis he empties when
the manure is removed, and spreads it over a

paddock, which he mows every year for poilinir

llis draught-horses ; il yives ()erha|i!j three limes

OP much ifrass a* any other part of Ins (arm ol'an

eq'nd ex'eiii. The soil is a colJ retentive ciay.

The conslrudion of tanks \^ the next imporiani

question. 'J'liai ol' the wriier is '• a lirick in

Icnirih" in walliiifr, plastered With Homan cement,
and fli^irtied over the top, one of the fla^s being

movable ; liie dnins iiiio it are all covered, and no
stranger could be conscious of its existence. In

some situaiions, with natural (alls, &e., it miijht

be built upon the surl'ace, and the liquid allowed

to pass throuah op'-n drains, clayed and [luddled.

As the former is the most efficien! and commo-
dious method, the writer will give an estimate,

for cuiiintr, walling, plas'eriuL', and covering a

tank of tlie following dimensions, viz. :

—

Feet iiiclies.

Lenglh (within.) - 13 6

Widih, - - 6 6
Depth, - - 6 — 19^ cub. yds.

Cutting at 31. per cubic yard (over
ail,) - - - - £0 7 G

Walling, including brick and mor-
tar, 4--., - - - - 6 8

Plastering and cement, - - 16

Covering and fljgs, - - - 2 15

£10 6 6
This would be a tank sufficiently capacious (or

a farm of 150 to 200 acres.

Receptacles of a more simple and inexpensive
nature might be consiructed. which would answer
some of ihe ends of a more complete tank. A
pond in a suitable siuiaiion might be adapted to

the purpose; it, would, however, be subjecifd to

excessive dilutions, so much so as to weaken the

manure and very materially increase ihe expense
of cartage, with h s- actual benefii to the land.

A lank might hi made uiuier a shed, and com-
posed of walls of cl >y, and covered with slabs of

boarding, or any reluse boanliriL'. The expense
of such a reep[)tac!e would be somewhere as under,
dimensions as in the pre."eding case, viz. :—

Cutting ai 3J per yard, - - £0 7 6
Ciay and carting - - - 14
Board and covering •> • • 5

might be inserted in the ground with a comlucting

dram or cliaimol over ihc ulicle. 'I'his uiiglii tic

ellecied a' a very u (ling txpeiise, and the iid-

vaniagi 6 resuiiiiig liom It would be very great.

Tiie writ, r knows an lll^luncu of a small recepiii-

cli; ol this kind, where the owner has but one pig
;

he manages however, by iis aid in his gaitlen, to

iiio'.v astoiushing crojie, and has g.udeii produce

bo li e^riier ai.d superior to most of his neighborf.

£16 6
It wou!d, however, be suhjecl to sufler in frosiy

weather, as well asinexireme drought, and would
be liable to be perloraied by worms.
For very email (aruis, or fer the allotments or

gardens of coiiager&, one or a series of large casks

From tlic London h armors' Masaziiio.

nCSULTS FROM GUARO MAMRE.

Frovi Mr. Smith, Gunton Park. Norfolk.

Applied 200ibs. to an acre, and on the same
field on an equal s|)ace of land tifiecn bu.shels of
bone duel, iioili were drilled into the ground with
seed whtiai. 'ihe bone dust gave luur and a half
quariets ol wheat, ilie guano six quar.ers iwo
bushels one and a liuf pecks.

Prom Mr. PVestcar, JBurwood, Surrey.

JJdd but a lew pounds weight, which lie ap-
jjlifd to live rods ol eur h ; dunged the remainder
ol Ihe field vviih the besl (iirm-yard manure, al

the rate of eiglilei n loLids to the acre ; drilled lit

barley. Five lods of the dunged pan ol ihe licld

gave ihiny-five bushels ol barley— the five rods
manured with guano gave thirty-nine bushels.

From Mr. Geo. Harriott, North Waltham, Ba-
singstoke.

The small quantity i received I sowed with
soaie barley on the Isi of May last, wiihout
ashes or charcoal. The weailicr was very dry
vvlien the-guauo was used ; the barley came up
iliree days sooner than elsewhere, ii was much
more luxuriant during all the season, and, as well

as 1 could ascertain Irom so small a quantity,

compared wiih an equal portion of land not sown
wiih guano, the produce was rather more than
hall us much more corn, and double the quantity
ol straw, if it had been sown earlier, 1 am con-
vinced it would have done more good. In the

early part of June 1 dressed about ten perches lor

Swedes; I mixed the guano with ashes, and
drilled in with the seed ; on either side I used
bone dust ; th% season was very dry. and conti-

nued so lor three weeks j the ashes mixed with the
lioiie dust were iiioisi—ihose with the guano Iresh

burned and dry. consequenily the Swedes dressed
vvi h the moist ashes came up u rurlidglu sooner
ihaii those dtessed wuh guano and dry bones

;

but since the rain vegetation has been very ra()id,

and guano has qiiite given the bone dust the go-
i>y. From vvhai I have teen, I have every rea-

son loihmk ii will lorm a mo^i valuable manure.
It was applied to some bailey in Norlolk in

1810, and this year the clover on which il was
sown ha.s produced half a ton niore than any
other paitol the field. This is imporiani, as most
ariificial manures do good lor one season only.

From Mr. Love, Shoreham, Sevenoaks.

I beg to inform you 1 have made trial of the
guano, and am happy to add thai il has answer-
ed my most sanguine expectations. I mixed 14
lbs. in the first instance with two bushels oi' aehes,
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and although the weather was very dry, I could

perceive a marked ditference in the growth ol

the plants a lew days alier they made iheir ap-

pearance. Kncouraj^ed by my success, I then

mixed 2S lbs. with hlieen busliels ol ashee, and
applied It lor luruipd by sjwintf broadcast on the

land, and harrowing il in lightly. As we had
Jrequeiu showers at the litne, the seed soon vege-

tated, and the jjlants grew away Irom those ma-
nured with dung and mould, in each case I ap-

plied it at the rate ol' two cwt. to the acre.

From Messrs. Cormack, son, and Oliver Florists,

New Cross, Deptford.

We have to express our regret that, through

the improper conduct of the Ibreman who was
lately in our employ, the guano you have been

kind enough to send us ha.s not received a lair

trial on our land; but we can bear testimony to

its excellence when applied to grass and turnip

crops, because we have known it to be applied m
Lancashire with very marked success, producing

a healthy vigor to the appearance of vegetation,

peculiar to itseir. With Italian rye-grass it has

proved itseh' very efficacious, and on the vvliole

we believe it to be a very valuable manure.

From Mr. John Crane Nott, Hallow, fForces-

tershire.

Trial on hops.— I have much pleasure in bearing

testimony to the beneficial edecis ot the guano
manure you were good enough to send me. I

applied it to my hop grounds, and, in order to

give it a lair trial, I put about a pint tu every

alternate hill in every row. Tlieeheciwas most

exiraordiuay ; those hills on which the guano was
applied were most luxuriant, while t .e adjoining

ones, not so manured, were sickly and weak.

My neighbor, Mr. John Winnell, ol Braces

Leigh, speaks most favorably of the trial he

made upon artificial gra-ses and hops, on both ol

which it had a most beneficial effect. 1 leel con-

fident if the guano can be bought at a moderate

price, it will be the most valuable manure we ever

had.

From Mr. Wm. Sim, Drummond, Scotland.

It gives me much pleasure to add my testimony

to thai of oiher farmers, of the value of the ma-
nure you inlbrm me is called guano.
As far as this season has gone, it has the supe-

riority over nitrate and bone dust. I applied ten

bushels of bone dust, one cwi. of nitraie of soda,

and 70lbs. of guano (being at the rate of two
cwt. to the acre). Sown in ridges, it has produced
more luxuriance than either.

From the experiments more lately made, it

appears that the best mode of applying yuano is to

mix 2 cwt. with 4 or 5 bushels oi' bone dust, as

the supply lor one acre of wheat, barley, or

oats.

Mr. Smith, whose experiment is mentioned
among the foregoing, and whose reputation as a

farmer adds weight to any opinion he may ex-
press, stales that he considers ihe efiTeci of this

mixture as far surpassing any other he has seen
;

but 1 would not dispense with the charcoal, li-om

which the same benefit will be always derived.

There is an advantage in guano, that, use it in

almost any way, its component parts are so essen-

tially manures that they must be absorbed by the

growing plants, and assist by adding vigor to

their life ; and if a larmer should preler other

means ol applying it lo his land than that which
1 have mentioned, he can scarcely go wrong in

making trial of hie plan.

I may add turnips to the crops benefited by bone
dusi and guano together ; but lor green crops in

general, charcoal alone will be necessary to mix
with it. The great assistance that can be given

to manures of this description, is lo diffuse them
among the roots through the land they are applied

to. A, Macdonalw.
3, Mildred''s Court, London, Oct. 26.

ON DESTROYIN SLUGS.

From the London Farmers' Magazine.

Mr. Editor,—Permit me, through your widely-

circulated journal, to inform my brother farmers of

the most expeditious, efficacions, and cheapest me-
thod of destroying slugs, when the clover, pea,

and bean lands cannot be trodden by sheep, as in

this unlavorable season. Provide, fresh from the

kiln, sufficient lime, allowing 5 bushels per acre
;

slack the lime two days belbre sowing ; choose a

calm, mild morning ; commence sowing early

enough to fiiiihih belore day-light ; one man can
sow one acre per hour, sowing two yards at a
cast. I am, Mr. Editor, yours most respectlully,

Harlow, Nov. G. H. C. Wentworth.

Sir,—This has been a most genial season for

breeding ol slugs ; and they are now so numerous,
ihat if they are not destroyed, it can hardly be
doubled that they will in the United Kingdom
cause a deficiency of from 12 to 1500.000 quarters

in the yield ol the ensuing wheat crop.

They may be efficiently destroyed by getting a
quantity of new lime (old v/ill do, but not so well,)

and placing il in some convenient place to slacken
six or seven days, against the evenings are moon-
light. Then^boul seven o'clock— not in stormy
but mild evenings— lei a man (with a boy to lead

the horse) take a fair cart-load of the prepared
lime, and pass over the corn field against the

wind, and with a small hand-shovel spread it

wide and high in the air ; and every particle of it

will do more or less execution. VVhen the cart

has passed over the field it should be taken back
to the windward side again, and then take another
breadih, and so on till the field is finished. About
two bushels of lime well managed will do for an
acre, and at the same time kill the greater part of
the s'hl"-; in the hedges.

Tlu' 10 t and trouble would be compensated by
ihe benefit the plant would derive from such a
sweet though slight top-dressing, li will be (bund
that by seven o'clock of mild evenings through
this month and the next, the whole (raternity will

be unhooded, and eitfier crawling or feeding.
Siuge are not destroyed by frost, but only kept at

home whilst it continues. It will be expedient, in

order lo get the lime well slackened, to rake the
lumps to the outside of the heap, and at times
sprinkle them slightly with a watering-pot.

Since writing the above, I have seen an arlicle
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in your paper ol' ihe Sih on ihe same euliject ; but

as mine is somewhai diHoitiii, and as I have had
a good deal ol experience in desiroyinir slugs, you
will perliaps insert ii. I am, Sir,

Ak Ootogk\auian Gaudkkeu.
Romsey, Nov. Ui!i, 1841.

I'LAN AND CONSTITUTION OF A WOniCING
AGKlCULTUriAL, SOCIETY.

We have often, in the course of this publica-

tion, expressed a very iiigh estinialion ol" what

would be the uselulness and value ol' agri(;uliurai

societies, il' properly eonsliluled and profierly ope-

raling; and also our low actual esiinmie ol the

value ol' nearly all the agricultural societies exist-

ing in Virginia, or of the greater number which

have ceased to exist. We shall not here repeat

what has been so fully said, and so often adverted

to before; but if any reader desires to know more

of our views on this subject, he is relerred e:}\)ti-

cially to pages 200, vol. i., 705, vol. vi., and 39,

vol. viii., It it enough here to say generally, that

the radical defect of all known agricultural socie-

ties is that they do not work to Ibrward their de-

signated end—but merely utter and hear formal

speeches and addresses, which, from the very na-

ture of the case, are necessarily too general in

iheir scope to present much of particular lacts, or

to be of any particular value.

For an agricultural society to be truly and

greatly useful, its main operation ought to be to

induce the making and reporting of as many as

possible of accurate experiments in practical agri-

culture. This is a service which any person ol

ordinary intelligence can perform, who will give

merely a little lime and trouble Ibr the pur-

pose. If only some one trivial but useful fact

were established thus by careful experiment and

accurate report, by each one of some twenty or

thirty members of a society, the mass of know-

ledge thus elicited and collected in a single yenr,

would be of more value than all the results of ; It

the mere address-making societies that have \i!

existed. But, of far greater value would be the

subsequent and continued results, ol as many ex-

periments, or more probably ten times as many,

performed by the society every successive year.

Extend the view to 50 or 100 similarly working

county societies, each producing as many useful

truths, and the results of |he labors of each society

and individual extended, by exchange and publi-

cation, to all the others, and the general and cer-

tain benefit in diffusion of agricultural knowledge

would exceed our present powers of conception)

founded on the usual profitless action of agricultu-

ral societies. It would be a great system of mu-

tual instruction bs' cxperiinen's ;uid by lads, in-

stead of by loose guessing and looser assertion,

without any thing thai deserves the name of ex-

periinenia! truths or philosophical investigation.

The Board of Agriculture has recommended
the (brmaiion of working county agricultural soci-

eties, and htis ordered that the ellurts of its mem-
bers shall be given in aid of (hat object. We
have iherelbre presumed to submit the Ibregoing

remarks, and shall oiler below a form of constitu-

tion for a county agricultural society which seenis

to iisilikely (o direct effort to proper ;ind profitable

oljeels. While no ysual or other modes of proce-

dure, are forbidilen, the proposed constitution re-

quires that a sufficient portion of the duties of the

ininibers shall be directed to the only certain

nioJe of obtaining truth— the making and re-

porting of accurate experinienis. In nearly all

other respecis, tl;e plan is merely one ol form or

rouiine, which has tic j-eculiar merit, and may be

changed or sulistituled, perhaps to advantage, by

any new society which may approve and adopt

the principle and ihe essential part ol the plan. We
have thought it best, however, to submit a draught

of an entire constitution, as it may at least serve

as a ground-work Ibr amendment, and thereby

save some trouble in Ibrming a new society.t-Ed.
F. R.

Proposed plan of Constitution.

The Agricultural Society of is instituted

(or the |iurpose of promoting the improvement ol'

agriculture, and esjjecinlly to seek that end by in-

ducing the making and rejiorting of carelul and
accurate experiments, lorascertainingdoubtlul, dis-

puted, or new and usel'ul facts in scientific or prac-

tical agriculture.

1. The society shall be composed of such per-

sons as bhall sign litis constitution, and pay such
cori'ribulions as may be required by its provisions.

2. The society shall have one general meeting
in each year, which, uniil altered, shall be held at

on the — of and such, special

meetinas as may be called by proper authority.

3. The officers shall be a |jresidenl, secretar)-',

and treasurer, and lour other members of the exe-
cutive committee, the three lormer being niembeis
exq^ciool that commiitee ; all lo be elected by the

annual general meeting, and to serve for one year,

or until another election shall be made.
4. It shall be within the power and duly of the

executive committee to order all iliings properly in

luriherance of the otjects ol the society, and with-

in \ls me-dfis
;
provided that such action of the exe-

cutive committee shall iioi extend to cases pro-

vided Ibr by the vole and action of the society, and
thall never oppose any action or resolution of the

society.

5. 'J'he president, secretary, and treasuier shall

have the powers and perform ihe several duties

implied by the names ol their offices, and both lor

the society and Ibr the executive committee, of

which they are members ex officio.
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6. No persun fliall he elecltd iiresidtiu of ilie

eociciy I wo jears in succef^sion.

7. HI \c\\ peison on liCL'oiiii' g rt oiemlipr sliiill

jiiiy 10 lilt! ireasuitT hii udmi&siun lee ol %2, iind

ill each annual rneeiiiitr ol ilie pocieiy iherealier

the lurilier annual roniiiliuiion ol §1.
8. i3esiJes any other tiiscieiionaiy or voluntary

services, ii sliall he. the duly ol' each na nil>er ol

the society annually to coininence, and aitenipl to

coiii[)lele, ut least three exjieriinenis on some one
or inure suijects of practical agriculture, on gome
doutiilul or di#|Mjled (joest oiif--, and d'5iiJ:aed to

throw light thereoii ; which e^•[»eril^e^^~^ shall in;

coiiih)c:ed carelully and aci inMicly, lo ihe lu-.-;! nl

the, ahditly and thi' incan^ ul' ihe exiieriniciiicr,

and the cin-unislrinccd noicd ruinuiely, and with

ihe results be reponed in wriliii^r, as simfily ami
concisely as may he. hut minutely and luily, at the

next annual meeiing—^aiid whether the result be

deemed succt ssl'ul and valuable, or discouraiiing,

or the whole experiment be deemed a failure. And
in del'auk of such reports ei;her ol' progre.-s or ol

completion, ol three experiments by each member,
at each annual nieeliiii:, the deliiulier shall pay to

ihe treasurer §1 lor each experimenl wanting.

9. The executive committee shall prepare a list

of practical agriculuiral matters deemed ques-

lionable, and important to be investiirated by the

experiments ornieiubersofthe society, Irom wliicii,

or Irom other sources, each mi-mber may choose
subjects lor exj)eriment. And the expernnenls of

members shall be arranged and condensed by the

executive commiiiee, and the lacts shown by the

re#uli« published in the manner deenied most
suitable.

10. or the funds of the society not less than one
hall' of I he whole amount shall be appropriated as
premiums offered lor careful and well conducled
experiments on sul jects of practical agriculture.

il. The society will co-opera:e with each and
every other socieiy having similar objects and </e-

neral action, (or the pur[ioEe of better Kirwardiui'

their comuion anil important o'ject of inducing
accurate invesli^^asion, eliciiiii<f ujeiiil fjcis, and
exrhaiiging and dillusing the Knowledge thus ac-

quired.

KOTICK IN RKGARDTO C0M3I UN ICATIOXS FOR
THJi STATE BOARD OF AGUICU LTUIIE.

' Jlesolvcd, That all reporis and communica-
tions to the Board of Agriculture be sent ihrough
the Cor(('S(]C nvliiiix Secretary ; aini that the Secre-
i.uy I e auiliOiised and requeited to select, such
j.orion.-- 01 exiiacis as he may deem proper lor

the [iur()oi;e, and cause them lo be published in

the F. timers' Rtgisier, in advance of the future

meeting, or of any further order of ihe Board."
Exiract Irom the miniiier-,

EniMUKn RuFFiiv,
Corresponding Secretary.

TUB SOUTHERN MAGAZINE ABANDONED.

The attempt to carry on the publicaiion of ihe

Southern Magnzine has been abandoned as hope-

lees of remuneration, and the money received for

subscriptions will be returned— except where the

same individual is also a subscriber lo the Farm-

ers' Register, in which case his credit for pay-

ment will be extended for the latter publication.

The two monthly numbers of the Southern

Magazine, which iiave been thus issued at the

sole cost of the publishers, will be sent as a pre-

sent to all the paying subscribers of the Farmers'

Register. Il is hoped that they will be deemed

vvorili acceptance and preservation.
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RIMTOR'S PHEFAI^E.

The manuscripts of Col. William Byrtl, of Westover, the fiither of the last

proprietor of tlie same name, of different dates from 1728 to 173G, are con-

tained in a large folio volume hound in parchment, which has been carefully

preserved in his family, until recently placed in the hands of the editor. The
whole is in the hand-writing of a cop3'ist, but written evidently undei- the

immediate direction of its author, as there are numerous corrections, inter-

lineations, and more considerable additions, in his own hand-writing. The
book was doubtless copied exactly from the author's earliest draught on loose

sheets, which were aftei'wards destroyed, as useless. At any rate, this old

volume is the only copy in existence. The Historical Society of Virginia

obtained the consent of the proprietor of the manuscripts to have them
copied, with a view to publication. But the operations of that society ceased
before the publication had been commenced, and when only one of the seve-

ral manuscripts had been copied. It was one of the latest acts of the last

proprietor, George E. Harrison, Esq., of Brandon, to place at our disposal

this highly valued work of his distinguished and talented ancestor, with per-

mission to publish any portion, or the whole of the contents, provided the

manuscript volume itself should be preserved uninjured, and afterwards re-

stored to the owner. The better to secure the latter object, the copy of the

part made for the use of the Historical Society, has also been placed in our
hands by the directors.

Tlie manuscripts offer abundant internal evidence tliat they were written

merely for the amusement of the author, and for the perusal of his family

and friends, and not with any view to their being printed. This adds much
to their other and important value. For there prevails throughout, as in the

private letters of an accomplished writer, a carelessness in the mode of ex-

pression, and a manifest freedom from all restraint, which together serve to

render subjects pleasing and interesting, that, however worthy of consider-

ation, would be dry and tedious if the writer had sought for the applause, or

feared the censure, of the reading public. The author was a man " too

proud to be vain," and who neither cared for, nor thought of seeking, public

applause for his writings. The influence of that first feeling, and its results,

naturally operated on his children and later descendants, to deter them also

fi!"om publishing the manuscripts ; and this course, besides being in con-

formity with tlie writer's intention, was perhaps deemed the more proper,

because of his great freedom of expression, and of censure, often tinctured

by his strong "church and state" principles and prejudices, and which might
have given offence to some of the individuals or classes who were tlie sub-

jects of his free remarks. But at this late time, there no longer remains, if

there existed before, any reason for withholding these interesting writings

from the public. And there is no free expression of even the prejudiced and
erroneous opinions of the writer, which, to an intelligent and liberal-minded

reader, -would now give off<?nce. Col. Byrd was a true and worthy iiihoitor

of the opinions and feelings of the old cavaliers of Virginia ; and it is liecause

from such a soiutc, as well as being designed at first as private and confi-

dential, that his writings should be now considered.
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Col. William Byrd died wliere he had long lived, at his then beautifully

decorated and piincely mansion, Westover, on the north bank of James
river; and which even at this late day exhibits admirable remains of his

taste, and his magnificent scale of expenditure for its gratification. His body
was buried in the garden, and his grave is covered by a monument of white

marble, on which is the following inscription :

[on the north side.]

Here lieth

The Honorable William Byrd, Esq.,

Being born to one of the amplest fortunes in this country,

He was sent early to England for his education ;

Where, under the care and direction of Sir Robert Southwell,

And ever favoured with his particular instructions.

He made a happy proficiency in polite and various learning.

By the means of the same noble friend,

He was introduced to the acquaintance of many of the first persons of that age
For knowledge, wit, virtue, birth, or high station,

And particularly contracted a most intimate and bosom friendship

With the learned and illustrious Charles Boyle, Earl of Orrery.

He was called to the bar in the Middle Temple,
Studied for some time in the Low Countries,

Visited the court of France,

And was chosen Fellow of the Royal Society.

[on the south SIOE.]

.
Thus eminently fitted for the service and ornament of his country,

He was made receiver general of his majesty's revenues here,

Was tl^rice appointed public agent to the court and ministry of England,

And being thirty-seven years a member,
At last became president of the council of this colony.

To all this were added a great elegancy of taste and life,

The well-bred gentleman and polite companion.
The splendid economist and prudent father of a family.

With the constant enemy of all exorbitant power,

And hearty friend to the liberties of his country.

Nat. Mar. 28, 1674. Mort. Aug. 26, 1744. An. stat. 70.
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THE DIVIDING LINE:
RUN IN THE YEAR 1728.

Before I enter upon the journal of the line between Virginia and North

Carolina, it will be necessary to clear the way to it, by showing how the other

British colonies on the Main have, one after another, been carved out of

Virginia, by grants from his majesty's royal predecessors. All that part of

the northern American continent now under the dominion of the king of

Great Britain, and stretching quite as far as the cape of Florida, went at first

under the general name of Virginia.

The only distinction, in those early days, was, that all the coast to the

southward of Chesapeake bay was called South Virginia, and all to the

northward of it, North Virginia.

The first settlement of this fine country was owing to that great ornament
of the British natioii| sir Walter Raleigh, who obtained a grant thereof from

queen Elizabeth of ever-glorious memory, by letters patent, dated March
the 25th, 1584.

But whether that gentleman ever made a voyage thither himself is uncer-

tain ; because those who have favoured the public with an account of his life

mention nothing of it. However, thus much may be depended on, that sir

Walter invited sundry persons of distinction to share in his charter, and join

their purses with his in the laudable project of fitting out a colony to Virginia.

Accordingly, two ships were sent away that very year, under the command
of his good friends Amidas and Barlow, to take possession of the country in

the name of his royal mistress, the queen of England.

These worthy commanders, for the advantage of the trade winds, shaped

their course first to the Charibbe islands, thence stretching away by the

gulf of Florida, dropped anchor not far from Roanoke inlet. They ventured

ashore near that place upon an island now called Colleton island, where they

set up the arms of England, and claimed the adjacent country in right of their

sovereign lady, the queen; and this ceremony being duly performed, they

kindly invited the neighbouring Indians to traflick with them.

These poor people at first approached the English with great caution, hav-

ing heard much of the treachery of the Spaniards, and not knowing but these

strangers might be as treacherous as they. But, at length, discovering a kind

of good nature in their looks, they ventured to draw near, and barter their

skins and furs for the bawbles and trinkets of the English.

These first adventurers made a very profitable voyage, raising at least a

thousand per cent, upon their cargo. Amongst other Indian commodities,
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they brought over some of that bewitching vegetable, tobacco. And this be-

ing the first that ever came to England, sir Walter thouglit he could do no
less than make a present of some of the brightest of it to his royal mistress,

for her own smoking. The (|ueen graciously accepted of it, but finding her

stomach sicken after two or three whiffs, it was presently whispered by the

earl of Leicester's faction, that sir Walter had certainly poisoned her. But

her majcsly soon recovering her disorder, obliged the countess of Notting-

ham and all her maids to smoke a whole pipe out amongst them.

As it happened some ages before to be the fashion to saunter to the Holy
Land, and go upon other Q,uixote adventures, so it was now grown the hu-

mour to take a trip to America. The Spaniards had lately discovered rich

mines in their part of the West Indies, which made their maritime neigh-

hours eager to do so too. Tliis modish frenzy being still more inflamed by
the charming account given of Virginia, by the first adventurers, made many
fond of removing to such a paradise.

Happy was he, and still happier she, that could get themselves trans[iorted,

fondly expecting their coarsest utensils, in that happy place, would be of

ma.ssy silver.

This made it easy for the company to procure as many volunteers as they

wanted for their new colony ; but, like most other undertakers who have no
assistance from the public, they starved the design by too much frugality; for,

unwilling to launch out at first into too much expense, they shipped off" but

few people at a time, and those but scantily provided. The adventurers

were, besides, idle and extravagant, and expected they might live without

work in so plentiful a country.

These wretches were set ashore not far from Roanoke inlet, but by some
fatal disagreement, or laziness, were either starved or cut to pieces by the

Indians.

Several repeated misadventures of this kind did, for some time, allay the

itch of sailing to this new world ; but the distemper l^oke out again about

the year 160G. Then it happened that the earl of Southampton and several

other persons, eminent tor their quality and estates, were invited into the

company, who applied tiiemselves once more to people the then almost aban-

doned colony. For this purpose they embarked about a hundred men, most
of them reprobates of good families, and related to some of the company,
who were men of quality and fortune.

The ships that carried them made a shift to find a more direct way to Vir-

ginia, and ventured through the capes into the bay of Chesapeake. The
same night they came to an anchor at the mouth of Powhatan, the .same as

.Tames river, where they built a small fort at a place called Point Comfort.

This settlement stood its ground from that time forward in spite of all the

blunders and disagreement of the first adventurers, and the many calamities

tliat befel the colony afterwards.*

* The six gentlemen who were first named of the company by the crown, and who were
empowered to choose an annual president from among themselvi s, were always engaged in .

factions and quarrels, while the rest detested work more than famine. At this'rate the

colony must have come to nothing, had it not been (or the vigilance and bravery of captain
Smith, who struck a terror into all the Indians round about. This gentleman took some
pains to persuade the men to plant Indian corn, but they looked upon all labour as a curse.

They chose rather (o depend upon the musty provisions that were sent from England : and
when they failed they were fou-ed to take more pains to seek for wild Iriuts in the woods,
than they would have taken in tilling the ground. Besides, this ex|)osed them to be
knocked on the head by the Indians, and gave them fluxes into the bargain, which thinned
the plantation very much. To supply this mortality, they were reinforced the year follow-

ing with a greater number of people, amongst w^hich were fewer gentlemen and more la-

bourers, who, however, took care not to kill themselves with work.
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These found tlie fast adventurers in a very starving condition, ijut relieved

tlieir wants with the fresh supply thry l)roii^lit witii them. From Kiquotan

they extended themselves as Ihr as James-town, where, like true English-

men, they built a cluu-ch that cost no more than fifty pounds, and a tavern

that cost five hundred.

They had now made peaoe with the Indians, but there was one thing want-

ing to make that peace lasting. The natives could, by no means, persuade

themselves that the English were heartily their friends, so long as they dis-

dained to intermarry with them. And, in earnest, had the English consulted

their own security and the good of the colony—had they intended either to

civilize or convert these gentiles, they would have brought their stomachs to

embrace this prudent alliance.

The Indians are generally tall and well-proportioned, which may make full

amends for the darkness of their complexions. Add to this, that they are

healthy and strong, with constitutions untainted by lewdness, and not en-

feebled by luxury. Besides, morals and all considered, I cannot think the

Indians were much greater heathens than the first adventurers, who, had
they been good Christians, would have had the charity to take this only-

method of converting the natives to Christianity. For, after all that can be

said, a sprightly lover is the most prevailing missionary tliat can be sent

amongst these, or any other infidels.

Besides, the poor Indians would have had less reason to complain that the

English took away their land, if they had received it by way of portion

with their daughters. Had such affinities been contracted in the begin-

ning, how much bloodshed had been prevented, and how populous would
the country have been, and, consequently, how considerable ] Nor would
the shade of the skin have been any reproach at this day ; for if a Moor may
be washed white in three generations, surely an Indian might have been

blanched in two.

The French, for their parts, have not been so squeamish in Canada, who
upon trial find abundance of attraction in the Indians. Their late grand
monarch thought it not below even the dignity of a Frenchman to become
one flesh with this people, and therefore ordered 100 livres for any of his sub-

jects, man or woman, that would intermarry with a native.

By this piece of policy we find the French interest very much strengthened

amongst the savages, and their religion, such as it is, propagated just as far

as their love. And I heartily wish this well-concerted scheme does not here-

after give the French an advantage over his majesty's good subjects on the

northern continent of America.

About the same time New England was pared off from Virginia by letters

patent, bearing date April the 10th, 1608. Several gentlemen of the town
and neighborhood of Plymouth obtained this grant, with the lord chief

justice Popham at their head.

Their bounds were specified to extend from 38 to 45 degrees of northern

latitude, with a breadth of one hundred miles from the sea shore. The first

fourteen years, this company encountered many difficulties, and lost many
men, though far from being discouraged, they sent over numerous recruits of

presbyterians, evxry year, who fin- all that, had Uiuch ado to stand their

ground, witli all their fighting and praying.

But about the year 1G20, a large swarm of dissenters fled thither from the

severities of their slepmothei", the church. These saints conceiving the same
aversion to the copper complexion of the natives, with that of the first ad-

venturers to V'irginia, would, on no terms, contract alliancea with them, afraid

perhaps, like the Jews of old, lest they might be drawn into idolatry by those

strange women.
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Whatever disgusted them I cannot say, but this*^ false deUcacy creating in

the Indians a jealousy that the English were ill affected towards them, was
the cause that many of them were cut off, and the rest exposed to various

distresses.

This reinforcement was landed not far from cape Cod, where, for their

greater security, they built a fort, and near it a small town, which, in honour

of the proprietors, was called New Plymouth. But they still had many dis-

couragements to struggle with, though, by being well supported from home,

they by degrees triumphed over them all.

Their brethren, after this, flocked over so fast, that in a few years they ex-

tended the settlement one hundred miles along the coast, including Rhode
Island and Martha's Vineyard.

Thus the colony throve apace, and was thronged with large detachments of

independents and presbyterians, who thought themselves persecuted at home.

Though these people may be ridiculed for some pharisaical particularities

in their worship and behaviour, yet they were very useful subjects, as being

frugal and industrious, giving no scandal or bad example, at least by any
open and public vices. By which excellent qualities they had much the ad-

vantage of the southern colony, who thought their being members of the

established church suflBcient to sanctify very loose and profligate morals.

For this reason New England improved much faster than Virginia, and in

seven or eight years New Plymouth, like Switzerland, seemed too narrow a

territory for its inhabitants.

For this reason, several gentlemen of fortune purchased of the company
that canton of New England now called Massachusetts colony. And king

James confirmed the purchase by his royal charter, dated March the 4th,

1628. In less than two years after, above one thousand of the puritanical

sect removed thither with considerable effects, and these were followed by
such crowds, that a proclamation was issued in England, forbidding any
more of his majesty's subjects to be shipped off. But this had the usual effect

of things forbidden, and served only to make the wilful independents flock

over the faster. And about this time it was that Messrs. Hampden and Pym,
and (some say) Oliver Cromwell, to show how little they valued the king's

authority, took a trip to New England.

In the year 1630, the famous city of Boston was built, in a commodious
situation for trade and navigation, the same being on a peninsula at the bot-

tom of Massachusetts bay.

This town is now the most considerable of any on the British continent,

containing at least 8,000 houses and 40,000 inhabitants. The trade it drives,

is very great to Europe, and to every part of the West Indies, having near

1,000 ships and lesser vessels belonging to it.

Although the extent of the Massachusetts colony reached near one hundred

and ten miles in length, and half as much in breadth, yet many of its inhabit-

ants, thinking they wanted elbow room, quitted their old seats in the year

1636, and formed two new colonies: that of Connecticut and New Haven.

These king Charles II. erected into one government in 1664, and gave them

many valuable privileges, and among the rest, that of choosing their own
governors. The extent of these united colonies may be about seventy miles

long and fifty broad.

Besides these several settlements, tliere sprang uj) still another, a little more
northerly, called New Hampshire. But that consisting of no more than two
counties, and not being in condition to support the charge of a distinct go-

vernment, was glad to be incorporated with that of Massachusetts, but upon

condition, however, of being named in all public acts, for fear of being quite

lost and forgotten in the coalition.
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In like manner New Plymouth joined itself to Massachusetts, except only-

Rhode Island, which, though of small extent, got itself erected into a sepa-

rate government by a charter from king Charles II., soon after the restoration,

and continues so to this day.

These governments all continued in possession of their respective rights

and privileges till the year 1683, when that of Massachusetts was made void

in England by a quo loarranto.

In consequence of which the king was pleased to name sir Edmund
Andros his first governor of that colony. This gentleman, it seems, ruled

them with a rod of iron till the revolution, when they laid unhallowed hands
upon him, and sent him prisoner to England.

This undutiful proceeding met with an easy forgiveness at that happy
juncture. King AVilliam and his royal consort were not only pleased to over-

look this indignity offered to their governor, but being made sensible how
unfaii-ly their charter had been taken away, most graciously granted them a

new one.

By this some neVv franchises were given them, as an equivalent for those

of coining money and electing a governor, which were taken away. How-
ever, the other colonies of Connecticut and Rhode Island had thfe luck to

remain in possession of their original charters, which to this day have never

been called in question.

The next country dismembered from Virginia was New Scotland, claimed

by the crown of England in virtue of the first discovery by Sebastian Cabot.

By colour of this title, king James I. granted it to sir William Alexander by
patent, dated September the 10th, 1621.

But this patentee never sending any colony thither, and the French believ-

ing it very convenient for them, obtained a surrender of it from their good
friend and ally, king Charles II., by the treaty of Breda. And, to show their

gratitude, they stirred up the Indians soon after to annoy their neighbours of

New England. Murders happened continually to his majesty's subjects by
their means, till sir William Phipps took their town of Port Royal, in the year
1690. But as the English are better at taking than keeping strong places,

the French retook it soon, and remained masters of it till 1710, when general

Nicholson wrested it, once more, out of their hands.

Afterwards the queen of Great Britain's right to it was recognized and
confirmed by the treaty of Utrecht.

Another limb lopped off from Virginia was New York, which the Dutch
seized very unfairly, on pretence of having purchased it from captain Hudson,
the first discoverer. Nor was their way of taking possession of it a whit

more justifiable than their pretended title. Their West India company tam-
pered with some worthy English skippers (who had contracted with a swarm
of English dissenters to transport them to Hudson river) by no means to land

them there, but to carry them some leagues more northerly.

This Dutch finesse took exactly, and gave the company time soon after

to seize Hudson river for themselves. But sir Samuel Argall, then governor
of Virginia, understanding how the king's subjects had been abused by these

republicans, marched thither with a good force, and obliged them to renounce
all pretensions to that country. The worst of it was, the knight depended
on their parole to ship themselves for Brazil, but took no measures to make
this slippery people as good as their word.

No sooner was the good governor retired, but the honest Dutch began to

build forts and strengthen themselves in their iU-gotten possessions ; nor did

any of the king's liege people take the trouble to drive these intruders thence.

The civil war in England, and the confusions it brought forth, allowed no lei-

sure for such distant considerations. Though it is strange that the protector.
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who neglected no occasion to mortify the Dutch, did not afterwards call them
to account for this breach of faith. However, after the restoration, the king

sent a squadron of his ships of war, under the command of sir Robert Carr,

and reduced that province to his obedience.

Some time after, his majesty was pleased to grant that country to his royal

highness, the duke of York, by letters patent, dated March the r2th, 1664.

But to show the modesty of the Dutch to the life, though they had no shadow
of right to New York, yet they demanded Surinam, a more valuable country,

as an equivalent for it, and our able ministers at that time had the generosity

to give it them.

But what wounded Virginia deepest was the cutting off Maryland from it,

by charter from king Charles I. to sir George Calvert, afterwards lord Balti-

more, bearing date the 20th of June, 1632. The truth of it is, it begat much
speculation in those days, how it came about that a good protestant king

should bestow so bountiful a grant upon a zealous Roman catholic. But it is

probable it was one fatal instance amongst many other of his majesty's com-
plaisance to the queen.

However that happened, it is certain this province afterwards proved a
commodious reti'eat for persons of that communion. Tiie memory of the

gunpowder treason-plot was still fresh in every body's mind, and made Eng-
land too hot for papists to hve in, without danger of being burnt with the

pope, every 5th of November; for which reason legions of them transplanted

themselves to Maryland in order to be safe, as well from the insolence of the

populace as the rigour of the government.
Not only the gunpowder treason, but every other plot, both pretended and

real, that has been trumped up inlingland ever since, has helped to people his

lordship's propriety. But what has proved most serviceable to it was the grand
rebellion against king Charles I., when every thing that bore the least tokens
of popery was sure to be demolished, and every man that professed it w^s in

jeopardy of suffering the same kind of martyrdom the Romish priests do in

Sweden.
Soon after the reduction of New York, the duke was pleased to grant out

of it all that tract of land included between Hudson and Delaware rivers, to

the lord Berkley and sir George Carteret, by deed dated June the 24th, 1664,
And when these grantees came to make partition of this territory, his lord-

ship's moiety v/as called West Jersey, and that to sir George, East Jersey.
But before the date of this grant, the Swedes began to gain footing in part

of that country ; though, after they saw the fate of New York, they were
glad to submit to the king of England, on the easy terms of remaining in their

possessions, and rendering a moderate quit-rent. Their posterity continue
there to this day, and think their lot cast in a much fairer land than Dalicarlia.

The proprietors of New Jersey, finding more trouble than profit in their

new dominions, made over their right to several other persons, who obtained
a fresh grant from his royal highness, dated March the 14th, 1682.

Several of the grantees, being quakers and anabaptists, failed not to en-
courage many of their own persuasion to remove to this peaceful region.
Amongst them were a swarm of Scots quakers, who were not tolerated to
exercise the gifts of the spirit in their own country.

Besides the hopes of being safe from persecution in this retreat, the new
proprietors inveigled many over by this tempting account of the country:
that it was a place free from those three great scourges of mankind, priests,

lawyers, and physicians. Nor did they tell them a word of a lie, for the peo-
ple were yet too poor to maintain these learned gentlemen, who, every where,
love to be well paid for what they do ; and, like the Jews, cannot breathe in a
climate where nothing is to be gotten.
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The Jerseys continued under the government of these proprietors till

the year 1 702, when tliey made a formal surrender of the dominion to the

queen, reserving however the property of the soil to themselves. So soon as

the bounds ofNew Jersey came to be distinctly laid off, it appeared there was
still a narrow slip of land, lying betwixt tiiat colony and Maryland. Of this,

William Penn, a man of much worldly wisdom, and some eminence among
the qnakei's, got early notice, and, by tlie credit he had with the duke of York,
obtained a patent for it, dated March the 4tli, 1680.

It was a little surprising to some people how a quaker should be so much
in the good graces of a popish prince ; though, after all, it may be pretty

well accounted for. This ingenious person had not been bi'ed a quaker ; but,

in his earlier days, had been a man of pleasure about the town. He had
a beautiful form and very taking address, which made him successful with

the ladies, and particularly with a mistress of the duke of Monmouth. By
this gentlewoman he had a daughter, who had beauty enough to raise her to

be a dutchess, and continued to be a toast full 30 years. But this amour had
like to have brought our fine gentleman in danger of a duel, had he not dis-

creetly sheltered himself under this peaceable persuasion. Besides, his father

having been a flag-officer in the navy, while the duke of York was lord high

admiral, might recommend the son to his favour. This piece of secret history

I thought proper to mention, to wipe off the suspicion of his having been
popishly inclined.

This gentleman's first grant confined him within pretty narrow bounds,

giving him only that portion of land which contains Buckingham, Philadel-

phia and Chester counties. But to get these bounds a little extended, he

pushed his interest still further with his royal highness, and obtained a fresh

grant of the three lower counties, called Newcastle, Kent and Sussex, which
still remained within the Nev/ York patent, and had been luckily left out of

the grant of New Jersey. The six counties being thus incorporated, the pro-

prietor dignified the whole with the name of Pennsylvania.

The quakers flocked over to this country in shoals, being averse to go to

heaven the same way with the bishops. Amongst them were not a few of

good substance, who v/ent vigorously upon every kind of improvement ; and
thus much I may truly say in their praise, that by diligence and frugality, for

which this harmless sect is remarkable, and by having no vices but such as

are private, they have in a few years made Pennsylvania a very fine country.

The truth is, they have observed exact justice with all the natives that border

upon them ; they have purchased all their lands from the hidians ; and though

they paid but a trifle for them, it has procured them the credit of being more
righteous than their neighbours. They have likewise had the prudence to

treat them kindly upon all occasions, which has saved them from many wars

and massaci'es wherein the other colonies have been indiscreetly involved.

The truth of it is, a people whose principles forbid them to draw tlie carnal

sword, were in the right to give no provocation.

Both the French and Spaniards had, in the name of their respective mon-
archs, long ago taken possession of that part of the northern continent that

now goes by the name of Carolina ; but finding it produced neither gold nor

silver, as they greedily expected, and meeting such returns from the Indians

as their own cruelty and treachery deserved, they totally abandoned it. In

this deserted condition that country lay for the space of ninety years, till king

Charles II., finding it a derelict, granted it away to the earl of Clarendon and

others, by his royal charter, dated March the 24th, 1 663. The boundary of

that grant towards Virginia was a due west line from Luck island, (the same
as Colleton island,) lying in 36 degrees of north latitude, quite to the

South sea.
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But afterwards sir William Berkley, who was one of the grantees and at

that time governor of Virginia, finding a territory of 31 miles in breadth

between the inhabited part of Virginia and the above-mentioned boundary of

Carolina, advised the lord Clarendon of it. And his lordship had interest

enough with the king to obtain a second patent to include it, dated June the

30th, 1665.

This last grant describes the bounds between Virginia and Carolina in

these words : " To run from the north end of Coratuck inlet, diie west to

Weyanoke creek, lying within or about the degree of thirty-six and thirty

minutes of northern latitude, and from thence west, in a direct line, as far as

the South sea." Without question, this boundary was well known at the

time the charter was granted, but in a long course of years Weyanoke creek

lost its name, so that it became a controversy where it lay. Some ancient

persons in Virginia affirmed it was the same with Wicocon, and others again

in Carolina were as positive it was Nottoway river.

In the mean time, the people on the frontiers entered for land, and took out

patents by guess, either from the king or the lords proprietors. But the

crown was like to be the loser by this uncertainty, because the terms both of

taking tip and seating land were easier much in Carolina. The yearly taxes

to the public were likewise there less burthensome, which laid Virginia under

a plain disadvantage.

This consideration put that government upon entering into measures with

North Carolina, to terminate the dispute, and settle a certain boundary be-

tween the two colonies. All the difficulty was, to find out which was truly

Weyanoke creek. The difference was too considerable to be given up by
either side, there being a territory of fifteen miles betwixt the two streams in

controversy.

However, till that matter could be adjusted, it was agreed on both sides,

that no lands at all should be granted within the disputed bounds. Virginia

observed this agreement punctually, but I am sorry I cannot say the same of

North Carolina" The great officers of that province were loath to lose the

fees accruing from the grants of land, and so private interest got the better

of public spirit; and I wish that were the only place in the world where such

politics are fashionable.

y\ll the steps that were taken afterwards in that affair, will best appear by

the report of the Virginia commissioners, recited in the oi'der of council

given at St. James', March the 1st, 1710, set down in the appendix.

It must be owned, the report of those gentlemen was severe upon the then

commissioners of North Carolina, and particularly upon Mr. Moseley. I will

not take it upon me to say with how much justice they .said so many hard

things, though it had been fairer play to have given the parties accused a

copy of such representation, that they might have answered what they could

for themselves.

But since that was not done, I must beg leave to say thus much in behalf

of Mr. Moseley, that he was not much in the wrong to find fault with the

quadrant produced by the surveyors of Virginia, because that instrument

placed the mouth of Nottoway river in the latitude of 37 degrees ; whereas,

by an accurate observation made since, it appears to lie in 36° 30' 30", so

that there was an error of near 30 minutes, either in the instrument or in

those who made use of it.

Besides, it is evident the mouth of Nottoway river agrees much better with

the latitude, wherein the Carolina charter supposed Weyanoke creek, (namely,

in or about 36° 30',) than it does with Wicocon creek, which is about fifteen

miles more southerly.

This being manifest, the intention of the king's grant will be pretty exactly
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answered, by a due west line drawn from Coratuck inlet to tlie moutli ol

Nottoway river, for which reason it is probable that was formerly railed

Weyanoke creek, and might change its name when the Nottowaj' Indians

came to live upon it, which was since the date of the last Carolina charter.

The lieutenant governor of Virginia, at that time colonel f^|)otswood,

searching into the bottom of this aflair, made very equitable proposals to Mr.
Eden, at that time governor of North Carolina, in order to put an end to this

controversy. These, being formed into preliminaries, were signed by both

governors, and ti"ansmitted to England, where they had the honour to be rati-

fied by his late majesty and assented to by the lords proprietors of Carolina.

Accordingly an order was sent by the late king to Mr. Gooch, afterwards

lieutenant governor of Virginia, to pursue those preliminaries exactly. In

obedience tiiereunto, lie was pleased to appoint three of the council of that

colony to be commissioners on the part of Virginia, who, in conjunction with

others to be named by the governor of North Carolina, were to settle the

boundary between the two governments, upon the plan of the above-men-
tioned articles.

February, 1728. Two experienced surveyors were at the same time di-

rected to wait upon the commissioners, Mr. Mayo, who made the accurate
map of Barbadoes, and Mr. Irvin, the mathematic professor of William and
Mary College. And because a good number of men were to go upon this

expedition, a chaplain was appointed to attend them, and the rather because
the people on the frontiers of North Carolina, who have no minister near
them, might have an opportunity to get themselves and their children baptized.

Of these proceedings on our part, immediate notice was sent to sir Richard
Everard, governor of North Carolina, who was desired to name commission-
ers for that province, to meet those of Virginia at Coratuck inlet the spring
following. Accordingly he appointed four members of the council of that

province to take care of the interests of the lords proprietors. Of these, Mr.
Moseley was to serve in a double capacity, both as commissioner and sur-

veyor. For that reason there was but one other surveyor from thence, Mr.
Swan. All the persons being thus agreed upon, they settled the time of
meeting to be at Coratuck, March the 5th, 1728.

In the mean time, the requisite preparations were made for so long and
tiresome a journey ; and because there was much work to be done and some
danger from the Indians, in the uninhabited part of the country, it was neces-
sary to provide a competent number of men. Accordingly, seventeen able
hands were listed on the part of Virginia, who were most of them Indian
traders and expert woodsmen.

Feb. 27th. These good men were ordered to come armed with a musket
and a tomahawk, or large hatchet, and provided with a sufficient quantity of
ammunition. They likewise brought provisions of their own for ten days,
after which time they were to be furnished by the governm.ent. Their march
was appointed to be on the 27th of February, on which day one of the com-
missioners met them at their rendezvous, and proceeded with them as far as
colonel Allen's. This gentleman is a great economist, and skilled in all the
arts of living well at an ea.sy expense.

28th. They procc r1ed in good order through Surry county, as far as the
widow Allen's, who iiad copied Solomon's complete housewife exactly. At
this gentlewoman's liouse, the other two commissioners had appointed to join
them, but were detained b)' some accident at Williamsburg, longer than their
appointment. •

29th. They pursued their march through the Isle of Wight, and observed
a most dreadful havoc made by a late hurricane, which happened in Augu.st,
1726. The violence of it had not reached above a (|uarter of a mile in
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breadtli, but within that conjpass had levelled all before it. Both trees and
houses were laid flat on the ground, and several things hurled to an incredi-

ble distance. It is happy such violent gusts are confined to so narrow a
channel, because they carry desolation whei'ever they go. In the evening
they reached Mr. Godwin's, on the south branch of Nansemond river, where
they were treated with abundance of primitive hospitality.

March 1st. This gentleman was so kind as to shorten their journey, by set-

ting them over the river. They coasted the north-east side of the Dismal for

several miles together, and found all the grounds bordering upon it very full

of sloughs. The trees that grew near it looked very reverend, with the long
moss that hung dangling from their branches. Both cattle and horses eat

this moss greedily in winter when other provender is scarce, though it is apt

to scour them at first. In that moist soil too grew abundance of that kind of

myrtle which bears the candle-berries. There was likewise, here and there,

a gall bush, which is a beautiful evergreen, and may be cut into any shape.

It derives its name from its berries turning water black, like the galls of an
oak. When this shrub is transplanted into gardens, it will not thrive without
frequent watering.

The two other commissioners came up with tliem just at their journey's

end, and that evening they ai-rived all together at Mr. Craford's, who lives

on the south branch of Elizabeth river, over against Norfolk. Here the com-
missioners left the men with all the horses and heavy baggage, and crossed
the river with their servants only, for fear of making a famine in the town.

Norfolk has most the air of a town of any in Virginia. There- were then
near 20 brigantines and sloops riding at the wharves, and oftentimes they have
more. It has all the adv^antages of situation requisite for trade and navi-

gation. There is a secure harbour for a good number of ships of any bur-

then. Their river divides itself into three several branches, which are all

navigable. The town is so near the sea, that its vessels may sail in and out

in a few hours. Their trade is chiefly to the West Indies, whither they ex-

port abundance of beef, pork, flour and lumber. The worst of it i.s, they

contribute much towards debauching the country by importing abundance of

rum, which, like gin in Great Britain, breaks the constitutions, vitiates the

morals, and ruins the industry of most of the poor people of this country.

This place is the mart for most of the commodities produced in the adjacent

parts of North Carolina. They have a pretty deal of lumber from the bor-

derers on the Dismal, who make bold with the king's land thereabouts, with-

out the least ceremony. They not only maintain their stocks upon it, but

get boards, shingles and other lumber out of it in great abundance.

The town is built on a level spot of ground upon Elizabeth river, the banks

whereof are neither so higli as to make the landing of goods troublesome, or

so low as to be in danger of overflowing. The streets are straight, and
adorned with several good houses, which increase every day. It is not a

town of ordinaries and public houses, like most others in this country, but

the inhabitants consist of merchants, ship-carpenters and other useful artisans,

with sailors enough to manage their navigation. With all these conveni-

ences, it lies under the two great disadvantages that most of the towns in

Holland do, by having neitlier good air nor good water. The two cardi-

nal virtues that make a place thrive, industry and frugality, are seen here in

perfection; and so lorig as they can banish luxury and idleness, the town will

remain in a happy and flourishing condition.

The method of building wharves here is after the following manner. They
lay down long pine logs, that reach from the shore to the edge of the channel.

These are bound fast together by cross pieces notched into them, according

to the architecture of the log-houses in North Carolina. A wharf built thus
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will stand several years, in sjiite of the worm, which bites here very much,
but may be soon repaired in a place wliere so many pines grow in the neigh--

bourhood.
The commissioners endeavoured, in this town, to list tliree more men to

serve as guides in that dirty part of the country, but found that these people
knew just enough of that frightful place to avoid it. They had been told that
those Netherlands were full of bogs, of marshes and swamps, not fit for

human creatures to engage in, and this was reason enough for them not to
hazard their persons. So they told us, flat and plain, that we might even dag-
gle through the mire by ourselves for them.
The worst of it was, we could not learn from any body in this town, what

route to take to Coratuck inlet ; till at last we had the fortune to meet with a,

borderer upon North Carolina, who made us a rough sketch of that part of
the country. Thus, upon seeing how the land lay, we determined to march
directly to Prescot landing upon North-west river, and proceed thence
by water to the place where our line was to begin.

4th. In pursuance of this resolution we crossed the river this morning to
Powder point, where we all took horse ; and the grandees of the town, with
great courtesy, conducted us ten miles on our way, as far as the long bridge
built over the south branch of the river. The parson of the parish, Mr.
Marston, a painful apostle from the society, made one in this ceremonious
cavalcade.

At the bridge, these gentlemen, wishing^ us a good deliverance, returned,
and then a troop of light liorse escorted us as far as Prescot landing, upon
North-west river. Care had been taken beforehand to provide two periau-
gas to lie I'eady at that place to transport us to Coratuck inlet. Our zeal was
so great to get thither at the time appointed, that we hardly allowed ourselves
leisure to eat, which in truth we had the less stomach to, by reason the din-

ner was served up by the landlord, whose nose stood on such ticklish terms,
that it was in danger of falling into the dish. We therefore made our I'epast

very short, and then embarked with only the surveyors and nine chosen men,
leaving the rest at Mr. W n's to take care of the horses and baggage.
There we also left our chaplain, with the charitable intent, that the gentiles,

round about might have time and opportunity, if they pleased, of getting^

themselves and their children baptized.

We rowed down North-west river about 18 miles, as far as the mouth of
it, where it empties itself into Albemarle sound. It was really a delightful

sight, all the way, to see the banks of the river adorned with myrtle, laurel

and bay trees, which preserve their verdure the year round, though it must
be owned that these beautiful plants, sacred to Venus and Apollo, grow com-
monly in a very dirty soil. The river is, in most places, fifty or sixty yards
wide, without spreading much wider at the mouth. It is remarkable it was
never known to ebb and flow till the year 1713, when a violent storm opened
a new inlet, about hve miles south of the old one ; since which convulsion,
the old inlet is almost choked up by the shifting of the sand, and grows both
narrower and shoaler every day.

It was dark before we could reach the mouth of the river, where our way-
ward stars directed us to a miserable cottage. The landlord was lately re-

moved, bag and baggage, from Maryland, through a strong antipathy he had
to work and paying his debts. For want of our tent, we were obliged to

shelter ourselves in this wretched hovel, where we were almost devoured by
vermin of various kinds. However, we were above complaining, being all

philosophers enough to improve such slender distresses into miith and good
humour.

5th. The day being now come, on which we had agreed to meet the com-
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missioners of North Carolina, we embarked very early, which we could the

easier do, having no temptation to stay where we vi^ere. We shaped our

course along the south end of Knot's island, there being no passage open on
the north. Further still to the southward of us, we discovered two smaller

islands, that go by the names of Bell's and Church's isles. We also saw a

small New England sloop riding in the sound, a little to the south of our

course. She had come in at the new inlet, as all other vessels have done
since the opening of it. This navigation is a little difficult, and fit only for

vessels that draw no more than ten feet water. The trade hither is engrossed

by the saints of New England, who carry off a great deal of tobacco, without

troubling themselves with paying that impertinent duty of a penny a pound.

It was just noon before we arrived at Coratuek inlet, which is now so shal-

low that the breakers fly over it with a horrible sound, and at the same time

afford a very wild prospect. On the north side of the inlet, the high land

terminated in a bluff point, from which a spit of land extended itself towards

tne south-east, full half a mile. The inlet lies between that spit and another

on the soutli of it, leaving an opening of not quite a mile, which at this day
is not practicable for any vessel whatsoever. And as shallow as it now is, it

continues to Mil up more and more, both the wind and waves rolling in the

sands from the eastern shoals.

About two o'clock in the afternoon we were joined by two of the Carolina
commissioners, attended by Mr. Swan, their surveyor. The other two were
not quite so punctual, which was the more unlucky for us, because there
could be no sport till they came. These gentlemen, it seems, had the Caro-
lina commission in their keeping, notwithstanding which, they could not for-

bear paying too much regard to a proverb—fashionable in then- country—not
to make more haste than good speed.

However, that we who were punctual might not spend our precious time
tinprofitably, we took the several bearings of the coast. We also surveyed
part of the adjacent high land, which had scarcely any trees growing upon it,

but cedars. Among the shrubs, we were showed here and there a bush of
Carolina tea called Japon, which is one species of the Phylarrea. This is an
evergreen, the leaves wdiereof have some resemblance to tea, but differ very
widely both in taste and flavour. We also found some few plants of the
spired leaf silk grass, which is likewise an evergreen, bearing on a lofty stem
a large cluster of flowers of a pale yellow. Of the leaves of this plant the

people thereabouts twist very strong cordage.

A virtuoso might divert himself here very well, in picking up shells of va-
rious hue and figure, and amongst the rest, that species of conch shell which
the Indian peak is made of The extremities of these shells are blue and the
rest white, so that peak of both these colours are drilled out of one and the
same shell, serving the natives both for ornament and money, and are es-

teemed by them far beyond gold and silver.

The cedars were of singular use to us in the absence of our tent, which
we had left with the rest of the baggage for fear of overloading the periaugas.
We made a circular hedge of the branches of this tree, wrought so close to-

gether as to fence us against the cold winds. We then kindled a rousing fire

in the centre of it, and lay round it, like so many knights templars. But, as
comfortable as this lodging was, the surveyors turned out about two in the
morning to try the variation by a meridian taken from the north star, and
found it to be somewhat less than three degrees west.

The commissioners of the neighbouring colony came better provided for

the belly than the business. They brought not above two men along with
them that would put their hands to any thing but the kettle and the frying-

pan. These spent so much of their industry that way, that they had as little

spirit as inclination for work.
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Gtli. At noon, hciving a perfect observation, we found the latitude of Cora-

tuck inlet to be 30 degrees and 31 minutes.

Whilst we were Ijusied about these necessary matters, our skipper rowed
to an oyster bank just by, and loaded his periauga with oysters as savoury,

and well-tasted as tliose from Colchester or Walfleet, and had the advantage

of them, too, by being much larger and fatter.

About three in the afternoon the two lag commissioners arrived, and after a

i'ew decent excuses for making us wait, told us they were ready to enter upon
business as soon as we pleased. The first step was to produce our respec-

tive powers, and the commission from each governor was distinctly read, and
copies of them interchangeably delivered.

It was observed by our Carolina friends, that the latter part of the Vir-

ginia commission had something in it a little too lordly and positive. In an-

swer to which we told them it was necessary to make it thus peremptory,

lest the present commissioners might go upon as fruitless an errand as their

predecessors. Tlie former commissioners were tied down to act in exact con-

junction with those of Carolina, and so could not advance one step farther,

or one jot faster, than they were pleased to permit them. The memory of

that disappointment, therefore, induced the government of Virginia to give

fuller powers to the present commissioners, by authorizing them to go on
with the work by themselves, in case those of Carolina should prove

unreasonable, and refuse to join with them in carrying the business to exe-

cution. And all this was done lest his majesty's gracious intention should

be frustrated a second time.

After both commissions w'ere considered, the first question was, where
the dividing line was to begin. This begat a warm debate ; the Virginia

commissioners contending, with a great deal of reason, to begin at the end of

the spit of sand, which was undoubtedly the north shore of Coratuck inlet.

But those of Carolina insisted strenuously, that the point of high land ought

rather to be the place of beginning, because that was fixed and certain,

whereas the spit of sand was ever shifting, and did actually run out farther

now than formerly. The contest lasted some hours, with great vehemence,

neither party receding from their opinion that night. But next morning, Mr.
Moseley, to convince us he was not that obstinate person he had been repre-

sented, yielded to our reasons, and found m.eans to bring over his colleagues.

Here we began already to reap the benefit of those peremptory words in

our commission, which in truth added some weight to our reasons. Never-

theless, because positive proof was made by the oaths of two credible wit-

nesses, that the spit of sand had advanced 200 yards towards the inlet since

the controversy first began, we were willing for peace' sake to make them
that allowance. Accordingly we fixed our beginning about that distance

north of the inlet, and there ordered a cedar post to be driven deep into the

sand for our beginning. While we continued here, we were told that on the

south shore, not far from the inlet, dwelt a marooner, that modestly called

himself a hermit, though he forfeited that name by suffering a wanton female

to cohabit with him. His habitation was a bower, covered with bark after

the Indian fashion, which in that mild situation protected him pretty well from

the weather. Like the ravens, he neither ploughed nor sowed, but subsisted

chiefly upon oysters, which his handmaid made a shift to gather from the ad-

jacent rocks. Sometimes, too, for change of diet, he sent her to drive up the

neighbour's cows, to moisten their mouths with a little milk. But as for i-ai-

ment, he depended mostly upon his length of beard, and she upon her length

of hair, part of which she brought decently forward, and the rest dangled

behind quite down to her rump, like one of Herodotus' East Indian pigmies.
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Thus did these wretches live in a dirty state of nature, and were mere Adam-
ites, innocence only excepted.

7th. This morning the surveyors began to run the dividing line from the

cedar post we had driven into the sand, allowing near three degrees for the

variation. Without making this just allowance, we should not have obeyed
his majesty's order in running a due west line. It seems the former com-
missioners had not been so exact, which gave our friends of Carolina but too

just an exception to their proceedings. The line cut Dosier's island, consist-

ing only of a flat sand, with here and there an humble shrub growing upon
it. From thence it crossed over a narrow arm of the sound into Knot's

island, and there split a plantation belonging to William Harding.

The day being far spent, we encamped in this man's pasture, though it lay

very low, and the season now inclined people to aguish distempers. He suf-

fered us to cut cedar branches for our enclosure, and other wood for firing, to

correct the moist air and drive away the damps. Our landlady, in the days
of her youth, it seems, had been a laundress in the Temple, and talked over
her adventures in that station, with as much pleasure as an old soldier talks

over his battles and distempers, and I believe with as many additions to the

truth. The soil is good in many places of this island, and the extent of it

pretty large. It lies in the form of a wedge : the south end of it is several

miles over, but towards the north it sharpens into a point. It is a plentiful

place for stock, by reason of the wide marshes adjacent to it, and because of
its warm situation. But the inhabitants pay a little dear for this convenience,

by losing as much blood in the summer season by the infinite number of
mosquitoes, as all their beef and pork can recruit in the winter.

The sheep are as large as in Lincolnshire, because they are never pinched

by cold or hunger. The whole island was hitherto reckoned to lie in Vir-

ginia, but now our line has given the greater part of it to Carolina. The
principal freeholder here is Mr. White, who keeps open house for all travel-

lers, that either debt or shipwreck happens to cast in his way.
8th. By break of day we sent away our largest periauga, with the bag-

gage, round the south end of Knot's island, with orders to the men to wait

for us in the mouth of North river. Soon after, we embarked ourselves on
board the smaller vessel, with intent, if possible, to find a passage round the

north end of the island.

We found this navigation very difficult, by reason of the continued shoalsy

and often stuck fast aground; for though the sound spreads many miles, yet

it is in most places extremely shallow, and requires a skilful pilot to steer

even a canoe safe over it. It was almost as hard to keep our temper, as
to keep the channel, in this provoking situation. But the most impatient

amongst us stroked down their choler, and swallowed their curses, lest, if

they suffered them to break out, they might sound like complaining, which
was expressly forbidden, as the first step to sedition.

At a distance we descried several islands to the northward of us, the

largest of which goes by the name of Cedar island. Our periauga stuck so
often that we had a fair chance to be benighted in this wide water, which
must certainly have been our fate, had we not luckily spied a canoe that was
giving a fortune-teller a cast from Princess Anne county over to North Caro-
lina. But, as conjurers are sometimes mistaken, the man mistrusted we were
officers of justice in pursuit of a young wench he had carried off along with
him. We gave the canoe chase for more than an hour, and when we came
up with her, threatened to make them all prisoners unless they would direct

us into the right channel. By the pilotage of these people we rowed up an
arm of the sound, called the Back bay, till we came to the head of it. There
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we were stopped by a miry pocoson full ha!f a mile in breadth, through

which we were obliged to daggle on foot, plunging now and then, tiiough we
picked om- way, up to the knees in mud. At the end of this charming walk
we gained the terra firma of Princess Anne county. In that dirty condition

we were afterwards obliged to foot it two miles, as far as John Heath's plan-

tation, where we expected to meet the surveyors and the men who waited

upon them.

While we were performing this tedious voyage, they had carried the line

through the firm land of Knot's island, where it was no more than half a
mile wide. After that they traversed a large marsh, that was exceedingly

miry, and extended to an arm of the Back bay. They crossed that water

in a canoe, which we had ordered round for that purpose, and then waded
over another marsh, that reachet quite to the high land of Princess Anne.
Both these marshes together make a breadth of five miles, in which the men
frequently sank up to the middle, without muttering the least complaint. On
the contrary, they turned all these disasters into merriment.

It was discovered, by this day's work, that Knot's island was improperly

so called, being in truth no more than a peninsula. The north-west side of

it is only divided from the main by the great marsh above-mentioned, which
is seldom totally overflowed. Instead of that, it might, by the labour of a
few trenches, be drained into firm meadow, capable of grazing as many cattle

as Job, in his best estate, was master of. In the miry condition in which it

now lies, it feeds great numbers in the winter, though, when the weather grows
warm, they are driven thence by the mighty armies of mosquitoes, which are

the plague of the lov/er part of Carolina, as much as the flies were formerly

of Egypt, and some rabbins think those flies were no other than mosquitoes.

All the people in the neighbourhood flocked to John Heath's, to behold such
rarities as they fancied us to be. The men left their beloved chimney cor-

ners, the good women their spinning wheels, and some, of more curiosity

than ordinary, i-ose out of their sick beds, to come and stare at us. They
looked upon us as a troop of knights errant, who were running this great

risk of our lives, as they imagined, for the public weal ; and some of the

gravest of them questioned much whether we were not all criminals, con-

demned to this dirty work for offences against the state. What puzzled

them most was, what could make our men so very light-hearted under such
intolerable drudgery. " Ye have little reason to be merry, my masters,"

said one of them, with a very solemn face, " I fancy the pocoson you must
struggle with tc-morrow will make you change your note, and try what
metal you are made of. Ye are, to be sure, the first of human race that

ever had the boldness to attempt it, and I dare say will be the last. If, there-

fore, you have any worldly goods to dispose of, my advice is that you make
your wills this very night, for fear you die intestate to-morrow." But, alas!

these frightful tales were so far from disheartening the men, that they served

only to whet their resolution.

9th. The surveyors entered early upon their business this morning, and
ran the line through Mr. Eyland's plantation, as far as the banks of North
river. They passed over it in the periauga, and landed in Gibbs' marsh,

which was a mile in breadth, and tolerably firm. They trudged through this

marsh without much difficulty as far as the high land, which promised more
fertility than any they had seen in these lower parts. But this firm land

lasted not long before they came upon the dreadful pocoson they had been

threatened with. Nor did they find it one jot better than it had been painted

to them. The beavers and otters had reridered it quite impassable for any
creature but themselves.

Our poor fellows had much ado to drag their legs after them in this quag-
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mire, but disdaining to be balked, they could hardly be persuaded fron<
pressing forward by the stu'veyors, who found it absolutely necessary to
malce a traverse in the deepest place, to prevent their sticking fast in the
mire, and becoming a certain prey to the turkey buzzards.

This horrible day's work ended two miles to the northward of Mr. Mer-
chant's plantation, divided from North-west river by a narrow swamp, which
is causewayed over. We took up our quarters in the open field, not far from
the house, correcting, by a fire as large as a Roman funeral pile, the aguish
exhalations arising from the sunken grounds that surrounded us.

The neck of land included betwixt North river and North-west river, with
the adjacent marsh, belonged formerly to Governor Gibbs, but since his decease
to Colonel Bladen, in right of his first lady, who was Mr. Gibbs' daughter.
It would be a valuable tract of land in miy coimtry but North Carolina,
where, for want of navigation and comm*ce, the best estate affords little

more than a coarse subsistence.

10th. The sabbath happened very opportunely to give some ease to our
jaded people, who rested religiously from every work, but that of cooking the
kettle. We observed very few corn-fields in our walks, and those very small,
which seemed the stranger to us, because we could see no other tokens of
husbandry or improvement. But, upon further inquiry, we were given to
understand people only made corn for themselves and not for their stocks,
which know very well how to get their own living. Both cattle and hogs
ramble into the neighbouring marshes and swamps, where they maintain
themselves the whole winter long, and are not fetched home till the spring.
Thus these indolent wretches, during one half of the year, lose the advantage
of the milk of their cattle, as well as their dung, and many of the poor crea-
tures perish in the mire, into the bargain, by this ill management. Some,
who pique themselves more upon industry than their neighbours, will, now
and then, in compliment to their cattle, cut down a tree whose limbs are
loaded with the moss afore-mentioned. The trouble would be too great to

climb the tree in order to gather this provender, but the shortest way (which
in this country is always counted the best) is to fell it, just like the lazy In-

dians, who do the same by such trees as bear fruit, and so make one harvest
for all. By this bad husbandry milk is so scarce, in the winter season, that

were a big-bellied woman to long for it, she would lose her longing. And, in

truth, I believe this is often the case, and at the same time a very good reason
why so many people in this province are marked with a custard complexion.
The only business here is raising of hogs, which is managed with the least

trouble, and affords the diet they are most fond of The truth of it is, the

inhabitants of North Carolina devour so much swine's fiesh, that it fills them
full of gross humours. For want too of a constant supply of salt, tliey are
commonly obliged to eat it fresh, and that begets the highest taint of scurvy.

Thus, whenever a severe cold happens to constitutions thus vitiated, it is apt

to improve into the yaws, called there very justly the country distemper.

This has all the symptoms o[ syphilis, with this aggravation, that no prepara-

tion of mercury will touch it. First it seizes the throat, next the palate, and
lastly shows its spite to the poor nose, of which it is apt in a small time
treacherously to undermine the foundation. This calamity is so common and
familiar here, that it ceases to be a scandal, and in the disputes that happen
about beauty, the noses have in some companies much ado to carry it. Nay,
it is said that once, after three good pork years, a motion had like to have
been made in the house of burgesses, that a man with a nose should be inca-

pable of holding any place of profit in the province ; which extraordinary mo-
tion could never have been intended without some hopes of a majority.

Thus, considering the foul and pernicious effects of eating swine's flesh in
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a hot country, it was wisely titrbidiltMi aiul inude an abuiiiiuation to tlie Jews,

who lived much in tlie same latitude w'itli Caroliiia.

I Ith. We ordered tiie surveyors early to iheir business, who were blessed

with jiretty dry grounds lor three miles together. But they paid dear lor it

in the next two, consisting of one continued frightful pocoson, whicli no

creatures but those of the amphibious kind ever had ventured into before.

This filthy quagmire did in earnest put the men's courage to a trial, and
though I cannot say it made them lose their patience, yet they lost their

humour for joking. They kept their gravity like so many Spaniards, so that

a man might then have taken his opportunity to plunge up to the chin, with-

out danger of being laughed at. However, this unusual composure of coun-

tenance could not fairly be called complaining. Their day's work ended at

the mouth of Northern's creek, which empties itself into North-west river;

though we chose to quarter a little higher up the river, near Mossy point.

This we did for the convenience of an old house to shelter our persons and
baggage from the rain, which threatened us hard. We judged the thing right,

f(jr there fell a heavy shower in the night, tliat drove the most hardy of us

into the house. Though, indeed, our case was not much mended by retreat-

ing tliither, because that tenement having not long before been used as a

pork store, the moisture of the air dissolved the salt that lay scattered on the

floor, and made it as wet witliin doors as without. However, the swamps
and marshes we were lately accustomed to had made such beavers and
otters of us that nobody caught the least cold. We had encamped so early,

that we found time in tlie evening to walk near half a mile into the woods.
There we came upon a family of mulattoes that called themselves free, though
by the shyness of the master of the house, who took care to keep least in

sight, their, freedom seemed a little doubtful. It is cei'tain many slaves shelter

thenjselves in this obscure part of the w^orld, nor will any of their righteous

neighbours discover them. On the contrary, they find their account in set-

tling such fugitives on some out-of-the-way corner of their land, to raise

stocks for a mean and inconsiderable share, well knowing their condition

makes it necessary for them to submit to any terms. Nor were these worthy
borderers content to shelter runaway slaves, but debtors and criminals have
often met with the like indulgence. But if the government of North Carolina

has encouraged this unneighbourly policy in order to iiicrease their people,

it is no more than what ancient Rome did before them, which was made a
city of refuge for all debtors and fugitives, and from that wretched beginning

grew up in tin:ie to be mistress of a great part of the world. And, consider-

ing how fortune delights in bringing great things out of small, who knows
but Carolina may, one time or other, come to be tlie seat of some other great

empire ]

1 2th. Every thing had been so soaked with the rain, that we were obliged

to lie by a good part of the morning and dry them. However, that time was
not lo.st, because it gave the surveyors an opportunity of platting oft" their

work and taking the course of the river. It likewise helped to recruit the

spirits of the men, who had been a little harassed with yesterday's march.
Notwithstanding all this, we cro.ssed the river before noon, and advanced our
line tiiree miles. It was not possible to make more of it, by reason good
part of the way was either marsh or pocoson. The line cut two or three

plantations, leaving part of them in Virginia, and part of them in Carolina.

This was a case that happened frequently, to the great inconvenience of the

owners, who were therefore obliged to take out two patents and pay for a
new survey in each government. In the evening, we took up our quarters

in Mr. Ballance's pasture, a little above the bridge built over North-west

river. There we discharged the two periaugas, wliich in truth had been
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veiy serviceable in transporting us over the many waters in that dirty and
difficult part of our business. Our landlord had a tolerable good house and
clean furniture, and yet we could not be tempted to lodge in it. We chose

rather to lie in the open field, for fear of growing too tender. A clear sky,

spangled with stars, was our canopy, which being the last thing we saw be-

fore we fell asleep, gave us magnificent dreams. The truth of it is, we took

so much pleasure in that natural kind of lodging, that I think at the foot of

the account mankind are great losers by the luxury of feather beds and
warm apartments.

The curiosity of beholding so new and withal so sweet a method of en-

camping, brought one of the senators of North Carolina to make us a mid-

night visit. But he was so very clamorous in his coumiendations of it, that

the sentinel, not seeing his quality, either through his habit or behaviour, had

like to have treated Mm roughly. After excusing the unseasonableness of

his visit, and letting us know he was a parliament man, he swore he was so

taken with our lodging, that he would set fire to his house as soon as he got

home, and teach his wife and children to lie, like us, in the open field.

13th. Early this morning our chaplain repaired to us with the men we had
left at Mr. Wilson's. Vv^e had sent for them the evening before to relieve

those who had the labour-oar from Coratuck inlet. But to our great surprise,

they, petitioned not to be relieved, hoping to gain immortal reputation by be-

ing the first of mankind that ventured through the great Dismal. But the

rest being equally ambitious of the same honour, it was but fair to decide

their pretensions by lot. After fortune had declared herself, those which she

had excluded offered money to the happy persons to go in their stead. But
Hercules would have as soon sold the glory of cleansing the Augean stables,

which was pretty near the same sort of work. No sooner was the contro-

versy at an end, but we sent those unfortunate fellows back to their quarters,

whom chance had condemned to remain upon firm land and sleep in a whole

skin. In the mean while the surveyors carried the line three miles, which

was no contemptible day's work, considering how cruelly they were entan-

gled with briers and gall bushes. The leaf of this last shrub bespeaks it to

be of the alaternus family.

Our work ended within a quarter of a mile of the Dismal a'oove-mentioned,

where the ground began to be already full of sunken holes and slashes, which

had, here and there, some few reeds growing in them. It is hardly credible

hc)W little the bordering inhabitants were acquainted with this mighty swamp,
notwithstanding they had lived their whole lives within smell of it. Yet, as

great strangers as they weie to it, they pretended to be very exact in their

account of its dimensions, and were positive it could not be above seven or

eight miles wide, but knew no more of the matter than star-gazers know of

the distance of the fixed stars. At the same time, they were simple enough
to amuse our men with idle stories of the lions, panthers and alligators, they

were like to encounter in that dreadful place. In short, we saw plainly there

was no intelligence of this terra incognita to be got, but from our own ex-

perience. For that reason it was resolved to make the requisite dispositions

to enter it next morning. We allotted every one of the surveyors for this

painful enterprise, with twelve men to attend them. Fewer than that could

not be employed in clearing the way, carrying the chain, marking the trees,

and bearing the necessary bedding and provisions. Nor would the commis-

sioners themselves have spared their persons on this occasion, but for fear of

adding to the poor men's burthen, while they were certain they could add
nothing to their resolution.

We quartered with our friend and fellow traveller, William Wilkins, who
had been our faithful pilot to Coratuck, and lived about a mile from the place
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where the line ended. Every thing looked so very clean, and tlie furniture

so neat, that we were tempted to lodge within doors. But the novelty of

being shut up so close quite spoiled our rest, nor did we breathe so free by
abundance, as when we lay in the open air.

I4th. Before nine of the clock this morning, the provisions, bedding and
other necessaries, were made up into packs for the men to carry on tJieir

shoulders into the Dismal. They were victualled for eight days at full allow-

ance, nobody doubting but that would be abundantly sufficient to carry them
through that inhospitable place ; nor indeed was it possible for the poor fel-

lows to stagger under more. As it was, their loads weighed from 60 to 70

pounds, in just proportion to the strength of those who w'ere to bear them.

It would have been unconscionable to have saddled them with burthens

heavier than that, when they were to lug them through a filthy bog, which
was hardly practicable with no burthen at all. Besides this luggage at their

backs, they were obliged to measure the distance, inark the trees, and clear

the way for the surveyors every step they went. It was really a pleasure to

see with how much cheerfulness they undertook, and with how much spirit

they went through all this drudgery. For their greater safety, the commis-
sioners took care to furnish them with Peruvian bark, rhubarb and hipocoa-

canah, in case they might happen, in that wet journey, to be taken with fevers

or fluxes. Although there was no need of example to inflame persons al-

ready so cheerful, yet to enter the people with the better grace, the author

and two more of the commissioners accompanied them half a mile into the

Dismal. The skirts of it were thinly planted with dwarf reeds and gall

bushes, but when we got into the Dismal itself, we found the reeds grew there

much taller and closer, and, to mend the matter, were so interlaced with

bamboo-briers, that there was no scuffling through them without the help of

pioneers. At the same time, we found the ground moist and trembling under
our feet like a quagmire, insomuch that it was an easy matter to run a ten-

foot pole up to the head in it, without exerting any uncommon strength to do
it. Two of the men, whose burthens were the least cumbersome, had orders

to march before, with their tomahawks, and clear the way, in order to make
an opening for the surveyors. By their assistance we made a shift to push
the line half a mile in three hours, and tlien reached a small piece of firm

land, about 100 yards wide, standing up above the rest like an island. Here
the people were glad to lay down their loads and take a little refreshment,

while the happy man, whose lot it was to carry the jug of rum, began alrea-

dy, like .<3ilsop's bread-carriers, to find it grow a good deal lighter.

After reposing about an hour, the commissioners recommended vigour and
constancy to their fellow-travellers, by whom they were answered with three

cheerful huzzas, in token of obedience. This ceremony was no sooner over

but they took up their burthens and attended the motion of the surveyors,

who, though they worked with all their might, could reach but one mile far-

ther, the same obstacles still attending them which they had met with in the

morning. However small this distance may seem to such as are used to

travel at their ease, yet our poor men, who were obliged to work with an
unwieldy load at their backs, had reason to think it a long way ; especially

in a bog where they had no firm footing, but every step made a deep impres-

sion, which was instantly filled with water. At the same time they were
labouring with their hands to cut down the reeds, which were ten feet high,

their legs were hampered with the briers. Besides, the weather happened to

be warm, and the tallness of the reeds kept off every friendly breeze from
coming to refresh them. And, indeed, it was a little provoking to hear the

wind whistling among the branches of the white cedars, which grew here

and thei-e amongst the reeds, and at the same time not to have the comfort to

feel the least breath of i(.
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In the mean time the three commissioners returned out of the Dismal the

same way they M'ent in, and, having joined their brethren, proceeded that

night as far as Mr. Wilson's. This worthy person lives within sight of the

Dismal, in the skirts whereof his stocks range and maintain themselves all

the winter, and yet he knew as little of it as he did of Teri-a Australis Incog-

nita. He told us a Canterbury tale of a North Briton, whose curiosity spm^-

red him a long way into this great desert, as he called it, near tv/enty years

ago, but he having no compass, nor seeing the sun for several days together,

wandered about till he was almost famished ; btit at last he bethought himself

of a secret his countrymen make use of to pilot themselves in a dark day.

He took a fat louse out of his collar, and exposed it to the open day on a

piece of white paper, which lie brought along with him for his journal. The
poor insect, having no eye-lids, turned himself about till he found the darkest

part of the heavens, and so made the best of his way towards the north.

By this direction he steered himself safe out, and gave such a frightful ac-

count of the monsters he saw, and the distresses he underwent, that no mor-

tal since has been hardy enough to go upon the like dangerous discovery.

1.5th. The surveyors pursued their work with all diligence, but still found

the soil of the Dismal so spongy that the water oozed up into every footstep

they took. To their sorrow, too, they found the reeds and briers more firmly

interwoven than they did the day before. But the greatest grievance was
from large cypresses, which the wind had blown down and heaped upon one

another. On the limbs of most of them grew sharp snags, pointing every

way like so many pikes, that required much pains and caution to avoid.

These trees being evergreens, and shooting their large tops very high, are

easily overset by every gust of wind, because there is no firm earth to steady

their roots. Thus many of them were laid prostrate, to the great encum-
brance of the way. Such variety of difficulties made the business go on
lieavily, insomuch that, from morning till night, the line could advance no far-

ther than one mile and thirty-one poles. Never was rum, that cordial of life,

found more necessary than it was in this dirty place. It did not only recruit

the people's spirits, now almost jaded with fatigue, but served to correct the

badness of the water, and at the same time to resist the malignity of the air.

Whenever the men wanted to drink, which was very often, they had nothing

more to do but to make a hole, and the water bubbled up in a moment. But

it was far from being either clear or well tasted, and had besides a physical

effect, from the tincture it received from the roots of the shrubs and trees

that grew in the neighbourhood.

While the surveyors were thus painfully employed, the commissioners dis-

charged the long score they had with Mr. Wilson, for the men and horses

which had been quartered upon him during our expedition to Coratuck.

From thence we marched in good order along the east side of the Dismal,

and passed the long bridge that lies over the south branch of Elizabeth river.

At the end of 18 miles we reached Timothy Ivy's plantation, where we pitch-

ed our tent for the first time, and were furnished with every thing the place

afforded. We perceived the happy effects of industry in this family, in which

every one looked tidy and clean, and carried in their countenances the cheer-

ful marks of plenty. We saw no drones there, which are but too common,
alas, in that part of the world. Though, in truth, the distemper of laziness

seizes the men oftener much than the women. These last spin, weave and

knit, all with their own hands, while their husbands, depending on the bounty of

the climate, are slothful in every thing but getting of children, and in

that only instance make thpmselves useful members of an infant colony.

There is but little wool in that province, though cotton grows very kindly,

and. so far south, is seldom nipped by the frost. The good women mix this
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with tlieir wool for Ihcir outer garments; thougli, for want of fulling, tliat

kind of nianufaetnre is open and sleazy. Flax likewise thrives there ex-

tremely, being perhaps as tine as any in the world, and I question not might,
with a little care, be brought to rival that of Egypt; and yet the men are
here so intolerably lazy, they seldom take the trouble to propagate it.

IGth. The line was this day carried one mile and a half and sixteen poles.

The soil continued soft and miry, but fuller of trees, especially white cedars.

Many of these too were thrown down and i)iled in heaps, high enough for a
good Muscovite fortification. The worst of it was, the poor fellows began
now to be troubled with fluxes, occasioned by bad water and moist lodging:

but chewing of rhubarb kept that malady within bounds.

In the mean time the commissioners decamped early in the morning, and
made a march oftwenty-five miles, as far as Mr. Andrew Mead's, who lives upon
Nansemond river. They were no sooner got under the shelter of that hos-

pitable roof, but it began to rain hard, and continued so to do great part of
the night. This gave them much pain for their filends in the Dismal, whose
sufferings spoiled their taste for the good cheer, wherewith they were enter-

tained themselves. However, late that evening, these poor men had the for-

tune to come upon another terra firma, which was the luckier for them, be-

cause the lower ground, by the rain that foil, Avas made a fitter lodging for

tadpoles than men. In our journey we remarked that the north side of this

great swamp lies higher than either the east or the west, nor were the ap-

proaches to it so full of sunken grounds. We passed by no less than two
quaker meeting houses, one of which had an awkward ornament on the west
end of it, that seemed to ape a steeple. I must own I expected no such piece

of foppery from a sect of so much outside simplicity. That persuasion pre-

vails much in the lower end of Nansemond county, for want of ministers to

pilot the people a decenter way to heaven. The ill reputation of tobacco
planted in those lower parishes makes the clergy unwilling to accept of them,

unless it be such whose abilities are as mean as their pay. Thus, whether
the churches be quite void or but indifferently filled, the quakers will have an
opportunity of gaining proselytes. It is a wonder no popish missionaries are

sent from Maryland to labour in this neglected vineyard, who we know have
zeal enough to traverse sea and land on the meritorious errand of making
converts. Nor is it less strange that some wolf in sheep's clothing arrives

not from New England to lead astray a flock that has no shepherd. People

uninstructed in any religion are ready to embrace the first that offers. It is

natural for helpless man to adore his Maker in some form or other, and were
there any exception to this rule, I should suspect it to be among the Hotten-

tots of the cape of Good Hope and of North Carolina.

There fell a great deal of rain in the night, accompanied with a strong

wind. The fellow-feeling we had for the poor Dismalites, on account of this

unkind weather, rendered the down we laid upon uneasy. We fancied them
half-drowned in their wet lodging, with the trees blowing down about their

ears. These were the gloomy images our fears suggested ; though it was
so much uneasiness clear gain. They happened to come off much better, by
being luckily encamped on the dry piece of ground afore-mentioned.

1 7th. They were, however, forced to keep the sabbath in spite of their

teeth, contrary to the dispensation our good chaplain had given them. In-

deed, their short allowance of provision would have justified their making
ihe best of their way, without distinction of days. It was certainly a work
both of necessity and self-preservation, to save themselves from starving.

Nevertheless, the hard rain had made every thing so thoroughly wet, that it

was quite impossible to do any business. They therefore made a virtue of

what they could not help, and contentedly rested in their dry situation.

4
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Since the surveyors had entered the Dismal, tliey had laid eyes on no living

creature : neither bird nor beast, insect nor reptile came in view. Doubtless,

the eternal shade that broods over this mighty bog, and hinders the sun-

beams from blessing the ground, makes it an uncomfortable habitation for

any thing that has life. Not so much as a Zealand frog could endure so

aguish a situation. It had one beauty, however, that delighted the eye,

though at the expense of all the other senses: the moisture of the soil pre-

serves a continual verdure, and makes every plant an evergreen, but at the

same time the foul damps ascend without ceasing, corrupt the air, and ren-

der it unfit for respiration. Not even a turkey buzzard will venture to fly

over it, no more than the Italian vultures will over the filthy lake Avernus, or

the birds in the Holy Land, over the Salt sea, where Sodom and Gomorrah
formerly stood.

In these sad circumstances, the kindest thing we could do for our suffering

friends was to give them a place in the Litany. Our chaplain, for his part,

did his office, and rubbed us up with a seasonable sermon. This was quite

a new thing to our brethren of North Carolina, who live in a climate where
no clergyman can breathe, any more than spiders in Ireland.

For want of men in holy orders, both the members of the council and
justices of the peace are empowered by the laws of that country to marry
all those who will not take one another's word; but for the ceremony of

christening their children, they trust that to chance. If a parson come in

their way, they will crave a cast of his office, as they call it, else they are

content their offspring should remain as arrant pagans as themselves. They
account it among their greatest advantages that they are not priest-ridden,

not remembering that the clergy is rarely guilty of bestriding such as have
the misfortune to be poor. One thing may be said for the inhabitants of that

province, that they are not troubled with any religious fumes, and have the

least superstition of any people living. They do not know Sunday from any
other day, any more than Robinson Crusoe did, which would give them a
great advantage were they given to be industrious. But they keep so many
sabbaths every week, that their disregard of the seventh day has no manner
of cruelty in it, either to servants or cattle. It was with some difficulty we
could make our people quit the good cheer they met with at this house, so it

was late before we took our departure ; but to make us amends, our landlord

was so good as to conduct us ten miles on our way, as far as the Cypress
swamp, which drains itself into the Dismal. Eight miles beyond that we
forded the waters of the Coropeak, which tend the same way as do many
others on that side. In six miles more we reached the plantation of Mr.
Thomas Spight, a grandee of North Carolina. We found the good man upon
his crutches, being crippled with the gout in both his knees. Here we flat-

tered ourselves we should by this time meet with good tidings of the survey-

ors, but had reckoned, alas ! without our host : on the contrary, we were told

the Dismal was at least thirty miles wide in that place. However, as nobody
could say this on his own knowledge, we ordered guns to be fired and a drum
to be beaten, but received no answer, unless it was from that prating nymph
Echo, who, like a loquacious wife, will always have the last word, and some-
times return three for one. It was indeed no wonder our signal was not
heard at that time, by the people in the Dismal, because, in truth, they had
not then penetrated one third of their way. They had that morning fallen

to work with great vigour ; and, finding the ground better than ordinary,

drove on the line two miles and thirty-eight poles. This was reckoned an
Herculean day's work, and yet they would not have stopped there, had not
an impenetrable cedar thicket checked their industry. Our landlord had
seated himself on the borders of this Dismal, for the advantage of the green
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food his cattle find there all winter, and for the rooting that supports his hogs.

This, I own, is some convenience to his purse, for which his whole family pay
dear in their persons, for they are devoured by mosquitoes all the summer,
and have agues every spring and fall, which corrupt all the juices of their

bodies, give them a cadaverous complexion, and besides a lazy, creeping habit,

which they never get rid of.

We ordered several men to patrol on the edge of the Dismal, both towards

the north and towards the south, and to fire guns at proper distances. This

they performed very punctually, but could hear nothing in return, nor gain

any sort of intelligence. In the mean time whole flocks of women and child-

ren flew hither to stare at us, with as much curiosity as if we had lately

landed from Bantam or Morocco. Some borderers, too, had a great mind
to know where the line would come out, being for the most part apprehensive

lest their lands should be taken into Virginia. In that case they must have

submitted to some sort of order and government ; whereas, in North Carolina,

every one does what seems best in his own eyes. There were some good

women that brought their children to be baptized, but brought no capons

along with them to make the solemnity cheerful. In the mean time it was
strange that none came to be married in such a multitude, if it had only been

for the novelty of having their hands joined by one in holy orders. Yet so

it was, that though our chaplain christened above a hundred, he did not

marry so much as one couple during the whole expedition. But marriage is

reckoned a lay contract in Carolina, as I said before, and a country justice

can tie the fatal knot there, as fast as an archbishop. None of our visiters

could, however, tell us any news of the surveyors, nor indeed was it possible

any of them should at that time, they being still laboring in the midst of the

Dismal. It seems they were able to carry the link this day no further than

one mile and sixty-one poles, and that whole distance was through a miry

cedar bog, where the gi'ound trembled under their feet most frightfully. In

many places too their passage was retarded by a great number of fallen trees,

that lay horsing upon one another. Though many circumstances concurred

to make this an unwholesome situation, yet the poor men had no time to be

sick, nor can one conceive a more calamitous case than it would have been

to be laid up in that uncomfortable quagmire. Never were patients more

tractable, or willing to take physic, than these honest fellows ; but it was from

a dread of laying their bones in a bog that would soon spew them up again.

That consideration also put them upon more caution about their lodging.

They first covered the ground with square pieces of cypress bark, which

now, in the spring, they could easily slip off the tree for that purpose. On
this they spread their bedding ; but unhappily the weight and warmth of their

bodies made the water rise up betwixt the joints of the bark, to their great

inconvenience. Thus they lay not only moist, but also exceedingly cold, be-

cause their fires were continually going out. For no sooner was the trash

upon the surface burnt away, but immediately the fire was extinguished by

the moisture of the soil, insomuch that it was great part of the sentinel's busi-

ness to' rekindle it again in a fresh place, every quarter of an hour. Nor

could they indeed do their duty better, because cold was the only enemy they

had to guard against in a miserable morass, where nothing can inhabit.

20th. We could get no tidings yet of our brave adventurers, notwithstand-

ing we despatched men to the likeliest stations to inquire after them. They

were still scuflfling in the mire, and could not possibly forward the line this

whole day more than one mile and sixty-four chains. Every step of this day's

work was through a cedar bog, wdiere the trees were somewhat smaller and

grew more into a thicket. It was now a great misfortune to the men to find

their provisions grow less as their labour grew greater ; they were all forced
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to come to short allowance, and consequently to work hard without fiJh'ng

their bellies. Though this was very severe upon English stomachs, yet the

people were so far from being discomfited at it, that they still kept up their

good humour, and merrily told a young fellow in the company, who looked
very plump and wholesome, that he must expect to go lirst to pot, if matters
should come to extremity. This was only said by way of jest, yet it made
him thoughtful in earnest. However, for the present he returned them a very
civil answer, letting them know that, dead or alive, he should be glad to be
useful to such worthy good friends. But, after all, this humorous saying had
one very good effect, for that younker, who before was a little inclined by his

constitution to be lazy, grew on a sudden extremely industrious, that so there

might be less occasion to carbonado him for the good of his fellow travellers.

While our friends were thus embarrassed in the Dismal, the commissioners
began to lie under great uneasiness for them. They knew very well their

provisions must by this time begin to fall short, nor could they conceive any
likely means of a supply. At this time of the year both the cattle and hogs
had forsaken the skirts of the Dismal, invited by the springing grass on the

firm land. All our hopes were that Providence would cause some wild game
to tall in their way, or else direct them to a wholesome vegetable for their

subsistence. In short they were haunted with so many frights on this occa-
sion, that they were in truth more uneasy than the persons whose case they
lamented. We had several visiters from Edenton, in the afternoon, that came
with Mr. Gale, who had prudently left us at Coratuck, to scufHe through that

dirty country by ourselves. These gentlemen, having good noses, had smelled
out, at thirty miles' distance, the precious liquor with which the hberality of
our good friend Mr. Mead had just before supplied us. That generous per-
son had judged very right, that we were now got out of the latitude of drink
proper for men in affliction, and therefore was so good as to send his cart
loaded with all sorts of refreshments, for which the commissioners returned
him their thanks, and the chaplain his blessing.

21st. The surveyors and their attendants began now in good earnest to be
alarmed with apprehensions of famine, nor could they forbear looking with
some sort of appetite upon a dog which had been the faithful companion of
their travels. Their, provisions were now near exhausted. They had this

morning made the last distribution, that so each might husband his small pit-

tance as he pleased. Now it was that the fresh coloured young man began
to tremble every joint of him, having dreamed, the night before, that the In-
dians were about to barbacue him over live coals. The prospect of famine
determined tl.e people, at last, with one consent, to abandon the line for the
present, which advanced but slowly, and make the best of their way to firm
land. Accordingly they set off very early, and, by the lielp of the compass
which they carried along with them, steered a direct westwardly course.
They marched from morning till night, and computed their journey to amount
to about four miles, which was a great way, considering the difficulties of the
ground. It was all along a cedar swamp, so dirty and perplexed, that if they
had not travelled for their lives, they could not have reached so far. On their
way they espied a turkey buzzard, that flew prodigiously high to get above
the noisome exhalations that ascend from that filthy place. This they were
willing to understand as a good omen, according to the superstition of the
ancients, who had great faith in the flight of vultures. However, after all this
tedious journey, they could yet discover no end of their toil, which made
them very pensive, especially after tliey had eaten the last morsel of their
provisions. But to their unspeakable comfort, when all was hushed in the
evening, they heard the cattle low, and the dogs bark, very distinctly, which,
to men in that distress, was more delightful music than Faustina or Farinelli
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could Iiave made. In tlie mean time the commissioners could get no news of
them from any ortlicir visiters, wlio assemjjled from every point of tiie compass.
But the good landlord had visiters of another kind while we were there, that

is to say, some industrious masters of siiips, that lay in Nansemond river.

These worthy commanders came to bespeak tobacco from these parts to

make up their loadings, in contem})t of tlie Virginia law, whicli positively for-

bade their taking in any made in North Carolina. Nor was this restraint at

all unreasonable ; because they have no law in Carolina, either to mend the

quality or lessen the quantity of tobacco, or so much as to prevent the turn-

ing out of seconds, all which cases have been provided against by the laws
of Virginia. Wherefore, thei-e can be no reason why the inhabitants of that

province should have the same advantage of shipping their tobacco in our
parts, when they will by no means submit to the same restrictions that we do.

22d. Our patrol happened not to go far enough to the northward this

morning, if they had, the people in the Dismal might have heard the report of
their guns. For this reason they returned without any tidings, which threw
us into a great though unnecessary perplexity. This was now the ninth day
since they entered into that inhospitable swamp, and consequently we had
reason to believe their provisions were quite spent. We knew they worked
hard, and therefore would eat heartily, so long as they had wherewithal to

recruit their spirits, not imagining the swamp so wide as they found it. Had
we been able to guess where the line would come out, we would have sent

men to meet them with a fresh supply ; but as we could know nothing of
that, and as we had neither compass nor surveyor to guide a messenger on
such an errand, we were unwilling to expose him to no purpose; therefore,

all we were able to do for them, in so great an extremity, was to recommend
them to a merciful Providence. However long we might think the time, yet

we were cautious of showing our uneasiness, for fear of mortifying our land-

lord. He had done his best for us, and therefore we were unwilling he should
think us dissatisfied with our entertainment. In the midst of our concern, we
were most agreeably surprised, just after dinner, with the news that the Dis-

malites were all safe. These blessed tidings were brought to us by Mr. Swan,
the Carolina surveyor, who came to us in a very tattered condition. After

very short salutations, we got about him as if he had been a Hottentot, and
began to inquire into his adventures. He gave us a detail of their uncom-
fortable voyage through the Dismal, and told us, particularly, they had pur-

sued their journey early that morning, encouraged by the good omen of seeing
the crows fly over their heads ; that, after an houj-'s march over very rotten

ground, they, on a sudden, began to find themselves among tall pines, that

grew in the water, which in many places was knee deep. This pine swamp,
into which that of Coropeak drained itself, extended near a mile in breadth ;'•

and though it was exceedingly wet, yet it was much harder at bottom than
the rest of the swamp ; that about ten in the morning they recovered firm
land, which they embraced with as much pleasure as shipwrecked wretches
do the shore. After these honest adventurers had congratulated each other's

deliverance, their first inquiry was for a good house, where they might satisfy

the importunity of their stomachs. Their good genius directed them to Mr.
Brinkley's, who dwells a little to the southward of the line. This man began
immediately to be very inquisitive, but they declared they had no spirits to

answer questions, till after dinner. •' But pray, gentlemen," said he, " answer
me one question at least : what shall we get for your dinner !" To which
they replied, " No matter what, so it be but enough." He kindly supplied

their wants as soon as possible,* and by the strength of that refreshment they
made a shift to come to us in the evening, to tell their own story. They all
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looked very thin, and as ragged as the Gibeonite ambassadors did in the
days of yore.

Our surveyors told us they ha'l measured ten miles in the Dismal, and
computed the distance they had marched since to amount to about five more,
so they made the whole breadth to be fifteen miles in all.

23d. It was very reasonable that the surveyors, and the men who had been
sharers in their fatigue, should now have a little rest. They were all, except
one, in good health and good heart, blessed be God! notwithstanding the
dreadful hardships they had gone througli. It was really a pleasure to see
the cheerfulness wherewith they received the order to prepare to re-enter the
Dismal on the Monday following, in order to continue the line from the place
where they had left off measuring, that so we might have the exact breadth
of that dirty place. There were no more than two of them that could be
persuaded to be relieved on this occasion, or suffer the other men to share the
credit of that bold undertaking, neither would these have suffered it had not
one of them been very lame, and the other much indisposed. By the de-

scription the surveyors gave of the Dismal, we were convince 1 that nothing

but the exceeding dry season we had been blessed with could have made the

passing of it practicable. It is the source of no less than five several rivers

which discharge themselves southward into Albemarle sound, and of two that

run northerly into Virginia. From thence it is easy to imagine that the soil

must be thoroughly soaked with water, or else there must be plentiful stores

of it under ground ; to supply so many rivers ; especially since there is no
lake, or any considerable body of that element to be seen on the surface.

The rivers that head in it from Virginia are the south branch of Nansemond,
and the west branch of Elizabeth ; and those from Carolina are North-west
river. North river, Pasquotank, Little river, and Pequimons.

There is one remarkable part of the Dismal, lying to the south of the line,

that has few or no trees growing on it, but contains a large tract of tall reeds.

These being green all the year round, and wavering with every wind, have
procured it the name of the Green sea. We are not yet acquainted with the

precise extent of the Dismal, the whole having never been surveyed ; but it

may be computed at a medium to be about thirty miles long and ten miles

broad, though where the line crossed it, it was completely fifteen miles wide.

But it seems to grow narrower towards the north, or at least does so in many
places. The exhalations that continually rise from this vast body of mire and
nastiness infect the air for many miles round, and render it very unwhole-

some for the bordering inhabitants. It makes them liable to agues, pleurisies,

and many other distempers, that kill abundance of people, and make the rest

look no better than ghosts. It would require a great sum of money to drain

it, but the public treasure could not be better bestowed-, than to preserve the

lives of his majesty's liege people, and at the same time render so great a

tract of swamp very profitable, besides the advantage of making a channel

to transport by water carriage goods from Albemarle sound into Nansemond
and Elizabeth rivers, in Virginia.

24th, This being Sunday, we had a numerous congregation, which flocked

to our quarters from all the adjacent country. The news that our surveyors

were come out of the Dismal, increased the number very much, because it

would give them an opportunity of guessing, at least, whereabouts the line

would cut, whereby they might form some judgment whether they belonged

to Virginia or Carolina. Those who had taken up land within the disputed

bounds were in great pain lest it should be found to lie in Virginia ; because

this being done contrary to an express order of that government, the patentees

had great reason to fear they should in that case have lost their land. But
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their apprehensions were now at an end, when tliey understood that all the

territory which liad been controverted was like to be left in Carolina. In the

afternoon, those who were to re-enter the Dismal were furnished with the ne-

cessary provisions, and ordered to repair the over-night to their landlord, Pe-

ter Brinkley's, that they might be ready to begin their business early on

Monday morning. Mr. Irvin was excused from the fatigue, in compliment to

his lungs ; but Mr. Mayo and Mr. Swan were robust enough to return upon

that painful service, and, to do them justice, they went with great alacrity.

The trutli was, they now knew the worst of it ; and could guess pretty near

at the time when they might hojie to return to land again.

25th. The air was chilled this morning with a smart north-west wind,

which favoured the Dismalites in their dirty march. They returned by the

path they had made in coming out, and with great industry arrived in the

evening at tiie spot where the line had been discontinued. After so long and

laborious a journey, they were glad to repose themselves on their couches of

cypress-bark, where their sleep was as sweet as it would have been on a bed

of Finland down. In the mean time, we who stayed behind had nothing to

do, but to make the best observations we could upon that part of the country.

Tl;e soil of our landlord's plantation, though none of the best, seemed more
fertile than any thereabouts, where the ground is near as sandy as the deserts

of Africa, and consequently barren. The road leading from thence to Eden-

ton, being in distance about twenty-seven miles, lies upon a ridge called

Sandy ridge, which is so wretchedly poor that it will not bring potatoes. The
pines in th'S part of the country are of a different species from those that

grow in Virginia: their bearded leaves are much longer and their cones much
larger. Each cell contains a seed of the size and figure of a black-eye pea,

which, shedding in November, is very good mast for hogs, and fattens them
in a short time. The smallest of these pines are full of cones, which are

eight or nine inches long, and each affords commonly sixty or seventy seeds.

This kind of mast has the advantage of all other, by being more constant,

and less lial^Ie tn be nipped by the frost, or eaten by the caterpillars. The
trees also abound more with turpentine, and consequently yield more tar,

than either the yellow or the white pine; and for the same reason make
more durable timber for building. The inhabitants hereabouts pick up knots

of lightwood in abundance, which they burn into tar, and then carry it to

Norfolk or Nansemond for a market. The tar made in this method is the less

valuable, because it is said to burn the cordage, though it is full as good for

all other uses, as that made in Sweden and Muscovy. Surely there is no
place in the world where the inhabitants live with less labour than in North

Carolina. It approaches nearer to the description of Lubberland than any
other, by the great felicity of the climate, the easiness of raising provisions,

and the slothfulness of the people. Indian corn is of so great increase, that

a little pains will subsist a very large family with bread, and then they may
have meat without any pains at all, by the help of the low grounds, and the great

variety of mast that grows on the high land. The men, for their parts, just

like the Indians, impose all the work upon the poor women. They make their

wives rise out of their beds early in the morning, at the same time that they

lie and snore, till the sun has risen one third of his course, and dispersed all

the unwholesome damps. Then, after stretching and yawning for half an
hour, they light their pipes, and, under the protection of a cloud of smoke,
venture out into the open air; though, if it happens to be never so little cold,

they quickly return shivering into the chimney corner. When the weather is

mild, they stand leaning 'with both their arms upon the corn-field fence, and
gravely consider whether they had best go and take a small heat at the hoe

:

but generally find reasons to put it off till another time. Thus they loiter
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away their lives, like Solomon's sluggard, with their arms across, and at the
winding up of the year scarcely have bread to eat. To speak the truth, it is

a thorough aversion to labor that makes people file .off to North Carolina,

where plenty and a warm sun confirm them in their disposition to laziness for

their whole lives.

26th. Since we were like to be confined to this place, till the people re-

turned out of the Dismal, it was agreed that our chaplain might safely take
a turn to Edenton, to preach the Gospel to the infidels there, and christen

their children. He was accompanied thither by Mr. Little, one of the Caro-
lina commissioners, who, to show his regard for the church, offered to ti'eat

him on the road with a fricassee of rum. They fried half a dozen rashers of
very fat bacon in a pint of rum, both which being dished up together, served
the company at once both for meat and drink. Most of the rum they get in

this country comes from New England, and is so bad and unwholesome, that

it is not improperly called " kill-devil." It is distilled there from foreign

molasses, which, if skilfully managed, yields near gallon for gallon. Their
molasses comes from the same country, and has the name of " long sugar"
in Carolina, I suppose from the ropiness of it, and serves all the purposes of
sugar, both in their eating and drinking. When they entertain their friends

bountifully, they fail not to set before them a capacious bowl of Bombo, so
called from the admiial of that name. This is a compound of rum and wa-
ter in equal parts, made palatable with the said long sugar. As good humour
begins to flow, and the bowl to ebb, they take care to replenish it with sheer

rum, of which there always is a reserve under the table. But such generous
doings happen only when that balsam of life is plenty ; for they have often

such melancholy times, that neither landgraves nor cassiques can procure one
drop for their wives, when they lie in, or are troubled with the colic or
vapours. Very few in this country have the industry to plant orchards,

which, in a dearth of rum, might supply them v/ith much better liquor. The
truth is, there is one inconvenience that easily discourages lazy people from
making this improvement : very often, in autumn, when the apples begin to

ripen, tliey are visited with numerous fliglits of paroquets, that bite all the

fruit to pieces in a moment, for the sake of the kernels. The havoc they
make is sometimes so great, that whole orchards are laid waste in spite of all

the noises that can be made, or mawkins that can be dressed up, to fright

them away. These ravenous birds visit North Carolina only during the

warm season, and so soon as the cold begins to come on, retire back towards
the sun. They rarely venture so far north as Virginia, except in a very hot

summer, when they visit the most southern parts of it. They are very beau-
tiful ; but like some other pretty creatures, are apt to be loud and mischievous.

27th. Betwixt this and Edenton there are many whortleberry slashes,

which afford a convenient harbour for wolves and foxes. The first of these

wild beasts is not so large and fierce as they are in other countries more
northerly. He will not attack a man in the keenest of his hunger, but run
away from him, as from an animal more mischievous than himself. The
foxes are much bolder, and will sometimes not only make a stand, but like-

wise assault any one that would balk them of their prey. The inhabitants

hereabouts take the trouble to dig abundance of wolf-pits, so deep and per-

pendicular, that when a wolf is once tempted into them, he can no more
scramble out again, than a husband who has taken the leap can scram-
ble out of matrimony. Most of the houses in this part of the country are

log-houses, covered with pine or cypress shingles, three feet long, and one
broad. They are hung upon laths with pegs, and tlieir doors too turn upon
wooden hinges, and have wooden locks to secure them, so that the building

is finished without nails or other iron work. They also set up their pales
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without any nails at all, and indeed more seeurely than those that are nailed.

There are three rails mortised into tlie posts, the lowest of which serves as

a sill with a groove in the middle, big enough to receive the end of the pales

:

the middle part of the pale rests against the inside of the next rail, and the

top of it is brought forward to the outside of the uppermost. Such wr'eath-

ing of the pales ui and out makes them stand firm, and much harder to unfix

than when nailed in the ordinary way.
Within three or four miles of Edenton, the soil appears to be a little more

fertile, though it is much cut with slashes, which seem all to have a tendency

towards the Dismal. This town is situated on the north side of Albemarle

sound, which is there about five miles over. A dirty slash runs all along the

back of it, which in the summer is afoul annoyance, and furnishes abundance
of that Carolina plague, mosquitoes. There may be forty or fifty houses,

most of them small, and built without expense. A citizen here is counted

extravagant, if he has ambition enough to aspire to a brick chimney. Justice

herself is but indifferently lodged, the court-house having much the air of a

common tobacco-house. I believe this is the only metropolis in the Christian

or Mahometan world, where there is neither church, chapel, mosque, syna-

gogue, or any other place of public worship of any sect or religion whatso-

ever. What little devotion there may happen to be is much more private

than their vices. The people seem easy without a minister, as long as they

are exempted from paying him. Sometimes the Society for propagating the

Gospel has had the charity to send over missionaries to this country ; but

unfortunately the priest has been too lewd for the people, or, which oftener

happens, they too lewd for the priest. For these reasons these reverend

gentlemen have always left their flocks as arrant heathen as they found

them. Thus much however may be said for the inhabitants of Edenton, that

not a soul has the least taint of hyprocrisy, or superstition, acting very frank-

ly and above-board in all their excesses.

Provisions here are extremely cheap, and extremely good, so that people

may live plentifully at a trifling expense. Nothing is dear but law, physic,

and strong drink, which are all bad in their kind, and the last they get with

so much difficulty, that they are never guilty of the sin of suffering it to sour

upon their hands. Their vanity generally lies not so much in having a hand-

some dining-room, as a handsome house of office : in this kind of structure

they are really extravagant. They are rarely guilty of flattering or making

any court to their governors, but treat them with all the excesses of freedom

and familiarity. They are of opinion their rulers would be apt to grow inso-

lent, if they grew rich, and for that reason take care to keep them poorer,

and more dependent, if possible, than the saints in New England used to

do their governors. They have very little corn, so they are forced to carry

on their home traffic with paper money. This is the only cash that will tarry

in the country, and for that reason the discount goes on increasing between

that and real money, and will do so to the end of the chapter.

28th. Our time passed heavily in our quarters, where we were quite cloyed

with the Carolina felicity of having nothing to do. It was really more insup-

portable than the greatest fatigue, and made us even envy the drudgery of

our friends in the Dismal. Besides, though the men we had with us were

kept in exact discipline, and behaved without reproach, yet our landlord

began to be tired of them, fearing they would breed a famine in his family.

Indeed, so many keen stomachs made great havoc amongst the beef and

bacon which he had laid in for his summer provision, nor could he easily

purchase more, at that time of the year, with the money we paid him, be-

cause people having no certain market seldom provide any more of these

commodities than will barely supply their own occasions. Besides the

5
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weather was how grown too warm to lay In a fresh stock so late in the spring.

These considerations abated somewhat of that cheerfulness with which he bade
us welcome in the beginning, and made him think the time quite as long as we
did until the surveyors returned. While we were thus all hands uneasy, we
were comforted with the news that this afternoon the Una was finished

through the Dismal. The messenger told us it had been the hard work of
three days to measure the length of only five miles, and mark the trees as
they passed along, and by the most exact survey they found the breadth of the
Dismal in this place to be completely fifteen miles. How wide it may be in

other parts, we can give no account, but believe it grows narrower towards
the north

;
possibly towards Albemarle sound it may be something broader,

where so many rivers issue out of it. All we know for certain is, that from
the place where the line entered the Dismal, to where it came out, we found
the road round that portion of it which belonged to Virginia to be about
sixty-five miles. How great the distance may be from each of those points,

round that part that falls within the bounds of Carolina, we had no certain
information : though it is conjectured it cannot be so little as thirty miles.

At which rate the whole circuit must be about a hundred. What a mass of
mud and dirt is treasured up within this filthy circumference, and what a
quantity of water must perpetually drain into it from the rising ground that
surrounds it on every side 1 Without taking the exact level of tlie Dismal,
we may be sure that it declines towards the places where the several rivers
take their rise, in order to carrying off" the constant supplies of water. Were
it not for such discharges, the whole swamp would long since have been
converted into a lake. On the other side this declension must be very gentle,

else it would be laid perfectly dry by so many continual drains ; whereas, on the
contrary, the ground seems every where to be thoroughly drenched even in
the driest season of the year. The surveyors concluded this day's work
with running twenty-five chains up into the firm land, where they waited
further orders from tlie commissioners.

29th. This day the surveyors proceeded with the line no more than one
mile and fifteen chains, being interrupted by a mill swamp, through which
they made no difficulty of wading, in order to make their work more exact;
Thus, like Norway mice, these worthy gentlemen went right forward, with-
out suffering themselves to be turned out of the way by any obstacle whatever.
We are told by some travellers, that those mice march in mighty armies,
destroying all the fruits of the earth as they go along. But something
peculiar to those obstinate little animals is, that nothing stops them in their
career, and if a house happen to stand in their way, disdaining to go an inch
about, they crawl up one side of it, and down the other : or if they meet
with any river, or other body of water, they are so determined, that they,
swim directly over it, without varying one point from their course for the
sake of any safety or convenience. The surveyors were also hindered
some time by setting up posts in the great road, to show the bounds between
the two colonies..

Our chaplain returned to us in the evening from Edenton, in company
with the Carolina commissioners. He had preached there in the court-house,
for want of a consecrated place, and made no less than nineteen of father
Hejinepin's Christians.

By the permission of the Carolina commissioners, Mr. Swan was allowed
to go home, as soon as the survey of the Dismal was finished ; he met with
this indulgence for a reason that might very well have excused his coming
at all

; namely, that he was lately married. What remained of the drudgery
for this season was left to Mr. Mosely, who had hitherto acted only in th^
capacity of a commissioner. They offered to employ Mr. Joseph Mayo as
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their surveyoi* in Mr. Swan's sfcaad, but he thought it not proper to accept of
it, because he had hitherto acted as a volunteer in behalf of Virginia, and
did not care to change sides, though it might have been to his advantage-.

30th. The line was advanced this day six miles and thirty-five chains, the

woods being pretty clear, and interrupted with no swamp, or other wet ground.
The land hereabout had all the marks of poverty, being for the most part sandy
and full of pines. This kind of ground, though unfit for ordinary tillage, will

however bring cotton and pototoes in plenty, and consequently food and
raiment to such as are easily contented, and, like the wild Irish, find more
pleasure in laziness than luxauy. It also makes a shift to produce Indian corn,

rather by the felioity of the climate than by the fertility of the soil. They
who arejnore industrious than their neighbours may make what quantity of

tar they please, though indeed they are not always sure of a market for it.

The method of burning tar in Sweden and Muscovy succeeds not well in

this warmer part of the world. It seems they kill the pine trees, by barking
them quite round at a certain height, which in those cold countries brings

down the turpentine into the stump in a year's time. But experience hag
taught us that in warm climates the turpentine will not so easily descend,

but is either fixed in the upper parts of the tree, or firied out by the intense

heat of the sun.

Care was taken to erect a post in every road that our line ran through,

with Virginia carved on the north side of it, and Carolina on the south, that

the bounds might every where appear. In the evening the surveyors took
up their quarters at the house of one Mr. Parker, who, by the advantage of a
better spot of land than ordinary, and a more industrious wife, lives com-
fortably, and has a very neat plantation.

31st. It rained a little this morning, but this, happening again upon a
Sunday, did not interrupt our business. However the surveyors made no
scruple of protracting and plotting off their work upon that good day, be-

cause it was rather an amusement^ than a drudgery. Here the men feasted

on the fat of the land, and believing the dirtiest part of their work was over,

had a more than ordinary gaiety of heart. We christened, two of our landlord's

children, which might have remained infidels all their liVfeSj^had not we car-

ried Christianity home to his own door. The truth of it is, our neighbours of

North Carolina are not so zealous as to go much out of their way to procure

this benefit for their children : otherwise, being so near Virginia, they might,

Avithout exceeding much trouble, make a journey to the next clergyman,

upon so good an errand. And indeed should the neighbouring ministers,

once in two or three years, vouchsafe to take a turn among these gentiles,

to baptize them and their children, it would look a little apostolical, and they

might hope to be requited for at hereafter, if that be not thought too long to

tarry for their reward.

April 1st. The surveyors getting now upon better ground, quite disengaged
from underwoods, pushed on the line almost twelve miles. They left Som-
merton chapel near two miles to the northwards, so that there was now no
place of public worship left in the whole province of North Carolina.

The high land of North Carolina was barren, and covered with a deep
sand ; and the low grounds were wet and boggy, insomuch that several of

our horses were mired, and gave us frequent opportunities to show our
horsemanship.
The line cut William Spight's plantation in two, leaving httle more than

his dwelling house and orchard in Virginia. Sundry other plantations were
split in the same unlucky manner, which made the owners accountable to

both governments. Wherever we passed we constantly found the borderers

laid it to heart if their land was taken into Virginia : they chose much rather
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to belong to Carolina, where they pay no tribute, either to God or to Caesar.

Another reason was, that the government there is so loose, and the laws are

so feebly executed, that, like those in the neighbourhood of Sidon formerly,

every one does just what seems good in his own eyes. If the governor's

hands have been weak in that province, under the authority of the lords pro-

prietors, much weaker then were the hands of the magistrate, who, though

he ,might have had virtue enough to endeavour to punish offenders, which

veiy rarely happened, yet that virtue had been quite impotent, for want of

ability to put it in execution. Besides, there might have been some danger,

perhaps, in venturing to be so rigorous, for fear of undergoing the fate of an

honest justice in Coratuck precinct. This bold magistrate, it seems, taking

upon him to order a fellow to the stocks, for being disordei*ly in his drink,

was, for his intemperate zeal, carried thither himself, and narrowly escaped

being whipped by the rabble into the bargain.

This easy day's work carried the line to the banks of Somerton creek,

that runs out of Chowan river, a little below the mouth of Nottoway.

2d. In less than a mile from Somerton creek the line was carried to Black-

water, which is the name of the upper part of Chowan, running some miles

above the mouth of Nottoway. It must be observed that Chowan, after

taking a compass round the most beautiful part of North Carolina, empties itself

into Albemarle sound, a few miles above Edenton. The tide flows seven or

eight miles higher than where the river changes its name, and is navigable

thus high for any small vessel. Our line intersected it exactly half a mile to

the northward of Nottoway. However, in obedience to his majesty's com-

mand, we directed the surveyors to come down the river as far as the mouth
of Nottoway, in order to continue our true west line from thence. Thus we
found the mouth of Nottoway to lie no more than half a minute farther to the

northward than Mr. Lawson had formerly done. That gentleman's observa-

tion, it seems, placed it in 36° 30', and our working made it out to be 36°

3O5'—a very inconsiderable variance.

The surveyors crossed the river over against the middle of the mouth of

Nottoway, where it was about eighty yards wide. From thence they ran the

line about half a mile through a dirty poeoson, as far as an Indian field.

Here we took up our lodging in a moist situation, having the poeoson above

mentioned on one side of us, and a swamp on the other.

In this camp three of the Meherrin Indians made us a visit. They told us

that the small remains of their nation had deserted their ancient town, situated

near the mouth of the Meherrin river, for fear of the Catawbas, who had killed

fourteen of their people the year before ; and the few that survived that cala-

mity, had taken refuge amongst the English, on the east side of Chowan.
Though^ if the complaint of these Indians were true, they are hardly used by
our Carolina friends. But they are the less to be pitied, because they have

ever been reputed the most false and treacherous to the English of all the

Indians in the neighbourhood.

Not far from the place where we lay, I observed a large oak which had

been blown up by the roots, the body of which was shivered into perfect

strings, and was, in truth, the most violent effects of lightning I ever saw.

But the most curious instance of that dreadful meteor happened at York,

where a man was killed near a pine tree in which the lightning made a hole

before it struck the man, and left an exact figure of the tree upon his breast,

with all its branches, to the wonder of all that beheld it, in which I shall b«

more particular hereafter.

We made another trial of the variation in this place, and found it some
minutes less than we had done at Coratuck inlet ; but so small a difference

might easily happen through some defect in one or other of ftie observations,

and, therefore, we altered not our compass for the matter.
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Sd. By the advantage of clear woods, the line was extended twelve miles

and three quarters, as far as the banks of Meherrin. Though the mouth of

this river lies fifteen miles below the mouth of Nottoway, yet it winds so much
to the northward, that we came upon it, after running this small distance.

During the first seven miles, we observed the soil to be poor and sandy

;

but as we approached Meherrin it grew better, though there it was cn^it to

pieces bj'' sundry miry branches, which discharge themselves into that river,

Several of our horses plunged up to the saddle skirts, and were not dis-

engaged without difficulty.

The latter part of our day's work was pretty laborious, because of the

unevenness of the way, and because the low groimd of the river was full of

cypress snags, as sharp and dangerous to our horses as so many chevaux-de-

frise. We found the whole distance from the mouth of Nottoway to Meherrin

river, where our hne intersected it, thirteen miles and a quarter.

It was hai'dly possible to find a level large enough on the banks of the

river whereupon to pitch our tent. But though the situation was, on that

account, not very convenient for us, 5-et it was for our poor horses, by
reason of the plenty of small reeds on which they fed voraciously. These
reeds are green here all the year round, and will keep cattle in tolerable

good plight during the winter. But whenever the hogs come where they

are, they destroy them in a short time, by ploughing up their roots, of which,

unluckily, they are very fond.

The river was in this place about as wide as the river Jordan, that is,

forty yards, and would be navigable very high for flat bottom boats and
canoes, if it were not choked up with large trees, brought down by every

fresh. Though the banks were full twenty feet high from the surface of the

water, yet we saw certain marks of their having been overflowed.

These narrow rivers that run high up into the country are subject to fre-

quent inundations, when the waters are rolled down with such violence as to

carry all before them. The logs that are then floated, are very fatal to the

bridges built over these rivers, which can hardly be contrived strong enough to

stand against so much weight and violence joined together.

The Isle of Wight county begins about three miles to the east of Meherrin

river, being divided from that of Nansemond only by a line of marked trees.

4th. The river was here hardly fordable, though the season had been very

dry. The banks too were so steep that our horses were forced to climb like

mules to get up them. Nevertheless we had the luck to recover the opposite

shore without damage.
We halted for half an hour at Charles Anderson's, who lives on the western

bank of the river, in order to christen one of his children. In the mean time,

the surveyors extended the line two miles and thirty-nine chains, in which
small distance Meherrin river was so serpentine, that they crossed it three

times. Then we went on to Mr. Kinchin's, a man of figure and authority in

North Carolina, who lives about a mile to the southward of the place where
the surveyors left off. By the benefit of a little pains, and good management,
this worthy magistrate lives in much afliuence. Amongst other instances of

his industry, he had planted a good orchard, which is not common in that

indolent climate ; nor is it at all strange, that such improvident people, who
take no thought for the morrow, should save themselves the trouble to make
improvements that will not pay them for several years to come. Though, if

they could trust futurity for any thing, they certainly would for cider, which
they are so fond of, that they generally drink it before it has done working,

lest the fermentation might unluckily turn it sour.

It is an observation, which rarely fails of being true, both in Virginia and
Carolina, that those who take care to plant good orchards are, in their ge-
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neral characters, industrious people. Tliis held good in our landlord, who
had many houses built on his plantation, and every one kept in decent repair.

His wife, too, was tidy, his furniture clean, his pewter bright, and nothing

seemed to be wanting to make his home comfortable.

Mr. Kinchin made us the compliment of his house, but because we were

willing to be as little troublesmiie as possible, we ordered the tent to be

pitched in his orchard, where the blossoms of the apple trees contributed not

a little to the sweetness of our lodging.

5th. Because the spring was now pretty forward, and the rattlesnakes began

to crawl out of their winter quarters, and might grow dangerous, both to the

men and their horses, it was determined to proceed no farther with the line

till the fall. Besides, the uncommon fatigue the people had undergone for

near six weeks together, and the inclination they all had to visit their respective

families, made a recess highly reasonable.

The surveyors were employed great part of the day, in forming a correct

and elegant map of the line, from Coratuck inlet to the place where they left

off. On casting up the account in the most accurate manner, they found the

whole distance we had run to amount to seventy three miles and thirteen

chains. Of the map they made two fair copies, which agreeing exactly, were

subscribed by the commissioners of both colonies, and one of them was deli-

vered to those on the part of Virginia, and the other to those on the part of

North Carolina.

6th. Thus we finished our spring campaign, and having taken leave of our

Carolina friends, and agreed to meet them again the tenth of September

following, at the same Mr. Kinchin's, in order to continue the line, we crossed

Meherrin river near a quarter of a mile from the house. About ten miles

from that we halted at Mr. Kindred's plantation, where we christened two
children.

It happened that some of Isle of Wight militia were exercising in the

adjoining pasture, and there were females enough attending that martial

appearance to form a more invincible corps. Ten miles farther we passed

Nottoway river at Bolton's ferry, and took up our lodgings about three miles

from thence, at the kouse of Richard Parker, an honest planter, whose labours

were rewarded with plenty, which, in this country, is the constant portion of

the industrious.

7th. The next day being Sunday, we ordered notice to be sent to all the

neighbourhood that there would be a sermon at this place, and an opportunity

of christening their children. But the likelihood of rain got the better of

their devotion, and what, perhaps, might still be a stronger motive of their

curiosity. In the morning we despatched a runner to the Nottoway town, to

let the Indians know we intended them a visit that evening, and our honest

landlord was so kind as to be our pilot thither, being about four miles from his

house. Accordingly in the afternoon we marched in good order to the town,

where the female scouts, stationed on an eminence for that purpose, had no

sooner spied us, but they gave notice of our approach to their fellow citizens

by continual whoops and cries, which could not possibly have been more dis-

mal at the sight of their most implacable enemies. This signal assembled

all their great men, who received us in a body, and conducted us into the

fort. This fort was a square piece of ground, inclosed with substantial pun-

cheons, or strong palisades, about ten feet high, and leaning a little outwards,

to make a scalade more difficult. Each side of the square might be about a

hundred yards long, with loop-holes at proper distances, through which they

may fire upon the enemy. Within this inclosure we found bark cabins sufficient

to lodge all their people, in case they should be obliged to retire thither.

These cabins are no other but close arbours made of saplings, arched at the
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top, and covered so well with bark as to he proof against all weather. The
fire is made in tiie middle, accordini; to the Hibernian fashion, the smoke
wliereof finds no other vent but at the door, and so keeps the whole family-

warm, at the expense both of their eyes and complexion. The Indians have
no standing furniture in their cabins but hurdles to repose their persons

upon, which they cover with mats and deer-skins. We wq^e conducted to

the best apartments in the fort, which just before had been made ready for

our reception, and adorned with new mats, that were very sweet and clean.

The young men had painted themselves in a hideous manner, not so much
for ornament as terror. In tliat frightful equipage they entertained us with

sundry war dances, wherein they endeavoured to look as formidable as possi-

ble. The instrument they danced to was an Indian drum, that is, a large

gourd with a skin braced tight over the mouth of it. The dancers all sang to

the music, keeping exact time with their feet, while their heads and arms
were screwed into a thousand menacing postures. Upon this occasion the

ladies had arrayed themselves in all their finery. They were wrapped in

their red and blue match coats, thrown so negligently about them, that their

mahogany skins appeared in several parts, like the Lacedaemonian damsels of

old. Their hair was braided with white and blue peak, and hung gracefully

in a large roll upon their shoulders.

This peak consists of small cylinders cut out of a conch shell, drilled

through and strung like beads. It serves them both for money and jewels,

the blue being of much greater value than the white, for the same reason

that Ethiopian mistresses in France are dearer than French, because they

are more scarce. The women wear necklaces and bracelets of these pre-

cious materials, when they have a mind to appear lovely. Though their

complexions be a little sad-coloured, yet their shapes are very strait and well

proportioned. Their faces are seldom handsome, yet they have an air of

innocence and bashfulness, that with a little less dirt would not fail to make
them desirable. Such charms might have had their full effect upon men who
had been so long deprived of female conversation, but that the whole winter's

soil was so crusted on the skins of those dark angels, that it required a very

strong appetite to approach them. The bear's oil, with which they anoint

their persons all over, makes their skins soft, and at the same time protects

them from every species of vermin that use to be troublesome to other un-

cleanly people. We were unluckily so many, that they could not well make
us the compliment of bed-fellows, according to the Indian rules of hospitality,

though a grave matron whispered one of the commissioners veiy civilly in

the ear, that if her daugliter had been but one year older, she should have
been at his devotion.

It is by no means a loss of reputation among the Indians, for damsels
that are single to have intrigues with the men ; on the contrary, they account
it an argument of superior merit to be liked by a great number of gallants.

However, like the ladies that game, they are a little mercenary in their

amours, and seldom bestow their favours out of stark love and kindness. But
after these women have once appropriated their charms by marriage, they

are from thenceforth faithful to their vows, and will hardly ever be tempted
by an agreeable gallant, or be provoked by a brutal or even by a careless

husband to go astray. The little work that is done among the Indians is

done by the poor women, while the men are quite idle, or at most employed
only in the gentlemanly diversions of hunting and fishing. In this, as well

as in their wars, they use nothing but fire-arms, which they purchase of the

English for skins. Bows and arrows are grown into disuse, except only

amongst their boys. Nor is it ill policy, but on the contrary very prudent,

thus to furnish the Indians with fire-arms, because it makes them depend
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entirely upon the English, not only for their trade, but even for their subsist-

ence. Besides, they were really able to do more mischief, while they made
use of arrows, of which they would let silently fly several in a minute with
wonderful dexterity, whereas now they hardly ever discharge their fire-locks

more than once, which they insidiously do from behind a tree, and then
retire as nimbly as the Dutch horse used to do now and tlien formerly in

Flanders. We put the Indians to no expense, but only of a little corn for

our horses, for which in gratitude we cheered their hearts with what rum we.

had left, which they love better than they do their wives and children. Though
these Indians dwell among the English, and see in what plenty a little indus-

try enables them to live, yet they choose to continue in theic stupid idleness,

and to suffer all the inconveniences of dirt, cold and want, rather than to dis-

turb their heads with care, or defile their hands with labour.

The whole number of people belonging to the Nottoway town, if you in-

clude women and children, amount to about two hundred. These are the

only Indians of any consequence now remaining within the limits of Virgi-

nia. The rest are either removed, or dwindled to a very inconsiderable num-
ber, either by destroying one another, or else by tlie small-pox and other dis-

eases. Though nothing has been so fatal to them as their ungovernable
passion for rum, with which, 1 am sorry to say it, they have been but too
liberally supplied by the English that live near them. And here I must la-

ment the bad success Mr. Boyle's charity has hitherto had towards convert-

ing any of these poor heathens to Christianity. Many children of our neigh-

bouring Indians have been brought up in the college of William and Mary.
They have been taught to read and write, and have been carefully instructed in

the principles of the Christian religion, till they came to be men. Yet after they
returned home, instead of civilizing and converting the rest, they have imme-
diately relapsed into infidelity and barbarism themselves.

And some of them too have made the worst use of the knowledge they
acquired among the English, by employing it against their benefactors.

Besides, as they unhappily forget all the good they learn, and remember the

ill, they are apt to be more vicious and disorderly than the rest of their coun-
trymen. I ought not to quit this subject without doing justice to the great

prudence of colonel Spotswood in this affair. That gentleman was lieutenant

governor of Virginia when Carolina was engaged in a bloody war with the

Indians. At that critical time it was thought expedient to keep a watchful eye
upon our tributary savages, who we knew had nothing to keep them to their

duty but their fears. Then it was that he demanded of each nation a compe-
tent number of their great men's children to be sent to the college, where they

served as so many hostages for the good behaviour of the rest, and at the same
time were themselves principled in the Christian religion. He also placed a school

master among the Saponi Indians, at the salary of fifty pounds per annum, to

instruct their children. The person that undertook that charitable work was
Mr. Charles Griffin, a man of a good family, who, by the innocence of his

life, and the sweetness of his temper, was perfectly well qualified for that pious

undertaking. Besides, he had so much the secret of mixing pleasure with
instruction, that he had not a scholar who did not love him affectionately.

Such talents must needs have been blest with a proportionable success, had
he not been unluckily removed to the college, by which he left the good work
he had begun unfinished. In short, all the pains he had taken among the infi-

dels had no other effect but to make them something cleanlier than other

Indians are. The care colonel Spotswood took to tincture the Indian children

with Christianity produced the following epigram, which was not published

during his administration, for fear it might then have looked like flattery.
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Long has the furious priest assayed in vain,'

With sword and faggot, infidels to gain,

But now tlie milder soldier wisely tries

By gentler methods to unveil their eyes.

Wonders apart, he kuew 'twere vain t'engage
The fix'd preventions of misguided age.

With fairer hopes he forms the Indian youth
To early manners, probity and truth.

The lion's whelp thus, on the Lybian shore,
^

Is tamed and gentled by the artful Moor, V

Not the grim sire, inured to blood before. y

I am sorry I cannot give a better account of the state of the poor Indians

with respect to Christianity, although a great deal of pains has been and still

continues to be taken with them. For my part, I must be of opinion, as I

hinted before, that there is but one way of converting these poor infidels,

and reclaiming them from barbarity, and that is, charitably to intermarry

with them, according to the modern policy of the most Christian king in

Canada and Louisiana. Had the English done this at the first settlement of

the colony, the infidelity of the Indians had been worn out at this day, with

their dark complexions, and the country had swarmed with people more than

it does with insects. It was certainly an unreasonable nicety, that prevented

their entering into so good-natured an alliance. All nations of men have
the same natural dignity, and we all know that very bright talents may be

lodged under a very dark skin. The principal difference between one people

and another proceeds only from the different opportunities of improvement.

The Indians by no means want understanding, and are in their figure tall

and well-proportioned. Even their copper-coloured complexion would admit

of blanching, if not in the first, at the farthest in the second generation. I

may safely venture to say, the Indian women would have made altogether

as honest wives for the first planters, as the damsels they used to purchase

from aboard the ships. It is strange, therefore, that any good Christian

should have refused a wholesome, straight bed-fellow, when he might have

had so fair a portion with her, as the merit of saving her soul.

8th. We rested on our clean mats very comfortably, though alone, and the

next morning went to the toilet of some of the Indian ladies, where, what

with the charms of their persons and the smoke of their apartments, we
were almost blinded. They offered to give us silk-grass baskets of their

own making, which we modestly refused, knowing that an Indian present,

like that of a nun, is a liberality put out to interest, and a bribe placed to the

greatest advantage. Our chaplain observed with concern, that the ruffles of

some of our fellow travellers were a little discoloured with pochoon, where-

with the good man had been told those ladies used to improve their invisible

charms.

About 1 o'clock we marched out of town in good order, and the war

captains saluted us with a volley of small arms. From thence we proceeded

over Black-water bridge to colonel Henry Harrison's, where we congratulated

each other upon our return into Christendom.

Thus ended our progress for this season, which we may justly say was

attended with all the success that could be expected. Besides the punctual

performance of what was committed to us, we had the pleasure to bring

back every one-of our company in perfect health. And this we must ac-

knowledge to be a singular blessing, considering the difficulties and dangers

to which they had been exposed. We had reason to fear the many waters

and sunken grounds, through which we were obliged to wade, might have

6
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tlirown the men into sundry acute distempers ; especially the Dismal, where

the soil was so full of water, and the air so full of damps, that nothing but a

Dutchman could live in them. Indeed the foundation of all our success was

the exceeding dry season. It rained during the whole journey but rarely,

and then, as when Herod built his temple, only in the night or upon the sab-

bath, when it was no hinderance at all to our progress.

Septemljcr. The tenth of September being thought a little too soon for the

commissioners to meet, in order to proceed on the line, on account of snakes,

it was agreed to put it off to the twentieth of the same month, of which due

notice was sent to the Carolina commissioners.

Sept. 19. We, on the part of Virginia, that we might be sure to be punctual,

arrived at Mr. Kinchin's, the place appointed, on the nineteenth, after a jour-

ney of three days, in which nothing remarkal^le happened. We found three

of the Carolina commissioners had taken possession of the house, having

come thither by water from Edenton. By the great quantity of provisions

these gentlemen brought, and the few men they had to eat them, we were

afraid they intended to carry the line to the South sea. They had five hun-

dred pounds of bacon and dried beef, and five hundred pounds of biscuit,

and not above three or four men. The misfortune was, they forgot to

provide horses to carry their good things; or else trusted to the uncertainty

of hiring them here, which, considering the place, was leaving too much
to that jilt, hazard. On our part we had taken better care, being completely

furnished with every thing necessary for transporting our baggage and
provisions. Indeed we brought no other provisions out with us but a thou-

sand pounds of bread, and had faith enough to depend on Providence for

our meat, being desirous to husband the public money as much as possible.

We had no less than twenty men, besides the chaplain, the surveyors and
a;ll the servants, to be subsisted upon this bread. However, that it might

hold out the better, our men had been ordered to provide themselves at

home with provision for ten days, in wliich time we judged we should get

beyond the inhabitants, where forest game of all sorts was like to be plenty

at that time of tlie year.

20th. This being the day appointed for our rendezvous, great part of it

was spent in the careful fixing our baggage and assembling our men, who
were ordered to meet us liere. We took care to examine their arms, and
made proof of tlie powder provided for the expedition. Our provision-horses-

had been hindered by tlie rain from coming up exactly at the day ; but this

delay was the less disappointment, by reason of the ten days' subsistence the

men had been directed to provide for themselves. Mr. Moseley did not join

us till the afternoon, nor Mr. Swan till several days after.

Mr. Kinchin had unadvisedly sold the men a little brandy of his own
making, which produced mucli disoixler, causing some to be too choleric, and
others too loving ; insomuch that a damsel, wlio assisted in the kitchen, had
certainly suffered wliat tlie nuns call martyrdom, had she not capitulated a
little too soon. This outrage would have called for some severe discipline,

had she not bashfully withdrawn herself early in the morning, and so carried

off the evidence.

21st. We despatched away the surveyors witliout loss of time, wlio, with

all their diligence, could carry the line no farther than three miles and a
hundred and seventy-six poles, by reason the low ground was one entire

thicket. In that distance they crossed Meherrin river the fourth time. In

the mean while the Virginia-commissioners thought proper to conduct theu'

baggage a farther way about, for the convenience of a clearer road.

The Carolina gentlemen did at length, more by fortune than forecast, hii*e

a clumsy veliicle, son)etIiing like a cart, to transport their effects as far as
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Roanoke. This wretclied machine, at first setting out, met with a very rude

cheque, tliat brolce a case-bottle of clierry brandy in so unlucky a manner
that not one precious drop was saved. This melancholy beginning foreboded

an unprosperous journey, and too quick a return, to the persons most imme-
diately concerned.

In our way we crossed Fountain creek, which runs into Meherrin fiver,

so called from the disaster of an unfortunate Indian trader who had formerly

been drowned in it, and, like Icarus, left liis name to that fatal stream. We
took up our quarters on the plantation of John Hill, where we pitched our

tent, with design to tarry till such time as the surveyors could work their

way to us.

22d. This being Sunday, we had an opportunity of resting from our la-

bours. The expectation of such^a novelty as a sermon in these parts

brought together a numerous congregation. When the sermon was over,

our chaplain did" his part towards making eleven of them Christians.

Several of our men had intermitting fevers, but were soon restored to

tlieir health again by proper remedies. Our chief medicine was dogwood
bark, which we used, instead of that of Peru, with good success. Indeed, it

was given in lai'ger quantity, but then, to make the patients amends, they

swallowed much fewer doses.

In tlie afternoon our provision horses arrived safe in the camp. They had
met with very heavy rains, but, thank God, not a single biscuit received the

least damage thereby. We were furnished by the neighbours with very

lean cheese and very fat mutton, upon which occasion it will not be improper

to draw one conclusion, from the evidence of North Carolina, that sheep

would thrive much better in the woods than in pasture land, provided a care-

ful shepherd were employed to keep them from straying, and, by the help of

dogs, to protect them also from the wolves.

23d. The surveyors came to us at night, though they had not brought the

line so far' as our camp, for which reason we thought it needless to go for-

ward till they came up with us. They could run no more than four miles and
five poles, because the ground was every where grown up with thick bushes.

The soil here appeared to be very good, though much broken betwixt Foun-

tain creek and Roanoke river. The line crossed Meherrin river the fifth and

last time, nor were our people sorry to part wnth a stream the meanders of

which had given them so much trouble.

Our hunters brought us four wild 1?tirkeys, which at that season began to

be fat and very delicious, especially the hens. These birds seem to be of the

bustard kind, and fly heavily. Some of them are exceedingly large, and weigh

upwards of forty pounds ; nay, some bold historians venture to say, upwards

of fifty pounds. They run very fast, stretching forth their wings all the time,

like the ostrich, by way of sails to quicken their speed. They roost commonly
upon very high trees, standing near some river or creek, and ai'e so stupified

at the sight of fire, that if you make a blaze in the night near the place

where they roost, you may fire upon them several times successively, before

they will dare to fly away. Their spurs are so sharp and strong, that the

Indians used formerly to point their arrows with them, though now they

point them with a sharp white stone. In the spring the turkey-cocks begin

to gobble, which is the language wherein they make love.

It rained very hard in the night, with a violent storm of thunder and light-

ning, which obliged us to trench in our tent all round, to carry off the water

that fell upon it.

24th. So soon as the men could dry their blankets, we sent out the survey-

ors, who now meeting with more favourable grounds, advanced the Ifne seven

miles and eighty-two poles. However, the commissioners did not think proper

to decamp that day, believing they might easily overtake the surveyors the
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next. In the mean time they sent out some of their most expert gunners,
who brought in four more wild turkeys.

This part of the country being very proper for raising cattle and hogs, we
observed the inhabitants lived in great plenty without kilUng themselves with
labour. I found near our camp some plants of that kind of rattle-snake root,

called star-grass. The leaves shoot out circularly, and grow horizontally

and near the ground. The root is in shape not unlike the rattle of that ser-

pent, and is a strong antidote against the bite of it. It is very bitter, and
where it meets with any poison, works by violent sweats, but where it meets
with noae, has no sensible operation but that of putting the spirits into a
great hurry, and so of promoting perspiration. The rattle-snake has an utter

antipathy to this plant, insomuch that if you smear your hands with the juice

of it, you may handle the viper safely. Thus much I can say on my own
experience, that once in July, when these snakes are in their greatest vigour,

I besmeared a dog's nose with tlie powder of this root, and made him tram-
ple on a large snake several times, which, however, was so far from biting

him, that it perfectly sickened at the dog's approach, and turned its head
from him with the utmost aversion.

Our chaplain, to show his zeal, made an excursion of six miles to christen

two children, but without the least regard to the good cheer at these so-

lemnities.

25th. The surveyors, taking the advantage of clear woods, pushed on the
line seven miles and forty poles. In the mean time the commissioners marched
with the baggage about twelve miles, and took up their quarters near the

banks of the Beaver pond, (which is one branch of Fountain creek,) just by
the place where the surveyors were to finish their day's work. In our march
one of the men killed a small rattle-snake, which had no more than two rat-

tles. Those vipers remain in vigour generally till towards the end of Sei>
tember, or sometimes later, if the weather continue a little warm. On this

consideration we. had provided three several sorts of rattle-snake root, made
up into proper doses, and ready for immediate use, in case any one of the
men or their horses had been bitten. We crossed Fountain creek once more
in our journey this day, and found the grounds very rich, notwithstanding
they were broken and stony. Near the place where we encamped the
county of Brunswick is divided from the Isle of "V^^ight. These counties run
quite on the back of Surry and Prince George, and are laid out in very ir-

regular figures. As a proof the land mended hereabouts, we found the plan-
tations began to grow thicker by much than we had found them lower down.

26th. We hurried away the surveyors without loss oftime, who extended the
line ten miles and a hundred and sixty poles, the grounds proving dry and free

from under-w^oods. By the way the chain-carriers killed two more rattle-snakes,

which I own was a little ungrateful, because two or three of the men had
strided over them without receiving any hurt ; though one of these vipers
had made bold to strike at one of the baggage horses, as he went along, but
by good luck his teeth only grazed on the hoof, without doing him any
damage. However, these accidents were, I think, so many arguments that
we had very good reason to defer our coming out till the 20th of September.
We observed abundance of St. Andrew's cross in all the woods we passed
through, which is the common remedy used by the Indian traders to cure
their horses when they are bitten by rattle-snakes. It grows on a straight
stem, about eighteen inches high, and bears a yellow flower on the top, that
has an eye of black in the middle, with several pairs of narrow leaves shoot-
ing out at right angles from the stock over against one another. This anti-

dote grows providentially all over the woods, and upon all sorts of soil, that
it may be every where at hand in case a disaster should happen, and may be
had all the hot months while the snakes are dantierous.
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About four o'clock in the afternoon we took up our quarters upon Caban
branch, which also discharges itself into Fountain creek. On our way we
observed several meadows clothed with very rank grass, and branches full of
tall reeds, in which cattle keep themselves fat good part of the winter. But
.hogs are as injurious to both as goats are said to be to vines, and for that rea-

son it was not lawful to sacrifice them to Bacchus. We halted by the way
to christen two children at a spring, where iheir mothers waylaid us for

that good purpose.

27th. It was ten o'clock befoi^e the surveyors got to work, because some of
the horses had straggled a

^
great distance from the camp. Nevertheless,

meeting with practicable woods, they advanced the line nine miles and a hun-
dred and four poles. We crossed over Pea creek about four miles from our
quarters, and, three miles farther, Lizard creek, both which empty their wa-
ters into Roanoke river. Between these two creeks a poor man waited for

us with five children to be baptized, and we halted till the ceremony was
ended. The land seemed to be very good, by the largeness of tlie trees,

though very stony. We proceeded as far as Pigeon-roost creek, which also

runs into Roanoke, and there quartered. We had not the pleasure of the
company of any of the Carolina commissioners in this day's march, except
Mr. Moseley's, the rest tarrying behind to wait the coming up of their baggage
cart, which they had now not seen nor heard (though the wheels made a dis-

mal noise) for several days past. Indeed it was a very difficult undertaking to

conduct a cart through such pathless and perplexed woods, and no wonder
if its motion was a little planetary. We would have paid them the compli-
ment of waiting for them, could we have done it at any other expense but
that of the public.

In the stony grounds we rode over we found great quantity of the true ipo-

coacanna, which in this part of the world is called Indian physic. This has se-

veral stalks growing up from the same root about a foot high, bearing a leaf

resembling that of a strawberry. It is not so strong as that from Brazil, but
has the same happy effects, if taken in somewhat a larger dose. It is an ex-
cellent vomit, and generally cures intermitting fevers and bloody fluxes at

once or twice taking. There is abundunce of it in the upper part of the
country, where it delights most in a stony soil intermixed with black mould.

28th. Our surveyors got early to work, yet could forward the line but six

miles and a hundred and twenty-one poles, because of the uneven grounds
in the neighbourhood of Roanoke, which they crossed in this day's work.
In that place the river is forty-nine poles wide, and rolls down a crystal
stream of very sweet water, insomuch that when there comes to be a
great monarch in this part of tlie world, he will cause all the water for his

own table to be brought from Roanoke, as the great kings of Persia did
theirs from the Nile, and Choaspis, because the waters of those rivers were
light, and not apt to corrupt.*

The great falls of Roanoke lie about twenty miles lower, to which a sloop
of moderate burthen may come up. There are, besides these, many smaller
falls above, though none that entirely intercept the passage of the river, as
the great ones do, by a chain of rocks for eight miles together. The river

forks about thirty-six miles higher, and both branches are pretty equal in

breadth where they divide, though the southern, now called the Dan, runs up
the farthest. That to the north runs away near north-west, and is called the
{Staunton, and heads not far from the source of Appomattox river, while the

* The same humour prevails at this day in the kings of Denmark, who oider all the
East India ships of that nation to call at the cape of Good Hope, and take in a but of wa-
ter fiom a spring on the Table Hill, and bring it to Copenhagen, for their majesties' own
drinking.
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DaTi stretches away pretty near west, and runs clear througli the gi'eat

moLintahis.

We did not follow the surveyors till towards noon, bemg detairied in our
camp to christen several more children. We were conducted a nearer way,
by a famous woodsman, called Epaphroditus Bamton. This forester spends
all his time in ranging the woods, and is said to make great havoc among the
deer, and other inhabitants of the forest, not much wilder than himself
We proceeded to the canoe landing on Roanoke, where we passed the

river with the baggage. But the horses were directed to a ford about a mile
higher, called by the Indians Moni-seep, which signifies, in their jargon, shal-

low water. This is the ford where the Indian traders used to cross with their

horses, in their way to the Catawba nation. There are many rocks in tlie

river thereabouts, on which grows a kind of water grass, which the wild
geese are fond of, and resort to it in great numbers. We landed on the south
side of Roanoke, at a plantation of Col. Mumford's, where, by that gentle-

man's special directions, we met with sundry refreshments. Here we pitched

our tent, for the benefit of the prospect, upon an eminence that overlooked
a broad piece of low ground, very rich, though liable to be overflowed. By
the way, one of our men killed another rattle-snake, with eleven rattles, hav-
ing a large gray squirrel in his maw, the head of which was already digested,

while the body remained still entire. The way these snakes catch their piey
is thus : They ogle the poor little animal, till by force of the charm he falls

down stupified and senseless on the ground. In that condition the snake ap-

proaches, and moistens first one ear and then the other with his spawl, and
after that the other parts of the head, to make all shppery. When that is

done, he draws this member into his mouth, and after it, by slow degrees, all

tlie rest of the body.

29th. This being Sunday, we had divine service and a sermon, at which
several of the borderers assisted, and we concluded the duties of the day by
christening five children. Our devotion being performed in the open field,

like that of Mr. Whitfield's flocks, an unfoitunate shower of rain had almost

dispersed our congregation. About f^ur in the afternoon the Carolina com-
missioners made a shift to come up with us, whom we had left at Pigeon-roost

creek the Friday before, waiting for their provisions. When their cart came
up they prudently discharged it, and rather chose to hire two men to carry

some part of their baggage. The rest they had been obliged to leave behind,

in the crotch of an old tree, for want of proper conveniences to transport it

any farther.

We found in the low ground several plants of the fern root, which is said

to be much the strongest antidote yet discovered against the poison of the

rattle-snake. The leaves of it resemble those of fern, from whence it obtained

its name. Several stalks shoot from the same root, about six inches long, that

ire mostly .on the ground. It grows in a very rich soil, under the protection

of some tall tree, that shades it from the meridian beams of tlie sun. The
root has a faint spicy taste, and is preferred by the southern Indians to all

other counter-poisons in tiiis country. But there is another sort preferred by

the northern Indians, that they call Seneca rattle-snake root, to which wonder-

ful virtues are ascribed in the cure of pleurisies, fevei's, rheumatisms, and

dropsies ; besides it being a powerful antidote against the venom of the rattle-

snake.

In the evening the messenger we had sent to Christiana returned with five

Saponi Indians. We could not entirely rely on the dexterity of our own
men, which induced us to send for some of the Indians. We agreed with

two of the most expert of them, upon reasonable tei:ms, to hunt for us the

remaining part of our expedition. But one of them falling sick soon after,
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WO were content to tako only tlic otlier, whose hunlin.cf name was Dear-skin.

This Tfldian, either by his skill or good luck, supplied us plentifully all the

wa}'^ with meat, seldom discharjjing his piece in vain. By his assistance,

therefore, we were able to keep our men to their business, without suQering

them to straggle about the woods, on pretence of furnishing us with neces-

sary food.

oOth. It had rained all night, and made every thing so wet, that our survey-

ors could not get to their work before noon. They could therefore measure no
more than four miles and two hundred and twenty poles, which, according to the

best information we could get, was near as high as the uppermost inhalMtant

at that time. We crossed the Indian trading path above-mentioned about a mile

from our camp, and a mile beyond tliat forded Haw-tree creek. The woods
we passed through had all the tokens of sterility, except a small poisoned

lield, on which grew no tree bigger than a slender sapling. The larger trees

had been destroyed, .either by fire or caterpillars, which is often the case in

the upland woods, and the places where such desolation happens are called

poisoned fields. We took up our quarters upon a branch of Great creek,

where there was tolerable good grass for the poor horses. These poor ani-

mals having now got beyond the latitude of corn, were obliged to shift as

well as they could for themselves.

On our way the men roused a bear, which being the first we had seen

since we came out, the poor beast had many pursuers. Several persons con-

tended for the credit of killing him : though he was so poor he was not

worth the powder. This was some disappointment to our woodsmen, who
commonly prefer the flesh of bears to every kind of venison. There is some-
thing indeed peculiar to this animal, namely, that its fat is very firm, and may
be eaten plentifully without rising in the stomach. 1 he paw (which, when
stripped of the hair, looks like a human foot,) is accounted a delicious morsel
by all who are not shocked at the ungracious resemblance it bears to a
Inunan foot.

October 1st. There was a white frost this morning on the ground, occa-

sioned by a north-west wind, which stood oiu' fiiend in dispersing all aguish

damps, and making the air wholesome at the same time that it made it cold.

Encouraged therefore by the weather, our surveyors got to work early, and
by the benefit of clear woods, and level ground, drove the line twelve miles

and twelve poles.

At a small distance from our camp we crossed Great creek, and about
seven miles further Nut-bush creek, so called from the many hazel-trees grow-
ing upon it. By good luck many branches of these creeks were full of reeds,

to the great comfort of our horses. Near five miles from thence we encamp-
ed on a branch that runs into Nut-bush creek, where those reeds flourished

more than ordinary. The land we marched over was for the most part

broken and stony, and in some places covered over with thickets almost im-

penetrable. At night the surveyors, taking advantage of a clear sky, made
a third trial of the variation, and found it still something less than three de-

grees, so that it did not diminish by advancing towards the west, or by
approaching the mountains, nor yet by increasing our distance from the sea

;

but remained much the same we had found it at Coratuck inlet. One of our
Indians killed a large fawn, which was very welcome, though, like Hudibras'

horse, it had hardly flesh enough to cover its bones. In the low grounds the

Carolina gentlemen showed us another plant, which they said was "used in

their country to cure the bite of the rattle-snake. It put forth several leaves

in figure like a heart, and was clouded so like the common Assa-rabacca, that

I conceived it to be of tliat family.

2d. So soon as the horses could be f jund, we hurried away the surveyors.
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who advanced the h'ne nine miles and two hundred and fifty-four poles. About
three miles from the camp they crossed a large creek, which the hidians called

Massamoni, signifying, in their language. Paint creek, because of the great
quantity of red ochre found in its banks. This in every fresh tinges the water
just as the same mineral did formerly, and to this day continues to tinge, the

famous river Adonis, in Phosnicia, by which there hangs a celebrated fable.

Three miles beyond that we passed another water with difficulty, called Ya-
patsco, or Beaver creek. Those industrious animals had dammed up the wa-
ter so high, that we had much ado to get over. It is hardly credible how
much work of this kind they will do in the space of one night. They bite

young saplings into proper lengths with their fore-teeth, which are exceeding
strong and sharp, and afterwards drag them to the place where they intend

to stop the water. Then they know how to join timber and earth together

with so much skill, that their work is able to resist the most violent flood that

can happen. In this they are qualified to instruct their betters, it being cer-

tain their dams will stand firm when the strongest that are made by men will

be carried down the stream. We observed very broad low grounds upon
this creek, with a growth of large trees, and all the other signs of fertility,

but seemed subject to be every where overflowed in a fresh. The certain

way to catch these sagacious animals is this: iSqueeze all the juice out of the

large pride of the beaver, and six drops out of the small pride. Powder the
inward bark of sassafras, and mix it with this juice, then bait therewith a
steel trap, and they will eagerly come to it, and be taken.

About three miles and a half further we came to the banks of another creek,

called, in the Saponi language, Ohimpa-moni, signifying Jumping creek, from
the frequent jumping of fish during the spring season.

Here we encamped, and by the time the horses were hobbled, our hunters
brought us no less than a brace and a half of deer, which made great plenty,

and consequently great content in our quarters. Some of our people had
shot a great wild cat, which was that fatal moment making a comfortable
meal upon a fox-squirrel, and an ambitious si)ortsman of our company
claimed the merit of killing this monster after it was dead. The wild cat is

as big again as any household cat, and much the fiercest inhabitant of the
woods. Whenever it is disabled, it will tear its own flesh for madness.
Although a panther will run away from a man, a wild cat will only make a
surly retreat, and now and then facing about, if he be too closely pursued

;

and will even pursue in his turn, if he observe the least sign of fear or even
of caution in those that pretend to follow him. The flesh of this beast, as well
as of the panther, is as white as veal, and altogether as sweet and delicious.

od. We got to work early this morning, and carried the line eight miles and
a hundred and sixty poles. We forded several runs of excellent water, and
afterwards traversed a large level of high land full of lofty walnut, poplar, and
white oak trees, which are certain proofs of a fruitful soil. This level was near
two miles in length, and of an unknown breadth, quite out of danger of
being overflowed, which is a misfortune most of the low grounds are liable

to in those parts. As we marched along we saw many buffalo tracks, and
abundance of their dung very fresh, but could not have the pleasure of see-

ing them. They either smelt us out, having that sense very quick, or else

were alarmed at the noise that so many people must necessarily make in

marching along. At the sight of a man they will snort and grunt, cock up
their ridiculous short tails, and tear up the ground with a sort of timorous
fury. These wild cattle hardly ever range alone, but herd together like those
that are tame. They are seldom seen so far north as forty degrees of latitude,

delighting much in canes and reeds, which grow generally more southerly.

We quartered on the banks of a creek that the inhabitants call Tewaho-
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niiny, or Tuskaroocla creek, because one of tliat nation had I;een killed there-
abouts, and liis body thrown into tlie creek.

Ou)- people had the fortune to Idll a brace of does, one of wliich we pre-
sented to the Carolina gentlemen, wlio were glad to partake of the bounty of
Providence, at the same time that they sneered at us for depfnding- upon it.

4th. We hurried away the surveyors about nine this morning, who extend-
ed the line seven miles and a hundred and sixty poles, notwithstanding the
ground was exceedingly uneven. At the distance of five miles we forded a
stream to which we gave the name of Bluewing creek, because of the great
number of those fowls that then frequented it. About two and a half miles
beyond that, we came upon Sugar-tree creek, so called from the many trees
of that kind that grow upon it. By tapping this tree, in the first warm wea-
ther in February, one may get from twenty to forty gallons of liquor, very
sweet to the taste and agreeable to the stomach. This may be boiled into

molasses first, and afterwards into very good sugar, allowing about ten gal-

lons of the liquor to make a pound. There is no doubt, too, that a very line

spirit may be distilled from the molasses, at least as good as rum. The sugar
tree delights only in rich ground, where it grows \ery tall, and by the soft-

ness and sponginess of the wood should be a quick grower. Near this creek
we discovered likewise several spice trees, the leaves of which are fragrant,

and the berries they bear are black when dry, and of a hot taste, not much
unlike pepper. The low grounds upon the creek are very wide, sometimes
on one side, sometimes on the other; though most commonly upon the oppo-
site shore the high land advances close to the bank, only on the noiih side of
the line it spreads itself into a great breadth of rich low ground on both sides

the creek for four miles together, as far as this stream runs into Hico river,

whereof I shall presently make mention. One of our men spied three buffa-

loes, but his piece being loaded only with goose-shot, he was able to make no
effectual impression on their thick hides ; however, this disappointment was
made up by a brace of bucks, and as many wild turkeys, killed by the rest

of the company. Thus Providence was very bountiful to our endeavours,
never disappointing those that faithfully rely upon it, and pray heartily for

their daily bread.

5th. This day we met with such uneven grounds, and thick undet woods,
that with all our industry we were able to advance the line but four miles and
three hundred and twelve poles. In this small distance it intersected a large

stream four times, which our Indian at first mistook for the south branch of
Roanoke river ; but, discovering his error soon after, he assured us it was a
river called Hicootomony, or Turkey-buzzard river, from the great number
of those unsavoury birds that roost on the tall trees gi'owing near its banks.

Early in the afternoon, to our very great surprise, the commissioners of

Carolina acquainted us with their resolution to return home. , This declara-

tion of theirs seemed the more abrupt, because they had not been so kind as

to prepare us, by the least hint, of their intention to desert us. We therefore

let them understand they appeared to us to abandon the business they came
about with too much precipitation, this being but the fifteenth day since we
came out the last time. But, although we were to be so unhappy as to lose

the assistance of their great abilities, yet we, who were concerned for Vir-

ginia, determined, by the grace of God, not to do our work by halves, but, all

deserted as we were like to be, should think it our duty to push the line quite

to the mountains ; and if their government should refuse to be bound by so

much of the line as was run without their commissioners, yet at least it

would bind Virginia, and stand as a direction how far his majesty's lands ex-

tend to the southward. In short, these gentlemen were positive, and the most

we could agree upon was to subscribe plots of our work as far as we had

7
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acted together ; though at the same time we insisted these plots should be gotten
ready by Monday noon at farthest, when we on the part of Virginia intend-

ed, if we were alive, to move forward without farther loss of time, the season
being then too far advanced to admit of any unnecessary or complaisant
delays.

6th. We lay still this day, being Sunday, on the bank of Hico river, and
had only prayers, our chaplain not having spirits enough to preach. The
gentlemen of Carolina assisted not at our public devotions, because they were
taken up all the morning in making a formidable protest against our proceed-

ing on the hne without them. When the divine service was over, the surveyors

set about making the plots of so much of the line as we had run this last

campaign. Our pious friends of Carolina assisted in this work with some
seeming scruple, pretending it was a violation of the sabbath, which we were
the more surprised at, because it happened to be the first qualm of conscience

they had ever been troubled with during the whole journey. They had made
no bones of staying from prayers to hammer out an unnecessary protest,

though divine service was no sooner over, but an unusual fit of godliness

made them fancy that finishing the plots, which was now matter of necessity,

was a profanation of the day. However, the expediency of losing no time,

for us who thought it our duty to finish what we had undertaken^ made such

a labour pardonable.

In the afternoon, Mr. Fitzwilliam, one of the commissioners for Virginia,

acquainted his colleagues it was his opinion, that by his majesty's order they

could not proceed farther on the line, but in conjunction with the commission-

ers of Carolina ; for which reason he intended to retire, the next morning,
with those gentlemen. This looked a little odd in our brother commissioner;

though, in justice to him,, as well as to our Carolina friends, they stuck by -us as

long as our good liquor lasted, and were so kind to us as to drink our good
journey to the mountains in the last bottle we had left.

7th. The duplicates of the plots could not be drawn fair this day before

noon, when they were countersigned by the commissioners of each govern-

ment. Then those of Carolina delivered their protest, which was by this

time licked into form, and signed by them all. And we have been so just to

them as to set it down at full length in the Appendix, that their reasons for

leaving us may appear in their full strength. After having thus adjusted all

our affairs with the Carolina commissioners, and kindly supplied them with

bread to carry them back, which they hardly deserved at our hands, we took

leave both of them and our colleague, Mr. Fitzwilliam. This gentleman had
still a stronger reason for hurrying him back to Williamsburg, which was,

that neither the general court might lose an able judge, nor himself a double

salary, not despairing in the least but he should have the whole pay of com-
missioner into the bargain, though he did not half the work. This, to be sure,

was relying more on the iriterest of his friends than on the justice of his

cause ; in which, however, he had the misfortune to miscarry, when it came
to be fairly considered,

It was two o'clock in the afternoon before these arduous affairs could be
despatched, and then, all forsaken as we were, we held on our course towards
the west. But it was our misfortune to meet with so many thickets in this

afternoon's work, that we could advance no further than two miles and two
hundred and sixty poles. In this small distance we crossed the Hico the fifth

time, and quartered near Buffalo creek, so named from the frequent tokens

we discovered of that American behemoth. Here the bushes were so intole-

rably thick, that we were obliged to cover the bread bags with our deer skins,

otherwise the joke of one of the Indians must have happened to us in good
earnest, that in a few days we must cut up our house to make bags for our
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bread, and so beforced to expose our backs in compliment to our bellies. We
computed we had then biscuit enough left to last us, with good manageiaient,

seven weeks longer; and this being our ciiief dependence, it imported us to

be very careful both in the carriage and the distribution of it.

We had now no other drink but what Adam drank in Paradise, though 'to

our comfort we found the water excellent, by the help of which we perceived
our appetites to mend, our slumbers to sweeten, the stream of life to run cool

and peaceably in our veins, and if ever we dreamed of women, they were
kind. Our men killed a very fat buck and several turkeys. These two kinds of
meat boiled together, with tlie addition of a little rice or French barley, made
excellent soup, and, what happens rarely in other good things, it never cloyed,

no more than an engaging wife would do, by being a constant dish. Our In-

dian was very superstitious in this matter, and told us, with a face full of con-

cern, that if we continued to boil venison and turkey together, we should for

the future kill nothing, because the spirit that presided over the woods would
drive all the game out of our sight. But we had the happiness to find this an
idle superstition, and though his argument could not convince us, yet our repeat-

ed experience at last, with much ado, convinced him. We observed abundance
of colt's foot and maiden-hair in many places, and no where a larger quantity

than here. They are both excellent pectoral plants, and seem to have greater

virtues much in this part of the world than in more northern climates ; and I

believe it may pass for a rule in botanies, that where any vegetable is planted

by the hand of nature, it has more virtue than in places whereto it is trans-

planted by the curiosity of man.
Sth. Notwithstanding we hurried away the surveyors very early, yet the

underwoods embarrassed them so much that they could with diificulty ad-

vance the line four miles and twenty poles. Our clothes suffered extremely

by the bushes, and it was really as much as both our hands could do to pre-

serve our eyes in our heads. Our poor horses, too, could hardly drag their

loads through the saplings, which stood so close together that it was necessary

for them to draw and carry at the same time. We quartered near a spring

of very fine v\'ater, as soft as oil and as cold as ice, to make us amends for the

want of wine. And our India&i knocked down a very fat doe, just time

enough to hinder us from going supperless to bed. The heavy baggage
could not come up with us, because of the excessive badness of the ways.

This gave us no small uneasiness, but it went worse with the poor men that

guarded it. They had nothing in the world with them but dry bread, nor

durst they eat any of that, for fear of inflaming their thirst, in a place where
they could find no water to quench it. This was, however, the better to be

endured, because it was the first fast any one had kept during the whole jour-

ney, and then, thanks to tjie gracious Guardian of the woods ! there was no
more than a single meal lost to a few of the company. We were entertained

this night with the yell of a whole family of wolves, in which we could dis-

tinguish the treble, tenor and bass, very clearly. These beasts of prey kept

pretty much upon our track, being tempted by the garbage of the creatures

we killed every day ; for which we were serenaded with their shrill pipes almost

every night. This beast is not so untameable as the panther, but the Indians

know how to gentle their whelps, and use them about their cabins instead of

dogs.

9th. The thickets were hereabouts so impenetrable, that we were obliged,

at first setting off this morning, to order four pioneers to clear the way be-

fore the surveyors. But, after about two miles of these rough woods, we
had' the pleasure to meet with open grounds and not very uneven, by the

help of which we were enabled to push the line about six miles. The baggage

that lay short of our camp last night came up about noon, and the men made
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heavy complaints, that they liad been half starved, like Tantalus, in the midst

of plenty, for the reason above mentioned.

The soil we past over this day was generally very good, being clothed

with large ti'ees, of poplar, hickory and oak. But another certain token of

its fertility was, that wild angelica grew plentifully upon it. The root of

this plant, being very warm and aromatic, is coveted by woodsmen extreme-

ly as a dry dram, that is, when rum, that cordial for all distresses, is wanting.

Several deer came into our view as we marched along, but none into the pot,

which made it necessary for us to sup on the fragments we had been so

provident as to carry along with us. This being but a temperate repast,

made some of our hungry fellows call the place we lodged at that night,

Bread and Water Camp.
A great flock of cranes flew over our quarters, that were exceeding clamo-

rous in their flight. They- seem to steer their course towards the south (be-

ing birds of passage) in quest of warmer weatheir. They only took this

country in their way, being as rarely met with, in this part of the world, as a
highwayman or a beggar. These birds travel generally in flocks, and when
they roost they place sentinels upon some of the highest trees, which con-

stantly stand upon one leg to keep themselves waking.*

Our Indian killed nothing all day but a mountain partridge, which a little

resembled the common partridge in the plumage, but was near as large as a
dunghill hen. These are very frequent towards the mountains, though we
had the fortune to meet with very few. They are apt to be shy, and conse-

quently the noise of so great a number of people might easily scare them
away from our sight. We found what we conceived to be good limestone

in several places, and a great quantity of blue slate.

10th. The day began very fortunately by killing a fat doe, and two brace
of wild turkeys ; so the plenty of the morning made amends for the short

commons over night. One of the new men we brought out with us the last

time was unfortunately heard to wish himself at home, and for that show of
impatience was publicly reprimanded at the head of the men, who were all

drawn up to v/itness his disgrace. He was asked how he came so soon to

be tired of the company of so many brave fellows, and whether it was the

danger or the fatigue of the journey that disheartened him ? This public re-

proof from thenceforward put an effectual stop to all complaints, and not a
man amongst us after that pretended so much as to wish himself in Paradise.

A small distance from our camp we crossed a pleasant stream of water
called Cocquade creek, and something more than a mile from thence our line

intersected the south branch of Roanoke river the first time, which we called

the Dan. It was about two hundred yards wide where we forded it, and
when we came over to the west side, we found the banks lined with a forest

of tall canes, that grew more than a furlong in depth. So that it cost us
abundance of time and labour to cut a passage through them wide enough
for our baggage. In the mean time we had leisure to take a full view of this

charming river. The str_eam, which v/as perfectly clear, ran down about

* Nor are these birds the only animals that appoint scouts to keep the main body from
being surprised. For the baboons, whenever they go upon any mischievous expedition,
sucn as robbing an orchard, place sentinels to look out towards every point of the
compass, and give notice of any danger. Then ranking themselves in one file, that reaches
from the mountain where they harbour, to the orchard they intend to rob, some of them
toss the hulls from the trees to those that stand nearest, these throw them to the next,
and so from one to the other, fill the fruit is all secured in a few minutes out of harm's
way. In the mean time, if any of the scouts should be careless at their posts, and suffer
any surprise, they are torn to pieces witliout mercy. In case of danger these sentinels
set up a fearful cry, upon which tiie resl take the alarm, and scour away to the moun-
tains as fast as they can.
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two knots, or two miles, an hour, when the water was at the lowest. The
bottom was covered v,-ith a coarse gravel, spangled very thick with a

shining substance, that almost dazzled the eye, and the sand upon either shore

sparkled with the same splendid particles. At first sight, the sunbeams
giving a yellow cast to these spangles made us fancy them to be gold dust,

and consequently that all our fortunes were made. Such hopes as these

were the less extravagant, because several rivers lying muoli about the same
latitude with this have formerly abounded with fragments of that tempting

metal. Witness the Tagus in Portugal, the Ilebcr in Thrace, and the Pactolus

in Lesser Asia ; not to mention the rivers on the Gold Coast in Africa, which
lie in a more southern climate. But we soon found ourselves mistaken, and
our gold dust dwindled into . small flakes of isinglass. However, though
this did not make the river so rich as we could wish, yet it made it exceed-

ingly beautiful. We marched about two miles and a half beyond this river,

as far as Cane creek, so called from a prodigious quantity of tall canes that

fringed the banks of it. On the west side of this creek we marked out our
quarters, and were glad to find our horses fond of the canes, though they

scoured them smartly at first, and discoloured their dung. This beautiful ve-

getable grows commonly from twelve to sixteen feet high, and some of them
as thick as a man's wrist. Though these appeared large to us, yet they are
no more than spires of grass, if compared to those which some curious tra-

vellers tell us grow in the East Indies, one joint of which will make a brace
of canoes, if sawed in two in the middle. Ours continue green through all

the seasons during the space of six years, and the seventh shed their seed,

wither away and die. The spring following they begin to shoot again, and
reach their former stature the second or third year after. They grow so thick,

and their roots lace together so firmly, that they are the best guard that can
be of the river bank, which would otherwise be washed away by the frequent

inundations that happen in this part of the world. They would also serve
excellently well to plant on the borders of fish-ponds and canals, to secure
their sides from falhng in ; though I fear they would not grow kindly in

a cold country, being seldom seen here so northerly as thirty-eight degrees of
latitude.

11th. At the distance of four miles and sixty poles from the place where we
encamped, we came upon the river Dan a second time ; though it was not so
wide in this place as where we crossed it first, being not above a hundred and
fifty yards over. The west shore continued to be covered with the canes
above mentioned, but not to so great a breadth as before, and it is remarkable
that these canes are much more frequent on the west side of the river than on
the east, where they grow generally very scattering. It was still a beautiful

stream, rolling down its limpid and murmuring waters among the rocks,
which lay scattered here and there, to make up the variety of the prospect.
It was about two miles from this river to the end of our day's work, which
led us mostly over broken grounds and troublesome underwoods. Hei'eabout,
from one of the highest hills, we made the first discovei-y of the mountains, on
the north-west of our course. They seemed to lie off" at a vast distance, and
looked like ranges of blue clouds rising one above another. We encamped
about two miles beyond the river, where we made good cheer upon a very
fat buck, that luckily fell in our way. The Indian likewise shot a wild,

turkey, but confessed he would not bring it us, lest we should continue to

provoke the guardian of the forest, by cooking the beasts of the field and the
birds of the air together in one vessel. This instance of Indian superstition,

I confess, is countenanced in some measure by the Levitical law, which for-

bade the mixing things of a different nature together in the same field, or in

the same garment, and why not then in the same kettle ? But, after all, if the
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jumbling of two sorts of flesh together be a shi, how intolerable an offence

must it be to make a Spanish olla, that is, a hotchpotch of every kind of thing

that is eatable? And the good people of England would have a great deal to

answer for, for beating up so many different ingredients into a pudding.

12th. We were so cruelly entangled with bushes and grape-vines all day,

that we could advance the line no farther than five miles and twenty-eight

poles. The vines grow very thick in these woods, twining lovingly round
the trees almost every where, especially to the saplings. This makes it evi-

dent how natural both the soil and climate of this country are to vines,

though I believe most to our own vines. The grapes we commonly met with

were black, though there be two or three kinds of white grapes that grow
wild. The black are very sweet, but small, because the, strength of the vine

spends itself in wood ; though without question a proper culture would make
the same grapes both larger and sweeter. But, with all these disadvantages,

I have drunk tolerable good wine pressed from them, though made without

skill. There is then good reason to believe it might admit of great improve-

ment, if rightly managed. Our Indian killed a bear, two years old, that was
feasting on these grapes. He was very fat, as they generally are in that sea-

son of the year. In the fall, the flesh of this animal has a high relish, differ-

ent from that of other creatures, though inclining nearest to that of pork, or

rather of wild boar. A true woodsman prefers this sort of meat to that of

the fattest venison, not only for the haul gout, but also because the fat of it is

well tasted, and never rises in the stomach. Another proof of the goodness

of this meat is, that it is less apt to corrupt than any other with which we are

acquainted. As agreeable as such rich diet was to the men, yet we who
were not accustomed to it, tasted it at first with some sort of squeamishness,

that animal being of the dog kind ; though a little use soon reconciled us to

this American venison. And that its being of the dog kind might give us the

less disgust, we had the example of that ancient and polite people, the Chi-

nese, who reckon dog's flesh too good for any under the quality of a manda-
rin. This beast is in truth a very clean feeder, living, while the season lasts,

upon acorns, chestnuts and chinquapins, wild honey and wild grapes. They
are naturally not carnivorous, unless hunger constrain them to it, after the

mast is all gone, and the product of the woods quite exhausted. They are

not provident enough to lay up any hoard, like the squirrels, nor can they,

after all, live very long upon licking their pav/s, as sir John Mandevil and

some other travellers tell us, but are forced in the winter months to quit the

mountains, and visit the inhabitants. Their errand is then to surprise a poor

hog at a pinch to keep them from starving. And to show that they are not

flesh-eaters by trade, they devour their prey very awkwardly. They do not

kill it right out, and feast upon its blood and entrails, like other ravenous

beasts, but having, after a fair pursuit, seized it with their paws, they begin

first upon the rump, and so devour one collop after another, till they come to

the vitals, the poor animal crying all the while, for several minutes together.

However, in so doing. Bruin acts a little imprudently, because the dismal out-

cry of the hog alarms the neighbourhood, and it is odds but he pays the for-

feit with his life, before he can secure his retreat. But bears soon grow weary

of this unnatural diet, and about January, when there is nothing to be gotten

in the woods, they retire into some cave or hollow tree, where they sleep

away two or three months very comfortably. But then they quit their holes

in March, when the fish begin to run up the rivers, on which they are forced

to keep Lent, till some fruit or berry comes in season. But bears are fondest

of chestnuts, which grow plentifully towards the mountains, upon very large

trees, where the soil happens to be rich. We were curious to know how it

happened that ma«y of the outward branches of those trees came to be broken
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off in that solitary place, and were informed that the beai-s are so discreet as

not to trust their unwieldy bodies on the smaller limbs of the tree, that would
not bear their weisiht; but after venturing as far as is safe, which they can
judge to an inch, they bite off the end of the branch, which falling down,
they are content to finish their repast upon the ground. In the same cautious

manner they secure the acorns that grow on the weaker limbs of the oak.

And it must be allowed that, in these instances, a bear carries instinct a great

way, and acts more reasonably than many of his betters, who indiscreetly

venture upon frail projects that will not bear them.

13th. This being Sunday, we rested from our fatigue, and had leisure to re-

flect on the signal mercies of Providence.

The great plenty of meat wherewith Bearskin furnished us in these lonely

woods made us once more shorten the men's allowance of bread, from five to

four pounds of biscuit a week. This was the more necessary, because we
knew not yet how long our business might require us to be out.

In the afternoon our hunters went forth, and returned triumphantly with

three brace of wild turkeys. They told us they could see the mountains dis-

tinctly from every eminence, though the atmosphere was so thick with smoke
that they appeared at a greater distance than they really were.

In the evening we examined our friend Bearskin, concerning the religion of

his country, and he explained it to us, without any of that reserve to which
his nation is subject. He told us he believed there was one supreme God,
who had several subaltern deities under him. And that this master God made
the w^orld a long time ago. That he told the sun, the moon, and stars, their

business in the beginning, which they, with good looking after, have faithfully

performed ever since. That the same Power that made all things at first has
taken care to keep them in the same method and motion ever since. He be-

lieved that God had formed many worlds before he formed this, but that those

worlds either grew old and ruinous, or were destroyed for the dishonesty of
the inhabitants. That God is very just and very good—ever well pleased with
those men who possess those god-like qualities. That he takes good people

into his safe protection, makes them very rich, fills their bellies plentifully,

preserves them from sickness, and from being surprised or overcome by their

enemies. But all such as tell lies, and cheat those they have dealings with,

he never fails to punish with sickness, poverty and hunger, and, after all that,

suffers them to be knocked on the head and scalped by those that fight against

them. He believed that after death both good and bad people are conducted
by a strong guard into a great road, in which departed souls travel together

for some time, till at a certain distance this road forks into two paths, the one
extremely level, and the other stony and mountainous. Here the good are

parted from the bad by a flash of lightning, the first being hurried away to

the right, the other to the left. The right hand road leads to a charming
warm country, where the spring is everlasting, and every month is May ; and
as the year is always in its youth, so are the people, and particularly the wo-
men are bright as stars, and never scold. That in this happy climate there

are deer, turkeys, elks, and buffaloes innumerable, perpetually fat and gentle,

while the trees are loaded v/ith delicious fruit quite throughout the four sea-

sons. That the soil brings forth corn spontaneously, without the curse of la-

bour, and so very wholesome, that none who have the happiness to eat of it

are ever sick, grow old, or die. Near the entrance into this blessed land sits

a venerable old man on a mat richly woven, who examines strictly all that

are brought before him, and if they have behaved well, the guards are ordei'-

ed to open the crystal gate, and let them enter into the land of delight. The
left hand path is very rugged and uneven, leading to a dark and barren coun-
try, where it is always winter. The ground is the whole year round covered
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with snow, and nothing is to be seen upon the trees but icicles. All the peo-

ple are hungry, yet have not a morsel of any thing to eat, except a bitter kind

of potato, that gives them the dry gripes, and fills their whole body with

loathsome ulcers, that stink, and are insupportably painful. Here all the wo-
men are old and ugly, having claws like a panther, with which they fly upon
the men that slight their passion. For it seems these haggard old furies are

intolerably fond, and expect a vast deal of cherishing. They talk much, and
exceedingly shrill, giving exquisite pain to tlie drum of the ear, which in that

place of torment is so tender, that every sharp note wounds it to the quick.

At the end of this path sits a dreadful eld woman on a monstrous toad-stool,

whose head is covered with rattle-snakes instead of tresses, with glaring

white eyes, that strike a terror unspeakable into all that behold her. This

hag pronounces sentence of woe upon all the miserable wretches that hold

up their hands at her tribunal. After this they are delivered over to huge
turkey-buzzards, like harpies, that .fly away with them to the place above
mentioned. Here, after they have been tormented a certain number of years,

according to their several degrees of guilt, they are again driven back into

this world, to try if they will mend their manners, and merit a place the next
time in the regions of bliss. This was the substance of Bearskin's religion,

and was as much to the purpose as could be expected from a mere state of
nature, without one glimpse of revelation or philosophy. It contained, however,
the three great articles of natural religion : the belief of a God ; tiie moral
distinction betwixt good and evil; and the expectation of rewards and
punishments in another world. Indeed, the Indian notion of a future happi-

ness is a little gross and sensual, like Mahomet's paradise. But how can it

be otherwise, in a people that are contented with Nature as they find her, and
have no other lights but what they receive from purblind tradition?

14th. There having been great signs of rain yesterday evening, we had
takeia our precautions in securing the bread, and trenching in our tent. The
men had also sti'etclied their blankets upon poles, pent-house fashion, against

the weather, so that nobody was taken unprepared. It began to fall heavily

about three o'clock in tlie morning, and held not up till near noon. Every
thing was so thoroughly soaked, that we laid aside all thoughts of decamping
that day. This gave leisure to the most expert of our gunners tg go and try

their fortunes, and they succeeded so well, that they returned aijout noon
with three fat deer, and four wild turkeys. Thus Providence took care of as,

and however short the men might be in their bread, it is certain they had
meat at full allowance. The cookery went on merrily all night long, to keep
the damps from entering our pores; and in truth the impressions of the air

are much more powerful upon empty stomachs. In such a glut of provisions,

a true woodsman, when he has nothing else to do, like our honest country-

men the Indians, keeps eating on, to avoid the imputation of idleness ; though,

in a scarcity, the Indian will fast with a much better grace than they. They
can subsist several days upon a little rockahominy, which is parched Indian

corn reduced to powder. This they moisten in the hollow of their hands
with a little water, and it is hardly credible how small a quantity of it will

support them. It is true they grow a little lank upon it, but to make them-
selves feel full, they gird up their loins very tight with a belt, taking up a hole

every day. With this slender subsistence they are able to travel very long

journeys; but then, to make themselves amends, when they do meet with

better cheer, they eat without ceasing, till they have ravened themselves into

another famine.

This was the first time we had ever been detained a whole day in our
camp by the rain, and therefore had reason to bear it with the more patience
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The few good husbands, amongst us took some thought of their backs as

well as their bellies, and made use of this o|)poitunity to put their habiliments

in repair, which had suffered wofully by the bushes. The horses got some
rest, by reason of the bad weather, but very little food, the chief of their

forage being a little wild rosemary, which resembles the garden rosemary
pretty much in figure, but not at all in taste or smell. This plant grows in

small tufts here and there on the barren land in these upper parts, and the

horses liked it well, but the misfortune was, they could not get enough of it

to fill their bellies.

15th. After the clouds broke away in the moi'ning, the people dried their

blankets with all diligence. Nevertheless, it was noon before we were in con-

dition to move forward, and then weie so puzzled with passing the river

twice in a small distance, that we could advance the line in all no further than

one single mile and three hundred poles. The first time we passed the Dan
this day was two hundred and forty poles from the place where we lay, and
the second time was one mile and seven poles beyond that. This was now
the fourth time we forded that fine river, which still tended westerly, with

many short and returning reaches.

The surveyors had much difficulty in getting over the river, finding it

deeper than formerly. The breadth of it here did not exceed fifty yards.

The banks were about twenty feet high from the water, and beautifully beset

vi'ith canes. Our baggage horses crossed not the river here at all, but, fetch-

ing a compass, went round the bend of it. On our way we forded Sable

creek, so called from the dark colour of the water, which happened, I sup-

pose, by its being shaded on both sides with canes.

In the evening we quartered in a charming situation near the angle of the

river, from whence our eyes were carried down both reaches, which kept a

straight course for «, great way together. This prospect was so beautiful,

that we were perpetually climbing up to a neighbouring eminence, that we
n)ight enjoy it in more perfection.

Now the weather grew cool, the wild geese began to direct their flight this

way from Hudson's bay, and the lakes that lay north-west of us. They are

very lean at their first coming, but fatten soon upon a sort of grass that

grows on the shores and rocks of this river. The Indians call this fowl

cohunks, from the hoarse note it has, and begin the year from the coming of

the cohunks, which happens in the beginning of October. These wild geese

are guarded from cold by a down, that is exquisitely soft and fine, which
makes them much more valuable for their feathers than for their flesh, which
is dark and coarse.

The men chased a bear into the river that got safe over, notwithstanding

the continual fire from the shore upon him.. He seemed to swim but heavily,

considering it was for his life. Where the water is shallow, it is no uncom-
mon thing to see a bear sitting, in the summer time, on a heap of gravel in

the middle of the river, not only to cool himself, but likewise for the advan-
tage of fishing, particularly for a small shell-fish, that is brought down with the

stream. In the upper part of James river I have observed this sevei^al times,

and wondered veiy much, at first, how so many heaps of small stones came to

be piled up in the water, till at last we spied a bear sitting upon one of them,

looking with great attention on the stream, and raking up something with his

paw, which I take to be the shell-fish above mentioned.

1 6th. It was ten o'clock this morning before the horses could be found,

having hidden themselves among the canes, whereof there was great plenty

just at hand. Not far from our camp we went over a brook, whose banks
were edged on both sides with these canes. But three miles further we

8
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forded a larger stream, which we called Lowland creek, by reason of the

great breadth of low grounds inclosed between that and the river.

The high land we travelled over was very good, and the low grounds pro-

mised the greatest fertility of any I had ever seen. At the end of four miles

and three hundred and eleven poles from where we lay, the line intersected

the Dan the fifth time. We had day enough to carry it farther, but the sur-

veyors could find no safe ford over the river. This obliged us to ride two
miles up the river in quest of a ford, and by the way we traversed several

small Indian fields, where we conjectured the Sawroes had been used to plant

corn, the town where they had lived lying seven or eight miles more south-

erly, upon the eastern side of the river. These Indian fields produced a
sweet kind of grass, almost knee-high, which was excellent forage for the

horses. It must be observed, by the way, that Indian towns, like religious

houses, are remarkable for a fruitful situation ; for being by nature not very
industrious, they choose such a situation as will subsist them with the least

labour. The trees grew surprisingly large in this low ground, and amongst
the rest we observed a tall kind of hickory, peculiar to the upper parts of the

country. It is covered with a very rough bark, and produces a nat with a
thick shell that is easily broken. The kernel is not so rank as that of the

common hickory, but altogether as oily. And now I am upon the subject of
these nuts, it may not be improper to remark, that a very great benefit might
be made of nut-oil in this colony. The walnuts, the hickory-nuts, and pig-

nuts, contain a vast deal of oil, that might be pressed out in great abundance
with proper machines. The trees grow very kindly, and may be easily

propagated. They bear plenty of nuts every year, that are now of no other

use in the world but to feed hogs. It is certain there is a large consumption
of this oil in several of our manufactures, and in some parts of France, as

well as in other countries, it is eaten instead of oil-olive, be'mg tolerably sweet
and wholesome. The Indian killed a fat buck, and the men brought in four

bears and a brace of wild turkeys, so that this was truly a land of plenty,

both for man and beast.

17th. We detached a party of men this morning early in search of a
ford, who after all could find none that was safe ; though, dangerous as it was,
we determined to make use of it, to avoid all further delay. Accordingly
we rode over a narrow ledge of rocks, some of which lay below the surface

of the water, and some above it. Those that lay under the water were as
slippery as ice ; and the current glided over them so swifty, that though it

was only water, it made us perfectly drunk. Yet we were all so fortunate

as to get safe over to the west shore, with no other damage than the sopping
some of our bread by the flouncing of the horses. The tedious time spent

in finding out this ford, and in getting all the horses over it, prevented our
carrying the line more than two miles and two hundred and fifty poles.

This was the last time we crossed the Dan with our line, which now began
to run away more southerly, with a very flush and plentiful stream, the de-

scription whereof must be left to future discoveries, though we are well

assured by the Indians that it runs through the mountains. We conducted
the baggage a roundabout way for the benefit of evener grounds, and this

carried us over a broad level of exceeding rich land, full of large trees, with

vines married to them, if I may be allowed to speak so poetically. We
untreed a young cub in our march, that made a brave stand against one of
the best of our dogs. This and a fawn were all the game that came in our
way. In this day's journey, as in many others before, we saw beautiful

marble of several colours, and particularly that of the purple kind with white

streaks, and in some places we came across large pieces of pure alabaster.
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We marked out our quarters on the banks of a purling stream, which we
called Cascade creek, by reason of the multitude of water-falls that are in it.

But, different from all other falls that ever I met with, the rocks over which

the water rolled were soft, and would split easily into broad flakes, very pro-

per for pavement ; and some fragments of it seemed soft enough for hones,

and the grain fine enough. Near our camp we found a prickly shrub, rising

about a foot from the ground, something like that which bears the barberry,

though mvich smaller. The leaves had a fresh, agreeable smell, and I am
persuaded the ladies would be apt to fancy a tea made of them, provided they

were told how far it came, and at the same time were obliged to buy it very

dear. About a mile to the south-west of our camp rose a regular mount, that

commanded a full prospect of the mountains, and an extensive view of the

flat country. But being, with respect to the high mountains, no more than a

pimple, we called it by that name. Presently after sunset we discovered a

great light towards the west, too bright for a fire, and more resembling the

aurora borealis. This, all our woodsmen told us, was a common appear-

ance in the high lands, and generally foreboded bad weather. Their explana-

tion happened to be exactly true, for in the night we had a violent gale of wind,

accompanied with smart hail, that rattled frightfully amongst the trees, though

it was not large enough to do us any harm.

We crossed Cascade creek over a ledge of smooth rocks, and then scuffled

through a mighty thicket, at least three miles long. The whole was one
continued tract of rich high land, the woods whereof had been burnt not long

before. It was then overgrown with saplings of oak, hickory and locust,

interlaced with grape vines. In this fine land, however, we met with no water,

till at the end of three miles we luckily came upon a crystal stream, which,

like some lovers of conversation, discovered every thing committed to its faith-

less bosom. Then we came upon a piece of lich low ground, covered with large

trees, of the extent of half a mile, which made us fancy ourselves not far

from the river ; though after that we ascended gently to higher land, with no
other trees growing upon it except butter-wood, which is one species of white

maple. This being a dead level, without the least declivity to carry off the

water, was moist in many places, and produced abundance of grass. All

our w^oodsmen call these flat grounds high land ponds, and in their trading

journeys are glad to halt at such places for several days together, to recruit

their jaded horses, especially in the winter months, when there is little or no
gi'ass to be found in other places. This high land pond extended above two
miles, our palfries snatching greedily at the tufts of grass, as they went along.

After we got over this level, we descended some stony hills for about half a
mile, and then came upon a large branch of the river, which we christened

the Irvin, in honour of our learned professor. This river we forded with much
difficulty and some danger, by reason of the hollow spaces betwixt the

rocks, into which our horses plunged almost every step. The Irvin runs into

the Dan about four miles to the southward of the line, and seemed to roll

down its waters from the N. N. W. in a very full and limpid stream, and the

murmur it made, in tumbling over the rocks, caused the situation to appear very
romantic, and had almost made some of the company poetical, though they drank
nothing but water. We encamped on a pleasant hill, overlooking the liver,

which seemed to be deep every where except just where we forded. In the

mean time, neither that chain of rocks, nor any other that we could observe
in this stream, was so uninterrupted, but that there were several breaks where
a canoe, or even a moderate flat-bottomed boat, might shear clear. Nor
have we reason to believe there are any other falls (except the great ones,

thirty miles below Moniseep ford) that reach quite across, so as to interrupt

the navigation for small craft. And I have been informed that, even at those
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great falls, the blowing up a few rocks would open a passage at least for

canoes, which certainly would be an unspeakable convenience to the inhabit-

ants of all that beautiful part of the country. The Indian killed a very fat

doe, and came across a bear, which had been put to death and was half devour-

ed by a panther. The last of these brutes reigns absolute monarch of the

woods, and in the keenness of his hunger will venture to attack a bear;

though then it is ever by surprise, as all beasts of the cat kind use to come
upon their prey. Their play is to take the poor bears napping, they being very

drowsy animals, and though they be exceedingly strong, yet their strength is

heavy, while the panthers arc too nimble and cunning to trust themselves

within their hug. As formidable as this beast is to his fellow brutes, he never
has the confidence to venture upon a man, but retires from him with great

respect, if there be a way open for his escape. However, it must be confest,

his voice is a little contemptible for a monarch of the forest, being not a great

deal louder nor more awful than the mewing of a household cat.*

In South Carolina they call this beast a tiger, though improperly, and so

they do in some parts of the Spanish AVest Indies. Some of their authors, a
little more properly, compliment it with the name of a leopard. But none of
these are the growth of America, that we know of
The whole distance the surveyors advanced the line this day amounted

to six miles and thirty poles, which was no small journey, considering the

grounds we had traver.sed were exceedingly rough and uneven, and in many
places intolerably entangled with bushes. All the hills we ascended were
encumbered with stones, many of which seemed to contain a metallic sub-

stance, and the valleys we crossed were interrupted with miry branches.

From the top of every hill we could discern distinctly, at a great distance

to the northward, three or four ledges of mountaais, rising one above
another; and on the highest of all rose a single mountain, very much resem-
bling a woman's breast.

19th. About four miles beyond the river Irvin, we forded Matrimony creek,

called so by an unlT)rtunate married man, because it was exceedingly noisy
and impetuous. However, though the stream w^as clamorous, yet, like those
women who make themselves plainest heard, it was likewise perfectly clear

and unsullied. Still half a mile further we saw a small mountain, about
five miles to the north-west of us, which we called the Wart, because it ap-

peared no bigger than a wart, in comparison of the great mountains which
hid their haughty heads in the clouds. We were not able to extend the line

farther than five miles and one hundred and thirty five poles, notwithstanding
we began our march early in the morning, and did not encamp till it was almost
dark. We made it the later by endeavouring to quarter in some convenient
situation, either for grass or eanes. But night surprising us, we were obliged

to lodge at last upon high and uneven ground, which was so overgrown
with shrubs and saplings, that we could hardly see ten yards around us. The
most melancholy part of the story was, that our horses had short commons.
The poor creatures were now grown so weak that they staggered when we
mounted them. Nor would our own fare have been at all more plentiful,

had we not been so provident as to carry a load of meat along with us.

Indeed, the woods were too thick to show us any sort of game but one wild
turkey, which helped to enrich our soup. To make us amend?, we found

* Some authors, who have given an account of the southern continent of America,
would make the world believe there are lions ; but in all likelihood they were mistaken,
imagining these panthers to be lions. What makes this probable is, that the northern
and southern parts of America being joined by the Isthmus of Darien, if there were
lions in either they would find their way into the other, the latitudes of each being
equally proper for that generous animal.
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abundance of very sweet grapes, which, with the iiel|) of bread, might hav(!

furnished out a £jood Italian repast, in tiie al)sencc of more savoury food.

The men's mouths watered at the sigiit of a prodigious flight of wild pigeons,

which flew high over our heads to the southward. The flocks of these birds

of passage are so amazingly great, sometimes, that they darken the sky

;

nor is it uncommon for them to light in such numbers in the larger limbs of

mulberry trees and oaks as to break them down. In their travels they make
vast havoc amongst the acorns and berries of all sorts, that they waste whole

forests in a short time, and leave a famine behind them for most other crea-

tures ; and under some trees where they light, it is no strange thing to find the

ground covered three inches thick with their dung. These wild pigeons

commonly breed in the uninhabited parts of Canada, and as the cold ap-

proaches assemble their armies and bend their course 'southerly, .shifting their

quarters, like many of the winged kind, according to the season. But the

most remarkable thing in their flight, as we are told, is that they never have

been observed to return to the northern countries the same way they came
from thence, but take quite another route, I suppose for their better subsist-

ence. In these long flights they are very lean, and their flesh is far from being

white or tender, though good enough upon a march, when hunger is the

sauce, and makes it go down better than truffles and morels would do.

20th. It was now Sunday, which we had like to have spent in fasting as

well as pra3'er; for our men, taking no care for the morrow, like good Chris-

tians, but bad travellers, had improvi Jently devoured all their meat for sup-

per. They were ordered in the morning to drive up their horses, lest they

should stray too far from the camp and be lost, in case they were let alone

all day. At their return they had the very great comfort to behold a
monstrous fat bear, which the Indian had killed very seasonably for their

breakfast. We thought it still necessary to make another reduction of our
bread, from four to three pounds a week to every man, computing that we
had still enough in that proportion to last us three weeks longer. The at-

mosphere was so smoky all round us, that the mountains were again grown
invisible. This happened not from the haziness of the sky, but from the

firing of the woods by the Indians, for we were now near the route the

the northern savages take when they go out to war against the Catawbas
and other southern nations. On their way the fires they make in

their camps are left burning, which, catching the dry leaves that lie near,

soon put the adjacent woods into a flame. Some of our men in search
of their horses discovered one of those Indian camps, where not long
before they had been a furring and dressing their skins. And now I mention
the northern Indians, it may not be improper to take notice of their implaca-

ble hatred to those of the south. Their wars are everlasting, without any
peace, enmity being the only inheritance among them that descends from
father to son, and either party will march a thousand miles to take their

revenge upon such hereditary enemies. These long expeditions are com-
monly carried on in the following manner ; some Indian, remarkable for his

prowess, that has raised himself to the reputation of a war captain, declares

his intention of paying a visit to some southern nation ; hereupon as many
of the young fellows as have either a strong thirst of blood or glory, list

themselves under his command. With these volunteers he goes from one
confederate town to another, listing all the rabble he can, till he has gathered
together a competent number for mischief Their arms are a gun and toma-
hawk, and all the provisions they carry from home is a pouch of rocka-
hominy. Thus provided and accoutred, they march towards their enemy's
country, not in a body, or by a certain path, but straggling in small numbers,
for the greater convenience of hunting and passing along undiscovered.
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So soon as they approacli the grounds on which tlie enemy is used to hunt,

they never kindle any fire themselves, for fear of being found out by tiie

smoke, nor will they shoot at any kind of game, though they should be half

famished, lest they might alarm their foes, and put them upon their guard.
Sometimes indeed, while they are still at some distance, they roast either

venison or bear, till it is very dry, and then having strung it on their belts,

wear it round their middle, eating very sparingly of it, because they know
not when they shall meet with a fresh supply. But coming nearer, they begin
to look all round the hemisphere, to watch if any smoke ascends, and listen

continually for the report of guns, in order to make some happy discovery
for their own advantage. It is amazing to see their sagacity in discerning

the track of a human foot, even amongst dry leaves, which to our shorter

sight is quite undiscoverable. If by one or more of those signs they be
able to find out the camp of any southern Indians, they squat down in some
thicket, and keep themselves hush and snug till it is dark ; then creeping up
softly, they approach near enough to observe all the motions of the enemy.
And about two o'clock in the morning, when they conceive them to be in a
profound sleep, for they never keep watch and ward, pour in a volley upon
them, each singling out his man. The moment they have discharged their

pieces, they rush in with their tomahawks, and make sure work of all that

are disabled. Sometimes, when they find the enemy asleep round their little

fire, they first pelt them with little stones to wake them, and when they get

up, fire in upon them, being in that posture a better mark than when prostrate

on the ground. Those that are killed of'the enemy, or disabled, they scalp,

that is, they cut the skin all round the head just below the hair, and then
clapping their feet to the poor mortals' shoulders, pull the scalp off clean, and
carry it home in triumph, being as proud of those trophies, as the Jews used
to be of the foreskins of the Philistines. This way of scalping was practised

by the ancient Scythians, who used these hairy scalps as towels at home, and
trappings for their horses when they went abroad. They also made cups
of their enemies' skulls, in which they drank prosperity to their country, and
confusion to all their foes. The prisoners they happen to take alive in these

expeditions generally pass their time very scurvily. They put them to all

the tortures that ingenious malice and cruelty can invent. And (what shows
the baseness of the Indian temper in perfection) they never fail to treat those

with greatest inhumanity that have distinguished themselves most by their

bravery ; and, if he be a war captain, they do him the honour to roast him
alive, and distribute a collop to all that had a share in stealing the victory.*

They are very cunning in finding out new ways to torment their unhappy
captives, though, like those of hell, their usual method is by fire. Sometimes they

barbacue them over live coals, taking them off every now and then, to pro-

long their misery ; at other times they will stick sharp pieces of lightwood
all over their bodies, and setting them on fire, let them burn down into the

flesh to the very bone. And when they take a stout fellow, that they believe

able to endure a great deal, they will tear all the flesh off his bones with red
hot pincers. While these and such like barbarities are practising, the victors

are so far from being touched with tenderness and compassion, that they

* Though who can reproach the poor Indians for thi?, when Homer makes his celebrated
hero, Achilles, drag the body of Hector at the tail of his chariot, for having fought
gallantly in defence of his country. Nor was Alexander the Great, with all his famed
gtnerosity, less inhuman to the brave Tyrians, two thousand of whom he ordered to be cru-
cified in cold blood, for no other fault but for having defended their city most courageously
against him, during a siege of seven months. And what was still more brutal, he dragged
alive at the tail of his chariot, through all the streets, for defending the town with so
much vigour.
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dance and sing round tliese wretched mortals, showing all the marks of

pleasure and jollity. And if such cruelties happen to be executed in their

towns, they employ their children in tormenting the prisoners, in order to

extinguish in them betimes all sentiments of humanity. In the mean time,

while these poor wretches are under the anguish of all this inhuman treat-

ment, they disdain so much as to groan, sigh, or show the least sign of dismay
or concern, so much as in their looks; on the contrary, they make it a point

of honour all the time to soften their features, and look as pleased as if they

were in the actual enjoyment of some delight ; and if they never sang before

in their lives, they will be sure to be melodious on this sad and dismal occa-

sion. So prodigious a degree of passive valour in the Indians is the more to

be wondered at, because in all articles of danger they are apt to behave like

cowards. And what is still more surprising, the very women discover, on
such occasions, as great fortitude and contempt, both of pain and death, as

the gallantest of their men can do.

21st. The apprehensions we had of losing the horses in these copse woods
were too well founded, nor were the precautions we used yesterday of

driving them up sufficient to prevent their straying away afterwards, not-

withstanding they were securely hobbled. We therefore ordered the men
out early this morning to look diligently for them, but it was late before any
could be found. It seems they had straggled in quest of forage, and, besides

all that, the bushes grew thick enough to conceal them from being seen at

the smallest distance. One of the people was so bewildered in search of his

horse, that he lost himself, being no great forester. However, because we
were willing to save time, we left two of our most expert woodsmen behind

to beat all the adjacent woods in quest of him.

In the mean while the surveyors proceeded vigorously on their business,

but were so perplexed with thickets at their first setting oflf, that their pro-

gress was much retarded. They were no sooner over that difficulty, but

they were obliged to encounter another. The rest of their day's work lay

over very sharp hills, where the dry leaves were so slippery that there was
hardly any hold for their feet. Such rubs as these prevented them from
measuring more than four miles and two hundred and seventy poles. Upon
the sides of these hills the soil was rich, though full of stones, and the trees

reasonably large.

The smoke continued still to veil the mountains from our sight, which
made us long for rain, or a brisk gale of wind, to disperse it. Nor was the

loss of this wild prospect all our concern, but we were apprehensive lest the

woods should be burnt in the course of our line before us, or happen to take

fire behind us, either of which would effectually have starved the horses, and
made us all foot soldiers. But we were so happy, thank God ! as to escape
this misfortune in every part of our progress. We were exceedingly uneasy
about our lost man, knowing he had taken no provision of any kind, nor was
it much advantage towards his support, that he had taken his gun along with
him, because he had rarely been guilty of putting any thing to death. He
had unluckily wandered from the camp several miles, and after steei'ing

sundry unsuccessful courses, in order to return, either to us or to the line,

was at length so tired he could go no farther. In this distress he sat himself

down under a tree, to recruit his jaded spirit, and at the same time indulge a
few melancholy reflections. Famine was the first phantom that appeared to

him, and was the more frightful, because he fancied himself not quite bear
enough to subsist long upon licking his paws. In the mean time the two
persons we had sent after him hunted diligently great part of the day with-

out coming upon his track. They fired their pieces towards every point of

the compass, but could perceive no firing in return. However, advancing a
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little farther, at last tliey made a lucky shot, that our straggler had the good
fortune to hear, and he returning the salute, they soon found each other "with
no small satisfaction. But though they lighted on the man, they could by no
means light on his horse, and therefore he was obliged to be a foot soldier
all the rest of the journey. Our Indian sliot a bear so prodigiously fat, that
there was no way to kill him but by firing in at his ear. The fore part of the
skull of that animal being guarded by a double bone, is hardly i>enetrable,
and when it is very fat, a bullet aimed at liis body is apt to lose its force, be-
fore it reaches the vitals. This animal is of the dog kind, and our Indians, as
well as woodsmen, are as fond of its flesh as the Chinese can be of that of
the common hound.

22d. Early in the morning we sent back two men to make further search
for the horse that was strayed away. We were unwilling the poor man
should sustain such a damage as would eat out a large part of his pay, or
that the public should be at the expense of reimbursing him for it. These
foresters hunted all over the neighbouring woods, and took as much pains as
if the horse had been their own property, but all their diligence was to no
purpose. The suj'veyors, in the mean time, being fearful of leaving these
men too far behind, advanced the line no farther than one mile and two hun-
dred and thirty poles. As we rode along we found no less than three bears
and a fat doe, that our Indian, who went out before us, had thrown in our
course, and we were very glad to pick them up. About a mile from the
camp we crossed Miry creek, so called because several of the horses were
mired in its branches. About two hundred and thirty poles beyond that, the
line intersected another river, that seemed to be a branch of the Irvin, to

which we gave the name of the Mayo, in complement to the other of our
surveyors. It was about fifty yards wide where we forded it, being just

below a ledge of rocks, which i-eached across the river, and made a natural
cascade. Our horses could hardly keep their feet over these slippery rocks,
which gave some of their riders no small palpitation. This river forks about
a quarter of a mile below the ford, and has some scattering canes growing
near the mouth of it. We pitched our tent on the western banks of the
Mayo, for the pleasure of being lulled to sleep by the cascade. Here our
hunters had leisure to go out and try their fortunes, and returned loaded
with spoil. They brought in no less than six bears, exceedingly fat, so that

the frying pan had no rest all night. We had now the opportunity of trying
the speed of this lumpish animal by a fair course it had with the nimblest
of our surveyors. A cub of a year old will run very fast, because, being
upon his growth, he is never encumbered with too much fat ; but the old

ones are more sluggish and unwieldy, especially when mast is plenty. Then
their nimblest gait is only a heavy gallop, and their motion is still slower
down hill, where they are obliged to sidle along very awkwardly, to keep
their lights from rising up into their throat. These beasts always endeavour to

avoid a man, except they are wounded, or happen to be engaged in tlie pro-
tection of their cubs. By the force of these instincts and that of self preserv-
ation, they will now and then throw off all reverence for their Maker's
image. For that reason, excess of hunger will provoke them to the same
desperate attack, for the support of their being. A memorable instance of
the last case is said to have happened not long ago in New England, where a
bear assaulted a man just by his own door, and rearing himself upon his

haunches, offered to take him lovingly into his hug. But the man's wife ob-
serving the danger her husband was in, had the courage to run behind the

bear, and thrust her two thumbs into his eyes. This made Bruin quit the
man, and turn short upon the woman to take his revenge, but she had the

presence of mind to spring back with more than female agility, and so both
t!ieir lives were preserved.
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23d. At the distance of sixty-two poles from where we lay, we crossed
the south branch of what we took for the Irvin, nor was it without difficulty

we got over, though it happened to be without damage. Great part of the

way after that was mountainous, so that we were no sooner got down one
hill, but we were obliged to climb up another. Only for the last mile of our
stage, we encountered a locust thicket that was level, but interlaced terribly

with briers and grape vines. We forded a-large creek, no less than five

times, the banks of which were so steep tliat we were forced to cut them
down with a hoe. We gave it the name of Crooked creek, because of its

meanders. The sides of it were planted with shrub-canes, extremely inviting

to the horses, which were now quite jaded with clambering up so many pre-

cipices, and tugging through so many dismal thickets, notwithstanding which
we pushed the line this day four miles sixty-nine poles. The men were so

unthrifty this morning as to bring but a small portion of their abundance
along with them. This was the more unlucky, because we could discover

no sort of game the whole livelong day. Woodsmen are certainly good
Christians in one respect, at least, that they always leave the morrow to care
for itself; though for that very reason they ought to pray more fervently for

their daily bread than most of them remember to do.

The mountains were still concealed from our eyes by a cloud of smoke.
As we went along we were alarmed at the sight of a great fire, which showed
itself to the northward. This made our small corps march in closer order
than we used to do, lest perchance we might be waylaid by Indians. It

made us look out sharp to see if we could discover any track or other token
of these insidious foresters, but found none. In the mean time we came
often upon the track of bears,^ which cannot without some skill be distin-

guished from that of human creatures, made with naked feet. And indeed a
young woodsman would be puzzled to find out the difference, which consists

principally in a bear's paws being something smaller than a man's foot, and
in its leaving sometimes the mark of its claws in the impression made upon
the ground.

The soil, where the locust thicket grew, was exceedingly rich, as it con-

stantly is, where that kind of tree is naturally and largely, produced. But
the desolation made there lately, either by fire or caterpillars, had been so

general, that we could not see a tree of any bigness standing within our pros-

pect. And the reason why a fire makes such a havoc in these lonely parts is

this. The woods are not there burnt every year, as they generally are amongst
the inhabitants. But the dead leaves and trash of many years are heaped
up together, which being at length kindled by the Indians that happen to pass

that way, furnish fuel for a conflagration that carries all before it. There
is a beautiful range of hills, as level as a terrace-walk, that overlooks the

valley through which Crooked creek conveys its spiral stream. This terrace

runs pretty near east and west, about two miles south of the line, and is

almost parallel with it. - The horses had been too much harassed to permit
us to ride at all out of our way, for the pleasure of any prospect, or the

gratification of any curiosity. This confined us to the narrow sphere of our
business, and is at the same time a just excuse for not animating our story

with greater variety.

24th. The surveyors went out the sooner this morning, by reason the men
lost very little time in cooking their breakfast. They had made but a spare

meal over night, leaving nothing but the hide of a bear for the morrow.
Some of the keenest of them got up at midnight to .cook that nice morsel after

the Indian manner. They first singed the hair clean off, that none of it might
stick in their throats ; then they boiled the pelt into soup, which had a stratum

9
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of grease swimming upon it full half an inch thick. However, they commend-
ed ihis dish extremely ; though I believe the praises they gave it were more
owing to their good stomach than to their good taste. The line, was extended

six miles and three hundred poles, and in that distance crossed Crooked creek

at least eight times more. We were forced to scuffle through a thicket about

two miles in breadth, planted with locusts and hickory saplings, as close as

they could stand together. Amongst these there was hardly a tree of tolera-

ble growth within view. It was a dead plane of several miles extent, and

very fertile soil. Beyond that the woods were open for about three miles, but

mountainous. All the rest of our day's journey was pestered with bushes

and grape vines, in the thickest of which we were obliged to take up our

quarters, near one of the branches of Crooked creek. This night it was the

men's good fortune to fare very sumptuously. The Indian had killed two
large bears, the fattest of which he had taken napping. One of the people

too shot a rackoon, which is also of the dog kind, and as big as a small fox,

though its legs are shorter, and when fat has a much higher relish than either

mutton or kid. It is naturally not carnivorous, but very fond of Indian corn

and persimmons. The fat of this animal is I'eckoned very good to assuage

swellings and inflammations. Some old maids are at the trouble of breeding

them up tame, for the pleasure of seeing them play over as many humorous
tricks as a monkey. It climbs up small trees, like a bear, by embracing the

bodies of them. Till this night vve had accustomed ourselves to go to bed
in'our night-gowns, believing we should thereby be better secured from the

cold : but upon trial found we lay much warmer by stripping to our shirts,

and spreading our gowns over us. A true woodsman, if he have no more
than a single blanket, constantly pulls all off, and, lying on one part of it,

draws tiie other over him, believing it much more refreshing to lie so, than in

his clothes ; and if he find himself not warm enough, shifts his lodging to

leeward of the fire, in which situation the smoke will dri\^e over him, and
effectually correct the cold dews, that would otherwise descend upon his

person, perhaps to his great damage.
25th. The air clearing up this morning, we were again agreeably sur-

prised with a full prospect of- the inountains. They discovered themselves
both to the north and south of us, on either side, not distant above ten miles,

according to our best computation. We could now see those to the north
rise in four distinct ledges, one above another, but those to the south formed
only a single ledge, and that broken and interrupted in many places ; or ra-

ther they were only single mountains detached from each other. One of the
southern mountains was so vastly high, it seemed to hide its head in the
clouds, and the west end of it terminated in a horrible precipice, that we
called the Despairing Lover's Leap. The next to it, towards the east, was
lower, except at one end, where it heaved itself up in the form of a vast

stack of chimneys. The course of the northern mountains seemed to tend
west-south-west, and those to the southward very near west. We could
descry other, mountains ahead of us, exactly in the course of the line, though
at a much greater distance. In this point of view, the ledges on the right

and left both seemed to close, and form a natural amphitheatre. Thus it

was our fortune to be wedged in betwixt these two ranges of mountains, in-

somuch that if our line had run ten miles on either side, it had butted before
this day either upon one or the other, both of them now stretching away
plainly to the eastward of us. It had rained a little in the night, which dis-

persed the smoke and opened this romantic scene to us all at once, though it

was again hid from our eyes as we moved forwards, by the rough woods we
had the misfortune to be engaged with. The bushes were so thick for near
four miles together, that they lore the deer skins to pieces that guarded the
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bread bags. Though, as rough as the woods were, the soil was extremely
good all the way, being washed down from the neighbouring hills into the
plain country. Notwithstanding all these difficulties, the surveyors drove
on the line four miles and two hundred and five poles.

In the mean time we were so unlucky as to meet with no sort of game
the whole day, so that the men were obliged to make a frugal distribution of
what little they left in the morning. We encamped upon a small rill, where
the horses came off as temperately as their masters. They were by this

time grown so thin, by hard travel and spare feeding, that henceforth, in pure
compassion, we chose to perform the greater part of the journey on foot.

And as our baggage was by this time grown much lighter, we divided it,

after the best manner, so that every horse's load might be proportioned to the

strength he had left. Though, after all the prudent measures we could take,

we perceived the hills began to rise upon us so fast in our front, that it would
be impossible for us to proceed much ferther.

We saw very few squirrels in the upper parts, because the wild cats de-

vour them unmercifully. Of these there are four kinds : the fox squirrel, the

gray, the flj'ing, and the ground squirrel. These last resemble a rat in every
thing but the tail, and the black and russet streaks that run down the length

of their little bodies.

26th. We found our way grow still more mountainous, after extending
the line three hundred poles farther. We came then to a rivulet that ran
with a swift current towards the south. This we fancied to be another
branch of the Irvin, though some of the men, who had been Indian traders,

judged it rather to be the head of Deep river, that discharges its stream into

that of Pee Dee; but this seemed a wild conjectui'e. The hills beyond that

river were exceedingly lofty, and not to be attempted by our jaded palfreys,

which could now hardly di^ag their legs after them upon level ground. Be-
sides, the bread began to grow scanty, and the winter season to advance
apace upon us. We had likewise reason to apprehend the" consequences of

being intercepted by deep snows, and the swelling of the many waters
between us and home. The first of these misfortunes would starve all our
horses, and the other ourselves, by cutting off our retreat, and obliging us to

winter in those desolate woods. These considerations determined us to stop

short here, and push our adventures no farther. The last tree we marked
was a red oak, growing on the bank of the river ; and to make the place

more remarkable, we blazed all the trees around it.

We found the whole distance, from Coratuck inlet to the rivulet where we |^

left off, to be, in a straight line, two hundred and forty-one miles and two
hundred and thirty poles. And from the place where the Carolina commis-
sioners deserted us, seventy-two miles and tnree hvmdred and two poles.

This last part of the journey was generally very hilly, or else grown up with

troublesome thickets and underwoods, all which our Carolina friends had the

discretion to avoid. We encamped in a dirty valley near the rivulet above-

mentioned, for the advantage of the canes, and so sacrificed our own conve-

nience to that of our horses. There was a small mountain half a mile to

the northward of us, which we had the curiosity to climb up in the afternoon,

in order to enlarge our prospect. From thence we were able to discover

where the two ledges of rnountains closed, as near as we could guess, about

thirty miles to the west of us, and lamented that our present circumstances

would not permit us to advance the line to that place, which the hand of Na-

ture had made so very remarkable.

Not far from our quarters one of the men picked up a pair of elk's horns,

not very large, and discovered the track of the elk that had shed them. It

was rai'e to find . any tokens of those animals so far to the south, because
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they keep commonly to the northward of thirty-seven degrees, as the buffa-

loes, for the most part, confine themselves to the southward of that latitude.

The elk is Ml as big as a horse, and of the deer kind. The stags only have

horns, and those exceedingly large and spreading. Their colour is some-

thing lighter than that of the red deer, and their flesh tougher. Their swift-

est speed is a large trot, and in that motion they turn their horns back upon
their necks, and cock their noses aloft in the air. Nature has taught them
this attitude to save their antlers from being entangled in the thickets, which
they always retire to. They are very shy, and have the sense of smelling so

exquisite that they wind a man at a great distance. For this reason they are

seldom seen but when the air is moist, in which case their smell is not so

nice. They commonly herd together, and the Indians say, if one of the

drove happen by some wound to be disabled from making his escape, the

rest will forsake their fears to defend their friend, M'hich they will do with

great obstinacy, till they are killed upon the spot. Though, otherwise, they

are so alarmed at the sight of a man, that to avoid him they will sometimes
throw themselves down very high precipices into the river.

A misadventure happened here, which gave us no small perplexity. One
of the commissioners was so imlucky as to bruise his foot against a stump,

which brought on a formal fit of the gout. It must be owned there could

not be a more unseasonable time, nor a more improper situation, for any one
to be attacked by that cruel distemper. The joint was so inflamed that he
could neither draw shoe nor boot upon it ; and to ride without either would
have exposed him to so many rude knocks and bruises, in those rough woods,
as to be intolerable even to a stoic. It was happy, indeed, that we were to

rest here the next day, being Sunday, that there might be leisure for trying

some speedy remedy. Accordingly he was persuaded to bathe his foot in

cold water, in order to repel the humour and assuage the inflammation. This
made it less painful, and gave us hopes, too, of reducing the swelling in a
short time.

Our men had the fortune to kill a brace of bears, a fat buck, and a wild

turkey, all which paid them with interest for yesterday's abstinence. This
constant and seasonable supply of our daily wants made us reflect thankfully

on the bounty of Providence. And that we might not be unmindful of being

all along fed by Heaven in this great and solitary wilderness, we agreed to

wear in our hats the maosti, which is, in Indian, the beard of a wild turkey-

cock, and on our breasts the figure of that fowl with its wings extended, and
, holding in its claws a scroll, with this motto, " Vice coturnicum," meaning that

we had been supported by them in the wilderness in the room of qnails.

27th. This being Sunday we were not wanting in our thanks to Heaven
for the constant support and protection we had been favoured with. Nor
did our chaplain fail to put us in mind of our duty by a sermon proper for

the occasion. We ordered a strict inquiry to be made into the quantity of
bread we had left, and found no more than would subsist us a fortnight at

short allowance. We made a fair distribution of our whole stock, and at

the same time recommended to the men to manage this, their last stake, to the

best advantage, not knowing how long they would be obliged to live upon it.

We likewise directed them to keep a watchful eye upon their horses, that

none of them might be missing the next morning, to hinder our return.

There fell some rain before noon, which made our camp more a bog than it

was before. This moist situation began to infect some of the men with fevers,

and some with fluxes, wliich however we soon removed with Peruvian bark
and ipocoacanah. In the afternoon we marched up again to the top of

the hill to entertain our eyes a second time with the view of the mountains,
but a perverse' fog arose that hid them from our sight. In the evening we
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deliberated which way it might be most proper to return. We had at first

intended to cross over at the foot of the mountains to the liead of James

river, that we might be able to describe that natural boundary so far. But,

on second thoughts, we found many good reasons against that laudable de-

sign, such as the wealcness of our horses, the scantiness of our bread, and the

near approach of winter. We had cause to believe the way might be full

of hills, and the farther we went towards the north, the more danger there

would be of snow. Such considerations as these determined us at last to

make the best of our way back upon the line, which was the straightest, and

consequently the shortest way to the inhabitants. We knew the worst of

our course, and were sure of a beaten path all the way, while we were totally

ignorant what difficulties and dangers the other course might be attended

with. So prudence got the better for once of curiosity, and the itch for

new discoveries gave place to self-preservation. Our inclination was the

stronger to cross over according to the course of the mountains, that we
might find out whether James river and Appomattox river head there, or

run quite through them. It is certain that Potomac passes in a large stream

through i\i^ main ledge, and.then divides ij;self into two considerable rivers.

That which stretches aw-ay to the northward is called Cohungaroota,* and

that which flows to the south-west, hath the name of Sharantow. The course

of this last stream is near parrallel to the Blue Ridge of mountains, at the dis-

tance only of about three or four miles* Though how far it may continue

that course has not yet been sufficiently discovered, but some woodsmen pre-

tend to say it runs as far as the source of Roanoke ; nay, they are so very

particular as to tell us that Roanoke, Sharantow, and another wide branch of

Mississippi, all head in one and the same mountain. What dependence there

may be upon this conjectural geography, I will not pretend to say, though it is

certain that Sharantow keeps close to the mountains, as far as we are

acquainted with its tendency. We are likewise assured that the south branch

of James river, within less than twenty miles east of the main ledge, makes
an elbow, and runs due south-west, which is parallel with the mountains on
this side. But how far it stretches that way, before it returns, is not yet cer-

tainly known, no more than where it takes its rise.

In the mean time it is strange that our woodsmen have not had curiosity

enough to inform themselves more exactly of these particulars, and it is

stranger still that the government has never thought it worth the expense of

making an accurate survey of the mountains, that we might be masters of

that natural fortification before the French, who in some places have settle-

ments not very distant from it. It therefore concerns his majesty's service

very nearly, and the safety of his subjects in this part of the world, to take

possession of so important a barrier in time, lest our good friends, the French,

and the Indians, through their means, prove a perpetual annoyance to these

colonies. Another reason to invite us to secure this great ledge of mountains
is, the probability that very valuable mines may be discovered there. Nor
would it be at all extravagant to hope for silver mines, among the rest, be-

cause part of these mountains lie exactly in the same parallel, as well as

upon the same continent with New Mexico, and the mines of St. Barb.

28th. W^e ha ] given orders for the horses to be brought up early, but the

likelihood of more rain prevented our being over-hasty in decamping. Nor
were we out in our conjectures, for about ten o'clock it began to fall very
plentifully. Our commis.sioner's pain began now to abate, as the swelling

increased. He made an excellent figure for a mountaineer, with one boot of

* Which by a late survey has been found to extend above two hundred miles before it

reaches its source, in a mountain, from whence Allegany, one of the branches of Missis-
sippi, takes its rise, and runs south-west, as this river does south-east.
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leather and the other of flannel. Thus accoutred, he intended to mount, if

the rain had not happened opportunely to prevent him. Though, in truth, it

was hardly possible for him to ride with so slender a defence, without expos-
ing his foot to be bruised and torm,ented by the saplings, that stood thick on
either side of the path. It was therefore a most seasonable rain for him, as
it gave more time for his distemper to abate. Though it may be very dif-

ficult to find a certain cure for the gout, yet it is not improbable but some
things may ease the pain, and shorten the fits of it. And those medicines
are most likely to do this, that supple the parts, and clear the passage through
the narrow vessels, that are the seat of this cruel disease. Nothing will do
this more suddenly than rattle-snake's oil, which will even penetrate the pores
of glass when warmed in the sun. It was unfortunate, therefore, that we had
not taken out the fat of those snakes we had killed some time before, for the

benefit of so useful an experiment, as well as for the relief of our fellow-tra-

veller. But lately the Seneca rattle-snake root has been discovered in this

country, which being infused in wine, and drunk morning and evening, has
in several instances had a very happy efiect upon the gout, and enabled crip-

ples to throw away their crutches and walk several miles, and, what is

stranger still, it takes away the pain in half an hour. Nor was the gout the
only disease amongst us that was hard to cure. We had a man in bur
company who had too voracious a stomach for a woodsman. He ate as
much as any other two, but all he ^wallowed stuck by him till it was carried

off by a strong purge. Without this assistance, often repeated, his belly and
bowels would swell to so enormous a bulk that he could hardly breathe, es-

pecially when he lay down, just as if he had had an asthma ; though, notwith-

standing this oddness of constitution, he was a very strong, lively fellow, and
used abundance of violent exercise, by which it was wonderful the peristal-

tic motion was not m.ore vigorously promoted. We gave this poor man
several purges, which only eased him for the present, and the next day he
would grow as burly as ever. At last we gave him a moderate dose of ipo-

coacanah, in broth made very salt, which turned all its operation downwards.
This had so happy an effect that, from that day forward to the end of our
journey, all his complaints ceased, and the passages continued unobstructed.

The rain continued most of the day and some part of the night, which in-

commoded us much in our dirty camp, and made the men think of nothing
but eating, even at the time when nobody could stir out to make provision

for it.

29th. Though we were flattered in the morning with the usual tokens of
a fair day, yet they all blew over, and it rained hard before we could make
ready for our departure. This was still in favour of our podagrous friend,

whose lameness was now grown better, and the inflammation fallen. Nor did

it seem to need above one day more to reduce it to its natural proportion, and
make it fit for the boot ; and effectually the rain procured this benefit for

him, and gave him particular reason to believe his stars propitious. Notwith-
standing the falling weather, our hunters sallied out in the afternoon, and
drove the woods in a ring, which was thus performed. From the circumfer-
ence of a large circle they all marched inwards and drove the game towards
the centre. By this means they shot a brace of fat bears, which came very
seasonably, because we had luade clean work in the morning and were in

danger of dining with St. Anthony, or his grace Duke Humphry. But in

this expedition the unhappy man who had lost himself once before, straggled

again so far in pursuit of a deer, that he was hurried a second time quite out of
his knowledge ; and night coming on before he could recover the camp, he was
obliged to lie down, without any of the comforts of fire, food or covering

;

nor would his fears suffer him to sleep very sound, because, to his great dis-
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turbance, tlie wolves howled all that night, and the panthers screamed most
frightfully. In the evening a brisk north-wester swept all the clouds from

the sky, and exposed the mountains as well as the stars to our prospect.

That which was the most lofty to the southward, and which we called the -

Lover's Leap, some of our Indian traders fondly fancied was the Kiawan
mountain, which they had formerly seen from the country of the Cherokees.

They were the more positive by reason of the prodigious precipice that re-

markably distinguished the west end of it. We seemed however not to be

far enough south for that, though it is not improbable but a few miles farther

the course of our line might carry us to the most northerly towns of the

Cherokees. What makes this the more credible, is the north-west course,

that our traders take from the Catawbas for some hundred miles together,

when they carry goods that round-about way to the Cherokees. It was a

great pity that the want of bread, and the weakness of our horses, hindered us

from making the discovery. Though the great service such an excursion might

have been to the country would certainly have made the attempt not only

pardonable, but much to be commended. Our traders are now at the vast

charge and fatigue of travelling above five hundred miles for the benefit of

that trauic which hai-dly quits cost. Would it not then be worth the as-

sembly's while to be at some charge to find a shorter cut to carry on so pro-

fitable a trade, with more advantage, and less hazard and trouble, than they

do at present '! For I am persuaded it will not then be half the distance that

our traders make it now, nor half so far as Georgia lies from the northern

clans of that nation. Such a discovery would certainly prove an unspeak-

able advantage to this colony, by facilitating a trade with so considerable a
nation of Indians, which have sixty-two towns, and more than four thousand
fighting men. Our traders at that rate would be able to undersell those sent

from the other colonies so much, that the Indians must have reason to deal

with them preferable to all others. Of late the new colony of Georgia has
made an act obliging us to go four hundred miles to take out a license to

traffic with these Cherokees, though many of their towns lie out of their

bounds, and we had carried on this trade eighty years before that colony was
thought of

30th. In the morning early the man who had gone astray the day before

found his way to the camp, by the sound of the bells that were upon the

horses' necks. At nine o'clock we began our march back towards the rising

sun ; for though we had finished the line, yet we had not yet near finished

our fatigue. We had after all two hundred good miles at least to our several

habitations, and the horses were brought so low, that we were obliged to

travel on foot great part of the way, and that in our boots, too, to save our
legs from being torn to pieces by the bushes and briers. Had we not done
this, we must have left all our horses behind, which could now hardly drag
their legs after them, and with all the favour we could show" the poor animals,

we were forced to set seven of them free, not far from the foot of the moun-
tains. Four men were despatched early to clear the road, that our lame
commissioner's leg might be in less danger of being bruised, and that the
baggage horses might travel with less difficulty and more expedition. As we
passed along, by favour of a serene sky, we had still, from every eminence, a
perfect view of the mountains, as well to the north as to the south. We
could not forbear now and then facing about to survey them, as if unv/illing

to part with a prospect, which at the same time, like some rake's, was very
wild and very agreeable. We encouraged the horses to exert the little

strength they had, and being light, they made a shift to jog on about eleven
miles. We encamped on Crooked creek, near a thicket of canes. In the

front of our camp rose a very beautiful hill, that bounded our view at about a
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mile's distance, and all the intermediate space was covered with green canes.
Though, to our sorrow, fire-wood was scarce, which was now the harder
upon us, because a north-wester blew very cold from the mountains.
The Indian killed a stately, fat buck, and we picked his bones as clean as a

score of turkey-buzzards could have done. By the advantage of a clear
night, we made trial once more of the variation, and found it much the same
as formerly. This being his majesty's birthday, we drank all the loyal healths
in excellent water, not for the sake of the drink, (like many of our fellow sub-
jects,) but pui-ely for the sake of the toast. And because all public mirth
should be a little noisy, we fired several volleys of canes, instead of guns,
which gave a loud report. We threw them into the fire, where the air en-
closed betwixt the joints of the canes, being expanded by the violent heat,

burst its narrow bounds with a considerable explosion I

In the evening one of the men knocked down an opossum, which is a
harmless little beast, that will seldom go out of your w^ay, and if you take
hold of it, will only grin, and hardly ever bite. The flesh was well tasted

and tender, approaching nearest to pig, which it also resembles in bigness.

The colour of its fur was a goose gray, with a swine's snout, and a tail like

a rat's, but at least a foot long. By twisting this tail about the arm of a tree,

it will hang with all its weight, and swing to any thing it wants to take hold
of. It has five claws on the fore feet of equal length, but the hinder feet have
only four claws, and a sort of thumb standing off" at a proper distance.

Their feet being thus formed, qualify them for climbing up trees to catch little

.birds, which they are very fond of But the greatest particularity of this

creature, and which distinguishes it from most others that we are acquainted
with, is the false belly of the female, into which her young retreat in time of

danger. She can draw the slit, which is the inlet into this pouch, so close,

that you must look narrowly to find it, especially if she happen to be a virgin.

Within the false belly may be seen seven or eight teats, on which the young
ones grow from their first formation till they are big enough to fall off, like

ripe fruit from a tree. This is so odd a method of generation, that I should

not have believed it without the testimony of mine own eyes. Besides a
knowing and credible person has assured me he has more than once observed

the embryo opossums growing to the teat before they were completely shaped,

and afterwards watched their daily growth till they were big enough ibr

birth. And all this he could the more easily pry into, because the dam was
so perfectly gentle and harmless, that he could handle her just as he pleased.

I could hardly persuade myself to publish a thing so contrary to the course

that nature takes in the production of other animals, unless it were a matter

commonly believed in all countries where that creature is produced, and has

been often observed by persons of undoubted credit and understanding.

They say that the leather-winged bats produce their young in the same un-

common manner. And that young sharks at sea, and young vipers ashore,

run down the throats of their dams when they are closely pursued.

The frequent crossing of Crooked creek, and mounting the steep banks of

it, gave the finishing stroke to the foundering our horses : and no less than

two of them made a full stop here, and would not advance a foot farther, either

by fair means or foul. We had a dreamer of dreams amongst us, who
warned me in the morning to take care of myself, or I should infallibly fall

into the creek ; I thanked him kindly, and used what caution I could, but was
not able it seems to avoid my destiny, for my horse made a false step and
laid me down at my full length in the water. This was enough to bring

dreaming into credit, and I think it much for the honour of our expedition,

that it was graced not only with a priest but also with a prophet. We were

so perplexed with this serpentine creek, as well as in passing the branches of
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the Irvin, (which were swelled since we saw them before,) that we could reach

but five miles this whole day. In the evening we pitched our tent near Miry
creek, (though an uncomfortable place to lodge in) purely for the advantage

of the canes. Our hunters killed a large doe and two bears, which made all

other misfortunes easy. Certainly no Tartar ever loved horse-flesh, nor

Hottentot guts and garbage, better than woodsmen do bear. The truth of it

is, it may be proper food perhaps for such as work or ride it off, but, with our

chaplain's leave, who loved it much, I think it not a very proper diet

for saints, who do not mortify the flesh by toil. And now, for the good

of mankind, and for the better peopling an infant colony, which has no
want but that of inhabitants, I will venture to publish a secret of importance,

which our Indian disclosed to me. I asked him the reason why few or none

of his countrywomen were barren ? To which curious question he answered,

with a broad grin upon his face, they had an infallible secret for that. Upon
my being importunate to know what the secret might be, he informed me
that, if any Indian woman did not prove with child at a decent time after

marriage, the husband, to save his reputation with the women, forthwith en-

tered into a bear-diet for six weeks, which in that time produces such healthy

effect, that it is great odds but his wife becomes a mother in nine months.

And thus much I am able to say, besides, for the reputation of the bear

diet, that all the married men of our compatiy were joyful fathers within

forty weeks after they got home, and most of the single men had children

sworn to them within the same time, our chaplain always excepted, who,

with much ado, made a shift to cast out that importunate kind of devil, by
dint of fasting and prayer.

November 1st. By the negligence of one of the men in not hobbling his

horse, he straggled so far that he could' not be found. This stopped us all

the morning long ;
yet, because our time should not be entirely lost, we en-

deavoured to observe the latitude at twelve o'clock. Though our observa-

tion was not perfect, by reason the wind blew a little too fresh, however, by
such a one as we could make, we found ourselves in thirty-six degrees twenty
minutes only. Notwithstanding our being thus delayed, and the uneveness

of the ground, over which we were obliged to walk, (for most of us
served now in the infantry,) we travelled no less than six miles, though as

merciful as we were to our poor beasts, another of them tired by the way,
and Wcis left behind for the wolves and panthers to feast upon.

As we marched along, we had the fortune to kill a brace of bucks, as many
bears, and one wild turkey. But this was carrymg our sport to wanton-
ness, because we butchered more than we were able to transport. We
ordered the deer to be quartered and divided among the horses for the lighter

carriage, and recommended the bears to our daily attendants, the turkey-

buzzards. We always chose to carry venison along with us rather than

bear, not only because it was less cumbersome, but likewise because the peo-

ple could eat it without bread, which was now almost spent. Whereas the

other, being richer food, lay too heavy upon the stomach, unless it were light-

ened by something farinaceous. This is what I thought proper to remark,
for the .service of all those whose business or diversion shall oblige them to

live any time in the woods. And because I am persuaded that very useful

matters may be found out by searching this great wilderness, especially the

upper parts of it, about the mountains, I conceive it will help to engage able

men in that good work, if I recommend a wholesome kind of food, of very

small weight and very great nourishment, that will secure them fi om starving,

in case they should be so unlucky as to meet with no game. The chief dis-

couiagement at present from penetrating far into the woods i.«; the trouble of

carrying a load of provisions. I must own famine is a frightful monster, and
10
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for that reason to be guarded against as well as we can. But the common

precautions against it, are so burthensome, that people cannot tarry long out,

and go far enough from home, to make any effectual discovery. The porta-

ble provisions I would furnish our foresters withal ai-e glue-broth and

rockahominy: one contains the essence of bread, the other of meat. The

best way of making the glue-broth is after the following method :
Take a

leg of beef, veal, venison, or any other young meat, because old meat will not

so easily jelly. Pare off all the fat, in which there is no nutriment, and of the

lean make a very strong broth, after the usual manner, by boiling the meat

to rags till all the goodness be out. After skimming off what fat remains,

pour the broth into a wide stew-pan, well tinned, and let it simmer over a

gentle even fire, till it come to a thick jelly. Then take it off and set it over

boiling water, which is an evener heat, and not so apt to burn the broth to

the vessel. Over that let it evaporate, stirring it very often till it be reduced,

when cold, into a solid substance like glue. Then cut it into small pieces, laying

them single in the cold, that they may dry the sooner. When the pieces are

perfectly dry, put them into a canister, and they will be good, if kept

dry, a whole East India voyage. This glue is so strong, that two or three

drachms, dissolved in boiling water with a little salt, will make half a pint of

good broth, and if you should be faint with fasting or fatigue, let a small piece

of this glue melt in your mouth, and you will find yourself surprisingly re-

freshed. One pound of this cookery would keep a man in good heart above

a month, and is not only nourishing, but likewise very wholesome. Particu-

larly it is good against fluxes, which woodsmen are very liable to, by lying

too near the moist ground, and guzzling too much cold water. But as it will

be only used now and then, in times of scarcity, when game is wanting, two

pounds of it will be enough for a journey of six months. But this broth will

be still more heartening, if you thicken every mess with half a spoonful of

rockahominy, which is nothing but Indian corn parched without burning, and

reduced to powder. The fire drives out all the watery parts of the corn,

leaving the strength of it behind, and this being very dry, becomes much

lighter for carriage and less liable to be spoiled by the moist air. Thus half a

dozen pounds of this sprightful bread will sustain a man for as many months,

provided he husband it well, and always spare it when he meets with venison,

which, as I said before, may be very safely eaten without any bread at all.

By what I have said, a man need not encumber himself with more than

eight or ten pounds of provisions, though he continue half a year in the

woods. These and his gun will support him very well during that time, with-

out the least danger of keeping one single fast. And though some of his

days may be what the French call jours maigres, yet there will happen no

more of those than will be necessary for his health, and to carry otf the

excesses of the days of plenty, when our travellers will be apt to indulge

their lawless appetites too much.

2d, The heavens frowned this morning, and threatened abundance of

rain, but our zeal for returning made us defy the weather, and decamp a little

before noon. Yet we had not advanced two miles, before a soaking shower

made us glad to pitch our tent as fast as we could. We chose for that pur-

pose a rising ground, half a mile to the east of Matrimony creek. This was

the first and only time we were caught in the rain, during the whole expe-

dition. It used before to be so civil as to fall in the night, after we were safe

in our quarters, and had trenched ourselves in ; or else it came upon us on

Sundays, when it was no interruption to our progress, nor any inconvenience

to our persons. We had, however, been so lucky in this particular before,

that we had abundant reason to take our present soaking patiently, and the

misfortune was the less, because we had taken precaution to keep all our
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baggage and bedding perfectly dry. This rain was enlivened with very loud

thunder, which was echoed back by the hills in the neighbourhood in a fright-

ful manner. There is something in the woods that makes the sound of this

meteor more awful, and the violence of the lightning more visible. The
trees are fiequently shivered quite down to the root, and sometimes perfectly

twisted. But of all the effects of lightning that ever I heard of, the most
amazing happened in this country, in the year 1736. In the summer of that

year a surgeon of a ship, whose name was Davis, came ashore at York to

visit a patient. He was no sooner got into the house, but it began to rain

with many terrible claps of thunder. When it was almost dark there came
a dreadful flash of lightning, which struck the surgeon dead as he was walk-

ing about tlie room, but hurt no other person, though several were near him.

At the same time it made a large hole in the trunk of a pine tree, which grew
about ten feet from the window. But what was most surprising in this dis-

aster was, that on the breast of the unfortunate man that was killed w^as

the figiire of a pine tree, as exactly delineated -as any limner in the world

could draw it, nay, the resemblance went so far as to represent the colour

of the pine, as well as the figure. The lightning must probably have passed

through the tree first before it struck the man, and by that means have printed

the icon of it on his breast. But whatever may have been the cause, the effect

was certain, and can be attested by a cloud of witnesses who had the curi-

osity to go and see this wonderful phenomenon. The worst of it was, we
were forced to encamp in a barren place, where there was hardly a blade

of grass to be seen, even the wild i-osemary failed us here, which gave us
but too just apprehensions that we should not only be obliged to trudge all

the way home on foot,, but also to lug our baggage at our backs into the bar-

gain. Thus we learned by our own experience, that horses are very impro-

per animals to use in a long ramble into the woods, and the better they have
been used to be fed, they are still the worse. Such will fall away a great

deal faster, and fail much sooner, than those which are wont to be at their

own keeping. Besides, horses that have been accustomed to a plain and
champaign country will founder presently, when they come to clamber up
hills, and batter their hoofs against continual rocks. We need Welsh runts,

and Highland Galloways to climb our mountains withal ; they are used to

precipices, and will bite as close as Banstead Down sheep. But I should much
rather recommend mules, if we had them, for these long and painful expe-

ditions ; though, till they can be bred, certainly asses are the fittest beasts of

burthen for the mountains. They are sure-footed, patient under the heaviest

fatigue, and will subsist upon moss, or browsing on shrubs all the winter.

One of them will carry the necessary luggage of four men, without any dif-

ficulty, and upon a pinch will take a quarter of bear or venison upon their

backs into the bargain. Thus, when the men are light and disengaged from
every thing but their guns, they may go the whole journey on foot with

pleasure. And though my dear countrymen have so great a passion for

riding, that they will of^en walk two miles to catch a horse, in order to ride

one, yet, if they will please to take my word for it, when they go into the

woods upon discovery, 1 would advise them by all means to march a-foot,

for they will then be delivered from the great care and concern for their

horses, which takes up too large a portion of their time. Over night we are

now at the trouble of hobbling them out, and often of leading them a mile or

two to a convenient place for forage, and then in the rrjorning we are some
hours in finding them again, because they are apt to stray a great way fi'om

the place where they were turned out. Now and then, too, they are lost fop

a whole day together, and are frequently so weak and jaded, that the com-
pany must lie still several da3's, near some meadov?", or highland pond, to
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recruit them. All these delays retard their progress intolerably; whereas, if

they had only a few asses, they would abide close to the camp, and find suf-

ficient food every where, and in all seasons of the year. Men would then
be able to travel safely over hills and dales, nor would the steepest mountains
obstruct their progress. They might also search more narrowly for mines and
other productions of nature, without being confined to level grounds, in com-
pliment to the jades they ride on. And one may foretell, without the spirit

of divination, that so long as woodsmen continue to range on horse-back,
we shall be strangers to our own country, and few or no valuable discoveries

will ever be made. The French couriers de bois, who have run from one
end of the continent to the other, have performed it all on foot, or else in all

probability must have continued full as ignorant as we are. Our country
has now been inhabited more than one hundred and thirty years by the

English, and still we hardly know any thing of the Appallachian mountains,
that are no where above two hundred and fifty miles from the sea. Where-
as the French, wlio are later comers, have ranged from Q,uebec southward
as far as the mouth of Mississippi, in the bay of Mexico, and to the west al-

most as far as California, vv'hich is either way above two thousand miles.

3d. A north-west wind having cleared the sky, we were now tempted to
travel on a Sunday, for the first time, for want of more plentiful forage,

though some of the more scrupulous amongst us were unwilling to do evil,

that good might come of it, and make our cattle work a good part of the
day in order to fill their bellies at night. However, the chaplain put on his

casuistical face, and offered to take the sin upon himself We therefore con-
sented to move a Sabbath day's journey of three or four miles, it appearing
to be a matter of some necessity. On the way our unmerciful Indian killed

no less than two brace of deer and a large bear. We only primed the deer,

being unwilling to be encumbered with their whole carcasses. The rest we
consigned to the wolves, which in return serenaded us great part of the
night. They are very clamorous in their banquets, which we know is the
way some other brutes have, in the extravagance of their jollity and spright-

liness, of expressing their thanks to Providence.

We came to our old camp, in sight of the river Irvin, whose stream was
swelled now near four feet with the rain that fell the day before. This made
it impracticable for us to ford it, nor could we guess when the water would fall

enough to let us go over. This put our mathematical professor, who should

have set a better example, into the vapours, fearing he should be obliged to

take up his winter quarters in that doleful wilderness. But the rest were not

infected with his want of faith, but preserved a firmness of mind superior to

such little adverse accidents. They trusted that the same good Providence
which had most remarkably prospered them hitherto, would continue his

goodness and conduct them safe to the end of their journey. However, we
found plainly that travelling on the Sunday, contrary to our constant rule,

had not thriven with us in the least. We were not gainers of any distance

by it, because the river made us pay two days for violating one. Neverthe-
less, by making this reflection, I would not be thought so rigid an observer
of the sabbath as to allow of no work at all to be done, or journeys to be
taken upon it. I should not care to lie still and be knocked on the head, as the

Jews were heretofore by Antiochus, because I believed it unlawful to stand upon
my defence on this good day. Nor would I care, like a certain New England
magistrate, to order a man to the whipping post, for daring to ride for a mid-
wife on the Lord's day. On the contrary, I am for doing all acts of necessi-

ty, charity, and selfpreservation, upon a Sunday as well as other days of the
week. But, as I think our present march could not strictly be justified by
any of these rules, it was but just we should suflfer a little for it. I never
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could learn that the Indians set apart any day of the week or the year for

the service of God. They pray, as philosophers eat, only when they have a

stomach, without having any set time for it. Indeed these idle people have
very little occasion for a sabbath to refresh themselves after hard labour, be-

cause very few of them ever labour at all. Like the wild Irish, they would
rather want than work, and are all men of pleasure, to whom every day is

a day of rest. Indeed, in their hunting, they will take a little pains; but this

being only a diversion, their spirits are rather raised than depressed by it,

and therefore need at most but a night's sleep to recruit them.

4th. By some stakes we had driven into the river yesterday, we perceived

the water began to fall, but fell so slowly that we found we must have pa-

tience a day or two longer. And because we were unwilling to lie altoge-

ther idle, we sent back some of the men to bring up the two horses that tired

the Saturday before. They were found near the place where we had left

them, but seemed too sensible of their liberty to come to us. They were
found standing indeed, but as motionless as the equestrian statue at Charing-

Cross. We had great reason to apprehend more rain by the clouds that

drove over our heads. The boldest amongst us were not without some
pangs ofuneasiness at so very sullen a prospect. However, God be praised

!

it all blew over in a few hours. If much rain had fallen, we resolved to

make a raft and bind it together with grape vines, to ferry ourselves and
baggage over the river. Though, in that case, we expected the swiftness of
the stream would have carried down our raft a long way before we could
have tugged it to the opposite shore.

One of the young fellows we had sent to bring up the tired horses enter-

tained us in the evening with a remarkable adventure he had met with that

day. He had straggled, it seems, from his company in a mist, and made a
cub of a year old betake itself to a tree. While he was new-priming his

piece, with intent to fetch it down, the old gentlewoman appeared, and per-

ceiving her heir apparent in distress, advanced open-mouthed to his relief.

The man was so intent upon his game, that she had approached very near
him before he perceived her. But finding his danger, he faced about upon
the enemy, which immediately reared upon her posteriors, and put herself in

battle array. The man, admiring at the bear's assurance, endeavoured to fire

upon her, but by the dampness of the priming, his gun did not go off. He
cocked it a second time, and had the same misfortune. After missing fire

twice, he had the folly to punch the beast with the muzzle of his piece ; but
mother Bruin, being upon her guard, seized the weapon with her paws, and
by main strength wrenched it out of the fellow's hands. The man being
thus fairly disarmed, thought himself no longer a match for the enemy, and
therefore retreated as fast as his legs could carry him. The brute naturally
grew bolder upon the flight of her adversary, and pursued him with all her
heavy speed. For some time it was doubtful whether fear made one run
faster, or fury the other. But after an even course of about fifty yards, the
man had the mishap to stumble over a stump, and fell down at his full length.

He now wouldhave sold his life a penny-worth ; but the bear, apprehending
there might be some trick in the fall, instantly halted, and looked with much
attention on her prostrate foe. ]n the mean while, the man had with great
presence of mind resolved to make the bear believe he was dead, by lying
breathless on the ground, in hopes that the beast would be too generous to
kill him over again. To carry on the farce, he acted the corpse for some
time without daring to raise his head, to see how near the monster was to
him. But in about two minutes, to his unspeakable comfort, he was raised
from the dead by the barking of a dog, belonging to one of his companions,
who came seasonably to his rescue, and drove the bear from pursuing the
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man to take care of her cub, which she feared mij^^lit now fall into a second
distress.

5th. We judged the waters were assuaged this morning to make the river

fordable. Therefore about ten we tried the experiment, and every body got

over safe, except one man, whose horse slipped from a rock as he forded over,

and threw him into the river. But being able to swim, he was not carried

down the stream very far before he recovered the north shore. At the dis-

tance of about six miles we passed Cascade creek, and three miles farther we
came upon the banks of the Dan, which we crossed with much difficulty, by
reason the water was risen much higher than when we forded it before.

Here the same unlucky person happened to be ducked a second tim.e, and
was a second time saved by swimming. My own horse too plunged in such

a manner that his head was more than once under water, but with much
ado recovered his feet, though he made so low an obeisance, that the water

ran fairly over my saddle.

We continued our march as far as Lowland creek, where we took up our

lodging, for the benefit of the canes and winter grass that grew upon the rich

grounds thereabouts. On our way thither we had the misfortune to drop
another horse, though he carried nothing the whole day but his saddle. We
showed the same favour to most of our horses, for fear, if we did not do it,

we should in a little time be turned into beasts of burthen ourselves. Custom
had now made travelling on foot so familiar, that we were able to walk ten

miles with pleasure. This we could do in our boots, notwithstanding our

way lay over rough w-oods and uneven grounds. Our learning to walk in

heavy boots was the same advantage to us that learning to dance high

dances in wooden shoes is to the French, it made us most exceedingly nimble

without them. The Indians, who have no way of travelling but on the hoof,

make nothing of going twenty-five miles a day, and carrying their little ne-

cessaries at their backs, and sometimes a stout pack of skins into the bargain.

And very often they laugh at the English, who cannot stir to a next neigh-

bour without a borse, and say that two legs are too much for such lazy

people, who cannot visit their next neighbour without six. For their parts,

they were utter strangers to all our beasts of burthen or carriage, before the

slothful Europeans came amongst them. They had on no part of the

American continent, or in any of the islands, either horses or asses, camels,

dromedaries or elephants, to ease the legs of the original inhabitants, oV to

lighten their labour. Indeed, in South America, and particularly in Chili, they

have a useful animal called " paco." This creature resembles a sheep pretty

much ; only in the length of the neck, and figure of the head, it is more like a

camel. It is very near as high as the ass, and the Indians there make use

of it for carrying moderate burthens. The fleece that grows upon it is very

valuable for the fineness, length and glossiness of the wool. It has one re-

markable singularity, that the hoofs of its fore-feet have three clefts, and those

behind no more than one. The flesh of this animal is something drier than

our mutton, but altogether as well tasted. When it is angry, it has no way
of resenting its wrongs, but by spitting in the face of those that provoke it

:

and if the spawl happen to light on the bare skin of any person, it first creates

an itching, and afterwards a scab, if no remedy be applied. The way to

manage these pacos, and make them tractable, is, to bore a hole in their ears,

through which they put a rope, and then guide them just as they please.

In Chili, they wear a beautiful kind of stuff, with thread made of this crea-

ture's wool, which has a gloss superior to any camlet, and is sold very dear

in that country.

6th. The difficulty of finding the horses among the tall canes made it late

before we decamped. We traversed very hilly grounds, but to make amends
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it was pretty clear of underwood. We avoided crossing tlie Dan twico by
taking a compass round the bend of it. Tiiere was no passing by the angle
of the river without halting a moment to entertain our eyes again with that

charming prospect. When that pleasure was over we proceeded to Sable
creek, and encamped a little to the cast of it. The river thereabouts had a
charming effect, its banks being adorned with green canes, sixteen feet high,

which make a spring all the year, as well as plenty of forage all the winter-.

One of the men wounded an old buck, that was gray with years, and seemed
by the reverend marks he bore upon him, to confinn the current opinion of
that animal's longevity. The smart of his wounds made him not only turn

upon the dogs, but likewise pursue them to some distance with great fury.

However he got away at last, though by the blood that issued from his wound
he could not run far before he fell, and without doubt made a comfortable
repast for the wolves. However the Indian had better fortune, and supplied

us with a fat doe, and a young bear two years old. At that age they are in

their prime, and, if they be fat withal, they are a morsel for a cardinal.

All the land we travelled over this day, and the day before, that is to say
from the river Irvin to Sable creek, is exceedingly rich, both on the Virginia
side of the line, and that of Carolina. Besides whole forests of canes, that

adorn the banks of the river and creeks threabouts, the fertility of the soil

throws out such a quantity of winter grass, that horses and cattle might
keep themselves in heart all the cold season without the help of any fodder.

Nor have the low grounds only this advantage, but likewise the higher land,

and particularly that which we call the Highland Pond, which is two miles
broad, and of a length unknown.

I question not but there are thirty thousand acres at least, lying altogether,

as fertile as the lands were said to be about Babylon, which yielded, if

Herodotus tells us right, an increase of no less than two or three hundred for

one. But this hath the advantage of being a higher, and consequently a
much healthier, situation than that. So that a colony of one thousand families

might, with the help of moderate industry, pass their time very happily there.

Besides grazing and tillage, which would abundantly compensate their labour,

they might plant vineyards upon the hills, in which situation the richest wines
are always produced. They might also propagate white mulberry trees,

which thrive exceedingly in this climate, in order to the feeding of silk-worms,
and making of raw silk. They might too produce hemp, flax and cotton,

in what quantity they pleased, not only for their own use, but likewise for sale.

Then they might raise very plentiflil orchards, of both peaches and apples,

which contribute as much as any fruit to the luxury of life. There is no soil

or climate will yield better rice than this, which is a grain of prodigious in-

crease, and of very wholesome nourishment. In short every thing will gi'ow
plentifully here to supply either the wants or wantonness of man. Nor can
I so much as wish that the more tender vegetables might grow here, such as
orange, lemon, and olive trees, because then we should lose the much greater
benefit of the brisk north-west winds, which purge the air, and sweep away
all the" malignant fevers, which hover over countries that are always warm.
The soil would also want the advantages of frost, and snow, which by their

nitrous particles contribute not a little to its fertility. Besides the inhabitants
would be deprived of the variety and sweet vicissitude of the season, which
is much more delightful than one dull and constant succession of warm
weather, diversified only by rain and sunshine. There is also another con-
venience, that happens to this country by cold weather—it destroys a great
number of snakes, and other venomous reptiles, and troublesome insects, or
at least lays them to sleep for several months, which otherwise would annoy
us the whole year round, and multiply beyond all enduring. Though oranges
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and lemons are desirable fruits, and useful enough in many cases, yet, when
the want of them is supplied by others more useful, we have no cause to com-
plain. There is no climate that produces every thing, since the deluge

wrenched the poles of the world out of their place, nor is it fit it should be so,

because it is- the mutual supply one country receives from another, which
creates a mutual traffic and intercourse amongst men. And in truth, were
it not for the correspondence, in order to make up each other's wants, the

wars betwixt bordering nations, like those of the Indians and other barba-

rous people, would be perpetual and irreconcileable. As to olive trees, I

know by experience they will never stand the sharpness of our winters,

but their place may be supplied by the plant called sessamun, which yields an
infinite quantity of large seed, from whence a sweet oil is pressed, that is very

wholesome and in use amongst the people of Lesser Asia. Likewise it is used

in Egypt, preferably to oil olive, being not so apt to make those that eat it

constantly break out into scabs, as they do in many parts of Italy. This would
grow very kindly here, and has already been planted with good success in

North Carolina, by way of experiment.

7th. After crossing the Dan, we made a march of eight miles, over hills

and dales as far as the next ford of that river. And now we were by prac-

tice become such very able footmen, that we easily outwalked our horses,

and could have marched much farther, had it not been in pity to their weak-
ness. Besides here was plenty of canes, which was reason enough to make
us shorten our journey. Our gunners did great execution as they went
along, killing no less than two brace of deer, and as many wild turkeys.

Though practice will soon make a man of tolerable vigour an able footman,

yet, as a help to bear fatigue I used to chew a root of ginseng as I walked

along. This kept up my spirits, and made me trip away as nimbly in my half

jack-boots as younger men could do in their shoes. This plant is in high es-

teem in China, where it sells for its weight in silver. Indeed it does not grow
there, but in the mountains of Tartary, to which place the emperor of China

sends ten thousand men every year on purpose to gather it. But it grows so

scattering there, that even so many hands can bring home no great quantity.

Indeed it is a vegetable of so many virtues, that Providence has planted it very

thin in every country that has the happiness to produce it. Nor indeed is man-

kind worthy of so great a blessing, since health and long life are commonly
abused to ill purposes. This noble plant grows likewise at the cape of Good
Hope, where it is called kanna, and is in wonderful esteem among the Hotten-

tots. It grows also on the northern continent of America, near the mountains,

but as sparingly as truth and public spirit. It answers exactly both to the figure

and virtues of that which grows in Tartary, so that there can be no doubt of its

being the same. Its virtues are, that it gives an uncommon warmth and

vigour to the blood, and frisks the spirits, beyond any other cordial. It cheers

the heart even of a man that has a bad wife, and makes him look down with

great composure on the crosses of the world. It promotes insensible per-

spiration, dissolves all phlegmatic and viscous humours, that are apt to obstruct

.the narrow channels of the nerves. It helps the memory, and would quick-

en even Helvetian dulness. It is friendly to the lungs, much more than scold-

ing itself. It comforts the stomach, and strengthens the bowels, preventing

all colics and fluxes. In one word, it will make a man live a great while,

and very well while he does live. And what is more, it will even make old

age amiable, by rendering it lively, cheerful, and good-humoured. However

it is of little vise in the feats of love, as a great prince once found, who hear-

ing of its invigorating quality, sent as far as China for some of it, though his

ladies could not boast of any advantage thereby.

We gave the Indian the skins of all the deer that he shot himself, and the
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men the skins of what they killed. And every evening after the fires were
made, they stretched them very tight upon sticks, and dried them. This, by
a nocturnal fire, appeared at first a very odd spectacle, every thing, being
dark and gloomy round about. Afier they are dried in this manner they
may be folded up without damage, till tliey come to be dressed according_to

art. The Indians dress them with deer's brains, and so do the English here by
their example. For expedition's sake they often stretch their skins over
smoke in order to dry them, which makes them smell so disagreeably that a
rat must have a good stomach to gnaw them in that condition ; nay, it is said,

while that perfume continues in a pair of leather breeches, the person that

wears them will be in no danger of that villanous little insect the French call

morpion. And now I am upon the subject of insects, it may not be improper
to mention some few remedies against those that are most vexatious in this

climate. There are two sorts without doors, that are great nuisances, the

ticks, and the horse flies. The ticks are either deer-ticks, or those that annoy
the cattle. Tiie first kind ai-e long, and take a very strong gripe, being most
in remote woods, above the inhabitants. The other are round, and more
gently insinuate themselves into the flesh, being in all places where cattle are

frequent. Both these sorts are apt to be troublesome during the warm season,

but have such an aversion to pennyroyal, that they will attack no part that

is rubbed with the juice of that fragrant vegetable. And a strong decoction

of this is likewise the most effectual remedy against seed-ticks, which bury
themselves in your legs, when they are so small you can hardly discern them
without a microscope.

The horse flies are not only a great grievance to horses, but likewise to

those that ride them. Tliese little vixens confine themselves chiefly to the

woods, and are most in moist places. Though this insect be no bigger than

an ordinary fly, it bites very smartly, darting its little proboscis into the skin

the instant it lights upon it. These are offensive only in the hot months, and
in the day time, when they are a great nuisance to travellers ; insomuch that

it is no wonder they were formerly employed for one of the plagues of Egypt.

But dittany, which is to be had in the woods all the while those insects

remain in vigor, is a sure defence against them. For this purpose, if you
stick a bunch of it on the head-stall of your bridle, they will be sure to keep

a respectful distance. Thus, in what part of the woods soever any thing

mischievous or troublesome is found, kind Providence is sure to provide a

remedy. And it is probably one great reason why God was pleased to create

these, and many other vexatious animals, that men should exercise their

wits and industry, to guard themselves against them. Bears' oil is used by
the Indians as a general defence against every species of vermin. Among
the rest, they say it keeps both bugs and mosquitoes from assaulting their

persons, which would otherwise devour such uncleanly people. Yet bears'

grease has no strong smell, ps that plant had which the Egyptians formerly

used against mosquitoes, i-esembliug our palma Christi, the juice of which

smeiled so disagreeably, that the remedy was worse than the disease.

Against mosquitoes, in Egypt, the richer sort used to build lofty towers, with

bed-chambers in the tops of them, that they might rest undisturbed. It is

certain that these insects are no high fliers, because their wings ai'e weak
and their bodies so light, that if they mount never so little, the wind blows

them quite away from their course, and they become an easy prey to the

martins. East India bats^ and other birds that fly about in continual quest of

them.

8th. As we had twice more to cross the Dan over two fords, that lay no

more than seven miles from each other, we judged the distance would not be

much greater to go round the bend of it. Accordingly we sent the Indian

U
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and two white men that way, who came up with us in the evening, after

fetching a compass of about twelve miles. They told us that, about a mile

from our last camp, they passed a creek fortified with steep cliffs, which there-

fore gained the name of Cliff creek. Near three miles -beyond that they

forded a second creek, on the margin of which grew abundance of tall canes

and this was called Hix's creek, from one of the discoverers. Between these

two creeks lies a level of exceeding rich land, full of large trees, and covered

with black mould, as fruitful, if we believe them, as that which is yearly over-

flowed by the Nile. We who marched the nearest way upon the line found the

ground rising and falling between the two fords of the Dan, which almost

broke our own wind, and the hearts of our jaded palfreys. When we had

passed the last ford, it was a sensible joy to find ourselves safe over all the

waters that might cut off our retreat. And we had the greater reason to be

thankful, because so late in the year it was very unusual to find the rivers

so fordable. We caught a large terrapin in the river, which is one kind ofturtle.

The flesh of it is wholesome, and good for consumptive people. It lays a

great number of eggs, not larger but rounder than those of pigeons. These

are soft, but withal so tough that it is difficult to break them, yet are very

sweet and invigorating, so that some wives recommend them earnestly'to

their husbands. One of the men, by an overstrain, had unhappily got a

running of the reins, for which I gave him every morning a little sweet gum
dissolved in water, with good success. This gum distils from a large tree,

called the sweet-gum tree, very common in Virginia, and is as healing in its

virtue as balm of Gilead, or the balsams of Tolu and of Peru. It is likewise

a most agreeable perfume, very little inferior to ambergris. And now I

have mentioned ambergris, I hope it will not be thought a.n unprofitable di-

gression, to give a faithful account how it is produced, in order to reconcile

the various opinions concerning it. It is now certainly found to be the dung
of the spermaceti whale, which is at first very black and unsavoury. But after

having been washed for some months in the sea, and blanched in the sun,

it comes at length to be of a gray colour, and from a most offensive smell,

contracts the finest fragrancy in the world. Besides the fragrancy of this

animal substance, it is a very rich and innocent cordial, which raises the

spirits without stupifying them afterwards, like opium, or intoxicating them
like w^ine. The animal spirits are amazingly refreshed by this cordial, with-

out the danger of any ill consequence, and if husbands were now and then

to dissolve a little of it in their broth, their consorts might be the better for

it, as well as themselves. In the Bahama islands (where a great quantity is

found, by reason the spermaceti whales resort thither continually,) it is

used as an antidote against the venomous fish which abound therea-

bouts, wherewith the people are apt to poison themselves. We are not only

obliged to that whale for this rich perfume, but also for the spermaceti itself,

which is the fat of that fish's head boiled and purged from all its impurities.

What remains is of a balsamic and detersive quality, very friendly to the

lungs, and useful in many other cases.

The Indian had killed a fat doe in the compass he took round the elbow of
the river, but was content to prime it only, by reason it was too far off to lug
the whole carcass upon his back. This, and a brace of wild turkeys which
our men had shot, made up all our bill of fare this evening, but could only
afford a philosophical meal to so many craving stomachs. The horses were
now so lean that any thing would gall those that carried the least burthen

;

no wonder then if several of them had sore backs, especially now the pads of
the saddles and packs were pressed flat with long and constant use. This
would have been another misfortune, had we not been provided with an easy
remedy for it. One of the commissioners, believing that such accidents might
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happen in a far journey, had furnished himself with plasters of strong glue
spread pretty thick. We laid on these, after making them running hot,

which, sticking fast, never fell off till the sore was perfectly healed. In the
mean time it defended the part so well, that the saddle might bear upon it

without danger of further injury.

9th. We reckoned ourselves now pretty well out of the latitude of bears, to

the great grief of most of tiie company. There was still mast enough left in the
woods to keep the bears from drawing so near to the inhabitants. «They like not
the neighbourhood of merciless man, till famine compels them to it. They are
all black in this part of the world, and so is their dung, but it will make linen

white, being tolerably good soap, without any preparation but only drying.

These bears are of a moderate size, whereas within the polar circles they are

white, and much larger. Those of the southern parts of Muscovy are of a
russet colour, but among the Samoeids, as well as in Greenland and Nova-
Zembla, they are as white as the snow they converse with, and by some
accounts are as large as a moderate ox. The excessive cold of that climate

sets their appetites so sharp, that they will attack a man without ceremony,
and even climb up a ship's side to come at him. They range about and are

very mischievous all the time the sun is above the horizon, which is something

more than five months ; but after the sun is set for the rest of the year, they

retire into holes, or bury themselves under the snow, and sleep away the

dark season without any sustenance at all. It is pity our beggars and pick-

pockets could not do the same.
Our journey this day was above twelve miles, and more than half the way

terribly hampered with bushes. We tired another horse, which we were
obliged to leave two miles short of where we encamped, and indeed several

others were upon the careen almost every step. Now we wanted one of

those celebrated musicians of antiquity, who, they tell us, among many other

wonders of their art, could play an air which, by its animating briskness,

would make a jaded horse caper and curvet much better than any whip, spur,

or even than swearing. Though I fear our poor beasts were so harassed that

it would have been beyond the skill of Orpheus himself so much as to make
them prick up their ears. For proof of the marvellous power of music

among the ancients, some historians say, that one of those skilful masters

took upon him to make the great Alexander start up from his seat, and handle

his javelin, whether he would or not, by the force of a sprightly tune, which

he knew how to play to him. The king ordered the man to bring his instru-

ment, and then fixing himself firmly in his chair, and determining not to stir,

he bade him strike up as soon as he pleased. The musician obeyed, and pre-

sently roused the hero's spirits with such warlike notes, that he was constrain-

ed, in spite of all his resolution, to spring up and fly to his javelin with great

martial fury. We can the easier credit these profane stories by what we
find recorded in the oracles of truth, where we are told the wonders David

performed by sweetly touching his harp. He made nothing of driving the

evil spirit out of Saul, though a certain rabbi assures us he could not do so

much by his wife, Michal, when she happened to be in her airs. The great-

est instance we have of the power of modern music is that which cures

those who in Italy are bitten by the little spider called the tarantula. The
whole method of which is performed in the following manner. In Apulia

it is a common misfortune for people to be bitten by the tarantula, and most

about Taranto and Gallipoli. This is a gray spider, not very Jarge, with a

narrow streak of white along the back. It is no wonder there are many of

these villanous insects, because, by a ridiculous superstition it is accounted

great inhumanity to kill them. They believe, it seems, that if the spider come

to a violent death, all those who had been bitten by it will certainly have a
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return of their frenzy every year as long as they hve. But if it die a natural

death, the patient will have a chance to recover in two or three years. The

bite of the tarantula gives no more pain than the bite of a mosquito, and

makes little or no inflammation on the part, especially when the disaster hap-

pens in April or May ; but, its venom increasing with the heat of the season,

has more fatal consequences in July and August. The persons who are so

unhappy as to be bitten in those warm months, fall down on the place in a few

minutes, and lie senseless for a considerable time, and when they come to

themselves feel horrible pains, are very sick at their stomachs, and in a short

time break out into foul sores ; but those who. are bitten in the milder months

have much gentler symptoms. They are longer before the distemper shows

itself, and then they have a small disorder in their senses, are a little sick, and

perhaps have some moderate breakings-out. However, in both cases, the

patient keeps upon the bed, not caring to stir, till he is roused by a tune,

proper for his particular case. Therefore, as soon as the symptoms disco-

ver themselves, a tarantula doctor is sent for, who, after viewing carefully

the condition of the person, first tries one tune and then another, until he is

so fortunate as to hit the phrenetic turn of the patient. No sooner does this

happen but he begins to wag a finger, then a hand, and afterwards a foot, till

at last he springs up and dances round the room, with a surprising agility,

rolling his eyes and looking wild the whole time. This dancing-fit lasts com-
monly about twenty-five minutes, by which time he will be all in a lather.

Then he sits down, falls a laughing, and returns to his senses. So plentiful a

perspiration discharges so much of the venom as will keep off the return of

the distemper for a whole year. Then it will visit him again, and must be

removed in the same merry manner. But three dancing bouts will do the

business, unless, peradventure, the spider, according to the vulgar notion, has

been put to a violent death. The tunes played to expel this whimsical dis-

order, are of the jig kind, and exceed not fifteen in number. The Apulians

are frequently dancing off the effects of this poison, and no remedy is more
commonly applied to any other distemper elsewhere, than those sprightly

tunes are to the bite of the tarantula in that part of Italy. It is remarkable

that these spiders have a greater spite to the natives of the place than' they

have to strangers, and women are oflener bitten than men. Though there may
be a reason for the last, because women are more confined to the house,

where these spiders keep, and their coats make them liable to attacks un-

seen, whereas the men can more easily discover, and brush them off their

legs. Nevertheless, both sexes are cured the same way, and thereby show
the wonderful effects of music.

Considering how far we had walked, and consequently how hungry we
were, we foimd but short commons when we came to our quarters. One
brace of turkeys was all the game we could meet with, which almost needed
a miracle to enable them to suffice so many voracious appetites. However,
they just made a shift to keep famine, and consequently mutiny, out of the

camp. At night we lodged upon the banks of Buffalo creek, where none of

us could complain of loss of rest, for having eaten too heavy and luxurious

a supper.

10th. In a dearth of provisions our chaplain pronounced it lawful to make
bold with the sabbath, and send a party out a-hunting. They fired the dry
leaves in a ring of five miles' circumference, which, burning inwards, drove
all the game to the centre, where they were easily killed. It is really a pitiful

sight to see the extreme distress the poor deer are in, when they find them-
selves surrounded with this circle of fire ; they weep and groan like a human
creature, yet cannot move the compassion of those hard-hearted people,

who are about to murder them. This unmerciful sport is called fire hunting,
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and is much practised by the Indians and frontier inhabitants, who some-

times, in the eagerness of their diversion, are punished for their cruelty, and
are hurt by one another when they shoot across at the deer which are in the

middle. What the Indians do now by a circle of fu-c, the ancient Persians

performed formerly by a circle of men : and the same is practised at this

day in Germany upon extraordinary occasions, when any of the princes of

the empire have a mind to make a general hunt, as they call it. At such

times they order a vast number of people to surround a whole territory.

Then marching inwards in close order, they at last force all the wild beasts

into a narrow compass, that the prince and his company may have the di-

version of slaughtering as many as they please with their own hands. Our
hunters massacred two brace of deer after this unfair way, of which they

brought us one brace whole, and only the primings of the rest.

So many were absent on this occasion, that we who remained excused

the chaplain from the trouble of spending his spirits by preaching to so thin

a congregation. One of the men, who had been an old Indian trader, brought^

me a stem of silk grass, which was about as big as my little finger. But,

being so late in the year that the leaf was fallen off, I am not able to describe

the plant. The Indians use it in all their little manufactures, twisting a
thread of it that is prodigiously strong. Of this they make their baskets

and the aprons which their women wear about their middles, for decency's

sake. These are long enough to wrap quite round them and reach down to

their knees, with a fringe on the under part by way of ornament. They put

on this modest covering with so much art, that the most impertinent curiosity

cannot in the negligentest of their motions or postures make the least dis-

covery. As this species of silk grass is much stronger than hemp, I make
no doubt but sail cloth and cordage might be made of it with considerable

improvement.
1 Ith. We had all been so refreshed by our day of rest, that we decamped

earlier than ordinary, and passed the several fords of Hico river. The
woods were thick great part of this day's journey, so that we were forced to

scuffle hard to advance seven miles, being equal in fatigue to double that

distance of clear and open grounds. We took up our quarters upon Sugar-
tree creek, in the same camp we had lain in when we came up, and happened
to be entertained at supper with a rarity we had never had the fortune to

meet with before, during the whole expedition. A little wide of this creek,

one of the men had the luck to meet with a young buffalo of two years old.

It was a bull, which, notwithstanding he was no older, was as big as an ordi-

nary ox. His legs were very thick and very short, and his hoofs exceeding
broad. His back rose into a kind of bunch a little above the shoulders,

which I beheve contributes not a little to that creature's enormous strength.

His body is vastly deep from the shoulders to the brisket, sometimes six feet

in those that are full grown. The portly figure of this animal is disgraced

by a shabby little tail, not above twelve inches long. This he cocks up on
end whenever he is in a passion, and, instead of lowing or bellov/ing, grunts
with no better grace than a hog. The hair growing on his head and neck is

long and shagged, and so soft that it will spin into thread not unlike mohair,

which might be wove into a sort of camlet. Some people have stockings

knit of it, that would have served an Israelite during his forty years' march
through the wilderness. Its horns are short and strong, of which the Indians

make large spoons, which they say will split and fall to pieces whenever poi-

son is put into them. Its colour is a dirty brown, and its hide so thiclc that

it is scarce penetrable. However, it makes very spongy sole leather by the

ordinary method of tanning, though this fault might by good contrivance be
mended. As thick as this poor beast'ahide was, a bullet made shift to enter
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it and fetch him down. It was found all alone, though buffaloes seldom are.

They usually range about in herds, like other cattle, and, though they differ

something in figure, are certainly of the same species. There are two rea-

sons for this opinion : the flesh of both has exactly the same taste, and the

mixed breed betwixt both, they say, will generate. All the difference I could
perceive between the flesh of buffalo and common beef was, that the flesh of
the first was much yellower than that of the other, and the lean something
tougher. The men were so delighted with this new diet, that the gridiron

and frying-pan had no more rest all night, than a poor husband subject to

curtain lectures. Buffaloes may be easily tamed when they are taken young.
The best way to catch them is to carry a milch mare into the woods, and
when you find a cow and calf, to kill the cow, and then having caught the

calf, to suckle it upon the mare. After once or twice sucking her, it will fol-

low her home, and become as gentle as another calf If we could get into a
breed of them, they might be made very useful, not only for the dairy, by
giving an ocean of milk, but also for drawing vast and cumbersome weights
by their prodigious strength. These, with the other advantages I mentioned
before, would make this sort of cattle more profitable to the owner, than any
other we are acquainted with, though they would need a world of provender.

12th. Before we marched this morning, every man took care to pack up
some buffalo steaks in his wallet, besides what he crammed into his belly.

When provisions were plenty, we always found it difficult to get out early,

being too much embarrassed with a long-winded breakfast. However, by
the strength of our beef, we made a shift to walk about twelve miles, cross-

ing Blue-wing and Tewaw-homini creeks. And because this last stream re-

ceived its appellation from the disaster of a Tuscarora Indian, it will not be
straggling much out of the way to say something of that particular nation.

These Indians were heretofore very numerous and powerful, making,
within time of memory, at least a thousand fighting men. Their habitation,

before the war with Carolina, was on the north branch of Neuse river, com-
monly called Connecta creek, in a pleasant and fruitful country. But now the

few that are left of that nation live on the north side of Moratuck, which is all

that part of Roanoke below the great falls, towards Albemarle sound. Formerly
there were seven towns of these savages, lying not far from each other, but

now their number is greatly reduced. The trade they have had the misfor-

tune to drive with the English has furnished them constantly with rum,
which they have used so immoderately, that, what with the distempers, and
what with the quarrels it begat amongst them, it has proved a double de-

struction. But the greatest consumption of these savages happened by the

war about twenty-five years ago, on account of some injustice the inhabitants

of that province had done them about their lands. It was on that provocation

they resented their wrongs a little too severely upon Mr. Lawson, who, under
colour of being surveyor general, had encroached too much upon their territo-

ries, at which they were so enraged, that they waylaid him, and cut his throat

from ear to ear, but at the same time released the baron de Graffenried, whom
they had seized for company, because it appeared plainly he had done them
no wrong. This blow was followed by some other bloody actions on the part

of the Indians, wliich brought on the war, wherein many of them were cut

off, and many were obliged to flee for refuge to the Senecas, so that now
there remain so few, that they are in danger of being quite exterminated by
the Catawbas, their mortal enemies. These Indians have a very odd tradition

amongst them, that many years ago, their nation was grown so dishonest,

that no man could keep any of his goods, or so much as his loving wife to

himself That, however, their God, being unwilling to root them out for their

crimes, did them the honour to send ^ messenger from heaven to instruct
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them, and set them n perfect example of integrity and kiml beliavior towards

one another. But this holy person, with all his eloquence and sanctity of life,

was able to make very little reformation amongst them. Some few old

men did listen a little to his wholesome advice, but all the young fellows were

quite incorrigible. They not only neglected his precepts, but derided and

evil entreated his person. At last, taking upon him to reprove some young

rakes of the Conechta clan very sharply for their impiety, they were so pro-

voked at the freedom of his rebukes, that they tied him to a tree, and shot

him with arrows through the heart. But their God took instant vengeance

on all who had a hand in that monstrous act, by lightning from heaven, and

has ever since visited their nation with a continued train of calamities, nor

will he ever leave off punishing, and wasting their people, till he shall have

blotted every living soul of them out of the world.

Our hunters shot nothing this whole day but a straggling bear, which hap-

pened to fall by the hand of the very person who had been lately disarmed and

put to flight, for which he declared war against the w-hole species.

loth. We pursued our journey with all diligence, and forded Ohimpamony
creek about noon, and from thence proceeded to Yapatsco, which we could

not cross without difficulty. The beavers had dammed up the water much
higher than we found it at our going up, so that we were obliged to lay a

bridge over a part that was shallower than the rest, to facilitate our passage.

Beavers have more of instinct, that half-brother of reason, than any other

animal, especially in matters of self-preservation. In their houses they al-

ways contrive a sally-port, both towards the land and towards the water, that

so they may escape by one, if their retreat should happen to be cut off at the

other. They perform all their works in the dead of night, to avoid discovery,

and are kept diligently to it by the master beaver, which by his age or

strength has gained to himself an authority over the rest. If any of the gang
happen to be lazy, or will not exert himself to the utmost in felling of trees,

or dragging them to the place where they are made use of, this superintend-

ent will not fail to chastise him with the flat of the tail, wherewith he is able

to give unmerciful strokes. They lie snug in their houses all day, unless some
unneighbourly miller chance to disturb their repose, by demolishing their

dams for supplying his mill with water. It is rare to see one of them, and
the Indians for that reason have hardly any way to take them, but by laying

snares near the place where they dam up the water. But the English hunters

have found out a more effectual method, by using the following receipt. Take
the large pride of the beaver, squeeze all the juice out of it, then take the

small pride, and squeeze out about five or six drops. Take the inside of sas-

safi-as bark, powder it, and mix it wnth the liquor, and place this bait conve-

niently for your steel trap. The story of their biting off their testicles to

compound for their lives, when they are pursued, is a story taken upon trust

by Pliny, like many others. Nor is it the beavers' testicles that carry the per-

fume, but they have a pair of glands just within the fundament, as sweet as
musk, that perfume their dung, and communicate a strong scent to their testi-

cles, by being placed near them. It is true several creatures have strange in-

stincts for their preservation, as the Egyptian frog, we are told by Elian, will

carry a whole joint of a reed across its mouth, that it may not be swallowed
by the ibis. And this long-necked fowl will give itself a clyster with its beak,

whenever it finds itself too costive or feverish. The dogs of that count) y lap the

^ater of the Nile in a full trot, that they may not be snapped by the crocodiles.

Both beavers and wolves, we know, when one of their legs is cauglit in a
steel trap, will bite it off, that they may escape with the rest. The flesh of
the beavers is tough and dry, all but the tail, which, like the parrot's tongue,
was one of the far-fetched rarities with which Helioaabakis n.^ed t<> iMniisli
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his luxurious table. The fur of these creatures is very valuable, especially in

the more northern countries, where it is longer and finer. This the Dutch
have lately contrived to mix with fjieir wool, and weave into a sort of drug-
get, that is not only warm,*but wonderfully light and soft. They also make
gloves and stockings of it, that keep out the cold almost as well as the fur it-

self, and do not look quite so savage.

There is a deal of rich low ground on Yapatsco creek, but I believe liable

to be overflowed in a fresh. However, it might be proper enough for rice,

which receives but little injury from water. We encamped on the banks of
Massamony creek, after a journey of more than eleven miles. By the way
we shot a fat doe and a wild turkey, which fed us all plentifully. And we
have reason to say, by our own happy experience, that no man need to

despair of his daily bread in the woods, whose faith is but half so large as
his stomach.

14th. Being at length happily arrived within twenty miles of the upper-
most inhabitants, we despatched two men who had the ablest horses to go
before, and get a beef killed and some bread baked to refresh their fellow
travellers, upon their arrival. They had likewise orders to hire an express
to carry a letter to the governor, giving an account that we were all return-

ed in safety. This was the more necessary, because we had been so long
absent that many now began to fear we were, by this time, scalped and bar-
bacued by the Indians. We decamped with the rest of the people about ten
o'clock, and marched near twelve miles. In our way we crossed Nutbush
creek, and four miles farther we came upon a beautiful branch of Great
creek, where we took up our quarters. The tent was pitched upon an emi-
nence, which overlooked a wide piece of low grounds, covered with reeds
and watered by a crystal stream, gliding through the middle of it. On the

other side of this delightful valley, which was about half a mile wide, rose a
hill that terminated the view, and in the figure of a semicircle closed in upon
the opposite side of the valley. This had a most agreeable effect upon the

eye, and wanteji nothing but cattle grazing in the meadow, and sheep and
goats feeding on the hill, to make it a complete rural landscape.

The Indian killed a fawn, which, being upon its growth, was not fat, but

made some amends by being tender. He also shot an otter, but our people

were now better fed than to eat such coarse food. The truth of it is, the

flesh of this creature has a rank fishy taste, and for that reason might be a
proper regale for the Samocids, who drink the czar of Muscovy's health and
toast their mistresses in a bumper of train oil. The Carthusians, to save

their vow of eating no flesh, pronounce this amphibious animal to be a fish,

and feed upon it as such, without wounding their consciences. The skin of

the otter is very soft, and the Swedes miake caps and socks of it, not only for

warmth, but also because they fancy it strengthens the nerves, and is good
against all distempers of the brain. The otter is a great devourer of fish,

which are its natural food, and whenever it betakes itself to a vegetable diet,

it is as some high-spirited wives obey their husbands, by pure necessity.

They dive after their prey, though they cannot continue long under water,

but thrust their noses up to the surface now and then for breath. They are

great enemies to weirs set up in the rivers to catch fish, devouring or biting

to pieces all they find there. Nor is it either easy to fright them from this kind of

robbery, or to de-stroy them. The best way I could ever find was to float

an old wheel just by the weir, and so soon as the otter has taken a large fish,

he will get upon the wheel to eat it more at his ease, which may give you an

opportunity of firing upoii him from the shore. One of our people shot a

large gray squirrel with a \ery bushy tail, a singular use of which our merry

Indian discovered to us. He said whenever this little animal has occasion to
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cross a run of water, he launches a chip or piece of bark into the water, on
which he embarlts, and, holding up his tail to the wind, sails over very safely.

If this be true, it is probable men learned at first the use of sails from these

Ingenious little animals, as the Hottentots learned the physical use of most of

their plants from tiie baboons.

15th. About three miles from our camp we passed Great creek, and then,

after traversing very barren grounds for five miles together, we crossed the

Trading Path, and soon after had the pleasure of reaching the uppermost in-

habitant. This was a plantation belonging to colonel Mumford, where our
men almost burst themselves with potatoes and milk. Yet as great a curio-

sity as a house was to us foresters, still we chose to lie in the tent, as being

much the cleanlier and sweeter lodging.

The Trading Path above-mentioned receives its name from being the route

the traders take with their caravans, when they go to ti'affic with the Cataw-
bas and other southern Indians. The Catawbas live about two hundred and
fifty miles beyond Roanoke river, and yet. our traders find their account in

transporting goods from Virginia to trade with them at their own town.

The common method of carrying on this Indian commerce is as follows:

Gentlemen send for goods proper for such a trade from England, and then

either venture them out at their own risk to the Indian towns, or else credit

some traders with them of substance and reputation, to be paid in skins at a
certain price agreed betwixt them. The goods for the Indian trade consist

chiefly in guns, powder, shot, hatchets, (which the Indians call tomahawks,)
kettles, red and blue planes, Duffields, Stroudwater blankets, and some cutle-

ry wares, brass rings and other trinkets. These wares are made up into

packs and carried upon horses, each load being from one hundred and fifty

to two hundred pounds, with which they are able to travel about twenty
miles a day, if forage happen to be plentiful. Formerly a hundred horses

have been employed in one of these Indian caravans, under the conduct of

fifteen or sixteen persons only, but now the trade is much impaired, inso-

much that they seldom go with half that number. The course from Roanoke
to the Catawbas is laid down nearest south-west, and lies through a fine

country, that is watered by several beautiful rivers. Those of the greatest

note are, first, Tar river, which is the upper part of Pamptico, Flat river.

Little river and Eno river, all three branches of Neuse. Between Eno and
Saxapahaw rivers are the Haw old fields, which have the reputation of con-

taining the most fertile high land in this part of the world, lying in a body of

about fifty thousand acres. This Saxapahaw is the upper part of Cape Fair

river, the falls of which lie many miles below the Trading Path. Some moun-
tains overlook this rich spot of land, from whence all the soil washes down
into the plain, and is the cause of its exceeding fertility. Not far from thence

the path crosses Aramanchy river, a branch of Saxapahaw, and about forty

miles beyond that. Deep river, which is the north branch of Peedee. Then
forty miles beyond that, the path intersects the Yadkin, which is there half a

mile over, and is supposed to be the south branch of the same Peedee. The
soil is exceedingly rich on both sides the Yadkin, abounding in rank grass

and prodigiously large trees; and for plenty offish, fowl and venison, is infe-

rior to no part of the northern continent. There the traders commonly lie

still for some days, to recruit their horses' flesh as well as to recover their

own spirits. Six miles further is Crane creek, so named from its being the

rendezvous of great armies of cranes, which wage a more cruel war at this

day, with the frogs and the fish, than they used to do with the pigmies in the

days of Homer, About three-score miles more bring you to the first town
of the Catawbas, called Nauvasa, situated on the banks of Santee river.

Besides this town there are five others belonging to the same nation, lying

12
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all on the same stream, within the distance of twenty miles. These Indians

were all called formerly by the general name of the Usherees, and were a

very numerous and powerful people. But the frequent slaughters made upon
them by the northern Indians, arid, what has been still more destructive by
far, the intemperance and foul distempers introduced amongst them by the

Carolina traders, have now reduced their numbers to little more than four

hundred fighting men, besides women and children. It is a charming place

where they live, the air very wholesome, the soil fertile, and the winters ever

mild and serene.

In Santee river, as in several others of Carolina, a small kind of alligator

is frequently seen, which perfumes the water with a musky smell. They sel-

dom exceed eight feet in length in these parts, whereas, near the equinoctial,

they come up to twelve or fourteen. And the heat of the climate does not

only make them bigger, but more fierce and voracious. They watch the

cattle there when they come to drink and cool themselves in the river ; and
because they are not able to drag them into the deep water, they make up
by stratagem what they want in force. They swallow great stones, the

weight of which being added to their strength, enables them to tug a mode-
rate cow under water, and as soon as they have drowned her, they discharge

the stones out of their maw and then feast upon the carcass. However, as fierce

and as strong as these monsters are, the Indians will surprise them napping
as they float upon the surface, get astride upon their necks, then whip a short

piece of wood like a truncheon into their jaws, and holding the ends with

their two hands, hinder them from diving by keeping their mouths open, and
when they are almost spent, they will make to the shore, where their riders

knock them on the head and eat them. This amphibious animal is a smaller

kind of crocodile, having the same shape exactly, only the crocodile of the

Nile is twice as long, being when full grown from twenty to thirty feet.

This enormous length is the more to be wondered at, because the crocodile

is hatched from an egg very little larger than that of a goose. It has a long

head, which it can open very wide, with very sharp and strong teeth. Their

eyes are small, their legs short, with claws upon their feet. Their tail makes
half the length of their body, and the whole is guarded with hard Impenetra-

ble scales, except the belly, which is much softer and smoother. They keep
much upon the land in the day time, but towards the evening retire into the

water to avoid the cold dews of the night. They run pretty fast right for-

ward, but are very awkward and slow in turning, by reason of their un-

wieldy length. It is an error that they have no tongue, without which they

could hardly swallow their food ; but in eating they move the upper jaw only,

contrary to all other animals. The way of catching them in Egypt is, with

a strong hook fixed to the end of a chain and baited with a joint of pork,

which they are very fond of But a live hog is generally tied near, the cry

of which allures them to the hook. This account of the crocodile will agree

in most particulars with the alligator, only the bigness of the last cannot enti-

tle it to the name of "leviathan," which Job gave formerly to the crocodile,

and not to the whale, as some interpreters would make us believe..

So soon as the Catawba Indians are informed of the approach of the Vir-

ginia caravans, they send a detachment of their warriors to bid them wel-

come, and escort them safe to their town, where they are received with great

marks of distinction. And their courtesies to the Virginia traders, I dare

say, are very sincere, because they sell them better goods and better penny-

worths than the traders of Carolina. They commonly reside among the

Indians till they have bartered their goods away for skins, with which they

load their horses and come back by the same path they went. There are

generally some Carolina traders that constantly live among the Catawbas,
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and pretend to exercise a dictatorial authority over them. These petty rulers

do not only teach the honester savages all sorts of debauchery, but are unfair

in their dealings, and use them with all kinds of oppression. Nor has their

behaviour been at all better to the rest of the Indian nations, among vi'hom
they reside, by abusing their women and evil-entreating tlieir men ; and, by
the \va)% this was the true reason of the fatal war which the nations round-
about made upon Carolina in the year 1713. Then it was that all the neigh-

bouring Indians, grown weary of tlie tyranny and injustice with which they
had been abused for many years, resolved to endure their bondage no longer,

but entered into a general confederacy against their oppressors of Carolina.

The Indians opened the war by knocking most of those little tyrants on the

head that dwelt amongst them, under pretence of regulating their commerce,
and from thence carried their resentment so far as to endanger both North
and South Carolina.

16th, We gave orders that the horses should pass Roanoke river at Moni-
sep ford, while most of the baggage was transported in a canoe. We landed
at the plantation of Cornelius Keith, where I beheld the wretchedest scene of

poverty I had ever met with in this happy part of the world. The man, his

wife and six small children, lived in a pen, like so many cattle, without any
roof over their heads but that of heaven. And this was their airy residence in

the day time, but then there was a fodder stack not far from this inclosure,

in which the whole family sheltered themselves at night and in bad weather.

However, it was almost w^orth while to be as poor as this man was, to be as

perfectly contented. All his wants proceeded from indolence, and not from
misfortune. He had good land, as well as good health and good limbs to

work it, and, besides, had a trade very useful to all the inhabitants round
about. He could make and set up quern stones very well, and had proper

materials for that purpose just at hand, if he could have taken the pains to

fetch them. There is no other kind of mills in those remote parts, and, there-

fore, if the man would have worked at his trade, he might have lived very

comfortably. The poor woman had a little more industry, and spun cotton

enough to make a thin covering for her own and her children's nakedness.

I am sorry to say it, but idleness is the general character of the men in the

southern parts of this colony as well as in North Carolina. The air is so

mild, and the soil so fruitful, that very little labour is required to fill their bel-

lies, especially where the woods afford such plenty of game. These advan-

tages discharge the men from the necessity of killing themselves with work,

and then for the other article of raiment, a very little of that will suffice in

so temperate a climate. But so much as is absolutely necessary falls to the

good women's share to provide. They all spin, weave and knit, whereby
they make a good shift to clothe the whole family ; and to their credit be it

recorded, many of them do it very completely, and thereby reproach their

husbands' laziness in the most inoffensive way, that is to say, by discovering

a better spirit of industry in themselves.

From hence we moved forward to colonel Mumford's other plantation,

under the care of Miles Riley, where, by that gentleman's directions, we
were again supplied with many good things. Here it was we discharged

our worthy friend and fellow traveller, Mr. Bearskin, who had so plentifully sup-

plied us with provisions during our long expedition. We rewarded him to

his heart's content, £o that he returned to his town loaded with riches and

the reputation of having been a great discoverer.

17th. This being Sunday, we were seasonably put in mind how much we
were obliged to be thankful for our happy return to the inhabitants. Indeed,

we had great reason to reflect with gratitude on the signal mercies we had

received. First, that we had, day by day, been fed by the bountiful hand of
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Providence in the desolate wilderness, insomuch that if any of our people
wanted one single meal during the whole expedition, it was entirely owing
to their own imprudent management Secondly, that not one man of
our whole company had any violent distemper or bad accident befall him,
from one end of the line to the other. The very worst that happened was,
that one of them gave himself a smart cut on the pan of his knee with a
tomahawk, which we had the good fortune to cure in a short time, without
the help of a surgeon. As for tlie misadventures of sticking in the mire and
falling into rivers and creeks, they were rather subjects of mirth than
complaint, and served only to diversify our travels with a little farcical varie-

ty. And, lastly, that many uncommon incidents have concurred to prosper
our undertaking. We had not only a dry spring before we went out, but
the preceding winter, and even a year or two before, had been much drier

than ordinary. This made not only the Dismal, but likewise most of the

sunken grounds near the sea-side, just hard enough to bear us, which other-

wise had been quite impassable. And the whole time we were upon the bu-
siness, which was in all about sixteen weeks, we were never caught in the
rain except once, nor was our progress interrupted by bad weather above
three or four days at most. Besides all this, we were surprised by no Indian
enemy, but all of us brought our scalps back safe upon our heads. This
cruel method of scalping of enemies is practised by all the savages in Ameri-
ca, and perhaps is not the least proof of their original from the northern in-

habitants of Asia. Among the ancient Scythians it was constantly used,
who carried about these hairy scalps as trophies of victory. They served
them too as towels at home, and trappings for their horses abroad. But
these were not content with the skin of their enemies' heads, but also made
use of their sculls for cups to drink out of upon high festival days, and made
greater ostentation of them than if they had been made of gold or the purest
crystal.

Besides the duties of the day, we christened one of our men who had been
bred a quaker. The man desired this of his own mere motion, without be-

ing tampered with by the parson, who was willing every one should go to
heaven his own way. But whether he did it by the conviction of his own
reason, or to get rid of some troublesome forms and restraints, to which the
saints of that persuasion are subject, I cannot positively say.

18th. We proceeded over a level road twelve miles, as far as George
Hixe's plantation, on the south side of Meherrin river, our course being for

the most part north-east. By the way we hired a cart to transport our bag-
gage, that we might the better befriend our jaded horses. Within two miles
of our journey's end tliis day, we met the express we had sent the Saturday
before to give notice of our arrival. He had been almost as expeditious as a
carrier pigeon, riding in two days no less than two hundred miles.

All the grandees of the Sapponi nation did us the honour to repair hither
to meet us, and our worthy friend and fellow traveller, Bearskin, appeared
among the gravest of them in his robes of ceremony. Four young ladies of
the first quality came with them, who had more the air of cleanliness than
any copper-coloured beauties I had ever seen

;
yet we resisted all their

charms, notwithstanding the long fast we had kept from the sex, and the bear
diet we had been so long engaged in. Nor can I say the price they set upon
their charms was at all exorbitant A princess for a pair of red stockings
cannot, surely, be thought buying repentance much too dear. The men had
something great and venerable in their countenances, beyond the common
mien of savages; and indeed they ever had the reputation of being the ho-
nestest, as well as the bravest Indians we have ever been acquainted with.
This people is now made up of the remnants of several other nations, of
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which the most considerable are the Sapponies, the Occaneches, and Stouken-

hocks, who not finduig themselves separately numerous enough for their de-

fence, have agreed to unite into one body, and all of them now go under the

name of the Sapponies. Each of these was formerly a distinct nation, or

rather a several clan or canton of the same nation, speaking the same lan-

guage, and using the same customs. But their perpetual wars against all

other Indians, in time, reduced them so low as to make it necessary to join

their forces together. They dwelt formerly not far below the mountains, up-

on Yadkin river, about two hundred miles west and by south from the falls of

Roanoke. But about twenty-five years ago they took refuge in Virginia,

being no longer in condition to make head not only against the northern In-

dians, who are their implacable enemies, but also against most of those to

the south. All the nations round about, bearing in mind the havoc these

Indians used formerly to make among their ancestors in the insolence of

their power, did at length avenge it home upon them, and made them glad to

apply to this government for protection. Colonel Spotswood, our then lieu-

tenant governor, having a good opinion of their fidelity and courage, settled

them at Christanna, ten miles north of Roanoke, upon the belief that they

would be a good barrier, on that side of the country, against the incursion of

all foreign Indians. And in earnest they would have served well enough for

, that purpose, if the white people in the neighbourhood had not debauched

their morals, and ruined their health with rum, which was the cause of many
disorders, and ended at last in a barbarous murder committed by one of

these Indians when he was drunk, for which the poor wretch was executed

when he was sober. It was matter of great concern to them, however, that

one of their grandees should be put to so ignominious a death. All Indians

have as great an aversion to hanging as the Muscovites, though perhaps not

for the same cleanly reason : these last believing that the soul of one that

dies in this manner, being forced to sally out of the body at the postern, must
needs be defiled. The Sapponies took this execution so much to heart, that

they soon after quitted their settlement and removed in a body to the Ca-
tawbas. The daughter of the Tetero king went away with the Sapponies,

but being the last of her nation, and fearing she should not be treated ac-

cording to her rank, poisoned herself like an old Roman, with the root of

the trumpet plant. Her father died two years before, who was the most
intrepid Indian we have been acquainted with. He had made himself terri-

ble to all other Indians by his exploits, and had escaped so many dangers
that he was esteemed invulnerable. But at last he died of a pleurisy, the

last man of his race and nation, leaving only that unhappy daughter behind
him, who would not long survive him.

The most uncommon circumstance in this Indian visit was, that they all

came on horse-back, which was certainly intended for a piece of state, be-

cause the distance was but three miles, and it is likely they had walked on
foot twice as far to catch their horses. The men rode more awkwardly than
any Dutch sailor, and the ladies bestrode their palfreys a la mode de France,
but were so bashful about it, that there was no persuading them to mount till

they were quite out of our sight. The French women used to ride a-strad-

dle, not so much to make them sit firmer in the saddle, as from the hopes the

same thing might peradventure befall them that once happened to the nun of
Orleans, who, escaping out of a nunnery, took post en cavalier, and in ten
miles' hard riding had the good fortune to have all the tokens of a man break
out upon her. This piece of history ought to be the more credible, because
it leans upon much the same degree of proof as the tale of bishop Burnet's
two Italian nuns, who, according to his lordship's account, underwent the

same happy metamorphosis, probably by «ome other violent exercise.
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19lh. From hence we despatched the cart with our baggage under a
guard, and crossed Meherrin river, which was not thirty yards wide at that

place. By tlie help of fresh liorses, that had been sent us, we now began to

mend our pace, which was also quickened by the strong inclinations we had
to get home. In tlie distance of five miles we forded Meherrin creek, which
was very near as broad as the river. About eight miles farther we came to

Sturgeon creek, so called from the dexterity an Occanechy Indian showed
there in catching one of those royal fish, which was performed after the fol-

lowing manner. In tlie summer time it is no unusual thing for sturgeons to

sleep on the surface of the water, and one of them having wandered up into

this creek in the spring, was floating in that drowsy condition. The Indian,

above-mentioned, ran up to the neck into the creek a little below the place

where he discovered the fish, expecting the stream would soon bring his

game down to him. He judged the matter right, and as soon as it came
within his reach, he whipped a running noose over his jole. This waked the

sturgeon, which being strong in its own element darted immediately under
water and dragged the Indian after him. The man made it a point of honour
to keep his hold, which he did to the apparent danger of being drowned.
Sometimes both the Indian and the fish disappeared for a quarter of a mi-

nute, and then rose at some distance from where they dived. At this rate

they continued flouncing about, sometimes above and sometimes under wa-
ter, for a considerable time, till at last the hero suffocated his adversary, and
hauled his body ashore in triumph.

About six miles beyond that, we passed over Wicco-quoi creek, named so
from the multitude of rocks over which the water tumbles, in a fresh, with a
bellowing noise. Not far from where we went over, is a rock much higher

than the rest, that strikes the eye with agreeable horror, and near it a very
talkative echo, that, like a fluent help-mate, will return her good man seven
words for one, and after all be sure to have the last. It speaks not only the

language of men, but also of birds and beasts, and often a single wild goose
is cheated into the belief that some of his company are not far off", by hear-

ing his own cry multiplied ; audit is pleasant to see in what a flutter the poor
bird is, when he finds himself disappointed. On the banks of this creek are

^'ery broad low-grounds in many places, and abundance of good high-land,

though a little subject to floods.

We had but two miles more to captain Embry's, where we found the

housekeeping much better than the house. Our bountiful landlady had set

her oven and all her spits, pots, gridirons and saucepans to work, to diversify

our entertainment, though afl:er all it proved but a Mahometan feast, there

being nothing to drink but water. The worst of it was, we had unluckily

outrode the baggage, and for that reason were obliged to lodge very socia-

bly in the same apartment with the family, where, reckoning women and
children, we mustered in all no less than nine persons, who all pigged loving-

ly together.

20th. In the morning colonel Boiling, who had been surveying in the

neighbourhood, and Mr. Walker, who dwelt not far off", came to visit us; and
the last of these worthy gentlemen, fearing that our drinking so much water
might incline us to pleurisies, brought us a kind supply both of wine and
cider. It was noon before we could disengage ourselves from the courtesies

of this place, and then the two gentlemen above-mentioned were so good as

to accompany us that day's journey, though they could by no means approve
of our Lithuanian fashion of dismounting now and then, in order to walk
part of the way on foot. We crossed Nottoway river not far from our land-

lord's house, where it seemed to be about twenty-five yards over. This

river divides the county of Prince George from that of Brunswick. We had
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not gone eight miles fartlier before our eyes were blessed with the sight of

Sapponi chapel, which was the first house of prayer we had seen for more
than two calendar months. About three miles beyond that, we passed over

Stony creek, where one of those that guarded the baggage killed a polecat,

upon which he made a comfortable repast. Those of his company were so

squeamish they could not be persuaded at first to taste, as they said, of so un-

savoury an animal ; but seeing the man smack his lips with more pleasure

than usual, they ventured at last to be of his mess, and instead of finding the

flesh rank and high-tasted, they owned it to be the sweetest morsel they had

ever eaten in their lives. The ill savour of this little beast lies altogether in

its urine, which nature has made so detestably ill-scented on purpose to fur-

nish a helpless creature with something to defend itself For as some brutes

have horns and hoofs, and others are armed with claws, teeth and tusks for

their defence ; and as some spit a sort of poison at their adversaries, like the

paco ; and others dart quills at their pursuers, like the porcupine ; and as

some have no weapons to help themselves but their tongues, and others none
but their tails ; so the poor polecat's safety lies altogether in the irresistible

stench of its water; insomuch that when it finds itself in danger from an
enemy, it moistens its bushy tail plentifully with this liquid ammunition, and
then, with great fury, sprinkles it like a shower of rain full into the eyes of

its assailant, by which it gains time to make its escape. Nor is tlie polecat

the only animal that defends itself by a stink. At the cape of Good Hope is

a little beast, called a stinker, as hig as a fox, and shaped like a ferret, which
being pursued has no way to save itself but by ejecting its wind and excre-

naents, and then such a stench ensues that none of its pursuers can possibly

stand it.

At the end of thirty good miles, we arrived in the evening at colonel Boi-

ling's, where first, from a primitive course of life, we began to relapse into

luxury. This gentleman lives within hearing of the falls of Appomattox
river, which are very noisy whenever a flood happens to roll a greater
stream than ordinary over the rocks. The river is navigable for small crafl;

as high as the falls, and at some distance from thence fetches a compass, and
runs nearly parallel with James river almost as high as the mountains. While
the commissioners fared sumptuously here, the poor chaplain and two sur-

veyors, having stopped ten miles short at a poor planter's house, in pity to

their horses, made a St. Anthony's meal, that is, they supped upon the
pickings of what stuck in their teeth ever since breakfast. But to make
them amends, the good man laid them in his own bed, v/here they all three
nestled together in one cotton sheet and one of brown oznaburgs, made still

something browner by two months' copious perspiration. But those worthy
gentlemen were so alert in the morning after their light supper, that they
came up with us before breakfast, and honestly paid their stomachs all they
owed them.

2 1 St. We made no more than a Sabbath day's journey from this to the
next hospitable house, namely, that of our great benefactor, colonel Mumford.
We had already been much befriended by this gentleman, who, besides send-
ing orders to his overseers at Roanoke to let us want for nothing, had, in the
beginning of our business, been so kind as to recommend mos^ of the men
to us who were the faithful partners of our fatigue. Although in most other
achievements those who command are apt take all the honour to themselves
of what perhaps was more owmg to the vigour of those who were under
them, yet I must be more just, and allows these brave fellows their full share
of credit for the service we performed, and must declare, that it was in a
great measure owing to their spirit and indefatigable industry that we over-
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came many obstacles in the course of our line, which till then had been
esteemed insurmountable. Nor must I at the same time omit to do justice to
the surveyors, and particularly to Mr. Mayo, who, besides an eminent degree
of skill, encountered the same hardships and underwent the same fatigue that

the forwardest of the men did, and that with as much cheerfulness as if pain

had been his pleasure, and difficulty his real diversion. Here we discharged

the few men we had left, who were all as ragged as the Gibeonite ambassa-
dors, though, at the same time, their rags were very honourable, by the ser-

vice they had so vigorously performed in making them so.

22d. A little before noon we all took leave and dispersed to our several habita-

tions, where we were so happy as to find all our families well. This crowned
all our other blessings, and made our journey as prosperous as it had been
painful. Thus ended our second expedition, in which we extended the line

within the shadow of the Chariky mountains, where we wei'e obliged to set

up our pillars, like Hercules, and return home. We had now, upon the

whole, been out about sixteen weeks, including going and returning, and had
travelled at least six hundred miles, and no small part of that distajice on foot.

Below, towards the seaside, our course lay through marshes, swamps, and
great waters ; and above, over steep hills, craggy rocks, and thickets, hardly

penetrable. Notwithstanding this variety of hardships, we may say, without

vanity, that we faithfully obeyed the king's orders, and performed the busi-

ness effectually, in which we had the honour to be employed. Nor can we by
any means reproach ourselves of having put the crown to any exorbitant ex-

pense in this difficult affair, the whole charge, from beginning to end, amount-

ing to no more that one thousand pounds. But let no one concerned in this

painful expedition complain of the scantiness of his pay, so long as his majesty

has been graciously pleased to add to our reward the honour of his royal appro-

bation, and to declare, notwithstanding the desertion of the Carolina commis-

sioners, that the line by us run shall hereafter stand as the true boundary be-

twixt the governments of Virginia and North Carolina.

The Names of the Commissioners to direct the running of the Line between

Virginia and North Carolina.

William Byrd,
^

Richard Fitz-william, > Esquires, Commissioners for Virginia.

William Dandridge, ^

Christopher Gale,

John Lovewick,
Edward Moseley,
William Little,

Esquires, Commissioners for Carolina.

Alexander Irvin, } ci ^ i?- • •

William Mayo, \
Surveyors for Virgm.a.

Edward Moseley. > surveyors for N. Carolina.
Samuel Swan, ^

•'

The Reverem) Peter Fountain, Chaplain.
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Names of the Men employed on the part of Virginia to run the Line between
that Colomj and North Carolina.

ON THE FIRST EXPEDITION.

1

.

Peiei- Jones,

2. Thomas Jones,

3. Thomas Short,

4. Robert Hix,

6. John Evans,
6. Stephen Evans,
7. John Ellis,

8. John Ellis, Jr.

9. Thomas Wilson,
10. George Tilman,
11. Charles Kimbal,
12. George Hamilton,
13. Robert Allen,

14. Thomas Jones, Jr.

15. Jtimes Petillo,

16. Richard Smith,

17. John Rice.

ON THE SECOND EXPEDITION.

Peter Jones,

Thomas Jones,

Thomas Short,

Robert Hix,

John Evans,
Stephen Evans,
.John Ellis,

John Ellis, Jr.

Thomas Wilson,
George Tilman,
Charles Kimbal,
George Hamilton,
Thomas Jones, Jr.

James Petillo,

Richard Smith,

Abraham Jones,

Edward Powell,

William Pool,

William Calvert,

James Whitlock,

Thomas Page,

Account of the Expense of running the Line between Virginia and North
Carolina.

To the men's wages in current money
To sundry disbursements for provisions, &c.

To paid the men for seven horses lost

Th^ sum of £495 1 1 6 current money reduced at 1 5 per cent.

sterling amounts to

To paid to colonel Byrd
To paid to colonel Dandridge
To paid Mr. Fitz-william

To paid to the chaplain, Mr. Fountain - . - - .

To paid to Mr. William Mayo
To paid to Mr. Alexander Irvin - - - - -

To paid for a tent and marquis

£>277 10

174 01 6
44

£495 11 6

£430 8
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APPENDIX

To the foregoing journal, containing the second charter to the proprietors of

' Carolina, confirming and enlarging the first, and also several other acts

to which it refers. These are placed by themselves at the end of the book,

that they may not interrupt the thread of the story, and the reader will be

more at liberty whether he will please to read them or not, being something

dry and unpleasant.

The second Charter granted brj King Charles II. to the Proprietors of

Carolina.*

Charles, by the grace of God, &c. : Whereas, by our letters patent, bear-

ing date the four and twentieth day of March, in the fifteenth year of our

reign, we were graciously pleased to grant unto our right trusty and right

well beloved cousin and counsellor, Edward, earl of Clarendon, our high

chancellor of England, our right ' trusty and right entirely beloved cousin

and counsellor, George, duke of Albemarle, master of our horse, our right

trusty and well beloved William, now earl of Craven, our right trusty and

well beloved counsellor, Anthony, lord Ashley, chancellor of our exchequer,

our right trusty and well beloved counsellor, sir George Carterett, knight

and baronet, vice chamberlain of our household, our right trusty and well

beloved, sir John Colleton, knight and baronet, and sir William Berldey,

knight, all that province, territory, or tract of ground, called Carolina, situate,

lying and being within our dominions of America, extending from the north

end of the island called Luke island, which lies in the southern Virginia seas,

and within six and thirty degrees of the northern latitude; and to the west

as far as the South seas ; and so respectively as far as the river of Mathias,

which bordereth upon the coast of Florida, and within one and thirty de-

grees of the northern latitude, and so west in a direct line as far as the South

seas aforesaid. Now know ye, that, at the humble request of the said

grantees in the aforesaid letters patent named, and as a further mark of our
especial favour towards them, we are graciously pleased to enlarge our said

grant unto them according to the bounds and limits hereafter specified, and
in favour to the pious and noble purpose of the said Edward, earl of Claren-

don, George, duke of Albemarle, William, earl of Craven, John, lord Berkley,

Anthony, lord Ashley, sir George Carterett, sir John Colleton and sir William
Berkley, we do give and grant to them, their heirs and assigns, all that pro-

vince, territory, or tract of ground, situate, lying and being within our do-

minions of America aforesaid, extending north and eastward as far as the

north end of Coratuck river or inlet, upon a straight westerly line to Wya-
noke creek, which lies within or about the degrees of thirty-six and thirty

minutes northern latitude, and so west in a direct line as far as the South
seas; and south and westward as far as the degrees of twenty-nine inclu-

sive northern latitude, and so west in a direct line as far as the South seas

;

together with all and singular ports, harbours, bays, rivers and inlets belong-

ing unto the province or territory aforesaid. And also, all the soil, lands,

fields, woods, mountains, ferms, lakes, rivers, bays and inlets, situate, or be-

• As this charter is verj' long, and but a small portion of it has any relation to the sub-
ject of dispute between the two colonies, no more will be inserted here than so much as

precedes and embraces the matter in controversy.

—

Editor,
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ing within the bounds or Hmits last before mentioned : with the fishing of all

soirts of fish, whales, sturgeons, and all other royal fishes in the sea, bays, in-

lets, and rivers, within the premises, and the fish therein taken ; together

with the royalty of the sea, upon the coast within the limits aforesaid. And
moreover, all veins, mines and quarries, as well discovered as not discovered,

of gold, silver, gems and precious stones, and all other whatsoever ; be it

of stones, metalsor any other thing found or to be found within the province,

territory, inlets and limits aforesaid. * * * *

At the Court of St. James, the 1st day of March, 1710.

—

Present, the Queen's

most excellent majesty in Council.

Upon reading this day at the board a representation from the right ho-

nourable the lords commissioners for trade and plantations, in the words

following: In pursuance of your majesty's pleasure, commissioners have

been appointed on the part of your majesty's colony of Virginia, as likewise

on the part of the province of Carolina, for the settling the bounds between

those governments; and they have met several times for that purpose, but have

not agreed upon any one point thereof, by reason of the trifling delays of the

Carolina commissioners, and of the many difficulties by them raised in rela-

tion to the proper observations and survey they were to make. However,

the commissioners for Virginia have delivered to your majesty's lieutenant

governor of that colony an account of their proceedings, which account

has been under the consideration of your majesty's council of Virginia, and

they have made a report thereon to the said lieutenant governor, who having

lately transmitted unto us a copy of that report, we take leave humbly to lay

the substance thereof before your majesty, which is as follows:

That the commissioners of Carolina are both of them persons engaged in

interest to obstruct the settling the boundaries between that province and

the colony of Virginia ; for one of them has for several years been surveyor

general of Carolina, has acquired to himself great profit by surveying lands

within the controverted bounds, and has taken up several tracts of land in

his own name, and sold the same to others, for which he stands still obliged

to obtain patents from the government of Carolina. The other of them is at

this time surveyor general, and hath the same prospect of advantage by

making future surveys within the said bounds. That. the behavior of the

Carolina commissioners has tended visibly to no other end than to protract

and defeat the settling this affair : and particularly Mr. Moseley has used

so many shifts and excuses to disappoint all conferences with the commis-

sioners of Virginia, as plainly show his aversion to proceed in a business that

tends so manifestly to his disadvantage. His prevaricating on this occasion

has been so indiscreet and so unguarded, as to be discovered in the presence

of the lieutenant governor of Virginia. He started so many objections

to the powers granted to the commissioners of that colony, with design to

render their conferences ineffectual, that his joint commissioner could hardly

find an excuse for him. And when the lieutenant governor had with much

ado prevailed with the said Mr. Moseley to appoint a time for meeting the

commissioners of Virginia, and for bringing the necessary instruments to

take the latitude of the bounds in dispute, which instruments he owned were

ready in Carolina, he not only failed to comply with his own appointment,

but after the commissioners of Virginia had made a journey to his house, and

had attended him to the places proper for observing the latitude, he would

not take the trouble of carrying his own instrument, but contented himself
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to find fault with the quadrant produced by the Virginia commissioners,

though that instrument had been approved by the best mathematicians,and

is of universal use. From all which it is evident how little hopes there are

of settling the boundaries above-mentioned, in concert with the present com-

missioners for Carolina. That though the bounds of the Carolina charter

are in express words limited to Weyanoke creek, lying in or about 36° 30'

of northern latitude, yet the commissioners for Carolina have not by any of

their evidences pretended to prove any such place as Weyanoke creek, the

amount of their evidence reaching no further than to prove which is Weya-
noke river, and even that is contradicted by affidavit taken on the part of

Virginia; by which affidavits it appears that, before tlie date of the Carolina

charter to tliis day, the place they pretend to be Weyanoke river was, and

is still, called Nottoway river. But supposing the same had been called

Weyanoke river, it can be nothing to their purpose, there being a great dif-

ference between a river and a creek. Besides, in that country there are

divers rivers and creeks of the same name, as Potomac river, and Potomac
creek, Rappahannock river, and Rappahannock creek, and several others,

though there are many miles' distance between the mouths of these rivers

and the mouths of these creeks. It is also observable, that the witnesses on
the part of Carolina are all very ignorant pei'sons, and most of them of ill

fame and reputation, on which account they had been forced to remove from
Virginia to Carolina. Further, thei:e appeared to be many contradictions in

their testimonies, whereas, on the other hand, the witnesses to prove that the

right to those lands is in the government of Virginia are persons of good
credit, their knowledge of the lands in question is more ancient than any of

the witnesses for Carolina, and their evidence fully corroborated by the con-

current testimony of the tributary Indians. And that right is farther con-

firmed by the observations lately taken of the latitude in those parts, by
which it is plain, that the creek proved to be Weyanoke creek by the Vir-

ginia evidences, and sometimes called Wicocon, answers best to the latitude

described in tlie Carolina charter, for it lies in thirty-six degrees, forty

minutes, which is ten minutes to the northward of the limits described in

the Carolina grant, whereas Nottoway river, lies exactly in the latitude of
thirty-seven degrees, and can by no construction be supposed to be the boun-
dary described in their charter ; so that upon the whole matter, if the com-
missioners of Carolina had no other view than to clear the just right oC the

proprietors, such undeniable demonstrations would be sufficient to convince
them ; but the said commissioners give too much cause to suspect that they
mix their own private interest with the claim of the proprietors, and for that

reason endeavour to gain time in order to obtain grants for the land already
taken up, and also to secure the rest on this occasion, we take notice, that

they proceed to survey the land in dispute, notwithstanding the assurance
given by the government of Carolina to the contrary by their letter of the
17th of June, 1707, to the government of Virginia, by which letter they pro-
mised that no lands should be taken up within the controverted bounds till

the same were settled.

Whereupon we humbly propose, that the lords proprietors be acquainted
with the foregoing complaint of the trifling delays of their commissioners,
which delays it is reasonable to believe have proceeded from the self-interest

of those commissioners, and that therefore your majesty's pleasure be signi-

fied to the said lords proprietors, that by the first opportunity they send
orders to their governor or commander in chief of Carolina for the time
being, to issue forth a new commission, to the purport of that lately issued,
thereby constituting two other persons, not having any personal interest in,

or claim to, any of the land lying within the boundary, in the room of Ed-
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ward Moseley and John Lawson. The Carolina commissioners to be appoint-

ed being strictly required to finish their survey, and to make a return

thereof in conjunction with the Virginia commissioners, witiiin six months,

to be computed from the time, that due notice shall be given by your majes-

ty's lieutenant governor of Virginia to the governor or commander in chief

of Carolina, of the time and place, which your majesty's said lieutenant

governor shall appoint for the first meeting of the commissioners on one

part and the other. In order whcreunto we humbly offer, that directions be

sent to the said lieutenant governor, to give such notice accordingly ;
and

if after notice so given, the Carolina commissioners shall refuse or neglect

to join with those on the part of Virginia, in making such survey, as likewise

a return thereof within the time before mentioned ; that then and in such

case the commissioners on the part of Virginia be directed to draw up an

account of the proper observations and survey which they shall have made

for ascertaining the bounds between Virginia and Carolina, and to deliver

the same in writing under their hands and seals to the lieutenant governor

and council of Virginia, to the end the same may be laid before your majesty,

for your majesty's final determination therein, within, with regard to the

settling of those boundaries; the lords proprietors having, by an instrument

under their hands, submitted the same to your majesty's royal determination,

which instrument, dated in March, 1708, is lying inlhis office.

And lastly, we humbly propose, that your majesty's further pleasure be

signified to the said lords proprietors, and in like manner to the lieutenant

governor of Virginia, that no grants be passed by either of those govern-

ments of any of the lands lying within the controverted bounds, until such

bounds shall be ascertained and settled as aforesaid, wherel^ it may appear

whether those lands do of right belong to your majesty, or to the lords pro^

prietors of Carohna.
Her majesty in council, approving of the said representation, is pleased to

order, as it is hereby ordered, that the right honourable the lords commis-
sioners for trade and plantations do signify her majesty's pleasure herein to

her majesty's lieutenant governor or commander in chief of Virginia for

the time being, and to all persons to whom it may belong, as is proposed

by their lordships in the said representation, and the right honourable the

lords proprietors of Carolina are to do what on their part does appertain,

Edward Southwell.

Proposals for determining the Controversy relating to the bounds between the

governments of Virginia and North Carolina, most humbly offered for his

Majesty's royal approbation, and for the consent of the right honourable the

Lords Proprietors of Carolina.

Forasmuch as the dispute between the said two governments about their

true limits continues still, notwithstanding the several meetings of the com-
missioners, and all the proceedings of many years past, in order to adjust

that affair, and seeing no speedy determination is likely to ensue, unless

some medium be found out, in which both parties may incline to acquiesce,

wherefore both the underwritten governors having met, and considered the

prejudice both to the king and the lords proprietors' interest, by the con-

tinuance of this contest, and truly endeavouring a decision, which they

judge comes nearest the intention of royal charter granted to the lords

proprietors, do, with the advice and consent of their respective councils, pro-

pose as follows.
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That from the mouth of Coratuck river or inlet, and setting the compass
on the north shore, thereof a due west line be run and fairly marked, and
if it happen to cut Chowan river, between the mouths of Nottoway river

and Wicocon creek, then shall the same direct course be continued towards
the mountains, and be ever deemed the sole dividing line between Virginia
and Carolina.

That if the said west line cuts Chowan river to the southward of Wicocon
creek, then from point of intersection the bounds shall be allowed to continue
up the middle of the said Chowan river to the middle of the entrance into

the said Wicocon creek, and from thence a due west line shall divide the

said two governments.
That if a due west line shall be found to pass through islands or to cut out

small slips of land, which might much more conveniently be included in one
province or the other by natural water bounds, in such cases the persons
appointed for running the line shall have power to settle natural bounds,
provided the commissioners of both sides agree thereto, and that all such
variations from the west line, be particularly noted in the maps or plats,

which they shall return, to be put upon the records of both governments,
all which is humbly submitted by

Charles Eden.

A. Spotswood.

Order of the King and Council upon the foregoing proposals, at the' Court of
St. James, the 26th day of March, 1729. Present, the King's most excel-

lent majesty in Council.

Whereas it has been represented to his majesty at the board, that for ad-

justing the disputes, which have subsisted for many years past, between the

colonies of Virginia and North Carolina, concerning their true boundaries,

the late governors of the said colonies did some time since agree upon cer-

tain proposals for -regulating the said boundaries for the future, to which pro-

posals the lords proprietors of Carolina have given their assent ; and where-

as the said proposals were this day presented to his majesty as proper for his

royal approbation,

His majesty is thereupon pleased, with the advice of his privy council, to

approve of the said proposals, a copy whereof is hereunto annexed, and to

order, as it is hereby ordered, that the governor or commander in chief of the

colony of Virginia, do settle the said boundaries, in conjunction with the

governor of North Carolina, agreeably to the said proposals.

Edward Southwell.

The Lieutenant Governor of Virginia's Commissionin obedience to his Majesty's

Order.

George the Second, by the grace of God, of Great Britain, France and
Ireland king, defender of the faith, to our trusty and well beloved William

Byrd, Richard Fitz-william, and William Dandridge, Esqrs., members of our

council of the colony and dominion of Virginia, greeting : Whereas our

late royal father of blessed memory was graciously pleased, by order in his

privy council, bearing date the 28th day of March 1727, to approve of cer-

tain proposals agreed upon by Alexander Spotswood, Esq. late lieutenant

governor of Virginia, on the one part, and Charles Eden, Esq. late governor
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of the prqvince of North (Jarulina, for determinhig the controversy relating

to the bounds between the said two governments, and was farther pleased to

direct and order, that the said boundaries should be laid out and settled

agreeably to the said proposals. Know ye, therefore, that reposing special

trust and confidence in your ability and provident circumspection, have as-

signed, constituted and appohited, and by these presents do assign, constitute

and appoint you and every of you jointly and severally, our commission-

ers for and on behalf of our colony and dominion of Virginia, to meet the

commissioners appointed or to be appointed on the part of the province of

North Carolina, and in conjunction with them to cause a line or lines of

division to be run and marked, to divide the said two governments according

to the proposals above-mentioned, and the order of our late royal father,

copies of both which you will herewith receive. And we do further give and
grant unto you, and in case of the death or absence of any of you, such of

you as shall be present, full power and authority to treat and agree with the

said commissioners of the province of North Carolina on such rules -and

methods as you shall judge most expedient for the adjusting and finally de-

termining all disputes or controversies which may arise, touching any islands

or other small slips of land which may happen to be mtersected or cut off by
the dividing Une aforesaid, and which may with more conveniency be in-

cluded in the one province or the other by natural water bounds, agreeably

to the proposals aforementioned, and generally to do and perform all matters

and things requisite for the final determination and settlement of the said

boundaries, according to the said proposals. And to the end our service

herein may not be disappointed through the refusal or delay of the commis-
sioners for the province of North Carolina, to act in conjunction with you in

settling the boundaries aforesaid, we do hereby give and grant unto you, or

such of you as shall be present at the time and place appointed for running
the dividing line aforesaid, full power and authority to cause the said line

to be run and marked out, conformable to the said proposals, having due re-

gard to the doing equal justice to us, and to the lords proprietors of Carolina,

any refusal, disagreement, or opposition of the said commissioners of North
Carolina notwithstanding. And in that case we do hereby require you to

make a true report of your proceedings to our lieutenant governor, or com-
mander in chief of Virginia, in order to be laid before us for our approbation,

and final determination herein. And in case any person or persons what-
soever shall presume to disturb, molest or resist you, or any of the officers

or persons by your direction, in running the said line, and executing the

powers herein given you, we do by these presents give and grant unto you,
or such of you as shall be attending the service aforesaid, full power and
authority by warrant under your or any of your hands and seals, to order

and command all and every the militia officers in our counties of Princess

Anne, Norfolk, Nansemond, and Isle of Wight, or other the adjacent

counties, together with the sheriff of each of the said counties, or
either of them, to raise the militia and posse of the said several counties,

for the removing all force and opposition, which shall or may be made to you
in the due execution of this our commission, and we do hereby will and re-

quire, as well the officers of the militia, as all other our officers and loving

subjects within the said counties, and all others whom it may concern, to be
obedient, aiding and assisting unto you in all and singular the premises.

- And we do in like manner command and require you, to cause fair maps and
descriptions of the said dividing line, and the remarkable places through
which it shall pass, to be made and returned to our lieutenant governor or

commander in chief of our said colony for the time being, in order to be en-

tered on record in the proper offices within our said colony. Provided that
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you do not, by colour of this our commission, take upon you or determine
any private man's property, in or to tlie lands which shall by the said

dividing line be included within the limits of Virginia, nor of any other mat-
ter or thing that doth not 1 elate immediately to the adjusting, settling, and
final determination of the boundary aforesaid, conformable to the proposals

hereinbefore mentioned, and not otherwise. In witness whereof we have
caused these presents to be made. Witness our trusty and well beloved
William Gooch, Esq. our lieutenant governor and commander in chief of our
colony and dominion of Virginia, under the seal of our said colony, at

Williamsburg, the 14th day of December, 1727, in the first year of our
reign. William Goocii.

The Govemor of North Caroliiia's Commission in obedience to his Majesty's

, Order.

Sir Richard Everard, baronet, governor, captain general, admiral, and
commander in chief of the said province : To Christopher Gale, Esq. chief

justice, John Lovick, Esq., secretary,.Edward Moseley, Esq., surveyor general

and William Little, Esq., attorney general, greeting : Whereas many disputes

and differences have formerly been between the inhabitants of this province

and those of his majesty's colony of Virginia, concerning the boundaries and
limits between the said two governments, which having been duly considered

by Charles Eden, Esq., late governor of this province, and Alexander Spots-

wood, Esq., late governor of Virginia, they agreed to certain proposals for de-

termining the said controversy, and humbly offered the same for his majesty's

royal approbation, and the consent of the true and absolute lords pro-

prietors of Carolina. And his majesty having been pleased to signify his"

royal approbation of those proposals (consented unto by the true and abso-

lute lords proprietors of Carolina) and given directions for adjusting and
settling the boundaries as near as may be to the said proposals

:

I, therefore, reposing especial trust and cx)nfidence in you, the said Christo-

pher Gale, John Lovick, Edward Moseley and William Little, to be commis-
sioners, on the part of the true and absolute lords propinetors, and that you
in conjunction with such comm.issioners as shall be nominated for Virginia,

use your utmost endeavours, and take all necessary care in adjusting and
settling the said boundaries, by drawing such a distinct line or lines of divi-

sion between the said two provinces, as near as reasonable you can to the

proposals made by the two former governors, and the instructions herewith
given you. Given at the council chamber in Edenton, under my hand, and
the seal of the colony, the 21st day of February, anno Domini 1727, and in

the first year of the I'eign of our sovereign lord, king George the Second.

Richard Everard.

The Protest of the Carolina Commissioners, against our proceeding on the

Line without them.

We- the underwritten commissioners for the government of North Caro-
lina, in conjunction with the commissioners on the part of Virginia, having
run the line for the division of the two colonies from Coratuck inlet, to the

south branch of Roanoke river ; being in the whole about one hundred and
seventy miles, and near fifty miles without the inhabitants, being of opinion

we had run the line as far as would be requisite for a long time, judged the
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carrying it fartlier would be a needless charge and trouble. And the grand

debate which had so long subsisted between the two governments, about

Weyanoke river or creek, being settled at our former meeting in the spring,

when we were ready on our parts to have gone with the line to the utmost

inhabitants, which if it had been done, the line at any time after might have

been continued at an easy expense by a surveyor on each side ; and if at

any time hereafter there should be occasion to carry the line on further than

we have now run it, which we think will not be in an age or two, it may be

done in the same easy manner, without the great expense that now attends

it. And on a conlerence of all the commissioners, we have communicated

our sentiments thereon, and declared our opinion, that we had gone as far as

the service required, and thought proper to proceed no farther ; to which it

was answered by the commissioners for Virginia, that they should not regard

what we did, but if we desisted, they would proceed without us. But we,

conceiving by his majesty's order in council they were directed to act in

conjunction with the commissioners appointed for Carolina, and having ac-

cordingly run the line jointly so far, and exchanged plans, thought they could

not carry on the bounds singly ; but that their proceedings without us would
be irregular and invalid, and that it would be no boundary, and thought

proper to enter our dissent thereto. Wherefore, for the reasons aforesaid, in

the name of his excellency the lord palatine, and the rest of the true and
absolute lords proprietors of Carolina, we do hereby dissent and disallow of

any farther proceeding with the bounds without our concurrence, and pur-

suant to our instructions do give this our dissent in writing.

Edward Moselet.
William Little.

C. Gale.

October 7th, 1723. J. Lovick,

The Ansiver of the Virginia Commissioners to the foregoing- Protest.

Whereas, on the 7th of October last, a paper was delivered to us by the

commissioners of North Carolina, in the style of a protest, against our carry-

ing any farther, without them, the dividing line between the two governments,
we, the underwritten commissioners on the part of Virginia, having matm'ely
considered the reasons offered in the said protest, why those gentlemen re-

tired so soon from that service, beg leave to return the following answer

:

They are pleased in the first place to allege, by way of reason, that hav-
ing run the line near fifty miles beyond the inhabitants, it was sufficient for

a long time, in their opinion for an age or two. To this we answer that, by
breaking off so soon, they did but imperfectly obey his majesty's order, as-

sented to by the lords proprietors. The plain meaning of that order was,
to ascertain the bounds betwixt the two governments as far towards the

mountains as we could, that neither the king's grants may hereafter encroach
on the lords proprietors', nor theirs on the rights of his majesty. And
though the distance towards the great mountains be not precisely determin-
ed, yet surely the west line should be carried .as near them as may be, that

both the king's lands and those of their lordships, may be taken up the

faster, and that his majesty's subjects may as soon as possible extend them-
selves to that natural barrier. This they will certainly do in a few years,

when they know distinctly in which government they may enter for the
land, as they have already done in the more northern parts of Virginia. So
that it is strange the Carolina commissioners should affirm, that the distance

only of fifly miles above the inhabitants would be sufficient to carry the

14
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line for an age or two, especially considering that, two or three days before
the date of their protest, Mr. Mayo had entered with them for two thousand
acres of land, within five miles of the place where they left off. Besides, if

we reflect on the richness of the soil in those parts, and the convenience for

stock, we may foretell, without the spirit of divination, that there will be
many settlements higher than those gentlemen went, in less than ten years,
and perhaps in half that time.

Another reason mentioned in the protest for their retiring so soon from the
service is, that their going farther would be a needless charge and trouble.
And they allege that the rest may be done by one surveyor on a side, in an
easy manner, whenever it shall be thought necessary.
To this we answer, that frugality for the public is a rare virtue, but when

the public service must suffer by it, it degenerates into a vice. And this will

ever be the case when gentlemen execute the orders of their superiors by
halves. But had the Carolina commissioners been sincerely frugal for their

government, wiiy did they carry out provisions sufficient to support them
and their men for ten weeks, when they intended not to tarry half that
time 1 This they must own to be true, since they brought one thousand
pounds of provisions along with them. Now, after so great an expense in
their preparations, it had been no mighty addition to their charge, had they
endured the fatigue five or six weeks longer. It would at most have been
no more than they must be at, whenever they finish their work, even though
they should fancy it proper to trust a matter of that consequence to the
management of one surveyor. Such a one must have a number of men
along with him, both for his assistance and defence, and those men must
have provisions to support them.
These are all the reasons these gentlemen think fit to mention in their

protest, though they had in truth a more powerful argument for retiring so
abruptly, which, because they forgot, it will be neighbourly to help them out.

The provisions they intended to bring along with them, for want of horses
to carry them, were partly dropped by the way, and what they could bring
was husbanded so ill, that after eighteen days, (which was the whole time
we had them in our company,) they had no more left, by their own confes-

sion, than two pounds of biscuit for each man, to carry them home. How-
ever, though this was an unanswerable reason for gentlemen for leaving the

business unfinished, it was none at all for us, who had at that time bread
sufficient for seven weeks longer. Therefore, lest their want of manage-
ment might put a stop to his majesty's service, and frustrate his royal inten-

tions, we judged it our duty to proceed without them, and have extended
the dividing line so far west as to leave the great mountains on each hand
to the eastwai'd of us. And this we have done with the same fidelity and
exactness as if the gentlemen had continued with us. Our surveyors
(whose integrity I am persuaded they will not call in question) continued to

act under the same oath, which they had done from the beginning. Yet, not-

withstanding all this, if the government of North Carolina should not hold

itself bound by that part of the line which we made without the assistance

of its commissioners, yet we shall have this benefit in it at least, that his ma-
jesty will know how far his lands reach towards the south, and consequently

where his subjects may take it up, and how far they may be granted without

injustice to the lords proprietors. To this we may also add, that having

the authority of our commission, to act without the commissioners of

Carolina, in case of their disagreement or refusal, we thought ourselves bound
upon their retreat to finish the line without them, lest his majesty's service

iuiglit suffer by any honour or neglect on their part.

William Danuridgi;.
^

William Bvrd.
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THE LAND OF EDEN:
IN THE YEAR 1733.

September 1 1th. Having recommended my family to the protection of the

Almighty, I crossed the river with two servants and four horses, and rode to

Col. Mumford's. There I met my friend, Mr. Banister, who was to be the

kind companion of my travels. I stayed dinner with the good colonel, while

Mr. Banister made the best of his way home, to get his equipage ready, in

order to join me the next day. After dining plentifully, and wishing all that

was good to the household, I proceeded to major Mumford's, who had also

appointed to go along with me. I was the more obliged to him, because he

made me the compliment to leave the arms of a pretty wife, to lie on the cold

ground for my sake. She seemed to chide me with her eyes, for coming to

take her bedfellow from her, now the cold weather came on, and to make
my peace, I was forced to promise to take an abundance of care of him, in

order to restore him safe and sound to her embraces.

12th. After the major had cleared his pipes, in calling with much authority

about him, he made a shift to truss up his baggage about nine o'clock. Near
the same hour my old fi'iend and fellow traveller, Peter Jones, came to us

completely accoutred. Then we fortified ourselves with a beefsteak, kissed

our landlady for good luck, and mounted about ten. The major took one
Robin Boiling with him, as squire of his body, as well as conductor of his

baggage. Tom Short had promised to attend me, but had married a wife

and could not come. We crossed Hatcher's run. Gravelly run. Stony creek,

and in the distance of about twenty miles reached Sapponi chapel, where
Mr. Banister joined us. Thus agreeably reinforced we proceeded ten miles

further, to major Embry's, on the south side of Nottoway river. The major
was ill of a purging and vomiting, attended with a fever which had brought
him low ; but I prescribed him a gallon or two of chicken broth, which washed
him as clean as a gun, and quenched his fever. Here major Mayo met us, well

equipped for a march into the woods, bringing a surveyor's tent, that would
shelter a small troop. Young Tom Jones also repaired hither to make his ex-

cuse ; but old Tom Jones, by the privilege of his age, neither came nor sent, so

that we were not so strong as we intended, being disappointed of three of our
ablest foresters. The entertainment we met with was the less sumptuous by
reason of our landlord's indisposition. On this occasion we were as little trou-

blesome as possible, by sending part of our company to Richard Birch's, who
lives just by the bridge over the river. We sent for an old Indian called

Shacco-Will, living about seven miles off, who reckoned himself seventy-

eight years old. This fellow pretended he could conduct us to a silver mine,
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that lies either upon Eno river, or a creek of it, not far from where the Tus-

caroras once lived. But by some circumstances in his story, it seems to

be rather a lead than a silver mine. However, such as it is, he promised to

go and show it to me whenever I pleased. To comfort his heart, I gave him
a bottle of rum, with which he made himself very happy, and all the family

very miserable by the horrible noise he made all night.

13th. Our landlord had great relief from my remedy, and found himself

easy this morning. On this account we took our departure with more satis-

faction, about nine, and having picked up our friends at Mr. Birch's, pursued

our journey over Q,uoique creek, and Sturgeon run, as far as Brunswick

court house, about twelve miles beyond Nottoway. By the way, I sent a

runner half a mile out of the road to Col. Drury Stith's, who was so good as

to come to us. We cheered our hearts with three bottles of pretty good

Madeira, which made Drury talk very hopefully of his copper mine. We
easily prevailed with him to let us have his company, upon condition we
would take the mine in our way. From thence w^e proceeded to Meherrin

river, which lies eight miles beyond the court house, and in our way forded

Great creek. For fear of being belated, we called not at my quarter, where
Don Pedro is overseer, and lives in good repute amongst his neighbours.

In compliment to the little major we went out of our way, to lie at a settle-

ment of his upon Cock's creek, four miles short of Roanoke. Our fare here

was pretty coarse, but Mr. Banister and I took possession of the bed, while

the rest of the company lay in bulk upon the floor. This night the little

major made the first discovery of an impatient and peevish temper, equally

unfit both for a traveller and a husband.

14th. In the morning my friend Tom Wilson made me a visit, and gave
me his parole that he would meet us at Blue Stone Castle. We took horse

about nine, and in the distance of ten miles reached a quarter of Col. Stith's,

under the management of John Tomasin. This plantation lies on the west

side of Stith's creek, which was so full of water, by reason of a fresh in the

river, that we could not ford it, but we and our baggage were paddled over

in a canoe, and our horses swam by our sides. After staying here an hour,

with some of Diana's maids of honour, we crossed Miles' creek a small

distance off, and at the end of eight miles were met by a tall, meager figure,

which I took at first for an apparition, but it proved to be Col. Stith's miner.

I concluded that the unwholesome vapours arising from the copper mine had

made this operator such a skeleton, but upon inquiry understood it was
sheer famine had brought him so low. He told us his stomach had not been

blessed with one morsel of meat for more than three weeks, and that too he

had been obliged to short allowance of bread, by reason corn was scarce and
to be fetched from Tomasin's, which was ten long miles from the mine
where he lived. However, in spite of this spare diet, the man was cheerful,

and uttered no complaint. Being conducted by him, we reached the mines

about five o'clock, and pitched our tents, for the first time, there being yet no
building erected but a log-house, to shelter the miner and his two negroes.

We examined the mine and found it dipped from cast to west, and showed
but a slender vein, embodied in a hard rock of white spar. The shaft they

had opened was about twelve feet deep, and six over. I saw no more than

one peck of good ore above ground, and that promised to be very rich.

The engineer seemed very sanguine, and had not the least doubt but his em-
ployer's fortune was made. He made us the compliment of three blasts, and
we filled his belly with good beef in return, which in his hungry circum-

stances was the most agreeable present we could make him.

15th. It rained in the morning, which made us decamp later than we in-

tended, but the clouds clearing away about ten, we wished good luck to
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the mine and departed. We left Col. Stith there to keep fast with his miner,

and directed our course through the woods to Boucher's creek, which hath its

name from an honest fellow that lives upon it. This place is about six miles

from Col. Stith's works, and can also boast of a very fiir show of copper ore.

It is dug out of the side of a hill, that rises gradually from the creek to the

house. The good man was from home himself; but his wife, who was as old

as one of the Sibyls, refreshed us with an ocean of milk. By the strength

of that entertainment, we proceeded to Mr. Mumford's quarter, about five

miles off, where Joseph Colson is' overseer. Here our thirsty companions

raised their drooping spirits with a cheerful dram, and having wet both eyes,

w^e rode on seven "miles farther to Blue Stone Castle, five whereof were

through my own land, that is to say, all above Sandy creek. My land there

in all extends ten miles upon the river ; and three charming islands, namely,

Sapponi, Occaneeche, and Totero, run along the whole length of it. The

lowest of these islands is three miles long, the next four, and the uppermost

three, divided from each other by only a narrow strait. The soil is rich in

all of them, the timber large, and a kind of pea, very grateful to cattle and

horses, holds green all the winter. Roanoke river is divided by these islands

;

that part which runs on the north side is about eighty yards, and that on

the south more than one hundred. A large fresh will overflow the lower

part of these islands, but never covers all, so that the cattle may always re-

cover a place of security. The middlemost island, called Occaneeche island,

has several fields in it where Occaneeche Indians formerly lived, and there

are still some remains of the peach trees they planted. Here grow likewise

excellent wild hops without any cultivation. My overseer, Harry Morris, did

his utmost to entertain me and my company ; the worst of it was, we were

obliged all to be littered down in one room, in company with my landlady

and four children, one of which was very sick, and consequently very fretful.

16th. This being Sunday, and the place where we were quite out of

Christendom, very little devotion went forward. I thought it no harm to

take a Sabbath day's journey, and rode with my overseer to a new entry I

had made upon Blue Stone creek, about three miles from the castle, and found

the land very fertile and convenient. It consists of low grounds and mea-

dows on both sides the creek. After taking a view of this, we rode two
miles farther to a stony place, where there were some tokens of a copper

mine, but not hopeful enough to lay me under any temptation. Then we
returned to the company, and found Tom Wilson was come according

to his promise, in order to proceed into the woods along with us.

Jo. Colson likewise entered into pay, having cautiously made his bargain

for a pistole. There were three Tuskeruda Indians, (which I understood

had been kept on my plantation to hunt for Harry Morris,) that with much
ado were also persuaded to be of the party. My landlady could not forbear

discovering some broad signs of the fury, by breaking out into insolent and

passionate expressions against the poor negroes. And if my presence could

not awe her, I concluded she could be very outrageous when I was a hun-

dred miles off. This inference I came afterwards to understand was but

too true, for, between the husband and the wife, the negroes had a hard time

of it.

17th. We set off about nine from Blue Stone Castle, and rode up the

river six miles, (one half of which distance was on my own land,) as far as

major Mumford's quarter, where master Hogen was tenant upon halves.

Here were no great marks of industry, the weeds being near as high as the

corn. My islands run up within a little way of this place, which will expose

them to the inroad of the major's creatures. That called Totero island lies

too convenient not to receive damage that way ; but we must guard against
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it as well as we can. After the major had convinced himself of the idleness
of his tenant, he returned back to Blue Stone, and Harry Morris and I went
in quest of a fine copper mine, which he had secured for me in the fork.

For which purpose, about a quarter of a mile higher than Hogen's, we crossed
a narrow branch of the liver into a small island, not yet taken up, and after
traversing that, forded a much wider branch into the fork of Roanoke river.

Where we landed was near three miles higher up than the point of the fork.

We first directed our course easterly to.wards that point, which was very
sharp, and each branch of the river where it divided first seemed not to ex-
ceed eighty yards in breadth. The land was broken and barren off from
the river, till we came within half a mile of- the point where the low-grounds
began. The same sort of low ground ran up each branch of the river.

That on the Staunton (being the northern branch) was but narrow, but that

on the south, which is called the Dan, seemed to carry a width of at least

half a mile. After discovering this place, for which I intended to enter, we
rode up the mid-land five miles to view the mine, which in my opinion hardly
answered the trouble of riding so far out of our way. We returned down-
wards again about four miles, and a mile from the point found a good
ford over the north branch, into the upper end of Totero island. We
crossed the river there, and near the head of the island saw a large quantity
of wild hops growing, that smelt fragrantly, and seemed to be in great per-

fection. At our first landing we were so hampered with brambles, vines and
poke bushes, that our horses could hardly force their way through them.
However, this difficulty held only about twenty-five yards at each end of the

island, all the rest being very level and free from underwood. We met with
old fields where the Indians had formerly lived, and the grass grew as high
as a horse and his rider. In one of these fields were large duck ponds, very
firm at the bottom, to which wild fowl resort in the winter. In the woody
part of the island grows a vetch, that is green all the winter, and a great
support for horses and cattle, though it is to be feared the hogs will root it

all up. There is a cave in this island, in which the last Totero king, with
only two of his men, defended himself against a great host of northern In-

dians, and at last obliged them to retire. We forded the strait out of this

into Occaneeche island, which was full of large trees, and rich land, and the

south part of it is too high for any flood less than Noah's to drown, we rode
about two miles down this island, (being half the length of it,) where finding

ourselves opposite to Blue Stone Castle, we passed the river in a canoe,
which had been ordered thither for that purpose, and joined our friends, very
much tired, not so much with the length of the journey, as with the heat of
the weather.

18th. We lay by till the return of the messenger that we sent for the am-
munition, and other things left at the court house. Nor had the Indians yet
joined us according to their promise, which made us begin to doubt of their

veracity. I took a solitary walk to the first ford of Blue Stone creek, about
a quarter of a mile from the house. This creek had its name from the colour
of the stones, which paved the bottom of it, and are so smooth that it is pro-
bable they will burn into lime. I took care to return to my company by
dinner time, that I might not trespass upon their stomachs. In the afternoon
I was paddled by the overseer and one of my servants up the creek, but
could proceed little farther than a mile because of the shoal water. All the
way we perceived the bottom of the creek full of the blue stones above men-
tioned, sufficient in quantity to build a large castle. At our return we went
into the middle of the river, and stood upon a large blue rock to angle, but
without any success. We broke off a fragment of the rock, and found it

as heavy as so much lead. Discouraged by our ill luck, we repaired to the
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company, who had i)rocured some pieces of copper ore from Cargil's mine,

which seemed full of metal. This mine lies about twelve miles higiier tiian

major Mumford's plantation, and has a better show than any yet discovered.

There are so many appearances of copper in these parts, that the inhabitants

seem to be all mine-mad, and neglect making of corn for their present neces-

sities, in hopes of growing very rich hereafter.

19th. The heavens lowered a little upon us in the morning, but, like a

damsel ruffled by too bold an address, it soon cleared up again. Because I

detested idleness, I caused my overseer to paddle me up the river as far as

the strait that divides Occaneeche from Totero island, which is about

twenty yards wide. There runs a swift stream continually out of the south

part of the river into the north, and is in some places very deep. We crossed

the south part to the opposite shore, to view another entry I had made, be-

ginning at Bufilalo creek and running up the river to guard my islands, and

keep off bad neighbours on that side. The land seems good enough for corn

along the river, but a quarter of a mile back it is broken, and full of stones.

After satisfying my curiosity, I returned the way that I came, and shot the

same strait back again, and paddled down the river to the company.
When we got home, we laid the foundation of two large cities. One at

Shacco's, to be called Richmond, and the other at the point of Appomattox
river, to be named Petersburg. These major Mayo offered to lay out into

lots without fee or reward. The truth of it is, these two places being the

uppermost landing of James and Appomattox rivers, are naturally intended

for marts, where the traffic of the outer inhabitants must centre. Thus we did

not build castles only, but also cities in the air. In the evening our ammunition
arrived safe, and the Indians came to us, resolved to make part of our com-
pany, upon condition of their being supplied with powder and shot, and
having the skins of all the deer they killed to their own proper use.

20th. Every thing being • ready for a march, we left Blue Stone Castle

about ten. My company consisted of four gentlemen (namely, major Mayo,
major Mumford, Mr. Banister and Mr. Jones,) and five woodsmen, Thomas
Wilson, Henry Morris, Joseph Colson, Robert Boiling and Thomas Hooper,

four negroes and three Tuscaruda Indians. With this small troop we pro-

ceeded up the river as far as Hogen's, above which, about a quarter of a

mile, we forded into the little island, and from thence into the fork of the

river. The water was risen so high, that it ran into the top of my boots,

but without giving me any cold, although I rode in my wet stockings. We
landed three miles above the point of the fork, and, after marching three miles

farther, reached the tenement of Peter Mitchell, the highest inhabitant on
Roanoke river. Two miles above that we forded a water, which we named
Birche's creek, not far from the mouth, where it discharges itself into the

Dan. From thence we rode through charming low-grounds, for six miles

together, to a larger stream, which we agreed to call Banister river. We
were puzzled to find a ford by reason the water was very high, but at last

got safe over, about one and a half miles from the banks of the Dan. In our
way we killed two very large rattle-snakes, one of fifteen and the other of

twelve rattles. They were both fat, but nobody would be persuaded to car-

ry them to our quarters, although they would have added much to the

luxury of our supper. We pitched our tents upon Banister river, where we
feasted on a young buck which had the ill luck to cross our way. It rained

great part of the night, with very loud thunder, which- rumbled frightfully

amongst the tall trees that surrounded us in that low ground, but, thank God !

without any damage. Our Indians killed three deer, but were so lazy they

brought them not to tlie camp, pretending for their excuse that they were
too lean.
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21st. The necessity of drying our baggage prevented us from marching
til] eleven o'clock. Then we proceeded through low-grounds which were
tolerably wide for three miles together, as far as a small creek, named by us

Morris' creek. This tract of land I persuaded Mr. Banister to enter for,

that he might not be a loser by the expedition. The low grounds held good
a mile beyond the creek, and then the highland came quite to the river, and
made our travelling more difficult. All the way we went we perceived there

had been tall canes lately growing on the bank of the river, but were uni-

versally killed ; and inquiring into the reason of this destructton, we were
told that the nature of those canes was, to shed their seed but once in seven

years, and the succeeding winter to die, and make room for young ones to

grow up in their places. Thus much was certain, that four years before we
saw canes grow and flourish in several places, where they now lay dead and
dry upon the ground. The whole distance we travelled in this day by com-
putation was fifteen miles, and then the appearance of a black cloud, which
threatened a gust, obliged us to take up our quarters. We had no sooner

got our tents over our heads, but it began to rain and thunder furiously, and
one clap succeeded the lightning the same instant, and made all tremble be-

fore it. But, blessed be God ! it spent its fury upon a tall oak just by our
camp. Our Indians were so fearful of falling into the hands of the Catawbas,
that they durst not lose sight of us all day ; so they killed nothing, and we
were forced to make a temperate supper upon bread and cheese. It was
strange we met with no wild turkeys, this being the season in which great

numbers of them used to be seen towards the mountains. They commonly
perched on the high trees near the rivers and creeks. But this voyage, to

our great misfortune, there were none to be found. So that we could not

commit that abomination, in the sight of all Indians, of mixing the flesh of

deer and turkeys in our broth.

22d. We were again obliged to dry our baggage, which had been thoroughly

soaked with the heavy rain that fell in the night. While we stayed for that,

our hunters knocked down a brace of bucks, wherewith we made ourselves

amends for our scanty supper the aforegoing night. All these matters being

duly performed made it near noon before we sounded to horse. We march-
ed about two miles over fine low-grounds to a most pleasant stream, which
we named the Medway, and by the way discovered a rich neck of highland

that lay on the south side of the Dan, and looked very tempting. Two miles

beyond the Medway, we forded another creek, which we called Maosty
creek. The whole distance between these two streams lay exceeding rich

lands, and the same continued two miles higher. This body of low-grounds
tempted me to enter for it, to serve as a stage between my land at the fork,

and the Land of Eden. The heavens looked so menacing that we resolved

to take up our quarters two miles abov^e Maosty creek, where we intrenched

ourselves on a rising ground. We had no sooner taken these precautions,

but it began to rain unmercifully, and to put out our fire as fast as we could

kindle it; nor was it only a hasty shower, but continued with great impe-

tuosity most part of the night. We preferred a dry fast to a wet feast, be-

ing unwilling to expose the people to the weather, to gratify an unreasonable

appetite. However it was some comfort, in the midst of our abstinence, to

dream of the delicious breakfast we intended to make next morning, upon a

fat doe and two-year-old bear our hunters had killed the evening before.

Notwithstanding all -the care we could take, several of the men were dripping

wet, and, among the rest, Harry Morris dabbled so long in the rain, that he

was seized with a violent fit of an ague that shook him almost out of all his

patience.

23d. It was no loss of time to rest in our camp according to the duty of
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the day, because our ' baggage was so wet it needed a whole day to dry it.

For this purpose we kindled fonr several fires, in the absence of the sun,

which vouchsafed us not one kind look the whole day. My servant had drop-

ped his great-coat yesterday, and two of the men were so good-natured as

to ride back and look for it to-day, and were so lucky as to find it. Our In-

dians having no notion of the sabbath, went out to hunt lor something for

dinner, and brought a young doe back along with them. They laughed at #he

English for losing one day in seven ; though the joke may be turned upon
them for losing the whole seven, if idleness and doing nothing to the pur-

pose may be called loss of time. I looked out narrowly for ginseng, this

being the season when it wears its scarlet fruit, but neither now nor any
other time during the whole journey could I find one single plant of it. This

made me conclude that it delighted not in quite so southerly a climate; and
in truth I never heard of its growing on this side of thirty-eight degrees of

latitude. But to make amends we saw abundance of sugar trees in all these

low-grounds, which the whole summer long the woodpeckers tap, for the

sweet juice that flows out of them. Towards the evening a strong north-

wester was so kind as to sweep all the clouds away, that had blackened our

sky, and moistened our skins, for some time past,

24th. The rest the sabbath had given us made every body alert this morn-

ing, so that we mounted before nine o'clock. This diligence happened to be

the more necessary, by reason the woods we encountered this day were ex-

ceedingly bushy and uneven. At the distance of four miles we forded both

branches of Forked creek, which lay within one thousand paces from each

other. My horse fell twice under me, but, thank God ! without any damage
either to himself or his rider; and major Mayo's baggage horse rolled down
a steep hill, and ground all his biscuit to rocahom.iny. My greatest disaster

was that, in mounting one of the precipices, my steed made a short turn and
gave my knee an unmerciful bang against a tree, and I felt the effects of it

several days after. However, this was no interruption of our journey, but

we went merrily on, and two miles farther crossed Peter's creek, and two miles

after that Jones' creek. Between these creeks was a good breadth of low-

grounds, with which Mr. Jones was tempted, though he shook his head at

the distance. A little above Jones' creek, we met with a pleasant situation,

where the herbage appeared more inviting than "Usual. The horses were so

fond of it that we determined to camp there, although the sun had not near

finished his course. This gave some of our company leisure to go out and
search for the place where our line first crossed the Dan, and by good luck

they found it within half a mile of the camp. But the place was so altered

by the desolation which had happened to the canes, (which had formerly

fringed the banks of the river a full furlong deep,) that we hardly knew it

again. Pleased with this discover)'-, I forgot the pain in my knee, and the

whole company ate their venison without any other sauce than keen appetite.

25th. The weather now befriending us, we despatched our little affairs in

good time, and marched in a body to the line. It was already grown very
dim, by reason many of the marked trees were burnt or blown down.
However, we made shift, after riding little more than half a mile, to find it, and
having once found it, stuck as close to it as we could. After a march of two
miles, we got upon Cane creek, where we saw the same havoc amongst the

old canes that we had observed in other places, and a whole forest of young
ones springing up in their stead. We pursued our journey over hills and
dales till we arrived at the second ford of the Dan, which we passed with no
other damage than sopping a little of our bread, and shipping some water at

the tops of our boots. The late rains having been a little immoderate, had
raised the water and made a current in the river. We drove on four miles

15
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farther to a plentiful run of very clear water, and quartered on a rising

ground a bow-shot from it. We had no sooner pitched the tents, but one of

our woodsmen alarmed us with the news that he had followed the track of

a great body of Indians to the place where they had lately encamped. That
there he had found no less than ten huts, the poles whereof had green leaves

still fresh upon them. That each of these huts had sheltered at least ten

Indians, who, by some infallible marks, must have been northern Indians.

That they must needs have taken their departure from thence no longer ago

than the day before, having erected those huts to protect themselves from the

late heavy rains. These tidings I could perceive were a little shocking to

some of the company, and particularly the little major, whose tongue had

never lain still, was taken speechless for sixteen hours. I put as good a

countenance upon the matter as I could, assuring ray fellow travellers, that

the northern Indians were at peace with us, and although one or two of them

may now and then commit a robbery or a murder, (as other rogues do,) yet

nationally and avowedly they would not venture to hurt us. And in case

they were Catawbas, the danger would be as little from them, because they

are too fond of our trade to lose it for the pleasure of shedding a little Eng-

lish blood. But supposing the worst, that they might break through all the

rules of self-interest, and attack us, yet we ought to stand bravely on our

defence, and sell our lives as dear as we could. That we should have no
more fear on this occasion, than just to make us more watchful and better

provided to receive the enemy, if they had the spirit to venture upon us.

This reasoning of mine, though it could not remove the panic, yet it abated

something of the palpitation, and made us double our guard. However, I

found it took off the edge of most of our appetites, for every thing but the

rum bottle, v/hich was more in favor than ever, because of its cordial quality.

I hurt my other knee this afternoon, but not enough to spoil either my
dancing or my stom.ach.

26th. We liked the place so little that we were glad to leave it this morn-

ing as soon as we could. For that reason we were all on horseback before

nine, and after riding four miles arrived at the mouth of Sable creek. On
the eastern bank of that creek, six paces from the mouth, and just at the

brink of the river Dan, stands a sugar tree, which is the beginning of my
fine tract of land in Carolina* called the Land of Eden. I caused the initial

letters of my name to be cut on a large poplar and beech near my corner,

for the more easy finding it another time. We then made a beginning of

my survey, directing our course due south from the sugar tree above-

mentioned. In a little way we perceived the creek forked, and the western

branch was w?Cte enough to merit the name of a river. That to the east

was much less, which we intersected with this course. We ran southerly a

mile, and found the land good all the way, only towards the end of it we saw
the trees destroyed in such a manner that there were hardly any left to

mark my bounds. Having finished this course, we encamped in a charming
peninsula, formed by the western branch of the creek. It contained about

forty acres of very rich land, gradually descending to tlie creek, and is a de-

lightful situation for the manor house. My servant had fed so intemperate-

ly upon bear, that it gave him a scouring, and that was followed by the piles,

which made riding worse to him than purgatory. But anointing with the

fat of the same bear, he soon grew easy again.

27th. We were stirring early from this enchanting place, and ran eight

miles of my back line, which tended south eighty-four and a half westerly.

We found the land uneven, but tolerably good, though very thin of trees,

and those that were standing fit for little but fuel and fence-rails. Some
eonflagration had effectually opened the country, and made room for the air
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to circulate. We crossed both the branches of Lowland creek, and sundry

other rills of fine water. From every eminence we discovered the moun-
tains to the north-west of us, thougli they seemed to be a long way off.

Here the air felt very refreshing and agreeable to the lungs, having no
swamps or marshes to taint it. Nor was this the only good effect it had,

but it likewise made us very hungry, so that we were forced to halt and
pacify our appetites with a frugal repast out of our pockets, which we wash-

ed down with water from a purling stream just by. My knees pained me
very much, though I broke not the laws of travelling by uttering the least

complaint. Measuring and marking spent so much of our time, that w^e

could advance no further than eight miles, and the chain carriers thought

that a great way. In the evening we took up our quarters in the low-

grounds of the river, which our scouts informed us was but two hundred

yards ahead of us. This was no small surprise, because we had flattered

ourselves that this back line would not have intersected the Dan at all ; but

we found ourselves mistaken, and plainlj^ perceived that it ran more souther-

ly than we imagined, and in all likelihood pierces the mountains where they

form an amphitheatre. The venison here was lean ; and tlje misfortune was
we met no bear in so open a country, to grease the way and make it slip

down. In the night our sentinel alarmed us with an idle suspicion that he

heard the Indian whistle, (which amongst them is a signal for attacking their

enemies.) This made every one stand manfully to his arms in a moment,
and I found no body more undismayed in this surprise than Mi'. Banister

;

but after we had put ourselves in battle array, we discovered this whistle to

be nothing but the nocturnal note of a little harmless bird, that inhabits those

woods. We were glad to find the mistake, and commending the sentinel for

his great vigilance, composed our noble spirits again to rest till the morning.

However, some of the company dreamed of nothing but scalping all the rest

of the night.

28th. We snapped up our breakfast as fast as we could, that we might

have the more leisure to pick our way over a very bad ford across the river.

Though, bad as it was, we all got safe on the other side. We were no sooner

landed, but we found ourselves like to encounter a very rough and almost

impassable thicket. However, we scuffled through it without any dismay or

complaint. This was a copse of young saplings, consisting of oak, hickory

and sassafras, which are the growth of a fertile soil. We gained no more
than two miles in three hours in this perplexed place, and after that had the

pleasure to issue out into opener woods. The land was generally good,

though pretty bare of timber, and particularly we traversed a rich level of at

least two miles. Our Vv'hole day's journey amounted not quite to five miles,

by reason we had been so hampered at our first setting out. We were glad

to take up our quarters early in a piece of fine low-grounds, lying about a

mile north of the river. Thus we perceived the river edged away gently to-

wards the south, and never likely to come in the way of our course again.

Nevertheless, the last time we saw it, it kept much the same breadth and
depth that it had where it divided its waters from the Staunton, and in all

likelihood holds its own quite as high as the mountains.

29th. In measuring a mile and a half farther we reached the lower ford

of the Irvin, which branches from the Dan about tv/o miles to the south,

south-east of this place. This river was very near threescore yards over,

and in many places pretty deep. From thence, in little more than a mile, we
came to the end of this course, being in length fifteen miles and eighty-eight

poles. And so far the land held reasonably good ; but when we came to

run our northern course of three miles, to the place where the country line

intersects the same Irvin higher up, we passed over nothing but stony hills,
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and barren grounds, clothed with little timber, and refreshed with less water.
All my hopes were in the riches that might lie under ground, there being
many goodly tokens of mines. The stones which paved the river, both by
their weight and colour, promised abundance of metal ; but whether it be
silver, lead or copper, is beyond our skill to discern. We also discovered
many shows of marble, of a white ground, with streaks cf red and purple.

So that it is possible tlie treasure in the bowels of the earth may make ample
amends for the poverty of its surface. We encamped on the bank of this

river, a little below the dividing line, and near the lower end of an island

half a mile long, which, for the metallic appearances, we dignified with the

name of Potosi. In our way to this place we treed a bear, of so mighty a
bulk, that when we fetched her down she almost made an earthquake. But
neither the shot nor the fall disabled her so much, but she had like to have
hugged one of our dogs to death in the violence of her embrace. We
exercised the discipline of the woods, by tossing a very careless servant in

a blanket, for losing one of our axes.

SOth. This being Sunday, we were glad to rest from our labours; and, to

help restore our vigour, several of us plunged into the river, notwithstand-
ing it was a frosty morning. One of our Indians went in along with us, and
taught us their way of swimming. They strike not out both hands together,

but alternately one after another, whereby they are able to swim both far-

ther and faster than we do. Near the camp grew several large chestnut
trees very full of chestnuts. Our men were too lazy to climb the trees for

the sake of the fruit, but, like the Indians, chose rather to cut them down, re-

gardless of those that were to come after. Nor did they esteem such kind
of work any breach of the sabbath, so long as it helped to fill their bellies.

One of the Indians shot a bear, which he lugged about half a mile for the

good of the company. These gentiles have no distinction of days, but make
every day a sabbath, except when they go out to war or a hunting, and
then they will undergo incredible fatigues. Cf other work the men do none,
thinking it below the dignity of their sex, but make the poor women do all

the drudgery. They have a blind tradition amongst them, that work was
first laid upon mankind by the fault of a female, and therefore it is but just

that sex should do the greatest part of it. This they plead in their excuse
;

but the true reason is, that the weakest must always go to the wall, and
superiority has from the beginning ungenerously imposed slavery on those

who are not able to resist it.

October 1. I plunged once more into the river Irvin this morning, for a
small cold I had caught, and was entirely cured by it. We ran the three

mile course from a white oak standing on my corner upon the western bank
of the river, and intersected the place, where we ended the back line exactly,

and fixed that corner at a hickory. We steered south from thence about a
mile, and then came upon the Dan, which thereabouts makes but narrow
low-grounds. We forded it about a mile and a half to the westward of the

place where the Irvin runs into it. When we were over, we determined to

ride down the river on that side, and for three miles found the high-land

come close down to it, pretty barren and uneven. But then on a sudden
the scene changed, and we were surprised with an opening of large extent,

where the Sauro Indians once lived, who had been a considerable nation.

But the frequent inroads of the Senecas annoyed them incessantly, and
obliged them to remove from this fine situation about thirty years ago. They
then retired more southerly, as far as Pee Dee river, and incorporated with

the Kewawees, where a remnant of them is still surviving. It must have
been a great misfortune to them to be obliged to abandon so beautiful a

dwelling, where the air is wholesome, and the soil equal in fertility to any in
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the world. The river is about eighty yards wide, always confined within

its lofty banks, and rolling down its waters, as sweet as milk, and as clear as

crystal. There runs a charming level, of more than a mile square, that

will bring forth like the lands of Egypt, without being overflowed once a

year. There is scarce a shrub in view to intercept your prospect, but grass

as high as a man on horseback. Towards the woods there is a gentle ascent,

till your sight Is intercepted by an eminence, that overlooks the whole land-

scape. This sweet place is bounded to the east by a fine stream, called

Sauro creek, which running out of the Dan, and tending westerly, makes the

whole a peninsula. I could not quit this pleasant situation without regret, but

often faced about to take a parting look at it as far as I could see, and so in-

deed did all the rest of the company. But at last we left it quite out of sight,

and continued our course down the river, till where it intersects my back

line, which was about five miles below Sauro town. We took up our quar-

ters at the same camp where we had a little before been alarmed with the

supposed Indian whistle, which we could hardly get out of our heads.

However, it did not spoil our rest ; but we dreamed all night of the delights

of Tempe and the Elysian fields.

2d. We awoke early from these innocent dreams, and took our way
along my back line till we came to the corner of it. From thence we slant-

ed to the country line, and kept down that as far as the next fording place of

the river, making in the whole eighteen miles. We breathed all the way in

pure air, which seemed friendly to the lungs, and circulated the blood and
spirits very briskly. Happy will be the people destined for so wholesome a

situation, where they may live to fulness of days, and which is much better

still, with much content and gaiety of heart. On every rising ground we
faced about to take our leave of the mountains, which still showed their

towering heads. The ground was uneven, rising into hills, and sinking

into valleys great part of the way, but the soil was good, abounding in most
places with a greasy black mould. We took up our quarters on the western

bank of the river, where we had forded it at our coming up. One of our

men, Joseph Colson by name, a timorous, lazy fellow, had squandered away
his bread, and grew very uneasy when his own ravening had reduced him
to short allowance. He was one of those drones who love to do little and
eat much, and are never in humour unless their bellies are full. According

to this wrong turn of constitution, when he found he could no longer revel

in plenty, he began to break the rules by complaining and threatening to

desert. This had like to have brought him to the blanket, but his submission

reprieved him. Though bread grew a little scanty with us, we had venison

in abundance, which a true woodsman can eat contentedly without any
bread at all. But bears' flesh needs something of the farinaceous, to make
it pass easily oflf the stomach. In the night we heard a dog bark at some
distance, as we thought, when we saw all our own dogs lying about the fire.

This was another alarm ; but we soon discovered it to be a wolf, which will

sometimes bark very like a dog, but something shriller.

3d. The fine season continuing, we made the most of it by leaving our
quarters as soon as possible. We began to measure and mark the bounds
of major Mayo's land on the south of the country line. In order to do this

we marched round the bent of the river, but he being obliged to make a
traverse, we could reach no farther than four miles. In the distance of about
a mile from where we lay, we crossed Cliff" creek, which confined its stream
within such high banks that it was difficult to find a passage over. We
kept close to the river, and two miles farther came to Hixe's creek, where
abundance of canes lay dry and prostrate on the ground, having suffered

in the late septennial slaughter of that vegetable. A mile after that we forded
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another stream, which we called Hatcher's creek, from two Indian traders of

that name, who used formerly to carry goods to the Sanro Indians. Near
the banks of this creek I found a large beech tree, with the following inscrip-

tion cut upon the bark of it, " J. H., H. H., B. B., lay here the 24th ofMay, 1673."

It was not difficult to fill up these initials with the following names, Joseph

Hatcher, Henry Hatcher and Benjamin Bullington, three Indian traders, who
had lodged near that place sixty years before, in their way to the Sauro town.

But the strangest part of the story was this, that these letters, cut in the bark,

should remain perfectly legible so long. Nay, if no accident befalls the tree,

which appears to be still in a flourishing condition, I doubt not but this piece

of antiquity may be read many years hence. We may also learn from it,

that the beech is a very long-lived tree, of which there are many exceedingly

large in these woods. The major took in a pretty deal of rich low-ground

into his survey, but unhappily left a greater quantity out, which proves the

weakness of making entries by guess. We found the Dan fordable here-

abouts in most places. One of the Indians shot a wild goose, that was very

lousy, which nevertheless was good meat, and proved those contemptible

tasters to be no bad tasters. However, for those stomachs that were so un-

happy as to be squeamish, there was plenty of fat bear, we having killed two

in this day's march.

4th. I caused the men to use double diligence to assist major Mayo in fix-

ing the bounds of his land, because he had taken a great deal of pains about

mine. We therefore mounted our horses as soon as we had swallowed our

breakfast. Till that is duly performed a woodsman makes a conscience of

exposing himself to any fatigue. We proceeded then in his survey, and

made an end before night, though most of the company were of opinion

the land was hardly worth the trouble. It seemed most of it before below

the character the discoverers had given him of it. We fixed his eastern

corner on Cocquade creek, and then continued our march, over the hills and

far away, along the country line two miles farther. Nor had we stopped

there, unless a likelihood of rain had obliged us to encamp on an eminence

where we were in no danger of being overflowed. Peter Jones had a smart

fit of an ague, which shook him severely, though he bore it like a man ; but

the small major had a small fever, and bore it like a child. He groaned as

if he had been in labour, and thought verily it would be his fate to die like

a mutinous Israelite in the wilderness, and be buried under a heap of stones.

The rain was so kind as to give us leisure to secure ourselves against it,

but came however time enough to interrupt our cookery, so that we supped

as temperately as so many philosophers, and kept ourselves snug within

our tents. The worst part of the story was, that the sentinels could hardly

keep our fires from being extinguished by the heaviness of the shower.

5th. Our invalids found themselves in travelling condition this morning,

and began to conceive hopes of returning home and dying in their own beds.

We pursued our journey through uneven and perplexed woods, and in the

thickest of them had the fortune to knock down a young buffalo, two

years old. Providence threw this vast animal in our way very seasonably,

just as our provisions began to fail us. And it was the more welcome too,

because it was change of diet, which of all varieties, next to that of bed-

fellows, is the most agreeable. We had lived upon venison and bear until

our stomachs loathed them almost as much as the Hebrews of old did their

quails. Our butchers were so unhandy at their business that we grew very

lank before we could get our dinner. But when it came, we found it equal

in goodness to the best beef They made it the longer because they kept

sucking the water out of the guts, in imitation of the Catawba Indians, upon

the belief that it is a great cordial, and will even make them drunk, or at
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least very gay. We encainped upon Hico river, pretty high up, and iiad

much ado to get our house in order, before a heavy shower descended upon
us. I was in pain lest our sick men miglit suffer by the rain, but might have
spared myself the concern, because it had the effect of a cold bath upon
them, and drove away their distemper, or rather changed it into a canine

appetite, that devoured all before it. It rained smartly all night long, which
made our situation on the low-ground more fit for otters than men.

6th. We had abundance of drying work this morning after the clouds

broke away and showed the sun to the happy earth. It was impossible for

us to strike the tents till the afternoon, and then we took our departure, and
made an easy march of four miles to another branch of Hico river, which
we called Jesuit's creek, because it misled us. We lugged as many of the

dainty pieces of the buffalo along with us as our poor horses could carry,

envying the wolves the pleasure of such luxurious diet. Our quarters were
taken upon a delightful eminence, that scornfully overlooked the creek, and
afforded us a dry habitation. We made our supper on the tongue and udder
of the buffalo, which were so good, that a cardinal legate might have made
a comfortable meal upon them during the carnival. Nor was this all, but

we had still a rarer morsel, the bunch rising up between the shoulders of this

animal, which is very tender and very fat. The primings of a young doe,

which one of the men brought to the camp, were slighted amidst these dain-

ties, nor would even our servants be fobbed off with cates so common. The
low-grounds of this creek are wide in many places, and rich, but seem to lie

within reach of every inundation ; and this is commonly the case with most
low-grounds, that lie either on the rivers or on the creeks that run into them.
So great an inconvenience lessens their value very much, and makes high-

land, that is just tolerable, of greater advantage to the owner. There he will

be more likely to reap the fruits of his industry every year, and not run the

risk, after all his toil, to see the sweat of his brow carried down the stream,

and perhaps many of his cattle drowned into the bargain. Perhaps in times
to come people may bank their low-grounds as they do in Europe, to confine

the water within its natural bounds to prevent these inconveniences.

7th. The scarcity of bread, joined to the impatience of some of our com-
pany, laid us under a kind of necessity to hasten our return home. For
that reason we thought we might be excused ^r making a sabbath day's
journey of about five miles, as far as our old camp upon Sugar Tree creek.

On our way we forded Buffalo creek, which also empties its waters into Hico
river. The woods we rode through were open, and the soil very promising,
great part thereof being low-grounds, full of tall and large trees. A she
bear had the ill luck to cross our way, which was large enough to afford

us several luxurious meals. I paid for violating the sabbath by losing a pair

of gold buttons. I pitched my tent on the very spot I had done when we
ran the dividing line between Virginia and Carolina. The beech whose
bark recorded the names of the Carolina commissioners was still standing,
and we did them the justice to add to their names a sketch of their characters.
We got our house in order time enough to walk about and make some slight

observations. There were sugar trees innumerable growing in the low-
grounds of this creek, from which it received its name. They were many of
them as tall as large hickories, with trunks from fifteen to twenty inches
through. The woodpeckers, for the pleasure of the sweet juice which these
trees yield, pierce the bark in many places, and do great damage, though the
trees live a great while under all these wounds. There grows an infinite

quantity of maidenhair, which seems to delight most in rich grounds. The
sorrel tree is frequent there, whose leaves, brewed in beer, are good in drop-
sies, green-sickness, and cachexies. We also saw in tiii? place abundance
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of papaw trees, the wood whereof the Indians make very dry on purpose to

rub fire out of it. Their method of doing it is this : they hold one of these
dry sticks in each hand, and by rubbing them hard and quick together, rarify

the air in such a manner as to fetcli fire in ten minutes. Whenever they
offer any sacrifice to their God, they look upon it as a profanation to make
use of fire already kindled, but produce fiesh virgin fire for that purpose,
by rubbing two of these sticks together that never had been used before on
any occasion.

8th. After fortifying ourself with a bear breakfast, major Mayo took what
help he thought necessary, and began to survey the land, with which the

commissioners of Carolina had presented him upon this creek. After running
the bounds, the major was a little disappointed in the goodness of the land,

but as it had cost him nothing it could be no bad pennyworth, as his upper
tract really was. While that business was carrying on, I took my old friend

and fellow traveller, Tom Wilson, and went to view the land I had entered
for upon this creek, on the north of the country line. We rode down the

stream about six miles, crossing it sundry times, and found very wide low
grounds on both sides of it, only we observed, wherever the low-grounds
were broad on one side the creek, they were narrow on the othei*. The
highlands we were obliged to pass over were very good, and in some
places descended so gradually to the edge of the low-grounds, that they
formed very agreeable prospects and pleasant situations for building. About
four miles from the line. Sugar Tree creek emptied itself into the Hico, which
with that addition swelled into a fine river. In this space we saw the most,

and most promising good land we had met with in all our travels. In our
way we shot a doe, but she not falling immediately, we had lost our game had
not the ravens, by their croaking, conducted us to the thicket where she fell.

We plunged the carcass of the deer into the water, to secure it from these

ominous birds till we returned, but an hour afterwards were surprised with

the sight of a wolf which had been fishing for it, and devoured one side. We
knocked down an ancient she bear that had no flesh upon her bones, so

we left it to the free-booters of the forest. In coming back to the camp we
discovered a solitary bull buffalo, which boldly stood his ground, contrary to

the custom of that shy animal, we spared his life, from a principle of never
slaughtering an innocent creature to no purpose. However, we made our-

selves some diversion, by trying if he would face our dogs. He was so far

from retreating at their approach, that he ran at them with great fierceness,

cocking up his ridiculous little tail, and grunting like a hog. The dogs in the

mean time only played about him, not venturing within reach of his horns, and
by their nimbleness came off with a whole skin. All these adventures we
related at our return to the camp, and what was more to the purpose, we
carried to them the side of venison which the wolf had vouchsafed to leave

us. After we had composed ourselves to rest, our horses ran up to our camp
as fast as their hobbles would let them. This was to some of us a certain

argument that Indians were near, whose scent the horses can no more en-

dure than they can their figures ; though it was more likely they had been
scared by a panther or soixie other wild beast, the glaring of whose eyes are

very terrifying to them in a dark night.

9th. Major Mayo's survey being no more than half done, we were obliged

to amuse ourselves another day in this place. And that the time might not

be quite lost, we put our garments and baggage into good repair. I for my
part never spent a day so well during the whole voyage. I had an imperti-

nent tooth in my upper jaw, that had been loose for some time, and made me
chew with great caution. Particularly I could not grind a biscuit but with

much deliberation and presence of mind. Tooth-drawers we had none
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amongst us, nor any of the instruments they make use of. However, Inven-

tion supplied this want very liappily, and I contrived to get rid of this trou-

blesome companion by cutting a caper. I caused a twine to be fastened

round the root of my tooth, about a fathom in length, and then tied the other

end to the snag of a log that lay upon the ground, in such a manner that

I could just stand upright. Having adjusted my string in this manner, I

bent my knees enough to enable me to spring vigorously off the ground, as

perpendicularly as I could. The force of the leap drew Out the tooth with

so much ease that I felt nothing of it, nor should have believed it was come
away, unless I had seen it dangling at the end of the string. An under tooth

may be fetched out by standing off the ground and fastening your string at

due distance above you. And having so fixed your gear, jump off your
standing, and the weight of your body, added to the force of the spring, will

prize out your tooth with less pain than any operator upon earth could draw
it. This new way of tooth-drawing, being so silently and deliberately per-

formed, both surprised and delighted all that were present, who could not

.

guess what I was going about. I immediately found the benefit of getting rid

of this troublesome companion, by eating my suppeu with more comfort than

I had done during the whole expedition.

lUth. In the morning we made an end of our bread, and all the rest of

our provision, so that now we began to travel pretty light. All the company
wei'e witnesses how good the land was upon Sugar Tree creek, because we
rode down it four miles, till it fell into Hico river. Then we directed our

course over the highland, thinking to shorten our way to Tom Wilson's

quarter. Nevertheless, it was ou"^ fortune to fall upon the Hico again, and
then kept within sight of it several miles together, till we came near the

mouth. Its banks were high and full of precipices on the east side, but it

afforded some low-grounds on the west. Within two miles of the mouth
are good shows of copper mines, as Harry Morris told me, but we saw no-

thing of them. It runs into the Dan just below a large fall, but the chain of

rocks does not reach quite across the river, to intercept the navigation. About
a mile below lives Aaron Pinston, at a quarter belonging to Thomas Wilson,

upon Tewahominy creek. This man is the highest inhabitant on the south

side of the Dan, and yet reckons himself perfectly safe from danger. And
if the bears, wolves, and panthers were as harmless as the Indians, his stock

might be so too. Tom Wilson offered to knock down a steer for us, but I

would by no means accept of his generosity. However, we were glad of a

few of his peas and potatoes, and some rashers of his bacon, upon which

we made good cheer. This plantation lies about a mile from the mouth of

Tewahominy, and about the same distance from the mouth of Hico river»

and contains a good piece of land. The edifice was only a log house, af-

fording a very free passage for the air through every part of it, nor was the

cleanliness of it any temptation to lie out of our tents, so we encamped once

more, for the last time, in the open field.

nth. I tipped our landlady with what I imagined a full reward for the

trouble we had given her, and then mounted our horses, which pricked up

their ears after the two meals they had eaten of corn. In the distance of

about a mile we reached the Daa, which we forded with some difficulty into

the fork. The water was pretty high in the river, and the current some-

thing rapid, nevertheless all the company got over safe, with only a little

water in their boots. After traversing the fork, which was there at least two

good miles across, we forded the Staunton into a little island, and then the

narrow branch of the same to the main land. We took major Mumford's

tenant in our way, where we moistened our throats with a little milk, and

then proceeded in go©d order to Blue Stone Castle. My landla<3y reeelved

16
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UB with a grim sort of a welcome, which I did not expeet, since I brought

her husband back in good health, thougii perhaps that might be the reason,

rt is sure something or other did tease her, and she was a female of too strong

passions to know how to dissemble. However, she was so cijil as to get us

a good dinner, whicli I was the better pleased with because Col. Cock and

Mr. Mumford came time enough to partake of it. The colonel had been sur-

veying land in these parts, and particularly that on which Mr. Stith's copper

mine lies, as likewise a tract on which Cornelius Cargill has fine appearances.

He~had but a poor opinion of Mr. Stith's mine, foretelling it would be all

labour in vain, but thought something better of Mr. Cargill's. After dinner

these gentlemen took their leaves, and at the same time I discharged two of

of my fellow travellers, Thomas Wilson and Joseph Colson, after having

made their hearts merry, and giving each of them a piece of gold to rub

their eyes with. Wo now returned to that evil custom of lying in a house,

and an evil one it is, wiien ten or a dozen people are forced to pig together

in a room, as we did, and were troubled with the squalling of peevish, dirty

children into the bargain.

12th. We ate our fill of potatoes and milk, which seems delicious fare

to those who have made a campaign in the woods. I then took my first

minister, Harry Morris, up the hill, and marked out the place where Blue
Stone Castle was to stand, and overlook the adjacent country. After that I

put my friend in mind of man}'- things he had done amiss, which he promised
faithfully to reform. I was so much an infidel to his fair speeches, (having

been many times deceived by them,) that I was forced to threaten him with

my highest displeasure, unless he mended his conduct very much. I also

let him know, that he was not only to correct his own errors, but likewise

those of his wife, since the power certainly belonged to him, in virtue of his

conjugal authority. He scratched his head at this last admonition, from
whence I inferred that the gray mare was the better horse. We gave our
heav)'- baggage two hours' start, and about noon followed them, and in twelve
miles reached John Butcher's, calling by the way for master Mumford, in

order to take him along with us. Mr. Butcher received us kindly, and we
had a true Roanoke entertainment of pork upon pork, and pork again upon
that. He told us he had been one of the first seated in that remote part of
the country, and in the beginning had been forced, like the great Nebuchad-
nezzar, to live a considerable time upon grass. This honest man set a mighty
value on the mine he fancied he had in his pasture, and showed us some of
the ore, which he was made to believe was a gray copper, and would cer-

tainly make his fortune. But there is a bad distemper rages in those parts,

that grows very epidemical. The people are all mine mad, and neglecting
to make corn, starve their families in hopes to live in great plenty hereafter.

Mr. Stith was the first that was seized with the frenzy, and has spread the
contagion far and near. As you ride along the woods, you see all the large
stones knocked to pieces, nor can a poor marcasite rest quietly in its bed for

these curious inquirers. Our conversation ran altogether upon this darling
subject, until the hour came for our lying in bulk together.

13th. After breaking our fast with a sea of milk and potatoes, we took
our leave, and I crossed my landlady's hand with a piece of money. She
refused the offer at first, but, like a true woman, accepted of it when it was
put home to her. She told me the utmost she was able to do for me was a
trifle in comparison of some favour I had formerly done her ; but what that
fav^our was, neither I could recollect, nor did she think proper to explain.
Though it threatened rain, we proceeded on our journey, and jogged on in
the new road for twenty miles, that is as far as it was cleared at" that time,
and found it would soon come to be a very good one after it was well
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grubbed. About nine miles ft-oai John Butcher's, we crossed Allen's creek,

foiu' miles above Mr. Stith's mine. Near the mouth of this creek is a good
body of rich laud, whereof Occaneeche neck is a part. It was entered for

many years ago by Col. Harrison and Col. Allen, but to this day is held,

without patent or improvement. And they say Mr. Boiling does the same,

with a thousand acres lying below John Butcher's. After beating the new
road for twenty miles, we struck off towards Meherrin, which we reached

in eight miles farther, and then came to the plantation of Joshua Nicholson,

where Daniel Taylor lives for halves. There was a poor dirty house, with

hardly any thing in it but children, that wallowed about like so many pigs.

It is a common case in this part of the country, that people live worse upon
good land ; and the more they are befriended by the soil and the climate,

the less they will do for themselves. This man was an instance of it, for

though his plantation would make plentiful returns for a little industry, yet

he wanting that, wanted every thing. The woman did all that was done in

the family, and the few garments they had to cover their dirty hides were
owing to her industry. We could have no supplies from such neighbours as

these, but depended on our own knapsacks, in which we had some remnants
of cold fowls that we brought from Blue Stone Castle. When my house

was in order, the Avhole family came and admired it, as much as if it had been
the grand vizier's tent in the Turkish army.

14th. The sabbath was now come round again, and although our horses

would have been glad to take the benefit of it, yet we determined to make
a Sunday's journey to Brunswick church, which layabout eight miles off.

Though our landlord could do little for us, nevertheless, we did him all the

good we were able, by bleeding his- sick negro, and giving him a dose of

Indian physic. We got to church in decent time, and Mr. Betty, the parson

of the parish, entertained us with a good honest sermon, but whether he

bought it, or borrowed it, would have been uncivil in us to inquire. Be that

as it will, he is a decent man, with a double chin that sits gracefully over his

band, and his parish, especially the female part of it, like him well. We were
not crowded at church, though it was a new thing in that remote part of the

country. What women happened to be there, were very gim and tidy in

the work of their own hands, which made them look tempting in the eyes of

us foresters. When church was done, we refreshed our teacher with a glass

of wine, and then receiving his blessing, took horse and directed our course

to major Embry's. The distance thither was reputed fifteen miles, but ap-

peared less by the company of a nymph of those woods, whom innocence,

and wholesome flesh and blood made very alluring. In our way we crossed

Sturgeon creek and dueocky creek, but at our journey's end were so unlucky
as not to find either master or mistress at home. However, after two hours

of hungry expectation, the good woman luckily found her way home, and
provided very hospitably for us. As for the major, he had profited so much
by my prescription, as to make a journey to Williamsburg, which required

pretty good health, the distance being little short of one hundred miles.

1 5th. After our bounteous landlady had cherished us with roast beef and
chicken-pie, we thankfully took leave. At the same time we separated from
our good fi'iend and fellow traveller, major Mayo, who steered directly home.
He is certainly a very useful, as well as an agreeable companion in the

woods, being ever cheerful and good-humoured, under all the little crosses,

disasters, and disappointments of that rambling life. As many of us as re-

mained jogged on together to Sapponi chapel, where I thanked major Mum-
ford and Peter Jones for the trouble that they -had ta,ken in this long jonrney.

That ceremony being duly performed, I filed off with my honest fi-iend, Mr.
Banister, to hi.s habitation on Hatcher's run, which lay about fourteen miles
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from the chapel above-meHtioned. His good-humoured little v;ife was glad

to see her runaway spouse returned in safety, and treated us kindly. It was
no small pleaswe to me, that my worthy friend found his family in good
health, and his affairs in good order. He came into this ramble so frankly,

that I should have been sorry if he had been a sufferer by it. In the gaiety

of our hearts we drank our bottle a little too freely, which had an unusual

effect on persons so long accustomed to simple element. We were both

of us raised out of our beds in the same manner, and near the same time,

which was a fair proof that people who breath the same air, and are engaged
in the same way of living, will be very apt to fall into the same indispositions.

And this may explain why distempers sometimes go round a family, without

any reason to believe they are infectious, according to the superstition of the

vulgar.

16th. After pouring down a basin of chocolate, I wished peace to that

house, and departed. As long as Mr. Banister had been absent from his

family, he was yet so kind as to conduct me to major Mumford's, and which
was more, his wife very obligingly consented to it. The m.ajor seemed over-

joyed at his being returned safe and sound from the perils of the woods,
though his satisfaction had some check from the change his pretty wife had
suffered in her complexion. The vermilion of her cheeks had given place a
little to the saffron, by means of a small tincture of the yellow jaundice. I

was sorry to see so fair a flower thus faded, and recommended the best re-

medy I could think of After a refreshment of about an hour, we went on to

Col. Boiling's, who was so gracious as to send us an invitation. As much in

haste as I was to return to my family, I spent an hour or two at that place,

but could by no means be persuaded to stay dinner, nor could even madam
de Graffenriedt's smiles on one side of her face shake my resolution. From
thence we proceeded to Col. Mmnford's, who seemed to have taken a new
lease, were any dependence to be upon looks, or any indulgence allowed to

the wishes of his friends. An honester a man, a fairer trader, or a kinder
friend, this country never produced : God send any of his sons may have the

grace to take after him. We took a running repast with this good man,
and then bidding adieu both to him and Mr. Banister, I mounted once more,
and obstinately pursued my journey home, though the clouds threatened, and
the heavens looked very lowering. I had not passed the court-house before it

began to pour down Uke a spout upon me. Nevertheless, I pushed forward
with vigour, and got dripping wet before I could reach Merchant's Hope Point.

My boat was there luckily waiting for me, and wafted me safe over. And
the joy of meeting my family in health made me in a moment forget all the

fatigues of the journey, as much as if I had been husquenawed. However,
the good Providence that attended me, and my whole company, will I hope
stiok fast in my memory, and make me everlastingly thankful.

A list of our Company of all sorts.

Myself, Thomas Wilson, Lawson,
Major Mayo, Joseph Colson, Three Indians,

Major Mumford, Harry Morris, Tiiree negroes,

Mr. Banister, Bobert Boiling, Twenty horses,

Mr. Jones, Thomas Hooper, Four dogs,
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My plat of twejxty thousand acres in North Carolina. Surveyed in Sepievir

ber, 1733, by Mr. Mayo, beingfftem miles long, three broad at the xvest end,

and one at the cast.

I Irginia.

North Carolina.

a. Cascade creek. Lowland creek.

Sauro creek.

c. Kishan branch.
° Sauro town.

d. Sable creek.

An account of the distances of places.

From Westover to Col. Mumford's,

From Col. Mumford's to major Mumford's, -

From thence to Sapponi chapel,

From thence to major Embry's on Nottoway,
From thence to Brunswick court-house, -

From thence to Meherrln river, ...
From thence to the ford on Roanoke,
From thence to Col. Stith's copper mine,

From thence to Butcher's creek, -

From thence to Blue Stone Castle, ...
From thence to the ford into the fork, -

From thence to Birche's creek, . - -

From thence to Banister river, ...
From thence to Morris creek, - - - -

From thence to the Medway, . . -

From thence to Maostie creek, . . -

From hence to B'ork creek,

From hence to Peter's creek, - - . .

From hence to Jones' creek,

From hence to the first ford over the Dan,
From hence to Cane creek, - - -

From hence to the second ford of the Dan,
From hence to the mouth of Sable creek.

From hence to the south-east corner of my land,

From thence to the Dan on my back line,

From thence to the Irvin on my hack line,

16 miles.

6

20
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5
6
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2
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2
2
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8
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From thence to my south-west corner, .... 1 mile.

From thence to my corner on the west of tlie Irvin, . - - 3

From thence to the Dan along my upper-line, - - - 4i
212

From thence to the mouth of the Irvin, 1^
From thence to Sauro creek, 2^
From thence to where my back-line crosses the Dan, - - 5
From thence to my south-east corner, 8
From thence to Cliff creek, 10

From thence to Hixe's creek, - 2
From thence to Hatcher's creek, I

From thence to Cocquade creek, 5
From thence to the upper ford of Hico river, ... - 7
From thence to Jesuit's creek, 4
From thence to where the line cuts Sugar Tree creek, - - 5
From thence to the mouth of Sugar Tree creek, - - - 4
From thence to the mouth of Hico river, 7
From thence to Wilson's quarter on Tewahominy creek, - 1

From thence to the Dan, 1

From thence across'the fork to the Staunton, ... 2
From thence to Blue Stone Castle, 7
From thence to Sandy creek, 5
From thence to Mr. Mumford's plantation, - - - - 2
From thence to Butcher's creek, 5
From thence to Allen's creek, 9
From thence to Joshua Nicholson's on Meherrin, - - - 18
From thence to Brunswick court-house, 8
From thence to Nottoway bridge, 14
From thence to Sapponi Chapel, 10
From thence to Mr. Banister's on Hatcher's run, - - 12
From thence to Col. Boiling's plantation, - , - - - - 9
From thence to Col, Mumford's plantation, ' - - - - 5
From thence to Westover, 16

184



PROGRESS TO THE MINES,

IN THE YEAR 1732.

September 18th. For the pleasure of the good company of Mrs. Byrd,

and her little governor, my son, I went about half way to the falls in the

chariot. There we halted, not for from a purling stream, and upon the

stump of a propagate oak picked the bones of a piece of roast beef By
the spirit which that gave me, 1 was the better able to part with the dear

companions of my travels, and to perform the rest of my journey on horse-

back by myself I reached Shacco's before two o'clock, and crossed the

river to the mills. I had the grief to find them both stand as still, for the want
of water, as a dead woman's tongue, for want of breath. It had rained

so little for many weeks above the falls, that the Naiades had hardly water

enough left to wash their faces. However, as we ought to turn all our mis-

fortunes to the best advantage, I directed Mr. Booker, my first minister

there, to make use of the lowness of the w-^+.er for blowing up the rocks at

the mouth of the canal. For that purpo^'^' v^ ordered iron drills to be made
about two feet long, pointed with stee/

'''•

.aisel fashion, in order to make
holes, into which we put our cartridges of j^'Vder, containing each about three

ounces. There wanted skill among my engineers to choose the best parts of

the stone for boring, that we might blow to the most advantage. They
made all their holes quite perpendicular, whereas they should have humoured
the grain of the stone for the more eflfectual execution. I ordered the points

of the drills to be made chisel way, rather than the diamond, that they might
need to be seldomer repaired, though in stone the diamond points would
make the most despatch. The water now flowed out of the river so slowly,

that the miller was obliged to pond it up in the canal, by setting open the

flood-gates at the mouth, and shutting those close at the mill. By this con-

trivance, he was able at any time to grind two or three bushels, either for his

choice customers, or for the use of my plantations. Then I walked to the

place wiiere they broke the flax, which is wrought with much greater ease

than the hemp, and is much better for spinning. From thence I paid a visit

to the weaver, who needed a little of Minerva's inspiration to make the most
of a piece of cloth. Then I looked in upon my Caledonian spinster, who was
mended more in her looks than in her humour. However, she promised
much, though at the same time intended to perform little. She is too high-

spirited for Mr. Booker, who hates to have his sweet temper ruflrled, and will

rather suffer matters to go a little wrong sometimes, than give his

righteous spirit any uneasiness. He is very honest, and would make an
admirable overseer where servants will do as they are bid. But eye-servants,

who want abundance of overlooking, are not so proper to be committed to

his care. I found myself out of order, and for that reason retired early
; yet

with all this precaution had a gentle fever in the night, but towards morning
nature set open all her gates, and drove it out in a plentiful perspiration.
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19th. The worst of this fever was, that it put me to the necessity of
taking another ounce of bark. I moistened every dose with a little brandy,
and filled the glass up with water, which is the least nauseous way of taking
this popish medicine, and besides hinders it from purging. After I had
swallowed a few poached eggs, we rode down to the mouth of the canal, and
from thence crossed over to the broad rock island in a canoe. Our errand
was to view some iron ore, which we dug up in two places. That on the
surface seemed very spongy and poor, which gave us no great encourage-
ment to search deeper, nor did the quantity appear to be very great. How-
ever, for my greater satisfaction, I ordered a hand to dig there for some time
this winter. We walked from one end of the island to the other, being about
half a mile in length, and found the soil very good, and too high for any flood,

less than that of Deucalion, to do the least damage. There is a very wild
prospect both upward and downward, the river being full of rocks, over
which the stream tumbled with a murmur, loud enough to drown the notes

of a scolding wife. This island would make an agreeable hermitage for any
good Christian, who had a mind to retire from the world. Mr. Booker told

me how Dr. Ireton had cured him once of a looseness, which had been upon
him two whole years. He ordered him a dose of rhubarb, with directions to

take twenty-five drops of laudanum so soon as he had had two physical

stools. Then he rested one day, and the next he ordered him another dose
of the same quantity of laudanum to be taken, also after the second stool.

When this was done, he finished the cure by giving him twenty drops of
laudanum every night for five nights running. The doctor insisted upon the

necessity of stopping the operation of the rhubarb before it worked quite off,

that what remained behind might strengthen the bowels. I was punctual in

swallowing my bark, and that 1 might use exercise upon it, rode to Prince's

Folly, and my Lord's islands, wb .u-e I saw very fine corn. In the mean time
Vulcan came in order to makc<ii .(^e drills for boring the rocks, and gave
me his parole he would, by the f' c*^ of God, attend the works till they were
finished, which he performed a,f lamely as if he had been to labour for a

dead horse, and not for ready money. I made a North Carolina dinner upon
fresh pork, though we had a plate of green peas after it, by way of desert, for

the safety of our noses. Then ray first minister and I had some serious con-

versation about my affairs, and I find nothing disturbed his peaceable spirit

so much as the misbehavior of the spinster above-mentioned. I told him I

could not pity a man, who had it always in his power to do himself and her

justice, and would not. If she were a drunkard, a scold, a thief, or a slander-

er, we had wholesome laws, that would make her back smart for the diver-

sion of her other members, and it was his fault he had not put those whole-

some severities in execution. I retired in decent time to my own apartment,

and slept very comfortably upon my bark, forgetting all the little crosses

arising from overseers and negroes.

20th. I continued the bark, and then tossed down my poached eggs, with as

much ease as some good breeders slip children into the world. About nine

I left the prudentest orders I could think of with my vizier, and then crossed

the river to Shacco's. I made a running visit to three of my quarters, where,

besides finding all the people well, I had the pleasure to see better crops than

usual both of corn and tobacco. I parted there with my intendant, and pur-

sued my journey to Mr. Randolph's, at Tuckahoe, without meeting with any
adventure by the way. Here I found Mrs. Fleming, who was packing up
her baggage with design to follow her husband the next day, who was gone
to a new settlement in Goochland. Both he and she have been about seven

years persuading themselves to remove to that retired part of the country,

though they had the two strong arguments of health and interest for so doing.
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The widow smiled graciously upon me, and entertained me very handsomely.
Here 1 learned all the tragical story of her daughter's humble marriage with

her uncle's overseer. Besides the meanness of this mortal's aspect, the man
has not one visible qualification, except impudence, to recommend him to a
female's inclinations. But there is sometimes such a charm in that Hibernian
endowment, that frail woman cannot withstand it, though it stand alone

without any other recommendation. Had she run away with a gentleman

or a pretty fellow, there might have been some excuse for her, though he

were of inferior fortune : but to stoop to a dirty plebeian, without any kind

of merit, is the lowest prostitution. I found the family justly enraged at it;

and though I had more good nature than to join in her condemnation, yet I

could devise no excuse for so senseless a prank as this young gentlewoman had
played. Hero good drink was more scarce than good victuals, the family

being reduced to the last bottle of wine, which was therefore husbanded very

carefully. But the water was excellent. The heir of the family did not

come home till late in the evening. He is a pretty young man, but had the

misfortune to become his own master too soon. This puts young fellows

upon wrong pursuits, before they have sense to judge rightly fo.r themselves.

Tliough at the same time they have a strange conceit of their own sulBciency,

when they grow near twenty years old, especiallj'- if they happen to have a
small smattering of learning. It is then tliey fancy themselves wiser than

all their tutors and governors, which makes them headstrong to all advice,

and above all reproof and admonition.

21st. I was sorry in the morning to find myself stopped in my career by
bad weather brought upon us by a north-east wind. This drives a world
of raw unkindly vapours upon us from Newfoundland, laden with blight,

coughs, and pleurisies. However, I complained not, lest I might be sus-

pected to be tired of the good company. Though Mrs. Fleming was not

so much upon her guard, but mutinied strongly at the rain, that hindered

her from pursuing her dear husband. I said what I could to comfort a gen-

tlewoman under so sad a disappointment. I told her a husband, that stayed

so much at home as her's did, could be no such violent rarity, as for a wo-
man to venture her precious health, to go daggling through the rain after

him, or to be miserable if she happened to be prevented. That it was
prudent for married people to fast sometimes from one another, that they

might come together again with the better stomach. That the best things in

this world, if constantly used, are apt to be cloying, which a little absence

and abstinence would prevent. This was strange doctrine to a fond female,

who fancies people should love with as little reason after marriage as before.

In the afternoon monsieur Marij, the minister of the parish, came to make me
a visit. He had been a Romish priest, but found reasons, cither spiritual or

temporal, to quit that gay religion. The fault of this new convert is, that he

looks for as much respect from his protestant flock, as is paid to the popish

clergy, which our ill-bred Hugonots do not understand. INIadam Marij, had

so much curiosity as to want to com.e too ; but another horse was wanting,

and she believed it would have too vulgar an air to ride behind her husband.

This woman was of the true exchange breed, full of discourse, but void of

discretion, and married a parson, with the idle hopes he might some time or

other come to be his grace of Canterbury. The gray mare is the better

horse in that family, and the poor man submits to her wild vagaries for peace'

sake. She has just enough of the line lady, to run in debt, and be of no
signification in her household. And the only thing that can prevent her

from undoing her loving husband will be, that nobody will trust them beyond

the sixteen thousand,* which is soon run out in a Goochland store. The

* Sixteen thousand pounds of tobacco was the legal salary of a minister.—Ei>.

ir
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way of dealing there is, for some small merchant or pedler to buy a Scots

pennyworth of goods, and clap one hundred and fifty per cent, upon that.

At this rate the parson cannot be paid much more for his preaching than it

is worth. No sooner was our visiter retired, but the facetious widow was
so kind as to let me into all this secret history, but was at the same time

exceedingly sorry that the woman should be so indiscreet, and the man so

tame as to be governed by an unprofitable and fantastical wife.

22d. We had another wet day, to try both Mrs. Fleming's patience and
my good breeding. The north-east wind commonly sticks by us three or

four days, filling the atmospliere with damps, injurious both to man and
beast. The worst of it was, we had no good liquor to warm our blood, and
fortify our spirits against so strong a malignity. However, I was cheerful

under all these misfortunes, and expressed no concern but a decent fear lest

my long visit might be troublesome. Since I was like to have thus much
leisure, I endeavoured to find out what subject a dull married man could

introduce that might best bring the widow to the use of her tongue. At
length I discovered she was a notable quack, and therefore paid that regard
to her knowledge, as to put some questions to her about the bad distemper

that raged then in the country. I mean the bloody flux, that was brought
us in the negro-ship consigned to Col. Braxton, She told me she made use
of very simple remedies in that case, with very good success. She did the

business either with hartshorn drink, that had plantain leaves boiled in it,

or else with a strong decoction of St. Andrew's cross, in new milk instead

of water. I agreed with her that those remedies might be very good, but
would be more effectual after a dose or two of Indian physic. But for fear

this conversation might be too grave for a widow, I turned the discourse,

and began to talk of plays, and finding her taste lay most towards comedy,
I offered my service to read one to her, which she kindly accepted. She
produced the second part of the Beggar's Opera, which had diverted the

town for forty nights successively, and gained four thousand pounds to the

author. This was not owing altogether to the wit or humour that spark-

led in it, but to some political reflections, that seemed to hit the minis-

try. But the great advantage of the author was, that his interest was so-

licited by the dutchess of Glueensbury, which no man could refuse who had
but half an eye in liis head, or half a guinea in his pocket. Her grace, like

death, spared nobody, but even took my lord Selkirk in for two guineas, to

repair which extravagance he lived upon Scots herrings two months after-

wards. But the best story was, she made a very smart officer in his majes-

ty's guards give her a guinea, who swearing at the same time it was all he
had in the world, she sent hiui fifty for it the next day, to reward his obe-

dience. After having acquainted my company with the history of the play,

I read three acts of it, and left Mrs. Fleming and Mr. Randolph to finish it,

who read as well as most actors do at a rehearsal. Thus we killed the time,

and triumphed over the bad weather.

23d, The clouds continued to drive from the north-east, and to menace us
with more rain. But as the lady resolved to venture through it, I thought it

a shame for me to venture to flinch. Therefore, after fortifying myself with

two capacious dishes of coffee, and maki)ig my compliments to the ladies,

I mounted, and Mr. Randolph was so kind as to be my guide. At the dis-

tance of about three miles, in a path as narrow as that which leads to heaven,

but much more dirty, we reached the homely dwelling of the reverend Mr.
Marij. His land is much more barren than his wife, and needs all Mr.
Bradley's skill in agriculture to make it bring corn. Thence we proceeded
live miles farther, to a mill of Mr. Randolph's, that is apt to stand still when
there falls but little rain, and to be carried away when there falls a great

deal: Then we pursued a very blind path four miles farther, which piiz-
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Siled my guide, who I suspect led me out of the way. At length we came
into a great road, where he took leave, after giving me some very confused
directions, and so left me to blunder out the rest of the journey by myself.
I lost myself moi-e than once, but soon recovered the right way again. About
three miles after quitting my guide, I passed the south branch of Pamunky
river, near fifty yards over, and full of stones. After this, I had eight miles
to Mr. Chisweil's, where I arrived about two o'clock, and saved my dinner.

I was very handsomely entertained, finding every thing very clean, and very
good. I had not seen Mrs. Chiswell in twenty-four years, which, alas ! had
made great havoc with her pretty face, and ploughed very deep furrows in

her fair skin. It was impossible to know her again, so much the flower was
faded. However, though she was grown an old woman, yet she was one
of those absolute rarities, a very good old woman. I found Mr. Chiswell a
sensible, well-bred man, and very frank in communicating his knowledge in

the mystery of making iron, wherein he has had long experience. I told

him I was come to spy the land, and inform myself of the expense of
carrying on an iron work with effect. That I sought my instruction from
him, who understood the whole mystery, having gained full experience in

every part of it ; only I was very sorry he had bought that experience so

dear. He answered that he would, with great sincerity, let me into the little

knowledge he had, and so we immediately entered upon the business. He
assured me the first step I was to take was to acquaint myself fully with

the quantity and quality of my ore. For that reason I ought to keep a good
pick-axe man at work a whole year to search if there be a sufficient quantity,

without which it would be a very rash undertaking. That I should also

have a skilful person to try the richness of the ore. Nor is it great advan-
tage to have it exceeding rich, because then it will yield brittle iron, which
is not valuable. But the way to have it tough is to mix poor ore and rich

together, which makes the poorer sort extremely necessary for the produc-

tion of the best iron. Then he showed me a sample of the richest ore they

have in England, which yields a full moiety of iron. It was of a pale red

colour, smooth and greasy, and not exceedingly heavy ; but it produced so

brittle a metal, that they were obliged to melt a poorer ore along with it.

He told me, after I was certain my ore was good and plentiful enough, my
next inquiry ought to be, how far it lies from a stream proper to build a
furnace upon, and again what distance that furnace will be from water car-

riage; because the charge of carting a great way is very heavy, and eats

out a great part of the profit. That this was the misfortune of the mines of

Fredericks ville, where they were obliged to cart the ore a mile to the furnace,

and after it was run into iron, to carry that twenty-four miles, over an uneven
road to Rappahannock river, about a mile below Fredericksburg, to a planta-

tion the company rented of Col. Page. If I were satisfied with the situation,

I was in the next place to consider whether I had woodland enough near

the furnace to supply it with charcoal, whereof it would require a prodigious

quantity. That the properest wood for that purpose was that of oily kind,

such as pine, walnut, hickory, oak, and in short all that yields cones, nuts,

or acorns. That two miles square of wood, would supply a moderate fur-

nace; so that what you fell first may have time to grow up again to a pro-

per bigness (which must be four inches over) by that time the rest is cut

down. He told me farther, that one hundred and twenty slaves, including wo-
men, were necessary to carry on all the business of an iron work, and the

more Virginians amongst them the better ; though in that number he com-
prehended carters, colliers, and those that planted the corn. That if there

should be much carting, it would require one thousand six hundred barrels

of corn yearly to support the [ieople, and the cattle employed; nor does even
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that quantity suffice at Fredericksville. That if all these circumstances
should happily concur, and you could procure honest colliers and firemen,

which will be difficult to do, you may easily run eight hundred tons of sov/

Iron a year. The whole charge of freight, custom, commission, and other

expenses in England, will not exceed thirty shillings a ton, and it will com-
monly sell for six pounds, and then the clear profit will amount to four

pounds and ten shillings. So that allowing the ten shillings for accidents,

you may reasonably expect a clear profit of four pounds, which being multi-

plied by eight hundred, will amount to three thousand two hundred pounds a
year, to pay you for 3^our land and negroes. But then it behooved me to be
fully informed of the whole matter myself, to prevent being imposed upon

;

and if any offered to put tricks upon me, to punish them as they deserve.

Thus ended our conversation for this day, and I retired to a very clean

lodging in another house, and took my bark, but was forced to take it in

water, by reason a light fingered damsel had ransacked m.y baggage, and
drunk up my brandy. This unhappy girl, it seems, is a baronet's daughter;
but her complexion, being red-haired, inclined her so much to lewdness, that

her father sent her, under the care of the virtuous Mr. Cheep, to seek her for-

tune on this side the globe.

24th. My friend, Mr. Chiswell, made me reparation for the robbery of his

servant, by filling my bottle again with good brandy. It being Sunday, I

made a motion for going to church, to see the growth of the parish, but un-
luckily the serm.on happened to be at the chapel, which was too far off. I

was unwilling to tire my friend with any farther discourse upon iron, and
therefore turned the conversation to other subjects. And talking of manage-
ment, he let me into two secrets worth remembering. He said the quickest

way in the woi'ld to stop the fermentation of any liquor was to keep a light-

ed match of brimstone under the cask for some time. This is useful in so

warm a country as this, where cider is apt to work itself off both of

its strength and sweetness. The other secret was to keep weevils out of

wheat and other grain. You have nothing to do, said he, but to put a bag
of pepper into every heap, or cask, which those insects have such an anti-

pathy to that they will not approach it. These receipts he gave me, not

upon report, but upon his own repeated experience. He farther told me he

had brewed as good ale of malt made of Indian corn as ever he tasted

;

all the objection was, he could neither by art, or standing, ever bring it to

be fine in the cask. The quantity of corn he employed in brewing a cask

of forty gallons was two bushels and a half, which made it very strong and
pleasant. We had a haunch of venison for dinner, as fat and well tasted as

if it had come out of Richmond park. In these upper parts of the country

the deer are in better case than below, though I believe the buck which gave

us so good a dinner had eaten out his value in peas, which will make deer ex-

ceedingly fat. In the afternoon, I walked with my friend to his mill, which

is half a mile from his house. It is built upon a rock very firmly, so that it

is more apt to suffer by too little water, (the run not being over plentiful,)

than too much. On the other side of this stream lie several of Col. Jones'

plantations. The poor negroes upon them are a kind of Adamites, very

scantily supplied with clothes and other necessaries ; nevertheless, (which is

a little incomprehensible,) they continue in perfect health, and none of them
die, except it be of age. However, they are even with their master, and

make him but indifferent crops, so that he gets nothing by his unjustice, but

the scandal of it. And here I must make one remark, which I am a little

unwilling to do for fear of encouraging of cruelty, that those negroes which

are kept the barest of clothes and bedding are commonly the freest from

sickness. And this happens, I suppose, by their being all face, and therefore
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better proof against tlie sudden changes of weather, to which this climate is

unhappily subject.

25th. After saying some very civil things to Mrs. Chiswc'I, for my hand-

some entertainment, I mounted my horse, and Mr. Chiswell his phaeton, in

order to go to the mines at Fredericksville. We could converse very little

by the way, by i-eason of our different voitures. The road was very straight

and level the whole journey, which was twenty-five miles, the last ten

whereof I rode in tlie chair, and my friend on my horse, to ease ourselves by

that variety of motion. About a mile before we got to Fredericksville, we
forded over the north branch of Pamunky, about sixty yards over. Neither

this nor the south branch run up near so high as the mountains, but many miles

below them spread out into a kind of morass, like Chickahominy. When we
approached the mines, there opened to our view a large space of cleared

ground, whose wood had been cut down for coaling. We arrived here about

two o'clock, and Mr. Chiswell had been so provident as to bring a cold

venison pasty, with which we appeased our appetites, without the impatience

of waiting. When our tongues were at leisure for discourse, my friend told

me there was one Mr. Harrison, in England, who is so universal a dealer in

all sorts of iron, that he could gov^ern the market just as he pleased. That

it was by his artful management that our iron from the plantations sold

for less than that made in England, though it was generally reckoned much
better. That ours would hardly fetch six pounds a ton, when their's fetched

seven or eight, purely to serve that man's interest. Then he explained the

sev^eral charges upon our sow iron, after it was put on board the ships. That

in the first place it paid seven shillings and sixpence a ton for freight, being

just so much clear gain to the ships, which carry it as ballast, or wedge it in

among the hogsheads. When it gets home, it pays three shillings and nine-

pence custom. These articles together make no more than eleven shillings

and fhree pence, and yet the merchants, by their great skill in multiplying

charges, swell the account up to near thirty shillings a ton by that time it

gets out of their hands, and they are continually adding more and more, as

they serve us in our accounts of tobacco. He told me a strange thing about

steel, that the making of the best remains at this day a profound secret in

the breast of a very few, and therefore is in danger of being lost, as the art

of staining of glass, and many others, have been. He could only tell me they

used beech wood in the making of it in Europe, and burn it a considerable

time in powder of charcoal ; but the mystery lies in the liquor they quench

it in. After dinner we took a walk to the furnace, which is elegantly built of

brick, though the hearth be of fire-stone. There we saw the founder, Mr.

Derham, who is paid four shillings for every ton of sow iron that he runs,

which is a shilling cheaper than the last workman had. This operator looked

a little melancholy, because he had nothing to do, the furnace having been

cold ever since May, for want of corn to support the cattle. This was how-
ever no neglect of Mr. Chiswell, because all the persons he had contracted

with had basely disappointed him. But having received a small supply, they

intended to blow very soon. With that view they began to heat the furnace,

which is six weeks before it comes to that intense heat required to run the

metal in perfection. Neverthless, they commonly begin to blow when the

fire has been kindled a week or ten days. Close by the furnace stood a
very spacious house full of charcoal, holding at least four hundred loads,

which will be burnt out in three months. The company has contracted with

Mr. Harry Willis to fall the wood, and then maul it and' cut it into pieces of

four feet in length, and bring it to the pits where it is to be coaled. All this

he has undertaken to do for two shillings a cord, which must be four feel

broad, four feet high, and eight feet long. Being thus carried to the pits, the
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collier has contracted to coal it for five shillings a load, consisting of one hun-
dred and sixty bushels. The fire in tlie furnace is blown by two mighty pairs

of bellows, that cost one hundred pounds each, and these bellows are moved
by a great wheel of twenty-six feet diameter. The wheel again is carried
round by a small stream of water, conveyed about three hundred and fifty

yards over land in a ti'ough, from a pond made by a wooden dam. But
there is great want of water in a dry season, which makes the furnace often

blow out, to the great prejudice of the works. Having thus filled my head
with all these particulars, we returned to the house, where, after talking of
Col. Spotswood, and his stratagems to shake off his partners, and secure all

his mines to himself, I retired to a homely lodging, which, like a homespun
mistress, had been more tolerable, if it had been sweet.

2Gth. Over our tea, Mr. Chiswell told me the expense which the company
had been already at amounted to near twelve thousand pounds: but then
the land, negroes, and cattle were all included in that charge. However,
the money began now to come in, they having run twelve hundred tons of
iron, and all their heavy disbursements were over. Only they were still

forced to buy great quantities of corn, because they had not strength of
their own to make it. That they had not more than eighty negroes, and
few of those Virginia born. That they need forty negroes more to carry on
all the business with their own force. They have fifteen thousand acres of
land, though little of it rich except in iron, and of that they have a great

quantity. Mr. Fitzwilliam, took up the mine tract, and had the address to

draw in the governor, Capt. Pearse, Dr. Nicolas and Mr. Chiswell to be jointly

concerned with him, by which contrivance he first got a good price for the

land, and then, when he had been very little out of pocket, sold his share to

Mr. Nelson for five hundred pounds; and of these gentlemen the company
at present consists. And Mr. Ciiiswell is the only person amongst them that

knows any thing of the matter, and has one hundred pounds a year for'look-

ing after the works, and richly deserves it. After breaking our fast we took
a walk to the principal mine, about a mile from the furnace, where they had
sunk in some places about fifteen or twenty feet deep. The operator, Mr.
Gordon, raised the ore, for which he was to have by contract one and six-

pence per cart-load of twenty-six hundred weight. This man was obliged

to hire all the laborers he wanted for this work of the company, after the

rate of twenty-five shillings a month, and for all that was able to clear forty

pounds a-year for himself We saw here several large heaps of ore of two
sorts, one of rich, and the other spongy and poor, which they melted together

to make the metal more tough. The way of raising the ore was by blowing
it up, which operation I saw here from beginning to end. They first drilled

a hole in the mine, either upright or sloping, as the grain of it required.

This hole they cleansed with a rag fastened to the end of an iron with a
worm at the end of it. Then they put in a cartridge of powder containing

about three ounces, and at the same time a reed full of fuse that reached to

the powder. Then they rammed dry clay, or soft stone very hard into the

hole, and lastly they fired the fuse with a paper that had been dipped in a
solution of saltpetre and dried, which burning slow and sure, gave leisure to

the engineer to retire to a proper distance before the explosion. This in the

miner's language is called making a blast, which will loosen several hundred
weight of ore at once ; and afterwards the laborers easily separate it with

pick-axes and carry it away in baskets up to the heap. At our return we
saw near the furnace large heaps of mine with charcoal mixed with it, a
stratum of each alternately, beginning first with a layer of charcoal at the

bottom. To this they put fire, which in a little time spreads through the

whole heap, and calcines the ore, which afterwards easily crumbles into
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small pieces fit f()r tlie furnace. There was likewise a miyhty quantity ol

limestone, brought from Bristol, by way of ballast, at two and sixpence a ton,

which they are at the trouble to cart hither from Rappahannock river, but
contrive to do it when the carts return from carrying of iron. They put
this into the furnace with the iron ore, in the proportion of one ton of stone to

ten of ore, with design to absorb the sulphur out of the iron, which would
otherwise make it brittle. And if that be the use of it, oyster shells would
certainly do as well as limestone, being altogether as strong an alkali, if not
stronger. Nor can their being taken out of salt water be any objection, be-

cause it is pretty certain the West India limestone, which is thrown up
by the sea, is even better than that imported from Bristol. But the founders
who never tried either of these will by no means be persuaded to go out of
their way, though the reason of the thing be never so evident. I observed
the richer sort of mine, being of a dark colour mixed with rust, was laid in

a heap by itself, and so was the poor, which was of a liver or brick colour.

The sow iron is in the figure of a half-round, about two feet and a half-long,

w'eighing sixty or seventy pounds, whereof three hundred weight make a
cart-load drawn by eight oxen, which are commonly shod to save their hoofs

in those stony ways. When the furnace blows, it runs about twenty tons of
iron a week. The founders find it very hot work to tend the furnace, es-

pecially in summer, and are obliged to spend no small part of their earnings
in strong drink to recruit their spirits. Besides the founder, the collier, and
miner, who are paid in proportion to their work, the company have several

other officers upon wages, a stock-taker, who weighs and measures every
thing, a clerk, who keeps an account of all receipts and disbursements, a
smith to shoe their cattle, and keep all their iron work in repair, a wheel-
wright, cartwright, carpenter, and several carters. The wages of all these

persons amount to one hundred pounds a year ; so that including Mr. Chis-

well's salary, they disburse two hundred pounds per annum in standing
wages. The provisions too are a heavy article, which their plantations do not
yet produce in a sufficient quantity, though they are at the charge of a gene-
ral overseer. But while corn is so short with them, there can be no great
increase of stock of any kind.

27th. Having now pretty well exhausted the subject of sow iron, I asked
my friend some questions about bar-iron. He told me we had as yet no
forge erected in Virginia, though we had four furnaces. But there was a
very good one set up at the head of the bay in Maryland, that made exceed-
ing good work. He let me know that the duty in England upon bar iron

was twenty-four shillings a ton, and that it sold there from ten to sixteen

pounds a ton. This would pay the charge of forging abundantly, but he
doubted the parliament of England would soon forbid us that improvement,
lest after that we should go farther, and manufacture our bars into all sorts

of iron ware, as they already do in New England and Pennsylvania. Nay,
he questioned whether we should be suffered to cast any iron, which they
can do themselves at their furnaces. Thus ended our conversation, and 1

thanked my friend for being so free in communicating every thing to me.
Then, after tipping a pistole to the clerk, to drink prosperity to the mines
with all the workmen, I accepted the kind offer of going part of my journey
in the phaeton. I took my leave about ten, and drove over a spacious level

road ten miles, to a bridge built over the river Po, which is one of the four

branches of Matapony, about forty yards wide. Two miles beyond that,

we passed by a plantation belonging to the company, of about five hundred
acres, where they keep a great number of oxen to relieve those that have
dragged their loaded carts thus far. Three miles farther we came to the Ger-
manna road, where I quitted the chair, and continued my journey on horse-
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back. I rode eight miles together over a stony road, and had on either side

continual poisoned fields, with nothing but saplings growing on them. Then
I came into the main county road, that leads from Fredericksburg to Ger-
manna, which last place I reached in ten miles more. This famous town
consists of Col. Spotswood's enchanted castle on one side of the street, and
a baker's dozen of ruinous tenements on the other, where so many German
families had dwelt some years ago ; but are now removed ten miles higher,

in the fork of Rappahannock, to land of their own. There had also been a
chapel about a bow-shot from the colonel's house, at the end of an avenue
of cherry trees, but some pious people had lately burnt it down, with intent

to get another built nearer to their own homes. Here I arrived about three

o'clock, and found only Mrs. Spotswood at home, who received her old ac-

quaintance with many a gracious smile. I was carried into a room elegantly

set off with pier glasses, the largest of which came soon after to an odd misfor-

tune. Amongst other favourite animals that cheered this lady's solitude, a
brace of tame deer ran familiarly about the house, and one of them came to

stare at me as a stranger. But unluckily spying his own figure in the glass,

he made a spring over the tea table that stood under it, and shattered the

glass to pieces, and falling back upon the tea table, made a terrilDle fracas

among the china. This exploit was so sudden, and accompanied with such
a noise, that it surprised me, and perfectly frightened Mrs. Spotswood. But
it was worth all the damage, to show the moderation and good humour with
which she bore this disaster. In the evening the noble colonel came home
from his mines, who saluted me very civilly, and Mrs, Spotswood's sister,

Miss Theky, who had been to meet him en cavalier, was so kind too as to

bid me welcome. We talked over a legend of old stories, supped about

nine, and then prattled with the ladies, till it was time for a trav^eller to retire.

In the mean time I observed my old friend to be very uxorious, and exceed-

ingly fond of his children. This was so opposite to* the maxims he used to

preach up before he was married, that I could not forbear rubbing up the

memory of them. But he gave a very good-natured turn to his change of

sentiments, by alleging that whoever brings a poor gentlewoman into so soli-

tary a place, from all her friends and acquaintance, would be ungrateful not

to use her and all that belongs to her with all possible tenderness,

28th. We all kept snug in our several apartments till nine, except Miss
Theky, who was the housewife of the family. At that hour we met over a
pot of coffee, which was not quite strong enough to give us the palsy.

After breakfast the colonel and I left the ladies to their domestic affairs, and
took a turn in the garden, which has nothing beautiful but three terrace

walks that fall in slopes one below another. I let him understand, that be-

.sides the pleasure of paying him a visit, I came to be instructed by so great a
master in the mystery of making of iron, wherein he had led the way, and was
the Tubal Cain of Virginia. He corrected me a little there, by assuring me he
was not only the first in this country, but the first in North America, who
had erected a regular furnace. That they ran altogether upon bloomeries in

New England and Pennsylvania, till his example had made them attempt
greater works. But in this last colony, they have so few ships to carry their

iron to Great Britain, that they must be content to make it only for their own
use, and must be obliged to manufacture it when they have done. That he
hoped he had done the country very great service by setting so good an ex-
ample. That the four furnaces now at work in Virginia circulated a great

sum of money for provisions and all other necessaries in the adjacent coun-
ties. That they took off a great number of hands from planting tobacco,
and employed them in works that produced a large sum of money in England
to the persons concerned, whereby the country is so much the richer. That
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they are besides a considerable advantage to Great Britain, beeause it lessens

the quantity of bar iron imported from Spain, Hollaiad, Sweden, {Denmark

and Muscovy, which used to be no less than twenty thousand tons yearly,

though at the same time no sow iron is imported thither from any country

but only from the plantations. For most of this bar iron they do not oaly

pay silver, but our friends in the Baltic are so nice, they even expect to be

paid all in crown pieces. On the contrary, all the iron they receive from the

plantations, they pay for it in their own manufactures, and send for it in their

own shipping. Then I inquired after his own mines, and hoped, as he was
the first that engaged in this great undertaking, that he had brought them to

the most perfection. He told me he had iron in several parts of his great

tract of land, consisting of forty-five thousaiid acres. But that the mine he

was at work upon was thirteen miles below Germanna. That his ore (which

was very rich) he raised a mile from his furnace, and was obliged to cart the

iron, when it was made, fifteen miles to Massaponux, a plantation he had

upon Rappahannock river; but that the road was exceeding good, gently

declining all the way, and had no more than one hill to go up in the whole

journey. For this reason his loaded carts went it in a day without difficulty.

He said it was true his works were of the oldest standing: but that his long

absence in England, and the wretched management of Mr. Greame, whom he

had entrusted with his affairs, had put him back very much. That what

with neglect and severity, above eighty of his slaves were lost while he was

in England, and most of his cattle starved.- That his furnace stood still

great part of the time, and all his plantations ran to ruin. That indeed he

was rightly served for committing his affairs to the care of a mathematician,

whose thoughts were always among the stars. That nevertheless, since his

return, he had applied himself to rectify his steward's mistakes, and bring his

business again into order. That now he had contrived to do every thing

with his owni people, except raising the mine and running the iron, by which

he had contracted his expense very much. Nay, he believed that by his

directions he could bring sensible negroes to perform those parts of the work
tolerably well. But at the same time he gave me to understand, that his

furnace had done no great feats lately, because he had been taken up in

building an air furnace at Massaponux, v/hich he had now brought to per-

fection, and should be thereby able to furnish the whole country with all

sorts of cast iron, as cheap and as good as ever came from England. I told

him he must do one thing more to have a full vent for those commodities, he

must keep a shallop running into all the rivers, to carry his wares home to

people's own doors. And if he would do that I would set a good example,

and take off" a whole ton of them. Our conversation on this "subject con-

tinued till dinner, which was both elegant and plentiful. The afternoon was
devoted to the ladies, who showed me one of their most beautiful walks.

They conducted me through a shady lane to the landing, and by the way
made me di'ink some very fine water that issued from a marble fountain, and

ran incessantly. Just behind it was a covered bench, where Miss Theky
often sat and bewailed her virginity. Then we proceeded to the river,

which is the south branch of Rappahannock, about fifty yards wide, and so

rapid that the ferry boat is drawn over by a chain, and therefore called the

Rapidan. At night we drank prosperity to all the colonel's projects in a bowl

of rack punch, and then retired to our devotions.

29th. Having employed about two hours in retirement, I sallied out at the

first summons to breakfast, where our conversation with the ladies, like whip

sillabub, was very pretty, but had nothing in it. This it seems was Miss

Theky's birth day, upon which I made her my compliments, and wished she

might live twice as long a married woman as she had lived a maid. I did

18
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not prwume t® pry Mo the secret of her age, nor was she forward to dk-
doee It, for this humble reason, lest I should think her wisdom fell short of
her years. She contrived to make this day of her birth a day of mourning,
for having nothing better at present to set her affections upon, she had a dog
that was a great favourite. It happened that very morning the poor cur had
done something very uncleanly upon the colonel's bed, for which he was con-
demned to die. However, upon her entreaty, she got him a reprieve ; but
was so concerned that so much severity should be intended on "her birth day,
that she was not to be comforted ; and lest such anotlier accident might oust
the poor cur of his clergy, she protested she would board out her dog at a
ndghbour's house, where she hoped he would be more kindly treated. Then
tlie colonel aiid I took another turn in the garden, to discourse farther on the

subject of iron. He was veiy frank in communicating all his dear-bought
experience to me, and told me very civilly he would not only let me into the

whole secret, but would make a journey to James river, and give me his

feithfnl opinion of all my conveniences. For his part he wished there were
many more iron works in the country, provided the parties concerned would
preserve a constant harmony among themselves, and meet and consult fre-

quently, what might be for their common advantage. By this they might be
better able to manage the workmen, and' reduce their wages to what was
just and reasonable. After this frank speech, he began to explain the whole
ckarge of an iron work. He said, there ought at least to be a hundred
ii€groes employed in it, and those upon good land would make corn, and
raise provisions enough to support themselves and the cattle, and do every
other part of the business. That the furnace might be built for seven hun-
dred pounds, and made ready to go to work, if I went the neaiest way to do
it, especially since coming after so many, I might correct their errors and
avoid their miscarriages. That if I had ore and wood enough, and a con-
venient stream of water to set the furnace upon, having neither too much
nor too little water, I might undertake the affair with a full assurance of
success. Provided the distance of carting be not too great, which is exceed-

ingly burdensome. That there must be abundance of wheel carriages, shod
with iron, and several teams of oxen, provided to transport the wood that is

to be coaled, and afterwards the coal and ore to the furnace, and last of all

the sow iron to the nearest water carriage, and carry back limestone and
other necessaries from thence to the works ; and a sloop also would be useful

to carry the iron on board the ships, the masters not being always in the

humour to fetch it. Then he enumerated the people that were to be hired,

viz. : a founder, a mine-iaiser, a collier, a stock-taker, a clerk, a smith, a
carpenter, a wheelwright, and' several carters. That these altogether will

be a standing charge of about five hundred pounds a year. That the

amount of freight, custom, commission and other charges in England, comes
to twenty-seven shillings a ton. But that the merchants yearly find out

means to Inflame the account with new articles, as they do in those of to-

bacco. That, upon the whole matter, the expenses here and in England may
be computetl modestly at two pounds a ton. And the rest that the iron sells

for will be clear gain, to pay for the land and negroes, which it is to be hoped
will be three pounds more for every ton that is sent over. As this aecount
agreed pretty near with that which Mr. Chiswell had given me, I set it down
(notwithstanding it may seem a repetition of the same thing) to prove that

both these gentlemen were sincere in their representations. We had a Mi-
chaelmas goose for dinner, of Miss Theky's own raising, who was now good-
natured enough to forget the jeopardy of her dog. In the afternoon we
walked in a meadow by the river side, which winds in the form of a horse-

shoe about Qermanna, making it a peninsula, containing about four hvmdred

i
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acres. Rappahannock forks about fourteen niDes beloMr this place, the northern

branch being the larger, and consequently must be the river that bounds nay

lord Fairfax's grant of the Northern Neck.
30th. The sun rose clear this morning, and so did I, and finished all nay

little affairs by breakfast. It was then resolved to wait on the ladies on
horseback, since the bright sun, the fine air, and the wholesome exercise, all

invited us toft. We forded the river a little above the ferry, and rode six

miles up the neck to a fine level piece of rich land, where we found about
twenty plants of ginseng, with the scarlet berries growing on the top of the

middle stalk. The root of this is of wonderful virtue in many cases, par-

ticwlarly to raise the spirits and promote perspiration, which makes it a spe-

cific in colds and coughs. The colonel complimented me with all we found,

in return for my telling him tl^e virtues of it. We were all pleased to find

so much of this king of plants so near the colonel's habitation, and growing
too upon his own land; but were, however, surprised to find it upon level

ground, after we had been told it grew only upon the north side of stony
mountains. I carried home this treasure, with as much joy, as if every root

had been a graft of the tree of life, and washed and dried it carefully. This
airing made us as hungry as so many hawks, so that between appetite and
a very good dinner, it was ditficult to eat like a philosopher. In the

afternoon the ladies walked me about amongst all their little animals, with
which they amuse themselves, and furnish the table; the worst of it is, they
are so tender-hearted, they shed a silent tear every time any of them are
killed. At night the colonel and I quitted the threadbare subject of iron,

and changed the scene to politics. He told me the ministry had receded
from their demand upon New England, to raise a standing salary for all

succeeding governors, for fear some curious members of the house of com-
mons should inquire how the money was disposed of, that had been raised

in the other American colonies for the support of their governors. And
particularly what becomes of the four and a half per cent., paid in the sugar
colonies for that purpose. That duty produces near twenty thousand pounds
a year, but being remitted into the exchequer, not one of the West India

governors is paid out of it; but they, like falcoals, are let loose upon
the people, who are complaisant enough to settle other revenues upon
them, to the great impoverishing of these colonies. In the mean time,

it is certain the money raised by the four and a half per cent, moulders away
between the minister's fingers, no body knows how, like the quitrents of
Virginia. And it is for this reason that the instructions, forbidding all govern-
ors to accept of any presents from their assemblies, are dispensed with in the
sugar islands, while it is strictly insisted upon every where else, where the as-

semblies were so wise as to keep their revenues among themselves. He said

further, that if the assembly in New England would stand bluff, he did not
see how they could be forced to raise money against their will, for if they
should direct it to be done by act of parliament, which they have threatened
to do, (though it be against the right of Englishmen to be taxed, but by their

representatives,) yet they would find it no easy matter to put such an act
in execution. Then the colonel read me a lecture upon tar, affirming that |t

cannot be made in this warm climate, after the manner they make it in Swe-
den and Muscovy, by barking the tree tv/o yards fi-om the ground, whereby
the turpentine descends all into the stump in a year's time, which is then split

in pieces in order for the kiln. But here the sun fries out the turpentine in

the branches of the tree, when the leaves are dried, and hinders it from
descending. But. on the contrary, those who burn tar of lightwood tn the
common way, and are careful about it, make as good as that whioh •omes
from the east country, nor will it burn the cordage more than that does.
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Then we entered upon the subject of hemp, which the colonel told me he

never could raise here from foreign seed, but at last sowed the seed of wild

hemp, (which is very common in the upper parts of the country) and that

came up very thick. That he sent about five hundred pounds of it to Eng-

land, and that the commissioners of the navy, after a full trial of it, reported

to the lords of the admiralty, that it was equal in goodness to the best that

comes from Riga. I told him if our hemp were never so gooi> it would not

be worth the making here, even though they should continue the bounty.

And my reason was, because labour is not more than two pence a day in

the east country where they produce hemp, and here we cannot compute it

at less than ten pence, which being five times as much as their labour, and

considering besides, that our freight is three times as dear as theirs, the price

that will make them rich will ruin us, as I have found by woful experience.

Besides, if the king, who must have the refusal, buys our hemp, the navy is

so long in paying both the price and the bounty, that we who live from hand

to mouth cannot afford to vv^ait so long for it. And then our good friends,

the merchants, load it with so many charges, that they run away with great

part of the profit themselves. Just like the bald eagle, which afler the fish-

ing hawk has been at great pains to catch a fish, pounces upon and takes it

from him. Our conversation was interrupted by a summons to supper, for

the ladles, to show their pov/er, had by this time brought us tamely to go to

bed with our bellies full, thougli v/e both at first declared positively against

it. So very pliable a thing is frail man, when women have the bending of

him.

October 1st. Our ladies overslept themselves this morning, so that we did

not break our fast till ten. We drank tea made of the leaves of ginseng,

which has the virtues of the root in a 'veaker degree, and is not disagreeable.

So soon as we could force our inclinations to quit the ladies, we took a turn

on the terrace walk, and discoursed upon quite a new subject. The colonel

explained to me the difference betwixt the galleons and the flota, which very

few people know. The galleons, it seems, are the ships which bring the trea-

sure and other rich merchandise to Carthagena from Portobel, to which

place it is brought over land, from Panama and Peru. And the flota is the

squadr6n that brings the treasure, &c., from Mexico and New Spain, which

make up at La Vera Cruz. Both these squadrons rendezvous at the Ha-

vanna, from hence they shoot the gulf of Florida, in their return to Old

Spain. That this important port of the Havanna is very poorly fortified,

and worse garrisoned and provided, for which reason it may be easily taken.

Besides, both the galleons and flota, being confined to sail through the gulf,

might be mtercepted by our stationing a squadron of men of war at the most

convenient of the Bahama islands. And that those islands are of vast con-

sequence for that purpose. He told me also that the azogue ships are they

that carry quicksilver to Portobello and La Vera Cruz, to refine the silver,

and that, in Spanish, azogue signifies quicksilver. Then my friend unrid-

dled to me the great mystery, why we have endured all the late insolences

of the Spaniards so tamely. The asiento contract, and the liberty of send-

ing a ship every year to the Spanish West Indies, make it very necessary

for the South Sea Company to have effects of great value in that part of the

world. Now these being always in the power of the Spaniards, make the

directors of that company very fearful of a breach, and consequently very

generous in their offers to the ministry to prevent it. For fear these worthy

gentlemen should suffer, the English squadron, under Admiral Hosier, lay

idle at the Bastimentos, till the ships' bottoms were eaten out by the worm, and

the officers and men, to the number of five thousand, died like rotten sheep,

without being suffered, by the strictest orders, to strike one stroke, though
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tliey might have taken both the flota and galleons, and made themselves

masters of the Havanna into the bargain, if" they had not been chained up
from doing it. All this moderation, our peaceable ministry showed even at

a time when the Spaniards were furiously attacking Giliraltar, and taking all

the English ships they could, both in Europe and America, to the great and
everlasting reproach of the British nation. Tliat some of the ministry, be-

ing tired out with the clamours of the merchants, declared their opinion for

war, and while they entertained those sentiments they pitched upon him,

Col. Spotswood, to be governor of Jamaica, that by his skill and experience

in the art military, they might be the better able to execute their design of

taking the Havanna. But the courage of tliese worthy patriots soon cooled,

and the arguments used by the South Sea directors, persuaded them once

again into more pacific measures. When the scheme was dropped, his

government of Jamaica was dropped at the same time, and then general

Hunter was judged fit enough to rule that island in time of peace. After

this the colonel endeavoured to convince me that he came fairly by his place

of postmaster-general, notwithstanding the report of some evil disposed

persons to the contrary. The case was this, Mr. Hamilton, of New Jersey,

who had formerly had that post, wrote to Col. Spotswood, in England, to

favour him with his interest to get it restored to him. But the colonel, con-

sidering wisely that charity began at home, instead of getting the place for

Hamilton, secured it for a better friend : though, as he tells the story, that

gentleman was absolutely refused, before he spoke the least good word for

himself,

2d. This being the day appointed for my departure from hence, I packed

up my effects in good time ; but the ladies, whose dear companies we were
to have to the mines, were a little tedious in their equipment. However,
we made a shift to get into the coach by ten o'clock ; but little master, who
is under no government, would by all means go on horseback. Before we
set out I gave Mr. Russel the trouble of distributing a pistole among the

servants, of which I fancy the nurse had a pretty good share, being no small

favourite. We drove over a fine road to the mines, which lie thirteen mea-
sured miles from the Germanna, each mile being marked distinctly upon the

trees. The colonel has a great deal of land in his mine tract exceedingly

barren, and the growth of trees upon it is hardly big enough for coaling.

However, the treasure under ground makes amends, and renders it worthy

to be his lady's jointure. We lighted at the mines, which are a mile nearer to

Germanna than the furnace. They raise abundance of ore there, great

part of which is very rich. We saw his engineer blow it up after the follow-

ing manner. He drilled a hole about eighteen inches deep, humouring the

situation of the mine. When he had dried it with a rag fastened to a worm,
he charged it with a cartridge containing four ounces of powder, including

the priming. Then he rammed the hole up with soft stone to the very mouth

;

after that he pierced through all with an iron called a primer, which is taper

and ends in a sharp point. Into the hole the primer makes the priming is

put, w-hich is fired by a paper moistened with a solution of saltpetre. And
this burns leisurely enough, it seems, to give time for the persons concerned

to retreat out of harm's way. All the land hereabouts seems paved with

iron ore ; so that there seems to be enough to feed a furnace for many ages.

From hence we proceeded to the furnace, which is built of rough stone,

having been the first of that kind erected in the countiy. It had not blown
for several moons, the colonel having taken off great part of his people to

carry on his air furnace at Massaponux. Here the wheel that carried the

bellows was no more than twenty feet diameter ; but was an overshot wheel

that went with little water. This was necessary here, because water is
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something scarce, notwithstanding it is supplied by two streams, one of
which is conveyed one thousand and nine hundred feet through wooden
pipes, and the other sixty. The name of the founder employed at present

is one Godfrey, of the kingdom of Ireland, whose wages is three shillings

and sixpence per ton for all the iron he runs, and his provisions. This man
told me that the best wood for coaling is red oak. He complained that the

colonel starves his M^orks out of whimsicalness and frugality, endeavouring
to do every thing with his own people, and at the same time taking them
off upon every vagary that comes into his head. Here the coal carts dis-

charge their load at folding doors, made at the bottom, which is sooner done,

and shatters the coal less. They carry no inore than one hundred and ten

bushels. The colonel advised me by all means to have the coal made on the

same side the river with the furnace, not only to avoid the charge of boat-

ing and bags, but likewise to avoid breaking of the coals, and making them
less fit for use. Having picked the bones of a sirloin of beef, we took

leave of the ladies, and rode together about five miles, where the roads part-

ed. The colonel took that to Massaponux, which is fifteen miles from his

furnace, and very level, and I that to Fredericksburg, which cannot be less

than twenty. I was a little benighted, and should not have seen my way,
if the lightning, which flashed continually in my face, had not befriended me.
I got about seven o'clock to Col. Harry Willis's, a little moistened with the

rain ; but a glass of good wine kept my pores open, and prevented all rheums
and defluxions for that time.

3d. I was obliged to rise early here, that I might not starve my landlord,

whose constitution requires him to swallow a beefsteak before the sun

blesses the world with its genial rays. However, he was so complaisant

as to bear the gnawing of his stomach, till eight o'clock for my sake. Col.

Wallei', after a score of loud hems to clear his throat, broke his fast along

with us. When this necessary affair was despatched, Col. Willis walked me
about his town of Fredericksburg. It is pleasantly situated on the south

shore of Rappahannock river, about a mile below the falls. Sloops may
come up and lie close to the wharf, within thirty yards of the public ware-

houses, which are built in the figure of a cross. Just by the wharf is a
quarry of white stone that is very soft in the ground, and hardens in the air,

appearing to be as fair and fine grained as that of Portland. Besides that,

there are several other quarries in the river bank, within the limits of the

town, sufficient to build a large city. The only edifice of -stone yet built is

the prison ; the walls of which are strong enough to hold Jack Sheppard,

if he had been transported thither. Though this be a commodious and
beautiful situation for a town, with the advantages of a navigable river, and
wholesome air, yet the inhabitants are very few. Besides Col. Willis, who is

the top man of the place, there are only one merchant, a tailor, a smith and
an ordinary keeper ; though I must not forget Mrs. Levistone, who acts here

in the double capacity of a doctress and coffee woman. And were this a

populous city, she is qualified to exercise two other callings. It,is said the

Gourt-house and the church are going to be built here, and then both religion

and justice will help to enlarge the place. Two miles from this place is a
spring strongly impregnated with alum, and so is the earth all about it.

This water does wonders for those that are affiicted with a dropsy. And on
the other side the river, in King George county, twelve miles from hence, is

another spring of strong steel water, as good as that at Tunbridge Wells. Not
far from this last spring are England's iron mines, called so from the chief ma-
nager of them, though the land belongs to Mr. Washington. These mines are

two miles from the furnace, and Mr. Washington raises the ore, and carts it

thither for twenty shillings the ton of iron that it yields. The furnace is built
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on a run, which discharges its waters into Potomac. And when the Iron

is cast, they cart it about six miles to a landing on that river. Besides Mr.
Washington and Mr. England, tliere are several other i)ersons, in England,
concerned in these worlts. Matters are very well managed there, and no
expense is spared to make them profitable, which is not the case in the

works I have already mentioned. Mr. England can neither write nojf read

;

but without those helps, is so well skilled in iron works, that he does not only

carry on his furnace, but has likewise the chief management of the works
at Principia, at the head of the bay, where they have also erected a forge

and make very good bar iron. Col. Willis had built a flue to try all sorts

of ore in, which was contrived afl;er the following manner. It was built of

stone four feet square with an iron grate fixed in the middle of it for the

fire to lie upon. It was open at the bottom, to give a free passage to the

air up to the grate. Above the grate was another opening that carried the

smoke into a chimney. This makes a draught upward, and the fire rarify-

ing the air below, makes another draught underneath, which causes the

fire to burn very fiercely, and melt any ore in the crucibles that are set

upon the fire. This was erected by a mason called Taylor, who told me
he built the furnace at Fredericksville, and came in for that purpose at three

shillings and sixpence a day, to be paid him from the time he left his house

in Gloucestershire, to the time he returned thither again, unless he chose
rather to remain in Virginia all:er he had done his work. It happened to be
court day here, but the rain hindered all but the most quarrelsome people

from coming. The colonel brought three of his brother justices to dine with

us, namely, John Talifero, major Lightfoot, and captain Green, and in the

evening parson Kenner edified us with his company, who left this parish

for a better, without any regard to the poor souls he had half saved, of the

flock he abandoned.

4th. The sun rising very bright, invited me to leave this infant city;

accordingly, about ten, I took leave of my hospitable landlord, and persuaded
parson Kenner to be my guide to Massaponux, lying five miles off, where I

had agreed to meet Col. Spotswood. We arrived there about twelve, and
found it a very pleasant and commodious plantation. The colonel received

us with open arms, and carried us directly to his air furnace, which is a very
ingenious and profitable contrivance. The use of it is to melt his sow iron,

in order to cast it into sundry utensils, such as backs for chimneys, andirons,

fenders, plates for hearths, pots, mortars, rollers for gardeners, skillets, boxes
for cart wheels; and many other things, which, one with another, can be
afforded at twenty shillings a ton, and delivered at people's own homes. And,
being cast from the sow iron, are much better than those which come from
England, which are cast immediately from the ore for the most part. Mr.
•Flowry is the artist that directed the building of this ingenious structure,

which is contrived after this manner. There is an opening about a foot

square for the fresh air to pass through from without. This leads up to an
iron grate that holds about half a bushel of sea coal, and is about six feet

higher than the opening. When the fire is kindled, it rai'efies the air in such
a manner as to make a very strong draught from without. About too feet

above the grate is a hole that leads into a kind of oven, the floor of which is

laid shelving towards the mouth. In the middle of this oven, on one side, is

another hole that leads into the funnel of a chimney, about forty feet high.

The smoke mounts up this way, drawing the flame after it with so much
force, that in less than an hour it melts the sows of iron that are thrust to-

wards the upper end of the oven. As the metal melts it runs towards the

mouth into a hollow place, out of which the potter lades it in iron ladles,

in order to poui' it into the several moulds just by. The mouth of the oven
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is stopped close witli a moveable stone shutter, which he removes so soon
as he perceives, through the peep holes, tliat the iron is melted. The inside

of the oven is lined with soft bricks, made of Sturbridge or Windsor clay,

because no other will endure the intense heat of the fire. And over the
floor of the oven they strew sand taken from the land, and not from the
water side. This sand will melt the second heat here, but that which they
use in England will bear the fire four or five times. The potter is also

obliged to plaster over his ladles with the same sand moistened, to save
them from melting. Here are two of these air furnaces in one room, that

so in case one wants repair, the other may work, they being exactly of the
same structure. The chimneys and other outside work of this building are
of free-stone, raised near a mile off, on the colonel's own land. And were
built by his servant, whose name is Kerby, a very complete workman. This
man disdains to do any thing of rough work, even where neat is not required,

lest any one might say liereafter, Kerby did it. The potter was so com-
plaisant as to show me the whole process, for which I paid him and the other
v/orkmen my respects in the most agreeable way. There was a great deal

of ingenuity in the framing of the moulds, wherein they cast the several
utensils, but without breaking them to pieces, I found there was no being let

into that secret. The flakes of iron that fall at the mouth of the oven are
called geets, which are melted over again. The colonel told me, in my ear,

that Mr. Robert Cary, in England, was concerned with him, both in this and
his other iron works, not only to help support the charge, but also to make
friends to the undertaking at home. His honour has settled his cousin, Mr.
Greame, here as postmaster, with a salary of sixty pounds a year, to reward
him for having ruined his estate while he was absent. Just by the air fur-

nace stands a very substantial wharf, close to which any vessel may ride in

safety. After satisfying our eyes with all these sights, we satisfied our
stomachs with a sirloin of beef, and then the parson and I took leave of the

colonel, and left our blessing upon all his works. We took our way from
thence to major Woodford's, seven miles off, who lives upon a high hill that

affords an extended prospect. On which account it is dignified with the

name of Windsor. There we found Rachel Cocke, who stayed with her sister

some time, that she might not lose the use of her tongue in this lonely place.

We were received graciously, and the evening was spent in talking and
toping, and then the parson and I were conducted to the same apartment,
the house being not yet finished.

5th. The parson slept very peaceably, and gave me no disturbance, so I

rose fresh in the morning, and did credit to the air by eating a hearty break-
fast. Then major Woodford carried me to the house where he cuts tobacco.
He manufactures about sixty hogsheads yearly, for which he gets after the

rate of eleven pence a pound, and pays himself liberally for his trouble. The
tobacco he cuts is long green, which, according to its name, bears a very
long leaf, and consequently each plant is heavier than common sweet-scented
or Townsend tobacco. The worst of it is the veins of the leaf are very large,

so that it loses its weight a good deal by stemming. This kind of tobacco
is much the fashion in these parts, and Jonathan Forward (who has great
interest here) gives a good price for it. This sort the major cuts up, and
has a man that performs it very handily. The tobacco is stemmed clean in

the first place, and then laid straight in a box, and pressed down hard by a
press that goes with a nut. This box is shoved forward towards the knife

by a screw, receiving its motion from a treadle, that the engineer sets a-going
with his foot. Each motion pushes the box the exact length which the to-

bacco ought to be of, according to the saffron or oblong cut, which it seems
yields one penny in a pound more at London than the square cut, though
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at Bristol they are both of equal price. The man strikes down the knife

once at every motion of the screw, so that his hand and foot keep exact

pace with each other. After the tobacco is cut in this manner, it is silled

first through a sand riddle, and then through a dust riddle, till it is perfectly

clean. Then it is put into a tight hogshead, and pressed under the nut, till

it weighs about a thousand net. One man performs all the work after the

tobacco is stemmed, so that the cliarge bears no proportion to the profit.

One considerable benefit from planting long green tobacco is, that it is much
harder, and less subject to fire than other sweet scented, though it smells not

altogether so fragrant. I surprised Mrs. Woodford in her housewifery in the

meat-house, at which she blushed as if it had been a sin. We all walked about

a mile in the woods, where I showed them several useful plants, and explained

the virtues of them. This exercise, and the fine air we breathed in, sharpened

our appetites so much that we had no mercy on a rib of beef that came attend-

ed with several other good things at dinner. In the afternoon, we tempted all

the family to go along with us to major Ben. Robinson's, who lives on a high hill,

called Moon's Mount", about five miles off. On the road we came to an eminence,

from whence we had a plain view of the mountains, which seemed to be no

more than thirty miles from us, in a straight line, though, to go by the road, it

was near double that distance. The sun had just time to light us to our jour-

ney's end, and the major received us with his usual good humour. He has a

very industrious wife, who has kept him from sinking by the weight of gam-

ing and idleness. But he is now reformed from those ruinous qualities, and

by the help of.a clerk's place, in a quarrelsome county, will soon be able to

clear his old scores. We drank exceeding good cider here, the juice of the

white apple, which made us talkative till ten o'clock, and then I was conduct-

ed to a bed-chamber, where there was neither chair nor table ; however, I

slept sound, and waked with strong tokens of health in the morning.

6th. When I got up about sunrise, I was surprised to find that a fog had cov-

ered this high hill ; but there is a marsh on the other side the river that sends

its filthy exhalation up to the clouds. On the borders of that morass lives

Mr. Lomax, a situation fit only for frogs and otters. After fortifying myself

with toast and cider, and sweetening my lips with saluting the lady, I look

leave, and the two majors conducted me about four miles on my way, as far

as the church. After that, Ben. Robinson ordered his East Indian to conduct

me to Col. Martin's. In about ten miles, we reached Caroline court-house,

where Col. Armstead and Col. Will. Beverley, have each of them erected an

ordinary, well supplied with wine and other polite liquors, for the worshipful

bench. Besides these, there is a rum ordinary for persons of a more vulgar

taste. Such liberal supplies of^trong drink often make Justice nod, and drop

the scales out of her hands. Eight miles beyond the ordinary, I arrived at

Col. Martin's, who received me with more gravity than I expected. But,

upon inquiry, his lady was sick, which had lengthened his face and gave him

a very mournful air. I found him in his night-cap and banian, which is his

ordinary dress in that retired part of the country. Poorer land I never saw
than what he lives upon ; but the wholesomeness of the air, and the good-

ness of the roads, make some amends. In a clear day the mountains may
be seen from hence, which is, in truth, the only rarity of the place. At my
first arrival, the colonel saluted me with a glass of good Canary, and soon after

filled my belly with good mutton and cauliflowers. Two people were as

indifferent company as a man and his wife, without a little inspiration from

the bottle; and then we were forced to go to the kingdom of Ireland, to help

out our conversation. There, it seems, the colonel had an elder brother, a phy-

sician, who threatens him with an estate some time or another ; though pos-

sibly it might come to him sooner if the succession depended on the death of

19
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one of his patients. By eight o'clock at night we had no more to say, and I

gaped wide as a signal for retiring, whereupon I was conducted to a clean

lodging, where I would have been glad to exchange one of the beds for a
chimney.

7th. This morning Mrs. Martin was worse, so that there were no hopes of

seeing how much she was altered. Nor was this all, but the indisposition of

his consort made the colonel intolerably grave and thoughtful. I prudently ate

a meat breakfast, to give me spirits for a long journey, and a long fast. My
landlord was so good as to send his servant along with me, to guide me
through all the turnings of a difficult way. In about four miles we crossed

Mattaponi river at Norman's ford, and then slanted down to King William

county road. We kept along that for about twelve miles, as far as the new
brick church. After that I took a blind path, that carried me to several of

Col. Jones's quarters, which border upon my own. The colonel's overseers

were all abroad, which made me fearful I should find mine as idle as they.

But I was mistaken, for when I came to Gravel Hall, the first of my planta-

tions in King William, I found William Snead (that looks after three of them)

very honestly about his business. I had the pleasure to see my people all

well, and my business in good forwardness. I visited all the five quarters on

that side, which spent so much of my time, that I had no leisure to see any of

those on the other side the river ; though I discoursed Thomas Tinsley,

one of the overseers, who informed me how matters went. In the evening

Tinsley conducted me to Mrs. Sym's house, where I intended to take up my
quarters. This lady, at first suspecting I was some lover, put on a gravity

that becomes a weed ; but so soon as she learned who I was, brightened up
into an unusual cheerfulness and serenity. She was a portly, handsome dame,

of the family of Esau, and seemed not to pine too much for the death of her hus-

band, who was of the family of the Saracens. He left a son by her, who has all

the strong features ofhis sire, not softened in the least by any ofhers, so that the

most malicious of her neighbours cannot bring his legitimacy in question, not

even the parson's wife, whose unruly tongue, they say, does not spare even the

reverend doctor, her husband. This widow is a person ofa lively and cheer-

ful conversation, with much less reserve than most of her countrywomen.

It becomes her very well, and sets off her other agreeable qualities to advan-

tage. We tossed off a bottle of honest Port, which we relished with a broil-

ed chicken. At nine I retired to my devotions, and then slept so sound that

fancy itself was stupified, else I should have dreamed of my most obliging

landlady.

8th. I moistened my clay with a quart of milk and tea, which I found alto-

gether as great a help to discourse as the juice of the grape. The courte-

ous widow invited me to rest myself there tliat good day, and go to church

with her, but I excused myself, by telling her she would certainly spoil my
devotion. Then she civilly entreated me to make her house my home when-

ever I visited my plantations, which made me bow low, and thank her very

kindly. From thence I crossed over to Shaccoe's, and took Thomas Tins-

ley for my guide, finding the distance about fifteen miles. I found every

body well at the Falls, blessed be God, though the bloody flux raged pret-

ty much in the neighbourhood. Mr. Booker had received a letter the day

before from Mrs. Byrd, giving an account of great desolation made in our

neighbourhood, by the death of Mr. Lightfoot, Mrs. Soan, Capt. Gerald and
Col. Henry Harrison. Finding the flux had been so fatal, I desired Mr.

Booker to make use of the following remedy, in case it should come amongst

my people. To let them blood immediately about eight ounces; the

next day to give them a dose of Indian physic, and to repeat the vomit

again the day following, unless the symptoms abated. In the mean time,
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they should eat nothing but chicken broth, and poached eggs, and drink

nothing but a quarter of a pint of milk boiled with a quart of water, and
medicated with a little mullein root, or that of the prickly pear, to restore the

mucus of the bowels, and heal the excoriation. At the same time, I order-

ed him to communicate this method to all the poor neighbours, and especial-

ly to my overseers, with strict orders to use it on the first appearance of that

distemper, because in that, and all other sharp diseases, delays are very
dangerous. I also instructed Mr. Booker in the way I had learned of blow-

ing up the rocks, which were now drilled pretty full of holes, and he pro-

mised to put it in execution. After discoursing seriously with the father

about my affairs, I joked with the daughter in the evening, and about eight

retired to my castle, and recollected all the follies of the day, the little I

had learned, and the still less good I had done.

9th. My long absence made me long for the domestic delights of my own
family, for the smiles of an affectionate wife, and the prattle of my inno-

cent children. As soon as I sallied out of my castle, I understood that

Col. Carter's Sam was come, by his master's leave, to show my people how to

blow up the rocks in the canal. He pretended to great skill in that matter,

but performed very little, which however might be the effect of idleness

rather than ignorance. He came upon one of my horses, which he tied to a
tree at Shacco's, where the poor animal kept a fast of a night and a day.

Though this fellow worked very little at the rocks, yet my man, Argalus, stole

his trade, and performed as well as he. For this good turn, I ordered Mr.
Samuel half a pistole, all which he laid out with a New England man for

rum, and made my weaver and spinning woman, who has the happiness

to be called his wife, exceedingly drunk. To punish the varlet for all these

pranks, I ordered him to be banishecl from thence for ever, under the penalty

of being whipped home, from constable to constable, if he presumed to

come again. I left my memoranda with Mr. Booker, of every thing I or-

dered to be done, and mounted my horse about ten, and in little more reach-

ed Bermuda Hundred, and crossed over to Col. Carter's. He, like an indus-

trious person, was gone to oversee his overseers at North Wales, but his

lady was at home, and kept me till supper time before we went to dinner.

As soon as I had done justice to my stomach, I made my honours to the

good humoured little fairy, and made the best ofmy way home, where I had
the great satisfaction to find all that was dearest to me in good health, nor
had any disaster happened in the family since I went away. Some of the

neighbours had worm fevers, with all the symptoms of the bloody flux ; but,

blessed be God ! their distempers gave way to proper remedies.
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